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WHEELING: 37* TV MARKET
*Television Magazine 8/1/57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

Mail Pouch and Kentucky Club are two
of the nationally famous buy-words
which help contribute to the super

market value of the WTRF-TV area.

These and other quality tobacco prod-

ucts are manufactured by The Bloch
Brothers Tobacco Company of Whee-
ling, West Virginia . . . with 500
employees influenced by the program-
ming of WTRF-TV ... in an area of

425,196 TV homes, where 2 million

people spend 2 lA billion dollars
annually.

316,000 watts NBC

WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA

"I have been working for the Bloch

Brothers people for 22 years, and it's

part of my job to help protect the quality

of our tobacco products. Even away from

work I'm conscious of quality—in food, in

clothing, in just about everything. That

includes TV-viewing, too, which is why the

favorite station at our house is WTRF-TV."

wfrt fv
reaching a market that's reaching new importance!
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^l^^TIJ^X-TV
Michigan's Great Area Station— Strategically Located

to Exclusively Serve LANSING- FLINT-JACKSON

with a Dominant 100,000 watt signal from its new 1023' tower

located between Lansing and Flint . . . NBC— CBS-ABC

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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ONE TV STATION REACHES 1/5 OF CANADA

1/5

of all

Canadian
furniture

sales

are

made
in our

Hamilton
Toronto
Niagara
coverage

area

"Within our huge coverage area 2,552,715 people spend $126,133,000 each year in over 688 furniture

outlets. This represents 21.69% of all furniture sales made yearly in Canada. Another black and white

fact proving CHCH-TV serves the richest market in Canada." Source: Sales Management Elliott-Haynes.

For further information call : Montreal: UN 6-9868, Toronto: EM 6-9236, (S/jfafWlJ/WiJ mF%F
Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New York City: PL 1-4848, ^fLiHimH* I W
Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769 channel it CANADA



NOW AVAILABLE!

ONE MINUTE SPOTS

$80 GROSS EACH ON
"THE EARLY SHOW"
MONDAY- FRIDAY
5:30-6:55 PM
C/M VIEWERS: 534*

The finest in film entertainment. A dif-

ferent movie every evening on Channel
17, fromWBUF's great Warner Brothers
and Republic Pictures Library.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The privilege of a station to editorialize—a la the newspaper

—is still a topic of hot controversy. These views by FCC

chairman John C. Doerfer, obtained by SPONSOR daring

his attendance of the NAB convention in L.A.. throw a sharp

light and broad breath of understanding of the problem.

The newsmaker: John C. Doerfer has never been one to

pussyfoot on an issue that concerns both the public and the industry

weal. Hence, this opening gambit of his in the exclusive interview

on what are his personal thoughts about broadcaster editorializing:

"Most broadcasters are showing an unwarranted timidity and a

fear of public officials that is hampering creative thought in a vital

medium of communication."

While equally firm that stations should not use editorial freedom

in a "loose or irresponsible manner." Doerfer does not feel broad-

casters should fetter themselves

"because of proposed Congres-

sional safeguards which are not

even needed under the Constitu-

tion."

Doerfer cited as unrealistic the

proposal before Congress that first

priority in licensing of a tv station

should go to applicants not owning

other media of mass communica-

tion. However, in his view, in

cases of joint ownership of news-

paper and station "there should be

a distinct separation of editorial •'"'"' ( Doerfer

policies and staff."

How would the FCC chairman like to see stations perform their

editorial function? These are some of his answers:

• Stations should become more skilled in developing an editorial

approach to their news gathering.

• These techniques should be commensurate with their size, facili-

ties and experience.

• A small station "should not leap upon a different issue every

da\ just for the sake of editorializing," but should weigh single

issues in the light of their importance.

• Large and small stations should plan a constructive approach

toward presenting their views, rather than pell-mell attack—using

techniques that would give stations a "wall of independence, bounded

|p\ their own responsibility."

Doerfer- closing moral: "When you deny the right of broadcast

media to editorialize, you are not only separating creativity and

judgment in news reporting and challenging Section 326 of the

Communications Act and Article One of the Constitution, but flout-

ing a basic right." ^
[See Sponsor Speaks, !«'! March, Shall a station editorialize?)



First to buy Paramount . .

.

all 700 Feature Films . .

.

KETV, Omaha's Leading Movie Station*

• 40-plus Bob Hope
and/or Bing

Crosby Pictures,

including "The
Road" Pictures

• Jack Benny

• Cecil B. DeMille

• Shirley Temple Hits

• For Whom The
Bell Tolls

• Lost Weekend

• Wake Island

• To Each His Own

• and hundreds

of others.

*Feb. '58 ARB gives leadership to KETV's 9:35 PM Movie Masterpiece.

21.0 average rating all week. Omaha's highest-rated movies, including

Warner's, RKO, Columbia, Selznick, and United Artists.

Leadership Guaranteed

KETV didn't buy the Paramount package to gain

leadership—KETV already has leadership. But now

KETV's movie lead is guaranteed for years to come!

Kl

Contact Ijlij at once for remaining availabilities.

basic fabe]

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD STATION
' Eugene S. Thomas, V. P. & Gen. Mgr.



On a cost-per-proof-of-purchase, or actual sales, or any other

basis of measurable results-yes, including ratings, too-

WMGM produces action at the lowest cost of any

radio station in the New York metropolitan area.

\X\e '

<e*&:S*
Station in town • 50,000 wattswmgm

RADIO NEW YORK CITY



T

hear is wmgm
ALL THE YANKEE BALL GAMES PLAY-BY-PLAY EXCLUSIVELY ON WMGM
WMGM—The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Radio Station in New York—1050 kc

400 Park Avenue Phone MUrray Hill 8-1000



The Man in the KPRC-TV Shirt

A DVERTISING MEN are beginning

**-to realize that it is ridiculous to

spend time, talent, and money on hand-

tailored advertising campaigns and then

spoil the effect by placing this custom

advertising on ordinary television sta-

tions. Hence the growing popularity of

KPRC-TV in Houston, Texas, which is

in a class by itself.

KPRC-TV advertising wears infinitely

longer—a matter of many months. It

makes your products and service more

attractive and more distinguished because

of the subtle methods of presentation.

The whole manner is more generous, and

therefore, more comfortable. Short pauses

are just a little longer and stay in your

mind. Even the station-identifications

have an ante-bellum elegance about them.

Above all, KPRC-TV makes up its

daily telecasts from remarkable sponsors,

collected from the four corners of the

nation. You will get a great deal of satis-

faction out of being in the company of

other advertisers of such impeccable taste.

KPRC-TV is run by a small company

of dedicated television men in the

City of Houston, Texas. They have been

at it, man and boy, since 1949- You'll

find all the pertinent data in SRDS,
or write to Jack McGrew, Station Man-

ager, or Edward Petry & Co., National

Representatives.



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
3 MAY 1958

Cwyrlfht l»M

IPONIOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Business continued to perk nicely this week for national spot tv.

The biggest buy came out of Benton & Bowles: Shick Shaver in about 100 markets.
The campaign apparently is pointed to the graduation trade.

Other buying activities included P&G's Joy (Burnett), Parker Pen's T-Ball Jotter

(Tatham-Laird), General Foods' Kool Shake (FCB Chicago), Tide (B&B), Ivory (Comp-
ton), and P&G's Whirl (B&B).

Incidentally, Rinso is testing a liquid soap in Texas.

(See Chicago Report in SPOT BUYS, page 54, and WRAP-UP, page 59, for more on tv

spot.

)

National spot radio on the other hand had a comparatively quiet week.

The market lists were limited, and the accounts included Del Monte, Roi Tan Cigar,

Swansdown Cake Flour, and Arrid.

One of the top agencies has devised a tactic to counter the rating madness that

tv columnists supposedly incite among network advertisers.

The stratagem is to ask the client to forget for a moment the ratings quoted with disdain

by the columnist and answer for himself this question: In what other medium—for the

same expenditure—could your advertising message reach an audience of 7 to 10
million households?

Adam Young soon will be circulating a Pulse audience composition study to refute

NBC Radio's argument that teenagers dominate independent station listening.

The breakdown was based on audiences from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. of independent stations

that rated first, second, or third in 10 major markets.

The adult audience by quarter-hour for such stations in all 10 markets averaged

84.9%.

The highest teenage figure in any market was 25%

The tv networks picked up quite a number of sales the past week, but com-

mercial schedules for the fall are still slow in taking shape.

The main reason for this: The bellwethers are taking their time deciding on what

shows they want and where they want them.

Here's a quick rundown of how some of the major tv sponsors stand network-wise:

GENERAL FOODS: Decided on the Ann Sothern show as a replacement for December

Bride on CBS TV Monday night, but has yet to lock up its plans.

BROWN & WILLIAMSON: Will have Naked City on ABC TV Tuesday 9:30 and is

cogitating over what to place on NBC TV Monday 9:30.

COLGATE: Will stick along with Millionaire and Thin Man and probably spot Dotto on

NBC TV Tuesday 9 p.m.

OLDSMOBILE: A lineup of 225 stations on ABC Tuesday 9:30 with a half-hour show

starring Patti Page.

P&G: Will share a minute each with Ralston and Miles of The Rifleman (ABC TV
Tuesdays) , while Ralston and Miles will take a minute each of Leave It to Beaver on the same

network Fridays.

QUAKER OATS : Considering Donna Reed Show Wednesday nights on ABC TV.

SPONSOR • 3 MAY 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Elgin Watch is in the market again this season for a pre-Christmas campaign
via JWT.

The focus is on participating in a special, but the buy could be into several regularly

scheduled network programs.

Ted Bates is now the anchor—or coordinating—agency for American Home
Products as well as the Colgate account.

Oilier anchor agencies for top-rank package accounts: J. Walter Thompson for Lever;

Compton for P&G; Rcnton & Bowles for General Foods; and Y&R for Bristol-Myers.

Don'l be surprised if the multi-program concept introduced by the Ford Road-
show on CBS Radio is reflected in the fall planning of 7-Up.

Ted Jardine, who heads the account for JWT, was in New York this week to lay the

groundwork for ;i radio network spread along Roadshow lines.

CBS TV and NBC TV are under pressure from a number of accounts for ad-

vance information on just how many periods the network propose to preempt for

specials during the coming season.

The reasons they give for this insistence:

• Vdvertisers don't like the idea of being vague about such preemptions when the sea-

son s contract is consummated.

• The agencies need this information to make the network schedule conform with the

budget set by the client.

P.S.: NBC TV's enthusiasm for selling specials has undergone a chill lately. It

doesn't want to put a blight on the main aim of the network—regular sponsorship.

Radio advertisers will be able to get specific figures this year on the sale of tran-

sistor sets:

The EI A has started to segregate them from other types of receivers.

Meantime from A. C. Elles, I.D.E.A., Inc., sales manager, SPONSOR-SCOPE has ob-

tained these estimates:

• Of the 3.°>0n.000 portables turned out in '57, about 50% were transistors.

• Toward the end of the year nearly 70% of the portables were of the transistor type.

• The portable market for '58 will be down 10-20%, but the transistor figure will be up
considerably. In other words, the transistor share will be up to 80%, as compared to 20%
in 1954.

Incidentally, the peak seasons for transistor sales are November-December (Christmas
-

' i f t — and May-June (for wedding-graduation gifts and outdoor living).

You ran get a close line on what they're talking about at plans or procedural meet-

ings through the inquiries that come to an agency's information center.

SPONSOR.SCOPE this week checked the librarians of a cross-section of Madison

Avenue agencies on the types of air media questions put to them most recently.

The list showed these to be in the majority:

1. Listening and viewing habits by age and income groups and working women.

2. Percentages of sponsor identification.

3. Trends toward various types of tv programing.

1 into listening habits and FM-set ownership.

5. What is the effect of tv on marketing.

6. Tv network, radio network, tv spot, and radio spot hillings.

7. Percentage of the advertising dollar spent in tv.

8. Successful case histories in various facets of air media.

9. Banking of agencies in tv and radio billings.

10. Justification for agency commission on tv production and services.

10 SPONSOR • 3 MAY 1958



- SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

THE NAB CONVENTION in L.A. this week drew an attendance of around 1,800, in-

cluding a sizeable contingent of admen from the East and Midwest.

Aside from the major speeches (see page 39), the focus of interest was on panels, group

meetings, and technical demonstrations. These events included:

FM: Jon Ross, of L.A.'s Ross, Reisman agency, contended FM stations were making a

mistake in selling too "softly". He said that the medium can't afford to rely solely on the

twin arguments of above-average-intelligence and higher income audiences. A snappier ap-

proach is needed. (Note: Philco and Motorola are reported introducing FM auto receivers this

fall.)

VIDEOTAPE: RCA appears to be pitching its tape in the direction of commercial pro-

ducers. Ampex was interested in squashing the notion that you can't edit tape. There wasn't

much interest in color tape demonstrations because of the feeling that—aside from union

jurisdictional problems—black and white problem must first be ironed out.

NBC's Bob Sarnoff displayed the network's "tape central" in Burbank whose 12 ma-

chines went into operation with DST.

TV FILM SYNDICATION: TPA president Milton Gordon argued that the economic

climate favored svndication campaigns for the 1958-59 season—either because medium-sized

advertisers can't afford networks, or because they have decided to be more selective in

their marketing activities.

Frederick S. Houwink, WMAL-TV. Washington, urged that the advertiser's interests

ought to be considered in barter deals. An equitable balance should be maintained between

the number of spot announcements given the client and these two factors: (1) the market

value of the film nrooerty, and (2) the actual value of the station's time.

Joe Floyd, KELO-TV. Sioux Falls, S. D.. who presided at this meeting, urged a uniform

film contract and a simnlified method for handling film so that costs could be cut. NTA
president Oliver Unsrer predicted stations will have to use "A" time to plav post-1948 fea-

tures to meet the "fair prices" required bv the distributor.

ASSOCIATION OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS: Impressed its audience

with a well-documented presentation of how the group operates in gathering facts about the

characteristics of tv signals, field testing, etc.

Leonard Goldenson and Ollie Treyz made an allont plea at a meeting of ABC TV
affiliates in L.A. this week for better clearance cooperation.

Onlv 42% of the affiliates, said Trevz. are clearing satisfactorilv for ABC TV. while CBS

TV and NBC TV are getting a much better break from their stations.

ABC TV. the affiliates were told, just can't compete if it must toss line programing

into delayed and fringe-time periods.

Ex-Wisconsin U. prof, and station operator Gerald Bartell and NBC Radio's Joe

Culligan this week locked adjectives over whether the network affiliate or the independ-

ent station is producing the superior service for listeners.

In a talk before Omaha Ad Club Culligan remarked: "These 'Tiffanies' of radio (af-

filiates) will stand head and shoulders above the mob of jukebox stations which will

be wallowing in hopeless mediocrity with drearv fad music. . .
."

Retorted Bartell in a telegram to SPONSOR-SCOPE: "It is as difficult to defend rock

'n' roll as it is to understand the programing of certain networks.

"On the one side, are the operators who substitute a rigid music formula for imagi-

nation and talent. On the other, is a tag-tag, non-sequential programing burdened by an

insupportable news and commercial format, and a random music policy.

"For the network, the road back may be a thorny one—like a behemoth of the

Pleistocene Age in a desperate struggle for survival in a changing world."

SPONSOR • 3 MAY 1958



There won't be as many pilots going the rounds this month as anticipated.

Official Films, for instance, had elaborate plans for six new series, will end up with two:

\dventures of the Invisible Man (produced in England with U.S. stars) and Western

Union.

Note: Roth are on the verge of a national sale.

(For more tv film developments, see FILM-SCOPE, page 19, and WRAP-UP, page 62.)

Paul Roberts, former Mutual president, this week cut his final ties with the net-

work by disposing of his MRS common stock to Frederick Pittera, board chairman of Car-

bonless Paper Corp.

Pittera told SPONSOR-SCOPE that his ownership of 165 common shares out of the

1.100 outstanding makes him the largest single stockholder in the network.

Prediction by one school of agency marketers: The recession will have the effect

of making the discount house and the big promotional retailer respectable members

of the dealer community.

The resulting impact on advertising: As the sales clerk continues to dwindle in impor-

tance, the brand manufacturer will have to concentrate more of his cost in pre-

selling the prospect.

(For more on marketing developments, see MARKETING WEEK, page 50.)

P&G's Canadian organization has put itself on record as refusing to accept as

valid any station measurements influenced by special promotional gimmicks during sur-

vey periods.

Wrote J. A. MacDonald, P&G Canada's media and production manager, to the Domin-

ion's Rureau of Rroadcast Measurement: "We are investigating all reports of special pro-

motions and where in our opinion these activities are likely to affect the validity of the spring

survey, we will make no use whatever of the survey data for any market so affected."

An immediate taboo was put on Winnipeg radio data.

Don't look to CBS TV to rush into a revision of its discount structure just be-

cause of the changes made by NBC TV.
Noted a CRS TV sales executive to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week: "We're going to ana-

lyze NRC's discounts and see what effect they have on ours. Then we'll wait until some of

our advertisers ask us what we're going to do about it."

The following table—based on a lineup of 125 stations—shows the progress made by

NBC TV in closing the discount gap between itself and CRS TV:

ADVERTISER SCHEDULE OLD NBC DISCOUNT

(Nighttime)

NEW NBC DISCOUNT CBS DISCOUNT

Alternate week V2 hr. 6% 5% 5%
Weekly V2 hr. 16% 20% 23%
Alternate week hour 8% 5% 5%
Weekly hour 18%

(Daytime)

22% 25%

Alternate week 1
/i hr. 5% 8% 5%

Weekly V, hr. 15% 22% 21

Alternate week hour ',)", 8% 5%
Weekly hour 18% 25% 25%

(For more on changing discount structures, see page 33.)

For other news coverage in this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Ruys, page 54; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59; Washington Week, page 67; SPONSOR

Hears, page 68, and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74.

SPONSOR • 3 may 1958



This Wednesday at 6 p.m.

The New Orleans radio station with

32.2% of the audience

will become

20 TIMES MORE PDWEHFUL
May 7, WTIX goes to 5,000 watts—and takes over

the 690 spot on the dial. Result: Over 1,000,000

new listeners added. Now WTIX's 24-hour

service extends over the entire Gulf

area—from Texas to Florida.

Now, more than ever, the New

Orleans buy is WTIX—the station

which even before the change

had more audience

than the next 3 stations

combined. ( Current Hooper.

)

See the Adam Young man,

or WTIX General Manager

Fred Berthelson.

Con
*Vi *oo„ °« 4<*r radio

dial

The change-over story is being brought

forcefully to New Orleans' .mention by power-

ful promotion, including posters like this one

at high-traffic Canal & Roval Streets.

WTIX
first . . . an,I getting firster . .

note 20 times more fotc-erful . .

5,000 watts

NEW ORLEANS

S"T><V"r I CD INI

s

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WD6Y Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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SEVENTEEN?
EIGHTEEN?
NINETEEN?

YES...WBRE-TV does have
a " 19 County Coverage—r~

Pennsylvania

Counties Covered

• LUZERNE
• LACKAWANNA
• LYCOMING
• COLUMBIA
• SCHUYLKILL

MONROE
PIKE

WAYNE
WYOM/NG
SULLIVAN

SUSQUEHANNA
BRADFORD

UNION
LEHIGH

SNYDER

MONTOUR
CARBON
CLINTON

2,000,000 Population!

Estimated Buying Income -$2,000,000,000!

Equivalent to the Nation's 24th Market!

This is the year for CONCENTRATION . . . when mar-

ginal prospects rate only marginal attention . . . when to

produce real results, you must concentrate your best

efforts on your best prospects . . . those who are most

likely to buy . . . and buy in quantity!

ONE station has proven over the years, that their audi-

ence is TOP GRADE; large-buying prospects in all seg-

ments of this big Northeastern Pennsylvania Market . . .

WBRE-TV!

A DOMINANT STATION

IN A DOMINANT MARKET

WITH A DOMINANT SALES

OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU! ! !

TV Channel 28
WILKES-BARRE, PA.

AN M¥^ BASIC BUY : National Representative : The Headley-Reed Co.



Timebuyers
H at work

Otis Hutchins, Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, makes a list that

timebuyers might check in preparing a radio campaign. "First,"

Otis says, "spot radio should not be used sparingly for the best

results. Saturation schedules prove beyond a doubt the value of

repetition. If your budget is limited, it is better to use two or three

days a week than to spread it

out. Second, don't put all your

eggs in one basket. Use as many
stations in a market as you can.

If necessary, rotate the stations.

Third, study audience composition

carefully; here is the key to all

successful buying. Fourth, clearly

define the campaign's objectives

before buying. The who, what,

where, when and why of news-

paper reporting can be applied

equally as well in determining a

product's market. Fifth, look for segments during prime time that

give you extra mileage. Five-minute news shows, for example, often

have a minimum of advertising, integrate the product's message with

the program content, and establish solid product identification.

There are many other guideposts, of course—and if a buyer puts

two and two together, sometimes he can get five."

Bob Palmer, Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., all-media buyer for

American Cyanamid, Agricultural Div., points out that while manu-

facturers of feed, farm chemicals, tractors and animal health prod-

ucts invest millions of dollars in advertising, many do not use radio

and tv. "The problem is not one of availability of farm programing,"

Bob says, "as hundreds of radio

and tv stations schedule regular

farm shows. Lack of up-to-date

audience information is the pri-

mary reason. We are sure, of

course, that the farmer listens to

radio and tv. But we don't know

when, why and to whom." Bob

feels this is a rich market for

broadcast, yet in the past year

only two stations have released

major farm audience studies. He
thinks that until information nec-

essary in making the basic decision to use broadcast, can be sup-

plied to agricultural advertisers, radio and tv will not receive their

share of the appropriations. "The leading farm stations and the

National Association of Radio and Television Farm Directors should

cooperatively undertake a comprehensive market study," Bob says.

That Floyd's a helluva bellringer

too! His good times campaign has

caught on like wildfire. Viewers

are flooding Joe's KEL-O-LAND
switchboards and mailrooms with

"business is good" reports; and each

item is beamed back to the KELO
group's four-state audience.*

The Bellringer campaign confirms

two statistical facts—today's most

lucrative market is KEL-O-LAND;

and KELO-TV with its booster

stations gets you there fast!

*a million-plus people

in South Dakota, Iowa,

Minnesota, Nebraska.

CBS • ABC • NBC

KELP LAND
KELO TV SIOUX FALLS «
KDLO TV HURON

WATERTOWN
3

KPLO PIERRE
TV WINNER

CHAMBERLAIN
6

General Offices: Sioux Falls, S. D.

JOE FLOYD, President

s Nord, Gen. Mgr., Larry Bentson, V.P.

REPRESENTED by H-R

Minneapolis: Bulmer & Johnson, Inc.





MEDIClVlXjl^lVy We have said of MEDIC: "No one else in 1958 will offer a

program that approaches MEDIC's prestige, production quality and dramatic con-

tent." According to the stations which have already bought MEDIC, we need

say no more. These include the Storer Group, Westinghouse's WJZ-TV in,

Baltimore, WABD in New York, WTTG in Washington, KTLA in Los Angeles,

WGN-TV in Chicago and KRON-TV in San Francisco. From their point of view,

MEDIC speaks for itself.

VICTORY PROGRAM SALE
A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
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the Metro Area
IN THE TOP 50 OF ALL

262 METRO AREAS IN

PERCENTAGE OF GROWTH IN

• POPULATION

• E.B.I.

• RETAIL SALES

the TV Market
53 COUNTY

COVERAGE AREA

Population 1,195.100

E.B.I. $1,288,883,000

Retail Sales $828,816,000
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CALL HOLLINCBERY CO.

by Joe Csida

Sponsor
backstage

"Where did you go?— Washington"

A number of columns ago I mentioned that I

often felt sorry for top network brass. This was

appropos of what seemed to me to be the ironic

situation wherein advertising agencies were once

again setting up screams about the high cost of

network video advertising. ABC TV. they

claimed, had taken over such substantial chunks

of the CBS TV and NBC TV audience that indi-

vidual network show shares were down all around. In Washington,

at the identical time, the harrowing Barrow report was issued. Its

horrific suggestions were based on the notion that ABC TV just

couldn't make the kind of progress it should in a free economy

because of the manner in which CBS TV and NBC TV had monop-

olized the web business.

Now at the risk being accused of fostering a Society for the Pre-

vention of Cruelty to Network Executives I would like to say a few

more words in behalf of my harried web friends. William Paley and

Frank Stanton, respectively Chairman of the Board and President

of CBS, Inc. each earned $299,807.94 in 1957. Brigadier General

David Sarnoff and his son Bobby, who held ditto titles at the National

Broadcasting Company earned $200,000 and $186,500 respectively

during the past year. I want to suggest to the stockholders of both

corporations that they seriously consider giving these gentlemen and

all of their associates in the higher web councils solid wage increases.

Webs in orbit

It is a poorly kept secret that business has softened up somewhat

and all the networks are hard-pressed to keep their grosses up to

standards set in previous years. It is even more generally acknowl-

edged that in this year 1958, even should you bring in a record-

breaking gross amount of dollars, you would still be fortunate to

turn up any sort of respectable net profit. It is to achieve some

success in these two areas that most corporate officers are paid. Not

so with our web buddies. It is necessary for them to accomplish this

phase of their jobs in what little spare time they can steal from

hearings in Washington.

This piece was prompted by the recent remarks of Dick Salant,

CBS staff vice president before the Ohio Broadcasters Association.

Dick knows much more about this problem than I, or most other

people for that matter. He called his speech: '"Where Did You Go?
Washington.—What Did You Do? Nothing." And some of the facts

he revealed should give us all pause for thought.

"Since the beginning of 1954," said Dick, "there've been the

Plotkin Report, the Jones Report, the Potter Report, the Bricker Re-

port, the Cox Report, the Evins Report, the Celler Report and the Bar-

row Report. We've dug out and submitted literally thousands of

pieces of paper for the Evins Committee, the Celler Committee, the

Moulder Committee, the FCC Network Study Staff and the Depart-



AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
MARCH 1957 REPORT

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

TIME PERIODS

WKZO-TV Station B

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8:00 a.m. fo 6:00 p.m. 143 57
6:00 p.m. to 1 1:00 p.m. 94 6

SATURDAY
8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 50 10

SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. to 1 1 :00 p.m. 40 16

BUT. ..You'll Find WKZO-TV

Leads To Sales Records

In Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids!

When you're on the track of greater sales in Kalamazoo-
Grand Rapids, you need the market dominance of

WKZO-TV. Want proof? Look at this! ARB shows

WKZO-TV is first in 267% more quarter hours than the

next-best station — 327 for WKZO-TV, 89 for Station B!

WKZO-TV telecasts from Channel 3 with 100,000 watts

from 1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS Television

Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids—serves over 600,000

television homes in one of America's top-20 TV markets!

WKZO-TV
100,000 WATTS * CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives



. Sponsor backstage continued .

... a feet-on-the-

ground, head-in-

the-clouds,

delectable darling.

But you can be sure

she's ready, willing

and able to respond

to your gentle

persuasions

on KOIN-TVin
Portland, Oregon

and throughout 30
surrounding counties.

|

At CBS-TV Spot Sales,

they rave about her

charms... and, of course,

about KOIN-TV s

amazing ratings

and coverage.

ment of Justice. When one group gets finished with them, they return

them, we file them. Then we disinter them all over again when the

next group decides to go over exactly the same issues.

"Between May 1954 and March, 1958", continues Dick, "eight

CBS officers have appeared in formal hearings 15 different times as

witnesses before nine Federal investigating groups. And there's no

end in sight. Next month we are scheduled to appear before the

Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce on the Smathers Bill dealing with

music and broadcasting. Senator Magnuson has announced that

his Committee plans another go-around on pay television next month.

The same Committee will hold hearings on Senator Bricker's bill to

regulate networks. And Senator Monroney has said he plans to have

bearings on ratings in the near future.

"And so it goes," added Dick somewhat wistfully. "We seem to be

in orbit, going around and around the world of Washington in 80

years with different Committees tracing the same ground when they

can't think of anything new."

Committee on legislative oversight

Dick, a much wiser and better informed man than I, says he does

not know what to do about this, that he doesn't know the cause or

the cure. I certainly don't either, but I'd like to suggest something

which may at first blush seem slightly wild. I'd like to see a different

kind of Congressional Committee, a Committee on Congressional

Oversight. This would be a Committee, which would keep close track

of data submitted by broadcasters and other businessmen on specific

facts of consequence in specific issues such as alleged network mo-

nopoly, pay television, etc.. etc. When a Congressional Committee

asked for data on any such issue, the Congressional Oversight lads

would look up their records, and point out that certain late, verified

and specific facts on the issue were already available, having been

submitted to a previous Committee. And maybe the Committee on

Legislative Oversight could decide that it would be a fair idea to

pass some legislation making it impossible for a Congressional Com-

mittee to badger a citizen or group for information he has already

furnished a previous Congressional group.

There are no doubt all kinds of reasons why this naive suggestion

can't possibly be accepted. But I thought the suggestion I made when

the Paar Show was struggling for clearances was naive too. I felt

the show was good for television, and recommended that where an

NBC affiliate was unable to or didn't care to carry the show, it

could be offered to CBS or ABC affiliates. I understand that quite a

few CBS and ABC stations now carry the show.

Somebody who knew how to swing it, either picked up mv
clearance suggestion, or got the same idea himself. I fervently hope

somebody figures out a way to wipe out all this wasteful duplication

of effort the webs are required to go through with Congress these

days. To me it makes nothing but good sense that if top network

brass were not required to spend disproportionate amounts of time

on the most useless and silly of these probes, television would

benefit greatly. For when all is said and done these are the men who
lead the way, and tv will grow as an advertising medium and

culturally in almost direct proportion to the amount of constructive

though) its leaders are able to devote to it. ^



The Transcontinent

Television Corporation

welcomes a powerful

combination to its family

of stations:

wnep-tv (formerly

warm-TV), Channel 16,

Scranton, and wilk-tv,

Channel 34 Wilkes-Barre.

The two stations are now
operating in combination

with identical programming

—but the prosperous

Scranton—Wilkes-Barre

market will soon be covered

by wnep-tv alone, when

it increases power to

1,500,000 watts and becomes

America's most powerful

TV station.

Basic affiliation with the

ABC Television Network

will continue to bring such

top-rated shows as Maverick,

Lawrence Welk, Disneyland,

Wyatt Earp and The Real

McCoys to the nearly

2,000,000 people in the

growing Scranton

—

Wilkes-Barre trading area.

And the new single facility

—

with studios in Scranton

and Wilkes-Barre and

transmitting from the

Wilkes-Barre site—will

enable Transcontinent to

strengthen the ties between

the two cities ... to maintain

its policy of greater service

to the community and to

the advertiser.

WROC-TV, Rochester

WGR Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo

WSVA Radio, WSVA- TV, Harrisonburg

Represented by Peters,

Griffin & Woodward

WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre

WNEP-TV, Scranton

by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

Symbol Urn

" If] TRANSCONTINENT TELEVISION CORPORATION
Service isr

sponsor • 3 may 1958
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Assistant Sales Manager j

MB Standard Fruit and Steamship Co. HJ •

I AV Kenneth F. Browning

B
* 9 Tracy-Locke Co., Inc.

J 1 Jl
Hilburne Fulks

f 1 V.P. in Charge of Marketing

BStandard Fruit and Steamship Co. HI
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Everett O. Liaboe

Account Executive

Tracy-Locke Co., Inc.

Standard Fruit Co., handled by Tracy-Locke Company, Inc. out

of New Orleans, is one of the country's larger buyers of

time.

The men pictured are some of the key personnel

on this important team responsible for the purchase

of air over many stations in America.

Every member of this buying team receives SPONSOR.

As a matter of record SPONSOR has by far the

largest number of advertiser-agency paid subscribers

of any publication in the broadcast field — 7622 as of

21 December 1957. 50% larger than the next big book in

the industry.

SPONSOR really reaches the team that buys the time. Reaches

thousands more of them — reaches them more economically

than any other broadcast or general advertising journal

on the market.

By every independent survey

basic station buy.

SPONSOR is the

Before you finalize your advertising schedule get to see

SPONSOR'S new picture story "TO THOSE WHO LIVE ON AIR"

It's a 50 slide presentation — in color — packed with

vital information every station manager ought to know.

And it's yours for the asking. Just drop a note on your

letterhead to:

SPONSOR — 40 E. 49th Street — New York 17, New York.

3PONSOR
sells the TEAM that buys the TIME



If your clients

give a hoot about sales . .

.

. . . switch your San Antonio bud-

get to KONO— the station that's

No. 1* throughout the day— the

station with sales appeal — the

station that has more national

and local advertisers than any

other TWO San Antonio stations.

Get the facts . . .

See your || " If representative

or Clarke Brown man

*Feb.-Mar. Hooper gives KONO
28.3 share of audience with

a big 17.5% sets-in-use tally

860 kc 5000 watts

E3 EK3
SAN ANTONIO Radio

49th am
Madison

Spot: a shadow medium?

We at the Television Bureau of Adver-

tising were concerned to see your head-

line: "Spot: the shadow medium," in

your April 12th issue of sponsor.

While we can't speak for spot radio,

we certainly can and have been for

spot television. Let's look at what we
have done and see just how "shadowy"
spot television is today.

TvB is about to issue its Second

Annual Spot Report of expenditures in

spot television by advertiser and by

brand. Thus, TvB, by a full year,

leads all broadcast media in the re-

porting of brand expenditures.

TvB's Spot Sampler, a milestone in

measurement of the delivered audience

of spot television (unlike the coverage

information provided by other media)

has been in constant use by the leading

agencies and advertisers. . . . TvB's

"Focusing the TV Spotlight" presen-

tation alerted an estimated 6000 ad-

vertisers in person. . . . TvB's special

Nielsen tabulation shows how to deter-

mine an individual spot's rating . . .

is the first such definitive research

available. . . . TvB's unique Nielsen

studies enable spot advertisers to mea-

sure the reach of their schedule in

terms of customer-homes, heavy vs.

light consumers of this particular

product, and the best market for that

particular advertiser. Such informa-

tion has never been available in any

other medium. . . . TvB has also been

instrumental in the promotion of spot

television through the trade press of a

variety of industries. For instance,

TvB based articles concerning spot ap-

peared recently in the following:

Women's Wear Daily, Department

Store Economist, Linens & Domestics,

Drugs & Cosmetics, Coffee & Tea In-

dustries Magazine, and Quick Frozen

Foods Magazine.

. . . TvB is about to release tran-

scripts of ID's which will form the

first such compendium ever compiled.

This, plus the listing of who uses ID's.

the time of day, and their expendi-

tures, will form a basic tool for the

evaluation of this form of spot televi-

SPONSOR • 3 MAY 1958



sion.

In the effective use of our own spot

television information, TvV can cite

its work with Philip Morris, Clorox

Chemical, Lipton Tea, Stephan Sham-

poo, National Association of Insurance

Agents, National Board of Fire Under-

writers, the New York Stock Exchange

test, the New York Life Insurance test,

Conoc, Esso and others.

It is hard to decide what more

should be done to measure spot tele-

vision once you have covered its bill-

ings, its audience, its flexibility, its

cost efficiency and its impact. TvB has

had an uphill fight to acquaint even

the trade press with the material avail-

able from us concerning spot. You
can be certain that both Printer's Ink

and Advertising Age have been con-

tacted concerning their omission of

spot television information.

This spot information from TvB, as

you know, is only a part of our total

operation. We can show just as com-

plete a documentation of our measure-

ment and promotion of network tele-

vision.

Actually, much of our promotion of

television concerns all of television

which includes both network and spot.

You can see why we are concerned

about your editorial, particularly when
SPONSOR itself has run some 4696 lines

on spot television based on TvB in-

formation just since July. We believe

that we provide far more than "a few

standard statistics" but we would cer-

tainly welcome any suggestions you
can give us for new areas of explora-

tion.

Norman E. Cash

President, TvB
New York

New reader

At a recent convention of trade asso-

ciation executives, your publication,

SPONSOR, was brought to my attention

for containing interesting and valuable

material.

In view of this recommendation

from some of my associates, I should

like to receive a copy of the last issue

of your publication with a view toward

entering my subscription after exam-

ining this copy.

Leon Grizer

exec, dir., Retail Dry
Goods Assn., Inc.

New York
• We're always glad to see new faces.

KOSI'fi big

round family

sound

hae

EAR APPEAL!

February Pulse rates KOSI No.l

Independent in IB-station Denver Market

Every Denver listener knows that a spot on KOSI goes

in one ear—and stays there! KOSFs well-rounded sound

appeals to the entire family . . . keeps everyone at attention

while creating the urge to splurge. Cost per thousand

figures using Pulse or Hooper offer proof that the "bonanza

buy" in Denver is KOSI.

SEB PETRY FOR KOSI, Denver, and KOBY, San Francisco's dominant

family station in Hooper, Pulse, and Nielsen. WGVM, Greenville,

Miss., No. 1 in Hooper and Nielsen. Call Ed Devney.

PETRY MAN

Mid-America Broadcasting Company

SPONSOR • 3 MAY 1958



New York

Los Angeles

Chicago

Philadelphia-

Wilmington

Detroit

Boston-Manchester

Cleveland

New Haven

St. Louis

Washington

Providence

Indianapolis-

Bloomington

Minneapolis-St. Paul

Baltimore

Cincinnati

Dallas-Fort Worth

Atlanta

CHARLOTTE

Compare all major national television markets!

The Charlotte-WBTV Television Market ranks twenty-one in the nation.

Television Magazine proves that a market is "people delivered"...

not geographical outlines . . . and credits WBTV's 71 -county coverage area with

602,361 sets . . . twenty-one in the nation.

Compare all national television markets! Then call CBS Television Spot Sales for

complete facts on the nation's twenty-one market.

* Standard Kroadcastino Company
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What price marketing?
^ Agencymen at 4A's meeting predict more use of spot

by recession-hit hard goods who're trimming ad spending

^ Key problem of agencymen today is maintaining level

of profit against the inroads of costly client services

By Evelyn Konrad

T WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, W. VA.

wo major problems concerning

agency management executives gath-

ered at The Greenbrier last week for

the 4A's annual exchange of thoughts

:

1. How many collateral services

must today's agency offer clients to

do a well-rounded job in this competi-

tive climate—and how are agencies

to be reimbursed for the vast operating

costs implicit?

2. What will be the likely extent

and duration of the current recession

—and how can the agencies and their

clients protect themselves against it?

While discussions on marketing

services and a forecast of the nation's

economy (by National Industrial Con-

ference Board chief economist Martin

Gainsbrugh) were among the high-

lights of the agenda, these subjects had

the edge on the more informal and

private cocktail party and golf course

idea exchanges as well. In the re-

laxed (though unseasonably chill I

surroundings of Greenbrier, growing

agency services and the recession were

the two problems common to all from

management executives of agencies

billing $1 million or less to those from

the $200 million-plus giant shops.

Both problems ' will have a far-

reaching impact upon air media, net-

work and spot, before the year's end.

To measure the type and extent of

these effects, sponsor discussed these

questions with top management execu-

tives from a wide cross-section of

agencies ranging from such New
York-centered giants as BBDO, J.

Walter Thompson, Wm. Esty, Bryan

Houston, Warwick & Legler and

Grey Advertising; to Detroit majors

Campbell-Ewald and MacManus, John

& Adams: Chicago Needham; Louis &

Brorby, Tatham Laird and Waldie &

Briggs; New Orleans' Fitzgerald; San

Francisco's Guild, Bascom & Bon-

figli; and even two German affiliates,

each with a staff numbering over

200, Die Werbe G.m.b.H., Essen, and

William Wilkens Werbung. Hamburg.



Here's uluii agencymen

predict for fall 1958:

MacManus, John & Adams' Ernie Jones

sees suing to spot "bought on shorter term."

Here are some of the conclusions

that developed from this depth-inter-

viewing:

• Agency compensation, as ques-

tioned in Prof. Frey's report to the

\\ \. continues to be the overriding

"big problem" in closed-door sessions.

And there's no single solution forth-

coming. Not only does the interpreta-

tion of what constitutes marketing

services vary from one agency to the

next, but compensation for them fre-

quently varies as much from one

client to another within the same
agency as it does among agencies.

Problem: The same extent of mar-

keting services that were covered by
media commissions one year may not

be adequately paid for when the

client's media strategy shifts from

network to costly-to-handle spot.

• Agencies are beginning to pay

the price for their own stress on mar-

keting services during the past year

or two. As the commission system

came under fire, agencies fought back

by emphasizing collateral services. But

under the normal stimulus of agency

competition, they were drawn into a

"marketing-armaments race," with

giant agencies battling for marketing

supremacy.

Problem: In this period of reces-

sion, all clients are making demands
for these services. The squeeze is on

the medium—or small-sized agency

which can't staff competitively with

the giants. And the pressure's on the

big shop to come through with proof

of the claims made for agency mar-

keting aid in less critical months of

1956 and 1957.

• Effects of the recession are likelv

lo show up in fall media strategy.

I here's little question now but that

billing on automotives, hardest-hit by

the business set-back, will be substanti-

ally off in the fall. However, sponsor's

discussion of media problems with

heads of varying size and types of

agencies indicates that a number of

accounts not hit by the recession may
swing toward heavier use of spot as

well.

Problem: Some soft goods adver-

tisers, although sales are up, view

long-term network commitments cau-

tiously and may substitute spot tv and

radio in fall. A shift in balance be-

tween network and spot would affect

the operating costs and profitability

of the agency billing under $20 mil-

lion, particularly.

One tv/radio forecast for 1958 and

1959 was common to meet top agenc^ -

men interviewed: Air media billings

have not yet reached their growth

potential. Most agencies anticipate

that tv and radio will account for a still

larger share of the advertising dollar

during the next year or two than they

have in their recent boom years.

"The agency whose accounts are

diversified, including not only the

big-ticket products hit by temporary

business set-backs but fast-moving

items as well, should show the same

proportion of air and print billings

in 1958 as it had in 1957," Dave

Danforth, BBDO executive v.p. and

newly-elected 4A's chairman, told

SPONSOR.

"At BBDO, we're also anticipating

the same breakdown between network

and spot tv, based on the fact that our

{Please turn to page 52)

Guild, Baacom * Bonfigli'a Gil Burt

"-[mi radio "ill boom, due to lo* coat"

Campbell-Ewald'a Tom Adams Bay

"Client-- will buy cautiously, spot may grov

Estv-s Dr. Wulfeck for-,.,- further air me-

dia growth in 1959: "This fall like fall '57."

SPONSOR • 3 MAY 1958



Crusading for an end to nal

counsel; Jack Thayer, WDGY
dent of Storz Stations; Adam Young, Adam Yo

recent meeting of Storz Stations in Chicago. (L to r): II, b Do

Armstrong, WHB; Clifford Barborka, J r., John Blair Co.; Todd

tew an. program director; Jack Sandler WQAM; and Bol Tih.

Spot radio tackles the local rates

^ The Storz Stations, in a bold move that may even

affect their own hillings, hit out at a spot bugaboo

^ From now on there exists no doubt as to who pays

national and who pays local rates, ending old confusion

By Bill

I he tangled, thorny briar patch of

national vs. local rates in spot radio

has just been run through by a bull-

dozer named Todd Storz. Whether

the briars will jungle up again remains

to be seen. But at the moment things

look hopeful by this joint action of the

Storz Stations and their representatives

—John Blair and Adam Young.

Effective 1 May, the Storz group set

up a clear-cut line of division between

who pays national rates and who pays

local. The line was drawn at the semi-

annual conclave of the group held at

Chicago's Sheraton Hotel from 17 to

20 April. Here is the new pattern of

rate differentials:

• All product accounts shall be

charged the prevailing station national

rate as published in Standard Rate and

Data Service.

• All retail accounts shall be charged

Miksch

the prevailing "local" or "retail"' pub-

lished rate. However, in certain in-

stances there are products and/or serv-

ices that do not easily conform to either

of these two basic classifications.

• In no event will any account be

allowed consideration at the local rate

unless the following conditions prevail:

(1) Continuity, either live or elec-

trical transcription must be produced

and written at the local level in each

market. No electrical transcriptions

produced for general national use or

parts thereof may be used on sched-

ules carried at the local rate.

I 2 I Continuity for a "local" or "re-

tail" account must consist of such in-

formation as retailers' local name, ad-

dress, telephone number, store hours,

and other purely local information for

at least 51% of the length of any given

piece of continuity. Advertisers using

the local rate may not employ general

institutional or product continuity of

an established brand or service name
for more than half of each commercial

message.

(3) Certain local products will be

allowed the local rate provided: (a)

Distribution of the product is limited

to the immediate trade area of the city

involved; (b) products in this category

are manufactured or processed from

only one source within the scope of the

trade area involved; (c) the local prod-

uct account, in general, does not em-

ploy an advertising agency or is repre-

sented by a local advertising agency or

by a branch of a national agency op-

erating in this instance only as a local

agency; (d) any contract with the sta-

tion for advertising of products in this

category is written and executed at the

local level with billing rendered to a

local address, the address being either

that of a recognized local agency or a

bona fide fully-operating office of the

advertiser; (e) payment for advertis-

ing rendered to accounts in this cate-

gory shall be made by check drawn

solely on banks located within the local

market involved.

The problems presented by the com-

mon practice of stations offering local
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Spot Radio Long Plagued
i the home-town bo) a

break" reall) started something national vs. retail ad

voritism toward the local merchant who naturall) didn't

have an advertising budget to compare with corporate

national level. When radio came on thi -

it was quickly adopted l>\ stations understandably so

(n\ stations h r subsidiaries.

I!\ the mid 'Id- about 76^5 of all radio stations had

two rates national and local. Some even had a third

ertis - Local rate- then i and

-till do) averaged about 50^? less than rates paid l>v na-

tional advertisers. Some local or "retail" rates

high as T.i ' , less. What this amounts to can be seen in

the fact there are several time- - I radio

national, and about 60 times as

man) local advertisers as national and regional together.

It was only a question of time until some national

advertisers figured a way to "beat the game." Local

dealer co-op fund-, dealer associations,

franchise dealers, wholesalers, chains, jobbers, manu-
facturer's representatives and every other national con-

nection at local level were used to buy time to ad

national brands at retail dealer ad rates, \mong tin-

By Local Rate Problems
most flagrant violators of what might be termed an

ethical code ueie 1 1 n bee] aceoiml-. auloinot i\ e-. drug

d.ain-. oil companies. Those who went to the trouble of

having their agencies travel timebuyers to set up local

deal- found thej wre getting about twice a< much air

time for the same mone) as were theii less aggressive

competitors. The lattei came to view spot radio more

as a field for sharp operators and bargain hunters than

egitimate medium. Reps tried to argue that na-

tional accounts paying national rates got best of avails,

- the cliche, mone) lalk>.

In the majoi market-, especiall) with net-affiliates and

big prestige stations, the double rale is not so common.

Time is time, and the local pays the same as the national

account. But in smaller markets, especially throughout

the Southeast, double or triple rate is the rule rather than

the exception. One rep who surveyed his stations with

question, "What i^ local rate situation in your market/"
1 man) replies of "Rough," "Simpl) terrible." In

compete with other stations in their market for

local business, even enemies of a double-rate system are

forced to participate.

Storz Stations have set up rules, which, if adopted

universally, will safeguard the system for all clients.

or regional accounts rates ranging up

to as high as 75% less than national

advertisers pay have been many. .Na-

tional accounts and their agencies were

quick to grasp the meaning of such a

s\stem. Send out timebuyers and make
a deal direct, use local distributors and

dealers, co-op funds and any other

means to circumvent the national rate

by buying direct. Beers, automotives,

drug chains and oil companies went off

to make their deals as "local" or "re-

tail
' accounts and save an average of

50' ! . Their less enterprising — but

more ethical competitors— were often

chagrined to learn of such differentials

and lost interest in spot radio advertis-

ing. Their view of a competitor com-

pan) |>av ing half as much as they paid

for the same air time was understand-

ably dim.

Under the Storz plan just adopted,

lure are the accounts that will get na-

tional or local rate-:

• W ill pay national rate: (1) Me.

beer, and wine. (2) Vutomotive dealer

associations and or regional or zone

offices of automotive manufacturers.

-
. di-ti Lbutoi or u holesaler of a

national product or appliance. I I I

Food brokers, drug jobber- and othei

product brokers. (5) Manufacturer's

representatives. (6) Petroleum prod-

ucts. (7) Publishers. (8) Transporta-

tion companies and facilities operating

generally in interstate commerce.

• Will pay local rates: (1) Soft

drink franchised bottlers. (2) Finance

companies. (3) Banks. (4) Retail

clothing and grocery chain stores, etc.,

when advertising said stores. (When
only the retailer's store is advertised,

the copy restrictions mentioned earlier

in Sections 1 and 2 are waived. I

Todd Storz sees that conforming to

this policy will have immediate and

far-reaching effects. "It will mean," he

says, "that in some instances the na-

tional representative will be selling our

stations at the local rate. It will also

mean that our local salesmen will some-

times be selling at the national rate.

"We believe," Storz continues, "that

our present definition will warrant re-

finement after some experience has

been achieved in operating under these

ground rules. But, even under this

policy, any account can quickly ascer-

tain whether they will be entitled to the

local or national rate. Our stations will

not deviate from this policy."

How are the advertisers going to

take it? What will be the feelings of

those accounts which have been ma-

neuvering to get national advertising at

the "retail'-' price?

Storz says, "Wbile we realize that

this move may cost us considerable

billing in the immediate future, we are

hopeful that in the long term our sta-

tions will benefit by this firm rate pol-

icy. Radio deserves better treatment

than to be sold on a barter basis." The

Storz Stations are: WDGY, Minne-

apolis-St. Paul; WHB, Kansas City;

WQAM. Miami (John Blair Co. rep-

resented I , and WTIX, New Orleans

(Adam Young represented).

A new confidence in spot

Adam Young is also free to admit

that national advertisers who have been

taking advantage of local rate loop-

holes will shortly face some hard de-

cisions. But he also feels that the new

confidence of all advertisers in spot

radio once inequities have been elimi-

nated will be beneficial to the industry.

In fact, it is Young's hope that his

other stations will follow suit as well

as stations of other reps.

I f the policy were to be adopted gen-

erally by those stations that now have

local and national rates, then here is

what could be expected:

• No longer would the local radio

station be in a position of seeming to

favor either its national representative

or its local salesman. The confusion
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that has existed for years would be

gone.

• Broadcasters would have two sales

forces—local and national, operating

in harmony and mutual enthusiasm.

• Representatives would be able to

sell time to their clients which would be

no different were the client to contact

a local salesman and buy through him.

• Advertising agencies would no

longer be forced to travel timebuyers

either as deal-makers or as detectives.

• Spot radio could be purchased

with complete confidence in all mar-

kets. No longer would embarrassed

agencies have to explain to clients why

another got a "better deal."

The practice of setting up lower

advertising rates for local clients than

for national goes back a long way. The

newspapers started it in an effort to

favor the local merchants whose

budgets for advertising were bound

to be slighter than those of the large

corporations operating on a national

scale. In theory it was a case of charge

what the "tariff can bear."

Radio was quick to adopt the same

practice. The adoption was natural, in-

asmuch as the stations were either

owned by the newspapers or in compe-

tition with them for advertising dol-

lars. Some stations even added a third

rate card for regional advertisers.

The cost differential between na-

tional and local rates is astonishing.

In extreme cases the local rate may
be 75% cheaper than the national

rate. In general, however, the local

client is favored by a 35% to 55%
differential.

Thus it is easy to see what a sub-

stantial saving a national account can

effect provided it can manage to find

a loophole enabling it to take ad-

vantage of a station's "local" or "re-

tail" rate. And many have found the

loopholes.

It is true that within larger markets

—especially among net-affiliated or

larger stations—the practice of having

local and national rates is less common.
Many of these stations get along hand-

somely with a single rate for all cli-

ents. This is the Utopian situation. But

where stations are more fiercely com-

petitive and perhaps hungrier, the dou-

ble-rate (sometimes even triple rate,

for some even have a third rate card

for regional advertisers) will prevail.

So as long as double rates continue,

the main thing seems to be—make it

clear who pays what. ^
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NET TV: NEW INCENTIVES FOR CLIENTS

The battle for fall network tv

business is beginning to shape up.

In the last month, two networks

revised their rate cards to hike

up maximum discount rates as an

incentive to advertisers. NBC TV
moved first with its April Rate

Guide, raising its maximum day-

time discount from 25% to 30%.
Last week, ABC TV brought out

its Rate Card No. 8 with a maxi-

mum discount increase from 30 f
^

to 32.5%. So now only CBS TV
remains with an unchanged card

and a maximum discount rate of

25%.
Rumors that CBS TV is also at

work on a new card have been

denied at the network. But many
admen are asking how long they

will hold out. The guess of many
is that by fall, CBS TV will be out

with a revised discount system too.

The revisions by NBC TV and

ABC TV appear to point up the

fact that television is trying to get

away from the rate structures

carried over from radio. They

also point up a desire to offer

clients still more incentive for

long-term firm commitments,

heavier frequency, daytime buys.

The ABC TV rate card, for ex-

ample, increases the discount on

each time period contracted firm

and non-cancellable on an every

week basis for 52 consecutive

weeks from 5-7%. But it has not

increased its 5% discount on each

time period contracted firm and

non-cancellable for 26 alternate

week telecasts over 52 consecutive

weeks.

The new card also establishes

rates for one-minute participations

at 22% of the hour rate in Class

A time, 16.5% in C and D time

(four commercials per half hour)

and 15% of the hour rate in C
and D time (six commercials per

half hour) . The ABC TV card be-

came effective on 15 April.

The new discount plan at NBC
TV becomes effective on 1 Octo-

ber. It provides for annual dis-

counts to year-round advertisers

sponsoring a combination of day-

time and evening programs, or a

combination of every-week and

alternate-week programs. It also

provides hourly discounts on a

fortnightly basis instead of the

present one-week span. This is

supposed to give flexibility with-

out penalty to advertisers on an

alternate week basis.

Requirements for reaching the

25% maximum discount are

reduced. It is now possible for an

alternate week sponsor of both

nighttime and a daytime program

to earn a 10' < annual discount.

Advertisers who sponsor multiple

program periods on a year-round

basis can get a 15% annual dis-

count. Thus an advertiser with

an every-week evening half hour

and an alternate week daytime half

hour will be entitled to the maxi-

mum annual discount of 15% on

both programs. Under the present

structure, the same advertiser

would have earned 10% annual

discount only on his evening half

hour.

The 25% maximum discount

will now be offered to the adver-

tiser who uses one and one-half

hours weekly rather than the two

hours now required.

In addition, advertisers sponsor-

ing daytime periods may earn up

to 5% extra discount on these

periods by ordering line-ups of

100 or more interconnected op-

tional stations ( exclusive of the

Program Extension Plan Group
and associated Stations). Thus the

maximum daytime discount is in-

creased to 30%. ^

HOW NET TV RATE CARD REVISIONS ARE UFPING DISCOUNTS

Maximum discount 30% 32.5%

Card
unchanged

25%

Old Ne«

25% Ml',



Oona O'Tuna drops anchor in

B*reast-0'-Chicken Tuna. Inc.. lias

two new skippers at the helm this

year. One is George Dew, company

president. The other is Oona OTuna,
who captains the firm's fishing fleet.

The latter is a cartoon character,

broadly beamed fore and aft, cut from

the same sailcloth as Tugboat Annie.

Hers is an adventuresome life, with a

recurrent challenge: to get her boat

loads of freshly-caught tuna back to

the packing plant on a tight time dead-

line. How she overcomes a long list

of obstacles to insure fresh delivery

provides a continuing theme for the

company's commercials.

The new cartoon character was de-

vised for three purposes: to establish

a symbol for both the company and its

business practices; to create interest in

the symbol itself; and third, to pro-

vide a symbol which would be ani-

mate for tv, yet visual for carry-over

into other marketing areas.

This cartoon approach is a depar-

ture for Breast-O'-Chicken.

"The new ad approach is one of the

I 'est things that ever happened to

BOC," says Larry M. Kaner, sales vice-

president and advertising manager of

the companv. which was founded in

1912.

"It reflects our thinking and the

agency thinking that advertising must

first be entertaining and interesting,"

he continues. "But, of course, it must

also sell. We doubt very much, though,

if you can win loyal customers unless

you make them your friends. In other

words," he summarizes, "first sell your

company, then sell your product."

Oona OTuna has been presented in

spots. This, too, is a departure for

the company. Last year it backed a

network spectacular, The Maurice

Chevalier Paris Show. This year the

emphasis is in particular markets. The
reason, explains Bob Footman, BOC
account supervisor for Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli, San Francisco agency, is

that "there are few national products."

"If a product has genuine national

distribution," he adds, "then it should

have nation-wide media, like network

tv. If it doesn't have national distri-

bution then it should concentrate on

markets it has, or where distribution is

impending."

BOC demonstrated its belief in Oona
O'Tuna by allocating an ad budget

well in excess of $1,000,000 for this

campaign which runs until October.

Campaign peak

The campaign, which began last fall

and has been building momentum
since, will reach its peak this month
when all media will get heavy play.

Oona O'Tuna set sail last 1 Septem-

ber on KCOP, Los Angeles, with 90-

second spots, combining animation and

live action.

The debut occurred with a filmed

show called Wanderlust. Two weeks

later it broke on KLZ-TV in Denver

and WTOP-TV in Washington, D. C,
and on 1 October on WWL-TV, New
Orleans. It ran six months in each of

these markets.

Wanderlust was chosen to set the

right mood for Oona O'Tuna's adven-

tures. This philosophy of relating the

show to the commercial is termed "fu-

sion" by Courtenay Moon, GB&B vice-

president in charge of tv. He believes

there is good "fusion" when "the show

is of such nature that it provides a

favorable selling climate for the type

of commercial we use.

"We don't want an emotional

wrench between show and commer-

Company team ew, v.p., management group at Breast-O'-Chicken Tuna includes, (1. to r.),

lales-adtg.; <,r.>rge Dew, pres. and Wilson Edwards, merchandising mgr.

latcd portion of commercials features

O'Tuna, firm's fishing fleet skipper
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spot tv

^ Breast-O'-Chicken Tuna company is beginning to see

results of last year's changing management, ad philosophy

^ A cartoon character, fleet skipper Oona O'Tuna, was

created first for tv, is now used to tie in other media

cial," Moon explains, "and that's why,

as a general rule, we don't sponsor

dramatic programs or any programs

heavy in suspense. We like the viewer

to slide from the show into the com-

mercial and out again in an easy man-

ner. We feel this makes the viewer

more receptive to the commercial mes-

sage. Pulling away from a dramatic

shot showing a body with a knife in

its back, with 'and now a few words

from our sponsor,' makes things tough

for the commercial message. Who's

in the mood?" he asks.

In explaining the concept behind the

commercials, Maxwell (Bud) Arnold,

GB&B vice-president and copy chief

says: "Oona's adventures getting her

tuna fleet back to port on time are

pure entertainment, while subtly high-

lighting the main copy point—that

Breast-O'-Chicken operates its own
fleet. The viewer then has informa-

tion, lightly presented, which prepares

him for the basic copy point in the 30-

second live action close."

Launching the fleet

To launch the cartoon tuna fleet

Alex Anderson, GB&B vice-president

drew eight animated episodes. The

live action segments were produced by

Telepix Corp., Los Angeles, under the

supervision of Karl Gruener, head of

radio and tv production for GB&B in

Los Angeles.

At the same time 12 all live-action

spots were turned out for use as the

second commercial in Wanderlust.

"These followed the same pattern," Ar-

nold points out, "of getting the viewer

to smile before we present our sales

proposition."

A typical example of the latter goes

like this: Announcer Hugh Conover

opens by picking clocks off a fence

with a rifle to "kill time." A quick

guilt reaction follows: "you're sup-

posed to save time" in Tunaville, home
of the fictional cannery.

The copy then goes on to make four

points. That quality control is a full-

time process—from catching to can-

ning. That the oil in which the tuna

is packed can be used in salads (this

highlights the basic difference between

U. S. and Japanese-packed tuna: the

former is packed in oil, the latter in

brine.)

The third copy point is that BOC is

offered in two types of pack: as solid

meat or chunk style. The fourth point

reiterates the basic cartoon theme of

speed
—

"quicker off the clipper."

The efficacy of the campaign was not

long in showing in the four test mar-

kets, which garnered an average in-

crease in sales of 31%. Denver, for-

merly a weak market, paced the gain

with 87% while New Orleans, where

BOC already had over half the market,

went up 20%.
This success represented the payoff

on a fairly heady gamble by the new
management—president Dew and sales-

ad director Kaner. The duo invested

two-thirds of the available ad budget

last year in creating the new com-
mercials and getting them on the air.

The program has been broadened

considerably from the initial opening

on tv. On 19 March, billed as "the

first cartoon in the history of radio,"

Oona O'Tuna debuted in 60-second

spots in 10 markets. In five of them
30-second participations in d.j. shows

are also employed.

Sound effects are the base of the ra-

dio effort. The fleet skipper is blown

apart with an explosion, put back to-

{Please turn to page 56)

Fast delivery of fish to cannery provides ad-

venture. Here, outer-spaceman becomes ally

Agency team : Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli s

(1. to r.), Maxwell Arnold, Jr., v.p., copy;

iffers who contributed to new campaign include,

Dan Bonfigli, partner and Peter McDonald, a.e.
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SPONSOR SPECIAL

Bright outlook for soft goods mean!

INCREASE IN HOUSEHOLDS
(over preceding year)

Low BBB%B%B*B*BVB*BfeB*l 1,425,000
during depression 1948

low BB"BBleBBeBBeBBBBl ----I BBlBBleBBeBl 1,650,000

rate of household ~ ^^^^^^^^.BBKinaieBeBBeBi 1,432,000
formation durmg , 950

B^eBBBBlBBlBBleBBeB' 1 102 000

turn, lias led to
' 91' ^ ^ ^ ^ .

i . Bl 848 000narrowing market 1952^^^^^^^^ «-»«,«««

for cars, housing BBBBlBBlB^BBtf 830,000

and appliances 19
f?

BBiBH-BBi 559.000
1954

BBBBlBBlBBlBlfc'B1 895,000
1955

BBBYlBBlrBBBBlBfel 993,000
1956

BBlBBlBfeBfcBl 758,000
1957

Purchasing power
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBMittiBBBBBBBBB^ki^B^eB

goods had re- AJLJtAAAAAJ 1 50,552

mained high with ^° ^.tak^^A^^-tak
prosperity and a TTTTxTxTT. 153,072

tS^SJ^Z I±&A±AAAAJi55,790

kept sales of £££££££££J 158434
package and other 'S^a^^^^^^^j
nil goods prod- *» ** ** m W W W W W W * *" " c

""" " hi?" ,evel i£*.£•.•.££££J .«,«6

l£££±££££±± .66,8.5
1956

£££££££££££..< , WlM0
1957

££££*££££££* .72,76.
1958

The market for
. , , ... U.S. HOUSEHOLDS PROJECTED
hard goods Will

(overaae annuel increate)

gel Btrong impe- -^^-^.^ta-^fc-^
tn- from the ris- ^So^^

house- BBBBleBBBBlBBi 861

hold- 1I111 -

.S^eBfeatiB^BleBBaBfei 1 047
ing the L960's.

BBaii.BBBaflBHBiaBtil 1 ,200
1970-75

iu Bureau. Top charl Bhowa figures from 1 \|.r. each year. Middle chart

u Bottom chart (in 1 'a) 1- considered Bervative by Borne experts

By Alfred J. Jaffe

wo adjacent headlines on the finan-

cial page of a prominent newspaper

last week provided a roundabout com-
mentary on the advertising outlook for

air media.

One headline noted that tobacco

manufacturer R. J. Reynolds set sales

and profit records for the first quarter

of 1958.

The other, describing a General
Electric stockholders' meeting, covered

GE's promotional needle
—

"Operation
Upturn"—which has been designed to

bolster lagging sales.

What does this have to do with air

media? Plenty.

It points up the well-known fact that

soft goods are not suffering the sales

problems of hard goods. Less obvi-

ous, however, is the fact that the dif-

ferent sales directions being traveled

by both hard and soft goods are only

partly a recession development.

The truth is that hard goods were

due for a sales upset, anyway. And,

by the same token, it will take more

than the current drop in business to

offset the promising outlook for soft

goods. In a word, money not spent

on an appliance will be plunked down
for food, clothing, toiletries, etc.

This is all to the good for tv and

radio. For the air media were nursed

on soft goods, grew up with soft goods

and will prosper in the future with

soft goods.

The outlines of this future were be-

gun more than 20 years ago when the

depression caused a decline in mar-

riages. The result was that men and

women of marriageable age have been

relatively scarce during the 1950's. In

the late 40's and early 50's, the net

increase in the number of households

(a reflection of marriages) was above

the million mark, hitting a peak of 1,-

650,000 for the year ending April '49.

However. Census Bureau figures for



equally bright future for air media

^ Healthy sales of soft goods is being bolstered by fast

rising population, a trend away from hard goods purchases

^ Despite heavy car and appliance sales in the past, the

broadcast media still live by package goods advertising

April 1952 showed that the increase in

households during the previous 12

months came to less than 850,000. This

figure went as low as 560,000 for

April 1954. It has picked up since then

but has never hit the million mark.

The latest published census projec-

tions on future household formation

show that the million mark won't be

hit again until somewhere between

1965 and 1970. This projection was

made in 1955 and is considered con-

servative today. At that time the aver-

age annual figure for new households

during the 1955-60 period was set be-

tween 521,000 and 778,000. The actu-

al average has been running above the

maximum figure. Nevertheless, it is

not considered likely by demographic

(population) experts that a-million-

new-households-a-year rate will begin

before the early 60's.

It should follow, of course, that as

the rate of new households declines,

the demand for new houses, appliances

and cars declines also. But one im-

portant complication enters into the

picture here.

As one economist close to the broad-

casting business explains it: "Logical-

ly, you'd expect a drop in hard goods

demand in the early 50's when the

drop came in new family formation.

- The reason it didn't was that the pent-

up demand for hard goods still wasn't

satisfied at that time. Don't forget

that new home building continued over

the million-a-year mark until last year.

First, there was a lot of undoubling

among young families living with their

parents or others. Later, as prosper-

ous times continued, people continued

to buy homes. Government policy on

low down payments also helped keep

new homes sales up."

While it is true that once people buy

their homes and appliances they will

turn to soft good purchases, there are

other factors bolstering the soft goods

market. A big boost to sales has been

the tremendous baby boom, a develop-

ment which the census people never

dreamed of in their wildest imagina-

tion during the 30's.

The birth rate started rising notice-

ably during the early 40's. Virgil

Reed, J. Walter Thompson's popula-

tion expert, puts the starting date at a

very definite point in time—nine

months after August 1940, when the

draft law was enacted.

During the 30's, the baby figure

hovered around 2.4 to 2.5 million

births per year. In 1940 it went up

slightly to 2.6 million. In 1943, it hit

a peak of 3.1 million. In 1947, it

went to 3.8 million. In 1955, it was

4.2 million.

The population jump had been a

pump primer for sales of all types of

products. With hard goods sales off

now and the population continuing to

climb fast, the picture, say many econ-

omists, is one of a continually filling

reservoir of purchasing power for soft

goods.

The importance of soft goods to air

media has been clearly spelled out time

and time again by breakdowns of

spending. The top 10 product cate-

gories in spot tv, according to TvB's

gross time estimates, were all soft

goods categories in 1957. Automotive

(other than gasoline and lubricants)

came in 11th in spending while the

household equipment and appliances

category was 15th. In 1956, automo-
tive spending in spot tv was 10th, while

the household equipment group was
13th.

These two categories are more im-

portant in network tv but not as criti-

cal to the medium as food, soaps and
toiletries. During 1956 and 1957 auto-

motive spending was in 4th place, ac-

cording to PIB, while household equip-

ment spending finished 7th both years.

However, both categories showed de-

clines from 1956 to 1957 while most of

the other leaders showed increases.

In spot radio, except for automotive

spenders, hard goods advertisers are

difficult to find. Appliances have ac-

counted for less than 1% of total spot

radio spending during the past two
years, SRA figures indicate.

There is no published source of in-

(Please turn to page 70)

Virgil D. Reed, v.p. and senior economist at

JWT, points out that trend toward lower

marrying ages will start off higher rate of

new family formation (resulting from rising

birth rate in 1940's) in the early 1960's



UPWARD VIEWING TRENDCOMPARED
WITH LAST YEAR CONTINUES: ARB

Tlif ABB tv viewing figures for 1958 continue to show increases

over last year. ARB data for March show higher sets-in-use for

practically every time period throughout the day and eve-

ii i n t2 . Dips were confined to early morning viewing in all time

zones and mid-afternoon in the Pacific zone. Increases were

particularly marked at night in the Central zone. Nearly every

time slot in that zone was up around five rating points.

Average tv sets-in-use by time zones, March, 1958

Monday thru Friday daytime

Radio/tv

1958 1957

Central Paci fic Total U.S.

1958 1957 1958 1957 1958 1957

7.9 9.2 8.3 11.8 4.7 3.4 4.2 4.6

8:00 16.1 16.0 15.5 18.1 5.6 8.6 11.2 12.1

9:00 13.9 13.6 16.3 14.4 9.1 11.9 12.4 13.1

10:00 15.6 14.9 20.9 15.8 9.9 9.1 14.1 13.1

11:00 21.7 16.7 20.9 17.9 15.4 14.0 19.8 15.1

12:00 Noon 24.4 21.7 21.3 17.0 16.6 16.0 20.7 18.7

1 :00 PM 16.6 12.0 19.4 16.8 13.7 15.0 16.8 13.2

2:00 14.4 13.7 19.2 15.9 8.8 9.1 15.9 15.0

3:00 19.3 17.7 21.8 20.5 12.1 10.0 18.6 16.8

4:00 27.5 22.7 27.2 22.4 18.4 14.7 23.4 20.8

5:00 35.7 33.4 32.4 31.6 30.7 31.7 29.2 26.0

Sunday thru Saturday evening

6:00 PM 39.8 35.1 53.6 44.2 49.9 45.9 34.2 31.0

7:00 55.6 48.7 68.6 63.6 65.6 62.2 50.5 42.7

8:00 68.9 65.9 70.3 65.1 71.6 66.0 64.1 60.4

9:00 67.8 61.1 63.9 58.7 63.4 60.5 66.7 62.1

10:00 52.7 52.1 35.2 30.2 40.3 39.0 58.2 56.0

11:00 24.3 20.2 17.1 12.1 17.1 12.8 34.9 30.4

12:00 13.6 9.7 4.2 3.6 5.4 3.8 21.6 17.9

f\l the 36th annual convention of the

National Association of Broadcasters

in Los Angeles last week, the nation's

radio and television industry heard it-

self challenged to meet several oppor-

tunities:

• CBS president Frank Stanton

called for radio and tv to fulfill their

responsibility to their country by

keeping the public better informed in

this "new age" of satellites and

ICBM's.

• McCann-Erickson president Mar-

ion Harper called for broadcast media

to help the country meet domestic and

international challenges through more

public service, more educational pro-

graming, harder selling.

• FCC chairman John C. Doerfer

called for radio and tv to take greater

advantage of its opportunity to edi-

torialize—and live up to its public ob-

ligation to do more than just report

the news.

• NAB president and board chair-

man Harold E. Fellows called for in-

dustry recognition of the tremendous

public service performed by FCC com-

missioners and their staffs—and pro-

posed that the Federal government pay

any future travel expenses necessary

for the FCC to continue doing its job.

CBS's Stanton, delivering the Tues-

day morning keynote address, insisted

that the real danger from Russia's

satellites and ICBM's lies in "the

falling off of an aroused, interested,

alert people once the initial shock of

the discovery of new realities lapses."

Stanton said that broadcasters "face

the duty to get before the American

people a continuing report of what is

going on here and abroad."

"We must make absolutely sure,"

he added, "that we do the job so well

that there will never sneak up upon

this nation a Pearl Harbor of ICBM
proportions." Both networks and sta-

tions, he continued, "must see with

complete clarity the urgency of this

information-disseminating fund ion,

and come to an unqualified determina-

tion to do the job. We must throw tin-

full weight of our skills, experience

and resources behind this effort, for

this is the real test of the public inter-

est, convenience and necessity upon

which our franchises depend."

Stanton suggested "four fronts on

which we must move." The first:



'challenged" at annual NAB convention

^ Speakers at 36th annual NAB meeting tell broadcasters

they can and must meet the challenge of opportunity

^ McCann's Harper, CBS's Stanton, FCC's Doerfer,

NAB's Fellows outline the broadcasters' responsibilities

"Resist with vigor and unity of pur-

pose all shortsighted efforts ... to

weaken the basic structure of broad-

casting." The second: "Take a fresh

look at the 'public interest, convenience

and necessity'." Third: "Broaden our

outlook of what constitutes an ade-

quate news service." And fourth:

"Join the rest of the press in the

fight for the right to get information

and . . . report it."

Speaking at the Tuesday manage-

ment luncheon, Harper proposed that

radio and tv go "all-out" to participate

in the Advertising Council's four-

month campaign to build confidence in

the economy. The campaign, he said,

"can contribute a vital share of in-

fluence in conditioning a state of mind

to bring a return of prosperity."

Harper also urged intensified selling

efforts to generate greater advertising

support behind industry's products.

He emphasized that periods of reces-

sion offer the best opportunity for im-

proving competitive positions in an in-

dustry, and offered as proof the fact

that of the 100 largest advertisers, the

20 leading growth companies are those

which increased their ad spending at

a far higher rate than the average in-

crease in national ad spending.

However, Harper cautioned radio

and tv that its ability to meet today's

challenges depends on its public ac-

ceptance. "Your audience relations,

public relations and government rela-

tions can be seriously damaged by

even occasional triple-spotting, or by

even occasional offensiveness or bla-

tantcy of commercials." He concluded

by emphasizing that those aspects of

community and national life in which

the American people most want better-

ment are the very ones which the ca-

pacities of broadcasting are ideally

equipped to serve.

At Tuesday morning's keynote ses-

sion, FCC chairman Doerfer chal-

lenged broadcasters to do more than

run a business—to, in fact, build "a

great new institution." Broadcasters,

he said, "have not yet approached

their potential in developing the art of

commenting on the news or local prob-

lems."

Doerfer insisted that "10 years is a

long time to stand in stunned silence

—

especially when the press continues to

appropriate this field unabated and
virtually unchallenged by the only oth-

er effective medium of mass commu-
nications that exists."

Broadcasters have no real reason to

fear sponsor disapproval for editorial-

izing, Doerfer insisted, any more than

newspapers and magazines fear adver-

tiser disapproval for editorializing.

"It is difficult to see why a good edi-

torial program should drive away
sponsors and audience," he main-

tained. "In fact, new and exciting

programing should attract both."

NAB president Fellows, speaking at

Wednesday's luncheon, praised the role

that the FCC and its staff has played

in the development of the broadcasting

industry. And, he added, if the FCC
is to continue to contribute doing its

job, its members must also continue to

travel, to attend association meetings,

visit networks and stations.

"If commissioners are to keep

abreast of sound and proper adminis-

tration of the law," said Fellows, "they

cannot live in a cave. This is not a

business of manufacturing cement

blocks. This is a dynamic business

which touches the lives of millions of

people every hour of the day. Com-
missioners must visit to know—they

must talk with and to broadcasters."

"If government officials must travel

to observe, to learn and in other re-

spects discharge their official respon-

sibilities," Fellows continued, "then let

the government pick up the tab and re-

lieve industry of the responsibility."

Fellows called upon broadcasters to

"resist any restraint which will make
it impossible for government execu-

tives ... to become acquainted with

the new developments and the practi-

cal operating problems of the indus-

tries thev regulate." ^

McCann-Erickson president Marion Harper
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SPECIAL PREVIEW:

What you should know about tv film

^ In June, McGraw-Hill Book Co. will publish a book

called Television Advertising, covering every aspect of tv

^ The following excerpts are from the section on pro-

duction, relating to the planning and production of tv film

Television commercials on film are

best photographed <>n 35mm film, the

standard size used in feature produc-

tion for theaters. The quality is con-

siderably better, both in pieture and

sound, than the quality usually achieved

on 16mm film. In addition, the larger

film is easier to edit. Once the film has

'(•in completed and approved, a cer-

tain number of reduction prints are

usuall) made in the 16mm size be-

cause mam television stations are not

equipped to handle 35mm film. In the

reduced size the quality still is better

than could be obtained by original

photography on 16mm film, mainly

because the finished product goes

through many '"duping," (duplicating)

processes to incorporate supers, optical

effects, titles, composite scenes, etc.,

and the finest equipment to produce

these effects is made only in the 35mm
size. The principal reason for any

photography at all in 16mm is cost,

which is a good deal less than for

35-mm photography.

A similar situation exists when the

commercials are shot originally in

color, although 16-mm color film has

quality advantages not possessed by

16-mm black-and-white. Some adver-

tisers today prefer to have at least a

portion of their commercial schedule

photographed originally in color, even

1 hough for some time they will use

onlj black-and-white prints made from
the color original-. Such prints may
Ik- superior l<> prints made from black-

en, l-white originals because of the

absence of grain in color films. On the

other hand, can- must be taken to use

colors that will register properly on

the gra\ Bcale. Color photography of

course is more expensive than com-

parable photograph) in black and

while (about 25 per cent I . largely

due to the highei cosl of color film and

i oloi processing.

In addition, ihc large magazines of

dim cannot be carried on a hand-held

camera, so the shots must be shorter;

and. finally, most hand-held cameras

are spring-wound and can run contin-

uously onlv for relatively short scenes.

An exception is the Arriflex with its

400-foot magazines, built-in electric

motor and shoulder-strap storage bat-

tery.

Some camera techniques

Before any actual shooting is done

on a commercial, a schedule is worked

out to make the most effective use of

personnel and studio sets. Generally

when outdoor shooting is included it

is scheduled first in order to take ad-

vantage of a possible good day that

might be followed by rain. It would

be taking quite a chance to complete

the studio work and then find that the

entire company had to sit around idly

waiting for the sun to come out; this

has happened, and it quickly runs up

a formidable expense.

All the shots that are to be made on

one set are made at the same time, re-

gardless of where they fit into the com-

mercial. For this reason, the final

scene of the commercial may well be

the first scene that is shot, being most

elaborate. Then, perhaps, part of the

set is taken down ("struck"), and some

of the actors are dismissed. In the

progress of a scene from long shots to

close-ups, other parts of the set and

the props that go with them may be

removed, until finally the last shot

made on the set may be a close view

of one person in a very small part of

the set. It is useful to keep this routine

in mind in the preparation of the com-

mercial. Obviously, it is uneconomical

to call for an elaborate set that can be

used only in one shot. It is much more

practical to construct the commercial

in such a way that the same set can

be used for a diversity of purposes.

For example, one set may be used to

indicate different rooms by dressing

parts of the set in different ways, but

of course this cannot be done where

the whole room must be shown at once,

Again, it is often possible to suggest a

large setting in a small area by the

use of strategically placed detail. A
grand ballroom, for instance, often is

suggested in a fairly small area simply

by the use of a single, but elaborate,

crystal chandelier.

This doubling up in the use of a set,

however, must not be carried too far,

or other values may be lost. Probably

the greatest danger is in loss of depth.

For example, a restaurant scene can

quite adequately be represented by a

table for two right up against a flat

wall, but, since this has little depth

dimension, it lacks charm and interest.

A scene with other diners in the back-

ground will be somewhat more expen-

sive, but usually worth it.

When scenes are shot at different

times and in different places, there is

the problem of matching tone, or

amount of light, on the scenes. It can

be disturbing and bewildering to a

viewer to see radical changes in light

values from one scene to the next. This

is a technical problem, but it is a prob-

lem the cameramen constantly have in

mind.

Sound systems

There are two methods used in re-

cording sound for films: double system

and single system. In the former,

sound is recorded on a film (or mag-

netic tape) that is separate from the

picture film and is not, in fact, in the

camera at all; in the single system,

picture and sound are recorded on the

=ame film, in the camera.

Practically all professional film work

is done with the double system because

it makes for much better quality. One
film negative cannot serve most effec-

tively both for picture and sound; so

when both are photographically ex-

posed and developed in the laboratory

in one process, a compromise in one

direction or the other always must be

made. With a double system, a type

of film negative best suited for pic-

tures can be used in the camera and

another type, best for sound can be

used in the recording equipment. The

ideal characteristics for picture nega-

tive and sound negative are almost

diametrically opposed, i.e., low con-

trast for best picture reproduction and
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extremely high contrast for best sound

reproduction.

Or, as is being done with increasing

frequency, the original recording of

sound may be made on magnetic tape,

which not only permits higher quality

than can be obtained on film, but in

addition can be erased and used over

again until the sound has been re-

corded as desired. When a recording

has been approved, the sound can

easily then be transferred from tape to

film. The final step, with the double

system, after both picture and sound

have been edited, is to combine them

on one film, called a "composite."

A single system starts out with what

is, in effect, a composite. It is less

expensive, of course, than starting

with two separate films; it is handier

and it is quicker. For these reasons,

single-system sound is quite useful for

news films, on-the-spot interviews,

sports coverage, and, in brief, in all

cases where it is important to get the

picture and sound while they can be

had, regardless of quality, or where

speed or economy must take preced-

ence over quality.

Off-screen narration, sometimes

called "voice over," is a good deal less

expensive than on-screen (direct, live

or lip sync) narration or dialogue.

Picture and sound can be recorded at

different times. Scenes are shot more

rapidly, since they require only panto-

mime, with no necessity to memorize

scripts and develop perfect readings.

A partial exception to this is the situa-

tion in which performers, usually

singers, are called on to synchronize

lip movements with sounds previously

recorded. This is called a "playback."

L'ven this is generally simpler and less

expensive than shooting in live sound,

although, naturally, it requires more

time than shooting a silent picture

without the need for synchronization.

Live sound is not only more expen-

sive than off-screen sound, but con-

sumes more time and calls for con-

siderably more precise timing of

scenes. A commercial with only two

seconds too much live sound may have

to be reshot completely. If this is not

discovered while the cast, crew, and

sets are on hand, it may prove quite

costly. So, to provide at least some

flexibility in timing, it is well to in-

clude a sequence employing off-screen

narration. The off-screen narration

always can be done over, if need be, at

a reasonable cost.

Off-screen music and sound effects

are combined with the voice film sound

track by a process called "dubbing" or

"re-recording." Music may be used to

heighten the effect of action, to help

establish a mood, and to serve as a

background adding dimension to off-

screen narration. Often a sound effect,

correctly dubbed in, can give the im-

pression of live sound: a car starting,

for example, a bell ringing, a ship's

whistle blowing. Many times this can

be psychologically quite useful in a

commercial: for instance, hearing the

sound of a blowout in a tire commer-
cial can add considerably to the force

of the picture of the event.

Editing

Film editing, which consists of as-

sembling, in accordance with the script

or storyboard, the various scenes and

sounds called for, is not a glamorous

or widely publicized occupation, but it

is vitally important. The final impres-

sion made by the commercial depends

greatly on the quality of the editing.

A film editor faces problems similar to

those of a director in changing from
feature to commercial films. He must

reorient himself to a sales point of

view; he must not allow himself to

think of the product merely as a prop;

he must remember that the product,

large or small, common place or un-

usual, is the hero of the story.

The mood, or emotional content, of

a commercial can be greatly affected

by the editing. A sort of rhythm can

be established. A scene may be broken

up into views from different camera

angles frequently, occasionally, seldom,

or not at all, and the rhythm and effect

of the scene will depend on which

choice is made. When many fairly

brief shots are used, a feeling of excite-

ment and tension tends to be created,

{Please turn to page 72)

Clark M. Agnew

"Television Advertising," McGraw-
Hill's impending book on the princi-

ples and techniques of tv, will be pub-

lished in June. It will run approxi-

mately 300 pages, with 150 photo-

graphs and line drawings. Price:

about $8.50.

The authors of "Television Advertis-

ing" are Clark M. Agnew (left) and

Neil O'Brien (right). Agnew is presi-

dent of his own radio/tv consulting-

producing firm, Clark M. Agnew Co.,

Westport, Conn. He is a former art

consultant to Lennen & Newell, and

most recently was radio/tv director of

Donahue & Coe before establishing his

own firm last year.

O'Brien is in the editorial depart-

ment of J. Walter Thompson and is

also a lecturer and nistructor at Ford-

ham University in radio and tv. He
was formerly with Ruthrauff & Ryan,

Kenyon & Eckhardt and Lennen &

Newell in various radio/tv jobs.

The excerpts in the accompanying

article are from the section titled

"Production Particulars." All of this

published materialis copyrighted by

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

Neil O'Brien
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As fall programing firms up, SPONSOR ASKS:

How strong will the tv give-away show

Four specialists in the field say tv

give-aways Mill be bigger than ever,

hut indications are that new for-

mal will be keyed to more home
audience participation.

Thomas W. Moore, vice president in

charge of programing and talent for ABC-

TV, New York

The number of television programs of-

fering prizes is going to get bigger.

For those who participate in the pro-

gram itself, there is the thrill of hav-

ing a chance to win prizes which might
otherwise be unobtainable. For the

viewer, such a program offers imagi-

nation—what it would be like to win
such prizes for himself or herself.

Both cash and merchandise prizes

have their advantages. A large amount
of money as a prize is obviously a tre-

mendous lure to contestant and viewer.

Merchandise prizes, on the other hand,
make it possible for the producer and
advertiser to offer valuable items at

small cost since many companies are

willing to provide them at a price far

below their actual retail value. In

many instances, merchandise has value

above and beyond cash since it may
happen to be the very thing that the

contestant has always wanted to own,
but could never afford.

In maintaining quality entertain-

ment, and at the same time providing
economic advertising for the sponsor,

merchandise give-away programs fill

an important need in programing. Evi-

dence of the success of tlii^ type <>f

programing is the record of ARC TV's

Do You Trust Your Wife? which has

built steadil) in audience sizi

.

J. C. Morgan, producer of "Do You

Trust Your Wife'?", Don Fedderson Pro-

ductions, New York

Timing

Harry Hart, Andlee Associates, Inc.,

contest and tv merchandise specialists,

New York

Home audience quizzes, as an adjunct

to the studio-participant quizzes, will

reach their peak next season. Their

popularity started this season with

shows such as Do You Trust Your

Wife? and has been building ever

since. Not that they are new. Entire

programs in the past have been created

around them such as Stop The Music.

But our timing was right when we
introduced it again.

A few years ago someone started the

chain letter idea and it swept the

world. The same thing happened a

few years back when give-away shows
came into style. It was just what the

public wanted at that precise moment.
It was only natural, therefore, after

watching hundreds of people win

thousands of dollars or prizes, that an

offer to participate from your own
home should become popular.

Producers must give the public what

it wants or they aren't in business very

long. Hence, the sudden appearance of

the home gimmick on so many shows.

This is the time to develop complete

shows around the give-away. Before

too long some courageous producer

will bring out something completely

different which will catch the public's

fancy, and the popularity of give-away

shows will begin to diminish. Mean-

while you'll have more before you

have less with each one trying to outdo

the other. From a producer's stand-

point, it's important to keep in step

with the times. And the timing is

right for home audience quizzes.

Home audience participation is becom-

ing an integral part of the give-away

format.

The quiz show producer has been

forced to face the fact that, with so

many quiz shows on the air, the view-

ers' interest in seeing someone else win

thousands of dollars in cash or prizes

would pall. What better way to stimu-

late the viewer, than to answer the uni-

versal question "What's in it for me?"
Why does the viewer respond in

such a gratifying manner? For one

thing, the rules for the home viewer

are usually very simple. Sometimes he

does nothing more than write his name
on a postcard. Americans love con-

tests, and almost every one of them

thinks he has a chance to win. And he

does. Then, too, the current recession

probably has some effect on it. Pro-

ducers remembering the success of

Bingo and Bank Night during the de-

pression, undoubtedly believe that with

unemployment and the tight money
situation, more and more people will

forego other expensive forms of enter-

tainment to stay at home and watch

television.

It's the responsibility of the agency,

publicity and pr men to get the most

for their clients' dollar. And they

know that the giveaway show is the

least expensive method of obtaining

extensive coverage. They appreciate,

too. the fact that even though they

can't give a commercial spiel on a give-

away show, the attractive manner in

which their merchandise is displaverl

creates a desire for it.
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fce?

What is the future of the give-away

show?

The future of the giveaway show is

comparable to the future of any form

of entertainment— the good, solid

shows will last—the poorly presented

imitations will fall by the wayside

—

at any rate, we look forward to ar-

ranging a trip to the moon for some

lucky winner on some future give-away

show.

Al CrOSS, advertising & sales promotion

manager, Sabena Belgian Airlines, New York

The give-away show will gain in mo-
mentum next season because more and
more advertisers are realizing both the

economy and impact of this type of

programing. Certainly our participa-

tion in tv network shows, quiz as we]

as variety, has been very successful.

Show types are carefully analyzed

and chosen so that our message hits

the mass market—the women's market

by day and the men's market by night.

The highly rated daytime quiz show
The Price Is Right alone provides us

with millions of viewers both for our

message and for an association with

other products of similar high qualitv.

We have tangible evidence of the

results of our quiz show participation.

From reports by our sales managers in

most major cities, we estimate that our

offices receive about 400 telephone

calls after each show. These calls,

- asking for more information on tours

or whatever was featured on a particu-

lar show, usually result in a high per-

centage of sales.

Our 1959 advertising plans include

expanding our use of give-away shows,

as we are thoroughly convinced of

their selling power. ^^

POWER
to penetrate!

CKLW

CKLW-TV
. 325,000 WATTS

J. E. Campeau,

President

* This powerful RADIO voice sends

your message to a greater num-

ber of listeners . . . you get more

for your promotion dollar.

* This powerful TV signal is sent to

a greater number of viewers . . .

costs you less by exposing your

product to a bigger audience.

ADAM YOUNG, INC.,

National Rep.

GENERAL OFFICES
GUARDIAN BLDG. • DETROIT 26, MICH.
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TELEPULSE RATINGS : TOP SPOT

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 1-8 March 1958

TITLE. SYNDICATOR. SHOW TYPE ratines

7-STATION
MARKETS

5-STA.
MARKETS 4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATION MARKI

link Put*
N.Y. L.A. s. Fnu. B**. Chicago Detroit

Seattle-
Milw. Mnpls. Phlla. Tacoma Waah. Atlanta Bait. Bl

1 1
Highway Patrol (M) 23.9

17.6 15.3 23.2 22.2

7 :00pm

13.2 29.9

S:00pm 10:30pm

10.5 21.2 22.5 27.0 21.7
wisn-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv knmo tv wtop-tv

10:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

23.9 20.5 3(

7:30pm 7:00pm 10:

2 7 Honeymooners (C) 21.5
18.8 14.8 26.5

7 :00pm

25.8

10:30pm

13.2 23.5
wgn-tr wjbk-tv

9:30pm 10:30pm

16.2 20.4 30.8 17.9
wcco-tv wrcv-tv king-tv wrc-tv

5:00pm 7:00pm 6:30pm 7:00pm

20.5 22.3 2!

7:00pm 10:00pm 10:

3 3
I

Death Valley Days (W) 21.0
13.2 14.8

7:00pm 7:00pm

6.5

7:30pm

14.2 19.9

10:00pm 7:00pm

29.7 16.9 23.8
wcco-tv wTov-tv komo-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm 9:00pm

14.5 11.8

6 :30pm 7 :00pm

Sheriff of Cochise (W) 20.0
5.9 15.0

7:00pm 7:30pm

24.5

6:30pm

22.5

6:30pm

16.5 18.5 4.4 20.4 18.9 27.3 18.9 24.9 14.0 3

5

10:00pm 7:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 10:30pm 7:

3 State Trooper (A) 19.7
6.9

8:00pm

18.2
kplx

21.2

10:30pm

22.2 12.2

9:30pm 7:00pm

21.5 24.2 15.2 8.8 8.5
wtmj-tv kstp-tv wTcv-tv ktnt-tv wmal-tv
9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 8:30pm 10:30pm

20.5 1

7 :00pm 10

5 5
Silent Service (A) 19.7

10.2 5.8 21.2

7:00pm

22.5

7 :00pm

21.5 19.7

9:30pm 7:00pm

16.5 12.2 13.9 22.3 17.5

9:30pm 9:30pm 6:30pm 7 :30vm 10:30pm

15.9 2

7 8 Sea Hunt (A) 19.6
24.6 11.3

10:30pm 7:30pm

17.4 14.5 15.2
wgn-tv wjbk-tv

8:30pm 7:00pm

10.0 17.5 29.8 13.5

10:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 10:30pm

13.9 16.3 3

6:30pm 10:30pm 3

8 10 Cray Chost (A) 19.1
2.2 7.2

8:00pm 7:00pm

18.9

6:30pm

24.9 8.5

9:00pm

19.2 27.3 22.0
wcau-tv king-tv wtop-tv

7:00pm 6:00pm 10:30pm

21.9 17.0 2

7:00pm 10:00pm 7

8 6
Whirlybirds (A) 19.1

6.3 12.5 27.4

7:00pm

9.5 11.5

9:00pm 6:30pm

26.5 15.5 18.5 8.3 16.9

9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 7:30pm 9:30pm

21.5 11.3 2

7:00pm 8:00pm 7

10 8 Annie Oakley (W) 18.8
10.4 8.1

uahc-tv kabc-tv

6.2 19.5

6:00pm

19.5 24.5

6:00pm 6:30pm

20.2 19.9 17.9 21.8 14.5

6:00pm 5:30pm 5:30pm 6:00pm 7:00pra

13.2 9.5 1

6:00pm 5:00pm 7

Pink Past'
Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 market*

!

1 3 Doctor Christian (D) 17.1
5.7 17.5

wjbk-tv

7:00pm

18.2 12.2

10:00pm 10:30pm

2 1
Doctor Hudson's Secret Journal (D) 16.7

1.7

10:30pm

20.9
kplx

20.5

10:30pm

5.1 '

2:00pm

3 Mike Hammer (M) 16.6
17.2 5.5

10:00pm

21.5 12.8 21.5
wcau-tv king-tv wrc-tv

10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

:

4 1

1

Crand Ole Opry (Mu) 15.2
13.4
vrttg

5 Stories of the Century (W) 15.0
6.6 13.7 19.9

9 :30pm 6 :30pm

6 9
!

Little Rascals (C) 14.6
4.5 9.5

E 00pm t 00pm

13.9 15.8

Crusader (A) 14.3
10.5

10:30pm

15.2 9.8

10:30pm 9:30pm

7.9

7 8
If You Had A Million (D) 14.3

15.3 9.8

7:00pm 10:00pm

19.2

7:00pm

6.2

8:311pm

6.3 13.9

8:30pm 10:30pm

21.5 17.3

7:00pm 6:30pm

9 5
Casey Jones (A) 13.9

7.8

7:80pm

9.9
kplz

15.2 5.8 10.5

7:00pm 7:00pm

22.2 19.3 •

7:00pra 7:30pm

10
Amos V Andy (C) 13.7

9.8 8.4 6.3

8 :00pm

15.6

r, :00pm

15.9

7:110pm

20.3 20.7

6:00pm 6:00pm

(K) kld«; (M)

dlcaled. H hr.. H hf. * h

lilted above. Blank ipaci another In thu chart •Refera l<



FILM SHOWS

iTION MARKETS

Cleve. Columbus St. I

23.9 28.9 20.2

7 :00pm 10 :30pm 9:30pm

15.2 26.9

10:30pm 7:0Opm

21.5 30.9

7:00pm 9:30pm

3 2.9

, re-ti

:
mi™

|P.5 17.5 18.9 26.2

18.2 16.2

10:30pm 10:30pm

2*7.9 31.2 16.5

10:30pm 7:00pm

17.9 19.5

7:00pm 8:00pm !

19.5 18.2

10:30pm 7:30pm

17.5 23.2

7:00pm 7:0Opm

24.9

10:00pm

D.5 22.2 21.5

6:30pm 6:00pm (

2-STATION MARKETS

31.8 27.9 27.5

9:00pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

29.5 25.3

9:30pm 7:00pm

31.8

6:00pm

25.3 29.9 22.8

7:00pm 10:00pm 7:00pm

19.5

10:30pm

39.3 29.8 26.2 19.0

7:0Opm 10:00pm 10:30pm

32.3

10:00pm

28.3 18.2
whio-tr wdsu-tv
7:00pm 10:30pm

22.3

29.0

HI llflpni

31.3 24.5

7:30pm 10:00pm

21.3 22.9

6 :00pm 5 :30pm

I
1.5

14.2

10:30pm

14.0

6:00pm

.. ir was in other than top 1
«i ket is Pulse's own. Pulse deti

„J ictually received by homes i

,H u li i thi/ugh station itself may t

33.8

23.3

29.1 19.9
whio-ty wdsu-tv
6 :00pm 5 :00pm

27.9

I
It just takes one BIG one...

*--

No Question About Who's Leading The Field In Mobile.

WKRG-TV is lengths ahead (Nielsen, ARB and Pulse) . .

.

continues to pull further and further in front.

NEW, TALLER TOWER ADDS GREATER MID-GULF COVERAGE

Even before, Nielsen gave WKRG-TV 46,000 extra families

in the Mobile Market. Now, a new, maximum-

height tower sends WKRG-TV's better programming

booming into tens of thousands of additional

Mid-Gulf homes ... as the map below clearly shows.

For full details of WKRG-TV's lead, call

your Avery-Knodel man ... or C. P. Persons, Jr.,

V.P. and Gen'l Mgr. of WKRG-TV.

WKRG-TV
MOBILE, ALABAMA /^S
Reps. Avery-Knodel ^jj^



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

^ RADIO RESULTS

CONSUMER GOODS
SPONSOR: Monroe Merchants AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: From 23 April through 27 April,

L958, KNOE, Monroe, La., staged a "Merchandise Fair" at

the Ouachita \ alley Fair Grounds to stimulate Monroe and

West Monroe economy. Business men who wished to par-

ticipate could purchase a $200 package of announcements

on KNOE and exhibit their goods at the fair. This was the

first time in the city's history that such an undertaking had

been promoted by a single medium. The special package

rate was available on a first-come, first-served basis. More

than 30 local merchants erected exhibits at the fair grounds

and displayed products such as electronic ovens, light bulbs,

automobiles and every known type of appliance. As part of

the festivities local personalities were on hand to boost pub-

lic interest. More than 15,000 people visited the fair. Sales

for the five-day period were overwhelming. Local business

men agree that it was the most successful campaign they

had ever experienced and attributes its success to radio.

KNOE, Monroe PURCHASE: Announcements

TIRES & ACCESSORIES
SPONSOR: Youngk Tire Service, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: About two years ago, Youngk Tire

Service, Inc., of Portsmouth, Va., purchased a modest sched-

ul< on WAVY, Norfolk, Va. One month after the advertis-

ing began, sales were up 40% over the same month of the

previous year. After two years of continued use of WAVY.

Youngk i- experiencing the same success they had in 1956.

In April. L958, Youngk teamed with the Joynes Tire Service,

of Norfolk, a local General Tire dealer, and each purchased

17 announcements on WAVY to advertise the new General

Tire-Miler tires and a few other accessories. This was the

onl) medium used for this particular campaign. After

using onlj eighl announcements, Youngk had to call the

station and request substitute copy be run. The reason?

Both Youngk and Joynes were completely sold out of every

item being promoted in the spots. Youngk has more than

doubled their original schedule on WAVY. "It is obvious

that WAVY delivers the audience I want to hit," said

^i oungk spokesman. "Our market continues to expand."

HARDWARE GOODS
SPONSOR: Super Hardware AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In anticipation of the opening of

their new hardware store in Nashville, Tenn., James Carter

and Glenn Wiles, the owners of Super Hardware surveyed

all available media to determine which one could deliver the

impact needed to draw customers to the opening. After all

the results were in, the partners decided on radio as the

medium they could use most effectively. They purchased

50 one-minute announcements to run one week on WSIX,

Nashville. This was the only campaign except for handbills

distributed in local neighborhoods. When opening day

rolled around it was raining. Even so, when the owners

arrived at 9:00 a.m., they were elated to find well over 100

people waiting in line. Extra clerks had been put on, but

they were unable to accommodate all the customers. Two

weeks later they repeated the campaign, and again the re-

sponse was overwhelming. Carter & Wiles have now signed

a contract with WSIX for a third schedule for one year.

WSIX, Nashvi PURCHASE: Announcements

LAUNDRY SERVICE
SPONSOR: U-DO-IT Laundramats, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The U-DO-IT Laundramats, Inc., of

Springfield, Ohio, opened the first of its self service 24-hour

laundramats with a schedule on WIZE. The campaign con-

sisted of 30 humorous spots over a one-week period, plus

one small newspaper ad. No other advertising was used.

On opening day the response was tremendous. The store

was packed from early morning to late night. Immediately

after the first campaign, U-DO-IT purchased 500 announce-

ments to be run throughout a year. The announcements

were scheduled to be run 10 per day once a week, rotating

the days each week. Two months after the opening of the

laundry a second store was opened and met with an even

better response. The U-DO-IT Laundramats have steadily

grown since their beginning a few short months ago. Sev-

eral other branches have been planned for the immediate

Future, with the bulk of the advertising expenditure being

funneled to radio. "The U-DO-IT Laundramat is building

its business with radio," said one of its owners.

\\ WV Norfolk PURCHASE: Announcements WIZE, Springfield Pl'RCHASE: Announcements
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"HEADquarters U.S.A."— in more ways than 600
Washington has more feathers in its cap than just being capital of the federal

government. From Air Transport Association to Wildlife Management Insti-

tute, some 600 national organizations have established their headquarters in the

Metropolitan Area—48 in the last four years alone. * They are of every type

—

industrial and scientific, professional and social service, trade and labor. They

employ 12,000 well-paid people. They appreciate the unique advantages that only

Washington, of all cities, can provide. So will your radio schedule

!

This many-sided Washington has one thing in common—a desire

for good radio fare that has made Station WWDC the preferred

point on the dial. We have been first or a mighty close second in

every PULSE of 1957 and thus far this year. We have a simple

formula—to be a listenable station to our audience, and a pro-

motional station to our hundreds of national and local advertisers.

The mutually happy result—ever-increasing listeners for us, ever-

increasing & ? for you.WWDC adio Washington

*Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade REPRESENTED nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.

SPONSOR • 3 MAY 1958
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research data and trade tips
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The focus of the week in syndication was on developments at the NAB con-

vention.

It's the last time that the syndicators will be able to put on the ballyhoo at these annual

meetings. In any event, the highlights of their participation this week included:

• MCA's big ado over the availability of the Paramount library, with several sales

either concluded or pending. (WBZ-TV signed up for the complete package of 700 features

at a price of $2 million for six years.)

• NTA's strong bid for recruitment to its film network via one of the most elaborate

exhibits staged at an NAB convention.

• TPA president Milton Gordon's plea for better understanding of the syndica-

tors' problem plus a veiled hint of higher syndication prices. Gordon's thesis: A producer-

distributor gross in excess of $1,725,000 before he can realize a profit on a syndicated series.

In case you've wondered why Ziv is taking Highway Patrol into a fourth year

of production instead of sitting back for re-run residuals, there's a good reason:

the profit margin.

With a $60,000 gross on each film, Ziv is able to realize approximately a $9,000 net

profit on each show.

Although bargaining is still rampant, a general rule-of-thumb has emerged in

re-run buying.

It boils down to this: A station pays a price equal to a one-minute commercial

in the time it is scheduled to run.

You can look for expansion—rather than belt-tightening—in the merchandis-

ing services offered with syndicated series.

Plans of one major film company call for a panel of full-time merchandising experts for

each of the larger advertiser types: such as b^er, food products, institutionals, etc.

CBS TV Film will solidify its plans to go after off-beat types of advertisers

this summer.

It will set up a new business division to pursue such prospects as airlines, travel agencies,

housing supply companies, etc.

Flashes from the film field: Hal Roach has made nine pilots, available for viewing

this week. Investment: $435,000 . . . Screen Gems changed the title of its fall syndicated

offering from Dial 116 to Rescue 8. The series is based on adventures of Los Angeles rescue

squad . . . CNP will probably offer a third series for fall sale . . . Adventures of William

Tell is under production in Switzerland by NTA. Robin Hood director Ralph Smart is pro-

ducing the series . . . James Delaney will head the new re-run sales division, Proven Pro-

grams, for ABC Film . . . Dragnet, off network this June, can now be peddled for syndica-

tion under its own title, rather than Badge 714.

(For further film news, see SPONSOR-SCOPE and Film Wrap-up, p. 62.)
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research
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MARKETING WEEK
Attention, marketing men!

Are you keeping up-to-date on the location of new retail outlets? If so, are

you keeping your agency's media buyers aware of what's happening?

One shrewd marketing man doubts it.

He explained: "I've come across a number of cases where supermarkets are moving way

out to exurbia. That means there are people out there. That also means that media depart-

ments ought to check to see if the newspapers they're using are reaching these people. I've

checked some instances and found out they're not. The only way to reach these customers is

through radio and tv's long reach."

There's another side to that coin. S >me cities are the shopping centers for

vast areas. Here, too, is a case where me ropolitan dailies' limited delivery zones

call for electronic transmission of the ad message.

Television has been an important faclor in the growing trend among retailers

to give important brands display in two or more places.

So reports E. B. Weiss, merchandising director of Doyle Dane Bernbach. Tv, he said,

has added new dimensions to pre-selling—and it is pre-selling which is making additional

displays for a single brand so effective in retailing.

Weiss is the author of a marketing study
—

"Winning Multi -Location Exposure for Brands

in Mass Outlets"—just published by DDB.

The meaning of multi-location exposure, Weiss said, is that point-of-sale adver-

tising is now learning the value of repetition, a lesson consumer advertising learned

many years ago.

There's more than meets the eye in US Steel's new promotional look, whose

symbol can be used as a trademark for any product made of steel.

If admen are wondering why the country's biggest steel producer is stressing steel in gen-

eral and not just USS steel, here are some ansvers:

1. US Steel marketers are confident their firm will get its share (if not more)
of any increase in steel consumption.

2. There are certain practical reasons why steel firms cannot get much pro-

motional mileage out of consumer product tags with the steel company's name
prominently displayed. In the first place, manufacturers of steel products for consumers

use metal from more than one supplier. Secondly, these manufacturers, in promoting their

own name, sometimes regard the steel supplier's tag as competition.

Some incidental intelligence: There's $9 worth of steel in the average major appliance.

Though USS' new promotion was unveiled on I April, its new slogan ("Steel

lightens your work . . . brightens your leisure . . . widens your world") had ac-

tually been on the air for three months.

Network tv spearheaded the campaign via the US Steel Hour, a further sample of video's

speed. (For another example of the medium's flexibility, see item on Pillsbury in 26 April

MARKETING WEEK.)
Network tv also introduced the trademark itself to consumers. Its debut was

9 April. The print kickoff came on 19 April.

For those wondering what to call the concave diamond shapes used in the new "steel-

mark, mathematicians dub it a hypocyeloid.
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AGENCY DILEMMA
(Cont'd from page >''

I

big network properties, including I . S.

Steel Hour have been renewed tor

fall."

Even some agencies already billing

over 5095 in air media foresee further

growth for tv and radio in 195!!. Says

William Est) v.p. Dr. Wallace Wulfeck:

"We haven'l had anj cuts in ad

budgets, and since our accounts are

mainly package goods, we anticipate

some increased expenditures. As for

1958, I believe air billing will account

for some 60 r
r of total agency billing

as it did in 1957, with the same pro-

portion of network and spot that we

had last year."

But the outlook for fall network tv

buying is not optimistic everywhere.

"Tv may still get a bigger share of the

ad dollar than in past years, but this

growth is more likely in 1959 and

1960 than this year," Campbell-Ewald's

new president Tom Adams, told SPON-

SOR. "This fall, some of the automo-

tives ma) swing to spot for flexibility."

In his agencx. fall buying is com-

pleted, with commitments comparable

it. fall L957, according to tv/radio v.p.

I hil McHugh, who told SPONSOR,

'Long-term commitments would be a

I

robleni if the recession continues, hut

I he networks are being realistic on

this score and offering shorter con-

tracts."

Spot bu\ing is unquestionabh more

cost!) for agencies to handle than the

network time buy as such, most agenc)

heads agree. Yet, in this highly com-

petitive year, some soft goods adver-

tisers prefer it not only for its greater

flexibility hut because of the stress in

marketing strategy upon local impact

in trouble areas.

"A successful spot campaign de-

mands the full-time attention of at least

one good media man throughout so

that schedules can be refined and kept

up to maximum efficiency," sa\s Bnan
Houston media v.p. John Ennis. "Not

only is the setting up of a spot buy

more costly for the agency than mak-

ing a network time buy, but the carry-

through involves many more man-

hours as well."

In the Syracuse Market

WSYR's COVERAGE
EQUALS THAT OF

3 MAJOR COMPETITORS*
The amazing coverage superiority of WSYR is

illustrated by these facts:

• It reaches 80% more homes than the No. 2

station in Syracuse.

• Its weekly circulation is as great as that of

stations 2, 3 and 4 combined!

That's probably because WSYR attracts the adult,

able-to-buy audience by high quality programming
in all major areas of entertainment and public

service.

NBCio Central New York

Rtpr»itnt»d

Nationally by

HENRY I. CHRISTAl CO.

570 KC

This additional problem in agency

operating costs arises during a year

when ever-growing collateral services

are already squeezing profits down to

a minimum.

"We don't believe that cost-account-

ing by media is the answer, but an

agency must make a fair return on

each account," says MacManus, John

& Adams' young president Ernie Jones.

"Today, when some agencies employ

as many or more people for collateral

services as they do for the primary

media and copy creating function,

agency management has to review serv-

icing of each account individually.""

Smaller agencies, unable to compete

with the $20-million-plus shops' mar-

keting staffs on a quantitative basis,

continue to stress copy creativity. "All

agencies feel this is a year to reap-

praise operating expenses," says GB&B
v.p. and general manager, Gil Burton.

"As a $12-million agency, we have a

small marketing staff and we offer this

type of counsel mostly as a plus in re-

turn for media commissions. But our

cost of handling media is high, since

a large proportion of our billing is in

spot, programing and announcement

buys both. The biggest change we

have seen in the past year is a shift to

spot radio buying which continues into

1958, because our clients want maxi-

mum impact and frequency on a local

level.""

While concern over the nation's

economy was the predominant leit-

motiv of post-session discussions, the

fall outlook seemed optimistic. No
one expects a boom during the second

half of 1958. but a gradual improve-

ment in the business climate is fore-

cast.

Economist Martin Gainsbrugh told

4A's membership to anticipate a fourth

quarter 1958 gross national product

of $430 to $431 billion, substantially

above the first quarter's $424 billion

and only slightly below fourth quarter

1957. He put the business future

squarely on the shoulders of admen

:

"To date, the forces of recession

have been locked largely within the

hard goods industry. If soft goods

sales hold up during the next few

weeks, a levelling out is likely. Final

demand for goods and services for

consumers and government is off less

than 2% so far from the highest point

of 1957." ^
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147,695 TV HOMES*
KODE-TV in the Joplin market covers

a 4-state area with 147,695 TV
homes, 669,800 population and

$776,919,000 buying power.

Joplin is the urban center of

11 communities in an 18-mile radius

with a combined population of

97,750.

kode-tv in the Joplin market is

287c taller, and 29% more powerful

than any competitor.

•Television Mag. Set Count

CREATED BY

KODE-TV
JOPLIN, MO.

KODE
7W Harry D. Burke,

VP&Genl. Mgr.

Rep. by

Friendly Group Avery-Knodel

WSTV. WSTV-TV, Steubenville; WBOY, WBOY-TV, Clarksburg;

KODE, KODE-TV, .'oplin, WPAR, Parkersburg; WPIT, Pittsburgh;

KMLB, Monroe, La ,
Colmes Werrenrath Prod , Inc., Chicago «.

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^j SPOT BUYS

RADIO BUYS
Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc., New York, is preparing a cam-

paign in 30 markets to promote iced tea drinking. Starting dates

depend upon the markets. In the South, the schedules kick-off 15

May and 15 June; in the North. 1 June. Minute announcements dur-

ing daytime segments are being placed, with frequency depending

upon the market. Buying is not completed. Media Supervisor:

Gus Pflegler. Agency: Leo Burnett Co.. Chicago. (Agency declined

to comment.)

Ceneral Motors Acceptance Co., New York, is planning a cam-

paign in 180 markets for its automobile financing plans following

the pattern of previous years. The schedules start this month for

16 weeks, run yveekends from 4 p.m. Friday to 9 a.m. Monday: aver-

age frequency: 20 per week per market. Minute announcements

are of a public service character: 30 seconds report traffic news:

the second 30 seconds sell GMAC. Buyer: Rena Mayer. Agency:

Campbell-Ewald Co., Inc., New York.

TV BUYS
Carter Products, Inc., New York, is adding to its current sched-

ules in major markets for its Arrid cream deodorant. Minutes and

chainbreaks are being slotted; run for 26 weeks. Frequency depends

upon the market. Buyer: Steve Suren. Agency: SSCB. New York.

(Agency declined to comment.)

Lever Bros. Co., New York, is going into various markets for its

Breeze detergent. The short-term schedule runs through May. Min-

utes and 20's are being slotted, with frequencies varying. Buyer:

Jeanne Sullivan. Agency: SSCB, New York (Agency declined to

comment. I

The Toni Co., Div. of The Gillette Co., Chicago, is entering into

60 markets to push its new products Self and Adorn. Nighttime min-

utes and chainbreaks are being used. Frequencies vary from market

to market. Media Supervisor: Armella Selsor. Agency: North

Advertising Inc., Chicago. (Agency declined to comment.)

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is kicking off a campaign in

25 markets for its Lava soap. The short-term campaign runs for

13 weeks. Minutes and chainbreaks are being aired, with frequen-

cies varying. Media Supervisor: Gus Pflegler. Agency: Leo Bur-

nett Co., Inc., Chicago. (Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO and TV BUYS
American Oil Co., New York, is preparing a radio/tv campaign in

120 Eastern markets for its gasolines and oils. The campaign starts

in early June, runs through Labor Day. In radio, news programs

and minute announcements are sought; in tv, minutes and chain-

breaks. Frequencies vary from market to market. Buying has just

started. Buyer: Vince Barnett. Agency: The Joseph Katz Co.,

New York. ( Agency declined to comment.)
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"HOW TO

MARRY A
MILLIONAIRE'*

...one of

the

big new

TV
programs

on the

BIG NIGHT

coming

to TV
this fall...^

For full details of the BIG NIGHT, jus! phone, wire o

gufaS Os/AOnuie -Tt^ur-

FILM
NETWORK

Coliseum Tower, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 19, N. Y. • JUdson 2-7300



This is something wc can't be modest about. Our news service

is outstanding.

Our news departments are stalled with top local people who
have national reputations. In our Volkswagen Newsmobiles,
they're on the scene of action as swiftly as the police, or the fire

department. They do remotes from every part of our coverage
area.

This kind of coverage pays off with listeners. They stay with us

to get more news . . . more weathercasts — more often.

There's a full report on our news operations in a new color

film. It makes clear why, in both Akron and Providence Greater
Metropolitan Areas we deliver more listeners per dollar than
competing stations. Write or call . . . we'll arrange a showing.

WCUE
vnoNS

•Tim Elliot, Pres. "Jean Elliot, Vlce-Pre

GREAT INDEPENDENTS • GOOD NEIGHBORS

OONA O'TUNA
[Cont'd from page 35)

gether with a slide whistle. She also

sings a jingle: "I'm Oona O'Tuna:

And I love to croon a-: bout Breast-

O'-Chicken Tuna: Breast-O'-Chicken's

quicker: Quicker off the clipper." The
radio commercials are on a rough

flight cycle; they are scheduled for

four to five weeks, with a two to three

week hiatus.

On 1 May Oona O'Tuna moved into

four "minor" markets on a spot tv

basis. Both 30's and 60's are being

tested in chain store participations,

and used in daytime shows.

"These spots mark our first tv test-

ing of Oona in minor markets," savs

account supervisor Footman. "We have

not abandoned programs; these spots

were specifically requested by brokers."

The Oona OTuna theme gets wide

exposure; it appears in all media with

one notable exception: it does not ap-

pear in any merchandising display.

Many manufacturers believe a theme
carry-over from advertising to product

is valuable and look for ways to incor-

porate it, not only through all media
but in point-of-sale and packaging.

Account supervisor Footman dis-

agrees. A point-of-sale piece, he says,

"must create impulse then and there

and does not need a carry-over from

the advertising theme. The shopper is

not seeking entertainment," he stresses.

"She is concerned with the practical

problem of feeding her family. She is

looking for ideas and suggestions. If

you can give them to her on the spot,

she buys your product. Advertising,"

he believes, "prepares her to buy;

ideas and suggestions make her buy."

Besides tv, radio and merchandis-

ing, BOC is strong in car cards. The

company has used this medium for 25

years, making it one of the oldest

users in the West. With the introduc-

tion of Oona O'Tuna on tv last 1 Sep-

tember, BOC put car cards in 30 mar-

kets and, on 1 May, this was jumped

to 53 markets. In addition the car-

toon character is being used in news-

papers and one national woman's mag-

azine. Campaign allocations break

down to about 10% tv; 30% radio;

40' < magazines and newspapers and
120'

. car cards.

So, market by market, the Oona

O'Tuna campaign is coming full cycle.

The character was created for, and

launched on, tv spots. It moved into

radio and car cards, then into print,

and now is back to tv again. ^
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"PREMIERE PERFORMANCE"

...one of

the

big new

TV
programs

on the

BIG NIGHT

coming

to TV

this fall...

BSe are just a few of the 39 truly great

linute programs that will be seen on "Premiere

armance," returning in the fall for its second trium-

t year on the air.

oduced by those master creators of superb entertain-

;-20th Century-Fox and Paramount-it features noted

i in noted stories by noted writers . . . that are sure to

ict millions of TViewers.

note the fact that it's all part of the Big Night that

combined with three great new half-hour series ... is

ng to TV this fall on TV stations associated with . . .

<&u'&z'S piykOnUe. 'Tt&ur-

STATE FAIR

Jeanne Crain, Dana Andrews

NTA
THE RAINS CAME

George Brent, Myrna Loy

FILM
network:

i Tower, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 19, N. Y. • JUdson 2-7300



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

W\tZ. Detroit, has joined forces with the American Institute of

Men's & Boy>" Wear to encourage teen-agers to dress better through a

series of spot recordings by famous artists. Discussing the "dress

right" spots are (1. to r.) John Heavenrich, president of Whaling's

Men's Store and head of the Institute's Detroit chapter; Detroit mayor

Louis C. Miriani; WXYZ v.p. Hal Neal; and WXYZ d.j. Fred Wolf

KCBS, San Francisco, recently completed an unusual promotion in

its State Fair Slogan Contest. Entrants vied to come up with the win-

ning slogan for the California State Fair, with first prize a piece of

land in the Sierra Mountains. To top it off, KCBS had "Nevada"

Carson, nephew of scout Kit Carson, pony-express deed to winner

along the historic trails from the Siena Mountains to San Francisco

WIN \

play-bj

board)

boys'

marble champs of the Madison

Boys' Club practice up for the

T\ Marble ' hampionship broadcast

pla> bj Mart) Glickman (with clip-

ova WB.CA TV, Not York. Some 32

lul.. the i

"Put the ship in salesmanship" is the

theme of a campaign launched by KDKA
Radio, Pittsburgh, to keep its national reps

—Peters, Criffin, Woodward—fully informed.

Donald J. Trageser, KDKA sales mgr., dis-

cusses theme with prom. mgr. June Buzzelli

Joseph Seideman (r.) of KBIC, Catalina

Island, Calif., receives the coveted "Sammy"
award for top creative salesmanship in Los

Angeles market. Presenting trophy is L. E.

Doyle, pres. of the Sales Executives Club of

L.A., and looking on is "Miss Sammy Award"
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I News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
P&G continues to run appreciably

ahead of the previous year in prof-

its and net income.

Comparative profits for the first nine

months ending 31 March: 1957-58:

$109,872,733; 1956-57: $102,975,833.

Comparison of network income: 1957-

58: $56,343,733; 1956-57: $51,520,-

833.

Campaigns and promotions:
• This week the Kellogg Co. initi-

ates a saturation spot campaign for

40% Bran Flakes in radio and 11

tv markets.

• New time: The latest campaign

of the F. & M. Schaefer Brewing
Co., running now through 25 October,

features the theme . . . "Eastern Day-

light Schaefer Time." Some 400
spots each week will be carried on

major N. Y. metropolitan stations.

• The Campbell Soup Co. will

repeat its Soup 'n Sandwich promo-
tion this summer. The campaign will

begin in June on Campbell's Lassie

show (CBS).

• Liftsavers, a new heel device,

announces a $500,000 saturation ad
campaign to introduce the new do-

it-yourself molded lift nationally. It

will kick off immediately, using tv

spots in 60 markets. Agency; Product

Services.

For Father's Day: The Gillette

Safety Razor Co. will spend over
one million dollars in nation-wide

tv, radio and print campaign to pro-

mote its products for Fathers' Day, va-

cation and graduation gift-buyers . . .

Same objective for J. B. Williams
shaving products campaign to be-

gin 19 May on Twenty One, To Tell

The Truth, Original Amateur Hour,

and on radio and in print.

Baseball Bug: Phillies Cigars pur-

chased tv and radio segments in Phil-

lies, Orioles, Pirates and Cubs games.

Commercials will be aired on 16 tv

and 39 radio stations in seven states.

3 may 1958

New jobs for: Owen Carroll, ap-

pointed product manager in the mar-

keting service group, B. T. Babbitt . . .

Donald Wells, general products man-

ager of household products division,

Colgate-Palmolive . . . William
Schliemann, assistant sales manager,

Tussy Cosmetics Div., Lehn & Fink . . .

James Butler, executive v. p., Out-

board Marine International . . . Carl

Bradford, appointed director of re-

gional operations, RCA . . . Harold
Wright, Royalite commercial prod-

ucts sales manager, U. S. Rubber . . .

Werner J. Jensen, assistant general

manager, Chicago Ice Cream Division,

Borden . . . Mini Pike, advertising-

merchandising manager, Lanolin Plus

. . . Thomas L. Greer, former v.p. of

Biow Co., named director of adver-

tising, Plough, Inc. . . . James F.

Canning, appointed sales promotion

manager, Sylvania Electric Products,

Inc.

AGENCIES
Topic that seemed to take the

spotlight at the 4A's meet in White
Sulphur Springs:

1) Possibility of heavy goods ad-

vertisers curtailing their budgets.

2) The trend among top agency

management to help the client admin-

ister his business instead of hewing to

the agency's primary goal, the creative

function. (McManus, John & Adams'
Ernest Jones posed this dilemma.)

3) Admen are over-sensitive to the

public's opinion of them. A Gallup &

Robinson survey shows that house-

wives surveyed had a higher re-

gard for the adman's function

than surveyed admen had antici-

pated.

Smith & Dorian, Inc., was elected

the 16th member of the Mutual
Advertising Agency Network.

This gives the network its first rep-

resentation in New York City and San

Francisco.

Here's an eye opener: Advertis-

ing people receive more money

!' i

WGR Radio's mobile STUDIO 55

travels each week to a different

high-traffic location — a super

market, a County Fair, etc.

WGR D.J.'s John Lascelles,

Warren Kelly and Frank Dill

broadcast live from STUDIO 55,

attract thousands with their

personal appearances and contests.

Thousands of passing cars see the

trailer and the crowds, instantly

turn on their radios.

Overa million cars and a million

homes in this $4 billion market.

WGR covers the New York State

Thruway too, from Ohio to Syracuse,

with a loud, clear signal. Add our

Canadian coverage and you've got a

combination that can't be beat!

ABC Affiliate, Represented by

Peters, Griffin, Woodward

BUY

RADIO
BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION

PA TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WR0C-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV.
Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg



Dowinojaied- . .

.

SOUTHERN NORTHERN

OREGON •CALIFORNIA
*money markets"

Best Buu

KLAMATH FfcLLS, OREGON
Ask. -the KAeeker Co.

5000 W

than the average employee but

have three years less life in which
to enjoy it, Charles F. Adams, v.p.,

MacManus, John & Adams, told adver-

tising students of Long Island Univer-

sity.

Adams was awarded honorary mem-
bership in Alpha Delta Sigma, na-

tional advertising fraternity.

Agency appointments: Mohr &
Eicoff, for the Whitehouse Record

Co., Harrison, N. J. Their campaign

will purchase $750,000 worth of tv

time this year . . . Kenyon & Eck-
hardt. for Crown & Zellerbach's cor-

porate advertising . . . L. H. Hart-

man, for the Wagner Baking Corpo-

ration . . . Burke Dowling Adams,
for Foster Grant's plastic materials

and chemical division . . . Doyle Dane
Bernbach, for Northam Warren Cor-

poration's Cutex lipstick and mani-

cure preparations, Odorono deodorant

and Peggy Sage . . . North Advertis-

ing for the Pilsener Brewing Co.,

Cleveland. The account is expected to

bill over $600,000.

As the result of the recent merger,

Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey, an-

nounce its new officers:

C. K. Liller, chairman of the

board; William Neal, president;

James Battle, senior v.p.; Dan Lind-

sey, v.p. and manager of the Richmond
office.

Appointed v.p.'s: Gilbert Lea, v.p.

and assistant to president, Ogilvy, Ben-

son & Mather . . . Elliott Plowe, sen-

ior v.p. and member of the board of

directors, Calkins & Holden . . . John
Chapin, to Clark & Bobertz . . . Don-
old Jones, v.p. and co-chairman of

the new business committee, MacMan-
us, John & Adams.

Add personnel alignments:

Beverly Fleming and Alan Koehler,

copywriters,, NC&K . . . Al Buffing-

ton, named v.p. in charge of produc-

tion, Fidelity Films . . . Henry
Mu9ser, account executive, DCS&S . . .

W. S. von Gerloff, account execu-

tive, Robert Otto & Co. . . . William
Millar, Jr., timebuyer, Lambert &

Feasley . . . William Wheeler, ac-

count executive, Campbell-Mithun . . .

Don Gerhardt, to the creative staff,

Holtzman-Kain . . . James Van
Burgh, account executive and Fred-

erick Delahay, asst. media director,

Mc-E, L. A. . . . Norman Allen,

chief media buyer, Mohr & Eicoff, N.

Y. . . . Robert England, to the exec-

utive staff, F&S&R.

CHICAGO REPORT
National spot this week continued
to show a lot of life among Chi-

cago agencies.

The spot activity included:

• Procter & Gamble for Joy, via

Leo Burnett, has bought nighttime min-

utes in approximately 40 markets.

• Parker Pen for T-Ball Jotter,

via Tatham-Laird, goes into a five-

week campaign in 66 markets with one-

minutes and 20-second I.D.s, starting

1 May.

• Wrigley Gum, via Arthur Mey-
erhoff, has bought nighttime minutes

and 20-seconds in 40 markets, aimed

at the family audience.

• Perkins Div. of General Foods
for Kool Shake, via Foote, Cone &

Belding, is scheduled for minutes in

about one hundred markets beginning

1 June, beamed at kids and family.

Twenty-five consecutive years of

network broadcasting will be marked

in June when Don McNeill's Breakfast

Club celebrates its silver anniversary.

This longest running radio network

variety show, originating in Chicago

via ABN, still maintains virtually the

same format it started with 25 years

ago and two of the original cast of 12

are still with the show.

The Golden Mike, a McCall's Maga-

zine prize awarded annually to only

seven outstanding women in radio and

television, will be awarded for the sec-

ond consecutive year to Lee Phillips,

WBBM-TV's personality for her last

summer's series, "The Unwed Mother,

The Unwanted Child."

The State of Illinois has appointed

United Film and Recording Stu-

dios to produce a full-length motion

picture on rehabilitation of the men-

tallv ill. Shooting begins this month

on location in state hospitals.

George C. Reeves, v.p. and manager

of J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, was

elected vice chairman of the American

Association of Advertising Agencies,

at the association's annual meeting in

White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
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AH . . . SPRING

WHEN AN

ADVERTISER'S

FANCY TURNS

TO

GOLDIE

WHY DON'T YOU PICK THE STA-

TION THAT WILL PLANT YOUR

PRODUCT IN THE HOME WITH

PROGRAMMING THAT'S

"FRESH AS A DAISY"

KHSLTV
CHANNEL 12
THE GOLDEN EMPIRE STATION

CHICO, CALIFORNIA
CBS on ABC Affiliate

Represented notion ally by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

San Fronci

George Ross, N
Cen

otionol Soles Monoger
trol Tower

• Live-look quality

• Immediate playback

—

no processing

• Practical editing

• Record from studio or

remote camera

• Tapes fully interchangeable

between machines

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable

• Lowest overall cost

The central region of the American

Assn. of Advertising Agencies elected

James G. Cominos, of Needham,

Louis & Brorby, as chairman of the

board of governors. New vice chair-

man, Larry Wherry of Wherry, Baker

& Tilden and new secretary-treasurer

Alexander H. Gunn of J. Walter

Thompson.

Where they've gone: Frank H.

Hoell has joined the Chicago office of

Kenyon & Eckhardt as account exec on

the Wilson account. Hoell was former-

ly with D'Arcy Advertising . . . Wil-

liam S. Wheeler was named account

exec for the American Dairy account

at Campbell-Mithun . . . Congoleum-
Naird, Inc., has named Keyes, Mad-

den & Jones to handle its advertising.

More personnel moves:
John H. McComb was named v.p.

and director of production of EWRR
. . . Eleanor Herzog has joined the

John W. Shaw agency as copywriter.

Miss Herzog was formerly with Keyes,

Madden & Jones . . . Jack Friedman,
copy chief at EWRR, will move to

Keyes, Madden & Jones as senior writer

on 1 May . . . Don W. Wells, for-

merly with Lanolin Plus, was named
merchandising executive at FC&B, Chi-

cago . . . Bob Bowens has been add-

ed to the writing staff at Dallas Jones

Studio . . . Leonard Ehibkin joined

Lewis & Martin film studio as account

exec. . . . Robert T. Donnelly named
new account exec, in Chicago CBS tv

sales . . . Dr. Mark Munn has been

promoted to WGN director of research.

NETWORKS
MBS president Armand Hammer
met with the network's affiliates at

the NAB convention, and told

them, among other things:

"We are in business to stay, and

intend to make the money necessary

for the kind of service affiliates desire

to increase their prestige, impact and

sales promotion.

"We in Mutual mean business

—

and we intend to get the business

because we're not afraid of our

competition. Maybe some day, who

knows, some of our competitors today

will ask to be let in."

Added stations: Keystone Broad-

casting adds seven new affiliates,

bringing the total to 1,038. These are:

E3MD
1st

in PEORIA in

68 of the 72
Measured Quarter Hours

WMBD's continuing leadership

in the rich PEORIA market for

31 years is graphically shown in

the latest PULSE REPORT shown

below (Nov. 1957).

WMBD
DOMINATES THIS

LARGEST MARKET IN

ILLINOIS*
DAYTIME -NIGHTTIME

6am to 12 noon 6pm to

Station 12 noon to 6pm 12pm

WMBD 35 33 37
a 12 15 26

b 19

21

17

21

1

27

d 6

7

5t

9 10

tDaytime stations . . . sign off time 4:45 P.M.
"(excepting Chicago)

WMBD MARKET DATA
Population 531,900

Households 165,000

Retail Sales $725,261,750

Food Sales $142,488,750

Drug Sales $ 17,826,250

Effective Buying Income $991,150,000

Income per Household $ 6,007

£xc/us/Ve

National Representatives

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.mm
Radio Peoria
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SutfJiiae!

YES. ..AGAIN

KLZ-RADIO

ITkm

PULSE, FEB. '58 SAYS

KLZ-RADIO HAS MORE

FIRST-PLACE ]4 HOURS

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Than All Other DENVER

STATIONS COMBINED!

The secret, of course,

is Showmanship!

Telephone your KATZ man or

call Lee Fondren in Denver

iodic*

CBS for the Rocky Mountain Area

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KLZ-Radio

KZOK, Prescott, Ariz.; WNOG, Na-

ples, Fla.; KVNI, Coeur d'Alene, Ida.;

WTIG, Massillon, Ohio; WRON, Ron-

ceverte, W. Va.; WELC, Welch, W. Va.

and WHVF, Wausau, Wis.

New biz for the tv networks:
• Buick, for full hour sponsorship

of eight Bob Hope Shows on NBC TV
next season.

• Sweets Co., two ABC TV day-

time shows

—

Superman, on Mondays
and Wild Bill Hickok, on Wednesdays.

• Ford, an alternate-hour sponsor

on NBC TV's Wagon Train during the

1958-59 season.

• R. J. Reynolds, for Salem, ABC
TV's new show Anybody Can Play—
an audience panel quiz show, starting

6 July in place of Adventure at Scott

Island.

• Armour Auxiliaries, for Liquid

Chiffon, two NBC TV daytime shows

—

The Price Is Right and Dough Re Mi.

Renewals: Lever Bros., four alter-

nate-week quarter-hour segments on

NBC TV's Truth or Consequences, for

52 weeks . . . Buick continues its al-

ternate-week sponsorship, for next sea-

son, on NBC TV's Tales of Wells

Fargo.

FILM
Gross-Krasne continues its expan-

sion plans as a contending syndi-

cator.

Latest move is the relocation of its

sales headquarters from New York to

Hollywood. Within the next few weeks,

G-K will add several new series to its

current roster. (Current series: Afri-

can Patrol, Streets of Danger, O'Henry

Playhouse.)

Other expansion moves include:

• New offices in Miami, Dallas, De-

troit, St. Louis, San Francisco.

• The addition of veteran film dis-

tributor Jerry King to the executive

staff.

• Several new sales executives.

NTA's sales pitch for its "Big
Night 1

' programing gets underway
in New York this week.

With a saturation ad campaign al-

ready in the works, west coast v.p.

Berne Tahakin is heading east to direct

sales and program planning.

Selling campaign will be known as

the multi-vision plan.
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To Brussels: Guild Films is the first

syndicator to be represented at the

Brussels Fair.

R. Gould Morrison of Guild's inter-

national staff, will headquarter at the

entertainment section of the fair.

Apparently the host of a film se-

ries can influence viewer liking

for the program.
A recent Schwerin research study re-

ports that a male host evoked a higher

liking for a half-hour drama, than did

a female narrator for the same show.

Sales

:

• Six new sales resulted from
a sudden spurt for ABC Film's 26
Men.
New buyers are Blue Plate Foods in

Louisville; Eisner Food Stores, Cham-
paign; Desert Distributors, El Centro;

and stations KELO-TV, Sioux Falls;

WDEF-TV, Chattanooga; and KVSO-
TV, Ardmore. Series is now in a

total of 178 markets.

• Lee Optical has purchased
CNP's Union Pacific in 11 Texas
markets.

• Science Ficton Theater (Ziv) was
sold in the first quarter to 57 addition-

al stations.

In addition, U. S. National Bank
bought the series in four Oregon
markets, bringing the grand total

to 183 markets sold.

• The entire Warner film li-

brary (more than 700 films) was
bought last week by Storer Broad-
casting, for its two Ohio stations,

WJW-TV, Cleveland, and WSPD-TV,
Toledo.

Re new series: The Hal Roach slate

of nine pilots (see Film-Scope, p 49)

,

ready this week, includes:

• Cindy, a comedy starring Evelyn

Rudie.

• The Veil, a dramatic anthology of

true mysteries. Host: Boris Karloff.

• The Tall Man, starring Michael

Rennie.

• Man of Action, a waterfront ad-

venture with John Ireland.

• McGarry and Me, headlining Vir-

ginia Mayo and Michael O'Shea.

• Battles of the Century, to be nar-

rated by Bob Considine.

• Landmark, a dramatic anthology.

• The Fabulous Oliver Chantry,

with George Sanders.

• The Joe DiMaggio Show, true

sports adventure.

RADIO STATIONS
The RAB's pitch at the NAB con-

vention was labelled "Your Future
Is Sound" and focused on demon-
strating these factors:

• Regional and national sales calls

by RAB salesmen with factual presen-

tations and taped examples of the best

in radio commercials.

• The area sales clinics conducted

by RAB in some 40 markets each year.

• The regional management confer-

ences which give station owners, man-

agers and salesmen the benefit of the

latest thinking on investing radio with

maximum effectiveness.

The RAB also made available a list

showing that at least 1,000 spot and

network advertisers in radio for the

first quarter of 1958. Also a footnote

to the effect that the list contained 72

of the 95 eligible blue-chip (Top 100

class) advertisers of 1957.

"Buy-now" campaigns are on the

upbeat:

Mickey McClung, president and gen-

eral manager, Golden Empire
Broadcasting Co. (KHSL & KHSL-



WGR-TV now leads all Buffalo stations with

the largest share of the viewing audience

from sign-on to sign-off seven days a week.

Source: ARB. ABC Affiliate. Call Peters,

Griffin, Woodward for availabilities.

WGR-TV
ABC CHANNEL 2

BUFFALO
I A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

WREX-TV MEANS ROCKFORD
AND A BILLION DOLLAR MAR-
KET NETWORK AT THE CROSS-
ROADS OF MID-AMERICA

The sales power of WREX-TVs combined
coverage, spans market portions of 23

countries in Illinois and Wisconsin. Brings

preferred CBS-ABC network programs to

over 260.000 television homes.

Rockford s metropolitan area is the sales

jewel in the WREX-TV market crown

. . . 55.760 households—$6,949 sales po-

tential per household 16th in national

ranking of C S. I per household.

J. M. BAISCH, General Manager

REPRESENTED BY

H-R TELEVISION, INC.

WREX-TV
-13-

TV, Chico; KVCV. Redding) gave

station employees $10 bonus
checks, with one stipulation—that

it he spent immediately with a lo-

cal merchant. To prove: "Business

is good.

WJW, Cleveland, in an effort to

boom the downtown shopping area,

will air a nightly program, Police Beat,

sponsored by The Euclid Avenue Assn.

Commercials will plug shopping

Contests, promotions and stunts:

• WPEO, Peoria, welcomed
springtime with a '"Sounds of Spring"

contest. Listeners were to identify

three sounds of spring (ex: children

playing jacks) for cash awards.

• WSAI, Cincinnati, promotes a

fund-raising drive called "Operation

Goodwill" for the city's Goodwill In-

dustries.

• KGO, San Francisco, is holding

a mammoth $20,000 Riddle Contest—

a four-line puzzle to be solved by lis-

teners.

•KLUB, Salt Lake City, offers lis-

teners the chance to voice their ap-

proval or disapproval of a com-
mercial—and win money for it. It's

a "Do you like that spot?" contest cen-

tering on the Famlee Bread campaign

developed by Ross Jurnev & Associates.

Covering the Brussels World's
Fair: WTOP, Washington, D. C,
has a booth set up in the American

Pavilion, and reports the Fair's hap-

penings via tape telephone.

Change of call letters: KHUM,
Eureka, today becomes KINS . . .

Anniversary: KFI, Los Angeles,

celebrates its 36th year of broadcast-

Kudos: WRC, Wash., D. C, cited

by American Motors for its contribu-

tion in the Rambler sales campaign . . .

WHCT, Hartford, wins Hartford Ad
Club Merit award for public service

programing . . . WSVA, Harrison-

burg, Va., awarded 2nd place in the

nationwide Herald-Tribune Fresh Air

Fund's annual competition . . . WHC,
Pittsburgh, honored by Pa. Associ-

ated Press Broadcasters Assn. for out-

standing news reporting . . . same for

W.ISN, Milwaukee, by the Milwaukee

Press Club . . . ditto for KLIF, Dal-

las, from the Atlantic City, New Jer-

sey Press Club . . . National Safety

Awards to WQAM, Miami and

WTIX, New Orleans . . KWFT,
Wichita Falls' Farm director, Earl

Sargent, named a top-winner in "Save

the Soil and Save Texas" awards pro-

gram . . . WTSP, St. Petersburg's

commentator George Christie awarded

by the Florida American Legion for

his anti-Communist campaign.

Station staffers: Cliff Lantz, to

KRHM. Los Angeles, as account execu-

tive . . . Claire Crawford, named di-

rector of merchandising and pr

WORL, Boston . . . John Williams,

news director, KETV. Omaha . .

Charlene Hibbard and Hal Corwin,

to the staff of KOWN, Escondido, Cal.

. . . E. Kelly Crosskill and Lee
Ware to the sales dept., WLBZ, Ban-

gor . . . Larry Cooper, named direc-

tor of public affairs. KMOX, St. Louis

. . . Robert Woodel, news director

and Lou Parker, program director,

WWHG, Hornell, N. Y.

TV STATIONS
Some 350 registrants at the Ameri-

can Women in Radio & Tv con-

vention in San Francisco indicat-

ed a more pronounced trend

Denver's No. 1

Independent

KTLN
now represented by

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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among agency women to partici-

pate in the group and their indus-

try-wide activities.

Agency women attended from each

buying center of the country.

Program features encompassed more

media, business and marketing fea-

tures.

sponsor's correspondent spotted

women who are station owners, man-

agers and promotion and sales execu-

tives—indicative of the dollars and

cents mood of many sessions.

Award winners: Phyllis Knight,

WHAF, Louisville; Rosell Fabiani,

WRBL-TV, Columbus, Ga.; Alma
John, WWRL, N.Y.C.; Kay West,

KEX, Portland; Lee Phillips, WBBM-
TV, Chicago; Ruth Allen, WGAR,
Cleveland.

Education and public service:
KMOX-TV, St. Louis, will soon be-

gin programing special filmed inter-

views with the city's soldiers overseas

. . . WPTZ-TV, Pittsburgh, begins

a live educational series in coopera-

tion with State U. Teachers College,

for residents of Northern N. Y. and

Vermont.

New plant: KTVU, San Fran.-Oak-

land, now completing its new, modern
building, located on Jack London

Square.

On the editorializing front:

WSTV, Steubenville, aired a pro-

posal for community harmony and the

end of factional bickering to the City

Council, which is in the throes of a

crackdown on vice and gambling.

Promotion: WKRC-TV, Cincin-

nati, is offering a series of contests for

five weeks to promote CBS and local

viewership, principally in daytime.

Winners get weekend in N. Y. and

Washington, transported via "CBS
Star Train."

New affiliation: KTIV, Sioux City.

becomes an ABC TV affiliate 22 May.

People on the move: William
Murray, appointed resident manager.

WHTN-TV, Charleston, W. Va. . . .

. Cecil Webb, named director of sales

promotion, KRON-TV, San Francisco

. . . Al Shore, from account executive

to local sales manager, KVTV, Sioux

City . . . John Stodelle, local sales

manager, KFMB-TV, San Diego . . .

Don Miller, to the engineering staff,

WSVA, Harrisonburg. ^

* consulted
confidently..

'by every
field of

Advertising

NATIONAL REGISTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.

147 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

333 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, 111.

2700 West 3rd Street, Los Angeles 57, Cal.



To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd

ranking markets.

NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —

YOU NEED TWIN BILLING
in Indiana!

Now, a new, two-station TV buy blankets both the

South Bend-Elkhart and Fort Wayne markets, plus

healthy chunks of Southern Michigan and Western

Ohio. Over 1.6 million population— $2.8 billion Effec-

tive Buying Income. Alert buyers are covering these

rich markets in combination— and saving 10%! They're

buying them right along with Indianapolis—thus cov-

ering all the best of Indiana from within—with just

two buys!

see your H-R 9 CL
man soon !

TO7 © W7 Bs
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What's happening in U. 5. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
3 MAY 1958 Washington turned quiet this week alter some months of frantic activity.

All six FCC Commissioners were out on the West Coast with the NAB convention, ap-

parently unworried that this might be deemed further fraternization.

The Congressional investigators were resting, with one eye open to pounce on the broad-

casting industry again.

Only one hearing was scheduled for the entire week. That was the time set aside for op-

ponents of the bill to ban interstate advertising of alcoholic beverages.

Opponents are taking the tack that the bill is unconstitutional, because it would remove

a legitimate business tool from a legitimate business.

NAB had already circulated its testimony to the effect that the bill would discriminate

against broadcasters as opposed to other ad media. NAB and the distillers, to name two, had

been fooled by the schedule allowing one day to each side and setting up the anti side for the

second day during the week before last.

As it developed, the temperance forces marshalled a dozen and a half more witnesses

than they had originally scheduled. And they talked longer.

The House Commerce Committee still has no plans for hearings on the subject. Mean-

while the clock licks toward adjournment and the electioneering rush.

Another anti force is having delay trouble: the army opposed to subscription

television.

Long weeks ago, the Senate Commerce Committee ordered the Thurmond (D., S.C.)

resolution reported. That resolution would express the sense of the Senate that the FCC should

not approve any sort of pay-tv, trial or otherwi -e, until and unless Congress provided express

authority.

Nothing has been heard of the resolution since. The actual report was held up pending

printing of the opposing views. None have bee l provided.

Further, the same committee's communications subcommittee under the chairmanship of

Sen. John Pastore (D., R. I.) was supposed to hold fee-tv hearings.

Sen. Warren Magnuson (D., Wash.), chairman of the Committee, told this reporter that

the Thurmond resolution could be reported any time Thurmond called it up. Thurmond told

this reporter it would probably be called up some time, but pointed out that the pay-tv

hearings are to be held.

Pastore would not mention a date for hearings, but insisted they would be held as soon as

the subcommittee's busy schedule will permit.

The quiet of this week will probably not hold for long.

An old sparring partner of the broadcasting industry, Kenneth Cox, is now due back in

town. The Senate Commerce Committee chairman Warren Magnuson has promised ranking

minority member John Bricker (R., Ohio) that the latter's network regulation bill can

have a hearing.

Cox is likely to return to the committee long enough to head that probe. He must still put

the finishing touches on the third report of the earlier investigation he needed. That one re-

sulted in a stinging attack on network practices, to which the committee majority would not

subscribe.

The hearing on the Bricker bill might be delayed until July, however, in which case

nothing could be done this session.



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen
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^^^ executive8 are lading courses at tv technician schools as insurance against

sponsor publications inc. an> future walkouts by NABET.

Similar training at CBS came in handy during the recent IBEW strike.

Those page ads McCann-Erickson ran in the New York dailies expressing implicit

faith in the American economy had this ironic timing: They came in the middle of a

stream of letouts.

The agency's explanation: Its payroll was running over the safety mark (60%).

Pharmaceutical's Twenty-One (NBC TV) this week hit the jackpot on the num-
ber of products crowded into a single half-hour: six, to be exact.

Commercial attention was paid to Geritol, Sominex, New Serutan, Electric Shave, and

Aqua Velva. The last two were combined as a sort of piggy-back.

Spurred by the action of the FCC in holding up the license renewals of all but

three Atlanta stations, a Washington lawyer wired a station he represents:

"Recommend you immediately add 96 minutes of educational programing per

week."

The stipulated time was based on a formula the lawyer deemed acceptable to the FCC.

Judging by the rate that CBS TV and NBC TV are scrounging around for games
of chance, daytime programing this fall—Madison Avenue fears—will resemble a Las Vegas

where nobody loses.

Also causing apprehension is the trend toward converting some of these bingo

strips into nighttime versions.

Don Davis, head of KMBC-TV and amateur Kansas City historian, in digging through

some musty files discovered that KMBC had television as far back as 1933.

His source: a house programing organ that related that Ted Malone's Between the

Bookends was being aired daily over experimental W9XAL and was drawing fan

mail from a "distance of 600 miles under good reception conditions."

The current exchange of angry words between Jack Paar and Walter Winchell

will probably recall to an earlier generation the time when such on-the-air fueds were

strictly of a mock nature and intended for laughs. Examples of the bloodless warfare:

The continuing fire of witty insults between Winchell and the late Ben Bernie and

between Jack Benny and the late Fred Allen.

With the retirement of Virginia Spragle from JWT this week, another agency

business service died: the script and talent buyer.

In a sense, it rang down the final curtain on an era: the agency as a creative showman.

A fitting epitaph suggested by a JWT veteran: The stopwatches have been tossed out

the window as the slidernles take over.
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From left: WSB Radio's program director Elmo Ellis, West Virginia Governor Cecil Underwood, Col. Allan

Julian, Atlanta Historical Society Director, Don McGannon, president Westinghou.se Broadcasting Co.

First Annual Westinghouse History Award
goes to WSB Radio, Atlanta

For the "best historical program on American radio or television in 1957"

Subject of inquiry: "Why did the South Lose the Civil War?" This first

program in WSB Radio's staff-produced "Witness" series topped all

other historicals in the nation-wide competition.

Other accolades to the quality of WSB local programming came in

March. The Associated Press at its annual Press Award dinner honored

the WSB Radio News Bureau with four Superior awards, one Excellent,

and an Honorable Mention. Comprehensive news coverage, news com-
mentary, farm news, sports and women's news were categories cited.

Dedication to broadcasting in the public interest is one reason why
WSB commands the largest, most loyal audience in Georgia radio. Listen-

ers believe in WSB Radio. This believability builds sales for WSB
advertisers.

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal-Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Edw. Petry & Co.



• Live-look quality

• Immediate playback-

no processing

• Practical editing

• Record from studio or

remote camera

• Tapes fully interchangeable

between machines

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable

• Lowest overall cost

CLEVELAND'S STATION FOR Ml

AIR MEDIA OUTLOOK
i ('mil in in (I from page 37)

formation on network radio spending,

so tlic amount of money spent by hard

goods advertisers is not easy to esti-

mate. However, a perusal of sponsor's

list of network radio clients, run every

lour weeks, -hows without question

that the medium lives primarily on soft

goods advertising.

The pickup in hard goods sales de-

pends on many factors, but the rate of

new household formation is a key one.

As mentioned before, the most recent

census projection, which put the mil-

lion-a-year for additional households

somewhere in the late 60's, is consid-

ered conservative. This conservatism

is apparently due, said JWT's Reed, to

the experts' natural reluctance to go

out on a limb.

Reed expects the marriage inclina-

lic n- of wartime babies to show up
early in the 60's. He pointed out that

the long-term trend has been toward

marriage at an earlier age, "despite

what your grandmother told you about

earh marriages in her day."

Behind Reed"s statement on mar-

riageable ages are facts documented by

the Census Bureau going back to the

19th Century. The median age for

first marriages among men was 26.1

years in 1890, 24.3 years in 1940 and

22.9 years in 1956. Among women
the figures are 22 years in 1890, 21.5

years in 1940 and 20.1 years in 1956.

This has been a consistent trend

through wars, depressions and despite

the fact that men and women spend

more time than ever going to school.

Just as the drop in new household

formation did not automatically mean

a drop in hard goods sales, so the

reverse is true. Hard goods sales will

not necessarily go up hand-in-hand

with the increase in households

(though, in the long run. it will I.

A great deal depends, for example,

on government housing policy. Will

the government be liberal on mortgage

insurance and in setting up a second-

ar\ market for mortgages? No one

can say for sure, though the history

of the post World War II era indicates

thai I . S. will be permanent prop for

the housing industry.

\ -harp comeback for the hard

-nod- business, in any case, would

not hurt soft goods, if the past is any

indication. When the auto and appli-

ance manufacturers were prospering,

-ell goods were. too. With the Census

Bureau continually upping its projec-

tions of future population, this side-by-

side sharing of prosperity is expected

to continue.

The most recent projections of U. S.

population were made more than two

years ago. At that time, the estimate

was revised upward because of the dis-

covery that population growth during

the 1952-55 period was 500,000 great-

er than expected. The new series of

projections ( the Census Bureau makes
maximum, minimum and intermediate

projections) put the 1965 population

at 186-193 million and the 1975 popu-

lation at 207-228 million.

Even the maximum projections (the

bureau won't call them "predictions"

or "forecasts") seem already conserva-

tive. For example, the maximum pro-

jected figure for 1 January 1957 was

169 million. The actual figure was
169.8 million, nearly a million more
than expected.

It would not be surprising, there-

fore, if the actual population hits

somewhere in the neighborhood of

230-235 million by 1975.

The actual figure is subject to a

number of "ifs" and "buts," among
them the length of the current reces-

sion and its effect on marriages. How-

ever, certain population patterns are

easier to predict, particularly the

breakdown by age groups.

It can be safely predicted that the

number of young adults will remain

at a fairly low level through the re-

mainder of this decade, but will sharp-

ly increase during the late 60's and

70's. For example, the number of

persons reaching 21 will average 24%
annually above the 1954 figure (the

lowest point) during the 1961-65 peri-

od, 519c above the 1954 figure during

the 1966-70 period and 68$ during

the 1971-75 period.

For the immediate future, there will

he a shortage in the labor market.

This will open opportunities for work-

ing women on the one hand hut put a

strain on wage earners on the other,

since a relatively small labor force

will be supporting relatively large

numbers of children and people of

middle-age and over.

Buying patterns, of course, will be

affected but. here again, the outlook

loi ~,ili - Is is promising. The de-

mands of the old and young are not

so much for appliances, autos and

housing but for food, clothing and

services—offering a market for soft

goods such as the nation has never

seen before. ^
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Tinker to Evers to Slattery*

jf:
When it comes to the writing, art direction and production

of TV commercials, there shouldn't be any such word as Chance.
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TV FILM
Continued from pag( 41)

and. at the other extreme, a long, un-

broken shol maj 1"- helpful if a lei-

burel) and restful atmosphere is

wanted.

Changes in the picture accomplished

through the use of an optical printer

after the regular photography has been

completed are known as "opticals."

I In' niic> mosl commonly in use are

lade-. dissobes. and wipes.

"Fade in" describes the gradual ap-

pearance of a picture on a blank

screen; "fade out" refers to the oppo-

site effect. When one scene is faded

out and a new one faded in, there

is a definite break between them that

has been compared to the lowering of

a curtain in the theater between scenes.

This sort of pause is rarely needed in

a television commercial, first, because

the telling of the sales story for most

products does not require indicating

any notable amount of time elapsing

between one scene and another, and,

second, because such a definite pause

takes up valuable commercial time.

On the other hand, fades are frequently

used in commercials for other reasons.

PORT ARTHUR

Eyeing Texas? The fabulous

Beaumont -Port Arthur-Orange area

of over 1 000,000 prosperous

people is covered only by

KFDM Beaumont Radio & TV

CBS
ABC mk

-,. See PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD, inc.

For example, a product ma}' be faded

into a scene or faded out, as many
other elements or lettering. This is a

somewhat less abrupt way than "pop-

ping" them in or out. Especially in

animation, fades are used in commer-
cials in this way.

A combination of the two types of

fade is a "dissolve;" the first scene

fades out simultaneously with the

fading in of the second. Since this

effect usually is accomplished by over-

lapping films of the two scenes and

printing them together, it is often re-

ferred to in film work as a "lap dis-

solve." Both dissolves and fades can

be, if necessary, handled in the camera

during the photography by adjusting

the amount of light taken in and

maneuvering the film, but of course

the exact control possible in the labo-

ratory usually cannot be achieved in

this way; so the method is rarely used,

except where it is urgent to cut down
to the minimum the time spent in

processing.

Dissolves are used much more often

than fades for transitions between

scenes in commercials because they do

not interrupt the forward movement of

the commercial, as a fade-out or fade-

in does, even if only slightly; during

a dissolve there is always a picture on

the screen. Sometimes an object, usu-

ally the product, seems to stay in the

same place through the transition and

appear in the second scene. This is a

"match dissolve;" the position of the

object in the first scene is exactly cali-

brated in respect to the camera and

then matched in the scene to follow.

This is not a quick or simple thing

to do, as may be imagined, but often

the effect is worth the trouble.

An optical transition that indicates

even a smaller lapse of time than a

dissolve, or even action taking place

simultaneously, is the "wipe." A wipe,

as the name suggests, gives the impres-

sion that the first scene is wiped off

the screen by the second. This can be

done in a variety of styles. If the

second scene starts as a pinpoint and

then, in an expanding circle, covers

the screen, it is an "iris." A "barn-

door" wipe imitates the effect of

double doors opening in the center

to reveal the new scene. Probably the

most common wipes, vertical, hori-

zontal, or diagonal, simply start at one

side or corner of the screen and pro-

ceed to the one opposite.

Often a vertical wipe is stopped half-

way across the screen to provide a
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split-screen effect, showing action

simultaneously taking place in two

locations, as in a phone call, for ex-

ample. Sometimes it is useful to wipe

in a shot of the announcer speaking to

the camera in a circle or oval on a

small part of the screen while a demon-

stration or other action is taking place

on the main portion of the screen.

Wipes serve a multitude of purposes in

television commercials. A few other

examples will further illustrate the

diversity of uses. An iris, for instance,

may blank out a scene except for the

product in the center of the screen,

and then reverse itself to reveal a new
scene in which the product also plays

a part; this would be done by using

a combination of a match dissolve

with an iris-in and an iris-out. The

product itself sometimes is used as one

edge of a wipe across the screen, a new

scene following the close-up of the

product on the screen, the product

moving off as the new scene is wiped

on. A wipe may be in the form of a

trade-mark or product name, permitting

the effect of looking at a scene as

though through a cutout of the trade-

mark or name, which the

as the whole scene is revealed.

Another transitional effect is the

"flip frame," in which a scene appears

to revolve, revealing a new scene.

Still a different way of accomplishing

the same thing is to call for the new
scene to push the first one out of the

frame, as though slides were being

used, or magic-lantern stills, with the

second one pushing the first one away.

A page-turning wipe sometimes is

effective; a new scene is wiped in as

a page of a book is turned.

One of the hardest-working optical

effects in commercials consists of

wiping letters or words on or off the

screen, or popping or fading them on

or off. In many cases this is done on

top of a scene and is then referred to

as "double-printing" or, more often in

television, "superimposing" or "super-

ing" the words or letters.

Everything that is important in a

commercial should be expressed visu-

ally and not carried only on the sound

track. This includes not only the name
of the product and the slogan but also,

whenever they can be stated briefly,

the principal sales points. The tele-

vision viewer will remember words he

sees on the screen longer than words

he only hears.

The possibilities in the use of op-

ticals in a television commercial are

almost limitless, and, when wisely

used, provide an opportunity to in-

crease greatly the effectiveness of the

commercial.

All of the opticals mentioned so far

may, on some occasions, be distracting,

but there are opticals that are not dis-

tracting or even noticeable. A "matte"

(pronounced "mat") shot is a good

example; when properly done it gives

an impression of straight photography.

A matte is a device that blocks out a

part of a picture being photographed.

Later, on an optical printer, that part

is put into the picture from another

film. This makes it possible to com-

bine studio photography with back-

ground scenes obtained on location.

Rear projection is a technique for

adding background to a scene while it

is being photographed, the background

desired, either still or in motion,

simply being projected onto a trans-

lucent screen behind the performers.

Not every studio is equipped for rear

projection, but the device is coming

into more common use, largely because

of the demand for it in the production

of television commercials. ^

m

£&adA Ul £t£%MA offers 18

top-rated, first-run

MGhA film features weekly.



Put Your

Money Where
The Buying is

Bert Ferguson

\-k oui advertisers, "Whj WIM \.'"

and you'll gel this answer: WDLA SELLS
I III. MEMPHIS NEGRO MARKET AS
NO OTHER Ml. I HI \l CAN!

LARGEST NEGRO MARKET

\\ hi \. with the onlj 50,000 watt trans-

mitter in thi- area, reaches 1,237,686

Negroes. Umosl one-tenth of the nation's

total Nifiro population . . . with the

overwhelming earnings of $616,294,100

last year.

According to a 129-city survey, Mem-

phi- rank- first in ratio of total Negro in-

come to total white income, with $28.79

of Negro income for every $100 of white

income. Quite a contrast with New York

where the ratio is $6.59 for every $100,

and Chicago with $7.89 for every $100!

HIGH VOLUME—SALES
RESPONSIVE!

["his Negro market spends an average

of 80% of its income on consumer goods;

lasl yeai bought 61.3?! of the flour sold

in Memphis . . . 52.7 r
; of the hair tonic

.Hid dressing . . . 47.9% of the sugar . . .

vTDIA's year-in, year-out advertisers in-

clude:

BAYER VSPIRIN • BREAST O'CHICK-
EN TUNA • BRl CE WAX AND
POLISH • COLGATE- I'M MOl l\ E

< OMPAN1 • I ONTINENTAL TRAIL-
\\ VYS • GENERAL FOODS CORPO-
I! \ll<>\

Negroes make up W, ol the Mem-
phis market! Vnd, before ii buys, this

big Memphis Negro markel li-ten- to

Will V

\MM\ ALONE DELIVERS IT!

More than a radio station to its loyal

audience, \\l)l\ i- an integral part of

theii dail) lives. \\ 1)1 \ combines un-

matched persona] appeal, hard-hitting

salesmanship and powerful coverage to

-ell i In- largc«t Negro iiiaiki-t in Vmerica!

\\ i ite us tod i) foi facts and figures

. guecess Btories in your field!

WDIA is represented nationally

by John E. Pearson Company

KGMONT SONDERLING, President

HAROLD WALKER, Vice-President, Sales

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

William J. Mcllvain has been named vice

president in charge of broadcasting for the

Leo Burnett Co., Inc., it has been an-

nounced by the Chicago agency. Formerly

vice president in charge of network rela-

tions at the agency's New York office, Mc-

llvain will now move to Burnett's Chicago

headquarters. He began his career with

Burnett in 1945 as a timebuyer and super-

visor of radio and tv commercial productions. In 1947 he was

transferred to the N. Y. office and three years later was promoted

to manager of the branch. Before his election to vice president in

charge of network relations, he held the position of vice president

and manager for three years. Burnett's air billings totaled $48,000,-

000 for 1957, an increase of 33 r
/( since 1950.

David W. Tebet has been promoted to

general program executive of NBC tele-

vision network programs, it was announced

by Robert F. Lewine, vice president of

NBC TV network programs. He will con-

tinue his former function as manager of

special programs in charge of talent and

casting. In addition, he will take over

the responsibility of the network's special

program assignments. Before joining the NBC TV's programing

department in 1956. Tebet was for six years public relations repre-

sentative for Max Liebman Productions. He began his career in the

entertainment field with the Shubert Theatres. Later he became a

press representative and, for 12 years, was associated with John C.

Wilson Productions and other theatrical producers. Tebet is a

native of Philadelphia and attended Temple University.

Jack Delier has recently been appointed

sales manager of KWTV, Oklahoma City,

it was announced In Edgar T. Bell, KWTV
station manager. In addition to his new

responsibilities as sales manager, Delier

will continue his former activities in

charge of that station's national sales.

[# JH Before joining KWTV in 1953, he was as-fm^^HI
sociated with Universal Pictures Corpora-

tion where he was director of film sales and distribution. During

World War II he served as Lt. Col. for the U. S. Air Corps. Delier

is a graduate of the University of Oklahoma and also attended

Creighton University in Omaha. He replaces Fred L. Vance, who

has ved to KVOA and KVOA TV, Tucson, Arizona.
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WWVA is first in every time period

...tops the next 4 stations combined
The January 1958 PULSE for the Upper Ohio River

Valley (shown above) proves again that Radio
Station WWVA is first in every time period, from

6 AM to midnight, seven days a week! What's more,

WWVA's average audience share Monday through

Friday is greater than the next four stations combined!

In fact, WWVA is the only single medium of any
kind that offers you dominant coverage of the bus-

tling Upper Ohio River Valley Market, the Heart
of Industrial America, where more than 1,764,000

persons enjoy an income of over 2 J 2 billion a year.

The 50,000-watt voice of WWVA covers 486,700

radio homes in this big market and gives you a

big audience bonus in 29 other counties! See your

JOHN BLAIR rep today.

"lancioujs on the local scene

CBS RADIO in WHEELING

National Representative: John Blair & Co.

National Sales Director: M. E. McMurray
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. .230 N.Michigan Ave., Chicago

f^% Storer Kaxiio
<w*' WWVA

Wheeling
WJBK
Detroit

WIBG
Philadelphia

WJW
Cleveland

WSPD
Toledo

WAGA
Atlanta

WGBS
Miami



SPONSOR
] SPEAKS

The right to know

Two weeks ago, a Senate subcommittee held hearings on a

subject of vital interest to all communications media. The

hearings concerned a proposed amendment which would, in

effect, prevent Federal officers and agencies from withholding

certain information from the public or from limiting the

availability of records to the public.

This is of obvious concern to radio and television broad-

casters—important enough, in fact, for action by the entire

industry. At the hearings, Robert D. Swezey, chairman of the

NAB Freedom of Information Committee (and executive v.p.

of WDSU Broadcasting Corp., New Orleans), made some
cogent remarks on the subject which bear repeating.

"The right of the American people to be informed on the

conduct of their government is the very essence of the demo-

cratic process," said Swezey. He went on to admit that the

industry is not suggesting release of information which might

jeopardize national security. But, he added, "The tight, un-

realistic secrecy imposed by many government officials and

agencies is, in our opinion, quite unnecessarily stemming the

free flow of information to the American people-—informa-

tion which is essential if they are to form reasonable and

secure judgments with respect to the manner in which the

affairs of their government are being conducted."

After suggesting several ways that access to records and

files can be improved, Swezey added this note: "The tendency

to withhold and secrete information gradually jells, solidi-

fies and finally hardens into a soil of official inertia."

Swezey concluded by pledging the fullest support of the

radio and television industry to cooperate with the Commit-

tee in arriving at a realistic solution to what has become an

often perplexing and sometimes dangerous problem. We can

onl) second Swezey's remarks, and suggest that radio and tv

stations do everything within their power to maintain their

lie i lorn to -cck out the truth and make it public.

this we fight FOR: A "buying mood"

can end tlw recession (/uickly. Effective adver-

tising can create that "mood." More than ever.

Stations hare a responsibility to determine

and provide full audience and market data to

help their advertisers do the selling job now.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Peter Piper: Come National Pickle

Week (22-31 May), WHHY, Mont-

gomery, Ala., is set. Tom Doran, sta-

tion d.j. has launched a "Dill Pickle

Dunkers Society," issued 10,000 mem-
bership cards. Doran terms the pickle

"a versatile little vegetable which can't

be taken seriously." Sounds to us like

a description oj a d.j.

Style: From north of the border, Phil

Stone of Toronto's CHUM reports a

new game called Advertising Agency
Roulette. You place six jackets in a

box; one has padded shoulders. Or
you place six admen in a box and one

needs padded shoulders.

No politico: Don Coleman, account

exec at Campbell-Mithun for American

Dairy Association assures us there is

absolutely nothing political in his cli-

ent's initials—ADA.

Critique: sponsor's Spot-Watcher has

been viewing tv with a jaundiced eye,

raises the following questions:

111 In the Pepto Bismol tv commer-

cial, how come the secretary has a

large family size bottle of PB in her

desk drawer? Our Spot-Watcher has

yet to find a secretary who has room
for a large size of anything in a

drawer—what with shoes, make-up

mirror, eye shadow, lipstick, peanut

butter crackers, rain boots and sundry

items taking up practically all space.

(2) Why does the gal in the Klee-

nex commercial try to take off her

make-up without first creaming her

face?

(3) If the Chevrolet offers such a

comfortable, relaxed ride, then how

come the model who portrays the pas-

senger in commercials on the Dinah

Shore Show appears to be sitting on

the edge of a rain-spout, three stories

high? Does she lean front as she does

to keep the camera in focus—on her?

Summit: The height of something-or-

olher has been reached by WIP, Phila-

delphia, which uses this title for press

releases: "WIPples and WlPercus-

sions." Proving the pun is mightier

than the sword.

Add Philly: Also from City of Broth-

erly Love comes this one: Eddie Calla-

han, son of WI'EN salesman Ed Cal-

lahan, was asked to bring into school

samples of four letter words. Eddie's

contribution: "Philadelphia. Pennsyl-

vania, presentation. Manischewitz."

How about tel-e-vi-sion, man-i-cot-ti?



Yes, Business is GOOD in Omaha, home

of the Strategic Air Command, which

has just been assigned a key role

in missiles.

The Defense Department has just an-

nounced plans to spend $25,000,000 in

the Omaha area to equip SAC for its

missiles mission.

This brings Omaha's 1958 building pro-

gram, public and private to an all-time

record of $250,000,000!

Yes, business is GOOD in Omaha!

Get your share of this big, healthy mar-

ket with the number one sales station.

The station with the fabulous news
ratings, the outstanding MGM film

library and the top personalities

—

WOW-TV, Channel 6!
The mighty intercontinental ballistic missile, the
SM-65 Atlas—symbol of the future roles the
Strategic Air Command will play in space operations.

WOW-TV fi
A 1 FRANK P. FOGARTY, Vice President and General Manager BLAIR-TV

. 1 FRED EBENER, Sales Manager Representatives ^^^F 0_
WOW and WOW-TV, OMAHA • KPHO and KPHO-TV, PHOENIX

WHEN and WHEN-TV, SYRACUSE • KCMO and KCMO-TV, KANSAS CITY

KRMG, TULSA, OKLAHOMA

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines



leading station in

Central California's

major population

centers!*

SACRAMENTO

STOCKTON W^
i ^^ AMADOR """^N*"^

/j^fl

r~^^^i\ |||£JTRA COSTA J H
l CALAVERAS S:

MODESTO^ SAN FRANCISCO

---^liKAlmost 75% of the people in California's MWr ^^^
third largest TV market are covered in three r /'ffiffl

counties alone by KBET-TV. One example of :;•' '
.

..'' .'.';• ^sfl
this is the fact that 77% of the registered

autos in the entire market are located in

Sacramento, San Joaquin and Stanislaus

counties.**

*ARB, Sacramento-Stockton, Feb. 1958, and Modesto,

March, 1958
«i; %^V.^, Tf:;j;;

' '„"
:

<^6ft ' JH

**Compiled from the Calif. Dept. of Motor Vehicles

\ nfc^Kl-

1 '| t] m± JL
1 ll l] J HilH^I^I

SACRAMENTO <Jfc® CALIFORNIA
8AS,C

ifT
CftS OUTLET

Call H-R Tiilevision, Inc for Current Avails
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NvWi q*}ie New Orleans radio s ratio// with
RECEIVED

MAY 1 2 1958

NBC GENERAL LIB]

©
32.2% of the audience—WTIX

—

is

O times more powerful

with 5/000 watts

on 690 k.c.

appened May 7th, at 6 p.m. WTIX took

the 690 spot on the dial, and increased its

20 times—to 5,000 watts. Result ? Over

).000 new listeners added! Now WTIX's
mr service extends over the entire Gulf

-from Texas to Florida. Now. more than

the big Xew Orleans buy is WTIX—the

Ml which even before the change was more

than the next 3 stations combined,**

and—first in every daytime Pnlse % hour, and

—first in 462 of all 504 Pulse quarters.* Talk

5.000 watts and 690 \ A #Tfl V^
ke. to Adam Young W I I^V

or WTIX Gen- first ... and getting firster

. . . and now 20 times
eral Manager Fred ,„„,,, powerfu i with

Berthelson. 5,000 wafts
on 690 kc.

,,';:;::' ":::',:,,.< <•,. new Orleans

STArriOINU
>DAY»S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

ESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA. NEBRASKA

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BL

WTIX New Orleans

TVS ROCKY

ROAD TO

SIMPLER RATES

NBC Spot Sales and
Blair Tv have tackled

the problem of simpli-

fying the rate card

structure. Latest prog-

ress report indicates

solution won't be easy

Page 27

Nighttime radio:

After 7-p.m.

slots fill up

Page 29

How high is your

adv. agency I. Q.?

Second of a

SPONSOR series

Page 34

TV BASICS:

latest figs, prove

web viewers loyal

Page 39

J BLAIR & CO.



To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd

ranking markets.

YOU NEED TWO LURES
in Indiana!

In this area of many lakes, plus countless "ol' fishing

holes," alert advertisers cover two major markets

—

South Bend - Elkhart and Fort Wayne—with one com-

bination buy which saves 10% ! The coverage they get

is from within—strong in its local loyalties—no longer

influenced by that early-day " snow" from cities so far

away. Take a close look at this rich interurbia: Over

1.6 million population—$2.8 billion Effective Buying

Income. Yours, with just one buy

!

call your H-R man now!

TO7 © fl W



REPRESENTED NAT.ONALLY BY GILL PERNA. INC. New York, Chicago. Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Can tv rate cards be simplified?

27 N,!< Spol Sales ami Blair Tv are studying the burden that complicated

rate structures put upon agencies. Hut problem won't be easily solved

Spot radio— Progress after dark

29 I ombination plan- and saturation campaigns are moving more and more

radio client- into after-7 p.m. -lots. One day a smart client will dominate

Radio packs Jamaica's retail stores

31 When retail -ale- took a nose-dive due to .-hopping center competition,

Jamaica merchants called in an expert, turned the tide with radio spots

Tv: Network plus spot equals big audiences

32 Nielsen study shows spot can add up to five times the local network

audience. NBC Spot Sales offers clients free research to prove it

How new packaging pushes clients into tv

33 Today's push-button toothpaste is typical of close link between tv and

packager. Food and drug admen look for "action" package, tv does rest

Rate your advertising agency I.Q.

34 The second of sponsor's reader quizzes, this one to test your knowledge

of advertising agencies and the people who make them. Answers on p. 36

In the good new summertime

35 V new Btudj bj I IK Television points up the reason for tv clients to

up their summer advertising schedules to meet the season's sales boom

Why Stahl-Meyer banks on air media

37 This New York meat packer sells brands separately by using kids' tv

-how for frankfurters; old-time personalities to sell ham on radio

Web tv viewers: They're not fickle

39 Late-t ranking of -liou types remain- the same as it was at start of

and a packager describe the steps they are taking

id -how quality up as talent price levels move up

sponsor asks: How can you keep live tv show costs

down?

52 This week two adm
to keep costs down

FEATURES
18 \ g< ii' \ \d Libs

49 I ilm-Scope

22 I9tfa and Madison

50 Marketing Week

57 News 8 Idea Wrap-l p

4 Newsmaker of the \\ . .-k

56 I',, in,, Wrap-Up

68 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

76 Sponsor Speaks

55 Spot Buys

76 Ten Second Spots

16 Timebuyers at Work

74 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

67 Washington Week
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WHO-TV HEADS the BILL!

DES MOINES METROPOLITAN AREA SURVEY
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU

FEB. 8 -MARCH 7, 1958

FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS

WHO-TV
STATION K

STATION W
TIES

WHO-TV is the top star in Central Iowa.

WHO-TV's dominance is the result of decades of

better programming, public service and highest integrity

— a wealth of broadcast experience that has made

WHO one of the great names in the radio-television

industry. Ask your PGW Colonel for the full story.

WHO-TV
IS FIRST!

, WHO-Tvl
IS FIRST"
WHO-TVr
IS FIRST

/i^WHO-TV-
\< IS FIRST,
.^WHO-TV =

IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV

-^IS FIRST

-

WHO-TV
S FIRST

|

WHO-TVJ
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST\
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST^

-&

WHO-TV is part of

Central Broadcasting Company,

which also owns and operates

WHO Radio, Des Moines

WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-TV
Channel 13 * Des Moines

4-
Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

National Representatives

SPONSOR • 10 MAY 1958



No need to flirt with success on
the great Golden Spread. Get
jet-propelled results with Chan-
nel 4-Sighf.

Antenna Height 833 feet

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL 4

AMARILLO, TEXAS

CONTACT ANY KATZ MAN ——...
|

NEWSMAKER
of the week

This week Westinghouse (through McCann) bought an $11-

million Desilu network package, including trade merchan-

dising support of Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball. The buy, rep-

resenting a $4-million increase over the firm's current net-

ivork tv effort underlines the anti-recession philosophy of

Gwilym Priee, Westinghouse board chairman: ^Sell harder."

The newsmaker: A dynamic Welshman with a high re-

gard for salesmanship, Gwilym A. Price, chairman of the board of

Westinghouse Electric Corp., has always been a staunch believer in

the power of television. In his 2 April speech to stockholders he

offered a solution to lagging sales (particularly in the hard-hit con-

sumer appliance field) :

"We hope to create new sales opportunities this year with a

vigorous promotion . .
."

This week his policy went into effect when Westinghouse (through

McCann-Erickson) made one of

the largest, most spectacular net-

work tv buys ever contracted by a

single firm: the Ill-million buy

from Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball.

Here's what Westinghouse is

getting for its investment (some

$4 million higher in network tv

than its current Studio One ex-

penditure) : 4f one-hour Westing-

house Desilu Playhouse produc-

tions consisting of dramas, West-

erns, musicals and seven Desi-

Lucy specials.

Said Westinghouse president Mark Cresap, Jr., when announcing

the buy: "The seven special programs will feature the hour-long ad-

ventures of Desi and Lucy like those which were the four top-rated

tv shows of the current season and which reached an audience of

as many as 50 million people."

Top-ranking achievement: the Desilu merchandising support that

goes with the shows. Perhaps the single most important feature of

this recession-defying television buy is the "good-will ambassador"

clause which underscores Price's belief in tying national tv adver-

tising in directly with grass-roots promotion: Desi Arnaz and

Lucille Ball, currently among the hottest tv properties, will travel

the trade circuit as Westinghouse ambassadors, addressing sales

conventions, trade meetings, dealer gatherings for the company.

By making such merchandising use of its top tv talent, Westing-

house is continuing a trend now gathering momentum among mar-

ketingwise tv sponsors who want to relate costly network efforts to

their local market and trade promotions. ^

SPONSOR • 10 MAY 1958
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MONTH AFTER MONTH....

AFTER MONTH
AFTER MONTH

Radio Memphis

IS FIRST!

AUGUST 1956

NOVEMBER 1956

JANUARY 1957

MARCH 1957

MAY 1957

JULY 1957

SEPTEMBER 1957

NOVEMBER 1957

JANUARY 1958

MARCH 1958

(PULSE, August T956,

through March 1958)

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
6 AM-Noon Noon-6 PM
% Audience % Audience

22 (Tie) First 20 (2)

23 (I)

.24 (I

...25 (I

Keep your eye on these other Plough, Inc. Stations:

Radio Baltimore I Radio Boston I Radio Chicago

WCAO WCOP i WJJD
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES BOSTON ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE V

No. we didn't forget 6 PM to midnight where WMPS also ranks first. (Pulse

March, '58) It's just that we thought we'd cluttered up the page with ^^^fctf- ^""*V \M
enough firsts as it was. So, here's proof that the programming policy M-~~*j^^ f^jF **^

«

of WMPS has withstood the test of time and competition. # ""\^*" ^^* ^A
This same outstanding programming is heard on the

other Plough stations in Baltimore, Boston and Chicago.
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television's most celebrated series

LASSIE
now available for the first time

to help you sell locally

. . . titled

JEFF'S COLLIE
Honored in two successive seasons with the Emmy, and with the

Peabody Award, its greatest fame is in the marketplace where

it has attained a brilliant sales-producing record, far outrating

all series placed in opposition on the networks. As JEFF'S

COLLIE, it will do the same for you right in your

own market. Wire or phone Michael M. Sillerman,

Executive Vice-President, TPA, 488 Madison Avenue,

New York City, Plaza 5-2100.

PEABODY AWARD



Revision Programs of America, Inc. 488 Madison Ave. • New York 22 • pl <



your advertising

dollar produces

more sales

on WGAL-TV

And there's a reason. This pioneer

station is foremost in the three standard

metropolitan markets in its coverage area:

Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as

in numerous other cities— Gettysburg,

Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg,

Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. In short, you

find that WGAL-TV's multi-city cover-

age costs you less than buying single-city

coverage. Put your advertising dollar to

work producing more—on WGAL-TV.

wgal-tv
LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and CBS

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET

STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. • New York • Chicago • San Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

1958-59

Buick $6,000,000

Chevrolet 17,500,000

GM Family (WW World) 5,000,000

Oldsmobile 5,700,000

Ford 11,500,000

Dodge-Plymouth 8,500,000

Chrysler Family 3,500,000

SPONSOR-SCOPE
If you have any doubts about Detroit's recognition of tv as the No. 1 sales

sponior^ublications ino.
medium, hear this: With auto sales running 60-70% behind last year, the Big Three
collectively appears to be cutting back a mere 10-15% on regular network tv

series for the fall.

What adds a note of astonishment to the network tv-automotive picture is the fact that

General Motors apparently will be spending even more on regular programing
than it did the previous year.

Based on commitments to date, here's how SPONSOR-SCOPE compares network tv ex-

penditures (time and talent) for the two periods:

1957-58

$6,500,000

16,500,000

4,500,000

4,800,000

13.000,000

12,000,000

7,000,000

CBS TV more and more appears to be acquiring the label of the "soft-goods

network."

So far, it hasn't signed up a single dollar's worth of automotive business for the 1958-59

season.

Chrysler has offered to keep Climax! going if CBS TV is agreeable to an alternate-

week cutback, but the network doesn't seem to be excited about the prospect.

CBS TV's only other remaining automotive client, Mercury, doesn't have to make
a decision on the Ed Sullivan show for several months.

Pulse's Sidney Roslow (at an NAB panel meeting) estimated the latest plus for out-

of-home radio listening at 20%—that is, in major metropolitan markets.

He expects this audience to become more sizeable with an expanding economy,
population increase, and changes in living habits.

Barbers will now become beneficiaries of the concept of using spot tv to sell

the customer's customer.

Stephan's Dandruff Remover Hair Tonic—directly available through barbers—will

spend most of a $l-million budget to urge an application after the haircut.

Cunningham & Walsh just got the account.

The buyer of syndicated films for a major agency this week expressed himself as miffed

by the fact that some syndicators were jacking up the prices on what they consid-

ered "hot markets."

Definition of a "hot market": An area that's on the business upgrade even while

other areas are feeling the pinch of the recession.

Included by marketers in the "hot" category these days: Denver, Dallas, Albuquer-

que, Omaha, Oklahoma City, Kansas City.

Note that these spots tend to have a strong agricultural base; and farm income
currently is moving up.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE «

Even if the big packager of grocery products were inclined to pull back on his

air media spending, the burgeoning threat from private labels prevents him.

The supermarket chains have taken advantage of the recession's impact on the economy-

conscious shopper to step up their private label lines.

Faced with this expanding shelf competition, the national hrand has no choice but to

keep up its expenditures.

Also working to advertising's advantage in this period of economic uneasiness are

these two factors:

1) The rigidity of the price structure (an unprecedented situation in face of a di-

minishing output).

2) The tendency among the vast majority of manufacturers to make the same gross

profit margin available for advertising.

In other words, the recession for the marketing forces has been quite soft in

comparison with the trend in actual production.

(For more on the marketing theme see MARKETING WEEK, page 50.)

Westinghouse brought off the slickest coup yet in the use of tv names as am-
bassadors of goodwill:

The $ll-million deal with Desilu Productions for next year's program series includes the

services of Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz in Westinghouse's behalf at dealer meetings,

salesmen conventions, and community affairs.

(See more details on the significance of this buy in NEWSMAKER OF THE WEEK,
page 4.)

NBC Spot Sales this week put out questionnaire polling timebuyers on the use

they're making of local radio.

The focus of the queries was on a comparison of three types of programed stations:

(1) top 40 tunes, (2) standard music and news, and (3) "varied programing" (ob-

viously network affiliates).

The questions deal with (a) relationship of programing to a commercial's sales

effectiveness, (b) degree of listener attentiveness, (c) value of a radio personality as

a salesman, (d) which type of station best meets current listening demands and (e)

preference of news programing.

Come up with a click western and an advertiser, apparently, won't balk at a

$5,000 raise for the succeeding season.

It's happened in the case of Wells Fargo. The average weekly gross price is jump-
ing from $38,500 to $43,000 for Buick and American Tobacco.

As advertisers start renewing their tv network commitments for the fall, they find

that time billings will run 6-8% over what they were the year before.

Here's how the prices of a one-time shot in prime time stack up on the networks:

NETWORK MINIMUM LINEUP AVERAGE LINEUP MAXIMUM LINEUP

(Half-Hour)

ABC TV $39,600 $47,500 $54,430

CBS TV 19,980 65,000 73,170

NBC TV 50,750 68,000 85,000

$39,600 $47,500

19,980 65,000

50,750 68,000

(One-Hour)

$66,000 $74,000

83,300 105,000

83,500 110,000

ABC TV $66,000 $74,000 $81,000

CBS T> 83,300 105,000 121,950

NBC TV 83,500 110,000 123,500

10 may 1953



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Product Services, Inc., this week was looking for two-minute tv announce-

ment availabilities for a mail-order campaign by Borg-Johnson pocket radios.

The schedules call for 20 spots week, day and night. Adjacencies to sports, American

Bandstand (ABC TV), and feature films are preferred.

Other new national tv spot activities include: Armstrong Tire (L&N), nighttime

minutes for 15 weeks; Bab-O (Brown & Butcher), three a week in major markets.

Look for Pepsi-Cola and Coca-Cola to go high, wide, and handsome in both net-

work and spot radio this summer.
Pepsi will be promoting its first new jingle in many a year in a massive way. Coca-

Cola will be countering with heavy co-op schedules.

Wildroot (BBDO), which is dropping Robin Hood and sponsoring Bowling Time in

some markets, will likely focus a major share of its tv money in spot announcements
this fall, using the top 50 markets.

The hair conditioner has found network somewhat awkward for its purposes. Rea-

son: It was riding three products that conflicted with each other.

NBC Radio's latest special-day gimmick to stimulate some quick business: 25 edi-

torial spots on the theme of Father's Day sprinkled among the network's programing

the week of 9-14 June.

Commercial announcements will be sold fore and aft.

Network tv isn't the only medium picking up some chips from Detroit: CBS Radio

this week got about $350,000 worth of business from Oldsmobile.

As a stopgap—while taking a tv hiatus for the summer—Oldsmobile will spot five-

minute recordings on CBS Radio for 13 weeks, starting 17 June. Seven of these

will be aired per week.

It looks like a long hardworking summer for the tv networks in patching to-

gether a strong representation of nighttime sponsors. Activity this week was pretty

much on the dull side.

One account that got itself set for next season is Quaker Oats (via JWT) : alternate

sponsorship of Ozzie and Harriet and The Naked City on ABC TV.

(See Network under NEWS WRAP-UP, page 57, for other sales and renewals.)

Bell & Howell president C. H. Percy discounted as baseless this week the Madi-

son Avenue speculation that there were top echelon plans for Peter G. Peterson,

who recently left McCann-Erickson to join B&H.

There's no fact, Percy told SPONSOR-SCOPE, behind the long-range guess that Peterson

would take over Percy's spot and Percy would move into the chairmanship.

The N. Y. Yankee baseball team's management this week threatened to open
tv warfare with the National League over the step-up of games fed to New York.

The Yankee's gripe: With National League games being channeled from three cities to

two New York stations, the Yankee gate can be hurt appreciably. The Yankees now are the sole

big league baseball club in Metropolitan New York.

The Yankee's veiled counter-threat: It might make its game available for coast-to-

coast sponsorship—which, obviously, would put a crimp in the L.A. Dodgers' and the S.F.

Giant's aspirations for pay-tv riches.

P.S.: The management of WNTA, New York, assured the Yankee ownership

that none of the Dodger and Giants games will be fed New York viewers on Yankee
home-playing dates.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

CBS TV cites this as further proof that tv is a potent direct selling force:

A CBS-ordered survey by the Market Planning Corp. among 2,585 stores where the in-

fluence of the salesclerk is practically nil showed that three-fourths of the managers pre-

ferred tv for pre-selling.

The retail places were grocery, drug, hardware, variety, and discount stores.

An air of bullishness prevails at NBC TV over the billings outlook for 1958's

third quarter.

The expectation at NBC TV: Not only will the third quarter exceed the billings for

last year, hut the network will show a margin over CBS TV in commercial nighttime hours.

NBC Corporate Planning tried to show which way the wind was blowing by issuing

the following comparison of regularly scheduled commercial program time in terms of total

hours and minutes for last April:

NETWORK APRIL 1958 APRIL 1957

NBC TV 47:38 (36.9% 43:38 (34.7%)

CBS TV 53:43 (41.6%) 59:20 (47.2%)

ABC TV 27:40 (21.5%) 22:50 (18.1%)

TOTAL TIME 129 hrs: 1 min. 125 hrs: 48 min.

The one-day strike called by the stagehands union (IA) against the N.Y. film

producers this week is just the opening rumble in a long drawn-out battle over which

union is to control the handling of videotape.

IA president George Walsh put out the fire, temporarily prevailing upon his N.Y.

local to negotiate an agreement which will let the producers experiment with tape working

conditions and wages until December 1959.

The key to all the coming turmoil is this: Are the networks going to do commer-
cials on videotape? If so, the film producers want to be protected, since the wages

paid IBEW or NABET people are much below those paid by the independent film pro-

ducers under their agreement with the IA.

The same key question applies to the current jurisdictional debate between

AFTRA and the Screen Actors Guild.

P.S. : Tele-studio this week before an invited trade press produced a 45-second video-

tape commercial for Mennen After Shave Lotion via McCann-Erickson.

For perhaps the first time NBC TV is arming itself statistically against compe-

tition from syndicated films.

A case in point occured this week when a client disclosed to the network that he was

waivering between continuing with the Como Show or going syndication.

NBC TV rapidly put together this table comparing the top-rated syndicated show in five

major markets with Como's rating:

MARKET SYNDICATED SHOW COMO SHOW

New York Sea Hunt: 25:3 44.6

Chicago Silent Service: 26:0 39.4

Los Angeles Death Valley Days: 19:0 27.7

Cleveland Frontier Doctor: 31:7 43.6

Boston 26 Men: 25:6 14.7

Note: All the above syndicated shows except Silent Service were scheduled

before 8 p.m.—the Como Show's starting time. Source of ratings: January ARB.

For other news coverage In this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 55; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 57; Washington Week, page 67; SPONSOR

Hears, page 68, and Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74.
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1ST IN NIELSEN*

1ST IN PULSE**

1ST IN CUMULATIVE PULSE
reaching 941,400 different families or 79.6%
of all Philadelphia Metropolitan homes every week! *

It means in terms of buying power that WCAU RADIO

families make up a $345,000,000 to $2,344,000,000

RICHER MARKET annually than that reached by the

other 5 Philadelphia stations !
* * * *
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WCAU RADIO
Represented nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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The brilliant blush and

dignified beauty of cherry

blossoms are a part of the personality of

Washington . . . Personality of any community is the sum

of its local characteristics and habits, even to the

broadcasting preferences of its people. Storer Broadcasting

is known for the localized nature

of its stations in the

communities they serve.



CASE HISTORY: AUTOMOBILES

Volvo. ..On the Go...

Thanks to KBIG RADIO!
HERE'S VOLVO . . . that speedy, com-
fortable example of superb Swedish
engineering reaching for the Number
One position in foreign car sales in

the huge Southern California market.

WHO WOULD HAVE DREAMED
that an auto relatively unknown less

than a year ago would be bought by
so many Southern Californians in so

short a time! Kent Goodman, Presi-

dent of Advertising Agencies Inc.

who has been at the helm of Volvo's
campaign since the car's introduction

to the U.S., writes:

"RADIO -and for that matter
KBIG radio -has played a large part

in Volvo's success. KBIG's signal is

perfect for covering dealers in San
Diego and San Bernardino, as well as

the giant Los Angeles-Orange County
market. To put it another way, wher-
ever your station hits, we have a

dealer. KBIG gives us coverage that

counts!'

GOODMAN HAS USED OVER
1000 SPOTS for Volvo since mid-
1957.

If you're looking for coverage that
counts in added sales, contact your
KBIG or Weed man for more case
histories. Remember ... KBIG is

your All-Southern California radio
station.

KBIG
The Cololina Motion

10,000 Watt

740 °".::

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

..

Timebuyers
at work

Lois Green, Grant Advertising, Los Angeles, media director, who
buys for Dr. Pepper, Southern California Dodge Dealers, Hotpoint

Appliances and Marquardt Aircraft, feels that stations should offer

a minimum guarantee of rating points per week on floating sched-

ules. "This would eliminate the practice of random shifts," Lois

says, "which can lead to a drop

from 75 points to 35 points. A
minimum of six shifts in a 21-spot

schedule will keep a weekly rating

total approaching the original

level." Lois thinks that time is

not as important as quality, which

should involve not merely ratings,

(she uses them as an "arbitrary

yardstick,") but the type of adja-

cency: "That is, that the audience

composition—adults, children, etc.

—be the prime market for the ad-

vertiser." Lois also sees penetration of a specific market as another

important factor in station evaluation; she studies it carefully be-

fore setting up a schedule. "I place the weekly unduplicated audi-

ence of some stations as high as 90% of the multi-station market, as

opposed to 50% unduplicated audience of some other stations."

Bob Kibrick, media director for Richard K. Manoff, Inc., New York,

commends the SRA for its efforts in helping to standardize some of

the tedious, costly routines of timebuying. "The new confirmation

form adopted by the SRA is a simple but important step in the

direction of more efficiency and economy in media," Bob says,

noting the big workload a busy

media department must face. In

a recent spot radio buy, his de-

partment requested availabilities

from 521 stations through 57 New
York rep firms for schedules of

varying duration and intensity in

124 markets. Orders were subse-

quently placed with 127 stations,

through 35 rep firms. The esti-

mating, interviewing, evaluating,

ordering and budgeting had to be

completed in less than two hours.

"Because pressure situations like this are not infrequent," Bob feels

that stations and reps should standardize not only confirmation

forms, but availability forms too, and generally improve the manner

of submitting data. "Every delay means less time for objective study,

and harms both advertisers and stations," he concludes.
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Proof Again

of WXEX-TV
DOMINANCE!
Here's what the March, 1958 ARB Metropolitan Report for Richmond shows:

D Sign-on to sign-off— E 7 P.M. to sign-off

—

Sunday thru Saturday— I Sunday thru Saturday

—

WXEX-TV has more !/4-hr. WXEX-TV rates FIRST

FIRSTS than any other I in 46.7% of all Vi-hours.

Richmond area TV station*
||

Station B—27.3%. Station C—26%.

-ftWhen at least two stations are on the air. Excludes children's hours of 5 to 7 P.M. Monday through Friday.

WXEX-TV
Tom Tinsley, President NBC BASIC - CHANNEL 8 Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice-Pres.

National Representatives; Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore. Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;

Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans, McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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the Metro Area
IN THE TOP 50 OF ALL

262 METRO AREAS IN

PERCENTAGE OF CROWTH IN

• POPULATION

• E.B.I.

• RETAIL SALES

the TV Market
53 COUNTY

COVERAGE AREA

TV Homes 197,344

Population 1,195,100

E.B.I. $1,288,883,000

$828,816,000

the Static

n

LEADS IN 380
OUT OF 419
QUARTER HOURS
TIED 5*

CUelJiwRBL-TV

©.€» a
I
COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

|

CALL HOLLINCBERY CO.

Walter Guild

President,

Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli, Inc.

Agency ad libs

Commercial fusion . . . not rating fission

The victim lies bleeding on the floor. The
dagger protrudes from his back. The villain

raises his Luger and draws a bead on the noble

hero. . . .

"And now, a brief message from our sponsor."

This is not only poor showmanship, it is in-

credibly bad salesmanship.

Yet it happens dozens of times every day, and

on some of the highest rated programs.

And every day. thousands and thousands of times, the great rating

battle goes on among agencies and advertisers. The rating fission

process often leaves broadcasters and sponsors widely separated

especially when this not uncommon event occurs: the sponsor is per-

fectly happy with a modestly rated show because it is selling his

product; yet he can't get prime network or spot time because the

broadcaster is concerned with building a maximum audience in

given time blocks.

More and more agencymen feel that ratings are only one, and by

no means the most important one. of a number of ways of measur-

ing the commercial effectiveness of a program.

The single most important element, in our opinion, is what we call

commercial fusion.

No program either sells or fails to sell. That's not what a program

is for. A program entertains, excites, stimulates ... or it doesn't.

From the sponsor's point of view, and from the agency's, all any

program can do is to give him an opportunity to present a commer-

cial message before a group of potential customers.

The commercial does the selling, not the program

So it should follow that the greater the audience the more sales

can be delivered by the same commercial.

In our experience, it doesn't work that way. We have seen tele-

vision programs that reach tremendous audiences sell small amounts

of product . . . and with darned good commercials, too. It isn't

only the recession that sees some of these programs scuffling for

sponsorship as this is written.

The reason these programs don't work as advertising media is that

they do not provide the right kind of climate within which the com-

mercial can do its selling job.

When we look at any program for any client we ask ourselves:

"Does this show give us an opportunity to present our commer-

cials at a time and in a situation when the audience is in a mood to

receive them?"

"Will the commercials interrupt the program to a degree which the

audience will resent?"

"Will the character of the program develop a receptivity for the

commercial message, particularly the friendly, relaxed type of com-

mercial message that we favor?"

Stack most of today's cliff-hangers and "adult" Westerns against

these criteria and see for yourself how they measure up.

(Please turn to page 21)



14 carbons,
1

i;he man wants!"

"Everybody and his brother gets one of these! It's that

latest letter from Nielsen on network efficiency. The boss

takes one look at it and zowie! Copies to everybody! What's it

say? Same thing the last one said—ABC still delivers more

homes per dollar than any other network! Here, look for yourself!"

(Right on the next page!)

1



Maybe you'll want to run off

a few carbons yourself

s

AC ^F-LSEK COMPAny
500 FWTH AVE

Dear Don:

*"** and Ifuiti^,
3k^ ^ograms.

Sincerely^

wSH.-ik
COMPXNy

llam S
- Harnm

Today the most efficient buy in network TV is
A
A



Agency ad libs continued .

While high-rated network programs without this element of fusion

have been bouncing about like ping-pong balls, we have had a

medium-rated program for Skippy Peanut Butter on the network for

seven years and another for Ralston Purina which is on its third

year. Both these programs are good yardsticks because each repre-

sents the bulk of the sponsor's advertising budget. If advertising on

the program doesn't sell the product there's nothing else working

for us.

The sales results on both products prove that ratings and results

are not the same thing.

There is a lesson in all this experience which sponsors seem to be

learning more quickly than broadcasters, if the recent crop of "Top
20" show cancellations is any indication. Ratings alone may or may

not be a good measurement of total audience size, but there is a

difference between reaching an audience and felling it.

Wouldn't it be better to sell 50% of a nine million audience than

5% of a 30 million audience?

Or, to put it another way, is there any sound commercial sense in

"reaching" 30 million people at a very high cost when you can only

sell 1.5 million of them . . . and when, at a much lower cost, you can

reach nine million people and sell four million of them?

These figures are hypothetical and exaggerated, but the real-life

parallels to these figures are presenting many broadcasters and

sponsors with their "moments of truth" in television.

It's interesting, too, to note that some of the medium-rated pro-

grams which provide the best fusion are also the ones that most of

the critics (nasty word) consider the "better" television programs.

Exclusivity outranks ratings

Sponsors are becoming less concerned with gross audience and

more concerned with effective audience. It is up to networks and

stations to share this concern and lose some of the preoccupation

with gross audience alone as measured by ratings.

We love a high rating as well as the next fellow, and we are as

downcast as anyone when one of our shows drops a point or two.

But we consider fusion much more important than gross rating

points, and there are two other things we think are more important

as well.

Frequency, in our experience, is next to fusion in importance. We
believe that selling is more effective on tv if it is done every week

than every other week. We think a $20,000 show getting a 15 rating

every week is a better buy than a split-sponsorship of a $40,000

show getting a 30 rating. Mathematically, the total audience reached

in cost-per-1,000 is the same. But effectively, we have found that the

every week frequency sells more. Look at the gaps in split-sponsor-

ship availabilities and you'll see that lots of other people are learning

this, too.

The third key element that out-ranks ratings is exclusivity. This

raises another bugaboo, that of "sponsor identification." We feel

that exclusive sponsorship has many plus values besides that of elimi-

nation of distraction. When one of the "Top 10" programs (Play-

house 90 as measured by an ARB survey last year in Seattle) can

only turn up a .2% sponsor identification for a long-term adver-

tiser, the case for exclusive sponsorship is dramatically evident.

Concern with ratings is important. Preoccupation with ratings to

the exclusion of fusion, frequency and exclusivity . . . this is the road

to non-commercial television. ^

OVER THE
PIEDMONT
CAROLINAS
1,788,361 people-
WITHIN THE WSPA-TV 75 MILE AREA

ITS BIGGER THAN

ATLANTA 1,557,764

BIRMINGHAM 1,427,783

NEW ORLEANS 1,260,360

HOUSTON 1,226,924

MIAMI 699,103

CHANNEL 7

IS THE FIRST AND ONLY

VHF STATION COVER-

ING THIS GIANT SPARTANBURG - GREEN-

VILLE SUPERMARKET WITH CBS.

* Counted population

A.D. Ring and Assoc.

1950 Census.

WSPA-TV
GEO. P. HOLLINqBERY
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI . . .

the South's fastest growing TV Market

260,778
OPEN DOORS

The South's fastest growing TV market — Jackson,
Mississippi — now has 260,778* TV homes inviting

you to display your wares. And the BUY-POWER is

there, too — over 1,500,000 people with a $1,300,-
000,000-PLUS effective buying income. Only two sta-

tions reach this prime market — WJTV and WLBT.

"Television Magazine April 1958 issue.

260,778 TV HOMES
SERVED BY TWO GREAT STATIONS

WJTV
CHANNEL 12

WLBT
CHANNEL 3

49th an

Madisoi
Easy listening

Thanks for the very fine mention in

your April 26 issue I Those easy listen-

ing radio commercials), concerning

Bob and Ray and myself.

It's nice to be credited with having

started "the present creative surge in

radio copy." But the truth is I never

would have written Harry and Bert

without having seen and heard some

of the work being done in tv commer-

cials by John Hubley, and also the

"Busy Day" Jello series written by Bob
Shapiro at Y&R and art-directed by

Jack Sidebotham. (He later teamed up

with me on the art end of Piels.)

Ed Graham
president

Goidding-Elliott-Graham

Productions, Inc.

• SPONSOR feels all listeners are in debt to
every pioneer in the field of creative commercials.

Subscription by deed

I am sending you these two ads

apropos of your reprint of the editorial

"Rating Madness" which reached my
desk a few days ago.

It sems to me, at least, that we are

subscribing to your editorial by deeds.

Louis Hausman
v.p. advtg. and prom.

• SPONSOR .

CBS Radio

ts below one of these

D.j. rebuttal

Mr. Arthur J. Berry, Jr., President of

WEOK in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., seems

to feel that disc jockey (I'd prefer the

phrase 'disc emcee') chatter is empty

-
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headed. He states in his letter to spon-

sor that he's 'clammed-up' his d.j.'s.

Could Poughkeepsie be so different

than Fort Payne, Alabama? If I

'clammed-up' my Doug Holerfield, Joe

Baker, Adis Childers, B. L. Helms and

Mac Cooper we wouldn't have a lis-

tener. My disc emcee's are 'friends

of the family.' Of course I'm fortu-

nate in having boys who are not

'empty-headed.' WFPA's Disc Emcees
are alert, intelligent and a part of our

station's over-all personality. With the

exception of one, all of our Disc

Emcee's are local boys. We've trained,

developed and promoted them into a

small town block-buster of entertain-

ment and salesmanship.

As a former Disc Emcee in Cleve-

land, Ohio, (WSRS, WJMO, WERE) I

feel that an announcer reading a com-

mercial will never replace a Disc

Emcee selling a product!

George Gothberg

president

WFPA—Radio Ranch
Fort Payne, Alabama

NAIB plug

Your issue of April 12 included an

item in "Sponsor-Scope" that indi-

cated there is little likelihood of the re-

birth of the National Association of

Independent Broadcasters.

We hope this organization materi-

alizes and becomes strong. As inde-

pendent radio specialists. Broadcast

Time Sales is for the NAIB and is

ready with a check as a charter sup-

porter.

Most reps have both network and

independent stations on their list. Pos-

sibly for this reason they prefer to

ignore the great differences between

these two types of stations.

We can see the desirability of the

NAIB because we are aware of the

deluge of materials being sent out daily

by the networks to everyone even re-

motely concerned with spending a na-

tional advertising dollar. We also think

it would be beneficial to have someone
representing independent radio.

The networks have every reason to

sell aggressively. If the independent

stations do not meet this challenge,

they have no one to blame except

themselves.

Carl L. Schuele

gen. jngr.

Broadcast Time Sales

New York

• We support those efforts which lead to a

K-NUZ
l Houston's-: 24-Hour >

v Music a
x
ndT-News- 'J

National Reps.:

Forjoe b Co.

—

New York

Philadelphia

» Chicago

• Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.
las • New Orleans • Atlanta

In Houston:

Call Dave Morris

JA 3-2581
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GENERAL****
AGREEMENT
General Electric, General Foods, General

Mills, General Motors— all agree it's sound

strategy to be on the CBS Radio Network.

Along with scores of other top-ranking

national advertisers, they know that on

CBS Radio, commercial salvos hit more
listeners (47% more people listen per com-
mercial minute than on any other radio

network). And they hit them harder. (By

its very nature, CBS Radio programming
screens out the non-listening listener.)

That's why, in the battle for the dollar,

these generals make sure their campaigns
are on the CBS Radio Network. Maybe
what's good for them is good for you!
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Why is WDCY first in Minneapolis—St. Paul?

. . because it's the

50
3

000 watt station

with the 50,000 watt

personalities . . .

You need coverage—you get covera

50,000 watt WDGY. But it takes more ti

age to get you audience. A 50,000 watt station"

> 50,000 watt personalities, like Dan Daniel, here.l

Dan's the tall, thin, friendly, contest-minded,

"

heavily-sponsored Texas drawler, who has made
'

!

the Twin Cities safety-conscious. Dan is typical of the ^
sound that has made WDGY first all-day per^
Hooper and Pulse . . . and of the "response-ability"

that is giving WDGY its big

coverage and audience to the Blair man . .

or WDGY g.m. Jack Thayc.

WtDGY 50,000 wans

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

^-r^rr io ixis
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR Sc CO. ]
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Spot tv's rocky road to simpler rates

^ NBC Spot Sales and Blair Tv are studying rate card

changes as agencies become burdened with complexities

^ Simplification will be a tough nut to crack as cards

are basically a reflection of varying station audiences

By Alfred J. Jaffe

^%gency buyers, who have become

increasingly burdened with the com-

plexities of tv station rate cards, may
find some relief coming their way.

This week at least two important

reps, NBC Spot Sales and Blair Tv,

were studying the problem of rate sim-

plification. Their aim: to make spot

tv easier to buy as well as easier to

sell.

Admittedly a tough problem to

solve, rate card complexities have mul-

tiplied during the past year or so for

a number of reasons. The most im-

portant are:

• Additional package plans are be-

ing ground out at a speed too fast for

agencies to digest.

• Standard definitions of broad

time periods (Class "A," "B," "C,"

etc.) are harder to find.

• The old frequency rate cards

which provide discounts for the varied

program and announcement lengths

(the frequency usually ranging from
one to 260 times) have become out-

dated in some respects. However, lit-

tle has been done to bring them into

line with current buying trends.

• Exceptions to the rate cards are

legion, particularly with participation

shows. These are often put into a

separate category and, sometimes, each
show will have a separate price.

Aside from the time consumed at

agencies in calculating discounts, the

variety of discounts available has put

an additional burden on buyers. The
agency too often has to search the rate

card (or query reps and stations) to

find out if it is getting the best dis-

count it is entitled to. This is the rea-

son for P&G's proposal recently that

its agencies review rates at the end of a

contract and pick the discount most

favorable.

A tipoff that the reps themselves are

concerned about rate complexity is the

fact that NBC Spot Sales' new chief-

tain, P. A. (Buddy) Sugg has put

down rate card simplification among

his first important jobs to tackle.

Sugg, who started at NBC 1 April

as vice president for owned stations

and Spot Sales, explained why:

"It takes a Ouija board and elec-

tronic calculator to figure out dis-

counts sometimes. Suppose an agency

wants to get some idea of what a cam-

paign in spot tv will cost. It should

be easy to calculate but it isn't. Now,
that's bad for stations, too. It means
that it's that much harder for us to sell

ourselves."

The rep firm is now involved in

studying the question for the NBC
o&o's. Whatever changes are recom-

mended will, of course, be suggested to

other NBC Spot Sales stations.

Sugg made clear the rate study will

start with bedrock. He is even con-

cerned with the names of station sales

officials listed in Standard Rate and

Data Service books. "It should be

Rate card study is among first tasks undertaken by P. A. (Buddy) Sugg, above, new v.p.

for NBC Spot Sales and o&os'. A uniform definition of time classification will be one target



RADIO RATES ARE BECOMING SIMPLIFIED

ANNOUNCEMENTS
less

6-9 AM; 4-7 PM : Moii thru Sat

6 weeklv. staggered. 1 per day

Less than 6, staggered

Specified position (6-9 AM only)

9 AM - 4 I'M. Mon thru Sat

ft weekly. ] per day

Less than 6

Alter 7 I'M, Mon thru Sat; all day Sun
ft weekly, 1 per day-

Less than 6

Each
25.00

30.00

35.00

22.00

23.00

15.00

16.00

Weekly

150.00

') AM - 1 I'M. Mon thru Sat

12 announcements weekl;

24 announcements week!

48 announcements week!

96 announcements week!

After 7 PM, Mon thru Sal

12 announcements weekly

24 announcements weekly

48 announcements weekly

96 announcements weekly

IMPACT PLANS

20.00

19.00

18.00

16.00

14.00

13.00

12.00

10.00

240.00

456.00

864.00

1536.00

168.00

312.00

576.00

960.00

Portions of Impact Plan announcements may be scheduled between 6-9 AM and

4-7 PM Mon thru Sat at the applicable rates for these periods. Since these announce-

ment may count toward Impact Plan frequency, the balance of the schedule will

be sold at pro-rata the Impact Plan rate.

ID's—50% applicable minute rate. ID's may not be combined with other broad-

cast service for the purpose of establishing frequency on either the ID's or the

other broadcast service.

NEWS STRIP RATES

5 minute newscasts

6-9 1M; 4-7 PM Mon thru Sal

ft weekl; . 1 per day

Less thai i 6

9 AM - 4 I'M Mon thru Sat

weekly, 1 per day

Less than 6

After 7 PM, Mon thru Sat;

(> weekly, 1 per day

40.00

45.00

30.00

35.00

20.00

25.00

Rate card above is used by southern station repped by John Blair, who has pioneered simpli-

fied cards. About two dozen Blair radio stations use a card with a format almost identical to it

dear to agencies what station man
should be contacted," he said. "I ad-

mit that for some of our stations it's

confusing. Some of our -stations list

two or three sales executives. Now,
how do you know which one is the

guy to talk to?"

The spot sales executive doesn't un-

derestimate the problem of simplifying

,rds. The study currently un-

derwa) is to determine just how much
simplification is practical. Some areas,

however, Sugg points out, are due for

obvious overhaul.

He feels, for one thing, that, except

possibly for the west coast, there

should be uniform definition of time

classifications for his o&o's. He also

fails to see the sense of having, for

example, 260-time discounts for hour

and half-hour periods. "Who uses five

hours or half-hours a week on one

station in spot tv?" he asked.

The Blair Tv discussions regarding

rate card changes came out of a con-

viction that the frequency discounts

are becoming outmoded and are no
longer an effective selling tool in spot.

This conviction is shared by some
other reps, too, and, as a matter of

fact, there appears to be the begin-

ning of a trend toward a flat rate card.

This would not affect the packages but

would provide discounts based only

on the length of the contract. The
most commonly discussed figure is

20% off for 52 weeks of consecutive

advertising, though there has also

been talk of 13- and 26-week dis-

counts.

Some stations already offer 20%
for a year's advertising. CBS o&o's

offer it and allow it to be applied

against packages, too. In the latter

instance, the discount is applied

against the net price for the package.

For example, a 12-Plan allows a 45%
discount so that, say, $10,000 of gross

time is sold for $5,500. The 20% is

then applied against the $5,500—not

the $10,000—so the net comes to $4,-

400.

Other criticisms of frequency dis-

counts (sometimes called the "basic"

rate card though package discounts

are usually the basic buy for daytime

advertising) are that they are cumber-

some and impractical. Advertisers, it

is said, often don't know in advance

how much frequency they will use.

Most important is the feeling that it

provides no incentive for clients since

they will not buy more time just to

get into the next discount bracket.

Some reps are not particularly san-

guine about the ease of cutting through

the tangle of discounts and packages

now published.

Said one veteran rep : "The underly-

ing problem is the fluctuations of rat-

ings within one time classification. It's

difficult to establish a rate equally

saleable throughout the day from 9:00

a.m. to 6:00 p.m. That's why we have

these discount plans in addition to the

frequency discounts. Complicated rates

are basically an effort to equalize the

rost-per-1,000 for all time periods.

"I don't know what you can do

about that. If a station has a hard

time selling a certain time period, he's

going to make allowances in his price.

You can't expect him to let time go un-

sold—time which he can never re-

cover—just to keep the rate card sim-

ple. This doesn't only apply to time

It applies to types of an-

(Please turn to page 70)
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Spot radio—Progress after dark

^ The process of popularizing nighttime radio to ad

clients is a slow operation but it is getting results

^ Here's a status report along with thoughts on pro-

graming and some high-power ammo for selling night

By Bill Miksch

F%lthough radio advertisers are not

exactly rushing back into nighttime

radio, the fear of the dark that afflict-

ed them since tv's advent seems to be

dissipating. Between 10% and 20%
of national spot radio business now

rides at night—an improvement over

two years ago when the period was

nearly virginal.

This became apparent last year as

national clients long absent from the

night radio scene came trickling back.

So far this year, the pattern continues.

The problem now facing the broad-

cast-advertising industry is to step up

the tempo of the comeback which pres-

ently seems somewhat tortoise-paced.

This could be accomplished in short

order if just one major national ac-

count suddenly moved into nighttime

radio, dominated it with a saturation

campaign and then publicized its suc-

cesses. At that point night spot radio

would become as sought after as

Sophia Loren at a stag smoker.

But until this happens, the process

of popularizing night radio will have

to be a gradual, step-by-painful-step

operation.

In this pursuit much has been done;

much remains to be done. Here is a

rundown on thinking in advertising

and broadcasting circles and what

reps and stations are doing to influence

thinking in favor of nighttime spot.

• Advertiser interest: "The favor-

able reaction among clients to night-

time radio," says Dick O'Connell, head

of Richard O'Connell Co., "is not over-

whelming, but there is definitely more
interest being evidenced."

- Says Sam Vitt, media supervisor at

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield

Agency: "In general, there seems to be

more interest among advertisers in

nighttime radio mostly because the

sellers are doing more to promote it

both through rate adjustments and

coming up with fresh audience data."
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Jim Eshleman, sales manager in ra-

dio for Edward Petry Co., says, "Prac-

tically all accounts that are buying

heavy schedules and aren't hitting spe-

cifically at housewife audiences in day-

time are taking night slots along with

day. It seems nighttime radio's long-

term barriers are gradually being

broken down."

None of these comments, however

heartening, implies that nighttime spot

radio is getting a big play. Much of

the business that comes in for after 7

p.m. slotting is due in large measure to

( 1 ) overflow from saturation sched-

ules in the daytime; (2) combination

day and night rates that make the

whole package an attractive buy; (3)

lower nighttime rates; (4 I an aim by

the client to catch audiences at all

hours with a scatter-load shot.

Nighttime formats

• Nighttime programing: Many
stations are revamping night formats

in an effort to attract advertisers with

the argument of "important" program-

ing. Many others aren't; indeed there

are some who have thought so little

of their own chances of selling night-

time at all that they have never even

revised rate cards in those hours since

pre-tv days—still listing night as "A"
time.

"There doesn't seem to be much now
to distinguish night from day radio

programing," says Dick Pickett, Foote,

Cone & Belding media man. "Radio

stations will have to prove their audi-

ences both in quality and quantity to

attract more business at night, and

probably the best way they can do that

is through intelligent programing well-

promoted. Such a pattern—as distin-

guished from background music and

news—might bring in quality audi-

ences."

Pickett's thinking is reflected by

many other broadcasters and admen.

"Programing and promotion are the

twin prongs which will jolt national

Sam Vitt (Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shen-

field) : "Action type shows attract attention"

J
c

Dick Pickett (Foote, Cone & Belding) : "In-

telligent programing well promoted may help"

Dick O'Connell (Richard O'Connell Co.) :

"Depending on market, more sweet music"



Working women who
become night bonus

(CBS Radio Spot study)

Following is a percentage break-

down of working women 11 years

and older in the 14 markets of

CBS Radio Spot Sales. Percent-

ages represent a potential bonus

Uatenership available at night as

they listen to radio ivhile catching

up on homemaking, (They're

also a radio bonus on weekends.)

Market % Working Women

Chicago 34%
St. Louis 26

Minneapolis-St. Paul 36

Salt Lake 28

Los Angele9 30

San Francisco 37

Boston 31

Charlotte 39

Richmond 30

Washington 46

Jacksonville 32

New York (5 boroughs) 32

Portland 32*

Philadelphia 30

Sou rce: tj.s. Census of Popuiation) 1950.

* Working married women—newspaper es-

timate.

spot advertisers out of their lukewarm

acceptance of nighttime radio," says

Paul R. Weeks, v. p. and partner of

H-R Representatives, Inc. "Creative,

incisive programing, geared to make
full use of radio's intimacy and image-

ry transfer to build even higher night-

time audiences, and promotion to edu-

cate the advertisers that, even now, as

main as 10' i more families can be

reached at night than in 'prime' morn-

ing hours for the same expenditure

—

both these things are needed."

\\ hat form might such programing

take? Views on this are diverse.

DCS&S's Sam Vitt feels there is evi-

dence that detective or other action

type shows attract a good attentive

audience, believes that such stanzas

offer a still greater potential, bases the

belief on Nielsen data on audiences

for such programing. At the same

time, Vitt sees many stations appar-

tiill\ successful with extending their

daytime music and news operations

throughout the evening hours.

Dick O'Connell advises many of his

stations, depending on the markets, to

do more sweet music and news. In

the news category he frequently recom-

mends the same coverage at night as is

given daytime audiences.

Many of the John Blair Co. stations

have found nighttime success with the

Open Line format. The Open Line is

a moderator-panel discussion with lis-

teners phoning in their own comments

and suggestions, had its start on Storz

station WQAM, Miami, with Allan

Courtney, local personality, conduct-

ing it.

Another type of programing that

enjoys current success is the Night

Beat format as represented by WSB,
Atlanta, and which is a sort of pot-

purri of interviews, community doings

many of which are picked up remote

from the city's streets.

Grand Ole Opry, hill-billy music

nighttime stanza on WSM, Nashville,

attracted Ted Bates agency for its

Standard Brands products. Now JWT
has also gone in on the same show
with its Standard Brands line.

Offbeat formats

These two examples are by no means

the limits of creative radio program-

ing at night. Newscasts, sportscasts,

country music, classical music and a

wide variety of fare indicates a trend

toward more thought in after-dark pro-

graming. One thing seems to recur:

"off-beat" formats are frequently the

most discussed among listeners. They

may be the road back for nighttime

radio.

Rates: A realistic reappraisal of

nighttime rates by many stations has

certainly played some part in the win-

ning back of advertisers. Packages

and combination day and night plans

also have proved a stimulant. Night

rates, in general, are presently running

about 60% of daytime rates.

When a night-day combination pack-

age is set up it offers the advertiser a

chance for "dollar-averaging" where

cost-per-1,000 is concerned. As a re-

sult it has been responsible for many
commercials for national products at

night.

Adam Young Co. recently instituted

a new package called the "Day-Night

Plan" where half the announcements

run in daytime, the other half at night

at about 50% less. Several national

advertisers including Vaseline Hair

Tonic and Bristol Myers have bought

into it.

In Boston, last month, WHDH initi-

ated its "Around-The-Clock Plan."

This consists of 24 one-minute spots to

be broadcast during a seven-day pe-

riod, each of the announcements to

be scheduled in a different hour of the

24-hour clock. Depending on avail-

ability, all 24 spots could be broadcast

during one 24-hour period. The plan

is limited to 10 plans per week, may be

purchased from one to five plans per

week for from one to 52 weeks. Cost

per plan is $525.

Research: With all the research

and evidence of a large nighttime ra-

dio audience that has been turned up
in the past year, it is hard to under-

stand why more advertisers aren't spe-

cifically asking for nighttime slots in-

stead of simply accepting them. Per-

haps the answer lies partially in the

comment by Ray Henzy, vice president

in charge of radio for John E. Pearson

Co. "If it's sold hard enough," says

Henzy, "advertisers may appreciate the

potential of spot radio at night. It

hasn't been promoted hard enough."

Here are some facts and figures

from various sources all bolstering the

case for nighttime spot radio.

The chart on working women (top

left), prepared from U. S. Census ma-
terial by CBS Radio Spot Sales, gives

a good picture of the distaff audience

available to radio at night while they

catch up in their homemaking chores.

These women are not so available dur-

ing the day, however. When they do

return from work, it is also reasonable

to suppose that they do not all settle

down to tv, but rather do their laun-

dering, ironing or primping up for a

later evening date to the accompani-

ment of radio.

Multiple-set homes

Since radio has become such a per-

sonal companion, the multiple-set home
is far from a rarity. Indeed, sets are

located in bedrooms, kitchens, dens,

dining rooms and very frequently in

the home workshops in the basements.

The importance of the latter location,

from a standpoint of catching the man
of the house indulging in some "how-

to" hobby is evident in the growth of

this hobby. In 1946, the U. S. De-

partment of Commerce reports 6 mil-

lion "do-it-yourself" units (portable

tools, grinders, drills, sanders, ets.)

were sold to American males. Within

seven years, retail sales of such tools

rocketed to 95 million annually. The

husband tinkering at the workbench is
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hardly a video viewer, but he is often

a radio listener.

A memo last month from Edward G.

O'Berst to the CBS Radio Spot Sales

salesmen on the subject of nighttime

circulation had this to say: "Since

many of our current advertisers are

scheduling announcements on a run of

schedule basis and are required to

take nighttime spots I feel that the

strength of our stations at night, as

shown in the attached tables, highlight

the fact that nighttime radio on our

CBS stations is a good buy. The ta-

bles mentioned include weekly percent

circulation for December 1957 CPA
for seven markets (New York, Chi-

cago, Los Angeles, Boston, Philadel-

phia, St. Louis, San Francisco) and

weekly station total circulation based

on NCS #2 for four markets (Char-

lotte, Richmond, Minneapolis-St. Paul,

Salt Lake City). The weekly percent

circulation tables contrast the CBS
station homes reached between 6 p.m.

and 6 a.m. with 6 a.m. to noon for

competing outlets. The weekly sta-

tion totals also contrast total homes
reached by the CBS outlet at night

with those delivered in the daytime by
competitors. The delivery strength of

the CBS stations at night is impressive

in all cases and deserves careful study
by any client who is still hesitant about
nighttime radio.

A. C. Nielsen sets-in-use figures have
shown that practically any night from
Monday through Friday at 8 p.m.

more than 4 million homes are tuned
to radio plus about 1.5 million cars

(with an average of about two listen-

{Please turn to page 72)

SELLING HIGHLIGHTS
ON NIGHT RADIO

• Nielsen sets-in-use figures show
that practically any week night at

8 p.m. more than 4 million homes
are tuned to radio plus about 1.5
million cars • RAB discloses that

63.4% of all U.S. families listen

to radio at home at night • A
three-market (New York, Chicago,
San Francisco) study by NBC Ra-
dio Spot Sales and The Pulse
showed that on such counts as car
ownership, tv ownership, educa-
tion, socio-economic level, age and
family size the night radio audi-
ence is equal to the day radio
audience, scotching old fear that

listeners at night are inferior.

Mapping promotion plans are, (l.-r.) : Herman Maxwell, WRCA sales director; Noris Donlon,

Macy's Jamaica manager; Lewis Wolff, Force, Inc.; Wm. Kreitner and Chuck LeMieux, WRCA

RADIO PACKS JAMAICA'S RETAIL STORES

^JJctober 1956 was a black month
for merchants of Jamaica, a section of

Queens, one of New York's five bor-

oughs. Jamaica ranks third in retail

areas of metropolitan New York, but

borders on Nassau county—where, in

October 1956 three spanking new huge

shopping centers suddenly sprang up.

Business along Jamaica Avenue

plummeted overnight. Not only did

Nassauites stop coming, but Jamaica

residents deserted their own section.

A small group of Jamaica merchants

met to work out a counter-offensive.

The group called itself the Merchants'

Bureau of the Jamaica Chamber of

Commerce. Noris Donlon, manager of

Macy's Jamaica, was named chairman,

to be assisted by Harold Merhan, vice-

president of sales for Gertz Depart-

ment Store.

Remembering that Paterson, N. J.,

had solved a similar problem with a

joint radio promotion, the group called

in the architect of that campaign,

Lewis Wolff, president of Force, Inc.,

a Paterson advertising agency.

Wolff outlined a program that called

for contributions from all merchants

to create a fund to promote Jamaica

as a retail center via radio.

The Merchants' Bureau signed up

participants for a half-year on a con-

tribution basis of 1/10 of 1% of gross

sales. Wolff called in Chuck LeMieux,

account executive and Arthur Hamil-

ton, manager, of station WRCA, NBC's
flagship in New York. The trio

planned a spot spectacular opener for

early October: 50 one-minute commer-

cials for one week. A quick sampling

of Jamaica shoppers showed that most

of the people who heard these com-

mercials were shopping on weekends.

The next phase went on with 10

one-minute spots—but all on Friday.

Results were apparent after the first

week. Based on this a pre-Christmas

campaign of 50 one-minute spots a

week for four weeks was set.

Early in January, when the Mer-

chants' Bureau went looking for re-

subscribers to the promotion, the re-

sults were documented. Not only did

the charter members come back, but

additional merchants signed up.

Another spectacular came the first

week in March called "Salute to Ja-

maica." That week some 65 spots plus

100 or more mentions during pro-

grams appeared on WRCA.
The campaign, budgeted in excess

of $125,000, is now scheduled to run

throughout the year. It will consist of

seasonal promotions as well as special

sales days called "Jamaica Days." The

campaign is predominantly radio, of

which about 90% goes to WRCA.
"An intensive radio promotion of

this type is valuable," Wolff notes,

"not as an entity, but as a pilot with

which local merchants can coordinate

their own advertising and promotion.

Our idea is to bring shoppers to Ja-

maica ; we leave it to the retailer to get

the shopper into his store."

Has it been successful so far? "No
question," reports Donlon. "The new
shopping center competition coupled

with the business downturn, should

have produced a decrease in sales. In-

stead of that, the majority of our

stores have lifted their volume above

that of last year." ^



UNDUPLICATED AUDIENCE
Network Alone vs. Network Plus Spot

AVERAGE

ALL 6

PR06RAMS
4 '

HH NETWORK PROGRAM HOMES

IH NEW HOMES ADDEO BY SPOT

NETWORK PLUS SPOT EQUALS BIG RATING]

I^lRC Spot Sales is offering free re-

search to buttress its claim that a tv

spot schedule can add a hefty number
of viewers to a network advertiser's

local audience.

The offer resulted from a special

study A. C. Nielsen did for the rep

firm. Any network tv client can quali-

fy for the free research and the rep

points out there is no charge or obli-

gation. However, the research must

be confined to New York. Chicago or

Los \ngeles.

The special Nielsen study was made
in New York. Six programs were cho-

sen, two from each network (sec chart

above), including high-rated and low-

rated shows. Next, a schedule of 14

20-second announcements, based on

December WRCA-TA availabilities,

were measured. The schedule was coi i-

posed ol In announcements during the

day, two on the weekend and two in

the late evening hour-.

On the average, it was found the

Bpol schedule added ir.l' , to size ol

the network audience oxer one week

in terms of unduplicated homes. The
average network rating came to 23.7%
of New York area homes. With the

spot schedule added, the homes-

reached figure rose to 60.2$ on the

average.

The study also showed, said Thomas
B. McFadden, vice president in charge

of NBC Spot Sales, that the addition of

a spot schedule did not upset the audi-

ence composition balance.

The average audience composition to

the six network shows broke down as

follows: men, 33%; women, 41%;
teen-agers. 12%; children, 14%. The
spot schedule reached an audience di-

vided as follows: men. 'A2' < : women,

46$ !
teen-agers. 9% : children. 13%.

I he study went into cost efficiency

also. It was found that in a single

week the six programs delivered, on

the average, 155 different homes per

dollar spent. The spot schedule would

have delivered 186 additional new

li tnes l"i everj dollar spent. Over
four weeks, the net shows added homes

at the rate of 51 per dollar spent. ^

Packaging

^™ven more than in the past, the new

trends in food and drug packaging this

year will dictate use of television

:

During the first days of May, as

Lever Bros, (through FC&B) geared

for test-marketing its new "push-but-

ton" Pepsodent toothpaste, a major
packaging revolution was getting un-

der way.

These are the developments that

make packaging "tv's best salesman

yet":

• Packaging has become an impor-

tant advertisable product difference in

some of the most competitive food and

drug lines. For instance, dentifrices,

which fought the battles of chlorophyll,

ammoniating, among others, found a

new battlefield in packaging this year.

It started in October 1957, when
Ipana Plus in its new squeeze bottle

was introduced primarily on spot and

network tv (through DCSS). By Jan-

uary, Colgate Ribbon Dental Cream
was fighting back with a new aerosol

container, also advertised principally

on tv (through Ted Bates) because of

its "easily demonstrable action fea-

ture." Currently both Bristol-Myers

and Lever Bros, are planning to coun-

ter with "push-button" entries of their

own.

"This is the year of new packages

in dentifrices. But despite these inno-

vations, we expect that the bulk of

sales by year-end will still be in tubes."

says John Kennedy. Bristol-Myers ad-

vertising supervisor. "These packag-

ing changes are an intrinsic part of the



v's best salesman yet

!

^ The race for new food and drug package gimmicks is

on. Impact of tv makes new package obsolete much faster

^ Dentifrices are fighting the battle of push-button con-

tainers on tv. New package trend will spread to foods too

continuous search for advertisable dif-

ferences."

• Aerosol containers, spray bottles

and plastic squeeze packaging have

made only a dent in food packaging to

date. The move toward it is expected

to accelerate during the next year, as

the food giants decide to use blitz-

krieg tactics on previously small-sale

items in their line.

"We're now in the process of plan-

ning a spray container for seasoning,''

the advertising v.p. of a giant food

manufacturer told SPONSOR. "Such

packaging innovations are one way to

take a prosaic product and give it an

exciting tv personality. Many packag-

ing decisions we make are influenced

by the medium we intend to use to

advertise it."

• Tv creates faster acceptance and

faster obsolescence of new package de-

vices. In many ways, tv has actually

made packaging into a Frankenstein,

forcing food and drug manufacturers

into more variations of the same prod-

uct for competitive reasons.

"Tv eats up new products as fast as

it does new performers," says Edward
H. Sonnecken, executive v.p. and gen-

eral manager of the Market Planning

Corp. "It can speed up national dis-

tribution and instant recognition of

new packages on supermarket shelves

more than any other medium. But at

the same time, it is a factor in the

segmentation of the market. Consum-

ers are convenience-conscious. They've

come to expect a choice not just of

brands but of packaging. And, just as

tv made new-product introduction a

faster process, it has virtually forced

manufacturers into variations on a

theme."

This segmentation of the market is

beginning to arouse some kicks on the

retailer level. Supermarket operators

now need to make shelf room not only

for five brands of the same product,

but for some three or four variations

within each brand.

"It doesn't alter the over-all volume

we do per brand, but it doubles and

even triples the amount of space we
have to give a type of commodity,"

says the manager of a 40-store south-

ern chain.

• The high cost of new convenience-

packaging forces use of tv for rapid

national distribution. In most in-

stances, manufacturers realize from the

start that the new packaging device will

only appeal to a fraction of the con-

sumers per market. Therefore, the only

way to amortize the cost of repackag-

ing is rapid national distribution.

"Package gimmicks are the big deal

today. Tv is the medium that puts

them over. But generally these pack-

age innovations, while costly, onlv

fragment the total market." says C&W
v.p. and Colgate account supervisor

Wally Drew.

• New packaging is becoming an

increasingly important boon to spot tv.

In several instances, it has promoted

new uses of the medium.

Bristol-Myers and Revlon are two

advertisers who tend to make new
packages national from the start by-

using their network tv vehicles, but

use spot tv for additional impact in

major markets.

For its Ipana Plus, Bristol-Myers

tried an experiment and did it success-

fully: It used a short-term ID cam-

paign to put over Ipana Plus.

"The technique worked beautifully

for us," says John Kennedy. "Sales

reflected a good knowledge of our new
package story. And, since ID's were

the primary effort we used in the intro.

ductory campaign, we can assume that

they did the job. When we go to an

aerosol container, we may use the same
technique again—providing our pack-

aging story is as clearly and easily

demonstrable."

The extent of Ipana Plus' spot tv

campaign: 2.150 prime-time ID's in

over 100 markets during three weeks,

with frequency ranging from four to

20 announcements weekly.

Bristol-Myers' successful use of ID's

to introduce a new packaging concept

may set the pace for advertising the

avalanche of new packaging gimmicks

anticipated in the drug and food fields

during the next few months. ^

John Kennedy of Bristol-Myers Avalanche of new packaging fragments brand market, causes problem of overcrowded shelves
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SPONSOR CHALLENGE:

Rate your advertising I. Q. in . .

.

ADVERTISING AGENCIES
This questionnaire on advertising agencies is the second in a series of "fun" quizzes to help you test your general knowl-

edge in all phases of air media advertising. If you read SPONSOR regularly, these quizzes should be fairly easy, since the

answers to the questions have, in most cases, appeared previously in print. Answers and scoring appear on page 36.

Good luck with this challenge to your advertising l.Q.—and watch those trick questions.

1 ) The American Association of Advertising Agencies was

established in:

d.a. 1917 1921 1932 1939

2) The two agencies which handled the 1956 Republican

and Democratic presidential campaigns were:

a. BBDO and Y&R c. NC&K and Y&R
b. JWT and BBDO d. BBDO and NC&K

3) The 4A"s was founded with a membership of nearly 100

agencies. Today 4A's membership numbers approximately:

a. 200 b. 330 c. 420 d. 1,500

4) The top three agencies in 1957 air billings were:

a. JWT, Y&R, BBDO c. McCann, Y&R, JWT
b. McCann, Y&R, BBDO d. Y&R, JWT, B&B

5) The top-level advertising and marketing executives en-

gaged by the 4A's to do a study of agency services is:

a. Prof. Albert Frey c. Charles Mortimer

b. Clarence Eldridge d. Emerson Foote

6) The father of Mc-E's Marion Harper was a partner in:

a. Lord \ Thomas C. J. Walter Thompson

b. The Blackman Co. d. Sherman & Marquette

7) The 15% agency commission system was no longer

binding on 4A members after they filed a:

a. consent decree c. dissent decree

b. retraction d. nolo contendere

B) One '>f these air-media agencies operates its media de-

partment with all-media buyers:

a. BBDO I.. Y&R c. JWT d. B&B

9) The biggest spot tv and radio agency in 1957 was:

a. J.W.T. 1.. Y&R c. B&B d. Ted Bates

10) I he ricuh -i-lii ted chairman <>f the lA's is:

,i. Fred Gamble c. Norman Strouse

b. Mel Brorb) d. J. Davis Danforth

11)1 In- \ iennese |i-\
i hologist made motivational research

part of agenc) sin ce, i- now with McCann-Erickson:

a. Dr. Dichter c. Dr. Sulzbergei

b. Dr. Lazarsfeld d. Dr. llerzog

12) This agenc) head specialized in research:

a. Bart Cummings. Compton c. Bill Lewis, K&E
b. Adolph Toigo, L&N d. Norman Strouse, J.W.T.

13) The ad agency with the largest number of overseas

branches bearing its own name is:

a. Grant b. Y&R c. JWT d. BBDO

14) One agency, not headquartered in New York, has be-

come known for its humorous tv commercials. It is:

a. Gardner b. Campbell-Ewald c. GB&B d. Tracy-Locke

15) Once an employee, Pat Weaver now works with them:

a. JWT b. Y&R c. BBDO d. B&B

16) An agency that recently acquired its first major auto-

mobile account is:

a. Compton b. Burnett c. C&W d. Ted Bates

17) Which of these agencies does not include any of the

original management?

a. Bryan Houston c. Cunningham & Walsh

b. Leo Burnett d. Compton

18) Which two of these agencies have tv/radio directors

who were well-known performers in their own right?

a. Y&R and BBDO c. C&W and FC&B

b. JWT and B&B d. JWT and FC&B

19) Which agency group is located in the following cities:

Dallas, New Orleans, Detroit, Chicago and San Francisco?

a. Tracy-Locke, Fitzgerald, c. Gardner, Botsford - Con-

Campbell-Mithun, FC&B, stantine, Campbell-Ewald,

Gardner FC&B, GB&B

b. Tracy-Locke, Fitzgerald, d. Fitzgerald, Tracy-Locke,

Campbell-Ewald, Burnett, Campbell-Mithun, Burnett,

GB&B Grant

20) Mc-E's pr and marketing services are called:

a. Market Planning Corp. c. Sales and Merchandising

and Communications, Inc. Corp. and McCann Pub-

lic Relations, Inc.

b. National Market Service d. Marketing Counselors,

and CCI and Communications, Inc.



Summer tv billings

run behind sales

. . . gasoline sales were 26.7% of

the year's total, while tv spot bill-

ing was only 22.8%.

. . . sales of household appliances

were 24.9%; tv spot, 15.9%.

. . . sales for lumber, building and
hardware materials were 28.2%

;

tv spot, 19.8%.

. . . sales for apparel were 23.1 % ;

tv spot, 18.0%.

. . . sales for food were 25.8%

;

tv spot, only 18.4%.

. . . total retail sales were 25.4%

;

tv spot, only 20.7%.

Spot tv—the good new summertime
^ Myth of a "summer slump" is challenged in a new

spot tv presentation by H-R Reps showing exact opposite

^ Retail sales in August are higher than in any month

except December; it's also the best month for food sales

I he persisting myth of the "summer
sales slump" got some further explod-

ing this week. In a 24-page presenta-

tion aimed at television advertisers,

the station representative firm of H-R
Television detonated the charge with

facts and figures showing that in vir-

tually every major product category

the summer quarter exceeds the first

quarter in retail sales, equals second

quarter sales and is not too far below

the acme of the last quarter.

Here are some surprising highlights

from this new piece of research:

• Retail sales in August are higher

than for any month except December.

• More durable goods are sold in

July than in December.

• August is the year's best month
for food sales.

• For non-durable goods, August is

exceeded only by November and De-

cember.

• July is the best month for gaso-

line sales, with August slightly behind.
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• Sales of household appliances,

automotive, hardware, grocery and

drug store products are higher in the

summer than their average for the

other three quarters.

"Everything has changed in the sum-

mertime except certain traditional

timebuying practices," points out

Frank Pellegrin, H-R vice president

and partner, who directed the research

and production of the study.

The traditional timebuying practices

referred to are the frequent client cut-

back of television schedules during the

warm weather months. This has usu-

ally been done on the grounds that

either business or summer viewing is

off. Both these reasons are worked

over in the study, are shown to be fal-

lacious. The traditional concept of "the

seasonal hill-and-valley" is dispelled.

For example, the prediction is made
that the volume of viewing this sum-

mer will outstrip the seasonal (October

through June) peak viewership of two

years ago, that home hours of viewing

during an average day this summer
will top 190 million.

The sources from which H-R has

drawn its data include U. S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, A. C. Nielsen Co.,

Television Bureau of Advertising, Leo

Burnett Agency research department,

N. C. Rorabaugh, American Research

Bureau—even The Saturday Evening

Post.

Yet despite all the evidence, some

advertisers that still cling to their pat-

tern of buying in previous years will

miss the boat. The chart at the be-

ginning of this article points up the

ironic pattern of buying less when sales

are more. Last year, when gasoline

sales were 26.7% of the year's total,

gasoline clients were in spot tv with

only 22.8% of their budgets. Manu-
facturers of household appliances were

billing only 15.9% in spot tv last sum-

mer although retail sales were 24.9%
of the year's total.

In the face of healthy retail buying,

accounts still persisted in letting their

summer investment in tv advertising

lag behind. Total retail sales during

last summer were 25.4% of the year's

total, yet spot tv billing during the

same quarter ran to only 20.7%.

One of the major misconceptions

that affects summer tv advertising is



the long-held belief that everybody is

awa\ on vacations, so win bother?

The fact is that only approximately

two out of three families with annual

incomes of $5,000 and over travel on

their vacations; of families under this

income bracket, only about half leave

home for their "two glorious weeks

v ith pax
."

During an average week in the sum-

mer of 1958, onlj 2', of the approxi-

mately 43 million tv families will be

awa) from home for vacations (about

870,000 families). During the other

seasons. 0.7% tv families will be vaca-

tioning away from home, an average

per week of' 298.000 families. So the

summertime potential "net loss" due to

vacation trips is 1.39c—only 573,000

families throughout the entire countrv.

Of these 573.000 families who play

L'\|)s\ for two weeks, how many are

actually lost as tv viewers? This is an-

other point the H-R presentation em-

phasizes. "Vacationers are rarely out

of reach of a tv screen," it points out.

According to The Pulse, Inc., about
50', of vacationing families regularly

watch tv. Hotels, motels, summer cot-

tages have tv sets. Bars and restau-

rants that don't have tv are few and
far between. And the fact most often

lost sight of is that a great many fami-

lies that do go away from their own
homes simply move into somebody

This summer, daily home-hours of viewing

may hit 190 million, topping Oct. '55-June '56

else's. They go back to their home
towns, back to the farm to visit rela-

tives or friends and there they meet up

once again with the familiar set in the

living room.

According to Advertest Research,

Inc.. there is someone at home on the

average summer day in 97 out of 100

homes.

For the advertiser who still hesi-

tates to invest in summer spot tv in

the face of the foregoing evidence, the

study goes still deeper—into the realm

of cost-per-1,000. In several time seg-

ments, spot tv offers better cost effi-

ciency in the summer than in peak

winter months, based on sets-in-use

totals.

ARB research shows that housewife

viewing in the period from noon to 5

p.m. has more sets-in-use in July than

in February.

A TvB analysis of the top 100 mar-

kets demonstrates that a Monday
through Friday schedule in the 11:30

p.m. to sign-off time slot ( local in each

city has a better cost-per-1,000 during

July than in the month of February).

Also brought to light is the fact that

consistent spot advertisers who con-

tinue schedules throughout summer
months fall heir to the 52-week dis-

counts offered by most stations, thus

realizing substantial savings. Case his-

tories of such accounts are mentioned.

For example, in Memphis, an adver-

tiser saved 21 c
i on each summer tv

spot by extending a daytime five-plan

from 39 to 52 weeks. In Boston, a cli-

ent extended a prime nighttime sched-

ule from 39 to 52 weeks and saved,

through discounts, 40% on each sum-

mer announcement.

Research for the presentation took

up the full time of two staff members

for several weeks, and was written by

H-R's Don Softness. Many copies are

already in the mails, but others are

available from H-R on request. ^

Answers to agency I. Q. quiz
1 ) a. The 4A's celebrates its 41st an-

niversary this year.

2) (1. So you thought it was Leonard
Hall and Paul Butler, eh?

3) b. At sponsor's presstime there

were 333, though numbers fluctuate.

4) c. SPONSOR listing of top 50 air

agencies, 30 November 1957 issue.

5) b. His survey was initiated in

1057. when Prof. Frey's study of agen-
i \ services neared completion.

6) b. Compton elder statesmen recall

a summer in the early 30's, when Mar-
ion Harper. Jr., then in college, got his

firsl agencj job with the Blackman Co.

7) a. or d., depending upon whether

you like \ours in T.atin or Fnglish.

8) h. Just ask tl.

9) d. 20.000 little filters are bound
to add up!

10) d. J. Davis Danforth was elected

at Greenbrier on 21 \|»iil.

11) d. Ach, how I'm mit Weltschmerz

overkum! Vy did you change brands,

shugarplum?

12) b. He was head of research at

William Esty prior to moving over to

Lennen & Newell. Cousin John Toigo

was then creative director at Biow.

13) a. A one-agency promotion for

air travel.

14) c. They also like to be known as

Grits. Bagles & Borscht!

15) b. As consultant to Kaiser Alu-

minum, Weaver again works with Y&R.
16) b. They weren't the only ones

pitching . . . but. they got it.

17) d. Not one of the three original

partners—Mead, Compton and Frazier

— is with the agency today.

18) d. Danny Seymour was a big ra-

dio name and FC&B's Roger Pryor

pops up on the t\ screen in pre-1948

movies.

19) b. There's big money in those

names. The five shops combined will

bill some $150 million in 1958 (spon-

sor estimate).

20) a. Both services are available to

McCann clients (and others) for a fee.

HOW DO YOU RATE?

Score five points for each

question you answered cor-

rectly. Here's how you rate:

85 to 100

You're an authority on advertis-

ing agencies, and can get a joh

tomorrow as an advertising agen-

cy consultant.

You know agencies pretty well,

and you probahly read sponsor

regularly.

55 to 65

Better study up. if you hope to

make the agency field your ca-

50 or less

Let's face it—you're living in

another world. Get yourself back

into orbit.



Checking frankfurter commercial storybo

Hicks, Jr., acct. supervisor, Arthur C. Ma:

i are, (1. to r.) Harry L.

, copy chief and Edward

Ricchiuto, acct. exec, of Hicks & Greist; and Stahl-Meyer's Frank

Guthrie, sales manager and Alexander Hoedt, advertising manager

Why Stahl-Meyer banks on air media
^ In a campaign that's unusual for a meat packer, Stahl-

Meyer puts a majority of its ad budget into tv and radio

^ This technique not only maintains brand identity, but

permits use of a flexible schedule to promote seasonal sales

'hould an advertiser with two brand

labels—one competitively priced, the

other premium - priced— match the

higher-priced line with the higher-

priced medium, tv?

Confronted with this situation Stahl-

Meyer, New York meat packer, took

an opposite tack: For its competitively-

priced line of frankfurters, packed un-

der its own name, the company uses

tv heavily. For its higher priced line

of canned, boneless hickory-smoked

hams and bacon, packed under the

name Ferris, the company runs an ex-

tensive radio campaign.

Both campaigns run simultaneously

in the metropolitan New York market

and in a few adjoining markets. Both

are continuous throughout the year,

peaking for seasonal promotions, re-

turning to a reminder base in between.

Stahl-Meyer is not numbered among
the largest meat packers, though its

distribution and acceptance belie its

dollar volume. Last year its total sales

volume was about $20,000,000. This

year it expects a slight gain—ap-

proaching $22,000,000.

It is. at the same time, an old-line

company, particularly for the meat

business. The founding firm, E. W.
Burr, was a pre-Civil war packer of

barreled beef. The subsequent Stahl-

Meyer company bought the F. A. Fer-

ris Co. founded in 1836 and believed

to be one of the first meat brands,

possibly the oldest still in existence.

S-M now operates Ferris as a wholly-

owned subsidiary.

The company is both regional and

national, depending on product. Dis-

tribution for its fresh meats (as op-

posed to canned meats) is centered in

the metropolitan New York area, but

ranges up through New England and

south to Baltimore. Its canned line,

both S-M and Ferris, has national dis-

tribution, with strongest sales areas on

the east and west coasts.

Including Ferris, S-M's advertising

budget, is not large by national stand-

ards, sponsor estimates it to be about

$200,000 including production, of

which about $50,000 goes into tv,

$100,000 to radio and $50,000 to print.

An additional $100,000 is probably

devoted to promotions, displays, etc.

While the print budget does show in

national media, the tv and radio ex-

penditures are concentrated in the Mid-

dle Atlantic area, mostly New York.

For a meat packer, this constitutes a

heavy advertising budget concentration

in air media. "We think tv and radio

suit our purposes," says Alexander

Hoedt, Stahl-Meyer's advertising man-
ager. "Meat prices to the packer fluc-

tuate greatly over a period of time, de-

pending on seasons, supply, crops,

weather and other unpredictable fac-

tors. Because of this we must have a

flexible advertising program.

"Air media permit us to switch our

advertising on short notice," he con-

tinues. "If a particular meat product

becomes plentiful and consequently a

good buy, we can make that fact

known quickly. From a different stand-
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point, a change in approach could be

dictated by sales. If we find one prod-

uct is beginning to lag behind, we can

quickly and easily apply a little extra

effort," he notes.

The divorcement between the Stahl-

Meyer and Ferris lines in advertising

strategy is about as complete as pos-

sible. The former runs on tv, the latter

on radio. S-M brand products are

pushed in regard to establishing long-

term brand loyalties but not on a con-

sistent pattern; Ferris products get

regular seasonal promotions which are

constant from year to year.

Two campaigns
An analysis of two campaigns cur-

rently underway will indicate the dif-

ferences in concept employed to

achieve the desired objectives:

Stahl-Meyer is now devoting its ma-

jor promotional effort to selling frank-

furters, what with the coming summer
season and its trend to lighter cooking

and picnics. To capitalize on seasonal

advantages, the company, and its

agency, Hicks & Greist, decided to sell

frankfurters through children, alwa\s

big frankfurter consumers. The deci-

sion to concentrate on the children's

market almost dictated use of kids' t\

shows. Four are used.

"We believe it's necessary to offer

children something other than a spe-

cific need, such as clothes or food,"

explains D. Edward Ricchiuto, H&G
account executive for Stahl-Meyer.

"So we developed an emotional appeal

by building interest in something else

which then permits us to transfer this

interest to the product."' To do this

of kids' shows used

the promotion was devised in four

parts, each with a different purpose.

The promotion began on 27 January

this year. The first part ran for three

weeks, and was, in effect, a compro-

mise in aiming at a kids' market. "Ad-

mittedly," notes Ricchiuto, "product

advantage is not a hot appeal for chil-

dren. But it does do two things:

"First, it prepares parents for later

requests by children. No matter what

program a child is watching on tv," he

says, "the mother has a sixth sense as

to what's on. The mother got our

message about protein content and

stronger bodies.

"Secondly, it introduces the prod-

uct to the child. We used only kid

personality shows. We had the per-

sonalities participate by eating the

frankfurters. This helped us with the

emulation factor.

"After three weeks we believed we
had both mother and child exposed to

the basic health sell," he explains. "We
were not yet shooting for big sales."

The second step was a contest which

ran for six weeks. First prize was a

quarter midget racer, a vehicle that

seats two children, has a self-contained

engine. It can be driven on an\ hard

surface, operates like a car, but has a

low top speed for safety. The contest

was to name the racer.

"A contest is the most valuable emo-

tional tool for children," Ricchiuto

says. "This prize was beyond their

wildest dreams. Kids don't worry

about odds; they believe they'll win.

By printing the offer on the product,

and making a package bottom neces-

sary for entry, we made the kids

brand-conscious for Stahl-Meyer."

Four shows, four contests

Although the contest was being run

only in the metropolitan New York
area, it was being promoted on four

different kids' shows, each with its own
star. So the company set up, in effect,

four contests. Each show personality

was provided with a car, so that every

show had a winner. This guaranteed

for the star that one of his viewers

would be a winner and he would not

be left in the awkward position of ex-

plaining that the winner watched a

different show or channel.

Entries were mailed directly to the

show personalities. "Parents were still

kept in the middle of this," Ricchiuto

points out, "since they first had to buy
a package of frankfurters, then help in

addressing and mailing the entries."

The contest drew over 19,000 en-

tries, and had a stimulating effect on
sales. Four winners were picked and
each show made an in-person presenta-

tion of the prize. In addition each

show offered 25 second prizes—crash

helmets for boys, Revlon dolls for

girls.

The third step in the frankfurter

promotion, which ran for three-and-a-

half weeks, was a self-liquidating pre-

mium—a water sub-machine type gun.

The contestant was required to send a

package label, plus 50 cents, to a mail

order house.

"At the end of the second step,"

Ricchiuto explains, "we had made 104

kids very happy. But there were 18,-

(
Please turn to page 72)

Senator Claghorn, alias Kenny Delmar, is

used by Ferris for radio spots, sales meetings
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TV BASICS/MAY»/lV

Web tv viewers: they're not fickle

^ Ranking of shows by categories remains the same as it

was at the beginning of the 1957-58 season, Nielsen shows

^ Westerns still capture audience preference, with quiz

and 30 minute general drama shows tying for second place

\^an advertisers investing millions of

dollars in network tv predict whether

early season preferences of video audi-

ences remain the same as the season

draws to a close?

Latest Nielsen network tv viewing

percentages indicate they can. The
ranking of show types at the beginning

of the 1957-58 season remained, as

spring began, practically the same,

according to Nielsen.

The figures below are a comparison

of average audience percentage by

show categories for the two weeks

ending 19 October, 1957 with the two

weeks ending 22 March, 1958.

Westerns, which started off with a

bang, are still the leading contenders

for home viewing. The average rating

for October was 25.9%, compared

with a March rating of 31.2%.

Quiz and audience participation

shows remain in second place. Their

average rating for October was 25.1%
—for March, 24.2%.

The 30-minute general drama cate-

gory, in third place in October with

22.7%, tied for second place in March.

The rest of the show categories'

ranking follows in this order:

In fourth place, situation comedy
shows, with an October rating of

22.5% and a March rating of 23.7%;
in fifth place, the 60-minute variety

shows, with 22.3% for October, 23.1%
for March; sixth place, suspense

drama, with 19.7% for October,

21.8% for March; seventh place, the

60-minute general drama category,

with 17.9% for October, 21.4% for

March; eighth place, adventure shows,

with 16.1% for October, 18.7% for

March; last with the only real drop

shown, is the 30-minute variety cate-

gory, with an 18.0% rating for Octo-

ber, and a 15.7% average for March.

March figures, on the whole, are

higher due primarily to a larger per-

centage of home viewing. ^

1. THIS MONTH IN TELEVISION

Network Sales Status Week Ending lO May

Daytime

%
SPONSORED HOURS

Live

37.5

90.8

90.4

ABCt^H 8.0

NBC ^^^MMB 26.0

t Eicludine participation s.

Nighttime

SPONSORED HOURS

Live

45.8 ABCfi
42.9 CBSf i

57.3 NBC i

26.0

25.5

AVERAGE COST OF NETWORK SPONSORED PROGRAMING

Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number Cost Number

Hour drama

$54,000 5

Half-hou

$32,682

• drama

11

Situation comedy

$37,287 15

Hour music-variety

$101,917 6

Half-hour music-var.

$42,200 10

Half-hour

$31,818

idventure

11

Quiz

$28,173 13

Half-hour western

$36,136 11
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2. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Adventures al Scott Island:

A 1

38,000 R. |. Reynolds, Esty

Adventures of McGraw:
Ms \-F

33,000 P&C, Benton & Bowles

\.t Power: D-F 45.000 Prudential, Reach McClinton (5 18 S)

AUcm Coodyear Theater:

Dr-F

38,000 Alcoa, FSR: alt Coodyear, Y&R

•Steve Allen Show: V-L 108,000 S. C. Johnson. Needham. Louis &
Brorby; U. S. Time, Peck; Grey-
hound. Grey; Pharma-Craft, JWT;
Polaroid (5 11. 5 311, DDB

Bachelor Father: Sc-F

Baseball ( ornei

Jack Benny: C-F

Polly Bergen: Mu V-L

•Big Record: Mu-L

Bold Journey: A-F

Pat Boone: V-L

Jim Bowie: W-F

Broken Arrow: W-F

Burns & Allen: Sc-F

Caesar Invites You: CV-L

The Californians: W-F

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L

Cheyenne: W-F

Circus Boy: A-F

Dick Clark: V-L

•Rosemary Clooney: V-L

Climax: Dr-L

Club Oasis: V-L

•Perry Como: V-L

Country Music Jubilee; Mu-L

Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F

John Daly News: N-L&F

December Bride: Sc-F

Richard Diamond: A-F

Disneyland: M-F

Dragnet: My-F

Wyatt Earp: W-F

Doug Edwards News: N-L&F
j

Father Knows Best: Sc-F
J

•Eddie Fisher: V-L

3,000

65,000

47.000

50.000

8,500

45,000

32.000

31,000

40,000

40,000

37,500

45.000

78,000

34,000

14,500

42,000

59,000

58.000

140,000

8,000
d/2 hr.)

36.000

6,000tt

29.500

35,000

75,000

35,000

30,000

9.500tt

Amcr Tobacco. BBDO

General Mills <6 1 S)

Amor Tobacco. BBDO

Max Factor, DDB

Oldsmobile, Brother

Ralston Purina, CBB

Chevrolet, Campbell Ewald

Amer Chicle, DFS

Miles, Wade; Ralston Purina, Cardner

Carnation, EW.R&R; Gen Mills, BBDO

Helena P.ubenstein, Ogilvy, B & M
(L 5 25)

Singer Sewing, Y&R; Lipton, Y6R

Gillette. Maxon

Gen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Grey

Mars, Knox Reeves; alt Kellogg, Bur-

Y&RBeech-Nut Lifesave

Lever Bros, JWT

Chrysler, Mc-E

L&M, Mc-E

Cimberly-Clar
C&B; RCA
beam. Perrin-Paus: Amer Dairy.

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark, Mogul

Williamson-Dickie, Evans & Assoc;
Carter Prod., Bates

R |. Reynolds. Esty; alt Chesebrough-
Ponds, Mc-E

Bristol-Myers, Y&R; 4 days open

Cen Foods, B&B

Lorillard, L&N

Gen Mills. DFS; P&C, Compto

Scott Paper, JWT;

L&M, Mc-E

PROGRAM

Tennessee Ernie Ford Show
V-L

G.E. Theatre: Dr-F

•George Gobel: V-L

Godfrey's Scouts: V-L

Gunsmoke: W-F

Have Gun, Will Travel: W-I

Hitchcock Presents: My-F

Robin Hood: A-F

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

I've Got a Secret: Q-L

Jefferson Drum: W-F

•Kraft Tv Theatre: Dr-L

Lassie: A-F

Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F

•Life of Riley: Sc-F

Line-up: My-F

M Squad: My-F

Make Me Laugh: C-L

Perry Mason: My-F

M;n ick: W-F

Meet the Press: I-L

Millionaire: Dr-F

Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F

Patrice Munsel: MuV-L

Musical Bingo: Q-L

Name that Tune: Q-L

Navy Log: Dr-F

No Warning: Dr-F

Original Amateur Hour: V

OzzieS Harriet: Sc-F

Pantomime Quiz: Q-L

People Are Funny: M-F

People's Choice: Sc-F

Person To Person: I-L

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F

•Price Is Right: Q-L

Tom Fight Beat

The Real McCoys: Sc-F

Restless Gun: W-F

Kin Tin Tin: A-F

Schlitz Playhouse: Dr-F

115,000

(alt wks)

32,000

36,000

36,000

29,000

35.300

24,000

32,000

53,000

34,000

36,000

30.500

34,000

28,000

17,500

40,000
(Vihr.l

35,000
(i/

2 hr.l

7,500

34.000

41,000

55,000

23.000

23,000

38,500

31,000

23,000

37,000

2,000

24,000

34.000

34.000

39,000
l/
2 hr.

21,500

3,000

35,000

37,500

36,000

38,000

SPONSORS t sID AGENCIES

Cen Elect, BBDO

RCA & Whirlpool, K&E

Lipton, Y&R; Toni, North

L&M. DFS; Sperry Rand 11 wk in I
Y&R

Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever, JWT

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Johnson & lohnson. Y&R; Wildroot.
BBDO

Cold Seal, Campbell-Mithun

R
I Reynolds. Esty

Lorillard, L&N; Chemstrand, DD&B

Krart. |WT

Campbell Soup. BBDO

ington Rand, Com]

r Bros, BBDO; alt wk open

Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; ,

i Tobacco, Gumbim

, Y&R

Pan American Airways, )WT

Colgate, Bates

R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Buick, Kudner; Frigidaire, Kudnci

Associated Products, Grey; '6 6 SI

Kellogg. Burnett; Whitehall. Bates

U. S. Rubber; F. D. Richards

Royal McBee, Y&R; alt P. Lorilbrd.

L&N

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

Kodak, JWT

Associated Products, Grey

R. J. Reynolds. Esty: Toni. North

Borden, Y&R; Amer Home ProducU

Y&R

Delivery Grant; »!• I

Myers. BBDOAmer Cas, L&N
Kimberly-Clark. FC&B, ...

Burnett; Chemstrand. DD&B; R.

Speidel, K&E; a

Bristol-Myers

Sylvania, JWT

•Color »how, (I,) Live, (F)
sustaining, participating or o< . .

cc+ts including talent and prods
mission). They do not include commercials or e charges. This list c

(An) Audience P»rl
Interview, (J) Juvenile, (M)
Quiz, (S) Serial, (Sc) Situati

types are in ! n-.-t t •<•! \ , 1 ventur

(C) Comedy, (D) Documentary, (Or) Diaiua. "|;
Misc. i.Mu) Music, (My) Mystery, (N) New». K,

ion Comedy, (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety, ( \V ) Wet""

Listing continues on page 42

-
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Wkal % A PULSE Kadxo. Suwey?

The PULSE is the trade name given to radio surveys conducted by PULSE, Inc. PULSE, Inc. has been

taking radio surveys for seventeen years and is considered the most authoritative radio audience measuring

company in the broadcast industry. Proof of this, is the fact tlmt PULSE reports are used by more radio

stations than any other method and/or survey company.

Unlike an "independent" survey, PULSE is an authentic, researched method in which the radio audience

in a particular city is correctly measured. "Independent" surveys are more often than not surveys taken by

radio stations themselves and the coefficient of error is very, very high! Besides that very important fact,

radio stations often take these surveys in a method which clearly slants the answer and, of course, could

only come out one way. Their way.

A PULSE report is usually ordered by a group of stations in a particular city or area. The date of the actual

survey is not released to the stations involved but the survey month is usually known. Each subscribing sta-

tion pays their proportionate part. Part of the cost of a PULSE report is born by (90) ninety of the leading

national advertising agencies. Clearly, the advertising agency is interested in knowing the share of radio

audience enjoyed by each station, since this report is used as a basic yardstick in determining which station

will carry its client's message. Because this is most important, the ninety major advertising agencies sub-

scribe to PULSE for its known reputation and authenticity.

Subscribing radio stations are free to use the final results of a PULSE report to sell local and national

accounts. Understand, that whether or not a station subscribes, has no bearing upon the final outcome of a

PULSE survey. The radio stations surveyed are not the only subscribers. Agency subscribers paying a share

of the report are interested in the exact deposition of the audience too, and that is exactly what they get.

Quote, unquote...

Compliments of a friend
The foregoing quotation spearheads an advertisement by

a radio station famous for its quality, integrity, and

leadership.

Naturally we are pleased. But the important as-

pect is that this station's typical reaction explains the

fundamental reason why Pulse has grown from one-market

coverage back in 1941 to more than 200 markets in 1958.

...and the same
holds true for

Pulse Television reports
covering 200

markets

And the first quarter of 1 958 is our best in Pulse's

entire history.

For pioneering an exclusive plus, out-of-home

radio, correctly additive to in-home radio, per 15-minutes,

per station, per program, the American Marketing Asso-

ciation gave Pulse a special award for its 1948-49

exploration. Since then, the out-of-home millions have

been correctry reported by Pulse.

Currently Pulse finds that

watching television out of home adds

4 % to the in-home audience. As the

service with the most subscribers,

count on Pulse to incorporate this im-

portant and exclusive TV out-of-home

when it becomes an important consid-

eration for Pulse subscribers.

730 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

ULSE, Inc.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • LONDON
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3. NIGHTTIME C O P A
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY "I

6:00
ABC CBS NBC ABC CBS NBC ABC CBS NBC a|

6:15

6:30

The Last Word Meet The Press
Pan Amer Airway

6:45

7:00

7:15

7:30

7:45

8:00

8:15

8:30

8:45

9:00

9:15

9:30

9:45

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

(S 18 si

Outlook D Edwards
Brown & Wmson

Bell & Howell
(5/27 only)

No net service i
D Edwards
Whitehall sust alt Carter

You Asked for It

Sklppy Peanut
Butter

Lassie
Campbell Soup

My Friend Flicka

sust (L 5/18)

Noahs Ark
sust (5/25 S)

Sports Focus

D Edwards
Brown & Wmson

Sports Focus
No net service

(repeat feed)

Spor

|ohn Daly News N
.uT

|ohn Daly News D Edwards
Whitehall

)ohn

Maverick
Kaiser Companies

(7:30- 8 -JO)

Bachelor Father

Jack Benny
Amer Tobacco

No Warning
Royal Typewriter

P. Lorlllard

American
Odyssey

Robin Hood
Johnson & Jhsn

Price Is Right
Speldel alt

RCA

Cheyenne
Gen Electric

(alt wks
7:30-8-30)

Name That Tune
Whitehall alt

Treasure Hunt
Dii
7:! f

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Mercury
alt Kodak

Steve Allen
S. C. Johnson
alt Greyhound
U.S. Time

Campaign
Roundup Burns & Allen

Gen Mills

Restless Cun
War. -Lambert

Sugarfoot
(alt wks 7:30-8:30)

Am Chicle.

Colgate-PalmoL

Mr. Adams & Eve
R. J. Reynolds

Ceorge Cobel
(alt wks. 8-9)

RCA & Whirlpool
Deri

Adventures at
Scott Island

Reynolds
Ed Sullivan

Steve Allen
Polaroid

(5/11, 5/31 only)

Bold Journey
Ralston-Purlna

Talent Scouts
Llpton alt

Wells Fargo

alt Bulck

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills

alt P&G
Wingo
Tonl

Eddie Fisher
(alt wks 8-9)

L&M
Ton
Te

Brlst

Caesar Invites You
Helena Rubinstein

(L 5/23)

Baseball Corner

C. E. Theatre
Dinah Shore
Chevy Show

(9-10)
Firestone

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods Twenty-One

Pharmaceuticals

Broken Arrow

alt Miles

To Tell The
Truth

Pharmaceuticals

Adv. of McCraw
P&G Ozzie

K

Hitchcock
Theatre Chevy Show

Welk Top Tunes
New Talent

Dodge-Plymouth
(9:30-10:30)

December Bride
Gen Foods

Alcoa-Coodyear
Theater
Alcoa alt

Pantomime
Quiz

Assoc. Products

Red Skelton
Pet Milk

alt S. C. Johnson

Bob Cummings
Reynolds

Scotl

The Mike Wallace
Interview

$64,000
Challenge

1- Lorlllard

Loretta Young
Show
P&G

Welk Top Tunes

Studio One
In Hollywood
Westinghouse

(10-11)

Suspicion
(10-11)

Sterling Drug
(5/12, 5/19. 6/2)

West Point
Phillips-Van

Heusen

$64,000
Question
Revlon

The Californians

Llpton

We.
F

Mens
(11

No net service

What's My Line
Kellogg

alt H Curtis
No net service No net service

Studio One
In Hollywood

Phillips-Van Heu-
sen (5/26, 6/2)

Bell & Howell
(5/12)

No net service No net service No net service

NOTE: L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting dat» for new show or new sponsor In time slot.

Index continued... Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENC,
•».

•Dinah Shore Chevy Show:
Mu-V-L

Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F

Sgt. Preston: A-F

Frank Sinatra: V-L&F

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L

150,000

42,000

32,000

67,500

35,000

Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

P&C, Burnett; R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Quaker Oats. WBT

Chesterfield, Mc-E; Bulova, Mc-E

P. Lorillard. Y&R; Revlon, BBDO

Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F

The Thin Man: My-F

This Is Your Life: D-L

Danny Thomas: Sc-F

•Tic Tac Dough: Q-L

36,000

40,000

52,000

47,500

23.500

Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt

Kudner

Colgate-Palmolive, Bates

P&C, B&B

Cen Foods, B&B

Warner-Lambert, Lennen & h\

RCA, K&E
1

164,000 Question: Q-L 39,000 Rcvlon, BBDO To Tell The Truth: Q-L 22,000 Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

•Red Skelton: CV-L&F 52,000 Pet Milk, Cardner; alt S. C. Johnson, Tombstone Territory: W-F 42,500 Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F

Studio One In Hollywood:
Dr-L

Sugarfoot: W-F

Ed Sullivan Show: V-L

Sunday News Special: N-L

Suspicion: My-L&F

39,500

55,000

40,000
M/2 hr.)

79,500

9,500

79,500

Nestle, B. Houston; Helene Curtis,

E. H. Weiss

Westinghouse, Mc-E

Amer. Chicle, Bates; Luden's, Mathes;
Colgate-Palmolive, Bates

Mercury, K&E; alt Kodak, JWT

Whitehall, Bates; alt Carter Prod-
ucts, Bates

Sterling Drug (5. 12, 5/19, 6/6) DFS;
P&C (519) Cray; Phillips-Van
Heusen (5/26, 6'2) Crey; Bell &
Howell (5 12) Mc-E

Top Dollar: Q-L

Trackdown: A-F

Twenty-One: Q-L

Turning Point

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L

Voice of Firestone: Mu-L

Wagon Train: W-F

24,000

33,500

30,500

11,500

60,000

28,000

25,000

Vl hr.

Brown & Wmson, Bates

Amer Tobacco, BBDO; alt 1

Mobil Oil, Compton

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

Schick, Warwick & Legler; alt

|WT

U.S. Steel, BBDO

Firestone, Sweeney & James

Drackett, Y&R; Edsel, FC&B
eral Foods, B&B

if
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V G R A P lO MAY -6 JUNE

NESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

vice

D Edwards
American Can

ds

Kemper Insurant
(L 6/4)

D Edwards
Whitehall

N
.urt

S News

iports Tocu?
No net service

sporrsjoeus
No net service

Kemper Insurant*

(L 6/4)

ds

Ml)

John Daly News D Edwards
Whitehall

News John Daly News
Bristol-Myers

D Edwards

(repeat feed)

News

repeat feed

ucy

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:30)

Dreckett, Edsel,

Gen. Foods

Circus Boy
Mars alt Sgt. Preston

Quaker Oats
Tic Tac Dough

RCA
Wam-Lambert

Rin Tin Tin
Nabisco

Dick and
The Duchess

Truth Or
Consequences

Dick Clark Show
Beech-Nut
Life Savers

Perry Mason
(7:30-8:30)

People Are

Toni alt

R. J. Reynolds

1

er Wagon Train
AC Spark. 7-Up

Richard Diamond
Private Detective

P. Lorillard

You Bet Your
Life

DeSoto alt Toni

Jim Bowie
Amer Chicle

Trackdown
Am Tobae

alt

Socony

Jefferson Drum
Lorillard alt

Chemstrand

Country Music
Jubilee
(8-9)

Williamson. Dickie

Carter Prod.

Perry Mason
Pillsbury

Lib-Owens-Ford

Perry Como
(8-9)

Klmberiey-Olark
BCA * Whlrlpoo

cord
la

Father Knows
Best

Scott Paper alt
The Real McCoys

Sylvanla

Chrysler

(8:30-9:30)

(3 out of 4 wks)

Dragnet
L&M alt

General Foods

Stars of Jazz

sust (L 5/30)

Musical Bingo
Assoc. Prod.

(6/6S)

Zane Crey
General Foods Life of Riley

Lever alt sust

Country Music
Jubilee

Top Dollar
Brn. & Wmson

Sunbeam. Koxzem
Amer Dairy
Knomark

iaire
Kraft Theatre

Kraft
(9-10)

Pat Boone
Shower Of Stars

(8:30-9:30)

(1 out of 4 wks)

People's Choice
Frank Sinatra
Chesterfield

Bulova

Phil Silvers

R. 1. Reynolds

M Squad

alt

Lawrence Welk

(9-10)

Polly Bergen
Max Factor

Cale Storm »lt

Nestle alt Curtis Club Oasis
L&M

.ecret

>lds Kraft Theatre
Navy Log

U. S. Rubber

Playhouse 90
(9:30-11)

Amer Oas

Bristol Myers

The Ford Show Patrice Munsel
Bulck alt

Frisrldalre

Schlitz Plyhse
Schlitz

The Thin Man
Colgate Lawrence Welk

""•iSS^ «, Point

Whitehall
Schick alt

alt Lever !

Scalt

rure

This Is

P&G
Make Me Laugh

Playhouse 90
Kimb-Clark

Allstate

Rosemary Cloone)
The Lux Show

Lever

Holiday
Handbook

The Lineup
P&G alt

Cavalcade of

Sports

San Francisco

Billy Graham
Cunsmoke
L&M alt

Original Amatei

Pharmaceuticals

H)
No Net Service No net service

Playhouse 90

Chemstrand

R. J. Reynolds

Jane Wyman
H. Bishop
alt Quaker

No net service

Person To Person
Florists Delivery

alt Time

Jerry Lewis Shov

(5/16; 10-11) San Francisco

Show of Month
Dupont

(6/7; 9:30-11)

Your Hit Paradi
Amer Tobacco

alt Tool
Post Fight Beat

Bristol-Mvers

|!
Wallace: I-L

(nesday Fights: Sp-L

irence Welk: Mu-L

I
Top Tunes: V-L

'oint: A-F

ft's My Line: Q-L

r

i;o

«r Wyman: Dr-F

otAsked For It: M-F

o'Bet Your Life: Q-L

Iti Young: Dr-F

r Hit Parade: Mu-L

Grey Theatre: W-F

: A-F

COST

15,000

45,000

14,500

19,000

12,000

29,500

37,000

36,500

18,000

51,750

42,000

49,000

45,000

37,000

ND AGENCIES

Philip Morris, Ayer

Mennen. Mc-E; Miles. Wade

Dedge, Grant

Dodge & Plymouth, Crant

Phillips-Van Heusen, Crey

Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Kellogg, Bur-

nett

Toni, North

H. Bishop, Spector; Quaker Oats.

NL&B

Skippy Peanut Butter, CBB

DeSoto, BBDO; Toni, North

P&C, B&B

Amer Tobacco, BBDO; alt Toni, North

Cen Foods, B&B; Ford, JWT

AC Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up, JWT

Specials and Spectaculars

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

* Dupont Show of The Month:
Dr-L

275,000 Dupont, BBDO—6 7

*High Adventure with Lowell

Thomas: D-F

250,000 Delco, Camp-Ewald—5/28

* Jerry Lewis Show: CV-L 230,000 Oldsmobile, Brother—5/16

Omnibus: M-L 115,000 Union Carbide, Mathes; Aluminum
Ltd., JWT— 5/18, 6/1

* Shower of Stars: CV-L 200,000 Chrysler, Burnett—5/15

Wide, Wide World: M-L 210,000 Cen. Motors, McM J&A—5/11, 5/25



V.VV

•

Chip Off the Farm Bloc
Wed like you to meet one of the bosses of a $400 million

business called farming in Central Ohio. He feeds his own
corn into his own hogs, has two tractors and a city-shopping

family that wants all ot the better things of life.

You find him sharing his noontime, as usual, with Bill

Zipf, farm director and farm news reporter for WBNS-TV.
They have been friends for nine years—personal friends, I

because Bill Zipf is a reporter who travels 30,000 miles

of rural roads a year and shows up at the studio with dirt

on his shoes.

You can see why the casual offer of a Farm Almanac,

on Bill's "Farmtime" program, pulls requests from 33
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Ohio counties and over 130 small towns. More important,

you see an example of the face-to-face approach by which
WBNS-TV, born and raised in Central Ohio, attracts its

larger audiences, day and night.

Time buyers, too canny ever to fall off a hay wagon,
have reduced volumes of these facts to one conclusion:
"If you want to be seen in Central Ohio—WBNS-TV."

WBNS-TV
CBS Television in Columbus, Ohio
Market Center of 2,000,000 people

316 kw. Affiliated with The Columbus Dispatch, The Ohio State

Journal and WBNS Radio. Represented by Blair TV.



DAYTIME c o M P A F !

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12N

12:15

12:30

12:45

1:00

1:15

1:30

1:45

2:00

2:15

2:30

2:45

3:00

3:15

3:30

3:45

4:00

4:15

4:30

4:45

5:00

5:15

5:30

5:45

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC AE

c

Lamp Unto My
Feet

Carry Moore

Lever

Dough Re Mi

Carry Moore
Gerber alt

Gen Foods

Florida Citrus

Dough Re Mi

Look Up & Live

How Do You
Rate?

(3'31 S)

Treasure Hunt
Sterling Drug

P&G alt

Johnson (5/12)

How Do You
Rate?

(4/1 S)

Treasure Hunt

Brlllo alt

Chese-Ponds

Eye On N. Y.

Arthur Codfrey

Singer

Price Is Right
Lever Bros

alt Ches-Pnds

Johnson (5/12)

Arthur Codfrey
alt Sterling

Stand Brands

Camera Three
Dotto
Colgate

Truth or

Consequences
Sterling alt Lever

Dotto
Truth or Cons,

sust

Lever
alt sust

Our Miss Brooks Love of Life

Amer. Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
PAG alt

Church A Dwlght

Tonl alt PAG

Love^ofLife Tic Tac Dough
Stand Brands

P&G
august

Wild Bill Hickok

Search for

Tomorrow
PAG

It Could Be You
Dixie Cup alt

Pharmaeo

Ches-Pnds alt PA<

Search for

Tomorrow
PAG

Chese-Ponds

Brlllo

alt P&G
Guiding Light

PAG
Guiding Light

p

Watch Mr.
Wizard

No net service Close-Up
No net service

Close-Up
co-op

Newt
(1:25-1:30) sust

News (1:25-1:30)

Frontiers of

Faith

As the World

r&O Howard Miller
co-op

As the World

PAG
Vlck Chem alt

Howard Miller

No Net Service

Beat The Clock

Brlstol-Myon

Howard Miller Beat The Clock Howard Miller

College News
Conference

sust

Comment

Art Linkletter
Stand Brandt

alt Lever

Oamnbell Soup
alt Stand Brands

Kitty Foyle

Art Linkletter
Swift

alt Tonl

Kellogg

Kitty Foyle

Johns Hopkins
File 7

Youth Wants American
Bandstand

co-op

Big Payoff
Colgate

P&G alt

Libby

Johnson (5/12)

American
Bandstand Big Payoff

Matinee

P&G

Ami
Bam

Dean Pike No net service

(L 5/18)

Look Here
Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Verdict Is Yours
Stand Brands

Bristol-Myers

Matinee
Chese Ponds

PAG

Do You Trust
Verdict Is Yours

Swift

alt Tonl

Matinee You?
Gen'
alt

Open Rearing No ncf $efyiee

Wide Wide
World

(4-5:30. alt wks)

Gen Motori

Bandstand

Brighter Day
P&G

Dixie Cup

Tonl alt

Chese-Ponds

Bandstand
Welch Grape Juice

Carter Products

Hi-Pro

Brighter Day
P&G Queen for a Day

Stand Brands

Am
Ban

nit Con
H

Secret Storm
Secret Storm

Amer Home Prod

Omnibus
(4-5:30. alt wks)
I'nlon Carbide
Aluminium Ltd.

American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
PAG

Stand Brands

PAG

Bandstand

Edge of Night

Florida Cltnia

P&G
Am:
Fans

Paul Winched
Haru Mtn

Face-Nation Modern Romance
Brlllo altModern Romance

Sterling Drug
Johnson (L 5/12)

Texas Rangers ' . _. „
Sweet* Co. Great Challenge

suit (5-8)

Israel—The
Next 10 Years

(5/18; 4-5:30)

Superman
Kellogg

Comedy Time

PAG alt

Pharmaeo

Sir Lancelot

Com Prod

Comedy Time

alt sust

P&G alt sust

Wild B

1

"1

Lone Ranger
Gen Mills

Colgate-Palmol. Great Challenge

Cracker Jack
j

M. Saber
Sterling Drug

Mickey Mouse
Club

Am Par

Mickey Mouse
Club

Mars alt Armour

Mickc*

MattJ
alt G

NOTE: L preceding dale means last date on air. S following date meant starting date for new show or new sponsor in time slot.

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (42, 43)

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S includes regularly scheduled programing 10 May to

6 June, inclusive (with possible exception of changes j

NETWORK TELEVISION made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched- j

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

COMPARAGRAPH & INDEX as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l:00

_d



GRAPH 10 MAY -6 JUNE

3NESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

ore

Dough Re Mi

Carry Moore

Libby

Sunshine alt

Dough Re Mi

Carry Moore
Sunshine Bisc

alt Pitts. Paint

Gerber alt

Libby

Dough Re Mi

Capt Kangaroo
(9:30-10:30)

Brown Shoe
(10:15-10^0)

Howdy Deody
Continental

Baking

rcu
Treasure Hunt

Drackett (L 5/21)
alt Sterling

alt P&G

How Do You
Rate?

Treasure Hunt
Dow Chemical

alt sust

Carry Moore
Gen. Mills alt

Pittsburgh Paint

Lever

alt Florida Citrus

Treasure Hunt

Corn Prod alt

Mighty Mouse
Gen Foods alt

Ruff b Reddy
Gen Fooda

ifrey

Price Is Right
Gen Fooda
Sterling

Starklat

alt SOS

Arthur Codfrey Price Is Right
Alberto CUlver

Dow Chemical
alt Miles

Arthur Codfrey
Standaid Brands

Price Is Right

Drackett (L 5/30)

Heckle 6
Jeckle

alt Borden

Truth or

Consequences Dotto
Truth or Cons.

alt Lever

Alberto Culver
ait Mile*

Dotto
Colgate

Truth or

Consequence*
Gen Foods alt

Dixie Cup (5/16)

Saturday
Playhouse

Andy's Gang
Minn. Mining

alt wit

ife

Tic Tac Dough
Gen Foods alt

Starkist

P&G

Love of Life Tic Tac Dough
P&G

Minnesota Mining
alt P&G

Love of Life

Atlantis

Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough
SOS
P&G

Jimmy Dean

alt sust

True Story

Sterling Drug

ih7~

It Could Be You
Gen Foods alt

Chicken of Sea

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be You
Alberto Culver

alt Miles
Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be You
Am Home alt

Drackett

P&G
Jimmy Dean

Detective Diary
Sterling Drug

Cuiding Light Cuiding Light

rvice

Close-Up

No net service
Close-Up

No net service
Close-Up

Lone Ranger
Gen Mills

alt Nestle
No net service

(1:25-1:30) sust)

>rld

Howard Miller

As the World

P&G Howard Miller

As the World

P&G Howard Miller No net service No net service

Plllsbury Swift

lock

Howard Miller

Beat The Clock

Johnson & Johnson
Howard Miller

Beat The Clock
Lever alt Kodak

8unahlne Bisc
(It Gen Mills

Howard Miller No net service No net service

ter

ell

Kitty Foyle Art Linkletter

Plllsbury

Kitty Foyle

Art Linkletter

Swift alt

Kitty Foyle No net service

Major League

if

Matinee
P&G

Cora Prod

American
Bandstand

co-op

Big Payoff

Matinee
(3-4)

P&G
American
Bandstand Big Payoff

Colgate

Matinee
P&G

Whirlpool
No net service

(2:30 to concU
Regional games

"ir
P&G

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

Verdict Is Yours

Johnson

Matinee

P&G

Do You Trust
Your Wife?
Gen. Fooda

Verdict Is Yours
Gen Mills alt sus

Gen Mills
alt Atlantis

Mitinpp
Drackett (L 5/30

alt sust
No net service

Brewing Co., Na-
tional Brewing Co.

ay
Queen for a Dav
Drackett (L 5/21)

Chicken of Sea

Amer Home

American
Bandstand
Lever Bros.

Sergeant Hi-Pro

Brighter Day
P&C. Brn. & Wmson alt

Minn. Mining

Miles alt

Bandstand
Gen. Mills

Brighter Day
P&G

Queen for a Day
SOS alt

Sandura

Amer Home Prod

Baseball Came?
of The Week

(2-concl.)

Secret Storm Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

;ht

jit

P&G American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
P&G

Plllsbury

P&G
American
Bandstand

Edge of Night
P&G P&G

(See above)
Modern Romance

Sterling Drug
Modern Romance Florida Citrus Modern Romance

Sterling Drug alt

Comedy Time
Woody

Woodpecker
Kellogg

Comedy Time
Kraft

Miles alt

P&G

The Buccaneers
Kellogg alt

Corn Prod
P&G

Comedy Time

Dixie Cup (5/16)

Gen Foods alt

(See above)

Mickey Mouse
Club

Bris-Myers, Pills

alt Gen Foods

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen Mills

alt sust

(See above)

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday

News Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and

Whitehall); Today, NBC, 7:00-9:00 a.m., Monday-

Friday, participating; Captain Kangaroo, CBS, 8:00-8:45

a.m., Monday-Friday, 9:30-10:00 a.m., Saturday, partici-

pating; News CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and 8:45-9:00 a.m.,

Monday-Friday.

All times are Eastern Daylight. Participating sponsors

are not listed because in many cases they fluctuate.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with names of programs. Alphabetical index

of nighttime programs, together with show costs, sponsors

and agencies starts on page 40.
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Postscripts to the NAB convention from the point-of-view of syndicators:

• Syndicators aren't convinced the broadcasters don't want them. Feeling is that station

men still want to see new film wares at the annual meetings.

• There's disagreement among the syndicators as to whether regional meetings will be as

effective for them, but they do agree on one point: It's senseless to leave NAB.

• Course of action to be taken will be rooted this week or next, when film leaders get to-

gether. Meeting will probably be at Screen Gems.

Schaefer Beer has about crystallized its summer and fall syndication plans.

With the Dodgers' move west, Schaefer's agency, BBDO, revamped media strategy to this

extent: heavier concentration in tv films.

Schaefer's schedule to date: New York Confidential (TPA), slotted for September

starts in Philadelphia, Washington, New Haven and Albany; Decoy (Official) starts in Nor-

folk this month; Silent Service (CNP), renewed in Boston, Syracuse, Plattsburgh and

Bangor.

Only market still open for a film buy: New York City.

BBDO is looking for a syndicated series for Niagara-Mohawk, a New York State power

company. The coverage area: Five upper New York markets.

Likely starting date: September.

Contrary to most agency opinion, syndicated film fare doesn't necessarily take

a back seat to network when judged on a national rating scale.

Nielsen and ARB have both done special ratings on a national basis for several syndi-

cated shows, using the same methods as employed when rating networks. Here're some results

:

WEIGHTED TOTAL HOMES PROGRAM COVERAGE

SHOW NAT. RATING* REACHED (OF U.S. TV HOMES)

Annie Oakley

(Nielsen, Oct.-Nov., '56) 30.2 10,029,000 88.2%

Death Valley Days

(Nielsen, Oct., 1957) 22.9 8,158,000 86.6%

Highway Patrol

(ARB, March, 1957) 29.0 9,610,000 87.1%

Silent Service

(Nielsen, Nov., 1957) 22.4 8,157,000 88.2%

Sky King

(Nielsen, Dec, 1957) 22.4 8,292,000 90.7%
*Total Audience.

Flashes from the field : CBS TV Film chalked up more than $500,000 in station sales

from its new off-network properties (You Are There, Eve Arden, Mr. Adams & Eve) at the

NAB convention . . . Pre-renewal sales on a second year of Silent Service total 26 markets

. . . For the sixth year Brooks Potato Chips is sponsoring The Cisco Kid in Springfield, Mo.

. . . NTA has signed three sponsors to participate in its double impact programing: Max
Factor, Schick and Carter Products.

(For further film news, see SPONSOR-SCOPE, and Film Wrap-up, p. 59.)
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

MARKETING WEEK
Look for the giant grocery manufacturers to put a real fillip in the move to-

ward packaging frozen food in plastic film. And expect some big developments in

five to seven weeks.

Plastic film could upset the frozen food packaging field since it rides so well a trend of

the times: convenience products. Food in plastic film can be heated in boiling water in five

to 12 minutes compared to the 30 and 40 minutes often required for oven-prepared frozen food.

With demonstration commercials a natural for this kind of product, tv can ex-

pect some added business soon.

Already marketing products in this field are Seabrook Farms and Fox de Luxe. Pushing

the plastic film is Continental Can's Shellmar-Betner division.

Improved shelf life is expected to be one important by-product of plastic film

packaging. The film is actually in two layers: an outside layer of du Pont's heat-resistant

Milar and an inner layer of air-tight polyethylene. The latter permits a high vacuum to be

drawn, thus preserving food. While machinery for such vacuums are not fully-developed, they

are not far off.

Talking about convenience foods, one adman quoted these statistics:

Before World War II, the average woman spent six hours in the kitchen;

seven years ago the figure was two hours, 20 minutes; today, it's one hour, 20
minutes.

The Storecast System's new merchandising operation, which gets under way
12 May, highlights some behind-the-scenes storecasting developments arising out

of a recent FCC decision.

In plumping for multiplexing last year, the FCC banned supersonic beeps over

fm. These had been used by storecasters as a device to boost volume when com-
mercials were aired and by Storecast System to cut out commercials from grocery

chains not participating in a particular client's merchandising efforts. Storecast Sys-

tem, probably the biggest in its field, was believed to be the only storecaster sending its

music-with-plugs to more than one chain via a single station.

With the deadline for the supersonic beeps just passed, Storecast System had the choice

of (1) continuing as before, but permitting non-participating chains to pick up its client's

commercials, (2) get into multiplexing and service each participating chain with a separate

program or (3) take its commercials out of the stores. It elected the third alternative, and,

while continuing the music side of its operation, moved the merchandising part over to am.

Some storecasters are moving into multiplexing, a technical development of

great potential. Storecast System doubts whether multiplexing is ready for com-

mercial use. The firm also feels that multiplexing in storecasting may develop
some Robinson-Patman problems.

Storecast System's new project, called "Merchantising," so far ties in 230
grocery sponsors, three chains (American Stores, First National, National Tea)

and three stations (WCFL, Chicago; WICC, Bridgeport, Conn., and WHAY, Hart-

ford-New Britain, Conn.

The merchandising firm's "Stars of the Store" promotion provides:

• For clients: in-store merchandising by Storecast System, identification with

the promotion via point-of-sale posters and plugs for the promotion over radio.

• For stores: a traffic-building promotion helped by radio plugs (plus, in some cases, fm

music in the store by courtesy of Storecast System).

• For stations: identification in p-o-s material, opportunities for new business, personal

appearances in stores by d.j.'s.
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Advertisement

IF YOU USE RADIO ADVERTISING

YOU SHOULD READ THIS MESSAGE

FROM THE

MANAGEMENT OF RADIO STATION WBT

Throughout its 36-year history, WBT has followed a program of philosophy of providing the best possible programs

for all segments of the radio audience. We call this Full-Service Broadcasting because it is not limited to "popular"

music and five-minute newscasts.

We provide our listeners with news—news in depth—reported by reputable, experienced news men and women

from all corners of the globe. We provide our listeners with music—but not just one kind of music. WBT offers coun-

try music, "popular" music, classical music, and many variations of the three.

This Full-Service Programming gives our listeners discussion programs, drama, comedy and quiz programs. It

means church services, educational programs—programs to stimulate the imagination, the ability to think—and the

ability to feel.

Through the years, audience research surveys have shown us that this is the type programming most Charlotte

and Mecklenburg County listeners prefer.

But the influence of Charlotte and its institutions is not confined to municipal boundaries. What of the listeners

in Rock Hill?—In Hickory?—and in Caffney? What do people in Winnsboro want from WBT and in Salisbury and

Monroe? To find out, we recently asked the Pulse, Incorporated to send its representatives into the homes of listeners

living in Charlotte and within a 60-mile radius of Charlotte to check program preferences. This was the acid test for

WBT's brand of Full-Service Programming.

The results of this survey, conducted during the month of March, have just been released.

We are happy to say that WBT has met the test and its programming concepts have been justified.

The survey shows that WBT is the most popular Charlotte station in every time segment surveyed in the 25-

county area (Sunday-Saturday, 6 A.M.-Midnight) except one. In that segment WBT won a tie.

For this over-whelming vote of confidence by our listeners and for the support of you, our sponsors, we are

everlastingly grateful and sincerely humble and our pledge to you is a continuation of Full-Service programming and

audience leadership in the future.

10 may 1958



With talent costs going up, SPONSOR ASKS:

How can you keep live tv costs down?

This week two admen and a show
packager described the steps they

are taking to keep production cost

to a minimum and still maintain
their quality standard.

James S. Bealle, </'• and director oj tv/

radio programing, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.

First <>f all. careful selection of people,

from production and writing staff to

cast, is l>\ far the most important.

People should he edited as carefullv

as lines in the script. The human
pattern has a habil of repeating itself

needlessly.

The same yardstick usually applies

in reverse. The director who brought

his last show in on time and according

to plan is the director most apt to do

it again. Barring the unexpected, of

course. The actor who spends his time

fiddling, or the fiddler who spends his

time acting, have a tendency to follow

the pattern throughout.

\- has been said main times before

in our field of mass communications

—

we ma) consider it a business of ideas,

which it is. hut in the end it is a

business of personalities. Of course,

there are the standard rules to watch

—the rules known to nearly all in the

business. Rules like getting the script

well set in advance in the hands of at

least the principals in the cast. Or,

like bringing in the director at the out-

sel i" enable him to plan well ahead
<>l smooth production, minimizing un-

necessary time consumption.

I In- production meetings on most

types <>f li\«- 9hows should he held at

least two weeks in advance of air date.

Thorough meetings, of course, and

preceded bj casting "i principals. Late

casting, particularly in variety shows

involving heavy production, often en-

tails revision of all elements in the

show from billboard to billboard, and

seldom without heavy expense. Con-

flicts between writers and producers or

between producers and directors, or

between staff and star, should be ironed

out well in advance. The longer these

conflicts, as earnest and legitimate as

they may be, the costlier they become.

Pre-planning pays off everywhere, of

course. The longer the dancers re-

hearse in leotards, the less likelv thev

are to consume expensive camera time

when the chips are down. In the end,

it's the track-records of people on your

show you should bet on—the people

vou send through the stage door.

Joe Spery, radio/tv production manager,

Campbell-Mithun. Inc., New York

Habits

usually cost

money

The thesis is, we want a good commer-

cial nonetheless. The whole area of

whether to use four singers instead of

»i\. of course, will be debated long

after two-way television telephones are

commonplace. As in any business

undertaking, though, there must be a

breaking point where quality need not

be sacrificed for sheer cost considera-

tions.

Probably the one best answer to the

poser is: have a cost-conscious person

create the original storyboards. Un-

fortunately, this is easier to say than

to do.

Second best is: have a close super-

vision of all tv production by able

gentlemen who have proved they can

work within their budgets.

And, within the practicalities of

time, every single item to be used on

the air that comes through the pur-

chase order route must be cost-esti-

mated or priced firm—in advance.

When all of these ground rules are

adhered to, the "preventive maintain-

ance" factors, as the military terms it,

have been taken care of and should

result in tv production cost that is in

line—with advance estimates.

Some of these points, however, beg

the basic issue which is not only keep-

ing within budget but keeping costs

to a practical minimum. The only

answer seems to he: have the executive

groups who pass on the creations be-

come as familiar as possible with tv

production and its inherent costs.

And, one of the rules of producing

anything in business is to evaluate

your methods every day of your life

to see if there isn't a better—and

cheaper—way of doing whatever you

are doing.

The American Dairy Association, for

example, recently has searched for an

easier and better way of producing its

opening billboards for the Perry Como
Show. After enough searching and

consultation with the parties con-

cerned, it develops that, sure enough,

there is a way of making these bill-

boards at less cost with no sacrifice in

quality—in fact, with an actual im-

provement in quality.

Habits usually cost money. And if

vou don't think there's a way to keep

costs in line, look around a while.

You'll find a way—or somebody else

Jerry Layton, Stark-Lai

r%^
Economy begins

With inflationarv c<»is in television,

we feel it incumbent upon us, as pro-

ducers, to meet these increases with-

sponsob • 10 may 1958



out passing them on lo advertisers and

without affecting the values of the pro-

By this, we don't mean that we

would eat the costs. We mean that we

can, and have, effectively devised a

method to control them.

How we stretch the program dollar

beyond its natural limit begins—with

the writer. We know that a well-con-

structed story, primarily about people,

is what most interests the viewer. So,

we play faces—not places.

By meeting with the writer before

he has written a word, and by care-

fully pre-planning and pre-blocking.

we are able to prepare a script well

within the bounds of budget, but

without l'miting the writer's crea-

tivity.

This is no trick. We know our

medium and we know its limitations.

We know how to carefully plan a tv

program that is pictorially and histor-

ically effective—one that won't be

burdened with excess rehearsal hours,

scenic and property elements that may
never get on camera or burdened with

casts that bulge at the seams.

When we have decided on the places

to play, we then come to the faces that

play. The faces? Like Tony Perkins.

Tony Franciosa, John Cassavetes, Neva

Paterson, Lee Remick, Bradford Dill-

man, Ed Andrews, Phyllis Love, Signe

Hasso, Carol Bruce, William Prince

—

the list is a long one. Some are stars

—

some will be—some have been; but a.

are pros. Rather than pay a sma

amount to many performers, we pay

high prices to a few. In the long run,

it more than evens itself out in favor

of the advertisers.

Pre-planning— an essential— also

simplifies the director's job. The script

he receives is tight, comprehensive,

lucid. The playing and shot areas are

clearly defined . . . not in written stage

direction, but in story progression and

motivation contained in the finished

script. The result we want—he knows.

So his job is one of refinement with an

aesthetic touch. To obtain this, we do

not hamper him with ambitiously con-

trived effects.

As for the words, the director is able

to have them delivered properly—and

quicker—by the people who are cast

to speak them. The "faces" we em-

phasize. Naturally, when the director

gets what he wants more quickly, he

requires less time and, naturally, less

time requires less money. ^

«0#^-!
CONTINUOUSLY
FIRST ON THE
RICH TULSA
FRONTIER

Hooper . . . Pulse . . . you NAME i

pardner! In every Tulsa survey during the

last 18 months, I've been FIRST by a COUNTRY
MILE! Match THIS with my reasonable RATES . . . and you get a cost-

per-thousand so far below any OTHER Tulsa station that it's almost like

hoss-stealin' to buy me.

Hey, and see that big HAT I'm wearing? Ahem! That's my big J mv
Primary Coverage Pattern in the rich Tulsa Trade Area.

Come on! Get ACQUAINTED with me . . . and you'll get acquainted

with SELLING POWER, the likes of which you've never seen BEFORE.

THE NO. 1 NEWS STATION IN THE NATION*

TULSA'S 24-HOUR MUSIC &
NEWS STATION — 970 KC

Robert J. Hoth, V.P. & Gen.
Mgr., American Airlines Bldg.

Tulsa LU 7-2401 TWX: TU99

Rep.: Weed Radio Corporation

The first advertisement

announcing the sale of the

famous lassie series for

syndication appears in the

front part of this magazine.

So great has been the

demand for this show that,

prior to general release,

these represent but a few of

the hundred -plus markets

from A to Z already sold!

Altoona Johnstown, Pa. . . . WFBG
Amarillo.Tex KFDA
Ames-Des Moines, Iowa . . . KRNT
Atlanta, Ga WLW-A

For your market, contact

Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22



^H?v

How many puffs in a station break-
or when does sales resistance become resentment ?

Be sure to shool in COLOR .

You'll be glad you did

Important, too — film gives you full control of time and

station . . . keeps you in the driver's seat all the way.

hite — or color . . . there's an Eastman

Film for every purpose.

For complete information write to:

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.



National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
The California Oil Co., Perth Amboy, N. J., is preparing a big-

budget campaign in Eastern markets for its Chevron gasolines and

oils (previously under the Calso trademark). The schedules start in

early June, run into the middle of the summer. Minutes and chain-

breaks are being bought, with frequencies varying. Buying is not

completed. Buyer: Trow Elliman. Agency: BBDO. New York.

I Agency declined to comment.)

William Wrigley Co., Chicago, is entering 40 markets throughout

the country for its chewing gums. The campaign begins this month;

minutes and I.D.'s during nighttime periods are slotted. Frequency

varies from market to market. Buyer: John Russel. Agency: Arthur

Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago. (Agency declined to comment.)

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is scheduling announce-

ments in 35 Eastern seaboard markets for its Jiff Peanut Butter.

Minute and 20-second announcements during nighttime segments are

being slotted, with a family audience in mind. Frequencies vary from

market to market. Media Supervisor: Gus Pflegler. Agency: Leo

Burnett Co., Inc.. Chicago. (Agency declined to comment.)

Lever Bros. Co., New York, is planning a campaign in top markets

throughout the country for its Rinso Blue. Schedules kick-off this

month for four weeks. Minutes and chainbreaks are being placed;

frequency varies from market to market. Buyer: Tom Glynn. Agen-

cy: J. Walter Thompson Co.. New York. (Agency declined to

comment. I

RADIO BUYS
California Packing Corp., San Francisco, is initiating a campaign

in top markets for its Del Monte line. The short-termer starts this

month. Minutes are being scheduled during daytime hours; fre-

quency varies from market to market. Media Director: Allen G.

Jones. Agency: McCann-Erickson. Inc., San Francisco. (Agency

declined to comment.)

RADIO and TV BUYS
The Texas Oil Co., New York, is setting up radio and tv schedules

in 80 to 100 markets for its Texaco gasolines and oils. The cam-

paign starts in late May, runs for four weeks. In radio, minute an-

nouncements are being slotted during early morning and late after-

noon segments. In tv, minutes and 20's during prime time are being

used. Frequencies vary from market to market. Buyer: Jack Brav.

Agency: Cunningham & Walsh. Inc., New York. (Agencv declined

to comment.)



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

\ kB's new Television Code 1V\

(1. to r.) E. K. (Joe) Hartenbo'

Hugh McClirag, KIISL TV. Chic,

lions, Philadelphia, new Code R
Gannon, Wcstinghouse Broadcast

TV, Columbus, Ohio

.•r. KCMO TV. Kansas City; Mrs.

Calif.; Roger Clipp, Triangle Sta-

iew Board chairman; Donald Mc-

ig: and Richard A. Borel, WBNS

d Hardacre (r.), one of the 19.58 co-winners of the Voice of

aid. was congratulated at the NAB convention by (1. to

r.) NAB president Harold E. Fellows, McCann-Erickson president

Marion Harper, and W. D. "Dub" Rogers, KDUB, Lovett, Texas. The

award is given each year by NAB for the best essays on democracy

Sh

lisplav at the N \B

to . I are NTA sales ex<

p. Jonnj Graff; Miss Gold Rush

.u-t \.|i. Ed Gray

5 NTA's Gold Rush Suite.

Gerald Corwin; midwest sales

Boston's Nick Russo and west

Harold E, Fello

ed the 1958 Keynote

was keynote speaker

geles last week

-sident and board chairman, present-

) CBS president Frank Stanton. Stanton

16th annual NAB convention in Los An-

Mutual Broadcasting System conventioneers at NAB included this

smiling group: (1. to r.) national sales manager Robert Marcato; Tru-

man V Morris, WBEA, Chillicothe, Ohio; Carl L. Lindberg and

Howard Hayes, WOKO, Ml any. N. Y.; and MBS station relations

director Charles King. MBS radio network affiliates met at the Hotel

Biltmore during the annual NAB convention
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Max Factor and Schick bought
participation schedules in NTA's
Twentieth Century Fox program,

to start 18 May.

This series is part of the network's

"double impact" plan — Sundays and

one evening during the week.

Promotions and campaigns:
• Cameo Curtains Inc., kicked off

off a zany radio campaign featuring

satires on soap operas, rocket trips to

Venus, etc. The campaign, currently

in N. Y. on WRCA (via Tex and Jinx

and Tex Antoine) and WMGM (via

Ted Brown) is a four week test for

a nationwide spot radio campaign

slated for fall.

• Five natural gas companies in

Pa., Ohio and W. Va., are featuring

a unique campaign via tv and radio to

help home builders sell "all-gas" homes.

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, di-

recting the campaign, plans 400 radio

commercials on nine stations and 200

tv commercials on six stations, in the

Pittsburgh area alone.

• Avis Rent-A-Car System plans

an animated "missile age" cartoon spot

to promote its advance business trips

reservations. An eight-week "test" tv

ad campaign is now underway in Pitts-

burgh.

AGENCIES
FC&B reshuffled its tv-radio de-

partment this week and the

changes worked out this way:

• John B. Simpson, v.p. and di-

rector of broadcast for the Chicago

office, becomes v.p and national di-

rector of broadcasting. He'll head-

quarter in N. Y.

• Roger Pryor, v.p. in charge of

broadcasting, N. Y., becomes broad-
cast production chief for all FC&B
offices.

• Edmund L. Cashman, v.p., con-

tinues in charge of West Coast offices,

and Homer Heck becomes head of

the Chicago staff.
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J. Walter Thompson is expanding
is tv-radio department in Chicago.

Sherrill Taylor—formerly of RAB
— is joining Jack Mossman, depart-

ment head.

Tv-radio production head George
Polk at 29 rates as the youngest

v.p. at BBDO.
His has been a meteoric rise within

the New York office. Polk started as

a messenger 7*4 years ago and

worked through media research, time-

buying and head timebuyer.

Agency appointments: FC&B, for

A.&M. Karagheusian, Inc., manu-
facturers of Gulistan carpet, bill-

ing between $500-750,000 . . .

C&W for The Stephan Distributing

Co.'s dandruff remover hair tonic, with

billings close to a million dollars, to be

spent mainly in spot tv . . . Killings-

worth-Moreland, L. A. for Broco,

Inc. . . . Ray Barron, Boston, for

Radio-Electronic TV Schools.

At McCann - Erickson, Chicago

:

Mitchell Streicker, named manager

of media research . . . William Ewart

and John Hugunin, to the creative

staff.

More on new assignments: John
Hogan, named account executive,

EWR&R . . . Hunter Jager, account

executive, Grey . . . Peter Triolo, as-

sociate media director and Walter

Teitz, media supervisor, DFS . . .

Shirley Vierheller, radio/tv copy-

writer on Pet Milk account, Gardner

. . . Alva Cuddeback, account execu-

tive in the GF coffee group, B&B . . .

David M. Close, to the service dept,

N. Y., Charles Kennedy, service

dept., Chicago and Martha Gehring
to the media selection staff, Phila..

N. W. Ayer.

NETWORKS
ABC Radio will air the 1958 Notre

Dame football games this fall,

sponsored by Pontiac. Agency

—

MacManus, John & Adams.

cr
But Boss .

,

reform Traffic Court??:

"Certainly! We have

always taken an editorial

interest in civic

jfHK affairs."

"But Boss, pop off on

politics? Think of CITY
HALL! Why not play it

safe like everybody else?"

«4=zz=hJQ

"That's not hoiv ive got to be

FIRST in Cincinnati!"

Come to think of it,

I guess he's right.

But Gosh... City Hall...

CINCINNATI
GORDON BROADCASTING COMPANY
SHERWOOD R. GORDON. BOSS
SOLD NATIONALLY BY ADAM YOUNG, INC.



Nen biz for the tv networks:
• Kraft, for full sponsorship of th«-

Milton Merle Slum, to air oil NBC-TV
next fall, in the Wednesdax 9-9:30

p.m. slot.

• Associated Products, for Musi-

cal Bingo, to start on ABC-TV 6 June.

8:30-9:00 p.m. Gre} is the agency.

• Lever Bros, and Speidel wiU

share sponsorship of nighttime show.

The Price h Right, NBC-TV in 1958-

59 season.

• Genera] Foods, for alternate

Friday quarter-hour segment of The

Price Is Right, daytime, for 52 weeks.

Renewals: Chevrolet, for the Dinah

Shore Chevy Show, NBC-TV, for next

season . . . Kaiser, for ABC-TV's Mav-

erick . . . Mars, for alternate week

sponsorship of Circus Boy, returning

to NBC-TV next October as a Saturday

morning feature.

REPS
Robert E. Eastman Co. starts 1

June with WNEW, New York, as

its first -i.it i« hi .

Eastman, former ABN president,

will shortly add four other radio sta-

tions to his list.

He's opening offices in New York.

Chicago, and San Francisco.

UK Reps has issued a presenta-

tion documenting with facts and
figures why tv remains a strong

advertising bet in the summer-
time.

The arguments include:

• A preponderant share of Ameri-

can families stay home in the summer-

lime.

•A large number of consumer goods

categories hit their peak sales in the

summertime.

• Even those families that go on

trips aren't "lost" to tv viewing.

• Retail sales, according to Depart-

ment of Commerce, are higher than

for any month except December. Au-

gust is also the best month for food

sales, while July is the biggest month

for gasoline sales. More durables are

sold in the June-August period than

any other period of the year.

The first advertisement

announcing the sale of the

famous lassie series for

syndication appears in the

front part of this magazine.

So great has been the

demand for this show that,

prior to general release,

these represent but a few of

the hundred -plus markets

from A to Z already sold!

Bakersfield, Calif KERO
Baton Rouge, La WAFB
Bellmgham, Wash KVOS
Binghamton, N. Y WNBF
Bismarck, N. D KFYR
Boise, Idaho KIDO
Boston, Mass WBZ
Buffalo, N. Y WGR
Butte, Mont. . . KXLF

For your market, contact

Television Programs of America, Inc., 4 I Madison Ave., New York 22

Reps appointed: Edward Petry,

for WGTO. Cypress Gardens, Fla. . . .

John E. Pearson, for WHAY, New
Britain-Hartford . . . Stars National,

for WLOF, Orlando . . . Gates Reps,

L. A., and Ted Hall, San Fran., for

KBAB, San Diego . . . Richard
O'Connell, for KTRM, Beaumont,

and WJAC, Johnstown, Pa. . . . Ven-
ard, Rintoul & McConnell, for

WPON, Pontiac, Mich. . . . Everett-

McKinney, for WINR. Binghamton,

N. Y.

Renewal: Blair Reps and ABC
continue their long-term associa-

tion, with Blair representing: WABC
& WABC-TV, N. Y.; WBKB, Chicago;

WXYZ & WXYZ-TV, Detroit; KGO &

KGO-TV, San Francisco.

Anniversary: The Branham Co.

celebrates its 50th year this week.

Added personnel : Ralph McCasky,
Jr., to mid-western sales staff, and

David Cassidy, to the L. A. office,

Adam Young . . . David Grimm, to

the tv division as N. Y. salesman, Ed-

ward Petry . . . John Barry, named

sales executive, AM Radio Sales . . .

Charles Compton and Robert Man-
ning, to the Chicago staff, the Meeker

Co.

ASSOCIATIONS
Starting in 1959, by a member-
ship vote of 947 to 59, the NAB
will:

1

)

Restrict management confer-

ence registration at the annual con-

vention to the ownership, manage-
ment and officers of active asso-

ciation members.

2) Limit exhibits to those associ

ate members who are manufacturers

of broadcast equipment.

3) Tailor the programing of fall

conferences to the various operational

phases of station management.

Bud Rogers, chairman of TvB,

said at the conclusion of the board

meeting in Lubbock, Tex.:

"Tv has its job cut out, and as

other key business and industry lead-

ers have indicated, now is not the

time to re-trench."

Rogers added that TvB will base its

1958 program on:

1) Hard sell of the medium itself.

I

2) Expanded service in the inter-



est of advertisers, agencies and mem-
bers.

Meeting results: The annual general

membership meeting of the N. Y.

chapter of the Academy of Tv Arts

and Sciences, resulted in the forma-

tion of a committee for . . . "the ex-

pansion and improvement of tv

in N. Y."

The Langer Bill in the Senate,

which would prohibit all radio

and tv advertising of alcohol bev-

erages, continues to stir up pro-

test.

Latest complaints registered be-

fore the Senate Commerce Com-
mittee by:

• Harold E. Fellows, NAB presi-

dent, who termed the bill "discrimi-

nating against one perfectly legitimate

item of commerce."

• The Advertising Federation of

America, which protested the bill's

invasion on the right to advertise . . .

• The 4A's, which decried the dan-

gerous precedent such a bill would set.

They were elected:

4A's national operations com-
mittee: J. Davis Danforth, exec.

v.p., BBDO, chairman; George
Reeves, v.p., JWT, vice-chairman;

Joseph Epstein, exec. v.p.. Fitzger-

ald, sec.-treas.

FILM
Syndicators could look back on
some thoughtful comment offered

by station management at the NAB
convention.

Such comments as these:

• NAB TV Film Committee's
Frederick S. Houwink, WMALTV,
Washington asked syndicators to make
uniform the legal form of contracts,

said: As it now exists, station manage-

ment must refer every contract to its

legal counsel before signing.

• A. James Ebel, KOLN-TV,
Lincoln, urged there be less of a turn-

over among film salesmen: A good
film representative informs and
serves as well as sells, Ebel noted.

• Dwight W. Martin, WAFB-
TV, Baton Rouge, noted that his sta-

tion had set up three criteria to help

them use film properly: (1) the prac-

tice of varying film by classifying

them, drama, comedy, etc.; (2) a pro-

hibition against using a rerun on the

The first advertisement

announcing the sale of the

famous lassie series for

syndication appears in the

front part of this magazine.

So great has been the

demand for this show that,

prior to general release,

these represent but a few of

the hundred -plus markets

from A to Z already sold!

Cadillac, Mich WWTV
Cape Girardeau, Mo KFVS
Charleston, W. Va WCHS
Chico, Calif KHSL
Cleveland, Ohio WJW
Colorado Springs, Colo. . . . KKTV
Columbus, Ga WRBL

For your market, contact

Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22 I

fiCrV DOMINATES

(|p— THE DAYTIME

in Middle Tennessee

In 134 of 160 weekday quarter hours between

9 A.M. and 5 P.M., WSIX is in First or

Second place in Nashville's 3-station market!*

AGAIN Channel S

delivers more audience per dollar!

The Highest-Rated

night-time movie

(55.3 share of audience)

Rating: 25.3

Represented by:

H. R. TELEVISION, INC.

CLARKE BROWN COMPANY

The Highest-Rated

live program—wrestling

(50.5 share of audience)

Rating: 26.6

March 1958 ARB



TERRE HAUTE,
Indiana's 2nd Largest

TV Market

SCRANTOMS TOP MORNING SHOW

BY NEARLY TWO TO ON E[J

^STATIOND/ VSTATION B>\ ii%/tation\ 16o
/o
7

>Q/>k,IAeek&u

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA

same night of a \seek. used for a first

showing; and (3) the purchase of a

sufficient variet) of film packages to

varj the stars.

\n analysis of Zi\ syndication spon-

sors shows an increase of 38% in the

number of drug and toiletries com-

panies.

Some Ziv drug sponsors: Ster-

ling Drug, Bristol-Myers. Procter

& (ramble.

Sales:

• Early renewals on CNP's Silent

Service are to Sohlitz Brewing, in

Chicago: Shaefer Brewing and

Robert Burns, Boston; General

Cigar, San Francisco; Natural Gas
in Pittsburgh, Society for Savings,

Cleveland; O'Keefe Brewing, Buffalo

and Carthage; Lee Optical, San

Antonio; Scboenling Brewing, Day-

ton: Manufacturer's Light & Heat

Co., Wheeling; and Pine State

Creamery, Raleigh- Durham.

In addition, there have been 13 sta-

tion sales.

• Ziv's Economee division for

re-run station sales had a 67%
increase in gross billings during the

first four months of 1958, over the

similar period last year.

Heaviest sales have been on Science

Fiction Theater. I Led Three Lives and

Dr. Christian.

• Seven station sales were made this

week on Gross-Krasne"s African Patrol.

Five of the seven were made at the

NAB convention.

• AAP, too. had a good convention

sales picture. Four stations bought

both the Vanguard and Jupiter |>a< k-

ages, one station bought just the

Jupiter, and four stations purchased

segments of the Gold Mine IJbrary.

WPIX, New York, is the latest

entry into the syndication busi-

ness.

Station will peddle its Russian Revo-

lution, which came up with impressive

ratings in New York, and an upcoming

film, Private Life of a Dictator, to sta-

tions throughout the U.S. and Canada.

Under production: Writer Robert

Blees and producer Gilbert Laurence

are preparing a new series, Trail of the

White Poppy, based on exploits of the

Narcotics Bureau . . . Barbary Coast

will be the firsl Beries of Allied Artists'

subsidiary, Interstate TV. Series is

HUNTINGTON
CHARLESTON

is the

*27 th

TV MARKET
and only

WSAZ-TV
COVERS IT . . . AND

YOU GET HIGHEST RATINGS
AT LOWEST COST

CHANNEL

HUMTINGTON-CHARLESTO/S, W. VA.

it. b.c. itetwobe:
Affiliated with Radio Stations

WSAZ. Huntington 6. WKAZ. Charleston

LAWRENCE H. ROGERS. PRESIDENT
C TOM GARTEN. Commercial Manager

Represented by The Katz Agency

!_-, SALES IN WESTERN MONTANA

1 L ^ NII Jn \.

/\4
i m'

9-' JJ '

mSj
iA/Xw .

^flnvSeJ

TIMEBUYERS:

YOUR JOB IS

TOO TOUGH!
IF YOU'RE NOT USING

KMSO Ch 13
TO SELL WESTERN MONTANA

• 42,000 TV HOMES

• ONE DOLLAR PER 1000

• 80% UNDUPLICATED

CALL OR WRITE

NAT. REP. GILL-PERNA

KMSO — MISSOULA, MONTANA



INCREASING RATINGS
AND REVENUE

FOR YOUR STATION

Are you bothered by the thought that your audiences could be bigger, your sales higher and

your profits rosier?

A number of aggressive radio and television station operators are taking advantage of a

unique package service that integrates sales and audience promotion, research, merchan-

dising, advertising and publicity in an overall battle plan to increase ratings and revenue.

The Wexton Company, Inc., specialist for 11 years in broadcast promotion, offers this com-

prehensive service on an exclusive basis to one TV, one AM and one FM station in each market.

By pooling the industry's top promotion, merchandising and advertising talent under the

direction of John H. Eckstein, formerly Director of Advertising and Promotion of the

American Broadcasting Company, Wexton insures against hit-or-miss handling of these

vital activities—works as an integral part of the station-rep team.

The following services are available to Wexton clients:

AUDIENCE PROMOTION (jingles, con-

tests, premiums, local ads, ID's, local publicity
I

RESEARCH (audience and market studies)

SALES PROMOTION (presentations, includ-

ing film and slide, sales kits, data files, direct mail

)

TRADE PAPER ADVERTISING

MERCHANDISING (point-of-sale, tie-ins,

merchandising strategy and materials)

PRODUCTION (station breaks, commercials,

programs

)

PUBLICITY (clearing house for receiving—
via special teletype circuit—and placing day-by-

day news releases from stations; developing fea-

ture stories, special events, personal appearances

)

Markets already serviced by Wexton: Buffalo

New York, Pittsburgh, Rochester, Joplin, Scran-

ton — Wilkes-Barre, Harrisonburg, Clarksburg,

Parkersburg, Akron, Providence, Monroe,

Steubenville.

To find out how you can increase your ratings and

revenue on a reasonable budget, contact

:

THE WEXTON COMPANY, INC.
Broadcast Promotion and Advertising

444 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y., MUrray Hill 8-4050
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being produced in conjunction with

\B(. . . . Sonia Heme will be starred

in a new scries of 90-minute variety

Elms being produced 1>\ former \\ ide

Wide Worlder Alan Neuman.

kudos: Albert G. Hartigan, ABC
Film account executive, has been

named alumnus of the year, by

Syracuse I niversity'a Radio and TV
Center . . . CBS TV Films newsfilm

team of Frank Kearns and Yousef
Masraff received top awards from the

Overseas Press Club.

New feature packages: Screen Gems
is releasing two new groupings; 78

two-reelers starring the Three Stooges:

and a new Shock package of 20 films,

to be called Son of Shock . . . Acade-

my Award winner La Strada head-

lines a new package of seven fea-

tures to be released by Trans-Lux
TV. The films will go to tv following

completion of current theatrical en-

gagements.

Strictly personnel: Dalton Danon,
appointed western division manager,

Guild Films . . . Paul Weiss, named

to sales staff of Gross-Krasne's new

Minneapolis office . . . Jim Schulke.

v.p. and general manager of Para-

mount's Sunset Corp., has been named

v.p. in charge of Paramount TV Pro-

ductions.

Robert Morin has joined MGM-TV
as sales executive . . . Wilbur T.

Blume, to Monopegic Productions as

production head . . . Robert Lang,

named account executive in NTA's

west coast division . . . Sidney Yal-

len, appointed vice-president, Bentley

Productions.

Also added: Max Brown, named
office manager, NTA . . . Joseph J.

Doyle, promoted to booking supervi-

sor, Guild Films . . . Leonard
Bogdanoff, to Bernard L. Shubert and

Telestar Films as comptroller.

TPA this week added five account

executives, including: S h e r 1 e e

Barish, Edward I. Adler, Tom
Privette, Edwin D. Staub, and

Bryan D. Stoner. In addition Jose

Garcia was named Puerto Rico sales

rep.

The first advertisement

announcing the sale of the

famous lassie series for

syndication appears in the

front part of this magazine.

So great has been the

demand for this show that,

prior to general release,

these represent but a few of

the hundred -plus markets

from A to Z already sold!

Las Vegas, Nev KLRJ

Lebanon, Pa WLBR
Lincoln, Neb KOLN

Los Angeles, Calif KTTV

For your market, contact

Television Programs of America, Inc., I Madison Ave., New York 22

COMMERCIALS
The Center for Research and Mar-

keting, Inc., announces a program
for measuring "the degree to

which a tv commercial is com-
municating its major sales mes-

sage."

The test areas : communications
I, what content comes across) ; assimi-

lation ( what it means and how im-

portant it is in the context of the con-

sumers' needs, motives, and emotions)

and credibility (whether or not it is

actually or potentially believable with-

in the framework of the product itself

and the life experience of the viewer).

Storyboard Reports has set up a

new air check service for tv and
radio.

Method: Both pictures and sounds

of tv commercials are taken off the air,

and presented to clients in the form of

a storyboard—an actual photo of each

change of scene with the accompany-

ing audio alongside it. The entire

commercial is on one sheet of paper.

New Commercials : A series of three

testimonial tv commercials produced

by Wilding Picture Productions,

Chicago, for FC&B and its client,

Mercury-Edsel-Lincoln div. of Ford.

In time for a spring promotional

campaign, the Edsel theme is "Swing
Time Push."

Stan Freberg is doing a series of

Plymouth radio commercials via

Ayer.

Awards: To Academy Pictures by

the New York Art Directors Club

for:

Live action and animated color com-

mercial for Timken Roller Bear-

ings (BBDO), a distinctive award

. . . Animated color commercial for

Union Carbide (J. M. Mathes). a

merit award. More awards: To the

Gardiner Advertising Agency, Salt

Lake City, for three live tv commer-

cials produced for Cook's Tea &
Coffee, by the National Federation of

Ad Agencies meeting in California.

TV STATIONS
Tv stations represented by Katz

are cooperating in gathering spe-

cialized market information re-

quested by agencies and advertis-
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Meet Joe Patrick!

A A
K(F)A B

Joe Patrick is another KFABulous factor in

the big trend to KFAB in the Big Omaha Market.
Joe is the genial emcee (7:00-9:00 a.m.) of

Omaha's most provocative morning program,
"The Morning Watch." He also has the top-rated
sports programs in a new Pulse Area Survey of

half-million radio homes.

Top personalities like Joe Patrick, combined
with fresh, new program ideas and features, have
made KFAB by far the best buy in Omaha radio.

A Petry man will be glad to give you all the
KFABulous facts... so will KFAB's General Sales
Manager, E. R. Morrison.

BASIC NBC 50,000 WATTS
Affiliated with COLOR 1

Represented by EDWARD PETRY
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In the initial surve) of this kind

WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, polled view-

ers of its sports show on their sports

goods buving habits and preferences.

The data had been requested by a rifle

and ammunition manufacturer.

Reports* from the videotape front:

• KDKA-TV. Pittsburgh,
launched its newly acquired Ampex

VR-1000 tape recorder last week with

a taping <>f the arrival of the Pirates.

• KYW-TV, Cleveland, is ready

to use its Videotape Recorder on the

stations new science and engineering

sei ies, Breakthrough.

In an address at the general ses-

sion of the annual convention of

American Women in Radio and
Television in S.F., Donald McGan-
non, president. Westinghouse Broad-

casting Co.. suggested:

"It might be wise to let more of the

•feminine touch' flavor commer-
cial programing . . . for women best

understand the motivations to which

other women respond . .
."

Educational tv:

• WTOP-TV, Washington, D.

C, offers a series of live practical edu-

cational programs. The first subject

will be shorthand. Title of the series

is Classroom 9: Shorthand.

• WJZ-TV, Baltimore, along with

the student tv workshop of Morgan
State College, produces a new series

entitled Morgan State '58. The first

program will feature "A Look Into

Russia.""

"Buy Now" campaigns hits tv:

KTTV, L.A., airs daily reports call-

ing attention to local business and in-

dustries who are proving that "busi-

ness is better" . . . WITI-TV, Mil-

waukee, starts it's "business is good"

theme with a series of slides showing

optimistic, factual business informa-

RADIO STATIONS
KOFI, Kalispell, Montana, thinks

that its proof that radio can still

pay against all kinds of odds.

Within a depressed market the sta-

tion in 30 months has doubled its

studio space, doubled its staff, tripled

The first advertisement

announcing the sale of the

famous lassie series for

syndication appears in the

front part of this magazine.

So great has been the

demand for this show that,

prior to general release,

these represent but a few of

the hundred -plus markets

from A to Z already sold!

Madison, Wis WKOW
Medford, Ore KBES

Miami, Fla WTVJ

Minot, N. D KMOT

Montgomery, Ala WSFA

For your market, contact

Television Programs of America, Inc., 4 I Madison Ave., New York 22

its power and seen the local tv station

shutter.

Boasts the KOFI management: "A
vital part of the station's growth has

been rigid adherence to a ratecard,

no double spotting, no double
billing and a mature middle-of-the-

road programing.

Radio broadcasters should talk in

terms of the total audience over a

month, instead of talking in terms
of ratings, said E. K. Harten-

bower, general manager, KCMO, Kan-

sas City and chairman of NAB's radio

research committee, at the NAB con-

vention.

Other panelists included: George
Blechta, v. p. and eastern sales man-

ager, Nielsen: Edward Hynes, Jr.,

president. Trendex: Dr. Sidney Ros-

low„ director. Pulse: Frank Stisser,

v.p., Hooper.

"Buy Now" campaigns continue:

• KELO, Sioux Falls, under the

slogan of "the Bellringer campaign"

emphasizes the bright side of the

economic picture. This idea was
adopted by the Advertising Coun-
cil for recommendation to all

radio stations.

• WKAB, Mobile, conducts daily

two-minute taped interviews with

leading business men. to be aired every

a.m.

• WNEW, New York, is trans

lating the "buy now" theme into pop

music, with the reminder that the key

to economic recovery is buying. Lonny

Starr, d.j. on Music Hall devotes a

quarter hour to "BUY BUY blues"

songs, like . . . 'TLL Buy You A Star",

"BUY A Paper Doll," etc.

What the convention-busy agency

men may have missed: All L.A.

radio stations ran spots welcoming

NAB conventioners, but KFWB ran an

added attraction—announcements by a

sexy-sounding. husk\ -voiced gal greet-

ing ageiH\ personnel there by name.

Promoting National Radio Month:
KMOX, St. Louis, conducts a lis-

tener contest on "I like KMOX be-

cause", awarding radios to the winners

. . . The Flint Radio Broadcasters

Association holds a "I like radio close

to me because" contest . . . WWJ,
Detroit, will feature week-to-week var-

iations emphasizing the different roles
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radio plays in the life of the individual,

the community and the nation.

New Company: Gilson Broad-
casting, Inc., Cal., was formed this

week with Lee Gillette as president;

Ken Nelson, secretary-treasurer; Frank

Carlson, v.p.

New Owners: KIST, Santa Bar-

bara, sold to a group headed by Karl

Rembe, general manager of the station.

The purchase is subject to FCC ap-

proval . .
*. Stark Broadcasting

Corp., operators of WCMW, Canton,

Ind., purchased WARU, Wabash . . .

subject to FCC approval.

First Multiplexing operation in

San Diego : KITT, a new FM station.

(Multiplexing is a new electronic mar-
vel enabling an FM station to put

three separate program services on the

air at the same time over the same
frequency.)

Some station sidelights: WNTA,
Newark, will broadcast language
lessons for tourists travelling abroad

. . . KAKC, Tulsa, is offering a free

wake-up service to anyone in the city.

This service operates on a 24-hour-a-

day basis by station staff members . . .

WINS, New York, is looking for a

pooped pooch to send to Miami for a

vacation. Two humans will be allowed

to accompany it.

Personnel appointments : Frank
Droege, account executive, WSAI,
Cincinnati . . . Alan Allen, appointed

production writing head, KFMB, San
Diego . . . Eugene Corrigan, Jr.,

named manager, WTAL, Tallahassee . .

.

James Dowell, appointed v.p. and
general manager, KIOA, Des Moines
. . . Edwin Roberts, advertising di-

rector, Washington Post Broadcast Div.

. . . Edward W. Hearn, account ex-

ecutive, WFBR, Baltimore . . . Tom
North and John Olson as account ex-

executives, KGLA-FM, Los Angeles . . .

Bud Haggart to the staff of WWJ, De-

troit . . . Don Chase, sales manager;
Richard Thompson, operations di-

rector; and Bob West to the staff of

KBAB, San Diego . . . Paul Carey,
assistant sports director, WJR, Detroit

. . . Charles Klug named FM coordi-

nator for Westinghouse Broadcasting

Co. . . . George Fee, appointed sta-

tion manager, WALT, Tampa. . . .

William Rolley, appointed sales de-

velopment director, WCAU, Philadel-

phia. ^

The first advertisement
announcing the sale of the

famous lassie series for

syndication appears in the

front part of this magazine.

So great has been the

demand for this show that,

prior to general release,

these represent but a few of

the hundred -plus markets
from A to Z already sold!

New Haven-Hartford, Conn. . WNHC
New Orleans, La WDSU
New York, N.Y WPIX

For your market, contact

Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22

KXO

REACH 2 GREAT
INLAND EMPIRES

KXOA
SACRAMENTO
1
ST

PULSE OCT. 1957
more quarter hour firsts

6:00 a.m. to midnight

51st Market population*

45th Market Retail Sales*

22nd Market Sales Per
Hsld*

*SRDS

Valley

Valley

El Centro - Imperial

Over 50% of

Audience for 31

(Every Survey)

Nation's 7th Farm County KXOA
Kep—/vAcOauren-Quinn t

Howard Haman, V.P.

KXO
Rep—Raymer or

Riley Gibson, Pres. KXO-KXOA



Haydn R. Evans, Gen. Mgr. Rep. Weed Television

For outstanding Service to Wis-

consin and Michigan Agriculture*

. . .The Land of Milk and J^bney

*and named runner-up nationally by

the American Farm Bureau Federation

WBAY Channel 2 Green Bay, Wis.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
The networks are on notice that they must prepare to send their top officials

to Washington again.

A definite date has been set for hearings on a bill which would put the webs under FCC
regulation on the same basis that stations are now regulated. The sessions start 2 June.

The bill was introduced by Sen. John Bricker (R., Ohio), ranking minority member of

the Senate Commerce Committee. But Bricker doesn't have much support for the bill within

the committee.

Nevertheless, the hearings will be full-dress affairs and will call for the expensive attend-

ance of the best network brains.

The date was earlier than had been expected. With the FCC far, far from the report

stage on its own network investigation, the Committee can hardly expect to get much in the

way of definitive testimony from the commissioners.

This, in turn, will slow up the Senate Committee's own deliberations. It isn't in the

cards for the Bricker bill to make any progress this year. After which the bill will die and

will have to be reintroduced next year.

Before the network hearings the same Senate Commerce Committee will hold
hearings starting 27 May on TV allocations problems.

Probably at the series of dates starting 27 May, there will only be time for the FCC to

be heard. The committee issued an interim report on allocations last year. It called for FCC
consideration of a shift of all TV to the UHF band. It also wanted selective deinter-

mixture considered.

The FCC issued an order just before that report in which it was stated that these alter-

natives would be considered, and the report applauded that decision. Since that time, both

methods have been allowed to die on the vine.

Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Legislative

Oversight subcommittee, indicated that group is far from finished with its probe
of the FCC.

In a speech before the Washington Bar Association, Harris raised a threat to many, many
TV licenses. He noted that illegal contacts with Commissioners had been made in many
contested TV cases. He raised the question of whether these licenses should not be voided.

He also spoke of questionable conduct by more than one FCC commissioner, and insisted

that public confidence in the FCC must be restored.

Notwithstanding what might have been an implication in the Harris speech, President

Eisenhower nominated Robert T. Bartley for reappointment to another 7-year-term

on the Commission. The Texas Democrat is a nephew of House Speaker Sam Rayburn

(D., Tex.).

It is the Senate Commerce Committee which will have to pass on the Bartley renomina-

tion and confirmation is considered certain.

ASCAP has its troubles.

BMI this week unleashed another army of witnesses at Senate Commerce Committee hear-

ings on the ASCAP charges against BMI.

In the House the Small Business Subcommittee, headed by Rep. James Roosevelt (D.,

Calif.), called on the Justice Department to probe whether ASCAP has been guilty of anti-

trust law violations.
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^1
A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

EARS
10 MAY 1958 Network tv programing tliis fall coultl take a sharp turn in the direction of the
Coe>Tlght 1958 . , .

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.
SlOeSIlOW.

The new Garry Moore Show, which CBS TV is offering at $59,000 gross per half hour,

will contain such routines as a clog that tapdanees and a rabbit that shoots a bow and

arrow.

NBC Radio speechmakers playing the luncheon circuit these days have evolved this

cheery thesis.

If network radio could pick itself up from the floor and stage the comeback it has.

then there's every chance the same thing will happen to the American economy.

Admen who had been gunning for the $6-miIlion Frigidaire business posed this

query across luncheon tables this week:

If Grey gets the account, will it have to give up its RCA connections? (RCA
holds stock in Whirlpool and is also in the cooking-range field.)

Revlon will take another stab at turning out an acceptable kine of the bingo

gimmick, Bid and Buy, that it hopes to use as a summer replacement for the $64,000

Question.

CBS TV turned down the original audition version as substandard.

Emerson Foote's return to McCann-Erickson has started a flow of speculative

forecasts along these lines:

1) Terry Clyne may leave to take a post at Bulova.

2) Tom McAvity is slated for a top corporate spot on tv programing.

A Park Avenue agency had a research organization do a viewer profile on en-

thusiasts of bingo programs.

A thumbnail of the findings: The audience was overwhelmingly 1) in the upper age

brackets, 2) in the low income group, and 3) of quite limited education.

Added observation: Their range of social activity is very restricted.

It may sound like dreamstuff right now, but the years aren't far off when the soaps

and detergents could feel the effects of another great turn in the home appliance

field:

Economically-priced automatic clothes washers and dishwashers that clean ami disin-

fect electronically.

Watch for one of the appliance giants to market such a portable dishwasher within

about a year.

Reports of looming account switches stepped up in volume this week.

Among those mentioned were: the chemical division of Eastman Kodak ($1.4 mil-

lion) ; Goodyear Tire (with Compton as the bidder) ; and a slice of the Westinghouse

appliance empire.

Additional scuttlebutt: Relations between Coca-Cola (the dealer section) again are at

tin- Btraining point.
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WGR-TV now leads all Buffalo stations with

the largest share of the viewing audience

from sign-on to sign-off seven days a week.

Source: ARB. ABC Affiliate. Call Peters,

Griffin, Woodward for availabilities.

WGR-TV
[TlsvM

ABC CHANNEL 2

BUFFALO
I A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

\(*}^ WROC -TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV,
o • WSVA Radio,

A BILLION
DOLLAR

MARKET*

AND CHANNEL 3

KTBS-TV

DOMINATES

ARB — Nielson prove it!

Ask your Petry man for details

*. . . 46 counties and
NBC parishes in East Texas,

South Arkansas and North-
ABC we st Louisiana.

8
siiiua EPORT, i <>i tSl \\\

E. Newton Wroy, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

SIMPLER TV RATES
{Cont'd from page 28)

nouncements. For example, if a sta-

tion lias a hard time selling ID's, it's

unin^ id sej n|> a separate classifica-

tion for IDV
Since ihf rate card jungle is

1

, in the

final anal\ >i<. a \\a\ of cnmini: up H illi

competitive cost-per-1,000 figures, the

proposal to set cost-per- 1,000 guar-

antees has been made more than once.

Such a guarantee would simplify the

rate card to a fare-thee-weU. There

would, presumably, be little left of the

rate card in the traditional sense. All

that would he necessary would be a

basic cost-per-1.000 figure for each of

the various program and announce-

ment lengths plus frequency or dollar

volume discounts.

While the idea is beguiling on the

surface, nearly all stations are dead

set against it. In the first place, it's

regarded as abject surrender to the

principle that the number of people

viewing a tv program is the only mea-

sure of its advertising effectiveness.

Secondly, there's not enough confi-

dence in the rating services. Stations'

opinions on sample size and the de-

gree of audience fluctuation shown

from one report to another and within

the same report are too well known to

bear repeating.

Cost-per-1,000 guarantees have been

tried, hut they've been usually out of

desperation so that a real test of their

workability has never been made.

One rate card problem is the reluc-

tance of stations to tamper with the

"basic rate," used in the frequency dis-

count tables. When stations had a hard

time selling daytime, instead of chang-

ing the 50% traditional ratio of Class

"C" to Class "A," they set up package

plans with discounts of 40 and 50%
weekly off the one-time Class "C" rate.

This compared with a smaller maxi-

mum discount (usually about 25%)
for buying 260 announcements.

It is true that the frequency discount

tables provided little incentive for buy-

ing short bursts of a dozen or two

dozen announcements. However, the

stations could have, it is pointed out,

converted these tables to a weekly

basis in response to the prevailing de-

mand and then added a simple dis-

count structure to reward long-term

advertisers.

While the same problems of rate

complexity exist in radio, the fact that

announcement buying is the prevail-

ing mode has helped pave the way for

simpler cards. Blair has been a pio-

neer in this work and about two dozen

of its stations now have brief rate

(aids almost identical in format.

The Blair format neatly provides for

a radio rate card that is basically com-

prised of three sections:

• Traffic time announcement rates:

These usually cover 6:00-9:00 a.m. and

4:00-7:00 p.m. Monday-through-Fri-

da\ or Monday -through -Saturday.

There is a price for less than six rotat-

ing announcements per week, one for

six or more (at least one a day) rotat-

ing announcements and a premium
price for fixed position. Sometimes
morning and evening have separate

rates and sometimes the same.

• Other times: Announcement rates

here are usually dubbed Impact Plans

by the Blair stations. There are prices

for 12, 24, 48 and 96 announcements

weekly. Here. too. morning and e\e-

ning rates are sometimes identical and
sometimes different.

• Newscasts: Announcement rates

are divided into traffic and non-traffic

times with separate prices for one a

day or more and less than one a day.

ID's are usually 50' < of the ap-

plicable minute rate but may not be

combined with other buys for estab-

lishing frequency discounts. Impact

Plan announcements scheduled in traf-

fic times are counted in figuring out

Impact Plan frequency discounts. Six-

month rate protection is the rule.

There are no rates for program buys.

In the event this unusual type of radio

buy is sought, advertisers must contact

the station or rep. .

There is little likelihood of tv sta-

tions coming up with rate cards as

beautifully simple as the Blair card.

For one thing, tv stations have to cover

time charges for programing. For an-

other,, there is greater fluctuation in tv

audiences than in radio. Finally, the

higher costs of tv make differences in

rate classification an important matter.

One step NBC's Sugg would like to

see taken is the setting up of a code

of ethics covering rates. One reason,

nobody needs be told, is the occasional

practice of stations in setting up spe-

cial plans for advertisers without pub-

lishing them. A code, he said, would

not only simplify the rate card situa-

tion but remove the cloud of uncer-

tainty that sometimes hovers over the

broadcast business and brings buyer

and seller into tough horse-trading

over the bargaining table. ^
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YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

IF YOU DON'T USE KOLN-TV!

ARB SURVEY— METROPOLITAN LINCOLN

Jan. 12-18,1958

KOLN-TV is TOPS on the 10 P.M. NEWS. Sunday through
Saturday, the picture is as follows:

Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.

KOLN-TV

(1 0:00 News) 44.1 46.4 47.6 42.4 43.8 45.8 39.5

Omaha Sta. B

(10:00 News) 5.8 3.7 5.2 6.3 5.8 2.3 4.3

Omaha Sta. C

(10:00 News) 6.1 4.6 4.0 4.6 4.9 6.1 8.6

Omaha Sta. D

(Movie) 6.6 5.5 4.0 0.9 4.0 4.3 6.3

9Vw@ety}>i9?Mt<m0
D RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

Nebraska has only two big television markets— and

it takes TWO stations to cover them both.

KOLN-TV is your only satisfactory outlet for Lincoln-

Land — 232,397 sets in 69 counties. All surveys prove

that KOLN-TV is essential in this area.

Ask Avery-Knodel for complete market and coverage

data on KOLN-TV, the Official Basic CBS Outlet for

South Central Nebraska and Northern Kansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000- FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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STAHL MEYER
I
Cont'd from page 38 I

o9(> kid;* who had sent in a label with

an entr\ Darning the car. and received

nothing. The premium step was in-

serted to take care of the losers.

Besides giving the original losing

entrants a chance to win a prize, this

phase of the promotion built more new
• ustomers and caused most of the orig-

inal 19.001) to buy another package in

order to get the label for the premium.

The fourth phase is currently run-

ning. Now the product is in the home.

The children are aware of the brand

name; so, too, are the parents who
have probably helped fill out blanks

once or twice.

"By this time the contest entrants

have forgotten the contest," says Ric-

chiuto. "The premium winners have

stopped playing with the gun. So we
must introduce the memory factor, by

having the show personality continue

to eat the product. And we must trans-

fer the idea of continuing to buy the

product."'

The vehicle for this is a new ani-

mated character, called "The Bwight

Li'l Kid." This is a studious-looking,

Lord Fauntleroy-type little boy, but

self-admittedly savvy. He is presented

as superior to his child contempo-

raries, yet, it is believed, not obnox-

iously so. It's a difficult character to

engineer.

How long will this fourth step be

maintained? "Stahl-Meyer keeps a

dail) check on sales figures," Ricchiuto

notes. "As long as the animated por-

tion maintains its effectiveness, we'll

continue to use it."

The schedule calls for 11 one-minute

participations a week, spread over four

shows. Three a week are scheduled on

Terry-Toons, with Claude Kirschner on

WOR-TV; Time for Fun, with Johnny

Jellybean on WABC-TV; and the

Sandy Becker Show on WABD. Two a

week run on Wonderama with Herb
Sheldon on WABD.

In contrast to this the Ferris cam-

paign, uhirli began on 27 November
last year, has an entirely different fo-

cus. The appeal here is to adults; in-

deed the voice used for the commer-
cials is that of Kenny Delmar, as Sen-

atoi Claghorn. It assumes listeners

will identify the Senator with the late

Fred Allen's classic "Allen's Alley."

I Be of I (dinar's Claghorn character

is to >uggest a Southern invitation to

gracious hospitality, as well as a re-

affirmation of the meats' hill-country

appetite appeal. The Senator is now
spokesman for the Ferris brand—on

radio and in newspapers, and at com-

pany sales meetings.

"\\ c were looking," reports Frank

Guthrie, Stahl-Meyer's vice-president

in charge of sales and advertising, "for

a distinctively American theme to con-

vey the idea that an American product

prepared for American tastes is pref-

erable to an imported canned ham. At

the same time we wanted to forcibly

remind the public that Ferris hams
and bacon are hickory smoked the

old-fashioned way . . . that they are

worth a slightly higher price because

of premium quality."

Holidays are the backbone of Ferris

ham sales. Its bacon moves well

throughout the year, and, of course,

some ham is sold regularly.

The Claghorn campaign was intro-

duced the month before Christmas.

For the first four weeks some 97 one-

minute spots ran weekly on seven ra-

dio stations in New York and vicinity.

After Christmas the campaign dropped

to about 18 spots a week on two sta-

tions. A similar pattern occurred at

Easter.

"Results of the Ferris radio promo-

tion have been excellent," reports ad

manager Hoedt. "Each successive

holiday promotion has set new sales

records, and intervening periods reach

higher base levels. We expect to set

all-time high sales figures for each of

the holidays in 1958."

Retail food dealers, whether chain

stores or independents, traditionally

are anxious for packer support by ad-

vertising to consumers. It's common
for salesmen calling on the retail trade

to carry around tear sheets of recent

print ads to prove such support.

With a majority of his ad budget

going into air media, Hoedt was un-

able to supply his salesmen with this

type of documentation. Se he has

devised a system of preparing bro-

chures before each major promotion

for each product line. The brochure

explains what the theme and content

of the promotion will be, and lists the

heavy support it will be given, by

showing the air media schedules.

Though somewhat unusual, the

heavy-weighted air campaign for Stahl-

Meyer is working out well. It permits

the company to make a sizable splash

in a major market, on a relatively

modest budget. And, most important-

ly, it's paying off in sales. ^

NIGHTTIME RADIO
{Cont'd from page 31)

ers per car) . Nielsen also has scotched

the "everyone's - watching - tv - at - night-

so-who's-to-listen?" myth by uncover-

ing such evidence that the cumulative

radio audience in a week comes close

to half the cume tv audience.

The quality of the nighttime radio

audience, often questioned bv adver-

tisers, has also been proved by NBC
Radio Spot Sales based on research by
The Pulse last November. On such

scores as auto ownership, socio-eco-

nomic level, tv ownership, age of

housewife, education of head of the

house, and family size, the nighttime

radio family was demonstrated to

equal in quality the daytime radio fam-
ily. The survey was conducted in

three major markets: New York, Chi-

cago and San Francisco.

The Radio Advertising Bureau has

reported that 63.4% of all U. S. fami-

lies listen to radio at home at night.

A Peters, Griffin, Woodward pres-

entation based on a study of 23 sta-

tions representing 31% of total radio

homes show ed that in "prime"' da\ time

traffic periods radio reaches 786,611

families in and out of homes while

nighttime radio delivers 650,511. Yet
the cost-per-1,000 between 6:30 and
9 a.m. is 80c

1 against 73** between 6
and 10 p.m.

A study by The Pulse showed 10 to

15% more listeners per radio set at

night than in "prime" 7 to 9 a.m.

period and 30% more than in after-

noons.

Perhaps no more dramatic proofs

of nighttime radio's performance for

advertisers has been offered than the

continuing series of tests run by RAB.
These tests which advertised with

nighttime commercials on stations in

markets to which the product adver-

tised was not only a stranger but com-

pletely unobtainable all showed a high

incidence of recall when people were

later stopped in the street and ques-

tioned about what they had heard.

Typical was the experiment in San

Diego (where nobody buys coal; aver-

age temperature 59°). RAB ran a

radio jingle for Blue Coal exclusively

in the night schedule of KFMB. After

the last of 52 announcements were

aired, a random check of San Diego-

ans turned up the fact that 11% re-

called the ads, many could sing back

the jingle. ^
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In Rochester, N. Y.

All of the

AL SI6L
HEWS

Favorite Radio Shows
are heard on

WHEC
(BASIC CBS)

sfc Out of 72 competitive

quarter hours, WHEC rates

58 firsts and 3 ties for 1st!

all this . . . and HONORS, too!

WARREN
DOREMUS

We\ew "Avex\\ \

EDMEATH
wiattest Clock.

'OUR GAL SUNPAYk

Edward R.

Murrow

ARTHUR
GODFREY

Lowell Thomas

NORA DRAKE

* Rochester Metropolitan Pulse, Oct., 1957
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. . . that's how many times
Dave Campbell figures he has
heard the salutation, "Hello,
Dave',' as listeners phone him
to air their pet peeves and
ideas on his popular, award-
winning show, "The People
Speak!"

These same words greet
Dave as he makes calls to

sportsmen in leading hunting
and fishing areas throughout
the state on "Sports Out-
doors."

His warm, genial personal-
ity and sincere interest in peo-
ple and their problems make

a personal friend to his
listeners. Why not let

deliver your clients' sales

messages?

Alabama's Oldest Station

Alabama's Newest Program

WAPI
BIRMINGHAM
The NEW Voice of Alabama

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Paul A. Louis has been named vice presi-

dent in charge of network relations and

programing for the Leo Burnett Company's

New York office. He joined Burnett in

1956 as a vice president in the broadcast-

ing program division, where he specialized

in radio and tv programing at the agency's

Chicago headquarters. Louis began his ca-

reer in broadcasting in 1932 as a writer

and producer for NBC, Chicago. Later he came to New York to

join CBS where he handled the radio activities for the network's

Columbia Concert Corp. During his seven-year tenure at CBS he

was in charge of the opera and concert schedules. Louis first focused

his interest on the ad agency when he joined D'Arcy Advertising as

v.p. in charge of broadcasting activities, where he is credited with the

production of the Ken Murray Show and the Walt Disney spectacular.

John Crogan's appointment as vice presi-

dent in charge of radio programing has

pointed up Du Mont's interest in radio ex-

pansion. Further evidence of this interest

is Du Mont's FCC-approved acquisition of

WHK, Cleveland, (the first of a series).

Grogan began his career in broadcasting

at KNBC-TV. Kansas City, where he was

staff announcer. In 1945 he joined WNEW.
New York, as a director and was later appointed production manager.

After a tour as production manager for WRCA-TV, he moved in

1953 to William Esty where he was producer-director for the Camel

Caravan. In 1955 he returned to WNEW as program manager, then

shifted to WABD in June 1957.

a Leon H. Lowenthal has been appointed

general manager of WKRC-FM, Cincinnati.

The move is indicative of the comeback of

fm. What has actually happened is this:

The WKRC ownership has not only em-

barked on an expansion of its fm facilities

but separated the operation of fm from

am. Lowenthal's background: He was vice

president and general manager of Musicast,

Inc.. for the past two years, specializing in the commercial broad-

casting of background music. He was also in the retail record field

as an executive and buyer. WKRC-FM will start a new format

—

a full 15-hour schedule of music—show hits and pop tunes during

the day, classical music from (> p.m. t<> midnight.
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HOOPER, March, April, 1958

TRENDEX, Feb., 1958

St. Louis, Mo.

JOHN F. BOX, JR., Executive Vice-President

Never before in the

history of St. Louis has a

radio station scored

such solid audience gains

in such little time.

St. Louis fell in love with

Wonderful WIL Radio's

bright, happy personalities

. . . enjoyable music

. . . complete news

. .. 24-hours a day.

WIL, now in its 37th-year,

was reborn in 1958, when

it became a

Balaban Station.

The result:

Instantaneous Combustion,

Yes, wonderful WIL is

setting this great

midwestern market on fire!

So, get hot with WIL radio.

Add Motion to Promotion!

For instantaneous action,

call John Box or

your Adam Young man.

Sold Nationally by

ADAM YOUNG, INC.

One of the Balaban Stations . in tempo with the times



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Convention after thought

You've undoubtedly been to those industry conventions

where the industry's bright future is emphasized by speaker

after speaker, where all is sweetness and light, where nothing

lies ahead but hope and joy. You come back with the feeling

that constructive accomplishment has been next to nil.

The 36th annual convention of the National Association of

Broadcasters in Los Angeles was anything but this. In fact,

we're proud to be part of an industry which, above all else,

is aware that it has problems and challenges—and is willing

to face them openly, talk them out and seek a solution.

You have only to look at the subject matter of several of

the prominent speakers to see this. McCann-Erickson's

Marion Harper could have talked about radio and television's

great contribution to the economy—but he didn't. He said

very frankly that the industry has a real job ahead, and it had

better get down to doing it.

CBS president Frank Stanton could have used the NAB
rostrum as a platform for any one of a number of purposes,

but with his usual objectivity, he called on radio and tv to

fulfill its responsibility to the country and the public in keep-

ing people informed on world issues.

Even FCC chairman Doerfer could have offered a pacific

message on the industry-—but he didn't; he took radio and

tv to task, in effect, for not taking advantage of the right to

editorialize.

This attitude of constructive criticism, of earnest effort to

do what should and must be done, is typical of our industry.

It is one of the reasons why broadcast media have grown

faster and more mature in such a short period of time. It

took print media many more years to accomplish the same

thing—and there are some doubts even today about print

media's maturity in light of its attitude toward competitive

media.

The NAB convention once again affirmed the stature of

ilii- industry. All that is lacking is honest effort to resolve

the problems before us, and judging from NAB members at

the convention, that effort will most assuredly be forthcoming.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Broadcasters have

the right to editorialize, but some hesitate for

fear of sponsor disapproval. Advertisers

should make it clear they believe radio/tv has

editorial rights—without any fear of reprisal.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Butts: Those public ash trays New
\ork City is installing along Madison
Avenue are begging for gags. Best to

date was this one by WMCA's d.j.

team of Gallagher and O'Brien:

Gallagher: Do people who work on
Madison Avenue smoke more? Is that

why the street was first to get those

sidewalk ashtrays?

o'brien : I don't think so. They're also

very good for olive pits.

Lucky: A few weeks ago, R. Clifton

Daniel, manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh,

was held up while parked for a red

light. The thug slugged him with a

pistol, stole his wallet and car. The
car was recovered, but not the wallet.

The other day, Pittsburgh police

picked up several suspects, one of

whom had Daniel's wallet and some
cards and papers. Would Daniel come
to No. 1 Station to identify the thief?

Daniel couldn't make it. During the

night, someone had stolen his car

again. Troubles come not single spy
but in battalions.

Pop! Heading on news release from
Gillette Safety Razor Co.:

$1,300,000 in Advertising Support for

Gillette's '58 Father's Day Promotion.

As usual, Daddy gets the sharp edge.

Quote: By CBS Radio's Galen Drake:

"A wedding ring is a matrimonial

tourniquet designed to stop circula-

tion."

D.S.T: We heard this story attributed

to a WNEW, New York, newscast : Out

in Wisconsin, the d.j. of a radio station

kept reminding listeners about every

quarter hour on Saturday, 26 April, to

be sure to turn their clocks ahead for

Daylight Time that midnight. On
Sunday the d.j. was late for work.

He'd forgotten to turn his own clocks

ahead.

Up, psychos! From classified ad in

the N. Y. Times.—"WANTED, persons

with extrasensory, clairvoyant powers

to appear on new TV series. . .
."

Isn't that carrying "remote pickups" a

little too far?

How to: Quote from Charles F. Ad-

ams, vice president of MacManus,

John & Adams, Inc.—"When I decided

to embark on an advertising career, I

simply went to the head of one of the

nation's largest advertising agencies

and asked, "Do you suppose you could

find a place in the organization for

me, Dad?"
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* For the full broadcast day, sign-on to sign-off, WRCA-TV's

# share of audience in the first quarter of 1958 was up 17%

over last year.* WRCA-TV's national sales for the first quarter

were 17.5% greater than last year's. (*aR bjan.. FE b.. mar. 1957vs^

We're now enjoying another great quarter. Come on along and

sink your teeth into the juiciest market in the United States . .

.

with a schedule on the NBC leadership station in New York!

WRCA-TV • 4 NEW YORK Sold by NBC Spot Sales
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BARTELL
FAMILY
RADIO

Here is one of the truly great cities of the world. Sophisti-

cation to satisfy the cosmopolite. Mecca for education,

music, art. Western hub of business and finance.

Ever alert to excitement, Golden Gate people will enjoy
the new KYA . . . its companionable music, stimulating

Games for Family Fun, its gaiety, reminiscences, vital-

ity — all familiar to San Francisco's pattern of living.

And for the added fillip, incisive news reports with
terse, tart editorials.

Uniquely San Francisco in composition and quality, this

radio is a carefully researched programing bearing
the Bartell Family stamp of scholarship, salesmanship,

showmanship.

Boated/t...a*d$e&/t/

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS
, In.-, for WOKY The KATZ Agei
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/BZ + WBZA is the only medium
covering aH of New England.

WBZ + WBZA BOSTON + SPRINGFIELD
Represented by Peters, Griffin and Woodward

©©O WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

HOW AGENCIES

SELL CLIENTS

ON TV IN 195S

Fall buying has been

slow to firm up this

year due to client push

for shorter contracts.

Here's how top agencies

cope with the problem

Page 31

Summer Preview:

this year's radio

commercials

Page 33

Madison Avenue

goes to a

psychoanalyst

Page 36

Why foreign

cars are

taking to the air

Page 38



Ever been to Mount Rushmore?

2'/i million vacationers see it every year—and add

$100 Million to Big Aggie Land's income

Nice country, this part of Big Aggie Land.

There's famous Mount Rushmore in the Black

Hills. The busts sculptured on the faces of

this mountain are fantastic in detail and carved

to proportion of men 465 feet tall. There are

mountain trout streams, championship golf

courses, resorts and ranches, the famous Bad-

lands National Parle, and outdoor camping

sites. Yes, it's nice country. And 2'/2 million

vacationers visit here every year.

This tourist trade adds $100 million ar

to the WNAX-570 market coverage are

a plus factor WNAX-570 delivers to

tisers. And radio means WNAX-570
Aggie Land.

.ally

America's 41st Radio Market

Big Aggie Land is a major U. S. radio market

even without the tourist bonus. WNAX-570

NCS #2 Market Coverage Area takes in 175

counties with 2,217,000 population, 609,590

radio homes and over $2,400,000,000 in annual

retail sales. The NCS #2 Daytime Weekly

Circulation ranks Big Aggie Land as the

country's 41st market.

These are the facts on Big Aggie Land. This

is the market covered by WNAX-570. Ask your

Katz man for full details.

WNAX-570
CBS RADIO

YANKTON, SOUTH DAKOTA
Peoples Broadcasting Corporation



NEW PHILADELPHIA
STEUBENVILLE

We offer you a large share of

the Northeastern Ohio buying audience

You reach Northeastern Ohio's real

buying audience through WGAR.
Because WGAR surrounds your
commercials with radio for grown-
ups ... of all ages.

For example, this fall, WGAR pre-

sents professional football at its excit-

ing best featuring the Cleveland
Browns. Dynamically reported for
Northeastern Ohio's big sports-minded
radio audience by top sportscaster Bill

McColgan . . . whose colorful game
descriptions are seats on the 50-yard

line for thousands of the Browns' faith-

ful and enthusiastic fans.

WGAR maintains this policy in all

its programming . . . good music . . .

variety shows . . . sports . . . accurate

news coverage . . . drama—featuring

performers from top CBS talent.

So reach your real buying audience

through WGAR.

Radio for grown-ups
. of ages

WGAR
CLEVELAND OHIO
Represented by
Henry I. Christal Co.
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Symbol
V-J.L Uvl V lv/V/ Looking for protection of your adver-

tising dollars? wroc-tv, Channel 5, Rochester, N. Y., serving 307,750 TV homes in 13

Western New York counties, reaches 27.4% more homes daily than the other Rochester

channel (NCS #2). Thus every rating point on wroc-tv, Channel 5 is worth 21A% more

than a rating point on the other channel.

In an area like Rochester with over a million population, 1 V2 billion dollar buying income

and one of the highest per capita incomes, such superiority has great significance.

For unusual results in an unusual market that is famous as a test market, viewers and

advertisers turn to Channel 5, wroc-tv, Rochester's most powerful station.

A symbol of service, like the devoted policeman, wroc-tv guards the interests of audiences

and advertisers. Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward.

TRANSCONTINENT TELEVISION CORPORATION

SPONSOR • 17 MAY 1958



In Maryland Most

People Watch . . .

WMAR-TV ®
CHANNEL 2
with Ann Mar, Your

Super SALESWOMAN

Weekdays in Baltimore

1:00 to 1:30 P.M.

Everywhere from near and far

they're watching ANN MAR and

"THE WOMAN'S ANGLE"

Mon. thru Fri., 1.00-1.30 P.M.

Each program is gornished with interesting

topics, delicious recipes and personality

WMAR-TV
• • • • ft

channel/
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION, BALTIMORE, MD.

TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The determination of ISeedham, Louis & Brorby to lay more

stress on broadcast activities has been spotlighted by a re-

alignment of its air operations and the moving up of James

G. Cominos, director of the television-radio department,

to vice president in charge of its broadcast organization.

The newsmaker: James G. Cominos' appointment as vice

president in charge of all television and radio operations for Chicago-

based Needham, Louis & Brorby is the second instance in recent

weeks of the enhanced role he will play at the agency. He was

recently elevated to the board of directors. Aside from the now-

retired John Louis, Sr., who had a special interest in broadcast

advertising, Cominos is the first tv/radio executive at the agency to

move into the policy-making echelon.

The appointment is more than a i

henceforth, be freed from day-to-

day administrative problems and

spend more time on the creative

aspects of program selection and

analysis. This involves, among

other things, longer sojourns in

New York. Taking over the ad-

ministrative part of his job and

moving in as director of the de-

partment is Scott Keck, formerly

assistant director.

Along with these two moves,

three other major organizational

changes have been made. Alan

Wallace, vice president in charge of programs, assumes the duties of

developing new programs as well as supervising the agency's film

program buying unit. The creation and production of both tv and

radio commercials has been "separated out" and put under Kenneth

C. T. Snyder, vice president in charge of commercial production.

Harold A. Smith has been brought over from NBC, where he was

manager of sales planning and development of its central division

network tv sales department and made manager of program promo-

tion and merchandising.

All three will report to Keck, as will Walter Daspit, Jr., manager

of business affairs; Robert Salter, manager of tv/radio operations

in New York, and Michael W. Cradle, manager of tv/radio in

Hollywood.

The new alignment is a reflection of the increasing volume of

NL&B broadcast billings, now approaching half of total agencj in-

come. It follows the agency's resignation of the Wilson & Co. ac-

count early this year and the decision of Quaker Oats to move its

Ken-L Ration over to J. Walter Thompson.

Cominos had been director of the tv/radio department since L953.

Previously, lie bad worked at BBDO for a number of years. ^

G. Com it



THE IMAGE OF

BIIMIIWIMIILIIOT

Believable as the re-awakening of nature, a child's

wonder, a mother's love. That is WWJ-TV in Detroit.

Eleven years of superior television service to south-

eastern Michigan— strict adherence to the publi

interest—have given WWJ-TV such dominant

stature that every advertiser enjoys a price-

less advantage, every product a cordial

acceptance that quickly leads to sales.
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ

* operoled by The Detroit News

Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.



SINCLAIR REFINING
IS SOLD ON SPOT...

FROM HOME OFFICE...
"Driving today? Remember to drive with care— and buy

SINCLAIR — Pouer-X Gasoline." Slotted to reach the mo-

torist at hreakfast and enroute to and from work, that 5-

second reminder will he hroadeast 525.200 times in 1958

— the higgest campaign, for size, scope and duration, in

Spot Radio history. "Spot," says SINCLAIR REFINING
COMPANY'S Vice President and General Sales Manager,

Louis W. Leath, "is doing a great joh for SINCLAIR."

To boost coverage and frequency, yet keep to a reasonable, afford-

able budget. SINCLAIR REFINING switched to Spot. The same

allocation that had purchased only scattered Radio-TV program-

ming in about 100 major markets now brought SINCLAIR satura-

tion schedules in those same markets — 40 to 250 spots a week|i2

weeks a year — plus sizable weekly campaigns on a year-round hi'

in 350 additional markets. Totals: 450 cities; 900 stations; 10>

announcements per week. And in every market served by SINCLIR

and by an NBC Spot Sales-represented radio station, SINCLIR|

uses the NBC Spot Sales station!

Standing, left to right: Louis W. Leath, Vice President and GeM>

S,ih-s Manager, Sinclair Refining Company; Jack Price, Radio *

Sales Representative, NBC Spot Sales.

Seated, left to right: Stanley F. Ellsworth, Vice President and Ac(M

Executive, Morey, Humm, & Warwick, Inc. ; James J. Delaney, AM
tising Manager, Sinclair Refining Company; Reynolds Girdler, Dirto*

of Public Relations & Advertising, Sinclair Oil Corporation ; Willu I

Wernicke, Radio-TV Vice President, Morey, Humm & Warwick**



RIGHT DOWN THE LINE!

lO SERVICE STATION...
hChicago, where radio station WMAQ plays a major role

ih'he SINCLAIR schedule, George Gaudio, operator of the

S elair station at North Avenue and LaSalle Street reports:

y customers tell me they hear the Sinclair radio com-
n reials, and I know those spots have brought me business.
*' customers are in automobiles and they listen to their

1 iios, especially WMAQ. Personally, I know of no better

§V for Sinclair to advertise the products I sell."

A,[uestionnaire sent to SINCLAIR marketers brought a request

fr\n 95% of them for continued use of Spot Radio, along with

oVwhelming confirmation of rising sales throughout SINCLAIR
te| itory. And SINCLAIR men agree right down the line: in the

markets served by NBC Spot Sales-represented radio stations,

credit for this campaign's tremendous success belongs, in large part,

to those stations.

Left to right: Howard Coleman, Manager, Radio Station WMAQ;
Carl K. Foster, Manager Sales Promotion, Central District, Sinclair

Refining Company; George Gaudio, Sinclair station operator, Chicago.

NBC 1 SPOT SALES
PITTSBURGH -WAMP ST. LOUIS -KSD

NEW YORK-WRCA CLEVELAND -WHK SEATTLE-TACOMA-KOMO
PHILADELPHIA -WRCV LOUISVILLE -WAVE SAN FRANCISCO-KNBC
WASHINGTON -WRC CHICAGO -WMAQ HONOLULU -KGU



NOW! The New Orleans radio Station

with 32.2°/c of the audience—WTIX

—

is

20 times more powerful

with 5,000 watts

on 690 k.c.

Ii happened -May 7th, at 6 p.m. WTIX
took over tlic 690 spot on the dial, and

increased its power 20 times—to 5,000

watts. Result? Over 1,000,000 new

listeners added! Now WTIX's 24-hour

service extends over the entire Gulf

area—from Texas to Florida. Now, more

than ever, the big New Orleans buy is

WTIX—the station which even before

the change was more popular than the

next 3 stations combined (Hooper), and

—first in every daytime Pulse ^4 hour,

and—first in 462 of all 504 Pulse quar-

ters.* Talk 5,000 watts and 690 kc. to

Adam Young . . . or WTIX General

Manager Fred

Berthelson.
first

WTIX
nd getting firster

20 t

S~TA"T"I01NJ
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

;rtul with

5,000 watts on 690 kc.

NEW ORLEANS

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A CO. i



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
17 MAY 1958 \^,|| ilir» tv networks have to put more steam behind merchandising and pro-
Owyrliht IBM . . .

'

sponsor publications inc motion to improve their grip on advertisers.'

You can get a strong argument on the positive side of this question from agency ac-

count planners and strategists. Here's their point of view:

• The basic weakness of tv network selling is that most of it is done in a vacuum with

hardly any orientation to the advertiser's distribution problems, objectives, and

needs.

• The honeymoon period for the medium is over, and it now will have to show what a

program can or should do—if properly promoted and merchandised at the point-

of-sale.

• Even though the P&Gs may scorn this sort of help, there are many advertisers who would

welcome a plan that puts the network merchandiser at work alongside his sales

organization.

This is how one of these agency strategists put it to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week:

"I've never seen so many network plans fall through mainly because the client

demanded to know how it would pay off in merchandising mileage."

(See How they woo cagey clients into tv, page 31)

Brylcreem will be back on the roster of tv spot announcement users this fall.

It's withdrawing from syndication because it wants more frequency.

(See FILM-SCOPE, page 47, for more details.)

Sano Cigarettes (U.S. Tobacco) has found out that consumers can be steered

into buying by the carton if the right kind of radio saturation is used.

The brand not only is renewing its schedule of 80 spots a week collectively on four N.Y.

stations—WINS, WMGM, WMCA and WRCA—but is extending the campaign to five

other markets. Agency: C. J. LaRoche.

A big one was tossed into the national radio spot pool this week by Beech-Nut

Baby Foods via Y&R—a schedule of about 10 spots a week that will run in all the

major markets until the end of the year.

Spot tv also fared well this week with Benton & Bowles a rich source.

The schedules involved Johnson's Wax, Schick, Post Cereals, plus a renewal of the

Maxwell House Coffee-Ban I.D. contract for next season.

Added note on radio: Calumet Baking Powder, one of spot's oldest customers, also

was dealing it out this week through Y&R.

The other anti-triple-spotting shoe dropped in Denver this week: Compton
joined Benton & Bowles in canceling all chainbreak business on Denver stations.

Mainly affected are two accounts: P&G and General Foods (the former handled by

both agencies)

.

The cancelations climaxed a drive by B&B and Compton to obtain from Denver tv sta-

tions a promise not to triple-spot commercials.

P.S.: Compton this week also filed with ABC TV a claim for billings rebates

for time alleged to have been usurped from Wyatt Earp by affiliates for triple-spotting.

SPONSOR • 17 MAY 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

.

Reps as a class have a strong antagonism toward buying by formula, but here's

one bit of mathematics they like: the practice by M&M Candy and Uncle Ben's Rice of

upping the spot budget as the cost-per-1000 becomes more favorable.

Thus if the cost-per goes down 25% in a market, there's a corresponding increase

of 2.irr in spot money for the same market.

Cannon Mills has launched a test tv and radio campaign in four markets to

find out whether women can be induced to buy their white goods outside the tra-

ditional January and August sales periods.

The test areas: Two tv stations each in Richmond and Miami, and three radio stations

each in Norfolk. Va.. and Rochester, N. Y.

Another objective of the experiment, administered by N. W. Ayer: Whether the white

goods manufacturer can improve results when he picks the media—as against co-op ad-

vertising where the dealer does the choosing.

Major reps in Chicago put on a hard pitch at Leo Burnett this week for the $4-

million worth of business ABC TV has been carrying this season for Kellogg. But the in-

dications are that the network will get a renewal for 1958-59.

The agency got a thorough presentation from ABC TV. covering total viewers of the late

afternoon Kellogg strip, cost-per-1000, etc.

Latest from ABC TV headquarters: "We're busy at the moment putting together a pro-

graming strip for Kellogg's sponsorship next season, which we'll be submitting shortlv

to Burnett."

Station management could take a cue for strengthening business goodwill from

a move made this week bv the Gannett properties in New York State.

With the title of regional manager, Dale Taylor has been assigned the function of

circulating continuously among district managers, jobbers, food brokers, and distribu-

tors in areas covered by Gannett stations.

The obvious objective: Keep the national advertiser's field channels aware of the

Gannett stations' story on coverage and services.

For Gannett it's an extension of something it's been doing for its newspaper properties

for years.

If the experience of Trendex can be taken as a clue, tv advertisers are becoming more
interested in who picked the show than in how many members of the family looked

at it.

Trendex is finding that most assignments are designed to get more information on the

housewife.

The objectives: (1) Find out whether she actually picked the advertiser's pro-

gram, and (21 check on what brand of the particular product she usually buys.

AB-PT board of directors disclosed to stockholders this week that president Leonard H.

Goldenson's aggregate remuneration is $181,000 (including expense allowances of

825,000)

.

Also that he held 50.000 shares of common stock. Chairman Edward J. Noble's hold-

ings were given at 225,028 shares of preferred and 8,949 of common.

The U.S. Bureau of the Census in 1960 will again include in its personal quiz-

zing the question of household ownership of tv sets.

The first time it did this was in 1950, when the percentage of ownership came to a

mere 10%. (The status as of this January was 8.3.2%, according to the Advertising Research

Foundation.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

.

It appears that some important air media history is about to repeat itself.

Back in the 1937 recession P&G took advantage of the network holes left open

by faint-hearted advertisers to consolidate its daytime radio empire.

Now both Lever Bros, and General Foods are bent on taking advantage of a

similar situation prevailing in nighttime network tv to strengthen their respective posi-

tions for the 1958-59 season.

Lever has moved into six choice half-hours across-the-board, while General Foods is

lodged in four highly desirable periods on CBS TV.

Though Lever will be an alternate on all these shows, it eventually could wind up in a

position of control.

Network tv billings, according to LNA, continued on the upswing in March.

The gross time calculations per network and margins over March 1957: ABC TV, $9,402,-

000, plus 37.3%; CBS TV, $21,211,070, plus 5.2%; NBC TV, $18,845,860, plus 13.3%.

Total gross take for the first quarter: $143,704,116 (up 13.5%).

The three radio networks this week became the beneficiaries of a windfall from
General Foods: a 36-week campaign for Jell-0 (Y&R).

It calls for 90 spots a week split up among the threesome on an alternate week basis so

that, in effect, each network will have a schedule of around 540 jingles.

It's all new advertising dollars, set aside for this specific plan.

The $6-million Frigidaire account this week went to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

whose chances originally hadn't seemed too good.

The betting along Madison Avenue was that the plum—recently Kudner's—would go to

either Benton & Bowles or Grey.

Agency comment: Seems the General Motors family this year has a strong af-

finity for dark horses (the previous one being McCann-Erickson for Buick).

Of the several hundred accounts that have come and gone in network tv, only

22 can lay claim to consistent activity in the medium over 10 years. They are:

American Home General Electric Liggett & Myers

American Tobacco General Foods National Biscuit

Bristol-Myers General Mills National Dairy

Chesebrough-Ponds General Motors Philip Morris

Colgate-Palmolive Gillette Procter & Gamble

Firestone Kellogg Quaker Oats

Ford Motor Co. Lever Bros. RCA
Sterling Drugs

Filling in the apertures was still slow-going for the tv networks this week.

With the buyer in the driver's seat, one thing became obvious: The schedules this fall

will—as it looks now—come close to being surrealistic. It's a long throw from the

neatly balanced concepts of the Pat Weaver school. Here's a quick rundown

:

• The latest sales include Revlon, for the first half hour of the new Garry Moore Show
(CBS TV) at $59,000 for the show; S. C. Johnson's sponsorship of Ed Wynn's My Old

Man series in the Friday 8:30 CBS TV period; RCA's underwriting Northwest Passage on

NBC TV (Friday 8:30) ; and American Home, NBC TV, Thursday 9 p.m., with the show

to be selected.

• Number of periods still available by network: ABC TV, 14 half-hours; CBS TV,

eight half-hours; NBC TV, 10 half-hours.

• Programing set to date shows a total of 20 Westerns, as compared to 14 last season,

and 16 situation comedies vs. 20 for the 1957-58 season.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

The way was cleared by AFTRA this week for McCann-Erickson to produce five

Mennen After-Shave videotape commercials at Tele-studios under these terms:

• A 35mm kine will he produced simultaneously.

• The videotapes will he used but once on the ABC TV Wednesday Night Fights and

any further use will have to he approved by AFTRA.
Note: No serious jurisdictional problem was involved here, since Tele-studios always

has had a contract with AFTRA.
(For hack- round on videotape hassle see 10 May SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 10.)

Few agencies in network tv can duplicate the sense of peacefulness in which
SSCB finds itself for the coming season: nothing to do but renew the current shows.

These continuations for which SSCB is the agency of record are M Squad and Wells

Fargo fur Pall Mall and the Como Show for Noxzema.

SSCB, however, did have this fleck in the season's record: Warner-Hudnut's decision to

abandon Restless Gun.

ABC TV finds itself in a much-improved live-clearance position for the coming
season: it expects the live ratio to run between 75-80% of all U.S. tv homes.

In its current Value Network presentation, ABC TV notes that its 82 basic prime affili-

ates reaches 83% of tv homes and that in the fall the level will be 87%.
An example of how the network has bettered its clearance problem:

Before its recent affiliates meeting in L.A., ABC TV could muster but 42% of homes for

the upcoming 10:30 p.m. John Daly program (Whitehall-Lorillard).

Several days after Ollie Treyz urged the affiliates at this meeting for better co-

operation, clearances, in terms of homes, jumped to 70%.
Incidentally, the 10:30 period is station-controlled time.

The Steve Allen Show, which puts the emphasis on comedy, apparently has the edge

over the competition in wooing the young housewife.

The percentages of housewives by age groups per 100 homes:

show 16-34 35-49 50 and over

Steve Allen 30.3 30.0 22.2

Ed Sullivan 18.8 27.8 34.7

Maverick 25.6 22.1 15.4

Source: November-Februarv Nielsen.

Chicago FCB's research department has compiled for its clients' guidance a batch

of data pointing up the dimensions of the huge population increase which is expected

to come over the next couple of years.

The compendium of facts and projections includes these items:

• Every 7^4 seconds, on the average, a baby is born in the U.S.A.

• In 1958. the teen-age population numbers around 18 million.

• In 1963 there will be about 22 million teen-agers and in 1968 the count will be in

the neighborhood of 26 million.

• This year about 2,200,000 people will become adults. In 1968 those passing the 21

mark will total 3,800,000.

• In 1957 there were 1,500,000 marriages. For 1968 the expectation is 2,500,000.

• At the other end of the teen-age outlook there's this factor to contemplate: a tremen-

dous increase in the level of older people.

For other mwi coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59; Washington Week, page 69; SPONSOR

Hears, page 70; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 76, and Film-Scope, page 47.
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We're Riding High

... at KONO

Higher and higher go the KONO
ratings every month! Now KONO
advertisers get a whopping 30.4

average share of all-day radio

audience.

AND with an all-day average of

17.7° sets in use.

]_F you wsnt to sell San Antonio

—get on the KONO sales wagon

while choice times are still avail-

able.

H-RSee your || " n representative

or Clarke Brown

860 kc 5000 wallsKONO
SAN ANTONIO / RadlO

Timebuyers
at work

Sam Vitt, DCSS, New York, offers these suggestion in buying t\

for the fall. ""First."' sa\s Sain, ""bin early, if possible. The mora

time \ou have, the better your chances of getting the schedules \ou

want. Second, consider all time segments, not just prime time. Day-

time and fringe periods with good ratings often go begging at prices

too good to pass by. Third, check

carefull) when buying feature film

packages. Ask for film titles and

schedules so that \ou can prop-

erly evaluate both the entertain-

ment and the audience. Fourth,

remember that it is often wise to

stagger your schedule. Tr\ buy-

ing a partial package, then in-

crease the budget as better slots

open up. In this way, you can

take full advantage of spot's selec-

tivity. Fifth, from this month on,

study fall network programing as it takes shape. >Jo one, of course,

can predict next season's successes, but you can get a good idea of

what to expect from the caliber of the producers involved, the

amount of money being spent, the time segment. Then buy your

adjacencies according to your program rankings.

Muriel Bullis, media coordinator. Frwin. \\ ase\ . Ruthrauff & Ryan.

Los Angeles, points out that "many stations feel they must offer

merchandising services while in fact the most important considera-

tions are coverage, audience." She feels that many of these services

are worthless—and that a station should offer merchandising only if

^^^^_^_____^____— >> (a " afford professional mer-

chandising services, either through

a specialist employed by the sta-

tion, or through a top-level mer-

chandising service on the outside.

Vnd she emphasizes the fact ibat

J^H merchandising must be tailored to

I " 3 3 the advertiser. Companies with

^^ ^^Hl theii own selling organization

^^ 4IBIP freipientK use certain forms of

j^^L |^ merchandising helps. Rut firms

U^k ^^ selling through brokers need a dif-

ferent t\pe of merchandising.

"Perhaps if Stations began to de-emphasize merchandising coopera-

tion services which are of little value could be eliminated and the

mone) applied mora productively. Certain!) it would be better for

stations which cannot provide top-grade merchandising to drop

such services. After all. our primary interest i> the medium itself."



"Jaxie" Jacksonville,

Florida's most famous

Porpoise, says . . .

WFGA-TV, Florida's

Colorful Station, has been picked

by Television Age and Billboard

for national honors in Two Sta-

tion Markets.

* 2nd Place Award — Gen-

eral Audience Promotion

* 2nd Place Award — Sales

Promotion

We would like to thank the

judges who bestowed these hon-

ors on WFGA-TV — a station

that has been on the air only

since September, 1957.

JESSE H. CRIPE
Station Manager

BILL WALKER
Promotion Manager

Represented by Peters, Griffin,

Woodward, Inc. NBC-ABC

WFGA-TV

Channel 12

Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S

COLORFUL STATION
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You can be sure -if you're

Westinghouse

It would be hard to find an advertiser whose range of television

experience has been so broad and consistent as Westinghouse.

Week after week for nine solid years, Westinghouse has demonstrated

products ranging from an electric light bulb to an atomic power

station that lights an entire city.

It has presented to a constantly growing television audience, programs

of every kind—daytime and nighttime, drama and musicals, one-time

"specials" and entire election campaigns. Today the audience for its

weekly dramatic program is 28 times larger than it was nine years ago.

Westinghouse has just underscored its confidence in the medium

it has come to know so well. It announced that next Fall it would

continue to talk to its customers through a weekly network hour;

it would embark on an even more ambitious scale of programming;*

and it would increase its annual television investment.

What is perhaps most significant about this decision is that it is

not based alone on the spectacular audiences that television

occasionally delivers— such as the 60 million viewers who watched

Westinghouse messages on the CBS Television Network during

the national political conventions. It is based equally on a firm

belief in the fundamental values of television: the unique impact

of each television impression; the vast audience that even

the average program attracts; and the cumulative effect of these

impressions week after week over a sustained period of time.

Like Westinghouse you can be sure of finding television's unique

values—and indeed television's largest average audiences—on the

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
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"/ find B ISICS w rj

handy as « reference honk

especially if one wants

information in a hurry.

II contains most injormation

buyers need and use.

I think it a tremendous

job, well done, and serves

its own special need."

Lee Rich

Media Director

b Bowles
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by Joe Csida
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! backstage

Anti-Recession campaign gets up steam

On both ends of the recent National Associa-

tion of Broadcasters Convention in Los Angeles.

as far as I was concerned, talent took over. I

mean performing talent. For me, each conven-

tion opens with the reunion dinner of the mem-
bers of the American Broadcasters Mission to

Europe. It was the summer of 1945 when this

group made its trek through the ETO, and now
some 13 years later, all of the 14 members of the original party are

still among the reasonably hale and hustling. As Variety s editor,

Abel Green, the member of the clan from the Broadway precinct put

it: "This is the original to-hell-with-Forest club." It was Abel who
supplied the talent for our reunion dinner. He inveigled Mr. Eddie

Cantor into showing up at the Sunday night gathering as our first

outside guest in 13 years.

At the other end of the Convention, the last luncheon on the

closing Thursday the NAB paid tribute to Miss Dinah Shore. I

stand way up front on the line of Dinah's long-time admirers, having

written a number of glowing reviews on her activities in one phase

of showbusiness and another through the long summers and winters.

But even I was startled by the standing ovation given little ole

Frances Ruth following Harold Fellows's smooth introduction. 1

remarked to Jack Stapp, one of Dinah's earliest bosses from Nash-

ville, who happened to be at a neighboring table, that the ovation

would indicate that Dinah had at least invented penicillin.

Among other posies Harold tossed at dynamic Dinah was the

remark that she was indisputably the world's number one auto-

mobile salesman. That she certainly is, and more. She's a woman
who has worked hard, both at her business of becoming the nation's

No. 1 girl singing television personality; and, from everything

apparent to the naked eye, the more important job of being a good

wife and mother. Mrs. Montgomery made it plain in her short

address to the assembled broadcasters that she understood and loved

the people in radio-television and showbusiness. She indicated that

it would make her extremely happy if her children decided to make

their futures in these fields. The people of the industry, she said,

were stimulating, warm, exciting, helpful, sincere, and several other

glowing adjectives I failed to note.

NBC's awesome tape central

Seated at Dinah's right, on the dais, was a gentleman, who to I

me, has always exemplified what the lady was talking about. I'm

referring to John West, an old RCA Victor boss of mine, who is '\

now, as he's been for a number of years, headman for the NBC
Pacific Coast division. In his own quiet, solid, relaxed way John has

made notable contributions to a number of phases of the business

through the years. I'm sure he's played a leading part in developing

a respectable amount of shows and talent for

westward, and I'm even surer that he has n

NBC since he headed

tde many meaningful

17 may 1958



1RB Proves Only KCMCTV Delivers

the Area It's Keyed to Serve

SPECIAL RESEARCH in DAYTIME PERIODS containing DUPLICATED & UNDUPLICATED
PROGRAMS establishes KCMC-TV complete .dominance in the hardest test of all!

ARB Telephone Coincidental Conducted in Cities Indicated Below

KCMC-TV
Station B
Station C

(KCMC-TV Programming

Mon thru Fri , March I 7 -

KCMC-TV

STATION B (CBS OUTLET)

STATION C (NBC OUTLET)

II - II 10 a m iDuplic.

Station Bi
KCMC-TV I? 7

KCMC-TV and

i KCMC-TV Program-
ions B & C Different

KCMC-TV Programming

THIS IS THE EXCLUSIVE NORTHEAST TEXAS — SOUTHWEST ARKANSAS
MARKET KCMC-TV DELIVERS FOR YOUR PROGRAM & COMMERCIALS

®KCMC-TVs
RICHARD M. PETERS

General Manager
100,000 WATTS — CHANNEL 6

TEXARKANA, TEXAS - ARKANSAS
Represented b> Venard. Rmtoul & McConnell. Inc

JACK ROLLINGS
Natl. Sales Manager



- Sponsor backstage continued .

"you'll do
better with us
in AKRON"

.1

y

MERCHANDISING Tie-ins with 36
Acme Stores which include

feature stock displays . . . point-

of-sale posters . . . air-plugs on
Acme's daily wcue
announcements.

MAIL PULL Fantastic returns. Like
2,300 cards and letters from a

"one-day-only" offer which
produced high volume sales, gave
the product a solid send-off.

MORE LISTENERS PER DOLLAR Large,
loyal audiences plus a realistic

rate card add up to 1 I
.!''< more

listeners in the Greater Akron
Metropolitan Area for your
dollar on CUE.

Mm-m-m. Merchandising, mail
pull, more listeners per dollar.

Listeners like what they get on
CUE, And so will you.

National representative

Avery-Knodel

•Tim Elliot, Pres. "Jean Elliot, Vice-Pres.

The ELLIOT STATIONS

WCUE wice
Akron, Providence,
Ohio r.i.

GREAT INDEPENDENTS • GOOD NEIGHBORS

contributions on the administrative and business side of the opera-

lion. To me the most awesome spectacle developed in television in

quite a few years is the NBC Tape Central at Burbank, where a

battery of video tape recorders, in a most magic fashion take shows

off the line as they are telecast live from New York, and retelecast

those shows at more suitable times in the Pacific Coast and Moun-

tain Time areas—all automatically. The engineering geniuses behind

this fantastic automaton deserve more credit than I can give them,

but you can be sure that John was the top level man who saw the

need for the setup, and okayed the SI 1 /, million budget.

All of this I'm guessing because in the little time J talked with

John he said not a word about what he'd been doing, but merely

asked about my own activities. Believe me, however, the guess is a

most educated one. as Harold Fellows indicated, when he told the

closing Convention luncheon that John had been largely responsible

for many of the arrangements which made the Convention the success

it was, despite difficulties inherent in holding one of these brouhahas

in as far-flung and loose-put-together a neighborhood as Los Angeles.

The outstanding single item at the Convention, to me, was the

color video tape recorders, of both RCA and Ampex. Color con-

tinues to have its problems in so far as achieving a substantial

audience is concerned, but inevitably it will come, and when it does

tape will long since have pla\ed its significant part in tint tv develop-

ment. Incidentally several major advertising agencies are presently

engaged in more or less formal studies of the potential usages of

vtr. particularly in so far as producing more effective commercials

is concerned. Bob Miner of Ampex recently told the Advertising

Club of Oakland. California that stations, advertisers and agencies

have been developing commercial applications of tv tape recorders,

which Ampex itself never dreamed of. The Ampex vtr, of course,

has a separate audio record and erase component. Miner told how

this feature was used by a car dealer to show a car commercial with

live video quality, and insert the price, audio-wise just a few minutes

before airtime.

NAB's lethargic air

Otherwise the Convention as a whole, seemed to me to have a

lethargic, almost tired air about it.

But getting back to the beginning—Eddie Cantor certainly man-

ages to keep abreast of the industry's movement and activity. He

told our group how high he was on radio as a medium, and how

much he and other stars (including Bob Hope to whom he'd talked I

would like to work in radio again, under the right circumstances.

He also told us that he was working hard to get tv shows to use bis

"Bye Now—Buy Now" anti-recession slogan as a closer.

The following Monday and Tuesday 1 was in Washington, and

there some other people were engaged in the same drive as Mr.

Cantor. The Advertising Council, lead by Marion Harper, Jr. of

McCann-Erickson. (who did himself proud at the NAB as a key

speaker) was making plans to kick off a campaign on the theme

"Confidence in Growing America". Over 200 business leaders at-

tended lliis meeting and pledged more than $10,000,000 worth of

iii lime and printed space to help halt the recession. Among those

present were Charles Mortimer of General Foods. Frank Stanton of

CBS, Leonard Goldenson of ABC-Paramount and Chris Witting of

Dumont. I'm glad they, as well as Eddie, are in this battle to bring

back belter business. ^



Your Omaha radio investment

talks biggest . . .

where the

biggest Pulse* is

New Pulse? Old Story! KOWH is first a.m.; first p.m.; first all day!

7.9 average Pulse! 32 out of 40 first place quarter hours! Thus

KOWH continues to dominate Omaha's radio day, just as it has for

almost 8 years.

The reasons: Programs and personalities that get through to people.

Audiences aren't the only ones who turn to KOWH. Advertisers do too.

Good coverage, too, on 660 kc. Check with Adam Young or KOWH
General Manager Virgil Sharpe.

*MarcA, 1958 Pulse

KOWH OMAHA
Refresented by Adam Young Inc.
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It's a fact worth repeating: 40% of all network spon-

sored time is on the NBC Radio Network. That's 33%
more than the second network -a lead of 13 commer-
cial hour per week. NBC is the only network to show
an increase in sponsored time in the past year!

The number of advertisers has leapt ahead, too . . .

from 26 in 1956 to 115 in 1957 . . . more advertisers

than any other network. Thirteen of the top pre-Uw-

sion blue chip advertisers are now back on NBC Rlw

Credit this growth to NBC's imaginative progun

ming aimed at increasing radio's usefulness for i

tisers and audiences. Concepts like STARDUST vie!

brings big star excitement back to radio; public sfic i
.-,,

features like NEWS ON THE HOUR which attict



u

DID YOU
KNOW THAT
NBC RADIO
HAS A

33% LEAD
IN SPONSORED
_^TIME? Yes

4* s^v;

. Kie listeners than any other radio show; constantly

higing NIGHTLINE, aimed at the perceptive adult

uience. No wonder NBC advertisers are the most-

s ned-to in all network radio! Month after month

'flflf are attracting the medium's biggest cumulative

1;
u ences according to Nielsen.

In television, NBC has forged into the Number

One position nighttime in the nation's major markets.

Now the NBC Radio Network joins the surge toward

new peaks of advertiser and audience acceptance with

33% more sponsored time than the second network.

NBC RADIO NETWORK



SOARING to NEW HEIGHTS

»»er SACRAMENTO

Aug. 1957—KXOA goes

Independent!

Oct. 1957—KXOA reaches

1st Place with 26

Va Hr. firsts & ties—Pulse

Mar. 1958—KXOA increases

1st Place lead with 29

Va Hr. firsts & ties—Pulse

NOW SO™ u
-
s

-
Market:

Sacramento County

Nat'l. Rep.—McCavren-Quinn
V.P.-Mgr.—Howard Haman

*SRDS May 1958

49th am
Madisoi

Still coming

To say, as Art Barry does in SPONSOR

of April 19, that disc jockies should

"clam up" is like saying that singers

should not sing . . . because some per-

sons do not sing well.

We here work on the opposite the-

ory. We consider our d.j.'s program

producers; we give them vast latitude

in music selection and program bal-

ance and comment.

Here—where competition from other

stations is about the same as it is in

Poughkeepsie, where Art keeps house

—our "talky d.j.'s" run away with the

audience.

A good reason for it, I think. A lis-

tener can hear records anywhere, in-

cluding on her own record player. An
interesting or amusing disc jockey—in

other words, a performer who knows

music—provides intimate entertain-

ment.

Seems to me that's what radio is

for. Information AND entertainment.

Jerome Sill

President, WFPG
Atlantic City

Man who wasn't there

On page 39 of your 3 May issue of

sponsor you show my picture over the

caption "FCC Chairman John C. Doer-

fer." I am of course flattered to know
that you still have my picture on file

but I believe you should apologize to

John, my good friend and Former col-

league, and make a correction in your

next issue.

Seriously, however, I always enjoyed

your magazine while I was a Commis-

sioner and I wish you continued suc-

cess.

E. M. Webster

Commodore (Retired) USCG
Kensington, Md.

• SPONSOR .Iocs apologize to both Chm.
Docrfer and Commodore Webster. Their faces

..ere switched, hut ours are red!

Station identification

Bryan Houston's lament concerning

the failure of radio stations to publi-

cize their spot on the dial to the tour-

ist strikes a responsive chord.

(Please turn to page 26)

sponsor • 17 may 1958
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The only station covering all of Oklahoma's No. 1 Market

Broadcast Center • 37th & Peoria
HAROLD C. STUART GUSTAV BRANDBORG

President Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

49TH AND MADISON
[Cont'd from page 24)

Roadside signs do a good job for

the individual station but radio as a

whole would benefit from an industry

campaign to get area radio stations

listed on all road maps furnished by

the oil companies, and to get similar

listings in tourist publications that

serve each state.

WMTE is situated in one of the

country's leading resort areas on the

shores of Lake Michigan. To supple-

ment our signs, the enclosed card is

distributed through a chain of gas sta-

tions. Because of space limitations

and because this is essentially a vaca-

tion-time gimmick with us, we only

list stations outside Michigan metro-

politan areas. The card will fit in the

car glove compartment or clip on the

sun visor. The sponsor, a gasoline

distributor, promotes these cards on

a weekend saturation of newscasts

throughout the vacation period. We
find it an effective, low-cost promotion.

E. H. Owens
sales manager, WMTE
Manistee, Michigan

• SPONSOR reprints below the card WMTE

LISTEN AS YOU Go

to RADIO
M MANISTEE ITS WMTE. 1340

rgn BLARNEY CASTLE OIL CO, Bear Lake, Mich,

Cost per thousand

In your interesting discussion of

Compton's growth on Page 70 of the

April 26 issue, you refer to Compton's

"cost per 1000 of commercial min-

utes." Does this mean the same as

cost per 1000 per commercial minute?

If not, what is its meaning?

Also, for my information, is there

any reason to suppose that the average

of $3.84 per 1000 per minute of com-

mercial time for a nighttime half hour

on the three networks would change

significantly for another month in the

peak viewing season?

John B. Cunter

Gardner Advertising Co.

New York

• Wc appreciate having this error called ta our

attention. This reference should have read "colt

1 170 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • NBC
"The Voice of Oklahoma"
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Consistent and interesting program-
ming for women listeners is one rea-

son the Beeline delivers more for the

money. Katherine Kitchen has been a

Beeline feature for 25 years. Thou-
sands of loyal listeners tune in and
frequently respond directly by mail or

phone. In addition, Katherine Kitchen
is featured in McClatchy Bee news-
papers.

As a group purchase, these moun-
tain-ringed radio stations deliver more
radio homes than any other combin-
ation of competitive stations . . . at

by far the lowest cost-per-thousand.

(Nielsen & SR&D)

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative

N I \
KBEEBmodesto

KMJBfr esno,

kernwakersfield
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Some homes are more VALUABI

k

•v .nk

le Sludy ol Consumer Eipi

GET AGE homes are a prime example. For advertisers, they comprise the

most valuable audience in America. Because the GET AGE (the years be-

tween 16 and 49) includes families when they're young and growing . . .

when their wants and appetites are most prodigious. It includes, too, fam-

ilies at the very peak of their earning power — who are buying more than

they ever will again. GET AGE families spend an average of one-third more,

per household, than any other age group!*



than others

i

The payoff: 72% of ABC Television's average audience** is made up of

GET AGE homes. Corresponding figure for each of the other two networks

is 64%. What's more, cost per thousand for GET AGE householders on ABC
is $3.92. The other two: $4.95 and $4.55.***

Household for household, GET AGE families buy far more automobiles

than anyone else. They buy far more groceries, far more home appliances,

far more of everything that's advertised on television. And remember:

You get them at theGETAGE™ abc-tv
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. . . NOT SEVENTEEN?

. . .NOT EIGHTEEN?

. . . NOT NINETEEN?

YES...WBRE-TV
does have

a 19 County Coverage

2,000,000 Population!

Estimated Buying Income-

$2,000,000,000!

Equivalent to the Nation's

24th Market!

This is the year for CONCENTRATION . .

when marginal prospects rate only mar-

ginal attention . . . when to produce real

results, you must concentrate your best

efforts on your best prospects . . . those

who are most likely to buy . . . and

buy in quantity!

ONE station has proven over the

years, that their audience is TOP

GRADE; large-buying prospects

in all segments of this big

Northeastern Pennsylvania

Market . . . WBRE-TV!

of a (..raflv from th

bot„„n of to frtm

TV Channel 28
WILKES-BARRE, PA.

A DOMINANT STATION ... IN A DOMINANT MARKET

. . . WITH A DOMINANT SALES OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU! ! !
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George Haight, McCann-Ei

director become showmai

, sees tv

larketingman

m Bealle, K&E, says: "Recommendations

icked with thorough research do sell."

Mark Lawrence, MacManus, John & Adams,

sees tv specials as excitement-factor for fall

How they woo cagey clients into tv
^ Agency tv v.p.'s are meeting client reluctance head-on

with more persuasive marketing data, merchandising plans

^ The most effective means of firming slow sales are

flexible contracts, star assist in trade promotion ideas

I his week, network tv buying is

still moving along at a tortoise pace.

A major new $11 million net tv buy
made headline early in May when
Westinghouse contracted for the Desi-

lu package, but most other news has

involved renewals. On the whole, the

three networks still have a number of

openings in prime evening time with-

out commitment.

What are the hurdles the big agen-

cies face behind the scenes that slow

down buying enthusiasm? And what
are agency tv v.p.'s doing to turn net-

work tv recommendations into a defi-

nite sale?

These are the trends emerging from
extensive sponsor interviews with

agency tv directors whose network cli-

ents range from recession-hit automo-
tives to top-selling cigarettes, drug and

food products, cosmetic and appliance

accounts:

• Some clients who fully intend to

use network tv this fall as in the past

are purposely holding up final con-

tracts to see how the network lineups

shape and insure the best possible buy.

To fight this lethargy, agencies have

been scouting show product longer

and more intensively than in seasons

past, offering clients wider choice.

"We've seen 71 new shows since Janu-

ary," Wm. Esty v.p. Sam Northcross

told sponsor. Their effort is typical

of the highly-selective effort made by

agencies this year.

• Clients want more than a good

show in prime time, and agencies are

out bargaining for the plus-factors.

The biggest upcoming trend is star

cooperation in trade and dealer pro-

motions and conventions. In the case

of the Westinghouse-Desilu contract,

Lucille Ball's and Desi Arnaz's agree-

ment to work in dealer meetings and

sales conventions was a major factor

in clinching the deal.

"We now feel a tv program is only

part-answer to a large marketing prob-

lem and can't be just -a show with

some commercials in it," says McCann
v.p. and tv director George Haight.

"We sell the client on the entirety of a

network tv show, with stress on the

trade carry-through. We're also ask-

ing more stars to cooperate with vary-

ing merchandising and promotion

plans."

• Agency tv directors are bargain-

ing hard for shorter network contracts

where "inflexibility" is a client's major

objection to firming a sale. This does

not mean that 52-week or 39-week re-

newals are out, but many tv directors

now insist on 26- or even 13 week con-

tracts with the networks on the theorv

that it's better to keep this business on

network for a short haul than to lose

it altogether.

"A couple of our clients object to

long contracts because thev don't want

sponsor • 17 may 1958



Four ways agencies are helping clients make net buys

More stars cooperate in merchandising: Merchandis-

ing and promotion pluses arc major attractions in firming

contracts with reluctant packagers, seek full cooperation in

efforts to get dealer hacking for the shoiv. McCann-Erick-

son's contract with Desilu. providing that the stars will make
sales and dealer contention appearances is typical of the

trend. Other agencies, which rushed into network buys in

previous years without nailing down star consent to appear

in commercials, now frequently include such provisos in

original negotiations, present it to clients as additional

buying incentive to overcome current buying lethargy.

Many clients fear long-term commitments: Agency-

men seek to overcome network inflexibility by including

easier escape hatches in time and program buys both. While

bulk of renewals and current commitments for fall are on

39- and 52-week basis, one reason for slow signing of addi-

tional commitments is fear of tying up large chunks of

money for a year or more. To date, short contracts are still

mostly confined to fringe time, but networks may find this a

major hurdle among clients in recession-hit industries. By
end of summer, some agencymen anticipate a last-minute

rush into live shows because they're easy to cancel.

Agencies back recommendations ivith in-depth mar-
keting research: More top client executives demand to

know reasons why they should invest in big-money efforts.

Burden of proof is upon more thorough data. Tv directors

today consider showmanship only part of their job, are be-

coming increasingly research- and marketing-conscious. De-

tailed recommendations include not only facts about pro-

graming appeal, potential audience, promotion possibilities

and potential dealer support, but more in-depth research on

integration of commericals, speculative storyboards and

sometimes film roughs. Today's net tv pitch is costly.

Special appeal to iiflexibility-mintled ,i
clients: Mar-

ginal network advertisers may snitch to spot tv, but supple-

ment it with seasonal specials for a concentrated push at

crucial selling times. Appeal of specials is multi-faceted: (11

Clients like program excitement factor in one-shots, even

though they're more reluctant to gamble on novel or off-beat

programing in regularly sponsored fare. (2) Specials offer

the promotion and merchandising opportunities that market-

ing-conscious clients stress today. (3) Irregular scheduling

of specials gives clients more leeway in timing promotions.

to tie up such big chunks of money
through 1959," says Compton media

\.|i. Frank Kemp. "So we try to get

L3-week contracts for weekly shows, or

26 weeks for alternate-week sponsors."

\t least three 13-week prime time

commitments have been made by top

agencies. In each case, the property

bought on such short term is a net-

work-owned film package.

• Network recommendations de-

mand greater research and marketing

documentation this year. In many in-

stances, the basic role of the tv direc-

toi has changed as a result of the dif-

ferent emphasis in client presentations.

For example, tv directors whose big

drawing card was showmanship and
show business background, today find

themselves attending marketing plan-

ning meeting-, spending a considerable

portion of their time relating program-
ing to marketing research.

A top BBDO tv executive told

SPONSOR: "A promise of maximum cir-

culation is no longer enough to develop

client confidence in a network tv buy.

We do intensive research to relate the

programing content to the client's mar-
keting objectives before recommending
it. For instance, we spend more time

and money on researching 'the climate

of a -how' as a vehicle for a particular

product commercial, through a system

we've worked out with Schwerin. A
network tv buy is judged as a unit to-

day, with as much concern for its mer-

chandising potential, impact on trade

and dealers and audience composition

as on cost efficiency and circulation."

Frequently these days giant adver-

tisers are as cautious about their net

t\ investments as small clients for

whom a cost-increase can be crucial.

"More than ever, each network rec-

ommendation has to be backed up with

more market and consumer research

to be convincing," says K&E tv v. p.

Jim Bealle. "We haven't found any

pressure for shorter contracts as such.

For instance, RCA and Whirlpool have

bought into Como on a 52-week basis.

But we work more closely with market-

ing objectives in mind and backed by

research data before broaching the

subject of network tv. Today there's

a very sound business approach to a

network tv buy, with many considera-

tions over and beyond the medium it-

self and show quality."

• Specials are easier to sell to cli-

ents this year because of their intrinsic

excitement and promotability. Two
1957-58 network tv advertisers who
had continuous sponsorship during the

past year are now considering a switch

to seasonally-timed specials plus spot

tv instead. Pontiac (through Mac-

Manus, John & Adams) is doubling its

sponsorship of specials during the sea-

son to come.

"They suit our marketing problems

ideally," says Mark Lawrence, tv v.p.

for MacManus. John & Adams. "\\ ith

specials we don't get tied in to an in-

flexible long-term commitment. Also,

every tv appearance on a special be-

comes an event, making it seem like

you've got double the budget. I hey

get a good play-back from customers

and dealers last year because they lent

themselves to good promotion. But

the burden is on the agency to nego-

tiate for good properties. So far,

we've got one out of 10 set for the

year."

Since agency recommendations for

specials are more speculative in terms

of their circulation expectations, they

generally stress different data as a

client -persuader. Even preliminary

recommendations include the trade and

audience - promotion plans because

tune-ins are so totally dependent upon

whipping up interest.

• Clients are less willing than ever

to gamble on new show concepts.

They're playing it safe and most agen-

cy tv directors are going along with it,

basing recommendations strongly on

the star's track record or the past per-

( Please turn to page 72)
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Preview of summer's radio campaigns
^ The hot-weather radio bandwagon is beginning to

roll and advertising clients are now climbing aboard

^ Weekends are much in demand by accounts to catch

the vast out-of-home audience on beach and highway

By Bill Miksch

F%s the thermometer starts to climb,

summer radio business appears to be

climbing with it. Clients with special

advertising campaigns geared to the

summer season are coming into both

spot and network line-ups. Many year-

round radio accounts with products

that have strong warm weather appeal

are stepping up their schedules.

Cooling drinks, ice creams, gasolines,

oils, suntan lotions, picnic and outdoor

barbecue supplies, automotives, sum-

mer foods and desserts, beers, sun-

glasses, holiday and vacation items,

deodorants are coming into summer
radio to catch the listener in the festive,

outdoor mood. How deep this mood
goes will be brought out farther along

in this story when facts about summer
radio listening and their relation to

product sales are revealed.

The ways in which summer radio are

being used by agencies and clients are

many. Saturation campaigns on week-

ends, specific commercials aimed at

the motoring public, at beachcombers,

boat enthusiasts, baseball fans, horse

followers, picnickers, campers, vaca-

TYPICAL SUMMER CLIENTS
IN SPOT

Eskimo Pies

Coppertone

Champion Spark Plugs

Good Humor
Texaco

Mum Mist Deodorant
Cut Rite Wax Paper (Scott)

Tetley Tea
Greyhound Bus
GMAC
Sinclair

Hudson Paper Co.

Ting Complexion Aid
Schaefer

Lipton Tea

tioners, at the stay-at-homes; holiday

and pre-holiday advertising slanted for

Father's Day, Memorial Day, Indepen-

dence Day and Labor Day—everything

seems to be in for the summer.

Buying seemed to go slowly during

the early spring. But now the tempo

has picked up and the bandwagon has

started to roll in both network and

spot radio.

Iced tea is back

Perhaps one of the most interesting

campaigns is the one starting for Lip-

ton's Tea (Young & Rubicam). Hit-

ting at the ice tea drinkers, this com-

pany has considerably expanded its

spot radio budget throughout the coun-

try. On the hottest days, extra an-

nouncements are provided for. One
station in each market has been desig-

nated as the "weather control center."

This station checks the temperatures in

its area, decides when the thermometer

prescribes the extra announcements,

then alerts its neighbor stations to

fatten the schedule.

Tetley Tea, (Ogilvy, Benson &

Mather), consistent user of spot radio,

is continuing its schedule but is heavy-

ing up for the summer trade in iced

tea. McCormick's Tea (Lennen &

Newell) is coming in with a campaign

starting 23 May. For the entire trade,

the Tea Council (Leo Burnett Co.) is

readying a campaign in about 30 mar-

kets to whet the thirst of iced tea sip-

pers. One-minute spots are being used.

Starting dates of the campaign vary

with the climate of the markets; in the

South, schedules begin 15 May and 15

June; in the North, they kick off on

1 June.

One of the very welcome newcomers

to summer radio is Champion Spark

Plugs (J. Walter Thompson), striking

out for summer driving business with

a 39-week schedule with minute partici-

pations in traffic times.

In the field of cool-off confections,

Good Humor is back again this year.

After a highly successful season last

year when it used radio to sell its fla-

vors-of-the-week on streets, at ball

parks, along beaches in playgrounds

and wherever else the summer crowds

gather, this company has begun
another schedule of bell-ringing com-
mercials through its agency, Mac-
Manus, John & Adams. Good Humor
attributes its five-year sales rise of

40% entirely to spot radio.

Joining Good Humor will be the

veteran chocolate-dipped ice cream bar

—Eskimo Pies ( Cunningham & Walsh)
which will make its radio bid for hot

weather business starting 21 May in

a four-week campaign pretty much con-

fined to minute announcements on

Thursdays and Fridays.

Iced tea and ice cream are by no
means the only cooling products that

will be getting a big play on radio in

the warm-weather months. In network

radio, General Foods is coming into

ABC's Breakfast Club through August
with Kool-Aid soft drink via its agency
Foote, Cone & Belding. Canada Dry
(J. M. Mathes Co.) also will be back

in the summer spot radio line-up.

Beers, of course, will also be heard

from often in the months ahead both

on network and spot. Schaefer Brew-
ing (BBDO). Pabst Brewing (it has

several agencies for its varied prod-

ucts including Hoffman beverages:

Norman, Craig & Kummel; Y&R;
Grey) ; Ballantine iWm. Esty) will be

among the foam-topped -coolers that

TYPICAL SUMMER CLIENTS
IN NETWORK

Kool-Aid (General Foods)
Cool Ray Sunglasses

Texaco Gasoline & Oil

Miller Brewing
Pioneer Belts & Suspenders
Hertz Driv-Ur-Self

GM (safe driving campaign)
Tetley Tea
Jello (General Foods)

Oldsmobile

Ford

Shulton (deodorants, etc.)

Savings & Loan Foundation
Delco Batteries

Fritos
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ill be promoted in spot radio. Miller

rt-wiiiii i Mat li i—on \ \ssociates).

which uses goll telecasts in winter i\.

will seek summer exposure in radio

with a 26-week campaign of participa-

tion- in 50 uewscasts weekly on ABC
Radio.

There are several clients who will

use radio to reach the al fresco set.

Scot! Paper Co. through J. Walter

Thompson, for example, will run a

spot radio saturation campaign for

Cut-Rite Wax Paper before each major

holiday (Memorial Day, July 4th).

And Hudson Pulp & Paper (Norman,

Craig & kummel) will use a summer

schedule to sell its line of consumer

paper products.

Not onl) will there be no excuse for

unwrapped goodies, but there will be

no excuse for one to get eyestrain on

sunny days. Cool Ray Sunglasses

(Sutherland Abbott Agency) is coming

into NBC Monitor on five weekends

during May and June to make sure

that no one squints.

There'll be no reason for painful

sunburns either if the radio audience

drop into their drug stores on the way

to the beach. Shulton, Inc., makers of

Bronze Tan, will be both in spot radio

and on CBS Radio network. Copper-

tone suntan oil, cream and lotion

(Grant I will be in spot this summer.

This company has won a leading place

in sun-tan oil sales through spot radio;

volume has gone from $173,000 to $4

million since 1950.

And, in the event any sun-worshipper

forgets to annoint himself first, there

will be Ting Complexion Aid, made by

Pharma-Craft and serviced by Cohen &

Aleshire agency, beaming its message

\ ia Bpot radio.

The foregoing represent only a por-

tion of the advertisers who are invest-

ing in summer radio campaigns. More

are to be covered in this article;

more are still to be heard from as the

warm days close in. Says Wells Bar-

nett, station- operations manager for

John Blair Co.: "Last year was our

best Bummer yet, but it looks now as

if
'.").'! will top it. Other reps and the

networks generally echo this thought.

\\ liat are some of the reasons under-

lying this spurt in summer radio time

sales. For one thing, advertisers have

(Please turn to page 74)

"I watched you|
^ There aren't many letters coming to sponsors or webs

these days. The fact is, viewers aren't letter-writers

^ Heavy mail critical of a show isn't common. Tv's

audience is more apt to praise a program than damn it

W hile the traditionally voluble U.S.

tv viewer may have a pronounced set

of opinions about programing, his pro-

gram votes are basically silent ones.

The fact is that while the tv viewer

may spend a considerable amount of

time talking about tv, he spends little

time writing letters about it. If it were

not for ratings, sponsors and broad-

casters would have little idea of audi-

ence likes and dislikes.

This conclusion stood out this week

following a SPONSOR check on tv pro-

gram executives on the effect of viewer

mail on programing the upcoming tv

season. These facts also stood out:

• Unless inspired, heavy mail criti-

cal of a show is rare.

• Laudatory opinions are more apt

to move the viewer to sit down, pen in

hand, but a few thousand letters are

enough to send the sponsor into hand-

springs of delight.

• Where mail critical of a show runs

to noticeable volume, chances are it

was inspired by a newspaper article.

• While there are occasional in-

stances of inspired or "related" mail

that reflects intelligent criticism and

constructive suggestions, a great deal

of criticism of tv programs is of the

crackpot variety.

• By and large, sponsors do not run

for the woods when there is a per-

ceptible amount of critical mail. How-

ever, some programing people feel this

absence of fright exists only because

there is little controversial material on

the air anyway.

The mail volume story was summed
up by Herbert A. Carlborg, director of

editing at CBS: "You'd be surprised

how little we receive of a critical na-

ture. Certainly much less than most

people suppose.

"This is particularly true of unso-

licited mail. Inspired mail can mount

to a fairly sizeable figure but in terms

of the total audience watching a show,

even this amounts to a minute frac-

tion of the entire viewing audience."

Carlborg said it was easy to recog-

nize inspired mail. The wording is

similar with certain obvious phrases

recurring in each letter—evidence to

Carlborg that a great deal of inspired

mail is not thought out.

He pointed out, however, that cer-

tain types of inspired mail are wel-

come. He cited the case of an article

in Family Circle magazine with a your-

voice-can-be-heard theme. In the arti-

cle Carlborg's name was mentioned.

"We received a number of letters

with positive and helpful ideas," Carl-

borg said. "We don't mind that at all.

We'll go to a lot of trouble to see if

people have a legitimate gripe. We've

had kines sent here from the coast on a

number of occasions so that we could

screen them and find out exactly what

was bothering people."

To many advertisers, the ratings pic-

ture provides enough evidence of criti-

cism. One ad manager superintending

three tv shows, two of them placed on

a spot basis, said:

"People don't usually write if they

don't like a show. They'll just tune it

off—which is enough for us. If enough

of them do it. it'll show up in the rat-

ings books."

Sponsors of children's shows get a

moderate amount of mail from mop-

pets asking for photographs of their

heroes and the letters, of course, are

primarily laudatory. Unsolicited criti-

cal mail on children's programing will

be gotten occasionally from adults, but

considering the amount of public com-

ment on the alleged link between vio-

lence in tv programing and juvenile de-

linquency, the volume is not consid-

ered large by admen.

Why are parents reluctant to write?

One advertising executive familiar with

the mail picture felt that it usually

takes an organization to spur letters

and that parents prefer to control the

viewing at home rather than at the



r show last night and I think »»

broadcasting studio. "Which," he said,

"is really the way it should be done

anyway."

One organization dealing with chil-

dren's programing that has gotten some

attention is the National Association

for Better Radio and Television. It is

a Southern California-based outfit

sparked by a Mrs. Clara Logan (see

story below).

Among other things, NAFBRAT an-

nually rates children's programing. It

pays particular attention to the amount

of violence in the shows it rates and

urges its members to be articulate

about their opinions. Letters are

spurred by a list of 325 advertiser ex-

ecutives, including board chairmen,

presidents, general managers and ad-

vertising managers, which is distrib-

uted to members.

While NAFBRAT is well-known as

tv pressure groups go, few admen are

familiar with the organization. There

is little evidence that its letter-writing

policies have made much of a mark

on Madison Ave.

There are occasionally mail flurries

based on religious, racial or political

questions. Much of this comes from

extremists. For example, on a Name
That Tune show not too long ago a

Negro paired with a white girl put his

arm around her in a spontaneous ges-

ture to express delight at their win-

nings. From one southern city a Cham-

ber of Commerce became excited

enough about this affront to racial pur-

ity to trigger a comparatively heavy

volume of mail. There was no notice-

able volume from any other southern

market and no further protests after

the initial one.

"Certain people," said one program-

ing executive, "will jump to conclu-

sions about a show even before it's on

the air. I recall a case of a story a

writer did for a Catholic press associa-

tion attacking a Playhouse 90 story as

Communist after seeing only the script.

His story brought in 1,000 letters—

which is a considerable number of let-

ters about one program. Each letter

received by the network was answered.

After the show was put on a number of

people wrote back and apologized. And
there was nothing changed in the

script."

While there is more letter-writing ac-

tivity on the praise side of the ledger,

the volume doesn't get into box-car

numbers. For example, Texaco's spe-

cial, Swing Into Spring, presented on 9

April, elicited about 600 letters to

NBC, a couple hundred to the sponsor

and an unknown number (but not be-

lieved large) to stations. To the spon-

sor and agency, Cunningham & Walsh,

this reaction was gratifying. ^

VIOLENCE IN KIDS' SHOWS: NAFBRAT TARGET FOR NINE YEARS

The National Association for Better

Radio and Television has been known
primarily for its attacks on violence in

children's programing on the air.

In recent months, however, it has

made its pressure felt in other broad-

casting areas, too.

NAFBRAT prepared a lengthy at-

tack on KCOP last year asking the FCC
to revoke the tv station's license at

the time its sale to a Bing Crosby-

Kenyon Brown syndicate was up be-

fore the commission.

The FCC refused to hold up the sale

but approval, it was noted at the time,

came after the new owners said they

would, among other things, drop three

shows NAFBRAT didn't like.

Another instance was KTLA's drop-

ping of plans to experiment with sub-

liminal projection. NAFBRAT was ac-

tive in a campaign against it.

NAFBRAT's campaign against vio-

lence in children's programing has
been going on since 1949. At present

it has roughly 275 members, roughly
divided between individuals and or-

ganizations.

A key group within NAFBRAT is its

evaluation committee of 12 to 15 wom-
en ("It has to be women; they're the

only ones who have time for it," says

NAFBRAT President Clara Logan).

The committee prepares an annual

report on children's programs, both

network and spot, seen or heard in the

Los Angeles area. The programs are

put into six categories, ranging from

excellent to most objectionable.

Here are some tv examples at both

ends of the scale:

Excellent: Captain Kangaroo, Dis-

neyland, Gumby, The Jungle, Little

Schoolhouse, Mr. Wizard.

Most objectionable: Long John Sil-

ver, Superman, Tales of the Texas

Rangers. ^

Excellent: "Captai

BRAT, is stimulati

NAF-

.1, too

Objectionable: NAFBRAT says "Lone Rai

ger," full of "murders," is bad for childre



A psychoanalyst

puts Madison Avenue

on the couch

By Evelyn Konrad

Do admen have a deep-rooted guilt

i omplex?

They do, says a survey by Gallup &
Robinson, which polled admen and

housewives on the agencyman's public

image.

The survey asked 100 housewives

and 100 admen whether they consid-

ered agencymen respectable, honest,

hardworking, neurotic, hard-drinking.

Here's how their views compared:

Forty-three housewives labeled ad-

men respectable; only nine agencymen
thought they would.

Only four admen figured that house-

ivives would cnll admen honest. Twen-
ty housewives actually did.

Only three housewives pegged ad-

men as neurotic; 28 admen figured

they would.

This survey indicates that admen
have a lower opinion of themselves

than the general public does. SPONSOR

decided to find out why. For the

answer, a SPONSOR editor interviewed

an eminent New York psychiatrist

who /reals a sizable number of adver-

tising men and it omen. The doctor

preferred to remain anonymous.

Q) Are many of your patients in

advertising?

A) Seven out of 35. A very high per-

centage <>( m\ patients is in television.

People who work in television tend to

be more frightened and anxiety-ridden

than people in any other field.

Q) What's the chief cause for

anxiety?

A) There don't seem to be clear-cut

channels of responsibility, so they have

a tough time making decisions. Execu-

tives in other businesses don't seem to

worry as much about a decision; they

make it and stick to it more.

I have a patient from the garment

center who's a partner in a big firm.

Last year he decided on a revolution-

ary new way for making buttonholes.

He and his partners invested $50,000

in new machines for making button-

holes, put a big advertising campaign

behind the new process and marketed

their whole line around these new but-

tonholes.

The process flopped. My patient and

his partners lost a big chunk of money,

but he wasn't unduly worried. He'd

made a decision and he'd stuck to it.

But within two weeks after his adver-

tising campaign was launched, the

president of his agency became a pa-

tient of mine.

Q) Why do you think the agency

president was more worried about

the money loss than the client?

A) I think he felt guilty because the

money that was lost wasn't his. When
he was a little boy, he used to play

marbles. He told me about one time

when he'd lost all his marbles. He
didn't cry; he wanted to go on playing.

So he got his younger brother to lend

him all of his marbles. Within an hour,

he'd lost them, too. Then he cried.

Q) Are agencymen less honest

than other businessmen?
A) I don't think so. In fact, I think

many suffer from what you might call

a mental "hand-washing compulsion

neurosis."

What I mean is, they tend to bend

over backwards trying to be ultra-

scrupulous because they think they're

suspect. For instance, the vice presi-

dent of an agency who's a friend, not

a patient, of mine tells me that he peri-

odically forces his wife to buy a bread

brand competitive with his own cli-

ent's bread.

"Don't you like your client's prod-

uct?" I asked.

"As a matter of fact I do," he told

me. "But I just want to make sure we
eat it because we like it and not be-

cause it pays our bills."

I've never seen a Ford salesman buy-

ing a Chevrolet just to appease his con-

science, have you?

Q) Do agencvmen feel thev work
hard?
A) Now there's something I don't un-

derstand. They work as long if not

longer hours than other professions,

but they keep feeling guilty about the

work they do.

I have a doctor as a patient who
tells me proudly, as a badge of his own
achievement, that he's so good he gets

$1,000 per operation and therefore has

to work only seven or eight hours a

week to make a very good living.

When I ask agencymen about the

amount of work they do, they quickly

tell me they worked four nights or over

the weekend, as if they had to justify

their earnings by number of man-hours
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they devoted to the job day-by-day.

Perhaps there are two reasons for

this. First of all, the aura of glamour

still lingers over the advertising field

—

or at least agencymen think that it does

to the public and to their clients.

Therefore, they feel it's up to them to

prove their work isn't just a lark.

Secondly, the product of their work
is less tangible than surgery. You
may see a television campaign on the

air and know that you contributed to

it. But it's a little harder to see the

relationship it bears to the welfare of

the public and the national economy.

Maybe there's still another reason

for it. The advertising people I know
seem to enjoy their work a lot more
than some of the businessmen-clients

they deal with. Secretly, they feel their

work is more "fun" than their client's.

And the closer a man's work is to the

so-called "glamour" jobs in an agency

—like television or copywriting, for in-

stance, as against research—the more
he tends to feel this way. Since they

derive these psychic rewards from their

work, they feel shame for being paid.

Q) What are the more overt
symptoms of admen's guilts?

A) A status-consciousness and driv-

ing compulsion to impress, I think.

Some that I've known have been im-

mersed in an extremely severe anxiety

and their way to reassure themselves

seems to be by spending to the hilt.

I once knew a girl of 22 who was so

unsure of herself she had to go into

debt on her clothes, spend twice as

much as she was able to afford, just to

feel as good as everyone else.

I also knew a man who was a time-

buyer earning $12,000 when I first met

him. He spent $15,000, on the theory

that if he drove himself hard enough

he'd give the appearance of success

and he'd have to move upward. So

sure enough, in a year he became asso-

ciate media director of the agency at

$15,000, and so he spent $18,000. Well,

the strain of being continuously in debt

made him do inferior work, and within

a year he was pounding the pavement
looking for a job. After a long layoff,

he got one: He's a timebuyer at $8,000,

spending $7,500 and feeling better.

There seem to be several causes for

this sort of spending-pattern: For one

thing, advertising attracts restless, am-

bitious people. For another, people in

advertising can move ahead faster than

those in more stable industries; they

can also plunge downward faster. And
finally, since their day is devoted to

telling other people to spend money,
they seem to feel guilts if they don't

spend at the same or at a faster rate.

Q) How would you explain client-

agencyman relationships in psy-

chological terms?
A) Perhaps more than in any other

business, an agencyman's client repre-

sents the father image. Not only does

he have ultimate authority, such as

final okay on a copy approach or total

advertising campaign, but he "doles

out the allowance"—that is, controls

the budget. And, as if that weren't

enough, he has virtual hiring and
firing power.

It's logical, therefore, that a lot of

the repressed conflicts an agencyman
may have had with his father are trans-

ferred onto the client. In fact, a num-
ber of my patients refer to their cli-

ents as "the Great White Father."

Those that suffered severely from an
Oedipus complex can work themselves
into a passionate hatred of the client

over trivial disagreements. Since they
have to suppress these hatreds in the
normal course of business transactions,

they frequently take them home and
there act out the hated rple of omnipo-
tent patriarch out of revenge.

Q) Does that mean. that agency-
men are more severe fathers?
A) There's no general rule about it,

other than perhaps the fact that agen-
cymen are more ambivalent in their

family relationships, more swayed by
their day-by-day client problems.

Q) Are agencymen tougher to
live with?

A) For their wives, I would say they
probably are. Since they're status-

conscious, they demand social perfec-

tion. Since they frequently feel im-
posed upon by the client's authority,

they are likely to transfer frustrations

into their home with a greater intensity

than say an executive in a steel com-
pany who has only one direct boss.

Q) If you had a daughter, would
you advise her against marrying
an agencyman?
A) It's too late. She already did. ^
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dialogue. All of the tour couples sh

one-minute musical comedies, complete with plot, songs ai

n this finale scene are known professional entertain*

"MINUTE" SHOWS SELL NESCAFE
Nescafe, known as a producer of

instant coffee, is now producing instant

commercials—musical comedies, com-

plete with plot, songs and dialogue,

and all in 60 seconds.

These shows-within-a-show (they are

being used on Nescafe's Oh! Susanna

episodes) employ eight performers,

v ith musical backgrounds, both tv and

theater. Rather than use an established

singing group. Bryan Houston, fnc,

Nescafe's agency, put together a new

"company" with an original sound.

Through research Nescafe knows

that \oung adults in the 20 to 45-

year-old age group comprise the largest

body of instant coffee consumers. The

stor) line for these commercials shows

such people in happy situations; e.g.

four couples are holding a barbecue,

with the guests taking over all the

cooking chores. The hostess, however,

retains one job for herself—making

the Nescafe.

All of the commercials are based on

the famous song "Let's Have Another

Cup of Coffee," written by Irving Ber-

lin, and which has long been the

Nescafe theme. In these playlets, the

entire song is used with a different

lyric for each presentation.

The performers are also used by

Nescafe for regular radio and tv sing-

ing spots. ^

Why foreip

w.,hen \ olkswagen's new advertis-

ing campaign (via J. M. Mathes, Inc.)

gets into high gear, the budget will be

in excess of $1,000,000 a year, sponsor

learned tins week. And approximately

20' i of the budget is slated for air

media.

By fall, Volkswagen spot commer-

cials will probably be scheduled on

both radio and tv, with a remote

chance of a network tv show within

tbe next year.

The use of air media by the best-

selling imported car points up a signifi-

cant trend in the foreign car market:

almost all the imports are gradually

swinging to air media, for two reasons:

1) When foreign cars began selling

in the U.S. years ago, their advertising

was concentrated in print— mainly

selected magazines to reach what was

thought to be a select market of

foreign car buyers. Now that a mass

market exists for foreign cars, im-

porters are swinging to mass media.

2) As the number of foreign car

dealers increases—and as American

car dealers add imports to their do-

mestic lines—radio and tv, particularly

spot, are becoming more popular. Ex-

plains one Texas foreign car dealer: "I

sell to a wider area than my local news-

paper can cover. Spot radio helps me

reach customers further away."

Budgets climbing

It's evident from a look at the ad

programs of the 10 best-selling foreign

cars (excluding sports cars) that radio

and tv are scheduled for a constantly

increasing share of future imported

car ad budgets I see chart) . Even more

significant, though, is the way the

budgets have been climbing as sales

mount: in 1955, when foreign car

sales in the U.S. totaled 100,000, the

top budget for any import was under

$500,000. This year, with anticipated

sales of 300,000, at least two imports

will go over the $1,000,000 mark, with

the average ad budget about $250,000

by SPONSOR estimate.

One of the first foreign cars to use

air media is one of the fastest-growing

in terms of U.S. sales: the Swedish



irs are trying air media

^ Sales of 300,000 mean

a mass, not a class, market

^ The need is for a mass

medium to keep sales rising

Volvo. According to Kent Goodman,
president of Volvo's advertising agency

(Advertising Agencies, Inc.), Volvo's

1958 ad budget will total about $1,-

000,000—with 47% of it in radio and
another 18% in tv.

"Radio spot saturation," says Good-

man, "was a major factor in our phe-

nomenal success. We couldn't have

made the penetration of the market

we've made without radio." At present,

Volvo radio spots are used on 26 sta-

tions in 11 major markets, eight of the

stations in Los Angeles, Volvo's big-

gest market. Volvo also sponsors a

weekly hour children's show on Los
Angles KHJ-TV, its only use of tv at

present, although a substantial spot

tv buy is planned within the next

three months. J

Goodman, a former radio salesmanfl

himself, believes that other foreign car

marketers are beginning to realize

that for mass sales in the U.S., a mass

medium that offers repetition is es-

sential. He considers radio and tv

vital to Volvo's sales expansion, hopes

eventually to see Volvo sponsoring a

coast-to-coast network tv show.

Another foreign make being adver-

tised via spot radio is the French

Simca, but the spots are placed not

by the importer—Simca, Inc., New
\ork City—but by its distributors.

For example, Paris Auto, an eastern

Simca distributor covering the New
York metropolitan area, spends about

60% of its annual $75,000 ad budget

in radio spots on 19 stations in 19

cities.

L American automobile makers, who
ionce laughed at the foreign imports,

are now smiling for another reason:

both General Motors and Ford are

importing foreign cars of their own
and selling them as fast as they come
off the boat.

GM's Vauxhall, made in Britain, is

a good example of this type of import

planning extensive use of air media.

Radio spots for Vauxhall will break

this summer in about 50 principal

markets, and Vauxhall plugs will also

be included in Pontiac's network tv

commercials this fall (the Vauxhall is

sold through some 2,600 Pontiac

dealers).

The fast-selling British Ford is an-

other import with a big ad budget:

over $1,000,000 by sponsor estimate.

However the only British Ford radio

or tv spots are placed by dealers or dis-

tributors—for the present at least. ^

WHO'S WHO IN FOREIGN ECONOMY CAR RADIO /TV ADVERTISING

MAKE OF CAR
COMPANY

AD MANAGER AD AGENCY ACCT EXEC
ANNUAL

AD BUDGET
USE OF

AIR MEDIA

ESTIMATED
1958

SALES*

Volkswagen — ii Mewart
Volkswagen of

America, Inc.

En'w'od Cliffs, N. J.

J. M. Mathes
N. Y.

Rudolph Ville in excess of

$1,000,000*

radio/tv

planned
80,000

Renault Ethel Norling
Renault, Inc.,

N. Y.

Needham,
Louts & Brorby
N. Y.

William E.

Malone, Jr.

$750,000* spot radio 60,000

British Ford Don Smith
Ford Motor Co.,

Ltd.

JWT
N. Y.

< litloid Snyder in excess of

$1,000,000*

spot radiot . 40,000

Hillman Peter Easton
Rootes Motors,
N. Y.

EVVR&R
N. Y.

John Louden $750,000* occasional spot

radio and tv in

the west

25,000

Metropolitan E. B. Brogan
American Motors
Corp., Det.

Ceyer Adver-
tising Inc.
N. Y. & Det.

John F. Henry,
Det.: L. C. Mac-
Glashan, N. Y.

$25,000* some spot radio

and tv

20,000

Vauxhall W. E. Schoon
Pontiac Div., G.M.
Pontiac, Mich.

MacManus,
John & Adams
Muomneld Hills,

Mich.

Colon John
(Bloomfield Hills.

Mich.)

under $250,000* spot radio

planned for

summer, net tv

for fall

18,000

Volvo David Beesley
Volvo Dist. Inc.

En'w'od Cliffs, N. J.

Advertising
Agencies, Inc.
San Francisco

Kent Goodman $1,000,000 radio/tv 16,000

Opel Paul Holt
Buick Div., G.M.
Flint, Mich.

McCann-
Erickson
Det. & N. Y.

Myron Mac-
Donald, Det.

N.A. none 15,000

German Ford Don Smith
Ford of Germany

JWT
N. Y.

Richard Cass under $250,000* spot radiot 12,000

Simca A. M. Dolza
Simca, Inc., N. Y.

Richard K.

Meltzer
San Francisco

Newton Free $250,000 spot radio & tvt 10,000



Trewax grows with proven formuh
^ Four years ago this company put $7,000, most of its

advertising budget, into a spot radio test in California

^ Again, this year, most of the budget, $96,000, is once

more slated for radio. Today's market: going national

TREWAX

I rewax i~ a brand name unfamiliar

to consumers in most sections of the

country. Thanks to radio, this is only

a temporarj situation.

Trewax, a line of floor waxes, was

developed in California in 1949. Sales

began in 1950. radio advertising in

1954. Since then it has become a

staple on the Wesl Coasl where it has

wide distribution, and sales second

only to S. C. Johnson, the country's

leading wax marketer.

Harry Fox. the man who developed

the formula for Trewax and still heads

the company, believes three factors are

responsible for the product's tremen-

dous growth in a competitive field: a

good product, good dealer relations

and radio advertising.

The strength of Fox's conviction

about air media advertising can be

seen in his 1958 advertising budget

breakdown: the total budget is about

$ 1 1 M >.( 100. Of this about $96,000 goes

into air media, almost all of it into

radio. The remaining S4.000 is dis-

tributed to trade publications.

Fox's belief in the ability of radio to

sell Trewax is founded on solid ex-

perience. Beginning with sales of

about $10,000 in 1950. the compam
managed to nearl) double the figures

from year to year until 1954. That

year it reached a temporary plateau.

Existing dealers were happy, but it was
harder to get new ones; regular cus-

tomers were satisfied but new ones

weren t appearing in numbers.

Trewax. which bad its production

geared to a sizeable increase that year,

found inventoi ies beginning to back up
in mid-summer. To gel its stor\ across

quickly, and -.11 fast, it tried spot ra-

dio. Results were apparent within a

month. Sales for that month in 1 95

1

were triple those >f tin- yeai pre* ious.

I!\ the end of the ear. the companj
had doubled it- dealer outlets in the

Southern California area it was then

Sales for 1954 totalled about $230.-

000. The ad budget was about $10,000

with 87.000 going into radio. In 1955

sales rose to about $445,000, the bud-

get to $30,000. radio's share to $21,-

000. By last year sales reached about

$660,000, and the ad budget was about

$48,000 of which radio was allocated

$40,000.

This year is the one Harry Fox has

ma iked for full-scale Trewax expan-

sion. As long ago as 1955 he pre-

dicted that 1958 would see sales top-

ping $1 million. The recession seems

to be no deterrent to that prediction:

in the first quarter of 1958 his total

sales were about $252,000. And, of

course, with his ad budget doubled,

that portion going into air media has

become larger.

Expansion of this size can't take

place in Trewax' seven-state home ter-

ritory on the West Coast where, says

Fox. the product has "over 99 r
^ paint-

hardw are-department store distribu-

tion." So, the product is reversing

Horace Greeley's famous admonition,

and heading East.

Distribution was set up early this

xear in Florida and Georgia. The sales

effort will move up the East Coast from

these two states, but that's projected

for later, perhaps next year.

More immediate is a beachhead now
being established in the Mid-West.

Distribution is underway in the states

of Michigan. Ohio. Illinois, Indiana,

Minnesota, Iowa and Wisconsin. The

last is significant because the home of

the country's largest producer of

waxes, S. C. Johnson, and Trewax"

biggest competitor in the West, is Ra-

cine. Wise. This latest move has ele-

ments of David going after Goliath in

his own back yard.

In moving into these areas Trewax

will use a pattern of advertising and

merchandising it has found successful

in its other expansions. The advertis-

ing will be radio, primariK in smaller

cities. The pattern is to go into

smaller cities first, since a limited ad-

\ertising budget is no hindrance to

making a competitive splash.

The radio spots begin on a hca\ \

schedule—six to eight 30-second's

daily, for periods of two months or

more. By then sales are moving nice-

ly, so the schedule is withdrawn until

the residual effect begins to abate, at

which time the schedule is renewed.

"As long as a market looks like it's

carrying itself, we leave it alone," ex-

plains Emil Reisman, partner in the

Ross-Reisman Co., Los Angeles ai:eiic\

(The other partner, Jon Ross, has han-

dled Trewax advertising since it- in-

ception.
|

"For instance," Reisman continues,

"we average a schedule once ever) ~ix

months in the (San Francisco) Bay

area. This year we may get a nine-

month run. We maintain a constant

check on the market; as a result we
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>ot radio

make and change plans about two

weeks before their execution."

Trewax has too, a fixed idea as to

what kind of dealer and distributor

merchandising it expects. "The pat-

tern we'll be looking for," Fox explains,

"was set by the first two radio stations

ve used: KBIG, Los Angeles, and

KSFO. San Francisco." Included in

the expected package are postcard

mailings to dealers and wires to dis-

tributors when a new spot schedule

begins, followed by visits from the

station account executive to every dis-

tributor and large-volume dealer in the

area.

"We prepare dealers and distribu-

tors for the advertising," explains Reis-

man, "by first pointing out the results

of our advertising in other areas. Then
we outline the kind of advertising pro-

posed for this market—the number of

spots, the kind of saturation, the prod-

ucts to be featured and the residual

effect to expect between schedules."

To achieve a tie-in effect locally

when introducing a new product to the

Trewax line, dealer tags are used.

"These are more feasible in a small

market than a large one," Reisman be-

lieves, since people in smaller commu-
nities tend to remember and associate

products with particular stores. "There-

fore," he explains, "they are not at-

tempted in, say, Los Angeles, but they

have proved very successful in such

markets as Santa Barbara, Fresno,

Bakersfield and Midland-Odessa, Tex."

Though Trewax uses advertising

heavily when breaking into new mar-

kets, it insures that there is alwavs

something there to advertise. "We do
not use advertising to force distribu-

tion," emphasizes Jerry Fox, Trewax
general manager and son of the presi-

dent. "When the product is on the

shelf, advertising begins."

The company uses manufacturer's

representatives in all the areas in

which it has distribution. In the West,

its home ground, it has five area sales-

men working with distributors and sta-

tions to service dealers. It is using

eight agents in the Midwest and has a

full-time salesman in Florida-Georgia.

Until this year, Trewax had been
catholic in its choice of media. Be-

sides radio, it used a few trade publi-

cations, some point-of-sale material,

and one consumer magazine (Sunset).
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In February the company tried a

test: they used tv to supplement radio.

A new product was introduced to make
the test—Gold Label Self Polishing

Liquid. The test was run in Phoenix

and Tucson, Arizona.

In both, the regular radio schedule

was maintained. Added to this was

tv: for the first two weeks, four 20-

second sound-over-slide spots were car-

ried in AA time, followed by two

weeks with eight I.D.'s each.

Results: both distribution of the new
product and re-orders were accom-

plished in one-half the anticipated

time. The success of the tests had led

to the creation of a series of 20-second

animated spots by Chris Jenkyns and

Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood. These

spots will be used to augment radio

only, in as-yet undetermined markets.

These too will be concentrated in

smaller markets where Trewax, with

its small budget, can conduct a cam-

paign on equal footing with a heavy-

budget competitor. Markets will be

ones where the product is already fa-

miliar through radio. The tv spots, so

far, are built around the company's

Gold Label line, though there is a vis-

ual mention of the rest of the line

(which has a different label design)

at the end.

Limited to a relatively small ad bud-

get (as compared with its national

competitors, like Johnson), Trewax
overlooks no bet in getting top mileage

out of its expenditures. Toward this

end it often experiments with media.

One such test was carried on in the

Midland-Odessa (Tex.) market open-

ing last summer.

Trewax opened the market in its

usual fashion—with a saturation spot

radio campaign that ran for eight

weeks. The company then decided to

test the effectiveness of a radio-news-

paper combination.

Not surprisingly, notes Jay Reitzin,

Trewax sales manager and Fox's son-

in-law, dealers were initially happy.

"Seeing their names and store logo in

type gave them a feeling of pride and

identification, they hadn't had before,"

Reitzin reports.

"There was just one hitch," he con-

tinues. "We found that, on an equal

time basis, there is stronger immediate

consumer response to radio than to

newspapers. Dealers were prouder of

the display of their logo in the news-

paper ad, but all noticed the decline in

response.

"We learned our lesson," he con-

tinues. "When we go back in the

Spring with another campaign, it will

be with radio first. If we add any-

thing, it will be tv."

Trewax traces its beginnings to

1949 when Fox, a former door-to-door

floor polisher salesman, developed a

new floor-waxing product containing

exceptional amounts of carnuaba, an

{Please turn to page 71)



All about women: the influential st

^ CBS Radio Spot Sales comes up with some pertinent

data on the distaff side regarding shopping habits

^ It shows that women control 85% of all family budget

spending, listen mostly to radio before going to shop

A% few answers to the riddle that

started with Eve came to light this

week. "All \hout Women," the new
study by CBS Radio Spot Sales is now
being shown to admen, and while it

can hardly hope to tell all about wom-
en, it does manage a complete coverage

of their radio listening habits, media
preferences, shopping practices, and
general dominance over the male sex

in decisions on family spending.

For example, it is the distaff side

that influences 92% of all grocery pur-

chases, 79% of all family auto pur-

chases. Also it is women who own
65% of the nation's private wealth and
women who hold 65% of all accounts
in mutual savings banks. They own
$100 billion worth of stocks, and vir-

tually control some of the "blue chips,"

holding approximately 60% of shares

in AT&T, 55% of the DuPont securi-

ties and 54% of GE shares.

There are 61,993,000 women 14

years of age and over in the U.S.; one

out of three are workers and earn an

estimated total of $42 billion a year.

When it comes to disbursing the fam-

ily budget (average family buying in-

come is at $5,736) women influence

85% of all expenditures.

Small wonder then that CBS Radio

Spot Sales decided to explore this im-

portant audience. Fred Haywood, sales

promotion manager, was in charge of

the project. About four weeks of re-

search went into the presentation and

this was under the direction of Ed
O'Berst. research director. Sources

were: Radio Advertising Bureau, W.
R. Simmons & Associates, McCalVs
Magazine and The Home Testing In-

stitute, Inc., The Pulse, Inc., A. C.

Nielsen Co.. U. S. Census and Sales

Management.

Here is what CBS Radio Spot Sales

found out about the listening habits of

housewives. More than three out of

four listen to radio on any given week-

day: 93.79; listen to radio each week;

sc\en out of 10 listen on a weekend

day. The typical housewife was shown
to average 5.5 days of listening each

week.

To break this female audience down
into listening by day parts, CBS went

to an RAB and The Pulse survey, came
up with the following figures: 55.5',

of housewives questioned about a\er-

age weekday listening tuned in during

mornings, 40.3^ listened in the after-

noon and 33.3% formed an evening

audience.

On an average weekend day, 11.5',

listened in the morning, 35.2% in the

afternoons and 30.2% at night. Where
did these housewives do most of their

listening?

Both on weekdays and weekends,

the kitchen was the area where most

listening took place. On weekdays.

47.9% were tuned in there: 29.3$

listen to radio in the bedroom; 19' , in

the living room and 15.5% in autos.

On weekends auto listening picks up

sharply with 26.6% of the housewives

hearing radio in cars. In the bedroom,

22.8% listen to radio on weekends,

20.5% in the living room, but again

the kitchen tops them all with 38.8%.

The presentation contains some very

pertinent data on relating media to

shopping among the women. (See

charts.) During pre-shopping hours,

PER CENT OF WOMEN EXPOSED TO EACH MEDIUM BEFORE SHOPPING
Purchase:

Cake Mixes

Purchase:

Canned Soups

Purchase:

Cold Cereals

Purchase:

Frozen Orange Juice

Radio 34.4% Radio 34.5% Radio 34.7% Radio 36.5%

Newspapers

Tv

21.9%

20.6%

Newspapers

Tv

23.4%

18.9%

Newspapers 22.7%

Tv 19.2%

Newspapers

Tv

23.3%

17.5%

Magazines 5.8% Magazines 5.6% Magazines 5.2% Magazines 6.3%

AND HERE'S THE P ERCENT OF TIME WOMEN SPENT WITH EACH MEDIUM*
Purchase:

Cake Mixes

Purchase:

Canned Soups

Purchase:

Cold Cereals

Purchase:

Frozen Orange Juice

Radio 59.9% Radio 59.7% Radio 61.8% Radio 63.7%

Newspapers

Tv

11.0%

25.2%

Newspapers

Tv

12.1%

25.0%

Newspapers 11.4%

Tv 24.4%

Newspapers

Tv

11.3%

21.8%
M.ik;i/iik - 3.9% Magazines 3.2% Magaziius 2.4% Magazines 3.2%

* Represents sha

SOURCK: Ra.l

r<- of all tim

<> Advertising

spent with media

Bureau

prior Jo shopping (% of all minutes spent with all media)
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nd radio

radio reaches over 34% of the women

who buy in supermarkets. Newspapers

reach only about 23% in the same pre-

shopping period, television 19% and

magazines 5.5%. This was derived

from interviews by RAB with 13,714

women shoppers as they entered super-

markets in Buffalo, Kansas City, New
Orleans and San Francisco. Exposure

was based on at least 16 minutes spent

with each medium.

What does such pre-shopping expo-

sure mean to the advertiser whose

wares are piled high on supermarket

shelves? So long as his wares are dis-

played in competition with rival prod-

ucts, he will do well to impress his

brand name on the ladies. Here's what

the CBS study reveals about shopping

decisions:

In more than eight out of 10 pur-

chases, ranging over the whole field of

food and grocery products, it is the

women who originate the purchases,

who do the actual buying and who
make the brand decisions.

Here is a table from the presentation

demonstrating the point:

Who
Who Whose chose

bought idea brand

Women 82.3% 81.2% 80.9%

Men 15.9% 12.8% 14.6%

Children 2.5% 5.7% 3.7%

(Totals adding up to more than 100%
are result of dual purchases and dual

decisions.) These facts on food buying

decisions were from a Home Testing

Institute study for McCalVs Magazine

were reported in February 1958 Food
Business.

"All About Women" goes on to ex-

plore other facets of the sex where they

relate to listening and spending. It

shows that among working women,
more than 94% of the single ones and
over 93% of the married listen each

week to radio.

CBS Radio Spot Sales is now plan-

ning a follow-up presentation to this

one on women. Since radio personali-

ties "have been shown to exert consid-

erable influence on women, who in turn

influence family spending, CBS is com-
piling a book listing well over 200 per-

sonalities on CBS-affiliated radio sta-

tions with a thumbnail sketch and biog-

raphy on each. ^
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Typical of "World Around Us" features is Betty Adams meeting representative of Indi

Educational tv: A perennial problem

wan educational tv, on a commercial

channel in a small city, be a success?

The answer: Yes.

A good case in point is a show cur-

rently entitled The World Around Us

which appears on WJAR-TV, Provi-

dence, R. I. Measured by public serv-

ice standards it does extremely well,

averaging some 300 letters and cards

a week. Special series or further-in-

formation offers drive this response up.

The show achieves this rapport with

a heady fare of entertainment that

ranges from Thialand to trajectory,

from Sukiyaki to space flight. It's a

one-woman enterprise, the woman be-

ing Betty Adams who is the show's

producer, director, writer and talent.

The show debuted in mid-March

1956, under the name Operation

Schoolhouse. And therein lies a story.

The show was conceived as an adult

education program to be presented on

a regular basis. It was Miss Adams'

hope to have the material for each pro-

gram "prepared and presented by a

qualified representative of an educa-

tional or public service institution."

This proved to be a hope which Miss

Adams would, today, term naive.

Her mid-1958 stand is more real-

istic. She began formulating her cur-

rent view when, after inviting 75 rep-

resentative education leaders to a con-

ference for show ideas and suggestions,

only 30 attended. A follow-up mimeo-

graphed summary of the conference,

with a request to list the subjects each

would be able and willing to present,

brought five responses. Of these, one

committed himself to participation, on

a once-a-month basis—this, remem-

ber, for a daily program.

"After a year of trying to charm
and disarm the educators, we finally

by -passed them completely," Miss Ad-

ams reports. "We changed the name
of the show to The World Around Us.

"The average of 300 letters a week

are proof," Miss Adams says, "that a

program with a budget consisting of

only the producer's salary and what-

ever can be scrounged when special

effects are indispensable, can be an ef-

fective adult education tool."

Miss Adams also has a commercial

problem; her program does not have

a sponsor. Admittedly if she had a

sponsor she couldn't expect educator

participation, since they wouldn't want

to imply commercial endorsement. But

since she isn't getting help from educa-

tors anyway, she's had the welcome

mat out for sponsors. So far, none

have been forthcoming.

Can educational tv be a success on

a commercial channel? "We've done it

for over two years," Miss Adams re-

calls. "With only the desires of my
audience, expressed through surveys

and letters, and the help of non-pro-

fessionals, we've found a way. All it

takes," she adds, "is courage and

imagination." ^
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Not for us the quiet life. No sir! CNP's our name and danger's been our

game ever since we started our new series, DANGER IS MY BUSINESS!®

With characteristic CNP initiative and derring-do, we set out to bring some-

thing different into syndication — adventure to stir even the tiredest blood.

Not the everyday brand of synthetic rehash—made in the peace and quiet of

studio sound stages—but honest-to-goodness, on-the-spot, filmed -in -color*

sagas of actual men to whom danger is the only way of life. And, by

Hemingway, we've done it!

Ah, the perils we've looked upon unafraid! While cameramen have flown

on patrols into the eyes of hurricanes, clambered out upon the naked girders

of rising skyscrapers, accompanied nitro- shooters into blazing oil fields—

we've never so much as blinked an eye.

In fact, the only risk we've refused to face is a business risk. When it comes

to that, we only bet on a sure thing . . . like DANGER IS MY BUSINESS! •

*Available in color or black-and-white

NBC TELEVISION FILMS-A DIVISION OF

CNP
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.



North Carolina's

INTERURBIA
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BURLINGTON DURHAM

CHAPEL

• / ^*^-1 LEXINGTON • ASHEBORO

KANNAPOLIS' V CARTHAGE *

* / . ) *\ '/ * / TROY V
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WHERE

DRUG SALES

ARE GREATER

THAN IN ANY OTHER

METROPOLITAN MARKET

IN THE TWO

CAROLINAS

North Carolina's INTERURBIA . . . the largest metro-

politan market in the two Carolinas. INTERURBIA plus

the entire Prosperous Piedmont is yours with WFMY-
TV . . . where Drug Sales alone exceed $81,712,000.

®
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
f

'cop^iCht I9S8

8 Tne nusine8s spotlight of the week was on TPA: Even though the selling sea-

•P0N80B publications iNO. son is barely under way, TPA has rustled up quite a number of sales for the fall.

The transactions include:

• New York Confidential: sold in 88 markets, including 55 to DX Sunray Oil in a

$500,000 deal. (Sunray currently sponsors Capt. David Grief.)

• Jeff's Collie: re-runs of Lassie, sold in 112 markets.

• Adventures of Tugboat Annie: sold in 122 markets.

There's a good reason for the optimism currently being expressed by syndica-

tors: the large regional buys are falling into place.

With Sunray Oil's purchase of New York Confidential this week, close to 80% of large

regional sponsors of syndicated series have either renewed or bought new series for fall. (See

FILM-SCOPE, 12 April.)

Of current advertisers who haven't completed their fall plans, only two—Brylcreem and

Wildroot—plan to drop sponsorship of film series. Here's a run-down on others that haven't

made their decisions for next season

:

• Hamm Brewing, disappointed with ratings on its current series, Harbor Command, (in

55 markets) will stick with regional film programing, but probably buy available film market-

by-market directly from stations. Reason: Hamm's agency, Campbell-Mithun, thinks it's

a cheaper buy.

• Nationwide Insurance, sponsoring Mama in 32 markets, will expand into 40 markets

this fall with a new series. Its agency, Ben Sackheim, wants a similar family-type series; hopes

to complete plans this month.

• Nestle's DeCaf (through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample) may replace its NBC TV Huntley-

Brinkley news lineup in 50 markets with a syndicated series.

MCA's reported QR-Q&Y* million deal with WCBS-TV, New York, for its Para-

mount library points up an important fact: its advantage in having the last big

package of available features.

As one station group sales manager remarked this week: "Sure, the price is way out of

line. But we can't afford not to buy it."

If you're selling primarily to the country's 60 leading market areas and are

interested in a film program, spot is your most efficient buy.

So states Katz Agency, in its booklet. How to Make a Tv Half Hour Work Overtime.

The booklet makes this point: As compared to a 100-station network lineup, a syndicated

series on the most expensive station in each market (in prime time) will save more than

$11,000 weekly in time costs.

Here's how when network and spot are compared:

100 markets, NBC (alternate-week, half-hour) $59,177.70

60 top selected markets (same, on highest rate station) 47,413.25

Savings on spot 11,764.45

Flashes from the film field: NTA and National Theatres are awaiting a Justice Dept.

opinion before making any decision about merging . . . Canada Dry, once a heavy syndi-

cation sponsor, is buying market-by-market now; most recent purchase is Union Pacific in

Charlotte.

(For further film news, see SPONSOR-SCOPE and FILM WRAP-UP, page 62.)

sponsor • 17 may 1958



Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

Cooyrliht II

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS II

MARKETING WEEK
17 MAY 1958 The Home Improvement Council's drive to get radio stations behind its cam-

paign has struek pay dirt.

More than 1,000 stations have requested the council's kit of materials designed to aid

stations in drumming up local home improvement business. The requests follow a mailing to

all U.S. radio stations by Local Trademarks, Inc., on 25 March.

(Local Trademarks, an unusual outfit, describes itself as a retailer's ad agency. In pre-

paring ad programs, it works for a fee, does not buy space or time. Among its specialties are

syndicated trademarks or characters—such as "Bill Ding" for building firms—which a client

can use exclusively in his own market.)

Despite some second thoughts by many advertisers about co-op funds, Home
Improvement Council, supported by the biggest names in the business, is urging

stations to make hay with co-op opportunities. There is a feeling that many merchants

are not aware they are entitled to co-op. Most paint manufacturers—this industry probably

represents the biggest single product, dollar-wise, in the council—give co-op.

Little is written about automated selling (via vending machines), but the busi-

ness is doing very nicely.

It is also becoming more competitive. The growing number of machines in operation is

cutting down, in some product categories, weekly sales per machine.

Volume last year was estimated at around $2 billion. Vend magazine's 1958 directory

puts 1957 sales at about 5% above the previous year.

Probably the most sensational growth has been in hot canned foods. The num-
ber of machines in use, according to the Vend directory, has gone from 6,800 in

1956 to 15,000 in 1957.

In the old-line categories there has also been growth. Machines for cigarettes have ad-

vanced, for example, from 565,000 in 1956 to 645,000 in 1957.

Steve Allen is working overtime for Greyhound's current vacation promotion.

The NBC star is being used to give an added audio fillip to the tv show by means of:

• A special recording of the new Greyhound jingle (introduced on Allen's show

6 April). This is being distributed to 30,000 Greyhound employees and agents. The jingle

is on a cardboard record, contains a message from Allen and is meant to enhance apprecia-

tion by Greyhound people of Allen's ad support.

• Recordings featuring Allen for airing in Greyhound terminals.

The campaign, running during April, May and June, is being pushed also via spot tv and

radio, newspapers, posters, tour folders and point-of-sale displays. It features the phrase

"C'mon along," as a follow-up to the slogan: "It's such a comfort to take the bus . . . and

leave the driving to us." The end of the slogan reflects Greyhound's prime effort: to

turn auto drivers into bus riders. More than 80% of all traveling is done in pri-

vate cars.

How much marketing aid should an agency give a client under the standard

compensation arrangements? With the demand for marketing services increasing, this

question is becoming harder to answer.

One answer is that the amount of marketing advice depends on the client's need. But

this means that some clients get more than others. The problem has become such that

one agency, to avoid hassles and misunderstanding, is determined to keep its cli-

ents in the dark about what other clients are getting in marketing aid.
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ASSURING THE MOST FOR YOUR EQUIPMENT DOLLAR

TYPE BA-26A

TURNTABLE EQUALIZING PREAMPLIFIER
The BA-26A is designed
to mount in same posi-

tion and space previ-
ously occupied by RCA
Type M 1-11877 passive
equalizer.

Designed to provide both amplification and equalization of turntable output

This compact equipment makes a modern

replacement for bulkier combinations of sepa-

rate amplifier and equalizing niters. Designed

to provide both amplification and equalization

of output of studio transcription turntables

employing either the RCA Type MI-11874-4 or

RCA Type MI-11874-5 Pickup Heads. The

entire unit is completely self-contained includ-

ing a-c power supply. Built-in equalization con-

forms to new industry standards of both NAB

and RIAA. A three position switch compen-

sates for variations in transcriptions and rec-

ords. Etched wiring circuits provide stable,

trouble-free operation. Transistors are employed

throughout to assure freedom from micro-

phonics. Absence of inductances make the BA-26

insensitive to stray hum field pickup, greatly

simplifying installation. Mounts easily in turn-

table, provides essentially noise-free operation

and long equipment life.

For full particulars about the new BA-26A Transistorized Turn-

table Equalizing Preamplifier, see your RCA Broadcast Represen-

tative. In Canada: RCA Victor Company, Limited, Montreal.

RADIO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.



As dust settles from home trek, SPONSOR ASKS:

What did you get out of the NAfe

The recent NAB Convention left

broadcasters with mixed opinions.

These three station managers felt

the Convention was a success.

Marion Harris, president, KGB, San

Diego

Radio editorials

•v | best public

The most significant report heard dur-

ing the recent NAB convention as far

as this broadcaster is concerned was
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer's de-

lineation of the path to be followed by
radio broadcasters in the area of edi-

torializing. Those of us who have ex-

tended our efforts toward broadening
the public's thinking with regard to lo-

cal and national issues were given
positive support by the commission in

our interpretation of "editorializing."

Chairman Doerfer's address was
gratifying to us at KGB as it confirms

our faith in our particular line of pro-

graming. For some time, KGB has

originated such programs as Inquiring

Reporter, KGB Pulsebeat, and KGB
News Reel. Subjects of local impor-
tance such as sewage disposal system,

expansion of airport facilities, whether
religion be taught in the schools, and
whether the international border be
closed to juveniles are discussed. Peo-
ple in all walks of life, from laymen to

specialized authorities are interviewed.

Even though KGB is located in one

of the main cities lacking a competi-

ti\e newspaper, our purpose in these

programs is not to direct listeners'

thinking in am one direction, as is

the newspaper editorial, but rather to

make the people in general fully aware
of a particular situation by discussing

ii- ever) aspect.

Perhaps radio must coin its own
word for its editorials since a radio

editorial involves twice the effort, twice

the thought, and twice the planning be-

cause it gives two sides to a question.

We have long felt the growing pub-

lic need for radio stations to provide

more informative type programing.

Again, this was evidenced by Chair-

man Doerfer's urging that broadcast-

ers do more "radio editorializing"

since it offers "one of the best oppor-

tunities for performing local public

service." And this, after all, is the

basic principle of the broadcasting in-

dustry.

Jack Roth, manager, KOXO, San Anto-

nio, Texas

There has been one major point of

failure on the part of the broadcaster

in the past. This weakness has now
been attacked with an injection of life-

giving plasma, and the doctor in this

case was FCC Chairman John C. Doer-

fer.

The major weakness is the past rec-

ord, or rather lack of record, in the

field of editorializing. Broadcasters

have rarely, if ever, taken an editorial

stand on an issue, and the press has

stolen the show. Editors of even the

smallest weeklies have carried the cru-

sade of editorial journalism. The pub-

lic will never look to the broadcaster

with respect and confidence until we

lake up the gauntlet of editorial broad-

casting.

There has been no clear-cut decision

on the part of the FCC in the past as

regards editorial reporting on the part

of the broadcaster. Now Chairman

Doerfer has given the official sanction

we have been waiting for. In fact, he

went further to illustrate the fact that,

in the event there was a renewal hear-

ing for the broadcaster's license and a

newcomer showed a willingness to un-

dertake editorial responsibility, this

might be a pivotal factor in the deci-

sion of the FCC as to who would re-

ceive favorable consideration.

Every city, town and hamlet has a

need for this service from the broad-

caster. Most people, regardless of their

station in life, draw their opinions

from others whom they consider better

informed or completely honest and

forthright in convictions. The broad-

casting industry has the most complete

resources known to man today for

guiding public opinion. The time has

come for us to fully exercise the fran-

chise that we have from the govern-

ment and take editorial stands for the

betterment of local, county, state and

national conditions.

Eugene S. Thomas, vice president &
general manager, KETV , Omaha

°ve come

*Kk
a long

way

Compare the 1958 National Associa-

tion of Broadcasters convention in Los

Angeles with that held in the same city

in 1948—to realize how much specific

help the recent meeting gave to broad-

casters and advertisers alike.

In 1948, the convention listened to a

special NAB committee, composed of

Gordon Gray, Herb Krueger, Vic Rat-

ner and myself, which recommended

that stations support their industry-

wide program to show radio effective-

ness to advertisers, just as newspapers

and magazines had done for years.

This appeal was followed by related

steps toward organization of the Ra-

dio Advertising Bureau and later the

Television Bureau of Advertising. In

sponsor • 17 may 1958



onvention?

1958, Kevin Sweeney and Jack Har-

destey of the RAB and Pete Cash of

TvB recited accomplishments of their

now well-established organizations

—

and outlined steps by which broadcast-

ers this year will do still more to in-

crease sales and thus help to restore

nation-wide prosperity.

At the opening tv session, devoted to

films, such veterans as Dwight Martin

and George Shupert, each experienced

in both buying and selling films,

stressed the gains to be made if films

are purchased selectively, scheduled to

win maximum audiences, and priced,

promoted and sold intelligently. This

was a timely reminder to KETV, Oma-
ha, which had just bought the 700

Paramount features and to scores of

other stations which were then negoti-

ating similar purchases.

Contrariwise, at the last day's tele-

vision session devoted to color tv, such

veterans as Clair McCollough testified

that manufacturers, broadcasters and
the public are all suffering from poorly

planned color selling.

Sandwiched between opening and

closing talks on selling was Chuck
Towers" advice that close control of op-

erating expenses is needed now more
than ever for profit maintenance.

Chuck was buttressed by first-hand re-

ports from Dub Rodgers, Harold See

and others who already have installed

videotape, IBM or other time and la-

bor-saving devices.

Unveiling of tentative program
schedules for the 1958-59 season by
the network chiefs help affiliated sta-

tions to plan ahead. The challenge by
government and industry leaders to

stations to turn their cameras on local

activity and local reaction to national

issues, inspired lively discussions

am.ong station operators concerning
various approaches to this task.

Speeches and hotel room conversa-

tions combined to deliver the 1958

convention's most important lesson:

"Improve sales, employee relations,

and service to the community, while

keeping costs down." ^
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WSLS • TV
A subliminal ad

ROANOKE, VA.
we hare

WSLS - TV
the largest share

ROANOKE, VA.
of audience

WSLS • TV
by the

ROANOKE, VA.
latest A.R.B.

WSLS • TV
Feb.-March 1958

ROANOKE, VA.

\ational and regional spot hii)s

in icork noiv or recently completed

COVER ALL OF

MICHIGAN'S

II
2nd-

MARKET^

^mmmmms
THAT HAS A . . . ^V.
4-BILLION DOLLAR
RETAIL SALES POTENTIAL

INCLUDING

FLINT, SAGINAW
BAY CITY and MIDLAND

. . AND ALL EASTERN MICHIGAN
Ask Your Petrymon

WNEM-TV

^1 SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
The Procter & Camble Co., Cincinnati, is scheduling announce-

ments in top markets for its Tide. The campaign starts this month;

minutes and chainbreaks are being slotted. Frequency depends upon

the market. Buyer: Pete Dalton. Agency : Benton & Bowles. Inc..

New York. I \genc\ reclined to comment. I

The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is entering 40 markets for

its Joy detergent. The schedules start this month; minutes during

nighttime segments are being used. Frequencies depend upon the

market. Media Supervisor: Cus Phlegler. Agency: Leo Burnett Co.,

Inc., Chicago. ( Agency declined to comment, i

The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis., is going into 66 markets

for its T-Ball Jotter pen. The five-week campaign starts this month.

Minutes and I.D."s are being aired, with frequencies varying. Buyer:

Harold Bennett. Agency: Tatham-Laird. Inc.. Chicago. (Agency de-

clined to comment.)

RADIO BUYS
McCormick & Co., Inc., Baltimore, is kicking off a campaign for

its iced tea. The 13-week schedule starts this week. Minute an-

nouncements during the early afternoon are being slotted; average

frequency: 15 per week per market. Buyer: Chips Barrabee. Agen-

cy: Lennen & Newell, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to com-

ment.)

The American Tobacco Co., New York, is starting a campaign in

various markets for its Roi-Tan cigars. The schedule is short-term:

minutes are being used during early morning and late afternoon seg-

ments. Frequency varies from market to market. Buyer: Janet

Murphy. Agency : Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, Inc.. New

York. (Agency declined to comment.)

General Foods Corp., White Plains. N. Y.. is scheduling announce-

ments in major markets for its Swans Down Cake Flour. The eight-

week campaign starts this month. One minute spots throughout

the day are being placed; frequency depends upon the market. Buy-

er: Bob Gleckler. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York.

(Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO and TV BUYS
J. H. Filbert, Inc., Baltimore, is going into radio and tv markets for

its Mrs. Filbert's Margarine. The schedule begins 21 May for a

summer run. In radio, in about 60 markets, minutes and I.D.'s dur-

ing daytime segments are being slotted. In tv, in about 40 markets,

minutes, I.LVs and 20's are being scheduled during both daytime

and nighttime segments. Frequencies vary from market to market.

Buyer: Tom O'Dea. Agency: Sullivan. Stauffer. Colvvell & Bayles,

Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
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T. V. spot editor
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

SARR A
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET

CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

Never underestimate the power of good photography—as in these 60- and
30-second spots for new superwhite Kolynos Tooth Paste. Simple home situ-

ations come alive . . . and dental demonstrations, ethically handled, carry

more than ordinary conviction. An authoritative voice-over completes the

message, always in keeping with the relaxed pace of the commercial.

Produced by SARRA for WHITEHALL LABORATORIES CO. through

TATHAM-LAIRD, INC.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

When a woman throws a hot iron over her shoulder—you're looking at one
of SARRA's 60-second commercials for Van Heusen Shirts. Essentially, these

spots are straight "sell"—carried off by Bert Parks, in style! With most of the

action on his own shoulders (no pun intended) , Parks gets over all the

selling points of Van Heiisen Shirts with plenty of product identification in

high key photograph. Produced by SARRA for THE PHILLIPS-VAN
HEUSEN CORPORATION through GREY ADVERTISING AGENCY,
INC.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

60- and 20-second spots and 10-second ID's for better Sunbeam Batter

Whipped Bread leave no doubt that this is superior bread—no holes, no
streaks, no poor end-slices. In one commercial, for example, slices are fanned
out via stop motion. In another, jam oozes through ordinary slices. In every

one, a convincing demonstration focuses the viewer's attention on Batter

Whipped Sunbeam, with a short jingle for a lively close. Produced by SARRA
for QUALITY BAKERS OF AMERICA COOPERATIVE, INC.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Memorable because it's the funniest to date! This series of 60-second com-
mercials for Jax Beer is a three-way creative effort. Written and voiced by
Allen Swift . . . with puppetry by Paul Ashley . . . and brought into adver-

tising focus for the TV screen by SARRA. Hilarioxis dialogue and delightful

puppets in rib-tickling situations never miss the primary purpose—to sell

fax Beer! Produced by SARRA for JACKSON BREWING CO. through
FITZGERALD ADVERTISING AGENCY, INC.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street



Let's be specific I
i

South Florida's First ARB

Area Study shows WTVJ's

total coverage. Channel 4

has greater share of

audience than all other

South Florida stations

combined!
-^~-

SwdfcfioKid^^/Wty

Ask your PGW colonel for new

book "Dimensions". . . WTVJ's
detailed analysis of ARB's March

area study for South Florida. It

shows how WTVJ delivers solid

audience in every one of South

Florida's 18 counties— total cover-

age from Ft. Pierce to Key West!

This ad appeared in Advertising Age and Broadcasting on May 19, and in Sponsor on May 17, 1958



ARB'S survey area

18 counties with retail sales of
$
2,466,271,000

SPECIFICALLY. . . special

ARB tabulations show that

WTVJ delivers a net undupli-

cated audience (sign-on to sign-

off ) on a "viewed 5 days per week

or more" basis:

31.7% greater than Station "A"

130.8% greater than Station "B"

And, on the same basis, between

6 pm and sign-off WTVJ deliv-

ers a net unduplicated audience:

38.1% greater than Station "A"

184.4% greater than Station "B"ARB's Findings

Station share of audience,

sign-on to sign-off,

Sunday - Saturday

WTVJ Station "A" Station "B

51.1% 33.9% 16.4%

WTVJ MIAMI P|
CHANNEL 4

w^t,^ %,»

SPONSOR • 17 MAY 1958



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

AGENCY: Direct

past \ear and a half,

RESTAURANT
SPONSOR: Breisch's Restauran

Capsule case history: For the

Breisch's Restaurant has been a consistent advertiser on

KOMI -T\ . Columbia, Mo. Prior to Breisch's entn into tv.

the restaurant had done limited promotion. The restau-

rant lias been using three 10-second Class "B" announce-

ments weekl) for a monthly expenditure of $117. This is

the onl) advertising medium utilized. Since Breisch's began

it- schedule on KOMU-TV, sales receipts have risen 45%

over the same period a year ago. In a recent test, Breisch's

ran a special promotion featuring Hawaiian Night. The

owner purchased tv\o 1-minute Class "B" announcements

—

the onl) advertising used. More than 300 people were

served on Hawaiian Night, and an equal number were

turned away due to the restaurant's limited seating capacity.

"Tv has proved to be the best medium for my advertising

dollar." said Leroy Watkins. owner. "I plan to continue

using it throughout the year."

KOMU-TV, Columbia PURCHASE: Announcements

FURNITURE
SPONSOR: Fowler Furniture Company AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Fowler Furniture Co. of Tyler,

Texas, believes that tv will move its merchandise. They have

been a stead) advertiser on KLTV since October 1956. To

cite one example: In a recent promotion for dining room

Buites. 10 \pril thru 18 April, Fowler advertised its sets

priced at $29.95, $39.95 and $59.95 each. At the conclu-

sion of the campaign Fowler had sold 30 sets at an average

price ol $50 per set. In addition to the advertised suites,

the compan) sold 26 other dinettes priced from $69.95 to

$139.95, bringing the average price for each suite sold to

$70. Fowler used three sports shows, 6:15-6:25 p.m.,

Thursda) and Tuesdaj and Thursda) during the 10-day

campaign. Each show carried two 1-minute participations

at which time a sample sel was displayed. Customers came

from .i 10 mile radius of Tyler to purchase the advertised

specials. Since Fowlei put the major portion of his adver-

tising budget into tv, hi- sales have steadil) increased while

a competitive furniture Btore'a sales have decreased.

KLTV, Tyler PURCHASE: Sponsorship

FLOUR
SPONSOR: Mooresville Flour Mills, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: As sponsor of Joe Smith's Southern

Playboys, on WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C, Mooresville Flour

Mills. Inc.. of Mooresville, has found a program that de-

livers heavy sales in the Charlotte market. For the past

three months, since Mooresville began sponsoring Joe

Smith s Southern Playboys, the company reports marked in-

creases in flour, corn meal and feed sales. The major por-

tion of the customers said they had heard the announce-

ments on WSOC-TV. With the aid of WSOC-TV's produc

tion staff and the air salesmanship of Joe Smith and his

Playboys, the Mooresville announcements were given high

entertainment value. Not only did regular customers make

more frequent purchases, but a great many new accounts

were opened which Mooresville attributes directly to the

television program. "Adding new accounts is of even great-

er importance than sales increases alone," said Joe Gilley,

Jr. "We plan to use this program indefinitely."

WSOC-TV, Charlotte PURCHASE: Sponsorship

PUBLIC RELATIONS
SPONSOR: Folder Coffee AGENCY : Direct

Capsule case history: KTVU, San Francisco, suddenly

received rights to televise the NCAA basketball playoffs, 10

March and 15 March. KTVU offered sponsorship of the

games to Folgers. a sizable West Coast coffee distributor.

Folgers had little time to make a decision. The company

was then completing a large scale campaign for their instant

coffee using all media, where they had been meeting with

considerable success. Folgers made a snap decision to par-

ticipate, to promote public relations, by bringing the Sin

Francisco audience important local viewing fare, rather than

sales. "When the NC \ V playoff sponsorship was offered to

us by Channel 2. we made one of the quickest decisions in

our advertising historv." commented Peter Folger. "Now it

looks like it was one of our best decisions. The sportscasts

did an outstanding public relations job for us, but at the

same time they were a big sales builder. The hundreds of

letters praising the Folger-sponsored telecast have under-

scored the point that no effort to build good will is ever

wasted."

KTVU. San Francisco PURCHASE: Half-Sponsorships



WBEN-TV
land

In this busy area . . .

most television viewers

watch WBEN-TV
most of the time

The independent Trendex
program- rating ser\'ii

than 1()0,0()() telephoi

i during its latest AREA s

ind that WBEN-TV v

FIRST PLACE in 120 out of 156

MEASURED HALF HOURS.

WBEN-TV was first in 76.9% of

the time periods measured.

Quality programming, the foremost network shows

from CBS, balanced entertainment for the entire family,

perfect pictures and perfect sound — all for more than

4 million people on Channel 4.

TV viewers of Buffalo, Western New York, nearby Pennsylvi

and Canada have voted overwhelmingly in favor of the entert

educational, cultural and informative programs presented as i

community responsibility — year in year out —
by WBEN-TV on Channel 4.

Proof again r TV dol t foi t Channel 4.

Represented nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER , so PARSONS

WBEN-TV CBS the nation's top network

A SERVICE OF THE BUFFALO EVENING NEWS

SPONSOR • 17 MAY 1958



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

Awaiting a buffet dinner at KABC TV's "California Holiday" lui

during NAB convention are Pat Shaw. Bob Kiinicnx hncider and Pat

Shinzing of Gardner Advertising, St. Louis, and Elton Rule, general

sales manager of KABC TV. "California Holiday" included lunch,

ride- and special show at Disneyland

Close shave on the new beard of WFMY TV senior producer

lack Markham is attempted by fellow whisker-growers (1. to r.)

film director Don Causey and engineers John Broadway and Doug

Johnson. WFMY TV staffers grew the beards to celebrate

Greensboro. N. C. ses<iuicentennial

Dry-land navy from Nebraska recruited three new Admirals when

Omaha Advertising ( lub president Ed Covert (third from left) pre-

sented certificate> to (1. to r.i Ogden Knapp, NBC station relations;

Tom Knode, NBC station relations v.p., and Matthew J. Culligan

(r.), r.p. in charge of NBC Radio network

Suzzi. noted anthropoid film star, "mon-

keys" around with Paul Talbott of Freman-

tle Overseas Radio & TV. Suzzi took the

film to Mexico where she will emcee a

television show of CBS-produced films

SPONSOR • 17 MAY 1958



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Hudnut Hair Preparation brands,

a division of Warner Lambert
Pharmaceutical Co., moves from
SSC&B to Lambert & Feasley, (a

subsidiary of W.L.), 1 August.

Hudnut products include, Richard

Hudnut, Quick, Pin Quick, Beauty

Curl, Enriched Creme Shampoo and

Creme Rinse

The account billed about $2,-

000,000 in former years.

Current campaigns and promo-
tions :

• Anheuser-Busch promotes its

theme "Pick-A-Pair of 6-Paks"
during June and July via print and

spots on some 400 radio and tv sta-

tions.

• A new peanut butter bearing the

Home Brand label of Wm. Barnes
Co., Minneapolis, will be introduced

in a 10-state area via tv and print.

Jackson, Haerr, Peterson & Hall,

Peoria, handle the account.

• Dr. Scholl's has added another

radio show to its Zino-pad campaign

—NBC's Bandstand, for Wednesdays

and Thursdays.

• Chunky Chocolate Corp. ran a

promotion via CKLW-TV, Detroit, for

its Kit Kat Candy Bars and Chunky
Bars with three spots weekly on Pop-

eye, to attract the youngsters. During
the three week period, over 30,000

pieces of mail containing candy wrap-

pers, responded.

Latest stockholder reports:

• Westinghouse's billing for the

first quarter of 1958 is $449,329,000—
Vr under 1957, and net income is

$12,903,000—9% lower than the same
time last year.

• Gillette's net income, for the

three months ending 31 March, 1958,

is $5,737,850—a decline from the 1957
figure of $6,964,900.

• Dr. Pepper reports first quarter

sales rose 8% over the 1957 report.

Net after taxes reached $35,081, com-

pared with $4,242 in the 1957 quarter.

Here's some of Ballentine's base-

ball tv and radio schedule: 141

Yankee games, via WPIX, N. Y.; 70

Phillie games split among WFIL,
WRCV, and WVUE; 35 Games of the

Week, over WTEN, Albany and 26

games via WTOC, Savannah.

The entire 154 game schedule of

both Yanks and Phillies will be aired

over WMGM, New York.

People on the move: William Mc-
Cormick, appointed v.p.. Lanolin

Plus . . . Herbert Shayne, product

manager in the Pepsodent Div., Lever

Bros.. . . Rabih Robertson, appoint-

ed director of advertising, Pharma-

Craft . . . Lee Desmond, named as-

sistant general manager of Dodge cars

and trucks, Chrysler . . . Howard F.

Gersten, product advertising manager,

Block Drug Co.

AGENCIES
Research is not enough, said Dr.

Jaye Niefeld, research director,

Keyes, Madden & Jones, to mem-
bers of the American Association for

Public Opinion Research convening in

Chicago.

"Research," noted Niefeld. "must be

reliable and it must be communicated

in such a way as to have interest, be
understood and employed as an
aid in management decision mak-
ing."

WPEO, Peoria, conducted a round
table on modern radio with agen-

cy people, clients and reps from
a 250 mile radius.

The panelists and their topics:

Bill Brewer, of Potts-Woodbury

Inc., Kansas City: Ratings Aren't

Everything.

Nick Takton, ad manager, Clark

Oil and Refining Corp., Milwaukee:

Radio's Mobile Audience.

Dolan Walsh, of D'Arcy, St. Louis:

The Radio Test Market.

Ruth Babick, of Earle Ludgin, Chi-

cago: Today's Woman Audience.

New agencies: Sander Allen stepped

out of the presidency of Allen Adver-

tising Agency to form Sander Allen,

Inc., Chicago . . . C. Knox Massey
and Associates, Inc., Durham, began

operations 1 May . . . Burns & Pen-

dleton formed this week with offices

in East Orange, N. J.

They're expanding their quarters

:

SSC&B moves to 575 Lexington Ave.,

N. Y., and will occupy four floors in

this new building. The agency now
employs more than 300, and has an-

nual billings of over $40 million . . .

Joseph Katz expands its floor space

with an additional 2,200 square feet at

555 Fifth Ave., N. Y Mike Fadell

Advertising, Minneapolis, moves to

the Treasure Masters Building 1 June.

Agency appointments: L. H. Hart-

man, for Vita Food Products . . .

Henry J. Kaufman & Associates,

for The Electric Institute of Washing-

ton .. . S. E. Zubrow, Phila., for

Prince Macaroni, N. Y. Division . . .

Krupnick & Associates for the

Friedman-Shelby and Peters Divisions

of International Shoe . . . Ben B.
Bliss Co. for Original Crispy Pizza

Crust Co. . . . Goldman and Walter,
Albany, for the Fitzgerald Brothers

Brewing Co.. Troy . . . Clark & Bob-
ertz, Detroit, for Russell H. Rogers

Corp. . . . K,M&J for Francois Pope
& Sons Foods, who will introduce a

new line of frozen products to the Chi-

cago market . . . Holtzman-Kain,
Chicago, for the Chicago Dry Cleaners

Association . . . Executive Advertis-

ing, for Iodent Toothpaste and Liquid

Center Cough Drop.

Personnel moves: A. Roy Barbier,

appointed v.p., McM,J&A . . . John J.

Remillet, named a v.p. and director

of marketing, D. P. Brother ... I. Or-

rin Spellman, named assistant to the

president, EWR&R . . . Fred Bing-
ham, account executive, Clark & Bob-

sponsor • 17 may 1958



ertz . . . Richard Epp. chief time

Inner in the media dept.. Gardner . . .

Humphrey Bourne, to the copy and

merchandising stall. Tilds & Cantz . . .

Tom Johnston, account executive.

DFS . . . Herman Bischoff, appoint-

ed tv art director. L&.\ . . . Len Roll-

er, to Rudner \ Finn Field Network

. . . ("lark Zimmerman, director of

research, Lang. Fisher \ Stashower . . .

Edward Peck, account executive on

the Wallace Lahs account. Ted Bates

. . . Edith Krams Whaley, media

buyer, Stromberger, LaVene. McKen-

More on the move: Adrian Bryan

Courie, appointed tv, radio copy su-

pervisor. NC&K . . . Robert Grant,

to the position of general manager.

Robert Otto . . . Cecil K. Carmichael,

account supervisor on the Association

of American Railroads account. B&B
. . . Jack Marson, marketing execu-

tive, Geyer . . . George Drake, copy

edit,,.. EWR&R . . . Robert Hakken,
copy supervisor on the Edsel account,

FC&B . . . Richard Hyland, upped

to associate media director. JWT, Chi-

cago . . . Wayne Wille, to Aaron

Cushman & Associates . . .

Needham, Louis & Brorby re-

aligned its copy department: Albert

Klatt, named chairman of the operat-

ing committee . . . Frederick Sulcer,

assistant director . . . Edward Me-
Auliffe, manager of copy service . . .

Other people in other places: Paul
LeMay named tv and radio production

chief, Kerker Peterson Hixon Hayes

. . . Karl Gruener, administrative

head of Hollywood tv staff. Guild. Bas-

com & Bonfigli . . . Jerry Sussman,
to the cop) staff, The Wexton Co. . . .

L. Douglas de Savoye, account ex-

ecutive, Torobin Advertising . . . Wil-

liam J. Lyons, tv/radio director,

Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone . . . Syl-

via Kaye. estimator in media dept..

BBDO, Philadelphia . . . William Fos-

ter, account executive, Ted Bales . . .

ter, account executive, Ted Bates.

Ogilvy. Benson & Mather elected

three 'new vp.'s: David B. McCall,

Rev a Fine and Clifford Field . . .

MacManus, John & Adams appoint-

ed two new \ .p. - for their L. \ "Hue

;

Robert Guggenheim, Jr. and Ralph
Yambert.

More on promotions: George Bell,

associate art director. Brown & Butcher

. . . Gerald Lesser, account executive,

Keyes, Madden & Jones . . . Gordon
Cunn, research director. BBDO. L.A.

REPS
Blair-TV is telling the story of the

station reps to colleges and uni-

versities.

The rep firm, celebrating its 25th

\ear. presents their "Market Sense"

presentation covering the role of spot

tv today as well as their two new
concepts— the Test Market Plan
and Purse-Suasion.

New headquarters: Richard O'Con-
nell moves to new and larger quarters

at 527 Madison Ave., N. Y. . . . The
Station Representatives Associa-

tion moves to 366 Madison Ave., N. Y.

Expansions: Simmons Associates

adds offices in San Fran, and L. A., to-

gether with an increase in the N. Y.

sales force . . . Weed Television

Corp. opens its ninth office in Dallas.

Timebuyers note: Blair-Tv is hold-

ing an ad agency timebuyer's con-

test to find a name for the cartoon

character used as a symbol of the day-

time housewife viewer for the rep

firm's daytime tv presentation. Any
suggestions?

Rep appointments: Walker Reps
for WAPI, Appleton, Wisconsin . . .

The Boiling Co., for WJPS, Evans-

ville . . . Venard, Rintoul & McCon-
nell, for WDXB, Chattanooga . . .

Boh Dore Associates for: WKIS,
Orlando; WAPX, Montgomery; KLOS.
Albuquerque; WJRD, Tuscaloosa,

Ala.; and KLYN, Amarillo.

About people: John B. Sias, elected

a v. p., PGW . . . Thomas B. Camp-
bell, v. p. in charge of station relations,

and Edwin C. Charney, elected a

v.p.. The Branham Co. . . . Clark N.

Barnes, manager of L. A. office, John

E. Pearson.

NETWORKS
Merle S. Jones, president CBS Tv
stations, disclosed the executive

structure of his division and the

appointment of several new execu-

tives.

The officer and department heads

are:

John Cowden, v.p., sales promo-

tion and advertising: Thomas Means,

director of sales promotion and adver-

tising; and Charles Oppenheim, di-

rector of public relations.

Network tv got several renewals

this week.

Here's a rundown on such renewals

and sales :

• Procter & Gamble renewed its

sponsorship of NBC-TV's Loretta

Young Show for 52 weeks, and has ex-

tended its half-hour sponsorship of

Suspicion I NBC-TV I through 22 Sep-

tember . . . both orders through
B&B.

• Singer and Lipton renew Cali-

jornians (NBC-TV) for 52 weeks via

Y&R.

• Summer replacement: The

Chevy Showroom will bow 3 July in

place of the Pat Boone Show (ABC-

TV). Chevrolet is the sponsor.

• For the fourth consecutive year,

Ideal Toy Co. has signed to sponsor

the telecast of Macy's Thanksgiving

Day Parade. Grey is the agency.

• Canada Dry has ordered 10 par-

ticipations in NBC-TV's Today show,

to start 21 July. J. M. Mathes is the

Other daytime NBC-TV orders:

Armour, for alternate Monday quar-

ter-hour segments on Dough-Re-Mi.

and alternate Monday quarter-hour

segments on The Price Is Right . . .

Glamorene, for quarter-hour seg-

ments on various days on Treasure

Hunt . . . Sterling Drug, renews al-

ternate sponsorship on quarter-hour

segments on Modern Romances.

The CBS Radio Network is provid-

ing a special one-hour-delayed

service of the entire daily broad-

cast schedule for all affiliates re-

maining on Standard Time.
The broadcast schedule is being

taped in Chicago and played over a

separate circuit to Standard Time sta-

tions to prevent am disruption of the

affiliates' schedules.

For this, CBS will set up two sets

of lines, one for DST stations and

a separate network to feed pro-

grams from Chicago to all ST sta-

tions.



1/5 of all Canadian Drug Sales are made in our Hamilton-Toronto-Niagara coverage area

SOLD

BY

CHCH-TV

ADVERTISING

PLUS

PROMOTION

(HCH-TV reaches 1/5 of the Canadian drug market. The 2,522,715 people within our

\ist coverage area spend $76,848,000 each year in more than 1,000 drug outlets. This

rpresents 24.24% of all Canadian drug sales . . . another black and white fact proving

t at CHCH-TV 'sells on sight' to the richest market in Canada. For further informa-

jpn call Montreal: UN 6-9868; Toronto: EM 6-9234; Hamilton: JA 2-1101; Van-

cuver: TA 7461; New York City: PL 1-4848; f*UI*UmW <j»\

Ciicago: MI 2-6190; San Francisco: YU 6-6769 CHANNEL f# CANADA fT
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They were appointed: Robert D.

Daubenspeck named manager, sales

development and presentations, tv sales

and Arthur Johnson, appointed man-

ager, station sales, of NBC TV Net-

work Sales . . . Mary Kay Murphy
named manager, Literary Rights Unit.

ABC.

Elected : Thomas C. McCray, v.p.,

NBC and general manager, KRCA,
L.A., elected to the board of directors

of the Better Business Bureau, L.A.

Network awards: Dr. Frank Stan-

ton, pres., CBS, Inc., received honor

award for distinguished service in

Journalism, by the University of Mis-

souri . . . Robert Sarnofl*, pres..

NBC, received an award for the net-

work from the American Public Rela-

tions Association for pr programing

in 1957.

FILM
Sales

• With 25 new sales this week.

NTA's Champagne Package of 20th

Century features are now in more than

100 market mark.

• Marlboro (through Leo Bur-

nett) has purchased Silent Service in

the Baltimore market. Gunther Beer
is the alternate sponsor over WBAL-
TV.

• WPIX had a successful first

week in syndication. Station sold its

Russian Revolution to the CBC for its

40-station lineup, as well as to five

U. S. stations.

Re new series: Bill Burrud Produc-

tions has added a dramatic-documen-

tary series, Treasure, to its two cur-

rently in syndication ... a new chil-

dren's series Animaland, filmed in

Africa, makes its debut shortly on
the Westinghouse Broadcasting

stations.

Ratings: For two months in a row,

Ziv's Sea Hunt has made tv history

in New York City.

Show hit the Neilson top ten list in

both February and March. It's the first

time a syndicated show has done so.

Series bowed in January.

Off to Europe :TPA president Mil-

ton Gordon and foreign operation

v-p. Manny Reiner left this week
for a two- to four-week trip to

Europe.

Strictly personnel: Arthur Spirt.

elected v.p. of the Central division,

TPA . . . Fred R. Frank, Jr., named
v.p., Gross-Krasne's southern sales di-

vision . . . Jack Heim, to the sales

staff of AAP, as account exec in the

Warner division . . . Eli Feldman, to

Pelican Films as sales v.p.

Reed Binham, promoted to execu-

tive v.p., Bill Burrud Productions, and

Jack Heintz, named business counse-

lor of the same firm . . . Robert
Mooney and Robert Montgomery.
to the sales staff of Guild Films . . .

Nick Webster, named v.p. and Rich-

ard Sage, secretary, of Filmways, Inc.

. . . Robert Hart, appointed technical

supervisor of Transfilm . . . Phil

Cooper will act as west coast sales

executive, Atlantic TV.

ASSOCIATIONS
Leading ad agencies of Puerto
Rico have joined to form the Ad-

vertising Agencies Association of

Puerto Rico.

The group has adopted a set of

standards and membership qualifica-

tions similar to the 4A's.

Officers include: Jack Zerbe, Y&R,
president; Samuel Badillo, Publici-

|n^nd#swhgton
A 12-County, $743,538,000*

Market Covered by

KPQ WENATCHEE
5000 W - 560 KC

A Market Apart from Seattle

and Spokane

17 may 1958



dad Badillo, vice president; Rivera

Bernacet, Publicidad Astra, sec.-treas.

A.M.A. has formed a past presi-

dents' council for the N. Y. chap-

ter.

Purpose: Advisory group with life-

time membership to aid the board of

directors.

Meetings and conventions: Leading

specialists of 12 major advertising me-

dia will hold a series of workshop ses-

sions at the AFA convention in Dallas.

10 June . . . Rep. Oren Harris will be

featured speaker at the Connecticut
Broadcasters Association's annual

meeting 23 May . . . The annual man-

agement meeting of the National Ad-
vertising Agency Network will be

held in Quebec, 2-8 June.

Kudos to: Harry Merrick, chair-

man. Greater National Capital Commit-
tee, honored with the Washington Ad
Club's award of achievement . . . Los
Angeles Ad Women's achievement
award winners : tv commercial black

& white: 1st place to Le Ora Thomp-
son, of Le Ora Thompson Assoc, for

DeSoto; 2nd place, Fran Harris
Tuchman, Harris-Tuchman Prod., for

Sebb Shampoo; tv color commercial

1st place to Le Ora Thompson for

DuPont; best business film. Betty
Hopkins, for a tv film for L.A.

They were elected:

NAB's radio board named three
new directors : Joe D. Carroll, gen-

eral manager, KMYC, Marysville, Cal.;

Edward DeGray, v.p. in charge of

ABC's radio network; Armand Ham-
mer, president, MBS.
NAB's tv board named two new

directors: G. Richard Shafto, ex
ecutive v.p., WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C;
Dwight Martin, chairman of the

board, WAFB-TV, Baton Rouge.

Ohio Association of Broadcast-
ers: Jay Wagner, general manager,
WLEC, Sandusky, Ohio, president;

;

Tom Rogers, WCLT, Newark, v.p.

for radio; Allen Land, WHIZ-TV,
v.p. for television.

4A's east central region : Robert
Anderson, v.p., BBDO, chairman of

the board; W. Stanley Redpath,
Ketchum, McLeon & Grove, vice-chair-

man; C. Allison Monroe, BSF&D,
sec. treas.

4A's central region: James
Cominos, v.p., NL&B, chairman of

the board; Larry Wherry, Wherry,

sponsor • 17 may 1958

Baker & Tilden, vice-chairman; Alex-

ander Gunn, JWT, sec.-treas.

4A's Chesapeake Council: Jo-

seph Katz, of Joseph Katz Co., chair-

man; Helen Ver Standig, M. Bel-

mont Ver Standig, Inc., vice-chairman;

Frank Blumberg, Newhoff-Blumberg

Agency, sec.-treas.

4A's St. Louis Council: Marvin
McQueen, v.p., D'Arcy, chairman;

James Firth, of Winius-Brandon, vice

chairman ; John Leach, Gardner, sec-

retary-treasurer.

TV STATIONS
WBBM-TV, Chicago, is distribut-

ing a booklet outlining its public
affairs efforts during 1957.

This effort, representing a variety of

subjects devoted to civic interest, com-

prised 1,239 programs, 307 partial pro-

gram features and 6,843 announce-

ments — totaling 300 broadcast
hours valued at $2,406,949.

On-the-spot news: WBT & WBTV,

\iahra\l\i,

I'm a

nataml-

born

salesman"

THE MOST FAMOUS

CARTOON HUCKSTER

OF THEM ALL IS

MAKING HIS

FIRST FULL-LENGTH

TECHNICOLOR

FEATURE

FOR COLUMBIA

PICTURES!

.ARABIAN
MIGHTS



Charlotte, provided Carolinians with

instantaneous news coverage of a strick-

en airliners emergencj landing. Only
72 minutes after its occurrence,
WBTY dispatched a complete film

report by plane to CBS-TV news
in Ncm York.

New tv owner: Henry J. Kaiser,

president, Kaiser Hawaiian Village TV,
Inc., acquires KLLA-TY, Honolulu,
subject to FCC approval.

Brent Gunts Productions, Balti-

more, inaugurates a new Consulta-

tion Service for agencies, advertisers.

radio and t\ stations.

It will cover the fields of program-
ing, production, selling, promotion and
all allied creative activities.

Kudos to: WJBK-TV, Detroit, for

-•i\ice in broadcasting of psychology

series by the Advisory Council on Edu-

cational tv and radio . . . WBTV,
Charlotte, for community service, by

the Junior Woman's Club . . . Omaha's

Gold Frame awards to WOW-TV, for

Teen Topics: KMTV for TV Class-

room and All the News . . . Amalga-

mated Clothing WOrkers awards to

CBS producer Ted Avers, for Face

the Nation and GBS radio producer

George Vicas, for Radio Beat . . . The

Oklahoma Associated Press Broadcast-

ers' \sso( iation reporting award to

WKY-TV news department . . . Atlan-

ta Board of Education cited WAGA-
T\ for the tireless energy in promot-

ing Atlanta's outstanding teens.

People on the move: Jack Dah-
mer. to the sales staff, KFDM-TV,
Beaumont . . . Sam Rahall, named

president, WTSP-TV, St. Petersburg

. . . David Lee, director of news and

pr, KMGM-TV, Minneapolis . . .

Charles Kelly, appointed station man-

ager. WCKT-TV, Miami ... Lee Mur-
ray, to the announcing staff, WISN-
TV, Milwaukee . . . Phil Wilson, ap-

pointed news director, WANE-TV, Ft.

Wayne . . . David Yarnell, named

program manager. WABD. N. Y. . . .

William Stiles, general manager and

Mark Smith, station manager. KLRJ-
TV. Las Vegas . . . Cecil Webb,
named director of sales promotion and

merchandising, KRON-TV, San Fran-

cisco . . . Barret Geoghegan, ac-

count executive. WABC. N. Y. . . .

In Upstate New York

WSYR-TV Delivers

Two Separate Markets

For the Cost of One!
By itself, WSYR-TV delivers 70,000 m
than its major competitor—making it far

the best buy in a %iy2 billion market.

homes

d away

In addition to that . . . when you buy WSYR-TV,
you also get its power-packed satellite, WSYE-TV,
delivering big plus coverage of the Elmira-Corning

area. You get a complete additional market at no

additional cost!

. . . and, incidentally, if ratings fascinate you, read the

current ARB report for Syracuse, showing WSYR-TV's

clear margin of superiority from sign-on to sign-off.

G,i the Full Story Iron, HARRINGTON. RIGHTER & PARSONS

WSYR.TV
Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. 100 KW

Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N. Y.

George Saunders, account executive,

Will VIV. Huntington, W. Va. . . .

Bob Shriver, tv account executive.

KOA-TV, Denver . . . William Kelly,

appointed film editor and Joe Crab-

tree, assistant film editor. WAVY-TY,
Portsmouth, Va.

More on the move: Dwight Wheel-
er, appointed operations manager,

WWTV, Cadillac, Mich. . . . Peter
Klein, film director, KMOX-TV. St.

Louis. . . . Walter Barlett, sales man-
ager, WWL-C. Columbus, Ohio. . . .

Robert Koehenthal, sales account

executive, WABC-TV, New York. . . .

Norman Cissna, Lionel Furst, Paul
O'Brien, and Augie Cavallaro, to

the national sales department. YIW.

RADIO STATIONS
RAB's v.p. and general manager
John F. Hardesty spoke critically

of timebuyers at a meeting of the
Ad Club of N. Y.

"Timebuyers in most instances" he

said, "aren't oriented on the mech-
anism of station operations.

"If agency radio timebuyers and the

creators of radio commercials could be

exposed to even a limited one-week in-

doctrination in a local radio station,

advertisers would benefit from in-

creased effectiveness in the two most
important facets of radio advertis-

ing:

"1) the commercial
2 1 the placement of the com-

mercial to reach the desired andi-

Covering the news front: KGO,
San Francisco, airs capsule traffic

conditions reported by their sky patrol

from a Hiller 12-C helicopter . . .

WOW, Omaha, has transformed five

news vehicles into broadcasting sta-

tions, enabling station newsmen to be

dispatched to the scene of the news for

an on-the-spot report.

Promotions, stunts and contests:

WAGC, Chattanooga ran a contest

tied in with the Chattanooga Conven-

tion and Visitors Bureau, at the re-

quest of Mutual's Answer Man, called

the "Answer Man Contest." Listeners

sent in ideas on what the citv is most

proud of WCUE, Akron, is run-

ning a "Big Man" contest, asking lis-

teners to guess the total weight of five

d.j/s. Cash prize in the amount of
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IT

DEPENDS^

WHO k- 1
KNOCKSM

YOUR

PROSPECTS'

DOOR

If you want to open more doors and close more sales,

it's sound practice to "knock" over KFMB in the

-*. highly reliable company of such welcome

newsmen as Edward R. Murrow, Eric Sev-

areid, Lowell Thomas and Walter Cronkite.

They have access to some 301,000 San Diego

County homes (plus thousands more in five

additional Southern California Counties)

and will help add deep conviction to

your message. And they're backed up

i by a whole corps of local reporters who

p^ get an equally warm reception. With

W news reaching such new peaks of interest

mm the San Diego CBS radio station has one

HP of the strongest selling voices in America.

I In San Diego KFMB IS CBS. FIRST ON
MORE LISTENING THAN ANY OTHER

SAN DIEGO RADIO STATION

KFMB
CBS FOR SAN DIEGO

^presented by

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.



] 1
' •_. cents a pound. . . . WHK. Cleve-

land, will award a $25 Bond to the

biggest bab) born in the county each

week to promote Manners Big Bo\

Restaurants.

Anniversaries: WWDC, Washing-
ton. I). C, observes its 17th year this

week WWVA, Wheeling's

Jamboree, a feature of CBS" Saturday

Wight Country Style, is celebrating its

25th year of consecutive broadcasting.

kudos: Todd Storz, president, Storz

Stations, honored l>\ New Orleans for

his contribution of a 1450 frequency

to the city's schools. . . . WCKR, Mi-

ami, received the Governor's award
for its participation in the state-wide

Festival. . . . KYW, Cleveland, won
the Alfred P. Sloan award for public

service in highway safety.

They were elected: The United
Press Broadcasters of Wisconsin:
Gene Bernhardt, news director,

\\ KM P. .Milwaukee, president; Jerry

Harper, WMTV, Madison, v.p. for

tv: Chuck Neinas, WBEV, Beaver

Dam, v.p. for radio; Rav Dohertv,

Wisconsin U-P manager, secretary. . .

Charles E. Hamilton, manager. KFI.

Los Angeles, elected to the board of

directors, Better Business Bureau, L.A.

. . . Virginia Lawson Wade, repre-

senting WKOA, Hopkinsville. Kv..

elected Miss Radio and TV Queen at

Miami Beach Pageant.

Station Staffers: Len Mirelson,
named commercial manager, W\JR,
N. Y. . . . John Williams, news direc-

tor. KKTV. Omaha. . . . E. James
McEnaney, sales manager. WHIM.
Providence. . . . Helen Bensche, co-

ordinator of women's activities. WTIC.
Hartford. . . . Steve French, general

manager. WDXB. Chattanooga. . . .

Roger S. Davison, sales manager.
WAIL, Baton Rouge. . . . Robert
Whitney, program director. KALL.
Salt Lake City. . . . James Wilson,
account exec. WCCO. Minn. -St. Paul.

CANADA
The official date for Canadian
Television Week has been set for

28 September-4 October.

Slogan adopted for this year, sub-

Great#»..%
jusfgrear/

You've done it again. Ya missed

\ the biggest single TV buy in the

West. You passed up the Cascade

Television package again . . . this

KIMA-TV with its satellites. Doesn't

: billion-dollai narket

half-

got

tickle your fancy? Here's

million people and Cascad

em—exclusively. Let's not miss it

again, Smidley, or we'll be miss-

ing you around here.

Quite a market . . .

General merchandise $60,135,000

Apparel $26,172,000

mitted by Warren Blahout. promotion

manager CFI'L-TV. London, reads:

"Television . . . Your window on
the world.""

Canada radio is also fighting the

recession: CJMS, Montreal, con-

duced all retail sponsors to attach

"buy now" messages to their employ-

ees' checks adding . . . radio adver-

tising moves goods faster.

On public service: CBC radio net-

works, Trans-Canada, Dominion and

French, awarded the 1957 Alfred P.

Sloan plaque for public service in the

highway safety field . . . CFCF, Mon-
treal, with an eye on the opening of

the St. Lawrence Seaway in the near

future, has launched a series of six

half-hour documentaries on "What
will the St. Lawrence Seaway mean
to you?", to be distributed to private

stations through the Canadian Assn.

of Radio-Tv Broadcasters, Ottawa.

Appointments and people: Mary-

Fran Burke, to the promotion depart-

ment. CFCF. Montreal . . . Montague
Isaacs, to head the newly opened

radio-tv division, Torobin Advertising

of Montreal . . . W. F. Souch, ap-

pointed western representative, Cald-

well \ V Equipment Co., Ltd.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stock in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day three weeks ago. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Smith.

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA. WASHINGTON

with its satellites

KtPR-TV, Ptsto, Wast,.

KUW-TV. Uwist

fyhrtf, Hints take. Wish.

CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY

April 22

i York Stock

Tues.

May 13 Change

Exchange

17'-.

NATIONAL REP WEED TELEVISION PACIFIC NORTHWEST MOORE <. ASSOCIATES

20lll-K()X

Warner Hros.

Westinghouse

Ulied \ni-i-

Vssoc. \n. Prod.

( &< Supei

Duiuont Labs
Guild Films

VI \

31%
22',

26%

175%
6%

Mr',

33%
24%

-1%

i Stock Exchange
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'Daily Word/ non-Denominational Religious Program

Now Available to TV Stations Everywhere—
and on Transcriptions, for Radio!

L_7end for free audition prints of this five-minute, Monday through
Friday, inspirational religious program—pre-tested "live" for an entire

season on KMBC-TV, Kansas City—then released to 25 stations on film,

beginning last November.
"Daily Word" is now hailed by television executives and audiences as

the "find" of the year in religious programming.
Says one station manager: "It is meticulously produced, simple, straight-

forward, and in the best of taste." Because of these very qualities, "Daily
Word" answers television's need for a daily non-denominational religious

featurette which can be programmed at any time of day or night, and
attract audience on merit.

DAY-AND-DATE PROGRAMS
BASED ON "DAILY WORD"

A 48-page, monthly, pocket-size publication

of Unity School of Christianity, an organ-

ization teaching the application of Christian

principles for success in daily living.

Unity is a school, not a church. Consequent-

ly, most of those who read Unity publica-

tions retain their own church affiliations.

Yet there are thousands of television

viewers, radio listeners, and readers who
have no church affiliation whatever—and
"Daily Word" may be their only contact, as

such, with religious life and thought. Daily

Word magazine (by subscription, Si a year)

with 850,000 circulation, is published in

seven languages and Braille and goes all

over the world, where it is read by persons

of every race and faith, and also by many
who belong to no specific faith.

Rosemary Grace includes in each program a

passage from the Bible applying to that

day's dated message in Daily Word . . .

reads the meditation for that day and date

. . . and closes with an inspirational thought

for the day. The text is stimulating, thought-

provoking, and helpful in an intimately

personal way. Listener comments run like a

refrain: "It gives me a real lift for the

day." ... "I need just that kind of 'starter-

offer' every morning." ... "I feel better,

work better, and get along better with peo-

ple because of the message I receive from
Daily Word.'

"

HERE ARE THE RATINGS IN A

TYPICAL 3-STATION MARKET
January-February 1958

Nielsen Daytime Report

DAILY WORD .... 8.3
Look Up and Live 7.1

Christian Science 5.1

This Is the Life 5.0

Lamp Unto My Feet . . . 4.2

The Christophers 1.5

For your free audition films or transcriptions of a wee/c's

typical programs
• MAIL THIS COUPON OR WRITE
UNITY LEAGUE OF BROADCASTERS, Don Davis, Chairman,

KMBC Building, Kansas City 5, Missouri

Please send me for audition, without charge or obligation, a week's typical

day-and-date film programs in the "Daily Word" series. I promise to audition

the film promptly and report back to you

-Name__ Title

Station Call Letters^

Street and Number_

_ Channel No._

We might be i

Send audition r

_ Zone„
nscriptior of this religious featurette.

featuring

ROSEMARY GRACE
Granddaughter of the Founders of Unity,

CHARLES AND MYRTLE FILLMORE

Trained in the Pasadena Playhouse and in

Hollywood radio, Rosemary Grace bungs a

fresh, sparkling, vivid new personality to

religious programming—on films made es-

radio. Each daily program times

, 30 s md the , J.ii

to be scheduled Mondays
A different program every day, made to play

day-and-date, with special inspirational mes-

sages for every holiday, not just the major
ones . . . for each season of the year, in-

cluding Lent, vacations, back-to-school time

. . . and for many birthdays of famous men
and anniversaries of important world events.

Produced and Directed By ROD FRIEND

Filmed By BASORE-LONGMOOR Studios

Camera by Tony LaTona. Announcer: Henrv
Effertz of KMBC-TV. This photo shows the

featurette in production. TV and Radio sta-

tions are furnished in each shipment a

month's dated schedule of programs—and
the shows need not be returned nor bicycled.

Your films and or transcriptions are for your



To: WALTER BARBER, 1st Prize Winner

Compton Advertising

GERARD Van HORSEN, 2nd Prize Winner

Ted Bates & Company

CHARLES LEWIN, 3rd Prize Winner

Rockmore Company

and to 258 other

time-buying tycoons

thanks
for helping me get

such a nice name-
and so many sponsors"

We're glad our PURSE -SUASION
gal is pleased. At Blair-TV, we're
mighty pleased too.

Pleased by the nation-wide response
to the naming contest, resulting in a
name that's a natural, Betta Buyer,

penetrating saturation with daytime spot TV

With 20 sales messages every week, rotated week after week to reach

a station's complete daytime audience, PURSE-SUASION com-
bines the persistence of saturation with the impact of television. At
remarkably low cost, too. For little more than the average time-and-

talent cost of a daytime network quarter-hour, you can have a

20-a-week PURSE-SUASION schedule in all 25 of America's major
markets represented by Blair-TV.

BLAIR-TV NEW YORK •

TEmplelon 8-5800

JACKSONVILLE • ST. LOUIS DALLAS LOS ANGELES

Elgin 6-5770 CHestnut 1-5585 Riverside 1-4228 OUnkirk 1-3811

since daytime television can help any
homemaker become a better buyer.

Pleased even more by advertisers' in-

creasing use of PURSE-SUASION,
because they find it the most effective

way to increase shelf-movement of

any product for Home or Family.

PURSE-SUASION is keyed to to-

day's conditions, when every selling

dollar needs to work overtime. And if

you want statistical proof of televi-

sion's selling power, ask about the

Test Market Plan made available by
the stations Blair-TV represents. It

provides documented research of sales

effectiveness on your product. Why
not phone your Blair office now.

17 may 1958 i



What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
17 MAY 1958

Cwyrltht IU«

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INI

Rep. Oren Harris and his Legislative Oversight subcommittee returned to the

spotlight this week with a resumption of the FCC probe and intimations of "reve-

lations" to come.

The promise of revelations to come as voiced by Harris: They will deal with improper

approaches to FCC commissioners in cases of contested tv stations. The expose will

"open the eyes of people around the country". (Recently Harris suggested to a lawyer group

that because of this it might be necessary to cancel tv station licenses on a wholesale basis.)

The highlights of the reopened FCC probe included:

• FCC chairman John C. Doerfer's explanation of why the FCC majority feels that anti-

trust considerations are the primary responsibility of the Justice Department. (Doerfer ap-

peared to answer charges that FCC policy in setting broadcast standards reinforces RCA
monopoly in the equipment manufacturing field.)

• Announcement that a Library of Congress report would be presented, analyzing all FCC
decisions in contested tv cases. This will include a record of how the FCC's criteria has been

observed and ignored in the decisions. Following that a subcommittee staff member will make

a report deal with station sales, mergers, payoffs to withdrawing applicants, etc.

• Disclosure that off-the-record approaches to commissioners in contested tv cases will be

reached early next week.

With broadcast pay-tv in a state of suspended animation, the broadcasting in-

dustry and the film industry turn their attention to the wired variety.

A confidence which might not be justified with respect to the over-the-air variety was

building into an attack on community antenna systems well before the news that the Bartles-

ville experiment may throw in the towel.

The film industry continues to strike wherever the iron appears to be hot, notably in Los

Angeles and San Francisco and in keeping letter campaigns aimed at Congressmen. The

broadcasting industry firmed up its plans at the recent NARTB convention.

For years, TV stations have silently approved the wider circulation which the community

antenna systems gave them. The networks didn't mind the extra circulation, either. All this,

despite the fact that the largest maker of CA equipment was openly plumping for wired pay-

tv, using his equipment.

With the threat of aired pay-tv supposedly out of the way, broadcasters gathered as many

case histories as they could of injury to small TV outlets and prepared to besiege the FCC
and Congress with pleas for tighter controls.

Despite a threat by Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.) to call his House Commerce
Committee back to Washington if the FCC does go ahead with the pay-tv trial, the

FCC seems determined to do just that.

That is, unless Congress takes more definite action than it has taken thus far.

The FCC hearings on the Barrow report, issued by its network study staff,

were postponed until Monday, 19 May.

The next chapter is the highly controversial subject of spot representation of stations

by networks.

SPONSOR • 17 MAY 1 058



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
17 MAY 1958 NBC TV has raised the gross price for the Como show from $1 14,000 to $120,-
Cwyrliht lea

" *

sponsor publications inc. 000 for the full hour.

It's telling clients that practically all of the $6,000 difference will go for anticipated

union increases.

McCann-Erickson's Terry Clyne has evolved a rough rule-of-thumh for the size

of the kid audience that a network tv western pulls in. .It works in reverse, thus:

He estimates that it would be safe to shave off six percentage points from a Nielsen

rating to determine the actual adult audience.

It may be too early to tell, but the outlook for seasonal advertisers who buy
flights in scheduled tv network shows is not promising this summer.

A number of network regulars look to this type of advertiser to give them several weeks

of relief annually.

This may be the beginning of a revolution in tv show business:

The Kraft Show, starring Milton Berle, will (1) avoid Hollywood stars for the

sheer value of their names, (2) pass up comedy sketches, and (3) book only guests who

are outstanding performers in their respective specialties.

For sponsor identification purposes, nothing apparently can beat the name of the

product as part of the show's title.

Club Oasis, according to Trendex, virtually has a 100% identification.

Eddie Fisher, another Liggett & Myers item, scores 72%.

In bidding for durable accounts, the lack of branch offices and field men is

proving an increasing handicap to agencies.

The obvious moral: In this marketing era the advertiser is interested in a service that

can help merchandise his advertising at the grass-roots level and provide him with

objective field intelligence.

That handsome entertaining a trio of timebuyers did at the NAB convention

got this reaction from the agency's treasurer when he saw the bills:

1) The wry comment: "I was always under the impression that the people we gave

business to did the entertaining; 2) circulation of a memo that he personally see the

month's expense tabs of everybody in the tv-radio department.

If and when the last of the agency-produced network tv shows—Hit Parade—folds, it

will be due largely to the fact that the agency for an alternate account doesn't relish

dishing out $6,000 from its commission to BBDO for a production fee.

Hit I'aradc has been canceled as of 1 July, but NBC TV has asked American Tobacco

to withhold announcing it so that the network might dig up an alternate prospect.

Providing an alternate sponsor were available, American Tobacco had plans for

strengthening the show at an increased budget of $43,000 net.



Sell All of GREATER ATLANTA with the

Award-Winning News

Coverage of WAGA Radio

The broad area coverage of WAGA's strong signal

matches the broad news coverage of its able staff

. . . making a selling combination that's tough to

top! Get the good news on how you can use

WAGA to sell this 2 billion dollar market— Call

your Katz man today.

. mm
"Fajxious onthe local scene"

CBS RADIO

National Representative: The Katz Agency

National Sales Director: M. E. McMurray
625 Madison Ave., New York
Chicago: 230 N.Michigan Ave.

*****

WAGA WGBS WSPD WJW WJBK WIBG WWVA
Atlanta Miami Toledo Cleveland Detroit Philadelphia Wheeling
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CAGEY CLIENTS
{Cont'd front page 32)

formance of the new -how's producer.

This pla> -it-safe altitude reaches up

to the multi-million client as well as

the marginal network advertiser. For

instance. Lever Bros, bought Groucho

Mar* instead of gambling on some to-

tallv new shows that were offered.

General Foods picked up a new Ann
Sothern show on the hasis of her pre-

v IOUS audience pull.

"There is less inclination to experi-

ment."' says Esty's Sam Northcross.

"Our fall renewals to date reflect the

sure-fire audience-getters clients want:

Phil Silvers. I've Got a Secret. People

are Funny and Boh Cummings."

Hut there's growing concern among
agency tv executives over this ultra-

cautiousness. As the tv v. p. of one of

the top 10 agencies put it: 'There's

no inclination to kill the business with

good taste this year. No one wants to

do the very different program. But

they fail to realize that net tv is a gam-

ble at its safest level and betting on

formula isn't always the answer."

Nor are the agencies willing to con-

cede to a formula buy too easily this

year. There seems to be fairly general

awareness that the so-called "proved"

buy can be a threat to viewing interest

come fall. '"But about the only thing

we can do is dig around as much as

possible for hot new properties," says

one tv v.p. just returned from the

fourth West Coast scouting tour of the

season. "In the last analysis, the

packagers second-guessed our clients'

general mood and stuck to program

patterns already established."

One prediction balancing the cur-

rent buying trends: Since final buys

are being delayed by a substantial

number of advertisers, show excite-

ment may still be forthcoming via

some late-summer live entries from the

networks if film shows don't sell.

However, the indications are that

any new live programing will be heavi-

ly weighted toward quizzes and parlor-

game shows. Certainly live drama took

a beating in terms of client interest

this year.

• Agency network recommendations

go to higher-level client executives

from the start. A network buy has al-

ways required the approval of top cli-

ent management, but this year prelim-

inary plans are frequently submitted

to top management as well.

One measure of a TV station

WNCT has a big one that looks beautiful

at night with all its blinking red lights.

Downright picturesque beside the Caro-
lina Moon. Few folks in Eastern North
Carolina ever see it, though. Most of

'em are home watching the programs on
Channel 9.

Message: The latest 19-county Tele-

pulse and ARB point to WNCT as a

WHALE of a buy. You'll see when you
try WNCT for your next buy in the

Eastern N. C. market. Hollingbery has

avails and free copies of our brochure.

"Let's put it this way," says the tv

v.p. of an agency that has already

made more than three prime time com-
mitments for fall. "Until this year, I

had barely met one client's financial

v.p. But this month, he has actually

sat in on two agency presentations for

network tv. This is no isolated case.

It's not so much that we're dealing on
a different level, but that the higher

level gets involved earlier and that

more client executives study the re-

search behind the presentation."

• Agencies present clients with more
complete plans for the network tv cam-
paign, including the way the commer-
cials would be integrated into shows.

In some cases, this is a reversal from

patterns established during the past

two or three years.

"Clients are sufficiently sophisticated

about tv today to visualize how com-
mercials can be fitted into specific

shows," a JWT tv executive told spon-

sor. "But they have more confidence

in their final decision to buy if they

do it with a complete floor plan, in-

cluding a presentation on the handling

of the commercials for the two or three

final shows recommended."

This means that agencies have to

spend more in preparing recommenda-
tions for network tv buys than they

did in the past. Not only are their

research facilities marshalled into the

act, but speculative commercials and
collateral material such as promotion

and merchandising campaigns must
often be carried to a later stage to per-

suade a client to invest.

This pressure for more in-depth rea-

sons to buy is being passed along to

the networks. On one forecast, agency

tv v.p.'s tend to agree: By fall the net-

works will have to provide far more
merchandising and audience-promotion

help than they ever have before.

In weighing a new network tv buy,

clients are certainly as concerned as

ever about the new program's chances

of success, the cost-efficiency <»f the

i

medium and the initial outlay of money

I

required. However, they also judge

I network tv more as a part of the whole

marketing effort, than they have in

years past, measuring its likely impact

against some new sets of criteria as

well. And. while net tv clients have be-

come more audience-promotion-mindeq

and intent on merchandising follow-

throughs of their own. they will also

expect the networks to contribute a

maximum effort in these areas. ^
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they check the register every night

. . . that's why 3 out of 4 local advertisers

in Philadelphia ^^^^^^^^
buy WCAU-TV q^

When you're doing business over the counter, tomorrow's

advertising budget depends on how much business you do today!

It's significant that . . . with three stations to choose from . . .

71% of all local advertisers using television in the Philadelphia

market buy WCAU-TV.*

More proof that WCAU-TV means business . . . for every

advertiser in every time slot, every day of the week.

WCAU-TV
...the station that means business in Philadelphia

Represented Nationally by CBS-TV Spot Sales

•Broadcast Adve



SUMMER RADIO
{Confd from page 3 I

I

come to realize that radio's hot-weather

audience is big: cost-conscious clients

also know that weekend radio is gen-

erall) a good, economical buy.

One major factor is out-of-home

listening, particular!) in automobiles.

In 1957. for example, 87.5' < of all

model new cars sold had car radios

because the buyers demanded them.

This means that last year, at least

5,162,000 new autos left the dealer

showrooms radio-equipped. Buyers of

lower priced and medium priced cars

demanded radio with their deals almost

as much as did the purchasers of more

expensive vehicles. For instance. 1 00' r

of the Cadillacs sold went out complete

with radios, but then nearly 94 '/r of

all Studebakers and 85'; of all Fords

were similarly equipped.

I his auto radio data is from RAB
studies, and here is some further in-

formation on the same subject from the

same source:

Of all the families who own radio-

equipped cars, more than 75°f listen

to auto radio weekly—a total of about

23.5 million families.

The car radio storj is naturally a

major part of the summer picture, but

there are still other factors to be con-

sidered. Radio goes along with prac-

tically all people who play out of doors.

In a summer week. RAB surveyed

groups of i eonle at parks, beaches and

picnic grounds of the country's top

10 markets.

Of these "roups. 44 2'
{ had a port-

able radio with them (45'( on week-

cm!-. 13.89? on weekdays I. Of all

these portables. 71.9' i were in use

i 74.5', weekends, 71% on weekdays).

Parks, beaches and picnic areas attract

a full 10' r of all U.S. families on an

a\erage summer day. More than 20' r

of all radios now being sold are port-

ables.

Still another area for out-of-home

summer listening must be taken into

consideration—the fast-growing hobby

of boating. So great is the saturation

of radio in these craft that many sta-

tions program especially for their boat-

ing audiences. For example. WXYZ.
Detroit, figures the more than 40,000

boats registered in that area adds about

30 r to out-of-home listening, pro-

grams fishing forecasts, weather re-

ports and—on Sundays—five straight

hours of music "to navigate by."

In Baltimore. WFBR programs for

boating fans, gives out thousands of

copies of its own Handbook for Boat-

men, listing recipes for a' oard-ship

meals, safety rules, regatta dates, and

its own program schedules of interest

to seafarers. WPRO. Providence, also

serves boaters.

Who are some of the other adver-

t'sers coming into the medium or step-

ping up their schedules to catch the

summer listeners?

Oldsmobile cars have just bought

the new CBS Radio Patti Page Show.

On the same net, GM continues its

A m to Live" night driving safety

campaign. Ford and Chevrolet are

also airing their commercials.

Texaco (Cunningham X Walsh I will

lie saturating J\BC Radio before and

during the 4 July weekend; the same

companj will be in spot. Sinclair

I Morey, Humm & Warwick I. a steady

52-week client in spot, will undoubted-

ly shift its strategy during this Summer

to hit harder in the weekends.

General Motors Acceptance Corp.

( Campbell-Ew aid I . which has become

practically synonomous with radio

traffic bulletins, will be back again this

summer. For those who don"t own their

own cars but still like to travel. Grey-

hound Bus will appeal via spot and

Hertz Driv-Ur-Self will be on CBS.

Deodorants are naturally another

category due for summer radio. One

of the new clients in this field is Mum
Mist, a Bristol-Myers product serviced

by Dcherty, Clifford. Steers & Shen-

field. It is beginning an 18-week spot

radio campaign with announcements

and participations during night and

day. Arrid and Shulton deodorants

will be heard from too.

As for rather special campaigns or

regional ones—and the summer may

find quite a few of these by the time it

officially arrives—here are just a few:

In the South. GE refrigerators ( Y&R)

will get a play in spot radio, and the

same medium in the Midwest will ad-

vertise Cities Service gasoline I Elling-

ton & Co.). Then, of course, there is

Father's Day, and Ronson Shavers

(Grey Adv.) will be in with a spot

campaign for that day while Pioneer

Suspender Co. (Feigenbaum i. W er-

menl will be using ABC's Breakfast

Club during May and early June to

promote their line of gifts. ^

;

!

TA

40% penetration

in its 94 Kansas

county coverage area

2 to 1 listenership over its near-

est competitor in 1 1 county

Topeka trade area

.,„„„,

CBS - RADIO WIBW
2 to 1 lead over all out-of-state

competitors in "station viewed

most" both day & night

ARB 1957

TV-CBS- ABC
COVERAGE • PROMOTION • MERCHANDISING • RESULTS
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TREWAX
(Cont'd from page 41)

ingredient from the Brazilian carnuaba

palm tree, which accounts for the Tre-

wax name. Most waxes, it seems, con-

tain fractional amounts of the wax,

say S c/c to 5 r/
f : Trewax is compound-

ed with over 50 (
/c carnuaba wax.

This gives Trewax two things: su-

perior quality and a premium price. In

introducing Trewax to new markets,

no attempt is made to conceal the

products higher cost, nor the greater

effort needed for application. Instead

it's termed "the Cadillac of floor

waxes," and sold on its superior quali-

ties—that it provides a better protec-

tion and that it lasts up to six times

as long.

For older markets, where the basic

product story is already known, new
radio commercials have been

j

duced. These glamorize the Brazilian

carnuaba theme by opening with the

sound of jungle drums and sounds for

three seconds. These then fade under

an announcer saying: "Deep in the

Brazilian jungle, from the carnuaba

palm tree, comes the world's hardest

natural wax . . . carnuaba . . . the

magic ingredient of Trewa". (The
j

sounds stop. ) Trewax gives a harder,

glossier, longer-lasting finish that re-

sists wear, is waterproof and easiei

clean. . .
."

The tv commercials are likewise dif-

ferent from the straight product-advan-

tage sell, for two reasons: first thev

are always used in conjunction with

radio which has carried the product

message; and second, they are devoted

to only one product in the line—Gold

Label Self-Polishing Liquid. The tv

spots are animated, and feature a hu-

morous approach.

In both radio and tv spots, whether

hard sell or humor, Trewax is attempt-

ing to carve a place for itself in the

household market with a relatively

small budget, against giants with for-

midable markets. If successful, it

could conceivably force Johnson to

add spots to its network tv schedule.

and bring other competitors into air

media.

Harry Fox sums up his philosophy
this way: "If your goal is to create

dealer and distributor enthusiasm in

local markets, as well as generate sales

by consumers, use radio. Good radio,"

he continues, "can do your trade pro-

motion at the same time it makes

LOOK WHAT
DEVELOPED!

SPONSOR • 17 MAY 1958



MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home

of any station in the

Heart of Florida
NCS 2

jjJS
* X'^L. 62 ° KC JBmV

^^S*j^3f •

• V^;^r .

24-hour service to the Suncoast

WSUN Radio

St. Petersburg-Tampa

R.prescnlcd by VENARO, RINTOUL &
MiCONNELL

Southeastern: (AMES S. AYERS

5000 W
. \ Best Buu

9

ffor cowl* ^e Kiamath
' nation °

cOJ. era ge
—

f ie/Il lhi> prosperous, uo- f

lated markel

Best Buu

KFc3I
KLAMATH FALLS, OREGON
Ask -the Meeker Co.

II50 KC

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

John B. Simpson, vice president and di-

rector of broadcasting for the Chicago of-

fice of Foote, Cone & Belding since 1953.

has been appointed vice president and na-

tional director of broadcasting for all five

FC&B offices. Simpson joined the agency

in 1952 as radio/tv supervisor. Prior to

this, he had been radio tv director for

Russel M. Seeds Agency: producer-director

for \BC; production manager of WWL, New Orleans and creative

broadcasting head of Stone-Stevens-How cott-Halsey Agency. To

carry on his new responsibilities. Simpson will establish headquar-

ters in N. Y. Other FC&B developments in the tv-radio department

this week included the appointment of Roger Pryor, v.p. in charge

of broadcasting in N. Y.. as broadcasting production chief for all

FC&B offices, and Homer Heck appointed to Simpson's Chicago post.

L.

John L. Sinclair has been named Charles-

ton. \Y. Va. manager of WSAZ-TV. He

joins the station after 17 years service with

WCHS. Charleston. Sinclair's interest in

the field began when, at the University of

Michigan, he specialized in radio broad-

casting under Professor Waldo Abbott. In

1941, he joined WCHS as promotion man-

ager, then went into the sales end of the

radio station. His career was interrupted by a four-year tour in the

Navy, and then resumed in 1945. Sinclair was made sales manager

m 1949. a position he held until August 1954, when he was ap-

pointed sales manager of WCHS-TV. In his new position. Sinclair

will be in charge of WSAZ-TV facilities, operations and sales for the

entire Charleston region.

Warren Kratky, vice president of Cardner Advertising Co.. St.

Louis, has been elected to the agency's board of directors. His elec-

tion is in conjunction with a recent expansion of the agenc) s bosun

from seven to nine members. Gardner president Charles E. Claggett

explains that the expansion was stimulated by two factors: I
I Igencj

accounts and billings hit a 1957 record high of more than $22,000,-

000: 2 l Increased participation among its 253 employees in owner-

ship of the agency. Kratky's background: He joined Cardner in 1948

i'.nd assi.-ted in organizing their marketing department, of which he

later became director. He is now a vice president and supervisor on

the Duncan Mines Special Baking Mixes account of The Procter &

Gamble Co. Also elected to the agency's board is David Ferriss, a

vice president al Gardner, and account supervisor of the Corporate.

Inorganic and Organic Divisions of Monsanto Chemical Co.
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To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd

ranking markets.

NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —

AT A 10%
SAVINGS!

YOU NEED TWO TO TUNE UP
sales in Indiana!

In this rich, diversified interurbia, automotive manu-
facturing is only one of many reasons for bulging

purses. Fertile farms and varied business each
contribute their share. Over 1.6 million population

—

$2.8 billion Effective Buying Income! There are two
major markets in this live sales sector—South Bend-

Elkhart and Fort Wayne. You can cover both from

within, with one combination TV buy, and save 10%!
Add Indianapolis— get all the best in just two buys!

call your H™R man now! idmU



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Let's Sell!

\\ hen this recession began to gain momentum, a few self-

styled authorities were walking around claiming the whole

tiling was just a state of mind. These same people are still

walking around, but many of them are now looking for jobs.

It's apparent to even the most rosy-bespectacled optimist

that the recession is too real to be a state of mind. But ironi-

cally, the thing that can do more to lift the economy out of

the downturn is a state of mind—one that refuses to accept

what has been accepted in the past.

Let's take a few examples. For one thing, many radio and

tv stations are participating eagerly in "You Auto Buy Now"

campaigns running in hundreds of cities across the U.S.

They're proving that consumers who were hesitant to invest

in a new car can be persuaded to buy one now—with the

right sales approach.

For another thing, radio and tv stations are also proving

that if the people have the facts, they will act accordingly.

In many cities, business is actually better than last year this

tims: employment is up, disposable income is up, retail sales

are up. The stations—hundreds of them taking sponsor's

"'Let's Sell Optimism" lead—are getting the real facts to

their listeners.

Then, too, many industries are virtually unaffected by re-

cession conditions. Most cigarette companies are enjoying a

record year. Industries like soft drinks and frozen foods are

doing very well. Even within industries hit worst by the re-

cession, there are some companies doing well—American

Motors being a perfect example.

One radio station manager, talking to his staff recently.

pointed out the greatest fallacy of all: the theory that the

public isn't buying anymore. The truth is that the public is

buying perhaps not the same things they bought last year,

perhaps not as much as they've bought in recent years. They

-till spend, but with discretion.

I rider these circumstances, it would seem that advertising

bas a clear-cut job: to fulfill its role of giving the public sound

reasons to buy. This i> clearly not a time for retrenching, for

wound-licking, for withdrawal. It's a time to sell.

K

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Broadcasters are

often required to supply repetitive testimony to

Congressional committees. We're for Richard

Salant's idea oj a lau requiring committees to

check previous testimony before new hearings.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Recession-killer: With "You Auto

Buy Now" campaigns beamed at the

public via mass media, other industries

are trying to get into the act. Sign on

a Chicago Loop footwear specialty

shop: YOU SHOE'D BUY NOW!

A la Webster? Definition of a three-

station market: radio station, railroad

station, comfort station.

Short short: Owners of Chicago's

London House, admen's hangout for

long lunches, have opened a Michigan

Avenue sandwich shop called "Brief

Encounter."

Stay-at-homes: Hal Gold, public re-

lations director at MBS, felt concern

for those who had to stay in New York

during the NAB Convention on the

Coast, sent out miniature bottles of

brandy to the trade accompanied with

a note that said in part: "We here at

Mutual Broadcasting System figured

we could at least bridge the distance

—

in spirits.

Clean story: Now that sidewalk ash

trays have been tried out on Madison

Avenue, New York plans another ex-

periment: comfort stations for dogs

—

roofed sandboxes ranging up to six by

12 feet. This could lead to a new ad-

man's phrase such as, "It seems like a

great idea but let's let it play in the

sand for awhile."

Peek-a-boo: Dick Seiler, talking to

the Broadcast Advertisers Club of Chi-

cago, told of a Canadian inventor who
wants to tie in with ARB's Arbitron.

Seems he has a device which can be

attached to Arbitron which, ever) few

seconds, will snap a photo of the view-

ers through their own tv screens, en-

abling the rating people to know when

viewers leave the set. But will they

know why?

Hark, the herald! New York's test

air raid last week turned up a new type

of alert. In the sponsor building, as

sirens began, a maintenance man

hopped the elevator, stopped at each of

the 20 floors and blew a bugle. He re-

peated his trip when the "all clear"

sounded.

Color: Last December, Bob Purcell,

president of KFWB, Los Angeles, used

as radio promotion, "This is Bob Pur-

cell with a holiday gift for you—color

radio." The other day, 74-year-old K,

W. Kim traveled from downtown L. A.

by bus to the studio, asked for his

color radio. Somewhat trapped in the

misunderstanding, KFWB decided to

forego explanations, instead presented

Kim with a table model radio in a

bright!) colored case.
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Everybody sees it first on Channel 8 in San Die!

A/1
^

•fi-^l

It's no secret that KFMB-TV news programs reach more people
than any other local television program of any kind.

This Day 1958, Monday, is the second highest rated program
in the San Diego market. * 41.7 — outrated only by Gunsmoke's

Three of the five This Day 1958 programs (Monday through
Friday, 7:30-8:00 P.M.) were in the top ten programs in the San
Diego market! San Diego knows it is first and best when it is on
Channel 8 news programs.

KFMB
WRATHER-ALVAREZ BROADCASTING

SANDIEGC
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roof Again

WXEX-
OMINANCE!

rj's what the March, 1958 ARB Metropolitan Report for Richmond shows:

u Sign-on to sign-off—
day thru Saturday—

HEX-TV has more Vi-»hr.

IRSTS than any other
•imond area TV station*

KJ 7 P.M. to sign-off—
Sunday thru Saturday

—

WXEX-TV rates FIRST
in 46.7% of all Vi-hours.

Station B—27.3%. Station C—26%.

*When at least ti n the air. Excludes children's hours of 5 to 7 P.M. Monday through Friday.

-TV
NBC BASIC-CHANNEL 8 Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice-Prei

WHAT ARE

TODAY'S HOT

SPOT MARKETS?

Many of the currently

"hot" markets are in

the farm areas, where
income is rising. While
there is no spot buying

rush, action should

start in the near future

Page 31

Dave Susskind:

tv critic who

won't keep quiet

Page 33

How tv film

producers rate

with ad agencies

Page 36

What d.j/s think

about your radio

ad campaign

Page 38

Select Station Representatives in New York Philadelphia. Baltimore Washington. Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;

* Brown Co. in Dallas Houston Denver. Atlanta. Miami. New Orleans. McGavren-Qumn in Seattle. San Francisco, Los Angeles



THIS 2 LB. KANSAS CITY STEAK
is prime strip sirloin taken from pure-

bred American Hereford. Kansas City

exports tons of it every day.

YOUR STAKE IN KANSAS CITY
And a whopping big stake it is in the steak capi-

tal. Survey after survey, KCMO-TV has more

quarter-hour firsts (according to ARB and Niel-

sen) than any other station.

And KCMO-TV reaches its dominant-size audi-

ence in the million-population Kansas City mar-

ket by broadcasting at maximum power from the

world's tallest self-supported tower. Your mes-

sage is delivered with full electronic impact.

Stake your claim here. Do it with Mid-America's

No. 1 station in size of audience, picture clarity

and sales success.

/
KANSAS CITY KCMO KCMO-TV The Katz Agency
SYRACUSE WHEN WHEN-TV The Katz Agency
PHOENIX KPHO KPHO-TV The Katz Agency
OMAHA WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co.— Blair-TV
TULSA KRMG John Blair & Co.

Kansas City, Missouri
Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.

Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.

Represented nationally by Katz agency;

Meredith Statio
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DES MOINES, Iowa

Prefers

KRNTiTY
A The Station Most People Watch Most!

A The Station Most People, by Far

Depend on for Accurate News!

A The Station With Far and Away the

Most BELIEVABLE Personalities!

This Centra/ Surveys study reveals

many interesting facts that show

without question KRNT-TV is the

one to use to get the kind of results

an advertiser must get these days.

KATZ has the NEW— the
TRUE— facts on television

viewing in Des Moines.
Ask them for your copy.

Central Surveys has been engaged in

nation-wide market research and public
opinion surveys for over 20 years.
Among the more than 200 clients are
many PUBLIC UTILITY companies. List

shown on request.

^ Over S0°/o /_
<y Named KRNT-TV

Z—r Personalities

EXCLUSIVELY!

\t to the otherC
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Admen: how you can use international tv

34 iast «eek. for the first time, international admen stressed growing im-

portance of l\ for overseas advertising. Here are convention highlight-

Rate your I.Q. on advertisers
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The WOC-TV
higher than th<

boring TV s

satisfactory si{

this Big Area

Ask your P.G.'

you NCS Cover i e Report.

;r is 220 feet

/er of neigh-
n. assuring
throughout
317,902 TV

1 to show

WOC-TV
Covers the Quint-Cities

Plus 39 Surrounding Iowa

and Illinois Counties.

Population— 1,583,800*

Families— 489,700*

Effective Buying Income —
$2,686,413,000*

* Source: Sales Management

"Survey of Buying Power,"

1957

WOC-TV
On-the-Air since October, 1949

. . . First in the Quint-Cities

and First in Iowa . . . Serving the

largest market between Chicago

and Omaha . . . between Minneapolis

and St. Louis.

WOC-TV - Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio-Des Moines

The Quint-Cities Station

—Davenport and Betten-
dorf in Iowa: Rock Is-

land, Moline and East

Moline in Illinois. WOC TV
Col. B. J. Palmer,

President
Ernest C. Sanders,

Res. Mgr.
Mark Wodlinger,

Res. Sales Manager
PETERS, GRIFFIN,
WOODWARD, INC.
EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
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Steel
means

It always does. U. S. Steel's decisions have long been

watched as an index of future business activity.

Its early decision to renew its distinguished dramatic

series on the CBS Television Network* and to increase

its investment in television with a program in the daytime*
3

— indicates its confidence in the nation's economy.

It also suggests its confidence in network television.

No mere patron of the arts, Steel knows what to expect

from network television—and gets it.

It knows that television's audience is constantly growing.

It knows that the audience to its own dramatic program

(an audience which averages more than 20,000,000 for each

broadcast) grows increasingly responsive.

It knows that three out of every four adults in the nation

have seen the program and that those who watch it have

an even higher opinion of Steel's products and policies

than those who don't.

It knows that to open up new markets, expand old ones

and maintain a favorable image in the public mind,

there is no more powerful medium at its command than

network television.

Like Steel, other major television advertisers who mean

business have announced their renewals for the coming

season: Allstate Insurance, American Tobacco, Campbell

Soup, Kimberly-Clark, Socony-Mobil, and Westinghouse.

And like Steel they employ the medium that provides the

largest nationwide audiences in all advertising.

THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

*The United States Steel

Hour, the award-winning

series of live dramatic

programs produced by

the Theatre Guild.

:* Beginning on June 4, the

Wednesday reports of

the CBS Morning News

with Richard C. Hottelet.



10,000

POWERFUL

WATTS
reaching 5,500,000 people . . .

at an AMAZINGLY LOW, LOW
COST-PER-THOUSAND!

DELIVERS THE

2nd LARGEST MARKET

IN NEW YORK STATE...

GREATER LONG ISLAND

(NASSAU-SUFFOLK)

RETAIL STORE SALES

$657,030,000

"PULSE" proves WHLI HAS THE

LARGEST DAYTIME AUDIENCE IN

THE MAJOR LONG ISLAND MARKET.

10,000 WATTS

WHLII

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Eenie, meenie, miney, mo—Compton, Grey, BBDO? Last

iveek the game fiiutlly ended. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample got

the $6 million tap from GM's Frigidaire. Now that the

suspense is over, the questions begin. Why? Why did this

durable goods account choose an agency whose chief claim

to fame is moving impulse items such as soaps aiul drugs?

The newsmaker: Dr. Lyndon 0. Brown, veteran market

researcher and vice president of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Agency in

New York, may well be the key to Frigidaire's selection. When this

appliance manufacturer withdrew from Kudner near the end of

March, it was part of a mass exodus of GM products from that

agency. But the problems inherent in Frigidaire's sales operation for

some time has little or nothing, many admen feel, to do with agencies.

The fact is that the white goods durable has become a problem

product in the last few years.

White goods durables—refrigera-

tors and kitchen ranges—got their

big play in the appliance-hungry

years following World War II.

Worn out units from the early '30's

were replaced; each new home that

went up called for new kitchen

equipment. 1948 saw 4.7 million

units sold.

A decade later, sales have

dropped off to 3.5 million. The

white goods durables have proved

too durable. So well have refrig-

erators been built that they have a life expectancy of a quarter cen-

tury. And unlike auto builders, refrigerator manufacturers haven't

been able to establish in the public psychology a theory of obso-

lescence. The styling can be enhanced by a new ice-cube tray or

lazy-Susan shelf, but somehow it doesn't stimulate mass sales like

adding fins to a car. Perhaps strong research is the answer.

Some admen in the know believe this is why Willet F. Switzer,

merchandising manager for Frigidaire who was out scouting for a

new agency, finally settled on DFS. There is nothing in its shop at

present comparable with refrigerators. But DFS has done well with

some of the colossi in quick-turnover items—Sterling Drug, P&G,

General Mills. Research has played a big part in the success of such

accounts—and research is synonymous with Dr. Brown.

Tall, balding, scholarly, Dr. Brown is the prototype of the

academician who brooks no nonsense. Author of Marketing and

Distribution Research (a standard work on this field for more than

20 years), a former professor of marketing and advertising at Detroit

University and Northwestern, president of Knox College, partner in

Stewart, Brown (now Stewart. Dougall) research consultants, Dr.

Brown plus the DFS emphasis on air media (close to $50 million last

year) may well be the perfect battery for the Frigidaire team. ^

Dr. Lyndon 0. Bro



From the Award-Winning MGM Library of Shorts...

3 great new
program series

for local TV stations!

52 hilarious subjects never before shown on television. A
perennially popular series that has enjoyed fabulous success

everywhere and has a pre-sold viewer audience. Now start

programming newer subjects than have ever been shown

before—and watch the moppets skyrocket your ratings!

MGM-TV offers unlimited runs on these

versatile films. Run singly as quarter-hour

shows, or combined into half-hours ... a

natural any hour of the day . . . morning,

noon or night.f0te*tZ£U&<

48 exciting crime stories with a point-of-view that makes

them ever-timely. Dramatized in a documentary staccato

style that provides perfect entertainment for prime evening

hours. Starring such famous MGM names as Laraine Day,

Robert Taylor, J. Carroll Naish, Van Johnson and others!

MGM-TV suggests that since each film runs

only 21 minutes, they can be programmed
as a 25-minute series, offering stations an

extra profit-making 5-minute segment in

which to slot news or weather reports. Ideal

for spotting just before joining or leaving

the network.

69 breath-taking adventures in science, history, medicine or

geography . . . scripted and narrated with the dramatic flair

that made John Nesbitt famous. Designed for a family

audience. Packed with prestige for bank, utility or insurance

sponsorship.

/&&*£&&<

MGM-TV considers these 10-minute films

just right for the advertiser with a longer-

to-tell message in a quarter-hour segment.

Or follow these audience-winners with a

2-minute sponsored weather bulletin for

extra profit pick-up.

WRITE... WIRE OR PHONE
TO LOCK-UP YOUR MARKET

BEFORE IT'S SOLD!
A Service of

Loew's Incorporated

Richard A. Harper, General Sales Mgr. 1540 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 2-2000



your advertising

dollar produces
more sales

on WGAL-TV
And there's a reason. This pioneer

station is foremost in the three standard

metropolitan markets in its coverage area:

Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as

in numerous other cities— Gettysburg,

Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg,

Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. In short, you

find that WGAL-TV's multi-city cover-

age costs you less than buying single-city

coverage. Put your advertising dollar to

work producing more—on WGAL-TV

wgal-tv
LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION Clair McCollough, Pres.

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET

i MEEKER Company, Inc. - York • Chicago • Los Angeles



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
24 MAY 1958

C«*yrl|ht IBM
•OR PUBLICATIONS INC.

A profound change is taking place in the advertising agency vis-a-vis the air

media. Painted in its broadcast strokes, the emerging picture is this:

As a creator of programs, the agency is through—completely. So the emphasis is be-

ing shifted to the building of better commercials, an area heretofore often cultivated

only with the left hand.

Here's how observers sum up the situation:

• Agencies virtually have become a negative force in the production of tv program-

ing.

• In the field of network relations they now can serve only in administrative or ad-

visory capacity.

• Research has pretty well determined the vagaries and compartments of the tv audiences.

• The one field left open to the agency for broad and incisive exploration is the creation

of more effective commercials

—

particularly in these sales-minded times.

This is what might well happen in concrete terms:

1) The centralizing of all commercial creation, production, research, and extra-

curricular experimentation under a single head.

2) The commercial high chief will be given senior v.p. status—certainly a rung or

two above the head of the tv-radio department.

3) Top-notch commercial people will be rewarded with the kind of salaries to which

top copymen have been accustomed.

Major spot tv placements this week included Bayer Aspirin (DFS), Carter's Whirl-

On (DSF), and Warner Hudnut's Fizzies (Lennen & Newell). The Fizzies orders will be

for 13 weeks.

Schenley's Dubonnet (BBDO) was the big one of the week in spot radio—30-40 an-

nouncements a week in top major markets in traffic time.

For a measure of what tv means for the soap giants, note this: both P&G and

Lever Bros, will spend over 80% of their next fiscal year's ad budget in tv.

Both will have more nighttime networks than ever, and their stakes in daytime tv

will be record dimensions.

Where spot will benefit: Each company will be unveiling a number of new prod-

ucts—Lever with at least seven.

Several of the reps in Chicago did something this week about coordinating

their efforts at selling the values and advantages of spot as a medium.

It's the first project of its kind outside the precincts of a trade organization, and it will

enlist stations to:

1) Make the placements of programs as attractive as possible to advertisers.

2) If feasible, offer "program contributions," or special discounts, to market-by-

market advertisers who bring in their own programs.

The committee consists of Harry Smart and Art Stringer, Blair-TV; Bill Condon,
the Katz Agency; Art Curtis, Peters-Griffin-Woodward; and Ed Podolinsky, Weed & Co.

Like many a co-operative idea, this one was triggered by a particular circumstance.

While pitching for next season's Kellogg tv budget against ABC TV, it occurred to

the quintet that it could be made the springboard for a permanent enterprise.

sponsor • 24 may 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

P&G has taken the leadership in still another product category: Comet is No.

1 in the cleanser held, edging the long-reigning Ajax (Colgate)

.

Another interesting facet about Comet: The agency business considers its demonstra-

tion commercial one of the slickest in tv to date.

Before Comet's advent, Ajax held 54% of its market. P&G also heads in dry detergents:

1) Tide, and 2) Cheer.

Here's bright news for radio and tv stations in farm areas : You're in for spe-

cial attention from appliances and automotive*.

These manufacturers are shifting the work-off of inventories from metropolitan to

farm and cattle markets because of their more favorable economic situation (see story,

page 31).

The geographic dimensions of their sales effort run down through the Mississippi Val-

ley, across the South, and through the Southwest.

The big selling breaks continue to swing from one producer to another.

Last season MCA's Revue Productions was riding high on the tv networks. At the

moment the company with the high pile of chips in front of it for the 1958-59 season is

Screen Gems.

Sales include the Goodyear-Alcoa anthology, Naked City, the Donna Reed Show, the

Ed Wynn Show, the Man from Tallahassee, an animation deal with Kellogg, and a renewal of

Rin Tin Tin.

NBC Radio is introducing a new twist to its programing for national holidays

when such events fall on a weekday.

As quickly as practical, the Monitor format will be substituted for the regular weekday

schedule. The format's billing: Monitor-Holiday.

CBS Radio also is taking a fling at exploiting the opportunity for special busi-

ness during national holidays.

How this market can produce added sales for advertisers is described in a promotional

booklet just put out by CBS. It's entitled Happy Holiday.

Bulova's complete withdrawal from spot tv, as of 15 June, may be only in the

nature of a holiday.

McCann-Erickson, agency for this oldest and most consistent user of spot, offers these

two thoughts:

1) For reps to pass along to tv stations: The account found it imperative to pull in

its horns because it had gone overboard in its investment on the Frank Sinatra Show
—an investment that didn't turn out too happily.

2) To SPONSOR-SCOPE: The account is taking a hiatus from tv in order to make

a complete reappraisal of all media.

Bulova—which came into radio in '29 and into tv in '47—was credited by TvB as spend-

ing $4 million gross in spot last year.

According to NBC Corporate Planning's count for the week ending 4 May, NBC
Radio's margin of commercial time was about eight hours over CBS Radio.

NETWORK SPONSORED PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL

NBC 36 hrs. 23 min. 38.3%

CBS 28 hrs. 13 min. 29.7%

ABC 14 hrs. 7 min. 14.9%

MBS 16 hrs. 10 min. 17.1%

TOTAL 94 hrs. 53 min. 100.0%
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y SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Here are some rules-of-thumb the trade has developed to measure the values

of daytime vs. nighttime network tv.

RULE I: In the daytime you get 30% as much audience as you get at night but

you pay only 20-25% as much in dollars.

RULE II: The cost per commercial minute comes out to $6,000 for daytime and

$33,000 at night (this, of course, in terms of talent plus time).

RULE III: The cost for a quarter-hour of daytime—100 stations and talent—is $21,-

000. (With four quarter hours a week, an advertiser can accumulate enough discounts to re-

duce this to $14415,000.)

H. J. Heinz is making its bow into daytime network tv with four quarter-hours a

week on NBC TV.

Other daytime network tv developments include swaps between NBC and CBS. Pillsbury,

a Garry Moore tenant, shifted its three quarter-hours over to NBC, while Sterling and Miles

Laboratories teamed up with CBS.

The first hassle of the new buying season broke this week when Schick beat

out Whitehall for the alternate sponsorship which opened up on the Phil Silvers Show.

CBS TV pointed out that it had a confirmation from Schick before the Whitehall

order came through, but Whitehall nurtured this impression: The network had learned that

R. J. Reynolds, the remaining sponsor, deemed Schick a more compatible co-tenant.

The rule restricting eligibility for the contiguous night-time rate to sponsors

with back-to-back programs apparently has been modified by CBS TV and NBC TV.

Exceptions have been made for next season to General Foods at CBS and to Lig-

gett & Myers at NBC. Each has two shows on Thursday night separated by an interven-

ing half hour.

The networks' explanations to agencies: The intervening periods were needed to ac-

commodate obligations or orders from standing clients.

Judging from sales to date, the percentage of live shows vs. film will take another

sharp dive on the networks this fall.

The count in prime time for the three networks comes to 20 hours live programing and

34 hours of film

—

a ratio of 35% to 65%.
At the peak of the 1957-58 season the proportions were 45% live and 55% film.

What cushioned live shows during the past season was the vogue of now-vanish-

ing singing shows.

NBC TV's general pitch for business this season includes this provocative thesis : The

advertiser doesn't know the dominant size of the families he's getting when he buys
into chainbreaks as against network.

The points the presentation makes are that:

1) Within the span of a program, people dial in and out—meaning that although

the rating is fairly constant, the total number of viewers is affected by size of family.

2) In a full-length program, this accumulation of viewers sometimes is a distinct

—

and measurable—plus.

As a case in point the presentation cites these two CBS Monday shows which are back

to back (7:30-8:30):

RATING BY NUMBER OF PERSONS IN FAMILY

(1.2) (3-4) (5 and Over)

14.9 21.0 25.9

24.1 20.3 19.3

Source: January-February 1958 Nielsen.

CBS TOTAL

PROGRAM RATING

Robin Hood 20.4

Burns & Allen 21.2
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

CBS Radio is widening its discount horizon to encourage advertisers to mix
participation in daytime, nighttime, and weekend schedules.

It's the first time that the network has offered a wrap-around discount for five-min-

ute units, iy± minute units, and five-minute segments.

NBC Radio has had this type of discount flexibility in effect for some time.

A Rochester, N. Y., radio station

—

WBBF—has devised what it hopes is a solution

to the local vs. national rate question.

The station this week put itself on a single rate policy.

WBBF's management says it acted from this premise: Since there always are a num-

ber of advertisers who claim they are borderline cases, why not resolve all doubts by the

simple expedient of one rate.

.It's beginning to look quite doubtful whether Chrysler will be back this fall

with an institutional, or all-models, network tv series.

CBS TV and NBC TV appear to have reconciled themselves to bringing the Chrysler cor-

porate image back into network via the high voltage route—specials.

Meantime Chrysler is under the gun to dispose of its inventory of 850,000 cars, and

there's an expectation that no small part of the company's 1959 money will be used this year

for the task. A goodly chunk of it will likely go into spot.

RAB's Kevin Sweeney this week flung another one of his dramatic challenges at

the type of advertisers who are traditionally lukewarm to radio.

The particular target this time: department stores.

Speaking at the sales promotion division of the National Retail Merchants Association,

Sweeney offered to invest $64,000 in radio time over a 52-week period, if a store doing

$30 million a year were willing to commit itself for $32,000.

In return the RAB would expect to: (1) pick the stations, (2) write the copy, (3) par-

ticipate in picking the items, and (4) have access to the results of all the store's advertising

and rights to publish for one year.

NBC TV estimates that its one-time rate for maximum lineups in prime time will

look thus as of 1 October:

NETWORK HALF HOUR HOUR

CBS TV $76,200 (196 stations) $127,000 (195 stations)

NBC TV 73,920 (193 stations) 123,000 (193 stations)

Note: The estimates are based on an increase of 2% (
1/2% per month) over the May-

rates for the two networks. (In terms of average lineups, the costs come out roughly to

$65,000 for a half hour and $105-110,000 for an hour.)

Tv network sales for the fall didn't pick up much momentum this week.

Each of the networks, however, had a number of prospects that couldn't be accom-

modated until the schedules are shifted to get a better fit.

Thus—according to trade reports—NBC TV's Bob Kintner has a batch of orders

pending final decisions on how to move the pieces on the board.

Among the week's confirmations: P&G into Restless Gun, alternate weeks; Liggett &
Myers into Brains or Brawn and Steve Canyon, NBC TV Thursday, each alternate weeks:

Johnson & Johnson and American Chicle, Cheyenne, alternate week half-hour.

For other news coverage In this Issue, sec; Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 57; Washington Week, page 71; SPONSOR

Hears, page 72: Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 78, and Film-Scope, page 53.
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fits Dove's marketing plan...

•••as perfectly asly as tits afits a woman's hand

It's no secret that Dove's very extensive advertising has one simple objective.

That objective is: to move the most Dove per dollar from stores to homes.

Toward that end, PURSE-SUASION gives Dove's advertising dollars un-

usual selling power. Dove likes the sight plus sound plus motion of Television.

Dove also likes daytime frequency, with a great many convincing sales

messages every week . . . and Dove likes PURSE-SUASION rates . . . and

PURSE-SUASION results.

That's why PURSE-SUASION has become part of Dove's schedule in so

many major markets.

Put PURSE-SUASION'S selling power at work for you. Blair-TV represents these major-market s

\C\ Vf/ Phone Blair-TV now for the complete, exciting tletails. WABC-TV- New York KING-TV-Seattle-Taco

WBKB- Chicago WPRO-TV- Providence

KTTV- Los Angeles WCPO-TV-Cincinnati
WFIL-TV- Philadelphia KGW-TV- Portland

WXYZ-TV- Detroit WDSU-TV-NewOrlea

BLAIR-TV Television's First Exclusive

National Representative

WHDH-TV- Boston

KGO-TV- San Francisco

WIIC- Pittsburgh

WFLA-TV-Tampa
WBNS-TV-Columbus
WMCT -Memphis

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON DETROIT JACKSONVILLE
KTVI- St. Louis KFRE-TV- Fresno

TEmplfton 8-5800 Superior 7-2300 K E nmor e 6- 1 472 WOodward 1 -6030 Elgin 6-5770
WEWS — Cleveland

WJZ-TV- Baltimore WNBF-TV-Binghamton
ST. LOUIS DALLAS LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth WFBG-TV-Altoona

(Heitnut 1-5486 Riverside 1-4228 DUnkirk 1-3811 YUkon 2-7068 MAin 3-6270 WNHC-TV-Hartford-New He ven

SPONSOR • 24 MAY 1958
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SHARP FOCUS ON HISTORY AS IT HAPPErl
When Explorer I soared into orbit, the story was first

Hashed to a waiting world by NBC News. Such speed,

responsibility and drama are characteristic. This year,

they have helped NBC News win more awards than any

other news service in the broadcasting industry.

The Sylvania "Best Network News Award" was given

to the NBC News department "because it has taken a

big step in 1957 in doing more things and greater things

with news than it has ever done before."

The Saturday Review award for Distinguished Achieve-

ment in the Public Interest went to NBC News for B *

ing "independence of editorial opinion . . . symptoi

of the general emergence of NBC as the leader in

and television news coverage."

The Overseas Press Club honored Chet Huntle:

"Best Radio or Television Interpretation of Fo

Affairs," and cited Welles Hangen, NBC Cairo

"Best Radio or Television Reporting from Abroac

Du Pont honored commentator Clifton Utley, of

News in Chicago, "for his authoritative, intell



onsible and literate reporting and analysis" and

( use "he epitomizes the best in American news."

'iljit of the fifteen National Press Photographers An-
il. Awards went to NBC News cameramen. Maurice

B, with his film of a tornado in Dallas, won a Head-

| s Award for the best coverage of a news event.

NBC News series with Chet Huntley and David

kley was voted the best news program on the air

ie annual Look-Listen Opinion Poll conducted by

the American Council for Better Broadcasts. "Outlook"

was honored by the National Conference of Christians

and Jews and by the National Association for Better

Radio and Television.

More and more, America is turning on its broadcast dials

for the sight and sound of history as it happens. NBC
News provides that history with a force, clarity and con-

viction that have made it, this year, the most honored

news-gathering organization in broadcast journalism.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY M



With the Catalina Station

You Can Take It With You!

VACATION TIME. ..when
KBIG. always a GOOD
radio buy in Southern Cali-

fornia, becomes a MUST ^~^Jt

buy for advertisers who
want to kcq> their sales message

before their prospec ts!

THE CATALINA STATION is The Vaca-

tion Station for millions of southlanders

and an additional million out-of-state

tourists, because it's the sta-

'i^Y
-' - tion you can lake with

7 t^L.
1
" y° u from L - A - to Vesas -

jb»P Laguna to Arrowhead,
Ensenada to Santa Barbara.

Mail tabulation of current contest

entries confirms the surveys: KBIG has

listeners in 234 communities of all eight

Southern California counties, plus the

huge tourist bonus.

FOR STAY-AT HOMES,
KBIG provides a daily
musical location, weaving

„

the magic of romantic z^f^r.

Catalina into every pro-

gram . . . conjuring up visions of honey-

moon and holiday on the isle which
symbolizes attainable escapism to

Southern Californians.

KBIG SUPPLEMENTS its great musical

programs with award-winning news-

casts and hot-weather specials which

are hot summer buys!

FISH & GAME REPORTS
MARINE WEATHER REPORTS
BEACH WEATHER REPORTS

JIM HEALY SPORTS REPORTS
HOURLY NEWS HEADLINES

A KBIG summer feature may be

tailor-made for you. Ask your station

or Weed contact for details.

KBIG
The Calalina Station

10,000 Watts

740 -iST

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Timebuyers
at work

Shirley Crowder, Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, Los Angeles,

media buyer for So. Calif. G. E. Distributors and Plymouth Dealers

Association, urges timebuyers to enlist stations to provide more

information on audience composition. "Knowing audience com-

ponents," she feels, "would help buyers persuade account groups and

clients to accept buys made on

other than a strictly mathematical

basis." Shirley sees the current de-

pendence on ratings as stemming

from this lack of audience infor-

mation, which, she notes, most

magazines supply. Believing that

compatability between product and

station identity is extremelv im-

portant, she feels stations should

"provide audience data such as

mean age group, predominant

sex, location, income and general

characteristics derived from mail responses or special surveys

With this information, it can be proved that a station considered too

expensive can deliver a selective audience of potential customers.

I ntil this is done, we will find ourselves in the position of having

to defend every creative buy not completely supported by ratings."

Jack Walsh, chief timebuyer at D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit, for

Oldsmobile and A. C. Spark Plug Divisions of General Motors,

views with concern the National Association of Broadcasters' plan

to limit its future annual conventions to top station personnel alone.

"Past conventions," Jack says, "have been valuable to buyers as

central meeting places where first-

hand contacts can be made with

station personnel and valuable

market and broadcast data can be

obtained." He feels the NAB
would do better to concentrate on

a more practical geographical sep-

aration of exhibits—limiting film

sales to one floor, technical to sev-

eral floors, networks to another,

and reps to a series of floors. Also

an attempt might be made to seek

a "closed site" where the custodi-

an throng might be reduced to only those who are registered, Jack

thinks. "The proposed small closed meeting of top station executives

for the purpose of discussing and settling big industry problems

could be expedited by holding morning, afternoon and evening meet-

ings for one or two days prior to or just after the convention."
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When people

who have measured

radio returns in the New York

>

area talk shop . .

.

all you hear iswmgm
RADIO NEW YORK CITY

,
UyeHe*

8tati0n in town ' 60,000 watts



LOWER COSTS



America's newest media concept . .

.

ULTI-VISION
; consists of three great television programs, reaching

firee different audiences, at three different times . .

.

roviding the nation's advertisers and their agencies

|ith five virtues not obtainable with just one program.

tetaining IDENTIFICATION for the sponsor,

I ULTI-VISION produces SATURATION and

I I ENETRATION...with wider FLEXIBILITY...

hi this at much LOWER COST... in prime

Mne, late time, and day-time.

I an era when every dollar must stretch as far as pos-

sole for maximum impact, multi-vision enables

svertisers and their agencies to spread their sales

inssages over a maximum number of unduplicated

television homes at a lower expenditure than ever be-

fore. The practical response to today's needs of spon-

sors . . . beset by split audiences, split sponsorship and

murderously high costs. . . it's an integrated solution to

these formerly insoluble problems.

If you're a television sponsor who finds the wired TV

networks becoming increasingly unsuited to your

needs, look into this new frontier in network television

open to you now in the multi-visual approach of the

NTA Film Network.

Visible conclusion: today, display some multi-vision

of your own. ..and hear the full story of this far-sighted

new concept from...

NTA FILM NETWORK
Coliseum Tower, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 19, N. Y. JUdson 2-7300

J«. 38. NTA Film Network. I



WE'RE POPPIN'

OUR BUTTONS!

A GREAT MARKET

A GREAT STATION

GROWING

TOGETHER!

Another great Inland Market—Imperial

Valley—Nation's 7th Farm County best

covered by

KXO—57.2% Share—Feb. '58,

El Centro

(weorge H. Gribbin
Senior vice president

in charge of copy,

Young & Rubicam

Agency ad libs

Tv viewers vs. tv commercials
The other <la\ someone asked me what our

creative department was doing to meet the grow-

ing criticism of l\ commercials. This is like the

old wife-beating question. It presumes there is

growing criticism, and I'm not at all sure this is

true. 1 know there will always he some criticism.

Tv is literal!) so much in the public eve that it

invites it. especially from professional critics.

But let's take a closer look at this question of "growing criticism."

Does it really come from the average viewer, or mostly from a vocal

minority? Is it aimed at the individual commercial, or at how

commercials are used, their length, their numbers, their positions?

It's how they are used

The answers to these questions are not easy to give except in

fairly general terms. Part of it deals with people's reactions. Every-

one in the tv business knows that many viewers consider it fashion-

able or a sign of intelligence to appear to be anti-commercials. But

it is also true that people often do not say what they really feel.

We've done some research on this question with the public. What
feelings do they have toward commercials? We find that a sur-

prisingly small minority object to commercials generally, and then

only because they feel commercials interrupt or dilute the enter-

tainment. The majority of viewers are willing to accept the fact

that someone has to pay for their entertainment. Being exposed to

some commercials seems to them a reasonable price to pay.

Where this price seems unreasonable is in the area of how com-
,

mercials are used. The controversy over "triple-spotting" is an

example. This is an extreme instance. In many cases this would

appear to be in violation of the NARTB-TV Code and is not general

network practice. But there are also situations in general practice,

well within the Code, where commercials pile up at the station break

in large numbers. This can be especially disturbing to viewers of

longer shows or feature films, and can leave an impression that

commercials are too many and too long.

Can a commercial writer do anything about this? From the crea-

tive side, part of the answer to these criticisms is to produce com-

mercials so interestingly that they will not give viewers this bad im-

pression. The viewer will not feel he is paying too high a price for

entertainment if the commercials he sees impress him favorably.

Actually an increasing number of commercials have been trying

to do just this. Starting about three or four years ago many com-

mercial writers realized that the novelty of tv had worn off in that

viewers would no longer look happily and uncritically at everything,

commercials especially. Viewers' reactions toward commercials be-

came an important factor and led to fresher, more original ap-

proaches in commercials with less straight sell. This shift has been

gradual. Perhaps the public is not aware of it. However we do

find that there is a big difference between a viewer's opinion of

{Please turn to page 24)
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Where you been?

Out to lunch.

Why is your face so red?

Played a game and got stuck with

the check. Why's yours?

Xo time to make a new cut. What
game ?

Write down the names of all the

states in five minutes.

Yes?

7 left out Iowa.

Note: We'll give a whole year's supply of

batteries for a transistor radio for the best

finish to the conversation reported above.

Winning entry better include the following:

WMT-TV is CBS Television for Eastern

Iowa; the mail address is Cedar Bapids ;

the national rep is The Katz Agency; the

station (laminates Cedar Rapids, Waterloo,

and Dubuque, three of Iowa's six largest

cities, plus a 35-county area constituting

41% of the Iowa market. Mail gear entries

to Everybody Talks About Eastern Iowa

But Nobody Ever Does Anything About It.

Before midnight.



FOOD FOR THOUGHT: GET AGE homes comprise the most valuable audience

in America today. Because the GET AGE (the years between 16 and 49) includes

families when they're young and growing . . . when their wants and appetites are

most prodigious . . . whose buying habits have yet to jell. It includes, too, families at

the very peak of their earning power - who are buying more than they ever will

again. GET AGE families spend an average of one-third more money, per household,

than any other age group.*



COLD FACTS: 72% of ABC Television's average audience** is made up of GET
AGE homes. Corresponding figure for each of the other two networks is 64%. What's

more, cost per thousand for GET AGE householders on ABC-TV is $3.92. The other

two: $4.95 and $4.55.***

Household for household, GET AGE families buy far more groceries than anyone

else. They buy far more home appliances, far more automobiles, far more of almost

everything that's advertised on television. And remember:

You get them at theGETAGE- abctv



Agency ad libs continued .

8th (from 19th) among all CBC
shows! Outrates "Have Gun
Will Travel", "Dinah Shore",
"Disneyland", etc.

Network rating higher every

rating period, now 41.0!

21% increase in homes
reached

!

30% increase in viewers!

Pre-tested as popular movie and
through dozens of famous Satur-

day Evening Post stories, TUG-
BOAT ANNIE helps Lever
Brothers Limited of Canada win
friends and influence sales. Lever
Brothers' success story gives

proof of greater profit than ever
for you in your own market. Of
course, the American premiere
market showing is swamping
all competition too

!

the adventures of

TUGBOAT
4WIE

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.

488 MADISON .
. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

specific commercials he has just seen and his general opinion of

commercials when he has no particular ones in mind. When he is

brought down to real cases, the viewer's reaction is many times more

favorable. It is as if he feels each commercial is an exception to the

rule, or to what might be called his "image" of commercials.

Another waj of looking at this is to see what changes have taken

place in people's opinions of commercials for certain product tvpes.

\ -noil example, and not the only one, is beer commercials. As lit-

tle as two years ago hardly anyone had a good word to say for the

average beer commercial. Today, beer commercials rank among the

national favorite. I We like to think Harry and Bert had something

to do with this.)

Aim for Interesting Sell

I mentioned greater concern with viewer's reactions. Copywriters

and advertisers know that there are plenty of other commercials on

the air besides their own. With this competition, their commercials

will have little effect unless they interest the viewer, hold his atten-

tion, and communicate something of individual value to him. There

are many ways of doing this and many champions of the different

ways. One of today's big arguments in commercial writing is facts

vs. feeling. Is Hard Sell better than Soft Sell? (These are mis-

leading terms implying a choice between selling aggressively and not

caring about selling at all.) To me, this argument is beside the point.

Commercial effectiveness is not a question of Hard or Soft Sell. It

is a question of Interesting Sell.

The product may be a piece of machinery where factual informa-

tion is important. Or the product might be for leisure fun where the

development of certain feelings is important. For either product

the purpose of the commercial is the same,—to interest the viewer

in buying. This fundamental principle of interest works in all cases.

Information, sales features, facts, product benefits, pleasure, fun.

moods,—all must be made interesting to the viewer before they can

become memorable, meaningful, and convincing.

Whether this is done with demonstrations, jingles, Chinese babies,

two brothers, shaving peaches, or pitting the B's against the A's

makes no difference as long as there is the quality of interest.

As always, statements like this tend to be oversimplifications.

Obviously there is more to the art of creating effective commercials

(ban this. Mv point is that without interest the commercial will

never get off the ground. Even if the viewer is still watching, he will

hardly be affected by any other creative qualities the commercial

may have.

From the creative side, interest is the answer to raising viewers

opinions of commercials. This does not mean writing commercials

of just certain types, even if all products could be advertised this

wav. A really creative commercial can use any approach.

So, to get back to our starting point, the answer to criticism of

commercials seems not to depend on the type or length or number

of commercials. It depends on acceptability, on giving the viewer

a ^ood impression of the commercial itself, as well as the product

or service that is being sold. And. acceptability in turn depends

primarily on just one thing . . . how well a commercial is done.

Doing it very well leads only in one direction, toward more interest,

more acceptability and less criticism. ^



WANE-TV
FORT WAYNE

A television market is more than a city

When you use WANE-TV ^^ Forr Wayne, you sell a television market whose:

• Total Retail Sales are greater than those of Metropolitan Nashville and Syracuse combined

• Effective Buying Income is over $1,250,000,000

• Automobile Sales are equal to those of Metropolitan San Diego

Smart advertisers want to tap this market. They do it over WANE-TV C@D as more families watch

WANE-TV than any other station in the billion-dollar all-UHF Fort Wayne market. Represented by Petry.

Sources: Area ARB 11/57; TV Mag. 3/57, Copyrighted . Sales Management 1957

A CORINTHIAN STATION j^p^huo «. Blasting

KOTV Tulsa . KGUL-TV Houston . WANE & WANE-TV Fort Wayne . WISH & WISH -TV Indianapolis

24 may 1958



PERSON-TO-PERSON
TO IGOR GREGORIAN

The same day Russia launched Sputnik #2, KWFT lis-

teners heard the voice of Igor Gregorian, Russian govern-
ment official, chatting by telephone from Moscow with
Dave Dary, KWFT News Director.

The Cuban revolt . . . the Starkweather killings ... the
Mike Todd crash ... all were reported BY PHONE FROM
THE SPOT, over KWFT.

Alert reporting by Dave Dary and Bill Ritchie . . . backed
by AP, UP, and over 50 correspondents . . . makes KWFT's
daily newscast uniquely exciting . . . and puts solid impact
behind sponsor commercials!

LEARN MORE . . . about the Southwest's sellingest
radio station! Call your H-R man!

Ben Ludy

President & General Manager

W AXIM« M CONDUCTiv
177

rfaoKWFTQZUkc-Wichita Falls, Texas

Call You

HR

STEVE

McNALLY

STARS IN

ZIVS
ALL NEW
IMPACT \\
SERIES! V

"5 HOURS TO LIVE"

The father of a 10-

year old boy holds

the stolen $100,000

holds

t 2 wspiNm

NOW SHOOTING AT ZIV STUDIO I

49th an

Madison

Here are several examples of what we

are doing to prove to folks there has

been no down turn in business in Ne-

braska.

We have quoted not only state-wide

figures, but figures for specific cities in

our coverage area. These are announce-

ments we are using in rotation six

times daily for a thirty-day period and

then tapering off to two a day indefi-

nitely. We will up-date the figures

quoted as new statistics are available.

We have had much favorable com-

ment from businessmen, Chambers of

Commerce, agencies and others. We
will be glad to provide any further in-

formation you may want.

Jack Gilbert

station manager, KHPL-TV
Hays Center, Nebr.

We applaud KHPL-TV's anti-recessi.

For more on similar
j Sell Optlmitm, 26 April SPONSOR,

Ivtty,

It was with considerable enjoyment

that 1 read your article "Radio 1958:

Light Sell." Radio commercials for

Pepperidge Farms were pointed out as

achieving '"without boredom, the most

difficult task of a radio commercial:

telling the whole product ingredient

story." Evidently these commercials

are not heard in this part of the coun-

try as I have never had the pleasure of

hearing them. In fact, I have never

heard any commercial which accom-

plishes this task—without boredom.

Is there any way I could obtain an

example from you. I'm presently writ-

ing for a class at Texas University con-

cerning the trends in radio advertising.

This information would be most help-

ful.

I'd like to add that your magazine is

read literally from cover to cover by

this eager reader. Thanks for helping

us learn painlessly.

(Miss) Scottie Robinson
• We've asked the agency to send you a few
Pepperidge radio scripts.

The attached statement from Frank P.

Zeidler, Mayor of Milwaukee, acknowl-

edging May, 1958 as National Radio

Month is his own. I think that he has

I Please turn to }>aii<> 2 (
>

I
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NIELSEN I hooper : PULSE

agree that

Radio Boston

is BOSTON'S BEST BUY!

Keep your eye on these other Plough, Inc. Stations:

Radio Baltimore I Radio Chicago I Radio Memphis

WCAO WJJD WMPS
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

NEW YORK CHICAGO LOS ANGELES BOSTON ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

SPONSOR • 24 MAY 1958



Detroit is listening
to a new sound!

Michigan's result-producing independent radio sta-

tion is now first and only with regularly scheduled

stereophonic sound— a new world of listening pleasure!

The superb mike-side fidelity of this dimensional

sound is capturing the attention and enthusiastic

endorsement of all Detroit.

WJBK's added acceptance bonus captures a greater

measure of this vast market of millions . . . WJBK—
first in news, music and sports— now in modern sound!

Stc
WJBK
Detroit

WSPD
To I. -do

WJW
Cleveland

WIBG
Philadelphia

"Farnoixs on the local scene"

THE MODERN SOUND OF RADIO IN

DETROIT

Represented byTHE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

I&axlio
WWVA WAGA WGBS
Wheeling Atlanta Miami

24 may 1958



KYW's ON

'CAUSE

OUR RADIO

RATINGS ARE

OUT OF THIS

WORLD!

No Asterisks

No Averages

No Ifs, Duts,

or Exceptions

49TH AND MADISON
[Cont'd from page 26)

expressed the feeling of a dedicated

public servant to the contribution that

radio makes in the everyday life of a

community's citizens, its government

and civic pride.

Hugh Boice, Jr.

general manager, WEMP
Milwaukee, Wis.

STATEMENT:

Through the cooperative efforts of

the radio stations of our nation, the

month of May 1958 has been designat-

ed as NATIONAL RADIO MONTH.
This observance will help to acquaint

the public with the many useful serv-

ices offered by the industry—services

which meet the needs of public pur-

poses.

Radio broadcasting, more than most

methods of communication, satisfies

the requirements of the individual.

Through radio there is available to the

listener a unique and selective variety

of choices to fit one's personal tastes.

To the community, also, radio broad-

casting makes absolutely vital contribu-

tions. Up-to-the-moment news reports,

the availability of broadcast facilities

for governmental use in civil defense

and natural disasters, supplying of

cost-free information, and support of

worthwhile community projects includ-

ing United Chest, American Red Cross,

Polio, and others are but a few of the

public services.

Because of all these services, I am
happy to call upon Milwaukeeans to

join in this observance of NATIONAL
RADIO MONTH. Let each one of us

take note of the many achievements of

radio and salute the men and wom-
en of this great industry, especially

through personal expression of our ap-

preciation.

Frank P. Zeidler

Mayor, Milwaukee

Case history

We think the Miles' story is great and

particularly wish to thank SPONSOR for

their conscientious and thorough co-

operation.

We would like to have 50 reprints of

the article and would appreciate your

letting us know what the cost would be.

Snowden M. Hunt, Jr.

Wade Advertising Agency. Inc.

Hollywood, California
• Reprint, of this article, I !!..w Miles Calif.

24 may 1958
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In Kansas City . . . WHB reaches more men & women . . . than the next 3 radio stations combined

It's a Don Loughnane

Noon, Too!

Noon to 2 . . . Don talks to
..

n Ui the- tup
i ,1 ion

i

i ord maj
Don's <

resonant. •..

and tlif |.m

everything WHB does.

Suit. Willi is consistently and
dominantly first in total audience

every hour of the day.* But you
want to know men and women?
( rreal

!

Of all the men and women who
listen to the top 4 Kansas City

radio stations . . . 51.7% listen

to first place WHB. (Nielsen,

Xov.-Dcc., audience composition

analysis, 6 a.m. -6 p.m. average.)

And every hour of the day more
men and women listen to WIIB
than to any oilier station.

Talk to a Blair man ... or WHB
General Manager George W. Arm-
strong about WHB's tremendous 96-

county coverage plus fantastic audi-

ence appeal.

Whether you're talking about Metro Pulse. Niel-

WHB
10,000 watts • 710 kc.

KANSAS CITY, Missouri

L TODA
J
TODD STC

STWT"! C3 l\ls
AY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

STORZ, PRF . ENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WD6Y Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO. I
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Where are today's hot spot markets?

^ Answer: Many of them are in farm areas, where

rising prices are countering the recession mood elsewhere

^ There has been no rush to buy these markets but

some buying action is expected before the year is over

HOT MARKETS' ARE CREATED BY RECENT
STEADY RISE IN FARM PRICES

270

266

263

260

250
252

247

240

1 1 1
230 1 1 1

Source: Agric. Dept., index of prices received by farmers compared with 1910-14 base of 100

I he brightening farm price picture

this year will require spot advertisers

to take another look at the buying in-

come figures in their key markets.

This fact became clearer this week

as latest data from the Department of

Agriculture showed the over-all index

of farm prices continuing to rise.

There are already signs that a num-
ber of markets are becoming "hot"

—

that is, getting a second look because

of healthy business indicators. A good
number of these are centered in farm

areas.

One straw in the wind is the fact

that some syndicators are hiking film

prices in markets showing a counter-

trend to the slowdown elsewhere in

the country. (See sponsor-scope, 10

May 1958.)

While there is no solid evidence that

spot radio and tv clients are rushing

into the hot markets, one veteran New
York marketer, who said that adver-

tisers are slow to react to changes in

buying patterns, expects some reaction

before the year is out.

This prediction was bolstered by an-

other from Chicago relating specifical-

ly to advertisers of farm products.

Bob Walton, veteran farm expert of

John Blair & Co., said that the im-

provement in the farm economic pic-

ture will undoubtedly be reflected in

increased expenditures by farm clients

during the last quarter of the year.

Walton added that judging by com-

sponsor • 24 may 1958



SOME KEY FACTS ON THE FARM PICTURE

FARM PRICE UPTURN BEGAN IN 1957

Livestock &
All prices Crops products

1951 302 265 336

1952 288 268 306

1953 258 242 272

1954 249 242 255

1955 236 236 236

1956 235 240 230

1957 242 234 249

Apr. U> 1958 266 257 275

Source : Dept. of kgric dture. p, ;es received b farmers comps red with 1910-14 base

FARM INCOME DIVIDED
NET FARM INCOME UP

AFTER POST-KOREAN DIP AMONG FEWER FARMS

(Billions)
Millions of

U.S. farms
1951 $16.1

1952 15.1
1951 5.5

1953 13.3
1952 5.4

1954 12.7
1953 5.3

1955 11.9
1954 5.2

1956 11.6
1955 5.1

1957 12.1
1956 5.0

1st qtr. 1958 12.8
1957 4.9

1st qtr. 1958 4.8

The big switch: While the farm economy dipped during the unprecedented

1950's, now that a recession in hard goods has taken hold, farming is showir

trend. Figures on number of farms show why per capita income didn't declin

merits "from people behind the scenes

at the larjie agricultural factories and

among growers, farm radio advertis-

ing will probably enjoy greater pros-

pent) during the last half of 1958 than

ever before."

While tlie hot market picture is a

complicated one and will require close

stud) b) marketing researchers, the

current situation generally reflects an

ironic see-saw between urban and farm

income that has been going on for

years and has been particularly notice-

able since the Korean War. Following

the Korean conflict, farm prices began

a descent thai didn't end until last

year. This t'><>k place while the urban-

ites were enjo) ing unprecedented pros-

perit)

.

I he big -v\ itch began in 1957 when

the Department id Agriculture index

of farm prices bent upward slightly,

going from 235 the year before to 242

last year. (These index figures are a

comparison with the 1910-14 base of

100.1

During the first quarter of 1958, the

farm price rise really hit its stride.

The index rose to 247 on 15 January,

252 on 15 February, 263 on 15 March

and 266 on 15 April.

While the various segments of the

farm economy are not enjoying this

new-found prosperity to the same ex-

tent, the midwest is generally doing

verj well. For example, reports of cash

receipts by farmers during the first

quarter of this year were reported up

ovei the corresponding quarter in 1957

by the following amounts— Nebraska,

3."/,
: Kansas. 22.."/; ; [owa, I 1.1%.

One factor in this rise is excellent

weather conditions, expected to result

in a bumper wheat crop. These three

states, plus Texas and Oklahoma, are

expected to benefit particularly. Grain

belt states to the east should show up

well, too, but the general economic

picture is a little less bright because

of unemplo) ment in the larger indus-

trial cities.

The Midwest and the Southwest are

also in good shape because of cattle

prices. These suffered more severely

than crop prices following Korea but

bounced back higher. A smaller sup-

ply of cattle is one reason for this, the

result of seven years of drought plus

competitive factors such as the holding

back of cattle by western ranchers to

replenish stock herds.

It is not strange, therefore, that

among the list of hot markets cited

are a strong representation of midwest

and southwest cities. These include

(and this is, by no means, all-inclu-

sive) Albuquerque, Dallas, Denver.

Kansas City, Minneapolis, Oklahoma
City, Omaha and Tulsa.

Of the 10 cities listed by the Rand
McNally business trend bulletin as

showing the best business gains in

April compared to a year ago, five

were from the Midwest: In addition to

Albuquerque and Omaha, mentioned

above, there were Des Moines, Phoe-

nix and Sioux Falls. The other five

were New Orleans, New York, Roan-

oke, Shreveport and Tampa.
The farm price rise is not the only

factor explaining these economical
healthy markets. For example, the

Omaha area is benefiting from the

Government's construction of a $25

million missile base, upping the Gov-

ernment's investment in the area this

year to double that figure. The pay-

roll for the Strategic Air Command
in the Omaha environs now comes to

around $30 million. Denver is another

market benefiting from Air Force in-

stallations.

Nor is the farm price picture uni-

formly good. The government's price

index shows cotton and even food

grain prices clown in April 1958 com-

pared with the same month last year.

Fruit and vegetable prices, however,

are up considerably, especially fresh

market vegetables. Here, the price in-

dex jumped from 294 to 410. Pota-

toes, too, are doing nicely, having

risen from 1 15 to 268.

While prices paid l>\ farmers are

up. the) are more than offsel b) price?

received. ^



Why packager

David Susskind

won't keep quiet

Davis Susskind of Talei

the blame for this on th«

^ Madison Ave. doesn't cotton to his criticism of video

programing but he won't bow to the 'conspiracy of silence'

^ He warns that viewer can tune in his set but tune out

his brain, which can hurt effectiveness of commercials

By Alfred J. Jaffe

l^avid Susskind, vice president and

co-owner of Talent Associates, is not

the only man in the tv business who
has called video programing dull, but

he is certainly the only packager in the

business who is so outspoken and
probably the only one who is out-

spoken at all. As next season's net-

work lineup shapes up, Susskind finds

no reason to hold his fire.

An intense man of 37, he has been

carrying on a relentless, sometimes

bitter, campaign to upgrade tv. His

single-mindedness has made some of

his advertising friends wince and one

of them, a highly-placed ad agency
executive, said recently:

"Dave is a talented guy. But he's

going to hurt himself with all this

criticism. I don't know why he does it."

Susskind has been taken to task be-

fore—many times behind his back and
occasionally to his face. On one of

the latter occasions, which took place

at a programing session sponsored by

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., a sta-

tion man said to him, "Why don't you

stop shooting off your mouth? Why
do you bring these things up? Did

you ever hear the editor of Life criti-

cize his magazine?"

Since this particular session had to

do with public service, Susskind had

an obvious answer to that one. But

defending himself in a more general

vein, he said recently, "I'm sick of this

conspiracy of silence. 'Don't say any-

thing Dave. If you keep quiet, nobody

will notice. Live and let live, Dave.'

That's nonsense. I'm not interested in

protecting anybody."

Quite the opposite. Susskind feels

there are too many people in tv pro-

graming who have no business there.

(He won't name names; he's not that

foolish.)

"Sure, you can say that if man
doesn't deliver, he's fired. But if he's

got experience, somebody else hires

him. A guy can be kicked out of a

network and end up at an agency. So.

it's the same people picking shows."

Susskind's beef about television pro-

5 finds 907r of tv is "drivel." He puts

and sees the advertiser tagging along

graining is that it is (1) unimagina-

tive, (2) prone to copy-cat methods,

(3) lacking in dynamics and (4) be-

coming a captive of the Hollywood film

mind. He is a great protagonist of live

shows in general and a great booster

of New York live programing in par-

ticular. Live shows in New York, he

sa) s, are cheaper than film and compa-

rable to live programing in Hollywood.

"I hear talk about live shows being

cheaper on the coast. That's a myth."

While he views the future of live

programing hopefully, he is under-

standably discouraged at present, par-

ticularly with the fact that the only

live dramas being retained for next

season are U. S. Steel Hour, Arm-

strong Circle Theatre ( a Talent Asso-

icates' package) and Playhouse 90.

To many a hard-boiled adman. Suss-

kind views are laudable but overladen

with an air of innocence. But agency

men who have worked with him de-

scribe him as a realist, a hard-driving

craftsman devoted to his task, a man
with unusual show business judgment

and a fine understanding of the value

of a dollar. "He is a very persuasive

talker," commented the programing

chief at one of the top agencies. "He
leaves you with the impression that he

knows his business."

Certainly, Susskind's list of credits

entitle him to the reputation of a man
with know-how. After a stint with



\]< \. lie joined his present partner,

Alfred Lew. in I'M') t<» set up Talent

\—... iates .1- an agent concentrating

on representing t\ writers, directors

an.l producers. T\ signed Fred Coe,

David Shaw, Robert Man Arthur, Gor-

don DufT. among others, and contrib-

uted ni> little tn the live, hour-long

drama, one of brightest tiaras in tv's

crown. I.e\\-Sii»kind packages in-

eluded Philco-Goodyear Tv Playhouse.

Mr. Peepers, Jamir and Justice. Beside

Armstrong's Circle Theatre. Susskind

i> now executive producer on duPont's

Slwu of the Month and the Kraft hour.

Armstrong and duPont will have Suss-

kind work for them next season, too.

As for Kraft, the decision was made to

cancel Indole Susskind was called in

bj J. Walter Thompson to finish the

season.

Susskind has the reputation of an

intellectual in ad circles hut he wants

to avoid the egghead connotation and

make clear he is not wedded to literary

classics, past and present. "Look," he

said, "we've made kines of two situa-

tion comedies. There's Too Young to

Go Steady. It's with Don Ameche, not

John Gielgud. And there's Young Mr.

Middleton. It's with Martha Scott, not

Clair Bloom."

Susskind's pitch for better program-

ing embraces a wide variety of types.

Ke goes for Father Knows Best, he's

crazy about Sgt. Bilko and he thinks

What's My Line is fine programing.

These to him are islands of quality in

a sea of drivel—the waters thereof in-

cluding most Westerns.

What it comes down to, says Suss-

kind—and here he is talking directly

to the advertiser—is that most pro-

graming in tv comes through at a low

level of intensity. "The viewer is lulled,

not galvanized. He sits there with his

brain tuned out and that carries over

into the commercials. There's nothing

to open the pocketbook. And where's

the identification? Circulation is im-

portant, sure, but that's only 50% of

the equation."

Whose fault is it? Susskind lays

the major blame at the feet of the net-

ADMEN: HOW YOU CAN USE INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION

I v has taken its first seven-league

step beyond the confines of the U.S.

Last week, for the first time, at the

annual International Advertising Asso-

ciation convention in New York's

Roosevelt Hotel, agencymen and adver-

tisers from far-flung Athens. Stockholm

and points south (some 800 delegates

from 50 countries), pointed up televi-

sion as an important and growing in-

ternational advertising medium. (For

breakdown of international tv growth,

number of stations and sets in 43 ma-

jor foreign markets, see sponsor 5

April 1958.

1

One-quarter of the convention time

was devoted to the 15 May afternoon

panel on international tv advertising.

Three industry spokesmen I Halsev Bar-

rett, TvB director of national sales;

David H. Polinger, WABC-TV account

executive; Al Stern, director of inter-

national operations, NBC) talked about

the commercial uses of tv overseas.

Here's how the international tv pic-

ture shapes:

Tv coverage—Outside of the U. S.

there are over 530 tv stations and some

22 million sets in U. S. Said Halsey

Barrett: "In 1957 alone, the number

of international tv stations increased

by 60 (
/< and tv sets increased 52%.

This is a far greater rate-of-increase

than the current growth of U. S. tele-

vision which added 6.2' '< new stations

in 1957, had a \2' i increase in sets."

Commercial availabilities - -Most sig-

nificant to international admen are the

restrictions and limitations frequently

put upon commercial tv use overseas.

However, in a growing number of over-

seas markets, governments have come
to the conclusion that state tv and pri-

vate tv can exist side-by-side.

Said NBC's Al Stern, who recently

returned from a 40,000-mile tour exam-

ining tv in Britain. Austria, Germany,

Japan, Hong Kong, Malaya, the Philip-

pines and Australia: "State tv can put

the emphasis on cultural programing.

Commercial tv, operating as an adver-

tising medium, must program to draw

large audiences—with emphasis on en-

tertainment. In some countries—Ger-

many, for instance, the state system

sells advertising time on an insertion

basis for one half-hour per day."

Ratings and research—Traditionally,

in international radio as in tv, the lack

of rating services has been a deterrent

to a handful of research-minded Ameri-

can companies who sell overseas.

WABC-TV's David Polinger feels

that overseas markets should endeavor

to organize at least one impartial rat-

ings service to satisfy reluctant adver-

tisers. "A market should be serviced

in one of two methods: either a serv-

ice sponsored and supported mutually

by the advertising community, such as

in Havana—which I understand to be

a highl\ successful and acceptable

method ; or by having two survey com-

panies, such as Puerto Rico had. This

latter method I feel is necessary to pro-

vide a system of checks." ^
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works. "They decide what goes into

what time slots." A year ago, Susskind

would have put all the blame on the

webs, but with the change-over to a

buyers' market, he is beginning to feel

that most advertisers are just as bad.

Interestingly enouph. Susskind has a

soft spot for CBS. "It's the best net

work because it is the best fusion o

show business and big business." Bu
here, too, Susskind is driven to gloomy

thoughts. CBS, he complains, is fol

lowing the crowd, displaying a lack of

confidence in its creativity. "You can"

beat a Western with a Western." It's

not necessary to be told that Susskind

would like to see Pat Weaver back in

network tv.

Susskind acknowledges that it's easy

to criticize (though no one can say

that he doesn't practice what he

preaches) and sympathizes with the

problem of programing a network,

hour by hour, every day of the week.

He's not looking for perfection. He
would just like to raise the ratio of

quality programing on tv from, say,

10% to, say, 35%.
If anyone doubts the sincerity of

Susskind's views, he can easily come
tack and say (as he did) that he could

make more money in film. "I could

sell residuals, take my profits in capi-

tal gains. If I only wanted to be rich,

that's what I'd do. I have 1,000 kines,

worth nothing. But I love live televi-

sion. There's a tension about it that

makes it come across. There's a magic

in it. With film there's always the

feeling that if a scene doesn't come out

right you can always do it over."

While Susskind is enthusiastic about

tape ("the quality is terrific") he finds

there is the same pitfall of the actor

relaxing under the knowledge that the

scene can be shot again. He feels tape

will eventually replace a great deal of

film programing.

So, for the foreseeable future, Suss-

kind will stick to his last. For this,

many viewers will be grateful. As for

Madison Ave., while it admires Suss-

kind, his views do not exactly evoke

gratitude. Perhaps there is some case

for complaining that tv has become
singled out for criticism while the print

media remain unscathed. Perhaps in

the" daily hurly-burly of a crackling

business, gratitude is considered a

little sentimental, anyway. But, note,

that no one has said, so far as his

creative superintending is concerned,

that Dave Susskind is doing a bad
thing. ^
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RATE YOUR I. Q. ON ADVERTISERS

1) What was the biggest account shift

among major air users in 1957?

a. Studebaker-P'ck'rd c. Pabst

b. Buick d. Lucidin Eye Wash

2) Gillette sells what products

shaving products?

a. cake mixes and syrup

b. auto tires and fishing rods

c. home permanents and ball point pens

d. hair restorers and hair tonic

3) Who is president of Procter &
Gamble?

a. Howard J. Morgens c. Charles E. Wilson

b. Neil H. McElroy d. Edward H. Little

4) How many brands did American

Home products advertise on spot tv in

1957?

a. 40 c. 11

b. 22 d. 73

5) What advertiser introduced situa-

tion comedy to air media?

a. Philip Morris with / Love Lucy

b. P&G with Vic & Sade

c. Lever Bros, with Amos 'n Andy
d. Pillsbury with Today's Children

6) How many new brands will Lever

Bros, introduce this year?

7) What percent of all advertising did

clients spend on tv in 1957?

a. 10.0% c. 30.6%

b. 5.6% d. 12.6%

8) What category of national or re-

gional advertisers is the largest user of

syndicated film?

a. Brewers c. Cigarette firms

b. Oil firms d. Auto mfrs.

9) How do chewing gum companies

rank in sales?

a. Beech-Nut, Wrigley, American Chicle

b. Wrigley, American Chicle, Beech-Nut

c. American Chicle, Wrigley, Beech-Nut

d. Wrigley, American Chicle, Lucidin

10) What advertiser has the longest

record as a continuous network radio

client?

a. Kraft c. Firestone

b. P&G d. Lucidin

11) What advertiser has the longest

record as a continuous network tv

client?

a. Kraft c. Firestone

b. P&G d. Lucidin

12) What advertiser launched the

first big comedy-variety shows on both

network radio and network tv?

a. Texaco c. American Tobacco

b. Buick d. Chase & Sanborn

13) What did the Big Three soap

firms spend on gross time in tv during

1957?
a. $73 million c. $124 million

b. $25 million d. $331 million

14) Who sponsored the first dramatic

series on network radio with a stock

cast?

a Street & Smith with True Story

b. Lever Bros, with Lux Radio Theatre

c. Lucidin with Love is Forever

(1. Campana with First Nighter

15) Who bought the biggest station

lineup for a single syndicated show in

the history of tv?

a. Ballantine c. Carnation

b. Conoco d. Lucidin

16) What category of advertisers

ranked first in gross network tv time

spending for 1957?
a. Toiletries c. Drugs

b. Food d. Automotive

17) Two decades ago, a well-known

client was top spender in network ra-

dio. Who was it?

a. P&G c. American Tobacco

b. Lever Bros. d. General Motors

18) How many advertisers spent $20,-

000 or more in gross time in spot tv

during 1957?
a. 128 c. 2,287

b. 1,287 d. 12,870

19) How many advertisers spent

$100,000 or more in gross time in net-

work tv during 1957?
a. 20 c. 207

b. 107 d. 702

20) Was there ever actually a Lucidin

Eye Wash?
a. Yes c. Maybe
b. No d. Who cares?

(Answers on page 39)



SURVEY SUMMARY: WHO WON, HOW THEY RATED, WHO VOTED

12 TOP-RATED COMMERCIAL
FILM PRODUCERS

(Listed alphabetically)

Cascade

Elliot-Unger-Elliot

Filmways

Klaeger Films

R. Lawrence

Lou Lilly

MPO TV Films

Sarra

Universal International

UPA
Van Praag

Wondsel-Carlisle-Dunphy

CHARACTERISTICS ON
WHICH FILM PRODUCERS
WERE RATED

Quality

Reliability

Most economical

Flexibility

Best facilities

Most creative

Best animation

Best on-location

AGENCIES DOING THE RATING

(Listed alphabetically)

N. W. Ayer
Ted Bates

BBDO
Benton & Bowles
Campbell-Ewald
Compton
Cunningham & Walsh
Doyle Dane Bernbach
EWR&R
Wm. Esty

Fletcher D. Richards

Foote, Cone & Belding

Fuller & Smith & Ross

How agencies rate television

I o most advertising agencies, the

best tv commercial film producer isn't

the lowest-priced, the best-equipped or

the most experienced. He's simply the

producer with the best personnel.

This is the outstanding conclusion

from an exclusive sponsor survey of

37 top television executives in 20 of

the biggest agencies. The survey, con-

ducted in New York. Chicago and Los

Angeles both by mail and in-person

interview, turned up these surprising

results:

• Out of 50 commercial film pro-

ducers nominated as best in certain

categories, 12 stood out (see list

above). One. MPO TV Films, ran well

ahead of the entire field.

• Almost every agency is more con-

cerned with quality than price, and
most believe that quality is most in-

fluenced by personnel caliber. Says

Geo. Harrington, acting head. Y \\ .

\\<-i film dept.: "II the) are good pro.

fessional motion picture people with an

understanding ol i\ commercial prob-

lems, t r i i
— i- the \ ital ke) to su :cess."

Foote, Cone & Belding radio i\ v.p.

Roger l'i
j "i ei I - tlii~. " Assuming

adequate financing and physical facil-

ities, the single mosl important consid-

eration i- the creative ability of the

ke) members of the permanent staff,

since everything else is for hire. Cam-

eras can be rented, opticals can be

bought, but the creative ability of the

key people is all we are really buying,

and the permanent staff determines

this."

• Agencymen believe that too many
tv commercial film producers are dis-

organized and inefficient. The tv di-

rector of one of the top five agencies

puts it this way:

"Our biggest problem is to find a

producer who will arrive in the studio

on the day of shooting completely pre-

pared so that nothing can go wrong.

If they would take notes at the pre-

production meetings, so that they

didn't have to hold up shooting look-

ing for props, sets, costumes, etc., the

lives of agency producers would be

happier. Producers at film houses

don't use their heads in selection of

props, fabrics, colors, etc. If the

background is grey, they come up with

gre) fabrics; if we want Tiffan) props,

!lic\ select \\ oolworth r] u a 1 i t \
."

• Agencies generally dislike the nay
film producers compete. They call the

bidding "viciously competitive" and

unrealistic, and especialK dislike a

film producer who bids too low and

then has to come back and ask foi

more mone) to fini>li shooting. Says

one top agency tv executive: "Mam
film producers, in order to get into the

agency, will make a low bid—but soon

start asking for money by screaming

about costs. Or else they begin to hur-

ry their crews with stopwatches."

Another agencyman adds that most

bids don't allow adequate time for

developing another viewpoint on the

set. "The pressures are on the director

to get done with the job quickly be-

cause the bid doesn't allow for extra

time."

• Agencies recognize that tv com-

mercial film producers are film experts

—but many producers are vague on

television's special problems and re-

quirements. The tv director of one of

the biggest agencies explains it this

wa) : "Too many old-time film produc-

ers have not adapted themselves to the

needs of radio/tv producers. They

could be a big help, for example, if

the) would submit breakdowns on

cost." Another agenc) executive add!

that film producers are beginning to

understand the problem of tv—that

deadlines, for example, must be met.

In rating the individual t\ film pro-

ducers, agencymen were asked to name

the one producer who rated highest foi

quality, mosl reliable, most economi-

cal, most llexible. etc. It''- interesting
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irant
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Cenyon & Eckhardt

.eo Burnett

ulaxon

dcCann-Erickson
^eedham, Louis & Brorby

)giivy, Benson & Mather
leach, McClinton
SC&B
WT
'&R

HOW AGENCIES COMPARED
NEW YORK, CHICACO AND
LOS ANCELES FILM
PRODUCERS

New York best 17

Chicago best none

Los Angeles best 18

WHERE THE ACENCYMEN
DOING THE RATINC
WERE LOCATED

New York

Chicago

Los Angeles

20

7

10

^ To the agency tv v.p.,

a film producer's personnel

is the most important factor

^ Other factors: is the

producer efficient, does

he understand television?

jmmercial film producers
to note that the 12 producers who
came out on top were those who scored

well across the board and not just in

one category. Sarra, for example, got

the vote of three agencies for highest

quality, four for most reliable, two

each for most economical, best facili-

ties and most creative, and one for best

on-location. Sarra's total of 14 first-

place votes, therefore, came out higher

than another producer who got six

agency votes for best animation and
three for most creative—a total of

nine first-place votes.

In sponsor's survey, agency execu-

tives were also asked whether New
York, Chicago or Los Angeles has the

best tv commercial film producers (20
of the participating agencymen were in

New York, seven in Chicago and 10 in

Los Angeles). Except for Chicago,

agencymen tend to vote for the city in

which they work: 17 agencies picked
New \ork producers as best, 18 chose
Los Angeles, and not one agencyman
named Chicago.

One agency tv director chose New
York because "New York producers
have essentially devoted their lives to

tv commercials. In Los Angeles the

attitude is that commercials are a nec-

essary evil—something to be inserted

in a lovely film to spoil it." Another

New York agency executive claims that

producers in L.A. are "old motion pic-

ture people with a dyed-in-the-wool at-

titude who refuse to make a change.

We find they won't be bothered with

20-second commercials, even though

they're already a million-dollar busi-

ness."

Another part of the survey asked

agency tv directors for any other com-

ments or suggestions involving agency-

film producer liaison. Here are some

sample comments:

Seymour Frolick, radio/tv v.p.,

Fletcher D. Richards, New York: "Li-

aison with clients is extremely impor-

tant. 'Salesmen' who do not know all

they should about production are

harmful to some film companies.
'

New York agency tv producer:

"Consistency is important in evaluat-

ing commercial tv film producers.

Much has to do with the people you

are working with. Good job one week,

lousy next."

Art Ross, radio/tv director, Camp-

bell-Ewald, New York: "Agencies

should encourage the creative aspect

of film companies—as well as the me-

chanical utilization of their productive

services."

Ray hind, tv commercial v.p.. Ben-

ton & Boules. New York: "There is

a great deal of non-commercial talent,

cameramen and directors, that could

make a healthy contribution to adver-

tising with the right guidance. These

people should be sought after and ex-

posed to us for use in advertising."

Los Angeles agency v.p.: "More time

and more money should be expended

on actual work and less on bars, agen-

cy offices on the lot, and the ever-

present and slightly soiled red carpet."

Frank Martello, supervisor of tv com-

mercials, Kenyon & Eckhardt. Chicago:

"Generally speaking, most film pro-

ducers do a good job but it is impor-

tant to realize that it is the duty of the

agency producer to direct the staff of

the production outfit and be able to

transmit to them all the necessary in-

formation and leadership."

Los Angeles agency v.p.: "Agency

representatives generally do not give

the individual studio or producing

company proper credit for production.

The taste of the individual art director

or set dresser can make or break a

commercial."

New York agency v.p.: "I think all

of the film production houses will

eventually dwindle into three or four

top houses. The rest must fail because

of the keen competition and the lack

of manpower." ^



Radio advertising as D.J.'s see it

^ National advertisers ean profit from the advice of

disk jockeys, for they are the friends of the consumers

^ SPONSOR polled jockeys from all over the U. S.,

and here are their views on copy and merchandising

By Bill Miksch

I lit- paper bridge between Madison

Wenue and the radio station in Amer-

ica's grassroots- a flimsy span con-

structed of ratings reports, confirma-

tions and invoices— is rarely crossed

from either direction. At one end are

(he agenc.) buyers and copywriters, at

the other the local disk jockey. If

the) ever do get together they will

have some interesting notes to compare.

SPONSOR, at the recent Pop Music

Disk Jockej Convention staged l>\ the

Storz Stations in Kansas City, set out

to cross the bridge in part by bringing

back to the national advertiser some
\ iews on his advertising from the per-

sonalities who take his message to their

local audiences. A sampling of the

convening d.j.'s was polled with a num-
ber of questions relating to radio com-

mercial copy, slotting, merchandising

and how they can do a better job as

local salesmen.

The jockeys polled were from no sin-

gle part of the country. They are rep-

resentative of large and small stations

in all sizes of markets. The Eastern

Seaboard. Midwest. Deep South and

Far West were heard from. Their views

were divergent on some points, almost

unanimous on others.

The chart on this page is a compila-

tion of their opinions on several of the

questions, but is only part of the story.

SPONSOR'S D.J. POLL REVEALS RADIO AD VIEWS

WHAT KIND OF COMMERCIALS % OF D.J.'s

ARE MOST EFFECTIVE? REPLY

—

Straight TA's; no sales pitch added by d.j 10%
Shortened TA's with open end for d.j.'s endorsement 35 r

i-

live commercials delivered by d.j 60%

IN A THREE-HOUR MUSIC & NEWS SHOW,
WHICH SCHEDULING IS BETTER?
Three one-minute commercials 35%
One one-minute with six 20-second reminders 50%

WHAT IS ADEQUATE "PRODUCT PROTECTION"
FOR COMMERCIALS?
Half-hour separation 35%
Quarter-hour separation 50%
Whole hour separation 10%

WHAT ABOUT THE PURCHASE OF SHOW SEGMENTS
RATHER THAN JUST SPOTS?
15-minute segments would benefit advertisers 65%
15-minule segments would improve programing 60%
Sec a trend in this direction 20%

WHAT KIND OF LOCAL MERCHANDISING
COULD BE ENLARGED UPON?
M<>r<- in-store promotions 70*7

More tying in of products to community affairs 3095

More personality appearances at regional sales meetings, etc 25%

Some of their individual comments in-

dicate that buying a national spot cam-
paign involves more than numbers and
rate cards; that a timebuy includes the

personality who runs the show.

D.j.'s want to belong

Perhaps one of the most significant

things uncovered in the sponsor sur-

vey was the desire of most disk jockeys
to "belong" to the national family
whose products they advertise. It is

reflected in part by the fact that the

majority i
00'

, I would like to do more
commercials "live," while 35% would
prefer at least to "get into the act"

through transcribed announcements
with open ends to allow them time for

a personal endorsement. The desire to

"belong' also is indicated by a gen-

eral feeling that they don't have

enough personal contact with local

distributors of the national product.

To a question on how the national

client and the disk jockey can improve

local sales, more than 60'7c of the d.j.'s

saw personal acquaintance with the

advertiser's local representative as an

answer. "It would help," said Ken
O'Donnell. star of Twilight Moods,
KNCO, Garden City, Kansas, "if na-

tional advertisers would work through

station commercial managers to meet

the air people and. when possible, for

air people to know advertisers." Ap-

parently many station managers feel

this same gap in communications.

Said D. J. Lean, general manager of

KSMW. Winona. Minnesota, "It's get-

ting harder and harder to find out who
the local salesmen are."

Here is a suggestion on how know-

ing the local salesman might be of

benefit to a d.j. selling through the

very personal medium of radio. ""
\

talk with a salesman might produce

names of local buyers," says Duke
Bowman whose show, Ja:z, Made In

America, emanates from KCMO, Kan-

sas City. "For example," he points

out, "you might come up with some

such neighborly endorsement as 'Ed

Smith just bought a I brand name)

tractor and now finds he has more

time to go fishing'." The d.j. can fre-

quently spot what the national account

ma\ miss—that radio, in many com-

munities, plays the same intimate role

as the country weekly. (Remember,



there are even stations that program

obituary notices.)

In addition to a closer relation be-

tween the d.j. and the advertiser's rep-

resentative at the local level, here are

a few other suggestions advanced by

d.j.'s for better ties: (1) Air checks,

1 2) Product samples, (3) Releases,

tapes or flyers from the station to the

advertisers.

In the area of commercial copy, the

survey of d.j.'s revealed some interest-

ing views. For example, sponsor

asked, "What trends in transcribed

commercials do you see for 1958?"

About 50% of the d.j.'s were equally

divided in the feeling that this year

would see more jingles and more com-

binations of jingles plus talk. About

40% foresee a spate of the comedy

"talk" announcements. Less than 10%
look for more straight, hard-sell com-

mercials.

D.j.'s want to sell

From their own experience in their

own markets, the majority of d.j.'s feel

personally-delivered "live" announce-

ments (ad-libbed from fact sheets)

have proved most successful for all ad-

vertisers. Only about 10% of those

queried felt that all-electrically-tran-

scribed pitches do a maximum job.

Norman Wain, star of Album Merry

Go Round on WDOK, Cleveland, ex-

plains, "The air personality must be

used to sell; otherwise the advertiser

buys only time—not time plus person-

ality."

Jim Gaines, KALB, Alexandria,

Louisiana, says, "The d.j. in any com-

munity is still the power behind radio.

His personal endorsement of any prod-

uct has twice the power and credibil-

ity of the e.t." Others gave such reasons

as: "identification," "national recogni-

tion with local flavor," and "sincerity."

In light of many recent charges of

"over-commercialization" of radio, the

views of d.j.'s on product protection

for competing or conflicting commer-
cials were interesting. About 50%
were in favor of 15-minute separation

between such commercials; 35%
wished for half-hour protection, and
about 10% went so far as an entire

hour's separation. Dave Teig, star of

his -own show on WILK, Wilkes-Barre,

Pa., was one who recommended the

latter, commented, "If I had my way
there would never be a product con-

flict. ' The eagerness of d.j.'s to serve

clients was apparent in the survey.

A question that brought up fairly

diverse answers was, "From your own
experience, what bearing has the length

and number of commercials on prod-

uct sales? For example, within a three-

hour music and news show which

would you recommend for a client

—

three one-minute commercials or one

one-minute plus six 20-second re-

minders?" About half voted for the

latter; 35% for the former.

"I believe," said Chuck Renwick,

d.j. of his show on WSRS-AM-FM,
Cleveland, "that frequency, familiarity

and brevity are more effective than

fewer lengthy pitches. This is contin-

gent, however, on the product." Hence

he voted for a minute plus six 20-

seconds. "Repetition to reach a chang-

ing audience," "blanket coverage,"

"more impressions," were replies from

some who agreed with him. On the

other side of the coin, Shel Smith,

KMAN, Manhattan, Kansas, felt three

minutes would do the trick since it

"provides adequate sales stimulus with-

out over-saturation."

The segment buy

Irv Smith, WINS, New York, whose

Wake up to Music runs from 6 to 9

a.m., also favors the three-minute

spots to get across the whole product

message to his constantly changing

audience. Dale Green, Dancing Party,

KBRS, Springdale, Ark., goes along

on the basis that it is "enough, but not

too repetitive."

Of the d.j.'s questioned, 65% felt

that advertisers could benefit by buy-

ing 15-minute program segments, but

an overwhelming 80% see no trend in

this direction. Segment buys would

give sponsors identification is the view

of Jean Arnold, star of Night Train on

K-REL, Baytown, Texas. It's a chance

to sell without other distractions," said

another d.j. Said WSRS' Chuck Ren-

wick, Cleveland, "Segments are the

most effective way to really do a sales

job, provided a close tie-in with a local

distributor is arranged."

Nearly all of those favoring segment

buys also feel it would help program-

ing
—

"keep it more clean-cut," as one

d.j. put it. If segment buys would ap-

pear to benefit both product sales and

programing, why then is there no trend

developing that way? Perhaps because

some national advertisers feel, as did

a minority of the responding jockeys,

that radio's strength lies in saturation.

On the subject of merchandising,

a facet of radio advertising that has

[Please turn to page 74)

ANSWERS TO I.JQ. QUIZ

ON ADVERTISERS

1) c. To Norman, Craig & Kummel.
Pabst billings are about $8 million.

2) c. Toni and Paper-Mate.

3) a. He succeeded the now Secretary

of Defense.

4) b. P&G, if you're interested, had 40.

5) c. And they're still around.

6) d. Lever's test labs have been busy.

7) d. As estimated by McC-E.

8) a. Because of regional distribution.

9) b. This ranking is of long-standing.

10) c. Want to argue the point?

11) a. Their dramatic hour is still on.

12) a. The shows starred Ed Wynn
and Milton Berle.

13) c. As estimated by TvB and PIB.

14) d. Remember Don Ameche then?

15) c. Carnation had CBS Film's An-

nie Oakley in about 142 markets.

16) a. Last year was the first time

toiletries ranked first. Source: PIB.

17) a. Easy, wasn't it?

18) b. As estimated by TvB.

19) c. As estimated by PIB.

20) a. Bet you thought we made up

the name.

HOW DO YOU RATE?

Score five points for each ques-

tion you answered correctly.

Here's how you rate:

85 to lOO

You're an authority on adver-

tisers in air media. You should

go into your own business. If

you are already, increase your

air spending.

70 to 80

Pretty good. You should con-

sider going into your own busi-

ness or, at least, up your salary

demands.

55 to 65

Well, fair. Don't move into an-

other job too quickly until you

bone up on your subject.

50 or less

Be careful, somebody may soon

replace you. You're dispensable.



U.S. Steel's new

campaign: sell

canned soft

drinks via air

^ Next month U.S. Steel is adding CBS-TV's Morning

iVeits, carried on 64 stations, to its existing tv schedule

^ The time will be used for seasonal promotions;

the first, this summer, is for soft drinks in cans

U rited States Steel Corp., already a

significant spender in network tv. is

going to enlarge its activity substan-

tialK beginning June 4. The vehicle

is CBS-T\ Morning News, carried on

64 stations on the network; the promo-

lion i- for soft drinks in cans.

The -how runs between 8:4.5 and

8:55 a.m. in the East and Midwest, and

7: 15 and 7:55 a.m. on the West Coast.

I .^. v
. is buying the show for Wednes-

day mornings: it carries two commer-

cial minutes. The original bin was

loi In weeks, though it will probablj

go to 52 and possibl) beyond.

The new campaign will be added on

top of the compam- exi-ting promo-

tions, notabl) the "Operations": Snow-

flake, Spring Shower, etc., and to it-

long-time (October L953) nighttime

dramatic show, / . S. Steel /four.

Commercials on the canned sofl

drink theme will In- carried on the

Morning Sews, a- well a- the Steel

limn . ommercials on 2 J ul\ and 30

July and parts of three other Hour
commercials. The latter show is car-

ried on 135 stations of the CBS TV
network.

Cost of this new promotion? SPON-

SOR estimates it will be in the neigh-

borhood of half a million dollars. The

major part goes into tv. the balance

for ads during the summer in 42 news-

papers in 32 markets.

As is the case with its other promo-

tions, U.S.S. is looking for indirect

sales for itself. It does not make soft

drinks, neither does it make cans.

What it does produce, though, is "tin-

plate," steel plate with a light spray

of tin on the surface. Some industry

estimates rank tinplate as the third

largest consumer of steel
I behind auto-

mobiles and construction l

.

The idea of selling soft drinks in

an- i- not new. It's estimated that

about 1% of soft drinks today are

packaged in cans. This promotion will.

I .S.S. hope-, push that figure to its

first stage, 5%, in four to five years.

This compares with a figure of about

3.5' ; for packaged beer in cans.

Canned soft drinks first became a

commercial factor in the early 1950's.

A sales trend was established showing

progress during 1953. A pattern of

decline set in the next year, continu-

ing through 1955 and 1956. The trend

started back up slightly in 1957.

The intent of this promotion will be

to generate public acceptance of

canned soft drinks again. It will also

be an educational campaign directed

at grocers to stress handling econom-

ics. Once these are realized, U.S.S.

believes, distribution problems will be

minimized. A third prong of the pro-

motion will be to assist franchised bot-

tlers to promote and merchandise their

product at the local level. The com-

pany will supply service material for

tie-ins with the tv time.

The tv consumer ads will employ

both live and animated commercials.

For the most part they will be situa-

tions with women participants. The

subject of soft drinks will be intro-

duced providing a hinge on which

hang the benefits of soft drinks in

cans: the) are lightweight, save space,

require no deposits or returning "I

empties, chill quickly, are unbreakable.

i Please turn to page 75 i



A product that 'double sells' on tv

^ Until recently Welch's Tomato Juice had limited

distribution, neither needed nor received much promotion

^ With production increasing, the company sought deep-

er market penetration. Answer: "personal" selling via tv

I he best way to sell a product is

face-to-face. Today, however, distribu-

tion has become too widespread, life

has become too complicated, selling

too expensive, there are too many peo-

ple to be sold, there are too many
products to sell.

"'You have to do selling on a mass

basis."

The speaker is Richard K. Manoff,

head of the New York advertising

agency bearing his name. The philos-

ophy is one which has taken Welch's

Tomato Juice from a relatively non-

important standing to a very respect-

able market position in markets up and
down the Eastern seaboard.

The product has, in its day, present-

ed several marketing problems. It is

packed by the Welch Grape Juice Co.,

Inc., Westfield, N. Y. As the company
name suggests, grape juice, not tomato

juice, is the primary product.

The company is owned by the Na-

tional Grape Cooperative Association,

a group of growers in four regions;

Lake Erie, and the states of Michigan,

Arkansas and Washington. While the

main crop is grapes, these growers do

Nuss is Welch's Grape Juice

esident for sales and advertising

produce some tomatoes, and it's these

that make the annual pack of tomato

juice.

The supply, however, is anything

but limited. The pack lasts only as

long as the growers' crop. The pack is

not big enough to support national dis-

tribution, but it is big enough to need

advertising, and it has grown sufficient-

ly to permit distribution along the en-

tire East Coast.

The first major advertising effort

for the tomato juice began in Septem-

ber, 1953 when the company bought a

half-hour segment of Pleasure Play-

house, a feature movie presentation on

WBZ-TV, Boston. Now, almost five

years later, the company is still using

the same schedule.

The buy in Boston came about this

way: For years the Welch Grape

Juice Co. marketed the tomato juice

in the Eastern half of the country,

within practical shipping and freight

distance from the plant in Westfield,

because of the tremendous additional

costs involved in other transportation.

Welch never advertised it or promoted

it, for the reason that there never were

enough tomatoes.

Welch was a grape-growing com-

pany and the grape growers grew some
tomatoes. As part of the marketing ar-

rangement the company bought the

tomatoes. But the supply began to

increase, and the market began to de-

velop. So it decided, for the first

time, about five years ago to go into

New England and see what could be

done with consistent advertising.

The results were immediate. From
what has been termed "a fairly nice

business," sales tripled between 1953

and this year. Selection of the Play-

house was made carefully, the company
reports. It picked the show for two

reasons, first because it had, and still

has, a high rating.

More than that, it runs an hour-

and-a-half, on Sunday. Welch has to

sell twice—first to the grocery store

buyer, then to the consumer. Picking

a show on Sunday afternoon provides

both of these audiences. Just like any

other family man, chain or cooperative

store buyers watch tv on Sunday. So it

sells them at the same time it sells the

housewives. It knows this because trade

reaction began the following week.

To shore up the tv advertising eman-
ating from Boston, the company added
radio spots throughout New England.

Results were uniform; sales have
tripled throughout the New England
area since the radio spots were added.

Again, there is a definite buying
philosophy with the radio spots. They
are bought as one-minute participa-

tions for the entire year. They are

always done live, by a station person-

ality. Special shows about food and
furnishings for the housewives are

chosen whenever available.

The primary radio buy is the Yan-
kee Network, 30 stations in New Eng-

land. The show used is the Yankee
Home and Food Show, originating live

from Boston. The host, Duncan Mac-
Donald, does the commercials. The
network is supplemented in larger

cities with WICC, Bridgeport, WTIC,
Hartford, and WAVZ and WELI in

New Haven, all in Connecticut, and
WJAR, Providence, R. I.

This past year the company decided

Richard K. Manoff, head of Welch's agency,

sets product sales goal, matches it with tv
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we make a superior

: with its better-known grape juice, is theme of Welch's car card

to extend the effort into the metro-

politan New York market. The pattern

was the same as in Boston—a feature

film buy on tv. It is Million Dollar

Movie on WOR-TV, a feature-film

presentation that runs a weekly movie

16 times. Participating sponsors, such

as Welch, get a minute on each of the

16 showings, plus a billboard mention

before each show. The show is said

to have a cumulative audience for

each movie (week) of over 50% of all

the tv homes in the metropolitan area,

with a high concentration of women in

the audience.

Besides the two tv stations in Boston

and New York, and the radio in New
England, Welch uses one other radio

station—WCAU, Philadelphia, where

it buys participations on the House-

v ivea Protective League show.

Exact budget figures for Welch's

Tomato Juice are not released by the

company. Indeed, it would be difficult

to i-olate the precise spending for to-

mato juice since the company builds a

corporate-product image b) rotating

product- in it- air media Inns. The
total Welch advertising expenditure

has been estimated to he in the neigh-

In, rhoo d of $2 million. Of this, esti-

mate- SPONSOR, perhaps l<>'< goes to

tomato juice, \boul 909? of the to-

mato juice ad budget goes into air

media, the rest into other media,

sponsor believes.

Why the heavy concentration in air

media? "We work on the premise that

advertising is selling and that advertis-

ing must be managed the way a sales

manager manages his sales force," ex-

plains Richard Manoff.

"We say to clients: 'if it were pos-

sible for you to devise some way to

sell your merchandise face-to-face with

consumers, we would advocate no ad-

vertising expenditure at all, because

the best way to sell is directly to your

customer.'

"But today," he continues, "you

have to do selling on a mass basis. It

is economically and practically impos-

sible to send salesmen around the

countr) on a personal selling opera-

tion, so selling has to become auto-

mated. Advertising, basically, is the

automation of salesmanship."

Manoff speaks with certainty about

the method of achieving such automa-

tion. "There's no question about it;

television is the advertising medium
that comes closest to being face-to-face

selling," he says.

"We can't see our customers, nor

can we feel their presence," he adds.

"But we have ways of feeling them be-

cause we have ways of evaluating what
they're like by the kind of program
they're watching. So we wouldn't put
a shaving cream commercial on Queen
For A Day because we know there are

almost no men in the audience. This

audience evaluation is the heart of

smart tv selection, and underlies the

whole question of using tv properly."

The concept of personal selling via

tv is carried further. Manoff explains

it this way. "We know, in a statistical

way, what our typical customer is like,

how frequently our typical home makes
a purchase of our product. We also

know that there is no longer any such

thing as one-brand loyalty in tomato
juice. A truly brand-loyal family buys
at least two brands; one they swear by
and any other one which happens to

be on sale.

"Knowing this, we are able to go on

and establish a statistical market for

ourselves, by learning the average

number of tomato juice purchases in a

\ear. The number of bottles we sell

in a market, divided by the average

family purchase, gives us the number
of families that are now buying.

"Through experience, and by know-

ing the competition in the market, the

degree of brand loyalty and the de-

gree of resistance people will put up

in brand-switching, we are able to get

a very close idea of how much selling,

that is, how many sales calls, it will

take to make a Welch tomato juice

customer," Manoff continues.

"Let's assume, for instance," he

savs, "that out of every 10 people we

talk to, five will try the product. Out

of this five, one will stay as a steady

customer. We then knowr that we can

figure on one regular customer for

every 10 calls. Now I'm not speaking

of one-shots, or calling only once and

then not reappearing. I mean calling

regularly; making 52 calls a year.

"If this one-for-10 ratio were the

case, then, it becomes a simple matter

to decide how much more business we

would like to do in a market next year.

For example, if it were 10%, we would

translate that in terms of cases of mer-

chandise. Then we break that down

into customers, based on frequency of

consumption.

"Knowing the number of customers

we need, we can use our prospect-to-

sale percentage to determine precisely

how many people we must talk to, or

doorbells we must ring, or tv sets we

must light up in order to achieve, at

(Please turn to page 76)
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Set sales dip, but circulation is up

^ Sale and production of radio sets for March is 554,000

under last year. Set circulation is up 4.5 million over July

^ New web clients for week ending 23 May include Glam-

orine, GMC Trucks, Grove Labs. Out are Nylonet, Hearst

I he slowing down in radio set sales

is not affecting the growth in radio cir-

culation.

According to figures on set sales and

production for the month of March
(see chart, on bottom of page) this

year shows a 554,200 decrease from the

same time last year.

But, according to findings released

by the joint RAB-Radio Network Re-

search Committee, as of 1 January,

1958, there were 139.5 million U.S. ra-

dios in working condition. This is a

4.5 million increase over 1 July, 1957

(see chart)

.

Here's the RAB breakdown on where

these sets are located: 93.0 million in

homes; 36.5 million in autos, and 10.0

million in public places.

This radio set total shows that there

are 81 c/t more radios in the U.S. today

than in 1948, which is the year tv

began.

As for set sales, the total for the first

three months in 1958 is 2.3 million,

compared to 3.5 million set sales for

the same time last year.

sponsor's network client list shows
these incoming and outgoing sponsors

for the week ending 23 May:
ABC: Clairol, GMC Trucks and

Glamorine are among the new spon-

sors. Clients out include Buitoni,

Lewyt, Nylonet and Philco.

CBS: Some incoming sponsors are

Grove Labs, Glamorine, Staley and Tet-

ley Tea. Out are Aero Mayflower,
Hearst Publications, C. H. Masland and
the O'Brien Corp.

MBS: Little change her except for

buys by General Foods and GMC
Trucks.

NBC: New clients include Ameri-
can Tobacco, Grove Labs, Scholl Mfg.,

and Dunlop Tire & Rubber. Out are

B. T. Babbit, Libby McNeil & Libby,

Commercial Investment Trust Co., Ny-
lonet and Northwest Airlines. ^

1. RADIO'S DIMENSIONS TODAY
Radio homes index Radio station index

1958 1957

II
End of April 1958

Stations CPs not
requests

New station"

bids in hearing

Am
Fm

1

3239 1 82
540 80

End of April

1 430

1 46

1957

1

115-

11

Am
Fm

1

3024 1 133

540 23
1 303

1 10 1

145

Source: FCC n fHltlllj s. 'December each

Radio set index

locatioi

Home
Auto

Public

Places

Total

93,000,000

36,000,000

90,000,000

35,000,000

10,000,000* 10,000,000

139,500,000 135,000,000

Radio set sales index

Type Mar. 1958 Mar. 1957

3 Months
1958

3 Months
1957

Home 538,963

234,911

730,584

597,532

1,493,668

853,035

1,818,976

1,642,015

Total

Source: Blec
sales, auto

773,874

gures are factory

1,328,116

ssn. (formerly RE

2,346,703

TMA). Home flga

3,460,991



2. NET RADIO'S CURRENT CLIENT LIST

Chart at right shows a four-network breakdown of radio

sales, in terms of program time, for the current week

compared with four weeks ago. Sales figures in busi-

ness indicator are taken from the complete current list

of network radio clients below as well as the previous

list run in the last issue of Radio Basics. For purposes

of comparability, 6-second and 8-second commercials

are considered as 30 seconds of program time while 20-

second and 30-second commercials are considered two

minutes of program time. In the list below, covering

week ending 2.S May. minute commercials sold as such

are figured as five minutes of program time. Where

major-minor clients on NBC share IV2 minutes of com-

mercial time, only major client is credited.*

NETWORK BUSINESS INDICATOR

Program Hours Sponsored

Week ending:
2 May 23 May 2 May 23 May 2 May 23 May 2 May 23 May

29.6 26.7

36.6 35.5

15.8 15.9

I 22.7 23.0 ||
II
ABC

II
CBS

II
MBS

II
NBC

ABC
AFL-CIO: institutional: Ed. P. Morgan. J. W. Vandercook; 100 ir

American Cyanamid Co.: Ancronized chicken: Breakfast Club;

Assemblies of God: religious; Revivaltime; 30 min.

Bankers Life: White Cross Hospital Plan; Paul Harvey; 15 min.

Breatrice Foods: Thomas D. Richardson Co.; Breakfast Club; 10

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Breakfast Club; 15 min.

Campana Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Clairol: Breakfast Club: 10 min.

Ex-Lax: Newscasts; 20 min.

Food Specialties: Appian Way pizza pie mix; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

General Mills: Cheerios; Weekend Newscasts; 60 min.

Glamorene, Inc.: Wool. ru<; and upholstery cleaners: Breakfast Club;

GMC Truck Div Spvaki, f Spo, vith Hoi rd Cosell; 25

Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour; 30 min.

Billy Graham: religious; Hour of Decision; 30 min.

Harrison Home Products: Addiators; Newscasts; 50 min.

Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth; 30 min.

Kitchen Art Foods: Py-O-My Mixes; Breakfast Club; 10 min.

Krechmer Corp.: wheat germ; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

KVP Co.: freezer wrap, shelving paper: Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Maglo Products: silicone ironing board covers; Breakfast Club; 5

Midas Muffler: auto mufflers; Weekday Newscasts; 25 min.

Miller Brewing: Ili^h Life; Newscasts; 45 min.

Milner Products: Perma Starch, Pine-Sol; Breakfast Club; 10 min.

National Brands, div. of Sterling Drug: Dr. Caldwell's; Sunshine

Boys; 25 min.

Niogara Manufacturing Corp.: Breakfast Club; 30 min.

Oral Roberts' Broad-

Plough: Musterole, St. Josephs Aspirin, etc.; Newscasts ; 15 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 60 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; Weekday Newscasts; 25 min.; Weekend
Newcasts; 90 min.

Scndura Company: floor covering; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Scholl Monf.: Zino Pads; Breakfast Club; 10 min.

Van Nuys Savings and Loan Assn: Breakfast Club; 10 min.

Voice of Prophecy: institutional; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

World Vision, Inc.: religious; Dr. Bob Pierce; 30 min.

Dr. Thomas Wyatt: institutional; Wings of Healing; 30 min.

CBS
American Bird Products: Houseparty; 7% min.

American Home Foods: Ma Perkins, Dr. Malone; 20 min.

Armour: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Barbasol; Sports Time; 15 min.

Beechnut-Life Savers: Helen Trent, Nora Drake, Dr. Malone, Couple

Next Door; 50 min.

Galen Drake, Am Andy, Suspense,

Backstage Wife, Our (,al

Best Foods: Gunsmoke,
Johnny Dollar; 30 min.

Bristol-Myers: Helen Trent, Ma Perkins,

Sunday, Nora Drake, Dr. Malone; 32% min.

Campana Sales: Robt. Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Carnation Co.: Houseparty; 15 min.

Chun King Sales: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Clairol: Galen Drake, 5 min.

Colgate-Palmolive: Backstage Wife, 2nd Mrs. Burton, Our Gal Sun-

day, Dr. Malone; 37% min.

Comstock Foods: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Cowles Magazines: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Curtis Circulation Co.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Ex-Lax: City Hospital, Galen Drake, Gunsmoke, Johnny Dollar, FBI,

Sez Who, Amos 'n Andy; 55 min.

(Please turn to page 46)
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35
YEARS OF
PROGRESS...
AND A NEW
BEGINNING

The official dedication of WRC's new studios took

place on May 22nd. With its new facilities,

Washington's first radio station will continue to be

Washington's favorite radio station. .<^"*jH

WJ\ty * 980 Represented by NBC Spot Sales

NBC Leadership Station in Washington, D. C.



RADIO'S CURRENT CLIENT LIST

Ford Motor: Ford div.: World News Round-up. Arthur Godfrey, Ed-

ward R. Marrow, Musical Variety; 280 min.

Frito Co.: irthur Godfrey, 15 min.

General Electric: Houseparty, Arthur Godfrey; 22% min.

General Foods: Arthur Godfrey; 30 min.

General Mills: Gunsmoke, Amos V Andy. Galen Drake, Sez Who;
25 min.

General Motors: Chevrolet; News, Farm News, Business News, Sat-

urday Night Country Style; United Motors; Lowell Thomas, Sus-

pense; 162% min.

Gillette: Preakness; 30 min.

Glamorene: Couple Next Door, Houseparty; 45 min.

Grove Labs: No-Doz; FBI, Amos V Andy; 15 min.

Hartz Mountain Products: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Hertz Systems: Business Xews, News; 60 min.

Home Insurance Co.: Jack Benny; 30 min.

Hudson Vitamin Products: Garden Gate; 5 min.

Kendall Co.: Galen Drake, Robt. Q. Lewis, Amos V Andy; 15 min.

Kitchens of Sara Lee: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Knouse Foods: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Lewis-Howe Co.: Robt. (J. Lewis; 5 min.

Libby, McNeil & Libby: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.: Gunsmoke: 10 min.

Miles Labs.: Vews; 50 min.

Dumas Milner Products: Robt. Q. Lewis, Nora Drake, Ma Perkins,

Mr. Malone, Helen Trent; 45 min.

Mogen David Wine Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Niagara Therapy Mfg. Corp.: Arthur Godfrey, Robert Q. Lewis; 20

Nylonet Corp.: 2nd Mrs. Burton; 7% min.

Philip Morris: Vews; 5 min.

Pharma-Craft Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Plough, Inc.: Robt. Q. Lewis: 15 min.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.: Sports Time; 15 min.

Shulton, Inc.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

A. E. Staley: Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healey; 50 min.

Standard Brands: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Sterling Drug: Gunsmoke; 5 min.

:, Dr. Malone, 2nd Mrs.

Wm. Wrigley, Jr.: Pat Buttram Show, Howard Miller Show; 150 min.

ploring Tomorrow, Secrets of Scotland Yard; 25 min.; Gabriel

Heatter; adjacencies; 8 20-sec.

First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious; How Christian Science

Heals; 30 min.

General Electric: Kate Smith Shot

General Foods Corp.: Calumet H;

; 20 min.

Ling Powder; Gabriel Heatter

; Gabriel Heatter—

Gospel Hour, Inc.: The Gospel Hour; 25 min.

Billy Graham Evangelical Assn.: Billy Graham; 30 min.

Grey Industries, Inc.: Silvaplate, Rub-on-Silver, Silvacrystals ; News-

casts; 50 min.

Hudson Vitamin Corp.: Vitamins; Gabriel Heatter, Answer Man;
40 min.

Lee County Land and Title Co.: Lehigh Acres; Gabriel Heatter—
News; 10 min.

Lever Brothers: Pepsodent, Dove; Frank Singiser—News; 5 min.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.: L & M; News—John Wingate, True

Detective Mysteries, Squad Room, Exploring Tomorrow; 25 min.

P. Lorillard: Newport; newscast adjacencies; 24 20-sec.

Lutheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.

Dumas Milner Corp.: Pine-Sol, Perma Starch, Pine-Sol Room Deo-

National L. P. Council: Steve McCormick—News, John Wingate—

News, Ken French—News; 25 min.

the apeutic eqmpm ; News

Nylonet Corp.: Ice Cake; John Wingate—News; 15 min.

Pharmaceuticals: Serutan and Kreml; Gabriel Heatter; 10 min.

Quaker State Oil Refining Corp.: Game of the Day; 150 min.; Ken

French—News; 25 min.; Sports Flashes with Frankie Frisch; 30

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 30 min.

Reader's Digest: 40 newscasts, True Detective Mysteries, Squad

Room, Exploring Tomorrow; 235 min., 25 20-sec, 25 8-sec; Condensed

Book; Kate Smith; 35 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Winston; 15 20-sec. adjacencies.

Rhodes Pharmacol Co.: Imdrin; Gabriel Heatter—News; 5 min.

Sleep-Eze Co.: Sleep-Eze; News—Westbrook Van Voorhis, News—
Lester Smith; 45 min., 10 20-sec.

Tint 'n Set.: Henry Mustin—News, John Wingate—News; 30 min.

Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

Wings of Healing: religious; Wings of Healing; 60 min.

Word of Life Fellowship: religious; Word of Life Hour; 30 min.

MBS
America's Future: booklet; John T. Flynn—News; 5 min.

Bristol-Myers Co.: Bufferin; News—Steve McCormick, News—Ken
French, News Richard Rendell, News — Lyle Van, News— Lester

Smith, News Join, Scott; 30 min., 13 20-sec.

Christian Reformed Church: religious; Back To God; 30 min.

Colgate-Palmolive: Instant Shave, After Shave, and other men's
toiletries, Brisk toothpaste; Sportsreel with Bill Stern; 50 min.

Coty Products: 10 20-sec. adjacencies, 15 8-sec. adjacencies.

Down Bible Students Assn.: Frank X. Ernest; 15 min.

Ex-Lax, Inc.: Ex-Lax; True Detective Mysteries, Squad Room, Ex-

NBC
Allis-Chalmers: institutional ; Farm & Home Hour; 25 min.

American Motors: Rambler; Monitor; 55 min. (m-m)

American Tobacco: Lucky Strike; Monitor; Nightline; 50 min.

Behlen Mfg. Co.: Prefabricated farm buildings; This Farming Bust

Bell Telephone: Telephone Hour; 30 min.

Billy Graham Evangelistic Assn.: Hour of Decision; 30 min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Hourly News; 105 min. (m-m); Trushay 1

Bandstand, True Confessions, One Mans Family, 5 Star Matine*

Woman In My House, Pepper Young, Monitor; 20 min., 19 30-sec.
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Urn. & Wmsn.: Kools, Viceroy; Hourly News; 110

Calif. Packing Co.: Del Monte; Hourly News; 105

Carting Brew: Red Cap Ale; Monitor; 75 min.

Carter Products: Little Liver Pills; True Conft Woman In

of The World, 5 Star Matinee,

Various Shows; 12 30-sec. ; Breeze; Various

My House, One Man's Family, Net

Nightline; 50 min.

Dow Chemical: chemical prod.; Red Foley Show; 25 min.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Co.: Monitor; 50 min.

Evangelical Foundation: religion; Bible Study Hour; 30 min.

Evinrude Motors: outboard motors; Monitor; 25 min.

Ex-Lax: Ex-Lax; Bandstand, Pepper Young's Family, One Man's

Family, People Are Funny, Great Gildersleeve, Life & The World,

My True Story; 45 min., 5 30-sec, 2 6-sec.

Foster-Milburn: Doan's pills; My True Story, One Mans Family;

10 min.

General Electric: various products; Bandstand; 10 min.

General Foods: Calumet baking powder; Various Shows; 8 6-sec.

General Mills: Cheerios; Monitor; 50 min. (mm)

Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mate, Toni prod.; Boxing; 25 min.

Grove Labs: Fitch shampoo & hair prods.: Monitor: Nightline; 65

min.; No Doz; News of the World; 10 min

Heller Sperry; pearls; Bandstand; 5 min

A & M Karagheusian: Gulistan carpets; Monitor; 50 min.

Kiplinger Washington Agency: Changing Times magazine; 4 15-min.

prog.

Lever Bros.: R

Shows; 12 30-s<

Liggett & Myers: L&M; Monitor; 25 min.. (m-m)

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.

;
Olin Mathieson: auto radiator drainout; Monitor; 25 min., (mm)

Midas Muffler Shops: muffllers; Hourly News; 110 min., (m-m)

Morton Salt: salt; Alex Dreier—News; 5 min.

Mutual of Omaha: On the Line With Considine; 15 min.

North American Van Lines: moving; Monitor; 15 min.

Pobst Brew: Monitor; 50 min., (m-m) ; Various Shows: 10 30-sec.

Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin, Dr. Edward's
olive tablets, Mexana; Monitor, 55 min., (m-m) ; My True Story, 30

P&G: Gleem; Various Shows; 21 30-sec, 20 6-sec.

Quaker Oats: Quaker Oats and Mother's Oats; Various Shows; 4 30-

sec, 2 6-sec.

Q-Tips, Inc.: Bandstand, True Confessions, Woman in My House,
Mews of the World; 50 min.

RCA: appliances, radios, tv sets, etc.; Monitor; 50 min., (m-m)

Ralston Purina: feed division; Harkness—News; 25 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; 25 min.; Prince Albert;
Grand Ole Opry; 30 min.

Ruberoid Co.: roofing & siding; Monitor; 50 min.

Scholl Mfg. Co.: Zino Pads; Bandstand; 10 min.

Sterling Silversmith Guild: silverware; Monitor; 20 min.

'Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra; 75 min.

Swift & Co.: Allsweet marg.; True Confessions, My True Story,
Bandstand, Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee, Woman In My
House; 45 min., 7 30-sec.

United Insurance Co.: insurance; Monitor; 5 min.

Voice of Prophecy: religion; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

Westclox Div. of General Time; clocks, watches; Monitor; 20 min.,
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Middle Georgia's
FAVORITE

SWITCHBOARD
FEATURES

TonyPjvone
Ml over Middle Georgia listeners know that,

for more pure pleasure and information,

lothing beats SWITCHBOARD. Tony Pavone,

the master switcher, sits in for two hours
;very night, (8:35-10:35 p.m.) Mondays

listeners the

intorrr

The wide range of interviews on SWITCH-
BOARD ranges from a hypothetical inter-

view with Mr. Death in promotion of Death-
less Weekend to a long chat with Ceorgia's

top Lutheran preacher. Every night, Tony
talks with the folks who made news that

Listeners are finding that, for the very best,

it's always SWITCHBOARD. And, the sales

results are showing. Cet your line into the

Switchboard now and find out how "live"

radio can make more money for you in Mid-
dle Ceorgia.

1 0*000 WATTS
CBS

MACON, &A
NATIONAL REP

AVERY KNODEL



As critics demand more mature programing, SPONSOR ASKS:

How adult can television g

T\ viewers accept adult sex situ-

ations, reject the use of sex as

substitute for lack of talent. So
say three tv men in reply to

SPONSOR'S question of the week.

Howard M. Wilson, vice president i

copj director, Kenyon & Eckhardt, In,

Handled well

and wisely sex

does not offend

I feel gratified to lie called upon for

an answer because its publication

should stamp me as an expert on the

subject. After careful re-reading of

Kinsey, Ellis (Havelock not Jim), and

Max Lerner. and equally careful study

of the opposite sex, I have this to say:

Tv can and should get as adult as it

wishes about sex.

Before too many howls of protest

arise from the puritanical and howls

of glee from the prurient, let me point

out that the words "adult" and "sex"

must be clearly defined.

Today, the word sex in mass media
seems to be concerned with the display

of the female mammalian glands. I

have seen one of our most prominent
l\ in.c.'s waste precious minutes of

rehearsal time arguing with a screen

star about covering her cleavage.

I hese concerns are neither adult nor

particularly sexy. They are the sym-

bols of an immature society, the hall-

marks of the juvenile delinquents of

Bex. The) belong on the covers of

paperbooks in drugstores— if they be-

long anywhere. They provide censors

with work, and actually prevent them
from recognizing the truly adult kind

of sex. For the sake of friends who
may think I've grown old before u\\

time, a feu examples

:

Ingrid Bergman and Car) Granl

kissing each other with delicious in-

tensity while a series of doors opened

in delicate supei imposition on their

heads. I've described it miserably,

but if you've ever seen it, you're still

warm—if you're an adult. Remember,
both people were fully clothed and not

a dirty word was uttered.

The look in her eyes, sometimes the

curve of her lips, the twist of her well-

clothed body, whenever any good
Method actress talks of love with her

man.

Lauren Bacall kissing Humphrey
Bogart and telling him to whistle when

he wants her.

Those are adult. They are sex. And
the bluest-nosed censors can't take

them awav from us.

Roly Howe, production manager

department, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & R

Inc., New York

Not hoiv far

can / go, but

how far should

Sex on television is treated in many

ways.

We have its most popular form, the

out-and-out appearance on big variety

shows of people who are supposed to

be able to make up in sex appeal what

they lack in artistic talent.

Next, we have the discussion pro-

grams wherein some aspect of sex is

treated by a group of experts or spe-

cialists in the scientific or psychologi-

cal side of the subject.

Then there are dramatic programs

which have as their theme some sexual

problems which are developed in the

stor) line.

Lastly, there are the comedy shows

where suggestiveness with sexual over-

tones is frequently substituted for real

humor.

To be grown-up or adult about sex,

it would seem that one should be able

to accept it as a natural human func-

tion. Television depicts in one \\a\ or

another human functions with varying

degrees of realism and abstraction.

Often the two are successfully com-

bined. However, television too often

points up sex in a way which would

indicate that the responsible parties

thought of it as the only human func-

tion.

Perhaps the best guide for the indi-

viduals who find themselves faced with

the problem of presenting, discussing

or treating "sex" on television would

be to ask themselves "How far should

I want to go with this subject?" Too

often, it would appear that the ques-

tion is "How much can I get away

with?" The result is cleavage alone,

rather than a combination of artistic

integrity and physical attractiveness.

Fritz Lamont, producer, radio-tv pro-

graming dept.. Compton Advertising, Inc-

New York

l ery adult ij

subject is

The other night I happened to be

watching the Jack Paar Show which

has been titillating viewers in the late

evening hours for quite a few months

now and Mr. Paar had as one of hi-

guests Mr. Stockton Helffrich, the Di-

rector of NBC's Continuity Acceptance

Department, which is, as almost every-

one knows, just a fancy phrase foi

network television censor.

I am not quite sure why Mr.

Helffrich was asked to come on Mr.

Paar's Show except for the fact that he

is a very interesting and intelligent

man and, also, that there had been

rumors in the entertainment industry

that some of Mr. Paar's guests had

become a little too "off color" for

comfort. Mr. Helffrich explained that
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lout sex?

there was nothing really to worry

about and that the two or three inci-

dents in question were no more than

part of a pattern. This pattern seems

to be that there are always people or

groups who object to certain forms

that television must take in presenting

its entertainment and informational

wares to the public.

Television, since it is and should be

the medium of immediacy in our enter-

tainment world, must necessarily come
to grips with more problems that deal

with sex than theatrical motion pic-

tures.

The very fact that television is

dealing with situations in its dramatic

programs and news and interview pro-

grams that require a little more adult

thinking about the problem of sex

censorship is one that I think the net-

works have handled very well. If a man
has a mistress in a dramatic script

people are no longer surprised to find

that this relationship is very well de-

fined. I suppose the basis for all the

charges of "blandness" that have been

laid at the agency doorstep are based

upon the fact that television shows are

seen by a great many more people in

a great many more walks of life and
at a greater variety of hours than the

theatrical motion picture industry

could fondly hope for.

Mr. Helffrich said the following in a

recent Variety article and I quote:

"But what about the challenging new
ideas, the ground-breaking art, the

calculated risks taken not just to be

different but in refusal to be the same?
What about those grown up contribu-

tions whose very honesty is their de-

i fense against censorship? Well, as

far as I'm concerned, I say that as

long as the writer is honest and the

situation is honest in its treatment of

sex ),,u will find the American public

being very adult and that the letters of

protest will recede into the middle-
distance. But then, as Mr. Paar has
said "You're bound to get letters about
all of the things you do and they're

usually from the same people". ^

Plastics is only one of the new industries that rocketed Sanford,

Maine to national acclaim as "the town that wouldn't die" when

a major industry moved South a few years ago. Today Sanford

industries play a major role in the southwestern Maine region whose

nearly 700 plants employ over 44,000 workers. Their earnings

represent more than a fifth of the $1,110,896,000 effective buying

income' of the 13-county southern Maine-eastern New Hampshire

area.

SERVED AND SOLD BEST BY WCSH-TV

Latest ARB Metro just in (April 1958) again proves continuing

Channel 6 dominance: of 498 total quarter hours surveyed 64.9%

first places to WCSH-TV. 34.3% to nearest competitor. Ask any

WEED-Television man. (Preliminary: data SM Survey of Buying

Power subject to final revision.)

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND, MAINE



. . . that's how many times

Owen Spann estimates that

his alter ego, John Q. Pixie.

has interrupted him as he

introduces the finest in re

corded music, gives weather,

news and comments on any>

thing and everything!

This gremlin reads insult

ing letters, swaps gag lines,

and owes his existence to the

high falsetto at which Owen
can pitch his voice.

For commercials that will

be delivered in an attention-

riveting manner, place your

clients' sales messages on
either "Spann-The-Morning-

Man" or "Spannland" ... or

both!

Alabama's Oldest Station

Alabama's Newest Program

WAPI
BIRMINGHAM

The NEW Voice of Alabama
> d by

C h r

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^\ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is going into major markets

for its Whirl Liquid Shortening. The campaign kicks off this month:

minutes and chainhreaks are being used, with frequencies varying.

Buyer: Paul Roth. Agency: Benton & Bowles. Inc.. New York.

I Ai'enc) declined to comment.)

The Procter & Camble Co., Cincinnati, is slotting announcements

in major markets for its Ivory soap. Schedule starts this month, with

minutes and chainhreaks being used. Frequency varies from mar-

ket to market. Buyer: Ethel Weider. Agency: Compton Advertis-

ing. Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

The Armstrong Rubber Co., West Haven, Conn., is entering major

markets to push its tires. The campaign starts this month, runs for

15 weeks. Minute announcements during nighttiire segments are

being scheduled; frequency depends upon the market. Buyer:

Marion Jones. Agency: Lennen & Newell, Inc., New York. (Agency

declined to comment.)

Bristol-Myers Co., New York, is planning a big-budget campaign

in about 100 markets to introduce its news aerosol-powered Ipana

Touch-n-Brush. The schedule starts in June for 13 weeks. Min-

utes and chainhreaks are being placed, frequencies varying from

market to market. Buyer: Charles Willard. Agency: Doherty, Clif-

ford, Steers & Shenfield, New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO BUYS
Carter Products, Inc., New York, is planning a campaign in major

markets for its Arrid Deodorant Cream. The schedule starts 26 May

for seven weeks. Minutes during daytime slots are being used; aver-

age frequency: 10 per week per market. Buyer: Steve Suren. Agen-

cy: Sulliv

declined to (

Stauffer, Col well & Bayles, Inc.. New York. (Agency

DAVID

STARS IN

BRIAN

STARS

ZIVS
ALL NEW
IMPACT

SERIES

"TATTOO

The police find

body of

—dead but very

"alive" with intriguing

clues to his murdere

police decipher the cli

come to grips with the killer

UMtNfOf®*

NOW SHOOTING AT ZIV STUDI



Up goes Los Angeles into the number two spot! Steadily-rising retail sales have made metropolitan Los

Angeles the new number two market in the nation, up from third position last year. In the knxt 9-county

coverage area, retail sales have increased 621 million dollars in a single year. Television homes and

effective buying income have shot up, too. . .making a combination which can send your sales zooming.

Tell your story on knxt, Southern California's number one advertising medium, reaching nearly 60%
of all California's people and wealth! Last year, this year—always—knxt tops all competition in 7-station

Los Angeles, currently with a 29 % share of audience and a 2 1 % lead over the nearest competition.

knxt market data (and % of California reached): population 8,000,300 (56.0); h

sales $2,805,427,000 (56.5); drug store sales $379,078,000 (59.5); general merchandi
Sources: Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power," May 10, 1958; L. A. Nielsen,

CBS Owned

KNXT

lomes 2,478,318 (53.5); retail sales $11,567,162,000 (58.3); food store

51,410,067,000 (61.9); effective buying income $16,971,399,000 (56.2).

957 through March 1958; Television Magazine, March 1957-March 1958.

2, Los Angeles -Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
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Cascade Pictures of California, Inc., 1027 No. Seward St., Hollywood 38, Calif., HO 2-4



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
24 MAY 1958

Copyright 1958

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

Despite all the furor among the various Hollywood guilds for participation in

post-1948 feature films, N. Y. banking sources predict the only way they'll be-

come available to tv in large lots is via outright liquidation of the big studios.

The bankers—with heavy stakes in Hollywood studios—appear convinced that the unions

are most interested in keeping the post-1948 product off the tv market than in working out

a deal.

In the event of liquidations—and a couple of them are expected within the next two or

three years—there'd be nothing to worry about from the clamoring unions.

Take it from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, there's nothing to the report that Fal-

staff Beer is cancelling State Trooper.

Said the agency to FILM-SCOPE this week: The brewer is merely suspending State

Trooper in those markets where it's sponsoring the Game of the Week.

Present plans call for State Trooper's renewal in all 66 Falstaff markets when re-

newal time comes up in January. A glance at these Trooper's time clearances in the Falstaff

markets will suggest a pretty good reason why

:

Time Period

7:00- 7:30 p.m.

7:30- 8:00 p.m.

8:00- 8:30 p.m.

8:30- 9:00 p.m.

9:00- 9:30 p.m.

9:30-10:00 p.m.

10:00-10:30 p.m.

10:30-11 :00 p.m.

Number of Falstaff Markets

_ 3

2?>

1

1

Total 66

Considering the fact they're being offered as a single package by Screen Gems,
the 240 off-the-network Burns & Allen films will likely be used by many stations

for daytime stripping.

SG is reported to have paid McCadden $6 million for the collection.

Standard Oil of California is in the market for a second syndicated series, but

it hasn't yet found one it likes.

Calso wants a first-run dramatic-documentary show for institutional advertising in 24

markets to supplement Sea Hunt, which does a product job.

CBS TV Film's You Are There was considered, but Calso rejected it because it's a re-

run. BBDO is helping Calso conduct the search.

You can look forward to film series stars getting even more involved with their

sponsors' products.

In addition to personal appearance tours, series stars are now making sales-training films

and doing tie-ins with products.

Examples: Adolphe Menjou, Target star, and Duncan Rinaldo, star of Cisco Kid. Both

have made training films and sales pep talks for several sponsors.

(For further film developments see SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 9 and WRAP-UP, page 62.)
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

MARKETING WEEK
24 MAY 1958 The tv .I.D.'s Bristol-Myers shares with General Foods are being meshed smooth-

•ponsor publications imc. b' with one of the heaviest national promotions B-M ever turned loose behind one

of its products.

A three-week flight, now going on, is plugging the new one-ounce roll-on Ban deodorant.

Network tv is also being used, as are consumer magazines, supplements and point-of-sale mo-

tion displays for drug, variety, department stores and supermarkets.

The new size, selling at 73(*. is added to the l^-ounce size, which retails for 98<?. The

latter has been Ban's only size since it was introduced as the first roll-on deodorant about

three years ago.

One-ounce Ban meets two marketing problems head-on: (1) the consumer's

reluctance to spend more than $1 (including tax) for a deodorant and (2) the

flood of competitive roll-ons in the one-ounce size. Despite these problems, how-

ever, B-M reports Ban leading all other deodorants in dollar sales.

Timing of the promotion coincides with the usual spring-summer sales peak for deodor-

ants. The Ban campaign gets under way in earnest at the end of this month.

With the Ban promotion, Bristol-Myers is riding a rising market for deodor-

ants. Retail sales this year may well hit $100 million, compared with an estimated $90 mil-

lion in 1957, $77 million in 1956. In 1942, retail sales were less than $15 million.

An important factor in the deodorant boom is their increasing use by men.

It's estimated that about half of U. S. men use a deodorant. B-M is tapping this

market with its new Trig.

Though spring and summer see more consumption of deodorants than other times of the

year, its spreading use has cut down the differential.

Incidental note: Nearly all deodorants are also anti-perspirants these days. The only

major brand that isn't is B-M's Mum.

U. S. Steel's new tv and newspaper promotion for soft drinks in cans (see page

40) presents some unique—not to say formidable—marketing challenges to can-

makers.

• A major target are bottlers of Coca-Cola, Pepsi Cola and 7-Up, who account

for more than 70% of the soft drink business and have handsome investments in

bottling equipment. The Coca-Cola bottlers have recently spent considerable sums to tool

up for handling three new bottle sizes.

• While cans offer bottlers the theoretical opportunity of substituting one-man for two-man

trucks ("Men on the trucks carry an awful lot of glass and carry it both ways," commented

a can-making executive) , the Teamsters Union will be a tough bunch to deal with on this issue.

• Multiple packs as a means of merchandising soft drinks in cans is out initially

since bottlers will probably stress ways and means of getting consumers to sample

drinks in cans. And that means selling one can at a time.

• Can-makers don't expect much help from supermarket private brands since the supers

historically leave missionary work to others and then cash in after demand is established.

The problem of changing consumer habits is no minor one, either, but cur-

rent demand for soft drinks in cans is considered "plus" business. It is, in other

words, additional consumption by people who, for one reason or another, don't buy bottled

drinks.
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Gaiety, grace, poise are characteristics of this charr

southern city. Busy distribution point for America's s

east. Cultural center of art, literature, education.

Atlanta loves Bartell Family Radio ... its companionable

music, neighborhood news with thoughtful editorial capsules,

its sentimental reminiscences, exciting games for family fun.

More than a decade of Bartell radio leadership has produced

programing based upon local customs, tastes under local management.

Uniquely Atlanta in quality and manner, WAKE radio bears the

Bartell Family Radio stamp of scholarship, showmanship, salesmanship.

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by Adam Young, Inc. for WOKY The KATZ Agency
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Pooped pooch: Over 500 dogs entered contest run by WINS, N. Y.,

to find the New York's most pooped pooch—the dog who most needs a

week's vacation in Miami. Canine winner gets to take two persons

along on free trip, with a luxury suite, reserved box at the dog races

Focus Pokus: Rob Hope, with KYW-TV's newly installed

videotape recorder, makes sure that the cameras are perfectly

adjusted for his antics. Videotape showing Hope in vaudeville

routine was broadcast on the Arthur Murray Medal Ball program

Max- Basket, Will Travel: To cele

KABC, Los Angeles, "Country Amei

were delivered to consumer newspaper

(1. to r. ) Bebby Kay. Cinny Jack:

;rsary of

picnic baskets

i press by show's

Arnold Carr, Betsy Kay

Winner again: D-F-S contest winner Walter Teitz, received

$100 first prize from PGW a.e. William G. Walters (with

PGW a.e. Hap Eaton looking on) in WDSM-AM and TV contest

to calculate speed of first ship through Delutch Ship Canal

the ,: -I. to r.) Karen LeMasters, Julie Wil-

-"ii and I inda llm arc <-x<-i I<-<1 mn winning Wcstinghouse Broadcast-

'"-
- national singing contest. Trio talk- to Ca] Bollwinkle (r.)

ol \\i)\\ Fori Wayne, which sponsored them, and d.j. Marv Hunter

Certificate of Merit: Todd Storz of Storz Stationi

b) Mayoi del esseps S. Morrison lor the City of New Orleans foi

contribution of the former .Storz 1450 frequency to the fit
>

*-

schools. Storz WTIX has moved to newly acquired 690 frequency
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
The American Chicle Co. has been
ordered, by the FTC to stop im-

plying, without proof, that its
4Rol-

aids' are endorsed generally by
the medical profession.

The complaint charges that the com-

pany's tv commercials are decep-

tive, and orders that future advertise-

ments omit the "man in the white

coat."

The controlling stock of Hazel Bishop
was purchased this week by Matty
Fox's C & C TV, Inc.

Raymond Spector, president of Hazel

Bishop, sold his shares to C&C, but will

remain president and chief executive of

the company under a five-year contract.

Advertisers were urged this week,
to put "news" into their advertise-

ments. Maxwell Sackheim, head of

his own agency and exponent of the

hard sell technique, gave his views at a

Premium Club luncheon.

"Let's cut out the foolishness

and put more sell in our advertis-

ing," Sackheim said, "whether it's

publication advertising or radio
or tv advertising. Let's interest the

public—not ourselves."

With warm weather setting in, ad-

vertisers are beginning to kick-off

their summer campaigns. Here are

some of the latest buys

:

• Mars, Inc., will continue using

network tv during the summer months,

with alternate sponsorship of Circus

Boy and the Mickey Mouse Club. Both
on ABC-TV.

• Good Humor plans a heavy sum-
mer push on radio and tv. The radio

campaign features saturation spots on
KABC, L. A.; KDAY, Santa Monica;
KBIC, Avalon. Participations are

planned via KABC-TV, L. A.

• Sergeant's Dog Care Products,
will participate in two network tv

shows this summer

—

Jack Paar (NBC-
TV) and American Bandstand (ABC-
TV).
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( For more on summer buys, see

NETWORKS, WRAP-UP. )

• M. K. Goetz Brewing Co., kicks

off its summer campaign this week in

60 spot markets, for Country Club

Malt Liquor, via John W. Shaw, Chi-

cago. Nighttime tv and daytime radio

will be used.

New promotion: Piel Bros, is hold-

ing another consumer contest— this

one, called the "Barrels of Money"
sweepstakes, offers over $104,000 in

prizes. A heavy schedule of radio, tv

and print will be used to promote it.

Personnel placements: W. A.

Meddick, named president and gen-

eral manager, The Elwell-Parker Elec-

tric Co., Cleveland . . . Cory Clark,

named advertising manager, Star-Kist

Tuna . . . Robert Murphy, merchan-

dising coordinator, food division,

Heublin, Inc. . . . Sidney Gilmore,

merchandising manager, evaporated

milk division, Carnation Co. . . . John
Cail, advertising coordinator, western

division, Theo. Hamm Brewing Co. . . .

Robert White, marketing manager,

Barrett division, Allied Chemical Co.

. . . Nicholas Marchak, Claude Alex-

ander and Kenneth Michel, named
v.p.'s of Sun Tube Corp., a subsidiary

of American Can Co.

AGENCIES
Lennen & Newell was taking a

look this week at the Newport Jazz

Festival's for July broadcasts on
CBS Radio with a view to recom-
mending them for sponsorship to

Lorillard for Newport cigarettes.

The jazz concerts, incidentally, are

impresarioed by a member of the

Lorillard family.

CBS Radio has set a price of $10,000

"TAKE ME TO YOUR LEADER"

€w&94&\,
FILM PRODUCTIONS. INC.

•TELEVISION AND INDUSTRIAL FILMS 1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, NY. JUDSON 2-5730
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CONTACT ANY KATZ MAN

The merger of Kastor, Farrell,

Chesley & Clifford, Inc., and Hil-

ton & Riggio. Inc.. becomes effec-

tive 1 June.

The new agenc) . named Kastor,

Hilton, Chesley & Clifford, Inc.,

project annual billings at approxi-

mately $15 million.

Principal officers are: Peter Hilton,

president; H. Kastor Kahn, chair-

man: Charles Clifford, vice chair-

man: W. S. Chesley, Jr., chairman of

the executive committee and treasurer.

Other new agencies: Bernard
Cooper Advertising begins opera-

tions in N. Y. . . . Jack Dempsey
Enterprises opens an ad and public

relations firm in Chicago, in partner-

ship with George F. Florey.

Account appointments: DCS&S,
for CIBA Pharmaceutical Products'

nonprescription preparations . . .

BBDO, Chicago, for Conn Organ

Corp. . . . Ray Barron, Inc., for

G. H. Bent Co. . . . L. H. Hartman,
for Knickerbocker Mills Co. . . .

Moore & Co., for Ipcor Plastics.

Conn. . . . William Hart Adler, for

domestic and consumer advertising for

Shure Bros., Ill M. M. Fisher, for

Colden Hamburger Drive-In Corp. . . .

Ladd, Southward & Bentley, for

Bliss & Laughlin. 111. . . . Daniel F.

Sullivan, Boston, for Rockingham

Park, Salem. \. H. Jockex Club . . .

Fitzgerald Advertising, for Brown's

Velvet Dairy Products, New Orleans.

They were named v.p.'s: W. M.
Starkey, at BBDO . . . Robert Bode
and Robert M. Haig, at Kudner . . .

Horace D. Nalle, v. p. and general

manager in Philadelphia office, EWR-
&R . . . Robert Dellinger, v. p. and

manager of Dallas office. Grant . . .

Robert Roy, v. p. and member of the

executive board. Ross Ro\ Inc.

Leo Burnett has named two new

board members: Leonard Matthews,

v.p. in charge of media, and Edward
Theile, v.p. Henry Starr, marketing

supervisor, was named a v.p.

Other agency promotions: Edward
Kogan, appointed director of t\ radio

department, Joseph Katz Co. . . .

James Reifsnyder, director of media

department. Gray & Rogers, Phila. . . .

Michael Danyla, creative writer on

tv radio staff, Comstock & Co. . . .

Kate Rubin, to the copy staff, C. L.

Miller . . . Mirta Mulhare, creative

director, Robert Otto & Co. . . . Lee

King and Bernard Gross, to the

board of directors, Edward H. Weiss

. . . James Dodd, Edward Going,

Donald Moone, to SSC&B . . . Ken-

neth Bacon, account executhc. An-

derson & Cairns . . . Milton Bram.

director of merchandising and sales

promotion, Kuttner & Kuttner . . .

Calvin Holmes, copy chief, M. M.

Fisher Associates . . . Charles Blake-

more, to the creative staff, Mc-E, Chi-

cago . . . August Tonne, production

manager, Keyes, Madden & Jones. Chi-

cago . . . Grover Allen, to the tv de-

partment. Geoffrey Wade AdvertisM

CESAR
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REPS
Bob Eastman has about completed
the basic personnel alignment for
the three offices his rep organiza-
tion (Robert E Eastman & Co.)
has opened.

The setup as it now stands:

NEW YORK: Eastman will function

as manager of this office as well as

company president. Jerry Danford
and Lee Lahey have joined the sales

staff. (A third salesman will be added
)

SAN FRANCISCO: Dick Schutte,
formerly with KCBS, will he westcoast
manager.

CHICAGO: Dick Arbuckle, for-

merly of NBC Spot Sales, will be mid-
west manager. (He'll add a salesman.)
Eastman will announce his list of

charter stations in June.
Irene Bolline is secretary-treasurer

Bringing the mountain to Moham-
med: The radio division of Bob Dore
Associates has a new twist. If a buy-
er can't visit the radio station,
Dore's salesmen bring the station
to the buyer.

The reps call on buyers armed with
tape recorders, station tapes, pictures
of the city, group pictures of average
listeners, and taped interviews with lo-
cal advertisers who use the station, tell-
ing the type of response they get.

'

Rep appointments: Venard, Bin-
toul & McConnell, for KAKE Wich
ita Kansas

. . . Blair TV, for KOVR-
IV, Sacramento-Stockton

. Art
Moore and Associates of Seattle and
Portland, for KHSL, KHSL-TV, Chico
and KVCV, Redding ... McGavren-

,

Vumn Corp., for KDAN, Eureka, Cal.

NETWORKS
NBC-TV is in the throes of repro-
graming it8 daytime schedule.

,

Ur new 8hovvs are slated to
debut 30 June.
Two of the programs—scheduled inp 2-3 p.m. time period, will be in

color. Here's a rundown of the day-»me programs:
2-2:30 p.m.—Lucky Partners, quiz.
2:30-3 p.m.—Haggis Baggis, game
type.

3-3:30 p.m.—Today Is Ours, serial.
3:30-4 p.m.—From These Roots,
serial.

Queen for a Day continues in the
4-4:45 p.m. time slot and Modern
Romances follows.

sponsor • 24 may 1958 ;
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In Detroit, the kids love Channel 9. There isn't a more
loyal group of TV fans than those that watch CKLW-
TV cartoons. The ratings show it . . . the response
proves it! You'll be amazed at some of the sales suc-
cess stories. Ask our representative or write direct.

325,000 Watts

Young
Television Corp.

GUARDIAN BLDG. • DETROIT 26, MICH.



WCD
producers of

THE FINEST IN FILMS

offers

quality and service

Production know-how

and creative ability

born out oi

years of experience

iti motion picture making

i- your assurance of

quality and service

when working with

our team.

Wondsel Carlisle &
Dunphy, Inc.

1600 Broadway, IN.Y. 19

Circle 7-1600

Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS-TV Net-

work v.p., affiliate relations, re-

tires this week, as a result of ill

health. This marks the end of nearly

30 years service with the network.

New tv network sales:

On ABC-TV: Rough Riders, set in the

Reconstruction days, debuts Thursday,

1!! September, 9:30-10 p.m. P. Loril-

lard, through Lennen & Newell, spon-

sors . . . The Baseball Corner, a behind-

the-scenes look at the sport, bows Sun-

day, 1 June. 0-9:30 p.m. General
Mills, through Knox Reeves, sponsors.

Tv network renewals:

• On ABC-TV: Zorro, by A.C.

Spark Plugs and Seven Up . . . The

Voice of Firestone, by Firestone Tire &

Rubber . . .

• ON NBC-TV: The Alcoa-Good-

year Theatre, by the Aluminum Co. of

America and Goodyear Rubber . . .

Cavalcade of Sports, by Gillette Safety

Razor Co. . . . The Perry Como Show,

by Sunbeam. American Dairy, Kim-

berly-Clark, RCA, Noxzema and a new
order, the Chemstrand Corp.

Network notes: R. J. Reynolds, for

Salem cigarettes, will sponsor Anybody
Can Play, debuting on ABC-TV 6 July,

replacing Adventures of Scott Island

. . . College All-Star Football Game will

air over ABC-TV for the fourth con-

secutive year on 15 August. Sponsors

include Mennen and Liggett &
Meyers . . . Adorn Hair Spray, will

sponsor The Adorn Playhouse, a sum-

mer replacement on CBS-TV. to air

Tuesdays. 8:30-9 p.m.

New affiliate: WCHS-TV, Charles-

ton, W. Va., becomes an ABC-TV
primary affiliate 1 July.

Network promotions and cam-
paigns:

• To publicize ABC-TV's Do you

Trust Your Wife?, and to tie-in its

sponsor, ihe Food Fair Super Mar-
kets, a specially equipped house-

trailer staffed by interviewers will visit

the sponsor's stores each week to inter-

view married couples for the show's

contestants.

• NBC Radio begins an intensive

campaign to stimulate summer sales

of food and other items connected

with eating outdoors. The theme:

eating outdoors is convenient, easy and

fun.

1

l

2 million

people

are served by

CHANNEL *iJ
from the

Highest Tower

in the South
(5th highest in the world)

at Augusta, Ga.

1 ,292 feet tall

1 ,375 feet above

average terrain

1 ,677 feet above

sea level covers . . .

more of So. Carolina

than any So. Carolina

station, PLUS . . .

more of Georgia than

any station outside

of Atlanta.

maximum power . . .

100,000 watts

low band VHF

NBC & ABC networks

CHANNEl *U
AUGUSTA

Represented by Hollingbery
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Strictly personnel: Sid Garfield,

appointed director of press informa-

tion, CBS, radio . . . Ted Cott, named
v.p. in charge of o&o tv and radio oper-

ations, NTA-TV . . . Charles Stein-

berg, director of information services,

CBS-TV . . . Richard Golden, direc-

tor of sales presentations, CBS-TV . . .

ASSOCIATIONS
Television members of the NAB
and manufacturers have been
asked for an additional $75,000
by the Television Allocations Study
Organization, so it could complete its

report by the end of this year.

The request also includes mem-
bers of the Association of Maxi-
mum Service Telecasters, Inc.

TASO explains that its program is

now in an advanced stage and that the

additional money is needed to per-
mit completion of that study as
well as compilation of data gath-

,

ered with the aid of some 230 engi-

neers from 130 organizations.

New president : Donald McGan-
non, president of Westinghouse Broad-
casting Co., succeeded John Daly as
RTES president.

RAB's new format for sales
meetings, at work for the past month
in its area sales clinics, includes
these ideas :

• An 'autopsy on success' treatment.

• Attendance limited to stimulate
group participation.

• Presentations specifically geared
to the market under discussion.

Selling optimism: The Tennessee As-
sociation of Broadcasters is espousing
a campaign to eliminate recession
mongering and to sell in a positive
manner.
The theme "Tennessee Means

Business", will be exploited by 54
radio and tv stations.

They were elected

:

The Association of Broadcasting
Executives of Texas elected these
officers for 1958-59: president, How-
lard Fisher, radio/tv director, Rogers

p Smith; v.p., WaUis Ivy, of Avery

-

Knodel; secretary, Frances Banister,
Crook Advertising Agency; treasurer,
Gene Cuny, of KRLD-TV, all Dallas.
Other appointments : Patti Sea-

right, program director, WTOP,

TV-TULSA covers 45 counties where

THERE ARE 340,423
TV FAMILIES

Within the "fabulous 45" are 31 Oklahoma

counties where the retail sales equal half of

Oklahoma's total — the half you can't reach

without TV-TULSA. Counties in Kansas,

Missouri and Arkansas are a bonus to this rich

Oklahoma market.

you get the fabulous 45. 'Jj

ONLY [with

'.\t
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Washington, elected 2nd v.p. "I the

Women's \<1 Club of Washington, D.

C. ... II. Needham Smith, sales

manager, W TRF-T\ . \\ heeling, elec-

ted Governor of the 5th district of

\! \ . . . J. Paul Scurlock, of the

Bell Telephone Co., eleeted president of

the Pittsburgh Radio and TV Club.

FILM
MCVs take-it-or-leave-it price in

San Francisco lor the Paramount
library is 82.5 million.

MGM package went for $1.8 million

in the same market.

I? looks like De Soto might be in

the market for a syndicated series.

Plans however, haven't been complete-

l\ firmed yet.

AAP reports $4 million in sales

for the first two months in the

second quarter.

To date the Warner feature library

has been sold in 145 markets, and the

cartoon library in 95.

United Artists will enter the film

syndication field this fall, when it

plans to market several half-hour

series nationally, regionally and
locally.

This is disclosed this week in I .A. s

first annual report to its stockholders.

The company also reported an increase

of tv feature sales to $4.7 million in

1057 from $2 million in 1956.

Re new series: Two new series

went into syndication sales this

week: CNP's Danger is My Business

and CBS TV Films Silent Saber.

Danger is My Business, available in

both color and black-and-white, is a

documentar\. dealing with perilous oc-

cupations. It's been filmed on location

all over the world.

Silent Saber is added to CBS's long

list of war dramas. This one's based on

the American Revolution.

Sales:

• Best Foods (through Guild, Bas-

rom & Bonfigli i ha- renewed Harbor

Common,/ on WABC-TV, New York,

loi \ucoa Margarine.

• Liebmann Breweries' Rhein-
gold Beer (through Foote, Cone St

Belding) purchased MCA's State

Trooper in New ^<nk tor Wednesday's

10:30 p.m. lime Blol on WKCATV.

(.in rent show in the time is Code •>

• In three weeks on the market.

Screen Gems' Son of Shock group of

20 features has been sold in 15 mar-

kets.

• The Canadian Broadcasting

Co. this week bought Screen Gems'

Casey Jones for its English-speaking

network. CBC also purchased the

Triple Crown package of 52 features

for the CBC Winnipeg station. CBWT-
TV.

NTA this week was awarded an in-

junction which will keep United

Artists from acquiring the remain-

der of AAP stock, at least for a

while.

The injunction states thus: United

I Artists is enjoined from procuring

AAP stock, dissolving AAP, trans-

ferring film to itself, and borrowing

substantial sums of money with film

as the security.

Application for the injunction was

made on the basis that NTA signed an

fgreement with AAP majority stock-

holders to procure the stock itself.

Strictly personnel: MCA this week

added five new sales executives: John
R. Overall, to the New York syndica-

tion sales staff; John Spires, to the

European sales staff; Dan Dempsey,
to the northwest syndication sales staff;

Boyd Mull in-, to San Francisco; and

Jack Robinson, who will be based in

St. Louis.

In other changes. Lynne Kraut-

hamer, named station servicing direc-

tor, and Charles Zagrans, mid-Atlan-

tic NTA Pictures district manager,

both at NTA . . . Irving Feld, elected

sales vice-president, Guild Films . . .

John F. Logue, to the Pittsburgh of-

fice of Wilding Pictures, as account

executive.

Two noteworthy resignations: Rob-
ert Schmid, has left NTA, where he

spent three months as stations relations

v.p., to concentrate on his own station

acquisitions . . . Chuck Wasserman
has resigned from Transfilm, where he

was staff motion picture director.

TV STATIONS
John Cole, director of tv and radio

for the Buchen Co., told Illinois

News Broadcasters Association

meeting how he appraises news-

casts.

Here are some of his reasons on
why newscasts make good bets for

advertisers.

• News lends itself to producing
identity and authority for spon-

sors.

• If the sponsor buys enough news-

casts at a certain time slot on the same

station, the product will be identi-

fied with the station's news presen-

tations.

• These three things are important

when buying news: good produc-

tion, a personable newscaster, and
a distinctive program format.

Promoting contests: Frank Cork-

ery, of Richard A. Foley Ad agency,

Philadelphia, is top man in WVUE,
Philadelphia's "Prize-Vues" contest.

He correctly identified various vues of

PAT
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LOOK WHAT
DEVELOPED!

Delaware Valley, and for it, wins a

1958 Ford.

• Anyone for a three-week tour

of Europe? Ed Fisher, newscaster

on WJW-TV, Cleveland, has organ-

ized a European trip for his viewers.

He will be offering this jaunt via Star

Matinee, each weekday.

WHCT, Hartford, will provide tv

eoverage of the 1958 Insurance
City Open. The CBS station will again

draw from network facilities to pro-

vide Hartford fans not able to attend

the ICO tourney in person, a first hand
account of the event.

Eugene F. McDonald, Zenith Ra-
dio Corp. president-founder and
pay-tv^s most zealous proponent,
died this week at the age of 68. He
got into the electronics field at the be-

ginning of the '20s.

Kudos: The Institute for Education
by TV and Radio of the Ohio State

University presented awards to WBZ-
TV, Boston, for Witness Against

Himself (cultural category); WJZ-
TV, Baltimore, for Adventures in

Number and Space (children and

youth category) ; WBNS-TV, Colum-
bus, Ohio, for Imagineering (personal

and social problems category) . . .

Add kudos: KTBC-TV, Austin, re-

ceived a certificate of honor from the

University of Texas for educational

broadcasting . . . WRC-TV, Wash-
ington, D. C, won five awards from

the American Association of Univer-

sity Women for its programing.

Strictly personnel: Claude Wheel-

er, named general sales manager,

WCHS-TV, Charleston, W. Va
Joseph Evans, Jr., general sales man-

ager, WVUE-TV, Philadelphia . . .

Tony Kraemer, sales development di-

rector, Crosley Broadcasting Corp. . . .

Syd Kavaleer, general sales manager,

WNTA-TV, N. Y. . . . Gene Blanpied,

to the sales staff, KOOL-TV, Phoenix

. . . Ralph Rowland, to the announc-

ing staff, KOA-TV, Denver ... Ray

Smucker, sales manager, KVAR-TV,

Phoenix . . . R. J. Butterfield, named

v.p. in charge of sales, KMSP-TV, Min-

neapolis-St. Paul . . . Fred Segal, ad-

vertising director, WNTA-TV, N. Y.

. . . Marvin Mews, staff director,

WXIX, Milwaukee.
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RADIO STATIONS
How the Minit Car Wash in Wheel-

ing, W. Va., came to increase its

schedule on WHLL:
Without the knowledge of any of the

radio stations in the area, this spon-

sor checked the radio dials of

5,353 cars as they came in for a

washmg. Over a three weeks period,

thev found that 72% of the settings

were at WHLL.

Contests, promotions and stunts:

• The Flint Broadcasters Asso-

ciation is sending the winner of their

National Radio Month contest to a

cottage on Lake Huron for two weeks

with everything furnished for the

family.

• WINS, N. Y. is looking for the

city's 'cabbie of the week' and is ask-

ing listeners to send in their nomina-

tions.

• WGAR, Cleveland, celebrated

Mothers Day by having the wives of

staff personalities take over their

chores.

Station members of the A-BUY

THE BIG "T" IN

WES
MON

ERN
ANA

KMSO-Ch. 13

Television

Tremendous coverage

Terriffic results

ASK GILL-PERNA

KMSO- MISSOULA

group in California elected these

new officers:

Chairman, Robert Dumm, of

KROY, Sacramento; vice chairman,

Robert Harman, commercial man-

ager, XEAK, L. A.; director, Herbert

Wixson, general manager, KGEE.
Bakersfield; treasurer, Knox La Rue,

president, KSTN, Stockton.

Also elected: W. Frank Harden,

managing director, WIS, Columbia.

S. C, elected v. p., Columbia Sales

Executive Club.

Station transfer: KGKO, Dallas,

was purchased by the Balaban stations

this week, subject to FCC approval.

Awards: KITE, San Antonio, top

honor for news coverage by Sigma

Delta Chi, national journalistic frater-

nity . . . W-GTO, Cypress Gardens,

a certificate of merit for fostering the

promotion and sale of Florida products

. . . WHBC, Canton, Ohio's series.

// Happened Yesterday, selected as the

best institutional radio show, at the

convention of the Public Utilities Ad-

vertising Association . . . WADS, An-
sonia, received first award for its

Valley Health Story series, from The
Institute for Education by Radio and

TV of Ohio State University.

RESEARCH
Here are LNA-BAR's estimated ex-

penditures for the top 25 network
accounts for the initial quarter of

1958, as released by TvB:

1.

ADVERTISER

P&G
General Motors

Chrysler

General Foods

Lever Brothers

Colgate-Palmolive

Bristol-Myers

American Home
Ford

R. J. Reynolds

Gillette

Kellogg

American Tobacco

Liggett & Myers

Pharmaceuticals

Sterling Drug
P. Lorillard

General Mills

Revlon

National Dairy

Brown & Williamson

RCA

GROSS TIME

$11,933,899

5,391,337

5,232,263

5,165,950

5,070,603

5,020,935

4,842,986

4,683,316

3,725,625

3,591,865

3,393,602

2,966,246

2,830,380

2,817,789

2,489,475

2,071,018

2,052,309

2,036,713

1,976,432

1,964,719

1,761,773

1,590.932

• Live-look quality

• Immediate playback-

no processing

• Practical editing

• Record from studio or

remote camera

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable

• Lowest overall cost
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up! OP! UP!
14 out of 15 322 FIRSTS
ROCHESTER out of 455
FAVORITES COMPETITIVE QUARTER HOURS

In Rochester, N. V.

IT ALL
ADDS UP TO

Eastman Kodak 1,455,4

Philip Morris 1,452,8

General Electric 1,351,3

Here are LNA-BAR's estimated ex-

penditures for the top 25 network
brand advertisers for January-
March 1958 as released by TvB:
RANK ADVERTISER GROSS TIME 1

1. Tide $2,325,404 |
2. Ford 2,152,418 1
3. Anacin 2,060,660

4. Bufferin 2,056,099

5. Winston 1,820.088 1
6. Chevrolet 1,669,850

7. Plymouth 1,667,917
|

,

8. Dodge 1.649.153 J
9. Viceroy 1.331.992

10. L & M 1.205.213 '

11. Colgate Toothpaste 1,157,837 1
12. Wisk 1,112,979 »
13. Gleem Toothpaste 1,083,972

14. Kent 1.058.175

15. Fab 1,036,916

16. Prudential 1.026.170

17. Chesterfield 1.015,086

18. Cheer 989.356

19. Camel 970,956

20. Pall Mall 966,255

21. Geritol 964,497

22. Hit Parade 906,880

23. Eastman Kodak 895,487

24. Mercury 888.381

25. Bell Telephone 858,387

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotation* : Follow-

ing stocks in air media arld related

fields are listed each issue w ith quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day one week ago. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Smith.

Tues. Tues.

Stock May 13 May 20 Change

New York Stock Exchange

AB-PT 17' s 17%
AT&T 175% 177% +1%
Avco 6% <r

;

,

CBS "A" 29% 31% +2
Columbia Pic. 15% 17% +2
Loew's 16 L6% t- %
Paramount 36% 37% +1
RCA 33% 33

Storer 24% 24%
20th-Fox 27 30 +3
Warner Bros. 18% 18% +- w
Westinghouse 58% 57% %

American Stock Exchange

Ulied Vrtists 3% 4 i
'-•

Usoc, \.i Prod. 9% 9%
C&C Super :;

i 1% 1 %
DumontLabs 3% 3% \ '<s

GuildFlms 3% 3% + w
\T\ 8% 8%

SPONSOR • 24 mai L958
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BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR!

"BASICS serves as a valuable reference on all phases of the

business, and has on numerous occasions proved a real life saver."

DiCk McKeeVer Radio/TV Time Buyer, BBDO

"As a media planning tool, FALL FACTS BASICS intelligently provides

source material that we find invaluable."

Philip Branch Media Supervisor, Grey Advertising Agency

"BASICS is an important document in terms of reference information,

and I find it extremely helpful for data required in a hurry."

L.T. Fisher Media Director, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

"Sponsor's FALL FACTS BASICS is a handy reference source on the

basics of Broadcasting, designed for year-round use.

Bigger and better with each edition. My only complaint is, it gets

borrowed too often."

Jeremy D. Spragiie Time Buying Supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh

"If one wants information in a hurry, BASICS contains most

information buyers need and use. I think it a tremendous job."

Lee Rich V. P. — Associate Media Director, Benton & Bowles

"Sections 3 and 7 are particularly important to me and for the people

in the media buying area. I make good use of the statistical

information for media plans, when trying to project ideas to clients."

Harold Sieber Media Supervisor, Kenyon & Eckhardt

"You can't fool people like Ruth Jones, Jayne Shannon and

their time buying associates. If it doesn't have it they won't use it.

FALL FACTS has it— and we wouldn't be without it."

Jim LUCe Associate Media Director, J. Walter Thompson

No other book will be as vital a factor in helping

time buyers and other decision makers

finalize their fall buying plans this summer.

TO GET YOUR SHARE OF NATIONAL SPOT BUSINESS

"BASICS" IS YOUR BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR

Deadline 1 July • Publication 19 July

Sponsor, 40 E. 49th Street, New York 17, New York

_page(s) in SPONSOR'S T2th annual FALL FACTS BASICS.Reserve—

My position preference(s) is:

a TV SECTION DTIMEBUYING BASICS DRADIO BASICS DTV BASICS

RADIO SECTION DFILM BASICS ^MARKETING BASICS

FIRM-

RATES: full page-

% page

—

_$525

_$390

Vs page_

Va page—

_$305

_$215
MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
Same as regular issue of SPONSOR
except bleed pages mult measure

8%" x 12%" per page.



(heat; A66a*»t4 of Mmk, Stntfott

PULSE REPORT^
a 3 months study
of listening habits

revealsWVNJ
has more listeners

in essex county
than any radio station

in NewYork or New Jersey
Essex County: population 983,500

Effective Buying Income $2,324,743,000

per family E.B.I.— $7,940

Source: Sales Management

—

Survey of Buying Power -May 1957

WW ^f 1^1 JB Newark, New Jersey

RADIO STATION OF %\m JJflwavk £cws

A copy of this revealing report will be mailed to any advertiser or agency.
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L
What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

i* WASHINGTON WEEK
wm
24 MAY 1958

This was the week when the House Legislative Oversight subcommittee was
cwyriiht tan scheduled to get back into the headlines.

SPONSOR PUBLICATION* IMC.

Testimony about illegal approaches to FCC commissioners in contested tv cases, plus

other revelations, were counted upon by subcommittee chairman Oren Harris to turn the

trick.

Meanwhile Harris and Rep. John Moss (D., Calif.) agreed that Congress should pass

legislation taking the profits out of selling stations.

They had heard testimony that you don't even have to have a station to sell to make your

fortune: you need only file for a channel and you get bought out by the other applicant.

Other highlights of the probing included:

• Testimony from Library of Congress expert James P. Radigan to the effect that the FCC
is less than consistent in contested tv cases.

• A statement by a subcommittee staff member, Robert McMahon, that contestants fre-

quently thumb their noses at the FCC and decide among themselves who is to get a contested

channel.

Radigan cited one case that caused some eye-brow lifting. In commenting on the criteria

used by the FCC in deciding channel designations, Radigan told about McClatchy being dis-

qualified in California because of newspaper interests, while in Boston the Herald-Traveler

won out over other qualified bidders.

The FCC's Barrow Report hearings went into the spot sales situation.

Network affiliates represented by CBS and NBC spot sales testified that there is nothing

wrong with such representation.

The Station Representatives Association testified that there was a great deal wrong with it.

Jay Wright, KSL, Salt Lake City, and Glenn Marshall, Jr., WMBR, Jacksonville, spoke

up for light affiliates represented by CBS Spot Sales. Nathan Lord testified for his own

WAVE, Louisville, but NBC spot sales also represents six other TV stations.

The Barrow Report recommendation that networks be barred from such representation

would deprive the stations of the best reps available, the affiliates argued. They agreed that the

networks represent so few stations there can be no monopoly question.

Lloyd Griffin, who led off for the station reps, denied any anti-network bias, but said

"national spot and network are, by their very nature, highly competitive."

Frank Headley, of H-R, called for the "restoration of full and free competition" by

prohibiting the networks from representing stations in spot.

Eugene Katz, of the Katz agency, outlined a "stations reserved time" plan as a sub-

stitute for option time, which would have the effect of opening up more time on affiliated

stations for the sale by these stations.

The deadline for filing with the FCC on the proposal by the daytimers for ex-

tended operating hours has come and gone.

Although many big industry names filed, and hundreds of small stations contributed

their opinions, nothing new was said at all.

The daytimers spoke of changed listening habits. They said people now prefer local sta-

tions. It was also argued that only the local station can give warnings of natural dis-

asters, and school closings.

NBC, Westinghouse, General Electric, DuMont, a few clear channel stations, and dozens

of regional stations argued that daytimers would interfere with themselves.

'ONSOR • 24 MAY 1958



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
24 MAY 1958 Shades of a practice that was quite common in the early days of network radio:

sponsor publications inc. In submitting a list of recommended shows to a tobacco client, an agency this week in-

cluded one that didn't even exist—all it mentioned was a Hollywood name.

Hubbell Robinson, Jr., CBS TV programing executive v.p., says there's nothing to

the report he may join General Motors as tv supervisor.

He has, however, been helping GM find somebody.

In some markets, spot advertisers who buy at national rates are finding it not too

hard to even the score with competitors who wrangle the local rate.

If they squawk loud enough, the station mollifies them with free announcements.

Just to show how industriously Marion Harper got himself back into the West-

inghouse account: He personally, along with executive v.p. Robert Healy, made the pitch

to Pittsburgh on the $ll-million Desilu series.

Credit for the original groundwork on the deal goes to Terry Clyne.

The Madison Avenue contingent of job-seekers has been swelled lately by agen-

cy people out of Detroit.

Says one Detroiter: "The agencies out there are confident of a sharp pickup in the fall,

but a lot of us are looking elsewhere just the same."

Here's how a topflight agency got into a client's doghouse this week:

It failed to tell him about the availability of a niche on a network series which had

clobbered his own show off the air this season.

The miffed client felt that the agency should have apprised him of the opening

before rushing another one of its accounts into the bidding.

A major agency is set to resign a toiletries account because:

The commissions aren't worth the strain of trying to please the client (whose

reputation for eccentricity and toughness is no secret to the trade).

Another of his agencies has found him relatively easy to take. Its formula is to

keep him at arm's length socially and never press for approbation.

The retirement this week of Herb Akerberg at CBS removed the last of the sta-

tion relations pioneers from the business.

It also recalled one of CBS' grand tactical moves of the 1930s: the breaking down

of NBC's nearly exclusive alignment of powerhouse affiliates.

Some of the weaning away of the 50,000-watters came about by the buying-in route;

others by paying stations like WJR, Detroit, and KMBC, Kansas City, their full national

cardrate.

The other historic tactic: Snatching away NBC's big names—like Jack Benny, Edgar

Bergen, and Amos 'n' Andy via the capital gains route.
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Ye Cods, these men work for us!

And that word work just isn't strong enough! Five years

ago we were naive enough to think two men might be

enough to bring in the news-two men plus the usual photog-

raphers and correspondents living within a 75 mile radius.

But last year we added a third man-and now a fourth.

Today we know we've only made a beginning in our

development of the kind of television news the folks in

the Land of Milk and Money expect and deserve.

NOW 400,000 TV HOMES

1,350,000 POPULATION

42% RURAL—58% URBAN

1,750,000,000 RETAIL SALES

SMALL CITIES . . . BIG FARMS

Haydn R. Evans, Gen. Mgr.

Rep. Weed Television

WBAY ch. 2 GREEN BAY
24 may 1958



Maybe there's only a fine line of distinction,

but it's a point to consider when you plan a

sales campaign. Mass selling demands reaching

as many people as possible. But, do all who
listen . . . hear?

If you want your sales message heard,

understood and acted upon . . . your best buy is

KOA-RADIO! Millions of people throughout the

rich Western Market set their radio dial at 850
to hear their favorite NBC and regional per-

sonalities. KOA's brand of daily programming

skillfully integrates these highly-rated personali-

ties with programs that inform, entertain, serve

. . . and sell!

Let KOA-RADIO prove to you that hearing

outsells listening!

Represented nationally by

HENRY I. CHRISTAL COMPANY, INC.

AS D.J.'s SEE IT

{Cont'd from page 39)

attracted considerable interest of late,

the d.j.'s sounded off with a variety

of observations and suggestions.

Perhaps in some measure their

replies reflect the policies of their sta-

tions inasmuch as some regard mer-

chandising as a much less important

arm of air advertising than do others.

"Our money," said one d.j.. ''is

spent for a better purpose—promoting

the entire station." A few others sub-

scribed to this school of thought, feel-

ing that the building of a station audi-

ence plus good programing and well-

delivered commercials was sufficient

sales stimulus.

But the vast majority (about 70^ )

of the responding jockeys favored in-

store promotion as the realistic tie-in

to radio commercials. This was in

reply to a dual question put to them by

SPONSOR: "In your community, how
can you give more help to advertisers

through merchandising?" And "What
merchandising methods have you found

to be particularly successful?"

Here are some of the methods sug-

gested in use by the stations and joc-

keys: (1) Personal appearances by

d.j.'s in stores and supermarkets; (2)

In-store interviews; (3) Special tie-in

displays set up in drug chains or

supermarkets linked to the radio per-

sonality but not necessarily demand-

ing his presence; (4) Merchandising

sampling or giveaways at point-of-sale.

Talking to regional meetings of the

client company was regarded by many

d.j.'s as an effective way to whet the

enthusiasm of dealers and salesmen for

the radio show with which their com-

pany is identified. Many d.j.'s feel that

the morale of a sales staff or dealers

group can be improved by getting to

know the local stars who are givin

them "air support."

A number of d.j.'s felt that ad\er-

tisirm clients could profit by working

out product tie-ins with their local sta-

tion's promotions and contests, through

car cards or pick-up slips on sttfflS

counters that link their product B
their local radio stars. Another effec-

tive means of promotion is product

giveaways on remote shows.

About 30% of the d.j.'s felt there

might be a case for more tie-ins of

products to community affair-. Main.

however, regard this in poor taste, or

as one disc jockey replied to the

question
—

"Hell, no!" W
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U. S. STEEL

i Cont'd from page 40)

"The introduction of soft drinks in

cans was. unfortunately, a little pre-

mature." says Robert C. Myers, direc-

tor of market development, U. S. Steel

Corp.. explaining the high initial rate

uf acceptance, and the subsequent fall-

off in sales.

"The high rate of sales in 1953,

when they were first introduced on a

major basis, seems to indicate a strong

market potential for canned soft

drinks," Myers points out. "It shows

that many buyers are willing to pay

a small premium for the convenience

of modern packaging—in cans."

In retrospect, industry officials re-

call several problems attending the

first major canned soft drink pro-

motion in 1953. In some cases cans

were imperfectly designed in type of

linings, coatings and weights of steel.

These had a deleterious effect on the

quality of the beverages.

There were other problems. Some
packers, anxious to capitilize on the

:
introductory interest, put inferior soda

into cans. Consumer disappointment

in these rubbed off on cans generally.

And, added to the quality difficulties

were widespread distribution holes.

i
This, too, caused consumer antagonism

when the advertised products were not

available in many stores. "All of these
1 problems are now in perspective,"

Myers reports. "Research has been
going on continuously, and the quality

of both the soft drinks and the cans
are now superior. Our current promo-
tion is being carried on in 32 markets

—those areas where canned drinks

enjoy maximum supermarket distri-

bution."

The real penetration of canned soft

drinks will not occur, obviously, until

the two leading packers in the field

—

Coca-Cola and Pepsi Cola—begin pack-
ing in cans for the domestic market.

Both currently pack in cans for Alaska
and the Armed Forces overseas, and
both have limited tests in industrial

locations. But neither has begun regu-
lar commercial distribution, probably
due to a heavy investment in bottles,

a* well as resistance from local fran-

) chised bottlers.

This promotion is scheduled for
summer only. Come fall, U.S.S. will
turn its News time over to its fall pro-
motion, Operation Snowflake. ^
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FIRST m
NORTH

CAROtlNA

WRAL-TV
The regional station with the

regional personality

radiating effectively from the

Raleigh-Durham area

with a

VIDEOTAPE RECORDER

TO PROVIDE FLEXIBLE PROGRAMMING
THAT SUITS VIEWERS' PREFERENCES

AND MOTIVATES SALES ACTION
Keeping pace with the latest production procedures is one

of the reasons why WRAL-TV has been

FIRST
in every ARB survey of the Raleigh-Durham area (largest

share of audience, sign-on to sign-off).

Yes -a MOBILE UNIT, too
with four versatile GE cameras for top quality remote tele-

casts, plus spacious new studios and new equipment that

insures good handling of programs and commercials.

FULL POWER

WRAL-TV
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA

NBC AND LOCAL COLOR

serving the area from
Greensboro to the coast,

from Virginia to the South

Carolina line, a total of more
than 2 million population

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION, INC.



i%
BIGGEST SHARE OF AUDIENCE

IN AMERICA IN MARKETS

OF 3 OR MORE STATIONS

FIRST w, the nation in,hare oj audienc*

FIRST in 407 of 4(,9 rated quarter-houn
FIRST with 15 of the 1,,,, ir, thorn

FIRST icith .> <if the Iii/i 5 syndicated shous

J ARB. December 1957

KRODTS

SCRA NTONS TOP MORNING SHOW

BY N EAR LY TWO TO ONE!

i STATION D/ \STATI0NB7
K 11%/5TAJ!pN\ 16%7

i PU LSE-NOV.1957! CHART BASED ON AVERAGE]

1 SHARE OF AUDI ENCE FOR 12 QUARTER HOURS, 1
1

6:00 TO 9:00AM,M0NDAY THRU FRIDAY! f

•(M, fAeetwi,

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA

WELCH JUICE

i Cont'd from page 42)

the end of the \ear. our sales objective.

This is exactly the sort of planning

done In a sales manager before he

sends salesmen out into the field."

Manoff points out.

Manoff holds firmly to this concept

nt |\ a> an electronic salesman, and

l>elie\es sales plans should recognize

this. "You wouldn't try to sell dia-

monds on a busy street corner, just

because lots of people pass by," he

says. "Selling on tv is the same; you

plan on the basis of sales objective."

Welch's Tomato Juice is the oldest

brand of tomato juice in this country.

Bui pioneering the product did not

pave the way for primary acceptance.

Quite the opposite.

Welch produced tomato juice for the

first time at the behest of the Govern-

ment, for the Armed Forces in World

War I. "The company had a literal-

minded management in those days."

Manoff said recently, "and when the

government said make a tomato juice,

the company took the request literally.

It spared neither time nor expense to

perfect a system of extracting the

juice, and nothing but the juice, from

the tomato.

"If you've ever seen the juice of a

tomato, you know it's an accident.

It's colorless, much like apple juice.

\\ hen it was canned, after the war. and

offered for sale, it was not what you

might call a resounding success.

"Meanwhile, other canners not pre-

occupied with existing processes and

stocks on hand, began experimenting.

and found that if the tomato pulp were

pulverized and mixed with the color-

less syrup that was the 'juice,' the

product became both exciting and sala-

ble. It took several years before Welch

became competitive.

"As it happens." Manoff notes,

"we are now in a valuable competitive

position, again by accident. AH our

tomatoes are grown in an area near

Lake Erie; the soil and climatic condi-

tions are such that our tomatoes are

sweeter, have a meatier pulp and a

thicker juice than tomatoes grown al-

most anywhere else. The combination

gives us a thick, sweet, rich-bodied

juice that's unexcelled."

The combination today, of a good

product with effective tv and radio ad-

vertising, is showing steady sales gains

for Welch's Tomato Juice. Market

penetration, first in Boston, then New-

England, and now metropolitan New

York, is increasing. As production

continues to increase, it's likely distri-

bution will expand also.

The advertising technique used for

penetration in existing markets, as well

as expansion into any new ones, won't

change. "After all," Manoff notes,

"advertising is the automation of sell-

ing, so it has to work the same way as

selling. You have to decide how much

of the market you want, then go make

your sales calls.

'"And. of course," he adds, "the me-

dium that comes closest to face-to-face

selling is tv. I am speaking with par-

ticular reference to packaged grocery

products. All media have a place of

real importance but tv is first in our

hearts—and minds." ^

GENE

BARRY

STARS IN

ZIV'S
ALL NEW
IMPACT

SERIES!
NOW SHOOTING AT ZIV STUD
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What's news in Cleveland?
The Sohio Reporter with award-winning Warren
Guthrie is news. Continuously on WJW-TV since 1950,

it is the most important news show in Ohio. Aside from

all the news-wire and photo services, this one is high-

lighted by storyboards and animations— animations

that add creative movement to the big story of the day.

City Camera, the latest addition and most chal-

lenging approach to newscasting, is news. Full-time

news camermen, using fully equipped station wagons,

are on the go getting the Cleveland news for rapid-fire

screening by two on-the-air veterans. "Camera" is

followed by Cleveland's only network newscast—
Doug Edwards with the CBS world and national picture.

"Famous on the local scene

CBS • CLEVELAND, OHIO

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.

.-—

WAGA-TV WVUE-TV WSPD-TV
Atlanta Wilmington- Philadelphia Toledo



The latest 19-county Telepulse

and ARB Reports claim

that nearly everybody in

Eastern North Carolina is

at home watching Channel 9.

But if you want to talk to

these Tar Heels,

Hollingbery can arrange it.

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Raymond W. Welpott will join NBC's

Owned Stations and Spot Sales Div. in June

in a general executive capacity under P. A.

Sugg. Formerly v. p. of WKY Television

System, Inc. and manager of WKY and

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City, Welpott brings

to his new position more than 20 years of

broadcasting experience. He joined Gen-

eral Electric in 1938, and after serving as

broadcasting accountant for several GE stations was named asst. to

the station manager for radio/tv in 1946, then asst. manager of

WGY and WRGB. Schenectady, N. Y. He became manager of \\ RGB
in 1955 when the two operations were separated. Welpott joined

WKY in 1957. He served on the NAB Film Committee in 1954, and

acted as vice chairman of NBC Radio Vililiato Committee (1957).

John Cowden bas been appointed vice

president of sales promotion and advertis-

ing for CBS TV it was announced by Merle

S. Jones, president of CBS TV stations.

Cowden began his career with CBS in 1938

as a member of their promotion depart-

ment. In 1940 be moved to KSFO, San

Francisco I then a CBS affiliate) to serve

as promotion manager. He returned to

New York in 1941 as a member of CBS stations relations department.

In 1943 he entered the service, rejoining CBS in 1946 as director of

promotion for CBS-owned stations. He held this position until 1951.

when he was named operations director of sales promotion and ad-

vertising for CBS TV. He will be succeeded by George Bristol.

Al Markim bas been appointed an execu-

tive assistant to the president of Telestudios.

Inc. He was associate director of the CB^

executive training program conducted

Telestudios last fall. The program trained

CBS executives in the operation and main

tenance of technical tv equipment. He is

associate producer of the Penny Theatn

and Spaceman -V .S.A.F., pilot films th('

studio has just completed. Markim, a former producer, director am

actor, began his tv and radio career with the Armed Forces Network

in Germany after W.W. II. He then joined WBRE, Wilkes-Barre, Pa

In bis new position, Markim will assist Telestudios president. Georgi

K. Gould, in all phases of the company's production activities. Tele

studios produces video tape commercials.
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Interview: ly^ Cu^&^&j-^-^

Bryan Houston, Inc. Vice President and TV-Radio Director, William B. Templeton,

tells why he selects WLW TV-Radio Stations for NESCAFE Instant Coffee

"For instant results, we

select WLW TV and Radio

Stations time after time to

bring home the business

for NESCAFE."

"The Crosley Group always

measures up a cupful of mighty

flavorful returns for advertisers."

Nescafe

^3E3^
"Frorr E. tOi progi

promotion, the WLW TV-Radio

Stations are brimming over

with just what the ad

men order!"

Call your WLW Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did !

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS • Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit,

Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of >fKCO

SPONSOR • 24 MAY 1958
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SPONSOR
] SPEAKS

They deserve better

In as personal a field as broadcast advertising, buyers and

sellers frequently get to know one another better than just as

a first-name acquaintance. This is especially true of national

representative salesmen and media buyers who have worked

together for years.

In recent weeks spot sellers, both reps and stations, have

been shocked at the abrupt job dismissals of some of their

most respected agency contemporaries. The indignation has

been loud and deep. What disturbs them particularly seems

to be the lack, in some cases, of adequate severance arrange-

ments after years of service and an apparent disregard of the

human equation. In one case an employee with nearly 20

years of service was given one day's notice.

Obviously, it's neither our business nor anyone else's (ex-

cept the firms involved) to dictate employment policies.

Perhaps the basis on which the terminations were decided and

made were just and appropriate. But the industry often gets

the impression that ruthless and complete disregard of peo-

ple rules some agency roosts. The end result is bad industry

relations and a drop in the prestige of the firms involved.

We suggest that advertising agencies who are supposed to

be skilled in personnel and public relations, exercise a bit of

their talent in their own behalf.

A word of caution

There seems to be a flood of criticism about the sameness

of tv programing—and how viewer interest is flagging badly.

A good deal of this is justified, of course, and we hope will

ultimately lead to more imaginative shows and more coura-

geous programing by both agencies and sponsors.

We have only one word of caution. In our attempts to

critize constructively, let's not allow tv to develop into a

whipping boy for what may be completely unrelated ills.

i

this WE FIGHT FOR: / change of attitude

a nioii» agencies and advertisers toward "confi-

dential" information. Most companies won't

release market data for "security" reasons—
when their competition already knows most,

if not nil of the really important details.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Recall: The small daughter of Lea

Sena, formerly with Video Pictures,

wa- a-ked in school to quote five prov-

erbs. She rattled off four of the usual

ones. The fifth, however, was a little

different: "Brush your teeth with Col-

gate's.'"

Psychos West: New line for the cur-

rent trend of psychoanalytic adult

Westerns: "Howdy, Pardner." Reply:

"'Now what did he mean by that?"

Perfect fit: Regal Shoes chain, in a

lie-in with WABC, New York, has

given over the show window of its

Broadway store as a studio for Ed

Jordan's record show. Giving radio

still another dimension to add to out-

of-home—"in-window-watching."

Name that lady: Blair TV, station

reps, ran a contest for timebuyers to

get a name for the cartoon charactei

of the daytime housewife viewer that

is the symbol of the firm's Purse-Sua-

sion. Walter Barber, Compton, was

winner with name Betta Buyer, but

some of the other entries were dillies

Constance Spender, Spenderella, Money

Belle, Tivi O'Day, Bridgit Witblair,

Mary Byer, Lottie Pursepower, Carrie

Cash and Trudy Day which the con

testant amplified with a translation

"T'roo de day . . . Wow!"

Observation: A New York adwan re

ports there are more attache cases thai

handbags at matinees.

Swire heroo: Chuck Francisco, Chica

go actor and announcer joined ac

agencies at their own game when h<

sent out 1,000 postcards to agencj

casting directors, tv, radio and film ex

ecutives announcing, "We give greet

stamps."

And more stamps: Atlas Brewing

Chicago, is now giving stamps with al

bottles of Atlas Prager sold in Illinois

Stamps will be part of the bottle labe,

and can be removed in taverns ani

restaurants. Noiv Illinois wives ca\

keep tabs on exactly hoiv many beer

hitlili\ had with the boys.

Wanted: From National Enquirer-

SNAKES - MODEL. Scientist seek

courageous lady for tv act to assi.'
1

with 15-foot python, in exchange fc

magazine & press photographs. Luck;

Box 128.

But will the lady be lucky, too?
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TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG

now in top 30 markets!

30th in retail sales $907,532,000

33rd in food store sales $206,529,000

27th in automotive sales $185,180,000

31st in general merchandise sales. .$127,564,000

35th in population 620,000

Sales Management Survey ofBuying Power, May 1958

thi

Tampa - St. Petersburg advances

four places in retail sales over 1957, made

equally dramatic gains in all other categories, is one

of the nation's fastest-growing major markets! More than ever,

n Cities of the South belong on every modern market list!

Dominate Tampa -St. Petersburg and

239 prospering communities with WTYT
CHANNEL 13

The WKY Television System, Inc. • WSFA-TV Montgomery • WKY-TV & WKY Oklahoma City

Represented by We Katz Agency



Only WSTV-TY

cost. Highc i

to 575,910 TV 1

Wheeling stat with

retail sales of $3,159,860,000. Only WSTV I

for products sold in food

A Member of the Friendly Group

52 Vanderbllt Ave., N.Y. • 211 Smithfleld St.. Pittsburgh

Represented by AveryKnodel, Inc.

a® CHANNEL 9 • STEUBENVILLE-WHEE

"Best Buy by Any Know
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20< a copy • $3 m y*ar

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

40W GROWN TO 400,000 FAMILIES!

BC GENERAL Lll

HE LAND OF MILK Ai\D KONEY
Here's a market of small cities and big farms—
2% rural and 58% urban. We serve a population of

,350,000, spending $1,750,000,000 in retail sales.

Ve've been part of this family life since 1924 . .

.

1rst with radio, and now CBS channel 2 television.

SAY CHANNEL 2 GREEN BAY

WHY THEY

"WORK LIKE HELL

ON THE SELL"

Caught in the squeeze-

play between packager

and network, agencies

are pitching qualit) in

television commercials.

Here's why en.pl.aH>

has shifted tocreativit)

Page 29

What NTA's

Ely Landau

is planning next

Page 31

The 'new' Western

—or, on location

with Cactus Films

Page 34

So you want

to buy a

radio station?

Page 40

iydn R. Evans, Gen. Mgr. Rep. Weed Television



WHEELING: 37" TV MARKET
television Magazine 8, 1/57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

No. 6 IN A SERIES
MANUFACTURING

"After a day of looking

at thousands of tubes

going through our pro-

^ duction lines, I relax

^ with television. My family

enjoys WTRF-TV because

it keeps us up-to-the-min-

ute on local news, and gives us

the best of network programs."

Chances are this very morning you
used tooth paste or shaving cream
squeezed from a Wheeling-made
tube. For the Wheeling Stamping
Company of WTRF-TV-land is one
of the nation's largest manufacturers
of collapsible tubes. This Wheeling
company, with its 500 employees

and $2 million annual payroll, is

another reason why the WTRF-TV
market is a great one for smart ad-

vertisers ... a market of 425,196

TV homes, where 2 million people

spend $2 3 2 billion annually.

More Proof of WTRF-TV Popularity:

STATION SHARE OF SETS-IN-USE SUMMARY
WHEELING-STEUBENVILLE METROPOLITAN MARKET

(APRIL A. R.B. SUMMARY)

WTRF-TV STA "A" STA "B" OTHERS

47.4 32.6 15.8 4.8

FROM SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF

316,000 watts
jNilDllC

wtrf tv
reaching a market that's reaching new importance!
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WJIM-TV
LANSING FLINT JACKSON

Q/i^ouaJuj Qrtnn^tmeed

it's primary affiliation

as a basic station of the

f)
OLUMBIA

f§ ROADCASTING

YSTEM
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Represented by PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
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Tinker to Evers to S lattery *

5^C When it comes to the writing, art direction and production

of TV commercials, there shouldn't be any such word as Chance.
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WBUF
NIAGARA
FRONTIER
MARKET

POPULATION

1.264.300

TV HOMES SERVED
BY WBUF

2 71.000

EFFECTIVE BUYING
INCOME

$2,128,367,000

TOTAL RETAIL SALES
$1,501,178,000

TOTAL FOOD SALES

$ 369.942,000

TOTAL AUTOMOTIVE
SALES

$ 249,254.000

TOTAL DRUG SALES

$ 45.626.000

TOTAL GASOLINE SALES 1

$ 84.947.000

V J

*******

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The Pennsylvania Association of Broadcasters, at its annual
convention in Wernersville, Pa., last week, heard some sharp
words of caution from an agency media director. The broad-

casters were warned "nof to kill the goose that lays the

golden eggs''''—that is, not to abuse ratings, station cover-

age, rate structures, etc., or face the loss of air advertisers.

The newsmaker: Lee M. Rich, vice president and media

director of Benton & Bowles (sixth biggest agency in total air

billings) is one of the most outspoken media men in the business

today. He has, in the words of one agency executive, a "sympathetic

feel for air media, but a constructively critical attitude toward many
current station practices."

Speaking to the Pennsylvania broadcasters convention, Rich

cautioned that the broadcaster has a consumer too: the local ad-

vertiser of agency responsible for

the choice of media for his client.

To sell their consumer, said Rich,

broadcasters must do more than

convey the value of their product.

They must also convey the feeling

that broadcasters are sincere in

their desire to help the advertiser

sell his product. He added that no

medium today, particularly broad-

casting, can allow the old adage

of "let the buyer beware" to con-

tinue as standard business prac-

tice and still expect to grow.

Rich also cautioned broadcasters on abuses in these areas:

On ratings: "You can't keep knocking your competitor's use of one

rating service and then use it yourself when it finally puts you in

the top slot."

On coverage: "Some broadcasters . . . use coverage data for pro-

motional exploitation . . . they were not interested in what was right

for their consumer, but rather what they could do to these coverage

figures which would make them the number one station."

On rates: "Indiscriminate rate increases . . . which cannot be justi-

fied will be a constant source of friction between client and agency,

and thus between the agency and the medium."

On over-commercialization: "Multiple consecutive spotting in any

manner cannot be condoned . . . Viewers and listeners drift away,

and ultimately so will the advertiser."

Rich said that an attitude of "togetherness" between agency and

broadcasters would help solve most of these problems, and would

give advertisers maximum value from broadcast media.

Rich joined Benton & Bowles in 1952, and was named v.p. in

1955 and media director in 1957. He was previously media director

of the William H. Weintraub agency (now Norman, Craig & Kum-

mel). ^
(See Sponsor Speaks, page 76.)

Lee M. Rich
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Now, a new, two-station TV buy blankets both the

South Bend-Elkhart and Fort Wayne markets, plus

healthy chunks of Southern Michigan and Western

Ohio. Over 1.6 million population— $2.8 billion Effec-

tive Buying Income. Alert buyers are covering these

rich markets in combination—and saving 10% ! They're

buying them right along with Indianapolis—thus cov-

ering all the best of Indiana from within—with just

two buys!

see your H™R
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A
SERIE AVAILABLE FOR REGIONAL

AND LOCAL SPONSORSHIP

!

LSE-POUNDING EXCITEMENT

%0%M

Out of the heartbeat of Los Angeles'
famed rescue operations comes this

continuing human-drama adventure
series, starring JIM DAVIS as Wes
Cameron, and a thrilling newcomer to

TV...LANG JEFFRIES, as Skip Johnson

TAKE "ACTION" NOW! 1 CONTACT:

SCREEN GEMS
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK DETROIT CHICAGO HOUSTON HOLLYWOOD MIAMI TORONTO

. . .IN

HIGH
GEAR
FOR
OUR

i
BIG
YEAR



more people

e

Successfully reaching more people has met only half of Bartell

Family Radio objectives. Attracting and holding more different people

young and old, all over town, in every walk of life — has been a

continuing accomplishment. A programing of broad appeal, locally

accented, is in the Bartell pattern of audience composition. Here is

professionalism based upon more than a decade of scholarship,

salesmanship, showmanship. This i

bartell family radio

i

BBRTELL
mmiLv
RADIO

COAST TO I'llA!

F=5=v5,,->[w7CdI
IWOKU I \fy^ypsssBrl

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by Adam Young, Inc. for WOKY The KATZ Agency
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
31 MAY 1958 It's been an unusually active week for May for new national spot tv.
Copyright 1958

•ponsor publications inc. The action included such accounts as Bromo Seltzer (Warwick & Legler), S. C. John-

son's Pledge (Benton & Bowles), Coco Marsh (Hicks & Greist), P&G's Duncan Hines

(Garder), P&G's Pace (Burnett).

If you dig into the reason why a surprising number of network tv users haven't

committed themselves for next season, you'll likely find that much of the hesitation is due

to this:

• A lack of aggressiveness at the agency top level in telling the client what he ought

to do.

• The client's own fear of tying up his money in long-term commitments (see also p. 68).

Agencies like J. Walter Thompson, BBDO, McCann-Erickson, and Lennen &
Newell (who have staked their clients to heavy network alignments for the fall) can be looked

to as symbolical of the leadership approach.

That approach entails assuming a firm decision of what is best for the client and

presenting the decision with deep conviction.

As top management in these, and others, agencies have realized, it is in a time of doubt or

crisis that the timid fellow is lost and the person wtih a logical, positive position takes

command.

Groves Laboratories will make its cold remedy commitments six weeks ahead

of its usual time to be sure of getting the best positions.

Incidentally, NBC Radio reports that it's already well loaded with cold remedies

for the fall. In fact, it says that category is practically locked up.

Note: Pharmaco's Coldine (JWT) will lean heaviest on spot.

Morse International should know within the next week what Vick wants to do in the

air media this fall-winter.

The plan will be submitted to the client Thursday (5). A strong possibility is that the

campaign will provide for flights in spot, maybe also in network.

Lady Esther (now a part of the Chemway Corp.) is mulling the return of

Wayne King after an interval of 20 years—and doing it strictly this time with spot.

The highlights of the discussed campaign, via Donahue & Coe:

• A test in 10 markets for 26 weeks, starting around 16 June. If this proves successful,

the campaign will be extended nationwide.

• Tailor-made transcriptions would be aired at the rate of five 15-minute shows a week,

plus some five-minute shows. The longer shows would be cleared between 9 a.m. and noon and

the five-minute recordings between 4:30 and 6 p.m.

• For spot radio as a whole, the scope of the proposed campaign is the biggest of

the past 15 years. It recalls the era in radio when Chevrolet and others created notable iden-

tities for themselves—not to mention franchises—by the consistent use of such across-the-

board, tailor-made musical recordings.

Historical note: King was credited in the '30s with making Lady Esther a household

product. His network schedule ran as high as three half-hours a week.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Look for the next big gesture against the practice of triple-spotting to come
out of the Four A's.

\mv that the ANA has formerly put the issue in the area of aggressive maneuver by

demanding that the NAB include a taboo of triple-spotting in the code the pressure against

stations could mount on a widening advertiser front.

Note how careful the ANA has been so far in refraining from mentioning specific adver-

tisers or agencies in its commentaries on the situation.

Obviously, the intent is to exert pressure by cancellation or intimation of cancellation

without any overt evidences of concerted counsel.

The die is far from cast and the way is open to compromise, but meanwhile many sta-

tions have posed this question: If we do cut out that third commercial and thereby

reduce our income by 25-30%, will the advertiser stand still for comparable rate

increase?

Also: If the advertiser does stand still, will it mean a further curtailing of the num-
ber of spot markets on his list?

CBS TV's attempt to deal a mortal blow to the practice of product protection

(by indicating it would permit Lorillard to follow Brown & Williamson not one but

two nights a week) has stirred up one of the most violent storms to date in network-adver-

tiser relations.

By the time B&W quieted down, CBS TV agreed:

1) Not to spot Lorillard on the Gale Storm Show (Saturday) which follows B&W's

The Texan.

2) Let B&W cancel out of The Line-Up and make it worthwhile for the Louisville

company to take over half of Number Please at 8 p.m. Tuesday. CBS TV had irked B&W
by selling Lorillard an alternate sponsorship of Person to Person, which follows The Line-Up

Friday nights.

B&W's special sore point: Both companies were using their programs to sell

filter-tips.

Spot radio needn't grieve too much over that Bufferin cancellation: It's due

merely to a temporary reallocation of media. (The schedule had averaged 10 spots a

week.

)

On the good-news side: Mrs. Filbert's Margarine (SSCB) is testing for eight weeks

at the rate of three days a week in 12 markets.

Schlitz's cutback to an alternate week on CBS TV—in contrast to a weekly sched-

ule for several years—spells this change in tv policy: More money for market by mar-

ket efforts.

The net results: (1) A larger tv budget for the coming fiscal year and (2) more exten-

sive buying of syndication programs.

(For additional syndication developments see FILM-SCOPE, page 49.)

NBC Radio had a bright week in the way of new business, with both Vick's

Vapo-rub (Morse) and Grove's Bromo Quinine (Gardner) staking out fall requirements.

Vick bought 20 weeks of 60 six-second announcements a week; Grove took 26 weeks of

15 thirty-second and 40 six-second announcements a week. Also incoming: Dial Soap

(FCB), 57 six-second announcements for eight weeks, starting 16 June.

CBS Radio teamed up Jell-O (Y&R) with Lorillard (L&N) for 24 newsperiods a week

for eight weeks. Gross for Jell-0 per week: $30,000.

What Arthur Godfrey has come to mean to the Saturday Evening Post (BBDO) :

It renewed him for his sixth consecutive 13-week cycle this week.
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- SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The topic that's been dominating recent NAB regional gatherings: How to edu-

cate some of the newer station operators to avoid the temptations of rate-cutting.

Discussions on the theme usually tee off with the observation that a major source of the

rate-clipping is the neophytes who are inclined to panic when hillings slide off.

The problem posed is two-edged: 1) Convincing the mavericks that their actions would

dilute the value of their product, and avoiding any conflicts with the anti-trust laws,

as developed in the case of the Philadelphia stations not so long ago.

Remarked a Midwest broadcaster at the latest NAB meet in his state: "If we could wipe

out rate-cuting, 80% of our problem would be gone. We and the agency buyers could

then do an enormously better job for the advertiser."

There's a trend among radio and tv buyers to include the community-service

factor in weighing the value of one station against another.

The latest of these is Emery Advertising, of Baltimore, which in a "station evaluation"

questionnaire sent out this week asks this question: "What public service awards have

you received in the last three years?"

Another interesting query it poses: "How many people are there exclusively in your sta-

tion's promotion department?

1*

New national business in April helped put several of the tv reps on the plus side

for the first quarter of this year.

For instance, one rep reported to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week that, although his stations

collectively ran about 20% behind for the initial quarter, the billings that came through in

April were big enough to give him a 15% margin for the first four months over the like

period of 1957.

TvB's spot report for the first quarter of 1958 showed a 1.8% edge over the

previous year. The estimated gross expenditure: $119 million.

New York's film commercial producers this week officially were informed by
the Stagehand's Union (IA) that videotape machines could be operated under their

present basic agreements until 31 December 1959.

In other words, the producers won't have to pay IA film scales on tape work.

The period is to be considered an experimental one, and the truce is to apply as well

to the producers' subsidiaries and subcontractors.

Meantime the Screen Actors Guild will try hard to avert the "open war" which

AFTRA has declared on the issue of jurisdiction over videotape.

The first of such moves bv SAG: A suggestion that AFL-CIO president George
Meany arbitrate the dispute.

Agency timebuyers this week got proof that CBS Tv Spot Sales can get as

rough with radio as any other competitive medium.
The tv arm of CBS's spot troops, via a promotion flyer, struck squarely at radio's much-

vaunted virtues of saturation and frequency.

A sample of the pokes it takes at the other medium: (1) Because radio's audience has

diminished so much, saturation and frequency fall far short of effective market penetra-

tion; (2) it takes just two tv spots to equal the audience of 100 radio spots and the

cost would be less.

Cited in support is this table (attributed to Nielsen) :

RADIO TV
No. Spots 100 2

Cost $7,000 $4,000

Net Weekly Rating 42.0 41.2
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: ^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Arbitron this week issued the second of its sample reports, this one covering the

New York area for the weekend of 24-25 May.

This particular installment of instantaneous audience measurement is based on 110 sets

reporting.

Subscribers are being asked to help ARB determine the fastest method of de-

livering the Arbitron reports by noting on a prepaid postcard the date and time of the

report's arrival.

Even though the network has been accepting 13-over-26-weeks commitments from other

advertisers. CBS TV turned down P&G's bid for a similar short-term extension on
the Phil Silvers Show.

The network felt it had just cause. Earlier in the year the Silvers show had, at P&G's
behest, been moved to its present Friday night spot—which entailed shifting a Colgate

item (Mr. Adam & Eve) elsewhere.

P.S.: Schick meanwhile has taken an alternate place on the Silvers series.

How the agency can help the client more effectively is the pith of the latest guide-

book series (No. 5) on advertising management which the ANA released this week.

Packed into its 373 pages about agency relations are contributions by experts on
every facet of the ad business. It's part of a three-year. S200.000 ad management study. The

price of seven volumes (two to come) is $150.

The fifth volume—a valuable compendium for all interested in the field—deals in:

Responsibilities, procedures, methods of measuring efficiency, ways of picking an

agency, contracts, accounting, and the pros and cons of single vs. multiple agency setups

for the advertiser with many brands.

Agency men contributors to the fifth volume include McCann-Erickson's Marion Harper,

Jr., BBDO's Charles H. Brower. Compton's Robert D. Holbrook, and Young & Rubicam's

treasurer, George N. Farrand.

Nothing has been said by either side as yet about money, but ASCAP anticipates

that radio broadcasters will center their fire in the forthcoming negotiations for a

new license contract on a lowering of rates.

The current radio contract calls for a rate of 2.25%, whereas tv stations are paying

2.05% on the net income from programs using ASCAP music.

Local radio stations provide 33% of ASCAP's income, compared with 52.1% de-

rived from tv stations.

Mutual's new president and chief stockholder. Armand Hammer, this week re-

ported to a trade press gathering on the measure of success achieved to date by the net-

work's new operations concept.

The areas Hammer pointed to were:

1) Affiliates have enthusiastically accepted the principle of swapping air time

for the network's services.

2) Affiliates also have increased their clearances.

3) Mutual's advertiser list has had a mighty pickup in number and diversity. The re-

turning bluechippers include: General Foods, General Motors, General Electric, Colgate,

Bristol-Myers.

4) A new special services departments provides affiliates with taped news reports

tailor-made for their own areas bv MBS staffmen in key U. S. and overseas news centers.

For other news coverage In this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 54; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 63; Washington Week, page 67; sponsor

Hears, page 68; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74, and Film-Scope, page 49.
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All play and no M I work

(almost)

photograph by John Burwell

That's time-buying in Miami . . . when one station—WQAM
is first in 432 out of 432 Pulse quarter hours

You really can't get anything but a good time on
WQAM. Take Pulse: WQAM is first 432 out of

432 hours! (Mon.-Sat., 6 a.m.-midnight).
Hooper? WQAM is first with 40.1 % of the

audience—three times the next station's listenership.

And 264 of 264 daytime Hooper quarters belong
to WQAM.

Trendex? Practically a carbon copy of the Hooper.

And, finally, WQAM is first on the latest Southern

Florida Area Pulse which measures the listening

habits of 31.5% of the state's population.

Get the details from those good time charlies at

Blair ... or WQAM General Manager Jack

Sandler.

WQAM covering all of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 kc . . . and radio #1 in MIAMI
i -

TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
lODD STORZ, PRES.DENT . HOME OFF.CE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA^

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR &. CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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learing the way.-
The bandwagon is barrelling. ABC Television has more programs

set, more sponsors signed than in any comparable period

in the history of the network.

Credit goes, in large part, to all our affiliated stations, for

literally clearing the way . . . for their wholehearted cooperation in

securing clearances for next fall's broadcasts.

To them, our deepest appreciation.

To advertisers, a reminder: Jump on the bandwagon yourself.

ABC Television will deliver your message to the most valuable

audience in America! For remember:

You get them at the GETAGE on ^bc-tv



WGR Radio's mobile STUDIO 55

travels each week to a different

high-traffic location — a super

market, a County Fair, etc.

WGR D.J.'s John Lascelles,

Warren Kelly and Frank Dill

broadcast live from STUDIO 55,

attract thousands with their

personal appearances and contests.

Thousands of passing cars see the

trailer and the crowds, instantly

turn on their radios.

Overa million cars and a million

homes in this $4 billion market.

WGR covers the New York State

Thruway too, from Ohio to Syracuse,

with a loud, clear signal. Add our

Canadian coverage and you've got a

combination that can't be beat!

ABC Affiliate, Represented by

Peters, Griffin, Woodward

BXJYWGR
RADIO

BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION

EL,
I A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

["{-« WROC TV. Rochester .

Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVAF,

Timebuyers
at work

Betty Llewelyn, Burke Dowling Adams, Inc., Los Angeles, time-

buyer for Thermador Electrical Manufacturing Co., Ambassador
Hotel, White Rock Bottlers and Graybar Electric Co., feels "there is

a great danger in rate-cutting beyond the unfairness of the practice.

Until the company improves, rate-cutting, if countenanced, could

increase—even spread to stations

that haven't yielded to this pres-

sure in the past. How do such sta-

tions return to the standards they

would like to maintain when the

market is again equalized? What
can the time salesman do to return

his station to its original standing

after he's been underselling it for

so long?" These are questions that

every station engaged in rate-cut-

ting, or even considering it, should

carefully consider. Betty says. In

the long run, they can only do irreparable harm to their rate struc-

ture, station prestige, and profits. "It is strictly a downhill road,"

Betty warns. "Stations must stand firmly behind their rate cards.

For integrity is not only the most important element of the adver-

tising business, it is also smart business."

Fred McCormack, Jr., Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Inc., Pitts-

burgh, thinks that creative buying is just as important as creative

selling. "High numbers in the rating books are not an automatic

guarantee of high results for the advertiser. In radio, quite often,

the station with a lower set of numbers will get the schedule from

us. The station may have the spe-

cific audience we want rather than

the big audience." Because Fred

feels that peak traffic hours on the

highest rated stations are often

overcrowded with commercials,

the smaller station will also get

consideration. Commercials, he

notes, need plenty of "hearing

room" to be effective. "In both

radio and television ratings are a

basic yardstick," Fred says. "But

they should not be the onlj <niide

used. Proven success stories of a station can be a more important i

factor in reaching the final decisions on a buy. If stations want to

beat the rating mania of this business, they should make greater use

of documented success stories as sales tools. Then the timebuyer cam

approach buying with more creativity and imagination."
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"Advertising never sold me anything!"

We've all heard that one before. Often.

But it's not true.

Fact is, whether we know it or not—or

admit it or not—advertising has sold

something to every one of us.

And that's all to the good.

In the first place, a basic function of ad-

vertising is to inform. To convey news.

News about products. What they are.

Where to get them. How much they cost.

Through this function alone, advertising

sells great quantities of goods.

Secondly—even people like the little lady
above, who make a conscious effort to

reject advertising, are made to want the

things advertised. Sooner or later, that

leads to a sale.

Finally, there is a third and much broader
way in which advertising sells us things.

It creates so much demand that mass
production is possible; hence, more goods

The 23 clients of Benton & Bowles, in order of our leng
tion of American Railroads • American Express Co. • Aw
York • Continental Oil Co. • H. C. Moores Co. • Railwa>
General Aniline & Film Corp. • Western I

: sold I more people for less money.

Yes, it's all to the good, because it makes
the wheels go 'round. Advertising makes
possible the high-speed distribution that

is the key to our economic system. With-

ADVERTISING AS A SOCIAL FORCE

"Advertising nourishes the consuming

power of men. It creates wants for a

better standard of /wing. It sets up

before a man the goal of a better

home, better clothing, hitter foodfor

himself and his family. It spurs indi-

vidual exertion and greater produc-

tion. . . . The business of advertising

has a big part to play in the future

of the world."

—from a speech by Sir Winston Churchill,

delivered before the Aduert.un, Club „J London, 192-1

out it, capitalism as we know it would

be impossible.

So, Madam, think what you will. Mean-
while, you can keep enjoying the things

made available because of advertising's

vast contribution to our economic and
social system.

And say what you will, Madam. It's a

free country! And that freedom, too, is

part of the great tradition of which adver-

tising is a very real part.

it

Advertising is our business, and we take

pride in it. As one of America's ten largest

agencies, we are grateful to play a part,

along with our clients, in the dynamic
growth of the world's economy.

Benton & Bowles, Inc.
666 Fifth Avenue, New York

Advertising and Marketing counsel to leaders

in American business

Avco Manufacturing Cor,

nay Express Agency, Inc. • Interna

raph Co., Inc. • Borden Company

Co. • Pepperell Mar
wing Co., Inc. • Phili

5. C.Johnson & Son,]

Morris, Inc. Mutual Of Nev
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jood spot"

So does Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.

Its timebuyers' decisions often determine

the success of spot campaigns of some

of the agency's most important clients.

A thorough analysis of market and station

research gathered by the agency and by

CBS Television Spot Sales is standard

operating procedure for these experts.

No wonder then that, during the past year,

nine Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample accounts

were seen on KOIN-TV, Portland (Ore.)...

including such big-leaguers as Carter

Products, Nestle, Sterling Drug, American

Chicle, Peter Paul and Procter & Gamble.

Good spot to be in? Check with Dancer-

Fitzgerald-Sample ... or the 354 different

national spot advertisers currently placing

spot schedules on the 14 stations and the

regional network we represent. Better

yet, for complete details contact . .

.

CBS TELEVISION SP®T SALES
Representing wcbs-tv New York, whct Hartford,

wcau-tv Philadelphia, wtop-tv Washington, wbtv Charlotte,

wbtw Florence, wmbr-tv Jacksonville, kmox-tv St. Louis,

wxix Milwaukee, wbbm-tv Chicago, kgul-tv Houston,

ksl-tv Salt Lake City, koin-tv Portland, knxt Los Angeles,

and THE CBS television pacific network
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the Metro Area
IN THE TOP 50 OF ALL

262 METRO AREAS IN

PERCENTAGE OF CROWTH IN

• POPULATION

• E.B.I.

• RETAIL SALES

the TV Market
53 COUNTY

COVERAGE AREA

TV Homes 197,344

Population 1,195,100

Families 295,600

E.B.I. $1,288,883,000

Retail Sales $828,816,000

the Station

(WjiWRBL-TV

XUMBUS, GEORGIA
|1

COLUMBUS, C

a
CALL HOLLINCBERY CO.

by Joe Csida

Sponsor
backstage

Air media misconception: live music

Si Goldman, president of WJTN, the James

Broadcasting Company, Inc., in Jamestown, New
^ oik. wrote me recently about the column I did

concerning Ted Malone. That piece you may
recall was prompted by a letter from Jack Parker

of Parker Advertising, Inc., in Saginaw, Michi-

gan, telling of the fine job Malone had done for

a meat packing client of Parker's.

But Si's letter speaks very eloquently for itself, and for Mr. Ma-

lone. Here it is:

"Dear Joe:

"I was very impressed with your column on April 5th about Ted

Malone. You took the words right out of my mouth, and I couldn't

agree more with you and Jack Parker.

Ted Malone's track record

"We've been one of the stations in the East who have programed

Ted Malone ever since he started on ABC. After the Westinghouse

sponsorship was eliminated and the program went co-op, it was im-

mediately sold to Bigelows, Jamestown's largest and most prominent

department store. Bigelows won many awards with Ted, and main-

tained sponsorship right through all the co-op years and still has

sponsorship of the five-minute feature which Ted is supplying for

us on tape. An over 8-year continuous 52 weeks a year program

for a retailer who knows when his advertising is making the cash

register ring, is a record of which Ted can very well be proud. We
very definitely are!

"Not only has the program done a job for Bigelows, but it's one

of our highest rated features. Ted is a friendly voice, a personality,
j

and a salesman.

"On personal appearances, Ted Malone drew capacity crowds at

Chautauqua Institution—so that he has been invited back every year.

At the NAB regional meeting in Schenectady, Ted 'stole the show'

on the program panel. He's terrific!

"Actually, Ted should not have been dropped from ABC, but he

was caught in the middle of that 'Live Music Concept' that came

and went. As a member of the ABC Affiliates Advisory Committee,

I'm certainly going to recommend Ted's return to the network if he

is still interested.

"Ted's obvious success in Michigan and in Jamestown proves that

the five-minute show is very workable, salable, listenable, and suc-

cessful, and if some network doesn't grab him fast, he should ar-

range a coast-to-coast tape network on his own. He has a proven

track record and lasting power."

I do not know whether it would have given the Messrs. Malone.

Parker, Goldman and others any great comfort if the "live music

concept" at ABN had been a success. It certainly would have made

me happy. But musical shows, in my opinion, seem to be the most

mishandled of all the program types in both radio and television'

Surely the highly commendable ABN effort to bring live music shows

SPONSOR • 31 MAY 195?



back to network radio, and the rash of musical shows which hit tele-

vision in the season just concluded were well intentioned. But the

fact remains that serious shortcomings in the actual presentation of

the shows in both cases, resulted in hurting the whole concept of

live music shows badly.

Just "good" performance isn't enough

It seems to me that a good deal of this failure to properly utilize

the unquestioned appeal of popular music and popular music stars

can be attributed to several simple factors:

(1) Quite often the persons involved in determining the person-

alities to be used do not know enough about the true popular appeal

and basic talents of the performers in the field. Of course it can

be said with equal justification that producers of dramatic, comedy

and other show types often display a similar lack of familiarity with

the talent values. But it seems particularly true in the music field.

Any knowledgeable appraisal of the musical talent selected to star

in, and work as featured acts in the ABN shows, and many of the tv

casualties of the past season would clearly support this statement. I

say this with all due respect to the performers who worked these

shows. They were from adequate to good, but when you're trying

to set up a new show you need to be more than just adequate or good.

(2) A similar lack of real judgment and ability is apparent in

many other facets of these shows. Selection of the tunes is often

particularly bad. Direction is often shoddy and without any real

feeling for musical shows as such.

Much of this, unfortunately, is due not only to a failure on the

;
part of the show planners to recognize the best available talent, but

a thorough lack of understanding of how to work out a simple, hon-

est deal with such talent. It is not the best approach for a radio

,
buyer, for example, to attempt to persuade a solid talent to tie itself

j
up on an exclusive basis for both radio and tv, in a situation where

no tv commitment is made. And it is foolhardy for a buyer to pass

I up a strong performer who refuses to permit himself to be thus

inequitably tied up.

Live music can sell

It seems to me particularly unfortunate that live music shows in

both radio and television have had such poor track records lately,

because there is no doubt in my mind that they can be among the

most influential sales vehicles of all for agencies and their clients.

Certainly Dinah Shore, Perry Como, Lawrence Welk, and a number
of others have proved this beyond question. And it will be proved

again and again, as often as people who understand music and musi-

cal performers are involved in the planning and production of such

'shows.

In the meantime, I read that Bob Eastman, who presumably spear-

headed the ABN effort is being paid off on his contract at the rate

of $50,000 per year for the next five years. And how are you, Mr.
Malone? ^

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you always agree with tvhat Joe Csida says in Sponsor Back-

ttage? Joe and the editors of SPONSOR will be happy to receive

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida, c/o

SPONSOR, 40 East 49th Street, New York 17, Netv York.
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MORE THAN
100%

Greater Listening Audience

WILS

7:00 A.M. -12:00 Noon ,

Monday
00
Th"rS

:0
F°riday'

WILS 58.3 60.5

Sta. B 25.6 21.2

Sta. C 7.7 9.8

Sta. D 3.7 3.2

C. E. Hooper, March-April

5000
LIVELY WATTS

MORE LISTENERS

THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS

HEARD IN LANSING COMBINED

LANSING

CONTACT

VENARD

RINTOUL &

McCONNELL, INC.

WILS
tfwfttf.

n
eiVs ^
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BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR!

"BASICS serves as a valuable reference on all phases of the

business, and has on numerous occasions proved a real life saver."

DiCk McKeever Radio/TV Time Buyer, BBDO

"As a media planning tool, FALL FACTS BASICS intelligently provides

source material that we find invaluable."

Philip Branch Media Supervisor, Grey Advertising Agency

"BASICS is an important document in terms of reference information,

and I find it extremely helpful for data required in a hurry."

L. T. Fisher Media Director, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

"Sponsor's FALL FACTS BASICS is a handy reference source on the

basics of Broadcasting, designed for year-round use.

Bigger and better with each edition. My only complaint is, it gets

borrowed too often."

Jeremy D. Sprague Time Buying Supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh

"If one wants information in a hurry, BASICS contains most

information buyers need and use. I think it a tremendous job."

Lee Rich V. P. — Associate Media Director, Benton & Bowles

"Sections 3 and 7 are particularly important to me and for the people

in the media buying area. I make good use of the statistical

information for media plans, when trying to project ideas to clients."

Harold Sieber Media Supervisor, Kenyon & Eckhardt

"You can't fool people like Ruth Jones, Jayne Shannon and

their time buying associates. If it doesn't have it they won't use it.

FALL FACTS has it— and we wouldn't be without it."

Jim LlJCe Associate Media Director, J. Walter Thompson

No other book will be as vital a factor in helping

time buyers and other decision makers

finalize their fall buying plans this summer.

TO GET YOUR SHARE OF NATIONAL SPOT BUSINESS

"BASICS" IS YOUR BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR

Deadline 1 July • Publication 19 July

Sponsor, 40 E. 49th Street, New York 17, New York

Reserve- page(s) in SPONSOR'S 12th annual FALL FACTS BASICS.
My position preference(s) is:

D TV SECTION DTIMEBUYING BASICS DRADIO BASICS DTV BASICS
D RADIO SECTION DFILM BASICS DMARKETING BASICS

SIGNED -FIRM-

RATES: full page-

% page_

-$525

_$390

Vi page-

'/3 page_

_$305

_$215

pay their regular earned disc

MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
ome as regular issue of SPONSOR
xcept bleed pages must measure

8%" x t2'/«" per page.



REACH
'EM

. . . and sell em
in San Antonio
with KONO radio

March-April, 1958 Hooper shows

17.4%
'?0.5 mornings—14.8 afternoons)

and

30.4%
Average Share of Audience

for KONO
. . . and that's more audience
than the total of SIX other

local radio stations—including

three networks. Want more
facts?

See your || " |1 representative

or Clarke Brown man

SAN ANTONIO RADIO

49th a.

Madisci

Madison Ave. analysis

Read your psychiatry article.

Now, how about trying your hand at

a little fiction involving an agency man
and his client—both being treated by

the same analyst unbeknownst to each

other. Of course, what eventually hap-

pens is that the analyst starts his own
agency and steals the account. And
the adman falls in love with psychiatry

—gives up the ad game and becomes

an analyst. Who knows what happens

to the client! Where it really gets in-

teresting is with the children of these

three men!

As I see it, this could be a serial

type of thing that could run for maybe
78 issues.

Martin Katz

Blair TV
New York

Nighttime radio

Regarding the nighttime radio article

in your May 10 edition, we recently

sold Pabst Beer our 8:00 p.m. to mid-

night block, Monday through Satur- '

day. Although our own experience in

nighttime radio has been limited, we

were able to show the Pabst men night-

time radio potential through studies by

RAB and articles in sponsor and other

trade journals. We are convinced that

nighttime radio, particularly during

the warmer months, can be tremen-

dously effective at bargain prices.

Edd Routt

gen. mgr., KNOE Radio

Monroe, La.

Perforated pages

Editor, dear . . . love sponsor, wonder-

ful magazine, peruse it from cover to

cover, etc.

Love it UNTIL I TRY TO TEAR
OUT A PAGE of some particularly

succinct and applicable article to route

through the staff, and treasure in my
files.

Is it possible—could you—would,

you—think over the possibility of emu-

lating some of the other advertising

trade magazines, and perforating your

pages for easier tearing and treasuring?

Have sustained paper cuts and othei

31 may 195f



assorted abrasions and contusions

wrestling with that nice slick paper

and those stubborn staples.

Just a wishful suggestion.

(Mrs.) Elizabeth P. West

media dir.

Bernard B. Schnitzer, Inc.

• SPONSOR has been trying to work this oui

for some time.

NAFBRAT

I was most interested in your article

on letter writing. It has always been

our belief that the people before the

set should take a more active part in

our broadcasting system. Too few peo-

ple realize that here in America the air-

waves belong to the public, and that

they have a right and responsibility to

make their opinions known. . . .

An individual may wonder if his

letter will do much good, but when he

is a part of an organization encour-

aging letters, he is more apt to take

the time to sit down and write.

Important as it is to write letters, we
must not forget that the man at the

station is responsible for what goes out

over this station. It should not be nec-

essary for us to protest some of the

programs based on crime and violence

being broadcast when there is a large

" audience of children. And what a

: cowardly way to avoid responsibility

to say it's the parents' responsibility to

turn off the set.

We're glad you are reporting the ac-

tivities of our association in your fine

. magazine. We have always felt there

should be much closer relationship be-

tween sponsor and listener. . . .

I might add that sponsors should

;
take their responsibility more serious-

ly. They should know just what they

are putting on the air for children, and
they should consult with people who
know children.

(Mrs.) Clara S. Logan
pres., NAFBRAT

Sponsor Directory

Thank you very much for the Sponsor
Directory. Our switchboard operators

were quite tickled with it.

We would very much like to have
about six more of these for distribu-

tion within our office.

Evelyn B. Flynn

pers. dir.,

Campbell-Mithun, Inc.

Minneapolis

• SPONSOR'S 1958-59 edition

KOSI GETS ACTION
Everyone responds to KOSI's magic formula . . . playing

host to more Denver families than any other station. Pulse

reveals KOSI Number One Independent in a 16-station

market. No wonder, Denver air is so refreshing . . . it's

filled with the music Denver families like. Pulse, Hooper,

Nielsen all agree . . . Denver ears are tuned to KOSI.

Full impact . . .no double spotting!

5,000 watts

Denver is KOSI -land KOSI Petry i

Mid-America Broadcasting Company

SPONSOR • 31 MAY 1958
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Still is. In television the competition never lets up. It keeps going

day and night, 52 weeks a year. And each year it gets tougher.

With the final Nielsen Report now in for the October to April

season (the period of peak audience competition among networks)

it is now clear that all three networks have delivered larger

audiences than ever-an average of 14% more at night and 15%

more during the day.

It is also clear that during this season the CBS Television Network

-again attracted the largest average audiences in broadcasting-

816,000 more homes at night and 115,000 more homes during the

day than any other network with a full daytime schedule

-achieved the season's largest audience for a single program-

me 23 million homes that watched a Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz show

-presented more of the most popular programs than any other

network-a monthly average of 6 of the top 10

-won the largest number of program awards for adding new

dimensions to the presentation of entertainment and the promotion

of public information and understanding-a total of 60

-earned a 16% larger investment from advertisers than the

second largest advertising medium.

Whether you consider it in terms of the biggest audiences, the

most important awards, or the largest advertising investment, the

decision is plain. The winner and still champion in every round,

as it has been for the last 68 consecutive Nielsen Reports, is still.

THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

\j,&
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. • .andwhat a tcUsf
Ardent advertisers are now enjoying the sweet kiss of sales

success from the Nation's Sixteenth Television Market!

Television Magazine credits the Charlotte-WBTV Television Market with

689,882 sets, making this the Sixteenth Television Market in the Nation . . . First in the South

!

Re-evaluate your expenditures. Call CBS Television Spot Sales for a date !

Source: Television Magazine Set Count, May, 1958

16h
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COMPTON MAN-HOURS
THIS COMMERCIAL
SERIES TOOK"

Creative

Copy 601

Production 595

Art 244

Casting 252

Total creative. ... 1,692

Other services

Account handling,
Marketing, Media,
Research, Test
Kitchen 374

Total man-hours 2,066

SPONSOR figures are based on
depth interviews with Compton.

-~
,

r

Note agencies marshall all services into creating top-notch commercials. Th

Knickerbocker commercials through Compton {above) are typical of the costly man
hours agencies put into commercials planning today, and of the production value

They "work like hell on the sell!"

^ Competition for viewer attention coupled with the

recession puts greater burden on effective television selling

^ With show control reduced to a virtual veto only,

agencies today put top creative effort into tv commercials

TBy Evelyn Konrad
he big tv agencies have moved

their heavy artillery into a new battle-

field: The focal point of creative effort

todav is the tv commercial rather than
the tv show.

As the tv v.p. of one of the top 10
air agencies put it: "The show's no
longer the thing with us because we're
confined to behind-the-scenes control
only. Nowadays, we work like hell on
the sell!"

This renewed stress on the commer-

sponsor • 31 may 1958

cial, backed up by all the ammunition

that agency marketing and research

know-how can provide, began gather-

ing momentum at the turn of the year,

but is likely to make its biggest impact

on agency tv department structure and
advertising by fall and winter 1958-'59.

Today, all eyes are on the commer-
cial, and here's why:

• Selling is tougher in 1958 and cli-

ents demand results from tv invest-

ments. While they're giving a closer

look-see to effectiveness of tv expendi-

tures, clients axe, at the same time,

willing to invest proportionately more

on the selling part of their network ef-

fort than in years past. Only two years

ago, clients in various product cate-

gories spent, on the average, less than

5% of gross time and talent network

tv costs on commercials. (See sponsor

19 March 1956 issue.) Today the pro-

portion spent on commercials has risen

considerably, cars leading the way,

with 10-12% of their gross network tv

costs poured into commercials.

The reasons for new emphasis on

commercials from the clients' view-

point are apparent. Schwerin Research

Corp., which has noted the trend to-

ward more expensive and better-pro-

duced commercials this year, pegs the

cause this way: "The rising cost of tv

programing and commercial produc-

tion have sharpened the advertisers'

critical eye. Their motto is 'Let's get



more for our money' and this neces-

sarily entails more than ratings. I be

show is merely the vehicle."

• As agency role in tv programing

lias been reduced, competition for new

business has begun to revolve increas-

ingly around commercial effectiveness.

\\ hile tv was in a sellers' market, the

hii;-name tv v.p. of an agency became

top management's ace-up-the-sleeve for

attracting new clients. Today, how-

ever, negotiating with networks and

packagers in this buyers' market is no

longer enough to justify chunky tv

commissions. Track record in effective

tv commercials plays as big, or bigger,

a part in new client pitches as having

an entry in the top 10 net tv show lists.

"Tv continues to be a big factor in

account switching this year," says

Werner Michel, tv/radio v.p. of Reach.

McClinton. "But today the agency with

the best tv commercials can beat out

the shop that only talks about its pro-

gram-buying success. We're all hack

in the basic business of creating adver-

tising that sells.''

• It's harder than ever to get viewer

attention for commercials. "Tv com-

mercials have all improved over the

years, and you compete with all of

them," says Mark Lawrence, tv v.p. for

MacManus, John & Adams. "Just as it

has become more difficult to come up

with something 'different' in program-

ing, so has it become tougher to cop

the lead in commercials." And agency

tv executives point out that the "same-

ness" of tv programing puts an added

responsibility on the commercial.

"With split sponsorships and multi-

ple Westerns and quizzes, the only way
the viewer is going to tie your product

to the show is through your commer-

cials," says the tv director of one of

the top five agencies. "We almost have

to work with an inverse ratio in mind:

The less original the programing, the

more creative commercials must be."

This competition for viewer atten-

tion has sparked a search for commer.
cials that are, paradoxically enough,

both unusual and sure-fire. For in-

stance, Pontiac has capitalized on the

"big-event" concept of tv advertising

by putting star-studded humorous
commercials into its tv specials, going

so far as to purposely misspell the car

name in the Silvers spectacular.

The increased number of such spe-

cials and prestige-shows has required

the creating of commercials with high-

er esthetic standards. Says Schwerin

v.p., "Hike" Newell: "You can't lor

had better not) follow, say, an Ethel

{Please turn to page 58)

Script is broken down with script girl by Actual filming at Btudio was -upervised by Robert Lawrence, pres. of his film company

M. Slattery <r.) Compton; G. Schnitzer (far r.) ; G. Schnitzer, Lawrence v.p. who directed (center); G. Schloat, Compton v.p.
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Four years

What will NTA's Ely Landau do next?
^ The restless board chairman of National Telefilm

Associates says that he's aiming for diversification

^ Landau's new target seems to be station ownership,

which he regards as better pickings than tv programing

By Alfred J. Jaffe

In the frenetic tv/radio industry, no

one is making bigger headlines these

days—or more of them—than 38-year-

old Ely Landau, board chairman of

National Telefilm Associates. The rea-

son: Landau is moving fast toward di-

versification in several areas, including

tv/radio station ownership, theater op-

eration, film production, film distribu-

tion and is even in the process of add-
ing a phonograph record company.
The rise of NTA has been meteoric.

Landau puts NTA's assets today at $40
million and its net worth at $10 mil-

lion. Just about five years ago, he had

completed three 15-minute pilots at a

total cost of $10,000 and was looking

around hard for people who could take

the burden of distribution off his back.

NTA has not only gone up but out-

ward, too, a reflection of the restless-

ness of its board chairman. Tick off the

areas into which this restlessness has

taken the firm and you'll find there's

scarcely a corner of the video business

which hasn't been probed.

It is first and primarily (at least

now) a distributor of syndicated and

movie film. It is also a producer or co--

producer of film for tv. It is also a film

network. It is also a theatrical distribu-

tor of film. It is also a station owner.

It is also a distributor of non-theatrical

film.

NTA is still proliferating. Landau is

negotiating with Elmer Rhoden's Na--

tional Theatres, one of the largest

movie house chains in the country, for

ways and means of joining forces. He
is battling United Artists in court for

a juicy prize: the Warner Bros. pre-'48.

movie package. If victorious, Landau

will be the only distributor with two

major Hollywood packages.

Things move so fast around NTA
that at sponsor's presstime two more
developments were the subject of active

rumors in the trade. One was the pos-

sible imminent announcement of NTA's.

recording company. The other was the

possible imminent announcement that



Landau had nailed down his third tv

station, reportedly an independent. (If

a deal with National Theatres goes

through, there will be a fourth station

—the theatre chain's WDAF-TV, Kan-

sas City, i

In view of this hyperactive atmos-

phere, it is odd to hear Landau talking

about slowing down. He points out

with indisputable logic, however, that

the tv business itself has slowed down.

Sounding more like a conservative

banker than the fast-moving performer

that he is, Landau said: "We are aim-

ing for solidity in an industry that is

showing signs of leveling off. After all,

the number of tv homes is approaching

the 90% mark. How much higher can

it go? We came up fast because of our

ability to latch on to a movie package.

But the supply of the big movie pack-

ages is gone."

Cognizant of the feeling in some ad

quarters that he has grown too fast,

Landau added, "Don't forget that we

haven't tried to make a fast profit out

of the Twentieth Century-Fox package.

We have a three-to-four years' supply.

We haven't been selling our product

like the other distributors have been

selling their stuff. We release ours a

group at a time, 78 at a clip. In that

way we get the maximum out of a hot

librarv of films."

What are Landau's ultimate ambi-

tions for NTA? When asked, he an-

swers in conventional terms but he

made a revealing statement in discuss-

ing his station and web ambitions:

"There's something about the tv busi-

ness most people don't realize. And
that's the fact that 71% of the money
comes from the sale of time and 29%
from the sale of programing." Consid-

ering Landau's accomplishments with

the 29%, it should not require any

great mental dexterity to deduce that

Landau's station ambitions extend to

the maximum permitted by the FCC.

And, considering Landau's keen eye

for opportunities, it would not be sur-

prising if, in NTA's inner councils, sta-

tion ownership is already the tail that

wags the dog.

This explains partly Landau's inter-

est in National Theatres. Landau has a

firm, "No comment," when questioned

about the movie chain but there's no

doubt a merger would give Landau ac-

cess to $17 million in liquid assets rest-

ing in Rhoden's coffers. And it's been

said that Landau, despite his brashness

and confidence, is also eyeing, respect-

fully, the corps of experienced hands

that he could call upon in the event the

two firms joined.

With the deft way Landau handles

money, there's no telling how many

stations could be bought for $17 mil-

lion. Landau busts his buttons when
he describes the financial details of his

purchase of WNTA-TV and WNTA
I AM and FM), New York.

NTA paid $3.5 million for the prop-

erties, including the assumption of

around $1 million in debts. "I've been

offered $1,900,000 for the radio sta-

tions alone," Landau said. "That means
that I've bought a tv franchise in the

country's biggest market for a million

dollars. All the station needs now is

programing parity. Who else has got-

ten a buy like that? We put down
$200,000 in cash, we make no pay-

ments for two years and the balance of

payments is extended over eight years.

We'll do $4 million in business the

first year and we'll be up to $6 million

without much trouble."

Though he's been successful in de-
|

ferring payments for the New York sta-

tions, Landau's ambitions create an im-

mense need for borrowed money and

the success of Landau and others at

NTA in swinging loans is in no small

way responsible for the firm's rapid

growth. Each group of Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox films, for example, require

the outlay of nearly $6 million in cash

within 90 days. Even were NTA to sell

every film to every tv market within

that span the immediate return would

"We are aiming for solidity in an industry that is showing signs of

leveling off. After all. the number of tv homes is approaching the 90%
mark. How much higher can it go? We came up fast because of our

ability to latch onto a movie package. Some people may think we came

up too Fast but don't forget we haven't tried to make a fast profit out of

the Twentieth Century-Fox package. We release features 78 at a time."

"Station ownership is becoming more important with us. There s

something about the tv business most people don't realize. And that's

the fact that 71% of the money comes from sale of time, 29% from

sale of programing. We got a good deal in our New York stations.

We've been offered {1,900,000 for the radio station alone. So

NTA bought a tv franchise in the biggest market for $1 million."
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still be only about 25%. Stations pay

the remainder over 18 to 30 months.

According to one analyst, NTA uses $5

of borrowed money for every $1 of

equity.

Money is no longer a major problem,

Landau says. At the beginning, he con-

cedes, "we did it with mirrors." At

present, his track record opens finan-

cial doors he would hardly dare knock

on in his earlier days.

The multi-faceted operations of NTA
being what they are, it would be too

much to say that Landau is concentrat-

ing on any one thing right now. But

there is no doubt that he is spending a

considerable part of his working hours

on next season's plans for the film net-

work. NTA has put an estimated $200,-

000 into promoting the network.

Landau is out to sell nine hours of

1

pre-cleared time a week, five of them

during the day. The daytime offering

marks the first time the network has

gone into weekday strips. Landau has

|

sunk about $12 million into program-

,

ing the nine hours—more than $4 mil-

lion for three half-hour series, This Is

Alice, How to Marry a Millionaire and

I

Man Without a Gun; an average of

I $100,000 apiece for 39 features; nearly

I $3 million for 90 one-hour daytime

< films, mainly reruns of top-priced

shows that have appeared on the wired

webs; $100,000 apiece for six Shirley

Temple features.

In putting a lot of steam behind the

network and its shows, Landau is not

unaware that there's a back door open

in case his efforts come a-cropper. All

the programing is grist for NTA's dis-

tribution mill. "I'm no Don Quixote

trying to fight a windmill," he said.

The past history of Eli Landau will

bear this out. However, while he has

had a remarkably keen eye for the big

opportunity, Landau worked in the

shadow of anonymity for a number of

years before his star blazed.

While he was in Texas during the

war his attention was attracted by

Fritos corn chips and in 1947, when
he was 27, he got a five-state north-

east U.S. franchise for corn chips mar-

keted, under the name of Pepcorn. Lan-

dau reasoned they would be an ideal

product for bars. Landau also noted

|
that of the 7,000-odd tv sets in the New
York area, most of them were located

in bars. So the Hanneil Food Corp.

{Please turn to page 60)
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Pa. Dutch dinner

, tv advertisers Rachel Sange
ray Roffis, McC-E broadcast media supervisor,

, Evelyn Lentz, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ziegler

"WONDERFUL GOOD" PITCH BY WLBR-TV

I he problem of how to get a local

advertiser's tv success story across to

the national advertiser was neatly

solved on 14 May by WLBR-TV, the

Triangle Publications Station of Leb-

anon-Lancaster, Pa.

Joe Zimmerman, the station general

manager, piled about 65 local business-

men and their wives into four char-

tered buses and brought them to New
York City where they joined 200 ad-

vertising agency executives in Park

Avenue's Sheraton East Hotel for a

Pennsylvania Dutch dinner staged by

WLBR-TV.
For many of the agency guests, it

was their first actual contact with rep-

resentatives of an area around which

has grown many misconceptions. Be-

cause the original German settlers who
came to this part of Pennsylvania were

simple, thrifty farming folk the idea

quickly sprang up that it was just

about the "toughest-to-sell" area any-

where. The fact that several of the

religious sects among these original

settlers spurned education and any

"new-fangled" inventions helped foster

the notion.

However, this early thriftiness (or

what the Pennsylvania Dutch call

"shpawrsom") paid off. Today, Leb-

anon, Lancaster, York and the envi

rons is not only a lush agricultura

area but is a lively manufacturing cen-

ter as well as a prosperous retail mar-

ket. It probably is as recession-proof

a community as any across the nation.

Timebuyers at the party had the oppor-

tunity of learning just how prosperous

is the Pennsylvania Dutch country by

meeting the merchants who live there.

At the same time that WLBR-TV
dispelled fallacies about the region, it

drew heavily on its heritage for this

unique promotion. Invitations to New
York agency people were a series of

Pa. Dutch picture postcards in the na-

tive lingo: "We want you should visit

our Pennsylvania Dutch country just

now but if you can't, we will fetch it

to you." After this teaser came invi-

tations and follows-up: "It pleasures

us to give you for dinner—and for

free too. It gives the seven sweets and

seven sours, mit schnapps too."

In a way, the party served two pur-

poses. Not only did it serve to ac-

quaint national advertisers with local

successes but it cemented the good re-

lations between the station and the

Pennsylvania German advertisers. For

the latter had a day to remember. On
arriving in New York, they were guests

of WLBR-TV for theatre or ball game.

Most of the men went to see the Yan-

kees, while the majority of wives went

to see West Side Story, Jamaica, Say
Darling and other Broadway shows.

To borrow from the station's slogan

and the Pennsylvania Dutch dialect, it

was a "wonderful good" time. ^



After "adult" Westerns-

what? The mature

and integrated look

By Bill Miksch

SCENE: On location with the Cactus

Tv Films Co. in the Arizona desert.

It's lunch hour, and the camera crews

anil extras have retired to the shade of

a mesquitc grove from whence comes

the crackle of toasting marshmallows

punctuated by the occasional squeal of

a starlet. On a nearby corral fence

perch two men, their gaze fixed heaven-

ward on a hovering helicopter. One

wears a sequins-trimmed cowboy suit;

he is Sandy Trail, star of the new

Western tv show, John B. Stetson. The

other is distinguished by an enormous

pair of dark glasses, chartreuse ascot

and cocoanut straw calypso hat. He is

Alaric Prawn, director for Cactus

Films. The helicopter sets down and

jettisons a lean, bouncy "Eastern" type

youth with a dispatch case—Buzz

Beaker, assistant tv producer for Madi-

son Avenue's Finn & Haddie Agency.

ALARIC: Buzzie boy! What a sur-

prise! Sandy, this is our "angel."

SANDY: [Quietly but with strength)

Howdy, pardner.

151 'A'/.. [Incredulously) You mean this

is Sandy Trail? But he's so short. On
tv he comes out looking eight feet tall!

ALARIC: Sand) only works with ac-

tor- under five feet, and they all ride

ponies. By the way, Buzz, did you get

tin- rushes on our latest episode?

BUZZ: Yon bet; that's why I'm here.

Our account bought this show on the

strength of a great, off-beat pilot.

Nothing you've turned out since re-

motely resembles it. What's happened?

ALARIC: Now, Buzz, be reasonable.

You bought a terrific title

—

John B.

Stetson: The Man Who Made Hats for

Western Eggheads. It's a natural, com-

ing on the heels of Jim Bowie, Wyatt

Earp, Sugarfoot, Jefferson Drum—
SANDY: Cain't miss, pardner.

BUZZ: But it is missing! The story

line has fallen apart. Let me refresh

you on that pilot; it was in the true

traditional adult Western style —
"Which way'd they go?" "Thattaway."

"We'll head 'em off at the ford." Gal-

lop, gallop, gallop—Bang! Bang

—

SANDY: Shucks, that's for non-inte-

grated folk.

BUZZ: (Puzzled) Now where did he

pick up a word like "non-integrated"?

ALARIC: Skip it, Buzz. Get on with

your complaint.

BUZZ: Well, every can you sent us

since the pilot has been off the track.

There was the episode where Sandy

here was a papoose-sitter for an In-

dian squaw. Is that your idea of

rugged Westernism? And in the last

show, Sandy kisses the girl while his

horse rides off alone into the sunset!

SANDY: Doggone, that hit me as right

good—it symbolized the sex drive in

disassociation from occupational frus-

trations.

BUZZ: {Clutching his crew cut) Al-

aric, what the blazes is this idiot try-

ing to say?

SANDY: Mistah, when you call me

"sick"

—

smile!

BUZZ: Look, all I want to know is why

that horse galloped off alone into the

sunset?

SANDY: He's a neurotic hoss. He':

queer for sunsets.

ALARIC: (Brightly) That's right

Buzz. There's nothing unusual about ;

neurotic horse. Look at Silky Sulli

van.

BUZZ: Now listen, you guys. We're ;l

pretty liberal agency on the subject o

show control. Velvet fist in iron glov

and all that. But we must draw th<

line somewhere. For example, that In

dian of yours—Chief Hot Running Wa
ter, or whatever his name is. On.

week, he's the villain; the next, he'

Sandy's sidekick. We get letters.

SANDY: The Injun's a schizo.

ALARIC: That's right, Buzz. We thin

it's a nice touch. Frankh . after m

shot the pilot, we got to thinking tha

if we just want a plain old wel

justed, sado-masochistic Indian

could use a wooden one from a ci^a

store. So for realism's sake we WTol

him in a split personality.

SANDY: Sure, pardner, now this her

Injun comes alive. Sometimes he

withdrawn, the result of a deep-roote

Oedipus complex that began wit

wrong post-natal feeding. Then he s

friendly Injun. Other times he su

fers hallucinations brought about h

the pressure of belonging to a mino

ity group. Then he's a bad Injun.
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BUZZ: And I'll be a loco Injun if I

isten to any more of this Freudian

lonsense! What's got into you guys?

\LARIC: Buzz, please don't get over-

wrought in this hot sun.

BUZZ: Well. I am overwrought! I got

Trendex to think of. How do you jus-

ify an episode where the intrepid

Sandy Trail backs down from a fight

vith a gang of rustlers, and then slinks

jff to his ranchero to toss a salad?

Really! First our hero "chickens out,"

hen he tosses a salad

!

\LARIC: It was a chicken salad,

fou've got to dig the symbolism.

SANDY: Besides, I've rid myself of

iggressiveness and group-hostility.

5UZZ: ( Furious) That ties it! I'm

;oing to get to the bottom of this,

ivhat have you guys been up to?

\LARIC: (Shamefaced) Tell him.

Sandy.

SANDY: Sure, pardner. I'll let him
lave it straight cause I ain't a'scared

)f him nohow seeing I got me an iron-

clad contract. Alaric and me have

;

rone into analysis.

ALARIC: (Nervously) For the good
)f the show, Buzzie old boy.

3UZZ: (Deadly) An iron-clad con-
tact, eh, Sandy? Well, we'll cancel it

low. Reach for your gun.
5ANDY: Don't carry none since I got
oriented.

BUZZ: Ah, but I do. (Whips out a
olt 45. Two shots later, Buzz returns
done to the helicopter. ^

Drawn for SPONSOR by Norma Erler
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Spot tv and newspapers

* CBS Tv Spot Sales

compares their audiences

^ Rep finds tv's audience

is larger than newspapers'

WBS Tv Spot Sales has turned its

Cume-Rule study into ammunition

aimed at newspapers.

The Cume-Rule, released in January,

was based on a special!) commissioned

Nielsen study showing the cost and

audience reached by day and night

chain break announcements in various

numbers of markets.

For easy calculation, the rep firm

put the figures, which included un-

duplicated audiences over one and four

weeks, on a stiff card which operated

like a slide rule. Hence, the name
Cume-Rule.

The same figures have now been

used to compare with newspaper buys

costing the same amount of money.

Comparing costs in the top markets in

multiples of 15 (and going up to a

maximum of 75 markets) the data

indicates more audience delivered by
the video medium.

Two basic comparisons were made.

In one case three nighttime announce-

ments on CBS TV stations were com-

pared with five-eighths of a page in

the leading newspaper in the same
markets. In the other instance, 12 day-

time announcements were compared
with one-half page ads.

Audiences were compared on a po-

tential and delivered basis. The poten-

tial audience comparison was tv homes
in each market vs. newspaper circula-

tion. Delivered audience or home im-

pressions was given for tv but not for

newspapers.

However, the CBS Tv Spot Sales

study pointed out that the Starch

"noted" averages for ads of five-eighths

t<. a full pa<:e is 'MY/< and for half

page ads is 19%. These percentages

have been applied by SPONSOR against

the newspaper circulation figures in

the charts at right. ^
Compari-.ii it righ usee I I'." -union and
the leading newspaper in each mark<t. Tv
audience figures air- from the Nielsen Tv
fades a- ol <),t..N„v. 1957. The nighttime
schedule i- based on announcements at 8:00
p.m. Monday, 9:00 Wednesday; UhOOFriday.
The daytime schedule covers 12 announce-
ments between 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., Mon-
day through Friday. Tv costs are one-week
rati-; newspaper costs from SRDS. Figures
in parenthesis an- based on Starch averages
mi "noting" ail- i -«. explanation in

TELEVISION VS. NEWSPAPERS
A COMPARISON OF COST AND CIRCULATION

NIGHTTIME

TOP 15 MARKETS 3 ANNOUNCEMENTS Vs PACE AD
Cost $27,630 $24,656
Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

21,918,000
12,788,000

7,599,621
(2,280,000)

TOP 30 MARKETS
Cost $38,595 $37,466

Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

28,181,000
17,797,000

10,887,548
(3,266,000)

TOP 45 MARKETS
Cost $47,070 $48,431

Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

33,248,000
22,049,000

13,382,471
(4,015,000)

TOP 60 MARKETS
Cost $54,195 $59,351

Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

36,009,000
24,538,000

15,866,646
(4,760,000)

TOP 75 MARKETS
Cost $60,840 $69,191

Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

37,327,000
26,580,000

17,899,840
(5,370,000)

DAYTIME

"

i

TOP 15 MARKETS 12 ANNOUNCEMENTS i/
2 PACE AD

Cost $20,096 $19,725

Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

21,918,000
15,263,000

7,599,621
(1,444,000)

TOP 30 MARKETS
Cost $30,962 $29,973

Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

28,181,000
21,181,000

10,887,548
(2,069,000)

TOP 45 MARKETS
Cost $38,953 $38,745

Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

33,248,000
27,101,000

13,382,471
(2,543,000)

TOP 60 MARKETS
Cost $44,969 $47,481

Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

36,009,000
30,497,000

15,866,646
(3,015,000)

TOP 75 MARKETS
Cost $51,070 $55,353

Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

37,327,000
32,917,000

17,899,840
(3,401,000)
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Seaboard buys spot to sell money
^ Originally a small loan company on the West Coast,

Seaboard Finance Co. now has offices throughout the U.S.

^ Spot radio jingles have been advertising backbone.

Current series sells "Yenom," money spelled backward

In the midst of today's somewhat

:loomy financial atmosphere Seaboard

inance Company, headquartered in

.os Angeles, Calif., is proudly noting

in 18% gain in dollar volume, totaling

lightly more than $200 million for the

ix months from 1 October 1957 to 31

.larch this year.

A considerable part of the credit for

etting a new record during this soft

'usiness period belongs to spot radio,

ays Paul Appleby, Seaboard presi-

ent. Though sales contracts dropped

1%, personal loans shot up some 32%
uring the period, accounting for Sea-

card's healthy record.

Seaboard is backing up its belief

lat spot radio will generate new busi-

ess with an appropriation of nearly

I million this year, sponsor estimates.

his includes spots to run in 398 cities

i 50 major and 100 minor markets
cross the country, and in Canada and
lawaii.

The company operates nation-wide,

ut separates its advertising into three

ivisions—western, eastern and south-

rn. In the western and southern di-

isions, about 90% of the ad budget
Is allocated to radio; the balance is

!)lit between tv and newspaper ads.

i the eastern division, newspapers
ave a slight edge.

"Having our advertising supervised

V three regional divisions," explains

estern division ad manager William
• Van Dyke, "enables us to handle
Ivertising on a market-by-market ba-

;

s. Since each of our offices is, in ef-

ct, a local business serving the corn-

unity in which it's located, we find

valuable to have this kind of close
orking control over our advertising."
II three advertising managers report
rectly-to president Paul Appleby in
as Angeles.

The current Seaboard campaign is

"It around the theme "Yenom,"
hich is, the transcription points out,
noney spelled backward." The voice
i these e.t.'s is, as it has been for 17
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years, that of Mel Roach, account ex-

ecutive on the Seaboard account at

Frank Bull & Co., Los Angeles. The
Bull agency has represented Seaboard
since the beginning of its commission-

able advertising in 1937.

Actually, Seaboard has used jingles

in its radio advertising for many years.

The current "Yenom" campaign is an

extension of the jingles. The theme is

a light approach to what is usually

considered an un-funny problem: need-

ing extra money to meet bills or pay-

ments.

The first commercial in the "Yen-

om" series was recorded and put on

the air 15 years ago. There have been

subsequent series on the same theme

since.

The idea is, basically, that "Yenom"
is a cure-all: for eyesight troubled by

figuring the budget nightly; for "back-

aches caused by too many back bills,"

and as a "bill killer in its own right

when sprayed on."

Here is a typical sample from the

series now running:

(E.t. opens with singing jingle, fol-

lowed by announcer saying:) "Folks

'Budgetitis', an inflamed condition of

the budget, is common this time of

year. Watch out for it! Most frequent

symptoms are blood-shot eyes, sleep-

lessness, stinginess, afraid to answer

door or telephone, fumbling for lunch-

eon checks. It is caused by a large de-

posit of unpaid bills on your doorstep

due to taxes, insurance, new car mod-

els and spring styles. At the first sign

of this annoying budgetary upset, get

YENOM, the new green vitamin.

Y-E-N-O-M, money spelled backwards.

Gives fast relief. Apply for prescrip-

tion at nearest Seaboard Finance Co.

office." (Live tag follows.)

All of the commercials in the series

are one-minute. They open with the

Seaboard singing jingle with a catchy

tune. Incorporated in this is the line

"The difference with Seaboard's the

service." Following the announcer's

voice with the "Yenom" copy, there is

a live tag, to tie in the address of the

local branch or branches in the area

covered by the station.

Here's how this campaign came into

being. "A couple of years ago we de-

cided it was time to think about a new
approach in our commercials," recalls

Mel Roach. "We have found that jin-

gles always work well for us, so we
started with that in mind. Adding the

light touch af "Yenom" was simply

carrying jingles a step further," he

says.

"But after we had worked out the

idea, we began to have second thoughts

about it," he continues. "Were we
right, we wondered, to approach the

matter of treating money troubles in a

light, and even humorous, fashion? We
decided, however, that a joke might

make a man smile and leave a pleas-

ant recollection, even if we were joking

about his money worries."

The worries were not yet over. "Af-

ter going ahead and writing the series

and distributing e.t.'s, we became wor-

ried all over again," Roach remem-

bers. The reason : rave reactions to the

commercials began to come .in from

stations and from others in the busi-

ness. "So we worried: would we find

ourselves guilty of 'ivory tower' adver-

tising," he says.

Quite the contrary, notes Frank Bull,

owner of the agency bearing his name.

Results are demonstrably excellent in

terms of new business.

They have another virtue, Bull notes.

"They are a triumph from the creative

standpoint when you consider that

finance company copy is the most re-

stricted of any except the liquor indus-

try," he says. In most states, it seems,

all finance company advertising must

submit to, and be approved by, a loan

commission and bank examiners."

It's estimated that Seaboard experi-

ences about a 10% cost factor in radio

advertising. This is borne out, gen-

erally, by a recent check in Sacra-



mento, Calif. During a six-month pe-

riod some SI,800 was spent in radio

spots. During that time 45 people,

who said they heard the radio spots,

borrowed an aggregate of $15,000.

Seaboard Finance Co. is the third

largest of the small-loan companies

( following Household Finance Corp.,

Chicago. III., and Beneficial Finance

Co., Wilmington, Del. From a small

start in the late Thirties the company

grew to \'2 offices in four states 1>\ the

beginning of \\ orld \\ ar II.

As of the middle of this month the

company had 498 branches. It is still

growing at a rapid rate. In the 90

days between mid-February and mid-

May, for instance, the company added

25 branches. Additional expansion is

planned.

Having such a large number of

branch offices, of course, creates addi-

tional effort in planning and schedul-

ing advertising in order to tailor it to

local situations. But there is this ad-

vantage: each of the 498 branches can

be relied upon to "feed back" infor-

mation to its district advertising super-

visor.

William Van Dyke thinks of the

branches as individual "rating serv-

ices," at the company's disposal. He
explains that a branch can provide

considerable advertising information

from its manager, office personnel, loan

interviewers, and new customers who
come in as well as from its monthly
business reports and graphs. All of

these, he points out, are in addition to

regular available standard rating in-

formation.

Here's how this source of informa-

tion is tapped, once a new branch of-

fice is opened:

Following the selection of a branch
location by one of the company's 60
regional managers, and the hiring of a

new manager to be in charge of the

branch office, the divisional advertis-

ing manager visits the new location.

"Talking to people is as important
as talking to radio stations," explains

Van Dyke. "That's why a visit to the
new town is a must for a division ad-
vertising manager.

"Whom do we talk to?" he asks.

"Hotel clerks, taxi drivers, storekeep-

ers,—anyone who listens to radio We
ask them what station they listen to,

and why. That's what we really want
to know.

"Then we add the findings of our

own little 'survey,' and correlate this

with the information given us b) the

Checking current spot

Paul Appleby, presid

stations, including any availabilities.

"Another factor we consider is

whether there are any similar accounts

already on a station and, if so, how
many," Van Dyke continues. "This

influences our decision because while

similar accounts tend to earmark the

characteristics of the station Seaboard

is looking for, too many competitors

can dilute our message."

Seaboard frequently expands by ac-

quisition of existing smaller loan com-

panies. The procedure for determin-

ing advertising, however, remains

about the same.

"In that case we talk to inherited

personnel," Van Dyke says. "We find

out what they are doing in the way of

advertising, and what results are be-

ing obtained. After this, we survey to

see if the advertising is profitable. If

results are good, we retain the pro-

gram but switch to our own copy."

A comprehensive media program is

used when a new office is opened. How
this program is established is related

by Frank Bull, agency president:

Direct mail: "In a new office we

purchase local lists, and send out an

announcement that says 'there's a new

kid in the neighborhood.' In a take-

over area, we circularize the former

company's present and former custom-

ers, announcing that ownership has

changed, but that personnel are being

retained.'"

Telephone Directory: "'When does

it come out?' is one of our first que

tions in a market. You can't do bus

ness without a telephone."

Newspapers: "Except in certail

areas of the eastern division, whei

they account for a high percentage (

the budget, newspaper advertising

confined to announcement ads, pit

editorial aid and news pictures of tl

opening."

Radio: "A 13-week firm contract c

the station (or stations) selected. Yc

cannot buy radio for 30 days, then ci

it off. If it's not pulling, you mu
analyze why, then act accordingly."

Sometimes a change of schedule

indicated. Bull continues. "Instead i|

three or four spots a day throughoi

the week, we might try weekend sati

ration. Another problem sometirm

occurs when a buy we expected wou

produce business for many offices in

large area proves not to be equalh e

fective for all offices. The importai

thing is," he emphasizes, "to find o

where the trouble lies before takii

action."

After the advertising starts, loan ij

terviewers begin gathering inform

tion. The surveys include the questio

"How did you happen to come to Se

board?" If the answer is "just dri

ing by, a neighbor told me how ni

you were, etc." a second question f<

lows: "Have you ever seen or hea

any of Seaboard's advertising?"

"This gives an insight into peneti
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ion and what media are producing

)usiness," Bull points out, "while

nonthly reports reflect advertising ef-

ectiveness over a period of time."

Another consideration is the attitude

>f the local manager. A steadily-rising

•urve may indicate that the advertis-

ng is pulling, but if the manager isn't

lappv with it, his reasons are weighed

igainst the campaign's success.

Seaboard's "Yenom" campaign has

i strong merchandising value, says

Jill Asay, "Yenom" copywriter at

hill & Co. "Back in the Thirties, when

>e used a ship's whistle as an identifi-

ation on radio, kids used to pass Sea-

card offices and imitate the shrill

, histle. Today they've picked up our

urrent campaign and now when they

as? they pipe in 'Yenom','' he says.

"This is penetration," he emphasizes.

It's also merchandising because it cre-

tes a set of factors that give point-of-

.ale impact." He cites the following

ccurrences to demonstrate his idea:

Checks arrive at Seaboard offices,

lade out to "Yenom." Envelopes are

jmetimes addressed merely to "The
tenom' Company."

A barrage of letters
—

"100 now to

ne before"—some addressed to Sea-
1 nard president Paul Appleby, some to

j The 'Yenom' Company," but most to

;ie local Seaboard branch, comment
a the campaign. "This awareness of

'cation, obtained from the live tag to

ie commercials, is invaluable," Asay
ates.

Requests for window decals of the

[

^aboard symbol are received from re-

ilers and wholesalers for whom Sea-

card carries commercial paper. (In

I
'me states a personal loan company

i
in only finance up to $300, in others

|) to $600, etc., so a separate corpora-
m—Seaboard Acceptance Company
is established to carry contracts in-

| >lving larger amounts.

)

i "While Seaboard Acceptance Co.
>es not advertise directly, our success

popularizing the name Seaboard has
oved a big selling point in landing
mmercial accounts," explains Asay.
t becomes a merchandising tool to

11 a dealer the way a good merchan-
'ing aid can help sell a grocer."
Seaboard looks forward to continu-

? expansion, says president Appleby,
th consequent pacing of advertising,
sed on the company's successful
owth thus far, it seems safe to sup-
se that spot radio can look forward
a continuing and, possibly, increas-

l share of Seaboard's budget. ^
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ARB TV SETS-IN-USE FOR APRIL
ARE ABOVE SAME MONTH IN 1957

IVIost hour periods show an increase in viewing during April

compared with corresponding month last year, ARB figures show.

This upbeat data is a continuation of a trend going on for some
months. The figures below show this picture is true by time

zones as well as by total U. S. (Total U. S. figures are based

on eastern time across the country.) Only exceptions are certain

late afternoon-early evening times.

Average tv sets-in-use by time zones, April, 1958

Monday thru Friday daytime

8:00 16.4 14.9 20.0 16.8 10.0 4.7 11.3 11.7

9:00 13.0 11.2 20.7 14.4 10.6 8.6 13.4 11.3

10:00 15.2 13.5 24.1 17.4 12.4 7.7 16.1 12.3

11:00 22.0 16.7 21.4 19.3 12.3 12.0 21.0 15.1

12:00 Noon 21.8 22.4 19.9 18.3 13.2 14.9 20.0 19.3

1:00 PM 14.3 13.5 17.3 17.0 12.5 13.5 16.0 14.1

2:00 14.1 14.3 18.8 14.8 7.8 7.2 15.1 14.9

3:00 17.8 15.4 23.3 22.3 13.4 7.2 17.6 15.2

4:00 25.4 23.3 21.3 22.1 18.8 13.0 22.7 21.7

5:00 28.0 33.2 26.2 33.6 25.8 28.3 23.0 25.7

Sunday thru Saturday evening

6:00 PM 33.5 34.7 46.4 45.5 39.1 39.7 27.9

7:00 52.4 49.9 65.1 64.1 56.9 59.3 46.9 43.6

8:00 67.8 67.3 66.5 67.0 65.4 65.9 61.4 60.5

9:00 66.2 64.2 60.5 59.9 63.5 60.4 63.4 61.9

10:00 51.1 49.2 32.8 32.8 38.8 36.8 55.7 54.4

11:00 22.1 19.0 15.5 14.3 16.0 13.2 32.3 30.5

12:00 Midnigr t 11.3 9.3 3.5 4.3 4.6 4.1 19.9 18.2



So you want to buy a ra

Standing proudly in front of their own ra-

dio -tution are (1. to r.» John Hopkinson and

Quentin Sturm. Taking over last September,

with losses at $1000 a week, the pair shaved

them in October, minimized them in Novem-

ber, went in the black in December. Each

month since has been increasingly profitable,

and it was done with no staff change except

management. The secret was consistent sell-

ing, of new ideas, copy slants, ways of mer-

chandising air time. Though commonplace in

cities with heavy competition, this is radical

departure outside, they report. Result is that

rates have been boosted 50% without the

loss of any except seasonal business.

I here"? a little of Walter Mitty in

everybody, but for people in the busi-

ness of radio and tv it generally takes

a specific form: of one day buying an

operation, or at least a piece of one.

Two vears ago this idea crystallized

between two Chicagoans—John Hop-

kinson. who headed his own rep firm

and Quentin Sturm, an account execu-

tive at WIND. Today they are part-

ners in WKAB, a 1000 watt daytime

radio station at 840 KC, in Mobile,

Alabama. Here, in Hopkinson's words,

is the story of how it came about:

"The first decision that my partner,

Quentin Sturm, and I made was the

easiest. We decided to buy a radio

station. From then on things got

tougher.

"First, how do you get one? For the

past five years there's been a sellers'

market in stations. Any station, any-

where, that shows even small profits, is

asking box car figures. The rule of

thumb for selling price is one-and-a-

half to two times annual gross billings,

and the figure can go higher if rea!

estate is involved.

"You need cash, and lots of it. Don'l

look for much help from a bank; the\

look for collateral. What collateral?

The equipment probably has a resalt

value of $16,000 tops. But you do havt

an alternative—find a 'sick' or 'crip

pled' station, losing money because o

poor management.

"But let's go back a bit. Mv par!

ner and I decided to start looking ii

1956. For obvious reasons we mad

every7 effort to be hush-hush about ou

plans. However, the secret leaked ou

fast and it was then that I learned o

the tremendous interest that everybod

connected with the radio business, an

even advertising, has in buying a ste

tion.

"We not only were queried by even

one we were ever in contact with, bt

used to receive from four to five calls

week from total strangers to us. A

Johnson Motors takes plunge in netwi
^ With little experience in tv, this outboard motor

maker bought three specials that built traffic and sales

Johnson Motors, Waukegan, 111.,

manufacturer of outboard motors, took

a deep plunge in tv this spring. The
dip was rewarding and more than met
expectations in creating interest and
-ale-, company officials report.

Johnson made the splash with three

springtime Bob Hope "specials" on
NBC TV. These hour-long shows had
major penetration, averaging about a

L50-statiorj lineup for each.

Purchase of the shows represented

a major investment for Johnson, spon-
sor estimate- the company's total ad
budget to lie aboul $2 million. As a

relief-time buj it". a safe bet that the

three show- took about a third, $700,-
(100. of tin-.

The buj was dramatic from the com-
pany's point of view. In its 35-year

history, it has become the top lineage

advertiser in boating and outdoor

magazines. But it has never used ra-

dio, and its only previous tv experi-

ence occurred about three years ago

when it bought a few announcements

on NBC TV's Today.

Still, the belief that the product was

right for tv did not diminish. For

three years J. Walter Thompson Co.,

Chicago office, Johnson's agency, re-

searched tv to find the right vehicle.

JWT believed this research had pro-

duced three specific tv requirements

for any show sponsored by Johnson:

1.) It had to be a prestige show;

2) It had to attract a comprehensive

all-family audience; and,

3) It had to offer strong merchan-

dising opportunities.

The three Hope specials, running on

5 February, 2 March and 5 April,

seemed to fulfill these basic requir

ments, as well as provide the impo

tant added bonus of seasonal timing.

According to Johnson's market re

ords, outboard motor buying begins i

February, builds up through Marc

and April and hits peak sales in Ma
The company felt that the Hoj

shows more than met the prestige r

quirement. This was especially impo

tant because Johnson introduced, th

spring, its new "V" block engine, tl

first in outboard motors.

The audience requirement seeim

equally well taken care of. JWT r

search of previous Hope shows i

vealed the following audience chara 1

teristics:

More medium and large-sized fan

lies view Hope than one and two-mei

ber families; it attracts an above-av<

age number of viewers per set—
S|

against a 2.5 average; the audien

breaks down into 45% women, 38

men and 17% children; a higher pi'

portion of "young" families view
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tion?
^ Owning a radio station is an ambition of many people

in the broadcast business. Here's how two men did it

iad in mind the same thoughts: 'You

ellows are doing something a friend

ind myself have been dreaming of

loing for some time now. How do you

ro about it, etc. etc. etc.?"

"Frankly, we never were invited to

many free lunches in our lives. The

nterest came from every type of per-

onnel working in stations, which is

tot too unexpected. But what did sur-

irise us was the eager attention we got

rom reps and timebuyers in agencies,

lot to mention account executives.

"We spent a year looking. We con-

acted brokers first. We also contacted

wners directly by taking the first 100

larkets and using SRDS listings. We
liminated all NBC and CBS stations

nd well known or large successful

perators, for obvious reasons. But be

ure the letter goes to the owner; we
arned the hard way that inquiries

lat went to managers of stations that

eren't doing well were often thrown

1 the wastebasket.

"We got about a 65% response.

Some, of course, were really not inter-

ested in selling, but just seeing what

price their station might bring. But

the type we were seeking, those losing

money, were quick to answer, and

mostly by phone, to keep negotiations

confidential.

"Interestingly enough, in practically

every station offered for sale, there was

a weak management, with a lack of

good sales personnel, and an owner

unable to find replacements. Of course,

there's always the inducement of a

capital gains tax situation, too.

"So far, so good. We had spent

some time, and learned where there

were some stations for sale. Now we
entered the second phase; how do you

evaluate the station in terms of poten-

tial, to arrive at a reasonable price?

"You must approach this from two

directions—national revenue and local

revenue. The first assumption is that

you will be the leading station in the

market after allowing an adequate pe-

riod (say three months) for your new
programing to take hold. This assump-

tion is not meant to be overbearing,

but it is necessary because this is what

controls national business. The value

of national business, both from the

revenue point of view and good com-

mercial sound cannot be over-empha-

sized.

"Next, analyze published FCC fig-

ures to determine the flow of national

business into the market. You can cal-

culate that once your high ratings are

established, you can expect to get a

major percentage of that business. And
that's your clue as to the amount of

national business you can expect to

write.

"Now for the local side. First check

the local rate structure; that is, see

what the competitive stations in town

are getting for a one minute spot.

Check Pulse and/or Hooper ratings of

I Please turn to page 73

)

comes up with new sales
These characteristics are important

Johnson. The company has done
msiderable research on outboard mo-
•r buying motivation. It knows, for

stance, that families constitute the

i

*st market for outboard motors, and
i at there are more sales to families

;ith several children, than to those

ith only one or two children.

The third requisite, strong merchan-

'
sing opportunity, was exploited fully

Johnson and the agency. Prior to

e first show, the company coordi-

jited merchandising with its 4000
[alers across the nation.

After explaining the campaign, and
i purpose to its dealers, Johnson
essed the value of special tie-in dis-

ays featuring Bob Hope. It made
ne-in mats available and it advised
dealers to buy adjacencies.

j
Johnson's account supervisor at

VT, Carl Von Ammon, explains the
ilosophy this way: "Network tv is

tually a local medium," he says,
iewers identify the show with their

onsor • 31 may 1958

own local station, creating the ideal

psychological climate for dealer tie-in."

A further advantage of the specials,

Von Ammon says, was that they were

presented on pre-empted time, leaving

adjacencies unsold and available for

dealers to pick up.

Dealer cooperation was strong. For
the three shows an average of more
than 75% of the dealers was repre-

sented with adjacencies. Results were

reflected almost immediately in attend-

ance at the "all family boat shows"

conducted at each dealer's showroom.

The three-shot campaign was a suc-

cess. Why? The choice of the show
was excellent, believes W. H. Jonas,

Johnson director of sales and adver-

tising. But also important, he believes,

was the merchandising cooperation at

local dealer level, and the lead ins and
lead outs provided by Hope himself.

Although Johnson Motors has not

as yet firmed its schedule next year,

it will not be surprising to find network

tv coming back for an encore. ^

Congratulating Bob Hope on the three spe-

cial* is W. H. Jonas, Johnson's director of

sales, advertising. For Johnson the network

shows vindicated a belief that tv was an

ideal medium to demonstrate the easy opera-

tion of its motors. The company and its

agency were particularly interested in the

Hope shows because they created (1) a pres-

tige climate for its newly-introduced "V" out-

board motor, the first one in the industry,

(2) reached the largest family market, a

strong factor, and (3) offered the strongest

merchandising opportunities.
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t is not particularly surprising that a company whose

business is involved with other people's future should

be astute about insuring its own.

Convinced that for companies, as well as for people,

the present is the best time to protect the future, the

Prudential Insurance Company renewed its schedule

on the CBS Television Network— a program series which

averages 23 million viewers each week.

Each year since 1950 Prudential has placed increasing

reliance on the persuasive power of network television.

Last year, for example, it devoted more than two-thirds

of its entire advertising appropriation to television.

Prudential buys insurance©
And apparently with notable success. Prudential reports

"Our 22,000 agents throughout the country are proud to

be associated with CBS Television in a programming

venture with the scope of The Twentieth Century.

They consider television a tremendous help in winning

the confidence of potential policy holders.'*

In the present period of stiffening competition American

business employs the most efficient sales tools it can get

—which is why more and more advertisers are announcing

their renewals on the CBS Television Network each week:

Lever Brothers, S. C. Johnson, Liggett & Myers, U. S. Steel,

the Nestle Company and Westinghouse.

Like Prudential, they find their best insurance in the

network whose vital statistics reveal that for the past

68 consecutive Nielsen Reports* it has provided the

largest nationwide audiences in all advertising.

THE CBS TELEVISION NETWORK



With more emphasis on creativity. SPONSOR ASKS:

What are the advantages of origin

Four experts in the field not only

list the advantages but tell why
they feel original scores prove

more economical, more sueeessful

in setting mood for eommereial.

Edward F. Flynn, vice president in

charge of musical production, Lennen &
Newell, Inc., New York

Only way to

achieve unity

of pictures

and sound

An original score has many advan-

tages. First of all, it can be depended

upon to help create the "mood" of a

spot. I believe an original track for a

tv commercial can do just what the

original score does for a feature film

—help to condition the viewer by sup-

plying him with a musical mood befit-

ting the story or product being pre-

sented on screen.

Though the viewer may not be con-

sciously aware of the background mu-

sic, it plays its part in registering the

message. Here is a completely legal

"subliminal" commercial aid that is

often overlooked. An original track,

styled for a particular commercial

mood, can actually aid a viewer's in-

terpretation of the copy points being

made. It can heighten emphasis of the

more important selling phases and
even lend credibility to a demonstra-

tion of the product. Furthermore, an

original score can give movement to

the commercial, can help advance the

plot through introductory scenes to the

selling conclusion.

I have never known a producer who
would attempt to do a commercial

using "nl\ stock footage. Yet, I have

seen man) well-written and otherwise

well-produced commercials lessened in

effectiveness through the use of stock

or lil.rary music. Such music is gen-

erally an "accompaniment to" a film

Btoi \. rathei than a "pari of th<- storj

itself. It takes an original score to

achieve complete unity of pictures and

sound.

Given the right instrumentation and

carefully recorded to highlight and

emphasize the picture values, an orig-

inal piece of music can add much to

the memorability of a tv spot. People

generally find it easier to remember a

musical strain than a paragraph of de-

scription. They remember words more
easily if accompanied by music. Hence

the success of the jingle as we know it

in broadcast advertising.

Though the extra costs might be a

deterrent in some instances, I feel sure

the selling effectiveness of many com-

mercials can be measurably increased

with the addition of original scores.

Mitch Leigh, creative director, Music

Makers, Inc., New York, advertising music

specialists

Good score

prepares

viewer for

commercial

The fact that there are advantages in

employing original scoring for tv com-

mercials has been proved by its in-

creased use. As recently as three years

ago, less than 5% of filmed tv com-

mercials contained original music. At

present, over 50% are originally

scored for specific commercials. This

not only makes Music Makers happy;

it delights the advertisers and adver-

tising agencies who use our services as

well. They have found that original

scoring has helped increase sales.

Some of the advertisers who can at-

test to the effectiveness of original mu-

sic scores in tv commercials are The

Chemstrand Corporation, The Pruden-

tial Insurance Co., Alcoa, Procter &

Gamble, Lever Bros., Gallo Wine,

Conti Shampoo, Scott Paper Co.,

Schick Electric Shaver, General Elec-

tric, Ford Motor Co., Armour & Co.,

and Mueller's Macaroni.

Whether the product or service sel

for millions or for pennies, one of tl

things that the above have in commo
is the successful use of original sco

ing in their commercials. Here ai

some of the reasons:

Custom music sets and maintains tl

"feel" or mood of the commercia

complementing the copy approach ar

the mood of the photography. It ah

acts as a cohesive and elisionary fore

joining (as a unifying thread) all tl

individual scenes and special effec

and the narration and changing mooi

from, for instance, the "groundworl

opening to the "hard sell" or "nuts at

bolts" section of the commercial.

Perhaps the most important adva

tage of original scores is, that by a

plying what we at Music Makers c«

"musical psychology" (the physical i

lationships of sounds, pitches, nuance

rhythms, meters, melodies and ha

monies), we are able to invade the u

conscious of the viewer and affect 1

human sensibilities; thereby settii

him up for the commercial's "ha

maker."

Yes, the entire industry is findi

out what Hollywood found out yea

ago. A good original music sec

merits its full screen credit.

Chet Gierlach, group head, tv-ran

commercial production, McCann-Ericks

Inc., New York

Helps create

product

image

Music is a very important indefina;;

plus—a third dimension in tv comm-

cials, since it can effectively augm't

the selling power of the picture a I

the spoken word.

As we all know, there are t>

sources of music for commercials

—

('

is the "canned" library of bridjs

mood music and full length compc•

tions; the other is an original sec,
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ires in tv commercials?

"tailor-written" for a specific commer-

cial.

II you are using music strictly as

background, you can certainly find

some that has been pre-recorded which

will fit the purpose. But my experi-

|

ence has been that it sounds like ex-

actly what it is— "canned" music.

Frequently, by the time you've added

it to your sound track, it's in its sixth

or seventh generation and much of the

quality is lost. Whereas, with an origi-

nal si ore, what is written, can be re-

corded and transferred with no appre-

ciable loss of quality.

In making a tv commercial you

naturally hire the best producer, the
1

best set designer, the best cameraman,
' the best talent. Why not then secure

the best music—which in most cases is

an original score. With this score you
' can create excitement and motivation,

emphasize selling points, you can add

mood, proper atmosphere and heighten

dramatic effects.

An original score need not be ex-

pensive! It can be written just as

effectively for a solo instrument or a

symphony orchestra, depending not

!only on the size of your budget but,

Imore importantly, on the individual

characteristic needs of the particular

nmercial.

M\ feeling is that the most effective

music is original music, written ex-

pressly for the commercial in which
it is used, because it then belongs to

the commercial and can help create

>roduct image.

Steve Elliot, F.lliot-U nger-Elliot, commer
rial film producers, New York

Right score

contains all

selling points

o begin with, not every commercial
ieeds music. In some spots music can
e a distracting element, especially in
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fast-paced, hard sell commercials. In

those messages which need music, stock

music is better than no music, and an

original score is the very best. Let us

limit ourselves, then, to discussing

only those which call for music.

We have come very far from the

days when music was added as an

afterthought. Commercials today are

conceived and written with music as an

integral and vital part. We have a

purely personal and perhaps selfish

reason for wanting original scoring

in commercials we do.

It would be absurd to feel that every

picture we do is a masterpiece, but it

is disheartening to do beautiful photog-

raphy and then have music added as

mere background noise.

When a spot is specially scored it is

done to a picture which has already-

been edited into its rough cut form.

The composer gets a chance to look at

the film and study it. His music can

recreate and enhance the mood as it

was originally conceived.

Sometimes, by a stroke of good
fortune, a piece of stock music will fit

a commercial, but unless it is abso-

lutely necessary, why leave such an

important element to chance? Adver-

tising agencies have music specialists

in their employ who can farm scoring

of films to very talented men whose
profession it is to do just such music.

Some special songs and jingles com-

missioned for commercials have such

memorable refrains that they have

practically entered our forklore.

Correctly scored, a film can have

every important selling feature high-

lighted. The music can reinforce and

complement the sales message.

An original score may add those

attributes which make a film distinctive

and memorable. ^



AGAIN!

FABULOUS

FlRST

RATINGS

!

We knew these first TARGET ratings

would be fabulous! It's just the

beginning. TARGET is terrific in

over 100 markets. It still may be

available in yours.



ORES BULLSEYES
T SHOWING !

I RMINGHAM
, 3C-TV Thurs. 9:00 P.M.

It s: Wyatt Earp, Perry Mason,
is & Allen. Wells Fargo. Groucho

1 ;. Steve Allen. Loretta Young,
>jh Shore, Playhouse 90, Chey-
t and many others.

Pulse Apr. '58

BOISE
OITV Fri. 9:30 P.M.

s: Twenty One. Dinah Shore,
e Allen, The Millionaire, G. E.
itre. People Are Funny, U.S. Steel
r, Robin Hood, Big Record. Your

E N V

34.8 20.8 T 23.5

LAS VEGAS
KLAS-TV Fri. 9:30 P.M.

Beats: Lawrence Welk, Father Knows
Best. Dragnet, Burns & Allen, The
Millionaire. Climax, Zorro. Studio
One, I Love Lucy. People Are Funny,
and many others.

ARB Apr. '58

Theatre. Studio One. Zorro, The Mil-

lionaire, Welk's Top Tunes, Lawrence
Welk, Big Record and many others.

ARB Arp. '58

Tues. 10:00 P.M.

») PORTLAND ((•)) CHARLESTON, S. C.

md tops: Colt .45. Your Hit Parade.
im Bowie, Alcoa Theatre, Amateur

ruth or Consequences. Top
Javy Log and Patrice "

Pulse Apr. '58

WUSN-TV Tues. 7:00 P.M.

23.7 A 17.9 k 19.2
Beats: $64,000 Challenge. Thin Man,
Top Dollar, Rosemary Clooney, Studio
One, Your Hit Parade, 20th Century,

I GREAT STARS! GREAT IMPACT STORIES!

LOLA ALBRIGHT

KENT TAYLOR

NEVILLE BRAND

ADOLPHE MENJOU, Host

^z/etteUtm



Why Chrissie slept

in the basement

She did it on advice of counsel — conked off

promptly at eight in the southwest corner.

Counsel in this case was a weather counsel —
WOOD-TV's Frank Slaymaker who is looked at and

listened to with confidence by all WOODlanders.

When Frank broadcasts in tornado season, it'd be

well to sleep in the southwest corner of the basement

out of harm's way — down goes Chrissie and all

other sensible WOODlanders (including that needle-

nosed mutt named Xicki.

If you would have your advertising believed, asso-

ciate it with people whose word is accepted at face

value— like WOOD and WOOD-TV personalities —
like Frank Slaymaker.

WOOD-TV is first morning, noon and night,

Monday through Sunday November '57

Grand Rapids ARB
WOOD-AM is first morning, noon and night,

Monday through Sunday -April '57 Grand

Rapids Pulse

Everybody in Western and Central Michigan is a WOODwatclier!

WOOD AM
TV

WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan

WOOD-TV - NBC Basic for Western and Central Michigan: Grand Rapids

Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing. WOOD - Radio - NBC



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
31 MAY 1958

Copyright 1958

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Clairol—a heavy user of syndication—is currently facing a problem that re-

flects why more cosmetic companies don't use spot film programing.

Clairol's agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, is looking to replace its current run with Honey -

mooners in 15 markets, with plans to expand into more markets with a new series this fall.

But after exhaustive searching, the agency this week was on the verge of concluding:

a series compatible with a cosmetic company just can't be found.

However, FCB hasn't given up looking.

Three more current network series this week became almost definite syndica-

tion bets for fall. The three

:

1. People's Choice, which distributors are still vieing for. William Morris asking price

for the 104 episodes: $1 million.

2. Telephone Time, which will probably end up as a Guild property (although nego-

tiations are still going on). Number of episodes: 79.

3. Robin Hood, a minimum of 100 episodes, to be syndicated by Official.

The number of regional sponsors who spend more than $50,000 on syndicated

film programing are up 10% over last year.

The new total, according to TvB figures, is 292 companies.

Note: More than 65% of the new sponsors are food producers and distributors, utilities

and banks, brewers and oil companies (in that order).

Nabisco may drop some of its syndication series to pick up a network show.

In addition to Sky King, which it sponsors in 104 markets, Nabisco has various syndica-

tion properties in about 25 markets.

Plans (through McCann-Erickson) call for a continuation of Sky King, but there's a

possibility that Nabisco will drop its other series.

National advertisers currently hesitating on network commitments have becom*
a prime target for film syndicators.

A FILM-SCOPE check this week garnered this information: Whenever a network ad-

vertiser cancels its current schedule, syndicators move in wholesale with a polished, well-

researched presentation on the advantages of market-by-market buying.

Although there's been no real activity as yet, all indications still point to a

heavier use of syndication this year by national advertisers.

One vivid signpost: the inquiries that have been coming into blue chip agencies from

clients regarding market-by-market buying.

Flashes from the film field : It's practically a sure thing CBS TV Film will take Gray

Ghost into a second year of production . . . CNP's Union Pacific hit the 120 market-

mark this week . . . BBDO is on the lookout for syndicated series for five of its clients.

(For further film news see SPONSOR-SCOPE and Film Wrap-up, p. 71.)

irONSOR • 31 mat 1958



Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

MARKETING WEEK
31 MAY 1958 Jn the inter-media battle, broadcasters have often been taken to task for going once over

sponsor publications inc.
lightly in researching their markets.

Last week, two examples of radio station enterprise in market research were brought to

the attention of advertisers.

BRAND PREFERENCE: Rollins Broadcasting unveiled a survey of Negro buying habits

in five markets—New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Norfolk and Indianapolis. Rollins estimates a

coverage of 3.4 million Negroes with $5.1 billion buying power in the five areas.

More than 125 product categories covering a total of 3,313 brands are in the report. Some

brand preferences:

Shortening—Crisco was the leader in all five markets; Coffee—Maxwell House instant

led in all five, regular Maxwell House in four out of five; Prepared Cake Mix—Pillsbury

led in four out of five; Cold Cereal—Kellogg's corn flakes rated No. One in all markets;

Frozen Fruits and Vegetables—Birds Eye swept the field ; Laundry Products—Tide led

in four markets, Fab in Norfolk; Toilet Bars—Ivory won in four markets, was shaded by

Dove in Indianapolis; Cosmetics and Toiletries—Avon showed up importantly in most

categories, shared honors with Maybelline eye shadow, Jergens hand lotion, Cutex and Revlon

nail polish; Toothpaste—Colgate by a wide margin; Pain Relievers—Anacin, Bayer and

Bufferin were strong but Bayer led in three markets; Cold Remedies—4-Way cold tablets

showed up best; Soft Drinks—Coke in four markets, Pepsi in Chicago; Cigarettes (men)

—Camel and Pall Mall were the leaders; Cigarettes (women)—Viceroy and Pall Mall did

best.

Market researchers will no doubt have some bones to pick over the sampling method

(respondents were solicited over the air and questionnaires were distributed to civic and social

organizations). Sample size was considerable: 12,828.

STORE AUDIT: A bi-weekly store audit covering a dozen chain and independent outlets

in Baltimore's "urbanized area" has been set up by WITH.

Cost will be shared by advertisers with WITH clients getting special rates. Store counts

and reports will be supervised by Sidney Hollander Associates. Data will include unit volume,

unit brand share, dollar sales and dollar brand shares.

R. C. Embry, WITH v.p., described the audit as the first made available by an advertising

medium. Embry pointed out that the Nielsen Food Index provides national, rather than local,
j

figures and comes out six times a year.

The recession has had contradictory effects on banks. On the one hand savings have been

rising; on the other, loans have been falling. Either could be used as an argument for increas-

ing bank advertising.

There's also room in this area for some missionary work by broadcasters. The percent of

banks intending to use air advertising dipped slightly this year, according to a survey by the

American Bankers Association.

In 1957, 40.5% of banks responding to an ABA questionnaire said they would use radio

that year. Early this year, the figure was 38.7%.

Last year 9.1% of banks said they would use tv. In 1958 the figure was 7.8%.

The lighter fruit drink appears to be making headway in the soft drink field, making it a

three-way battle with carbonated brands and pure fruit juices.

One particularly active brand is Welchade, now using, via Richard K. Manoff, network

tv ("American Bandstand" on ABC TV), radio and newspapers.

50 sponsor • 31 may 195*



iNGELENOS

IRE DIFFERENT. .

.

m more TV-minded. There are 1,701,700 television homes in the Los Angeles Metropolitan Area*—a way-

e verage penetration of 84%! And that doesn't count the country-leading percentage of second sets—play-

i, oolside, patio, and portable—owned by Angelenos! £^t

IS

UllVn It's the one station with a view to the

Sgelenos look. That's why ROBERT HALL CLOTHES, INC. used KRCA exclusively to make their first big

session in Television-happy Los Angeles. KRCA CHANNEL 4 • LOS ANGELES-SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES
les and Orange Counties. Altogether, KRCA sells in 2,300,000 TV homes in five Southern California counties.

31 may 1958



TELEPULSE RATINGS: TOP SPQ

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 7-14 April 1958

TITLE. SYND1CAT0R. SHOW TYPE Average

7- STATION
MARKETS

5-STA.
MARKET 4-STATION MARKETS 3-ST

"n™ rank' NY. LA. S. Fran. Chicago Detroit Milw. Mnpls. Phila. Tacoma St. L. Wash. AtlMl

1
1 1

1

Highway Patrol (A) 23.8
16.4 15.8 25.5 12.5 28.5 12.5 21.9 21.2 28.3 22.2 19.2

8:00pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 9 30pm " OOpni

22.:

1

2 2
1

Honeymooners (C) 20.6
17.2 11.2

: 90pm 7 OOpm

25.2

7:00pm

15.5 24.5 19.2 19.5 27.3 16.2 17.5
wgn-tv ujbk-tv wcco-tv wrcv-tv klng-tv ktvl-tv wvc-tv

9:30pm 10:30pm 6 :30pm 7:00pm G :30pm 6 :00pm 7:00pm

22

3 3
Death Valley Days (W) 20.5

12.2 17.9

7:00pm 7:00pm

9.5 10.9 19.2 29.2 17.2 22.8 30.7 19.5

9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 9:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

Silent Service (A) 20.2
11.4 7.2
wrca-tv kttv

7:00pm 7:00pm

21.9

7:00pm

21.2 20.9 17.2 12.9 13.2 22.8 20.5 19.7

9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 9 :30pm 6 :30pm 7:30pm 9:30pm 10:30pm

15

waga

5 4
Sheriff of Cochise (M) 20.0

4.3 16.3

0:30pm 7:30pm

23.5 17.2 3.9 20.0 17.9 26.3 15.5
cklw-tv wlsn-tv kstp-tv wcau-tv klng-tv wrc-tv

7:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 0:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

26

6
I
7 Sea Hunt (A) 19.3 28.6 13.9 14.2 18.9 15.9 8.9 17.9 27.8 15.9 15.2

wgn-tv wjbk-tv wtmj-tv wtcn-tv king-tv ktvl-tv «-mal-tv

8 :30pm 7:00pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

13

7 8 Whirlybirds (A) 19.0 3.9 13.0
wplx khj-tv

13.5 8.9 27.5 19.2 16.9 7.3 24.5 16.5

9:00pm 6:30pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 7:0Opm 7:30pm 1" >m B 90BJD

22

8 '

8
Cray Chost (A) 18.9 3.2 6.2 19.5

6 :30pm

6.5 17.5 29.8 17.0 19.4
wgn-tv wcau-tv klng-tv ksd-tv wtop-tv

9:00pm 7:00pm 6:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm

20

9 ] 5
State Trooper (A) 18.6

4.4 7.7 15.5
kpix

7 :00pm

20.2 11.5 24.9 24.9 15.9 7.3 26.5 6.9
wnbq-tv eklw-tv wtmj-tv kstp-tv wrcv-tv ktnt-tv ksd-tv wmal-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 8:30pm 9:30pm 10:30pm

21

10
|
10 Annie Oakley (W) 17.7

9.6 7.2

6:00pm 6:00pm

8.5 18.5 23.5 18.9 18.5 21.3 21.2 11.9

6:00pm 0:30pm 0:00pm !> :30pm 6:00pm 6:00pm 7:00pm

10

Rank Past' Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

I 1
Doctor Christian (D) 15.5

5.0
ktla

18.5 10.8

2:00pm 10:30pm

2
I 9 Casey Jones (A) 15.2

8.9 13.5

6 :30pm

15.9 4.8 11.9

7:00pm 7:00pm 7:nopm

21 20

2
|
2 Doctor Hudson's Secret Journal (D) 15.2

1.5 18.5 11.9 3.8

10:30pm 7:30pm

4 7 Crusader (A) 14.8 6.9 11.5 14.0 7.3

9:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm

5 1 6
Little Rascals (C) 14.4 6.3 10.8

6:00pm 7:00pm

13.1 14.4

6
I

Decoy (M) 13.9
8.9

S :00pm

15.5
kplx

9:30pm

7.9 6.7

9 :30pm 7 :00pm

5

•rlv

11

II

ll

7
1

Captain David Grief (A) 13.7
21.2 14.5 6.5

7:30pm 6:00pm 5:30pm

8 Kit Carson (W) 12.4
5.2 10.2 7.2 21.8

wlmm-tv vrttl-tr kine-tv

I2:00rj 11:00am 6:00pm

9
1

Tracer (Misc)
11.9

.6 16.9 4.5 12.9
wvyz-tv witl-tv kid tf

10:30pm 8:30pm r> :30pm

10 Target (A) 11.2
7.0 6.5 7.5 9.9 13.5

ivgn iv uiiik iv klro-tv

9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm

(K) kids; (M)

vnillratod shims. This should b.

t months chart. If b

, true to much * -^
rating trend, fa -

-
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LM SHOWS

ION MAR KETS 2-STATION MA RKETS

C,.v, Columbus New Or. Birm. Dayton Providence

22.5
wjw-tv

1
7 -00pm

30.5

ID 30pm

29.5

in:,!!!,,,,,

36.8 30.3

0:00,. in

29.3

10:30pm

16.5

10 :30pm

25.5 26.5

9:30pm

23.8

22.9 29.5 29.2

10:00pm

25.8

7 :00pm

30.5 14.5 16.5 33.8 26.0

7:00pm

24.8

7:00pm

23.5
• kyw-tv

17.5 20.2

10:30pm

37.3

10:1111,mi

20.3

7:30pm

16.5 18.5 34.8 20.3

10:30pm

26.0

lo:::0pin

'6.5 21.9 22.9 33.8

10:00i,

m

29.3

17.9 18.9 21.5

10:i" in

30.3

111 00, ,„l

29.3

7:00pm

. 20.5

)p 9 :30pm

18.2

in ::op„i

24.5 37.8 29.3

7 :00pm

.. 20.5 20.2 34.8 19.5 22.5

6:30pm

! 21.2
wdsu-tv

17.2

7
• j-jy*L.<»9fr 29.5

7 :00pm

22.3

7:00pm

28.5

1 139 19.0 25.9

6 :00pm

18.2

10:00pm

20.3

9:30pm

.5 15.5

10:00pm

14.8

10:30pm

.9

>' 17.9 21.7

34.8

'n ,° r than top 10.
'• • n. Pulse determ
•"1 by homes in
t»tl Itself may be

PONSOR • 31 i
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CANAPE

CMC

cm Cfq 100,101
p, Smidley? This

Cascade TV is a "must" buy with

our time-buyers. One of the na-

tion's top 75 markets, it's the big-

gest single TV buy in the West.

Where else can you grab an ex-

clusive, four-station, three-state

ket? This is it, Smid; all signed,

ed and delivered by KIMA-TV
its top-flight network. From

'II buy Cas-

the reason

Quite a market . . .

$981,563,000

Drugs $22,603,000

WEED TELEVISION PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES

JACKSONVILLE'S FAVORITE COWBOYS . . .

These "Six Gun Saturday" ranch hands are riding right into the

hearts of Jacksonville viewers and corraling top brand results and
ratings.

Take a bead on these wild and woolly ratings

—

Sunrise Ranch with Gene Autry— average rating for the hour from
7:30-8:30 AM was a high riding 77.3.*

Cartoon Corral—rating for this 8:30-8:45 AM show was a blistering
79.8.*

Prairie Playhouse with Roy Rogers—the average rating for the hour
from 9:00-70:00 AM was hotter than a blazing six gun at 22.5.*

So Pardner, you'd better saddle-up and flip the old sales lariat around one
minute availabilities on these low cost per thousand shows.

Call Ralph_ Nimmons in Jacksonville at ELgin 6-3381 or contact your nearest
They'll be happy to put your brand on these top oneP.G.W.

minute availabil

*March 1958 ARB R, by Pel

NBC-ABC

WFGA-TV Channel 12
W \lFl I W Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION



WORL BOSTON
AND

LARRY WELCH
THE

"1/<Uce *£ t6e Auntie"
IN A

BRAND NEW MORNING SHOW

6 A.M. to 10 A.M.

MONDAY through SATURDAY

This merger brings

New England's original

Wake-up man

to

New England's original

Music and News Station

for an

Unbeatable Selling

Combination

YOUR "950 CLUB" STATION

WORL
BOSTON

5000 WATTS INDEPENDENT

Representee/ Nationally by

HEADLEY-REED CO.

-
National and regional spot buys

in ivork now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is scheduling announci

merits for its Summer-Sett hair set; it's the product's initial tv drive

The campaign runs for 13 weeks; minutes and chainbreaks arc licin

slotted. Frequency depends upon the market. Buyer: Hank Lindei

Agency: Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York, i Agencj declined t

comment. I

Max Factor & Co., Holl\ wood, is entering about 85 markets for it

new product, Natural Wave. The schedule is for 13 weeks: a gflo

part of it is made up of minutes in the 20th Century-Fox Hoar, i

66 markets. Buyer: Jerry Sachs. Agency: Doyle Dane Bernbacl

Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Carter Products, Inc., New York, is expanding its introductoi

campaign for its new aerosol-powered toothpaste Sno White Mi

utes and 20's are being placed, with frequencies varying. Buyer: Ii

Consier. Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. Inc. Ne

York. I Agency declined to comment.)

E. J. Callo Winery, Modesto. Calif., is going into 30-40 markets

push its wines. The 13-week schedule kicks off in June. Minut

and chainbreaks are being used; frequency varies from market

market. Buyer: Jerry Sachs. Agency: Doyle Dane Bernbach Em

New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., Family Products l)i\isi<

Morristown, N. J., is scheduling announcements in various mark<

for its soda mix. Fizzies. Schedules run for 13 weeks; minutes

children's shows are being aired. Frequencies vary from market

market. Buyer: Chips Barrabee. Agency: Lennen & Newell. In

New York. (Agency declined to comment. I

The Toni Co., div. of the Gillette Co.. Chicago, is planning a ca

paign in about 50 markets for its Self and Adorn products. T

schedules start in June, vary in length. Minutes and 2()'s are bei

slotted: frequency depends upon the market. Media director: T(

Garral.randt. Agency: North Advertising. Inc.. Chicago. I
\-'m

declined to comment.

)

RADIO BUYS
General Foods Corp., Jello Division. White Plains. N. Y., is n

ning announcements in top markets for its Calumet Baking Powd

The campaign is for four weeks: minutes during da) time segme

are being used. Frequency depends upon the market. Buyer

thur Jones. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York. (Ager

declined to comment.)

Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc., Food Division. Canajoharie, N. Y.

going into major markets in June to promote its baby foods.

schedules are short-termed: minute announcements during daytl

segmi tils are being slotted. Frequency varies from market to marl

Buying has nol begun. Buyer: William Dollard. Agency: Youn;

Rubicam, Inc., New \ ork. (Agency declined to comment.)

• 31 MW l'<



•"^^^^
BUT ••.You Need WKZO Radio

6-COUNTY PULSE REPORT

{

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA — MARCH 1957

SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY

6 A.M.- 12 NOON

WKZO Station "B" Station "C"

35 20 9

12 NOON -6 P.M. 30 21 10

6 P.M.- 12 MIDNIGHT 29 21 10

To Strike It Rich

In Kalamazoo -Battle Creek

and Greater Western Michigan!

Want more sales in Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater

Western Michigan? Then tell your sales story to the

biggest share of the radio audience with WKZO! Pulse

figures at the left prove that WKZO delivers the lion's

share of the audience morning, afternoon and night!

And, look at this! Some of the most impressive ratings

are for WKZO local shows with up to 41% Share of

Audience — over twice the share of the nearest

competition!

Get the facts. Ask your Avery-Knodel man.

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

0NS0R • 31 MAY 1958



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

^ ! RADIO RESULTS

MEN'S CLOTHING
SPONSOR: Deaton-Patterson AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Deaton-Patterson, a quality men's

clothing store of Memphis, Tennessee, has plenty of compe-

tition in the Mid-South area. As just one of many retail

men's stores, Deaton was forced to find a medium that could

deliver his commercial to customers living well outside the

metropolitan area, as well as to those in the city. Deaton

had tried newspaper ads hut with little success, as this type

of penetration falls off rapidly outside the retail trading

zone. So, Deaton turned to radio. The store applies an

unusually high percentage of its gross sales for its ad

budget—6' '< —00' '< of which is devoted to radio. Deaton

decided on WHBQ and two other radio stations as best

suited to reach the outlying customers. Three months after

Deaton began its radio schedule the store had its best month

in 20 years of operation. Four months later it had doubled

the volume of the previous year. "Radio has done a tremen-

dous job for us," said the store's co-owner.

WHBQ, Memphis PURCHASE: Announcements WTRC, Elkhart

APPLIANCES & TV
SPONSOR: Zimmerman Service, Inc. AGENCY: Direc

Capsule case history: Zimmerman Service, Inc., a large

independent appliance and tv dealer of Elkhart, Ind., ha;

been a steady user of radio for many years, but recently hac

been off the air for several months. In April, Zimmermar

decided to try "operation saturation," a plan formulate(

by WTRC, Elkhart to buy all available times in all time

periods, both announcements and programs. The promotioi

ran for three days, 24 April thru 26 April. The bulk of th<

store's business came on Saturday, the final day of thi

radio campaign. According to Lamar Zimmerman, ston

owner and manager, "We would have had a $3,000 loss fo

the month of April if we hadn't used "operation saturation.'

"Sales for the month not only hoisted Zimmerman into th

black, but exceeded last year's figures for the same montl

by a considerable margin." Zimmerman was so please*

that they have scheduled a similar campaign for May. I

the same results occur as in April, they will re-order.

PURCHASE: Announcements & Progran

RESTAURANT & FOOD SPICES
SPONSOR: Hoffman House AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Late evening radio has paid off in

Rockford for Hoffman House Dinner Club and Hoffman

House Sauces and Dressings. In a recent campaign to an-

nounce the opening of the Hoffman House Dinner Club, the

restaurant purchased announcements on WROK's Johnny

limn it Show, .Monday through Friday, from 10:15 to mid-

night and a<rain on Saturdays from 10:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m.

"On opening night, it seemed as if all Rockford had turned

"ut for t h«- «rand opening," observed Hoffman House's

advertising manager. Hoffman has continued to use this

lat<- evening schedule to promote its Dinner Club and con-

tinuea to atract a full house nightly. Hoffman also uses the

Jolimn Brown Show, to advertise its sauces and dressings

sold at the dinner club and in local supermarkets. In one

instance a supermarket moved 10 cases of dressing with

onl) five announcements. WROK is the only medium the

restaurant uses. "Radio has done a tremendous job for us,"

stated one of Hoffman's executives.

WROK. Rockford PI K'.IIASE: Announcements

SPECIALS
SPONSOR: Sears Roebuck & Co. AGENCY: Dire.

Capsule case history: The Sears Roebuck & Co. of Scrar

ton, Pa. had not included radio in its advertising budget fo

over 10 years, until it purchased a schedule on WGB

Scranton-Wilkes Barre. When the store planned to sta

open for a special sale on one particular Monday evenbij

which it ordinarily does not do, the Sears specials wei

advertised only on radio. Time was available from 6:0

p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on Monday night. Sears scheduled 1

one-minute announcements a day, two days prior to th

sale and up to 6:00 p.m. of the sale night. Approximate!

one hour after the store opened, Sears had a full hons

Virtually every item advertised on WGBI was sold out tw

hours before closing time. Other items not advertised ah

received a heavy play. "The campaign was a complete su*

cess," said Julius Hirt, manager of the store. "It was f;

beyond our expectations." Following the promotion, Sear

signed up for an additional campaign of 1,000 spots to 1

used on a saturation basis throughout the year.

WGBI, Scranton-Wilkes Barre PURCHASE: Announcemer
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This house has over 571,000 neighbors in Washington

Talk about a building bonanza ! As of the first of this year, Washington, D. C.'s

metropolitan area had 571,065 dwelling units — 164,718 added in the last eight

years alone. That means growth—36% since 1950. Better than seven out of ten

of these recent dwelling units were single family homes. That means stability.

One half of Washington's total dwelling units are only 15 years of age or less.

That means a young city. It all means a going, growing market for you.
*

Hoiv best to get into all these houses with your sales message? We
submit that WWDC Radio is as frequent and welcome a visitor as

you can find. We have been first or a mighty close second in every

PULSE of 1957 and thus far this year. We have a simple formula—
to be a listenable station to our audience, and a promotional station

to our hundreds of national and local advertisers. The mutually

happy result— ever-increasing listeners for us, ever-increasing

sales for you. WWDC adio Washington

conomic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade REPRESENTED nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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THEY WORK LIKE HELL
{Cont'd from page 30)

Merman medle) with a shoddy com-

mercial. ^ mi must build a commercial

to lit thai spot."

But the higher qualit) and greater

production values in these tv specials

in turn made it tougher for other com-

mercial- to match the impact. With the

current trend toward an abundance of

a few program types, the need to tailor-

make commercials that will make a

unique impression, distinctive and un-

common commercials, becomes a con-

stant concern of the advertiser. With

2D Westerns scheduled for the coming

season, the problem of product identi-

fication will be especiall) knotty.

Off-beat and humorous copy is just

one approach to the problem of atten-

tion - getting. Another now -popular

mean- is the lavish production, the

musical-comedy commercial like the re-

cent Knickerbocker beer series

made 1>\ Robert Lawrence Productions

l through Compton I . In fact, this big-

show commercial approach has become
enough of a trend to warrant speciali-

zation on the part of some half-dozen

choreographers who do nothing hut

Smartest move in Texas is to use

the only facility covering the

Beaumont -Port Arthur -Orange area

of over 1 , 000 , 000 prosperous people.

K FDM I lumont Radio & TV

CBS
ABC ... See PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD, inc.

free-lance commercial consulting now.

• Increased agency time and effort

in creating commercials helps justih ii

commissions. If the search i^ for th.

unusual, it's for the safe bet at the

same time. Prior to launching a majoi

new series of tv commercials thest

days, agencies are mobilizing higher

salaried and more expert specialist;

into the planning, writing and testing

of commercial concepts. These man
hours of creative effort look stags i

ing when pitted against the time it tool

a writer-producer some fixe years a-

to grind out new commercials.

For instance, K&E's Al Tennyaw
v.p. in charge of commercial produt

tion, figured out that 15 executives (in

eluding account men. artists, producer-

writers) invested 2,224 hours in a ne'

series of tv commercials that went o

the air this month. The series include

nine minute-commercials, fifteen 20'n

12 I.D.'s, and is expected to fulfill onj

K&E client's spot tv needs for the no
four months. I For breakdown

Compton man-hours on new knickc

bocker series, see chart on page 30.)

• Marketing men have established

beachhead in the creation of tv

mercials. The high-caliber marketir

thinking and research that wa- ust

principally to back up network tv sho

decisions a \ear or two ago is put in

the conception of commercials the|

days. When the going got tough

Hollywood a few years back, it b<

proverbial that '"being Hungarian

no longer enough." Today, being

top-notch copywriter no longer seer

to be enough.

"We've got to be familiar with t

image of the consumer for our partic

lar product.'' says Hank Fownes, v

and general manager of MacMani

John & Adams, New York. '"For et

ample. Pontiac was at one time thoug

of as the workingman's car. Well, o

most recent research showed that t

average Pontiac buyer earns s]0.0i

This isn't the man with the lunchpai

And this kind of market data is I

ing marshalled as guidelines for H

creative department. Usually, the m
keting and research efforts prect:

actual conception of a copy theme

a number of weeks. When the co-

mercial is written and in storybon

form, it's frequently farmed back to ,•

search for double-check and pre-p

duction testing.

As clients became increasingly a •

ious to test commercials prior to
•

{Please turn to page 60)
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IN THE DETROIT SCENE

tea* *c* wj

,/vV

PORT OF DETROIT
-S^pxstu t&-seapo rt

the wor|€P

Detroit ranks as the United States' second largest

import-export gateway. The Detroit River

today is the world's busiest waterway.

freight than the Suez,

Panama and Kiel Canals combined.

IETROIT BANDSTAND
IT'S REALLY HOT!"

It- 11 started when we turned our cameras on the teen-agers

Detroit and southeastern Michigan, presided over by

e Young ... 5:00 to 5:30 PM, Monday through Friday;

Sj|arday, 5:00 to 6:00 PM.

Some mighty good availabilities still open on this

nber One afternoon show that's the conversation piece

n| Detroit and southeastern Michigan. How about seeing

1 Katz man soon?

^(7 Pulse 17.4 average

One in a series of local personalities and features

complementing the fine CBS Program lineup, that

make WJBK-TV a vital force in Detroit.

Basic CBS • 100,000 Watts • Full color facilities

Represented by the katz agency

f^l Storer Television
'QfeptfV WJBK-TV

Detroit

WAGA-TV
Atlanta

WVUE-TV
Wilmington -Philadelphia

WSPD-TV
Toledo

WJW-TV
Cleveland

National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., New York 22 • 230 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, 111.



(resting large chunks for final produc-

tion, mam hired outside research help

to reinforce cop5 decisions. Todaj the

big agencies are sharpening their own

methods ol pre-testing commercials to

avoid infiltration from outside con-

sultants into tins creative stronghold.

\\ ill the new emphasis on tv com-

mercials change the balance within

agenc) tv departments?

In some \\a\s. it has already begun

to do so. For one thing, a new breed

of "writer-producers" is coming up

fast in a number of agencies. They

command higher salaries, have greater

prestige, and at a top level, sell clients

di recti).

\t the department head level, agency

t\ handling may be headed for a ma-

or reorganization. A large number of

big agencies today, including Y&R,
McCann-Erickson, Compton, K&E, to

graining and tv commercials responsi-

bilities from the top down. If the

creating of effective commercials

outweighs negotiating for and buying

of network properties, this division of

power may cause a shift of balance.

Sign of the times: the growing num-
ber of agency v.p.'s in charge of tv

commercials on the plans board. ^

LANDAU
[Cont'd from page 33)

became one of the first tv food adver-

tisers, buying spots before and after

the Dodger games on WCBS-TV. All

might have gone well except for one

unexpected development: Hanneil's

Pepcorn chips turned rancid.

Convinced, as they say, that tv was

the coming thing, Landau then went

to work for Raymond E. Nelson (now

president of Landau's WNTA), who
was Hanneil's ad agency. Landau

worked for nothing in order to learn

program production; however, he did

get $5 once when the rear end of a

horse act didn't show up and Landau

took his place.

He left Nelson to try package pro-

duction and got a part-time job with

Moss Associates, which is now NTA's

ad agency. (NTA is sprinkled with

men whom Landau once worked for.)

His title was tv director, which didn't

mean very much since the agency had

no tv business. However, Landau soon

brought in wrestling from Chicago on

WABD and sold the show to De Soto-

Plymouth dealers. He also bought late

night movies on WPIX.

In 1950, Landau went to Emil Mogul
as head of the radio/tv department. He
remained there until 1952. After leav-

ing, he borrowed money from friends

and produced his 3 fifteen-minute

pilots.

He had trouble finding firms to dis-

tribute the films, however. "I was

mention a few, have split the tv pro-

turned down by the best companies in

the business," Landau said. He set up
his own distribution outfit, and later

bought PSI TV from Bernard Procter.

In December 1953, Landau set up

National Telefilm Associates, taking

over distribution rights from Eli Lan-

dau, Inc., and a few months later he

was joined by Unger and Harold Gold-

man, who is NTA vice president.

Things started to happen fast after

that. Without going into details, it

might be apt to point out that, while

Landau et al drove ahead hard to make

a success of NTA, it takes two to make

a bargain. As Landau pointed out in

describing the events leading up to the

purchase of the Twentieth Century-Fox

package: "Unger and Goldman chased

Spyros Skouras all over the world un-

til he caught us in New York." ^1

nil
FinAt Ut F/ieano

The February '58 ARB reports —

From Sign-on to Sign-off

Sunday through Saturday

KMJ-TV leads with 213 quarter-hour firsts

while Station A has 158, and

Station B has 98

IN TOTAL
RATED TIME
PERIODS

KMJ-TV • FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • McCLATCHY BROADCASTING COMPANY
The Katz Agency,

National Representativt
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Where else in this whole country will you find satellite

markets that total 33% richer and 50% bigger than the

metropolitan trading zone itself ? Or a universe that has

such a big, rich central market and such important

satellite markets ?

! else . . .

- does a central market exert such an economic pull on
so many specific areas that are retail trading centers

in their own right ?

- do you find such a widespread marketing area covered
from one central point . . . and by WFBM-TV!

-can you buy just one station with no overlapping
penetration by basic affiliates of the same network ?

' here -in Indianapolis on WFBM-TV-can
you buy more honest market penetration, more con-
sumer influence, for fewer dollars expended than any-
where else. Now it will pay you to take another, longer,
better look! We are proud of our current ARB.

The Nation's 13th Television Market
. . . with the only basic NBC coverage

of 750,000 TV set owning families.

only t

°oW°°° Indianapolis itSelf- Major retail

area for 18 richer-than-average counties. 1,000,000 pop-

ulation— 350,600 families with 90% television ownership!o>•" 12 Satellites -Each a recognized
marketing area— and well within WFBM-TV's basic

area of influence. Includes Marion • Anderson •

Muncie • Richmond • Bloomington • Vincennes •

Terre Haute • Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru
• Logansport • Kokomo.

Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency
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A pictorial relieve of local \

and national industry events

Congratulation! an extended by Harold

Reiss ' r, > oi I riend H

to \\ MGM .I.,. Pen i I ripp foi outstanding

bui i ess ••! -i" ial givi aw ampaign. Of

four d.j.'a used, Tripp pulled \9ft of response

Two-time winner! Recipient of McCall's

Golden Mike for the second successive year

is Lee Phillip (1.) of WBBM-TV. Station

uu> cited for public service. Harriet Atlass

i.i director of public affairs, received scroll

New fishing forecast show on 23-stati

Kentucky-Indiana network is discussed bj

to I.' Ken Hart of WFKY, originating >

lion: Robt. Boyd, radio/t\ head for spon<

and Harry Towles. Kentuck) Wildlife De

.",1 MAI 19



News and Idea

*% WRAP-UP

ASSOCIATIONS
A new record has been established

by electronics manufacturers dur-

ing the fiscal year 1957-58.

EIA marketing data policy commit-

tee chairman Frank W. Mansfield

reported an estimated $7.5 billion

level compared with $5.7 billion

for the previous year.

Mansfield stated further, at the As-

sociation's 34th convention that:

1 1 The electronics industry is about

S12.5 billion, going over the $11
billion during fiscal year 1956-57.

2 i Factories produced tv's at a re-

duced rate during the current fiscal

year—6.1 million units vs. 6.7 million

units. Offsetting this is a phenomenal
increase in the radio and phono-
graph markets.

3. Sales of home, clock and
portable radios by the end of the

current fiscal year will have regis-

tered a gain of 17%—10.4 million

units produced during 1957-58 com-

pared with 8.9 million for 1956-57.

The Southern California Broad-
casters Association sent a protest to

Congressmen on the proposed Internal

Revenue Service ruling to subject coop-

erative advertising expenditures to ex-

cise taxes.

The Association claims that the
plan of manufacturer helping to

pay the cost of local advertising
Tor his dealer or distributor, is a

reat boon for the local retailer.

RAB's schedule for its 1958 re-

gional management conferences is

is follows:

4-5 Sept.—Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla.

8-9 Sept.—Palo Alto, Calif.

-1-12 Sept.—Highland Park, 111.

5-16 Sept.—White Sulphur Springs,

W. Va.
!2-23 Sept.—Sequoyah State Park,

Okla.

5-26 Sept.—St. Clair, Mich.
9-30 Sept.—Princeton, N. J.

awrence Webb,
;
director

of the State Representatives Associa-

tion, made a call to station opera-

tors to provide accurate informa-

tion about current national and
regional spot business by category,

and in dollars.

Webb made the plea before the con-

vention of the Pennsylvania Associa-

tion of Broadcasters this week.

The association elected the follow-

ing officers: president, George Koeh-
ler, WFIL, Philadelphia; first vice

president, Cecil Woodland, WEJL.
Scranton; second vice president. Mil-

ten Bergstein, WMAJ, State College;

secretary, Thomas Metzger, WMRF,
Louistown; secretary, J. Robert Gu-
lick, WGAL, Lancaster.

Sig Mickelson, v.p., CBS, Inc., and
general manager of CBS news, ad-

mitted that broadcast journalism

is generally "not as free as other

media."
In an address before the Connecticut

Broadcasters Association, Mickelson

cited superior personnel, more
original reporting and constant

peak performance as the prime req-

uisites for correcting the situation.

RESEARCH
Nielsen's George E. Blechta told the

Pennsylvania Broadcasters Association

that the way to produce market cov-

erage in depth is to complement
the large number of homes reached

by tv with the high frequency of

impact delivered by radio.

He cited tv's Gunsmoke and radio's

Ford Road Show for illustration. Said

Blechta:

"Gunsmoke in one week reached

more different homes than the Ford

package reaches in a month, but the

average home hears many more
Ford commercials than L&M com-
mercials.

Noted Blechta: These characteristics

of radio and tv coverage are true

whether the campaigns be national or

local, and demonstrate that although

radio and tv do the same thing for the

advertiser, together they can do it

better."

Here is the TvB-N. C. Rorabau^h

reports estimating the gross time

expenditures for the top 25 na-

tional and regional spot tv adver-

tisers:

RANK ADVERTISER BILLINGS

1. P&G $7,768,700

2. Lever Brothers 3.565.500

3. Colgate 2,981,300

4. General Foods 2,847,700

5. Brown & Williamson 2,589,000

6. Adell Chemical 2,217,300

7. Continental Baking 2,141,600

8. Miles Laboratories 2,127,000

9. P. Lorillard 1,843,600

10. Warner-Lambert 1,506,800

11. Sterling Drug 1,457,500

12. American Home 1,392,700

13. National Biscuit 1,238,900

14. Philip Morris 1,184,700

15. Avon Products 1,151,000

16. Andrew Jergens 1,121,700

17. Coca-Cola Co. 1,082,100

18. Carter Products 1,047,100

19. Bulova Watch 1,034,000

20. Charles Antell, Inc. 968,100

21. Shell Oil 966,000

22. Standard Brands 955.500

23. Robert Hall 947.200

24. American Chicle 934,100

25. J. A. Folger 840,100

RADIO STATIONS
Nielsen's latest radio report on the

scope of broadcasting, dubbed
Radio '58, highlights these facts:

• The advertising effort: (a! $11

billions estimated in total advertising;

$2.1 billions in broadcast adver-

tising.

• Radio's potential: 3530 radio

stations including FM; 48.7 mil-

lion radio homes.
• Radio ownership: nine out of

10 homes have at least one radio

set.



• Home listening: I hour, 55 min-

utes per home per da) or, 18.7 mil-

lion families spend 93 million

hours a day listening to radio.

• Radio's home reach: 85 out of

100 radio homes are reaehed at

some time during the week (up to

07 of them in a single dav part).

*>
RAB's president, Kevin B. Swee-

ney, spotlighted these points at a

recent hoard meeting:

1. "Our annual income rate, now
at $910,000, i> higher than ever—
we have more members than ever be-

fore (23 stations have joined RAB be-

tween L-20 Ma\ i.

2. "Target income figures will put

RAB's annual income just below
the $1 million mark bv Januarv,
1959."

Station switches: WCKR AM &
FM, Miami, has been purchased by

Harry Sylk, president of the Sun Ray
Drug Co.. Philadelphia and William
Sylk, president of its subsidiary, the

Wm. Penn Broadcasting Co. . . .

KPLA, Los Angeles, changes its call

letters to KBIQ, affiliated with AM sta-

tion KBIG, Catalina.

Sponsor-station anniversary: The
Western Holly Stove division of

Rheem Manufacturing Co., has signed

for its seventh consecutive 1000-spot

annual contract on KBIG, Catalina.

The company is the station's old-

est charter sponsor.

On public service radio:

• WJBK, Detroit, airs the city's

rush hour traffic conditions from its

'Traffic-Copter,' with the man at the

mike hovering over Detroit's highways.

• KMOX, St. Louis, is distribut-

ing tornado-disaster storm cards, which

explains the proper safety rules for

cil\ residents to follow in case of

mishap.

• WTAG, Worcester, Mass., is

helping local merchandisers by hand-

ing out $5 checks to be spent at a local

Bhop.

Kudos l<>: WBZ, Boston, and
WBZA. Springfield, awarded for

outstanding new- coverage l>\ the

United Press . . . WOW. Omaha, re-

ceived a merit award for community
Bervice b) the Ue-Sar-Ben, civic serv-

ice group . . . The \\ M VO-W^BQ,
Chicago, new- department received

two honors from the Illinois Associated

Press radio and tv awards competi-

tion . . . KPOL, Los Angeles' News
Today, chosen by the Associated Press

as the outstanding radio news com-

mentary in California; KWKW,
Pasadena, received a certificate of

excellence from the same group . . .

WICC, Bridgeport, presented with

the Alfred Dupont award for public

service.

Station staffers: Ben Hoberman,
named general manager. WABC, N. Y.

. . . Horace Logan, program director,

KCUL, Ft. Worth . . . Sol Radoff, ex-

ecutive v. p. and Oliver West, sales

manager, WMIL, Milwaukee . . . Rob-
ert Jones, manager, Denver Opera-

tions, for the Intermountain Network
. . . Jerry Friedman, sales manager,

KOBY, San Francisco . . . Grant Nor-
lin, named assistant business manager,
KCBS, San Francisco . . . Beth Rob-
inson, sales representative, KRHM-
FM, L. A. . . . G. Max Kimbrel, sta-

tion manager, W-GTO, Cypress Gar-

dens . . . Jack De Mello, general

manager, K-FOX, Long Beach.

More on the move: Irving Phillips,

becomes v. p. and general manager and
Frank Crane, executive v. p., KDAY,
L. A. . . . R. Peter Straus, elected

v.p. in charge of programs, WMCA,
N. Y. . . . George MaMas, local sales

manager, WCUE, Akron . . . Bob
Runyon, news director, WKMH. Dear-

born, Mich. . . . John Box, Jr., ex-

ecutive v.p., Balaban Stations . . . Wil-

liam Sharton, director of national

sales, Public Radio Corp. (KIOA &

KAKC, Tulsa) . . . Sidney Gaby, pro-

gram director, WGR. Buffalo . . . Wil-

liam Gailmor, news editor, WPEN,
Philadelphia . . . Carlos Montano,
sales manager, KOOL, Phoenix . . .

Jim Passant, to the publicity -taff.

KYW & KYW-TV, Cleveland . . . Stu-

art H. Barondess, former national

sales manager, Dalworth Broadcasting

Co., named station manager, KCUL,
Ft. \\ orth-Dallas.

Also appointed: P. Edward Eich-

er, named v.p. and general manager,

WSAI, Cincinnati . . . Victor Buchan-

an, to the sales staff, WCCO. Minne-

apolis-St. Paul . . . Jack Decker, ra-

dio program director, WVET, Roches-

ter .. . Sidney Gaby, program direc-

tor, WGR, Buffalo . . . Seymour
Whitelaw, appointed sales manager,

KCBS, San Francisco . . . William

Mullen, national sales manager, the

Hildreth Network . . . Allen Doran
and Ron Tomsik, account executives,

KOBY, San Francisco . . . Frank Gia-

nattasio, sales representative, W0V,
New York.

TV STATIONS
The opening of NBC's $4 million

structure housing its radio and tv

stations in Washington was a spec-

tacular.

The ceremonies were highlighted bv

President Eisenhower, speaking

from the main studio of WRC-TV
to 400 guests, representing al

branches of the Federal government •

the communications industry and th<

civic and business life of the Washing

ton area.

Colorcasting emphasized the cere

monies, with WRC-TV now housin<

the most modern color facilitie

ever installed in a tv station.

According to Robert W. Sarnoff

president of NBC, "These new facili

ties will make it possible to show th

whole nation, in living colors, th

events, personalities and scenes of ou

capital."

TvB's January-April report sho^

a 7% jump in average evening pn|

gram audience, and a 14 r
i jump i

average daytime audience for the fir:

four months of 1958.

Another opening:

WSYR-AM-TV, formally opens i

ultra-modern broadcast center — tl

enly one in Syracuse — the week

22 June.

It will bring together, for the fir

time, all company operations under

single roof.

Among the innovations: (1

cameras will be ahle to roll froi

studio to studio through speci;

doors—thereby permitting the use

both studios for a single program: 11

the large studio contains a 24-fo<

turntable for use in displays.
j

The new setup also includes 40,0<

square feet of space, a videotape i

corder, five camera chains, three fil

chains and three radio studios.

The latest site of the dispute ov

tv-radio coverage of state legisl

tines is Louisiana.

WDSU Broadcasting Corp.'s e
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ecutive v.p. and general manager Rob-

ert D. Swezey challenged the decision

of the Legislature to go into secret ses-

sion for considering teacher's salaries.

"As broadcasters concerned with

freedom of information," Swezey said,

"we are shocked with the Legislature's

decision to shield its deliberations from

the public and the press."

Promotions, contests and stunts:

• WTOP-TV, Washington, pro

motes its summer viewing via its Cool
78 project referring to 78 outstand-

ing motion pictures to be shown on

The Early Show and The Late Show

—

and a Cool 78 contest. Viewers are

asked to complete, "I like to spend the

summer at home because . .
."

• KVAR, Phoenix, is currently

running a tv type 'commercial' in the

city's newspapers to announce a time

switch of its late movie. The dramatiza-
1

tion notes the 'earliest late show in

the area allows viewers to see a

good picture and still get a good
' night's sleep.

,
More on fighting the recession

:

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, is kicking

off its "Now is the buy word" cam-
paign with a half-hour weekly show
called What's The Outlook . . . WJBK-
TV, Detroit, gives free time for auto

dealer interviews, by donating spots

land I.D.'s in the 'Keep Detroit
'Dynamic' effort.

Increased power: KPAR-TV,
^bilene-Sweetwater, now operates

foil increased power of 145,000 watts,

fideo and 72,500 watts, audio, as ap-

proved by the FCC.

vudos: KRON-TV, San Francisco
' nd KBET-TV, Sacramento, cited

by the California Associated Press
Udio and TV Association for out-

'tanding news programing . . .

k.RNT-TV, Des Moines, presented
ith the Washington Freeman Peck
ward by the Iowa State Medical So-
iety ... The Jefferson Standard
broadcasting Co. (WBT, WBTV,
BTW

; Charlotte) receives the De-
irtment of Defense Reserve award.

hey were appointed: J. Robert
ems, named v.p. and managing di-

ctor, WAGA-TV, Atlanta . . . Rich-
rd Kepler, station manager, WJMR-

( Please turn to page 70)
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KVOO dominates Oklahoma's

No. 1 market— a billion-dollar

market area with Tulsa right at

its center. What's more, this

dominant "Voice of Oklahoma"

reaches beyond state boundaries

to bring you bonus coverage in

Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.

Get your full share; get the No. 1

market—all of it; get on KVOO!

KVOO
The only station covering all

Broadcast Center
HAROLD C. STUART

President

of Oklahoma's No. 1 Market

• 37th & Peoria

GUSTAV BRANDBORG
Vice Pres. £r Gen. Mgr.

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

1 170 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL . NBC
"The Voice of Oklahoma"



NOW, YOU CAN
TRIPLE YOUR
AUDIENCE IN
WASHINGTON!

If you currently sponsor a program on any of Was
ington's 4 TV stations, you can triple (or quadrup

even quintuple!) your weekly unduplicated audien

with WRC -TV's 14 50 Plan- 14 spots a week al

50% discount. Here's an example: (Source-, a. c.Nieheni

'/2-HR. NIGHTTIME TV PROGRAM </2 -HR. PROGRAM PLUS 14/50 PL I

Percentage of homes reached per week 17.7 Percentage of homes reached per week !

Number of homes reached per week 89,500 Number of homes reached per week 287 !

Average frequency per home per week 2.0 Average frequency per home per week )

Total net cost per week $1,590 Total net cost per week $2 )

NBC Leadership Station

in Washington, D. C.

Sold by NBC Spot Sales WRC-TV 4
The only further proof you need is a hard-selli;

14/50 Plan of your own on WRC-TV. Arrange r

it now with your NBC Spot Sales representativ
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The glamour names reeled off during the newest tv case under probe by the

House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee must take second place with

respect to industry attention.

If even half of the unsupported allegations in this case are proven, the FCC will be
shaken apart.

The glamour names include President Eisenhower, Sherman Adams and cabinet members,

Republican Congressmen and one Senator, G.O.P. National Chairman Leonard Hall.

Outlined, but with no part proven at this writing, was a giant conspiracy involving

Springfield Channel 2 and three St. Louis channels.

WMAY won Springfield Channel 2 in a contest with Sangamo Valley TV. That is plain

and on the record. Then come the allegations:

• That WMAY first opposed the shift to Channel 2 to St. Louis in the Springfield deinter-

mixture proceeding.

• That it thereafter withdrew most of its opposition and contented itself with asking that

UHF Channel 36 be assigned to Springfield in place of the Channel 39 which the FCC pro-

posed.

• That this was because KTVI was on Channel 36, would get 2 if there was a straight switch.

(The inference being there was a deal.)

• That CBS, which had won Channel 11 in St. Louis but faced court appeals, bought Chan-

nel 4 from its St. Louis affiliate for one-fourth of the value of the station ($2,500,000 was the

price). (Channel 11 went to a merger of all but one of the losing applicants).

• That the St. Louis Globe-Democrat, part owner of Channel 4, bought into KTVI.

Eisenhower, Brownell and Summerfield were said to have been approached for help by

officials of the Globe-Democrat when the newspaper was seeking Channel 4. Adams was shown

to have taken an interest in the Channel 4 case, but there was no evidence that he took any part

other than inquiring about the status of the case.

Further allegations brought out by the probe:

• That Commissioner Robert E. Lee first voted for Sangamo Valley, which had received the

initial decision and the backing of the broadcast bureau. That after a lunch with House Mi-

nority Whip Les Arends (R., 111.), he had come back steaming mad because nobody had told

him Sangamo was a bunch of New Dealers. He is said to have switched his vote.

• That Sen. Everett Dirksen (R., 111.) had told Sangamo principals that G.O.P. National

Chairman Leonard Hall had been active on behalf of WMAY.
• That convicted embezzler Orville E. Hodge, formerly auditor for Illinois, has been the

"fixer" who arranged for the political support for WMAY. A check for $1,000 from Hodge

to Hall was found. It was from the famous "brown envelop" bank account in which Hodge

kept funds allegedly embezzled from Illinois. Both Hall and Hodge called the $1,000 a routine

political contribution with no connection with the case.

Though none of the allegations had yet been proven, subcommittee chairman Oren

Harris (D., Ark.) was obviously quite confident proof would be forthcoming. Subcom-

mittee counsel Robert Lishman did promise proof.

Harris said the reasons the FCC gives when it awards a TV channel to one applicant over

another are just so many words. He said the FCC actually decides these cases on the basis of

illegal off-the-record representations by contestants and political pressures.

Meanwhile, the Boston Herald-Traveler had set the stage for a court test of the

subpoena powers of Congress. In the Boston Channel 5 case, which is supposed to provide

new and perhaps bigger scandals, it was the winning applicant. Here Sherman Adams influ-

ence is again alleged. The Harris subcommittee subpoenaed the Herald-Traveler records. The

newspaper refused to deliver.

• 31 may 1958



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
copyriBht 1958

A Park Avenue agency buyer was floored this week by the aplomb with which i

sponsor publications inc. station wrote him, "How about sending us some business?"

Enclosed with the note was a local rate card.

Another example of how fortunes are growing out of tv:

Ampex stock which was bid at 38a/i when the company unveiled its videotape machine

at the 1957 NAB convention, this week stood at 67 bid and 69 offered.

The troubles plaguing one of the major agencies on two food accounts

drug-toiletries account largely stem from an age-old oversight:

The agency ignored the key men while they were on the way up.

NBC TV has indicated to fall sponsors that it might be wise to limit film package

contracts to 26 weeks.

The idea: If the series shows no signs of clicking, another can be substituted in

mid-season.

Matty Fox's C&C TV Corp. apparently doesn't care whether Warner Bros,

foundations renews its barter deal for another year.

Fox has his recently-absorbed Hazel Bishop enterprise in the wings ready to take

over the Warner spots.

Chrysler is suspending the Monday night Lawrence Welk Show for the summer.

The report in the auto trade is that the money thus saved will be passed on to

dealers as an added sales allowance.

The Saturday night Welk session stays as is.

Source of a continuing game of wits between ASCAP auditors and station li-

censees is the value to be placed on merchandise acquired in trade-for-time deals.

ASCAP contends the yardstick ought to be the time's value according to the rate-card.

Counter the stations: We get the stuff far under the list price, and this factor ought to

be considered in arriving at the true value of the exchange.

The problem is important because many ASCAP licenses are based on a percentage M
the proceeds from programs using ASCAP music.

Here's what has been keeping agencies from getting early decisions on net-

work tv commitments for next season:

Because of the money involved and the length of the commitments, the decisions in mam

cases have to be passed on by company directors as well as the chairman.

The directors are faced with this specter: If things don't pick up, a longterm network I

deal would block the age-old procedure of cutting back advertising to improve the

profit picture.

sponsor • 31 MAY 1'8



What's more this big NUMBER ONE is built upon a solid foundation of growth confirmed by all three

' rating services. KFWB's share of audience* is UP 47.7% in Hooper ... UP 44.8% in Nielsen ... UP
34.7% in Pulse. You'll agree too that color radio KFWB is the number one buy in Los Angeles. ROBERT
M. PURCELL, president and general manager. Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.

Total Rated Time Periods: Hooper, Sepl.-Hov. '57 to Mar.-April '58; Me sen. Dec. '57-Jan. '58 to Feb.-Mar. '58; Pulse, Koi.-Dec. '57 to Mar.-April '58

PONSOR • 31 MAY 1958 69



WRAP-UP
I Cont'd from page 65 I

l\. New Orleans . . . Bill Exline,

.-ale- manager KIRO-TV, Seattle . . .

Charles Ashley. news director,

\\ SI N-TV, SJ Petersburg . . . Jac

LeGoff, to the post of news editor-

manager, WJBK-TV, Detroit.

NETWORKS
MBS introduced a simplified tech-

nique for determining station

clearances for network advertisers.

It's designed to cut costs at the sta-

tion level and speed the flow of accu-

rate information to agencies.

Armand Hammer, Mutual's presi-

dent, explained the operation:

1 l "The new system we are us-

ing is comparable to the perpetual

inventory systems so effectively

used in business and industry.

2 l "MBS stations are only required

to file with the network any deviations

from affidavits submitted semi-annu-

allv."

The fall tv network season is shap-

ing up gradually, with these latest

new orders reported:

\\U : E.S.P. premieres 11 July, 9-

9:30 p.m., sponsored by Chese-

bi ough-Pond's Vaseline brand prod-

ucts and Pond's beauty products. Mc-E
is the agencj

.

(IBS: Sports Page debuts 7 June at

1 :45 p.m.. preceding the Baseball

Came of the Week. General Mills

sponsors. Knox Reeves is the agency.

NBC: Peter Gunn will fill the Mon-
da} 9-9:30 p.m. spot this fall. Bristol-

Myers sponsors, through DCS&S . . .

// heaties Sports Page will precede ma-
jor sporting events this fall. General
Mills sponsors. (See ADVERTIS-
ERS.i

Five advertisers have placed $7
million in gross NBC TV daytime
business this week. They are: The
Alberto-Culver Co.; Chesebrough-
Ponds; the Menthol atum Co.;

Standard Brands; and Miles Labs.

Summer replacements: The Investi-

gator, (NBC TV) hour. live, color mvs-

tcrj show sits in for the Fisher-Gobel

Show. Sponsors include RCA, Whirl-

pool, and L&M . . . Also on NBC TV
this summer. Buckskin, a western se-

ries replacing the Ford Show, spon-

sored by Ford.

Pay-off tip:

buy "BLUE CHIP
. . . WSIX-TV

NOW
Nashville's No. 1 Value

and going places fast

Talk about a market rise! WSIX-TV has
really broken thru the top with an

audience gain of more than 30% in 4

months.* At the same efficient rates,

Channel 8 is the blue chip buy—both for

present value and future appreciation.

REPRESENTED BY:

H-R TELEVISION, INC.

CLARKE BROWN COMPANY

Renewal : The Continental Baking
Co., for another year on The Houm
Doody Show— alternate weeks (NBC
TV). Agency—Ted Bates.

New affiliates: For ABC, KART
Radio, Jerome, Idaho . . . For the

Keystone Broad easting Svstem:
WAXE, Vero Beach. Fla.: WMNC.
Morgantown, N. C; WEEB, Southern

Pines, N. C; KWPR, Claremore
Okla.: KTIQ, Tahlequah. Okla.;

WEER, Warrenton, Virginia.

Ohio State University awards to:

CBS radio, for Update, public af

fairs series; A Chronicle of Terror.

actuality report; and the network-

coverage of the 1957 National Bo\

Scout Jamboree.

NBC-TV, for Assignment South

east Asia, as the best public affairs pro

gram on tv.

Network personnel: George Bris

tol, appointed operations director

sales promotion and advertising. CB^

TV . . . Richard Golden, director

sales presentations. CBS TV . . . Mor
Rubenstein, art director and Marvii

Fuehs, production manager for th

advertising and sales promotion dt

partment, CBS TV.

ADVERTISERS
The California Oil Co. hum. In •

this week, a saturation campaig
to introduce its Chevron Gasolin

to the East.

This brand was sold under the nam
of Calso in the marketing area extern

ing from Maine to N. C. ChevroD

presently in 13 Western markets.
\

The company will use a cartoo

character to sell the new brand i

this $2 million campaign. On

minute spot tv commercials ami pri

will lie used, with the campaign CO

tinuing thru the end of the year.

BBDO is the agencv.

Wheaties, which was associat*

with sports for many years, r

turns to that field this month wil

an advertising budget reaching '

million.

The company will utilize scripl

sports programs prior to major

games. The campaign emphasizes:

1. Wheaties is new—crisper.

2. Wheaties is projected toward adu

as well as children.

3. Wheaties is back in sports.
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The FTC announced that the fol-

lowing companies have entered in-

to stipulation agreements to dis-

continue certain claims considered

illegal by the FTC:

The Plough Co., for T-Tone Rub;

The Chattanooga Medicine Co., for

Soltice; A. W. Curtis Labs, for Cur-

tis Rubbing Oil; Standard Labs, for

Sloan's Liniment; and the Denver
Chemical Mfg. Co., for Dencorub.

Promotions and campaigns:
• Pharmaceuticals introduces its

latest product

—

Devarex, a relaxant

in capsule form. Starting in mid-July,

it will be nationally advertised on

Twenty-One, To Tell The Truth, and

The Original Amateur Hour.

• Instant Butternut Coffee and

KMTV. Omaha, have launched an un-

usual advertising-promotion campaign
utilizing the 550-foot station tower,

which is visible for 15 miles when lit.

'ailed. "The Instant Butternut
^ eather Tower," it gives city resi-

dents the weather outlook at a glance.

|

This is also promoted by a spot tv

: campaign.

• Colgate's Halo Shampoo
launches a new tv campaign. Male, in-

stead of female stars, and a new Halo
song will be used to attract the wom-
en. The campaign breaks with such

i stars as Peter Lawford, Farley Grang-
ei. Jimmy Rogers, Tommy Sands and
John Saxon.

• B. T. Babbitt's ad agency,
Brown & Butcher, stimulated re-

demptions on a nation-wide coupon
mailing campaign for Babbitt, via tv

1 oimiiercials aimed at the housewife.

a ere carried on WFIL-TV, Phila-

delphia's Features For Women Show.

They were appointed: Robert T.
Engles, elected to the board of direc-

ts. Creamer -Trowbridge Co. . . .

John Beidler, named v.p.. Dravo
Oorp. He will head-up all sales, mar-
\eting and new product activities.

FILM
Khile there was still little activity
>n sales of fall product this week,
hose series already in syndication
vere moving rapidly.

Ziv's Target sales have reached
38 markets, with recent sales in-
luding:

• Thorpe Finance Co. (through

31 may 1958

Klau-Van Pieterson-Dunlap) purchased

the series, which stars Adolph Menjou,

for a 52-week stint in six Wisconsin

markets.

• Boyle-Midway (through Geyer)

bought the series on alternate weeks in

St. Louis and Dallas, for Aero-Wax

(Turns, in St. Louis, and Schlitz, in

Dallas, will co-sponsor j.

• Kroger Stores has added two

more markets to one already purchased

for Target.

CNP has boosted sales on Union
Pacific to a total of 120 markets.

Most recent sales include Lee Opt

cal Co., which added nine Texas mar-

kets to six already purchased; T. G
Lee Dairy, for Orlando; Safeway

Stores, for two Montana markets; Can-

ada Dry, for Charlotte, S. C.

Six new sales were recorded for

Telestar's Topper series this week,
bringing the total to about 100
markets.

Sales in 27 markets have brought
RKO TV's new Showcase Package
of 18 predominantly post-'48 features

almost to the $1 million mark, in the

past two weeks.

The entire Warner library has been

purchased by the Newhouse o-o's in

Syracuse and Birmingham.

AAP also reports two new sales of

the Vanguard and Jupiter packages;

one of the Warners Bros, cartoons; one

Popeyes sales; and the sale of the en-

tire Gold Mine Library of 800 non-

Warner features to WWLP, Spring-

field, Mass.

Screen Gems' Son oj Shock fea-

ture group of 20 films has been sold

to date in 25 markets—all stations

which have previously had the original

Shock package.

Re new series: United Artists' first

tv entry will be a drama anthology

starring Mercedes McCainbridge, en-

titled The Young in Heart . . . Tele-

star Films is prepping three new
shows for syndicated selling: an
adventure series, with around-the-

world locations; a social documen-
tary, to be filmed in California;

and a musical series, also Califor-

nia-produced . . . CNP launched sales

of Danger Is My Business, a documen-

tary series, this week.

Public utility sponsors of syndi-

cated series have increased by

KEITH
KAUFMAN

. . . announces

the opening oj

headquarters in

New York City

for—

• packaging

• financing

• distribution

of selected films

for television

REUBEN R. KAUFMAN
15 East 48th St.

New York 17, N. Y.

Murray Hill 8-2636

Dependable service to

TV Stations on Films

of Unusual Interest for

Viewers of All Ages.



}{7 f
\ in the past two years, ac-

cording to a recent Ziv analysis.

Ziv'a figure comes from a check of

its own film sponsors. It compares with

a I'
1 ', rise in the number of food

Ien Hundley, to the syndication force

of Gross-Krasne as southwest division

manager . . . Herbert B. Pearson,

appointed eastern division manager,

Guild Films . . . Bernard Weitzman,
sponsors and a 38% increase in drug to Desilu Productions as v.p. in charge

sponsors. of business affairs

ABC Film held sales meetings this

week to organize for the big summer
selling push.

Speakers included president George
Shupert, Phil Williams and John
Burns, sales v.p.'s, and Leonard H.

Gohlenson, ABC-Paramount head.

Guild Films reports a loss of $463,-

228 for the fiscal year ending last 27

November.

The company attributes the loss to

some $2.2 million in income that was

eliminated due to contract cancella-

tions and more than $500,000 in ac-

counts receivable which had to be writ-

ten off as uncollectable.

In announcing a new sales policy for

Guild, president John Cole made these

points:

• Guild plans an enlargement of

its barter operation.

• The company will give up pro-

ducing solely for syndication. Be-

fore undertaking any production, he

stated, Guild will concentrate on sales

to national sponsors.

In the foreign markets: A total of

41 program sales have been made by

Screen Gems in Latin America since

the first of the year. Sales include:

• Nine sales in Cuba (Rin Tin Tin,

All Star Theater, Circus Boy, 77th

Bengal Lancers, Father Knows Best,

Tales of the Texas Rangers, Jet Jack-

son, Jungle Jim and Suspense).

• Eight sales in Puerto Rico.

• Six sales in Argentina.

• Four in Venezuela.

• Others in Guatemala, El Salvador,

Mexico, Panama, Colombia and Brazil.

In addition, reports international di-

rector Bill Fineshriber, 218 additional

hours will shortly be dubbed into

Spanish, making a total of 600 Span-

ish-dubbed half-hours of Screen Gems
product.

Strictly personnel: Lester Krug-
man has hern named executive direc-

tor of advertising, promotion and mer-

chandising. VI \ . . . \lcx Sherwood,
named south and southeast account

exec. ABC Film Syndication . . . AI-

Martin Roberts, NTA promotion and

sales service director, left this week for

three weeks in Europe . . . Howard
Kany, CBS Newsfilm manager, elect-

ed president of Sigma Delta Chi's New
York chapter.

AGENCIES
H. L. McClinton, Reach-McClin-

ton president, believes the agen-

cy can't do a full job unless it's a

"real part of the marketing team."
So he told a meeting of the Canadian

Life Insurance Officers Association in

Quebec this week.

He sighted his agency's relationship

with its client, Prudential, as an exam-

ple on how such closely-knit marketing

cooperation works in reaching sales

objective.

Agency appointments : MacFar-
land, Aveyard & Co., Chicago, for

Carl Budding & Co., meat processing

firm . . . L. H. Hartman, for Trade

Winds Co. . . . Jay Victor & Asso-

ciates, Newark, for Johnnie Ryan
Bottling Co. . . . Jos. Katz Co., for

Standard Sewing Equipment Corp. . . .

Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago,

for Little Crow Milling Co. . . . Nel-

son Advertising Co., Des Moines,

for KIOA, Des Moines . . . Emery
Advertising Corp., for WFBR, Bal-

timore.

They were named v.p.'s: Gerald

Gunst, v.p. in charge of the Chicago

office, and William Joyce, elected a

v.p., the Katz Agency . . . Murray
Bolen, v.p. at B&B . . . E. L. Hill

and C. L. MacNelly, Jr., named sen-

ior v.p.'s, Ted Bates & Co. . . . Lee
Nestor, v.p.-account services, W. S.

Walker.

Foote, Cone & Belding's Chicago

office named these three new v.p.'s:

Edward M. Stern, director of media

department; Eugene Pomerance, di-

rector of research; and Homer Heck,

director of broadcasting.

More on new agency promotions:

David Miller, tv/radio estimator and

Arlene Hirsch, tv/radio traffic co-

ordinator, Hicks & Greist . . . Don-
ald Johnstone, director of research,

Cohen & Aleshire . . . George Polk,

elected a v.p., BBDO . . . Charles

Longsworth, account executive, Ogil-

vy, Benson & Mather . . . John Rezni-

chek, to the copy staff, Gray and Rog-

ers .. . William Chalmers, v.p. and

account group supervisor, Calkins &

Holden, N. Y. . . . Arthur Modell.

elected executive v.p. and member of

the executive committee, L. H. Hart-

man . . . Charles Blakemore, to the

creative staff, McC-E, Chicago . . .

Robert Woods, account executive.

Lawrence Gumbinner ... A. J. Brem-
mer, creative director, FC&B . . . Sam
Gershuny, account executive. McC-E.

Chicago.

Added personnel : MauriceVaughn.
elected to the executive board and

named creative director, Joseph Mohl.

account executive on Dodge Truck ac

count, and Roy Marshall, account ex

ecutive for Ross Roy, Inc. . . . Philip

Morris, to the staff of Ray Barron

Inc. . . . Donald C. Heath, executivi

director of Jackson Associates, Lestoil'

advertising agency . . . Kennetl

Fleming, Jr., account executive, Mc-E

Chicago . . . Donald Pember, to th>

research, marketing, and creative de

partment. Richard Crabb Associate-.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow

ing stocks in air media and relate*

fields are listed each issue with quote

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues

day one week ago. Quotations suj

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenne

and Smith.

Tues. Tues.

Stock May 20 May 27 Chan,

New I ork Stock Exchange

AB-PT 17% IT's — :

AT&T 177% 178% + '

Wco 6% 6%
CBS "A" 31% 30% -1

Columbia Pi<\ 17% 16V2 -1

Loew's 16% 15% —
Paramount 37% 37% —
RCA 33 34V2 + '

Storer 24% 24% —
20th-Fox 30 29% —
Warner Bros. 18% 18 T

/s +
Westinghouse 57% 58% +

American Stock Exchange

Ulied \rtista 4 4

Assoc. Art. I'hm . 9% 9% +
C&C Super 1% H —
Dumont Labs 3% 4% +
Guild Films 3% 3% +
NTA 8 :,

t 8%
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BUY A STATION
(Cont'd from page 41)

the market to determine the leading

stations in the market.

"Here is when you start traveling.

On weekends you visit the market

\ou're investigating. Call the leading

stations. Ask what the rate would be

for a really big saturation campaign,

to see how this compares with the rate

card and how firm the local rate really

is. Then you are in a position to accu-

rately estimate your local revenue.

"Now, with the potential of the na-

tional and local revenue established,

iou have an idea of what the gross

ind net of the station can be, and

you're ready to start conversation with

he owner. If the asking price com-

jares with your analysis of the poten-

ial in the market, you're ready to go

n business.

"For us, that happened last summer.

I^e took over the first part of Sep-

ember. The first thing we did was to

' hange the programing to a music-

lews format, from what was formerly

•art network, part hillbilly, part pop.

"The first survey came in mid-Octo-

'er. We were plenty concerned. Our
ormat, new to the market, had been

J

oing only six weeks, and we didn't

' ave the luxury of a bank roll to spend
' n promotional gimmicks. Yet without

i retty girls, or elephants parading

own main street, or cash giveaways or

nntests; with just sensible-listenable

rograming, heavy on edited news and
>cal public service, the survey showed

r
'KAB first—all day long! And the

Jtings have held up; the latest Pulse,

1 March, shows us first in 39 out of

\i quarter hours among the five non-

,
egro stations in the market.

''Being a former rep myself, I've

;en able to help our reps do a better

»b. I know the importance of keeping

iem abreast of conditions and market
ita that prove useful. I've also learned

i best way to teach a rep your story

to take him with me on my calls;

! hears me tell the story, retains it

r himself. We make it a point to sup-

y them not only with market data,

it with air tapes of personalities and
ogram schedules with availabilities.

"Looking back, Quentin Sturm and
think of a lot of hard work and long
>urs, but we consider it time and en-

gy well expended. We are already
iking for another 'cripple' in another
irket. We hope lightning will strike

onsor • 31 may 1958

"look

what

we ve

got"

Our advertisers—spending

more and more on wice—are in

every category: foods, beverages,

cigarettes, soaps & cleansers, drugs &
toiletries, automotive, service, etc., etc.

What these advertisers all have in

common is a great buy: wice delivers more
listeners per dollar than any other

station in the Greater Providence

Metropolitan Area.

We deliver this buying bonus because

listeners go for the Elliot programming:
more music . . . more news . . . more often.

To get your share of the Providence

business, get the whole story on wice.

It's wrapped up in a new color film you
ought to see. For a showing right in your

own office, write us or Avery-Knodel.

WICI
XTIONS

WCUE

'Tim Elliot, Pres. "Jean Elliot. >

GREAT INDEPENDENTS • GOOD NEIGHBORS



St

in Houston
with the fastest moving

Radio in America!

1
St

in Houston
with the most exciting sound

you've ever heard!

1
St

in Houston
with Downbeat . . . the

most sensational music and
news programming ... 24

hours a day!

Tak<

low

wat

up..

2 advantage of the

rates now. . . then

ch the ratings go

up. ..up...

790

KTHT
5000 WATTS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

ADAM YOUNG, INC.

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Ted Fetter has been elected a vice pres

dent of ABC. He joined ABC TV in 195

as director of the program department fo

lowing many years in the radio, tv an

entertainment fields. From 1953 to 195(

he was a producer with CBS TV, and froi

1950 to 1953, was with BBDO. Durin

WW II, Fetter was special assistant t

Joshua Logan at the Special Services heac

quarters in the European Theater of Operations in charge of soldi*

shows. Before the war, he was a director, writer and producer in tl

theatre for Broadway managements. He has several published song

including Taking A Chance On Love, and the theme song for tl

1939 World's Fair. As v. p. and program director Fetter will repo

to Thomas W. Moore, v.p. in charge of programing for ABC T1

C. Thomas Garten has been named vice

president and commercial manager of

WSAZ & WSAZ-TV. Huntington, W. Va.

He is past president of the West Virginia

Broadcasting Association, and has been

affiliated with WSAZ for 15 years. He held

the positions of radio station manager and

assistant general manager, and has been

tv commercial manager since the first of

this year. Garten will continue to have full charge of the statioi

promotion and sales departments I including the functions of a.lvt

tising, publicity and merchandising as well as national and lot

sales), and the WSAZ-TV. Charleston regional office. Prior to I'M

he was display advertising salesman for the Charleston, W. ^

Daily Mail. Garten is a graduate of Washington and Lee Lniversi

%m
Blair \ Co. as manage

taneous with Harrison".'

lion of Philbin S. Flanaj

Flanagan, in air media

York staff in L952. Boll

i

Thomas C. Harrison, former

charge of the ABC Radio network,

joined the Henry I. Christal Co. as sa|

manager. Harrison's broad experience

air media includes four years, starting

1951, with WSM, Nashviile. where he

national sales manager in charge of

tional. regional and local sales. In 1

be went with the St. Louis office of I

Two years later he joined ABC. Sim

appointment Christal announced the pror

to the post of eastern sales manag

sales for 10 years, joined Christal'9 N

will headquarter in New York C
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1/5

of all

Canadian

Retail Sales

are made in

our Hamilton-

Toronto-Niagara

Peninsula

coverage*

area

H-H-TV reaches 1/5 of the Canadian retail market. The 2,552,715 people within our vast coverage
'•e! spend $2,722,911,000.00 annually on retail purchases. This represents 19.26

r
- of all Canadian

m sales ... another black and white fact proving that CHCH-TV "sells on sight" to the richest

anet in Canada. For further information call Montreal: UN 6-9868, a IWMJI*MJ Til
oi no: EM 6-9234, Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: TA 7461, New W>EHEHmT¥
oi City: PL 1-4848, Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769 ^ channel ## CANADA



SPONSOR
SPEAKS

A new look at old problems

Over the years, sponsor has spoken out against certain

practices which are detrimental to the broadcasting industry.

Among them are the poor use of ratings, and over-commer-

cialization.

\\ c have also, on frequent occasions, called for caution on

the part of stations in promoting their station coverage, and

asked for standardization in coverage measurement. And

we've urged stations to provide the type of programing that

would encourage local interest and be of public service.

We were happy to see that Lee Rich, vice president and

media director of Benton & Bowles, raised all of these points

—and several others—in his talk before the convention of the

Pennsylvania Association of Broadcasters last week (see

Newsmaker of the Week, page 4). Rich's talk was especially

good because he pointed out that by working to solve these

problems, broadcasters are acting in their own best interest.

Rich raised one point which is especially pertinent now. He

said that agencies and media must see that the advertiser gets

the most for every advertising dollar he spends. "Advertising

expenditures," he explained, "do not come out of an un-

ending pocket . . . Advertising costs that are increased with-

out a corresponding increase in an advertiser's efficiency

levels can never be justified by an agency to its client . . .

An efficient level of advertising can be maintained only if the

advertising agency and the broadcast media make greater

strides toward working together."

Congratulation?

We want to congratulate WRC and WRC-TV, Washington,

D. C, for the most spectacular station dedication ceremony

in hi -lory (for details, see News & Idea Wrap-Up). When the

President of the United States, on a coast-to-coast radio and

t\ network, dedicates your new station, you've achieved a

real first in the industry.

this we fight FOR: This summer, out-

J\>w of-home radio listening should reach a new

LI high. Yet measurement of this audience is

.still woefully inadequate. We suggest an

wM intra-industry program to achieve a solution.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Speedy: Not exactly typical but some

what representative of a Madison Ave
nue "rush" lunch is this combinatioi

of an adman who sometimes gets s<

snowed under that he can't afford th

traditional long lunch hour: Two gib

sons-on-the-rocks at Gaston's and on

cream cheese sandwich at Chock Fu)

"0 Nuts—to go.

Lyricist: When Joe Floyd, presides

of KELO-TV and AM of Sioux Falls

Idaho, and his wife recently flew t

Europe, they found the following vers

awaiting them at Idlewild Airport. 1

was by Evans Nord, general managei

and is intended to be sung to th

tune of "Wonderful, Wonderful Coper

hagen":

Wonderful, wonderful Copenhagen-
Peaceful 'til Joe came around.

He drank thirstily until nearly three,

And took off for Paris town.

Then down to the Alps on a gold tobo;

gan,

A helluva salesman, he!

Since he sailed away
It's been very gay . . .

Here's to girls and grog in

Wonderful, wonderful Copenhagen—
Oui, oui.

Why not, "Si, Si?"

Suggestion box: An adman has con

up with this title for a new "priva

eye" tv show—Si Clops.

Award: Dorsey Connors, Chicago st

tion WNBQ's "Wire Coat Hang
Queen," received a special gold-plati

hanger from the Chicago Dry Cleane

Association. It read: "To Dorsey Co

nors who, next to the dry cleaning i

dustry, has done more for the garme

hanger than anyone else in the worl

Now if she could only get the cleank

industry to stop hiding those liti

clip-on tags which become visible on\

after the newly-cleaned suit is worn

public.

SPCA annex: We've just heard t

sad plight of an agency account ex

who is longing to turn on his air re

ditioner but refrained from doirig

when he heard a soft "coo" emit frc

the unit. On investigating, he found

pigeon nesting inside and has decid

to hold off. Anyone know how lo

pigeon eggs take to hatch?

Agreed: On ABC TV's Make 1

Laugh, comedian Orson Bean observe

"Gina Lollobrigida is one Roman v
wasn't built in a day."

31 MAY 1
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as basic as the alphabet

/ream of the
Michigan market
Seventy per cent of Michigan's

population commanding 75
per cent of the state's buying
power lives within WWJ's
daytime primary coverage

EGYPTIAN
Searching for the ancient

ancestor of our letter C,

many scholars eye with favor

the Egyptian picture-sign for

PHOENICIAN
With the passage of time,

fa Pho
merchants adapted the cor-

ner sign and let it stand for

the first sound of gome/

—

precise meaning of which

is not certain.

GREEK
The Greeks changed gamel
to gamma and wrote it in

various ways. The form
pictured here was officially

adopted by the Athenians

in 403 B.C.

ROMAN
From one of the Greek
gamma forms, the Romans
created two Latin letters.

One was our letter G; the

other, our letter C.

Historical data by

r
c

Dr. Donald J. Lloyd, Wayne State University

Changing listeners into customers is much easier

when you buy WWJ. Nearly thirty-eight years of quality

radio service to Detroit and southeastern Michigan have

built a tremendously loyal audience which accepts

WWJ-advertised products quickly and enthusiastically.

Start your radio campaign here—with the WWJ
Melody Parade, WWJ News, with popular personalities

like Hugh Roberts, Faye Elizabeth, Bob Maxwell and

Jim De Land. It's the basic thing to do!

WWJ RADIO
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit News

NBC Affiliate

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.



79.9% of the market's $2 billion Consumer Spendable Income* is in Sacra-

mento, San Joaquin and Stanislaus counties.

In California's third largest TV market, almost 75% of the population resides

in these three most important counties where KBET-TV consistently delivers

biggest audiences.**

That's why advertisers buying coverage-population-income buy KBET-TV,

Channel 10.

*SRDS, April- 1958

**ARB, Sacramento - Stockton, Feb. 1958, and Modesto, March 1958.sJET
SACRAMENTO e»® CALIFORNIA

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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ie Twin Cities . . .

. . New Orleans

bqMiami know there's

r down on a Storz

why .. . in each of

major markets . . .

e listen to the Storz

than to any other.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . WDGY is first . . . all-day average. Proof:
Hooper and Pulse. 50,000 watts plus 50,000 watt personalities. Talk to

Blair, or Genera] Manager Jack Thayer.

KANSAS CITY . . . WHB i s first all-day. Proof: Metro Pulse, Nielsen,

Trendex, Hooper; Area Nielsen, Pulse. All-day averages as high as 48.5%
(Nielsen). Remember—you get coverage and audience on WHB. See Blair

or General Manager George W. Armstrong.

NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX is "0 times more powerful . . . with 5,000

watts on 690 ke. First . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (32.2%)—Pulse, too.

In fact, WTIX is first in 462 of 504 Pulse quarter-hours, and first in every

single daytime %. See Adam Young or General Manager Fred Berthelson.

MIAMI . . . WOAM is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (40.1% . . . and
first in 264 of 264 quarter-hours) . . . Pulse (432 of 432 quarter-hours)
. . . Southern Florida Area Pulse . . . Trendex. See Blair ... or General
Manager Jack Sandler.

STATIOL_
S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

T «. -«-0£NT,HOMe OFF.C* OMAHA. NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami I

WHY THEY'RE

SWITCHING TO

STAR PITCH

Growing trend towards

star commercials poses

some problems for cli-

ent and agency alike.

But advantages of in-

creased sponsor identi-

fication offset greater

talent costs

Page 29

Net tv's new

threat--U.S.

Dept. of Justice

Page 30

Ask Culligan:

Is NBC back

on top?

Page 31

What sponsors

like in radio

-

SPONSOR exclusive

Page 36



May 1957 through April 1958

WSB-TV dominant in 3-station

Atlanta market with percentage

of total sets-in-use averaging...

SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF, Sunday through Saturday —
straight through for one whole year, the whole works! While WSB-
TV racked up a share of total sets-in-use averaging a solid 42.5%,*

station B came up with a figure in the thirties, station C in the

twenties. Superior local programming of professional caliher teamed

with top local news coverage helps explain why so many more

people look at WSB-TV. Concentrate your television advertising in

Atlanta on WSB-TV. You will sell more families at lower cost.

*ARB — Atlanta Metropolitan A

WSB/TV
Represented by Edw. Petry & Co.

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal

and Constitution. NBC affiliate



The BIG difference

in Philadelphia

radio is

WPEN is the only Philadelphia radio

station presenting LIVE TALENT 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week. Listeners tune

to enjoy the TALENT just as much as

to listen to the music.

The WPEN entertainers are in constant

demand for store openings and business

celebrations. They make continuous

personal appearances—they are a real

part of Philadelphia.

WPEN is proud of its ratings, coverage,

cost per thousand, merchandising services

and promotion. But the BIG difference in

Philadelphia radio is TALENT . . . that sells.

Represented nationally by Gili-Perna

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston

dial 950

mm

7 june 1958
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES
The big swing to star commercials

29 SPONSOR probes the pros and cons of the big-name pitch, learns its pit-

fall- and it- advantages. win more clients are picking this type of sell

Net tv faces new threat: Justice Dept.

30 A new spectre moves in to haunt the television networks as the Justice

Dept. ad\i>e- FCC that some basic web policies are antitrust violations

Hottest salesman in radio

31 Matthew (Joe) Culligan, NBC Radio Chief, has sparked the network's

rise but he maintains that an advertising medium is bought not sold

What buyers ask sellers about spot radio

32 The rep firm's research departments have a tougher job than a quiz show

contestant keeping up with the answers to questions asked by agencies

How Bu-Tay recaptured its sales

34- A sales slump, that bottomed in 1949, resulted in a new ad approach

for Bu-Tay. Based solidly on radio, sales have risen steadily since

What makes a sponsor buy radio?

36 '" an exclusive sponsor article, radio/tv authority Richard Doherty

describes the programing that attracts listeners—and sponsors as well

Independents get the adults, says Adam Young
37 New 10-market radio study by rep shows that the independent's audience

(1) is mainly adult; (2) has more adults than 'old-line' net affiliates

How spot radio keeps cows contented

38 Faced with the dual problems of selecting specific markets, and plug-

ging varying products, Glenn Chemical is using radio's flexibility

Color television: no problem for packaging

40 Color tv won't mean that advertisers must redesign their packaging.

If it sells on the shelf, it will also sell on the color tv screen

Daytime tv viewing up, Nielsen shows
41 Nielsen's annual March study, just released, shows daytime viewing up

26.6% in a.m., 9.5% in afternoon, and gross tv viewing up 10% over 1957

sponsor asks: How can stations work with adver-

tisers on anti-recession campaigns?

54 Here is a rundown on some of the campaigns local stations have staged

to counteract recession fears and sell optimism in their local communities

FEATURES
18 Agency Ad Libs

51 Film-Scope

2* J9th and Madison

52 Marketing Week

59 News S Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

58 Picture Wrap-Up

70 Sponsor Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

78 Sponsor Speaks

22 Spot Buys

78 Ten Second Spots

15 Timebuyers at Work

76 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

69 Washington Week
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We've got Iowa

IN

ONE
PACKAGE!

40 OF AMERICA'S 200 best farm counties

are in Iowa! They're the cream of American

agriculture — help give Iowa farmers an

average income of $11,800 per year. Yet

NON-agricultural income accounts for

74.5% of Iowa's total!

WHO Radio reaches practically ALL of

Iowa's 826,100 rural AND urban families—is

"heard regularly" by more Iowa families than

the next jour commercial stations combined!

Unless you have lived or worked in Iowa,

you can hardly imagine the impact that this

unique radio operation has on our entire

State. Let PGW tell you!

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B.

J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also c

and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives



* December Brute, I'tick Powell's Zarte Grey

Theatre and the Danny Thomas Show,

which has been in the Top Ten ever since

it moved to the CBS Television Network.

*The Ann Sothern Show.



No one in the food business does

more advertising than General Foods.

No one in the food business uses

more television. And no one in the

food business has more customers.

For the past six years General

Foods has consistently placed most

of its television advertising on the

CBS Television Network — where

this season it presented three of the

most popular nighttime programs?

Each of these programs attracted

a weekly average of more than.

30 million people. Combined, they

brought General Foods 235 million

advertising impressions a week

through the October-April season.

Next season General Foods will add

a fourth program** to this nighttime

schedule. Its reasoning is simple and

direct: The more people reached

as potential customers, the better

its chances for sales. Television

offers the biggest potential audience,

so television gets the biggest share

of the company's advertising dollar.

And since the television audience

keeps on growing each year, it is

only natural that General Foods'

investment should grow too.

Like General Foods, other leading

advertisers such as Westinghouse,

U. S. Steel, Prudential, Procter &

Gamble and General Motors' Delco

Division will also profit by the

expanding television audience. They

have joined an impressive wave

of renewals on the network which

for 68 consecutive Nielsen Reports

has provided the largest nationwide

audiences in advertising.

General

Foods
asks for

a fourth

helping

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
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Open Sesame
To Sales

In Memphis!

The d.ior is wide open for bigger sales

and profits for you in Memphis! We've

wrapped up 40"~c of the market— the

Negroes in the Memphis market area!

KEY NO. 1: LISTENERSHIP!

You can*t reach this market with any

other radio station, or any other medium!

r'irsl station in the area to program ex-

clusively to Negroes . . . Memphis' only

50,000 watt station . . . WDIA literally

dominates sales contact with the Mem-

phis Negro. He first listens to WDIA . . .

then buys the products advertised on his

KEY NO. 2: BUYING POWER!
Within WDIA's listening pattern are

1.237,686 Negroes—almost 10% of all the

Negroes in the entire country! They

earned $616,294,100 last year. And they

spent—on the average—80% of this in-

come on consumer goods!

Negroes in the Memphis area have a

higher comparable income than Negroes

in any other section of the entire country

. . . three times the average comparable

Negro income in Philadelphia . . . almost

five times the average in New York!

Last year, the Memphis Negro market

bought 47.9% of the sugar sold in Mem-
phis . . . 56.2% of the tooth powder . . .

52.7% of the face powder . . . 78.4% of

the packaged rice!

WDIA's national advertisers include:

EDSEL AUTOMOBILES • GENERAL
FOODS CORPORATION • GROVE
LABORATORIES • KELLOGG CORN
FLAKES • KROGER STORES • WIL-
SON & COMPANY • PURE OIL

We've got the market—and the medi-

um! Why not drop us a line? We'd like

to show you how WDIA can open the

door to high volume sales and profits for

you ... in the sales responsive Memphis
Negro market!

WDIA is represented nationally
by John E. Pearson Company

EGMONT SONDERL1NG, President

BERT FERGUSON, Exec. Vi

mm • mhw iw»bwj«'»h .

ce-President

WH 'igtlW—

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The latest game of Madison Avenue roulette came to a halt

this week when ISelson Gross, Max Factor advertising direc-

tor, assigned his three major tv-advertised products (billing

some $3 million) to K&E. With another million of Max Fac-

tor billing loose, the question still is: What do clients seek?

The newsmaker: "Creativity plus marketing know-how,"

says Factor's Gross, "that's what we want in our agency."

Nelson Gross is a forceful, crew-cut young man who doesn't mince

words, bases his advertising approach on military methods: "Isolate

the enemy, cut off his source of supply (through expert marketing,

get him off the shelves or into a less desirable position)."

In this struggle for shelf space and distribution, the cosmetics

firm's major weapon has been network tv. Certainly, Gross's search

for a new agency reflected his need

for well-rounded tv servicing. His

approach to picking an agency

again reflected military tactics at

work: First he sent out a ques-

tionnaire to prospective agencies,

and as one top agencyman re-

marked, "You had to take a vaca-

tion to answer those 73 questions

he asked." (Some 33 agencies re-

plied. )

From the questionnaires, Gross

narrowed the choice down to six

whom he interviewed in depth.

"We ranked creativity very high," Gross said. "In fact, I ha<

listed our four criteria for an effective agency like this: creativity

conception, character, congeniality."

Factor hasn't been the only cosmetics firm reconnoitering agenc

row. Lanvin-Parfums, another million dollar account, left Nortl

Advertising, assigned its tv/radio billings to Dowd, Redfield >

Johnstone and print to Wesley Assoc. Marketing problems ma\ als>

have been behind this switch. For, although not included in th

criteria, Factor was out to find a new marketing and media approacl

And K&E's marketing services seemed to meet their needs.

As Gross told sponsor: "There'll be a change in network buyin

patterns in another year or two because of the enormous waste cii

culation most advertisers now face. There are few truly mass proc

ucts, such as cigarettes, which are ideally suited to network. Wit

burgeoning costs, spot is the only answer to efficiently reachin

proper audiences."

His attitude stems from the cosmetic firm's sales pattern: 0v<

60% of Max Factor's total sales volume is in big cities, some 7 I

8% from New York alone. Despite this fact, the cosmetics firm h;

been active on net tv. sponsored Polly Bergen on NBC TV. ^

SPONSOR • 7 JUNE 19:

Nelson Gross
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$250 Million in Construction Slated for Omaha Metropolitan Area this Year!

This all-time record construction budget for Omaha tells only a part of the

city's success story. New industry will create 3,000 new jobs, adding $15 mil-

lion annually to Omaha payrolls.

Business is Good in Omaha! Bank clearings are up 4 (/c, bank debits up 6.5%

in the first quarter. Retail sales are up 2 c
'c from a year ago. And although the

eight major livestock markets are off an average of 1%, Omaha receipts show

a whopping 5.5% increase!

Business is Good in Omaha! Get your share of this big, healthy market with

the number one sales station—WOW-TV! ^B^

WOW-TVw'Ba^
preservatives ^LJ^E'L^r

A I FRANK P. FOGARTY, Vice President and General Managei

FRED EBENER, Sales Manag<

WOW and WOW-TV, OMAHA • KPHO and KPHO-TV, PHOENIX

WHEN and WHEN-TV, SYRACUSE • KCMO and KCMO-TV, KANSAS CITY

KRMG, TULSA, OKLAHOMA
Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes and Gardens and Successful Farming Magazines

iPONSpR • 7 JUNE 1958



your advertising

dollar produces ^

more sales

onWGAL-TV
And there's a reason. This pioneer

station is foremost in the three standard

metropolitan markets in its coverage area:

Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as

in numerous other cities— Gettysburg,

Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg,

Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. In short, you

find that WGAL-TV's multi-city cover-

age costs you less than buying single-city

coverage. Put your advertising dollar to

work producing more—on WGAL-TV.

wgal-tv
LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. •
I

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET

i York • Chicago • Los Angeles San Francisco

SPONSOR • 7 JUNE 195



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

W\ SPONSOR-SCOPE
7 JUNE 1958

Copyright 1958

•MRIOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

National spot radio appears to be in for another stiff round of competitive

selling from tv.

It's become increasingly evident in recent weeks that the comparative economics of

the two spot media are undergoing a searching appraisal on the part of the national

advertiser and his agency.

Two basic factors have sparked this probe: (1) the sheer physical increase of tv

facilities and a generally easier market have nudged that medium into far more aggres-

sive selling devices; and (2) tv stations now are beginning to package spot in a man-

ner that is challenging radio. (See last item page 11, 31 May SPONSOR-SCOPE.)

In seeking the key to why new business has been hopping for spot tv and lagging

for spot radio lately, SPONSOR-SCOPE this week gathered these revealing quotes from

knowledgeable Madison Avenue media buyers:

QUOTE No. 1 : "More of our clients are looking at spot tv because it's come along with

some very attractive packages, which on the basis of cost-per-thousand (especially in fringe

time) compare very favorably with radio prices."

QUOTE No. 2: "We've found time and again that radio is a great sales tool, but what

can you do when the client becomes skeptical about the steady rise in spot radio rates

and raises another eyebrow at all this to-do over rock 'n' roll programing?"

QUOTE No. 3: "Maybe the excitement values of radio's comeback are beginning

to show signs of wearing off, and there's a need for stations who have become smug to

wake up and revitalize their initiative and imagination in pounding home the economic

story of spot radio. With tv now so fluid, it's up to radio to show it's a better buy."

Despite a generally favorable tide (see above), tv reps this week cited the current

scramble for Kellogg's late afternoon business as a classic example of the handi-

cap they're under in competing with the tv networks.

The situation they picture is this:

• The rep can negotiate only from the station's ratecard.

• The networks, on the other hand, can wheel and deal all over the lot. In addition to

controlling a mass of ratecards, they also can trade on the prices of programs they also

control.

• The rep is forced to stand pat with his individual ratecard

—

or the station winds up
as an outcast among its brethren.

(The battle for the Kellogg plum for a while was between ABC TV and spot; but now
NBC TV has come in at the 11th hour to stir up still more action.)

On the basis of a SPONSOR-SCOPE check with the networks, the first five agencies

in network radio billings for the second quarter of 1958 appear to be:

1) J. Walter Thompson; 2) Bates; 3) Campbell-Ewald; 4) BBDO; 5) Y&R.

SRA estimates that national spot radio billings for the initial quarter of 1958
came to $46,171,000.

Even though the plus margin over the same period for 1957 was but 4%, it was, says

SRA, the largest quarter ever.

Gross billings for national spot radio in '57 were $184 million (the radio net-

works are figured for between $75-80 million)

.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

National spot tv looks headed for a vibrantly healthy summer.

For three weeks in a row, the medium has been jumping in the way of new business.

Take the past week: Saturation-wedded Avon is coming back this month, and Stok-

ley's Van Camp (L&N) is buying two saturation flights in 31 markets. Ivory Liquid is cut-

ting loose with an extensive campaign through Compton, while Anderson's Sizzle Spray
I Bryan Houston) will be focusing on barbecue addicts with a steady schedule.

Stokley's schedule: three weeks in July, then back in August for a run of 15 weeks.

You can expect the sharper independent radio stations to lean more and more
in these two directions:

1 ) Developing commercial techniques that will place the message in settings designed

to get the maximum benefit of the station's audience.

2) Render additional local merchandising support—to the point of guaranteeing co-

operative deals with supermarkets on in-store brand stacks.

The experiments in commercial techniques will be in the area of more novel and effec-

tive dramatizations and lead-ins that catch the audience's attention.

For the degree of progress made on this experimental front, check some of the bigger

radio station groups.

Rep Richard O'Connell this week started campaigning for an overhaul of the

rate structures of both radio and tv stations. He feels this would benefit both seller and

buyer.

His plan in a nutshell:

1) Flat-rate all time segments and put minute packages on unit bases of 5, 10,

15, 20, 30, and 50 spots per week.

2) Make 20 and 30-second spots 75% of the applicable package rate and sell

ID's at 50% of the applicable package rate.

(For more details see Reps in NEWS WRAP-UP, page 60.)

CBS Radio had a good sales week, getting renewals from GE, Shulton, Wrigley,

Chevrolet, plus orders from General Mills, Garrett Wines, and Hertz.

NBC's newcomers for the week included Dial Soap (50 participations in the news

weekly, Mondav through Sunday).

Billings note: NBC Radio estimates it will wind up the first half of the year 40%
over the equivalent 1957 stretch.

A good index of the ever-changing complexion of radio is the continuing

emergence of sub-groups: The latest is the announced formation of the National As-

sociation of Independent Program Directors.

The group's objective: Do in programing what the Association of Independent Met-

ropolitan Stations (AIMS) does on a top management level
—

"engage in regular exchange

of information and ideas".

A check by SPONSOR-SCOPE this week indicates that NAIPD's recruitment efforts

may get a cool reception in some top management areas—particularly among the

owners of the better-known station groups.

The basis of their hesitation: Their programs directors would be discussing some-

thing over which they really have no control.

It's the contention of these groups that in good independent stations, top management
not only defines the programing policy but blueprints in detail a format which the sta-

tion's staff has the responsibility of guarding and executing.

(See Radio Stations in NEWS WRAP-UP for more details of NAIPD's plans.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Even though network tv sales continue at a lackadaisical pace, there's still

room for optimism: Most advertisers have budgeted the money; the trick is to get

them to sign on the dotted line.

The reasons for this hesitation were described to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week by

Madison Avenue and sponsors thus:

• Waiting for signs that business has a chance of pulling out of the slump during the

fourth quarter.

• If the signs are promising, will profits be sufficient to make it unnecessary to trans-

fer tv money to the dividend kitty?

• The networks should be susceptible to softer terms by the time July rolls around

—like making talent contributions or looking more leniently at the relative value of mar-

ginal time.

Despite their heavy buying to date, there are indications that even P&G, Lever, and
General Foods will be casting side glances at the network counters this mid-summer
for an available bargain or two. If the bargains don't break—such as choice minute

participations—then it will be spot tv's turn to pick up the remaining marbles.

Meantime, some of the earlier evening periods on NBC have been sold for 13-

and 26-week commitments.

But the network is holding out for the full 52-weeks for most of the mid-evening

vacancies.

Here's a question often asked by account men these days: What is the total num-
ber of homes reached by the average network tv show at night?

The answer: Roughly 9 million.

The average daytime quarter-hour accounts for over 3 million.

JWT's selection of Jackie Gleason for Lever's Friday 8:30 spot on CBS TV
this fall is based on this two-fold premise:

1) He can't miss in a return to his original half-hour format.

2) He is a natural for the product (Stripe toothpaste) which is especially popular

with the youngsters.

The program, if it jells on Gleason's part, will cost around $45,000.

Several transatlantic airlines are wondering whether it will do them any good to

cut loose right away with a heavy advertising campaign.

There are more seats vacant on nights to Europe than had been anticipated,

probably due, in part, to the French crisis.

The airlines' problem: Is it possible at this stage to get people to change their

vacation plans?

For an idea of the age segments of housewives that sit up for late shows, note

this breakdown for the Jack Paar Show as developed by a Home Testing Institute Survey:

OF HOUSEWIFE TOTAL PANEL JACK PAAR SHOW

Under 20 0.5 0.6

20-29 21.1 25.8

30-39 25.0 32.0

40-49 20.4 20.3

50-59 18.0 13.3

Over 60 15.0 7.7

Note: The panel covered 5,000 homes nationwide. The survey also showed that I

audience is in the big cities and in the larger, younger, and wealthier families
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Marlboro will spend over $1 million within the next eight weeks on a cam-

paign plugging its new softpaek.

About 60% of the budget will go into CBS TV's To Tell the Truth. The balance will be

spread among spot tv, spot radio, and print.

Marlboro is not changing its course away from its flipbox. It merely wants to get into

the softpaek line, whose sales generally outnumber hardpacks three to one.

There's a sehool of opinion among admen that Washington efforts to reform tv net-

work business practices could work out to the detriment of the very people the re-

formers seek to protect—the smaller national advertisers.

This week both Victor Hansen, the Justice Department's anti-trust chief, and Rep.

Emanuel Celler, chairman of the House anti-trust subcommittee, called on the FCC to imple-

ment the Barrow Study report's taboos on network option time, must buys, and program tie-

ins (see page 34 and WASHINGTON WEEK).
The boomerang might be the fact that the small network advertiser is more de-

pendent than the big advertiser on guaranteed market delivery.

If the big buyer can't get all the markets he wants through the network, he's got the

means to fill in with spot and other media. But the smaller advertiser, working on a limited

ad budget, puts all his eggs in one basket when he elects to go network. Undelivered

markets mean antagonizing a portion of his distributors and dealers. Hence the

chances are that he'll drop network tv altogether.

Also questioned is the timing of this new Washington pressure. It comes just when,

because of open time and programs, the networks are deluging the little fellow with unusual

attention.

ABC TV is taking a poke at once-a-month specials via research intended to show
that a regular weekly program is a better buy.

Here's how the network set up the comparison of the average once-a-month con-

tinuing special vs. the average weekly 30-minute show in terms of cost efficiency, time-

talent costs, and different homes delivered:

SHOW TYPE 4-WEEK COST HOMES CPM/CM

Monthly special $353,600 15,838,000 $4.39

Westerns 354,180 22.165.000 2.62

Quiz—aud. partic. 337,056 19,651.000 2.83

General drama .'559.121 20,573.000 3.14

Situation comedy 377,436 19,819,000 3.45

Suspense drama 351,300 19,735,000 3.62

Variet) 3 1 1,36

1

16.215.000 1.28

\dventure 298,584 15.961.000 3.67

All \-2 hi", evening shows .! 11.721 18,771,000 3.39

Source: Nielsen Cost Analysis, Oct. 1957-February 1958.

Note: The specials referred to here are not the 90-minute extravaganzas, such as

special dealer promotion, anniversary celebrations, etc.

ABC TV this week moved into the field of specials via a comprehensive alliance

with Bing Crosby—the first break for the singer outside the CBS circle in 20 years.

The ABC TV-Crosby deal: (1) partnership in two 90-minute specials during the 1958-

59 season; (2) mutual development and production of other tv shows in the next five

years; and (31 availability of the singer's services for ABC radio.

For other news coverage In this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 22; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59; Washington Week, page 69; SPONSOR

Hears, page 70: Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 76. and Film-Scope, page 51.
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WDSUTV ^givGS you, the- pietum

Jambalaya, crawfish bisque,

cafe brulot— even the dishes are

different in this most different

of all American cities.

For instance, New Orleans

consumes more veal per capita

than any other city—and buys

more evening clothes than

New York.

WDSU-TV's intimate

knowledge of what New

Orleanians like can help

advertisers take full advantage

of the marketing differences in

the New Orleans picture. And

it's one reason why WDSU-TV

delivers more audience than

all other stations combined

—

day after day, night after night.
*

*ARB—Jan. 4-31, 1958

Telepulse—Jan. 2-9, 1958

Nielsen—Dec-Jan., 1958



Timebuyers
at work

Gary Pranzo, Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., New York, all-media

buyer for the Andrews Jergens Co., says sales pitches from stations

that concentrate mainly on merchandising, promotion and station

character are pretty weak if the ratings and coverage aren't there.

"'Buys are made on the basis of audience delivered and the cost of

reaching it. Yet some salesmen

will boast of a station's character

being more important than actual

audience. In tv, nearly all pro-

graming comes from New York or

Hollywood, making it difficult for

a station to assume a character of

its own. Promotions and commu-

nity participation make a station

known in a market, but network

adjacencies make it hard for spots

to be more believable on one sta-

tion than another. Merchandising

is a nice 'plus' and often makes the difference when all things are

equal. But I don't want to hear how many car cards a station de-

livers in place of ratings, reach, audience composition and price. I'm

buying media, not merchandising. When these considerations are

met competitively. I'll weigh secondarv factors."

Harold Kirk, creative and media director, Mohr & Eicoff, Inc.,

New York, says that "at this time of year, the media director is

usually in a state not unlike the June bride. He must decide whether

.0 buy a station's summer program offerings on the basis of 'better

or worse' or hold out for 'more or less.' Those stations which offer

more in the way of showmanship

will get preferred consideration.

These are the stations that will

dare to depart from the summer

slough of mediocrity in program-

ing. They'll do their best to hold

the rating line. And theirs will

not be an unvarying line of music

and news in radio and tired re-

runs of live and filmed shows on

tv. They will not have run out on

their responsibilities. No SOS
banner—Short On Showmanship

-will shame their antennas. They will preserve the integrity of their

ersonality with provocatively fresh and different programing in true

howmanly fashion. If this fact were advertised and publicized,

here'd be lots of media directors willing to look, listen and schedule."
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Jim Healy John Bainbridge

. . . SELLS for these sponsors:

Ambassador Hotel
Bardahl Oil Additive
Glendale Federal Savings
Interstate Bakeries
Marina Federal Savings
Sakrete Cement
Sally Shops
Simca Auto Sales
Troy Laundry
Union Pacific

Union Maid Bakeries
Von's Grocery Co.

. . . WON AWARDS
from these organizations:

Advertising Association of the West
Calif. Assoc. Press Radio-TV Ass'n
Los Angeles Advertising Women
Radio-TV News Club of So. Calif.

Radio Advertising Bureau

. . . IS NOW AVAILABLE
for a few additional advertisers who
can utilize the class approach to

Southern California's seven-million

mass. Ask your KBIG or Weed con-
tact for the full quality story.

KBIG
The Catalina Station

lO.OOO Watts
740".r

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.

Nat. Rep. WEED end Company



On a cost-per-proof-of-purchase, or actual sales, or any other

basis of measurable results-yes, including ratings, toe

WMGM produces action at the lowest cost of any

radio station in the New York metropolitan area.



wmgm
NEW YORK CIT

Sff^



RATINGS
GALORE

on Channel

COLUMBUS,
GEORGIA

If you're in the market for

ratings, then there's no need

to look any further than

Channel 4, WRBL-TV, in the

rich Columbus, Georgia mar-

ket. There are ratings galore

on Channel 4. For example . . .

Golden Era Theatre

PACKAGE 1

Sundays—2:00 p.m. to

Conclusion

27.2
Sundays—11:00 p.m. to

C

26.3
n

COMBINED RATING

53.5
PACKAGE 2

Fridays—11:20 p.m. to

Conclusion

28.5

and . . . MGM Golden Era Theatre is

AVAILABLE FOR
PARTICIPATIONS

Call Hollingbery Co.

CHANNEL
WRBL-TV

Nicholas E. Keesely
Senior vice president

in charge of radio-tv,

Lennen and \< : u ell. Inc.

Agency ad libs

Why join the critics?

\utn|>hagous is a rather high-faluting word

which, according to Webster, means "an organ-

ism that feeds on itself."

I think that's a pretty good description of the

television industry.

At our industry meetings, in our own trade

publications, we're not only happy to join the

hosts of critics—we even suggest new targets!

There are thousands of publicists employed hy networks and

agencies to publicize tv shows, but what does the television industrj

do about publicizing the television industry? Practicalh nothing

Do we try to remind the public of the immeasurable enjoyments i

has been getting through the years via tv . . . that we realize our ob

ligation is to the viewer and the viewer alone?

Figures show viewers are happy

No, we moan about too many Westerns—a subject I'm prett

sick of hearing. There are a lot of Westerns on the air for on

reason—because people watch them. When the public stop? watcli

ing, they won't be there anymore. The tv industry won't take ther

off, the viewer will.

If there is something basically wrong with television, an awful li

of Americans are on a sleigh-ride they haven't been told about. Hav

some sets-in-use figures for the 8:00 o'clock spot this year and la:

year.

Tv trends—1957-1958*

Multiple s.i

household <0O0)
s of

1957 .

1958 .

55.8

6.10

homes (OOO)

39.3

42.5

* Based on Jan.-Feb. NTI for both years

I didn't rig any of this. I just cracked the book and opened

3:00 o'clock.

Does this look as if the public is complaining about its tv entt

tainment? When tonight, at any hour you want to mention, tv

million more homes will be looking at television than were |
a I it a vear ago tonight?

The fact is that the most phenomenal growth of anything in t

U. S. is the growth of the television audience. There's

home every 8 seconds!

Europeans pay more for less

I suggest that we in the industry count our blessings and sti

talking about them. And that goes for the tv columnists, too.

This brings us to an important consideration: how much critic*

makes sense? For that matter, what is the purpose behind most

it? Who wrote it? What responsibilit) does it earn ?



I Agency ad libs continued .

At the show level, a great deal of the criticism is the result of the

first effort in a new series. This is completely absurd. We all know

this. So do the fellows who write it.

We all know it's dangerous, as well as meaningless, to judge a

whole series—any series—by the first show. But we're stuck with

this, too—another manifestation of the general disease. That's why

statements, if they are to have meaning, should come from the me-

dium itself, from the men who are there where the thing is hap-

pening. And you can bet your life they're the first to know and the

most concerned about weaknesses, even though they don't always suc-

ceed in correcting them.

To be willing to accept honest criticism—and surely we are willing

to do that—is quite a different thing from being kept continuously

on the defensive, obliged every day to answer some public challenge

or some published criticism irrespective of its source of responsibility.

Anybody can complain about television. It's easy. But we're only

interested in listening to the people who can make it better.

' Those of us who are in television already know there is a good

leal the matter with it. I would like to suggest, however, that there

vould be less criticism and more appreciation of what is on the air

f the people had to go out and pay to see what he gets gratis in his

>wn living room. And I would like to remind us all—once again

—

hat if our viewers were finding no satisfaction in looking at the

.
hings we held before them, they would stop looking. Criticism, like

;
elevision, is free and we are getting a lot of both.

,
Last summer I had a chance to look at television in France and

Austria. In the towns and villages of France a television set in a

I tore window will keep people in front of the store all day long.

• I saw this over and over again: the poverty and irregularity and

ick of variety of their shows in contrast to the immense treasure

nd the continuous flow that we have in one and two and six-channel

imerican cities.

Europe is so hungry for entertainment that the only vaudeville

ouse in Vienna, just to give you an example, is sold out for seven

ears. They get two hours of vaudeville. They also get a one-hour

ishion show from the local stores—a 50% commercial, if you will,

nd the price is steep.

I wonder what those people would think of U. S. television? I

onder how they'd explain the kind of criticism we get—and give?

Tv belongs to viewers
I say it's time that more people who work in television, and who
lieve in it, start telling the world what we're already showing the

orld. A good place to start is with our top executives. Our audi-

ice is one person only—the viewer. And our first obligation is to

just as it was 10 years ago when we were starting, for tele-

sion belongs right now to the same people it belonged to in 1948

—

e viewers, not the critics.

If there is a glaring defect in tv, it is simply that there is such an
erwhelming amount of top entertainment to look at night after

ght that it blunts our appreciation. We become spoiled and easy
ey to criticism. That's where we of the industry must step in and
trt doing everything in our power to see that the public is made
are not of our feebler efforts, but of the enormous amount of ex-

!lent entertainment turned out each season.
I think the viewer would be the first to admit it—they never had
so good. ^
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No special "seeing" device is

needed to magnify results when

you use Channel 4-Sight on the

great Golden Spread.

More than 100,000 TV sets in a

vastly healthy and wealthy market.

Power: Visual 100 kw

Aural 50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feel

above the ground

KGNC-TV
L^ CHANNEL 4

CONTACT
ANY

KATZ MAN

AMARILLO,

TEXAS







The nation's

audience-

Negro group

PROBLEM:

Influx of new management

with rock 'n roll format has

set city on ear rating wise.

We won't copy.

Need Program Consultant

who has overcome

this in his market.

Fee and expense basis.

Box No. 33.

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^1 SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Salada Tea Co., Inc., Biston, div. of Salada-Sherriff-Horsey is i

creasing its schedules for its summer ice tea promotion. Schedul'

are staggered, start throughout June for 10-12 weeks. Minutes ar

I.D.'s are being placed, with frequencies varying. Buyer: Fr(

Spruytenberg. Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles. In<

New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Schick Incorporated, Lancaster. Pa., is scheduling announcemer

in about 90 markets for its electric shavers. The schedules run f

13 weeks; minutes and chainbreaks during nighttime segments a

being slotted. Frequency varies from market to market. Buye

Paul Roth. Agency: Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York. (Agen

declined to comment.)

General Foods Corp., Perkins Division, So. Rockwell, 111., is lini

up schedules in about 100 markets for its Kool Shake and Kool £

products. The campaign starts this month for a summer run. M
ute announcements are being placed, with a children's and fam

audience in mind. Frequency varies from market to market. Buy

Genevieve Lemper. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Inc., Chica

(Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO BUYS
J. H. Filbert, Inc., Baltimore, is scheduling announcements for -

line (Mrs. Filbert's Margarine and Mrs. Filbert's mayonnaise I in -

areas of distribution: Eastern seaboard markets. The campaigns

both products runs for eight weeks. Pattern: minutes and Lis

during daytime segments; frequencies vary from market to mart.

Buyer: Tom O'Dey. Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Ba\ •

Inc., New York. I Agency declined to comment.)

STEVE

McNALLY

STARS IN

ZIV'S
ALL NEW
IMPACT
SERIES!
NOW SHOOTING AT ZIV S
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working

partners

It s a matter of principals . .

.

From the day H-R was started by a group of Working

Partners, we have operated on the basis that we would

represent each station as if it were our own; serve each

buyer of time as if we ourselves were buying time.

As our organization has grown, it has been a matter

of principle with us to continually maintain this type of

representative service. That we have been able to do so

through the years, is a matter of principals as well, for

the H-R partners are still IP'orking Partners, still actively

and personally selling and serving every station on our list.

We always send a man to do a man's job.'

155 Montgomery Sire.

AD10
OXford 7-3120

San Francisco, Co
YUkon 2-5837

35 E. Wacker Drive

Chicago 1, Illinois

Financial 6-6440

416 Rio Grande B

Dallas 2, Texas

Riverside 2-5148

6253 Hollywood Boulevard

Hollywood 28, Calif.

Hollywood 2-6453

1065 Penobscot Bl

Detroit 26, Michig

WOodward 1-414

2 W. Peachtree, N

anta 9, Georgia

nity 5-9539



It just takes one BIG one.

mmmm*
No Question About Who's Leading The Field In Mobile.

WKRG-TV is lengths ahead (Nielsen, ARB and Pulse) . .

.

continues to pull further and further in front.

NEW, TALLER TOWER ADDS GREATER MID-GULF COVERAGE

Even before, Nielsen gave WKRG-TV U6,000 extra families

in the Mobile Market. Now, a new, maximum-

height tower sends WKRG-TV's better programming

booming into tens of thousands of additional

Mid-Gulf homes ... as the map below clearly shows.

For full details of WKRG-TV's lead, call

your Avery-Knodel man ... or C. P. Persons, Jr.,

V.P. and Gen'l Mgr. of WKRG-TV.

MOBILE, ALABAMA ^^\
Reps. Avery-Knodel ^JJ^

1

49th ji

Madisi

Nighttime radio

The Bill Miksch article on nighttirrn

spot radio in your May 10th issue wa
extremely interesting and very wel

done.

However. I was quite surprised t

find no mention of the efforts made b

the Westinghouse Broadcasting Corr

pany in the promotion of nighttim

radio.

As you know, we have long recoj

nized the great potential in this are

of the broadcasting day. As a matte

of fact, last summer, in each of 01

markets, we instituted a new nighttin

radio effort, using a lateral progran

ing concept. This effort we called Pr<

gram PM. It was radio with a soun

difference.

This programing was very succes;

ful in gaining audience for the WE
Stations and has been equally succes

ful in gaining sponsors. It has bet

well received critically and has bei

highly praised by its sponsors.

Donald H. McGannon
president,

Westinghouse Broadcasting C

1958 edition

Inasmuch as the "Sponsor's Tv a

Radio Directory of New York and C

cago" is a must here at WING, I i

wondering if there is a 1958 Editi

available.

If so, would appreciate receivi.

eight copies.

J. P. Williams
)

Air Trails NetwC'

Dayton

Another year and another SPONSOR ' •

Radio Directory. This expanded i?

city directory is excellent, indeed.

We would appreciate it if you wo 1

send us a batch of these as we can (
•

tainly make good use of them.

Adam Young
Adam Young, I'-

New York

I have just received your new 5-(v

Tv/Radio Directory and it is terri !

I have always thought your previi-

New York-Chicago directories rej--

7 JUNE li*



49TH & MADISON continued . . .

sented the most thoughtful gesture on

the part of any trade publication but

you have now exceeded even your-

selves.

Harold F. Walker

v.p. & commercial mgr.,

WDIA, Memphis

I just wanted to take this opportunity

to thank you for your five city Tv-

Radio Directory. I'm sure that as in

the past this will be very helpful to us

here at WRBL-TV and Radio, and once

again, I would like to thank you for

this wonderful little booklet.

George Jenkins

dir. of sales, WRBL-TV
Columbus, Ga.

Bud Pearse in our Detroit office is

going to be awfully unhappy because

you omitted a listing for Weed under

"representatives" on the Detroit page.

I don't imagine you will be reprinting

this directory again in the immediate

future but, when you do so, I would
appreciate it very much if you will add
the listing for our Detroit office. It is:

1610 Book Building

Detroit 26, Mich.

During the Convention I heard a lot

of good reports from various station

men about the new directory and they

feel that its value is enhanced by your
nclusion of information for the other

mportant time-buying centers.IE. J. Fitzsimmons

Weed Radio Corp.

New York

lick Woollen, our eagle-eyed Film Di-

ector, asks a simple but potent ques-
ion that flabbergasts me. He went all

ihrough sponsor's 5-City Tv/Radio
Mrectory and then asked: WHERE
VRE THE TV STATIONS?

Jack O'Mara
dir. of merch. and prom.
KTTV, Los Angeles

ust received your new Tv and Radio
irectory. It's a very impressive look-

j

ig piece. Why do you keep forgetting
ie New York radio stations? I know
3U don't do this deliberately.

Harry Novik
gen. mgr.,

WLIB, New York

K-NUZ
/ Houston's^ 24-Hour \

V

—

-Music ahilNews. J

National Reps.:

Forjoe & Co.

—

New York

Los Angeles •

Philadelphia

' Chicago

San Francisco

• Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

In Houston:

Call Dave Morris

JA 3-2581
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..of satisfied advertisers
The Westinghouse Broadcasting Company's most imp

task is to provide a vital concept of broadcasts

attracts, entertains, holds audiences . . . and stimulate

ing action. Imaginative programming, significant ubli

service efforts (which recently earned WBC a siecial

BOSTON, WBZ + WBZA, WBZ-TV • BALTIMORE, WJZ-TV • PITTSBURGH, KDKA, KDKA-T\ CLEV*

SPONSOR • 7 JUNE 18



Irus

e.Dody Award), top facilities, and exciting promotions

h ich have just won seven TV Age-Billboard awards) . .

.

ki e are the ingredients. We are proud of our awards. We
m prouder still of the growing chorus of satisfied adver-

s -s who agree that broadcasting is basic, and no selling

mpaign is complete without the WBC stations.

A|0 WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

KW| V • FORT WAYNE, WOWO • CHICAGO, WIND • PORTLAND, KEX • SAN FRANCISCO, KPIX

'ONSOR • 7 JUNE 1958



1,000,000 new
listeners?

WTIX — ALREADY DOMINANT FIRST —
NOW WITH 5,000 WATTS, ON 690 KC.

Result! Over 1,000,000 new listeners added! Now
WTIX's 24-hour creative programming extends over

tl nt ire Gulf area— from Texas to Florida. Now,
more than ever, the big New Orleans buy is WTIX

the station which even before the change was more

popular than the next 3 stations combined, (32.2%
all day average, current Hooper) . . . and, first in

every daytime Pulse quarter-hour . . . and first in 46:

of all 504 Pulse quarters.* Talk 5,000 watts am

690 kc. to Adam Young ... or WTIX General Man

ager, Fred Berthelson.
*Jan.Feb.„ 6 a.m.-midnio)

THE NEW WTIX NEW ORLEANS

first . . . and getter firster . . .

5,000 watts • 690 kc.

I IOIXIS
•ODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR * CO.

WD6Y Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR St CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
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Why they hitch the pitch to stars

'RESTIGE reflects on
GA commercial abovt

the product, admen feel, when a national figure like Bing Crosby in

, appears in it. Mere appearance of a star is implied testimonial

^ Added prestige, sponsor

ID with top personality are

causing swing to star sell

^ Major problem is nego-

tiating star contract as tal-

ent agents push costs up

By Evelyn Konrad

I alk along agency row this week is

about a phenomenon that may set a new
pattern for fall: Name personalities

now appearing in tv commercials vir-

tually outnumber and outclass the stars

appearing in shows.

Newest addition: This week Halo

Shampoo (through D'Arcy Adver-

tising) launched a national spot tv

campaign starring such male leads as

Peter Lawford, Farley Granger, Jimmy
Rogers, Tommy Sands and John

Saxon in various commercials.

At sponsor's presstime, stars of 34

prime time shows on the three net-

works were doing commercials and

earliest indications are that this num-

ber will increase next fall. Further-

more, commercials for national spot

use are also attracting a caliber of

name performer previously associated

only with show appearances.

What's giving clients and agencies

food for thought this week as fall plans

begin to jell are these basic questions:

• Why star commercials and how
expensive are they?

• Does a star's persuasiveness for

one product diminish when he plugs

one or more non-competitive products

at the same time?

• Does a network tv star's appear-

ance in commercials within the show

make up for sponsor identification lost

through split sponsorships?

• What's the merchandising poten-

tial of star commercials?

For the answers, sponsor went to

7 june 1958



top client admen, including AGA's

S. I . "Wik" Wikstrom who engi-

neered Bing Crosby's Christmas com-

menials for the American Gas As-

sociation; agenc) tv v.p.'s who've used

such stars as Victor Borge, Phil Silvers,

Hugh O'Brian, Pat Boone, Julie

London, Benny Goodman in commer-

cials; Jules Alberti, president of En-

dorsements, Inc., who acts as con-

sultant to clients and agencies on use

of stars for testimonials; Schwerin Re-

search Corp., which made a special

study for sponsor on 112 recent com-

mercials by personalities working for

two or more products.

These are the up-dated facts about

commercials starring personalities:

Stars need not be expensive. Bing

Crosby did the job in return for the

equipment AGA installed in his

kitchen, but that kind of deal is

patently the exception, not the rule.

In the case of network or syndicated

show packages, most clients today ask

for a clause committing the star to do

commercials right from the start.

"Stars who own part of their own
package are usually quick to volunteer

for the commercials, because they

realize that it makes the buy more
valuable to our client," one McCann
tv executive told sponsor. (In the case

of Westinghouse's Sll million Desilu

buy, the stars' cooperation in commer-
cials was a major incentive to the

client.)

"We've found that a copy approach

suitable to the stars in our specials was

often more important to them than the

financial arrangement." says Mac-

Manus John & Adams tv v.p. Mark
Lawrence. "The thing for agencies and

clients to remember is that they're

dealing with personalities who have

their own special type of appeal and

who shouldn't be made to step out of

character."

One cost factor that has added to

the attractiveness of star commercials

is the mounting burden of SAG reuse

payments for non-name performers.

"By the time you add up reuse pay-

ments for three unknowns, vou can

often afford a top name for the same

cost," Compton's Frank Brandt, v.p.

in charge of commercials, told SPON-

SOR. "Of course, cost shouldn't be the

prime consideration and stars are not

necessarily the answer to persuasive tv

salesmanship."

But look for some fancier and

costlier deals upcoming in fall, as more

personalities from showbusiness, sports

and other headline personalities hop

on the commercials bandwagon. The

talent agents know a good thing when

they see it and they're already begin-

ning to stiffen the price. One favorite

arrangement for top-grade talent: a

stock deal with the sponsor in return:

for commercials.

Overexposure can be a problem.

But the stars themselves are first to

exercise caution about excessive num-

ber of commercials commitments.

"Clients will find that the performers

themselves give more protectior

against competition than their con

tracts require, because they've got a

(Please turn to page 74)

NET TV FACES NEW THREAT: JUSTICE DEPT
I his week, the menacing shadow-

under which network television is

living grew longer and darker. The

Justice Department's Antitrust Division

advised the FCC that some long-time

basic network policies are violations.

The policies under fire are: (1) op-

tion time; (2) "must buy" practices;

I 3 I program tie-ins. The first two are

already under attack in proceedings

before the FCC.

The action now on the part of Judge

Victor R. Hansen, assistant attorney

general, in carrying the views of At-

torney General William Rogers to the

FCC could conceivably hustle that

agency into a decision to curb both

option time and "must buy" policies.

If that happens, the effects on adver-

tising and on television programing

could be drastic.

Ever since last year's report of the

FCC study committee headed by Ros-

coe L. Barrow, dean of Cincinnati

University Law School, the networks

have stated flatly that removal of op-

tion time would finish them.

Whether the networks could exist

without option time on their affiliates

is a burning question. Without clear-

ances, can they hope to program the

kind of shows that have attracted mass

audiences to tv? And if they could

survive, would they be reduced to little

more than cripples?

There are many admen who feel that

the major issue is not whether nets

survive or die.

The real question, they feel, is not

so much who gets hurt as who gets

helped. And the answer from the ad-

men survey by SPONSOR, ironically is

no one.

Regardless of what happens to net-

work television, the Goliaths of adver-

tising should not suffer unduly. The

P&G's and General Mills support their

products with all media. They have the

money to buy the circulation they need

no matter where they invest it. That

they would give more support to spot

tv if the nets failed, for example, can-

not be construed as a foregone con-

clusion. But the small advertiser with

a limited budget which he plans to

put into one basket—television—stands

to get hurt if tv networks pass out of

the picture.

From a standpoint of timing, this

move by the Justice Department is, if

nothing else, ill-timed. The recession

has induced the paring of ad budgets

which in turn has left many open slot

in this year's television schedules

Now, more than ever, net affiliate

would be happy to see firm networi

sales coming in. In the opinion o

many admen, Washington appears ur

concerned with the sales situation.

one side, the net affiliates hear a "Bu

now!" from the White House; on th

other, they see the FCC and Justic

Department taking action which,

effect, discourages it.

Perhaps the most contradictoi

aspect of the entire affair is, accordin

to the networks, the high-handed trea

ment they are getting from the Ant

trust Division. At no time has th

arm of the Justice Department or ar

other deigned to attend the FCC hea

ings on the net practices.

"What's more," says Richard Salar

vice president of corporate governme

and legal services division of CB

"the Justice Department has refusi

to talk to the networks on the groun

that they are the legal counsel for tl

FCC. It has not stopped them, ho

ever, from talking to our critics."

the Justice Department can coerce t

FCC into moving, then the latter c;

hardlv be an independent agency, t



e president in charge of NBC Radio, put the network on selling tv side of NBC for four years

Ask Culligan: Is NBC back on top?
^ He thinks NBC may be first in dollar volume now

md has no doubt about its standing in the future

NBC Radio's chief says an ad medium is bought,

lot sold, but the ad world respects his showmanship

By Alfred J. Jaffe

I his week, vice president in charge
f NBC Radio Matthew (Joe) Culligan

tirred up the old network controversy
f "who's on first."

In an exclusive SPONSOR interview,

Mulligan said that NBC may well have
eturned to its No. 1 spot among the

adio webs.

Culligan's statement reflects the live-

" bounce which has characterized
IBC in the year and a half since the

idio networks began their big come-
ack. More than that, it reflects the

ulligan style of showmanship and
desmanship.

Joe Culligan has been called the
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hottest salesman in the radio business.

This would be hard to prove, of course,

but one signpost of success in network

radio these days is clearances and

NBC has been promising that Monitor

will be added to the 85% clearance

guarantee now covering most weekday

daytime periods. It is also pertinent

that the network's rates are 25% high-

er than two years ago.

Culligan pooh-poohs the hot sales-

man characterization with a modest

disclaimer that an advertising medium
is bought not sold. While it is certain-

ly true that the renaissance of network

radio can be explained by more than

the blandishments of drummers, the

fact remains that when Culligan leaves

an agency office, an air of respect re-

mains.

Like any good salesman, Culligan

can be carried away, and more than

a little blue sky has been heard to

come from his direction. This was

particularly true when he was pulled

out of NBC TV in August of 1956 and

put to work in what many of Nation-

al's people were then calling Siberia.

With NBC Radio over the hump,

Culligan's supreme confidence in him-

self is flowering. In describing him,

admen frequently use the words "vi-

tality" and "showmanship." He might

be called smooth rather than sleek,

sincere rather than unctuous. When
talking off the record, he has a salty

tongue. He's clearly "one of the boys."

As many reps will attest, Culligan is

a fighter. He has crossed words with

them on a number of occasions regard-

ing the network vs. spot issue. Culli-

gan recalled recently the days shortly

after he came over to NBC Radio and



when the tide was still running against

the networks.

"Harrj Bannister and I were on the

road trying to sell our new concepts

to the stations. We saw the affiliates

in groups in Dallas. Chicago. Atlanta

and San Francisco. It was a critical

period and we had to get those clear-

ances. We sold the stations but a

couple of reps really gave us some

trouble in trying to block us."

Culligan is not bitter, although he

can probably afford to be expansive

these days, having hurdled a number

of barriers that looked pretty high in

1956. Actually. Culligan's quarrels

have been limited to just a few of the

reps. For the others his feelings range

from neutral to friendly. "I don't real-

ly care what the reps think of me," he

said. "The important thing is what

the stations think, and the record

shows most of them have been sup-

porting us right down the line."

If any of the reps are listening, he's

got some advice for them: "Reps

should spend less of their time attack-

ing network radio and more of their

time selling spot radio. The trouble

with some of them is that, when they

meet their sales quotas, they're gen-

iuses and when they don't, they blame

the networks. Reps owe a lot to net-

work radio. When you examine who
made the major contributions to radio,

it's easy to see that it was the stations

and the networks."

Although Culligan gets his licks in

while talking about the independent

radio station, he made clear his criti-

cism was aimed at the rock 'n' roll

stations. "There are plenty of indies

doing a good job with standards. But

the rock 'n' roll outlet will end up with

a big teen-age audience."

As for the network affiliate, Culligan

is certain about its future, especiallv

if it's an NBC affiliate. But he is not

so sanguine about the future of all the

networks. He sees one dominating net-

work, one network a strong second

and a third with its head just above

water. And that's it.

Culligan thinks NBC may be in

first place now in dollar volume. While

CBS rates are higher, Culligan says

that "NBC's bulge in time sold could

give us an edge."

In reaching this peak, if it exists,

Culligan has been operating with the

same sales flair he showed in peddling

television. He finds it hard to put in

words what makes him a good sales-

man but, among the general qualifica-

tions, he lists (1) knowing the busi-

ness that's being sold and (2) believ-

ing in what is being sold.

Since (1) Culligan didn't know
much about radio when he started

selling it and since (2) he switched

(while at NBC) from a medium that

is partly competitive with radio the

question could be (and was) raised

how he squares these facts.

So far as Culligan is concerned, he

was starting with essentially a new
medium when he came over to net-

( Please turn to page 66)

geniuses and whi

es quotas they're

lot to network radio."

What buy

^ Behind the scenes of

radio is a continuous game

of questions and answers

^ Timebuyers ask because

they have to know; reps

must know right answers

By Bill Miksch

i^lo indulgent father ever goes to

more pains to answer questions posed

by his inquisitive child than does the]

station rep researcher when confront

ed by a puzzler from the timebuyer

This continuing game of questions-and

answers has been a major factor ir

lifting spot radio business to the pour

where it now nudges the $200 millior

mark in annual business.

Because in digging for answers t<

timebuyers' questions, rep firm re

search-promotion men have uncoverec

the strength of spot radio.

sponsor checked with several statioi

reps to find out what type of question

are most asked by agency media peo

pie. The accompanying chart lists 1<

of these questions. None of them ar

asked out of idle curiosity; they ar!

the same questions that the timebuyer

themselves will be asked by their ad

vertising clients. Behind each questioj

lies a lot of thought; behind each an

swer, a lot of research.

Take, for example, the questioi

"What is the 'sound' of this station

This is a fairly new question in radi

advertising. But it is beginning t

come up with surprising frequency. !

shows a growing awareness among a(

men that stations do have differei

"sounds," and that these sounds ma

sometimes overshadow numbers.

It is a tricky question, too, since tl

sound of a station comes within tl

realm of show business, an area whk

media personnel have heretofore sid

stepped. Their new interest in it, i

demonstrated by this question, may 1

beneficial to radio. For what the tim

buyer really means is, "This static

seems to have the numbers, but do>

it have the 'sound' with which my a

count wants to be identified with?"
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; sellers about spot radio

10 QUESTIONS OFTEN ASKED BY BUYERS

1. How much is our competi-

tion investing in spot radio?

2. Our budget is X dollars;

what can we buy for it?

3. When do factory shifts

change and what are the store

or business hours in this par-

ticular market?

4. Exactly what can you do

for us in the way of merchan-

dising?

5. What is the audience com-

position of this station by age

group and by socio-economic

levels?

The rep salesman answers this ques-

j
tion by describing the station's sound

; as well as by playing tapes for the buy-

t

er to hear for himself.

The question of sound stems, in a

sense, from another frequently asked

!

question: "What is the audience com-

position on your station?" So impor-

tant has this information become that

i

The Pulse, Inc., for example, has now
, begun to do special work on the sub-

ject. To such sources the station rep's

research-promotion staff may turn for

Ian answer, augmenting it with data

;

from the station itself. The most want-

ed information regarding audience

composition is by age group and by

,
socio-economic level. The more spe-

cific the data that the rep's research

i

turns up, the bigger the help to the

;
advertiser. The same teen-age audi-

ence, for example, that one ad account
may shy from because of the nature of

the product can be the same audience
that will decide another advertiser to

buy the station.

Among the most often asked ques-
tions is, "What's our competition do-
ing in spot radio? How much are they

nvesting?" There is no greater argu-
ment for the regular publication of

spot radio dollar volume by brand

6. What station in this mar-

ket has the greatest "believ-

ability
v'?

7. What kind of "sound"
does this station have, and is

it the sound our product wants

to identify with?

8. Do your stations furnish

rating service information?

Which services?

9. What is the top farm (or

news or music) station in this

market ?

10. What supporting cover-

age data can you submit in evi-

dence other than NCS? Maps,
newspaper logs?

names than the frequency with which

advertisers pose this question. Many
admen and reps feel this is not a ques-

tion that should have to be put to in-

dividual rep salesmen; that it should

be common knowledge.

Advertisers are also interested in

knowing not only how their competi-

tors are doing in a market but how
they themselves are doing as well. Thus

they will sometimes ask a station rep

salesman this question. Since this is

knowledge that hardly can be expected

to be at the salesman's finger-tips, he

passes it on to the research depart-

ment who, in turn, may contact the

station. There, at the local level, a

station man may run a check on su-

permarkets or drug chains to see how
much shelf space is being given the

advertisers product in comparison to

rival products. He also may size up

the local situation regarding in-store

or window displays and distribution.

When the information comes back to

the advertiser, he has a better idea of

what must be done to improve his po-

sition in the market.

This often leads to still another ques-

tion, "Well, what can you do for us

in merchandising?" Since different

stations have different policies on this,

the rep must know what each of the

outlets they represent offers in the way
of merchandising.

Rep researchers are constantly kept

on their toes answering another ques-

tion that is becoming more and more
common, "At what times do factory

shifts change and what are the store

hours in the market?" This informa-

tion has become very important to the

agency timebuyer who is hitting for

traffic time slots. In a market where
the majority of factories begin their

day shift at 7 a.m., a commercial aimed

at the auto audience will miss badly if

it's scheduled between 7 and 8 a.m.

The same is true of closing hours in

the afternoon when the audience de-

sired is the homeward bound traffic.

Naturally, there is a constant stream

of questions on area research as op-

posed to metro research, on the "be-

lievability" of this or that station, on

coverage, on ratings, on personalities

and show types. Once in awhile the

timebuyer is so confused by conflicting

claims that he is forced to ask still an-

other question
—

"Look, what's really

going on in the market?"

One of the rep services that takes up
a large portion of their researchers'

time is the preparation of spot propos-

als. These are in answer to a prospec-

tive client's request, "I've got X dol-

lars to spend, so how can I best use it

in spot radio?" He wants to know how
much exposure he can get for his mon-
ey, why radio is a better bet than other

media, what markets he should hit and

for how long. The spot proposal sees

the rep researcher come into full crea-

tive bloom. What he sends back to the

client via the rep salesman is a docu-

ment that is as convincing and all-en-

compassing as an attorney's brief.

The entire presentation, and it may
run to more than 20 pages, is slanted

at the prospective client exclusively.

It includes heavy marketing research

on the product, on the products of com-
petitors, on customers and potential

customers, when those customers can

best be reached by radio and why ra-

dio is the best way to reach them. It

lays bare facts and figures from many
sources, goes into commercial copy rec-

mdations, distribution sugges-

( Please turn to page 75)



5 plaque from W. W. Oughtred, distrib

How Bu-Tay recaptured its sales

^ Introduced during soap-short World War II, this

company's water softener found an unlimited market

^ Postwar brought a serious sales slump. A new ad

strategy, based on radio, has quickly changed all that

It's an undisputed fact that radio can

perform several advertising functions

—introducing a new product or serv-

ice, or reminding buyers of existing

products or services—and do them all

well.

But, is radio the right medium to

introduce a new product that requires

heavy merchandising in order to get

life-giving shelf space?

"Absolutely. Radio works harder at

merchandising than any other advertis-

ing medium," says Hassel Smith, gen-

eral manager and advertising mana-
ger of Bu-Tay Products, Los Angeles,

Calif.

"Through research, tests and sales

we have learned," Smith goes on to

say, "that the radio advertising dollar

goes further and does the most effec-

tive job."

Smith's evaluation of radio, and the

high regard in which he holds it, are

borne out by his ad budget break-

down: radio accounts for 85%, tv gets

7% with the remaining 8% devoted to

newspapers.

More than building new sales, radio

is the spearhead of a comeback for Bu-

Tay's original product—Rain Drops.

Bu-Tay was formed in 1940 by part-

ners Roy Buchanan and William Tay-

lor, (from whence the name), to mar-

ket Rain Drops. Main composition is

soda ash and mineral deposits dug u

at Owens Lake, Calif.

The product had the benefit of luck

timing at its introduction. Being

water softener, the product suppl

ments laundry soaps, and, since

makes them more effective, cuts dov

on the amount of soap needed. It a
even serve as a washing product itsel

Rain Drops became indispensab

during the wartime soap shortage ar

national distribution followed almo

effortlessly. In fact, the company four

itself unable to keep up with orders.

With the end of the war, thoug

came not only the ready availability

soaps, but the introduction of detf

gents which "do everything." Bu-t

sales promptly reflected the turnabo

situation and began to plummet, reac

ing their lowest point in 1949.

That year the Bu-Tay account w
taken over by Dan B. Miner agenc

Los Angeles (now Honig, Cooper

Miner). Hassel Smith was then an t

count executive at Miner, and, at t
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time handling the Bu-Tay account.

Bu-Tay's basic chemicals were laid

down bv nature in California lake beds

a million years ago. Its advertising

chemistry was laid down by Smith in

1949.

He selected 15 markets, then put the

entire budget into radio, primarily

spot, to cover these. "One station, one

medium, and sometimes one personal-

ity, enabled us to spend what we could

afford and still obtain the needed im-

pact," Smith explains. "That consti-

tuted our base. We figured when sales

went up again, we would consider ad-

ditional coverage."

The advertising philosophy that

-imith formulated in 1949 has proved

not only effective, but durable. It has

hanged little. Nine years ago he be-

ie\ed it wise to buy participations

vherever possible. "We felt the in-

luence of established personalities was

he best way to sell a shopping list item

hat a women doesn't necessarily have

o keep around the house," he says.

The same policy holds today; fur-

her Smith sees no trend that would

nfluence him to replace the personal

ell with "cold" announcements.

Smith set up other philosophy basics

dien he structured the ad program in

949. One such was in the area of

hemes. Rain Drops has three benefits

:

.ater softening, blueing, and ability to

ct alone as a washing powder. Prior

) Smith, these had been isolated and

ne only was used as the main point

f each commercial.

Smith consolidated the three points

lto one story, and concentrated all

iree into each piece of copy for total

tiphasis.

To achieve maximum penetration

id impact from each commercial,

nith, and HC&M, Bu-Tay's agency,

ilor each commercial to fit the con-

tions of particular localities, by de-

'sning copy for each market accord-

g to the condition of the water in
! e area.

For example, hard water communi-
s find water softeners almost a ne-

ssity, while soft water communities
\e the reverse problem of too much
ds and scum. Rain Drops takes care

both problems.

'"But to handle this commercially,"
iith points out, "requires a flexibil-

that only radio can provide at a

isonable cost. By utilizing individ-

1 stations, even in closely-located

irkets where water softness or hard-
5s varies, a designed commercial can

be, and is, prepared to hit the appro-

priate condition of that market.

"The timeliness of this situation,"

he continues, "is shown in the growth

of suburban areas which, though they

surround a city with soft water, are

odds-on to have hard water themselves.

This kind of thing makes spot coverage

vital to Rain Drops," he adds.

To keep commercials in tune with

local conditions the company and agen-

cy have 15 "sets" of air media copy,

with four to eight spots in each set.

Jean Scribner, HC&M copywriter on

the account, keeps an elaborate chart

listing radio stations and the corre-

sponding conditions of the water sup-

ply in their locality (soft, medium,

very hard, hard and soft ... all con-

ceivable combinations.) This informa-

tion is then used to supply the correct

set of commericals to each station.

Smith's advertising strategy began to

show results soon after—so much so

that he left the agency to join the com-

pany in 1954. In 1956, based on Rain

Drops sales comeback, he led the com-

pany's introduction of two new prod-

ucts.

The first, Diaper Sweet, is, as the

name suggests, a product for washing

diapers. It was introduced by direct

mail, and is still sold primarily by di-

rect mail pieces sent out monthly to

new mothers. The feeling is that "you
pay too much for this limited-circula-

tion market in any other medium."
Later in 1956, Bu-Tay brought out

George Super Cleaner, a cleaning prod-

uct made especially for linoleum, rub-

ber, asphalt and plastic tile. The intro-

duction, into seven markets, was made
via newspapers for three months, "be-

cause the ads visualized this new prod-

uct, as well as the rest of the Bu-Tay
family. Brokers wanted this visuali-

zation, because it gave them something

to take to dealers."

After the three-month period, the

schedule then shifted to radio. Buys
were for spots, chain-breaks and min-

utes, with participations wherever pos-

sible. Except for chain breaks, the

spots featured "George" on a 70%
basis, with 30% devoted to Rain Drops

to build on the acceptance of the fa-

miliar product. After the introductory

period (when sales reached a pre-

determined level), the ratio was re-

versed, with emphasis on "Rain Drops"

becoming predominant.

The commercials for Rain Drops are

carefully conceived and built. Besides

touching on the three product bene-

fits, and being specifically slanted to

water conditions in each market, they

are designed to carry a hitch-hike.

Normally this is for "George," but, oc-

casionally, Bu-Tay will give Diaper-

Sweet a boost by tagging it on the

"RD" commercial.

Bu-Tay, and Smith, have never lost

sight of the fact that they face a dual

sales job; they not only have to sell

the consumer, but the retailer as well.

Why was radio selected to carry the

whole load? "Radio stations work at

the point-of-purchase," says Smith.

Perhaps the most valuable commodity
to the retailer is store shelf space.

"By 'radio-merchandising' a prod-

uct, the consumer is reached via audio;

and, if not, at the point-of-purchase

level. This eliminates the necessity of

'back-up' advertising in any other me-

dium," he says.

Smith admits that retailers frequent-

ly had to be sold on the ability of ra-

dio. "We showed retailers," he recalls,

"that a radio schedule gives the prod-

uct frequency impact, as well as cov-

erage, and that we can pyramid that

frequency for them on a Thursday or

Friday, as no other medium can do,

for our kind of budget.

"Then, as radio proved our conten-

tion by moving the product," he adds,

"retailers began to see what we meant
and gave us better shelf positions and
more facings (the trade term for shelf

display space.
)

"

To provide return aid for the re-

tailer, Smith makes it a point to in-

clude local store references wherever

possible. In the larger markets, the

spots feature supermarkets on a rotat-

ing basis.

As noted before, radio accounts for

85% of Bu-Tay's advertising budget.

Another 7% goes into tv. This alloca-

tion goes into seven markets. As is

the case with radio, participations are

used wherever possible, with person-

alities doing the commercials.

From its low point in 1949, Bu-Tay
has made a remarkable recovery.

"Rain Drops" now has distribution in

35 states, with sales up a healthy 60%
over the low.

Smith holds that three factors have

contributed to Bu-Tay's current rosy

sales complexion. "Working closely

with brokers and tailoring commercials

for each market, are two.

"And if your product calls for fast

movement, with a good retail profit,

and strong merchandising support, you

just can't beat radio," he adds. ^



SPONSOR EXCLUSIVE

What makes an advertiser buy radio?

^ Radio advertisers don't buy time—they buy listen-

ers. Thus the key to sales success is smart programing

^ In this exclusive SPONSOR article, a radio station

management consultant reveals some programing secrets

By Richard P. Doherty
I oday, more than ever before, radio

broadcasters need to take a long, ob-

jective look at their product (i.e., pro-

graming) in relation to the audience

being served.

Sponsors don't buy time, they buy
listeners. The burning question is

"How does a station get a full com-

petitive share of its market's listeners?"

In market after market, some smart

operator turns to formula programing

of the top 40,'s, top 50's, etc. However

good or bad the individual formula,

the station adheres religiously to the

"top records of the week." For the past

two or three years, this has meant serv-

ing out big chunks of rock and roll

because these tunes dominated the

weekly hit parade.

So startling were the audience re-

sults of these hit tune stations, that

their competitors became panicky.

"Fight fire with fire" seemed the only

way to meet the challenge. In a mat-

ter of months, virtually every station

—

in given markets—became a juke box

grinding out, and regrinding out, the

top hits of the day. Network affilia-

tions seemed to become a burden.

What is often overlooked is the fact

that Storz, Plough, Bartell, Kamin,

Tele Broadcasters, and similar groups

make a tremendous impact in markets

not just because they broadcast "for-

mula hit parade and news" programs

but because they are highly skillful

station operators. Unfortunately many
naive broadcasters adopt the program

technique of these groups without the

management, promotional and sales

skill which backs it up.

Broadcasting never was, and never

will be, an automatic process of at-

tracting listeners and sponsor dollars.

I'm not taking issue with pop tune

stations or even the formula sta-

tions. For many years, the WNEW's,

Richard P. Doherty (left) has

ivorked with many broadcasters—
from those who rock 'em and roll

'em to those who still lean heavily

on the radio format of the 1940'5.

Doherty is convinced that a substan-

tial percentage of station operators

are confused and even frustrated by

the upsurge of "formula 40" stations.

Doherty is president of TV-Radio

Management Corp., Washington, D.

C. He has been in the radio/tv man-

agement advisory field since 1954;

prior to that he was v.p. of the Na-

tional Association of Broadcasters,

specializing in broadcast labor rela-

tions, manpower and operating cost.

WIND's, WHDH's, etc., have beer

among the best programed stations ii

the nation and they have been devo

tees of pop tunes and music. The
have been industry leaders in modern
ized radio.

Neither is this article a preachmer
for network radio. The candid fact i

that, for more than a decade, man
successful radio stations have been ii

dependents.

The whole focal attention of th

article is wrapped up in the questic

being asked by virtually all broadcas

ers, "Is an 'independent top hit parac

station' the one basic mode of broa

casting which assures a solid compe
tive position?"

The obvious answer is "No."

The formula for successful broa

casting is "better management."

A radio station acquires listene

only from its programs. Smart a

alert management is always busy figi

ing out the best program arrangenu

to assure that the station will have a

hold competitively significant share

the market's audience.

In some instances, the independi:

top hit parade station will run y
ahead of the pack because that s-

tion's management has skill and kn< •

how to serve the listener best.

In other instances, a whole flock f

stations will merely divide up the
j

audience because they (the statio i

are all doing the same thing and vl

about equal skill—good or bad. a

such markets, the 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., (

ings shift from rating period to ral !

period because of the neck and r k

race among virtually identical prog I

services.

In still other markets, the sol ^

substantial and often No. 1 statio i'

the network affiliate which skillfh

blends network programs w ith

quality segments of local programs'

The American radio audience is i?

and massive. No single fashion

ever suit this entire audience. 1|*

axiomatic that each station can tive

only when it serves a chosen segi "i

of this audience and does a better IB-

gram job than its competitors for u*

audience market.

Hence, if a station decides to i'er
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he "hit-parade-top-tune" arena, it bet-

;er be sure that it can "out-hit parade"

ind "out-top tune" the fellows who

nave this professional know-how. Just

Duying a juke box won't do the trick.

Baltimore's WCBM is an excellent

example. Baltimore, to start with, is a

najor radio market with tremendous

ompetition among well-managed and

veil - programed stations. Radio in

Baltimore is big league all the way.

In December 1956, WCBM became

he CBS radio affiliate for Baltimore

ifter the network was dropped by its

ong time former affiliate which

iromptly went on a "top 40" formula,

"he CBS program segments actually

aised WCBM's audience position and

'lid the basis for higher over-all pro-
1 ram ratings.

The WCBM format is based upon

sgmentized programing which incor-

i orates periods of network production

: ith 2-3 hour segments of well ar-

mged local programs.

A few years back, these results would

'ave no trade news value. But, today,

le radio industry is burning with hot

'rguments about juke box programing

id the lost cause of network radio.

WCBM's decision to take on a net-

ork affiliation was based on the the-

ory that the network—in this case CBS
, -could add positive audience seg-

ents and contribute certain news,

:ws commentaries and entertainment

ograms beyond the production scope

the station.

The record of the past year empha-
'.es that WCBM used its CBS pro-

' ams to move up into a top competi-
' e position in Baltimore radio. When
isn't in No. 1 position, the station

Ids a strong competitive position in

is 10 station market. In such a high-

competitive market, such as Balti-

!>re, no single station is ever likely

t retain a dominant No. 1 position

>m sign-on to sign-off.

What are the WCBM program in-

dents? First, the station establishes

j
strong audience momentum during

tiit all important "early morning pe-

ijd." A consistent sound format of

jisic and crisp news produces a top

3 6% audience share from 7 a.m.-ll

4a.; at 10 a.m. "Dialing for Dollars"

(

iU up a" 49.5% share.

r j

second, the station expects its net-

,.
^rk segments to sustain listenership

iind they do. Example: Godfrey for

9 minutes holds a 98% adult audi-
ee at 34% of set tune-in; CBS Soaps

{Please turn to page 67)
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INDIES' ATTRACT BIG ADULT AUDIENCES

Clothing annoys reps more than the

charge that the music-and-news radio

stations have little attraction for adult

audiences.

To prove that they do attract adults,

Adam Young, Inc., has released a 10-

market study comparing the audience

composition of independents (which

the firm calls 'modern' radio stations)

and network stations (which the firm

calls 'old-line' network affiliates).

The study makes three points:

1) "The audience of 'modern' ra-

dio stations is predominantly adult."

2) "'Modern' radio stations reach

more adults than 'old-line' network

affiliates."

3) " 'Modern' radio stations reach

more of the impressionable younger

women than do 'old-line' network

affiliates."

The conclusions are based upon a

special tabulation of Pulse data from

metro county surveys taken between

October 1957 and February 1958. The
10 markets studied were New York,

Chicago, Los Angeles, Minneapolis,

Cincinnati, Milwaukee, New Orleans,

Atlanta, Seattle and Miami. They

were selected from the top 25 markets

on the basis of (1) providing a cross-

section of the U.S., (2) importance to

national radio advertisers and (3)

being markets where there is at least

one "modern" station competing with

at least one established network outlet.

Except for one market, the inde-

pendents were the leading music-and-

news station in the area. The standing

of the network stations was not given,

but they were reportedly all NBC affili-

ates, with the exception of Seattle,

where an ABN affiliate (described as

"compatible" rather than "old-line")

was used.

Data on the ABN station, the report

said, "is offered to show the similarity

of audience between a 'modern' station

and a compatibly-programed network

station."

The study covers the daytime hours

only during the week and compares

the audience composition on the basis

of number of listeners per quarter

hour. The New York data was based

on Pulse's regular audience composi-

tion report, a type of study Pulse has

just begun (about a half dozen markets

are now being measured) but which

will be expanded. ^

Key charts from the Adam Young, Inc.,

study of 10 markets, pointing up audience

composition of independent radio stations vs.

network affiliates, are shown above. Top

chart shows the average adult audience com-

position of the music-and-news stations only.

Middle chart shows average percent of addi-

tional adults attracted to independents as

compared with network affiliates. Bottom

chart shows the average percent of addi-

tional young women listening to 'indies'



Guests at

won prize:

recent promotion for Gray Ghost film series in Pittsburg

i in city essay contest. Show's sponsor, a bank, reports

include two students who
lost satisfactory" results.

TV SHOW PROMOTION— BANK STYLE

W imatic fanfare of muz-

zle-loaded muskets cracking, a steadi-

ly-booming six-pound cannon, and a

Spanish War Veterans' band tootling

Civil War music, residents of Pitts-

bugrh were introduced last 18 Janu-

ary to The Gray Ghost, a filmed series

about the Civil War.

Two weeks ago the series ended,

again marked by a live pageant, this

time a shooting exhibition between

firearms used in the Civil War, and

contemporary rifles.

During the four months from Janu-

ary through May the series, with its

attendant promotions, resulted in con-

siderable publicity and public rela-

tions value for the show's sponsor

—

Pittsburgh's Fidelity Trust Company.
Heavily restricted by laws and cus-

toms, banks usually are hard-pressed

to find lively promotions that do not

conflict with a conservative public

image. In this case it worked out fine.

The promotions were conceived to

build interest in the film show; view-

ers of the Gray Ghost series received

the bank's commercial message.

The kickoff live promotion in Janu-

ary, was held at Point Park, at the tip

of the city's Golden Triangle. In a re-

created '"battle" a small Confederate

force came upon a Union camp, en-

gaged in a 10-minute skirmish and
was routed. In this, and the subse-

quent promotion, all details were au-

thentic, including uniforms and guns.

The wind-up spectacle, in May,
again featured the troops, engaged in

a shooting exhibition. Guests included

10 youngsters who, in the intervening

months, wrote prize-winning essays in

a city-wide contest on "How I would

have defended Pittsburgh in 1863."

The promotion was the result of a

request by John A. Byerly, the bank's

president and his ad manager Rose-

mary Mazon, to Ketchum, McLeod
and Grove account executives Robert

Casey and William Morrissey for a

promotion that was (1) unusual, yet

(2) in keeping with conservative bank-

ing, for the series on WIIC, Pittsburgh.

This group, together with Robert

Mortensen, WIIC general manager and

Caley Augustine, promotion manager,

recalled Pittsburgh's fear of invasion

by Confederate troops during the Civil

War, decided on the dramatizations.

Considerable merchandising accom-

panied the promotion. Besides the city-

school essay contest, a model dis-

tributed Confederate money, while a

horse and rider in the city and a

sound truck in the suburbs carried re-

minders. Films of both promotions

were carried as features by the station.

"The considerable imagination
shown by the agency and station peo-

ple who helped us with this promo-

tion," says Frank Knisley, the bank's

assistant vice president, "helped make
it a public relations effort with most

satisfactory results." ^

How s

Wows in 72 dairy farm markets will

graze more contentedly this summer
untroubled by the annoyance of flies

Being happier, they will give mor<

milk, and thus return a nice profit t(

the husbandmen.

Thanks for this improvement on na

ture will go to spot radio—and ti

Tabutrex, a new ingredient added t'

livestock spray and made by Glen;

Chemical Co., Chicago.

To tell farmers about this produc

the company launched a $185,00

campaign last month to run throug

September—the four months whe

flies are at their worst.

Glenn Chemical, and its agenc

Mohr and Eicoff, Inc., also Chicag

selected spot radio as the medium f<

the introductory campaign. The bt

is for five-minute taped education

programs telling the Tabutrex stoi

in early morning time periods.

In introducing Tabutrex, the coi

pany has a dual problem; first it h

to educate dairy farmers to the effc

tiveness of commercial sprays contai

ing the additive. Second, because it

not used alone, but added only to reg 1

lar livestock sprays, the company h

to promote the brand names of th<

products that do carry the ingredie

There are over 100 such brands n>

being distributed in farm areas.

Both the company and ager

wanted the versatility of spot radio I

enable them to mount a selective ca •

paign. Use of the medium pern

advertising Tabutrex in regions wh '

there is dairy farming, ignore th I

where there is none. Additionally I

allows plugging the various brand ; 1

product names as they vary fr 3

area to area.

"The philosophy of market-by-n

ket use of spot radio," explains Jos I

Abrams, Glenn Chemical's presid
'

"can be compared to bombing le-

sions during World War II. We ki*

what our targets—in this case mar h

—are, and we have high hopes i<

every market we approach thro i

radio will be a direct hit."

Along with the five-minute ed

tional spots, Glenn is using suj e-

mentary one-minute spots with a «

tag tie-in for the various brands uig

the ingredient.

The spot buy is scheduled init IJ
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io keeps the cows contented

^ A new company, with a new product, dictated an

ntroductory educational campaign for Glenn Chemical

^ Similarly, need to select specific markets, plus tie-in

•rith local tags, made spot radio the obvious choice

or eight weeks. This is, however, just

ie beginning of the company's inten-

sely planned use of radio; it expects

i) increase its use of the medium dur-

ig the summer months to expand the

ase of its market.

' The bulk of the company's current

mdget is going into radio. While

nere is some supplemental use of

ewspapers in farm areas, SPONSOR

climates that this accounts for no

liore than 5% of the total.

Though the current campaign is

sw, Glenn Chemical company is a

|
ttle more than a year old. But the

Iroduct, Tabutrex, is a development

,

:

an intensive scientific research pro-

-am that began seven years ago. The
; search was headed by leading ento-

mological experts, including Dr. W.
I. Bruce of the University of Illinois.

Last year, during the four-month-

ng fly season, the product was field-

Bted by the scientists on actual dairy

rrds. The results were made known
fet February at a meeting of more
i
an 80 of the country's foremost au-

|orities on livestock pest control.

|The significant finding was that in

hst livestock sprays, flies are not

led until after they have bitten the

limals. Adding Tabutrex to the in-

:t killers, however, discourages the

;s from lighting or biting.

jA cow protected from biting and
n-biting flies will produce an aver-

e of 15% more butterfat over a
ir-month summer season, the group
ard. Computed on the basis of na-
nal average price paid to farmers
milk over five years, this added

eduction amounts to a net increase

« income of $50.80 per year for each
civ, the report said.

J

To get across this educational mes-
;e, Glenn figured it needed the five-

iute taped spots. These tapes have
•n provided to 129 leading farm di-

tors in the 72 spot markets covered

'Nsor • 7 JUNE 1958

by the company. They tell the Tabu-

trex story through interviews with

noted agricultural authorities explain-

ing the ingredient's advantages, and
testimonials by dairy farmers who
have realized the profits it can pro-

duce.

To tie-in the educational tapes with

local conditions, the company is pro-

viding live tags for the farm directors'

use. But instead of prepared copy on

Tabutrex, they are sent information

sheets. They are told to study these,

familiarizing themselves with the prod-

uct's benefits, then throw the sheets

away and deliver the material in their

own words, using terms common in

their communities and slanted toward

local problems and needs. In addition

the agency suggests that the farm

director arrange for interviews and
testimonials with prominent dairymen.

Looking for maximum promotional

mileage from the spots the agency

further suggests that each station carry-

ing the Tabutrex schedule send out a

mailing to all types of stores carrying

cattle sprays.

This mailing would announce the

Tabutrex schedule, listing the times it

is carried, and identifying the sprays

that contain the additive in the local

area.

There is a substantial untapped mar-
ket for the product. The company says

that about 14,000,000 gallons of live-

stock spray are used annually, and
estimates that the use of Tabutrex will

increase this amount by 25 to 50% in

years to come. At that rate the esti-

mated sale of the additive (based on
one ounce of Tabutrex to one gallon

of formulator), is 75,000 pounds for

the first year.

This campaign, and others to fol-

low, is being backed by a public rela-

tions program through the agency.

This will consist of coordinating new
data in the field of agricultural insect

control, as well as participating active-

ly with county agents, Future Farmers

of America and demonstrations at

state and county fairs this summer.

"In this tight economic period, when
advertisers must get top results from

their ad budgets," Abrams says, "spot

radio lets us pin-point the message

where it can do us the most good." ^

Discussing findings of research program, which

trex" to sprays, are (1.) Joseph Abrams, presidi

dvantages of adding company's "Tabu-

Chemical Co., and Dr. W. N. Bruce



DON'T REDESIGN YOUR
PACKAGE FOR COLOR TV

Three reasons why . . .

1) In general, an effective shelf design makes an

equally effective package design for color tv

2) On the shelf, a package competes for the human
eye in a completely different manner than it

does via a color tv screen

3) If the package has strong shelf impact but isn't

exactly right for color tv, it can be hand-

colored for the proper effect

Color tv: no problem for packaging
^ Color television won't mean that advertisers must

redesign their packages, says Grey's Howard Herman

^ Actually, if it sells on the shelf, it will also sell

on color television—perhaps with hand color-correction

If you are one of many advertisers

wondering what color television is go-

ing to require in redesigned packag-

ing, forget it. If your package already

stands out on the supermarket shelf,

chances are it will do the same on a

color tv screen.

This cheerful word comes from

Howard Bergman, v.p. and sales pro-

motion director of Grey Advertising.

Last week, in an exclusive SPONSOR in-

terview, Bergman charged that "alarm-

ists" have misled many potential pack-

aged goods advertisers into thinking

that color tv will bring major prob-

lems in presentation or cost. Said

Bergman: "It's just not true."

"Experiments in our television de-

partment," explained Bergman, "show
that most frequently an effective shelf

design makes an equally effective color

tv package design." Bergman offered

as an example one Grey client whose

package has a red tone which comes

over a color tv screen as perfectly as it

does on a store shelf under artificial

illumination.

There may be cases, said Bergman,

where a package color scheme may
have wonderful selling impact in the re-

tail store, but may not create the same

impact on the color screen. The rea-

son: "The human eye, examining a

package under the lighting conditions

that typify a modern retail store, will

'see' the color and package design one

way—while the studio color camera

will receive color impressions in yet

another way. This, in turn, can pre-

sent other color diffusion in transmit-

ting the image to the viewer's color

screen, and hence to the eye."

If this is the case with your pack-

age, Bergman adds, it doesn't neces-

sarily mean you have to re-design the

package. "A quick and inexpensive

hand-colored correction on the package

can make everything hunky-dory."

Bergman sums up his point this way:

"Design your package for store-shelf

impact, and leave the rest up to the

color tv experts; and if studio color

correction is needed, practically all in-

stances will lend themselves to simple

hand-coloring of the package."

Bergman believes that color tv —
coming on top of the self-service, self-

selection revolution — will make the

package an even more important mem-
ber of the marketing tool kit. He also

believes, however, that too few pack-

ages today are properly designed for

open display in modern retail stort

This is not the package designei

fault, Bergman added. It results frc

"the innumerable production, mi

chandising, distribution, selling a

advertising problems which tend

prevent package changes from keepi

abreast of detail developments."

"The point I'm making." said Be

man, "is that if it's true that too ma

packages are right now suffering fn

the deficiency of 'silent selling' desi:.

it would be decidedly harmful to cc

pound the damage by concentrat

new package design concepts on ;

presumed requirements of color telt

sion. That, with every due respect >

color tv, would be a case of peri) •

ting the tail to wag the dog!"

"What we hope—and what we

ticipate—is that color tv will tend

encourage and even prod manufac •

ers to move faster in the redesign i

their packages. There is little del

that color tv will encourage the ad

tiser once again to show his pack f

in his advertising. And that she I

make at least some manufacturers 1

1

ize that their package had better bi •»

designed as to function as the han i

hitting salesman in the entire orgar a

tion," Bergman continued.

Bergman is convinced that if »»

when color tv spurs manufacturer!'

feature their packages more eni| it

ically in their advertising, it will f

verse a trend that—in Grey's opi I

—should definitely be reversed.

{Please turn to page 66)
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TV BASICS/JUNE/-

Daytime tv viewing up, Nielsen shows

^ Nielsen's annual March study, just released, shows day-

|time viewing up 26.6% in morning, 9.5% in afternoon

|^ Study also shows gross viewing up 10%, total weekly

v-home hours up 152 million from similar period last year

Uaytime viewing is still showing

healthy gains, according to a recent

urvey just published by Nielsen.

This finding is part of Nielsen's an-

'iual study on cumulative audiences

|nd usage patterns for tv viewing,

one the first of March, each year.

Weekday daytime viewing has seen

a 26.6% again over 1957 in U. S. tv

homes using tv during the average

minute in the 9:00 a.m.-12 noon peri-

od; a 9.5% gain in the 12 noon-3:00

p.m. period; and a 4% gain in the

3:00-6:00 p.m. time period. (See chart

below right for details on tv usage.)

Other highlights of the Nielsen

study

:

• Gross tv viewing is up 10% over

1957. Ninety-five percent of all U. S.

tv homes, or 40,163 million different

households use their tv sets during a

typical week. The average home views

43 hours and 12 minutes for a total of

1.74 billion weekly home hours of tv

usage.

• Nearly 22 million different homes
watch tv from midnight-6 :00 a.m. in a

week, with the average home viewing

a total of three hours each week.

• 61.4% of the total amount of time

spent viewing tv is done at night. ^

HOMES USING TV DURING THE AVERAGE EVENING
(Based on Average Evening, 8:00-11:00 PM, March-April)

' % Total
lU.S.Tv
Homes
sing Tv

Index looj

60.2% 59.8

00 103 104 IPS

HOMES USING TV DURING THE AVERAGE DAY
(Monday-Friday daytime, March-April of each year)

9 A.M.-12 NOON 12 NOON-3 P.M. 3 P.M.-6 P.M.

18.1 18.3

% Total
—

~

U.S. Tv i4.s% 143
Homes
Using Tv

'56 '57 '58 '56 '57 '58

L. THIS MONTH IN TELEVISION

letwork Sales Status Week Ending 7 June

Daytime Nighttime

SPONSORED HOURS

Live

I 36.4 ABCvi^mb8.3
90.8 CBSf^M^M^^HM
88.2 NBC w^am^^mm2] 9

%
Live

43.8 ABCfB
42.9 CBSfi
58.5 NBC

SPONSORED HOURS

26.0
26.5
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2. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

A .lorn Playhouse: Dr-F 8,500 Toni, North

Adventures at Scott Island:

A-F

38.000 R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Adventures of McGraw:
MyA-F

33,000 P&C. Benton O Bowles (L 6/24)

Air Power: D-F 45,000 Prudential, Reach McClinton

Alcoa-Goodyear Theater:

Dr-F

38,000 Alcoa, FSR; alt Coodyear, Y&R

•Steve Allen Show: V-L 108,000 S. C. Johnson. Needham. Louis &
Brorby; U. S. Time, Peck; Crey-
hound, Crey; Pharma-Craft, |WT

Armstrong Circle Theatre:

Dr-L

43,000
(altwks)

Armstrong Cork, BBDO

Bachelor Father: Sc-F 38,500

(altwks)

Amer Tobacco, BBDO

Baseball Corner 3,000 Ceneral Mills

Jack Benny: C-F 65,000
(altwks)

Amer Tobacco, BBDO (L 6/22)

•Big Record: Mu-L 50.000 Oldsmobile, Brother

Bold Journey: A-F 8,500 Ralston Purina, CBB

Pat Boone: V-L 45,000 Chevrolet, Campbell-Ewald (L 6/26)

Jim Bowie: W-F 32,000 Amer Chicle, DFS

Broken Arrow: W-F 31,000 Miles, Wade; Ralston Purina, Cardner

The Brothers 15,000 Amer Tobacco, BBDO (6/29 S)

Buckskin 33,000 Ford, JWT (7/3 S)

Burns & Allen: Sc-F 40,000 Carnation, EW.R&R; Cen Mills, BBDO

The Californians: W-F 37,500 Singer Sewing, Y&R; Lipton, Y&R

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L

Chevy Showroom

45,000 Gillette, Maxon

Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald (7/3 S)

Cheyenne: W-F 78,000 Cen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Crey

Circus Boy: A-F 34.000 Mars, Knox Reeves; alt Kellogg, Bur-
nett

Dick Clark: V-L 14,500 Beech-Nut Lifesavers, Y&R

•Rosemary Clooney: V-L 42,000 Lever Bros, JWT

Climax: Dr-L 59,000 Chrysler (L 6/26)

Club Oasis: V-L 58,000 L&M, Mc-E

•Perry Como: V-L 114,000 Kimberly-Clark, FCB; Noxzema, SS
C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sun-
beam. Perrin-Paus; Amer Dairy.

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark, Mogul
(L 6/7)

Joseph Cotton Show 14,000 Amer Tobacco, BBDO; Toni, North
(6/14 S)

Country Music Jubilee; Mu-L 8,000
C/2 hr.)

Williamson-Dickie, Evans & Assoc;
Carter Prod., Bates

Bob Crosby Show 114,000 See Sponsors—Perry Como Show;
(6/14 S)

Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F 36,000 R. 1. Reynolds, Esty; alt Chesebrough-
Ponds, Mc-E

December Bride: Sc-F 29,500 Cen Foods, B&B

Richard Diamond: A-F 35.000 Lorillard, L&N

Disneyland: M-F 75,000 Derby, Mc-E; Cen Mills, Tatham-
Laird: DFS; Cen Foods. Y&R; Rey-
nolds Metals, Buchanan: Frank

Dotto: Q-L 28,000 Colgate (7/1 S)

Dragnet: My-F 35,000 L&M, DFS; Ceneral Foods, B&B

Wyatt Earp: W-F 30,000 Cen Mills, DFS; P&C, Compton

Doug Edwards News: N-L&F

Father Knows Best: Sc-F

Tennessee Ernie Ford Show:
V-L

G.E. Theatre: Dr-F

Godfrey's Scouts: V-L

Gunsmoke: W-F

Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F

Hitchcock Presents: My-F

Robin Hood: A-F

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

Investigator

I've Got a Secret: Q-L

Jefferson Drum: W-F

•Kraft Tv Theatre: Dr-L

Lassie: A-F

Leave It To Bearer: Sc-F

•Life of Riley: Sc-F

Line-up: My-F

M Squad: My-F

Make Me Laugh: C-L

Perry Mason: My-F

Maverick: W-F

Max Factor Theatre

Meet the Press: I-L

Millionaire: Dr-F

Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F

Patrice Munsel: MuV-L

Music Bingo: Q-L

Name that Tune: Q-L

Navy Log: Dr-F

No Warning: Dr-F

Original Amateur Hour: V-L

Ozzie & Harriet: Sc-F

Pantomime Quiz: Q-L

People Are Funny: M-F

People's Choice: Sc-F

Person To Person: I-L

38,000

38,000

47.000

32.000

38,000

36.000

36,000

29,000

35,300

35,000

24,000

32,000

53,000

34,000

36,000

30,500

34,000

9,000

7.500

34,000

41,000

55,000

18,000

23,000

38,500

31,000

23,000

37,000

2,000

24,000

34,000

34.000

SPONSORS AND AGE |

Whitehall, Bates; Americ •

Compton

Scott Paper, JWT; Lever Br |

Ford, JWT (L 6 26)

Cen Elect, BBDO

Lipton, Y&R; Toni, North

L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand (1 i |
Y&R

Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever, |

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Johnson & Johnson, Y&R;
BBDO

Cold Seal, Campbell-Mithun

L&M, Mc-E; RCA & Whirlp, |

R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Lorillard, L&N; Chemstrjn |

Kraft, JWT

Campbell Soup, BBDO

Lever Bros, BBDO; alt wk o

r Tobacco, Gumbinner

Kaiser Companies, Y&R

Max Factor, K&E

Pan American Airways, JWT

Colgate, Bates

R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Buick, Kudner; Frigidiire. > *

Hazel Bishop, Spect
odorant Pads, Cre

Kellogg, Burnett; Wh

U. S. Rubber; F. D. Rieharc

Royal McBee, Y&R; alt P.

L&N

Pharmaceuticals. Parkson

Kodak, JWT

Associated Products, Crey

R. J. Reynolds, Esty; Toni, *

Borden, Y&R; Amer Horns »'• -.'

Y&R

•Color show, (L) Live,
sustaining, participating
eoau including talent and product]
misiion). They do not include com

P) Film, ttCost is per segment. List does not include
--•op programs—see chart. Costs refer to average show

grosB (include 15% agency com-
e charges. This list c

4 July. rroicram tyj.es are unhealed as ioiio»b. v»'

udience Participation, (C) Comedy, (D) Documentary, (1») L

v, (J) Juvenile, (M) Misc., (Mu) Music, (My) Mystery. (N) £
) Serial, (Sc) Situation Comedy, (Sp) Sports. (V) Variety, («

Listing continues on page »4
|
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IMPORTANT
MARKETS

All station shares of

TV and Radio Audiences

Everything at a glance in this

big, handy reference! It pin-

points station shares averaged
from thousands of Pulse
reports issued in 1957: Princi-

pal time periods, Weekdays,
Saturdays, Sundays.

Every station in the individual

market is rated—with total TV
and radio homes in the survey
area indicated.

"This time buyers' guide cer-

tainly simplifies the first quick
run-down," you'll agree.

Only $35 first copy price for

Pulse subscribers; $50 for non-
Pulse subscribers; extra copies

only $5 apiece.

Money-back guarantee— you
risk nothing by ordering now.
Clip coupon below to your
letter-head.

—copies of yourSend i

new Annual Review. Ou
( ) check, ( ) or purchase

order enclosed. Bill for the

attention of

Firm_

JUST PUBLISHED

PULSE'S BIG-BOOK

ANNUAL REVIEW
handy, new, time-saving digest

covering both

Television and Radio

1957

PULSE ANNUAL
Television and

Radio Review

8v2
" x 11-228 pages-dual index

Reference Digest compiled from

730 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

ULSE, Inc.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • LONDON
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3. NIGHTTIME C O P Pi

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

The Last Word Meet The Press
Pan Amer Alrwaya

Air Power
Prudential

Outlook D Edwards
Brown & Wmion

News

Bell & Howell
(6/10 only)

No net service

D Edwards News
sust alt Carter

You Asked for It

Sklppy Peanut
Butter Campbell Soup

Noah's Ark

Sports Focus

D Edwards
Brown & Wmton

(repeat feed)

Sports Focus
No net service

NewsJohn Daly News News |ohn Daly News D Edwards

Maverick
Kaiser Companies

(7:30-8:30)

Bachelor Father
alt Jack Benny
Am Tob (L 6/22)

The Brothers
(6/29 S)

No Warning
Royal Typewriter

P. Lorlllard

Cowtown Rodeo

(6/16 S)

Robin Hood
Johnson & Jhsn

alt Wildroot

Price Is Right
Speldel alt

RCA (L 6/23)

Maggis Baggis
sust (6/30 S)

Cheyenne
Gen Electric

7:30-830)

Name That Tune
Whitehall alt

Treasure Hun
sust (L 6/17

Pick A Winn,
sust (6/24 8

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Mercury
alt Kodak

Steve Allen
(8-9)

S. C. Johnaon
alt Greyhound
U.S. Time

Cowtown Rodeo
Burns & Allen

Gen Mills

Restless Cun

Bell & Hwll
(6/23 only)

Sugarfoot
(altwks 7:30-8:30)

Am Chicle,

Col gate- PalmoL

Mr. Adams & Eve
R. J. Reynold!

The Investigal

Whirlpool

J>&M
(6/3 S)

Adventures at
Scott Island

Reynolda
Ed Sullivan

Shirley Temple
Natl Dairy, Hill

Bros., Breck
(6/8; 8-9)

Bold |ourney
Ralston-Purina

Talent Scouts
Llpton alt

Tonl

Wells Fargo

alt Bulck

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills

alt P&G
Adorn Playhouse

Tonl
The Investiga

Baseball Corner
Gen. Mills

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electrlo

Dinah Shore
Chevy Show

(9-10)

Chevrolet

Stars of Jazz

(6/9 S)

Danny Thomas
Twenty-One

Broken Arrow

alt Miles

To Tell The
Truth

Pharmaceuticals

Adv. of McC.
P&G (L 6/24

Dotto
Colgate (7/1 1

Open Hearing Hitchcock
Theatre

Bristol-Myers
Chevy Show

Polka Co Round

(6/9 S)

December Bride
Gen Foods

Alcoa-Coodyear
Theater
Alcoa alt

Pantomime
Quiz

Assoc. Products

Red Skelton
Pet Milk

all S. C. Johnson

Bob Cummin

The Mike Wallace
Interview

$64,000
Challenge
Revlon alt

P. Lorlllard

Loretta Young
Show
P&G

Polka Co Round

Studio One
In Hollywood
Weatlnghouse

(10-11)

"(10-11)

Sterling Drug

West Point
Phtlllpi-Van

$64,000

Revlon

The Californi

No net service

What's My Line
Kellogg No net service No net service

Studio One
In Hollywood P&G

No net service

1

nt

NOTE: I. preceding date means tartlng dat* for new si

Index continued . . . Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS A

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F 39,000
i/
2 hr.

Amer Gas, L&N; Bristol-Myers, BBDO;
Kimberly-Clark, FC&B; Allstate,

Burnett; Pillsbury, Burnett; R. J.

Reynolds, Esty

$64,000 Question: Q-L

•Red Skelton: CV-L&F

39,000

52,000

Revlon, BBDO

Pet Milk, Gardner
FCB

•Price Is Right: Q-L 21,500 Speidel. K&E; alt RCA, K&E
(L 6/23)

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F 39,500 Nestle, B. Housto

E. H. Weiss

Post Fight Beat 3,000 Bristol-Myers Studio One In Hollywood: 55,000 Westinghouse, Mc-I

The Real McCoys: Sc-F

Restless Gun: W-F

35,000

37.JO0

Sylvania, JWT

Warner-Lambert, SSC&B; alt sust

Dr-L

Sugarfoot: W-F 40,000
0/4 hr.)

Amer Chicle, Bate

olive, Bates

Rin Tin Tin: A-F 36,000 Nabisco, K&E Ed Sullivan Show: V-L 79,500 Mercury, K&E; alt

Schlitz Playhouse: Dr-F 38,000 Schlitz, JWT Sunday News Special: N-L 9,500 Whitehall, Bates; <
c,t

ucts, Bates

•Dinah Shore Chevy Show:
Mu-V-L

150.000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald
Suspicion: My-L&F 79,500 Sterling Drug, DF

Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F 42,000 P&C, Burnett; R. ). Reynolds, Esty
Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F 36,000 Amer Tobacco, S

Sgt, Preston: A-F 32,000 Quaker Oats. WBT The Thin Man: My-F 40,000 Colgate-Palmolive,

Frank Sinatra: V-L&F 67,500 Chesterfield, Mc-E; Bulova, Mc-E This Is Your Life: D-L 52,000 P&C, B&B

$64,000 Challenge: Q-L 35,000 P. Loritlard. Y&R; Revlon, BBDO Danny Thomas: Sc-F 47,500 Cen Foods, B&B

___^

44 SPONSOR • 7 JUNE 1 &
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GRAPH 7 JUNE -4 JULY

»DAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

D Edwards
American Can"suT

D Edwards
Whitehall

N
.uT

News

Sports Focus
No net service

Sports Focus
No net service

News

(repeat feed)

John Daly News D Edwards
Whitehall

(repeat feed)

John Daly News D Edwards
American Can
(repeat feed)

N
.uT

,
Wagon Train

1 (7:30-8:30)

Dreckett, Edsel.
' Gen. Foodi

Circus Boy
Mars alt Sgt. Preston

Quaker Oata
Tic Tac Dough

RCA
Warn -Lambert

Rin Tin Tin
Nabisco

oing Boing Show

Truth Or
Consequences

Dick Clark Show
Beech-Nut
Life Savers

Perry Mason
(7:30-8:30)

People Are
Funny
Tonl alt

R. J. Reynolds

Wagon Train
AC Spark. 7-Up

Richard Diamond
Private Detective

P. Lorlllard

You Bet Your
Life

Paper Mate
Jim Bowie
Amer Chicle

Trackdown
Am Tobac

alt

Jefferson Drum
Lorlllard alt

Chemstrand

Country Music

Williamson. Dickie

Perry Mason
Armour

alt

Lib-Owens-Ford

Perry Como
(8-»)

Klmberley-Clark.
RCA & Whirlpool

Father Knows

! cott Paper alt

Lerer Brot

The Real McCoys
Sylvanla

Climax

(8:30-9:30)

(3 out or 4 wka)

Dragnet
L&M alt

General Fonda
(L 6/26)

This Is Music
Zane Crey

General Foods
alt Ford

Life of Riley
Country Music

Jubilee

Top Dollar
Bra. & Wmson

Sunbeam. Noizeme
Amer Dairy
Knomark

Bob Crosby Shov
(6/14 S)

'Kraft Theatre
Kraft
(9-10)

Pat Boone
Chevrolet (L 6/26)

Chevy Showroom
(7/3 S)

Shower Of Stars
Chryaler

(8:30-9:30)

(1 out of 4 wk«>

(L 6/26)

People's Choice
Borden alt

Amer Home Prod

Frank Sinatra
Chesterfield

Phil Silvers
P&Q alt

R. 3. Reynolds

M Squad
Amer. Tobac.

Quaker State

Lawrence Welk
Dodge
(9-10)

Cale Storm
Nestle alt Curtis

Max Factor
Theatre

Mar Factor alt

Club Oasis
L&M

,!
<raft Theatre

Navy Log
U. S. Rubber

Playhouse 90
(9:30-11)

alt

Brlatol Myers

The Ford Show

Buckskin
Ford (7/3 S)

Patrice Munsel
Bulck alt

Frlgldalre

Schlitz Plyhse
Schlitz

The Thin Man
Colgate Lawrence Welk

Have Gun, Will

Whitehall
alt Lever

Turning Point
Schick alt

. This Is

' Your Life

P&G

Make Me Laugh
Am. Tab. (L 6/12)

Confession
sust (6/19 S)

Playhouse 90

alt

iosemary Clooney
The Lux Show

Lever

Price Is Right

Holiday
Handbook

The Lineup
P&Q alt

Brown & Wmson

Cavalcade of

Sports
Gillette

San Francisco
Crusade

Billy Graham
Evang. Assn.

Cunsmoke
L&M alt

Sperry-Rand

Original Amateu

Pharmaceuticals

o Net Service No net service

Playhouse 90
Plllsbury

R. J. Reynolds

Music Bingo
H. Bishop alt

5 Day Deodorant
Pads

No net service

'erson To Person
Florists Delivery

alt Time

San Francisco

Your Hit Parade

alt Tool

Joseph Cotton
Show

Post Fight Beat
Bristol-Myers

Ts Dough: Q-L

:11

!

be Truth: Q-L

-t: • Territory: W-F

'or: Q-L

A-F

e: Q-L

oint

Hour: Dr-L

lin: W-F

ace: I-L

Fights: Sp-L

iVelk: Mu-L

,
:

Po|:: A-F

COST

23,500

22,000

42,500

24,000

33,500

30,500

11,500

15,000

45,000

14,500

12,000

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Brown & Wmson, Bates

Amer Tobacco, BBDO;
Mobil Oil, Compton

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

Schick, Warwick & Legler

JWT

U.S. Steel, BBDO

Drackett, Y&R; Ei

eral Foods, B&B

Philip Morris, Ayer

Mennen. Mc-E; Miles, Wade

Dodge, Grant

Phillips-Van Heusen, Crev

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

What's My Line: Q-L 29,500 Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Kellogg, Bur-
nett

You Asked For It: M-F 18,000 Skippy Peanut Butter, GBB

You Bet Your Life: Q-L 51,750 Paper-Mate, FC&B; Toni, North

Loretta Young: Dr-F 42,000 P&C, B&B

•Your Hit Parade: Mu-L 49,000 Amer Tobacco, BBDO; alt Toni, North
(L 6/7)

Zane Grey Theatre: W-F 45,000 Gen Foods, B&B; Ford, JWT

Zorro: A-F 37,000 AC Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up, JWT

Specials and Spectaculars

"Shirley Temple's Storybook

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

lONSOR • 7 JUNE 1958



ADVERTISER AND AGENCY PERSONNEL

WIN A LUXURY CARIBBEAN VACATION

CRUISE FOR TWO XZ£T~~
"MILLION DOLLAR MOVIE CONTEST'

The contest is built around the Multi-Million Dollar Package of films to be shown on "Million Dollar Movie'

this fall— "Million Dollar Movie's" 5th and greatest season on WOR-TV. The 16 films in the package an

the strongest week-in, week-out, all-season-long lineup ever shown on any movie program in New York.

... All the films are first-run

... 8 out of the 16 are post-SAG* films

...The first post-1948 RKO films- the only

post-SAG's from a major Hollywood studio

...Great pre-SAG pictures like "Murder My Sweet"

"Citizen Kane", and "Hunchback of Notre Dame'

. . . Hollywood's biggest stars—James Cagney,

Humphrey Bogart, Charles Laughton, Jane Russel

and Marilyn Monroe

In short, a lineup designed to further strengthen "Million Dollar Movie's" position as New York's highes'

rated television program-DELIVERING MORE DIFFERENT HOMES THAN ANY OF THE TOP 1

NETWORK PROGRAMS**

On the facing page are the 16 movies to be featured on "Million Dollar Movie" (Sept. 22, 1958-Jan. 11, 1951

along with 16 quotes from reviews of the film from major New York newspapers and Cue Magazine. T

enter the contest, merely match the quote to the film by placing the number for the appropriate quote i

the box alongside the title of the film. For example, as shown, Quote #1 is for the film "Godzilla".

WOR-TV
Now . . . match the remaining 15

A Division of

New York

channel RKO
Teleradio Pictures, Inc.

SPONSOR • 7 JUNE I



OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
-MILLION DOLLAR MOVIE" MATCH-THE-MOVIE CONTEST

PRIZES:

(A facsimile of this blank will also be accepted)

MAIL ENTRIES TO:

1st— Luxury Cruise to Nassau for 2

2nd—Air conditioner

3rd— Portable Television Set

4th-16th— Movie Cameras, Waring Blendors,

Electric Shavers

Multi-Million Dollar Movie

WOR-TV
1440 Broadway-

New York 18, N. Y.

(— I ANDROCLES AND THE LION
I I Victor Mature, Jean Simmons

[— I CLASH BY NIGHT
I—I Paul Douglas, Barbara Stanwyck, Marilyn Monroe,

[— 1 CRIME SCHOOL
I—I Humphrey Bogart

J Victor Mature, Piper Laurie

1 GODZILLA
J Raymond Burr

1 HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE C
J Charles Laughton, Sir Cedric Hardwicke

] MACAO
J Jane Russell, Robert Mitchum

1 MURDER MY SWEET
J Dick Powell, Claire Trevor

1 NEVER WAVE AT A WAC
J Rosalind Russell, Paul Douglas

1 PUBLIC ENEMY
-I James Cagney

1 SPITFIRE
J Katharine Hepburn, Robert Young

1 UNC
-I Jane I

1 VAL
-I Lucille Ball, James Craig, Sir Cedric Hardwicke

1 WE ARI
J Paul Muni

-I James Cagney, Virginia Mayo

1 "Makes King Kong look like a midget."

2 "Huge spectacular version of * 's novel . . . magnificent

production, well acted."

3 "Large, exciting Indian-fighting western; well produced."

4 " * romps merrily. This comedy hit of * 's cannot

miss being one of the big ones of the season."

5 "Unbelievable . . . She looks like a loaded pistol with the safety

catch off as she moves among her admirers."

6 "The very last word on the subject of gang pictures."

7 "An absorbing, brilliantly conceived, magnificently acted

drama . . . One of the great films of this or any year."

8 "Spectacular is the word ... a thrilling tale. New York's newest

monument to womanhood is slightly smaller than the Statue

of Liberty, but as luck would have it, far more buxom and not

as fully clothed."

9 "Lavish production. The story unfolds with * humor and

irony intact."

10 "One of the most soundly written films of the year, one of the

best directed, one of the most brilliantly played."

11 "It makes for thoughtful, provocative and exciting entertain-

ment. The frustrations of life, love and the inevitable triangle."

12 "Exciting story of a manhunt ... a tale well told."

13 "You will be thrilled and deeply moved by *. Don't miss

it. Miss * is good— more than good, even magnificent."

14 "Will have you on the edge of your seat . . . something to

remember . . . engrossing thriller."

15 "Superior piece of tough melodrama . . . sure cure for low blood

pressure."

16 "Something you won't want to miss! Well worth going out of

your way to see. The most rowdily entertaining melodrama
since the early *'s."

* Proper name deleted.

CONTEST RULES

. Open to all advertising and media personnel in any
McKittrick-listed agency or advertiser.

!. Only one entry per person

'• Entry blank must be filled out completely.

'': L All entries must be postmarked no later than midnight
June 20, 1958

i. In the event of ties, the earliest postmark will determine the
winner.

!. In all cases the decision of the WOR-TV judges will be final.

7 june 1958

PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE

COMPANY_

ADDRESS



IS HOWBWNGSOiD BY.'

BLA I R -fflm/iMOruASSOCIATES INC.

Effective June 1, 1958, KTVH appoints Blair

Television Associates, Inc. as their exclusive

national representatives. To Sell Kansas . . . Buy
KTVH - Ask your Blair representative about

KTVH today!

'*>' kTVh KANSAS

CAohkU
HUTCHINSON
HOWARD 0. PETERSON, GENERAL MANAGER

7 june 1958



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

m\ FILM-SCOPE
7 JUNE 1958

Copyright 1958

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

A third large regional buy is on the Standard Oil of California agenda for

the fall: this one involves Chevron in 20 eastern markets.

Other California Oil plans, through BBDO, include a continuation of Sea Hunt in Cali-

fornia, and hopes for a dramatic-documentary series to do an institutional job in the same

24 west coast markets. (See FILM-SCOPE, 24 May.)

The third series will do a product job introducing Chevron to replace the com-

pany's current eastern gas, Calso.

Tv doesn't have to worry about running out of film product in the foreseeable

future, according to a sum-up by RKO TV research on what's available.

The reservoir as toted up by RKO:

• A total of 24,600 episodes of syndicated film.

• Features available to tv add up to over 11,000.

• Short subjects for tv are now around the 12,500-mark.

Note: Source of RKO's calculations—SRDS' Spring 1958 lists.

How much more advertisers can be expected to pay for syndicated film for

next season depends on what side of the counter you're on.

Syndicators say the increase will run between 10-15%.

Agency buyers admit to FILM-SCOPE that that looks like the asking range, but as one

of them noted: "The price is usually negotiable to a more realistic level."

What the average boost looks like to a batch of agencymen polled by FILM-SCOPE:
5 to 7.5%.

While most syndicators are looking to expand their merchandising services to

stations and advertiser, there's talk by others of belt-tightening in this direction.

A thought from one syndicator this week: We're thinking about reducing the stuff we

put together, to streamline it and fashion what we offer to demands of certain advertisers.

Why? They're not convinced that local stations and advertisers have made good use of

merchandising and promotion material.

The 204 Burns & Allen episodes turned over to syndication have been get-

ting just the kind of reception Screen Gems expected.

With a very few selling weeks to its credit, the entire library has been sold in New York,

Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Hartford, and Portland, Ore., among others.

MCA's Paramount library, on the other hand, hasn't made a sale in several weeks.

In one market where stations and MCA are currently dickering, the price is reported to

be about $500 per film over what the Warner and MGM libraries have sold for. The situa-

tion resolves itself down to this: No station feels it can afford the package, but at the same
time none wants any other station to have it either.

Result: General stalemate—for the time being.

(For additional film news see FILM WRAP-UP, page 62.)
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

* MARKETING WEEK
7 JUNE 1958

C*yrl|ht l»H

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS

Research methods in advertising have been getting a critical once-over these

cwyrnht isn
| £ew -weeks.

R PUBLICATIONS INC ' . , ,

There is no obvious reason for it other than the fact that a number of researchers

picked late spring 1958 to get something off their chests. Two of the attacks deal with pack-

age design— an area of interest to video advertisers. Others had to do with probability

sampling, a subject close to the hearts of those concerned with rv and radio ratings. Here are

some high points:

PACKAGE DESIGN: Jim Nash, president of Jim Nash Associates, New York City,

had his say about laboratory testing of package effectiveness and it was this: "We

feel that no guide, or laboratory test, is as valuable as the one in which the con-

sumer votes with his dollar, to determine the sales value of a package in its natural

sales environment."

Nash related an instance of a package his firm designed, which was shelf-tested and

doing an "excellent selling job." The client, curious to see how this design would measure

up in a laboratory test, submitted it to a researcher. His answer to the client was primarily

negative, citing, among other things, the fact that an eye-movement test showed the product

name did not get instantaneous attention.

Individual elements of package design are worth examining, said Nash, but not at the

sacrifice of total sales impact.

Coincidentally, the eye-movement camera came under attack by The Center

for Research in Marketing, a year-old motivational research firm, located in Peeks-

kill, N. Y.

William Capitman, president of the Center, declared, "Eye-movement testing

has been sold to the American businessman as a cheap and easy way of measuring

the effectiveness of a package. It is certainly cheap but it is equally meaningless. It tells

absolutely nothing about the marketing effectiveness of the package. In testing a package we

are really not interested in the movements of the eye muscles. We are concerned with the

ability of the package to communicate, the speed of communication and the order in which its

elements are communicated, as compared with its competition."

SAMPLING: An attack on probability sampling methods was delivered at the

annual meeting of the American Association for Public Opinion Research by Wil-

lard Simmons of the research firm bearing his name.

Simmons said many so-called "probability samples" are not probability samples at all. As

for many "modified probability samples," Simmons remarked that "a jackass might be de-

scribed as a modified race horse."

Among the practices criticised were (1) daytime interviewing, when practically no em-

ployed people are at home and (2) failure to make a complete listing of homes or people

before selecting sampling units at each stage.

Another prominent research executive, who would not be quoted, told MAR-

KKTING WEEK, that, because of weaknesses in sampling procedures, "I don't feel

the rating services end up with sound measurements."

The same things that bother U. S. admen also keep their British cousins in

a dither.

The first question a man from Colman, Pi cutis & Varley asked when visiting BBDO re-

centl) was: "What is marketing?"
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NGELENOS

IRE DIFFERENT...
M like to swim in their own backyard. Nearly half of all swimming pools in America are in the Los Angeles

et>politan Area.* And 60% of all new multiple dwelling construction in that area last year included swimming

*i for the occupants. £^

IS

llllvH It's the one station that's suited to the Los Angeles swim. That's why OASIS

I RETTES used KRCA exclusively to make their initial plunge in the pleasure-minded Los Angeles market.

H CHANNEL 4- LOS ANGELES* SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES
108 igeles and Orange Counties. Incidentally, KRCA sells in 2,300.000 TV homes in five Southern California counties.
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A pictorial review oj local

and national industry events

^ PICTURE WRAP-UP

Gavel switch between outgoing president John J. Hurley (1.)

general manager WNEB, Worcester, and new president, Roy

\ Whisnand, general manager WCOP, Boston, starts, another

[or the Broadcasting Executives Club of New England

Delayed honeymoon begins for Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Smith i

week's all-expense paid trip to Florida's Desert Inn. Smiths we

ners in WSB, Atlanta, slogan contest. Seeing them off is WSB

Martin Meyers (1.). Contest theme was "Every Day's a Holida

ith a one

e the win-

innouncer,

at WSB"

Bucket o' bubbli - prize copped by Lee

I)mI...h ir. i. ad mgr. Emporium Dept. Store

[01 winning KMSP-TV, Minneapolis-St Paul

ratings poinl contest Pouring is Dick Quass

Pirate girl trademark of WECT, Wilming-

ton, V C, comes to life in contest winner

Martha Rae Williams. Promotion signaled

BWitch from old call letters, WMFD-TV

Homing pigeon relay solved WFBJf£\

telecast problem of 500-mile Indianapolis

Speedway race. Here station's Bill Fagan

(1.) and Marlin Reid welcome test pilot
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
The long-rumored exit of Martin
Revson from Revlon was officially

announced this week.
Differences between the brothers,

Martin and Charles (board chairman),

and matters raised by the directors

precipitated the break.

Martin, who is one of the Revson
brothers who founded the cosmetic

firm, has been in charge of marketing.

Only Revson remaining in the com-
pany is Charles; brother Joseph hav-

ing retired recently.

Things have been quite active for
air-media in Chicago this week.

These accounts figured in the activ-

ity:

• Murine comes back into spot

radio with a six-week campaign
starting this week. Twelve daytime
minutes will be used in about 45 mar-
kets. JWT, Chicago, is the agency.

• S. M. Edison Chemical Co.
starts its first effort in consumer ad-

vertising for Dermassage in spot radio
for 13 weeks. About 38 markets will

be used, with 12 daytime minutes per
week. Stern, Walters & Simmons,
Inc., Chicago, is the agency.

• The Tea Council's super-satura-

tion campaign is back on the air, with

staggered starting dates beginning the

first week in June and continuing for

10 weeks in spot radio. A minimum of

80 announcements per week in all mar-
kets will be used, with minutes, breaks,

and I.D.'s. Leo Burnett is the
agency.

Other campaigns include:
• P&G, for Jiff Peanut Butter,

is moving into west coast markets this

summer via spot tv. Previously an east

coast campaign, Jiff is now breaking in

the west. Leo Burnett is the agency.
• Wheaties and other General

Mills products start a 13 week cam-
paign in spot tv this week. Day and
night minutes will be used in about 45
selected markets. Knox, Reeves,
Minneapolis, is the agency.

• Heidelberg Brewing Co. kicks

off an all media campaign to introduce

its new label. Theme is: Bright New
Face—Same Good Taste. Saturation

spot radio is planned throughout the

northwest and Alaska. Guild, Bas-
com & Bonfigli, San Francisco, is

the agencv.

General Foods Corp. established

new all-time highs in profits, dollar

sales, and physical volume of products
for the fiscal year ending 31 March.
Net sales passed the billion-dollar

mark for the first time in the com-
pany's history.

Kudos: Dr. Pepper Co. received a
silver medallion from the Dallas-Ft.

Worth Art Directors Club for the best

animated tv commercial. Grant Ad-
vertising is the agency.

People on the move: Bay Estes,
Jr., promoted to v.p. for marketing,
U.S. Steel Corp. . . . Charles Palm-
er, appointed product manager of
Spry and Liquid Spry, Lever Bros. . . .

Ralph Johnson, named head of the
public relations activities, H. J. Heinz.

AGENCIES
Latest agency merger is Tandy Ad-
vertising of Toronto with a Cana-
dian set-up of Fletcher D. Rich-
ards, Inc.

Warren H. Wilkes, who's headed the

32-year-old Tandy agency since '54,

will be president of the merged opera-

tion.

It'll have offices in both Toronto
and Montreal.

Agency appointments: Guild, Bas-
com & Bonfigli, for Rival Packing

Co.'s Dog Food account, with billings

at $1.5 million . . . Kenyon & Eck-
hardt, for Max Factor's Natural Wave
Hair Spray, Hi-Fi Fluid Makeup, and
their fragrance line. Estimated billings

at $3 million . . . Hicks & Greist, for

V. La Rosa & Sons . . . North Adver-

SPANISH
RADIO
moves into

BIG

LEAGUE

With

L. A. DODGERS
GAMES
aired in

SPANISH
for the

600,000

Los Angeles

Latin-American

listeners.

Pre-baseball

PULSE
shows KWKW

up to

5 to 1 over

2nd station

KWKW

S. F.-Theo. B. Hal

N. Y.—Nat' I Time S
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tising. for Pflaelzer Brothers, Chicago

. . . Wade Advertising, for Mohawk
Petroleum Corp., California . . . Ralph

H. Jones, for Ashland Oil & Refining

Co., K\. . . . Nelson Advertising,

Des Moines, for United Federal Sav-

ing* and Loan Assn., Des Moines . . .

Rutledge & Lilienfeld, St. Louis,

for Midland Bakeries.

Agency expansions: Gardner Ad-
vertising lias completed expansion of

its St. Louis headquarters, providing

!<>'
, more floor space, with added fa-

cilities in the radio/tv departments . . .

Garfield Linn & Co., now located at

333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago . . .

Tucker Wayne & Co., Atlanta,

opens its New Orleans office in the Lee

Circle Building on St. Charles Avenue.

New agencies: Allen, De St. Mau-
rice & Spitz, with offices in the Flood

Building. 870 Market St., San Fran-

cisco . . . Kobres Advertising Agen-
cy, with offices at 517 Bay Shore Blvd.,

Tampa. Fla.

Eugene T. Harrington, formerly

president of Fletcher D. Richards, has

resigned to become chairman of

Honig-Cooper & Miner. He will also

become a major stockholder in the

agency.

On 1 July, the agency's name will

be changed to Honig-Cooper, Harring-

ton & Miner.

They were elected v.p.'s: Charles
Vanda, v.p. in charge of west coast

programing, JWT . . . Roy Miller,

v.p. in charge of the Chicago office,

The Katz Agency . . . Willard Ben-
ner, v.p, at Ted Bates, and J. H.
O'Neil and C. N. Crittenton named
assistant v.p.'s . . . Walter Spiro, ex-

ecutive v.p., Lavenson Bureau of Ad-
vertising . . . Robert Mogge, v.p. at

\i tlmr R. Mogge, Chicago.

More on the move: Wick Crider
from the Hollywood to the N. Y. office

of Y&R . . . Vincent Aiello, to Mac-
manus, John & \<lams . . . Edward
Grey, Dan Rodgers and Allen
W 'hillock, elected directors, Ted Bates

. . . Norton Gretzler, to the radio/tv

departmenl in the \. Y. office, Ket-

clmm. MacLeod & Grove . . . Greg
Sherry, account supervisor and Joe
Hughes, account executive, Grant

Advertising.

John Rockwell, v.p. of D, C, S&S,

appointed administrative assistant to

the president, William Steers . . .

Arthur Lipton, radio/tv copy chief,

William Warren Jackson & Delaney

. . . Charles Snell, account executive,

Ross Roy. Inc. . . . Richard Urffer,

to the radio/tv department, Gray &

Rogers . . . Richard Goebel, admin-

istrative assistant in the San Francisco

office, Compton . . . Douglas Manson,
director of publicity and counsel on

public relations, The Joseph Katz Co.

. . . Edward SuUivan, radio/tv direc-

tor, James Thomas Chirurg Co., Bos-

ton .. . Ralph Keller, Jr., to the

media and research department, Zim-

mer, Keller & Calvert, Detroit.

NETWORKS
Ring Crosby this week unlinked
himself from many years of asso-

ciation with CBS to become a pro-

duction partner with ABC.
The extent of Crosby's new align-

ment:

• Delivery of two 90-minute spe-

cials during the 1958-59 season.

• Co-develop and produce 10 tv

programs over the next five years.

• Also associate himself with ABC
radio programing.

CBS was reputed at one time to have

a 25% interest in Bing Crosby enter-

prises.

Monitor, NBC Radio's weekend show,

has been extended to include program-

ing on the six major national holi-

days.

Monitor—Holiday Edition will air

in place of the normal daytime sched-

ule from 9:00 am-6:45 pm., on Labor

Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New
Year's Day, Washington's Birthday,

Memorial Day and 4 July.

Network renewals: Greyhound
Corp., for one-half of the Steve Allen

Show (NBC-TV) alternate weeks . . .

Pharmaceuticals, for Twenty-One

(NBC-TV), which will be shifted to

Thursday evenings starting 25 Septem-

ber . . . Five advertisers for the

Mickey Mouse Club, which begins its

fourth season this fall on ABC-TV.

Thej are: Bristol-Myers, General

Mills. Mars, Mattel, and Miles Labs.

General Foods and Gold Seal have

ahead) renewed for the show.

Tv network biz: P&G placed what

NBC TV projects to be $13-million-

worth of daytime business, bringing

the network's daytime sales activities

in May to a total of $24 million . . .

Four sponsors have signed for ABC-
TV's American Bandstand : Minneso-
ta Mining, Polk Miller Products,

Shulton and Vick Chemical . . .

Four sponsors have signed for NBC-
TV's Today: Liftsavers, Firestone,

RCA & Whirlpool, and Fifth Ave.

Color Labs. ... and for NBC-TV's
Jack Paar Show: Amity Leather
Products, Liftsavers, and the Amer-
ican Optical Co.

More on new biz for NBC-TV:
Pillsbury Mills has ordered a 52-

week daytime schedule amounting to

more than $2 million gross, on alter-

nate-week quarter-hour segment of six

daytime shows: The Price Is Right;

Tic Tac Dough; Queen For A Day;
Treasure Hunt; Truth Or Conse-

quences; and It Could Be You.

Network notes: Leave It To Beaver

moves to ABC-TV this fall, to be spon-

sored by Miles Labs and Ralston
Purina . . . Kudos to Robert Sarn-
off, president, NBC, awarded an hon-

orary Doctor of Laws degree by Penn-

sylvania Military College . . . WTAO,
Boston, becomes an ABC affiliate this

week.

About network personnel: Bern-
ard Krause joins the business affairs

department, CBS-TV . . . Charles

Manno, named Eastern program di-

rector, ABC Radio . . . Michael
Horton, director of information serv-

ices, CBS News . . . Henry Poster,

director of sales presentations, CBS
Radio . . . Zaro Calabrese, appointed

art director, ABC-TV ... P. A.

(Buddy) Sugg, will represent NBC
as a director on TvB's board.

REPS
Richard O'Connell has taken up
the torch for a radical simplifica-

tion of the rate structure for both

radio and tv stations.

His objective: making spot easier

to buy.

The recommended structure:

(1) Flat-rating all time segments

and instituting minute packages on a

basis of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 50 spots

weekly.

(2) Twenty- and 30-second spots be
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those who live on air..

During the past 10 years advertisers and their

agencies have spent billions of dollars on air. A lot

of people lived on it. A lot of goods were moved.

To those who live on air SPONSOR serves a function

no other publication can match, for SPONSOR is

the most definitive study of air in the broadcast in-

dustry. It is the news of air—the plans of air—the

progress of air—the thoughts of air—the very life of

air—delivered to you every week—52 weeks a year.

Most every man who's gotten anywhere in air reads

SPONSOR. The man who wants to get there faster

reads SPONSOR

—

at home because the very chem-

istry of broadcasting—the factors that make it move

and earn its salt are just much too important for

light reading on a routing list.

If you live on air—read SPONSOR at home. Read

it on A time—B time or C time but make sure it's

free time at home. At the new low price of $3 a

year you can have 52 issues of this most useful publi-

cation in the field at your side—to see, study, tear

out and file. It's the best investment you'll ever

make. Order your home subscription today.

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE



A BILLION
DOLLAR

MARKET*

AND CHANNEL 3

DOMINATES

ARB — Nielson prove it!

Ask your Petry man for details

*•
• • 46 counties and

NBC parishes in East Texas,

South Arkansas and North-
ABC west Louisiana.

8
SHREVEPO

WGR-TV now leads all Buffalo stations with

the largest share of the viewing audience
from sign-on to sign-off seven days a week.
Source: ARB. ABC Affiliate. Call Peters,

Griffin, Woodward for availabilities

WGR-TV
ABC CHANNEL 2

BUFFALO
^j^
pl symbol of service

MA TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WROC TV. Rochester • WGR Radio. WGR-TV.
Buffalo • WSVA Radio. WSVATV, Harrisonburg

sold at 75' ( of the applicable package

rate.

(3) ID's be sold at 50% of the

package rate.

What the structure accomplishes:

a i The elimination of short rating.

b) Makes it easier for the buyer to

calculate because all rates are in round

numbers.

c) Saves many man hours for agen-

cy and station billing computing.

d) Reps will be able to answer in a

jiffy the buyer's question: How much
will 10 spots cost in market X?

e l Brings air media in line for easy

buying with print, etc.

Promotions:
• John Blair and Co.'s Satura-

tion Calculator, the third edition, was

released this week. It stresses 'satu-

reach'—radio coverage in distance as

well as depth—a vital objective for the

advertiser. The Calculator shows the

cost of satureach in various combina-

tions of the top 150 U.S. markets.

• Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
Inc., has prepared a kit — 'In The
Big New Summertime'— showing

the importance of summer months in

consumer habits and buying. The kit

gives proof of radio's year round im-

portance as an advertising medium.

• Blair-Tv has chosen the winners

of its 'Name This Lady' contest for

the cartoon character symbolizing the

daytime distaff tv viewer. They are:

1st place, Walter Barber, Compton;

2nd place, Gerard Van Horsen, Ted

Bates & Co.; 3rd place, Charles Lew-
in, Rockmore Co.

New firm: Wayne Evans & Asso-

ciates, Minneapolis, formed to carry

on the activities of Buhner & Johnson.

Calden Stitt is the executive v.p. and
general manager.

Rep appointment: McGavren-
Quinn for KJR, Seattle; KXL, Port-

land; and KNEW, Spokane.

William Tilenius, veteran of more
than 25 years in broadcasting, is tak-

ing an extended leave of absence from

the account executive staff of John
Blair & Co. John Doscher moves
in to fill this vacancy.

More on people: Tom Harrison,

former v.p. in charge of sales, ABN,
John Blair manager in St. Louis and

general manager of WSM, Nashville,

named sales manager of Henry I.

Christal . . . Joseph P. Cuff, added to

the N.Y. sales staff, Robert E. Eastman

& Co. . . . Roy Miller, v.p. and man-

ager and William Joyce, v.p., The

Katz Agency, Chicago . . . Robert

Flanigan, to the Chicago sales staff,

John E. Pearson . . . George Rapp,
account executive, CBS TV Spot Sales,

Chicago . . . Irving Wilson, to the

N.Y. tv sales staff, Adam Young.

FILM
Telestudios this week recorded its

first half-hour variety show on
videotape as well as film.

Billed as Times Square Varieties,

this series will be syndicated on both

tape and film. Producers are Carl

Eastman. Ernest Chappdle and Al

White. Jr.

DAVID

BRIAN

STARS IN

ZIV'S
ALL NEW
IMPACT

SERIES!
NOW SHOOTING AT ZIV STUDIGI

"TATTOO ARTIST"

The police find the

body of a dead ma

—dead but very rr

"alive" with intriguing

clues to his murderer Can

police decipher the clues and

o grips with the killei

"uWMfO«M>"
:
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NTA won another court skirmish

from United Artists over the right

to acquire Associated Artists Pro-

ductions Corp.

The N. Y. supreme court issued an

injunction restraining UA from taking

over AAP's assets, pending adjudica-

tion of the issue of who had the first

contract to buy the company.

Hal Roach Studios will be oper-

ated as a wholly-owned subsidiary

of the Scranton Corp.

The acquisition by Scranton, which

took place last week, includes the

Roach studios in Hollywood, tv film

properties and huge film library.

The studio will expand its produc-

tion activities on tv and other fronts.

Merchandising: About a million

Popeye Colorform games have been

sold in the six months AAP and the

Colorful Co. have had their licensing

arrangement. The games are pro-

moted regularly on 32 affiliated Pop-

eye stations.

Production move: MCA is putting

another series of State Trooper before

the camera, which will make altogether

104 Trooper films available for local

and regional accounts.

Award: Drewrys ad director Leslie

D. Fairbairn received recognition in a

ceremony aboard the submarine U.S.S.

Silversides for the company's sponsor-

ship of Silent Service (NBC Tv Films)

.

Foreign sales: N. Y. Confidential

and Fury to United Kingdom's Associ-

ated Rediffusion and ITPC, respective-

ly, by TPA. In each instance 39 epi-

sodes were involved.

Personal: Thomas V. McCue has

been named general manager of Atlan-

tic Films, N. Y. . . . Robert H. Hill,

v.p., will head operations of Gross-

Krasne's new San Francisco office . . .

Don Kyser added to Ziv N. Y. sales

staff.

RADIO STATIONS
The National Association of Inde-
pendent Program Directors has
been formed for the regular ex-

change of local programing infor-

mation and ideas.

Members of the group to date in-

* PULSE 1958

ksl radio is FIRST in EVERY

QUARTER HOUR MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Big KSL Radio again proved that it's truly the "Big K".

Not only big in power (50,000 watts reaching an 87 county

market) but big in audience as well ! KSL won the whole

pie in Greater Salt Lake, winning a first in every rated quarter

hour, Monday thru Friday, in the Greater Salt Lake

4-county survey ! So put your clients on the station that is

number one in power and audience — "The Big K".

KSL radio
/ 50,000 WATTS

< CBS for the Mountain West
\

\ Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales



dude Dick Lawrence, WKBW, Buf-

falo; Chuck Blore. KFWB. L. A.: Russ

Syracuse. WNDR, Syracuse. Charles

Simms. Little Rock, and Phil Ladd.

Toronto.

Proposed methods of exchange:

Weekly newsletter and annual gather-

ing at the Disc Jockey-Program Direc-

tors convention and another meeting

six months later.

(See SPONSOR-.SCOPE for com-

ment.)

Tom Slater, F&S&R radio-tv v.p.,

summed up the story of radio to

the Canton, O., Ad Club thusly:

"Radio was down a few years ago,

but it was far from being out. It be-

gan to program differently and to sell

time in a new way.

"The result can best be expressed in

the vote of confidence on the part of

local advertisers who today spend four

times as many dollars for radio adver-

tising as they did in 1946.

"The low cost of radio allows an ad-

vertiser to buy enough frequency to

achieve a large total audience at a

cost per thousand far below that of

any other media. For example, $1.00

in radio delivers as many people as

S2.00 in tv — $3.00 in magazines—
$1,00 in newspapers— $20.00 in di-

rect mail.

"The radio industry has learned that

its role has changed, but not its impor-

tance."

The Bureau of the Census will make a

count of the nation's radio house-

holds during the taking of the 1960

federal census. This is the result of a

request made by Senator Spessard Hol-

land, of the Senate Commerce Commit-

New home: WHEC AM & TV,
Rochester, now operates from its new

building in the downtown area, hous-

ing its tv studio, a film lab, and three

radio studios.

New station purchases: KGEE,
Bakersfield, sold to tv star Danny
Thomas . . . KITE, San Antonio, to

Connie Gay, chairman of the board of

the Town & Country Network . . .

KEAP, Fresno, to a group of L.A. ra-

dio and ad men headed by Herb Edel-

man . . . KSO, Des Moines, to a Twin
Cities group composed of Larry Bent-

son, E. R. Ruben, Joe Floyd and Tony
Moe.

They were elected: Ralph Weil,

executive v.p. and part owner of WOV,
N. Y., named president of the N. Y.

chapter of Broadcast Pioneers . . .

Riley Gibson, president of KXO, El

Centro and KXOA, Sacramento, elect-

ed president of the El Centro Chamber
of Commerce.

Kudos to: WDRC, Hartford, an

award for public service from the New
England committee for CARE . . .

WJAG, Norfolk, and KBRL, McCook,

the community service award from the

Knights of Ak-Sar-Ben, Omaha . . .

WAPI and WABT, Birmingham, for

news reporting from the Associated

Press . . . W-GTO, Cypress Gardens'

newscaster, Bill Gramer, a certificate

of merit for distinguished service, from

GENE

BARRY

STARS IN

ZIV'S
ALL NEW
IMPACT

SERIES! M1I0N-ADVBITUM

NOW SHOOTING AT ZIV STUDIO I

the United Press . . . National Safety

Council's awards to: WRIT, Pitts-

burgh; KMOX, St. Louis; and

WENE, Binghamton-Endicott.

Add Kudos: WJMZ, Clarksville,

Tennessee, continues to present schol-

arships to high school graduates. This

year the lucky winner, David Wright,
receives full expenses for his studies

at the U. of Tennessee by the station.

Station staffers: Wilson Edwards,
named executive v.p., KSDO, San

Diego . . . Tom Underwood, to the

sales staff, WTSP, St. Petersburg . . .

Charles Denny, general manager,

WBNY, Buffalo . . . Victor Buchan-
an, supervisor of merchandising,

WCCO, Minn.-St. Paul . . . Dick Law-
rence, program and publicity director,

WKBW, Buffalo . . . Max Sherman,
local sales manager, WWDC, Washing-

ton, D. C. . . . Robert Evans, general

manager, Mid-South Radio Network.

TV STATIONS
Nielsen disclosed this week that

104 tv stations have subscribed to

its #3 coverage study—along with

the three tv networks and 43 advertis-

ers and agencies.

Complete report of the first survey

done since 1956 will be distributed in

August.

Data will cover station circulation,

and tv ownership county by county.

Tv round-up:
Promotion : Fifteen stations carry-

ing Top Ten Dance Party, a live syndi-

cated series, are running "My Teach-

er's Tops" contest in which teen-agers

are asked to nominate their favorite

teacher.

Awards: WGN-TV, Chicago, pre-

sented $100 to two unarmed city fire-

men who captured a hold-up man. The

hero awards were given during the

telecast of Racket Squad.

New Quarters: WSYR AM-FM-
TV, Syracuse, airs its programs from

the station's new ultra-modern studios

this week. Dedication of the building

takes place 17 July with Robert Sarn-

off, NBC president, as guest of honor.

Twin Cities Identification:

KSTP-TV now announces itself as

both Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Anniversary: WCOV-TV, Mont-

gomery, celebrates its fifth year this

month. On 11 June, the station plans
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a reception and barbecue on the studio-

transmitter ground for all the local ad-

Kudos to: KYW-TV, Cleveland's

public service program Breakthrough

presented with the 1957 Twyla M. Con-

way award by the Radio/Tv Council

of Greater Cleveland . . . WBAP, Fort

Worth, received an award for excel-

lence in tv/radio news coverage from

the Fort Worth Chapter of Sigma
Delta Chi, National Journalistic So-

ciety.

Strictly personnel: Bill Exline,

named sales manager, KIRO-TV, Seat-

lle-Takoma . . . George Glavin, gen-

eral manager and v.p., KSHO-TV, Las

Vegas . . . Joseph Slahive, N.Y. sales

manager for WGN-TV, Chicago . . .

John Cummins, local sales manager.

WFGA-TV, Jacksonville . . . Charles
Barrickman, account executive, KHJ-
TV, L.A. . . . Malcolm Dale, sales

manager, WNEP and WILK-TV,
Scranton -Wilkes Barre . . . Francis
Conway, general sales manager,
WDAU-TV, Scranton . . . Milton
Stewart, chief photographer, WSPA-
TV, Spartanburg . . . Herbert Mayes,
appointed controller, WOR-TV, N.Y.

. . . Charles Ashley, news director,

WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg . . . Nor-
man Bagwell, named manager WKY
and WKY-TV, Oklahoma City.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day one week ago. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner
and Smith.

Tues. Tues.
Stock May 27 June 3 Change

New York Stock Exchange
AB-PT 17% 17% + %
AT&T 178% 179% +1
Avco 6% 6%
CBS "A" 30% 31% + 1

Columbia Pic. 16% 16%
Loew's 15% 16 + %
Paramount 37% 37%
RCA 34% 34% + %
Btorer 24% 24% + %
20th-Fox 29% 30% + 1

S drncr Bros. 18% 19 + %
Westinghouse 58% 58

American Stock Exchange
Allied Artists 4 4
Assoc. Art. Prod. 9% 9% - %
C&C Super it ii + %
Dumont Labs 4% 4% - %
Guild Films 3% 3%
NTA 8% 8% - %
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V4*/£* SA9S, "You'll get TOP results

from these TOP rated shows.

ROMPER ROOM with Miss Penny and POPEYE
PLAYHOUSE with Skipper Al are hitting them hard
with the lowest -cost -pm -thousand children's shows in

Jacksonville's rich $li/
2 billion market.

Miss Penny's ROMPER ROOM came up with an
average rating of 13.0* for the full hour (9:00-10:00

AM) Monday through Friday. Add to that an aver-

age rating of 24.2* for Monday through Friday's
POPEYE PLAYHOUSE (5:00-5:45 PM) and you'll

see that a top audience can be reached throi

minute availabilities on these shows.

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc

NBC—ABC

WFGA-TV Channel 12
WW I \ir\ I W Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION

It's Bob and Ray!

They say Paul Kim, this

year's Art Director's

Award-winner is joining

their animation studio

June 1st!

Dummy, what do you
theenk Mr. Keem will

be drawing at

Geeford Animation?

Twice as much as
he's worth, sir!

*The Tip-Top Lady of Ward Baking Co.

GIFFORD ANIMATION, INC., 165 W 46, NYC/JU 2 1591



BEST SHOT
OF THE VEAR

"I find B ISH Sver)

handy as a reference book

ally if one wants

information in a hut ry.

It contains most information

buyers need and use.

I think it a tremendous

job, well done, and serves

its own special need."

lee Rich

I p Issociate Media Director

nation b Bov les

ft* ******

/

» AD PEADLINE ;

CULLIGAN
I Cont'd from page 32)

work radio. He had nothing to un-

learn about the old radio and, he says,

he learned about the new radio as he

went along. As for tv vs. radio, Culli-

gan doesn't hide his respect for tv.

"It's the greatest thing in terms of

entertainment ever to hit the U.S. But

no one medium has everything. Ra-

dio is a great service medium and a

belief in radio didn't come hard."

Culligan has sold a host of products

and services during his business career

(he is now 39). He's been a delivery

boy. platform loader, store clerk, radio

announcer, thermo-dynamics sales en-

gineer, lecturer and demonstrator,

salesman, sales manager, advertising

manager and merchandising manager.

Before coming to NBC. he was exec-

utive vice president of John Suther-

land's Productions, a motion picture

producing company. Previously, he

had been associate advertising direc-

tor of Photography. Modern Bride,

Radio and Tv News and Flying maga-

zines. Other associations were with

the Hearst, American Radiator Com-
pany and Royal Typewriter.

When Culligan joined NBC in

August, 1952 to work on selling

Today, the show had been on the air

six months. The pioneer morning show

had been doing reasonably well in

ratings, but badly in ad revenue.

Culligan's touch in dramatizing star

values to advertisers (he's doing the

same thing now with NBC Radio's

"Stardust" policy I s-lcl Dave Garro-

way. By the end of the following \ear

Today had reached the break-even

point and in 1954 grossed about $10

million.

He subsequently took over Home
and Tonight as sales manager of par-

ticipating programs. In 1955 Today,

Home and Tonight showed a gross of

820 million.

In recognition of services rendered,

Culligan was named national sales

manager of the tv network and. in

December 1955, he won his vice presi-

dential stripes becoming director of

sales for the network.

Few* people talk about Culligan with-

out mentioning his eye patch. There's

no question but that it's a distinctive

touch in the era of the Hathaway shirt

ad, but Culligan defies convention by

keeping his on with cellophane tape

rather than a black ribbon. For those

who wonder, it's not a pose. Battle of

the Bulge. 1944. +

COLOR TV

(Cont'd from page 10)

"For several years," explained Berg-

man, "we have been contending that

the fundamental trend of a substantial

part of mass retailing toward various

stages of simplified selling make it

compulsory for manufacturers to im-

press their packages on the shopper

more powerfully than was ever before

necessary in the history of modern mer-

chandising. The trend in too much

advertising—only temporarily slowed

down by black-and-white tv—was to

shove the package off into an incon-

spicuous part of the advertisement.

What will happen, in Bergman's

CESAR

ROMERO
STARS IN

ZIV'S
ALL NEW

1

IMPACT

SERIES!
NOW SHOOTING AT ZIV STUDIO!

"THE
BANDIT'S
CAVE" . .

.

A ruthless

bandit escapes
with a fortune!

How long can a

man of action hide imirFTCD
out without losing fy/J/rn/
his reason?

;/•
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opinion, is that where necessary pack-

ages that are smartly designed for

store selling will be color-corrected by

hand for the color tv studio camera.

In the studio, as seen by the human
eye, these color-corrected packages may
bear little if any resemblance to the

appearance of the package on the store

shelf. "But when that color-corrected

package appears on the color tv screen

in the home," said Bergman, "it will

have a wonderful resemblance to the

package as it appears under typical

store lighting conditions."

Bergman insists that there is little

reason why this matter of hand color

correcting of packages for color tv

should be alarming. He points out that

it has been done in some instances even

for black-and-white broadcasting. Even

in other media—such as newspapers or

magazines—the package must often be

color-corrected by hand before it is

suitable for good photography.

"Let us always remember," con-

cludes Bergman, "that the first and

foremost package consideration must

be the appearance under typical light-

ing and shelf display conditions in the

more important retail outlets. ^

I ' Gets Sales on

m*4
<

|
. CLEVELAND'S STATION FOR MUSIC £ NEWS

SPONSORS BUY RADIO

{Cont'd from page 37)

hold a 19%-21% share of audience

among the 10 stations.

Third, the station plans its inte-

grated "local" and network schedule

to attract and hold the same basic area

of listeners on the theory that each

station must find its own market with-

in the over-all radio market. With its

particular program format, WCBM
maintains, hour-by-hour, a 96%-99%
adult audience throughout local and

network segments.

All over the nation broadcasters

have been asking me several rather

desperate questions:

1. "Should I go rock and roll?"

2. "Should I develop a top 30-50

formula to meet that other station

which has zoomed into first place?"

3. "Should I drop my network af-

filiation and go straight news and

music?"

4. "Should I eliminate our person-

ality d.j. programs and build around a

fast moving music formula?"

5. "Is there any future to a station

which concentrates on good pop music

as against the up-to-date weekly hit

parade—whatever it may be from week

to week?"

Every intelligent and "on-the-ball"

broadcaster knows that there is no

fixed and pat answer to these questions.

The "WCBM" story is not a voice

crying in the wilderness or the excep-

tion which proves the rule. What
WCBM has achieved by blending its

network programs with good local

news and music can be found in many
markets.

WRVA does it in Richmond with an

all day 22% average audience share

position; WPTF does it throughout the

Raleigh-Wake County market, and, in-

deed, ranks a big No. 1 over a 32

county coverage market. WTOP's
Washington position is another ex-

ample. Others are KING, Seattle;

KCRA, Sacramento; and WBT, Char-

lotte, N. C.

Today's radio has a powerful com-

petitor for public attention in the form

of television. Radio is no longer the

single electronic means of mass com-

munications' only one of two.

But there are public interests and

listener conveniences which can be

served best by radio because radio is

more flexible, more local and more
mobile than television. ^

THE BIG "T" IN

WES"
MON

"ERN
ANA

KMSO-Ch. 13

Television

Tremendous coverage

Terriffic results

ASK CILL-PERNA

KMSO- MISSOULA

COVER ALL OF

MICHIGAN'S

2nd.

MARKET^

mmm
THAT HAS A . . . ^^
4-BILLION DOLLAR
RETAIL SALES POTENTIAL

INCLUDING

FLINT, SAGINAW
BAY CITY and MIDLAND

. . . AND ALL EASTERN MICHIGAN
Ask Your Petryman

WNEM-TV
GENERAL OFFICES & STUDIOS

Y BROADCASTING CO.
BISHOP AIRPORT-FLINT

CE 5-3555

' OFFICES
WENONAH HOTEL
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that's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
7 JUNE 1958

Copyright 1958

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

The House Commerce Legislative Oversight Committee, after hopping around

the country and spreading confusion, adjourned this week, excepting for an ex-

cursion to Boston.

The Boston trip was to force out of the Herald-Traveler records which it had subpoenaed

in connection with the Channel 5 case—a subpoena that the newspaper refused to honor.

Meanwhile, Rep. Oren Harris, the subcommittee's chairman, says he wants to close off

the hearings by the end of June or early July so that he can introduce and get passed, correc-

tive legislation.

Events in St. Louis took much of the subcommittee's spotlight. Like:

• WMAY president Gordon Sherman's admission that KTVI had offered to sell him St.

Louis Channel 36 equipment long before WMAY got the grant of Channel 2 in Springfield.

(The subcommittee is attempting to show collusion between WMAY and KTVI, whose presi-

dent, Harry Tenabaum, is slated to testify the coming week.)

• Tex McCary's testimony that he sought to put his oar into CBS TV's application for

Channel 11, St. Louis, and being bawled out by Commissioner T.A.M. Craven's office for his

pains.

Another subcommittee guest was Niles Trammell, who related that as a prospective officer

of Biscayne TV, which eventually was assigned Channel 7 in Miami, he saw all the commis-

sioners.

Other testimony of a similar nature included such names as RKO Teleradio president

Thomas F. O'Neil and Roy Cohn of Senator McCarthy fame. Placed in evidence was a Cohen

bill for $1,000 for services to O'Neil.

Subcommittee counsel Lishman said all this showed a definite pattern and that hearings

later would go into a few of the cases in detail.

If the FCC doesn't act quickly to ban option time, must-buy and program tie-

in sales, it faces another rough Congressional probe. That is the word of Rep.

Emanuel Celler, chairman both of the House Judiciary Committee and its antitrust

subcommittee.

Justice Department anti-trust chief, Victor Hansen, revealed that he had advised the

FCC that must-buy and program tie-ins are per se violations of the antitrust laws. He said

Justice is not certain about option time.

Celler thereupon issued a blast at the FCC for "footdragging," spoke of his two-year-old

report, the Senate Commerce Committee report, the Barrow report, all assailing the three prac-

tices. He demanded immediate bans.

FCC chairman John C. Doerfer told the Senate Commerce Committee that de-

intermixture is dead and that it is too late for UHF.

His testimony was before the Senate Commerce Committee, hearing arguments about al-

locations, community antenna systems, boosters, translators and satellites.

Doerfer said the FCC would have to consider such things as drop-ins of new VHF
stations, along lines advocated by American Broadcasting, using directional antennas and

other new developments.

He was challenged by Commissioners Hyde, Ford and Craven, who said they wanted to

wait for the TASO report. TASO now expects that to come by year's end.

Craven said study should be given to putting TV into one part of the spectrum, perhaps

all UHF, perhaps part of present VHF and adjoining channels.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
7 JUNE 1958 A way has been found by agencies to bring stars on live series within the purview
Copyright 1958 P . . . „ , ,

sponsor publications inc. ot the capital gains tax. Here s how:

Finance them in a film series and book the series as a summer replacement.

People that can't complain about business these days: Those lettering the names

of executives on network doors.

Shakeups and changes have been so frequent that the fellows with the black brush

and the guiding rod are swamped by prosperity.

The call for a new type of programing expert has suddenly come up in the radio

station business.

He's the fellow who can dream up a format to vanquish the competition of rock

'n' roll.

Competition and business conditions have been giving the electric shaver peo-

ple a closer trim.

Exception: Norelco, which did 20% better in sales for the first quarter than in 1957.

Media note: All the major shaver brands are in network tv.

C&C TV will assign most of the barter spots it acquired through its deal for

Guild Films to another recent member of its family

—

Hazel Bishop.

Incidentally, Matty Fox's annual report for 1957 showed a net loss of $205,257.

Two interesting items in the report: (1) The company has found tv stations ideal bill

payers; (2) Over $11 million is expected from International Latex on the contract

with C&C for bartered time.

Despite the fact that his contract with ABC doesn't expire until the end of 1960,

Don McNeill has been offered to CBS Radio.

The deal submitted (but which CBS turned down) : a four-year contract at $17,000

per week.

Incidentally, ABC claims: (1) it has a mutual right to the Breakfast Club title, and

(2) the arrangement with McNeill is for deferred payments of $25,000 a year for 10

years after he goes off the network.

Has station relations ceased to be a career in itself and become merely a way

station for another spot in the network organization?

Put this query to the older breed of station relations man, and you'll likely get an

affirmative answer. And the reason he'll cite is the background of today's top execu-

tive officers in the networks.

They come from fields peopled with readily recognizable types—the salesmen, the pro-

motion man, the program manufacturer. But the role of the station relations man is

totally foreign to their prior experience.
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BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR!

"BASICS serves as a valuable reference on all phases of the

business, and has on numerous occasions proved a real life saver."

DiCk McKeever Radio/TV Time Buyer, BBDO

"As a media planning tool, FALL FACTS BASICS intelligently provides

source material that we find invaluable."

Philip Branch Media Supervisor, Grey Advertising Agency

"BASICS is an important document in terms of reference information,

and I find it extremely helpful for data required in a hurry."

L. T. Fisher Media Director, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

"Sponsor's FALL FACTS BASICS is a handy reference source on the

basics of Broadcasting, designed for year-round use.

Bigger and better with each edition. My only complaint is, it gets

borrowed too often."

Jeremy D. Sprape Time Buying Supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh

"If one wants information in a hurry, BASICS contains most

information buyers need and use. I think it a tremendous job."

Lee Rich V. P. — Associate Media Director, Benton & Bowles

"Sections 3 and 7 are particularly important to me and for the people

in the media buying area. I make good use of the statistical

information for media plans, when trying to project ideas to clients."

Harold Sieber Media Supervisor, Kenyon & Eckhardt

"You can't fool people like Ruth Jones, Jayne Shannon and

their time buying associates. If it doesn't have it they won't use it.

FALL FACTS has it— and we wouldn't be without it."

Jim LUCe Associate Media Director, J. Walter Thompson

No other book will be as vital a factor in helping

time buyers and other decision makers

finalize their fall buying plans this summer.

TO GET YOUR SHARE OF NATIONAL SPOT BUSINESS

"BASICS" IS YOUR BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR

Deadline 1 July • Publication 19 July

Sponsor, 40 E. 49th Street, New York 17, New York

Reserve— -page(s) in SPONSOR'S 12th annual FALL FACTS BASICS.

My position preference(s)

DTV SECTION DTIMEBUYING BASICS DRADIO BASICS DTV BASICS

D RADIO SECTION DFILM BASICS DMARKETING BASICS

-FIRM-

RATES: full page_

% page__

-$525

_$390

Vi page_

Mi page_

_$305

_$215
MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
Some as regular fssue of SPONSOR
eX"

8'/," xl2>/<" per page.



HITCH TO STAR PITCH
i Cont'd from jxige 30)

least as much at stake as the company

they're doing commercials for." says

testimonial specialist Jules Alherti,

president of Endorsements, Inc. "If

a star is to keep audience loyalty, he

has to appear sincere. He can't call

one soap his favorite one day and an-

other the next."

Schwerin's Competitive Preference

study for sponsor, based on actual

viewer preference for varying competi-

tive products, revealed that a star does

not dilute his powers of persuasion by

plugging several non-competitive prod-

ucts, however.

Basing his conclusions on a compar-

ison of the average personality-

delivered commercial with the average

for all other commercials tested for

the same brand, Schwerin's Henry

Newell says:

"There was no indication that per-

sonalities suffer from taking on more

than one brand. On the contrary, they

generally have a better than average

record. Of all the cases studied, half

were above par in effectiveness, a

fourth were average and only a fourth

were below par.

"The ones taking on the most as-

signments did particularly well. Among

I

TERRE HAUTE,
j

Indiana's 2nd Largest |

TV Market

seven personalities with three or more

accounts each, the effectiveness results

were better than average for 56% of

the products they handled."

In some instances, clients have ac-

tually found that their own product's

prestige seemed to grow when the per-

sonality who did their commercial

began making other commercials as

well. Parker Fennelly's Pepperidge

Bread commercials I through Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather I brought him other

commercial offers, including Johnson's

Wax and Oldsmobile.

Clients seek better S. I. through
star commercials. In these days of

split sponsorships sponsor identifica-

tion continues to grow as a problem.

"In the old radio days, star com-

mercials certainly boosted sponsor

identification," says Peck Advertising

tv v.p. Sylvan Taplinger. "In tv today

this is even more important. Maybe a

star commercial in a Western does

make up the gap in S. I., but the main

advantage of having a name personal-

ity do the commercial, I think, is the

association of the product with the

prestige personality, rather than with

the show as such."

He puts his theory to work by hav-

ing John Cameron Swayze deliver the

Timex commercials on the client's seg-

ment of the Steve Allen Show.

But it's difficult to prove that appear-

ance of the show star in a commercial

boosts S.I. Wide disparities exist

right on the same show. For example,

Hugh O'Brian. star of Wyatt Earp does

both P&G and General Mills commer-

cials. His Trendex S.I. for the first

week of April was 25.5% for P&G,

11.7'/ for General Mills, on a night

when P&G was primary sponsor. James

Arness of Gunsmoke helps with the

pitch. His Trendex S.I. for the same

w-eek was 40.7' '< for L&M, the primary

sponsor, 2.0% for Bemington Band,

the alternate week client.

Merchandising possibilities of

star commercials are a big attrac-

tion. Last Christmas, AGA put a

sizable budget behind its Bing Crosby

"White Christmas" promotion, backed

up his four Playhouse 90 commercials

with $500,000 of billboards alone. The

result, according to AGA assistant ad

director, Gerald Mullins:

"Never before have so many utili-

ties or dealers tied in with a single

Gas Industry Promotion. Almost 7,000

point-of-purchase Bing Crosby displays

saying 'Make it a White Christmas

—

Give Her a Gas Appliance' were put in

dealer and utility showrooms across

the country. Bing Crosby newspaper

ads appeared in over 4,000 local and

daily newspapers. Over 210,000 Bing

Crosby records and 100,000 Bing Cros-

by Gift Certificates were also distrib-

uted to consumers through dealers and

utilities."

A more recent use of a musical name
was Texaco's "Swing into Spring"

promotion (through Cunningham &

Walsh), which was built around 16,-

000 tv commercials starring Benny

Goodman.
"We used the campaign to promote

gas station traffic," says C&W tv v.p.

Ed Mahoney. "In the minute and 20-

second commercials, Benny asked peo-

ple to ask for his record at their gas

stations. So far between 100,000 and

200,000 people followed through. It's

not enough to have star endorsement.

PAT

O'BRIEN
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ALL NEW
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To make a campaign a success, you

also need merchandising and promo-

tional tie-ins."

Here's how Cunningham & Walsh

assured the maximum tie-in between

big-name musician Goodman and their

clients, Texaco:

The prime objective of the Good-

man-starred commercials was to build

station traffic and, in addition, to point

attention to the then-forthcomng Tex-

aco special. Therefore, the commercials

plugged the special and invited cus-

tomers to drive in to their Texaco sta-

tion, ask for a blank requesting the

new Benny Goodman album.

"There are infinite advantages to

using a star in commercials," says

C&W's Ed Mahoney. "But you must

be sure to use his talent appropriately.

Unless you do tailor such a commer-

cial campaign around his special

talents, you've got just another en-

dorsement among the hundreds and

you lose a costly advantage. Today, a

star should be a direct representative

of the company and, by association

with it, its top salesman. So the burden

falls to client and agency to pick some-

one who not only has the merchan-

disable name and talents, but also the

personality and dignity that fits the

I client's name and product."

Pitfalls admen must avoid in

making star commercials. There

are many. For one thing, the tempta-

tion is great to do precisely what Ed
Mahoney warned about above: To
choose a star for his big name without

thinking of his connection with the

client and product. An inappropriate

association can do neither the star

nor the client any good.

It's particularly important for

• client and agency to research the

chosen star's audience appeal. A big

following in itself is not necessarily-

enough. "You've got to know the

'audience composition' of the star's

following as much as you would of

a tv show or a time slot," one agency
tv v.p. told sponsor. "It's ridiculous

to pick a suave septagenarian to plug a

product, no matter how well, if you
want to get the young couples to buy
it. There's a false association, some-

|
how. as though 'Dad' were telling them
what to do. Young people prefer to

I follow someone they can identify with.

J And the reverse is true for products

|

appealing to groups over 35."

Don't get Stardust in your eyes. Be
sure the star and product can have a

happy marriage. ^

REPS AND RESEARCH

(Cont'd from page 33)

tions, merchandising possibilities. Then

it proposes a campaign schedule in de-

tail to meet the advertiser's budget.

By the time a rep research staff has

completed such a presentation they

have become almost as much of an au-

thority on the advertiser's product or

line as is the advertiser himself.

Many of these spot proposals are in

answer to a client's request, but just

as frequently they are undertaken as a

speculative piece of creative selling.

The exhaustive analyses and documen-

tation along with specific recommenda-

tions that go into these proposals has

been responsible for the big part in

spot radio's renaissance.

At the same time that rep research-

ers are answering the specific ques-

tions of advertisers and preparing spec-

ulative presentations, they are involved

in a continuous project of digging up

the facts necessary to turn out regular

studies of general interest to all ad-

vertisers in all product categories.

These studies on all phases of spot

radio range from audience studies of

housewives to the reasons for buying

nighttime radio, from market-by-mar-

ket analyses to spot radio saturation

estimators. Some of these studies are

prepared in book form, some are adapt-

ed for slide presentation. In many
cases a general slide presentation is

prepared with what in radio would be

termed an "open end." Thus a gen-

eral slide presentation can lead direct-

ly into a pitch slanted directly at an

advertiser and his product.

Perhaps one of the most interesting

facets of station rep research is the

communal use of it. On one hand, it

would be hard to find a field more
highly competitive than the rep busi-

ness. In the area of sales, no quarter

is given, asked or expected.

Yet when new research is turned up

by one firm's rep department that can

be of help to all involved in selling spot

radio, then it is shared with "one-

for-all-and-all-for-one" generosity that

would put Dumas musketeers to shame.

It becomes practically public doman.

One thing is certain: as long as spot

radio continues to gain stature as a

primary medium, the questions from

timebuyers will be fired at an ever in-

creasing pitch. And the answers will

be up to the research-promotion spe-

cialists within the rep firms. ^

SOARING

to NEW HEIGHTS

over SACRAMENTO

Aug. 1957—KXOA goes

Independent!

Oct. 1957—KXOA reaches

1st Place with 26

Va Hr. firsts & ties—Pulse

Mar. 1958—KXOA increases

1st Place lead with 29

Va Hr. firsts & ties—Pulse

SO™ u> s
*
Market:

Sacramento County

KXOA
Rep—McGauren-Quinn or

Howard Hainan, V.P.

Another great Inland Market—
Imperial Valley— Nations 7th Farm

County best covered by

KXO—57.2% Share—Feb. '58,

El Centro
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Middle Georgia's
FAVORITE

SWITCHBOARD
FEATURES

TonyPjvone
All over Middle Georgia listeners know that,

tor more pure pleasure and information,

nothing beats SWITCHBOARD. Tony Pavone,

the master switcher, sits in for two hours

every night, (8:35-10:35 p.m.) Mondays
through Fridays, ,

i best i

The wide range of interviews on SWITCH-
BOARD ranges from a hypothetical inter-

view with Mr. Death in promotion of Death-
less Weekend to a long chat with Ceorgia's

top Lutheran preacher. Every night, Tony
talks with the folks who made news that

day.

As for music, it's the best there is . . .

music for living. And, of course, the master
switchtr inserts baseball scores, news bul-

letins and other information of interest to

the listeners.

Listeners are finding that, for the very best,

it's always SWITCHBOARD. And, the sales

results are showing. Cet your line into the

I O.OOO WATTS
V CBS

• r.p**.' • -i.W

WMAZ
RADIO

MACON, &A.
NATIONAL REP

AVERY KNODEL

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

George Bristol is now operations director

of sales promotion and advertising, CBS
TV. He succeeds John P. Cowden who was

recently named vice president of sales pro-

motion and advertising of CBS TV stations

division. Bristol has been associated with

CBS for 12 years, and was director of sales

promotion and advertising for CBS Radio

for four years prior to joining CBS TV.

He has been director of sales presentations for CBS TV since 1955.

His earlier assignments with CBS included promotion copywriter

and senior sales presentation writer. He was also an editorial writer

for Duns Review. Bristol was graduated from Amherst College in

1936, and served with the Army for five years during World War II.

He and his wife, two sons and two daughters live in Westport, Conn.

Norman P. Bagwell, business manager of

WTVT, Tampa, Fla., has been named man-

ager for WKY-AM-TV, Oklahoma City and

elected to the board of directors of the

WKY Television System, Inc. He will as-

sume his new duties on 2 June, replacing

Raymond W. Welpott who resigned to join

NBC. In making the announcement, E. K.

Gay lord, president of Oklahoma Publish-

ing Co., parent organization of the tv system, said, "We are very

fortunate in having a capable man to take Welpott's place. He

I Bagwell) is known and liked by all the staff at WKY. We con-

gratulate Welpott on his very flattering advancement with NBC. He

has done a good job here." Bagwell, a former FBI agent, joined

WKY in 1954 and was transferred to Tampa in 1956.

Thomas A. McAvity becomes v. p. of Mc-

Cann-Erickson's West Coast tv/radio pro-

gramming effective 1 June. He has been

active in the broadcast field since 1929,

when he joined NBC as producer. In

1932 he became head of Lord & Thomas

radio dept., supervising the production of

top-rated radio programs, and from 1937

to 1941 managed L&T's Hollywood office.

In 1951 he rejoined NBC as director of talent and program procure-

ment for tv, and was appointed national program director in 1952.

He was elected v.p. of tv network programs division in 1954, and

appointed v.p. of NBC tv networks in 1955. From there he moved >

to executive v.p. of tv net programs and sales and, in 1957, to,

executive v.p., staff. McAvity came to McC-E in October 1957.
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SPEAKS

Radio in the I960 census

In planning the 1960 Census, Dr. Robert W. Burgess had

planned to ask a question about tv set ownership—but not

about radio set ownership.

His reason was that "since nearly every household has one

or more radio sets, it does not seem necessary to include such

a question in the census. By the same logic, the census should

leave out any question on children, since nearly every house-

hold has one or more.

Now, happily, Dr. Burgess has changed his mind and the

1960 Census will have a question on radio set ownership. In

praising the decision, NAB president Hal Fellows put it well:

"The more available information concerning a communica-

tions medium, the better it is able to serve."

Getting to the core

If you ever bother to count them up, you'll probably find

that there are more tv critics than there are tv shows.

Yet, strangely enough, there are few good professional

critics who review tv commercials. This is especially ironic

since tv programing exists largely as a medium for the com-

mercial; the show is only the raison d'etre for the sell.

What's more, a regular evaluation of radio and tv com-

mercials is badly needed today for one big reason if for no

other: Agencies and advertisers are gradually shifting crea-

tive emphasis from the program to the commercial (see They

"work like hell on the sell," 31 May sponsor).

To fill this void, SPONSOR will launch next issue the first

in a regular series of columns by advertising consultant John

I McMillin. For more than 20 years, McMillin has been in

the creative end of the agency field; he is a former creative

bead at Compton and has held various other top creative jobs

at Blackman, Maxon and Cecil & Presbry.

We think you'll like McMillin's flavorful style, his cogent

observations and bis helpful suggestions.

/

this WE fight FOR: The buyer and the

seller of air media appear to be getting further

apart—rather than closer together. We agree

with Benton & Bowies' Lee Rich that agency

and media m a si strive for better cooperation.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Opticals: A 15-year-old Washington,

D. C, lad seeking employment in ra-

dio, turned up at station WWDC and

fdled out an application. In answer to

the question, "Marital Status?" he

wrote: "Wear glasses."

Ugh! New joke on Madison Avenue

—

1st Adman: What weighs 1,000 pounds

and flies?

2nd Adman: I don't know. What?

1st Adman: Two 500-pound canaries.

Another Ugh: A timebuyer has point-

ed to Billy Graham's San Francisco

Crusade on ABC TV as an example of

"Pray Tv."

Steppe-by-steppe: Tv progress has

come to Russia in the form of commer-

cials, according to a N. Y. Times arti-

cle. The product advertised was a

government-produced porridge called

"Kasha." The Times story said: "On

the screen an infant actor was writhing

and grimacing as various spoonfuls

( of other brands ) were served up. He

settled only for the approved product."

Now how did they know the baby

would only settle for Kasha—was it a

case of pre-natal brainwashing?

Speedway: Since the 500-mile Me-

morial Day race could not be televised

live, Indianapolis tv stations vied for

fast ways to transport film back to

studios. One announced it would use

helicopter. Then WFBM-TV decided to

use carrier pigeons to transport film,

got cooperation of Carrier Pigeon Club

of Indiana and Army in working out a

pigeon harness to carry 25 feet of film.

WFBM-TV's only worry: that competi-

tors might secretly train some chicken

hawks. (See page 62.)

C'est la vie: At the height of the

French crisis last week, WMGM. New
York, placed an overseas call to

France so listeners could get a direct

message from General De Gaulle. As

the interview began, a voice from the

phone inquired, "MGM, isn't that a

film company?" Newsman Bill Ed-

monds explained it was the radio sta-

tion in New York. Replied the voice,

"I thought the best station in New
York was WINS. Vive la France!"

A check with the phone company re-

vealed the overseas call had never been

completed; that some local wag had

had his fun.
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IN THE 17 MAY ISSUE, WE ASKED YOU TO GUESS

HE CALL LETTERS OF OUR STATION FOR $500 CASH

{ WHO ARE WE?J
WHO ELSE COULD WE HAVE BEEN, BUT . .

.

310 ON YOUR DIAL LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

459 TIME BUYERS
CAN'T BE WRONG!

1 ^|^h*^^HP^y9 ^^L

AVERY KNODEL
NTIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

r—^^ , 1

PUk H|m«l EV)t««.

•

V

};
-^ i

Wmm£fi7ft Hk •••^P^'*

:

'

:

GLEN A. HARMON
GENERAL MANAGER
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3 WRC • 980 52
WRC delivers a higher proportion of adults than any of the 16

other radio stations in Washington . . . the nation's third market in

average family income. "Twilight Tunes" is an excellent example of

WRCs adult-appeal schedule. Weekdays, from 4 to 6 p. m., "Twilight

Tunes" delivers 21,800 adults per average quarter-hour . . . 42% more

than the second station (network); 79% more than the third station

(independent). With WRC Radio's "Twilight Tunes"^^T^h\helping you,

you can open pocketbooks (and wallets) aplenty i/i^Ty the Capital!

NBC LEADERSHIP RADIO STATION IN WASHINGTON, D. C. • SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES
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YOU'D BE HAPPY, TOO ...

seven crowns in a row! Since November 1957,

WJZ-TV has been the DOMINANT TV station in

Baltimore*. That's why— in Baltimore— no selling

!
campaign is complete without the WBC station.

WJZ*TV a BALTIMORE
Represented by BLAIR-TV *ARB Nov. 1957 - May 1958

©0© Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.

SPOT-PLAGUE

OR NECESSITY?

Admen and agencies.

stations and reps sound

off in response to a

sponsor survey of tri-

ple spotting. Here is

why the practice is op-

posed and what will

happen if it is banned

Page 29

Chicago reps zero

in on new spot tv

discount plan

Page 32

Agency's roie in

public relations

A SPONSOR Exclusive

Page 35

Screen Gems'

merchant

of diversity

Page 40

e



FOR
THE
CHOICE CUT
OF THE
SIOUXLAND
MARKET
A MARKET IN WHICH AGRICULTURAL AND URBAN

INCOMES PROVIDE A HEALTHY, BALANCED ECONOMY

The choicest cut of the entire Siouxland

TV market is the Sioux (in metropolitan

area—Sioux City and Woodbur) County.

Here 109,000 people have ovei $197 mil-

li spend. \"<1 in 1957 they spent over

SI 53 million in retail sales**—enough to

put Sioux City in 7th place in the nation

for retail sales based on population. 1958s

going even bettei

—

March data from Chi-

cago's Federal Reserve bank survey shows

depai tnient sales in Sioux City up 9°|, over

1. 1st

Sonic of the richest farm land in the state

of Iowa is also in KVTV's coverage area.

And in 1957, average gross income per

Iowa farm was $11,752—66% above the

national average. This healthy balance of

rural and urban income in KVTV's cover-

age area adds up to a prosperous, buying
market.

Prime programming makes KVTV the

most watched station in this market. Peo-

ple get the shows they enjoy most. The
most popular network, syndicated and
local live shows are all seen on KVTV.
(See Jan. Pulse and A.R.B. for rating

data.) Your product'II go great on k\ 1 V.

Your Katz man has the details.

SEE YOUR
KATZ
MAN-
HE REPRESENTS

KVTV*

"SRDS CONSUMER MARKET DATA,

SIOUX CITY, IOWA. PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION. DON D. SULLIVAN

ANACER: BOB DONOVAN, COMMERCIAL MANAGER.



First on the Philadelphia scene . . . yet known throughout the nation

...andWIBG is /irst

inPhiladelphiaRadio!

Betsy Ross made the first American flag here . . . and now Philadelphia

hails a new first!

WIBG-RADIO 99 commands first place in average audience in the

nation's 4th market Mondays through Fridays, 7AM to 6 PM, leading

all other stations!*

Hoist your flag to WIBG, where the highest audiences mean highest

results ... at the lowest cost per thousand in ye olde towne!

*as

Call Jack Mahoney or KATZ for availabilitie

*C. E. Hooper, March - April li

^ StorerKaxHo
WIBG WWVA WAGA WGBS WSPD WJW WJBK

Philadelphia Wheeling Atlanta Miami Toledo Cleveland Detroit
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TRIPLE SPOTTING: A SPECIAL ANALYSIS
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SPONSOR SURVEY OF STATIONS AND REPS FINDS THAT
STATIONS WILL HAVE FOUR POSSIBLE OPTIONS

30 WHY ARE ADVERTISERS AND AGENCIES SO BITTERLY
OPPOSED TO TRIPLE SPOTTING? A TOP ADVERTISER
AND TOP AGENCYMAN GIVE THEIR REASONS

4-8 >S TRIPLE SPOTTING REALLY BAD? SPONSOR ASKS
PROBES THIS QUESTION ON WHICH, APPARENTLY, NO
RESEARCH OF ANY KIND HAS BEEN DONE AS YET

Chicago rep group urges new spot tv discount
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Your Omaha radio

Investment talks

biggest . . .

where the most

Pulse* 74 hours are

n

KOWH

There are only 8 quarter hours in which KOWH is not first. There are 32

quarter hours in which KOWH is first, including 7 first place ties.

This kind of domination has been characteristic of KOWH for just about

8 years.

Currently KOWH is first in the morning, afternoon . . . and all-day

with a 7.9 average Pulse.

Why: Programming . . . personalities . . . and coverage (660 kc. ). Ad-
vertisers have learned that any time's a good time on KOWH, and are

turning to KOWH in increasing volume.

How about your investment: Get at close quarters with Adam Young . . .

or KOWH General Manager Virgil Sharpe.

March, 1958 Pulse

i£
STATION'A"

i
KOWH OMAHA

Refre

STATION "B"
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10,000

POWERFUL

WATTS
reaching 5,500,000 people . . .

at an AMAZINGLY LOW, LOW
COST-PER-THOUSAND!

DELIVERS THE

2nd LARGEST MARKET

IN NEW YORK STATE...

GREATER LONG ISLAND

(NASSAU-SUFFOLK)

FOOD STORE SALES

$657,030,000

"PULSE" proves WHLI HAS THE

LARGEST DAYTIME AUDIENCE IN

THE MAJOR LONG ISLAND MARKET.

HO.OOO WATTS

WHLII
HEMPSTEA0|
IONC ISLAND. I

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Next week, Marlboro, oldest and top-selling of the flip-top

cigarette brtmds, will pull a reverse switch with the introduc-

tion of its new soft pack. Tom S. Christensen, Marlboro

brand manager, announced a heavy network and spot tv cam-

paign for mid-June through mid-August to launch the new

package with a sponsor-estimated budget of $1.8 million.

The newsmaker: The tv-conscious cigarette industry, bare-

ly emerged from the filter cigarette and hard flip-top pack revolutions,

is in for another surprise twist. Next week, says Marlboro brand

manager Tom Christensen, Marlboro, granddaddy of the flip-tops,

will come out with a new soft pack.

"Tv will be the bulwark of our two-months' national introductory

campaign," he told sponsor. This campaign (through Leo Burnett)

will include commercials on To Tell the Truth, Jack Paar, Baseball

Game of the Week and assorted syndicated shows such as Mickey

Spillane in the top metropolitan

market. (sPONSOR-estimated cost

of the two-months' send-off: a lit-

tle under $2 million.)

"Marlboro's flip-top sales are

the largest in the industry, ac-

counting for a volume greater

than the remainder of the flip-top

combined," Christensen admits.

"None the less total cigarette sales

break down like this: soft pack-

ages, about 85% ; boxes, about

L5%."

A couple of months of test-marketing with Washington and Ore-

gon as the launching pads, revealed that total Marlboro sales could

be substantially augmented if soft-packaged Marlboros were made

available along with the flip-top kind.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of Marlboro's reverse switch

is the fact that it underscores once more how intimately packaging

and tv are linked with the sales of mass-distributed, impulse-purchase

items today.

The only question remaining in the cigarette industry's continuous

and conscientious search for the new and different: Will the next

switch be to a tv-introduced new brand of thoroughly unfiltered,

regular-sized cigarettes in a completely crushable package? ^
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wHbm
THE BALTIMORE STATION
THAT'S PROGRAMMED FOR

ADULT APPEAL!
The BIG Adult Radio Audience in Baltimore is with WCBM

!

WCBM's policy of "programming by Baltimoreans for Balti-

moreans" has paid off handsomely for astute advertisers ! Top
local shows PLUS intensive news coverage PLUS top CBS
network features has consistently gained top adult listener

ratings of 90% and higher.* Reach the people with "buying
power" in Baltimore . . . rate WCBM at the top of your
schedule!

*Nielsen Adult Listenership Surveys

THE BOLLING COMPANY, INC.

Exclusive National

Representatives



Once again, Chicago's most respected jury of

advertisers, agency representatives and broadcast-

ers has heaped its highest honors on WNBQ Tele-

vision and WMAQ Radio programs. At its tr

banquet on May 28th, the Chicago Fe<

I

Advertising Club bestowed eight "First" aj'

14 june 1958



"thanks, fellas . .
."

pial" awards on Chicago's Leade rship Stations, offers advertisers the best buy in Chicago on

f First awards than any other broadcasting \A/|\|BCD * WMACD
*( ion in Chicago. Quality programming still Chicago's leaders hip stations represented by nbc spot sales
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XJ1STIQ.TJIE 1_TX-

ML I X_."W".A.TJEC: EI EJ

BARTELL FA/VWLY RADIO began almost eleven years ago here at

America's heart-land. Heavy industrial center of international

importance — dramatized by the St. Lawrence seaway project. Set

gracefully upon the curve of Lake Michigan's shoreline.

And the people . . . Not fancy, understand, but bedrock citizens

with remarkable instincts for progress and propriety. Firm

loyalties are woven into the fabric of their lives — for home,

family, church, community. Fundamental kinship with these

concepts has been the basis of programing which

REACHES MORE PEOPLE and more different people,

producing maximum buyership.

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretatu.

in depth for busy readers

BHHGB
SPONSOR-SCOPE

14 JUNE 1958

Copyright 1958

I'OHOR PUBLICATIONS INC

First of the anti-freeze brands to unveil its fall buying is Prestone (Esty).

As a starter in air media, it's picked up 12 Chet Huntley-Dave Brinkley news periods
on NBC TV for October.

New national spot radio had several cheerful rays this week.
The resulting pickup included an eight week campaign for Noxzema's suntan lotion

in 37 markets; another six-week flight by Pall Mall (both out of SSCB) ; and several weeks

of intensive insertions (Monday thru Friday) by Readers Digest in the top 25 markets.

If tv stations in 35 markets can clear the time, Wilson & Co. will introduce some-

thing different in afternoon scheduling—and this on a 52-week basis.

The plan: three five-minute celebrity interview films per afternoon five days a

week. They would be spread between noon and about 5 p.m.

K&E media people in Chicago have checked the possibilities of clearance with about 15

reps; indications are that it will be possible to start in late fall.

Miles Laboratories is the latest major tv spot advertiser to launch an anti-

triple spotting crusade.

The Geoffrey Wade agency, which handles the account, this week began inserting a

clause in its contracts which stipulates that a station waives payment if Miles commer-
cials (Alka-Seltzer, One-a-Day) are triple spotted.

(See page 29 for multi-sided analysis of the triple spotting question.)

Anahist apparently has found a strong market for itself in summer: It's buying

spot tv saturation schedules via Bates in the top 30 markets.

In a test of spot last year, Anahist found that allergy sufferers responded well to a

campaign in the hot months.

Sales, when divided into two six-months periods, show 64% for October-through-March

and 36% for April-through-September.

The selection of test markets depends, of course, on the product. But to those associ-

ated with grocery store items there may be a useful clue in this batch of current P&G
testing favorites :

1) Albany; 2) Cincinnati; 3) Columbus; 4) Dayton; 5 1 Indianapolis; 6) Peoria; and

7) Providence.

Advertisers, among other considerations, like to pick test areas that are not too difficult

to police.

Fantastic as it may seem, the ad budget for a single headache remedy—Bufferin

—may turn out to be greater than the money spent on some of the leading auto

makes this year.

Bufferin (Bristol-Myers) is now in the $12-13 million class

—

running somewhat
ahead of Esso, the major spender in the petrol field.

In the soap category, Tide's outlay may have been around that mark at one time.

SPONSOR •. 14 JUNE 1953



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

.

Coming from a veteran media director who has been on the sidelines of main a sell-

ing rough-and-tumble, tliis l>ii of comment might stand some mulling among radio sell-

ers who habitually deride their competitors as rock-and-roll dispensers:

"All this talk about the competitors stati in appealing only to a rock-and-roll audience

in the long run will be damaging to the medium as a whole.

"If this smearing continues long enough, advertisers who aren't aware of all the

facets of radio will get the impression that the only listeners to radio are rock-and-roll

teenagers.

"The smart .seller of radio will just talk about the 'quality' of his own audi-

ence and refrain Erom runing down his competitor's format.

"It's not easy to sell a medium that shatters its own image."

A gripe you frequentlj hear from rep sales is that some of the young timebuyers

show a lackadaisical attitude toward sales pitches when the spot campaign is for a

brief run.

\ common retort, as reported by these salesmen: "What's the difference? This sched-

ule is only for three weeks."

Notes one salesman: "What adds bitterness to the pill is that the timehuyer's supervisor

can't be budged into straightening him out."

Spot t% may yet come up with a united front in confronting national adver-

tisers with a rate structure for half-hour programs that challenges comparison with net-

work prices.

The Chicago rep group which started the hall rolling in that direction learned from 200

stations it polled that 80% favor special di counts to lure national advertisers who
bring in their own half-hour film series.

I For a provocative recital of what the Chicago group has accomplished so far, see arti-

cle starting on page 32.)

Here's a figure that may cause even P&G to take notice: Gillette's sports cavalcade

last year chalked up over 8.2 billion viewer commercial impressions.

The Friday fights got the biggest share of the impressions I 1.2 billion) while the World

Series accounted for around 3 billion.

Another astronomical figure delivered by the sports cavalcade: over 351 million total

viewers for all events.

The following tabulation shows the total viewers and the estimated total time-

rights-production costs for the various items in the cavalcade:

PROGRAM TOTAL VIEWERS ESTIMATED COSTS

Friday Fights 105,000,000 $7,000,000

World Series 100,000,000 4,300,000

Rose Bowl 49,000,000 450,000

Triple Crown 47,000,000 500,000

All-Star Game 27,000,000 700,000

Blue-Grav Game 23,000,000 250,000

TOTAL 351,000,000 $13,200,000

Historical note: With the looming exit of the Kraft Theatre, the Gillette Friday fights

will become the oldest consistently sponsored program in network tv.

R. J. Reynolds and Ballantine Beer seem to find that there's no advantage to spon-

soring a team (the V V. \ ankees) with a monopoly of its market.

Viewing audiences are just about what they were when the metropolis also had

the N. Y. Giants and the Brooklyn Dodgers.

The Yankees' commanding lead also may be taking some spice out of the New York

situation,
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Agencies are finding it more and more difficult to steer the multi-brand adver-

tiser into a corporate deal—even if it means a big saving and sometimes an opportunity

to block the competition.

Here are the basic reasons why efforts to put through such deals fail I the last one was

the $3-million package Lever had on CBS Radio) :

i ) Brand managers prefer to call the turn on their own campaigns.

2 ) Distribution and seasonal conflicts of the various brands.

3) Media personality conflicts within an agency or among the various agencies serv-

icing one of these giants.

1 1 The fear of having the monopoly finger pointed at the company.

Chalk up Wcstiughouse and Liggett & Myers as pioneers in the gigantic spend
for exploiting a network series.

Westinghouse has appropriated $1 million for the promotion of its Desilu-pro-

duccd series this fall; L&M will pour more than $500,000 into focusing attention on

its Steve Canyon show (which is tied in with the Air Force).

Aside from massive spotlight advertising, dealer promotion, and general drumbeating on

the road, the Westinghouse million will go for frequent goodwill trips by Desi Arnaz and

Lucille Ball.

The Westinghouse network show money for the 1958-59 s

these lines:

PROGRAM TYPES

4 specials (originals)

4 specials (repeats)

35 dramatic shows (originals)

9 dramatic shows ( repeats )

COST FOR 52 SHOWS
AVERAGE COST PER SHOW
APPROXIMATE COST NETWORK
TOTAL TIME & TALENT COST

i breaks down along

PER snow TOTAL GROSS

$402,500 $1,610,000

115,000 460,000

115.000 4,025,000

50,000 450,000

$6,545,000

$125,870

$82,000 4,300,000

$10,845,000

Here are the gross program prices for the other newcomer series s

network tv sponsorship this fall:

AVG. COST

$50,000

45,000

44,000

30,000

58.000

38,000

38,000

38,500

59,000**

PROGRAM

Milton Berle

Brain vs. Brawn

Steve Canyon

E.S.P.

Jackie Gleason

Peter Gunn

Law Man

Bat Masterson

Garry Moore Show
* Price includes repeat runs; ** cost for half hour only.

NOTE: In terms of categories, these 19 newcomers breakdown thus: Westerns, 5; ad-

venture, 3; games, 3; live comedy, 2; live variety, 1; crime, 2; situation comedy, 2: live music.

1. Percentage of live: 37%; without games, 25%.

PROGRAM AVG. COST

Naked City $37,000.

Northwest Passage 48,000

Number Please 23.000

Patti Page Show 40,000

Public Enemy 41.000*

Donna Reed Show 53,000*

Rifleman 36,000

Rough Riders 47,000*

Ann Sothern 40,000

The Texan 37,000

A sampling of agency and advertiser executives by SPONSOR for its Fall Facts
issue (due 19 July) shows that: (1) 50% report their expenditures for network tv

this fall will be over last year's; 12) almost all the rest expect it to be about the same.
Major reasons for the lipping expenditures: change in marketing strategy, higher

costs of tv, additional brands.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

The recession could turn out to lie a blessing for tbe people in media re-

search.

According to talk along Madison Vvenue this week, the advertiser is demanding more
proof than ever on the probable results of a recommended campaign.

I pshot of ilii- attitude:

1) The agencj is finding itself pressed to raise tbe standards and practices of

media buying thereb) increasing the importance of experts in evaluating competitive

media as well as buying them.

2) Exhaustive probing is necessary for hard Facts and down-to-earth comparisons oi

rusts ami rlTn tiunrss .1 function that will require larger and more skilled staffing of media

researchers.

3) \ boom fin freelance research organizations (who do field work) is in the making.

The next big advertising scrimmage you can expect in the appliance field will he

over the ability of dishwashers l<> reduce bacteria count to a negligible level.

GE already has the jump on the others, while Westinghouse is reported getting set to

enter within the next several months.

Note that 2-for-l deals and premium offers are few and far between in tv com-
mercials these days.

That's because the supermarkets are putting more pressure than ever on manufac-

turers to cut them out.

The supermarketers' contention is that these expanded packages clutter up shelf

space which could he used for additional products. Moreover, because of the added weight,

they're hard to handle.

Here's another new barrier tbe advertising people will try to knock down:

The Internal Revenue f )epartmenfs recent ruling disallowing, as an operating ex-

pense, the cost of an advertising program sponsored by private electric companies.

The Southern Co.'s president Harlee Branch, Jr., promised his stockholders last week

that he would challenge the ruling. He described it as an "attempt to deny the investor-owned

electric industi) the right of free speech."

Co-op utilities from time to time have charged the private companies with using their

advertising campaigns to attack non-private interests as "socialism."

Like CBS, Inc., tbe Music Corp. of America seems to be readying itself for a

spinoff of some of its properties in the event that it must seek relief from anti-trust pres-

sures by the Department of Justice.

The MCA companies this week became operating entities In J. C. Stein's device of

naming a president for each, with Lew R. Wasserman as executive chairman and chief

executive officer of all companies— a la the role filled by CBS' Frank Stanton.

The presidents: fit Lawrence R. Barnett, Music Corp. of America (band and acts divi-

sion)
; (2l Maurie B. Lipsey, Management Corp. of America I which handles producers, di-

rectors, and writers) ; f-Si Herbert I. Rosenthal, MCA Artists, Inc., (the talent arm) ; (4)

Taft B. Schreiber, Revue Production. Inc., (film production); and (5) David A.

(Sonny) Werblin, MCA TV. Ltd.. I Selling arm for syndication and network film sales).

For other new* coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spol Buys, page 54; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 57; Washington Week, page 63; sponsor

i 64 l\ and Radio Newsmakers, page 70, and Film-Scope, page 45.
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WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR &. CO.



If you're a TV advertiser, the difference between having yo I

eyes closed and your eyes open is the difference between a sho>

sighted and a far-sighted view of network TV.

Take the two ways that multi-vision,* the new media concert

of the NTA Film Network, can work for its television sponsors..

Copyright 1958, NTA Film Network, Inc.



PLAN I: For the sponsor interested in identification and PLAN II: For the sponsor whose chief aim is all-out

penetration. It offers sponsorship of any one of three

great new half-hour series from 20th Century-Fox and
Desilu Studios with sole sponsor identification. Plus spon-

sorship of "Premiere Performance" and of "TV Hour of

Stars." A total of 7 commercial minutes . . . plus 10

billboards every week . . . which should deliver more than
14,000,000 TV homes per week.

penetration and saturation. It offers one commercial
minute in every one of NTA's great new half-hour

programs . . . plus full participation in "Premiere
Performance" and "TV Hour of Stars." A total of

10 commercial minutes every week . . . which
should deliver more than 27,000,000 TV homes
per week.

|f your eyes ( and mind ) are open . . . get in touch with us today to see the visible benefits

If the most exciting and significant development in network television in this decade!

NTAFILM NETWORK
Coliseum Tower, 10 Columbus Circle New York 19 • JUdson 2-7S00



BUY 'EM BIG . . . for best sales re-

suits. Buy KONO—the top Hooper-

rated station in San Antonio—with top

Pulse points where they count most

—

where sets-in-use is among the highest

in the nation—where KONO's music-

and-news gets more sales per dollar

for America's top advertisers.

H-RSee your || " II representative

or Clarke Brown man

860 kc 5000 wottsKONO
san antonio ..' Radio

Timebuyers
at work

;
business transactions

Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, says that "when

you think it over, it's a little bit amazing how vigorously the broad-

cast industry keeps growing ever) \ear. and how much of the growth

hinges on the constantly improving selling job of the reps. Every

)ear or two, with their help, timebuyers have some contact with the

majority of the country's radio

and tv stations. The many mutual

business successes that started with

these contacts indicate a pretty

handy, efficient system of agency-

station communication. And so

much of our business volume re-

lies on the real ability of our rep

friends to supply a constant flow

of up-to-the-minute data on sta-

tions and markets. It's good to

have these men on our side. And
just as hard to see who else could

do the broad selling job they do in conclud

quickly and efficiently. The) are an integral part of the broadcast

business, and rep and agency are interdependent. I think it's time we

gave a real pat on the back and a good-luck shamrock to our repre-

sentative friends—sure and they're foine lads, indade!"

Ruth S. Leach, Gordon Best Co.. Inc.. Chicago, points to the ma

factors which go into the buying of a schedule. "Ratings are one I

indication," Ruth says. "But this is only one measure of spot value.

Equally important are audience composition, frequency of exposure,

surrounding material, station integrity, and local acceptance of sta-

tions. Good judgment in evaluat-

ing these measures can be prac-

ticed only after much experience

and everyda) application. The

reps, of course, are of tremendous

help, since the\ provide much of
|

the pertinent data." Ruth feels

that the buyer should always keep

in mind that his chief objective is

to sell the advertiser's product—
j

and that there are just as many

variations in campaigns as there!

are in direct selling. There is no

set formula, she says. Each campaign should have its individual

Strategy. "But media cannot stand b\ itself." Ruth adds. "Good

exposure will not sell the product if the cop) isn't effective; colt

versely, good cop) will be lost if the exposure is weak. The two

must complement each other to achieve effective results."
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RIGHT COMBINATION
There's a lot of money piled up in the Pacific Northwest market.

Here's the combination that opens it to you: just twist

the dial to 8— 5— 2.

We'll spell it out for you. Turn west to KREM-TV,
Spokane, west again to KING -TV, Seattle, and south a bit

to KGW-TV, Portland.

For the combination that clicks, you can count on the

Crown Stations. Turn to KING -TV, KGW-TV and KREM-TV-
most Northwest viewers do.

HE CR©WNj STATIONS
OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST



• \ssiijiinuiil: Junkie's Alley,"

, of the series of powerful documentary-styled

amas presented by Armstrong Circle Theatre.



HOW
ARMSTRONG

COVERS
AMERICA . •

Armstrong Cork will start its 31st year in network broadcasting and

its ninth in television by concentrating its entire television advertising

effort on the CBS Television Network where it has just renewed its

notable series of hour-long actuality dramas.

Armstrong Cork's leadership in its field is grounded in a firm conviction

about the sales effectiveness of television. This conviction is reflected

not only in the character of its programming, but in the expressed

attitude of the Company itself

:

"People who purchase Armstrong products do so at long intervals, which

is why we are primarily concerned with the impact of the program itself

as well as its commercials. This means putting quality ahead of quantity

—program character and audience composition ahead of audience size-

since Armstrong is sure to reach everybody over a span of years. A good

program can contribute to the impact that its commercials have on the

audience, and thus become allied in the viewer's mind with the sponsor's

product. We find the CBS Television Network a particularly effective

frame for delivering this impact."

It seems clear that the CBS Television Network is delivering the same

kind of impact for other advertisers as well— including General Foods,

Westinghouse, U. S. Steel and Prudential.

Like Armstrong, they have announced their renewals on the network

that for 68 consecutive Nielsen Reports has been delivering the largest

nationwide audiences in advertising. CBS TELEVI S ION N ETWOR

K



MORE THAN
100%

Greater Listening Audience

WILS

by Joe Csida

WILS

l-.M AM 12:00 No„„

58L3

12 oo n,;,m, r, oo P m

605
Sta. B 25.6 21.2

Sta. C 7.7 9.8

Sta. D 3.7 3.2

C. E. Hooper, March-April

5000
LIVELY WATTS

MORE LISTENERS

THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS

HEARD IN LANSING COMBINED

LANSING

CONTACT

VENARD

RINTOUL &

McCONNELL, INC.

WILS

Sponsor
|
backstage

Tv's recurrent ectoplasm —-pay tv

Verj few commercial telecasters did joyous

nip-ups when Henr) Grilling, president of Video

Independent Theatres, Inc.. announced that he

was folding his Bartlesville. Oklahoma. pay-t\

operation several weeks ago. Most recognized

the experiment for exactly that: An effort to find

out by actual operation, what a certain segment

of the American public would, and would not

pay for in the way of television entertainment.

You may be sure that not only Mr. Griffing, but several dozen

other bright pay-television promoters learned plenty from the ex-

periment. One thing it did not prove was that pay-tv can't happen.

Mr. Griffing. himself, has said that among the lessons of Bartlesville

were these: 111 People prefer to pay for a specific film of their

choice, rather than subscribe a flat sum for a package of films; (2)

People do not seem to be too interested in whether a movie they see

is first-run or a re-run; (3) It is almost impossible to buck free

movies on commercial tv stations with a pay system.

New experiments underway

Two facts illustrate how far from being discouraged in the future

of pay-television Mr. Griffing and his group are: For the past three

months, right in Bartlesville. Video Independent has been running

experiments with pay-tv meters in a numher of homes. Mr. Griffing

reports that the meters, so far, are unsatisfactory, although he does

believe that the answer to successful homes pay-tv lies in a metered

system. And secondly. Video Independent, which already operates

a dozen community antenna television systems (another form of

pay-tv, of course) is in the process of building eight more such

sj stems.

Alert advertisers and their agencies I even as are broadcasters) are !

watching the over-all pav -television picture as they never have before.

There is an increasing feeling that somehow, somewhere in the not I

too distant future, pay-tv is going to pop big, and when, as and if it

does sharp advertisers are going to find ways and means of moving

in. As a matter of fact some advertisers are aware that, even today,
;

they are already getting a small amount of pay-tv circulation, al-

though actuall) they aren't paving for it. This comes about in situa-
j

lions, where via the communit) antenna systems referred to above,

anywhere from several hundred to several thousand additional homes

are delivered to an advertiser in the form of people subscribing to i

communit) antenna systems which deliver them a signal the) other-

wise wouldn't be able to receive.

On the question of metered pay-t\ in the home: while Mr. Griffing

indicates that Video Independent is not at all satisfied with the meter

devices with which they've experimented, Louis Novins, president of

International Telemeter Corp., confidentl) states that by the firsl of

nexl year, ITC will have metered pay-tv experiments going in several j

communities. I remember seeing the ITC meter operating at an
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western Nevada)

"BEELINE.—
cUAU>€as *vu>te -fox, -t^e Kuyne^

Fast, accurate news coverage is one
reason Beeline stations deliver a large

and responsive audience in the Billion-

Dollar Valley of the Bees. The five

Beeline stations have their own news
staffs for on-the-spot local news
stories. They work closely with Mc-
Clatchv newspapers and tie into avail-

able network news shows to add depth
to their coverage.

As a group purchase, these radio

stations deliver more radio homes
than any combination of competitive
stations . . . at by far the lowest cost-

per-thousand. (Nielsen & SR&D)

/UcCloiclof IfrKTffy TCramento

GoHtfbOAuf
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative
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Be sure to shoot in COLOR . . . You'll be glad y



XSTMAN KODAK COMPANY

I Sponsor backstage

NAB Convention some four or five years ago, and it seemed to me to

he quite effective even then. Mr. Novins is one of the pay-tv toppers

who has watched and learned from the Bartlesville experiment. In ad-

dition to the already-mentioned lessons it's taught, Mr. Novins believes

it showed that a pay-tv system must deliver entertainment other than

movies, first-run or otherwise. Toward this end ITC is setting up

what will amount to a booking and producing corporation. The

function of this organization will be to line up, and/or produce live

shows to be telecast for pay. It's quite certain that Mr. Novins has

in mind fights and other sporting events, as well as special events

of various kinds.

Speaking of pay-tv programing, the Bartlesville experiment also

showed that so-called minority groups, such as classical music, ballet,

and foreign film buffs were eager supporters of pay-tv. Much more

so, according to the Bartlesville findings, than their proportionate

pop movie fan fellows. In short, Bartlesville obviously was another

important step in the slow, sometimes seemingly confused develop-

ment of pay-television rather than a total business failure. In addi-

tion to the programing facts it revealed to such entrepeneurs as

Messrs. Griffing, Novins and many others. I'm certain it shed clear

light on many problems of merchandising, engineering, source-rela-

tionships (with picture producers, distributors, et al. I.

Maybe they're just not talking

No one seems to know ... or those who may know just aren't

saying . . . how pay-tv will eventually develop. From out here there

seem to be all kinds of enchanting possibilities. Metered television

in the home is one. Closed circuit theater television is another.

There is no conclusive evidence that it may not yet come even via

the people's channels. And there is a strong possibility that it may

one day come via a combination of the first two forms, i.e., a

teaming-up metered-home and closed-circuit theater. Recall the

simple fact that the Robinson-Basilio fight drew 364.876 people into

170-odd theaters at fancy prices ranging from about $3 to $7.50 via

closed circuit television. Then take a look at the community antenna

systems now operating across the land. There are over 600 such

systems, with better than a half million subscribers, according to the

National Community Antenna Association, the industry's trade

group. Unquestionably there are all kinds of problems involved in

pairing this combination of pay-tv outlets. But certainly in this

age of electronic and engineering miracles, none of the problems in

this area are insurmountable. And. to me. it begins to look like

there are enough people involved so that some answers may soon

be found to whatever economic problems exist. At any rate, alert

advertisers are now watching, and will continue to watch develop-

ments. Not to mention alert, and harassed free telecasters. ^

6706 Santo Monica Blv

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you always agree with what Joe Csida says in Sponsor Back-

stage? Joe and the editors of SPONSOR will be happy to receive

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida, c/o

SPONSOR, 40 East 49th Street, New York 17, Netv York.



-C-L-U...
Get it, Smidley . . . EXCLUSIVE!

This KIMA-TV with its satellites is

not just number one in the market

. . . but the ONLY one in the mar-

ket. Ever see such a neat, one-buy,

four-station, three-state package?

A big market— over 500,000. A
ilthy market— nearly a billion

dollars. It's enough to make the

average time-buyer do flip-flops.

Right, Smidley? Right!

Quite a market . . .

Eating and drinking $45,1 26,000

Lumber and

building materials $87,656,000

PACIFIC NORTHWEST MOORE & ASSOCIATES

* 49th an
Madisol

Congratulations

I have just finished reading the edi-

torial page in your 31 May issue and

I doff my hat, too, to WRC and WRC
TV for that most spectacular station

dedication ceremony with the Presi-

t of the United States participating,

but I think we have a first that almost

matches it. In 1922 as Secretary of

Commerce Herbert Hoover issued the

original license to WCAU. In 1933 he

participated in the dedication of the

old WCAU building over the CBS Ra-

dio network, and in 1957 he saluted

us with the following letter on the

occasion of WCAU's 35th Anniversary.

Dear Mr. Pryor:

It is a pleasure to have a part in the 35th

rsary of WCAU in spirit.

As Secretary of Commerce in 1922, it was

my duty to issue the original license to

WCAU. Again in 1933 I had the pleasure

of participating in the dedication of the old

WCAU building.

And now in 1957 I have the pleasure of

saluting WCAU after all these years of its

service and devotion to the American people.

Over these years it has grown in strength as

part of America's great communication sys-

tem of entertainment and thought.

Yours faithfully,

(signed) Herbert Hoover

Robert N. Pryor

vice president, public relations

WCAU, Philadelphia

Tv commercials

While I question the purpose and meth-

od'- used in compiling the material for

"How Agencies Rate Television Corn-

on behalf of the Film Producers Asso-

ciation of New York, whose members

commercials, may I point with pride

to the fact that of the twelve produc-

ers cited eight are FPA members,

based in New York, but filming all

over the country and, yes, even the

world.

The statement by one of your

agencymen surveyed that "New York

account for almost 70% of all tv filr
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producers have essentially devoted

their lives to tv commercials," is worth

reiteration. There is a mutuality of

interest with advertising people that

can be claimed by no other part of the

cials Showcase, attended by 500 top

agency executives, evidenced the de-

sire of producers to share their experi-

country. FPA's June 12th Commer-

ence and their technical developments

with their clients.

In one respect, however, I must dis-

agree with the validity of trying to

mercial Film Producers" (24 May),

rate producers in the first place. It

could be likened to asking clients or

networks to rate advertising agencies.

Besides, it is a precarious ground to

tread in that few systems are foolproof,

and an otherwise justifiable result can

be destroyed by just one "bad apple"

that slips in through a faulty technique

in judging the replies.

Wallace A. Ross

Film Producers

Association of N. Y.

New York

Single rate card

We wholeheartedly agree with WBBF,
Rochester, on having a single rate card

for local and national advertisers

i sponsor May 24th).

We have had a single rate card for

the past year and not only has it solved

our problems on border line cases but

it has been the deciding factor in ac-

quiring several additional national ac-

Bernard Wilson

sales mgr., KAAA
Kingman, Ariz.

In the May 24th issue of SPONSOR
you mention the Yankee Home & Food
Shou and my name.

Since our program reaches 30 sta-

tions in New England over the facili-

ties of the Yankee Network, I think it

important that you know that I am not

a man.

Duncan MacDonald
Yankee Network

Boston

Pnocjoi ^"PULLING"

Juf.

WRAL-TV
radiating effectively from the

RALEIGH-DURHAM

from Greensboro to the Coost, from Virginia

to the South Carolina line— a sales-active

area with more than 2 million population

A brief one-week contest on our Cap'n Five program . . . with a modest

prize of a Lone Ranger and a Tonto plastic figurine . . . requiring a real

labor of love effort (making the most words from the letters in CHANNEL
FIVE) pulled 5000-plus entries* from

253 post offices—in 45 counties

in North Carolina, Virginia and South Carolina

That's just a sample of our area coverage and audience responsiveness.

Test for yourself the buying power—and buying desire—of the WRAL-

Televiewers in this land of pleasant living.

('The winning Miss had 392 words, verified by our best unabridged dictionary)

CHANNEL 5 NBC AND LOCAL COLOR

REMOTE UNIT AND VIDEOTAPE

WRAL-TV
First in every ARB survey of the Raleigh-Durham area

(largest share of audience, sign-on to sign-off)

RALEIGH, N. C. REPRESENTED BY H-R, INC.
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BIGGEST TWO-MAN
DAVE GARROWATS TODAY, 7:00-9:00 am (edt)

MONDAY-FRIDAY

THE JACK PAAR SHOW, 11:30 pm-12:30 am (edt)

MONDAY-FRIDAY

All year long Dave Garroway's Today and The Jack

Paar Show are network television at its effective,

economical best.

And from now to September, NBC's Summer Dividend

Plan adds even greater value to your advertis

dollars. During this period, dividends start with

purchase of as few as six participations and multi
|

rapidly thereafter.

For example, you can buy a twelve week saturat"

schedule—30 one-minute participations running e\ ")

other weekday and alternating between the two slip's

—for $148,000. Actually, you're paying for onlyfeO



ftND IN TOWN!
>a' cipations; 10 are dividends. And here's what you

;e
-

iccorchng to estimates based on established Niel-

enerformances: 55M million home impressions . . .

LO. milhon viewer impressions ... at a remarkable

>1
(

1 cost-per-thousand viewer impressions.

w1

up all the plus values for Today and The Jack

°a' Show—personal salesmanship, flexibility, asso-

-ia )n with two important news-making shows and

personalities—and you've got a package that's right in

tune with the times.

Your NBC Sales Representative would like to show

you success stories which prove how these programs

have produced results for advertisers in all fields.

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK



To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd

ranking markets.

NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —

YOU NEED TWO LURES
in Indiana!

In this area of many lakes, plus countless "ol' fishing

holes," alert advertisers cover two major markets

—

South Bend - Elkhart and Fort Wayne—with one com-

bination buy which saves 10% ! The coverage they get

is from within—strong in its local loyalties—no longer

influenced by that early-day "snow" from cities so far

away. Take a close look at this rich interurbia: Over

1.6 million population— $2.8 billion Effective Buying

Income. Yours, with just one buy

!

call your H™R iftff
man now!

ray © n w
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WHAT THEY'RE SAYING ABOUT THE TRIPLE SPOT

• The furor is much bigger even than is indi-

cated in the press. Rates will have to be raised

when the station owners want a certain revenue
annually.

Midwest Station Manager

• There's a far greater sin being committed
in participating programs. I don't see any rate-

raising; instead I see less rate-cutting.

—West Coast Broadcaster

• Most stations will not raise rates. They'll

just move the spots to other time periods.

—St. Louis Station Executive

• The triple-spotting problem is compounded
by agencies and advertisers who piggyback two
products in the same commercial.

N.Y. Station Sales Manager

• Almost all our stations will guarantee no
triple spotting if the agency or advertiser re-

quests it. We aren't going to risk our competi-
tive position for a few bucks.

—Station Rep

• The cost of each tv market is justified only

by the set count. Cutting out triple spotting

thus does not justify a raise in rates.

—Media Director, Major Agency

• Stations will have to raise rates if they stop

triple spotting. Unfortunately, however, there's

no proof that the practice dilutes commercials.

—Station Rep

• Stations in the smaller markets will be hurt

if they raise rates; sponsors will pay for a hike

in the top 20, then chop off the bottom of list.

—Marketing Director, Chicago Agency

Triple Spotting: Grade-A Mess
I he confusion boiling this week

over triple spotting is evident from

the quotes above, collected by SPONSOR

reporters across the nation. But out

of the confusion, one thing is clear:

if advertisers and agencies force an

end to triple spotting, somebody will

have to pay for it—and right now it

looks like the smaller station is going

to be left holding the economic bag.

In the aftermath of ANA's outburst

against triple spotting, station execu-

tives and reps say that stations have

four alternatives if triple spots are

ruled out:

1) Raise rates to make up for the

lost revenue.

2) Suffer a loss of revenue in

exchange for future prestige.

3

)

Compensate for the loss by

offering fewer package deals, bargains

and extra services.

4) Shift spots of complaining

sponsors to other time slots.

Of these alternatives, the rate in-

crease seems most likely, at least in

the bigger markets. Says John B.

Soell, general manager of WISN, Mil-

waukee :

"If the practice of triple spotting is

discontinued, there will have to be a

25% rate increase. Otherwise stations

will have to reduce promotional efforts

and merchandising assistance . . . and

stations will have to forego the extras

that make stations great and help sell.

"The very people responsible foi

creating the triple-spot monster," con

tinues Soell, "are agency media peo

pie: those who are screaming the loud-

est now. All they were interested in

was ratings and exposures. Now that

they're pulling out of these very same

markets, it can't help but break a lot

of stations. Most agency media direc-

tors never sat down calmly and ex-

amined station problems. They just

sit back counting numbers and buying

triple spots."

A nation-wide rep. based in Chi

cago, echoes this. "If agencies pU
a clause in contracts banning the prac-

tice, stations will raise rates. Adver-

tisers will have to pay more for ex-

clusivity. This does not apply, of

course, to less salable positions. Rate

increases would not be enacted by sta-

tions whose locations are not presently

sold, except in some marginal price

times. . .
."
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"Man) variables exist : competitive

situation locally, number of station- in

a market, how much national business.

Ml these factors would determine 1k>u

much a station would ' or could i in-

. rease it- rates in the evenl of a triple

spotting ban."

Wain- this rep: "The industry had

Letter do something about the problem

East, before some Senator starts look-

ing into the matter on the grounds that

large advertisers want to dominate

prime time."

\ New York station sales manager

claim- that "The Furor is being kicked

up bj a few agencies and advertisers,

not the majority. Hut if enough of

them get together and succeed in kill-

ing the triple spot, stations will he

forced to boost their rates to absorb

the l0SS."

One nation-wide rep believes that

rate increases are inevitable, but in-

sists that the change itself and finan-

cial measures to offset it should come

from NAB. He feels NAB should tell

\\ \ that '"If you expect broadcasters

to lose re\enue in the face of spiraling

costs, you're going to have to face the

fact that it will cost more mone\ to

assure a stronger, less diluted, more

potent atmosphere for your commer-

cial."

The second alternative stations can

choose if they're forced to end triple

spotting i- to absorb the financial loss.

Lou Simon, general manager of KPIX.

San Francisco, reports that since his

station started on 1 January, 1
*^-">7 to

limit spots to one 20 and one 10 be-

tween shows. KPIX has lost "a cool

half million dollars in hilling. It was

a 1 1. ugh decision to make." says

Simon, "hut one we have no regrets

aboul making it.""

KPIX's revenue loss can be calcu-

lated statistically on the number of

locations between 7:30 and 10 p.m.

\i 1400 each, the loss of five 20's a

night means $2,000 given up. Multiply

than all this, says Simon, is "assurance

Simon add-, and it means a

whopping loss.

But Simon believes that l>\ ending

triple spotting, KIM\ now enjoys "an

increase in statioi in stige, confidence

of advertisers, impi i ment In station

'look.' acceptance 1>\ our community

Bay \i'-.i
I and better relations with

mil network i(.l! s -." More important

than all this, Bays Simon, is "assurance

to the advertiser that bis location will

not be jeopardized."

One national rep based in in New

^ <>ik points out that he has long ad-

vised his stations to stand firm against

triple spotting. "It will cost them

money at first."' be explains, "but in

the long run they'll benefit by the

prestige and will stand out over their

i ompetitors."

The third choice stations will have

if they can't triple spot—and don't

want to jack up rates or take a big

loss—is to cut down on package deals,

special bargains and supplementary

services like merchandising and pro-

motion, all of which tend to reduce

profits.

One West Coast station manager in-

sists that stations will cut back on

package deals before they'll raise rates.

Packages, he maintains, are nothing

more than rate-cutting devices, and

without triple spotting to keep revenue

up, rate-cutting devices will have to go.

A Chicago rep insists that adver-

tisers and agencies actually forced sta-

tions into triple spotting by demanding

packages and deals. If advertisers and

agencies don't want the triple spot, he

insists, they'll have to give up the pack-

ages too—or drive stations out of busi-

ness.

A New York station executive puts

it this way: "You can't squeeze blood

from a stone. If the advertiser ex-

pects merchandising help, he can't turn

around and insist that the station give

up the revenue that makes the mer-

chandising possible."

The fourth possibility is to triple

spot those advertisers who don't com-

plain, and switch those who do to other

locations. One station sales manager

offered to cooperate with any adver-

tiser or agency who doesn't want to be

triple spotted
—"But he'll have to take

less of a choice time."' It's only a

few advertisers making the beef, he

claims, "and they'll get what they

want. But not when they want it."

A West Coast rep suggests to his

stations this alternative:

"Suppose a number of your agencies

get on a no-triple-spotting bandwagon.

Guarantee them locations where there

are only a 20 and a 10, and continue

to offer your highest-rated locations to

agencies who will take triple spots.

Another rep points out that this isn't

as absurd as it might sound. "The

large; agencies.'' he explains, "have to

scramble as hard—if not harder—for

prime locations for their clients than

-mallei agencies. Why? Because blue

i Continued on page 66 I

An advertise

By Emanuel Goren
Gen'l. Mgr., Lehn & Fink Division

A%11 advertising media must face the

problem of balance. That is, they must

find the proper proportion between

editorial or entertainment matter on

the one hand, and advertising space or

time on the other that will include the

most advertising without loss of reader

An agencym

By Lee Rich
Media Director, Benton & Bowles

or years advertisers and agencies

have been deluged with presentations

by network and local stations attesting

to the effectiveness of television as an

advertising medium. The very growth

of television in the past five years is

certainly ample evidence of the faith



>eaks out against triple spotting

or viewer interest. But where print

media may add pages to maintain

editorial quality while increasing paid

space, the time media are unable to

increase by even 10 seconds a 24-hour

day; nor can they stretch three hours

of prime time.

As a result, many stations find them-

selves stuffing as many spots into their

telecasting hours as possible, in an

attempt to capitalize on the entertain-

ment value of their media. Triple

-potting, the practice of jamming three

-pot announcements into a station

break, is the most recent and damag-

ing manifestation of this problem. As
purchasers of tv time for the proprie-

tary drugs and toiletries (primarily

Lysol, Hinds, Etiquet) in our Lehn &

Fink Division, we are strongly opposed

to this practice.

This form of jammed advertising,

rather than merely taking advantage

of the existing entertainment or educa-

tional value of a station's television

time, actually debases its value and the

value of the advertising, as well. A

station's daily programing is more

than the appeal of its best shows. To
keep viewers tuned, a station must

develop a continuity, a unity, a person-

ality, if you will, that must often com-

pete with other channels and other

means of entertainment. Triple spotting.

like any over-saturation of commer-
cial time, can only act as a vitiating

force in the molding of a positive,

appealing station personality. On an

industry-wide basis, the negative results

are multiplied to such an extent as to

lower the value of television as an

instrument of mass communication,

and as a medium of advertising.

But these long-range results are not

the only argument against triple spot-

ting. There are more direct effects.

We think we are not alone in our

feeling that the third spot in a series

of three around a station break is not

nearly so effective in its sales message

as the first spot; but there is no rate

adjustment to compensate for this

difference. Actually, a third-place spot

of this type during class "A" time may

be playing to fewer viewers than a

single-spot break during "B" hours.

Beyond this, positioning of the third

spot can do the advertised product

more harm than good. Think of your

own attitude toward the last in a

series of three commercials; it stands

to reason that the association of

disgust with a third commercial and
the product advertised can be harmful

to its consumer acceptance. It is also

quite certain that the "extra" commer-
cial also reduces considerably the value

of those that precede it.

Recent abuses of the practice, such

as running competitive spots back-to-

back, offer another argument against

triple spotting. Briefly, then, this is

a method that may bring immediate

short-range benefits to its practitioners

in the way of increased revenue, but,

like many fast-dollar operations, could

spell long-range harm to television and

its advertisers. Therefore, we heartily

endorse the recent ANA proposal for

a change in the NAB code which would

specifically eliminate this practice ^

eaks out against triple spotting
national and local advertisers have in

the effectiveness of this particular

medium. The mass numerical advan-

tages of television combined with its

magnificent opportunities for commer-
cial presentation has been, certainly,

the prime reason many large national

advertisers have placed the bulk of

their advertising expenditure in this

medium. Lately, however, the growing
spectre of triple spotting has aroused

protests in the agency business.

This form of multiple spot announce-

ment selling—opposed by most adver-

tisers, their agencies, the networks and
a sizable number of television stations

—has raised questions as to its effect

upon commercial impact.

"Over-commercialization" is only

one reason for advertising's concern

<»ver triple spotting. Certainly, three

different advertising messages between
the end of one program and the begin-

ning of another cause one to wonder
i
about the effect of each individual mes-

sage upon a consumer. However, when
we consider, also, the closing commer-

cial and billboard of the preceding

program plus the opening billboard

and commercial of the following pro-

gram, there are six or seven advertis-

ing messages within a span of four or

five minutes. It is this combination

that should make any spot advertiser

worry about the sales effectiveness of

his particular message and be wary

about investing a large amount of

money in this manner. There is no

doubt that a network advertiser who
sponsors a highly rated program at an

annual expense of several million dol-

lars certainly loses commercial impact

if his program adjacencies are triple

spotted around the country.

It is in the sphere of network pro-

graming adjacencies that the effect of

triple spotting is most detrimental. A
network advertiser contracts for a pro-

gram for a specific time period. In the

case of a half-hour nighttime program,

this is approximately 29 minutes and

30 seconds. In dealing with a network

an advertiser expects, and has reason

to do so, that all affiliates are in com-

plete harmony with the terms of sale.

A station that triple spots between

network programing only weakens the

effectiveness of the network commer-

cials as well as the spots sold locally.

Moreover, a station that triple spots in

this manner appropriates some of the

time bought and paid for by a network

advertiser. The portion of the program
generally cut off for the extra spot is

usually the program credits and/or
network promotions. The former is

often times part of the program agree-

ment and is required, contractually, by
the various television unions. Program
promotions are a part of the network

service for any advertiser. Though the

local stations say that they "can" plug

shows in better ways, they obviously

cannot do this with the same degree

of certainty and control that the net-

works can provide. The fact remains

that the advertisers as well as the net-

work consider these network promo-

tions to be an important contribution

toward achievement of maximum re-

turn on their sizable investment. ^^

14 june 1958



libers of Chicago's Spot Development Council discuss their new rate plan with Kenyon & Eckhardt: (1. to r. ) Art Curtis, Petei

Edward; Harry Smart. Blair-TV; Ed Podolinsky, Weed & Co.; F. H. Hoell, Jr., K&E acct. exec; Harry Sager, K&E media direct

Tv reps urge new spot rates

^ Chicago reps unite to encourage rate reductions

for television sponsors who buy multiple spot half hours

* First pitch was to Leo Burnett for Kellogg, other net

tv advertisers targeted. Stations are willing to cooperate

CHICAGO, ILL.

f\ eager group of Chicago reps has

launched an active campaign in this

w indj citj which il it'- copied in oth-

er rep areas tn; swing a Hock of ad-

h to spot. The
attrai i ioi

The group called the Spol I develop-

ment Council began two weeks ago to

promote spol among I hit ago

and advertisers. It- rirsl pitch was to

Leo Burnett, in an efforl to persuade

Kellogg, a Burnett client, to switch

hum network to -|><>t.

The council is composed of members
I nun six major station rep firms in

Chicago. Headed by Harry Smart of

Blair TV, the group includes Art

Stringer of Blair TV Associates, Bill

Condon of The Katz Agency. Art Cur-

ti- of Peters, Griffin. Woodward, Ed
Podolinsky of Weed & Company, and

\1 Parenty of Adam Young. Inc.

Although reps have always pitched

the merits of spot program placement

to Chicago agency media directors, it

became apparent early this spring that

competing with the networks would be-

come impossible unless additional rate

incentives could be offered.

The reps took up the problem with

the Chicago chapter of Station Repre-

sentatives Associations. At a closed

meeting in May. the Spot Development

Council was formed, and the rep group

decided to look into possible rate in-

centives on stations across the U.S.

Although stations have been offering

incentives to spot anouncement adver-

tisers for years—such as six, 12 or 24-

time frequency discount plans — sta-

t ions have never offered rate reduc-

tions to encourage buying of half-hour

syndicated shows on a multiple basis.

To make it easier for the stations to

compete with the network, the Council

suggests that stations offer advertisers

who come in with their own film show
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a special rate plan. This plan would

be tantamount to a program contribu-

tion.

Before approaching any agencies or

advertisers with the plan, the Council

surveyed 200 individual stations for

their reaction. The survey showed:

• 30% of the stations surveyed

would be willing to establish new rates

based on program contribution, simi-

lar to the program contributions prac-

ticed on occasions by the networks.

• Stations generally are willing to

offer 20% off earned rates when an

advertiser supplying his own shows
buys three half-hours, 25% for four

half-hours and 30% for five half-

hours.

The first target for the Chicago rep

group was Leo Burnett and Kellogg.

Kellogg now buys five half-hour shows
across the board on ABC, and the rep
council made its presentation to Burn-
ett media executives to try to lure
awav this business.

Although at sponsor's presstime no
concrete recommendations have been
made by Burnett to Kellogg, it is

known that the Burnett agency has re-

appraised its policy of program place-
ment.

Council Chairman Smart, midwest-
ern sales manager of Blair TV, empha-
sizes that the new rep group is in no
way conducting an anti-network cam-
paign. "The three major networks are
indispensable to the industry," he told
sponsor, "yet so are healthy, prosper-
ous affiliates indispensable to the net-
works. Stations cannot be healthy with-
out a certain amount of their own pro-
gram business."

"Although the industry has an ex-
cellent sales agent in TvB," continued
Smart, "until the formation of our
council we've had no concentrated, co-
operative effort for the promotion of
spot television in this city. Most of the
reps make fine presentations on spot
placement, but when it comes right
down to getting the big orders, it takes
a thoroughly combined effort on the
part of five or six rep companies to
deliver enough stations to make any

;

proposal nationally representative."

Whatever the outcome of the Burnett-

,

Kellogg pitch, the Spot Development
Council plans to continue its efforts,

concentrating mainly in the Midwest

j

The group prepares a tailor-made pres-
entation for each prospect, and plans
in the near future to approach such
network accounts as Mars, Kraft Foods,

Pillsbury Mills and Swift & Company.

If a lethargic attitude toward spot

tv problems has existed in the past, the

Chicago rep group has stimulated

awareness of these problems—in Chi-

cago at least. Among these problems:

1 i Was Dick Moore of KTTV right

when he originally proposed an or-

ganization similar to TvB that would

sell the television industry from a sta-

tion viewpoint, unencumbered by net-

work domination?

2 1 The main reason advertisers

with their own shows stick to the nets

is because of the networks' attractive

rate structure. At the present time,

multiple spot program placement is

simply too expensive.
'

3) Stations are beginning to recog-

nize the fact that to program adver-

tisers, the 260-time rate is not enough

of an inducement in itself. Too, many
stations do not even have 260-time

rate at the present time.

4) Because of the current activity

of the Chicago Spot Development

Council, the whole rate problem has

been brought more clearly into focus.

Many stations will now begin a reeval-

uation of their own rate structures as

they apply to program advertisers.

Smart points out that the rep group's

proposal has advantages for others be-

sides advertisers and stations. Syndi-

cated film companies, he explains, are

enthusiastic about the Council's efforts

because such a plan would give them

greater opportunity to sell half-hour

shows on a national basis.

One indirect effect of the Council's

efforts may be the revival of Chicago
as a center of spot recruitment. It was
in Chicago that station reps competed
for such shows as Superman and Wild
Bill Hickok (Kellogg), Andys Gang

( Brown Shoe
) , Buffalo Bill, Jr. I Mars I

,

Soldiers of Fortune (7-Up), Captain
Midnight (The Wander Company),
Sheriff of Cochise (Socony) and Dr.

Hudson's Secret Journal (Wilson &
Company)

.

The emergence of ABC in 1957 as a

strong third tv network made possible

more desirable network availabilities

which were then at a premium. As a

result, other networks feeling the com-
petition from ABC began offering bet-

ter deals. One by one, spot clients buy-
ing through Chicago began jumping
into network openings, weakening Chi-

cago as a spot recruitment center.

At any rate, the Chicago Spot

Development Council will begin to

make its presentations soon to other

television advertisers—but not. certain-

ly, without a competitive comeback

from the networks. ^

Here's what the Chicago rep group advocates:

• A proper balance between spot and network

• Concentrated promotion among Chicago agencies of spot's ad-

vantages

• More buying of half-hour syndicated shows on a multiple basis

• Special discounts on the basis of "program contribution" to

market-bv-market advertisers who bring in their own shows

Here's how the stations feel:

• Of 200 stations surveyed by the Chicago rep group, 80% favor
new rates based on "program contribution"

Here's what stations would offer when an advertiser

supplies the show:

• 20% off earned rates for three half-hour shows

• 25% off earned rates for four half-hour shows

• 30% off earned rates for five half-hour shows
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AN ADMAN BLASTS TV'S "DOCTORS"

This issue, SPONSOR launches the first in

a regular series of columns railed Commer-
cial Commentary, written by veteran agen-

cyman John E. McMillin (left).

Commercial Commentary ivill fulfill a

great need in the tv/ radio industry today:

there are feu; if any, competent profes-

sional critics of tv/radio commercials. In

his column, McMillin will review current

commercials and. from his lengthy experi-

ence, criticize them constructively.

McMillin, a veteran of 20 years in the

agency field, has held top creative jobs at

Blackman, Compton. Maxon and Cecil &
Presbry. His first column belotc deals with

today's pitchmen in white.

WW hat do doctors recommend,"

thunders the Voice of Anacin. "for

headache pains, neuritis, neuralgia
?"

Instantb upon your tv screen ap-

pears an owlish, white-coated young

man who answers with commendable

solemnness, "For mj patients. I rec-

ommend the ingredients in Anacin."

Vnacin, you learn, will give ><>u

'fast. FAST, FAST relief from all

those pulsing wires, thumping ham-

mers, and leaping spark-.

And do you remember it? Of course

you do.

Perhaps the best known of all "doc-

tor" commercials on tv, the Anacin

announcements are nevertheless only

isolated examples of the growing tend-

ency of tv advertisers to play (and

let'- face it i a si) game of footsie with

the whole subject of medical endorse-

ment-.

Apparently, according to recent

newspaper reports, a lot of doctors are

getting prett) darn sore about the

i In. I.- thing. \inl ma) !>• we in the

business ought to take a hard, ci itical

l""k at what < . been allowing on

tin- air.

I he big diffi ren< • bel ween modern
t\ treatments •! medi il natei ial and

the objectionable claims, which in the

old days got the tobacco and soap in-

dustries into serious trouble with the

Federal Trade Commission, is mainly

one of caginess.

Today s tv advertisers watch their

language. They don't make medical

statements they can't defend. But they

do drag in the mention of doctors in

some might) hazy, fuzz\. and oblique

ways.

Anacin. for example, doesn't claim

for a minute that doctors recommend

it. Not at all. Anacin merely announces

I with awesome loudness I that doctors

recommend its "ingredients"'—a fine

distinction that probably delights the

agency copywriter who thought of it.

I At least it would have delighted me in

the da\s when 1 was trving to outwit

the FTC.)

But what about its effect on the pub-

lic? What do they think it means?

Or take the growing fad in tv cop)

for suggesting that you "ask your doc-

tor first.'* Watching the $64,000 Ques-

tion and To Tell the Truth. I am frank-

l\ awed b) the piousness of Geritol.

Geritol, it seems, want- me to trot right

out and ask my doctor if I have iron

deficienc) anemia. If he says I have

i hut presumabl) onl) if he says so) it

will he all right for me to gulp quanti-

ties of Geritol for m\ tired blood.

But does Geritol reall\ think I will

do this? Or do they secreth hope

that I will l>c so staggered In their

honesty in mentioning doctors, that I

will blithely assume that doctors en-

dorse it?

I can't say. I bet you can't either.

The other night, Revlon's might) re-

search laboratories (which, judging by

the way Revlon talks about them, must

be only slightly smaller than GE's) an-

nounced a new reducing product called

Thin-Down. And Revlon, following a

trend that is becoming a cliche in tv

commercials, sweetly suggested that

you "talk to your doctor" about your

overweight problems, before using

Thin-Down.

Was this a deliberate attempt to

imply a medical endorsement for Rev-

lon's new product?

Frankly, I don't think it was. But I

do know that many, perhaps hypersen-

sitive members of the medical profes-

sion would regard it in this light. \nd

I also know that their opposition can

become politically dangerous.

The fact is, tv copy has become

slopp) and careless in its treatment of

the doctor theme, and in certain pic-

torial representations of doctors, and

doctors' offices.

If t\ advertisers don't begin to police

themselves in this matter, the) ma)

easil) find the policing done for them.

And that. I am certain, is something

i /'lease turn to page 67 I
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SPONSOR EXCLUSIVE

The agency's role in tv show publicity

^ As fall network tv buying progresses, clients ask, How

much show publicity ami where should they buy it

^ Agency show pr is mushrooming in top air media

agencies, but does it boost ratings? Admen prove it does

By Evelyn I onrad

I oday agency public relations is the

same hub of controversy among top

management executives that marketing

services were a year or two ago.

Reasons for the spiraling concern

are numerous:

• Clients want public relations serv-

ices. Show publicity, for one, has be-

come an integral part of a successful

tv campaign and clients are willing to

pay for it. Someone has to do the job

and today more and more of the big

agencies are staffed to supplement the

networks' basic effort for individual

agency clients.

• Client pressure for collateral serv-

ices in return for commissions stimu-

lated the growth of agency pr. Now
that it has achieved stature, however,

agency pr help is rarely, if ever, tossed

in for free. And as pr departments

mushroomed, more of them have been

showing a profit for the agency.

• This year's white-hot competition

for new clients and additional billings

made agency management more con-

scious of "the corporate image." Hav-

ing good services is no longer enough,

unless potential clients know it. This

concern about the impressions created

by individual agencies and the adver-

tising industry as a whole came to the

foreground at the recent 4A's conven-
tion.

"Public relations was a key topic in

closed sessions," the president of one
of the top 20 air media agencies told

sponsor. It was also a major subject

for informal golf links talks at a time

when the recession put salesmanship

up for reexamination.

For this first article in a series to

define and evaluate agency public rela-

tions and show promotion, sponsor
surveyed top management executives of

the 50 largest air media agencies; 175

tv editors and advertising columnists

of newspapers throughout the country;

network public relations executives; in-

dependent pr firms; agency pr execu-

tives themselves.

These are the questions sponsor's

surveys and depth-interviews answered:

Can show publicity affect tv rat-

ings? Definitely, but this point has

often been tough to prove. Specials

are, of course, virtually entirely de-

pendent on show promotion and pub-

licity for their original tune-ins.

"You can somewhat judge the ef-

fectiveness of the show publicity by

comparing ratings for the first half-

hour with the second and third," says

Mark Lawrence, MacManus. John &

Adams' tv v. p. "But the original tune-

ins probably do reflect the promotion

as much as the choice of material for

the specials."

Probably the best test of effective

show promotion would be an isolated

half-hour nighttime show that's part of

a regular weekly series. This is pre-

cisely the base for evaluating pr which

Y&R has used in a series of tests over

the past two or three years. In each

of several half-hour shows Y&R chose

as its test-cases, the agency picked

specific scripts for an extra publicity

push instead of relying on the regular

pr effort expended on the other shows

of the series.

The results: A year-and-a-half ago,

Y&R tagged one show in the Hitchcock

Presents series on CBS TV for special

promotion held its "Ghoul Party" in

a New York haunted house. The Sun-

day following a well-publicized party

for some 300 or more members of the

tv press, the program had 5.001 i.iHiii

additional viewers over the previous

week. Since there was no change in

the programing opposite Hitchcock

that week, publicity presumably was
the cause for at least a big chunk of

additional tune-ins.

How effective is agency show
publicity? When it's good, it's very,

very good, according to the severest

judges—the tv editors and the network

public relations people. But seldom is

it identifiable by agency.

The majority of newspaper editors

who answered sponsor's questionnaire

pointed out that they're not aware of

agency pr efforts as such. Typical of

the replies is that of New York Post's

Jo Coppola, who wrote: "I do not

know anything about agencies. I have
always dealt with the network publicity

people."

In a sense, this reaction is the by-

product of agency pr work. Network
publicity people tend to have more
daily contact with the press since they

do a continuous job on all tv program-
ing, while agencies work on specific-

shows. Outside pr firms, on the other

hand, frequently stress personal con-

tacts since that is a major selling point

with clients.

Agency publicity executives are in

a slightly different position on that

score. Still considered step-children by
much of agency management because
of traditional prejudices, they work in

greater anonymity. The more pedes-

trian daily show publicity releases re-

veal this. When such a release comes
from an outside pr firm, it is clearly la-

beled and trade-marked with the name
of the independent pr firm. When it

AGENCY PUBLIC RELATIONS
first of a new SPONSOR series

Today agency management atten-
tion is riveted on agency public
relations. For this series of articles

evaluating this growing agency
service, SPONSOR surveyed agen-
cy management; editors through-
out the country; network pr exec-
utives; independent pr experts to

determine (1) the effectiveness of
agency tv show publicity; (2) cli-

ent reaction to agency pr; (3) im-
pact of agency pr now and tomor-
row. Look for the next article

in a forthcoming issue.
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SPONSOR STATUS REPORT ON AGENCY PR DEPARTMENTS

SPONSOR Burveyed the top 50 air media agencies to determine the

scope and status of their public relations efforts. Some 50% of the

agencies surveyed answered SPONSOR'S questionnaire to the agency
presidents. Here are the results, polled from the respondents and
keyed to the 10 questions asked in this public relations survey:

/. Hon man) people d„ you empla
(Please Specify whether they are

,
mil

but the range is from i

l>r subsidiary, CCI. (<

mewhal fewer, seeretari

rial.)

140 i

2. Horn, ma
(Product

lv. half of 111.- pr staff is

clerical. For full pr serv.

tn of 10 to IS executives.

public relations people work in these areas?

orate agency pr ; show promotion ; corporate

troduet and show pub-

on corporate client pr.

n-hoiirs, hut does get

n i><[he bulk ..( agencj pr m
lidty. Onlj top-salaried pr e

Agencj corporate pr is still

top-level attention in most agencies that devote a budget to it.

Do you employ an -outside- public relations firm?

Son.,- ,,f the big agencies headquartered outside of New York do, but in

New \t,rk the trend i« awaj from this. When such arrangements exist,

thev varv all over the map in term> of fees and criteria.

rs ha on had staff public relations people]

Agencies such as KUDO. Y&R, N. W. Aver, to mention just a few, with

sizable pr gtaffs, have had some pr executives on staff for 15 or 20 years.

But on the whole, thi- agenev activity has mushroomed principally during

the last two years, when clients began demanding collateral services.

the growth of pr departt:

It isn't ui

ment thai

and a successful and i

as much as 1000% or

in number of executives

uikirig agency pr depart-

ince 1955.

6. Is the public relations department one that you mention to prospective

clients in new business presentations?

Invariably, YES. Furthermore, successful pr departments are moving up
in the list of agenev attractions to major tv clients. They're part of the

"full marketing services"' concept of the advertising agency of today.

7. Is your public relations department (a) earning money; (b) breaking

even ; (c) costing the agency money?

Over FVf of the respondents to SPONSOR'S pr questionnaire reported

pr departments that earn money for the agency. About one-fifth of

tin respondents saj pr is breaking even, while slightly over one-third

saj their pr costs the agency money. Agency pr directors themselves

estimate that it lake three years from the time of establishing such a

department before it has a chance to break even.

8. To whom doi't your top public relations executive report?

To tin agencv president or other top-level management executive.

9. Ifo your network tv clients ask for agency show promotion help?

Over 80'; of ilu- agencj respondents say clients do want agency show
publicity help. The 20 r

, who said clients do not want such help were agen-
cies without pr staffing.

I(). How do your clients handle network tv show publicity?

Virtually all network tv client.- with do

etworks. A handful-how publicity help beyond that offered h
are large enough l<> handle the job themselves. Some hire outside

firms. Manv „«,. Bgenci sho« publicity facilities. Hut the hulk
network tv clients <!<> nse some help beyond thai offered hv the nets.

stems from an agency, the name of the

contact is often buried.

Nonetheless, sponsor's poll of news-

paper editors and tv network publicity

executives produced the following

evaluation of agency show publicity:

"K\R ranked tops with virtually all

the respondents to sponsor's written

questionnaire, as well as with a num-
ber of the network publicists inter-

viewed. Major reasons were ill ex-

cellence in providing the daily infor-

mation editors can use as base- fur

stories, such as star pictures, bios.

storylines; (2) cooperation with net-

works and good coordination of re-

leases without duplication: (3 1 orig-

ination of well-thought out promotable
stunts such as the February "bury
Hitchcock" promotion in Florida.

Equally highly rated for reliable

follow -through with material on week-

ly programs and story-provoking ma-
terial on specials were BBDO. JWT
and McCann's CCI division.

Isolated jobs that rated kudos were
\. Y\ . A\er's work on the Telephone

Time. Grant's Lawrence Welk handling,

Campbell-Ewald's Pat Boone work.

What makes for good agency
show publicity? An adequate bud-

get is the answer any professional pub-

licist will give to clients. While it's

hard to strike an average, the range

for rounded show pr on a half hour in

prime time seems to be between Si.000

and sl ,500 a week.

"An acceptable average is S35,0M
for a 39-week cycle of weekly half-

hour shows," the pr director of an

agency billing over $40 million in tv

alone told sponsor. "Clients who want

to pay for it strictly on a man-hours

plus basis are kidding themselves. Ef-

fective publicity needs breathing space,

When you're working on a series \ou

have to start at least four to six weeks

before air-time, and your final reports

are still coming in within a month oi

two after the show goes oil the air."

Where publicity budgets are con-

cerned, tv shows still lag behind all

other forms of mass entertainment.

As one pr man with movie background

pointed out, it cost $350,000 to pro-

duce and $500,000 to publicize Marty.

But budgets aren't the end-all of a

successful job. These are the basics

the professional network and agencj

-how publicists stress:

1. Pre-planning. This is even mimic

important in show publicity, propor-

tionately, than in show production. It
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includes such diversified areas as a

professional estimate of the budget for

the job: long-range work in creating

publicizable ideas; getting mechanicals

such as picture-taking and storyline or

synopsis-writing out of the way before

air-time.

2. Coordination. To do a good job

and get the most mileage out of the

pr budget, the publicist should define

from the start how much the network

will do and what bases he must cover.

He should also be in touch with the

show producer from the start to find

out ill production schedules: (2)

advance scripts; (3) advance casting

information.

3. Follow-through. The front-page

newspaper break is the exception, but

the bread-and-butter requires the

greatest man power and consistent ef-

fort. For instance, newspaper high-

light listings have an enormous, if un-

measured effect on tune-ins, according

to the experts. Getting such listings in

key cities not only isn't a glamour job.

but it's costly in man-hours spent writ-

ing synopses, following up with edi-

tors, and handling mechanics of week-

ly mailings.

How are agency pr departments
staffed? With little correlation to

agencv billing. Among the biggest are

McCann's wholly-owned subsidiary,

CCI. with 140 employees (82 of them

in New York) ; Y&R with 112: BBDO
with 45. to mention just a few of the

giant air media agencies.

In the $20 million to $70 million

category of agencies, the range is even

greater, varying from 60 employees to

none at all. Nor is there any correla-

tion between the size of the pr staff

and its profitability to the agencv.

However, it is interesting to note

that even the largest agency pr depart-

ment- split their staffs principally be-

tween two potentially profitmaking

functions (1) product publicity and

(2.1 show publicity, while doing a pro-

portionately small job on corporate

publicity for the agency itself.

It's the latter function of agency

corporate pr that's been getting the

greatest attention from agency manage-
ment during the recent months. At the

saine time, it's the very function that's

mo«f handicapped within an agency

because of management conservatism.

Some of the attitude of "let our

services speak for themselves" seems to
1 be a matter of the past in this vear

when Buick's Ed Ragsdale admittedly

\ Please turn to page 69 i

i produce excitement for tv shows, star perso

rence Welk, handled by Grant Advertising, to

Network pr activity, like Jack Paar party for station affiliate-,

jumping-off point for sponsor's own tie-in publicity, whether hai

in> ior station amiiate-. pre-< (alin\

ti publicity, whether handled by outs
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What's new in tv film commercials
\c>* concepts in picture quality

and visual impression are

showing up in the current crop

of tv film commercials.

Some 500 advertising executives

attending a screening and work-

shop session this week—the

Second Annual Showcase of the

Film Producers Association

of New York—saw a total of

10 commercials. The dominant
techniques included emphasis

on picture design, stop motion

and outdoor locations.

On these pages is a SPONSOR
selection of eight of the more
outstanding commercials. In a

harmony move, none of the film

producers were identified at

the screening—and are not

identified here. Black and white

commercials are shown on this

page, color in the column at right. k into the <|iiart«Trd picture
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FROM RADIO /TV JINGLE TO POPULAR SONG

to here* ,

mink "jl^h-

ft

madlyMnew

1

n't ^dressed
her g
egs are ^ too! *»«*«*

Still photos were used imaginatively in this

Chemstrand commercial (via Doyle Dane
Bernbach). Each frame, in color, appeared

in rhythm with the accompanying music

V"HHBMHH^ "" S" \

I % ?
...

jpv **"*'

v,

Ifri

Stop-motion with three-dimensional figures

was used by Scott Paper Co. (via JWT)
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#% 14-bar singing commercial is cur-

rently making its impact felt in thou-

sands of bars in Pittsburgh, as well as

outlying areas.

The impact goes beyond bars, to

package and grocery stores and

through other retail beer outlets.

The jingle is called "Have A Duke,"

and honors Duquesne beer, a Pitts-

burgh brand. HAD was composed by

the radio/tv department of Vic Mait-

land & Associates, Pittsburgh, agency

for the Duquesne Brewing Co.

It debuted more than two years ago.

Neither time nor familiarity have

dimmed its luster. Quite the contrary.

It becomes, reports KDKA-TV. Pitts-

burgh, and the first station to carry it.

more popular as time passes.

It began inauspiciously. Without fan-

fare, it was first used on a late news

program. It was then made in one

version only, a stock arrangement by

Lennie Martin, of Maitland's staff.

Almost immediately both the station

and the brewery began getting re-

quests for copies of the words and

music. Within weeks there were hun-

dreds of letters.

The brewery then expanded the jin-

gle throughout its entire distribution

area, some 40 radio and tv stations in

36 cities in the states of Pennsylvania.

Ohio. West Virginia. Virginia. Mary-

land and New York.

The tune picked up additional cir-

culation when Elder High School in

Cincinnati requested and received per-

mission to adapt the tune for itself.

With different words, obviously, HAD
is now providing new inspiration for

Elder's athletes to give their all.

The company was delighted of

course to find that listeners found the

tune a pleasing one. But it was ecstat-

ic over the results it produced. In

1956, for instance, when the brewing

industr) was able to muster less than

a .V , gain. Duquesne. spearheaded by

HAD, sold 1.045.767 barrels. This

was a sales gain of 6.25/r over 1955

and further, produced profits more

than double those of 1955.

The staying power of the jingle was

shown the next year, 1957, when sales

increased again, to 1,061.920 barrels,

the highest figure since 1951. Based

on sales so far, the company expects

another outstanding sales record this

year.

Thee npany is budgeting in excess

of $250,000 for advertising this year.

It uses, at one time or another, spots,

regular programs, news shows, film

shows and specials, including pro foot-

ball games on both tv and radio.

"This jingle has proved remarkably

effective for us," notes Vic Maitland.

"It provides quick and immediate

identification. Beyond that we can

adapt it for hard or soft sell, and

either way it keeps on selling."

Vic Maitland, head of Vic Maitland & Asso-

ciates, says jingle gives quick identification

To guard against listener saturation

with the regular jingle, it was waxed
in six versions— Dixieland, polka,

swing, calypso, march time and in-

strumentally only. It held up beauti-

fully—even gained in popularity.

At Christmas time beer advertising

can be a sensitive problem. This was

avoided effectively, by simply playing

the melody on a celeste. "Since prac-

tically everybody hearing the word-

less commercial already knew the

words by heart, it got its message

across appropriately and delightfully,"

Maitland reports.

"Have A Duke" is the second jingle

Duquesne has used. Its predecessor

carried the somewhat less than tender

title "It outsells because it excells."

It was composed by Raymond Scott,

formerly musical conductor of Your

Hit Parade. The jingle was, listeners

report, "fascinating and melodic."

Now more than two years old, how
long will HAD stay active? "As long

as it continues to get sung, whistled,

requested and played more than any

number of its kind, and, more impor-

tantly as long as it continues to set

sales records." Maitland says. ^



Merchant ol

^ This year, SG comes up

with four new show sales

to the television networks

^ Here's the man behind

it : Ralph Cohn, whose only

specialty is non-specializing

By Bill Miksch

irst crack out of the film can,

Screen Gems, the nine-year-old tv sub-

sidiary of Columbia Pictures Corp..

sold four brand new network shows

for next fall. A fifth is in the wind.

"We've been lucky.'" explains SG
j

President Ralph M. Cohn in much the

same way that a baseball manager ex-

plains how his club came to win the

World Series. That Cohn who has seen

his Screen Gems operation increase a

thousand-fold since he began it and

whose personal workday generally runs I

to 12 or more hours should credit I

"luck" for the sale of four new tv

shows is somewhat surprising. But

then he probably recalls ruefully that

exactl) one year ago he was regarded

as ""unlucky" by most of the industry

and trade press inasmuch as Screen

Gems had not sold a single new net

show at that time. I That it had nine

shows for the season was forgotten by

this business that often seems more

preoccupied with novelt\ than sta-

bilit) i.

This \ear. Screen Gems won the

toss, and if it was luck, then it*s the

same brand of luck that has dogged

the whole Columbia Pictures empire

which came through the big depression

of the '30's in a handsomely solvent

state and which, this year, finds itself

with the award-winning property- The

Bridge on the River Kwai.

The new Screen Gems sales for next

season's network are: Naked City on

ABC TV to Quaker Oats (JWT, Chi-

cago) and Brown & Williamson Tobac-

co (Ted Bates) : Donna Reed Shou <>n

ABC TV to Campbell Soup (BBDO
|

Alcoa-Goodyear Theater on NBC TV
to Alcoa (Fuller & Smith & Rossi and

to Goodyear (Y&R). Cohn would not

divulge the fourth sale, and all that
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versity: Screen Gems' Ralph Cohn
sponsor has been able to learn about

it is that it is not a Western. The fact

that none of these new vehicles are

"hitched to horses" is significant of

thinking at SG and among some ad-

vertisers in this era of adult Westerns.

Cohn is not resistant to trends but he

prefers diversity.

The four new shows will join seven

current ones that will continue on the

networks through the 1958-59 season:

Shirley Temple's Storybook, Jefferson

Drum, Father Knows Best, Rin Tin

Tin, Ruff and Reddy, Tales of the

Texas Rangers, and Circus Boy. On
the syndication side, some sort of SG
product—first runs, re-runs or feature

films—will be showing in just about

every U. S. market and in virtually

every country in the world with tv

service.

Screen Gems, the house that Cohn
built, is expected to account for near-

ly $30 million of Columbia Pictures

gross this year.

This is a far cry from the day in

1947 when Ralph Cohn, after 13 years

as a movie producer, returned to his

native New York from Hollywood and
with producer-friend Jules Bricken

(now with MCA-TV's Revue Films I

raised a total of $49,000 to launch

Pioneer Telefilms which eventually

emerged as Screen Gems.

"I had to work five years in tele-

vision," Cohn recalls, "before I got

back to what I'd been making in pic-

tures."

How Cohn got back into the money
and how Screen Gems has prospered to

the point where it is now one of the

largest and most diversified operations

in tv film is a story that has its be-

ginning back in 1920 when a pair of

brothers named Jack and Harry Cohn
along with Joseph Brandt began a mo-
tion picture operation called CBC Film

Sales Co., in 1924 to become Columbia.

CBC. soon to be known to the wags
of filmland as Corned Beef & Cabbage,

was the dynasty into which SG's Ralph
Cohn was born. Ralph is the son of

Jack Cohn, nephew of Harry. His heri-

tage and Screen Gems' goes back to

these roots.

At Columbia, in 1931, the Beef was
gone and only Corned and Cabbage
survived. The survival of the two

Cohns as Columbia Pictures Corp. was

one of the outstanding success stories

of the movie capital, for they steered

the firm through the darkest days of

the depression by dint of two qualities

—an uncanny sense of mass taste in

entertainment and a CPA's view of

budget problems. The firm quickly be-

came noted as a consistent producer of

"program" pictures—which is to say

they relentlessly turned out pot-boilers

customed to box-office taste using such

steady profit-makers as Jack Holt and

Barbara Stanwick.

The Cohns were, from the start, mer-

chants and entrepreneurs and it was
they who—without buying up theater

chains—found the answer to distribu-

tion that had been hog-tied from the

start by "state righters" ( independent

distributors in each state). Columbia

set up its own exchanges across the

country and distributed through them.

Art for art's sake played little part

in Columbia productions, yet they

managed to come up with at least one

"block-buster" a year. One of these

was the all-time classic It Happened
One Night with Gable and Colbert.

The strictly-for-business venture also

turned up one of the greatest creative

talents in the history of motion picture

direction—Frank Capra. Diversity of

commercial product was the Columbia

technique, in the course of which thev

kept turning up artistic achievements

just as Screen Gems, using the same

professional approach in the highly

competitive tv film field, comes up with

widely acclaimed art coups such as

Shirley Temple's Storybook. "If Screen

Gems has one specialty," an adman
told sponsor, "it's non-specialization."

Columbia pictures had one other at-

tribute that has carried down to its

offspring subsidiary: a rousing wel-

come for any technical improvement.

When talkies came along, the Cohn

brothers, unlike many movie studios,

were enthusiastic and among the first

to adopt the innovation for profit.

This is the identical reaction of

Ralph Cohn, of tv film, to videotape.

"There's no point in viewing a techno-

logical improvement with alarm," he

told sponsor. "Here at Screen Gems,

we're interested in tape as a way to

speed up production. And this will

happen as soon as tape becomes as

flexible to use as film. It's even possi-

ble videotape can be improved to the

point where it will be used for feature

films in motion picture theaters."

It is this kind of thinking that led

Ralph Cohn to desert feature film pro-

ducing in Hollywood for a try at the

enfant terrible, tv. And it was the

same thinking that led Columbia Pic-

tures into following him to become the

first major Hollywood studio to stake

a claim in the new medium.

Now 43 years of age, balding, golf-

bronzed Ralph Cohn was born into

show business. His outward manner,

however, doesn't suggest show busi-

ness. His quiet charm and ready wit

are an effective veneer for his inner

toughness and competitive spirit. Ges-

turing with his pipe or fingering his

close-cropped mustache, he resembles

the late Roland Young portraying a

professor of archaeology. But people

who have worked with or for Ralph

Cohn remember him as a man of many
facets. In a span of moments he can

turn from terribly warm to icy cold,

from ruthless to gentle, and, if things

don't go as he feels they should or

fast enough, his soft-spoken voice can

be amplified to a shout. One of his

former employees who remembers all

these facets from the early days of

Screen Gems says, "Of all the bosses

I've worked for, the one I'd most like

to go back to is Ralph Cohn."

Among Cohn's business associates

there are mixed feelings at a personal

level, but nothing but respect for his

talents. Cohn's own feelings are a good

deal the same. "Life with the ad agen-

cies," he says, "has been very pleasant

and admen have been extremely easy

to live with." Just the same. Cohn. like

many other prc:'ucers, does not sail

with any idea of agency show control.

The judgment cf himself and his pro-

ducers has been road-tested long

enough to be trusted when it comes to

show production.

What Cohn does welcome from ad-

vertising agency producers and client

ad managers, however, is discussion

and cooperation. He will gladly listen

I Please turn to page 66 I
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NEEDED: MORE DETAILS ON TV AUDIENCES

#%ii(licn<c composition data arc high

Oil the list of information wanted

bj both buyers and sellers ot network

tele\ ision.

This lias been disclosed in a study

just released 1>\ Trendex. The ratings

firm submitted "profiles" of two pro-

grams to 130 people at the tv networks,

in agenc) media and research depart-

ments and among top tv advertisers.

The profiles contained 10 measure-

ments of the two shows (see list at left

of chart below) covering a period of

eight months. The 150 were asked to

late each category in terms of whether

the\ were I
I I of major importance.

i2i important. (3) of minor impor-

tance and i I I not useful. Data were

from the firm's 20-citj report.

More than 100 replies were received.

As the chart belowT shows, audience

composition data ranked first in the

""of major importance"' column, even

above the rating history. In addition

two other categories relating to audi-

ence composition ranked high: age of

viewers and type of home. The latter

i ategor) refers to a breakdown of

homes according to the presence or ab-

sence of children and whether the chil-

dren were teen-age or below.

Edward G. Hynes. Jr.. president of

Trendex. also reported that those an-

swering had other comments on the

kind of information desired. He said

a number of respondents said they'd

like information on product usage,

such as brand preference, frequency of

consumption and the like.

While information on sponsor iden-

tification did not get a high ranking as

to preference. Hynes said Trendex is

working on the problem of changing

the wa\ in which viewers are asked to

identify program sponsors. Hynes
pointed out that the increasing amount
of participating and alternate sponsor-

ships have caused a drop in the num-
ber of people who can identify pro-

gram sponsors. Some clients. Hynes
said, feel that asking viewers a second

question — whether they remember
"any other" sponsors — would result

in a more useful measurement. But

Hynes is not yet sure how well this

would work.

AUDIENCE COMPOSITION DATA ARE POPULAR

Of Majo Of Minor Not Don't

Important Importance Useful Know

Hating Hi-tor;, 73.7 23.3 3.0

Type of Home I 1 1 56.7 23.3 20.0

Vudience Composition 80.0 20.0

Selectivity <2) 33.3 30.0 33.3 3.4

\„ ot Viewers 70.0 16.7 3.3 3.3

Percent of Homes l>y Composition
ot thi ludience (3) 33.3 30.3 20.0 10.0

1 requencj of \ iewing 43.3 40.0 3.3 10.0

Educational Level ol Homes 10.0 40.0 40.0 10.0

^|JO|I-OI Ill' 1 10.7 26.7 13.3 1 3.3

Pen enl of Homes 1 '

it \ iew \n-

Sponsoi 33

I I I This do,-- „oi n f< i to audience but rail

composed of adults only, adults .\ child

years.

(2) w"ho in the famil) selected the program

(3) Thai i-. the percent of homes with only
Hon ol these viewing.

Tuck Tan
HI et work tv has earned a healthy re-

spect as a salesman for packaged

goods. But it is usually thought of in

terms of business and industrial giants

v. ho have a sufficiently huge budget to

afford it.

Technical Tape Corp., New Rochelle.

N. Y.. is proving the adage that there

are exceptions to every rule. Faced

with the problem of introducing a new

product with an extremely modest bud-

get, it took the plunge: participations

on a network tv show.

The product is Tuck Tape, a trans-

parent, adhesive -backed cellophane

tape. The show was the former Tonight

Show on NBC TV. now the Jack Paar

Show. The total budget: less than

$200,000.

From a practically unknown con-

sumer item, Tuck Tape has already-

achieved distribution in some 20,000

retail outlets. By next year it expects

to more than double that figure.

A notable achievement certainly.

And all the more so when you realize

that the company, and its agency,

Product Services, Inc., did it in the

face of two terrific handicaps.

The first was external. The market

for adhesive cellophane tape is so com-

pletely dominated by one product that

its name is almost generic for the prod-

uct: "Scotch" brand tape, made by

Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing

Co. 3M. as the company is known,

had a 25-year head start on Tuck, with

fantastic recognition and acceptance.

In addition, it has almost universal dis-

tribution.

Tuck's problem: to go forth with a

relati\el\ niiniseule ad budget and bat-

tle the giant.

To make the job more difficult, Tuck

had a second handicap, this one in-

ternal. Though the product. Tuck

Tape, is relatively new, the company I

not. Founded some 10 years ago. it is

a well-known manufacturer of indus-

trial tapes. This industrial department

of the company accounts for sales of

•SIt million annually.

In an attempt to diversify, TT

brought out two consumer products

earl) in 1957. One was Tuck Tape.

The other was the famous Ten Day

Press-On Nail Polish. Believing, and

rightly, that Ten Day offered more mar-

ket potential immediately, the company '

threw the weight of a very substantial



hallenges a competitive giant with tv

^ A new product, with a limited budget, facing en-

trenched competition, Tuck Tape turned to network tv

^ Within months sales jumped 15 times, distribution

20 times. Plan: more television beginning this fall

ad budget, all on television, behind it.

The guess was right. Last June, af-

ter a period of product development,

TenDay tried its first tv—two spots

with a gross charge of $96. It followed

up fast with a market-by-market sat-

uration effort. By the end of Novem-
ber, when the campaign had reached

40 markets, billing was running at the

rate of well over $2 million a year.

Using a four-week saturation, then

a four-week reduced follow-up, mar-

kets were continually added. By the

end of the year the product was in 80

markets, reaching some 65% of all

U. S. tv homes. The whole campaign
was on tv. And sales were running at

the rate of $10 million a year.

In February the bottom dropped out.

The Food and Drug Administration,

acting, it said, on complaints that the

product caused some women's finger

nails to split and peel, made an unusu-

ally severe order that all sales be sus-

pended immediately.

During all of this Tuck had been

going through its introductory phase

too. Advertising was running, by

then, at the rate of about $800,000 a

year, also all totally tv. It was, to an

extent, following TenDay, in some
cases alternating, in some cases filling-

in during layoffs, for TenDay commer-
cial commitments.

When the bottom fell out of TenDay,

Technical Tape found itself in a two-

pronged dilemma: it had unfilled com-

mercial commitments, coupled with a

sudden run on the treasury caused by

refunds to wholesalers returning car-

loads of TenDay they were unable to

sell.

Les Persky, president of Product

Services, decided then to salvage what

he could from the situation by beefing

up the Tuck campaign. Where for

merly Tuck had appeared only occa

sionally on the Jack Parr stanza it be

gan to appear almost daily. Distribu-

tion and sales reacted immediately.

The network campaign ended in

April. There is a summer hiatus, with

esident. Technical Tape Corp., and Les Persky, prt

a new, larger campaign scheduled to

begin about the first of October. This

will run, it is planned, through the win-

ter and end in late spring. 1959. In

the meantime a spot schedule is run-

ning in three major markets.

Persky refers to the 1957-58 cam-

paign for Tuck Tape as Phase One.

The purpose, he says, was primarily

to get product identification and con-

sumer acceptance.

"Because we had a small budget,"

Persky says, "we went looking for an

acceptance-transfer idea. We found it

in Jerry Lester, the M.C. for Broadivay

Open, House, first in the late-night time

slot that is now Paar's. We believed

that people would easily accept Jerry

appearing at that hour, and that this

acceptance would rub off on us. It was

a case of a well-known comedian, in

his medium, selling a lesser-known

product."

The idea worked well. Persky added

another fillip to the idea; since Jerry

Lester is a comedian of note, he de-

cided to capitalize on that and spoof

the serious claims made by competi-

tors. The thought behind this spoof-

ing was, Persky notes, "a feeling that

'what the heck.' all cellophane tape

sticks. Tuck Tape thereupon added a

visible benefit: it sells two rolls at a

price competitive to one roll of com-

petitive brands.

The commercials, 60's and 20's, fea-

tured two themes then: Jerry Lester

saying: "I'm stuck—on Tuck," and an

announcer reminding viewers that for

29 cents "you get twice the sticking

power, twice the tape, in fact, every-

thing twice except the price."

But selling the consumer is only

half the battle for a new product. "To
exploit our brand acceptance, we need-

ed store display, because Tuck Tape is

an impulse item, and flourishes in di-

rect relationship to its display," reports

Paul Cohen, TT's president.

{Please turn to page 68)
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TV STATION CLICKS OFF BIG PROFITS ON POPE

The experience of this station manager is typical: "We're the independent

in a foui* station market. Our cost for the Popeye package including

prints and AFM is $75,567 plus a participation. We broadcast one

half-hour a day, seven days a week, and get a 20r
r premium over our

card rate for Class B time ($100 per minute for one time, to $75 per

minute for 260 times). Except for a few Saturday and Sunday

availabilities, we're completely sold out.

"In the first seven months, we grossed $51,420.39, averaging

about $7,347 per month. And, at this rate of income, we'll

reach the break-even point in a little over three

more months. That means we'll show a IT < profit

on the cost at the end of the first year! With

two more years at the same rate of income, Popeye

cartoons will net $188,925 on a gross of

$264,492! This is money Popeye is making

for us—not spinach!"

'Nuff said? For details about availabilities

in your area—write, wire or phone.

*

a.a.D.
Distributors for Associated Artists

345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323

75 E.Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030

1511 Bryan St.. Riverside 7-8553

91 10 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
14 JUNE 1958 If U. S. Rubber does not renew Navy Log for the fall—and CBS TV Films
copyright 1958 thinks there's a 60-40 chance it will—the series will be moved into syndication

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. "

this year.

On the other hand, the syndic ator is putting Dick & the Duchess on the shelf at least

through the 1958-59 season.

Impression behind the strategy: There's a better chance of selling the series as a sum-

mer network replacement than disposing of it to a regional account.

MCA has made still another sale of the Paramount library—the latest custom-

er being KNXT, Los Angeles.

The asking price was S7 million. MCA wouldn't say what it actually got.

Previously disposed of markets: N. Y., Omaha and Boston.

Jackie Gleason's fall network sponsors—Lever and Pharmaceutical— need not

have fears about getting local competition from the comic's films in syndication.

CBS TV Films is writing a clause in syndicate contracts giving it the right to cancel

stations that schedule the Gleason series opposite or on the evening of the network show.

A similar restriction is in effect on the syndicated Line-Up series, and with this added

proviso: The spot clients must not be competitive with the network sponsors of Line-Up.

series are 1 pitched for fal idication:It's easy to sec \vh\ all those adventure

they're the ones that sell.

In a three-year trend chart of types of syndicated series (compiled for Film-Scope by

RKO TV research I . it's the adventure shows that have made the greatest strides as syndi-

cated product. Next most impressive progress has been made by drama series.

Here's a run-down on the number of types of series that are currently available and those

that have seen popularity since 1956:

TYPE OF SHOW

Adventure

Childrens

Comedy

Drama

Educational

Historical

Mystery

Variety

Westerns

1956

19

1957

37

58

25

23

1958

68

42

23

4

29

9

2-1

California National Productions this week took its first step in a series of moves

affecting its fall plans: the appointment of Frank Cleaver as the new program

director.

Looming important in the fall plans also: Opening the door wider than ever to the prod-

uct of outside producers and the addition of two more shows to the list of new syndicated

items already announced.

(For further film developments see FILM NEWS WRAP-UP. page 60.)



Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

MARKETING WEEK
14 JUNE 1958 Pharmaceuticals' new relaxant, Devarex, is an effort to cash in on the tension

•ponsor^ublicatTon* inc
a,u ' attx>e*y market created by the introduction of tranquilizers.

Being ;i proprietary (patent) rather than an ethical (prescription I drug. Devarex will be

promoted in consumer media- particularly tv—rather than through detail men and direct

mail. Pharmaceuticals sells no ethical drugs.

A test campaign for Devarex is being kicked off in Pittsburgh to refine the

copy line. The product is aimed at relieving outward and annoying manifestations of sim-

ple nervousness "when due to common evervday disturbances and overwork."

The campaign will go national in July, using Pharmaceuticals" ready-made

network tv springboards—Twenty One, To Tell the Truth and Original Amateur
Hour—as its heaviest promotional guns. Large space newspaper ads and supplements

will hack up the video campaign. In the fall, the drug firm will probably use the new Jackie

Gleason show in addition.

While Pharmaceuticals is not touting Devarex as a tranquilizer, the firm is well

aware of the fillip tranquilizers have given the relaxant business.

Exact figures on tranquilizers are hard to come by, but one estimate of sales for 1957

is S115-S125 million. These are at wholesale prices, include sales to mental hospitals but do

not include the rauwolfia-h pe drugs, such as reserpine, prescribed chiefly for h\ pertension.

More than half of the production of tranquilizers is consumed by normal peo-

ple. Assuming that retail prices are roughly double the wholesale figure, the pre-

scription sales of tranquilizers would be about $135-150 million last year.

These are conservative figures. One widely-quoted source indicated drug stores filled a

total of 30 million tranquilizer and 20 million rauwolfia-type prescriptions in 1956. This

would put the retail sales total back then for tranquilizers alone at S150->j]<
o
>(J million, and

probably well over $200 million last year.

Whatever the exact figures, the tranquilizers have been an important factor

in hiking the percentage of drug sales going to ethical products from 35% in

1947 to 53% in 1956.

If those attending the American Marketing Association's workshop on meas-

uring sales effectiveness of advertising expected some clear cut answers on how
it could be done, they didn't gel any. The workshop, held in New York on 9 June. did.

however, provide some hopeful signs.

These wii' spelled out by ARF technical director Darrell B. Lucas. After disposing of

two popular methods of measuring ad impact (asking people whj the) buy and correlating

product possession with ad exposure) Dr. Lucas delved into controlled sales tests.

He said three new trends in this area give more promise than ever before.

• Present-day ads have more direct sell. This makes il easier to separate the good

ads from the had.

• Progress in the field of statistics, including the introduction of the electronic

calculators, makes it possible to throw a wide variety of sales influences into the

hopper and get the answer quickly. Dr. Lucas warned, however, that humans still have

to identify and weight these sales influences and pointed out that the output of the calcula-

tor is no heller than what is fed in.

• The new marketing managers in business will spur the use of controlled adver-

tising tests since they are the only ones with the knowledge and authority essen-

tial to sneh experiments.

lip SPONSOR • 14 JUNK 1958



Junius

cj£j!3gFi^

INGELENOS

ItRE DIFFERENT...
h practically live on wheels. In the U. S. A. only 6 entire states (New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois,

e: s, California) surpass Los Angeles' Metropolitan area* in car registrations. £^

I
IS

l\ltwM It's the one TV station

Hi geared to the life Angelenos lead. That's why the SHELL OIL COMPANY used KRCA exclusively for their

V ews campaign in automobile-riding Los Angeles. KRCA CHANNEL 4 'LOS ANGELES* SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES
k* mgeles and Orange Counties. Of course, KRCA sells in 2,300,000 homes in five Southern California counties.
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As tv spotting controversy continues to boil, SPONSOR ASKS:

Is triple spottir

To complete its probe of the triple

spot is«ue. SPONSOR asked an

adman, a radio man and a station

man to compare notes. Here is

how they look at the situation.

Jerome Feniger, vice president. Cm
ningham & Walsh. New York

At a lime when consumer spending is

tending to slack off due to unemploy-

ment and advertising budgets are be-

ing scrutinized more carefully than

ever before, it's increasingly important

that every dollar invested in television

advertising work with the greatest pos-

sible efficiency. I firmly believe that

the finest commercials on the air today

suffer tremendously when sandwiched

between two other commercials in a

triple-spotted station break.

Last week's statement from the ANA
radio-tv steering committee certainly

underscores the concern that major ad-

vertisers have with regard to triple

spotting. Likewise, agencies like Cun-

ningham \ Walsh, with heavy invest-

ments in spot television across the

country, have made clear their dis-

pleasure with stations who practice

triple-spotting.

Under the most ideal circumstances,

penetrating the consumer's skull with

an advertising message is not an easy

job. Since the average consumer sees

and hears a score or more advertising

claims daily, it's up to the stations to

see that each advertiser has the best

chance possible to sell his product.

This can onl) be done b\ providing

the mosl effective setting for each com-
mercial.

\i C&W we have, in the words of

Gilbert & Sullivan, a little list. All of

our buyers arc in a position where

the) ran use information on triple-

spotting to guide them in station selec-

tions. Obviously we give the station

which goes in for triple-spotting less

favorable attention than we do the sta-

tion which maintains its schedules

without jeopardizing the objective of

the advertiser—to get his product mes-

sage across.

I feel that it's up to the stations and

reps to recognize the rumblings from

both advertisers and agencies and put

an end to triple-spotting. Let's give

the commercials on the air an oppor-

tunity to sell and thus do a real job

for client, agency and station alike.

Paul R. Weeks, vice president and

partner, HR Representatives, Inc.

& Radio suffers

from over

commercialism

Radio has no triple-spotting problem.

In radio, network breaks are a full

minute, and since the great majority

of radio commercials are minute spots,

the necessity for triple spotting seldom

arises. Then too, unlike tv, network

programing is a relatively unimpor-

tant force in radio today.

Even during peak commercial loads,

a knowledgeable radio announcer finds

it easy and natural to break up a com-

mercial sequence with a bit of straight

entertainment. A time-check, a few

bars of a record, a topical joke, and a

potential triple spot is nipped in the

bud.

There are those who may say that

this is semantic quibbling; that while

there is not a literal triple-spotting

problem in radio, there is serious

"over-commercialism," especially dur-

ing peak listening hours.

Good radio has one common denom-

inator: good sound. To be entertain-

ing, to be an effective sales medium,

radio must have good sound. And
good sound is by no means destroyed

1>\ a heavy commercial load profes-

sionally handled—it may very well be

enhanced by the commercial content.

We must not lose sight of the fact

that the majority of radio listeners

consider some sales messages highly

entertaining, and actually listen for

their favorites. Who can resist paying

close attention to the Ford adaptations

of popular numbers to see how the

words were changed, or not enjoy Ti-

tus Moody's folksy monologues with a

hard-sell core?

Furthermore, it is easy to generalize

about the commercial load of a pro.

gram. Commercial load is a highly

relative term, and depends a great deal

on the caliber of the broadcaster.

While a handful of inexperienced

journeymen may labor through a me-

dium load, the majority of competent,

accomplished announcers can breeze

through a heavy schedule and still keep

the sound good.

Each season has its own cause

celebre. This year it is triple-spotting

and its companion in arms, "over-

commercialization." These phrases

have become emotional triggers, capa-

ble of raising the hackles of nearly

everyone in broadcast advertising.

(And it seems to me that the very ad-

vertisers who insist on "driving times

only" are making the most vociferous

objections.)

Why is it so generally supposed that

two commercials running back to back

will have high memorability, whereas

one more added to the sequence will
I

lull the listener into oblivion? Why is

it we go through product separation

fads, with ever-changing periods of

protection arbitrarily prescribed as I

antidotes to audience amnesia?

Psychologists tell us that retention i-

influenced by a great many factors

other than the number of different im-

pressions received within a given peri-

od of time, and any one of these fac-

tors may override the effects of mere

number. In fact, the number of com-

mercials consecutively aired is one of

the less important factors. Memorabil-

ity is strongly influenced by such con-

siderations as the degree of motivation

inherent in the advertising appeal, the

SPONSOR • 14 JUNE 1958



>cessarily bad?

pleasantness or unpleasantness of the

subject matter or the emotional impact

of the message.

The most successful radio program-

ing in each market carries the heaviest

commercial load, aired by the stations

often accused of over-commercialism.

But such programing attracts large

audiences because their sound is good,

despite, or more likely because of, the

entertaining commercials they carry.

When I say good sound, I don't con-

fine myself necessarily to music and
news operations. Good talk program-
ing can constitute excellent sound, as

many stations are newly rediscovering.

Contrary to the soothsayings of the

prophets of doom, heavy-commercial-

ized stations keep and add to their vast

audiences. And they continue to air

numerous commercials because adver-

tisers astutely buy their time. These
clients know that successful, heavily

commercialized programs motivate

large audiences to purchase their prod-

ucts, as proven by concrete sales re-

sults, and rapid re-orders.

It's hard for me to understand why
the air media are singled out for at-

tack in the realm of multiple impres-
sions. Outdoor advertisers seemingly
do not complain if there are six to 10
billboards in a cluster.

Classified advertisers don't seem to

care if there are a couple of hundred
or more ads on a single page with no
editorial content between them.

Display advertisers in newspapers
don't seem to worry how many ads
appear on the same page.

One conclusion is that it is the tre-

mendous effectiveness of the broadcast
media that singles them out for attack.

If this is really the case, let's keep them
swinging.

Carl L. Schuele, General Manager of

Broadcast Time Sales, New York

Before reproaching broadcast media
for over-commercialization, advertisers

and agencies should make a competi-
tive check of print media.
The finger-pointers would change

direction when shown publications

which contain 83% advertising—and

179? editorial space. Competitive pro-

tection is virtually non-existent in print

media.

We know of no station that triple-

spots by choice—unless it is a station

that features 10-30 minutes of uninter-

rupted music between commercials.

Buyers who insist upon a "fixed

position" at a peak rating period are

the only ones who might find them-

selves triple-spotted" ... a broadcaster

has informed us.

There are two effective ways of

avoiding an overly commercial situa-

tion. Both depend upon salesmanship.

First, concentrate on quoting availabil-

ities within a one-hour spread . . . for

instance 12 noon to 1 p.m. . . . which
gives the traffic and programing depart-

ments a chance to balance.

Where ratings are of primary im-

portance, it's advisable to quote aver-

age ratings within a given hour.

The second solution that's working
for BTS is, to encourage the buyer to

select a period of their choice—but

allow the station a minimum of 10
minutes leeway, for "programing pur-

poses".

One of our stations, prompted by
talk within the industry, has approved
a plan whereby advertisers who pay a

premium rate for single-spot availabil-

ities are guaranteed not to be double-

spotted . . . despite the fact that the

station programs blocks of music be-

tween commercials. While it's too soon

to publish the results of this "test", we
can report that in almost every case

the client would rather invest the

"extra" money in other spots—or

commercial production. But, one ac-

count actually bought at the premium
price.

The SRA Radio Trade Practices

Committee last year considered some
stations (and personalities) well-

equipped to deliver top results for ad-

vertisers who were double-spotted . . .

but this depends largely upon the sta-

tion and the commercial. If a problem
actually exists, there is no "set" solu-

tion that can be worked out by broad-

casters alone. ^

itf.fWS
rtf* *

tUVSM
coverage

KVOO-TV blankets north-

eastern Oklahoma with the

tops in network and local pro-

gramming. This coverage

backed up by revealing market

research, merchandising and

promotion aids, and constani

attention to your account and

problems.

"wampum"
KVOO-TV blankets a $1-

• billion market. Out of the top

90 key industrial markets,

Tulsa has the fastest dollar

value growth of any city in

the nation.* If you have some-

thing to sell, you can sell more

of it in northeastern Okla-

homa . . . over KVOO-TV.
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There's more to Florida..



Almost everything in Florida —from its fauna and flora to its economic outlook

— w different . It's the only state with above-average indexes for all major cities

(Sales Management High Spot Cities, May) . . . and ivithin Florida the Highest Spot

City is Jacksonville. Retail sales here are running about five million dollars a month

ahead of 1957, and January-April bank clearings were more than nine million

dollars ahead of the same period last year.

There'S mOre tO WMBR'TV! In this economic paradise,

WMBR -TV maintains its audience lead by wide margins. Consider, for example,

local news programming. WMBR -TVs 8:45 am News has a 206% lead over the

competition. The One 0'Clock Report beats competing news by 265%. WMBR -TV's

6:30 pm News commands a 38.5 rating and a 285% lead over competing hews.

And its Eleven 'Clock Report smothers the competition's news with a 663% lead.

In news as in everything else, it's no news that there's much, much more to. .

.

Channel 4, Jacksonville -W\IBR"T

\

An Affiliate of the CBS Television Network

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS
SPONSOR: Golden Jersey Creamery AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In April the Golden Jersey Cream-

er) purchased five one-minute announcements per week in

KGBT-TV's "Popeye Theatre." weekdays from 4:30 to 5:00

p.m. to announce a special kiddie promotion. The small fry

were asked to send in labels from any Golden Jersey prod-

uct. The youngster who sent in the most labels during the

campaign would receive a Shetland pony. In a scant six

weeks Golden Jersey has received an unbelievable 1,000,000

labels from every corner of the Rio Grande Valley. "We are

thoroughly convinced that our KGBT-TV schedule has done

more for our sales than any other medium we have ever

used," said E. B. Braden, manager and part-owner. "Day-

time television really delivers the audience for us. Milk sales

have already increased approximately 10 /r since the start

of the campaign, which represents a much larger increase in

product output than we get from other media." Braden ex-

pects sales to rise higher before conclusion of the campaign.

KGBT-TV, Harlingen

MATTRESSES
SPONSOR: Arcade Furniture Store AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Arcade Furniture Store of Fort

Smith, Ark., has been a steady user of television since its

first success a few years ago. In a recent three-dav cam-

paign on KNAC-TV, Fort Smith, Arcade advertised Sealy

Motel-Hotel mattresses at $49.50 each. The store purchased

a total of seven live one-minute announcements in the 9:30

to 9:45 p.m. News and the Best of Hollywood Movies, 9:45

to 11:30 p.m. The cost to Arcade was less than $200. At the

conclusion of the campaign Arcade had sold 72 mattresses

at a better than average markup. "Sales were quadruple

what we would ordinarily expect on this type of short-term

promotion," said Brad Thompson, advertising manager. The

president of Slumber Products, Sealy Division, came to Fort

Smith with the regional sales manager to check on the re-

sults and learn how the campaign was planned. They were

amazed at what they found. Arcade has ordered another

carload of mattresses for a repeat campaign this month.

KNAC-TV, Fort Smith PURCHASE: Announcements in

News & Movies

POWER MOWERS
SPONSOR: Hunt-Gibson Furniture Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Hunt-Gibson Furniture Co. de-

cided to combat mounting competition in the South Bend-

Elkhart area, by putting a large portion of its advertising

dollar into television. Some six months ago the store pur-

chased ten 10-second spots a week—five in the afternoon and

five in the evening—on WSJV-TV, South Bend-Elkhart, Ind.,

at a cost of 876.40 per week. During the last three weeks

of May, Hunt used 30 of its announcements—15 in Class A
time and 15 in Class B time—to advertise power lawn mow-

ers. The cost to Hunt's on WSJV-TV's 10-plan: $229.20.

\\ hen the campaign ended. Hunt-Gibson's entire stock of

mowers was sold out, representing more than $5,000 in gross

sales. "We are using television because it delivers more

Bales impressions per dollar invested than any other medium

in the South Bend-Elkharl market," said Ellsworth W. Gib-

son, owner. Hunt-Gibson plans to continue using WSJV-

T\ indefinitely, the company told the station.

WSJV-TV, South Bend PURCHASE: Announcements

APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Tinsley Tire Company AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Prior to Tinsley Tire Company's tv

campaign its warehouse was packed with used appliances,

such as combination refrigerator-freezers, deluxe ranges,

washing machines and tv sets. Following a print campaign

in which the results were limited, Tinsley turned to tv and

bought five one-minute announcements in Class B and C

time on WBIR-TV, Knoxville, Tenn. By the end of the first

week, Tinsley had sold its entire stock of refrigerators and

the remaining items were moving rapidly. One week after

the campaign began the company purchased five additional

1 -minute announcements in the same time classifications.

"It looks as though the warehouse will be just about empty

h\ the time the last spots are run," said Stan Tinslex . owner.

As a direct result of the campaign Tinsley bought a schedule

of five weekl) announcements to run through the summer.

These announcements will probably be extended to the
j

Christmas season, to give the schedule maximum momentum.

WBIR-TV, Knoxville PURCHASE: Announcements
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

m SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, are scheduling announcements in

about 45 selected markets for its Wheaties. The campaign runs for

13 weeks; minutes during daytime and nighttime segments are being

used. Phil Archer is the buyer; Knox Reeves Advertising, Inc.,

Minneapolis, is the agency. (Agency declined to comment.)

The Proctor & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is moving into West Coast

markets with spot tv this summer. Previously an East Coast cam-

paign, Jiff is now breaking in the West. Don Heller is the buyer; the

agency is Leo Burnett, Chicago. (Agency declined comment.)

General Foods, Corp., New York, is lining up schedules in various

markets to introduce its new instant Minute Mashed Potatoes. Min-

utes and 20's during daytime segments are sought; frequency de-

pends upon the market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Bob

Gleckler. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York. (Agency

declined to comment.)

Anahisr Co., Family Products Div. of Warner-Lambert Pharmaceu-

tical Co., Morristown, N. J., is buying announcements in various

markets for its antihistamine line, based on past summer sale re-

search. Minutes and chainbreaks are being placed; frequency varies

from market to market. Buying is not completed. Buyer: Chet

Slaybaugh. Agency: Ted Bates & Co., Inc., New York. (Agency

declined to comment.)

The Welch Grape Juice Co., Westfield, N. Y., is scheduling an-

nouncements in about 100 markets for its new soft drink Welchade.

The schedule begins in mid-June, runs through the summer. Min-

utes and 20's during both daytime and nighttime segments are being

used, with frequencies varying. Buyer: Kibrick. Agency: Richard

K. Manoff, Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
The Murine Co., Inc., Chicago, is running announcements in 45

markets for its Murine. The campaign runs for six weeks; minutes

during daytime periods are being slotted. Average frequency: 12

per week per market. The buyer is Marvin Burns; the agency is

J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago. (Agency declined to comment.)

S. M. Edison Chemical Co., Chicago, is initiating in about 38 mar-

kets its first effort in consumer advertising for its Dermassage body

rub. The schedule runs for 13 weeks; minute announcements dur-

ing daytime segments are being scheduled. Frequency is 12 an-

nouncements per week per market. The buyer is Martin Simmons;
the agency is Stern, Walter & Simmons, Inc., Chicago. (Agency

declined to comment.)

The Tea Council of U.S.A., New York, is back in top markets.

Starting dates are staggered; minutes, chainbreaks, I.D.'s are being

aired. Minimum: 80 per week per market. Buyer: John Holland.

Agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago. (Agency declined comment.)
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BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR!

"BASICS serves as a valuable reference on all phases of the

business, and has on numerous occasions proved a real life saver."

DiCk McKeever Radio/TV Time Buyer, BBDO

"As a media planning tool, FALL FACTS BASICS intelligently provides

source material that we find invaluable."

Philip Branch Media Supervisor, Grey Advertising Agency

"BASICS is an important document in terms of reference information,

and I find it extremely helpful for data required in a hurry."

L. T. FiSher Media Director, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

"Sponsor's FALL FACTS BASICS is a handy reference source on the

basics of Broadcasting, designed for year-round use.

Bigger and better with each edition. My only complaint is, it gets

borrowed too often."

Jeremy D. Spragiie Time Buying Supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh

"If one wants information in a hurry, BASICS contains most

information buyers need and use. I think it a tremendous job."

Lee Rich V. P. — Associate Media Director, Benton & Bowles

"Sections 3 and 7 are particularly important to me and for the people

in the media buying area. I make good use of the statistical

information for media plans, when trying to project ideas to clients."

Harold Sieber Media Supervisor, Kenyon & Eckhardt

"You can't fool people like Ruth Jones, Jayne Shannon and

their time buying associates. If it doesn't have it they won't use it.

FALL FACTS has it— and we wouldn't be without it."

Jim LUCe Associate Media Director, J. Walter Thompson

No other book will be as vital a factor in helping

time buyers and other decision makers

finalize their fall buying plans this summer.

TO GET YOUR SHARE OF NATIONAL SPOT BUSINESS

"BASICS" IS YOUR BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR

Deadline 1 July • Publication 19 July

Sponsor, 40 E. 49th Street, New York 17, New York

Reserve- -page(s) in SPONSOR'S 12th annual FALL FACTS BASICS.

My position preference(s) is:

D TV SECTION DTIMEBUYING BASICS DRADIO BASICS DTV BASICS

D RADIO SECTION DFILM BASICS DMARKETING BASICS

-FIRM-

RATES: full page_ -$525

_$390

Vi page—

Vs page—

_$305

_$215



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

It's a deal! Leslie H. Peard, Jr. (1.) v.p. and

statioo mgr. of WBAL, WBAL-TV, Baltimore

shakes hands with H. D. Fried, v.p. W. B.

Doner & Co. who will handle station's ads

Inside information on feature races telev

from Thistledown is sought by Frank Jay (1.)

and Linn Sheldon of KYW-TV, Cleveland

Benny swings out as first week of American jazz concerts gets underway a

World's Fair. Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. sponsored concerts as public s

U.S. Dept. of State. Goodman performances were relayed to U.S. audiences

stations, produced for Europeans via Eurovision, Voice of America and Belg

by WBC

merchandising award is presented

1 1). Singer (1.) prea. Royal Castle

- by John Howell of CBSTv Films

Four Fathers' Day. CBC's Larry Henderson, Barry Morse, Wally Koster and

Alex Burris pose with their sons (1. to r.) Ross Henderson, Haywood Morse, Wally

Koster, Jr. and Ted Burris. Fathers' serious mien was big joke to the juniors
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Admiral Corp.'s president, Ross

D. Siragusa, blamed the tv net-

works for the public's failure to

accept color tv.

At Admiral's annual electronics con-

vention in Chicago, Siragusa said,

"The manufacturers have time and

again made serious marketing efforts.

However, the profit-hungry networks

have refused to make any serious effort

toward heavy color programing."

He pointed out that "NBC stands al-

most alone and its color programing

shows up more in publicity than it

does in actuality; CBS has done

nothing worth mentioning; and ABC
nothing at all."

Advertisers' promotions and cam-
paigns :

• Marlboro launches a saturation

ad and promotion campaign starting

17 June to introduce its new soft pack,

companion to the flip-top box. In ad-

dition to print, Marlboro assumes

alternate sponsorship of To Tell The

Truth (CBS-TV), plus a heavy spot

campaign and announcements on syn-

dicated film shows. Agency: Leo
Burnett.

• Revlon will introduce its new Hi-

and-Dri Roll-on Deoderant nationally

this week, employing announcements

on the company's network tv shows,

and tv and radio spots. Agency: Emil
Mogul.

• A. E. Staley Manufacturing
Co. will hold a summer-time contest

to promote its Sta-Puf laundry rinse

and Sta-Flo liquid starch. Prizes will

include 10 Edsel hardtops, and U.S.

• savings bonds. Agency: EWR&R.
• Ray-O-Vac announces the win-

ners of its recent spot radio campaign
contest: 1st place tied Denzil Finney
and Sam Polland, WCHS, Charles-

ton, W. Va.; Joe Martin, WOW,
Omaha; and Eddie Dunn, KATR,
Corpus Christie.

• Gillnetter's Salmon aims to

penetrate the N.Y. market with a cam-

paign via radio, tv and print, starting

1 August. Agency: Fairfax, Inc.

• Lestoil and WOR-TV, N.Y., is

offering an Animal Story Book for

children done by the same artist who
created the company's new animal

commercials. In addition to a heavy

schedule of station breaks, the com-

mercials will be seen on the station's

Terrytown Circus and Million Dollar

Movie.

The FTC this week prohibited

Ripley Manufacturing Corp., N.Y.,

a big spot user, from making "unwar-

ranted" claims that its merchandise is

rated by America's top consumer

group as the best buy in America.

B. T. Babbitt has been appointed sole

distributors for Tiffany & Co.'s

Silver Polish. Under terms of a 5-

year agreement, Babbitt will be respon-

sible for distribution, sales, advertising

and promotion for the polish.

An unusual buy: General Foods,

through B&B, has contracted to co-

produce Father Of The Bride with

MGM-TV, for network showing during

the 1959-60 season.

About people: William Ohme has

been elected v.p. of marketing and a

board member of Harold F. Ritchie

. . . Gilbert Klein, sales promotion

manager, DuBarry . . . Francis Mc-
Grath, general sales manager of the

plumbing and heating division, Ameri-

can-Standard.

%J*Xie* SAyS, "You'll get TOP results

from these TOP rated shows.

ROMPER ROOM with Miss Penny and POPEYE
PLAYHOUSE with Skipper Al are hitting them hard
with the lowest-cost-per-thousand children's shows in

Jacksonville's rich $H/2 billion market.

Miss Penny's ROMPER ROOM came up with an
average rating of 13.0* for the full hour (9:00-10:00
AM) Monday through Friday. Add to that an aver-

age rating of 24.2* for Monday through Friday's
POPEYE PLAYHOUSE (5:00-5:45 PM) and you'll

see that a top audience can be reached through one
minute availabilities on these shows.

For further information con-
cerning one minute avail-

abilities on these top chil-

dren's shows, call Ralph
Nimmons in Jacksonville at

ELgin 6-3381 or contact your
nearest P.G.W. "Colonel".

'March, 1958 ARB ratings.

iented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

NBC—ABC

WFGA-TV Channel 12
WW I yil I W Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION
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AGENCIES
If you've got the right touch for

picking a package for network tv,

you can aspire these days to the

agency's hoard of directors.

It happened this week to Tom Mc-

Dermott. Benton & Bowles" v. p. in

charge of programing.

McDermott's consistently good bat-

ting average for picking them has

made him the no. 1 boy on that func-

tion with both P&G and General Foods.

Hence the boost to the board.

Name change: The Chicago office of

Rogers & Smith becomes Headen. Hor-

rell & Wentsel, Inc., a new ad agency

formed by Jack Wentsel. Robert Head-

en and Judson Horrell. All of the prin-

cipals, as well as the entire staff, were

formerh with Rogers & Smith.

Revlon has realigned some of its

agency products as follows: Max-
well Sackheim, for Clean-O-Dan:

Warwick & Legler, for Silicare and

Clean and Clear. Mogul, for Satin

Set: LaRoche, for Aquamarine Sham-

poo and Silken Net.

Wrarwick & Legler will handle

Revlon's summer quiz show, Bid &
Buy. while LaRoche has been named

in charge of the Garry Moore variety

show—airing this fall.

Other agency appointments:
Compton, for Hot Point, a G. E. sub-

sidiary with billings at $2.5 million

. . . D-F-S, for Borden's Starlac, non-

fat dry milk . . .Robert Conahay, for

H. Clay Glover Co. . . . Reach, Mc-
Clinton, for the Mincom division of

Minnesota Mining . . . W. B. Doner,
for Caled Products, Inc. . . . Honig-

Cooper & Miner, for Farmers Insur-

ance Group, L. A. . . . L. H. Hart-

man, for the P. J. Ritter Co.. New

Jersey . . . Gore Smith Greenland,

for Great Western Producers. N. Y.

. . . Vic Maitland & Associates, for

National Electric Products Corp . . .

Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown, San

Francisco, for the California Beef

Counsel . . . DCS&S, for a new gro-

cer) product of the Junket Brand
I oods I >i\ ision.

Kudos to Margol Sherman, \.p..

McCann-Erickson, named \d\er-

tising \\ oman of the Year bj the

Women's Council on Advertising Clubs

of the Advertising Federation of

America.

Miss Sherman plays a triple-role at

McCann in N. Y.—v. p., chairman of

the creative plans board, and adminis-

trative director of the agency's creative

division.

They were named v.p.'s: Samuel
Gill, v. p. in charge of media. Fletcher

D. Richards . . . William Young,
marketing director, elevated to senior

v.p.. Esty . . . George Guinan, v.p.,

Burke Dowling Adams . . . James
Tennyson, copy group head, elected

v.p., SSC&B Raymond Nason,
v.p.-production, and Dudley Martin,
v.p. -art, Meldrum and Fewsmith, Cleve-

land.

NETWORKS
Hallmark will continue with its

Hall of Fame specials on NBC-TV
during the 1958-59 season.

Five 90-minute productions and one-

hour Christmas show—all in color

—

are planned.

The renewal was arranged by Hall-

mark's agency, FC&B, Chicago.

Business is up:

Each network has reported increased

billings in gross time sales for the

month of April, over the corre-

sponding period last year.

According to the latest LNA-BAR
compilation released by TvB, April set

a new monthly high in network gross

time billings, topping April, 1957 by

$6.5 million.

The April 1958 billings by network:

ABC TV, S8.7 million; CBS TV $20.7

million; and NBC TV, $18.3 million.

Intermountain Network has signed

three new stations this week: KDGO,
Durango, Col.; KCOL, Ft. Collins,

Col.; and KYOU, Greeley, Col. This

brings the total number of stations

now under the network to 45.

New way to reach Madison Ave.

people: NBC Radio this week de-

livered 50.000 messages on the theme

of "Memorj \ ision" via advertising on

Schrafft coffee.

More on NBC Radio promotion:

NBC sent OUl 1 klets to its affiliates

topped off with paper plates, a wooden
fork and spoon, and a "Who forgot the

pickles?". This is the kick-off of the,

networks' all-out campaign to stimulate

food-store sales via a "Summertime is

Outdoor-Eating Time" theme.

On the specials front: Bell Tele-

phone will sponsor eight one-hour pro-

grams during the 1958-59 season. Four

of the programs will be live musicals,

and the other four will be science se-

ries films. Network arrangements not

yet completed.

Tv network sales: Lever and Phar

maceuticals will co-sponsor Jackie Glea

son via CBS-TV, to start 3 October . .

Marlboro, for alternate sponsorship or

To Tell The Truth, CBS-TV (see AD
VERTISERS—WRAP-UP) ... Col

gate, for Dotto, making its nighttimi

debut on NBC-TV, 1 July.

Tv network renewals: Ford, fo

NBC-TV's The Ford Show . . . R. J

Reynolds and Toni, for NBC-TV
People Are Funny.

Summer replacements : Frigid

aire, for The Frigidaire Summer Thee

tre, on ABC-TV, starting 20 June . .

Concentration, replacing NBC -TV
daytime Truth or Consequences, bow

28 July.

Radio network notes: CBS will a

all the N.Y. Giants' professional foo

ball league games during the 1958 se;

son . . . Spring sales on NBC Radi

totals $3 million, highlighted by ne

orders from General Foods, Lev<

Bros., and Grove Labs.

Network people : Edward McLeai

director of special presentations. CE

Radio Spot Sales . . . Lawren*

Field, assistant to the president ai

general sales manager. MBS ... A)

drew Ross, art director, sales pla

ning, NBC TV Network Sales . .

John Brookman, to the promoft

staff. NBC. Chicago . . . Frank D
Rosa, manager of the central <li\isi'

radio spot sales, NBC, Chicago.

ASSOCIATIONS
A special NAB poll of more th;

1,000 radio and tv stations sho"

that a majority of the statin

expect:
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a) tv revenues to rise an average of

3.5% this year

b) radio revenues to rise an average

of 2.0% this year.

In the survey, the stations based

their estimates on the trend of their

own business during the first quarter

of 1958.

These results indicate that broad-

casters are now only slightly less op-

timistic than they were at the same

time last year.

TvB's Norman Cash conducts a

triple-session series of workshop
presentations at the convention of

the Advertising Federation of

America, in Dallas this week.

It will include some of these points

on tvs dimensions:

• 43 million homes own sets (Niel-

,
sen I

• There are over 500 tv stations in

over 260 markets, making only 2% of

all homes out of tv coverage.

TvB is setting up a Sales Advisory

Committee to coordinate its overall

sales strategy, and, according to Nor-

:

man Cash, president, "check the effec-

.
tiveness of its research oriented selling

ammunition."

The committee will be selected from
i its members' sales heads, and meet
regularly in New York city.

Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB's man-

jp
ager of government relations noted

that uncontrolled development of

,
community antennas threaten the
growth of local, small-market tv

operations.

He spoke before the Senate Commit-
tee on Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce, and made it clear that the NAB
does not oppose the community an-

tenna tv in itself.

"However," Wasilewski continued,

"when they deprive vast segments of

i the population of any tv service, I be-

j
lieve this is a matter of concern for

i the goverment."

New members: BPA announces 16
added members during May—resulting

I from a concentrated drive by the Asso-

ciation for more radio and tv members.

I
The Chicago Federated Advertising

:
Club announced its annual awards for

top radio and tv commercials originat-

ing in Chicago. These were:

RADIO:
Local 60-sec. : William A. Lewis;

Agency, W. B. Doner.

National: International Minerals &

Co., for Accent; Agency, NL&B.

Regional: Lincoln-Mercury Deal-

ers Association; Agency, K&E.

TELEVISION:
Dramatized: Wisconsin Independ-

ent Oil Co.; Agency, W. B. Doner.

Dramatized 20-sec. : Northern Paper

Mills; Agency, Y&R.
Dramatized 60-sec: Marlboro;

Agency, Leo Burnett.

Straight sell : Peoples Gas, Light &

Coke Co.; Agency, NL&B.
Straight sell 60-sec: Toni Co.;

Meet t&3 Sport

MarKj QzVicXor, <a 13-year maruonWBNS
Radio, knows tfte score . He knowsand loves

Sportsanclshares his eatkusiasm, uitfl his

Loyal Central OVuoawAx&nce. &^h,sponsors

become-fans because of Marty's periorm-

ance arid ratings .. .in,tke top 10 tuit& <3L

****> WBNS Radio
asfeJoWBUr C8S».cauiMNis.oc«o
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Agency, North Adv.

Straight Bell, over 60-sec. : Whirl-

pool: Vgencj . K&E.

Live: Pillsburj Mills: \gency, Bur-

nett.

They were elected

:

The Broadcast Pioneers Nomi-
nating Committee: president, Frank
Pellegrin, H-R Reps; 1st v.p.. Merle
Jones. CBS; 2nd v.p.'s. Gordon

Gray, WOR-TV. N. Y.; E. K. Hart-

enbower, KCMO, Kansas City; Rich-

ard Lewis, KTAR, Phoenix; secre-

tarv, Raymond Guy, NBC; treasurer,

Charles' Wall, BMI.
AWRT, Washington chapter:

president, Patti Searight, WTOP;
v.p.. Mary Lois Dramm, WRC.

Nebraska Broadcasters Associa-

tion: president. David Young, KSID,

<^>

Two distinguished commercial film studios-

FILMWAYS, INC., New York and Hollywood, and PLAYHOUSE PICTURES, Hollywood

join their talents to provide better service with complete facilities

to produce the highest quality live action and animated films .

PLAYHOUSE PICTURES, HOLLYWOOD animation specialists now represented

exclusively in NEW YORK by FILMWAYS, INC.

PLAYHOUSE PICTURES,
ANIMATION SPECIALISTS
1401 NORTH LA BREA AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 28. CALI

FILMWAYS
INCORPORATED
18 EAST 50th ST
NEW YORK. N Y

TEL: PLaza 1 2500

Sidney; v.p., Jack Gilbert, KHOL-
TV, Holdrege; secretary-treasurer,

Richard Chapin, KFOR, Lincoln.

More about people: David Hull,

elected president of the E.I.A. . . . Dick
Jackson, national public relations di-

rector, AFTRA.

FILM
CBS TV has just about decided to

produce a second 39 episodes of

Gray Ghost.

The rate of renewal has been quite
:

encouraging to CBS TV Films. The
j

series is now sponsored in 179 markets.

Screen Gems expects the arrival '

of prints on the first two episodes

of Rescue 8, a new series for syn-

dication, within the week.

The series—produced by Bert Leon-

ard—will simultaneously become avail-

able to advertisers.

Standard Sulphur Co.'s stockhold-

ers have approved the acquisition

of all foreign residual property <

and distribution rights of the

Guild Film library— numbering
some 2,000 programs.

The film subsidiary of Standard Sul-

phur— with headquarters in Houston

—will operate as Interworld TV Films.

Reub Kaufman, founder and for-

mer head of Guild Films has gone
into business for himself again.

He's starting off with a batch of for--,

eign-made cartoons.

ABC Film Syndication expects to

add The People's Choice series to

its list of fare.

It also figures to make the off-net-

work episodes— numbering 104 alto-,

gether—available to regional and local

advertisers for October starting dates.

Domestic sales at AAP: WSYR-TVJ
Syracuse, WABT, Birmingham, and|

WSM-TV, Duluth, the other half of the

WB library; WKRC-TV, Cincinnati.

WBAY-TV, Green Bay, and KCSJ-TV.

Pueblo, the Jupiter package; WWLP.
(

Springfield, Mass., segments of the

Gold Mine library.

I Foreign sales by NTA: Sheriff Oj

I Cochise for Japan, Australia and Phil
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ippine Islands: Official Detectii

the Philippines and Australia.

Strictly personnel: Mrs. Retta An-

derson, assistant to the president of

Guild Films . . . Robert A. Cinader,

v.p. of Hal Roach Studios . . . Joseph
George Fisher, midwest sales rep

California National Productions . . .

Dorothy Heehtlinger, story editor,

Desilu studios.

RADIO STATIONS
More radio stations have signed

up for membership in RAB dur-

ing May, than any other 30-day
period in the Bureau's seven-year

history.

Thirty-two new members have been

added, breaking the previous record of

30 set in January, 1956, and tied in

March, 1958.

The two latest stations putting RAB
over the top are KFMJ, Tulsa, and

CKXL, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

The Kluge station group evolved

a public service image for itself

at a meeting of its station man-
agers in Washington. This image

requires

:

• Each member station try to "be-

come the nerve center of the communi-
ty it serves."

• The stations view public service

as a challenge to build good-will and
1

greater audiences.

The stations in the Kluge group are:

WEEP, Pittsburgh; WGAY, Washing-
ton, D. C; WINE, Buffalo; WKDA,
Nashville; and KNOX, Ft. Worth-

Gordon McLendon, president of

the McLendon Stations, Dallas,

gave this advice to members of the

Kentucky Broadcasters Associa-
'• tion:

"Forget your feeling of inferiority

i

to newspapers and cover the news in

|

your community and areas with ag-

l
gressiveness and honesty."

More on the editorializing front:

WTRY, Albany, is airing a series of

| editorials seeking revision of the N. Y.
1 State Trooper working hours . . .

j

WAVZ, New Haven, kicked off a cam-

I

paign for reorganization of the state's

court system.

Radio promotions and stunts:

• WSB, Atlanta, is parading a

model in the downtown streets as

"Miss Portable Radio" with a set

tuned to the station. Recipients of the

lucky ticket numbers she distributes

get a portable radio set.

. WHB, Kansas City, d.j. Gene

Davis aired Christmas Carols on Me-

morial Day to warn motorists that they

might not be here for that holiday if

they drive carelessly.

• KFWB, Hollywood's Elliot Field

is on a unique trade-out deal with his

listeners—starting with a shoelace, he's

traded up to a $50 handbag. Objective

is a Cadillac, to be auctioned off with

proceeds to the City of Hope.

• WQAM, Miami, helps motorists

by broadcasting the location of police

radar units during peak traffic hours.

• WMGM, N. Y., starts its cam-

paign to spur consumer buying by giv-

ing out $1000 per day. Listeners are

asked to mail all sales slips for the

week to the station. Winners will be

refunded with up to $100 each.

Station sales: WHOO, Orlando, to

Donald Horton, president of the Blue-

grass Broadcasting Co. . . . WFTL,
Ft. Lauderdale, to a group headed by

Joseph Amaturo, a major stockholder

of the station.

Kudos to: KYW, Cleveland, honored

with the 1958 Journalism Award by

the Ohio State Bar Association for

You and The Law . . . Herbert Ev-

ans, v.p. and general manager of the

People's Broadcasting Association re-

ceived an honorary degree of Doctor

of Business Administration from Yank-

ton College . . . WEJL, Scranton,

awarded a special plaque by the Lacka-

wanna United Fund for support of its

drive . . . The Southern California

Broadcasters Association radio ad-

vertisers award of merit to the Sally

Shops of L. A. . . . WMAQ and
WNBQ, Chicago, shared 11 awards

in the annual Advertising Awards com-
petition sponsored by the Chicago Fed-

erated Advertising Club . . . WAPI,
Birmingham's sportcaster Dave Camp-
bell cited by the National Water Safe-

ty Congress for his contribution to

water safety through his program . . .

WAPI and WABT, Birmingham, and

their news personnel received 12 Asso-

ciated Press awards from the Alabama
Broadcasters Association. ^

WSLS • TV
the highest rated

ROANOKE, VA.
station in

VIRGINIA'S

ROANOKE, VA.
biggest television

market . . .

ROANOKE VA.
MORE TV HOMES !

MORE PEOPLE!

ROANOKE, VA.

For 33 years, KVOO has been

the "Voice of Oklahoma". Let

this powerful voice speak for

you. It will tell your story to

all of Oklahoma's No. 1

market . . . plus a rich

bonus market in Kansas,

Missouri and Arkansas!

KVOO
The only station covering all of

Oklahoma's No. 1 Market

Broadcast Center • 37th & Peoria

HAROLD C. STUART GUSTAV BRANDBORG

President Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Represented by: EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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NOW GROWN TO 400,000 FAMILIES!

THE LAND OF MILK AND^ONEY
Here's a market of small cities and big farms—
42% rural and 58% urban. We serve a population of

1,350,000, spending $1,750,000,000 in retail sales.

We've been part of this family life since 1924 . .

.

first with radio, and now CBS channel 2 television.

WBAY CHANNEL 2 GREEN BAY
Haydn R. Evans, Gen. Mgr. Rep. Weed Television
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
The networks last week became the bird in a four-sided badminton game—

finding itself shuttled between the FCC and the Justice Department and th?n be-

tween the Senate Commerce Committee and the House Judiciary Committee.

The score is a long ways from being toted up, but it became clear as the week ended that

such network practices as must-buy, option time and program tie-in sales are

virtually doomed.

A chronological description of the match would go something like this:

• Justice anti-trust chief Victor Hansen advises the FCC that these network practices arc

per se violations of the anti-trust laws.

• Rep. Emanuel Celler, chairman of the House Judiciary Committee lets it be known his

anti-trust subcommittees proposes to put the FCC on the hot-seat if the commission doesn't

move with speed to end the practice.

• The Senate Commerce Committee, which had issued a staff report assailing the practices,

hopped on FCC chairman John C. Doerfer about the same subject.

• Doerfer responds that Hansen had agreed to wait for the end of the FCC's delibera-

tions on the Barrow report.

• Hansen in a second interview denied he threatened to prosecute the networks if the FCC
didn't wipe out the practices.

• Hansen in a third interview admits that FCC action would be quicker and easier than

court action and that all he meant was the situation would have to be studied.

Obviously, the networks are not only the "bird" but are getting the bird in what

amounts to a puzzling atmosphere not uncommon for Washington at this time of the year.

The networks can probably have a breathing spell until the FCC reaches its

conclusions on the sweeping Barrow report recommendations.

But the FCC will not be able to hold off on this much after the beginning of the next Con-

gressional session—January, 1959.

Hansen will be hailed before one or more Congressional Committees with undignified

haste. He will be made to repeat his "per se violation of the anti-trust laws" statements. Then

action will be forced, one way or another.

As a practical matter the FCC, which would like to tamper as little as possible with pres-

ent practices, will likely try to come out with what it hopes are the minimum changes needed

to head off the more drastic action.

The House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee, even while it tried

this week to pull together the complicated Springfield-St. Louis case, was making
plans for other inquiries.

Testimony was being scheduled on Boston Channel 5, Pittsburgh Channel 4, and Miami
Channel 7.

The highlight of the week's early hearings on the St. Louis (KTVI) case was a charge by

subcommittee members that the FCC in its channel awards had given the VHF edge by
far to metropolitan areas—making UHF the stepchild of smaller communities.

KTVI's president, Harry Tenenbaum admitted under questioning that he had approached

commisioners about the report of a looming deintermixture in the St. Louis and Springfield

area. But, he added, "I think the commissioners would talk freely to any one."

The hearings are due to fold by the end of June.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

^ SPONSOR HEARS
14 JUNE 1958 ^n old-line rep, now exclusively in radio, is hound to stir up quite a ruckus 1>\ his
Copyright 1958 . . i . i n i i

sponsor publications inc. decision to expand into the tv station field.

He's apparently yielding to the wishes of the younger people in his organization.

The casualty rate for marketing v.p.'s seems to be keeping pace with the growing

stature of the job.

As one Madison Avenue veteran put it this week: "The turnover in marketing di-

rectors is topped only by the turnover in tv directors."

It's probably not typical of the business, but the tv director of a major agency this

week told one of the programing researchers:

'"We've decided to recommend this program to the client. Now you put together the

statistical data that will back up our judgment."

The sales masterminds at ABC TV wished this week that they had been con-

sulted before the network's research department released an item showing the advantages

of a weekly series over the sponsorship of monthly specials.

Reason for this sensitivity: The sales department had just: (1) signed Bing Crosby

for a couple of specials, and (2) sold them to Oldsmobile.

Revlon's reshuffle of its brands among its four agencies seems sure to put War-

wick & Legler's share in the profit column.

Protocol note: As assistant to top-man Charles Revson, Bill Mandel now manipulates

an influential finger in the Revlon tv pot. He overseered the audition reel of Bid &

Buy (which CBS TV has yet to give the green light).

One client will be paying $15,000 more for a gimmick tv program this fall just

because his ad manager insisted on handling the negotiations himself.

As negotiations with the rights owner got deeper into the bog, a talent office convinced

the owner it could come to his rescue with a better deal. So the price was upped $15,000.

Those "Message of Disapproval (or Approval)" postcards distributed by the

Legion of Decency occasionally present the tv networks with a puzzle.

For instance, NBC TV received cards in the same mail both disapproving and

applauding something that took place on the Perry Como Show. One correspondent

thought the routine elevating for a family audience; the other, degrading.

Station men are pouring in on their New York reps by the planeload.

The reps' assumption: Things on the home front are quiet, so the executives have

the time to rewarm their agency contacts and, if possible, pick up an order here and

there.

Seems they've picked a convenient time for visiting. Buyers generally arc sitting

by waiting for the clients' nod on already blueprinted fall campaigns.



ANOTHER SUCCESS STORY FROM CHCH-TV

WEISS a GEUEE?/ IN1EW YORK/ INC.

ADVERTISING
400 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y. • PLAZA 3 - 4070

February 27, 1958

Mr. Ray Peters
Station CHCH-TV
163 Jackson St., W.
Hamilton, Ontario
Canada

Dear Ray:

In 195U, our agency recommended a test of spot television in
New York City for Proctor Electric Company. The phenomenal
success achieved by our client in New York and in subsequent
markets has now been matched in Canada. The Frank Martin
Company, Proctor' s sales representatives in Canada, reported
a sell-out of Proctor merchandise for the last quarter 1957
as a direct result of a saturation spot campaign on your
station.

Your fine cooperation in working out a saturation spot schedule
to fit our budget, and, of equal importance, the assistance at
the station and in the field to merchandise the campaign to
dealers helped immeasurably.

The new Mary Proctor Steam Iron will be introduced this Spring
in the Ontario market on CHCH-TV.

We expect another TV sales success story.

Kindest personal regards.

Sincerely,

?7t^

mt/a

Max Tendrich,
Executive Vice President

HCH-TV reaches 1/5 of the Canadian retail market. The 2,552,715 people within our vast coverage area spend

\

2,722,91 1,000.00 annually on retail purchases. This represents 19.26% of all Canadian retail sales . . . another

'lack and white fact proving that CHCH-TV "sells on sight" to the richest

larket in Canada. For further information call Montreal: UN 6-9868,

oronto: EM 6-9234; Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: MU 4-7461, New York

ily: PL 1-4848, Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769

CHCH-TV
CHANNEL #/ CANADA
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MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home

of any station in the

Heart of Florida

to the Suncoast

WSUN Radio

St. Petersburg-Tampa

Represented by VENARD, RINTOUL &
McCONNELL

Southeastern: JAMES S. AYERS

Advertisers Love Us

Why?

RESULTS

California

BUTTE STEEL £> CONSTRUCTION CO.—Chico,
ding, Sacramento

distributor for Butler Buildings in No.

KHSLTV
CHANNEL 12

TRIPLE SPOTTING
i Cont'd from page 30)

chip advertisers expeel prime times,

luil smaller advertisers are happy to

get them. By taking a drastic step

like offering prime time only in triple

spots, stations might rock a few of the

higher agencies hack on their heels.'"

Many stations insist that the law of

supply and demand will settle the

triple spotting controversy. Says

k/ITV president Dick Moore: '"The

price for any spot is ultimately deter-

mined by its actual value to the adver-

tiser. So far. it appears that spots on

television are much in demand and

that their efficiency to the advertising

dollar spent is greater than in any

competing medium.

"It is ironical," continues Moore,

"that the medium which has the lowest

ratio of advertising content to editorial

or entertainment should consider fur-

ther limitation of advertising."

Here are some additional viewpoints

turned up in sponsor's survey:

Ward Quail, v.p. and general man-

ager, WGN, Chicago: "The triple-spot

furor is much bigger than is even in-

dicated in the press. Advertisers are

pulling out of the top 20 markets until

a triple-spotting truce is declared by

stations. Rates will have to be raised

on stations which have been told by

owners to make a certain amount of

revenue annually."

New York rep: "If rates go up,

advertisers will have to cut some sta-

tions to keep the budget in line. They'll

pay the increase in the top markets, so

the end result will be that smaller sta-

tions will suffer."

Tom Wright, media manager, Leo

Burnett: "Any proposed rate raise as

a result of dropping triple spotting is

a veiled threat. . . . Cost of each tv

market is justified only by the set

count. To cut out triple spotting is no

justification to raise rates."

At sponsor's presstime, the triple

spotting controversy appeared no

closer to a solution than it did two

weeks ago. At the moment, several

advertisers I including P&G ) are re-

fusing to buy spots unless the station

agrees not to triple spot. ANA has

asked NAB for action on the problem.

Broadcasters are split on whether

triple spotting is good or had. and

disagree on alternatives.

Perhaps the most cogent comment

came from a West Coast rep: "You've

-(•I to put 'em somewhere." ^

MERCHANT OF DIVERSITY
^ Coui d from page 41)

to their criticisms and suggestions.

Says Cohn, "Rarely have we found

ourselves in the position of getting

anything but the best criticism from
advertising people."

From the age of 10, Cohn spent his

summer vacations working for his

father and uncle at Columbia. He he-

gan as a mail-boy, and until he left

for Cornell University, got better jobs

—but not much better. After gradu-

ating from Cornell, he set out to con-

quer Broadway's legitimate theatre on

his own.

To insure his independence, he

dropped what might have been his

"Open, Sesame"—the name of Cohn
and used only his first and middle

name, Ralph Morris. He spent a year

and a half on Broadway as a stage

manager and producer without setting

the world afire, although as Cohn wry-

ly says, "It was a success for me: I

got jobs." Then he picked up his sur-

name again and headed West. At Co-

lumbia, he became an assistant pro-

ducer, held down that role for two

years and in 1936 was advanced to full

producer status. "It costs as much to-

day to produce a half-hour tv film,"

Cohn says, "as it did to turn out a

whole feature film then." Some of the

feature film that Cohn produced dur-

ing this period are still turning up in

tv packages.

From 1943 to 1945 he was in the

U. S. Signal Corps producing training

film and after the war, instead of re-

turning to Columbia, he teamed with

Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers to

form Triangle Productions, an inde-

pendent company that released for

awhile through United Artists. In

1947, he saw his first tv show and wasl

off to New York.

Pioneer Telefilms, which he set up

with Jules Bricken, produced tv comJ

mercials for two years; among thel

most memorable, a 20-second spot fori

BVD's. During this time, Cohn

dreamed of going on to show produc-

tion, had many talks about it with

such pioneer figures as Huhhell Rohin

son, General David Sarnoff and Bil

Paley. Cohn was confident this wa*i

his forte since he had learned at Col

lumbia what the public likes and how

to film it. But he needed a lot mon

capital than was in the Pioneer ban!,

account. At least $5 million was neci

essan for the enterprise. At this time
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Columbia Pictures asked Cohn and

Bricken to do an analysis of tv, and

the pair prepared a 50-page presenta-

tion. Columbia liked it, and Pioneer

moved in as a wholly owned subsidi-

ary; was rechristened Screen Gems, an

old Columbia Pictures title for short

subjects.

In 1949, Screen Gems had a staff of

three including Cohn. By June 1951,

it had 14 on the payroll, and contract-

ed to do its first half-hour film pro-

gram—seven episodes for duPont's

Cavalcade of America series. Next

year came the deluge. Cohn sold Ford

the idea of a dramatic anthology to be

titled Ford Theater. It had its debut

on NBC TV that fall, ran for five

years. Screen Gems retained re-run

rights to the series and began its stock-

pile of syndication product. The Ford

Theater library, along with SG's later

series Celebrity Playhouse made for

Falstaff Beer but also sold regionally

to other sponsors, built up into one of

the biggest dramatic anthology "bun-

dles" in syndication—317 shows in all.

"In those days," says Cohn, "Caval-

cade cost about $25,000, Ford Theater

about $35,000. Today comparable

half-hour tv shows cost about 50 c
/r

more. But I don't think costs should

go too much higher. That could mark
a point of no return for tv as a utility

tool since advertisers have many me-

dia to choose from."

By 1953, Screen Gems was well-

launched in the field of syndication.

(This year. SG adds three first-run

series: Casey Jones, Ranch Party and

Rescue 8; the latter now in produc-

tion, being a story of the rescue squad

attached to the Los Angeles fire depart-

ment. It will be merchandised in typi-

cal SG fashion through first-aid kits

and kiddie's plastic crash helmets).

While Cohn relentlessly pushed SG
along, the other major Hollywood stu-

dios waxed both hot and cold about tv.

Around 1950, they jumped in less from

enthusiasm than to protect their inter-

ests. Very soon, most jumped out

again, although now some of them are

back. Cohn never doubted his course.

As early as 1951, it is rumored, he was
thinking about the feature film libra-

ries on the coast. When this dam of

feature product broke in 1956, SG rode

the crest. Prior to this, most feature

film for tv came from small indepen-

j

dents, usually through bank foreclo-

sures. The sudden flood of pre-1948

Hollywood product was a significant

point in SG's picture as it was in the

whole history of tv. Today, SG has

in distribution about 800 feature films:

in reserve, it has about 700 more.

National sales are under the direc-

tion of Vice President John H. Mitch-

ell, a product of Mutual Broadcasting,

who with three salesmen cover the

three networks and the advertising

agencies. About 25 salesmen under

Jerry Hyams, director of syndication,

handle that product in sales to stations

and non-net advertisers. Bill Fine-

shriber is director of international op-

erations. There is a Screen Gems Ltd.

in London; a Screen Gems Canada
Ltd. and Screen Gems Mexico-S.A.

Hub of this web of celluloid is at 711
Fifth Avenue, a building now owned
by Columbia Pictures but famous as a

landmark in broadcasting since it was
the original NBC.

Although Cohn founded and guided

the destinies of Screen Gems from the

start, it wasn't until March of this

year that he became president. Then,

at the same time that Abe Schneider

became president of Columbia Pic-

tures, Ralph Cohn was elected presi-

dent of the subsidiary as well as a vice

president of the parent corporation.^
TV'S PSEUDO DOCTORS

I Cont'd from page 34)

that no one would like.

How should self-policing begin?

First, by the honest, hard-boiled rec-

ognition by advertisers, agencies, and
broadcasters, that not more than one
product in 1,000 has, or ever had, any
real right to claim endorsement by the

"medical profession."

Doctors don't endorse things—either

as individuals or in groups—and they

particularly don't endorse branded
commercial products.

If yours happens to be the one-in-

] .000 product that can honestly claim

professional medical backing, then you

should be prepared to publish an over-

whelming mass of thorough, complete-

ly checked, scientific research to justify

every statement you make.

If you can't do this, or don't have

this kind of product—forget the whole

subject. Don't ever mention doctors

in your selling.

Above all, don't try to be cute, or

clever or cagey. Don't pat yourself on

the back for your small-boy skill in

legalistic hair-splitting, or your ability

to get your commercials past some net-

work or station censor. You'll lose

vour shirt in the end. ^^

Leave it to

Joe Floyd to get

a prize like this!

It's the TELEVISION AGE-
Billboard Award for Local

Merchandising Promotion.

And merchandising is what makes

Joe such a helluva salesman. It's

what makes his KEL-O-LAND the

Upper Midwest's great tv

supermarket, with checkout stands in

four states.* So why not join

the Association to Keep Floyd

Winning Merchandising Awards?

You've got the product. Joe will

promote the blazes out of it.

*South Dakota, Minnesota,

Iowa, Nebraska

KEL-O-LAND
CBS • ABC • NBC

| KELO-TV
= Sioux Falls 11

| and boosters

I KDLO-TV 3
. Aberdeen, Huron, Watertown

,
Win

,
Chamberlai

and KELO RADIO—13,600 Watts, eqv.

Genera! Offices: Sioux Falls, S.D.

JOE FLOYD, PRESIDENT

Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr., Larry Bentson, V.P.

REPRESENTED by H-R

In Minneapolis: Bulmer & Johnson, Inc.
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coverage

WNCT has plenty—42 counties to be
exact. But in Eastern North Carolina,
folks aren't much concerned about cover-

age. They are too busy watching or talk-

ing about the programs on Channel 9.

Message: The latest 19-county Tele-

pulse and ARB point to WNCT as a
WHALE of a buy. You'll see when you
try WNCT for your next buy in the
Eastern N. C. market. Hollingbery has
avails and free copies ofour new brochure.

Pay-off tip:

buy "BLUE CHIP'

. . . WSIX-TV

NOW
Nashville's No. 1 Value

and going places fast!

Talk about a market rise! WSIX-TV has
really broken thru the top with an

audience gain of more than 30% in 4
months.* At the same efficient rates,

Channel 8 is the blue chip buy—both for

present value and future appreciation.

from Nov. '57 to Mar. 58 ARB

REPRESENTED BY:

H-R TELEVISION, INC.

CLARKE BROWN COMPANY

TUCK TAPE CHALLENGES
I Cont'd from page 43 I

To create a sales tool for reluctant

retailers, the company set up a store

audit in a market where Tuck was
being advertised. It learned how ef-

fective the advertising was when it was
found that Tuck, given equal display

space with competitors, would outsell

twice—that is two sales for one.

A not insignificant problem facing

the company was the retailer attitude

on total tape consumption. Retailers

believed that the potential tape con-

sumption was relatively fixed, and had

about reached its limit. To sell two

rolls at once, then, would be to cut

sales almost in half, with a resultant ef-

fect on dollar sales.

The store audit showed, among oth-

er things, that the limit, if there is one,

tends to be on dollar sales of tape

rather than consumption. It showed at

first that store dollar sales remained

about the same, whether the buyer

bought a competitive product with one

roll, or Tuck Tape with two rolls.

Backed by tv, both consumption and

dollar sales went up.

The second phase, to begin this fall,

will push heavier on increased distri-

bution and display. Backing up the

advertising that's creating consumer

demand, TT will send a crew of detail

men into the field to persuade retailers

to cash in on the demand.

And the advertising will still be tv,

and tv only, probably network again.

"When you have a limited budget, you

must concentrate it in one medium,"

Persky believes. And why tv? "Be-

cause of the 'dynamic factor' of tv,"

he says. "Only in tv can you get a

total impact greater than the sum of

its parts. If you plan carefully, and

have the right approach and copy, ad-

vertising develops a news factor, and:

gets all kinds of interest and immedi-

acy you can't buy."

In the last year, Tuck Tape has

moved from a relatively unknown i

product, selling perhaps a million rolls

a year, to a formidable contender, with!

sales now running at about 20 million

rolls a year. It has, simultaneously,

convinced some 20,000 retailers, with

already crowded shelves to not only

stock, but display Tuck.

Tuck achieved this impact with a

low budget on network tv, with Jerry

Lester proclaiming he's stuck on Tuck.

Needless to say, Les Persky is stuck;

on tv. W^
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AGENCY'S PUBLICITY ROLE
[Cont'd from page 37)

mentioned as a criterion in his choice

of agency: "sufficient confidence in it-

self to publicize itself."

Yet, to date, pr experts admit that

corporate pr efforts of agencies are still

the weakest part of the public relations

program. Sometimes those agencies

that do not maintain a pr department

of their own and hire an outside shop,

try to make a "deal" with the outside

shop by pointing client pr business

their way in return for the corporate

pr effort. In all too many instances,

whether handled internally or by out-

siders, on a paid or free basis, corpo-

rate pr is generally confined to releases

about account and job changes.

"The trouble is that we're making

money in this department," the pr di-

rector of a major agency told sponsor.

"It took us three or four years as a

department to get in the black, but now
that we've done it we're so busy with

show publicity and product publicity

for our clients that there's little time to

plan a program for the agency itself."

There are agencies that already do a

fine corporate pr job; but they're in

the minority. Among those most fre-

quently mentioned by agencymen them-

selves is Grey Advertising, whose pr

staff grew from two to 30 in four years.

The house organ, Grey Matter, a com-

pilation of advertising news, has been

sent out to clients, college and business

executives over the past 20 years. An-
other agency frequently praised for the

caliber of its corporate pr is one that

employs an outside shop: San Fran-

cisco's Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, who

work through Biderman & Tolk in New
York.

What's wrong with agency pr

and who says so? Criticisms abound

and for obvious reasons. Agencies'

large-scale entry into this field opened

up a new area of competition for exist-

ing public relations experts.

Sometimes the criticism is on the

lofty, philosophic level, whether it

stems from independent pr companies

or from agency management itself. In

those instances it generally boils down
to this: Agencies are in the business of

creating and placing advertising and

all other services are necessarily step-

children or off-shoots that don't merit

the same financial or organizational

breathing space as the prime service.

When the criticism comes from pr

executives ivithin the field it usually

comes down to this: Agencies began

staffing enmasse for pr services when
client pressure for such services was

turned on. Consequently, since it in-

itially represented out-of-pocket expense

to the corporate management, some

agency pr departments were, in the

beginning at least, staffed with cheap

non-professional help.

"There was a day when the bright

young thing fresh out of college who
didn't qualify for copywriting or

couldn't find an opening in it was

turned into an agency pr writer," says

the pr director of an agency billing in

excess of $75 million. "This trend to

underpaying left a bad after-taste."

Today, incidentally, salary ranges in

agency pr departments are roughly on

a par with those in independent pr

firms, other than at the top level, where

the manager or partner of a pr firm

has an obvious advantage over his

agency-salaried counterpart.

Actually, it was agency management
itself that pushed for pr staffing within

the major shops, particularly during

the recent years and for various rea-

sons. Sometimes, sizable ad agencies

were burned by employing outside

firms for show publicity, for instance,

because the outside firm frequently

was a competitor for budgets and a

wedge into the agency's relationship

with the client.

"If a tv show wasn't a success, the

outside pr firm was usually first to tell

the client, 'What the hell could we do

to publicize the turkey your agency

bought?' " the tv v.p. of an agency with

more than five network tv properties

told SPONSOR.

Today, with the embryonic swing to

corporate agency pr and the growing

earning capacity of pr departments,

public relations is in a period of up-

swing. For better or worse, one trend's

a safe bet : There'll be more expert and
higher-cost pr efforts originating from
top agencies during the year to come.

If agency pr is to follow in the foot-

steps of industry pr in such giant com-

panies as automobile, steel and other

metals, for instance, then its develop-

ment to date has barely scratched the

surface. Some indications of the direc-

tions it may eventually take can be

found in the activities of some well-

known public relations experts in the

field who've counseled agency manage-

ment on internal organizations, ap-

pointments of top-management execu-

tives, and even on agency mergers. ^
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40% penetration

in its 94 Kai

county coverage

TAKE A GOOD
AT THE CHOICE OF KAN

2 to 1 listenership over its near-

est competitor in 1 1 county

Topeka trade area
Nielsen Coverage StudyV

CBS - RADIO WIBW

TOPEKA-
Single station market with

100,000 unduplicated families

LOOK
SANS
2 to 1 lead over all out-of-state

competitors in "station viewed

most" both day & night

ARB 1957

TV-CBS- ABC
COVERAGE • PROMOTION • MERCHANDISING • RESULTS



Inwnd
#shington

A 12-County, $743,538,000
Market Covered by

KPQ WENATCHEE
5000 W - 560 KC

A Market Apart from Seattle
and Spokane

FORJOE & CO., Nationally

ART MOORE & ASSOCIATES
Seattle and Portland

PAT O HALLORAN, National Sales

NOrmandy 3-5121, Wenatchee

THE POWERFUL HAND

in Pennsylvania's 3rd market

^t
in

WNEP-T? WILK-TV
Ch. 16

Scranton Wi
Ch. 34
Ikes-Barre

• best possible coverage of the nearly
people in the prosperous

Scranton—Wilkes-Barre trading area

• combined operation with identical
programming-ABC-TV basic affiliates

t
Symbol of Service

TRANSCONTINENT TELEVISION

CORPORATION

Si'i'iVtS IS",?'"'?
' WNEf TV "°™erly WARM-TV), Scranton

WILKTV. WilkesBarre • Represented by A»ery-Knodel. Inc.

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Vincent Aiello joins MacManus, John &

Adams, Inc. as senior v.p. and director of

creative planning effective 1 July, it has

been announced by agency president

Ernest A. Jones. Aiello comes to MJ&A
after a 14-year association with the Kudner

agency. He joined that agency in 1944

as copywriter on Goodyear, National Dis-

tillers and Buick, later became creative

director on these and the GMC account, then executive v.p. While

with Kudner he served as a member of the board of directors, mem-
ber of the executive committee, and member of the creative board.

He was also trustee of the employees* profit-sharing fund. Aiello

was graduated from Boston University (1936). A native New York-

er, he lives in Manhattan with his wife and two children.

announced by

vice president

Lester Bernstein, associate editor of

Time, will join NBC on 14 July as director

of information, it has beer

Kenneth W. Bilby, executiv

of NBC public relations. Bernsteii

tered the field in 1940 via the reporting

staff of the N.Y. Times. He rejoined that

organization after WW II as a member of

their drama department. In 1948 he left

to become film critic of Time magazine. Two years afterwards he

became Rome and London correspondent. Since his return to New

York in 1956, he has been writing Time's press and tv/radio sec-

tions as well as editing a number of other sections. He and his

wife and four children live in Whitestone, Queens, New York. Al

NBC Bernstein will report directly to Kenneth Bilby.

3?

Stephen D. Labunski has been appointed

general manager of WMCA. effective <l

June. Lahunski's first association with th<

broadcast field was as salesman wit!

KCMO, Kansas City. Mo. in 1951. Thre.

years later, he joined Todd Storz to wori

with WHB, Kansas City. In January, L950

he became general manager of WDGM
Minnesota, and a year later was made i

1

v.p. of Storz. Later that year he came to New York as v.p. of pro

i min g For \l!\. Most recentl) Labunski has been consultant an<

diret tor of radio operations for Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. Dur

ing this time C-C's KFWB. L.A. moved into a top audience an(|

increased billing position. Concurrent with Lahunski's appointment

R. Peter Strauss has been elected executive v.p. of WMCA. He con;

tinues as program chief, in addition to his increased duties.



This is the kind of hold our station has on people
How do you measure loyalty?

Not by the bare figure of our daily audience
(747.640 TV homes). Not by the lines
drawn on our coverage map (41 counties in

3 states). And not by a mere addition of
their purchasing power ($3,361,973,000 last
year). Here in the WHIO-TV area these
figures are most impressive— but how, and
to what extent, do they apply to you?

In full measure, we say, from the vantage

point of living with our audience. Its loyalty
is expressed through mail counts and rat-

ings, in which we excel year after year. Our
loyalty, through programming of many
public service features— and through such
details as no triple spots.

Let George P. Hollingbery tell you how
these dual loyalties transfer in depth to
sponsors' effort. He and his rate card mean
exactly what they say.

whio-tv
CBS

channel 1~~ "J dayton,

ohioa
ONE OF A M E R I C A'S GREAT AREA STATIONS

Reaching and Holding 2,881,420 People



SPONSOR
SPEAKS
The FCC impasse

In recent years, the broadcasting industry has found itself

in the middle of what appears to be an unhealthy game of

FCC rugby. Here are just six of the more important develop-

ments which had profound effect on air media:

• The muddled uhf-vhf situation, left hanging by the FCC
• The awesome but dangerous Barrow report

• The complex clear-channel situation

• The controversy over FCC Commissioners' expense

accounts

• The most recent Justice Department's "opinion" on the

legality of certain network practices.

Collectively, these developments make one thing clear:

radio and television are caught in the middle of a political

cross fire, snarled in governmental red tape, trapped by

regulative procedures and pinned by legal restrictions.

It should be apparent that unless something is done soon to

eliminate some of these problems, the growth and progress of

the broadcasting industry is going to be stunted and the entire

advertising business will suffer as a result.

After a lengthy study, talks with industry leaders and

re-reading of hearings testimony, sponsor has five recom-

mendations which should contribute to eliminating this im-

passe:

(1) Immediate establishment of better defined standards

for granting franchises.

(2) Liberal expense accounts for FCC Commissioners

(3) ("loser scrutiny of appointments to the FCC in the

future, with the ultimate objective of a virtually non-political

FCC.

(4) The immediate appointment by the FCC of a commit-

tee to recommend, within six months, prompt action on the

uhf-vhf muddle. This committee should not hold hearings,

but should review all past testimony, and the FCC should be

prepared to act on this recommendation.

I 5 I The FCC and the Justice Department should move

immediately to effect closer liaison, so that legal status is

determined before an FCC ruling is made—not afterwards.

Through these five steps, sponsor believes that future de-

cisions affecting the broadcasting industry can be made on

a sensible non-political basis. And existing problems that

continue to nag at the industry can at least be started on the

road to solution.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Apt: WOW-TV, Omaha, interrupted

its regular programing on 23 May to

bring viewers the verdict in the first

degree murder trial of mass murderer

Charles Starkweather in Lincoln. Ne-

braska. The program that WOW-TV
interrupted was The Verdict Is Yours.

Ad-iche: P. R. Director Frank Leon-

ard and several of his associates at

Campbell-Ewald Agency in New York

have been dreaming up what thc\ call.

"Mixed Cliches." Here is one of their

latest: Let's up periscope and see hou

the cement is setting.

Think Bing: Ralph Ring Co.. Cleve-

land ad agency, recently sent out HMM)

Army surplus gas masks bearing in-

scription, "Rusiness stink? Call Ralph

Eing Advertising at SUperior 1-277.1

Now the agency plans another mailing

of surplus periscopes with message,

"Hope business is looking up." Well,

even if it isn't, don't send us a life raft!

Elite guard: While many timebuyers

are more than delighted at the prospect

of two weeks in the Catskills. Charles

Willard, Jr., of Doherty, Clifford,

Steers & Shenfield, is planning a six

months' vacation in Dubrovnik, Yugo-

slavia.

Vendetta: According to a recent news

item, television set owners in a small

Italian Alpine village have been com-

plaining for several months that van-

dals have been smashing their tv an-

tennae. Police finally caught the cul-

prit who proved to be the owner of the

local motion picture theatre. Well,

there's one solution to a competitive

situation.

Prize: K-RAM, Longview, Wash.

offering as first prize in a contest its

d.j. Ryron Swanson who will cook

Lreakfast, lunch and dinner, clean the

house and wash the clothes for tht

lucky winner. But while Byron keep:

house, who'll play the "music-to-keep

house-by?"

Talk recovery: Jack Geller, of Weiss

and Geller Agency in New York, v.

wearing a pocket hankie emblazonei

with the legend: "Rusiness is good.'

But does it glow in the dark?

Seasonal note: As Summer comes t<

Madison Avenue, the word is we'l

soon be seeing a rash of seersucke

attache cases.

SPONSOR • 14 JUNE 195?



What's more this big NUMBER ONE is built upon a solid foundation of growth confirmed by all three

rating services. KFWB's share of audience* is UP 56.7% in Hooper ... UP 44.8% in Nielsen ... UP
34.7% in Pulse. You'll agree too that color radio KFWB is the number one buy in Los Angeles. ROBERT
M. PURCELL, president and general manager. Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.

i Periods: Hooper, Sepl-\ov. '57 to April-May '58; Nielsen, D?r. 57-Jan. '58 to Feb.-Mar. 58; Pul , Nov.-Dee. 57 (.



We're selling more sets in booming San Die

1

In San Diego County alone, there are

286,700 TV Households.*

In Channel 8's COVERAGE area, there

are 527,139 TV Households.*

MORE people are watching Channel 8

on MORE sets than EVER BEFORE!

KFMB
WRATHER ALVAREZ BROADCASTING.

1

SAN DIEG
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and hundreds of advertisers are using these

great stations for their basic advertising:

KOB-TV Albuquerque
WSB-TV Atlanta

KERO-TV Bakersfield

WBAl-TV Baltimore

WGN-TV Chicago
WFAA-TV Dallas

WICU-TV Erie

WNEM-TV Flint-Bay City

WANE-TV Fort Wayne
KPRC-TV Houston
WHTN-TV . . . Huntington-Charleston

KARK-TV Little Rock
KCOP Los Angeles
WPST-TV Miami
WISN-TV Milwaukee

KSTP-TV .... Minneapolis-St. Paul

WSM-TV Nashville

WTAR-TV Norfolk

KMTV Omaha
WTVH Peoria

WJAR-TV Providence

WTVD Raleigh-Durham

KCRA-TV Sacramento

WOAI-TV San Antonio

KFMB-TV San Diego

KTBS-TV Shreveport

WNDU-TV .... South Bend-Elkhart

KREM-TV Spokane
KOTV Tulsa

KARD-TV Wichita

Television Division

1

4 Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
The Original Station Representative

New York • Chicago Atlanta Boston • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco • St Louis

WHY THEY'RE

TAKING A NEW

LOOK AT RADIO

Some admen feel that

radio's big upward
thrust is losing its mo-

mentum due to pro-

graming inertia. t\

competition. Others

claim radio hold- its

own with other media

Page 31

How the net

tv shows line

up for fall

Page 33

Television vs

print—which

should dominate?

Page 40

Network radio

sales slip:

down 3% in June

Page 43

DIGMTON^AGE



w n o e .A STRONG NUMBER 2
and gaining fast!

Add another. .. WNOE, New Orleans... to the strong

radio stations represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

Under new management and with 50,000 watts — ten times more powerful

than any other New Orleans Independent—WNOE is now a strong Number 2
in the thriving 1 1 station Gulf Coast market during prime time.

Hooper proves it... WNOE is second between 7 and 9 a.m. and 4 and
6 p. m. (Feb.- May 1958). And WNOE's audience has increased 69%
in the morning, 76% in the afternoon in the last seven short months!

Still 50,000 watts at the middle of the dial, this

up-and-coming station is the all-day listening habit of over

600,000 radio homes. And zooming steadily in popularity

with programs and personalities tailormade to their tastes.

Next time you make up a schedule, put your chips on WNOE,
the most effective, lowest cost-per-thousand showcase
you can buy on the bustling Gulf Coast.

W fl 6 A James A. Noe Station

K«»^.s .«..c'i ...now represented nationally by...

AVERY- KNODEL

VCISCO LOS ANGE
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DES MOINES, Iowa

Prefers

KRNTfTV
A The Station Most People Watch Most!

A The Station Most People, by Far

Depend on for Accurate News!

I A The Station With Far and Away the

Most BELIEVABLE Personalities!

This Central Surveys study reveals

many interesting facts that show

without question KRNT-TV is the

one to use to get the kind of results

an advertiser must get these days,

KATZ has the NEW— the
TRUE— facts on television

viewing in Des Moines.
Ask them for your copy.

Central Surveys has been engaged in

nation-wide market research and public
opinion surveys for over 20 years.
Among the more than 200 clients are
many PUBLIC UTILITY companies. List
shown on request.

SPONSOR • 21 JUNE 1958
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LARGEST
|
AUDIENCE

OF ANY STATION IN IOWA | OR ILLINOIS (outside Chicago)

According to Nielsen

TV Leads in ALL Cate

Reached Monthly, Nu

Weekly and Daily |

Weekly and Daily

Retail Sales

Effective buying Income

loverage Service, WOC-

£>ries: Number of Homes

»er Reached Weekly . .

.

aytime Circulation;

ighttime Circulation.

WOC-TV COVERAGE DATA -

1,583,800
489,700
1,934,984,000
2,686,413,000
1957 Survey of Buying Income
(Sales Management)
317,902
Advertising Research
Foundation

WOC-TV- Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

The Quint-Citi
—Davenport a
dorf in Iowa:
land, Moline

id Betten-

Rock Is-

and East

operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio-Des Moines

WOC TV
Col. B. J. Palmer,

President
Ernest C. Sanders,

Res. Mgr.
Mark Wodlinger,

Res. Sales Manager
PETERS, GRIFFIN,
WOODWARD, INC.
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NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE



Is your ad

dollar going

bye-bye...

or BUY BUY?
Arc you playing "rating rou-

lette" in Portland, Oregon?

Been selling your product

on stations that inflate rat-

ings with kid's gimmicks
and shows? With KPTV,
you reach an adult audience

— the kind that puts "buy
buy" in your budget. Look
at the program schedules.

Then put your schedule with

KPTV, the station that sells

the people who buy!

jour BUY-BUY station

Jgjl

ortland, Oregon

channel I ^
FIRST Telaviiion Slol.d

NEWSMAKER
of the week

In electing Julia Brown, associate media director on P&G,

an agency vice president last tveek along with associate me-

dia directors Henry Clochessy and Walter Barber, Compton

officially recognized a young veteran air media buyer. This

triple elevation highlights the continuous rise in stature of

media executives within the ranks of top air media agencies.

The newsmaker: Julia Brown, long a media strategist on

P&G brands at Compton, earned her new v.p. title after 20 years at

the agency in some six diversified research and media jobs. "We
deal with professionals in the clients own organization," she told

sponsor. "And every bit of the experience we gather in our own

research and media contributes to shaping our tv and radio policies."

As the only woman media v.p. on the P&G account, Julia can

match ground-rules knowledge with anyone. Her Wellesley B.A. in

mathematics led naturally into Compton's research department and

statistical work, from which she graduated into radio research and

timebuying.

"Today we also like specialists as timebuyers, because we feel they

can do a more thorough job of reviewing all possible availabilities,

maintaining effective station and rep contact and weighing market

against market, station against station," she told sponsor.

Her responsibilities as those of the other associate media directors

on P&G, include coordination of all media, air and print, budget

recommendations to determine what percentage is to go into various

media, network vs. spot, and liaison with other Compton departments

affecting media decisions.

"Our position on daytime tv today is comparable to the peak days)

of network radio when P&G were also important users of daWinu

air," she says. "And now, as then, this causes a buying problenl

for competitive reasons each brand is considered individually."

Individuality continues to be the keystone to P&G's media ap|

proach. For instance, when a new coverage study becomes availablt

(as NCS No. 3 soon will be) each P&G agency makes its own analysis

its own recommendations on effective coverage area and interpreta-

tion.

"During the daytime, we know we have a women's audience,

Julia Brown told sponsor. "At nighttime, we've made various studft

to see the composition of the audience by time periods. We've found

for example, that early evening tv loses a high percentage of womei

to the kitchen. These studies enable us to make some pretty gooi

judgments in selecting programs."

Julia, who fears that her degree in mathematics might make he,

sound "formidable," assured sponsor that she spends her time awa;

from account problems weekending in Westhampton, fishing, golfin;

and in "other unscientific occupations." 5
|
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Don McNeill's in the same place he was 25 years ago—at the helm of The Breakfast

Club on ABC Radio and in the homes and hearts of millions of American listeners,

young and old. From that vantage point he has done— and is doing each weekday
morning— a lot of personality selling, backed by his famous cast including FRAN
"AUNT FANNY" ALLISON, SAM COWLING, DICK NOEL, CAROL RICHARDS
and EDDIE BALLANTINE and the orchestra. Don, his fine cast and many,
many loyal listeners have given The Breakfast Club a record unmatched
in network radio. This wonderful institution of the American morning is

celebrating its happy 25th birthday all this week.

DON MCNEILL'S BREAKFAST CLUB on ABC RADIO

21 june 1958
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Charles Center opens up
a new world of business

m

Here's the bold, imaginative, realistic Downtown Baltimore

of tomorrow—and a mighty soon tomorrow. The people have

hailed it—the experts have praised it—private investors are

lining up to be in on it. Charles Center—22 acres of modern

construction miracles—will contain a new Federal Office Buil-

ding, a new 800-room hotel, 400,000 square feet of retail space,

a theater center to seat 3,000, a transportation terminal and

two transit depots, three public parks, integrated pedestrian

malls, and a 4,000-car underground parking garage.

This is the Baltimore that Radio Station W-I-T-H will

serve . . . just as we serve advertisers of today's Baltimore with

progressive programming, complete no-waste coverage, and the

lowest rates of any major Baltimore station with resultant lowest

cost per thousand listeners. This explains why we have twice as

many advertisers as any other local station. It's why we are your

Baltimore radio station . . . today and tomorrow.

We will be happy to send a free copy of "The Charles Center Presentation"—a 32-page book

handsomely lithographed in 4- colors and selling for $7— to the first 100 requests received. Drop
a line to Tom Tinsley or R. C. Embry— W-I-T-H, 7 E. Lexington St., Baltimore 3, Md.

National Representatives:

Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and B

Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles



on WGAL-TV
And there's a reason. This pioneer

station is foremost in the three standard

metropolitan markets in its coverage area

:

Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as

in numerous other cities— Gettysburg,

Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg,

Carlisle, Levvistown, etc. In short, you

find that WGAL-TV's multi-city cover-

age costs you less than buying single-city

coverage. Put your advertising dollar to

work producing more—on WGAL-TV.

wgal-tv
LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. . I

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET

sles • San Fr:
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
21 JUNE 1958

Copyright 1058
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National spot—both tv and radio—this week began to shine brightly. The rays

of good cheer emanated from these developments:

DEVELOPMENT NO. 1 : The Kellogg Co. via Burnett decided to allocate between

$7-8 million to tv spot for the 1958-59 season. Both ABC TV and NBC TV had been

in on the bidding for the plum, hut the spot contingent finally won.

The campaign, which starts 29 September, will involve five half-hour film shows, with

three of them taken from the ABC 5 p.m. adventure strip. Station selection by the Kellogg

account's media team

—

Diek Coons, Joe Hall, and Bill Oberholtzer—will get under way

in mid-July.

Kellogg's decision is not only a great shot in the arm for the Chicago reps, but a

quick reward for their ability to cooperate in delivering a discount plan that is sure

to pay off for the medium as a whole. (See 14 June SPONSOR, page 32.)

DEVELOPMENT NO. 2: New spot radio business picked up sharply, with

Lucky Strike accounting for the biggest plum of the week. Lucky will unleash a walloping

saturation campaign in 125 markets for a run of 13 weeks starting 7 July. Pharmaco
began placing schedules in about 60 markets for Feenamint and Chooze via DCS&S, with 22

September as the tee-off date. Meantime Glamorene (Garfield & Lynn) began shopping

around for fall placements; and Pontiac and Cadillac were showing signs of moving into

spot radio some time in September.

Include Detroit as another area where reps are coordinating their manpower
and ideas to sell the advantages of spot as a whole.

The Detroit rep offices are working as a group in:

1) Ferreting out from the various auto divisions what air media plans they have

for the fall.

2) Cross-checking with one another on the information they gather.

3) Advancing the story of spot—pointing out that together with network program-

ing the auto makers need the frequency of spot for supplementary impact.

Noteworthy about this activity : TvB has been feeding the group data to buttress the

argument that spot works beautifully in tandem with network sponsorship.

Things perked up some this week for the networks, too.

On the radio side, both CBS and NBC got a batch of orders from Sterling Drug and

Chase & Sanborn. CBS additionallv picked up some business from Home Insurance Co.

and Dr. Peter Fahrney Sons Co.

In tv, NBC sold half of the Ed Wynn Show (either Monday 10 p.m. or Friday 8 p.m.)

to Lorillard and the Saturday 10:30-11 p.m. period to Liggett & Myers for the Spike Jones

Show. (See page 34 for fall network lineups.)

Proof that an air media charge can generate excitement among wearing ap-

parel retailers: DuPonCs Dacron and cotton division (BBDO) is putting on another

week's spot tv campaign in the 40 top markets. (A third burst comes in fall, but this one

will be confined to the top 15 markets.)

What gratifies DuPont is the all-out support it is getting from department stores

for the spot campaign. Many not only are tying it in with their print advertising, but using

the occasion for special style
]
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . . .

From comments collected by SPONSOR-SCOPE among industry people who have been

traveling around the country, the business status for broadcasters broadly shapes up
like this:

• Local billings are holding up well almost everywhere.

• Stations in farm areas are reaping the benefits of the sharp recovery in agricul-

ture and related industries.

• In national spot, the top 30-40 markets are making out quite satisfactorily, but

the stations in the secondary markets are grumbling some.

• In fact, the only broadcasters who gloomily contemplate their business (as compared to

a year ago) are those located in intensely heavy-industry areas.

What constitutes an adequate weekly schedule for a spot tv compaign?

SPONSOR-SCOPE tli is week checked spot selling organizations for averages that might
provide a clue.

The average schedules were 3-4 nighttime 20-second announcements; for daytime,

10-15 plans.

Look to sponsor's Fall Facts issue (due 19 July) for the results of a poll among
688 company presidents on their plans for advertising, promotion, and capital expan-

sions plans for the coming year.

An excerpt from the summary : 282 (or 41%) say they will spend more money on ad-

vertising and promotion as compared to the past year; 39.5% will spend the same.

In other words, despite the current economic situation, 80.5% plan to spend the

same or more on advertising and promotion.

You now can buy almost any kind of less-than-a-minute segment for announce-

ments—without participation in programs—on a radio network:

The available multi-second buys are:

ANNOUNCEMENT TIME

6 seconds

8 seconds

10 seconds

20 seconds

30 seconds

45 seconds

NETWORK

NBC
MBS
MBS '& ABC
MBS
NBC
ABC

The South seems to be looming more and more important in the selection of

test markets—a sign that the region has developed the required business diversification.

Among the places now becoming typical for product tests are Charlotte, Greensboro,

Shreveport, and Waco.

Meanwhile, the favorites among the cosmetic and drug trades for testing are Syracuse,

Hartford, Columbus. Indianapolis, Harrisburg, and Atlanta.

(P&G's favorites, incidentally, as listed in SPONSOR-SCOPE 14 June are: Albany,

Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton, Indianapolis, Peoria, and Providence.)

P&G may be breaking out in the Midwest soon with a spot tv campaign on
Biz, a liquid for automatic washers that it's been testing in Grand Rapids.

Meanwhile it's (1) stepping up, as well as broadening, the schedules on Zest and

(2) quietly testing its prospective slam-bang answer to Lestoil, Mr. Clean.

For Zest, the buys entail all sorts of plans via Benton & Bowles. DFS has charge of

Biz.
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. SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

The iv networks this week began to make drastic changes in their buying rules

to be in a better position to meet the present-day market.

All told, 1958 may become the year that network tv (1) abandoned some of the sales

traditions it carried over from radio, and (2) adopted ratecards and conditions more

realistically tailored to the medium.
Among the week's developments pointing in that direction were:

1) CBS TV reclassified Saturday and Sunday afternoons from B to C time,

thereby reducing the rate for periods prior to 6 p.m. NBC TV seemingly will have no
choice but to go along with the change. For NBC TV it will mean an immediate out-of-

pocket loss, since it already has Wide Wide World and Omnibus under commercial com-

mitments for next season.

2) CBS TV innovated the vertical contiguity plan, entitling advertisers to the con-

tiguous rate even if they don't have adjacent programs on the same day. Four daytime

quarter hours spotted on four different days of the week will now be entitled to the one-

hour rate. NBC TV is expected to go along with this switch also.

3) ABC TV opened up its daytime to purchases of 12 one-minute participa-

tions a week at $12,000 a week (time and talent) and a minimum of 26 weeks for $312,000.

General Foods and P&G are among several major advertisers that are examining this propo-

sition. The rate is guaranteed for three years.

4) ABC TV made available 20-second participations in a new hour night-timer,

The Mad Show (with Pat Weaver as producer), at $10,000 (time and talent) per inser-

tion. Probable spot: Monday, 7:30-8:30 p.m. It is intended to afford the small-budget ad-

vertiser an opportunity to participate in network tv for a maximum investment of $130,-

000, giving him the most in flexibility outside of spot. The program is budgeted at $75,000.

Another precedent introduced by ABC TV this week: Making Y&R a joint pro-

ducer of blocks of the network's daytime programing.

In return for the agency's services, the network will make available the time on
first call to Y&R clients at out-of-pocket cost—or 35% of the card rate.

Under one provision of the deal, Y&R is required to deliver X number of quarter

hours sponsored by Y&R clients before the whole thing can take effect.

To avoid any implications of discrimination, ABC TV will make the same proposi-

tion to other agencies after Y&R clients have made their pick. The rates for subsequent

advertisers will be guaranteed for a certain number of weeks.

Here's how Madison Avenue interprets Y&R's entry into this project: An opportunity

to (1) take the leadership in network tv daytime billing, and (2) recoup its overall

position in tv as an agency of record.

The House Legislative Oversight subcommittee's probing of tv licenses has

caused a halt in station plant improvement in several areas.

Some broadcasters have decided to shelve their plans until the fire dies out; also they

want to be sure there won't be another shake up of band assignments.

Network tv apparently is deriving 75% of its billings from six product classi-

fications, based on the LNA-BAR figures for April:

(1) Foods, 17%; (2) toiletries, 16%; (3) soaps, 12%; (4) automotive, 11%; (5) to-

bacco, 10%; and (6) drugs, 9.5%.

Watch for agencies on major tv accounts to step up their pressure on the networks
for the elimination of promos between network sponsored shows.

The clamor for the relegation of these 10-second plugs to sustainers will take this line:

1) Granted that half-hour contracts stipulated "approximately" 29 minutes and 30 sec-

onds of time, there's no justification for the advertiser to be deprived of an addi-
tional 10 seconds for basically network promotion.

2) Many of the stations, anyway, aren't carrying the promos.
3) Some stations are using the additional 10 seconds to promote local shows.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

NBC's Robert Sarnoff lashed out tins week at the persistent needling that the

newspapers have been giving the tv networks and the medium as a whole.

The occasion of this blast was the dedication ceremonies of the new studios and offices

of WSYR-TV-AM, Syracuse. Among the highlights of Sarnoffs counter barrage were these

points:

• The continuous and dramatic spot lighting of anything that Washington politicos,

committees, and bureaus say about the networks.

• The mixing of a program review with an indictment of the taste and quality of a pro-

gram or all tv fare.

• The constant emphasis in newspaper advertising news columns of the reduced

level of tv income, ignoring entirely any reference to a similar status prevailing in print

advertising.

• Newspaper columnists shellacking networks for any attempt to economize in pro-

graming during a recession, and forgetting that—unlike the print media—the networks can't

cut back on volume of output when business slows up.

FM has jumped into line right behind AM radio to insist that the census tak-

ers include that medium in the 1960 count.

FM proponents contend: The information is needed to prove the success of FM as

an essential air medium.

CBS TV has taken note of complaints from network advertisers that some af-

filiates were appropriating portions of their time for triple spotting.

The network via an amendment to the affiliate contract asked for reaffirmation of the

fact that affiliates (1) are committed to give a network advertiser the full 29 minutes and

30 seconds, (2) may terminate a network program only in case of an emergency an-

nouncement or if the show is running over, and (3) are required to report on the time

of local broadcast of network commercials.

CBS Radio has hit the New York and Chicago agency trail with a new presenta-

tion selling the advantages of what it terms "protected listening."

Chief points of the presentation:

• Show how CBS programing offers a proper framework for the commercial.

• Illustrate how the advertiser gets an added impact for his commercial by being able to

control its placement in the program.

• Stimulate creative thinking among agencies on how to produce commercials espe-

cially tailored for network use (as compared to spot).

McCann-Erickson's commercial chief, Chris Valentine, last week discussed his ex-

periences with (and impression of) videotape at a Q&A session on the subject staged

by the N. Y. Film Producers Association.

The highlights of Valentine's sketch:

• Videotaping now comes to around $350 per roll per hour. The price should come
down shortly to $300. In either case, the price involves but one copy.

• AFTRA rules restrict videotape use to one-time only. SAG favors multiple uses, with

the same payments that apply to film.

• McCann-Erickson has produced taped commercials for Climax, Studio One, and

Mennen on the Wednesday Night Fights.

• Duplicated tapes have been found quite satisfactory, and it will be only a mat-

ter of getting enough stations to install tape reproducers (about 60 of them have the equip-

ment now). The cost is $50,000 per table.

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 54; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 57; Washington Week, page 67; SPONSOR

Hears, page 68; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74, and Film-Scope, page 49.
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KETV Hits
New Heights
in Omaha!

May, 1958 Omaha Metropolitan ARB proves that KETV won
the largest Audience in the most quarter hours when all

3 stations were on the air — for 3 consecutive ratings

!

KETV has the greatest number of first place

quarter hours in both afternoon and evening,

seven days a week!
KETV STATION B STATION C

Afternoon
(1:00 PM to 6 :00 PM) 91.5 36.0 13.5

Evening
(

,

(6:00 PM to S. O.) °
4^ 54.0 54.5

TOTAL 156.0 90.0 68.0

Now . . . more than ever . . . KETV assures advertisers maximum audience at lowest

cost per thousand in Omaha ... a business "hot spot"

!

© .,, rm
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man for the full story of KETV's progress!

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD STATION

Eugene S. Thomas, V. P. & Gen. Mgr.



AND FALSTAFF BREWING Ij

NEW SERIES JUST ADDED! RENEWED IN 66 MARKE
-3RD STRAIGHT YEAR!

27.0 AVERAGE RATING* IN 66
FALSTAFF MARKE TS-a better rating
than 7595 of all network shows! Pick up any ARB
report for any month in the past year — STATE
TROOPER is "top 10" everywhere! And it sells!

NO. 1 IN CHICAGO
NO. 1 IN PITTSBURGH 3*

NO. 1 IN ALBANY-TROY 2?

NO. 1 IN NEW ORLEANS • M
NO. 1 IN SACRAMENTO 48

NO. 1 IN PEORIA 3J

NO. 1 IN MINNEAPOLIS I • -^k



IWIDT& SONS, BREWERS
I RENEWED IN 3 STATES WHAT ABOUT YOUR MARKETS?

3
rd STRAIGHT YEAR!

n
HARRISBURG 33.0
COLORADO SPRINGS 38.5
DAVENPORT 42.5
W. PALM BEACH 27.4
ST. LOUIS 37.9
SANTA BARBARA 26.6
GREENSBORO-WINSTON SALEM 37.2

104 HALF HOURS NOW AVAILABLE!

write, wire, phone mcatv
FILM SYNDICATION
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With the Catalina Station

You Can Take It With You!

VACATION TIME. ..when
KBIG. always a GOOD
radio buy in Southern Cali- *

fornia, becomes a MUST
buy for advertisers who
want to keep their sales message

before their prospet tsl

THE CATALINA STATION is The Vaca-

tion Station for millions of southlanders

and an additional million out-of-state

tourists, because it's the sta-

tion you can take with
: you . . . from L. A. to Vegas,

na to Arrowhead,
Ensenada to Santa Barbara.

Mail tabulation of current contest
entries confirms the surveys: KBIG has

listeners in 234 communities of all eight

Southern California counties, phis the

huge tourist bonus.

FOR STAY-AT HOMES,
KBIG provides a daily ^ " ^ .-)

musical vacation, weaving <- -
r-~'&~ ''-

the magic of romantic Jjj^pj a.

Catalina into every pro-
gram . . . conjuring up visions of honey-
moon and holiday on the isle which
symbolizes attainable escapism to

Southern Californians.

KBIG SUPPLEMENTS its great musical

programs with award-winning news-

casts and hot-weather specials which
are hot summer buys!

FISH & GAME REPORTS
MARINE WEATHER REPORTS
BEACH WEATHER REPORTS

JIM HEALY SPORTS REPORTS
HOURLY NEWS HEADLINES

A KBIG summer feature may be

tailor-made for you. Ask your station

or Weed contact for details.

KBIG
(alalina Station

10.000 Walls
740 "iE"

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Timebuyers
at work

Marie Coleman, Donahue X Coe, Inc., New York, feels that gim-

micks used 1>\ stations to increase audiences aren't necessarily bad.

"In fact, when they are used on a consistent basis, rather than just

during rating periods, promotion gimmicks do a great deal of good

for both station and advertiser," Marie savs. "They bring new

audiences to the station and inten-

sify the interest of the regulars.

Gimmicks are a legitimate, healthy

facet of the advertising—attract-

ing attention. Most advertisers use

them—coupons, contests, special

sales, etc. Gimmicks were one of

the earliest advertising forms and

their tremendous results proved

the value of advertising and paved

the way for the medium as we

know it today. So let's cut out

all this nonsense about stations

using gimmicks. Let's encourage them to sell themselves to tin-

public in a spectacular, show businessey way. But let's encourage

them to do it all the time—not just during rating week. The best

advertising, the stations will agree, is that which is consistent. Repe-

tition is as important to a station as it is to a client's product."

Roy Cam, Roy Garn Co.. New York, feels that a consistent dailj

combination of radio announcements and regular programs on the

same station can more than double the effectiveness of announce-

ments or programs used alone, without support from the other.

""Listeners may have station preferences, but they have radio-listen-

ing-time preferences too, saya

Roy. "K.t.'s can get too repetitive

and fail to break listeners' preoc-

cupation. You're talking — but

who's listening? This is especial^

true in the 'emotional appeal' ele-

ments needed for today's higUj

competitive advertising, for ex-

ample, we were getting good re-

sults for a one-office commen ial

bank usin» a heav) dail) e.t.

schedule on one station. Bui with

the addition of a seven-da) musi-

cal program and live commercials, the bank after one year expanded

to five offices, with an increase of 72' < in number of accounts. I lie

hank".- per ratio growth was 111' , . Its ..ne big competitor using spots

alone, on the same station, ran a poor second in per ratio growth.

;
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We're
Moving

WIIC
CHANNEL 11

Pittsburgh

IS ON THE MOVE
to its new TELEVISION CENTER

Pittsburgh's finest and most complete studio and production facilities

AFTER ^NE 30, 1958

•*ai Rising Main Street

FAirfax 1-8700

!
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: en man*

<wwt forp*om*

Here, Art Barrie receives the

American Legion Community Service

Award from Lucas County

Commander Charles Phillips.
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"...for outstanding 9 |^
services to them*
community...
Only four times in 39 years has a community service

been of such significance as to merit the Lucas County,

Ohio, American Legion Community Service Award,

recognized as the highest local award. This rare honor

has just been awarded to Art Barrie, People's Opinion

Program, and WSPD Radio in Toledo.

"The People's Opinion program was singled out,"

according to Commander Phillips, "because it provides

any citizen easy and ready access to express an idea or

opinion. Such expression receives wide coverage. "Defi-

nitely," Phillips continued, "our citizens in this area can

be and are more informed on local and national issues

than others in communities which do not utilize such a

medium for a free exchange of ideas. Barrie and WSPD
have given re-birth to "town meetings." Our commu-

nity can only profit from this imaginative radio service."

"Famous onthe local scene

NBC RADIO in TOLEDO**-*/

National Representative: The Katz Agency

National Sales Director: M. E. McMurray
625 Madison Ave.,N.Y. • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

K& Storer IRaxiio
WSPD WJW WJBK WIBG WWVA WAGA WGBS
Toledo Cleveland Detroit Philadelphia Wheeling Atlanta Miami
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1

l

i million

people

are served by

CHANNEL VLf
from the

Highest Tower

in the South

at Augusta, Ga.

1 ,292 feet tall

1 ,375 feet above

average terrain

1 ,677 feet above

sea level covers . . .

more of So. Carolina

than any So. Carolina

station, PLUS . . .

more of Georgia than

any station outside

of Atlanta.

maximum power . . .

100,000 watts

low band VHF

NBC & ABC networks

CHANNEL

AUGUSTA
Represented by Hollingbery

by John E. McMillin

Commercials

commentary

Frank, earnest, and the flip-top box
Mike Wallace, in his now defunct Friday night series over ABC,

first made me conscious of the amazing new "Frank-and-Earnest"

school of cigarette commercials.

Mike would pause in the midst of his cold, cynical probing of a

Margeret Sanger or a Frank Lloyd Wright. He would turn, face the

camera, look you straight and honorably in the eye. And then, with

the steely earnestness of a tenderfoot repeating the Boy Scout oath

at his first troop meeting, would assure you that Philip Morris is

a "truly fine cigarette."

Or some other equally controversial statement.

But if Mike was the most dramatic, he was not the first, and is by

no means the last of those hard-chinned cigarette announcers who

are now giving it to you straight, live, and sincere.

In fact, the technique has become practically an epidemic in the

cigarette industry. Recently, in a single week, I counted no less than

seven major brands which are using it on network tv. And if you

aren't confused about who is saying what for Kent, Camel, Kool,

Chesterfield, Oasis, Viceroy, Pall Mall, Philip Morris—well, you

ought to be.

I'm sure the public is.

Stanislawski would be proud

It's an extraordinary example of what happens when an entire

industry goes ga-ga over an advertising method. And forgets the

competitive advantages which companies and products enjoy when

their advertising is fresh, new, original, and recognizably different i

With all their frankness and earnestness, the boys are cancelling

each other out.

The technique, of course, is not peculiar to the cigarette business

i

Dick Stark pioneered it a long time ago, and is still giving it th<

old college try for Remington Rand and other advertisers. Dick;

in fact, probably set the pattern, for the clean-cut, smiling bu

deadly serious, somewhat mannered announcers who are now laying

it on the line for fine tobacco flavors.

In cigarette commercials, however, the frank and earnest techniqui'

has developed some interesting variations. One, for instance, is tin

"two-fingered shake." The announcer grasps a lighted cigaretti|

between his forefinger and second finger, and waves the two digit

at you in a solemn gesture of warning, reproof, or emphasis.

Another typical, cigarette variation is "slogan slugging." Viceroy

for instance, asks a straight-faced announcer to deliver a short, a

apparently sincere piece of copy in which the Viceroy slogan

repeated four, five or six times.

And he delivers it with a kind of dramatic spacing and phrasin;

that would do credit to the Stanislawski school. "Viceroy PAUSE
gives you more (PAUSE) of what you change (PAUSE) to a filtej

for—(LONG PAUSE) Maximum filtration (HOLD IT, KID) foj

the smoothest smoke. (EXHALE)"
But this is not to make fun of current cigarette tv advertising, o|
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TI spot editor
A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television

S ARR A
NEW YORK: 200 EAST 56TH STREET

CHICAGO: 16 EAST ONTARIO STREET

This 60-second commercial for Rheingold Extra Dry Lager Beer is stop

motion at its best. It's delightfully entertaining every second of the way,

yet it's packed with product identification and salesmanship. Cans, bottles

and glasses, in a triumphal parade and train ride, take the viewer to the

areas stressed in the Rheingold jingle. For a smash finale, a beer barrel

blimp floats overhead, as tiny manikins in stands below shout and clap

their hands! Produced by SARRA for LIEBMANN BREWERIES, INC.
through FOOTE, CONE & BELDING.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

It's all in the family! Famous dancers, Bambi Linn and Rod Alexander,
open this unusual spot with a sparkling sequence, followed by a quick and
logical switch to product-in-use shots at home. The benefits of Mexsana
Medicated Powder for adults and for babies are amply demonstrated by the

dancing stars and their own daughter, Belinda. This tiny salesgirl, whose
coos speak louder than words, proves once more that babies are still the

best attention-getters in the business. Created by SARRA for PLOUGH,
INCORPORATED through LAKE-SPIRO-SHURMAN, INC.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street.

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

The purpose of this series of 60 and 20-second commercials and 8-second ID's

for Salada Iced Tea is to push iced tea with "Flavor so deep you can feel

it" and "No twigs ... no dust." Stop motion makes iced tea look especially

inviting by lifting a frosty glass out of a full screen of ice cubes. Attractive

people in believable situations drive home the two themes (gently!). New
packaging gets its full share of attention in these easy-to-watch spots. Pro-

duced by SARRA for SALADA-SHIRRIFF-HORSEY INC. through SUL-
LIVAN, STAUFFER, COLWELL 8c BAYLES, INC.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Cereal spots can be both informative and interesting! Proof? This series of

60 and 20-second commercials for Hi-Pro. Subtle photography sets up the

early morning mood—streetlights are turned off, sunshine pours in on bed-
room slippers. The breakfast scenes that follow are unusually convincing . . .

your next-door neighbors are obviously enjoying the product! Throughout,
other foods are superimposed on a bowl of Hi-Pro to illustrate comparative
food values and protein content. A soft bit of hard sell! Produced by SARRA
for GENERAL MILLS, INC. through DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE,
INC.

SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street

Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street
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MISSOURI'S

THIRD TV

MARKET
^^M scon

^^T CHANUTE

W INDEPENDENCE

f PinSBURCM
, PARSONS

NEVADA ^^H

CARTHAGE ^
KOOE-TV

MT. VERNON 1
JOPLIN 1

NEOSHO M
BENTONVIUE^^^B

ROGERS 1
IrAYEHEVIUE^^M

162,799 TV HOMES
KODE-TV in the Joplirj market covers

a l--t.it,' area with 162,799 TV
homes, 669,800 population and
$776,919,000 buying power.

Joplin is the urban center of

11 communities in an 18-mile radius

with a combined population of

97,750.

KODF-TV in the Joplin market is

28% taller, and 29% more powerful
than any competitor.

•Television Mag. Set Count—May
'58

CREATED BY

KODE-TV
JOPLIN, MO.

,121

IP
I 1 Harry' VSs** VP A (

Harry 0. Burke,

VP & Genl. Mgr.
oi me Rep. by

Friendly Group Avery Knodel

WSTV. WSTVTV. Steubenville; WBOY, WBOYTV, Clarksburg;

KODE, KOOE-TV, .'oplin
;
WPAR, Parkersburg; WPIT, Pittsburgh;

KMLB, Monroe. La .;
Colmes-Werrenrath Prod., Inc., Chicago rn

I Commercials commentary continued .

to minimize the difficulties of planning an effective campaign in I

today's fiercely competitive market.

Actually, a solid cigarette campaign is one of the three or four

hardest creative jobs in the entire advertising business. (A good

beer campaign is another, and a whiskey campaign, though you

don't have to worry about tv or radio, is one of the toughest of all. 'I

|

With a cigarette, you very seldom have definite, describable, prod-;

uct differences, advantages, and sales points. And it's not surprising

when agencies and advertisers fall back on some pretty stale, tired I

and imitative treatments. It's remarkable, in fact, when a Leo

Burnett can come up with the Marlboro campaign—one of the mostj

striking new concepts in cigarette advertising in many, many years.;

No cover-up for weak sales story

One thing, however, which tobacco men ought to guard against

is their own, peculiar business schizophrenia. The tobacco industry

more than I've ever known, suffers from an acute case of split)

personality.

On the one hand it is given to brash, harsh, rip-roaring razzle

dazzle. G. W. Hill at his most flamboyant. You might call this it

Huey Long side.

On the other hand (and often existing in the same person o|

company) is the character of the Old Southern Planter. The Senate

j

Claghorn type. Courteous. Genteel. Pompous. Windy. And prett

darn dumb.

One of the biggest troubles with the "frank-and-earnest" coinmei

cials now being run by so many cigarette companies, is that the cop

is dominated by Senator Claghorn-thinking.

They say less, with more solemnity, than almost any other con

mercials on the air.

There's nothing wrong, in principle, with using a straight tv salt

pitch by a live announcer (providing, of course, your competitoi

aren't snowing you under with the same type of announcement.)

But when straight announcements are used, there should be son

meat in the copy. Facial sincerity, or vocal earnestness won't o\e

come the weakness of the sales story.

Incidentally, of all the cigarette announcers I've caught on tv.

seems to me that Bob Wright (for Kent, on the $64,000 Challenge!

does one of the best jobs.

But then. Kent really gives him something to say. %

Commentary Comments

Do you agree ivith John McMillins criticism of im-

plied medical endorsements? Have you seen a tv com-

mercial or heard a radio commercial which you like

or don't like?

Mr. McMillin welcomes your comments and sugges-

tions. Address them to him c/o SPONSOR, 40 East

49th Street, ISew York 17, IS. Y.
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BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR!

"BASICS serves as a valuable reference on all phases of the

business, and has on numerous occasions proved a real life saver."

DiCk McKeever Radio/TV Time Buyer, BBDO

"As a media planning tool, FALL FACTS BASICS intelligently provides

source material that we find invaluable."

Philip Branch Media Supervisor, Grey Advertising Agency

"BASICS is an important document in terms of reference information,

and I find it extremely helpful for data required in a hurry."

L.T. Fisher Media Director, Dancer-Fitzgerald -Sample

"Sponsor's FALL FACTS BASICS is a handy reference source on the

basics of Broadcasting, designed for year-round use.

Bigger and better with each edition. My only complaint is, it gets

borrowed too often."

Jeremy D. Spragiie Time Buying Supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh

"If one wants information in a hurry, BASICS contains most

information buyers need and use. I think it a tremendous job."

Lee Rl'Ch V. P.— Associate Media Director, Benton & Bowles

"Sections 3 and 7 are particularly important to me and for the people

in the media buying area. I make good use of the statistical

information for media plans, when trying to project ideas to clients."

Harold Siefaer Media Supervisor, Kenyon & Eckhardt

"You can't fool people like Ruth Jones, Jayne Shannon and

their time buying associates. If it doesn't have it they won't use it.

FALL FACTS has it— and we wouldn't be without it."

Jim LllCe Associate Media Director, J. Walter Thompson

No other book will be as vital a factor in helping

time buyers and other decision makers

finalize their fall buying plans this summer.

TO GET YOUR SHARE OF NATIONAL SPOT BUSINESS

"BASICS" IS YOUR BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR

Deadline 1 July • Publication 19 July

Sponsor, 40 E. 49th Street, New York 17, New York

Reserve- -page(s) in SPONSOR'S 12th annual FALL FACTS BASICS.

My position preference(s) is:

DTV SECTION DTIMEBUYING BASICS DRADIO BASICS DTV BASICS

D RADIO SECTION DFILM BASICS DMARKETING BASICS

-FIRJvU

RATES: fullpage_

% page_

_$525

-$390

_$305

_$215
MECHANICAL REQUIREMENTS
Same as regular issue of SPONSOR
eXCeP

8'/."
e

x 12'/4 " per page.
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op! UP! UP!
14 OUT OF 15
ROCHESTER
FAVORITES

322 FIRSTS
OUT OF /|55

141 FIRSTS
OUT OF 168

NIGHTTIME QUARTER HOURS

181 FIRSTS
287

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

IT ALL
ADDS UP TO

J

49th an

Mad is*

Industry stimulant

May I have your thoughts on an idea of

mine which would in effect be a tax cut

and at the same time provide a strong

stimulant to basic industrj ?

Since practically every Federal In-

come taxpayer owns or is a potential

owner of an automobile, I believe that

if our Internal Revenue Department

should allow a four year write-off

any motor vehicle regardless of what

use it is put to, a stabilization of the

country's major business could bt

brought about.

Should this be adopted, every auto

mobile sold would naturally mean mort

steel, more coal, more rubber and i

real boost to all related manufacturer-

that are in production as suppliers fo

the automotive industry. The addition

al profit made by these corporation

would more than off-set the credits al

lowed the individuals and if anything

should increase the amount of incom

tax paid into the treasury annually.

Your reaction could be instruments

in building widespread support fo

such a change in our tax laws. It i

my hope that one of our Senators an>

one of our Representatives will ha\

enabling legislation prepared and intn

duced into Congress.

N. Joe Rahall, president.

The Rahall Broadcasting Statioi

Beckley, West Va.

• SPONSOR applauds every effort lo turn t

Tv commercial ratings

Your article, "How Agencies Rate Tel

vision Commercial Film Producers

(page 36, May 24, 1958 issue). caust

much discussion around tlie Mil i

fices recentK . It was received wi

great interest by our staff chiefs.

It is m\ belief that a surve) of BCT

ice firms such as ours would be of a

ditional value to your readers . . . ff

while certainly the job of filming

television commercial or feature is

prime importance . . . the task of g<

ting the prints to the markets on I

appointed time for pla) lies in I

hands of the professional film liandlt

and distributors.

21 JUNE 19(1



Should you deem such investigation

valid, our personnel and facilities are

always at your disposal.

J. R. Ritenour, president,

Modern Teleservice, Inc.

New York
• SPONSOR would like to hear reaetions from
our readers to such a survey.

While I question the purpose and meth-

ods used in compiling the material for

"How Agencies Rate Television Com-

mercial Film Producers (24 May),

on behalf of the Film Producers Asso-

ciation of New York, whose members

account for almost 70% of all tv film

commercials, may I point with pride

to the fact that of the twelve produc-

ers cited eight are FPA members,

'based in New York, but filming all

over the country and, yes, even the

world.

The statement by one of your

agencymen surveyed that "New York

producers have essentially devoted

'their lives to tv commercials," is worth

| reiteration. There is a mutuality of

i

interest with advertising people that
1

can be claimed by no other part of the

.country. FPA's June 12th Commer-

jcials Showcase, attended by 500 top

agency executives, evidenced the de-

' sire of producers to share their experi-

ence and their technical developments

I with their clients.

1 In one respect, however, I must dis-

'. agree with the validity of trying to

rate producers in the first place. It

could be likened to asking clients or

networks to rate advertising agencies.

Besides, it is a precarious ground to

tread in that few systems are foolproof,

and an otherwise justifiable result can

be destroyed by just one "bad apple"

that slips in through a faulty technique

in judging the replies.

Wallace A. Ross

Film Producers

Association of N. Y.

New York
• To set the record straipht SPONSOR reprints
in its correct form the above letter which was
garbled by the printer in last week's issue.

Convention issue

Just a note to thank you for the

mention of TAB's "Tennessee Means
Business" campaign in your Conven-

!
tion Issue. We think that the campaign
has had good results and appreciate

the publicity you gave it in your good
I magazine.

John P. Hart

President, Tennessee Assn.

of Broadcasters

Knoxville

TteTWOmwt
in the Detroit Area!

The most powerful Broadcasting-Telecasting combination in the

market! Power in both radio and TV to reach the primary, sec-

ondary, and fringe areas of this 5th largest market with a signal

strength that assures maximum reception.

COVERAGE
The TV and RADIO coverage of CKLW's powerful twins is second

to none in the market. If you tell more people . . . you sell more

people!—and in this region you do both with either CKLW radio

or TV.

SUPER SELLING
News and music presented by Detroit's most able radio person-

alities does the selling job better on CKLW. CKLW-TV's tre-

mendous first-run full-length movie features attract a most

receptive audience for any advertiser's message.

GENERAL OFFICES GUARDIAN BLDG., DETROIT
J. t . Comp.ou

ADAM YOUNG, INC. National Representative
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[cCann-Erickson timebuyers

o too. Their skill in finding the

ost productive sales medium in each

arket is vital to some of the

ition's most successful advertisers,

aturally, all media research data

supplied by their own researchers

id by CBS Television Spot Sales

receive a thorough going-over.

esult? McCann-Erickson picked

rBTW, Florence (S. C.) for seven

its major accounts during the

ist year... including Bulova Watch,

alifornia Spray-Chemical Corp.,

ggett & Myers, National Biscuit,

3SO Standard Oil and Coca-Cola.

ood spot to be in ! As you'll

scover for yourself when you join

cCann-Erickson...and the 328

fferent national spot advertisers

ith current spot campaigns on

e 14 stations and the regional

;twork represented by. .

.

* /

BS TELEVISION
P®T SALES

', bs-tv New York

' :ct Hartford

': au-tv Philadelphia

' op-tv Washington

' tv Charlotte

j
tw Florence

' [br-tv Jacksonville

' ix Milwaukee

|
bm-tv Chicago

i ox-tv St. Louis

i ll-tv Houston

i >TV Salt Lake City

>, i\-TV Portland

1 XT Los Angeles

'
1 THE CBS TELEVISION

;
:IP1C NETWORK



Why is WDGY first in Minneapolis -St. Paul

on the latest Hooper & Pulse? ... because its the

50,000 watt

station with the

50,000 watt

personalities

Yon need coverage yi

with 50,000 watt WDGY
than coverage to get you
wait station needs 50,001

Don Kelly, here. Don's

WDGY's 50,000 watt coverage ar<

'nan in radio. This "Sniilin' Irish

the bargain. Don is typical of the sound tl

all-day per I'ulse and Hooper . . . and ot

jiving WDGY its biggest billings e

audience to the Blair man . . . or WDGY
Jack Thayer.

the bappiest

a singer and wit. in

ias made WDGY firs

"response-ability"

Talk average and

Just out . . .

May-Junt Hoopet

ho,cs WDGY first

rning, afti i noon

-day. Averagi : 26 -'

WDGY
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

51ATIONS
TODAY'S RAD C FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TODD STORZ, PRESIDt slit OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

SPONSOR • 21 JUNE 19 ;
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Network radio on th

SPOT RADIO'S
FIRST $200

MILLION YEAR?

come back trail

THOSE new fete.

yt *M>»
ee*T

WHERE DOES
fl|NETWORK RADIO

GO FROM HERE;

*******

NIGHTTIME RADIO'S
STAR IS RISING

*»s^

These headlines have marked radio's recent progress. Now . ,

They're taking a new look at radio

^ Since radio began its upward thrust a few years ago

it has reaped many plaudits, stirred up much excitement

^ Will excitement last as media competition increases?

The answer is yes, so long as radio keeps getting results

By Bill Miksch

I his week, radio sits a shade un-

easily in its catbird seat. On one hand
it faces stiffening competition from
spot television. On the other, it is

aware of being under closer scrutiny
by air clients, inasmuch as the present
economy is causing them to re-study all

media. The problem facing radio: How
to sustain the excitement generated by

the boom that, last year, shoved spot

close to the $200 million mark and

network close to $90 million?

Had the nation's business not run

into the stickiness of a recession, this

problem might never have come up at

this time. Just how much of a problem

it represents is doubtful. Radio is get-

ting results and so long as it does ad-

vertisers will go on buying it. In

fact, sponsor, investigating the pur-

ported uneasiness, found that the

majority of admen agreed that radio

is in for a very good year.

In Sponsor-Scope on 7 June, the sit-

uation was uncovered with an item

which began: "National spot radio ap-

pears to be in for another stiff round

of competitive selling from tv." One
of the anonymous sources quoted, said,

"More of our clients are looking at

spot tv because it's come along with

some very attractive packages, which

on the basis of cost-per-1,000 (espe-

cially in fringe time) compare very

favorably with radio prices."

On checking further to explore the

possibility of a trend, sponsor found

a diversity of opinions. "Frankly, I

haven't noticed tv costs coming down

sponsor • 21 june 1958



to the point where they match radio

rates." said one adman whose media

department buys both.

Said a seller of spot television, "If

television is beginning to compete with

radio on a price basis, then I can only

say I'm sorry. If such a thing is hap-

pening, and I'm not personally aware

that it is, then it not only is unfair to

radio—but it downgrades tv as well.

"Radio and tv are two completely

different media," he continued. "The

one is single-dimensional; the other of-

fers not only sound, but sight, motion

(when properly used) and sometime

soon—color. For a tv salesman to tell

a client, 'Look, you can get all of these

for practically the same cost as you can

buy radio' is simply poor salesmanship.

Tv can't tear down a great medium
like radio without hurting itself in the

process."

Just the same, hunger and panic and

fright can play tricks on the best-inten-

tioned—can turn lambs into wolves.

The rivalry between radio and tv has

generally been a friendly one.

This has been partly due to the fact

that radio and tv stations often belong

to the same owner, are sold by the

same station representatives. Tv as the

new excitement medium had little to

fear from radio ; the latter, as an under-

dog created its own aura of excitement

by staging its spectacular comeback.

It not only learned to live with tv but

cut out a new swath for itself. As the

national economy boomed along, both

radio and tv kept their biggest guns

trained not on each other, but on their

common enemy—print media.

"I've been noticing increased tv pres-

sure on radio lately," one adman ad-

mitted, "and can only assume the old

'gentleman's agreement' between TvB
and RAB has broken down."

Indications of this competitive situa-

tion are cropping up from time to time.

CBS Spot Tv Sales, for example, re-

cently came out with a presentation

(based on Nielsen data) to the effect

that it takes just two tv spots to equal

the audience of 100 radio spots and
that the cost-per-1,000 would be less.

Other research and promotion pieces

are beginning to suggest that tv has
taken off its gloves, ready to give radio

the same treatment that it has hereto-

fore handed out mostly to newspapers
and magazines. That this attitude will

undergo much of a change so long as

the recession continues is not likely.

Some admen feel that the results of

this pressure are beginning to be felt;

that spot tv is picking up considerable

new business for the season ahead.

Others feel that the new spot tv busi-

ness is not the booty from raids on

radio but from raids on net tv.

Wherever the spot tv money is com-

ing from, one thing is remembered
above most others: That Pepsodent

toothpaste which by last year had be-

come practically synonymous with spot

radio's upsurge deserted that medium
this year for spot television. It was

almost like the Dodgers leaving Brook-

lyn for Los Angeles.

The feeling was that Pepsodent's

prolonged saturation campaign on ra-

dio led a lot of other big advertisers

into the medium on the grounds that

"If it's good enough for Pepsodent,

it's good enough for me." Now the con-

cern is that some advertisers might fol-

low it out of radio and into tv on the

grounds that, "Maybe it wasn't good

enough for Pepsodent after all."

"It's this kind of Pied-Piper think-

ing," said one agencyman, "that makes
advertising an ulcer business. Any-

one knows that Pepsodent had terrific

success with its radio campaign.

There's no doubt it will have terrific

success in tv. Not knowing their spe-

cific aims in either case, I couldn't be-

gin to analyze the thinking that went

into their choices of both media. But I

do know this—that any client who
picks himself a bellwether and trails it

from one medium to another isn't do-

ing much thinking for himself. If

Pepsodent chooses to leave radio or go

back into it has no influence on our

buying decisions. We buy what we
need as we need it to meet our specific

marketing problems at the time."

nine I'Ynigcr, (l&W vice president, feels

: I
« • il l>.e-is faces a horedom problem

The mere fact that radio may cur-

rently be getting a re-examination by
clients and prospective clients doesn't

mean it's in trouble. Because at this

stage of economy, top brass are busily

examining just about every area in

their operation. Every advertising me-
dium, whether now in use or under

consideration, is getting a long, hard

look.

Actually, media evaluation and re-

evaluation is a constant thing at agen-

cies. "I'm always looking at radio as

I go along," says C&W's Richard De-

Pew, "because I know peoples' habits

are constantly changing. That goes for

tv, too." (C&W's Videotown has had
tv under its scrutiny for a decade).

"In spite of the economic climate,"

says Bill Hoffmann, director of radio

at BBDO, "radio is in a healthy state.

In fact, this year looks very good for

both net and spot. What's more, we
know it delivers. I know of two very

great radio case histories right now,

only I couldn't reveal them."

If radio is undergoing some re-

evaluation by advertisers and agen-

cies, what are they finding out about

it? National spot sales are said to be

falling a little short of expectations for

the first half of the year. In network

radio, total sponsored hours on all

four webs slipped from 114.6 hours

for the week of 1 March to 97.4 for the

week ending 20 June.

As for national listening at this writ-

ing, the A. C. Nielsen Co. reports that

while radio listening is up about eight

per cent on a weekly cume basis, there

is a slight decrease in total hours tuned

in. In other words, more people are

listening but not for as long a time.

That more people should be listening

every week is not surprising since there 1

are more sets than ever before. Today

there are 156 million receivers, a little'

over twice as many as 10 years ago.

Auto radios and transistor portables

have swelled the availability of places i

where people can listen and do.

But if there is even a slight dip in

the length of time listeners spend with

their sets, then broadcasters may well)

have a reason to do some re-examining
[

themselves. If, as has been suggested,

some of the excitement has dimmed

regarding radio's tremendous renais-

sance, then the best answer could lie in
(

the direction of programing.

"Spot radio has gone overboard on

formula, that is top 40 and the like,"

(Please turn to page 70)



ABC TV's programing chieftain, Tom Moore,

sees his net holding edge of early evening

with proved shows like Maverick, Real Mc-

Coys, Dick Clark. Coup of the season is

signing of Bing Crosby for net's first specials

CBS TV programing head, Hubbel Robinson

Jr., is focus of critics' attention with planned

return of Jackie Gleason in half-hour format.

Network will be heavy in mystery a la Perry

Mason, proved hour variety, new Westerns

NBC TV programing topper, Bob Lewine,

stays bullish on specials, plans 100 including

Monitor, Wide World. Network faces same

sales problem as competitors with highly

favored hour-long Western and mystery shows

How net tv shows line up for fall

^ Fight for audience will be through peak number of

Westerns, adventure-mystery shows, family-type comedy

^ Peak of viewer interest is expected from avalanche of

big-name specials and return of star-comedians to nets

In late June, as fall network tv selling

heads into the home stretch, network

I

executives are still faced with a June

!

record-high of 25 hours of unsold time

.,
on the three nets combined.

Despite the lag in fall sales, prime

time programing lineups are now be-

ginning to firm.

Here are the programing trends

clients and agencies should consider

when sewing up their fall commit-

ments :

(

• Prime time is in a buyers' market
for the big-budget advertiser. Com-
pared with last year at this time (then

considered a relatively late selling sea-

son), clients have a wider range of

hoice than ever before in the history

>f tv. There's a variety of network of-

j

Eerings both in terms of time slots and
program categories that are still un-

committed. In sheer unsold hours,
lere's how mid-June 1958 compares
with mid-June 1957:

1958 1957
KBCTV 8 5V2
^BSTV 7y2 1

™CTV 9 iy2
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• Block programing is a thing of

the past where this fall's concerned, at

least. Contrary to fall 1957, when cer-

tain evenings were predominantly

Western or action or vocalist-fronted

variety on specific networks, the strat-

egy of 1958 seems to be "variety in

show lineups." Each network is pitting

one contender against its competitors

on a half-hour by half-hour basis,

rather than attempting to give any spe-

cific evening a particular character.

This means that each sponsor's show
is on its own, and it becomes even

tougher to guess its success in terms of

the lead-in and lead-out of that show.

A big exception to this new "lack of

pattern" is ABC TV's Tuesday night

which continues to stand out tall in the

saddle with five Western-action shows.

On other nights and other networks,

Westerns, mysteries, situation comedies

seem to follow on each other's trail

without a well-defined, over-all viewer-

appeal aim.

• One-hour shows in varying cate-

gories offer broadest choice. Except in

the general drama category, which has

declined, there are more one-hour

formats open to co-sponsorship and

alternate-week bankrolling than ever.

Out of a total 21 hour-long shows,

three are adventure-mysteries, seven

Westerns. Of these, even NBC TV's

Wagon Train, with its top-notch track

record, still has time open.

Despite the tough sales problem such

hour-long opuses present, the networks

continue to be bullish about them since

a successful hour show can give it a

strong audience advantage against the

competing networks by providing the

backbone of the evening's lineup.

• Westerns are riding higher than

ever. There'll be 22 of them this fall

compared with 16 last year and 11 the

year before. The bulk of the new ad-

ditions are in the tough-to-sell hour

formats. Despite grumblings from
newspaper columnists and tv critics,

Westerns actually had the lowest mor-

tality rate of any show category dur-

ing the last season with only two fail-

ing to rate renewals.

Here's how the Westerns will be split

among the three networks in the com-

ing season

:

Hour Half-hour

ABC TV 3 5

CBS TV 1 4
NBC TV 3 6

The large number of unsold hour-

long Westerns may still raise havoc

with the programing lineups before the

fall season kicks off. Some reshufflings



and substitutions in this area are vir-

tualK inevitable.

• Mystery-action shows nearly dou-

bled for this jail compared with last

season. By October there'll be two

hour-long mystery shows {Perry Mason

on CBS TV; Public Enemy on ABC
TV) and. appropriately enough, 13

half-hour mysteries.

The three networks seem to be fight-

inn for the same audience in the sched-

uling of these shows. For instance,

CBS TV is pitting two new half-hou

mystery-action shows against Disney

land, hoping to draw some of th

young audience with its entries

—

In

visible Man and World of Giants oi

Wednesdays between 7:30 and 8:3

ADVENTURE—MYSTERY

Di

Foods)

Public Enei

77 Sunset •

Perry Masoi

Pillsbury,

ABC
.ABC
.ABC

ill open) CBS

ABCBold Journey (Ralston) _..

Naked City (Brn. & Wmsn.,

Quaker I
ABC

Rin Tin Tin (Natl. Biscuit) _ ABC
Roadblock ABC
Tales of Frankenstein _ ABC
Zorro (7 Up, A/C Spark Plug) ... ABC
Hitchcock Presents (Bristol-Myers) CBS
Invisible Man CBS
Lassie (Campbell Soup) . CBS
Line-up (P&G, Brn & Wmsn) CBS
Trackdown (Socony, Amer. Tobac.) CBS
World of Giants ...CBS

Dragnet NBC
\l Squad (Amer. Tobac. alt. open) NBC
Peter Gunn (Bristol-Meyers) NBC
Steve Canyon (L&M, Amer. Home) NBC
Thin Man (Colgate) NBC

COMEDY

II. >

Jack Benn\ alt. weeks I
\m.-r.

Tobac.) , _.CBS
Jackie Gleason (Lever,

Pharmaceuticals) CBS
Red Skelton (S.C. Johnson, Pet

Milk) CBS
Milton Berle (Kraft) NBC

DRAMA

90 Minute

CBS

Hour
\BC

(Westing-

CBS
U.S i Q cle

CBS

Vi Hour
1

I BS
Millionaire ', ' BS
Playhouse (S

Alcoa-Goodyi it 1

< '1 MIC
Loretta Young 1 Bl

MUSIC
Hour

Lawrence Welk ABC
Music One Hour ABC

Y<& Hour
Voice of Firestone _ABC
Hit Parade CBS

QUIZ AND GAME
E.S.P. (Chesebrough alt. open) ABC
I've Got A Secret (R. J. Reynolds) CBS
Name That Tune (Kellogg,

Whitehall ) _ CBS
Number Please (Brown &
Williamson ) ; CBS

$64,000 Question (Revlon) ...CBS

To Tell The Truth (Geritol) CBS
What's My Line (Helene Curtis,

Kellogg) CBS
Brain Or Brawn (L&M, Whitehall) NBC
Dotto (Colgate) NBC
Haggis Baggis NBC
The Price Is Right (Lever,

Speidel ) ..._ ..NBC

Tic Tac Dough ..__ ...NBC

Twenty-One (Pharmaceuticals) NBC
You Bet Your Life (Lever, Toni)..... NBC

SITUATION COMEDY
Donna Reed (Campbell Soup

alt. open) ABC
Leave It To Beaver (Miles, Ralston,

alt. open) _ .ABC
Ozzie & Harriet (Kodak, Quaker) ABC
The Real McCoys (Sylvania) ABC
Young Mr. Middleton ...ABC

Ann Sothern (Gen. Foods) —CBS
Bachelor Father (Amer. Tobac.) CBS
Danny Thomas (Gen. Foods) CBS
December Bride (Gen. Foods) CBS
Father Knows Best (Scott, Lever)... CBS
Gale Storm (Nestle alt. open) CBS
I Love Lucy CBS
Phil Silvers (Reynolds, Schick) ..CBS
Bob Cummings (Reynolds alt.

open) . NBC

SPECIALS
About the same number planned for this

season as last year—approximately 100

(this includes Omnibus and Wide, Wide
World)

Shirlej remple's Storybook

8 Bob Hope Shows

Dean Martin

Jerry Lewis

Emm] and Oscar Awards

Hallmark Hall of Fame

.....
Hour

Welk Top Tunes (Plymouth,

Dodge) AB
Ed Sullivan (Kodak, Mercury) ... CB
Garry Moore (Revlon alt. open)... CB
Dinah Shore (Chevrolet. Lorillard i \l:

Fisher-Gobel (RCA, L&M) ..... \H
Perry Como (Kimb-Clark; RCA,

Whirlpool; Noxzema; Sunbeam;
Amer. Dairy, Chemstrand) ... M

Steve Allen (Greyhound. Lorillard i M
Yi Hour

Dick Clark (Beech-Nut I \l

Pat Boone (Chevrolet) \l

Patti Page (Oldsmobile) \l

Talent Scouts (Johnson, Toni) (I

Arthur Murray M
Club Oasis (L&M) not definitely

scheduled _... M
Ernie Ford Show (Ford) ..... M

WESTERNS

Cheyenne (Johnson & J; Amer.

Chicle) \l

Maverick (Kaiser, Drackett i Al

Sugarfoot alt. with Cheyenne,

available \

Rawhide <

Cimarron City N

The Man From Talahassee ...... N

Wagon Train (Ford alt. open) N
>•_> Hour

Colt .45 \

Law Man (R.J. Reynolds) \

Rifleman (P&G, Miles, Ralston
I \

Rough Riders (Lorillard alt. op< n i \

Tombstone Territory \

Wyatt Earp (P&G, Gen. Mills) \

Gunsmoke (Sperry Rand,

Chemstrand) .... ( I

Have Gun, Will Travel (Lever.

Amer. Homes) <

The Texan (Brn. & Wmsn, alt.

open) <

"

Zane Grey (Gen. Foods, S.C. John-

Bat Masterson (Kraft, Sealtesl I
N

Jefferson Drum (Lorillard, Chem-

strand) W
Northwest Passage (RCA alt.

open) Nl

Restless Gun (P&G alt. open) Pi

The Californians (Lipton, Singer) Nl

Wrll- Fargo (Buick, Amer.

Tobi

[For more on network tv, see Sponsor-Scope pone



p.m. NBC TV plans an early lead-in

into Wednesday night with Wagon

Train.

• Situation comedies are back in

strength despite the demise of eight

such shows last season. In planning

their new situation-comedy entries, all

three networks have been stressing the

family-type show a la Father Knows

Best, rather than the more exotic or

remote Dick and the Duchess which

died last year.

"It's the smile that comes from fa-

miliar, identifiable situations that we're

after, not the guffaw over prattfalls or

snicker over the ultra-sophisticated,"

I an ABC TV programing executive told

! sponsor. ABC TV has the largest num-

j

her of new entries in this category with

Young Mr. Middleton and the new

! Donna Reed show.

| Two established situation comedies

|
have switched networks: Father Knows
Best to CBS TV, Leave it to Beaver to

|
ABC TV. In fact, it looks as though

CBS TV would be the home of the

I chuckle in fall 1958, with eight situa-

;

tion comedies out of the total 14 sched-

uled by all three networks, and with

three out of four of the half-hour come-

dies built around big-name comedians.

• The return of the half-hour com-

edy is the focal point of next season's

excitement. Following fast upon last

season's big disappointment, the half-

hour Sid Caesar show, two other big-

name comedians are making a come-
back: Milton Berle on NBC TV and
Jackie Gleason on CBS TV. (J. Walter

Thompson is the agency with the big-

gest stake in the half-hour comedy this

fall, with clients bankrolling each of

the comebacks.)

Gleason, on Fridays 8:30-9:00 p.m.,

will be fighting Northwest Passage on
NBC TV, Leave It to Beaver on ABC
TV. Berle, on Wednesdays 9:00-9:30

p.m., is pitted against one known (The
Millionaire, CBS TV) and one un-

known {Donna Reed, ABC TV) quan-
tity. Gleason may be helped by the

strong Phil Silvers show following him,
while Berle's lead-out, Bat Masterson,
is once again an unknown quantity.

• Big-money quiz shows are being
replaced by game shows this year.
Four of last year's quiz-game shows
landed in the orgue. Nonetheless,
there'll be 14 on the air by fall com-
pared with 10 last year. However, the
majority of the new entries hopes to
draw audiences on the basis of the

game-interest, rather than through the

(Please turn to page 72)
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RATE YOUR I. Q. ON REPS

1) The first exclusive national sales

representative was:

a. Peters, Griffin, Woodward

b. Paul H. Raymer Co.

c. Edward Petry & Co.

d. John Blair & Co.

2) When was this pioneer rep found-

ed?

a. 1927 c. 1918

b. 1932 d. 1935

3) Most rep salesmen are usually com-

pensated by:

a. commission c. drawing on

b. straight salary commission

4) The president of the Station Repre-

sentatives Association is:

a. Hal Fellows c. Frank Headley

b. Kevin Sweeney d. Don McGannon

5) The managing director of SRA is:

a. Frank Headley

b. Larry Webb
c. Norman Cash

d. Robert Bartley

6) A station rep which specializes in

television stations is:

a. Harrington, Righter & Parsons

b. CBS TV Spot Sales

c. Henry I. Christal

d. AM Radio Sales

7) Of the "top five" independent reps,

the only one less than 10 years old is:

a. John Blair & Co.

b. Katz Agency

c. H-R Representatives

8) Which of the following mottos is

that of the Meeker Co.?

a. "
... . Knows Which Way the Wind Blows"

b. "Personalized Selling of a Limited List"

c. "We Always Send a Man to Do a Man's

9) The city where most reps do not

maintain offices is:

a. Boston

b. Atlanta

c. San Francisco

d. Detroit

10) Which of the following nicknames

belong to H-R Representatives?

a. Colonels c. Madison Ave. Hill-

b. Working Partners billies

11) The number of independent reps

currently in existence is approximately

:

a. 55 c. 22

b. 39 d. 81

12) The area of station management in

which reps do not act as consultants is

:

a. promotion c. programing

b. legal d. talent hiring

13) Frank Headley and Dwight Reed

are principals of the following rep:

a. Headley-Reed c. B'cast Time Sales

b. H-R d. Dick O'Connell

14) Which network does not maintain

a spot sales division

:

a. CBS c. ABC
b. NBC d. DuMont

15) The number of offices independent

reps maintain is approximately:

36) The percentage of rep employe

which are salesmen is:

17) A station's returns on sales b\ its

rep is approximately:

a. 15% c. 66%
b. 33% d. 73% •

18) The ratio of station revenue

sources, rep to network, is:

a. 3 to 1 c. 8.7 to 1

b. 5 to 1 d. 11.9 to 1

19) The number of salesmen employed

by the national independent reps is ap-

proximately

:

20) The rep which celebrated its 25th

anniversary last month is:

a. John Blair & Co. c. Weed
b. Hollingbery d. John Pearson Co.

(Answers on page 37)



This i- part of the reminder ballol Bent to homes which didn't answer

Nielsen Coverage Service mail query the first time around. NCS No. 3

reflects a mail response of 7,ir f . In addition to filling out ballot, sam-

ple homes jrave data on family composition, car and radio ownership

What TV Stations do you watch?

/
List all TV st

in your family

V Stations your family has

/S- DAYTIME VIEWING
-V-f." (BEFORE 6 PM)

' ' O Next use the boxes below to tell us

stotions IN THE DAYTIME before 6
PM. Put o check in one of the five boxes
for each TV station you listed.

/7 NIGHTTIME VIEWING
\J (AFTE* 6 PM|

•J
Now use the boxes in this column to

•) tell us how often you use sm
stations AT NIGHT altar * PM. There

should be a check mark in an* of the five

o in the post month or so.

Call Letters ThiMil City

6 or 7

DAYS
3, 4 »r S

DAYS
lor 2

DAYS
Uss

in the

4*7
MIGHTS

weak

3, 4 c* 5

NIG+m
• WW*

lee?
NIGHTS

o week

lest

sksweace

• weak

kW
WW
awk

WGGCr-TY 5"
Out>tc*i£/ts if

a

a

a

D
if

a
D
D
a

p

a
if

a
a
D
a

a
a

if

a
a
a
a

a

a
'a
a
a
n
n

a
ef

D
a-
D

,

n
'

g

D
a
a
a
a
D
D
g

a
a
a
a
sr

a
a

a
a
a
eT
a
a
a

j

WKKH-TV •V "

WKKK-TV *Y •

KPPP-TV ? fljtf^UjtjU

KSSS-TV /3 „

Old you list ALL the TV Stations you
havo hoard during tho past month
or 10T Please do!

The\e thkuld b/ach€^cklp^noof
th«»e\flvi bajftliJdi-werfri station

you llsSf>d\lnyNor^<>4sthoro?

. TMta> shrtdd ossibo
of tnXo ftv» boles 1

' you ltaraHj\r«4 V
it? lh

•"
rT oaefnstarlon

i 1931 a c NMsm Co \I^^ ^
>\I//'

of*eseboXe[fa/'" °n*
youl">ed/Re

'0r
?
0ch

*>°>ion

th* '*«*,%'"£«* check ^er/ocAec*,

NCS No. 3: the wheels start turning
** Data on county-by-county television set ownership

will probably be in the hands of subscribers this week

^ Complete reports are expected by August, four

months sooner than the figures for 1956's NCS No. 2

irst figures from the Nielsen Cover-

age Service No. 3 hopper will probably

be in the hands of subscribers by this

week.

These will be county-by-county data

on tv set ownership, based on a Census

Bureau survey in January and NCS
field work in March-April.

Aside from the industry having up-

to-date tv set count figures in its hands,

it's also significant that production of

the tremendous volume of NCS cover-

u res is going along on schedule.

Current indications are that com-
plete station reports (CSR) and com-
plete circulation reports (CCR) will

be distributed by the end of August, a

prospect that elates Nielsen executives

and will not make subscribers unhappy

either. The fact is that in 1956 NCS
No. 2, which involved field work at

the same time of year as the current

Nielsen coverage study, did not go out

to subscribers until December.

The on-schedule picture of NCS No.

3 operations is primarily due to rela-

tively speedy and complete returns of

mail ballots—used to cover homes rep-

resenting half of the U.S. Nielsen re-

ceived more than 200,000 ballot re-

sponses in all, which, the firm reports,

is an all-time high for a tv coverage

study sample. About 75% of the homes
receiving mail ballots responded.

While the schedule for distribution

of station coverage information can-

not be pinned down exactly, the plan i;

to distribute the CSR information first

with the CCR data following after £

short interim period.

Set count information was developed

from the fifth survey of tv saturatioi

in the U.S. sponsored by the Advertis

ing Research Foundation. These sur

veys, which started in 1955, are paici

for by the three tv networks, the Tele;

vision Bureau of Advertising and th<

National Association of Broadcasters

The January survey disclosed tha

there are nearly 42 million households

about 83% of the U.S., with tv sets

This represents a gain of 10 inillio'

over June 1955, when the first ARP

sponsored survey was taken. The Cer

sus Bureau figures, which are gathere

from a hitchhike question attached t

the bureau's regular employment stud)

are broken down into county totals o

the basis of facts gathered for NCS N('

3. The county figures will be release

21 June 193



publicly in September to the industry.

NCS No. 3 subscribers will receive,

by late summer, tv coverage informa-

• tion gathered on substantially the same

basis as NCS No. 2. For the first time

Nielsen did not measure radio. There

I

are a number of reasons why radio was

not measured, but they all come down

,
to the basic reason that the industry

|

(meaning both buyers and sellers) is

not willing to pay for radio circulation

,
measurement, a more difficult task than

i profiling tv station audiences.

; Here's how NCS No. 3 was gathered

:

Nielsen statisticians set up 2,200 sep-

arate NCS areas made up of 1,700 in-

dividual counties with about 5,000 or

, more homes plus 500 county clusters

with a combined home count of about
'

5,000. A total of about 150,000 report-

'. ing homes was predicted but the unex-

; pected mail response raised this to the

• 200,000 figure.

I Viewing data was gathered in three

[
ways. Metropolitan areas representing

I half the U.S. population were surveyed

ivia the personnel interview method

with the homes selected by "probability
' area selection techniques." In addi-

i tion, in many of these areas and in

some areas outside, Nielsen has sample
'' homes reporting regularly for the

firm's NTI and NSI services. The
Audimeter, Recordimeter and Audilog

data from these homes were entered on
I ballots and the information is being

'used along with material from other

sample homes.

I The rest of the sample consists of

homes selected previously for various

Nielsen studies or selected specifically

for NCS No. 3 and "contacted by con-

trolled mail ballots."

To assure accuracy, sample homes
not responding to interview or mail

contacts are called back. The main
problem is the mail sample where the

' practice is to use tracers until at least
1 40% of the sample homes in a county
! have responded. Nielsen people antici-
1 pated an average of 50% or more from
the mail ballot homes but received, as

; mentioned previously, 75%.
' In estimating set count figures, coun-
! ties with low tv ownership presented a

j

special problem. For statistical reasons,

the absence of ballots from the large

number of non-tv homes prevented
Nielsen from using ballots from tv

.;
homes in these areas in computing set

ownership directly. What Nielsen did
was compute growth rates on the basis
of a Census analysis of tv ownership,
separate study of non-tv homes and a

sponsor • 21 JUNE 1958

All tv nets, 44 agencies and advertisers, 105 stations are signed for NCS so far. Above, Nielsen

execs Henry Rahmel, Joe Matthews discuss it with Jay Wright, KSL-TV, Salt Lake City

tv panel in 200 rural counties which

represented the 1,400 low ownership

counties. This was supplemented by

data on community antenna subscribers

by county and independent local area

ownership studies.

These methods, Nielsen feels, pro-

vide a level of accuracy sufficient for

industry use. In computing data on

station viewing, these tv home counts

are used as a base.

Like the previous Nielsen coverage

studies, NCS No. 3 is tailored for three

sources, stations, networks and agency-

advertiser clients.

A station subscribing receives the

following: (1) viewing data in all

counties where 10% or more of all

homes view the station at least once

a month—either day, night or both;

(2) total homes and total tv homes in

the station's market area (the 10% or

more counties) and the same data for

each county in its market area; (3)

station viewers in total and for each

county. This latter data are broken

down separately for daytime and night-

time and for monthly, weekly and

daily audiences.

The station can also get information

about competitive stations—but not for

{Please turn to page 70)

ANSWERS TO I.Q,

1) c. Edward Petry was the first

exclusive station rep.

2) b. Petry was founded in March
1932. Another pioneer firm estab-

lished during 1932 was Paul H.

Raymer Co.

3) b. Almost all reps are compen-

sated by straight salary.

4) c. Frank Headley.

5) b. Larry Webb.

6) a. Harrington, Righter & Par-

sons.

7) c. H-R Representatives, which

was founded in 1950.

8) b. which did you pick

9) a. Boston. Most reps cover

Boston out of New York.

10) b. Its logotype consists of

five men.

QUIZ ON REPS

11) a. 55. The SRA designation

of a national rep is one having per-

manent offices in New York, Chica-

go, and at least one other location.

12) b. Legal.

13) b. H-R. Headley and Reed

have no longer any connections

whatsoever with Headley-Reed.

14) c. ABC. The ABC o&os are

represented by Blair TV.

15) b. 300. (SRA figure.)

16) b. 40%. This reflects the

amount of manpower devoted to

such corollary functions as research,

promotion, advertising, publicity

and programing.

17) d. 73%. (SRA estimate.)

18) d. 11.9 to 1. (SRA estimate.)

19) c. 800.

20) a. John Blair & Co.



Progresso's 26-year love affair wit

^ As a small company, Progresso Foods put its entire

advertising budget into radio. It still favors air media

^ Credit for sales growth is traced to loyal audience on

two shows: radio in Italian and television in English

PROGRESSO
Italic*

QUALITY FOODS J

/%ll too frequently, an advertiser with

a limited budget feels that air media

is fine if > ou have lots of money to

make a big splash. If \ou don't, your

small investment may get lost among

bigger ones.

Progresso. a line of quality Italian

foods packed b\ I ddo & Taormina Co.,

Brookhn. \. Y.. felt differently. The

companv put its entire advertising

budget—150 a week, about $2,500 a

vear—into radio spots and participa-

tions. No small-space newspaper ad-

vertising, no reading notices in food

trade publications; every penny into

a daily participation on radio.

That was 20 \ears ago. in 1932. To-

da\ l&T has an annual budget ap-

proximating SI million for advertising.

And it still puts better than 90% of

its budget into radio and tv.

The growth of the advertising budget

is a reflection of the growth in distri-

bution and sales. Back in 1932, the

company stood, in a competitive field

of about 25 companies, about 17th in

sales. Today, by company estimate,

the sales of all competitors combined

would not reach two-thirds of Prog-

resso's total sales.

What has accounted for Progresso's

tremendous growth'.'' It has, for one

tiling, moved in a straight, unvarying

line It- advertising philosophy has not

deviated since the first schedule in

1932. Neither has its agency, Carlo

Vinti Advertising, New York.

To a greater degree than most, the

career of Carlo Vinti, head of his

sso, has been inter-

twine.! , as \ inti"s first

-'ill his largest. (Others

include Stella D'Oro, a biscuit and

cake manufacturer, and the drv wine

portion •! Gall i \\ ines. i

\ inti. togethei with company head

frank Taormina, and occasional!) the

late Joseph I ddo, guided the advertis-

ing behind the company's growth to its

present position. 1 &T bas alwa

en Vinti almost ante blanche to ex-

pend the ad budget as he chooses.

With the phenomenal growth record it

has shown over the past two decades,

it's clear their faith in his judgment

has not diminished.

Vinti has always been a believer in

the effectiveness of air media. His 1958

budget, totaling about SI million, con-

firms this in its break-down : news-

papers are allocated about 7%, car

cards and posters about 3%. Radio

gets some 25% with the balance, some

65%, going into tv.

"There are two reasons why the

budget is heavily weighted for air

media again this year," he explains.

"The first is empirical: radio and tv

have been the mainstays of our budget

during the period of our greatest

growth, and I see no reason to change

now.

"The second reason is more philo-

sophical."" he adds. "We believe that

housewives, who are our prime sales

target, build a greater identification

and attachment to radio and tv than

they do to other media. A woman
thumbing through a newspaper is

likely to be 'shopping' selectively. She

glances at the ads; if she sees one for

something she"s interested in. sa\

Chatting with Hishop Fulton Sheen is former

sponsor, Frank Taormina, Progresso president

furniture, she stops to read it. If not.

she keeps going.

"Air advertising is quite different."

he continues. "If she is interested in

the program, she will retain that in-

terest for the commercials, and for the

products advertised."

Progresso's history supports this

belief, recognizing, of course, that the

company has succeeded in getting the

housewife interested in the program i

itself.

Two such programs stand out

Progresso's history. Both achieved

popularity beyond the expectations ol

Taormina and Vinti. And both mani-

fested the tremendous interest in i

mediate, and sustained heavv sales.

The first is on radio. The title:

La Grande Famiglia, which transfimt

roughly to "One Big Family." It wa-

conceived by Vinti in 1948 and insti

tuted that year on WOV, New ^ urk. i

station with heavy programing

Italian. "On the basis of 15 minute

a day. we thought the show migh

sustain interest for two years, or ever

possibly three years, but certainly n<

more than that,"' reflects Vinti toda\.

Now 10 years later, the program i

stronger than ever. From its origins

15 minutes. 6 days a week on WOV, i

has grown to two 15-minutes stanzas

day on WOV, a total of three hours

week. Additionally there is anothe

half-hour segment on Sunda\ aftei

noon on WHOM, New York.

That makes a total of 3y> hours

week in New York. The same shov

with the same sponsor, Progresso,

also running six 15-minute shows

week on WHAY, New Britain, Conn)

and WPIT, Pittsburgh. And it has no

branched out to one 15-minute show

week on WMIE, Miami, Fla.. an

KWKW. Pasadena, Calif.

Here's how the show was original

planned. Listeners were invited to jo

the "family" by sending in five labe

from any of the canned foods in tl

Progresso line, together with part of

SPONSOR • 21 JUNE 19i



ir media
label from a half-gallon of its olive oil.

As a member of the family, the

entrant was permitted to request to

hear the voice of a member of his

family or friends, still living in Italy.

To fill these requests, Vinti hired an

announcer in Italy and made arrange-

ments to use WOV's studios in Rome.

As requests came in to Progresso,

accompanied by the labels, the an-

nouncer would be notified of the name

and address of the requested party.

When a fixed number had been ac-

cumulated, he set off throughout Italy,

stopping at the addresses given, and

taping a message from the dear ones

there to their family in the States.

Within weeks the company was

swamped, with requests and labels.

First, the "family" membership re-

quirements were doubled: purchase of

10 labels and a gallon of olive oil,

which represented an expenditure of

about $10 in product. The tide kept

right on rolling in.

The next move was to limit the

taped messages from the Italian fam-

ilies to one minute each, to squeeze

more into each 15-minute show. Then

the broadcast hours were expanded

from an hour-and-a-half a week to

three-and-a-half hours. Despite all of

this "we could stop accepting requests

today, and have enough backlog for

more than three years," Vinti reports.

Vinti estimates that, in these 10

years, some 500.000 families have been

"reunited" through the "family." "And
therein lies the strength of the show

for Progresso," he points out. "On a

cold analytical basis, using ratings and

cost-per- 1,000, we could produce bet-

ter figures with other buys. But this

program has given us good will we
could never have bought any other

way. for any money.

"This show is closer to its audience

than any other program I've ever

heard of," he adds. "We get letters

constantly with the theme of T can

never begin to express my gratitude.

Through your program I heard the

voices of my family I haven't seen in

20 years. God bless you, and my fam-
ily and I are praying for the success of

your company.'

"When you get thousands and thou-

sands of letters like that," Vinti points
out, "you realize that you have done

Interviewing family in Italy for La Grande Famiglia is Giulia

long-lived show with "reuniting" more than 500,000 families, bu

?rbi. Progresso credits

tremendous good will

Unable to find an operatic show for Progresso to sponsor, ad agency head, Carlo Vinti, centei

produced his own. Opera Cameos. His daughters, Luisa, left and Nadia, right, assisted hin

more than build an audience. You've

acquired so much gratitude, that these

thousands and thousands of people are

now your best salesmen."

The second Progresso successful ad-

vertising idea was on tv. It was called

Opera Cameos. Unlike "family," it was

done in English. It debuted in 1949 on

WPIX, in New York, as a weekly half-

hour program.

Again Vinti's idea, he planned it as

showcase for familiar operatic music.

Although a low budget show, he was
able as producer, to attract top talent,

both for the orchestra and singers.

"These people worked for us at a very

low price, because they appreciated us

giving viewers a chance to see good

opera on tv," Vinti says.

The viewers made no secret of their

appreciation. Sales turned up imme-
diately and stayed strong. During its

five-season tenure, Progresso brought

out several new products. It ran tests

by advertising them only on Cameos
which despite a continuous low com-

petitive rating, generated a viewer

[Please turn to page 65)
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CHICAGO RADIO LISTENERS UP IN ARMS

— CHICAGO, ILL.

Jt\ quiet little fight launched here by

daytime radio listeners early this year

is now mushrooming into a full-scale

revolution.

It all started last March, when

WMAQ, the NBC outlet in Chicago,

dropped Mary Merryfield's Radio

Journal. A group of her regular lis-

teners, protesting that the end of Radio

Journal was symbolic of "the alarming

deterioration of radio programing in

Chicago," decided to organize a com-

mittee to improve daytime radio pro-

grams.

At that stage it was still an isolated

movement, but the word began to

spread. Housewives by the score—stim-

ulated by Chicago daily newspaper

columnists' blasts at daytime radio

shows—joined up "to fight for better

programing." Women's clubs and civic

groups volunteered to participate.

By last month, the modest protest

had developed into a full-fledged

crusade. At a formal meeting of the

Housewives Committee at the Chicago

Art Institute, the group drafted a sur-

vey questionnaire to look into house-

wives' listening habits and preferences.

A spokeswoman for the Committee
expressed the survey's purpose this

waj : ''It i- our 1 lief that advertising

tea, advertisers, and particularly

the management of Chicago stations

ther completely indifferent to or

ignorant of the housewives' interests.

Our survey, now underway, is an at-

tempt to pinpoint the tastes and trends

of Chicago homemakers who have been

ignored by those responsible for pro-

graming."

The Committee's questionnaire con-

tains such questions as:

• How many hours a day do you

listen to radio?

• What are your general listening

times?

• Do you switch from station to

station?

• Do you listen to FM?
• Do you ever "hear" the commer-

cials?

• Are you ever motivated to buy?

The survey, which so far has lured

81 "team captain" volunteers who are

undertaking a house-to-house poll, is

called "a challenge to the rating sur-

veys which the committe feels are often

inadequate and misleading." To date,

some 650 questionnaires have been re-

turned, and the group expects to have

1,000 returns before the survey is com-

pleted.

Although no clear-cut trends are ap-

parent from the preliminary returns, it

appears that many young housewives

who have been regular daytime radio

listeners are switching to fm stations.

And on am stations, early morning

newscasts are the most popular pro-

grams.

Because the Housewives Committee

is interested mainly in daytime pro-

graming—many members of the group

are young mothers tied to their homes

by babies and younger children—the

survey concentrates on daytime shows.

The emphasis is on radio rather than

tv since the mothers seem to prefer

listening while they work around the

house.

The campaign to improve Chicago

daytime radio fare is now underway

mostly in the north and near north sec-

tions, with much of the work being

done by young mothers. According to

the group, the "indignation" over day-

time radio's "daily formula of canned

programs and disk jockey-type for-

mats" is spreading to nearby cities

such as Rockford and Milwaukee.

A committee spokeswoman told

sponsor that "Chicago station manage-

ment and their advertisers should be

very interested in the results of our

poll, because we, the housewives, make
up the audience they are all trying to

reach. We do the family buying. Hus-

bands won't even buy suits unless the

wives approve first." ^

A new look ;it

^ A top agency radio/tv

director says neither need

dominate media planning

^ In this SPONSOR exclu-

sive, EWR&R's Hunter says

it still takes two to tango

By Rollo Hunter

Radio/tv director, EWR&R

I elevision and print advertising

often seem to be an uneasy couple on

the agency dance floor. The trouble

may well be a running dispute as to

who is leading. If both partners are

trying to lead at the same time, the re-

sult just has to be a lot of left feet.

Because print came first to advertis-

ing—long before radio and long long

before tv—many agencies jelled rather

permanently into the mold of expecting

basic creative ideas to germinate in

print copy. Everybody else adapted.

Television was supposed to make those

still pictures move. This is perfectly

all right—sometimes. But not always.

Certainly there are numerous good

reasons why print creative might dom-

inate television in varying circum-

stances. Among the not-so-good rea-

sons, we may find some psychological

factors that have a definite bearing:

for one, the individual backgrounds of

the people working on an account. If

you've been brought up in the business

largely on the print side, it's only

natural that you'll be more comfortable

in the atmosphere of your own know-

ledge, your own nomenclature, your

own practiced way of visualizing ideas.

A layout is familiar territory to you.

A four-color comp in your presenta-

tion imparts a much greater feeling of

security than a storyboard with all its

gobbledygook video instructions.

The same principle applies in re-

verse, of course. Television specialists

have been known to shy away from the

technicalities of print. We can't all be

the fabled "all-around adman." But we

can get along with each other. In fact,

we had better get along with each

other. Brotherly love among the media
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i* old television vs. print controversy

must surely lead to the best balanced

advertising for the clients.

Cain and Abel

A healthy competitive spirit is

dandy for sparking fresh ideas, but

if it gets infected with unworthy

motives it can be murderous. Or it

can be childish—a sibling rivalry that

would make Spock sick. It would seem

worthwhile for creative people to keep

their guard up against the very human
tendency to try to prevail just to be

prevailing. When this happens to pit

print against television, caprice gets

into the act and the client may be the

loser.

Basic media planning can often

point the direction to creative. That's

where the scale can be logically tipped

one way or the other. If television

and/or radio is to dominate in the

buying, print may then adapt from a

campaign originally designed for sight

and sound, and vice versa. One the

other hand, the Brilliant Idea, no
matter whence it originates, will con-

ceivably point out the way to media.

Keeping a free flowing interchange is

what's important. A short circuit be-

tween creative and media can bring

about a lot of grumbling in the halls

and wasted effort as well.

Warren Donahue, new v.p. and copy

chief at EWR&R in New York, says

"As long as you keep it a two-way
street, there's no reason for any inter-

nal friction between print and tele-

vision people. We're all for looking

over each other's shoulders."

The technique is to capsulize the

main idea right at the beginning—to

tighten it down as much as possible.

Then start developing it toward tele-

vision or print or radio.

However, it wouldn't be realistic or

fair to imply that good intentions will

always do the trick. There are some
print ideas that simply won't translate

to television. (And that's a two way
street, too.) A print campaign that

relies heavily on color is in trouble on
those, black and white screens; the

325,000 color sets in the U.S. aren't

enough yet. The multiple story that

works out fine in print won't go in

television where it is essential to keep
the selling points to a bare minimum
if you're going to get across to the

viewer. Ideally, you'd like to make just
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one single big impression with your

fleeting 60, 20, or maybe only 10 sec-

onds. Print phases that pop off the

page at you most arrestingly may
sound hard and unnatural. These are

a few of the problems of adaptation to

be faced. Sometimes the mutation from

print to tv can't be too literal or it just

won't come off.

The fact that tv is an "action"

medium is what makes the problem a

tough one. Doug MacNamee, v.p. and

tv-radio copy director for EWR&R in

New York offers examples: "Suppose

a commercial photographer has cap-

tured that moment of ecstasy when a

man takes his first sip of a certain

coffee—or that instant of triumph

when a woman's reward for some

domestic achievement is a warm em-

brace from her husband. These aren't

easily converted to tv scenes that

'play.' Too often there is a hidden un-

believability which becomes obvious

when acted out. Yet a still picture of

the climactic moment is effective

though exaggerated, so effective that

clients often say, 'Fine ad, and what

a great tv commercial it will make'."

The Wide Open Spaces

Some of the most attractive print

campaigns ever run feature lots of

wide white space. Their classic simplic-

ity may hide the fact that there isn't

any tangible copy story. In translating

to moving pictures, you may find those

seconds dragging by like fortnights.

Mood pictures and music will go just

so far and then you risk a tumble off

the cliff into the ridiculous.

For example, there are cosmetic

print ads which lean very heavily upon

mood—soft colors, the meaningful

word or two, no big product benefit.

Direct translation to film could bring

down the house in unkind laughter.

(While the singing strings fill the gaps

with romantic melody, the lovely lady

languishes in a bower of jonquils,

breathtaking in her maribou-trimmed

peignoir, not really doing much, but

looking rather fetching with a jeweled

dagger in her teeth.)

We can't resolve the print vs. tele-

vision donnybrook with any pat for-

mula. Telling a deep-rooted print

writer that he's now a television writer

as well won't make him one, at least

not for quite a while. Telling a tele-

vision-slanted writer that he's now
dedicated to the printed word won't

bring forth his best, certainly not un-

til he has learned the mechanics of a

new field.

The trend toward crossbreeding of

tv and print people is not entirely real-

istic, even though it may look pretty

good on the ledgers. As a long range

effort, however, it may develop a strain

of broad-base creative people whose

technical knowledge will be wide

enough to allow effectiveness in any

direction. There are scenarists who
have written good novels, just as there

are doubtless columnists who have

written successful Broadway musicals.

But let's face it, the true switch-hitter

is a hard man to find, particularly at

a bargain price.

For the present, it would seem that

we can maintain specialization if we
(a) stick together under the canopy of

advertising as a business, (b) face the

fact that the other guy's idea might be

better than our own, (c) fraternize

with the enemy, and (d) realize that

it takes two to tango. ^

Rollo Hunter, v.p. and radio/tv director of

Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, says the

key to successful media planning is the free

interchange of ideas between print and tv



Bab-O introduces animated salesman
^ Building product identification via spot television,

with varying times, shows is common advertising problem

^ B. T. Babbitt Co. thinks it has the answer in a new

animated "personality" to do all-company selling job

^9|iot t\ offers, a- ever) advertiser

know-, incomparable advantages in

flexibility of markets and time slots.

Rut spot carries with it a penalty;

having little control over the shows in

or near which his spots run. the adver-

tiser must frequently sacrifice product

identification.

A long-time sufferer under this han-

dicap. Brown & Butcher. Inc.. \e\\

York ad agency set about a few years

ago to measure the problem and ex-

plore wa\s to overcome it.

First step was a consumer research

study. Using the top 20 shows on tv

at that time, interviewers checked, the

da\ after broadcast in each case, to see

how many people could (1) identify

the sponsor and (2) recall what prod-

ucts were featured.

Results were revealing. Even in cases

of single sponsorship, identification
"

was frequently uncertain, and in most

cases product identification was even

worse.

There were a few notable exceptions:

Arthur Godfrey. Ed Sullivan and Garry
Moore. B&B (then Carl S. Brown Co. I

realized the one thing these shows had
in common was an outstanding per-

sonality

"Based on the finding that a strong

personalit) gives product identification

and carry-over, we decided to build

our own character for use on spots

thai would »i\e us these qualities," re-

ports Carl Brown, agency chairman.

The first step in building the char-

acter was the name—Norman Normal.
1 No "B." "I never met the real-life

sound-alike until recently, several years

after we picked the name." Brown

I In- f 1 1 — t characterization was done
with a live model. Vfter a couple of

{rears, for reasons of character control

and exposition, the decision was made
to -witch to animation which was the

beginning of the current character.

The final evolution of the commer-
cials, for B&B's client, B. T. Babbitt

Co., New York, was achieved early this

year and, so far, four have been made.

Each runs 59 seconds and is a com-

bination of animation, for N.N., and

live action, for a woman model demon-

strating the product.

All of these first four are devoted

to Bab-O. a household cleanser, and

the "wheelhorse" of the Babbitt prod-

uct line. Each shows a different prod-

uct used.

The spots broke last 21 April. Bab-

bitt had moved from another agency at

the beginning of the year, so there had

been little advertising for some months

prior to the new campaign. The N.N.

spots are now on 71 stations in 53

markets, with 52-week schedules most-

ly. The entire Bab-O budget, except

for promotion, is in the spots.

The company likes the N.N. spots.

"One of the things that appealed to

us," reports Jack Sugden, marketing

director, "is the flexibility of the idea.

First off. Norman Normal is a spokes-

man for the whole company, so can be

used for any of the products, whenever

or wherever we want to add extra ef-

fort. Again, we can. and plan to, intro-

duce new characters to add interest and

develop different themes."

Besides projection of Norman Nor-

mal as a character and salesman, the

agency has tried to build other quali-

ties into the commercials, Brown says;

music, humor, sell and palatability.

These qualities, together with our

varied production processes. gi\e u* al-

most a complete tv show in 59 sec-

onds," notes Thomas C. Butcher, B&B
president. The agency calls them

"Quick-taculars."

Each spot opens with N.N. for about

10-15 seconds. The live-action se-

quence, for 35-40 seconds follows. At

the end of 50 seconds there is a tagl

line: "And now back to Normal."

At present, Normal comes back re-

iterating the Bab-O pitch. In the fu-

ture, these final 9 seconds will be used

to cross-plug other products in the|

company's line.
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RADIO BASICS/JUNE/«

Network radio sales in June down 3%

^ Four-net total of sponsored hours for week ending

20 June is 97.4 hours—compared to 101.1 for 23 May

^ A recent Nielsen survey of total radio listening shows

an 8% increase in home audience for winter '58 over '57

Network radio sales in June are

slightly under time-sold figure in May.

A look at sponsor's four-network to-

tal of sponsored hours for the week

ending 20 June shows 97.4 hours sold.

This compares with 101.1 hours for the

week ending 23 May, a decline of 3.7%.

In another area of radio, a recent

Nielsen survey comparing the radio

audience of winter, 1957 with winter

1958, shows an 8% increase in homes

reached ml radio during a typical

mid-winter week in 1958 over 1957.

In 1957, 40.35 million, or 84.6% of

all U. S. radio homes used their house-

hold radios during a typical mid-winter

week. In 1958, the figure rose to 43.59

million, or 89.5%.

A comparison of winter 1957-58

home hours of listening done during

the week distributes by day parts in

this pattern:

• Morning listening (6:00 a.m. -12

noon) has gone up 5% over last year,

in terms of number of homes reached.

• Afternoon listening (12 noon-6:00

p.m.) and evening listening (6:00-12

midnight) have each gone up 2% over

the same period in 1957.

sponsor's network client list shows

these incoming and outgoing sponsors

for the week ending 20 June:

ABC: Armour, General Foods and

Philco are the new clients; Glamorine

and Harrison Home Products are out.

CBS: Hearst and MacFadden Publi-

cations, along with P. Lorillard and an

increased buy for General Motors and

General Foods, are in; Best Foods,

Glamorine, L&M, and Nylonet, are out.

MBS: Armour, Nestle, Time, and

20th Century Fox are among the new
sponsors; Lever, L&M, Nylonet and

Sleep-Eze, out.

NBC: Armour, American Optical

and Sterling Drug are some of the new
clients; Kiplinger, RCA and Ruberoid

are out. ^

1. RADIO'S DIMENSIONS TODAY
Radio homes index

1958 1957

48.7
radio

1 |
47.7
radio

homes

1
50.6

U.S. homes
49.5

U.S. homes
Source: A. C. Nielsen
year, homes Azures In

estimate, 1 Ma r. each

Radio set index

Set

location 1958 1957

Home

Public

places

Total

Source: I
sets 1ti work

93,000,000

36,000,000

10,000,000*

90,000,000

35,000,000

10,000,000

139,500,000 135,000,000

AB, 1 January 1958, 1 July 1957,

ing order. *No new Information.

Radio station index

End of May 1958

Stations CPs not New station

on air on air requests bids in hearing

Am
Fm

1 3248 1 92 1 406

1 541 1 87 | 40

End of May 1957

1 107 •

1 14

Am
Fm

1 3024 1 133 1 303
540 23 10

1 145

1 o

Source: FCC monthly reports, commercial stations. •December each year.

Radio set sales index

Type Apr. 1958 Apr. 1957

4 Months
1958

4 Months
1957

Home

Auto

402,283

190,435

543,092

380,452

1,895,951

1,043,470

2,362,068

2,022,467

Total

Source: Elec
sales, auto

592,718 923,544

ssn. (formerly RE
production.

2,939,421

TMA). Home flgn

4,384,535

es ar. reUll

21 june 1958



2. NET RADIO'S CURRENT CLIENT LIST

Chart at right shows a four-network total of radio sales,

in terms of program time, for the past week compared

with four weeks previously. Sales figures in business

indicator are taken from the complete current list of

network radio clients below as well as the previous list

run in the last issue of Radio Basics. For purposes of

comparability, 6-, 8-, and 10-second commercials are

considered as 30 seconds of program time; 20-, 28-, and

30-second commercials are considered two minutes of

program time, and 45-second commercials are consid-

ered four minutes of program time. In the list below,

covering week ending 20 June, minute commercials sold

as such are figured as five minutes of program time.

\\ licit' major-minor clients on NBC share l 1
/^ minutes

of commercial time, only major client is credited.* All

information in the network client list is as of 10 June.

NETWORK BUSINESS INDICATOR

Week endi

20 June

23 May

Program

g

Hours Sponsored

97.4

101.1

ABC
AFL-CIO: institutional; Ed. P. Morgan, J. W. Vandercook; 100 min.

American Cyanamid Co.: Ancronized chicken: Breakfast Club; 10

min.

Armour & Co.: Dial soap; Newscasts; 50 10-sec.

Assemblies of God: religious; Revivaltime ; 30 min.

Bankers Life: White Cross Hospital Plan; Paul Harvey; 15 min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Breakfast Club; 15 min.

Campona Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Clairol: Breakfast Club; 10 min.

Ex-Lax: Newscasts; 4 30-sec.

Food Specialties: Appian Way pizza pie mix; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

General Foods: Perkins Division; Breakfast Club; 25 min.

General Foods Corp.: Jello; Newscasts; 3 30-sec, 2 10-sec.

General Mills: Cheerios; Weekend Newscasts; 12 45-sec.

GMC Truck Division: Speaking of Sports with Howard Cosell; 25

min.

Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour; 30 min.

Billy Graham: religious; Hour of Decision; 30 min.

Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth; 30 min.

Kitchen Art Foods: Py-O-My Mixes; Breakfast Club; 10 min.

Krechmer Corp.: wheat germ; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

KVP Co.: freezer wrap, shelving paper: Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Midas Muffler: auto mufflers; Weekday Newscasts; 5 45-sec.

Miller Brewing: High Life; Newscasts; 50 10-sec.

Milner Products: Penna Starch, Pine-Sol; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

National Brands, div. of Sterling Drug: Dr. Caldwell's; Sunshine
Boys; 25 min.

religious; Oral Roberts' Broad-

Philco Corp.: electrical appliances; Breakfast Club; 25 min.

the brands were

Plough: Musterole, St. Josephs Aspirin, etc.; Newscasts; 15 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 60 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; Weekday Newscasts; 5 45-sec; Weeken

Newscasts; 21 45-sec.

Sandura Company: floor covering; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Scholl Manf.: Zino Pads; Breakfast Club; 10 min.

Voice of Prophecy: institutional; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

World Vision, Inc.: religious; Dr. Bob Pierce; 30 min.

Dr. Thomas Wyatt: institutional; Wings of Healing; 30 min.

CBS
American Home Foods: Ma Perkins, Dr. Malone; 20 min.

Armour: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Barbasol: Sports Time; 15 min.

Bristol-Myers: Helen Trent, Ma Perkins, Backstage Wife, 0,

Sunday, Nora Drake, Dr. Malone; 32% min.

Campana Sales: Robt. Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Carnation Co.: Houseparty; 15 min.

Chun King Sales: Houseparty; 1V-2 min.

Clairol: Galen Drake, Robert Q. Lewis; 10 min.

Colgate-Palmolive: Backstage Wife, 2nd Mrs. Burton, Our Gal Sur

day, Dr. Malone; 37% min.

Comstock Foods: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Cowles Magazines: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Curtis Circulation Co.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Ex-Lax: City Hospital, Galen Drake, Gunsmoke, Johnny Dollar, FB
Sez Who, Amos 'n Andy; 55 min.

Ford Motor: Ford div.: World News Round-up, Tenn. Ernie Ford, Ei

ward R. Murrow, Musical Variety; 230 min.

{Please turn to page 46)

All da! a are In terms of program time. On ABC, MBS and NBC commercials short.
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On a cost-per-proof-of-purchase, or actual sales, or any other

basis of measurable results-yes, including ratings, too-

WMGM produces action at the lowest cost of any radig station

in the New York metropolitan area.
-"

wmgm
RADIO

liveliest station in tov\

NEW YORK CITY

so,ooo W»**s

e Metro-Qoldwyn-Mayer Radio Station in New York—1050 kc
OO Park Avenue Phone MUrray Hill 8-1000
presented Nationally by George P. Holtmgbery Co.



on radio—
DID YOU KNOW THAT:

02'
, of the farm men in KMA-land

roll out of bed between 5-6 a.m. in the

summertime. And 60'
"
( retire between

9-10 p.m.?

The farms in KMA-land produce

about one-tenth of the nation s food

supply and more wealth each year than

all of the world's gold mines?

Radio KMA (5,000 watts, 960 kcs)

is soon starting its 34th year of service

to this area which includes four of the

nation's richest farm states, Iowa. Mis-

souri, Nebraska and Kansas?

Super markets which dot the area

prove that farm folks and city folks

are pretty much the same when it

comes to buying; coffee and tooth paste,

only the KMA farm folks have a higher

average income, about three times the

U.S. farm average?

NCS #2 credits KMA with 299,-

500 radio homes in 67 counties,

110,600 of them being farm radio
homes where listening is higher
each day?

Beef cattle raisers and hog producers

are certain to prosper this year,

making KMA-land a hot market. A
"solid gold tractor" type market. For
when a farmer's selling $30 steers he's

made money and is your best 1958
customer?

KMA topped all stations in the na-

tion in mail response for an Interna-

tional Harvester offer in 1957?

98.9' i of the farms in KMA-land
have electricity. And, of course, there

are more radios on farms than there

are farmers?

More than a generation of farm and
small town families have grown up
with KMA. depended on it as their

<lail\ source <>f news, information and
ideas?

Advertising <>n Radio K\l \ influ-

1 - -ales in 10 major midwest dis-

tributing centers?

MAs0(KMKA) SHENANDOAH, IOWA

RADIO'S CURRENT CLIENT LIST continued...

General Electric: Houseparty, Arthur Godfrey; 22V2 min.

General Foods: News; 12 J o min.

General Mills: Gunsmoke, Amos V Andy, Galen Drake, Sez Wh,

Robert Q. Lewis, Backstage Wife, Helen Trent, Our Gal Sunday, Ron

of Life, Right to Happiness, Nora Drake, Ma Perkins, Young Dr. V/,

lone, 2nd Mrs. Burton, Whispering Streets; 67Vj min.

General Motors: General Motors Corp.; News; Chevrolet; New:

GMC Trucks; Farm News, Saturday Night Country Style, Suspensi

Oldsmobile; Pattie Page; United Motors; Lowell Thomas: 230 mi

Grove Labs: No-Doz; Gunsmoke, Amos V Andy; 15 min.

Hartz Mountain Products: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Hearst Publications: Backstage Wife. Ma Perkins, 2nd Mrs. Burto

Helen Trent, Nora Drake, Our Gal Sunday, Road of Life: 75 min.

Hertz Systems: Business News, News; 60 min.

Home Insurance Co.: Jack Benny; 30 min.

Kendall Co.: Galen Drake, Robt. Q. Lewis, Amos 'n Andy; 15 mi

Kitchens of Sara Lee: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Knouse Foods: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Lewis-Howe Co.: Robt. Q. Lewis; 5 min.

P. Lorillard: News; 62% min.

MacFadden Publications: Amos V Andy, Sez Who; 10 min.

Miles Labs.: News; 25 min.

Dumas Milner Products: Robt. Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Mogen David Wine Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Niagara Therapy Mfg. Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Philip Morris: News; 5 min.

Pharma-Craft Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Plough, Inc.: Robt. Q. Lewis; 15 min.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.: Sports Time; 15 min.

Shulton, Inc.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

A. E. Staley: Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healey; 50 min.

Standard Brands: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Sterling Drug: Gunsmoke, Backstage Wife, Our Gal Sundae : 15 n

Tetley Tea Co.: Our Gal Sunday, Ma Perkins, Dr. Malone, 2nd .1

Burton, Backstage Wife; 25 min.

Wm. Wrigley, Jr.: Pat Buttram Show, Howard Miller Show; 150 n|

MBS
America's Future: booklet; John T. Flynn—News; 5 min.

Aquafilter Corp.: Aquafilter; newscasts; 65 min.; 8 -28-se

adjacencies.

Armour & Co.: Dial soap; 50 10-sec. news adjacencies.

Bristol-Myers Co.: Bufferin; News—Steve McCormick, News—i

French, News— Richard Rendell, News— Lyle Van, News — Let

Smith, News—John Scott; 30 min., 13 20-sec.

Christian Reformed Church: religious; Back To God; 30 min.

Colgate-Palmolive: Instant Shave, After Shave, and other m s

toiletries, Brisk toothpaste; Sportsreel with Bill Stern; 50 min.

Coty Products: 10 20-sec. adjacencies, 15 8-sec. adjacencies.

Dawn Bible Students Assn.: Frank & Ernest; 15 min.

Ex-Lax, Inc.: Ex-Lax; True Detective Mysteries, Squad Room,

ploring Tomorrow, Secrets of Scotland Yard; 25 min.; Galel

Heatter; adjacencies; 8 20-sec.
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First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious; How Christian Science

Heals; 30 min.

jenerol Electric: Kate Smith Show; 20 min.

jeneral Foods Corp.: Calumet Baking Powder; Gabriel Heatter—
IVews; 5 min., 7 8-sec.

SMC Truck & Coach Division: General Motors; Gabriel Heatter—
Sews; 10 min.

jospel Hour, Inc.: The Gospel Hour; 25 min.

Silly Graham Evangelical Assn.: Billy Graham; 30 min.

3rey Industries, Inc.: Silvaplate, Rub-on-Silver, Silvacrystals ; News-

:asts; 50 min.

Hudson Vitamin Corp.: Vitamins; Gabriel Heatter, Answer Man;

!0 min.

'. Lorillard: Newport; newscast adjacencies; 24 20-sec.

mtheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.

Furnas Milner Corp.: Pine-Sol, Perma Starch, Pine-Sol Room Deo-

,
White Wave, Mystic Foam, Mysticlene; The Kate Smith

; 20 min.

National L. P. Council: Steve McCormick—News, John Wingate—
\ews, Ken French—News; 25 min.

Nestle Co.: Nestea; Kate Smith, Bill Stern Sports, News—John Win
\%ate, News—Westbrook Van Voorhis, Gabriel Heatter;

;

Pharmaceuticals: Serutan and Kreml; Gabriel Heatter; 10 min.

Quaker State Oil Refining Corp.: Game of the Day; 150 min.; Ken
French—News; 25 min.; Sports Flashes with Frankie Frisch; 30 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 30 min.

Reader's Digest: 40 newscasts, True Detective Mysteries, Squad
Room, Exploring Tomorrow; 235 min., 25 20-sec, 25 8-sec; Condensed

Book; Kate Smith; 35 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Winston; 15 20-sec. adjacencies.

Rhodes Pharmacol Co.: Imdrin; Gabriel Heatter—News; 5 min.

Time, Inc.: Time Magazine; newscasts; 45 min.

Tint 'n Set.: Henry Mustin—News, John Wingate—News; 30 min.

Twentieth Century-Fox Corp.: Bravado; newscast participations; 8

jmin., 4 20-sec. news adjacencies.

Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

Wings of Healing: religious; Wings of Healing; 60 min.

Word of Life Fellowship: religious; Word of Life Hour; 30 min.

NBC
Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Farm & Home Hour; 25 min.

American Motors: Rambler; Monitor; 55 min. (m-m)

American Optical Co.: Cool-Ray sunglasses; Monitor; 45 min. (m-m)

American Tobacco: Lucky Strike; Monitor; Nightline; 50 min.

Armour & Co.: Dial soap; Various Shows; 57 6-sec.

Behlen Mfg. Co.: Pre-fabricated farm buildings; This Farming Busi-
ness; 15 min.

Bell Telephone: Telephone Hour; 30 min.

Billy Graham Evangelistic Assn.: Hour of Decision; 30 min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Hourly News; 105 min. (m-m); Trushay;
[Bandstand, True Confessions, One Man's Family, 5 Star Matinee,
Woman In My House, Pepper Young, Monitor; 20 min., 19 30-sec.

Brn. & Wmsm.: Kools, Viceroy; Hourly News; 110 min. (m-m)

Carting Brew: Red Cap Ale; Monitor; 75 min.

Carter Products: Little Liver Pills; True Confessions, Woman In

My House, One Man's Family, News of The World, 5 Star Matinee,

Nightline; 50 min.

Dow Chemical: chemical prod.; Red Foley Show; 25 min.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Co.: Monitor; 50 min.

Edison Chemical Co.: Dermassage; Affairs of Dr. Gentry, True Con-

fessions, One Man's Family, Pepper Young's Family; 20 min.

Evangelical Foundation: religion; Bible Study Hour; 30 min.

Evinrude Motors: outboard motors; Monitor; 25 min.

Ex-Lax: Ex-Lax; Bandstand, Pepper Young's Family, One Man's

Family, People Are Funny, Great Gildersleeve, Life & The World,

My True Story; 45 min., 5 30-sec, 2 6-sec.

Foster-Milburn: Doan's pills; My True Story, One Man's Family;

10 min.

General Electric: various products; Bandstand; 10 min.

General Foods: Calumet baking powder; Various Shows; 8 6-sec

General Mills: Cheerios; Monitor; 50 min. (m-m)

Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mate, Toni prod.; Boxing; 25 min.

Grove Labs: Fitch shampoo & hair prods.; Monitor; Nightline; 65

min.; No Doz; News of the World; 10 min.

Lever Bros.: Rinso;

Shows; 12 30-sec.

Various Shows; 12 ',

jc. ; Breeze ; Varioi

Lewis-Howe Co.: Turns; Hourly News; 105 min. (m-m)

Liggett & Myers: L&M; Monitor; 25 min.. (m-m)

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.

Midas Muffler Shops: mufflers; Hourly News; 110 min., (m-m)

Morton Salt: salt; Alex Dreier—News; 5 min.

Mutual of Omaha: On the Line With Considine; 15 min.

North American Van Lines: moving; Monitor; 15 min.

Pabst Brew: Monitor; 50 min., (m-m) ; Various Shows; 10 30-sec.

Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin, Dr. Edward's

olive tablets, Mexana; Monitor, 55 min., (m-m) ; My True Story, 30

min.

P&G: Gleem; Various Shows; 21 30-sec, 20 6-sec.

Quaker Oats: Quaker Oats and Mother's Oats; Various Shows; 4 30-

sec, 2 6-sec.

Q-Tips, Inc.: Bandstand, True Confessions, Woman in My House,

News of the World; 50 min.

Ralston Purina: feed division; Harkness—News; 25 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; 25 min.; Prince Albert;

Grand Ole Opry; 30 min.

Scholl Mfg. Co.: Zino Pads; Bandstand; 10 min.

Sterling Drug Co.: D-Con & Rid-X; Life and the World: 10 min.

Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra; 75 min.

Swift & Co.: Allsweet marg.; True Confessions, My True Story,

Bandstand, Affairs of Dr. Gentry, 5 Star Matinee, Woman In My
House; 45 min., 7 30-sec.

United Insurance Co.: insurance; Monitor; 5 min.

Voice of Prophecy: religion; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.
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ANGELENOS

ARE DIFFERENT.
They're more community centered. In the 4,866 miles of mountains, valleys, desert and seashore compri

Greater Los Angeles market*, there are 71 incorporated cities and more than 100 booming un-incorporat I

munities. "Downtown" has been replaced by 1200 "Super-Shopping-Centers." And each one does an annil

of more than $20 million!

SO
IS

mlmwF^H It's the one station that's programmed to hit all Angelenos rigr

they live. With KRCA you can reach all of these communities in 10 seconds. That's why LUX SOAP PROUC

used KRCA exclusively when they wanted to make a big new sales impression on community-loving Los ng<

KRCA CHANNEL 4 • LOS ANGELES-SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES

•Los Angeles and Orange Counties. To be sure. KRCA covers the communities of five Southern California counties, with 2,300,000 TV jmes.

lgn

V.jlt



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
21 JUNE 1958 What will probably go down as the 1958-59 season's biggest lift to syndication is the

nvoZXSn",*™ ^-million windfall for spot by the Kellogg Co.

The schedule will involve five syndication series and start 7 September.

(For more details see SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 9.)

MCA has a ready excuse for the fact that it's only sold its Paramount package

in four markets thus far—with two more sales probably breaking this week.

Say MCA spokesmen: If we rushed in with the package in all markets, we'd stand to

lose $12 million. This way, taking it market by market, we like to think we're in the driver's

seat, letting stations bid for our price."

The result: The four sales alone (to New York, Los Angeles, Boston and Omaha) have

recouped a third of MCA's $50 million outlay for the library.

There seems to be much hesitancy among syndicators to market an original sit-

uation comedy for syndication rather than the off-network series.

The thinking behind the timidity

:

• It's tough for a first-run comedy to compete with an off-network series in the same

category on a pricing level.

• Stations prefer to schedule situation comedies on a strip basis, thereby giving the off-

network fare an added economic advantage.

• Successful comedy series born of syndication have been few and far between. One

tangible outcome of this sort of thinking: MGM TV will keep Min & Bill out of syndication

even if a fall sponsor is not speared.

One reason for this year's late selling season on syndicated film series was commonly

voiced by several agencymen this week.

That reason : Many regional advertisers, who recently started using tv somewhat tepidly,

have to be sold all over again on the use of the medium.

As one leading agents buyer put it: Our regionals are taking another long hard look at

their syndication sponsorships; consequently decisions will come a bit later than usual.

There's a strong consensus of opinion among syndicators that tv stations could

show much more cooperation in publicizing syndicated product.

Syndicators argue that the obvious advantages for the station are these: (1) it gets the

full card-rate from a syndicated series; (2) ballyhoo makes an impact on prospective adver-

tisers as well as viewers and (3) national and regional advertisers are inclined to pick in a

multi-station market the station that offers the most promotional support.

Add the syndicators: Many stations do not even bother to send out the weekly program

stories and features supplied them, and sometimes discard the press kit altogether.

How publicity-minded stations generally suffer from this attitude: Too often syndicators

must ignore requests from them because the cost is spread over too few stations.

(For additional film developments see FILM NEWS WRAP-UP, page 60.)

• 21 june 1958



Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

SPONSOR PUBLICATION* II

MARKETING WEEK
New Era potato chips' upcoming radio drive reflects two facts about the po-

tato chip business.

First, it's booming. New Era sales have gone up from $8 million to nearly $14 mil-

lion in five years. Potato chips, which used to be a bar and party snack item have dug into

the American menu as a replacement for crackers, as a staple with salads, as a popular item

with children, as a standard in outdoor eating. Chips are the potato farmer's biggest

single customer; 22% of his crop goes into chips.

Second, a light touch emphasizing quality can work well in radio commercials.

New Era used the light touch last year, doubled its radio budget as a result. Its new campaign,

which started 15 June, covers 29 stations in 19 markets. Otto & Abbs Advertising, Detroit,

is buying weekday minutes, five daily in most markets.

( New Era, largest selling potato chip brand, was absorbed in May by the Frito Co., whose

$33 million in annual sales reflects its standing as the only nationally-distributed corn chip

manufacturer.)

The next big trend in the marketing of soap products will probably be toward

accenting anti-germicidal content.

The Lever Bros, holding company, Unilever, has already filed abroad a patent covering

the use of silicone—a carbon derivative—as an anti-germicidal agent in detergents.

Another factor that will be emphasized by Lever—and its competitors, when they pick up

the trail—is silicone's advantage as a protector for "gentle" skins.

There's also a report that Colgate has similar silicone infusion plans for its

No. 1 toothpaste brand. Probable tv commercial: Germs replacing baseballs as the

missiles hurled at that unshatterable glass wall.

There's more to the coupon redemption business than sorting, counting and

paying off retailers. Problem: how to dispose of them.

Here's what happened at the Nielsen Coupon Clearing House plant at Clinton, la., as re-

lated by general manager Kirk Tischler before the AMA's New York chapter:

• NCCH started burning coupons (5-10 million weekly) in its own furnace but

paper burns hot so it didn't do the furnace any good and spread ash around town.

It also brought Clinton's Mayor down to the plant.

• Tischler then arranged for employees at the nearby veteran's hospital to burn the stuff

in the hospital incinerator. But Federal law prevented Tischler from paying them so the em-

ployees went into hiding every time a Nielsen truckload of coupons hove into sight.

• Next, Tischler bought a "Red Goat." Like a giant Disposall, this machine grinds paper,

flushes it down the sewer. Result: the town sewer system backed up, shut down NCCH tem-

porarily, got the Mayor's dander up again and put 40 to 50 men at work digging up the streets.

• In desperation, NCCH people then rented an abandoned quarry, dumped the coupons in,

doused them with kerosene and set the pile aflame. But, during the winter, snow prevented

the trucks from reaching the quarry and the coupons piled up.

• Finally, Tischler bought something called a PEGAR. This is used by the gov-

ernment for getting rid of classified material. It adds water to the coupons and

turns them into pulp. The pulp is then put into sacks and taken to the city dump.

Now everything's fine. Of course, coupons made of foil are another problem.

A. C. Nielsen's NCCH, incidentally, has been around for about a year and a

half, has recently started running in the black.
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YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

IF YOU DON'T USE KOLN-TV!

Nebraska.

LINCOLN A-Z ARB SURVEY
JANUARY, 1958

Viewed Most
Before 6:00 P.M.

Viewed Most
After 6:00 P.M.

KOLN-TV 29% 48%
Station B 21 19

Station C 16 13

Station D 4 9

P/iegetplSP/atimM

-^TOw- »„lE creek

;RAND RAPIDS-KAIAMAZOO

There are only two big markets

you can't get them both with any one TV station.

All surveys prove that KOLN-TV is essential for satis-

factory coverage of Lincoln-Land — 232,937 television

families in 69 counties.

Ask Avery-Knodel for all the facts on KOLN-TV—
the Official Basic CBS Outlet for South Central

Nebraska and Northern Kansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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As new sounds hit the airwaves, SPONSOR ASKS;

What is the future of stereopho

Here are first reactions of three

pioneer stations to this new type

of programing, the type of audi-

ence it delivers and its future po-

tential for prospective advertisers.

Larry Walker, president, WSOC and

It SOi I'M, Charlotte, N. C.

Stereophonic or binaural broadcasting

over WSOC-AM and WSOC-FM was

an outgrowth of the programing of

high fidelity concerts of recorded mu-

sic in regular broadcasting which were

started some three years ago on a

three- night -per -week schedule. This

schedule was set up on Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday nights from

10:05 to 11:00 p.m. to provide music

from high fidelity recordings simul-

taneously over the am and fm trans-

mitters. The fm transmission has been

particularly important because of the

inherent wide frequency transmission

capabilities of this band; fm assured

(hat the full musical range of the hi-fi

recorded music was available to the

listener who had receiving and repro-

ducing equipment capable of receiving

it.

Approximately one year ago. in Julv

1957, the programs in this series,

which carried the title of Great Music
in New Sottrul were carried on Thurs-

day nights in stereophonic sound,

be WSOC-AM and the WSOC-
FM transmitti rsas the two sound chan-

nels. As WSOC-FM is the onl) I'm sta-

tion operating in Charlotte, ilii- pro-

vided an excellent source of stereo

programing, not on] i listeners but

also fin demonstration purposes.

Professional Btere i-tape ; nu lie lias

been used with ,i stereo-tapi reproduc-

er. On.- tia<k of (In- stereo tape is fed

on am and the other track on fm. At

the beginning of each broadcast, a

short explanation is given the listeners

telling them how to position their loud-

speakers and how to adjust the volume

of their am and fm receivers if they

are equipped for stereo reception.

Of course, those listeners not

equipped for stereo reception still re-

ceive the program as a high fidelity

monaural broadcast.

The type of music used has been

mostly light classical or "concert type"

music with a relatively small amount of

strictly so-called "long hair."

While written response has been

light, telephoned expressions of appre-

ciation have been numerous and steady,

especially just after each broadcast.

No widespread publicity on the broad-

casts has been used but information

has been sent to music clubs, dealers

and groups known to be interested.

There has been sufficient interest indi-

cated, particularly from listeners in the

higher socio-economic groups, to war-

rant its continuance and expansion.

One problem has been the scarcity

of available binaural tape recordings.

On one occasion a stereophonic tape

recording was made locally of a Char-

lotte choral society concert and broad-

cast as part of the series, with enthusi-

astic response.

The appearance of stereo records on

the market soon should provide con-

siderable additional programing ma-
terial.

Richard E. Nason, general manager,

WGBl Radio & WGBI-FM, Scranton-Wilkes

JflL

Stereo will be

selective for

\\ e're comparative newcomers to stere-

ophonic programing, having launched

our first weekly hour-long show just

two months ago. The response has not

been extraordinary but it has certainly

been enthusiastic. Because of its new-

ness, we've probably had our share of

requests for the sound effects which

give such dramatic dimension to stereo

but we've also received genuine letters

of appreciation from music lovers who

truly enjoy the fullness and response

of the orchestrations.

We're feeling our way on program-

ing and, like all newcomers, learning

by trial and error. Based on the

marked resurgence of fm and its known

wide appeal to music connoisseurs, we

can't help but think that stereo offers

even more and, therefore, is definitely

here to stay.

To be sure, stereo will be a selective

thing for some time to come, but it

offers many interesting possibilities.

Stations serving basically the same

market, for instance, are getting to-

gether for the purpose of providing

such programing, whether two frn's,

two am's or combinations. Fm stations

now multiplexing will have more free-

dom with their main channels. Of

course, those am's held on to their fm's

through the so-called "forgotten me-

dium" days, are geared and ready to

go. These stations are now pioneeringi

stereo and will be first to reap the com-

mercial harvest when it comes—andM
think it will come.

However, because of the cost and

limitation of receivers and the subse

quent smaller but more selective audi

ence, stereo will probably appeal to th*

"carriage trade" advertiser. This v.

not only desirable but necessary. Sucl

advertisers prefer to program to theii

special kind of audience. Certainly

stereo commercial copy requirement:

will be similar to those now being ex

ercised on "good music" stations

Stereo fias to be good for radio. It'^

good sound—and good sound is th<

basis for good radio.
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adcasting?

:dd Routt, general manager, KNOE
Radio, Monroe, La.

o
ivaiting and

watching

rorecasting the future of stereophonic

)roadcasting in the twin cities of Mon-

oe and West Monroe, Louisiana, is

ibout as tricky as predicting the kind

if music that will be popular five years

rom now.

The public's pockethook and taste

!

ire big factors and it is from this view

hat we must make our estimate.

A tremendous increase in sales of

iiigh fidelity sound equipment here is

indicative of what's to come. Cheap

,
tock sets with four speakers, three-

l

peed turntables, am and fm radios, are

, lot retail items in this market. And
li-fi components are finding their way

nto more and more of our homes.

The Monroe market is blessed with

B senior college, an active symphony

issociation and considerable wealth.

Average family income is $6,900 per
1

ear, compared to $5,520 nationally.

^0 those who want to pick up stereo-

ihonic broadcasts when they come can

ifford to purchase the necessary equip-

nent. Population in this twin-cities

Jirea is over 85,000, but, being the

argest market in Northeastern Louisi-

ina, our trade area extends over 16

larishes.

While the local broadcast audience

[Please turn to page 65)

Type slip . . .

In last week's column, we erroneously
quoted Mr. Paul R. Weeks of H-R
Representatives as saying "radio suf-
fers from over-commercialism." Mr.
Weeks' comments in the column made
it clear he believes the opposite.

Maine Dept. of Economic Derelonmei

When this Maine man says "it's for the birds", he's talking about

his stock in trade. Raising birds is his thriving business—in Harps-

well by the sea. Poultry and egg production is big business in Maine.

Large modern plants bolster the economy of rural areas along with

crops, dairying, beef cattle and other agriculture. All contribute to

the $1,11 0,896,000 * effective buying income of the 13-county

southern Maine-eastern New Hampshire area.

SERVED AND SOLD BEST BY WCSH-TV

April 1958 ARB Total Area Survey

Quarter hour "firsts"

WCSH-TV 83.3% Station B 16.7%

*Copr. 1958 Sales Management Survey of Buying Power; further reproduction not

Weed-Television

NBC Affiliate

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND, MAINE

;

sponsor • 21 june 1958



No need for telescopic vision

to see the results you will reap

from the use of Channel 4 on

the great Golden Spread.

More than 100,000 TV sets

in a vastly healthy and wealthy

market.

Power: Visual 100 kw

Aural 50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feel

above the ground

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL 4

AMARILLO,
^--^^ TEXAS

CONTACT ^
ANY ^~~^^
KATZ MAN "^^

-J

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is planning a campaign in \ ari-

ous markets for its Zest. The schedules kick off 1 July, run until the

end of the year. Minutes and 20's during nighttime segments art

being used: average frequency: 10 per week per market. Buy

has just started. The buyer is Dick McCooey; the agenc\ is Rentor

& Bowles. Inc. New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

The Frenchette Co., Inc., is scheduling announcements in 25-3(

markets for its salad dressing. The campaign runs for six weeks:

minutes and I.D.'s are being used. Frequencies depend upon th<

market. The buyer is Manny Klein; the agency is Cohen & \leshire

Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment. I

Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia, continues to expand its markets as il

adds its new blending pumps to stations in its areas of distribution!

which include most states east of the Mississippi. The campaign

runs for 13 weeks in each market; minutes and chainbreaks durin;

nighttime slots are being bought. Frequency depends upon the mat

ket. The buyer is Jim Scanlon; the agency is William Est\ Co., Inr

New York. I Agency declined to comment.)

National Biscuit Co., New York, is scheduling announcements

ing June and July in both major and minor markets throughout th

country in a special promotion for its Rice Honeys and

Honeys cereals. The campaign runs for four weeks; minutes

being slotted. Frequency varies from market to market. The In

is Lucy Kerwin; the agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.. New ^
|

(The agency declined to comment.)

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is running a campaign in tol

markets for its Tide. The campaign runs until the end of the \eai

minutes and 20"s are being scheduled. Frequencies depend upon tl

market. The buyer is Jim Dalton; the agency is Benton & Bowie

Inc.. New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

The American Tobacco Co., New York, is initiating a campaig

shortly for its Hit Parade cigarettes. The schedules run for 1

weeks; minutes and chainbreaks are being used. Frequencies vai

from market to market. The buyers are Mickey McMichael and Hoi

Martinez; the agency is Batten, Barton. Dustine & Osborn, Inc., Ne

York. (Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO BUYS
Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore, is lining up a big summ

schedule for its High Noon Suntan Lotion. Some of these schedul

have already started in Southern and Mid-Atlantic states. Mod

l In schedules kick off 3 July, to run through the peak summer pe
(

ods. Minute announcements during daytime slots are being plac<

The average frequency for the campaign is 15-20 announcements j>

week per market. The Noxzema buyer is Bob Anderson; the agen

is Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Inc.. New York. (Agency i

elined to comment.)
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Kansas City and all that jazz
There's a new kind of jazz in Kansas City these

days. Cool. Collected. Professional. But also

very much alive.

And it's jumped right off Twelfth St. (the Rag,

you know) and into the auditoriums at Kansas
City University and the Conservatory. Or you

can catch it in more traditional surroundings

over on Troost Ave. or out on Blue Ridge Road.

This new jazz harmonizes with Kansas City. For

KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

exciting things are happening here. It's a mov-

ing, imaginative, responsive community of more
than a million.

And Kansas City responds — so say ARB and

Nielsen—to KCMO-TV more than any other tele-

vision station. Largely because we broadcast at

maximum power from the world's tallest self-

supported tower. And partly due to the fact that

we dig Kansas City all the way.

/
Kansas City, Missouri
Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.

Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.

The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency

John Blair & Co.—Blair-TV

John Blair & Co.

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency

Meredith stations are affiliated with

BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS and SUC-

CESSFUL FARMING Magazines.



A pictorial review of local

and national industry eventi

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Airborne art- performers in recent Tommy Barlett water skiing and

Mercury jumping boat show, sponsored for second successive year by

WBT-WBTY, Charlotte, N. C. Six performances attracted over 60,000

/ * J
Top taker is Rena Mayer of Campbell-Ewald's N. Y. timebuying staff,

-Ihumi accepting first prize for recent WINN, Louisville, contest. Pre-

senting $250 check is John J. Tormey, radio sales dir. for Avery-

WINN reps. Wat. lung is A-K's Richard Stone, C-E salesman

"Operation Good

tornado disaster. WCCO
food and clothing in high sch

night with National Guardsmi

Anti-recession fair held in Norfolk, Va., drew free-spending co

sumers to city's Granby street. Highlights of Value Fair we

broadcast by T. Robertson, shown here with "Miss Portable Radi.

Paul) trucks unloaded 50 tons of

n. Station personnel worked all

volunteers to sort relief bundles

Doctor of humanities Robert Sarnoff (r.) president of NBC, ch.

with Doctor of Laws Earl Warren, Chief Justice of the U. S. H<.

orary degrees were conferred at recent Boston U. Commencemi
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
General Foods's Edwin Ebel ad-

>anced the thesis to an AFA con-

vention that admen ought to be

more concerned with the integrity

of their advertisement than the

kidding they get in novels, movies,

etc.

That sort of public confidence build-

ing, he added, will not be done in

committee, in print or on the platform

but in the ad world's own shops and

offices.

With the prediction of a definite up-

turn in the national economy before

the summer's end, Don Mitchell,

chairman and president of Sylvan-

ia Electric Products, called for

vigorous selling campaigns by in-

dustry and commerce.
Mitchell spoke at the 54th annual

convention of the AFA in Dallas.

"This is no time for a negative ap-

proach," Mitchell continued, "The com-

pany that crawls in the corner these

days may never come out of it.

The company that keeps slugging it

out will be the first to come back."

Products acquisition: Lanolin Plus

has purchased the drug and cosmetic

products owned by Morton Edell, New-
ark, N. J.—including Pink Ice, Wash
;
n Curl, Tint'n Set, Vazol, and Halo-

Joy is buying short term announce-

ments for a nighttime campaign in

about 20 select markets starting mid-

June for 20 weeks.

Here are LNA-BAR's estimated ex-

penditures for the top 15 network
company advertisers for the initial

quarter of 1958, as released by
TvB.

Edell

Lanolin

fas elected new president of

Advertising campaigns:
• New Era Potato Chips takes

to the air via one-minute weekday an-

nouncements in major markets—for its

summer campaign. (See MARKETING
WEEK. p. 50.)

• Burgermeister has redesigned

its package, and has scheduled 8-sec-

ond spots in over 50 western tv sta-

tions in the west to introduce the new
design. Agency: BBDO.

• P&G, via Leo Burnett, moved
back into spot tv this week for Pace in

100 markets, using nighttime minutes
and 20's, starting in July for 13 weeks.

21 june 1958

RAP K ADVERTISER GROSS TIME

1. P&G $4,429,251

2. General Motors 2,037,069

3. Colgate 1,742,670

4. General Foods 1,671,113

5. Chrysler 1,621,281

6. Lever 1,614,766

7. R. J. Reynolds 1,454,533

8. American Home 1,446,465

9. Bristol-Mvers 1,354,771

10. Gillette 1,181,987

II. Kellogg 1,112,399

12. Ford Motor 1,054,572

13. Liggett & Myers 889,959

14. American Tobacco 873,816

15. Pharmaceuticals 844,879

Here are LNA-BAR's estimated ex-

penditures for the top 15 network
brand advertisers for the initial

quarter of 1958, as released by
TvB.
RANK ADVERTISER GROSS TIME

1. Winston $731,077

2. Tide 710,112

3. Anacin 710,081

4. Plymouth 575,568

5. Ford Passenger 544,282

6. Chevrolet 531,300

7. Dodge 480,611

8. Oldsmobile 449,556

9. Bufferin 448,078

10. Viceroy 447,168

11. Camel 443,707

12. Eastman Kodak 436,161

13. Fab 398,619

14. Gleem 377,433

15. Cheer 366,675

Strictly personnel: Robert Rosen,

appointed advertising and sales promo-

tion manager, Zenith Radio Corp . . .

John Torrens, elected v.p. and gen-

eral manager, Helene Curtis Internac-

ional, S.A. . . Douglas Runnels, na-

• Live-look quality

• Immediate playback

—

no processing

• Practical editing

• Record from studio or

remote camera

• Tapes fully interchangeable

between machines

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable

• Lowest overall cost



THERES
noJecZssion

Middle Georgia market.

sion at nearbj Robins Vir lone
Base has just been let. Value

$9,000,000. To be let in the

next 12 months at Robins, eon-

tracts valued at $17,500,000 for

ITEM: 1 ne neu nianufaduiing plants,

employing more than (mII pei

sons, have opened lot business

in Middle Georgia in the last

'Ml days.

m I \i \ u \1 \/ 1 V telethon for (ere

bi.ii I'.iKv last month has a]

leadv netted S8.IHI0 more than

a similar effort in 1957. And,

the final total in tins telethon

lias not been detei mined. It's

sull i limbing.

PROOl POS1 I l\l I ll \ l \lllilil l

(.1 ORG1 Ws 11 \V E MONEY, ARE
\\ 11 1 l\(. It) SPI \1> II. \\l) \I

WAYS II K\ l() \ \l \/ 1 \ . i II \\

Ml 13, FOR Al)\ ( 1 ON HOW TO
(.11 l Ml \Iosl l )R 1 HEIR DOL-
I \K 1 el WM \/ \ tell Mini stoi

\

i
• ml. Middle < eorgia market . . .

the markel that's t. o busy with bust-

MACON , C5-A,

National Rep.:

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

tional sales manager, W. A. SheafTer

Pen Co. . . . Jay M. Russell, advertis-

ing manager for Chock Full O" Nuts.

AGENCIES
Two men's toiletries aecounts
shifted agencies this week.
They were:

• Mennen Co. moved its $3 mil-

lion account from McCann Erickson,

and dished out $2 million of it for the

company's men's line products to Grey
Advertising (joining Mennen's baby

products at the agency). The other

$1 million was assigned to Warwick
& Legler.

• Barbasol, after 25 Years with

Wasey, and then EWR&R, has given its

$500,000 account to George J. Walsh
Co.

AFTRA once again reiterated its

desire to merge with SAG.
Donald Conaway, AFTRA national

executive secretary, sent a letter to

SAG rejecting their proposal to divide

video tape commercials between them,

and submit the 4grey areas' to ar-

bitration.

McCann-Erickson has issued a booklet

on their marketing communications

workshop, to be mailed to colleges and

professional business schools.

The book's purpose: To get students

interested in advertising—plus a per-

sonnel effort to attract the students to

the agency after graduation.

Expansion : Marschalk & Pratt, a

division of McCann-Erickson, opens its

Atlanta office this week, with a staff

of 40. Mark Bollman, Jr., will be v.p.

and general manager of the office.

1*
The Trans-America Advertising

Agency Network presented its award

for excellence in advertising to its

member agencies as follows:

Overall excellence of advertis-

ing: 1st place tie for Darwin H.

Clark Co., Houston, and Jepson-

Murray Advertising, Lansing, 2nd

place, Belden & Frenz, Cleveland.

Tv spot (21-sec-one min.) : 1st

place, Art Crayon Co. (Friend-Reiss

Adv.) ; 2nd place, Beatrice Foods

(Wendt Adv.)

Tv show (over 5-min.) ; 1st place,

Jenkel-Davidson Optical Co. (L. C.

Cole Co.)

Radio: 1st place, Cameo Curtains

i Friend-Reiss) ; 2nd place, Arden

Farms l Frederick Baker i : 3rd

place, Hansen Baking Co. i Frederick

Baker i

.

Chicago agency appointments:
North Adv., for Pfaelzer Bros, and

Polsner Brewing Co. . . . Richard A.

Burleigh & Associates, for the Ev-

anstown Chamber of Commerce . . .

Waldie & Briggs, for Walt, i I

Selck & Co. . . . I add. Southward &
Bently, for Bliss & Laughlin . . . Flet-

cher D. Richards, for the cosmetic

end of Campana Sales . . . Edward H.

Weiss, for Golden Mix, and Little

Crow Milling Co. . . . William Hart

Adler, for Shure Bros. . . . Western
Advertising, for Champion Pneumat-

ic Machinery Co. . . . Jones Frankel.

for Lucky Heart Labs. . . . Gordon
Best Co., for the Edgewater Beach

Hotel . . . Bozell & Jacobs, for Great

Lakes Paint & Varnish Co. . . . M. M.

Fisher Associates, for Blue Star Au-

to Stores . . . Wentzel, Wainwright.
Poister & Poore, for Qualit\ Check

Dairy Products Assn.

They were elected

:

4A's chairmen for national coin

mittees as follows:

Advertiser relations: Ernest Jones.

of MacManus, John & Adams. Agency

Administration: Lawrence Nelson,

Campbell-Ewald. Agency personnel:

Raymond Sullivan, SSC&B. Govern-

ment, public and educator relations:

Otto Klepper, The Klepper Co. Im-

provement of Advertising content: Ed-

win Cox, K&E. Media relations:

Robert Lusk, B&B. Broadcast Media:

Leonard Matthews, Leo Burnett.

Hollywood Advertising Club'

Jack F. Brembock, director of pro

motion and publicity, KABC-TV, L.A.

president; Felix Adams, v.p., KLAC
1st v.p.; Ed Cashman, v.p. in charj;t

of tv/radio, FC&B, Hollywood, 2nc

v.p.; Cliff Gill, v.p. and director o:

operations, KBIG, treasurer.

The National Advertising Agen

cy Network elected John Wilson

president of Carr Liggett AdvertiaBj

Cleveland, president.

They were named v.p.'s: Willian

LaCava, v.p. in charge of commena
tv, < \\\ . . . William Shaul, senio

v.p., Ross Roy ... J. Howard King

v.p.. Creamer-Trowbridge Co.

Grant Worrell and June Adams
v.p.'s at EWR&R . . . Three new v.p.'j

of Meldrum and Fewsmith. Cleveland!
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Mies Nilson, v.p.-research; Bruce

Mauderman, v.p.-tv, radio, film; and

A i!li:im Jordan, v. p.-account super-

isor.

Four new v.p.'s for Compton: Julia

irown, Walter Barber, Henry
^lochessy, and Joseph R. Cross.

More on agency personnel: Ru-
lolph Montgelas, elected to the ex-

•cutive committee. Ted Bates & Co. . . .

,iarbara Reinker, director of radio/

v. Wellman-Buschman Co., Cleveland

. . Loy Lee, director of merchan-

lising, Henderson Advertising Agen-

i

v. Greenville, S. C. . . . Richard
,ioebel, administrative assistant,

Lompton, San Francisco . . . Edward
diller, to the traffic-production de-

,
iartment, Calkins & Holden . . . Harry
rlorris, to the staff of Heintz & Co.,

;ian Francisco . . . William Cask i I,

jnarket research director, Proebsting,

August & Harpham, Chicago . . . Cur-

|
is Gram, to the research department.

1WR&R, Chicago.

>ther agency moves: Alfred Mir-

inda 3d, named manager of tv/radio

• lepartment, Campbell-Ewald . . . Nina
'linn, tv director, Webb Associates

,
. . Charles Brocker, director of me-

Ilia, Joseph Katz . . . John Maupin,
jiccount executive, BBDO . . . Rudy
iehlmer, director of tv/radio, Grant,

vY.

CANADA
tochwerin's Griffin B. Thompson
varned Canadian tv against get-

ing into the U.S. trap of having
oo many "tense" programs, like,

ivesterns, mysteries, etc.

Argued Thompson before the Pro-

prietary Association of Canada:

! Since Schwerin research shows the

|

ind of show more important to the

:
dvertiser than the size of audience,

/'any of the U.S. show types are among
he least desirable from the viewpoint

>l sponsor effectiveness.

Thompson estimated that 50% of

he network shows on the American
ide will be of the "tense" category.

'or the first time in Canadian tv

ustory, live tv will be seen coast-

o-coast via a single microwave relay

,' J
stem coming into full service 1 July.

It will stretch from Sydney, N.S., to

ictoria, B.C., and will not only make
•ossible an all-Canadian transconti-

lental tv network, but will also provide

21 june 1958

a trans-Canadian Telephone System.

To inaugurate the event, CBC will

present an hour-long historic produc-

tion featuring live pick-ups from dif-

ferent parts of Canada.

1 July also marks the opening for

CBC's Video Tape Relay Centre at Cal-

gary, providing facilities for delayed

programing in Canada's six time zones.

Canada is apparently having the

same gripes about radio measure-

ment as prevailed, not so long ago, in

the U.S.A.

As Walter Elliot, veteran Canadian

audience researcher put it before the

Western Association of Broadcasters:

"All Canadian rating services today

are grossly underestimating radio's po-

tential and actual audience."

Elliot was criticizing his own service

as well, saying that the reports fail to

present an overall audience rating for

the medium.

Radio to be expanded :

CBC is planning to start on an im-

provement and expansion of radio serv-

ice to northern Canada.

A million-dollar, 50 kilowatt short-

wave station will be built in the Van-

couver area to beam CBC programs to

the Yukon and the MacKenzie district

of the Northwest Territories. Its com-

pletion is planned for 1960.

Funds are being requested of Parlia-

ment for the undertaking.

On Canadian personnel: Vaughn
Bjerre, appointed program manager,

CKSL, London, Ontario . . . Arthur
Fitzgibbons, director of operations,

CFCF-TV and CKMI-TV, Quebec City

. . . Dave Mintz, executive v.p., KVOS
AM-TV, Bellingham, and KVOS (Can-

ada Ltd.) . . . Sydney Banks, v.p. in

charge of film production, S. W. Cald-

well, Ltd. . . . W. E. Robinson, as-

sistant manager, CKSL, London, On-

tario.

NETWORKS
Max Factor will be back in net-

work tv and tv spot this coming
season.

Home office executives and sales

representatives were so informed at

the company's three-day regional

meetings outlining the firm's adver-

tising plan.

Max Factor now ranks number
40 among the largest advertisers

in the U.S.

the only
Buffalo
Station
that can

pass the
"Thruway

Test"

COMING EAST to the New York State
Thruway, you pick up WGR RADIO
loud and clear, way out in Ohio.

GOING WEST on the Thruway, you
pick up WGR RADIO loud and clear,

just past Syracuse.

IF YOU WANT maximum coverage in

the $4 billion Western New York
market (plus big bonus audience in

Canada and on the Thruway) buy
WGR RADIO. 1,000,000 homes . . .

1,000,000 cars.

BXJY

RADIO
BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION

%SYMBOL OF S



\«-\» sponsors signed: I*. Lorillard

and Whitehall will co-sponsor John

Daly's aewscasl via \HC-TV this fall.

Daly's show, now seen week nights

from 7:1.t to 7:.'i0 p.m., will be sched-

uled in prime time this fall—10:30-

L0:4S p.m.

New Affiliation : Radio KCAL, Red-

lands, Calif., becomes an ABC affiliate

this week.

TV Network Kudos: To Arthur

Godfrey, CHS star, named by the

National Usociation of Direct Selling

Companies as the •champion salesman

of all broadcasting."

FILM
CBS TV Film Sales elaims it has

neatly solved the problem of sea-

sonal selling peaks, and, as a re-

sult, can report a 56% increase in

gross sales for the first four

months of this year over a similar

period last year. (This represents a

rise from $2.5 million to $3.9 million.)

Sales manager John Howell de-

scribes the solution as a well-diversified

"portfolio of programing" which

stretches selling out over a 12-month

period.

Some examples of diversification

(in addition to regular program series

sold for fall starts) : CBS Newsfilm,
which begins on new stations through-

out the year; strip programs, like Our
Miss Brooks, also sold around the cal-

endar; and summer replacement sales,

which this year include The Brothers

( Jack Benny replacement for American

Tobacco) and the Terrytoon package

(stations sales amount to over $1 mil-

lion) geared to summer-vacationing

children.

Sales of the week:

• C. Schmidt & Sons this week re-

newed State Trooper (MCA) in five

states, through Al Paul Lefton. Fal-

staff Brewing (through D-F-S) has al-

ready announced its renewal plans in

66 markets.

• AAP's Warner cartoons hit the

100-market this week with sales to

KOAM-TV, Pittsburg, Kans., WMTV,
Madison, and KYW-TV, Cleveland.

• P&G has purchased five Ziv

shows for airing in Mexico City.

The five: Cisco Kid, Man Called X,

Dr. Christian, Harbor Command and

District Attorney.

The expected announcement of the

syndication of Adventures of Jim

Bowie by ABC Film was made this

week.

The series just completed a two-year

stint with American Chicle on ABC TV.

Sixth series: Championship Bowl-

ing, through Walter Schwimmer, will

go into its sixth year of production

this fall.

Series is currently in 173 markets.

In the foreign markets : Ziv's High-

way Patrol, already dubbed in six lan-

guages, will add four more to its reper-

tory: Flemish (for the Brussels sta-

tion), Finnish, German and Italian.

The show is currently aired in Eng-

lish, French, Spanish, Chinese, Tagalog

and Japanese.

• NTA has expanded its foreign op-

erations to include representation in

Japan, Australia and the Philippines.

NTA's foreign network now includes

Canada, London, Paris, Rome and

Brussels

* Subject to F.C.C. Approval

CNP has contracted for eleven new

books with various book publishers,

for merchandising of syndicated series

and network shows. Books on syndi-

cated series to be published include

The Silent Service (through New Amer-

ican Library), Boots and Saddles, the

Story of the Fifth Cavalry (through

Berkley Publishing), and Union Pa-

cific (publisher to be announced) . . ,

Kelo Henderson, star of ABC Film's

26 Men, made a recent personal ap-

pearance tour at Luke Air Force Base.

Phoenix, where he entertained at the

base open house.

Strictly Personnel : Recent additi

to NTA's legal staff are attorneys Rob-

ert Goldston and Joseph Morris

Herman Garris has joined AAP as

eastern division booker.

REPS
Canadian independent station.'

aren't making it easy for rep rev

enue this summer.
The English stations have decide*

to defer coming on the air until 5 p.m

for the summer months, while th<

French stations will come on at 5 p.m.

stay off for an hour and resume a

7 p.m.

The reason : There isn't enough busi

ness for the summer to balance th

added cost for the afternoon's crew o

technicians. The daytime spots v

force are being inserted at night.

John Blair & Co. signed long tern

contracts with Triangle Publics

lion- for representation of its t

and radio properties.

Roger Clipp, v.p. and general mat

ager of Triangle's broadcast propei

ties, stated that there were "certai

operational advantages in having ot

major facilities concentrated in or

representative house."

New firm : Jim Lucas, account execi

tive at KALI, Pasadena, leaves his po

to open a new rep firm, J. A. Lucas

Associates, with headquarters in Hi

lywood.

Off to Brussels: Art Berla, of H-

Television, Inc., is about to start h

extended tour of European countri

to compare tv and new methods. He

also stop at the World's Fair to cov

the foreign tv and sales methods.

Merchandising and Promotion: Rep appointments: Adam Youn
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THE IMAGE OF

©nimnwMsiiiLiriKf

U-Selievable a 5 a (June weddina . . . that is

WWJ-TV in Detroit. Eleven years of

superior television service to southeastern

Michigan — strict adherence to the

public interest-have given WWJ-TV
such dominant stature that every

advertiser enjoys a priceless ad-

vantage, every product a cor-

dial acceptance that quickly

leads to sales.
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u u / spectacular.

I
WMT is that CBS radio station in

Eastern Iowa whose mail address is

Cedar Rapids, and whose national
representative is The Katz Agency.)

advertisers ,

choose

in Rochester.

because...
• 27.4% more daytime circulation than

the other Rochester channel (NCS#2)
• Greatest power
• Unsurpassed local programming

and personalities

• Stable labor market with one of
the highest per capita incomes

• Best merchandising

—

best advertising results

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WROC-TV
NBC-ABC Channel 5
ROCHESTER

^JA TRANSCONTINENT STATION
£• WR0CTV, Rochester • WGR Radio. WGRTV,

.
^ Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg

for WOKY, Milwaukee. With this ap-

pointment, Young now represents all ,

the Bartell Group stations . . . Harrv
Wheeler and Co., for WELI, New
Haven . . . Simmons Associates,

Eoi WGMS, Wash, and KBAB, San
Diego . . . Devney, Inc., for CKOS-
TV, Yorkton, Saskatchewan and CFCL
AM-TV, Timmons, Ontario . . .Rich-

ard O'ConneU, for KIXL. Dallas and
KJIM, Ft. Worth.

Rep personnel : Frank J. Honoski,
appointed account executive in the

N. Y. office, Simmons Associates . . .

Thomas Carroll, v.p., Radio T.V.

Representatives . . . Richard D.

Foerster, tv account executive in the

Chicago office, PGW . . . Jack Pohle,

to the L.A. office of CBS Spot Sales . . .

Frederick Wallin, head of the visual

and mechanical production in the sales

development department. John Blair &

Co.

RADIO STATIONS
A need for greater understanding

of marketing problems by radio

station sales personnel was one of

the themes highlighted at the second

annual sales clinic sponsored by the

Southern California Broadcasters As-

sociation.

Other highlights:

• Jon Ross, Ross-Reisman Adver-

tising; Robert Anderson, Robert

Anderson Advertising; and Wally
Seidler, Edward S. Kellogg Advertis-

ing, scored a zero for salesmen who
use the "just-going-by" approach or

deal in generalities. They stressed

the necessity for definite ideas—spe-

cifics are most important to account

executives instead of hurry-up calls

about current availabilities.

• George Irwin, v.p., Heintz and

Co. Advertising, spoke of radio's un-

touched markets, particularly enter-

tainment, community centers, and oth-

er sources for additional business.

• George Allison, Y&R, L. A.,

stressed the specialized markets in

Southern California and the advan-

tages of using several stations that pro-

gram for these small but important

segments.

Change in station ownership: Dan-

ny Kaye and Frank Sinatra purchased

Mt. Rainier Radio and Tv Broad-
casting Corp. (KJR, Seattle: KXL,
Portland; KNEW, Spokane) ... The
McLendon Corp., Dallas, bought

WGRC, Louisville . . . KMON, Inc..

Great Falls, for 100% of the stock of

Montana Farmer Broadcasting
Corp. . . . Sherwood Tarlow, Allan

Roberts and Joseph Kruger. purchased

WWOK, Charlotte, N. C.

How they covered the tornado:

KSTP, Minneapolis-St. Paul, put all

its facilities to use in following the big

winds progress and keeping the listen-

ers posted . . . WCCO, Minneapolis-St.

Paul, urged listeners to send food and

clothing to Wisconsin's tornado vic-

tims, and received 50 tons of relief

supplies.

Radio promotions and stunts:

• WCAU, Philadelphia, has issued

its "summer radio—1958" booklet, il-

lustrating why it pays to advertise on

the station during the warm weather

months.

• WHHM, Memphis, conducted a

two-day filibuster to find out what kind

of music listeners want to hear. Aftei

42 hours of straight talking, listener

sent in their music requests.

• WPPA, Pottsville, Pa., now pipe;

its Ed Romance Show into 70 factories

employing over 9,000 women in returr

• Live-look quality

• Immediate playback-

no processing

• Practical editing

• Record from studio or

remote camera

• Tapes fully interchangeable

between machines

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable

• Lowest overall cost



tor playing birthday requests, public

service announcements, etc.

• WHB, Kansas City's Bob Robbin

offered a record album to listeners

sending in an imaginative picture of

the "Purple-People Eater."

• KMA, Shenandoah, Iowa, d.j.'s

have organized a "Name Band Dance

Club" which they promote via their

shows to boost the touring name bands,

and arrange for them to play to a full

house.

• K-BUZ, Phoenix, kicked off a

"Death Takes a Holiday" campaign this

past Memorial Day. The station and

Coca-Cola, invited travelers to stop in

at the radio studios on the highway for

a free Coke.

Kudos to: WDGY, Minneapolis-St.

Paul's Dan Daniel, chosen the best

d.j., 1958, by the Twin Cities local of

AFTRA . . . WWJ, Detroit's Fran
Harris, women's editor, cited by the

Michigan Society for Mental Health

for advancing public understanding

. . . Nicholas Rahall, father of Joe,

Farris, and Sam Rahall, owners of

|

WWNR, Beckley; WTSP, St. Peters-

burg; WRAP, Allentown; WNAR,
Norristown ; and WFEA, Manchester,

honored by the President of Lebanon
for helping to improve the living con-

ditions of the country . . . WTIC,
Hartford's farm director, Frank At-

wood, cited by the Connecticut River

Watershed Council for his efforts on
behalf of pollution and erosion control

and wildlife preservation.

Station staffers: Robert Purcell,

president and general manager, KFWB,
L A., appointed to serve as radio op-

erations director for its parent com-
pany, Crowell-Collier, in addition to

maintaining his position at KFWB . . .

Glenn Lockhart, named general man-
ager, KAFY, Bakersfield . . . Gene
Smith, general manager, WIFM, El-

kin, N. C. . . . Robert Klein, execu-
tive v.p. in charge of operations,

WDAS, Philadelphia . . . Frank Zal-

noski, general manager, WHSY, Hat-

tiesburg.

Other station staffers: Robert
Klein,, named executive v.p., WDAS,
Philadelphia . . . William Harkness,
account executive, WSAI, Cincinnati

. . Norman Farrell has resigned
from Bremmer Broadcasting Co.,

WAAT, and Atlantic Broadcasting Co.,

WATV . . . David Polinger, sales

manager, WNTA, NY Hal Hoff-

man, sales manager, KSAY, San Fran-

cisco . . . Owen Spann, program and

production coordinator, WINS, NY.,

and KDAY, L.A. . . . Armand Belli,

national sales manager, WKPA, New
Kensington, Pa. . . . Benjamin Hub-
ley, manager, WCSH, Portland, Me.

TV STATIONS
William Putnam urged the FCC
to take immediate steps to insti-

tute adequate de-intermixture pro-

cedures allowing UHF stations equal

competitive status in their markets

with VHF stations.

Putnam, president of WWLP, Spring-

field and WRLP, Greenfield, Mass.,

spoke for the UHF industry following

NBC's dropping its UHF station in

Buffalo and affiliating with a VHF sta-

tion, WGR-TV. (New affiliation takes

effect 1 October.)

"It seems," said Putnam, "that the

FCC is carrying on a deliberate cam-

paign of UHF extinction through its

lack of definite action."

NBC president Robert Sarnoff, was

rz~r~ fr-T^2K 1
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' Go for

^T^'"> Ml ¥$$ME
l , \JPWF i QAm-
[ffiff

. . . in the Rich Southwest

Go for a big, choice market. Here it is:

KWFT HALF-MILLIVOLT
Radius: Nearly 250 miles in Texas and Oklahoma
Population: 3,915,393

C.S.I. Per Household: $5,359

Tolal Retail Sales: $4,924,376,000

(Source: Consumer Markets, SRDS, 11-1-57)

NOTE: NCS #2 shows KWFT has 41% more daily
circulation than the other two Wichita Falls sta-

tions combined!

Call your H-R man.

LOW
FREQUENCY

BEN LUDY
President & General Manager

-"Z—-—-»s——^.^

620k!

HX1 MUM CONDUCTlvT^^V}^.

W F Tir
Wichita Falls, Texas
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honored guesl al the opening of Syra-

cuse's WS1 I! & WSYR-TV studios.

He also was »uest speaker at a lunch-

eon sponsored 1>\ WSYR and the Syra-

i use Kiwanis Club.

The Taft broadcast properties held

their first promotional meeting in Cin-

cinnati.

Twenty-five station and promotion

executives heard David Taft, executive

\.|i. of Cincinnati, Inc., stress that the

aim of the stations was to promote
themselves as a group.

Station transfer: WDAF & WDAF-
TV, Kansas City, sold to National-

Missouri T. V.. Inc.

Tv promotions and stunts:

• WDSU-TV, New Orleans, ended

their Treasure Chest Hunt this week,

with an unusual winner—Frank Knaus,

internal revenue collector.

. K.YW & KYW-TV, Cleveland,

plans to help parents solve a common
problem—how they and their children

can enjoy themselves. The station will

offer a Party Package, on the theme of

'"family togetherness."

• KBTV, Denver, telecasts a new
tv bowling show, offering the perfect

house.

owler a top prize of an $18,000

Kudos to WFIL & WF1L-TV, Phila

delphia, honored by the National Safe-

ty Council and Chamber of Commerce
for its traffic safety campaign ... to

Harvey Struthers, general manager,

WHTC, Hartford, elected v.p. in charge

of the Community Improvement De-

partment of the Hartford Chamber of

Commerce.

People on the move: Jack Reber,
formerly manager of the NBC Spot

Sales, now executive coordinator of the

Cascade Broadcasting Co. . . . Dick
Scheele, regional sales manager,

KODE & KODE-TV, Joplin, Missouri

. . . C. R. Watts, appointed general

manager, KROD-TV, El Paso ... J.

Nathan Tucker, assistant program

manager, WBTV, Charlotte . . . Bill

Johnson, to the sales staff, KETV,
Omaha . . . Charles L. Brooks, gen-

eral manager, KRGV & KRGV-TV,
Weslaco, Texas . . . Chet Zaneski,

account executive, WHDH & WHDH-
TV, Boston . . . Paul McDuffie, traffic

director, KBTV, Denver . . . Martin
Doling, Jr., sales service manager,

KMOX-TV, St. Louis.

Wayne Rothgeb, WKJG-TV, Ft.

Wayne, farm director, is on tour of

Europe, including Russia, with 10 farm

men from the Ft. Wavne area.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day one week ago. Quotations sup-

plied by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

and Smith.

Tues.

June 3

i York Stock

17%
179%

June 17

Exchange

17% -I- K !

179%

CBS "A"
Columbia Pic.

37%
34%
2 1 !

•_•

30%

6%
31%
L7%
17%
39% - 1

35% + ;
^

23% -%
29% -1 -

Allied Artists

Assoc. Art. Prod.

C&C Super
Dumont Labs
Guild Films

NTA

56%

> Exchange

-%
- A

HERE'S WFBC-TV'S GIANT 4-STATE, 58-COUNTY
MARKET (According to data from SALES MANAGEMENT

Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1958)

2,033,300 PEOPLE
$2,331,051,000. INCOMES
$1,597,582,000. RETAIL SALES

515,600 HOMES

NORTH
CAROLINA

.SPARTANBURG

GREENVILLE

ANDERSON
^GREENWOOD/,

OLUMBIA

SOUTH
augusta.\ CAROLINA

"Zke cjiant of Southern Skies"
Represented Nationally by WEED TELEVISION CORP.

• WFBC-TV leads oil South Carolina

television stations by far.

• WFBC-TV leads all television stations

in the Greenville-Spartanburg-Ander-

son-Asheville market by far.

Ask us or WEED for facts, availabilities

and assistance.

WFBC-TY
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SPONSOR ASKS
Cont'd from page 53)

ippears preparing for the coming of

tereo sounds, we in the medium con-

inue a watch-and-wait policy. Our

ngineers say it takes two of every-

hing to produce a stereophonic broad-

ast, and they have produced cost fig-

ires to prove it.

We. as well as most other am sta-

tions, have thought about building an

m facility. And we are better situated

han most outlets to do this, inasmuch

9 KNOE could put its antenna on the

vNOE-TV tower and eliminate the cost

if additional property and tower equip-

aent. But this cost—plus the fact that

uch a facility will be impossible to

ell until more fm sets are in use—will

old us back for at least five years.

The advent of stereo to these cities

n the Ouachita is bound to come, just

s color tv was certain after techni-

ians developed the process. And, as

I

a color tv, the new sound will be slow

i take hold on the mass audience.

Our public is getting both its ears

uned for stereo sounds. When enough

re ready, station owners will begin the

ouble-barrelled broadcasts. ^

MERCHANDISING
makes the

DIFFERENCE
KBTV is Denver's

only

PH

Station!

LlKli to offer advertisers the

highly successful MAP* Plan—
Denver's only grocery and drug

in-store merchandising plan.

*MAP stands for Merchandis-

ing-Advertising-Promotion. Call

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

today for availabilities and the

merchandising that goes with

your schedule onKBTV, Denver!

a
«

Channel «

PROGRESSO
(Cont'd from page 39)

loyalty sufficient to clean the new

items off grocery shelves in days.

After its second year, Cameos moved

to WABD, New York. It has gotten

further exposure through syndication

in 15 other markets. It went off the air

in 1955 because of two reasons; syn-

dication difficulties, and to release the

budget to attract a new audience.

But the idea of the program, and the

results it achieved, are still strong in

the company's mind, and odds are

good that it will make a reappearance

this fall, probably with an established

syndication schedule at the same time.

"Opera Cameos provided us with an-

other facet to our Progresso person-

ality," Vinti believes. "We attracted a

considerable new audience and ex-

posed them to our products; in addi-

tion the nature of the program gave

our products and the company a pres-

tige and a quality image."

The happy relationship of Vinti and

Progresso had its beginnings back in

1932 when he was m.c. of an Italian-

language program on WOV. He be-

came acquainted with the company,

convinced them they should buy $50 a

week in participations on his program,

becoming, in effect, their agency.

The company flourished, and Vinti

picked up other accounts. He left the

program, by then on WHOM, in 1946,

to open his own agency.

At that time the bulk of Progresso's

advertising was still concentrated in

Italian-language programs, via spots on

WOV, WBNX and WHOM in New
York. It continued the radio spots

until the debut of "family" in 1948.

For some years, this program got al-

most all of the radio appropriation.

A couple of years ago, though, with

Progresso now boasting an expanded

product line, it took a spot schedule

on WRCA, 50KW NBC flagship in

New York. The schedule is now heavy

there, 26 spots a week, and running 52

weeks, a somewhat unusual strategy for

a food packer, most of whom take a

hiatus during the summer.

In addition Progresso's radio sched-

ule this year in New York calls for 15

announcements in Spanish on WHOM,
the "family" programs, in Italian, 30

spots a week in Italian on WBNX, and

six participations in Greek on WEVD.
Progresso's tv history began in 1948,

with spots and participations in New

York. From 1949 through 1955 there

was Opera Cameos.

This year it is using The Big Story

and Sword of Freedom on WABD, as

well as National Championship Bowl-

ing, a film on WOR-TV. In addition it

has participations on Science Fiction

Theatre, and Prize Plays, on WOR-TV,
and on Italian Feature Film, on

WNTA-TV, as well as a spot schedule

on WABD.

Radio and tv both are used in Phila-

delphia, Washington, Buffalo and Mi-

ami. Radio only is used in Scranton-

Wilkes Barre, and Erie, Pa., and Roch-

ester, Utica and Syracuse, N. Y. Tv
only appears in Boston, Baltimore and

New Orleans.

Progresso's early advertising was
beamed primarily at Italian-Americans.

The reasons, says Frank Taormina,

were pretty much dictated by the prod-

uct and distribution : then the products

were all Italian in origin, and were

used principally by Italian-American

women who maintained old traditions

and recipes. With a limited budget,

this was the logical market to build

first.

At the same time, this Italian-Ameri-

can market offered a good potential

since almost 24% of the population in

the New York metropolitan area, in-

cluding parts of New Jersey and Con-

necticut, are of Italian descent.

The emphasis has been shifting over

the years. Only about 5% of this

year's air media budget will go to for-

eign-language programing. This is not

to say that Progresso is abandoning its

solid sales base: even though the com-

mercials are in English, the Italian

nature of the products is recalled.

Progresso has, in its 26 years of ad-

vertising, reached a position that's en-

vied by food packers many times its

size. Its salesmen have long since

stopped selling. In the past two years,

for instance, Progresso sales have

jumped 35%, causing a scarcity of the

line with stores put on a quota.

The success of the company is due,

Vinti believes, to three factors. First,

of course, is the quality of the product

that insures repeat sales. Second, was

the capable efforts of the sales force in

the earlier days, in getting distribution.

And third, the advertising. "I think

we did our job—getting the products

off the grocery shelves that our sales-

men put there—very well," he says.

"And I can't imagine having done it

as well without radio and tv." ^
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NOW BEING DISTRIBUTE)
TO ALL PAID SUBSCRIBERS
TO RADIO-TELEVISION DAILf

The BOOK That Gives You-

ALL THE ANSWERS
TO

the RADIO and

TELEVISION INDUSTRY

Don't be without this veritable gold mine

of information in one Handy and Beauti-

fully Bound Volume. Why guess about

facts when it has "All the Answers" to

the Radio and Television Industry always

at your hand when you want them.

This important volume of over 1300 pages covering the industry in its itire

has been published annually for the past 21 years and is the recognized ock

pedia of the Radio and Television Industry and its branches throughout th won

The 21st Edition is distributed without extra charge to all paid subsc m
Radio-Television Daily. Fill in the coupon below and receive your copy of z_t[

NOW along with Radio-Television Daily—five days each week and al speci

editions.

A WEALTH OF INFORMATION IS YOURS

WHEN YOU BECOME A SUBSCRIBER TO

RADIO-TELEVISION DAILY
Beautifully Bound
Over 1300 Pages

USED BY RADIO AND TELEVISION PEOPLE EVERYWHiR
Get Your Copy NOW

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
^

A subscription to Radio-Television Daily

will keep you informed on industry spot

news and will answer your every question

on Radio and Television throughout the

year.

ELEVISION DAILY f—1 IX 4 f\ PA f\ K J« f ^f [Z^t

p hikkioflMk: r»
c 36, n. y. i^l-iTrr. > r.i-rXiii i

—

RADIO-TELEV

1501 Broadwa'

New York

Ccntlcmei

Please enter my subscription to RADIO-TELEVISION DAILY, and send me my copy of the

Hollywood OHid|

6425 Hollywood <d

Hollywood, Calif,"

RADIO ANNUAL TELEVISION YEAR BOOK.

Street

City

8 $15.00 I Foreign $20,001.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

0: WASHINGTON WEEK
21 JUNE 1958 The Supreme Court has decided to hear the RCA-NBC-Westinghouse sale-trade

>P0Nt0R ruBLioATiona me. case. The decision guarantees a decision with far-reaching implications in the broad-

casting industry.

The case brings into clear dispute for a precedent-making decision by the highest court

the doctrine of the "expert agency." When the Supreme Court finishes with it, there will be

a final word on whether approval of a practice or action by the FCC carries insulation from

Justice Department prosecution.

The case which is being considered is dwarfed in importance by the size of the precedent

to be set. For instance, Justice Department antitrust chief Victor Hansen has already said

he believes option time, must-buy and program tie-in sales are per se violations of the anti-

trust laws. Yet there is no Justice Department action.

The issues are clear-cut. The FCC approved the NBC-Westinghouse sale-trade. The

Justice Department sued RCA and NBC, alleging that NBC forced Westinghouse to agree to

exchange its Philadelphia radio-tv stations for the NBC Cleveland outlets, plus $3 million,

under threat of loss of the NBC affiliations.

Justice charged this breached the antitrust laws, and further charged RCA and NBC
with attempting to monopolize tv in the major markets. RCA told the Appeals Court that

Congress set up the FCC as the "expert agency" to regulate broadcasting, and that FCC
approval removes from Justice any power it might have to examine into antitrust aspects.

The FCC joined Justice in arguing that the FCC is not an expert body on antitrust law.

and that Justice has a perfect right to sue whether or not the Commission approves a prac-

tice, policy or action. The Appeals Court decided in favor of the RCA-NBC position.

If the Supreme Court upholds the lower court, Justice will be reduced to a purely advisory

position. If the Supreme Court reverses, then Justice will be looking at mergers in the broad-

casting industry, sales of stations to multiple owners and practices too numerous to men-

tion. It will be second-^uessinc the FCC all down the line.

The Senate Commerce Committee has given Sen. John Bricker (R., Ohio) the

long-delayed pleasure of holding hearings on his network regulation bill. Now it

sets up for Sen. Mike Monroney (D., Okla.) a chance to shoot off steam about the

rating services.

ARB, Trendex, Nielsen and Pulse have been summoned to describe their operations on

June 26. Monroney is pressing for additional hearing days to permit critics of the services to

testify.

The FCC lias passed the ball back to Congress on pay-tv.

In a letter signed by chairman John C. Doerfer, the Commission said to Rep. Oren Harris

(D., Ark.), chairman of the House Committee, in effect, that his committee's resolution is not

enough.

In very diplomatic language, the letter said the commission would honor a Congressional

resolution asking the FCC to hold off on pay-tv approvals—if there was a termination date.

It indicated the FCC is not willing to hold off indefinitely.

The FCC also pointed out there have been no acceptable applications for pay-tv permits,

and there might not be any.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
21 JUNE 1958 June 1958 marks the definite end of another era: Agency production of tv

Cepyrlght IBM .

sponsor publications inc. network programs.

When Your Hit Parade resumes in fall, the producing will be done exclusively by

CBS TV (after eight consecutive seasons of handling by BBDO).

Add hypnosis to the latest list of persuasion techniques.

A cigarette company has hired a hypnotist to train an announcer in the use of

the Svengali technique in delivering commercials.

The theory: He'll be able to communicate more sincerity.

Burnett's track record in tv played an important part in Philip Morris Co.'s

decision to move that name brand over from Ayer.

Said a PM ad manager to sponsor: Past performance was high on the list of reasons

—

in addition to Burnett's general record on Marlboro.

Burger Beer, which sponsors the Cincinnati Reds games, has a new kind of

taboo about the contiguity of products.

It objected to a gasoline company being spotted adjacent to itself on the grounds

that the combined fumes of the two products might create bad reactions.

A drug account lost all interest in sponsoring the revival of an old air game when

il discovered that a member of the audition panel had once worked for a competitive

product.

The program's producer checked the date. It was over 15 years ago.

One reason a Midwest meat packer had to defer putting a new product on

tv: It just wasn't photogenic.

The thin slices of this product—four of which made up a pattie—refused to stick to-

gether when fried under the camera.

Personnel experts say that one of Madison Avenue's major tragedies is this:

Agencies keep wailing about the need for top creative and administrative people, but

I here are many in this category who can't get jobs because their ages run smack in-

to the restrictions of pension plans.

Seems that the only way around this is to work out a freelance arrangement.

After checking among themselves, several major reps wondered how the SRA could

show a 4% increase in national spot radio billings for the first 195o quarter over the

year before.

What puzzled them was how these figures (computed by Price Waterhouse) showed a

plus when their own tallies were several percent in the minus area.

P.S.: These same reps agreed on this, however: The April figures were better than

they were a year ago.
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WERE POPPIN'

OUR BUTTONS!

A GREAT MARKET

A GREAT STATION

GROWING

TOGETHER!

Another great Inland Market—Imperial

Valley—Nation's 7th Farm County best

KXO—57.2% Share—Feb. '58,

El Centra

RADIO'S NEW LOOK
i Cont'd from page 32)

one adman remarked to SPONSOR, "and

some of us in the agencies are begin-

ning to wonder. If one of our clients

spends in various media a huge sum to

set up a glittering corporate image,

does he really want to take a chance on

tarnishing such an image in radio by

surrounding it with juke-box tunes?"

Juke box formulae have been under

a lot of fire, but despite it, advertisers

go on buying radio because it delivers

results. They will go on buying it so

long as it continues to do so.

One adman who has given a lot of

thought to radio lately is Jerome Feni-

ger, vice president of Cunningham &

Walsh. The summary of his thinking

was given in a recent address to the

Advertising Club of Washington, D. C.

Feniger's observations on the medium
and his suggestions for broadcasters

might well prove to be the way to

touch off the next stage rocket in ra-

dio's upward thrust.

Referring to C&W President Jack

Cunningham's analysis of that agency's

latest Videotown study which showed

that lots of people were getting bored

with lots of television, Feniger said,

"From where I sit, I feel that radio on

a local basis is facing the same prob-

lem. Frankly, I feel that many local

facilities are being downgraded,

milked, over-commercialized and pro-

gramed at the mythical level of the

eighth-grade mind—which we all know
is a fallacy."

Feniger hit hard at "over-commer-

cialization." He said that his agency

recently found one station that carried

11 commercials in one morning quar-

ter hour. "It's probably not necessary

to tell you," he added, "that this par-

ticular station doesn't carry any of our

business now."

Here is Feniger's own "formula" for

making radio more valuable as a sales

tool: (1) Program for the whole audi-

ence—not rock-and-rollers alone; (2)

Schedule news regularly, thoughtfully

and effectively; (3) Be different in

your approach; (4) Hire talent that

can sell your clients' product; (5) Give

commercials a chance to sell by stick-

ing to reasonable limits in the number

of spots you'll run in an hour; (6)

Give agencies and advertisers some

valid research to show not only how

many listen but who they are, what

they buy and how your station can

sell them. ^

NCS NO. 3
(Cont'd from page 37)

publication. This information comes

in two forms— (1) monthly coverage

and weekly and daily circulation totals

for each station originating in each

state where the client station has cover-

age in at least one county and (2'i

county data for individually selected

competitive stations. The county data

are offered at a standard charge. Then
is also a charge for special requests

such as the addition of field-strengtl

contour lines to NCS coverage maps

for the subscriber's own station anc

various breakdowns, such as by adver

tiser sales areas.

Networks receive basically the sami

information as stations but also ge

network coverage data through elimi

nation of duplicated listening when

two or more affiliates of the same net

work overlap. The same type of infor

mation is offered to all station group

offering simultaneous programing.

Advertisers and agencies are offeree

NCS data in two forms. The CCR dat.

contains listings—in state and count

sequence—showing all stations servinji

each county. Viewing data are reporter

for daytime and nighttime and i

terms of average monthly, weekly an'

daily audiences. CSR data are the sam

information on a station-by-statio

basis. For advertisers not interested i

the total U.S. picture supplied by th

complete circulation and station r<

ports, Nielsen supplies reports by it

dividual states.

Well aware that the distribution c

NCS data are followed by a spate c

station mailing pieces and trade ac

comparing competitive station circul;|

tion, Nielsen sets up the following coi

ditions: that such comparisons, whe !

published, be limited to rank-order an

the identity of the "other" stations L

masked.

Nielsen rates for NCS vary accon

ing to the size of the subscriber an

the material ordered. Station rate

before discounts, range from $500 t

$12,000. Agencies pay from $100 I

$10,000. Networks pay a negotiate

price. The Nielsen discount structu

is complicated and takes into accou

the purchase of other Nielsen service

For NCS subscribers there was a seri

of discounts for those who orden

early but the deadline has passed.

These "early actions" discounts c

fered 157o off before 10 Decembe

10% off before 10 January and

5% discount before 1 March. %
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>

New as tomorrow WTCN is

excitingly different ... an
all new formula.

... So good that major radio

stations coast to coast . . .

Canada, too . . . are asking us
"How do you do it?" even
before ratings are available.

Local advertisers and agen-
cies are excited, too—results
you know. Ask your Katz

new as tomorrow WTCN radio
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
AFFILIATE, AMERICAN BROADCASTING NETWORK
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• Live-look quality

• Immediate playback-

no processing

• Practical editing

• Record from studio or

remote camera

• Tapes fully interchangeable

between machines

• Tapes eraseable, reuseable

• Lowest overall cost

Things you should know

about

KMSO

• 191,000 WATTS POWER

* CBS, ABC, NBC PROGRAMS

* SINGLE STATION MARKET

* 45,000 TV FAMILIES

* LESS THAN 152 PER M

* SUPER SHOWMANSHIP

* SUPER SALESMANSHIP

• SUPER CRAFTSMANSHIP

. . . and now that you know

CALL OR WRITE

CILL-PERNA—OR

KMSO channel 13

MISSOULA, MONTANA

NET TV LINEUP
(Cont'd from page 35)

big prizes or large cumulative stake.

Each of the networks has some new
entries in this category, NBC TV lead-

ing with two I Haggis Baggis and Brain

or Brawn), ABC TV and CBS TV with

one each. This season once again.

CBS TV and NBC TV will telecast the

bulk of the quiz-game shows, the for-

mer planning six, NBC TV, seven.

Major appeal of these shows for cli-

ents is in their easy escape hatches. If

ratings lag, it's easy to revamp these

shows on the air or even drop them,

since they're live and since the net-

works have been willing to make
shorter-term contracts on these shows

than on any other category.

• General drama is pared down to a

minimal nine entries compared with 25

a couple of years ago. Only two of

these will be live.

The one reverse switch in this cate-

gory is ABC TV's plunge with its hour-

long Interplay Sundays 10:00-11:00

p.m. This represents a double depar-

ture from norm for the network, both

through its first long general drama
and through its first major extension

of programing into station option time

after 10:30 p.m.

• Variety shows continue strong,

both in the half-hour and hour format,

despite the high mortality in 1957-

1958, when seven half-hour vocalist-

fronted shows including Frank Sinatra,

took a nose-dive. The only hour music-

variety show to die was The Big Rec-

ord, which was chopped to a half-hour

format.

On the whole, the hour-long musical-

variety shows have been highly success-

ful. In fact, CBS TV is adding a new

one m.c.'d by Garry Moore, scheduled

for Tuesdays 10:00-11:00 p.m. oppo-

site ABC TV's Colt .45 and NBC TV's

The Calijornians.

• The battle for early-morning audi-

ence will continue in fall 1958. ABC
TV still has its strong edge on the

other two networks during the 7:30-

8:00 p.m. period, hopes to hold on to it

with its sure-fire Maverick on Sundays,

Cheyenne and Sugarfoot on Tuesdays,

Disneyland, Wednesdays, Rin Tin Tin

Fridays. The question marks in ABC
TV's hold on 7:30-8:30 p.m. are Mon-

days' newcomer, Young Mr. Middle-

ton, Thursdays, which aren't pro-

gramed yet, but are expected to start

with a new kid show to precede Zorro,

and Dick Clark who may start off Sat-

urdays' lineup.

NBC TV is still floundering through

the battle of early evening, lias madi

no definite commitments beyonc

Wagon Train on Wednesda\ s and Peo

pie Are Funny on Saturdaxs. Tin

grapevine has it that Tic Tac Dough
tentatively scheduled for Thursdays

may be hanging in the balance. Early

evenings have been a problem for NB(
TV in the past. Their fall 1958 solu

tion hasn't emerged yet.

CBS TV, on the other hand, seem

to be battling ABC TV's earh-evenin;

edge on ABC TV's own territory, will

a heavy dose of mystery, Westerns, mu
sic and humor. Taking a leaf out o

ABC TV's 1956 programing strateg\

CBS TV will start hour-long shows oi

two nights of the week to get an earl

lead-in for a strong evening: Rauhid

on Mondays and Perry Mason, Satui

days. Against Disneyland, CBS TV i

pitting Invisible Man and World c

Giants, and Hit Parade will battle Ri

Tin Tin.

• New trends are emerging in pre

graming traditionally station-optio

time. While NBC TV is cutting bac

its 10:30-11:00 p.m. programing. AR

TV is now moving into this area wit

its 15-minute nightly news schedult

starting at 10:30 p.m. By fall 195'

NBC TV had cut back to three nigh

of post-10 :30 p.m. programing. Th

fall only the Friday night fights an

the tentatively scheduled hour-Ion

Tallahassee on Mondays carries ovt

until 11:00 p.m.

• Currently, the lineups still hai

major holes. For instance, CBS TV

Thursday night underwent a total fac

lifting, partly as a result of Chryalei

Climax cancellation. Thursdays a

now scheduled to start off with Lu<

repeats, followed by December Brid

but 8:30-9:00 p.m., preceding Zai

Grey and Playhouse 90, is still a que

tion-mark.

NBC TV's early evening programii

may still go through major reshuffk

with three nights (Sunday, Mondi

and Friday ) still unannounced.

ABC TV's Friday and Saturday lin

ups gap over 8:00-8:30 p.m.. and tv

Saturday night shows, Dich Clark

7:30-8:00 p.m., Motive, 8:30-9:00 p.i

are likely candidates for reshuffles.

If the large number of one-ho

Westerns and mysteries continue to

sales problems through the sumrm

look for major replacements for the

prior to the September kick-off. 1
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wfmy-tv
dominates

North Carolina's

INTERURBIA
The Largest Metropolitan Market

In the Two Carolinas

Get full coverage of this great^

metropolitan market plus the

entire Industrial Piedmont with
WFMY-TV. See your H R P
man today.

r 54 Prosperous Counties V 2.2 Million Population

Y $2.9 Billion Market / $2.1 Billion Retail Sales

uufmy-tv
GREENSBORO. N. C.

Represented by

Harrington, Riqhter & Parsons, Inc.

New York • Chicago • Son Francisco • Atlanta • Boston

i
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BIGGEST SHARE OF AUDIENCE

IN AMERICA IN MARKETS
OF 3 OR MORE STATIONS

FIRST in (/„ nation in shore of audience

FIRST in 107 of 469 rated quarter-hours

FIRST trill, IS of the top 15 shows

FIRST with .> of the top S syndicated shows

*ARB, December 1957

SCRANTONS TOP MORNING SHOW

BY NEARLY TWO TO ONE'

/STATION E^S^ STAT,0N A

\stationd/ \stationW

I
PULSE-NOVlSrCnARTBASEDOHAMWal

'CblcMeefcet

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Paul Newman has joined MacManus,

John & Adams as senior v.p. and director

of creative services. Formerly executive

v.p. and executive art director for the Kud-

ner agency, Newman has a broad and dis-

tinguished background in the advertising

field. He broke into the creative end of the

business in 1921 by joining J. M. Bundsche.

switching to Erwin, Wasey in 1925. In

1945, he formed his own agency in L.A. but, finding himself unable

to staff it with the quality of personnel he wanted, closed up shop

and moved back to New York. He joined Kudner in 1947, where he

did most of the creative work on GM Institutional, GM Truck &

Coach, Fisher Body and Frigidaire. At MJ&A, he will divide his

time between the New York and Bloomfield Hills office.

Thomas J. Swafford has been appointed

sales manager of WCBS, the network's ra-

dio flagship in New York. He moves over

to the station from a.e. at CBS Radio Spot

Sales. Swafford has come up through the

ranks in radio. He began as announcer at

KRGV, Weslaco, Tex., became program

dir. at KGBS, Harlingen, Tex., and later

prod, manager at KGB. San Diego. Other

highlights in his broadcast career include

Los Angeles as asst. producer, production mgr. for KGW, Portland

a.e. for KCBS, San Francisco, and later for CBS Radio Spot Sales in

S.F. Prior to coming East he was with KNX, CBS' Los Angeles

affiliate first as asst. general sales manager, later as eastern sales rep.

He succeeds G. E. "Buck" Hurst who goes to CBS Network Sales.

Alfred J. Miranda III has been appoint-

ed New York manager of tv/radio for

Campbell-Ewald. His promotion from the

position of production supervisor was one

of four recently announced by Philip 1

McHugh, vice president in charge of tv/

radio for C-E. Other promotions in tin

agency realignment include: James

Beavers from the Hollywood office to De

troit, where he becomes radio/tv account executive for Genera

Motor's Chevrolet Div. ; Jere B. Chamberlin. formerly with the De

troit office, to television producer in C-E's Hollywood office; am

Thomas E. Armstrong of the Detroit Office, who now becomes tv/

radio account executive on the Kroger Company account.

issociations with M'><



Why Nu-Maid Durkee

Director of Sales &

Advertising Selects

WLW Radio and

TV Stations

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS • Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales:

Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas ... Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AvCO
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Why spot is hot

The big growth advertising media for the foreseeable

future, as sponsor sees them, are national spot radio and tv.

In a marketing era that focuses attention on individual

markets rather than on markets en masse, those media that

work on a pin-pointed basis best fit the advertising strategy

of big advertisers. Radio, television and newspapers are in

this category. All can look forward to substantial growth in

the years ahead.

In our opinion spot radio will be the biggest accelerator

of all; its immediacy, flexibility, availability and economy

give it the nod. The biggest danger is the possibility that

radio station managers may go too far in raising rates on the

premise that they sold at bargain-basement prices too long.

The scale of values must not shift too far too fast.

How spot radio is soaring is emphasized by the history of

the last 10 years. From 1949 through 1954 the medium

hardly budged from its $105 million plateau. In 1955 it

zoomed to $125 million; in 1956 to $149 million; in 1957 to

$185 million. Despite a slow start, 1958 should rise well

over $200 million.

Spot television has many of the big advantages of spot

radio, plus the fact that both live in an era of air media

dominance in the home. Spot television billings rose like a

meteor to its present level of more than $400 million. The

leveling-off period in which it now finds itself will not con-

tinue long; signs already point to a sharp upward trend again.

Newspapers, aided by a well-financed and able Bureau of

Advertising, are girding for the toughest competitive fight

of their career as the spot media blossoms and blooms. They'll

do well, in common with all logical advertising media, but

they are doing battle during the era of spot.

Spot will be hot this year, and at least for several years

ahead, because spot gives big advertisers what they want—the

opportunity to solve their specific market problems with

speed, exactness and minimum dollars.

4
%

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: With spot radio and

ti high on the media priority list, let's not

hamper them with excessive paper work. We
urge stations, reps and agencies to cooperate in

solving this frustrating problem.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
No chances: Janet Byers, promotion

manager for KYW, Cleveland, points

to this itemized cost statement as an

example of the high cost of presenta-

tions— For KYW presentation to

Peters, Griffin, Woodward:
1 man in heret with live monkey ... $55

Rug cleaning insurance $65

Sulky O'Sullivan: "Prime Time" is

the appropriate monicker of a pacer

owned by three Madison Avenue-ites

—

Bill Vernon, Blair Tv; Martin Bruehl,

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; Ed Scher-

ick, Sports Programs Inc. The horse

ran its maiden race last Friday night

at Long Island's Roosevelt Raceway,

came in 6th in a field of nine. "Prime

Time" was bought by the trio last

November, is trained by the brother-

in-law of Blair salesman Ed Whitley.

Since the horse improved its time con-

siderably in this stake race debut, he

will run soon again. Roosevelt races

go off at 8 p.m., so this is one case

where Prime Time runs at night.

Anachronism: A reliable tv-watcher

reports that in a recent Wells-Fargo

episode on NBC TV, a stagecoach was

bouncing over the prairies pursued by

mounted bandits while overhead in the

sky—apparently unnoticed by camera

crews—a jet plane streaked by.

Memorabilia: On Memorial Day, d.j.

Gene Davis of WHB, Kansas City

.

played christmas carols from 9 a.m. to

12 noon, dedicated to the holiday

motorists who wouldn't be around for

Christmas. He received about two

dozen cards from motorists advising

him they'd made it through the week-

end.

Snafu: An adgal we know just bought

a miniature Schnauzer, was advised t<

contact a Brooklyn manufacturer ol

dog food. She called the listed number

ESplanade 7-4898. Operator answered

said number had been changed t(

TWining 4-8900. She called it. Oper

ator answered, said TWining numbei

was changed to Davenport 6-3509. Thi:

turned out to be a private home

obviously the wrong number. Back t<

Information went our adgal, onl\ t<

hear the number was ES 7-4898

Doubtfully she dialed it again, got th

reply that it had been changed I

TWining 4-8900. At this point she i

still waiting to hear from the N. ^

Telephone Co. and the Schnauze

puppy is thriving on hamburgers ran

SPONSOR • 21 JUNE 195



TASTES LIKE BEER!"

THIS BEER REALLY

He's taste-testing a product he saw advertised on WGN-TV. And he's sold! The
program he saw was Sea Hunt, where he and 929,700* other viewers watch

—and buy as a result—every week. (*March, 1958 ARB Rating)

Viewer enthusiasm for top-rated shows is what you expect and get on WGN-TV.

That's why Top Drawer Advertisers use WGN-TV.
Let our specialists fill you in on some exciting case histories, discuss your sales

problems and advise you on current availabilities.

The station that puts "GEE!" in your Chicago sales!

Chicagoans watch Channel 9

WON-TV



Only WSTV-TV Channel 9 offers deepest penetration in the 39 high-income, densely populate

mg the rich Upper Ohio Valley. Every week WSTV-TV beams 70 top CBS-ABC shows from I

highest tower (by over 500 feet) to 575,910 TV homes' in the important Steubenville-Wheeling

television market—150,500 more homes than the competing station delivers. In additic

rV-TV furnishes FREE "Shopper-Topper" merchandising service
—"promotion in motion'*—to \

products in America's Steel and Coal Center... where retail sales hit S3. 159.860.0001

A M*mb«r of the Friendly Group

B2 Venderbllt Ave . N. Y • 311 Smithfield St.. Pm»t>urBn

Represented by Avery-Knodel. inc

ta CHANNEL 9 • STEUBENVILLE-WH

"Best Buy by Any Known Sourc
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE
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RECEIVED
fr

for o(J years

a great name in

entertainment . .

.

Now ... a great new
force in Radio

. . . ST. LOUIS . . . Balaban balanced programming

began January 1st.
|BOX SCORE

|
• • • Nine times

the audience in 90 days. (Hooper Mar-Apr '58) . . .

Up to 260% gain in pulse (Pulse Mar-Apr '58) . . .

Largest adult audience (Nielsen Mar-Apr '58) . . .

. . . MILWAUKEE . . . The big buy in Milwaukee . . .

blanket coverage of the total effective buying mar-

ket. Here, too, Balaban 's programming appeals to

all ages from grandchildren to grandparents.

. . . DALLAS . . . The Big "B" comes to Big "D"
August 1st. Balaban Radio is proud to serve the

fastest-growing, most progressive metropolitan area

in the nation.

JOHN F. BOX, JR., Executive Vice-President

SOLD NATIONALLY BY:

robert e. eastnian & co., inc.
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO

Balaban Stations . . . In Tempo with the Times

HOW SPOT TV'S

UNIFIED EFFORT

PAID OFF

Here's inside story of

how Kellogg was per-

suaded to swing its $8
million net tv campaign
into spot; why reps all

over the country are

watching Chicago Spot

Development Council

Page 31

Will tv benefit

by hard goods'

brighter outlook?

Page 32

Radio moves

to break the

sound barrier

Page 34

Why admen

don't want

tv nets curbed

Page 38



WHEELING: 37" TV MARKET
^Television Magazine 8/1/57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

No. 6 IN A SERIES
MANUFACTURING

"After a day of looking

at thousands of tubes

going through our pro-

duction lines, I relax

with television. My family

enjoys WTRF-TV because

?ps us up-to-the-min-

ute on local news, and gives us

the best of network programs."

Chances are this very morning you
used tooth paste or shaving cream
squeezed from a Wheeling-made
tube. For the Wheeling Stamping
Company of WTRF-TV-land is one

of the nation's largest manufacturers
of collapsible tubes. This Wheeling
company, with its 500 employees

and $2 million annual payroll, is

another reason why the WTRF-TV
market is a great one for smart ad-

vertisers ... a market of 425,196

TV homes, where 2 million people

spend $2)2 billion annually.

More Proof of WTRF-TV Popularity:

STATION SHARE OF SETS-IN-USE SUMMARY
WHEELING-STEUBENVILLE METROPOLITAN MARKET

(APRIL A.R.B. SUMMARY)

WTRF-TV STA "A" STA "B" OTHERS

47.4 32.6 15.8 4.8

FROM SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF

316,000 watts HHCl netwo

WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA wfrt fv
reaching a market that's reaching new importance!
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in the

Lansing - Flint - Jackson
area
on

Represented by PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD Inc

Michigan s Greal Area Station serves the NATION'S
39th TELEVISION MARKET* with the finest pro-

grams from All Three Networks. Preferred by Client

and Viewer since 1950.
* Television Magazine

NBC. CBS.. ABC

Mghteen of the twenty top-rated TV shows
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

How spot tv's unified effort paid off

3X Working together, a group of Chicago reps persuaded Kellogg to swing its

SB million net tv campaign into spot. IIere"s how they made the big sale

Hard goods' impact on tv

32 What is next season's outlook for hard goods, key to the recession?

Here'- an analysis of this sector of the economy and its effect on tv

Can radio break the sound barrier?

34 Sign for a healthy future for radio is new interest timebuyers

take in "sounds" of stations and what type audiences they attract

35 New tape-and-slide presentation by CBS Radio raises question:

Does average advertiser get proper "sound" showcase for his ad?

Tv revenue: which way is it headed?
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that television expenditures will reach almost $2 billion by 1962
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New Era Chips scout sales via radio

40 This potato chip company has shown steady sales gain for five years.

To maintain momentum, they plan new and heavy spot radio campaign

A new way to measure tv commercial effectiveness

42 Chicago's Social Research, Inc., has developed a new method for

measuring the degree of television commercial penetration on a viewer

sponsor asks: What are the ingredients of a good
product contest?

46 M"sl major advertisers are conducting contests using the tv medium.
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Ye Cods, these men work for us!

And that word work just isn't strong enough! Five years

ago we were naive enough to think two men might be

enough to bring in the news-two men plus the usual photog-

raphers and correspondents living within a 75 mile radius.

But last year we added a third man-and now a fourth.

Today we know we've only made a beginning in our

development of the kind of television news the folks in

the Land of Milk and Money expect and deserve.

NOW 400,000 TV HOMES

1,350,000 POPULATION

42% RURAL—58% URBAN

1,750,000,000 RETAIL SALES

SMALL CITIES . . . BIG FARMS

Haydn R. Evans, Gen. Mgr.

Rep. Weed Television

WBAY ch. 2 GREEN BAY
28 june 1958



World Turns"

an'8 most popular

daytime serial.



P&G
has
an eye
for the
ladies

Few companies demand as much of

mass advertising as Procter& Gamble,

the nation's largest distributor of

soaps and detergents. Its market is

the whole population. Every one

uses soap. Every housewife buys it.

And P&G wants to reach every one

of them day after day.

Because television is the greatest

means of mass communication the

world has ever known, P&G spends

more of its advertising dollars on

television than on any other medium.

And because P&G finds daytime

television the most economical way to

reach most housewives over and over

again, it invests $30 million of its

47-million-dollar network television

budget in daytime programs.

Most of this investment is on the CBS

Television Network.

Today the average daytime program

is reaching bigger audiences than

ever before. On the CBS Television

Network it reaches a 14 per cent larger

audience than a year ago.

These factors explain why P&G has

recently renewed its weekly schedule of

5 programs a day, Monday through

Friday (in addition to its weekly

nighttime commitment).

They also help to explain the recent

daytime renewals of American Home

Products, Colgate-Palmolive, General

Mills, Pet Milk, Pillsbury, and Standard

Brands— as well as new orders from

Sterling Drug and Miles Laboratories.

If you have an eye out for housewives,

you can be sure of reaching more of

them— day or night— on the world's

largest single advertising medium.

The CBS Television Network
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SUNDAY \
MILLION DOLLAR

MOVIE"

10:30 PM TO CONCLUSION W
1

(FIRST IN ITS TIME PERIOD" m

u~m

your best buy

in Buffalo

1—
channelW

SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Last week observers of the advertising scene had trouble

establishing which way auto makers were heading. On the

one hand General Motors Corp. almost eliminated, for the

time being at least, its institutional advertising program by

failing to renew Wide, Wide World on NBC TV (about $450,.

000 annually). Its Pontiac Div. on the other hand, confirmed

plans to back six hour-long network tv specials next year.

The newsmaker: Suffering from a sales slump. U.S. auto

makers are confronted with a dual advertising problem: sell harder

with fewer dollars.

"From all the indications at the moment, we think we'll get the

most sell from these specials," says Warren E. Schoon, young affable

advertising manager of GM's Pontiac division.

Pontiac's first show will be in October. Talent is not yet set, but

it will be produced by Bob Banner former producer of The Dinah

Shore Show. Second show will be in November, featuring Victor

Borge, while the December show will feature Mary Martin singing
:

the Rodgers & Hart Song Book. January will star Phil Silvers in a
\

review. February and March will be produced by RonCom, Perry

Como's production company, with the latter headlining Como. If >

the other two shows are added they will fall in April and May.

It's apparent that all of these are built on personalities. "The

motivation for this technique is, again, the budget," says Schoon.

"Producing an established property is too expensive, with rights

alone running as high as $200,000. We and our agency, MacManus,

John & Adams, decided the more efficient way to go about it is to

pick strong, established performers and build a show around them.

We're staying away from the dramatic production shows because

people with more money can outbid us."

Why specials, as opposed to a regular program or just spots? "We

believe that a special, being hour-long, and with a different show each

time, gets more impact than a regular, continuing show," explains

Schoon. "A regularly scheduled, low-budget show is wonderful, if

you're lucky and get a hit," he adds, "but the gamble is terrific. We

know that car-buying is an all-family decision, and specials give us

a diversified family audience that's harder to get with more specifi-

cally slanted shows."

Schoon joined GM in 1916 as a field representative. He left in

1950 to join his father's Pontiac-Cadillac-GMC truck dealership,

returning in 1956 as Pontiac's zone manager in Charlotte, N. C. He

lias Inch ad manager for Pontiac since 1957.

28 JUNE 195f



COMING FOR FALL!

A EH TV OUTLET

for rich lA-ARKLAND"
(NORTH LOUISIANA and

SOUTH ARKANSAS)

Flynn's right!

What an outlet KTVE !

Full power -316,000 money-making watts!

Tallest tower in the Mid-South- 1,352 feet, j mile straight up!

New RCA transmitter - New RCA 18 bay antenna!

Remember - You're in like Flynn on Channel 10!

Centered in a prosperous

Oil and Timber be

You're in like Flynn on Channel

Representatives

:

Richard O'Connell, New York, Chicago

Clarke Brown, Dallas, Atlanta

28 june 1958



RECEI>TIYI

Programing on Bartell Family Radio is pointed toward

audience participation and response. That's why our

continuous succession of copyright games for family

fun . . . that's why our never-ending stream of response-

producing featurettes . . . and the thorough local news

coverage with names and addresses.

bartell ffa,:m.il"y radio puts the audience into a "mental focus"

which music and news alone cannot do.

And with mental focus comes RECEPTIVITY ... "a dis-

position to receive suggestions" says Webster ... a

state of mind upon which an advertising message is

most effective.

BAIfcTEX-ilL. IT...a,n<l SELL. XT!

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.

SPONSOR • 28 JUNE 195!



Most significant tv and radic

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
28 JUNE 1958 Tv stations can look for a spurt of spot spending on a couple of new Lever

^..m^'um?... -0. Br°8 ' Pr°ducts i" the near future.

The pair: Hum, a washing machine contender, and Gala, a glycerine soap.

New national spot tv business this week consisted mostly, according to rep sources,

of buys in limited market and market additions to running campaigns.

The accounts involved were Hellmann's Mayonnaise, Sun Oil (Esty), and Duncan
Hines (Compton).

Reps were poised this week for reactions by competitive brands to the huge
packet tossed into spot tv by Lucky Strike.

Whether wishful thinking or not, reps felt that it's hard to imagine the cigarette

companies letting Lucky set off this sort of barrage without a response of some

dimension.

Nothing popped up in the radio spot business during the past week to compare with

the Lucky Strike tv windfall; but the activity nevertheless was above par for recent

months.

The big spot radio breakout of the week was Studebaker's move into the top

50 markets via Burke Dowling Adams. Schedule: 5-8 spot weekly for 13 weeks.

Other activity included: Hellmann's (Best Foods) Mayonnaise (DFS) in scattered

markets, and Lucky Tiger Bushhair Wax (Atherton & Currier), 10 spots a day, five days

a week for several weeks.

As a result of the effective job Arthur Godfrey has done for the Ladies Home Journal

(BBDO), Curtis Publishing has set up a showcase on CBS Radio for its other pub-

lications. It consists of the Tuesday and Wednesday segments of the World Tonight.

With six weeks of the current cycle yet to go, Lucky Strike this week contracted for

another 13 weeks on Bob & Ray on NBC Radio's Monitor.

Another closing this week at CBS Radio: A third sponsorship by General Cigar (Y&R)

for the N. Y. Giants football schedule (12 games) in the fall.

The media spotlight this week still was on Kellogg's tv plans for the fall, with

both reps and ABC TV on edge about the eventual decision in Battle Creek.

Toward the end of last week, after Burnett had called in Chicago reps and told them the

Kellogg business was going spot, ABC TV got back into the picture with a revised

presentation.

As one Burnett executive put it: "The proposition was so attractive that we de-

cided to have the client see it. It certainly made it tough competitively for spot. Even
should the client be inclined to go along with ABC TV, there'll still be the matter of having

the network answer a number of questions about clearances."

According to Burnett, the die should be cast either way by Tuesday or Wednes-
day of this week—unless the reps composing the Chicago Spot Development Council ask for

and be granted an opportunity to pitch against the ABC TV offer.

(See page 31 for more about this tug-of-war for the Kellogg tv plum.)

SPONSOR • 28 JUNE 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

KMOX, St. Louis, first CBS Radio to editorialize on a more or less regular

basis will not be tbe last.

CBS Radio has had a policy favoring reserving its right to editorialize for some time.

Indications are it is now looking for opportunities on other stations hut will tread carefully.

KMOX General Manager Robert Hyland spoke briefly in favor of fluoridating county

water 23 June on a new irregularly-scheduled series called KMOX Radio Takes a Stand.

He gave the station's attitude on a program in which two pro and two con opinions also were

aired.

Hyland acted after the county council dropped a fluoridation bill from its agenda. The city

already has fluoridated water.

Support for embattled WKCB, Berlin, N.H., which gots itself sued for editorializing

about juvenile delinquency, was mushrooming in broadcast circles this week.

To help Richard McKee, WKCB's operator, meet a $10,000 bond, two operators have

offered to subscribe $1,000 each. The pair are William L. Putnam, of WWLP, Springfield

and WRLP, Greenfield, Mass., and Nathan Straus, of WMCA, New York.

Supporters of McKee have also appealed to the NAB.
The owner of a theatre mentioned in the editorial brought an action for libel. Under New

Hampshire law, the person suing for libel may attach all the assets of the defendants.

In this instance, the station was attached, and the court required McKee to post a $10,000

bond to operate.

The continuing quiet in Detroit has the air media trade puzzled—if not deeply

frustrated.

You'll find some of the sellers in these media wrapping themselves in this consolation: All

the automotive giants are waiting to see who will be the first to make the break. As

soon as one starts buying, the others will rush in.

The trade meantime is keeping its fingers crossed about the possibility of having to

take another shattering blow—similar for instance, to General Motors' decision not to go

through with its renewal of Wide Wide World for the coming season. That's at least $200,000

(time and talent) a week or a total of $4 million for the season.

Having announced its intention to sunder long-standing ties with its reps next

year, Westinghouse Broadcasting feels it is now in a stronger position to build a cor-

porate image for its 11 stations.

Commenting on the WBC move, an executive from a non-WBC rep said: "I'm sure

Westinghouse was not displeased with PGW and the others. But it can now do what

other multiple-station owners—including the networks—have been dying to do. It can ex-

ploit the corporate image in face-to-face contacts with agency buyers. This is not

possible for a rep to do effectively when he has 30 to 40 stations on his list."

Just as important to Westinghouse, say some trade sources, is the economics of the com-

ing switch. With stations in five major tv markets, it probably pays WBC to represent

itself. (This is a conclusion, however, few reps will agree with.)

By CBS TV's own calculations, only 11.5% of CBS TV programs in 1957 were

produced and wholly owned by the network.

The rest, CBS v. p. Richard Salant told the St. Louis Rotary Club this week, originated

thus:

• Another 40.2% were produced either by CBS in association with independent

producers or entirely by independent producers with CBS having a participating own-

ership interest.

• Nearly half, 18.3%, were both entirely produced and entirely owned by independent

producers.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Now it's the battle of the liquid detergents between Lever and P&G.

Lux Liquid (JWT) is stepping up its spot tv as an answer to the heavy splurging

that P&G is doing in the medium in behalf of Ivory Liquid.

For the first time, every one of the 100 top advertisers who could be in tv was in

the medium in 1957.

The exceptions, of course, were the hard liquor people.

United Artists this week unveiled its plans to make a tv film series version of

The Vikings available to advertisers—minus pilot—the latter part of 1959.

The half-hour show will be produced on a $42,000 budget.

(See FILM-SCOPE, page 49, and WRAP-UP for more film news.)

Business for the tv networks took on some spark this week.

ISBC-TV: Alternate sponsorship of Behind Closed Doors by Whitehall (Bates) and

L&M (DFS) ; five alternate daytime quarter-hours a week by General Mills (Tathum &

Laird) ; alternate sponsorship of the Fisher-Gobel Show by L&M; renewal of Friday daytime

quarter hour on alternate weeks by Standard Brands (Bates).

ABC-TV: (In process of negotiation) The Man with the Camera for General Electric.

The pressure exerted by the ANA and other quarters against tv triple-spotting

appears to be making material headway.

Several major reps told SPONSOR-SCOPE a goodly portion of their stations are

yielding to the ban and seem disposed to raise their rates to make up for the resulting

surrender of spot revenue.

Benton & Bowles has been scouring the industry to find an answer to this problem: How
to monitor inexpensively tv commercials aired in the smaller video markets.

Interest in triple-spotting is one reason for this search but there are others, too—such as

cut-ins on network shows.

B&B media analyst Dave Eaton, who's been doing the looking for the agency, says the

core of the problem is that (1) agencies prefer sporadic monitoring because of the rela-

tively high cost of year-round checking, but (2) monitoring firms need steady business to

make it worthwhile to set up equipment or personnel in a small market.

Monitoring services seem to be confined to these three: Broadcast Advertisers Reports,

which tapes the audio portion of plugs; Marie C. Longstreet, which provides snapshots

of commercials as well as providing copy; National Tv Monitor Co., which uses handi-

capped personnel to record facts about commercials—a technique used to keep costs down.

NBC Radio is working on an elaborate food promotion for the fall.

The programing section of this promotion, set to run from 20 October to Thanksgiv-

ing Day, will deal with the part that food plays in the daily lives of the American people.

The approach to advertisers and agencies by the network will be two-pronged: the sales

department will talk to advertising managers and media buyers, while the network's mer-

chandising arm will contact the prospect's merchandising men.

A pickup in both tv and radio set sales has been noted by Zenith.

Hugh Robertson, Zenith president, said the dollar volume in both categories through

August is 10% ahead of last year as a result of 1958 convention sales.

• 28 JUNE 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

.

A great joy lo major reps is the present tendency among many operators of radio/tv

combinations to restaff radio with separate management and programing executives.

Say the reps: This reassertion of special interest in radio affairs will make it

easier to sell such stations against competitors who don't have any stake in tv whatever.

The radio sales manager for one rep organization puts it this way: "It'll be refreshing

to deal with a radio station boss who gears his operation to an intelligent under-

standing of a profit and loss statement."

Observed his counterpart in another rep firm: "Separate and quality management
will lead to a competitive improvement in program fare; and that will mean a greater

interest among advertisers for the medium."

Network tv shows with track records haven't found it any easier to get alter-

nate sponsors for the fall than the newcomers.

The facts up to the early part of this week were these:

• A dozen nighttime holdovers were open to partnership, whereas but nine of the

19 new shows were looking for co-tenants.

• Only four of last season's batch found an alternate sponsor to fill a vacancy

becoming available this fall.

Colgate may have fewer nighttime tv network shows than its competitors, but it boasts

that it can show a better batting average than either P&G or Lever.

The statistics Colgate cites

:

• The Millionaire came through the 1957-58 season rating 42% higher than the

average network nighttime show.

• Thin Man is 16% over the average level and is up 15% compared to a year ago.

Points out Colgate : Lever is going into next season with but two of the five shows it spon-

sored last fall. Those falling by the wayside are: Eve Arden, Rosemary Clooney, and Life of

Riley.

Listen to an old-line merchandiser's laments, and he'll include among them the lack

of experience and know-how to exploit a dealer promotion to the hilt. This failure

is especially noticeable in agency media planning.

The reason cited for this: Boom times got the media strategist out of the groove

of thinking in terms of creative promotional selling. He's lost the knack for appreci-

ating consumer attitudes for promotions at the cash register.

Predict these veteran merchandisers: There's a big opportunity for the kind of media

planner that the old Blackette-Sample-Hummert outfit was noted for.

If you think you're beset by problems of change and uncertainty, take a look at what

CBS TV sales has to cope with on the daytime side:

1

)

With Garry Moore out of daytime and some lingering doubt what Arthur God-

frey will do, the program department has pulled both How Do You Rate and Beat the

Clock. Replacements—For Love of Money and Play Your Hunch—are in the making.

2) Advertisers want to be assured of what they're getting before they commit

themselves to stay or to buy.

3) Whatever the commitments to stay or come in, there'll have to be much juggling

of sponsors to avoid product conflicts and incompatibilities.

At the NBC TV daytime ranch, things are comparatively somewhat more serene. Most

available shows are established fare.

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 48; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 55; Washington Week, page 59; sponsor

Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 66, and Film-Scope, page 49.
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ONE RADIO STATIOr WQAM . . . LEAPS FAR

ABOVE THE REST IN GREATER MIAMI

more than the

First in 432 of 432 Pulse quarter-hours.

First on Hooper with 40.1% all-day average

next 4 stations combined.

First in 264 of 264 Hooper quarter-hours. First morning,

afternoon, all-day on Trendex.

First on Southern Florida Area Pulse which accounts

for 31.5% of the state's population.

Next time you're in Miami
(via vacation-buy or time-buy)

dial WQAM and hear the reasons for

such overwhelming leadership.

Talk to a man from Blair ... or

WQAM General Manager
Jack Sandler.

WQAM
Serving all of Southern Florida

with 5,000 watts on 560 he

. . . and radio #1 in

MIAMI

IC3INJS
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

-
T2DD sTORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUI

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR

Paul
4 CO.

G INC.

CO.



DARING ADVENTURES FRO'

explosive!
ACTION

with TV's newest

Law Enforcement

Hero!

TECHNICAL ADVISERS:

Duncan Webb, Britain':

Greatest Crime Reporter

Tom Fallon, Ex-Superin-

tendent of Scotland Yar<

EXTRA! For the first time...

A ZIV SHOW WITH A BUILT-IN CONTI

... a unique quiz that's tied

right in with "DIAL 999" to get

you off to a big start . . . FAST!



E FILES OF SCOTLAND YARD!



IT'S A-
PEACH OF A SUPERMARKET

1,788,361"
PEOPLE IN THE SPARTANBURG

GREENVILLE MARKET

^ POPULATION COUNTED WITHIN 75 MILES

OF WSPA-TV TRANSMITTER ON PARIS

MOUNTAIN 3 MILES NORTH OF GREEN

VILLE, S. C.

WSPA-TV BLANKETS THE CAROLINA PEACH BELT
Spartanburg County alone ships more peaches than the entire state of Ce

IT'S BIGGER THAN-
ATLANTA BIRMINGHAM NEW ORLEANS HOUSTON MIA4I

1,557,764 1,427,783 1,260,360 1,226,924 699, )3

AND
IT'S STILL GROWING!

WSPA-TV CHANNEL

SPARTANBURG, S. C

Her brown,^H
REPRESENTATIVES

THE O.

serving the SPARTANBURG- GREENVILLE supermarket



Timebuyers
at work

del Ochs, Grey Advertising Agency, New York, feels that rate

aids need dire changes. "For example, under the Participating

'rogram section, many programs do not list any special features,

naking it difficult to determine quickly specific types of programs.

lalls to the rep, checks of recent rating studies, all take time. It

vould be so simple to be able to

heck in SRDS rates and program-

ng in one concise operation." In

nam instances, Mel says, the Par-

icipating Program section merely

ists some of the programs carried

ind states "Rates on Request."

Mten this is a means of enticing a

all from a buyer because the rate

> the same as the applicable time

lassification. "How is the fre-

|uency discount figured when the

>ase rate shown for a Participat-

ng Program doesn't correspond to the rate of any of the time

•lasses? A few lines listing the frequency breakdown would give

he answer. Eliminate the unnecessary listings when the time period

ate applies. Some stations state when a specific class applies, list

mly the special frequency tables. Let's hope for more pinpointing!"

lane Darden, Frank Bull & Co., Los Angeles, thinks client sales

harts are the ratings and surveys which should get the most atten-

ion. "I am not so interested in how many people are alleged to be

istening as how many people actually buy," Jane says. "Mostly, I

vork from the data provided by account executives, company super-

visors and office managers on the

scene— geographical, social and

customer conditions in each mar-

/ ket. I watch closely, too, the con-

stant changes in station values. I

sometimes find, for example, that

the 50KW which used to be always

sure-fire for covering a large area,

^^^^j^^W has lost its selling power at the

local level, so spreading the budget

for the market on lower-powered

stations in localized areas in some

instances gives our clients lower
ost per dollar. Other factors that might affect selling power are

nanges in programing, format, ownership and management, and
iggressive competition. In short, be concerned with sales, sales and
nore sales, not with the slide-rule promises of success. Those
atings look nice on paper, but when it comes right down to it,

hey don't mean a thing without big dollar signs in front."

28 june 1958
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Is your ad

dollar going

bye-bye...

or BUY BUY?
Been asking a small boy to

do a man's buying in Port-

land, Oregon? With KPTV,

you reach an adult audience

— the kind that puts "buy

buy" in your budget. Don't

be fooled by kid shows and

other gimmicks that inflate

ratings. Put your ad dollars

on KPTV and sell the peo-

ple who buy!

schedule the BUY-BUY station

ortland, Oregon

channel I ^Z.

jljn Oreaon's Fl RST Television Static,



RATINGS
GALORE

on Channel

COLUMBUS,
GEORGIA

If you're in the market for

ratings, then there's no need

to look any further than

Channel 4, WRBL-TV, in the

rich Columbus, Georgia mar-

ket. There are ratings galore

on Channel 4. For example . . .

MGM
Golden Era Theatre

PACKAGE 1

Sundays—2:00 p.m. to

Conclusion

27.2
Sundays— 1 1 .00 p.m. to

Conclusion

26.3
COMBINED RATING

53.5
PACKAGE 2

Fridays—11:20 p.m. to

Conclusion

28.5

and . . . MGM Golden Era Theatre is

AVAILABLE FOR
PARTICIPATIONS

mpressions— Flat $70.00

For further information

Call Hollingbery Co.

CHANNEL
WRBL-TV

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA |^^

by Joe Csida

Sponsor
I backstage

Where did Martin go?
In the 14 June issue, "Sponsor-Scope," which

is one of my favorite features in this publication,

contained the following item: ".
. . fantastic as it

may seem, the ad budget for a single headache

remedy—Bufferin—may turn out to be greater

than the money spent on some of the leading auto

makes this year. Bufferin (Bristol-Myers) is

now in the S12-S13 million class—running some-

what ahead of Esso, the major spender in the petrol fiel<

Pass the Bufferin

The item contained two elements which reminded me of a situa-

tion on which I've been meaning to do a "Backstage." The fact thai

Bufferin was turning out to be one of the biggest spenders in the field

reminded me that Revlon is even bigger; and the fact that Bufferin

is a headache remedy reminded me of how sorely in need (if same

some uncounted people in the six advertising agencies handling the

various products in the Revlon empire must be.

I have a number of friends involved with one or another of the

television packages Revlon has purchased, and some others who hav<

otherwise been involved with the fabulous drug account. Even in its

comparatively serene days, say these pals, the Revlon operation is i

soul-tester. But in recent months, with the battle between presides

Charles Revson and his executive vice president brother Martin com

ing to a head, it has been a situation to wrench sobs from a Spartan

Actually little is known about the classic "Executive Suite >tiui;

gles of the freres Revson, or the tugging and tussling of their ropei

tive minions. But no agency man, advertiser or broadcaster neec

know more than a few simple, basic facts about the Revson beauty

trust to appreciate the behind-the-scenes potential for ulcers of previj

ously unheard-of dimensions.

The Revlon dynasty

Before Brother Martin quit or was fired or sold out or was bough

out of the Revlon empire they were making and selling about 30 dif

ferent products. Futurama lipstick and nail enamels; Touch n Glov

eye make-up, rouges and manicuring aids; Aquamarine lotion an<

Aquamarine spray; Top Brass deodorant and hair creams for men

face creams and cleansing creams such as Seven Wonders, Moot'

Drops, Love Pat, Liquid Asset; Eye Fresh eye drops; Sun Bath Mil

oil; Intimate cologne; Clean and Clear Silicare lotions; Baby Silicarl

lotions; Home Beautiful room deodorizer; Hi and Dri roll <m de

odorant; Satin Set spray and Aerosol spray and Silkenet Spray an<

a group of treatment cosmetics tagged White Sable, Build Up am

Second Nature; and Thin Down reducing pills and Femicin nun

strual pain relievers. In addition to these only the Lord and Charle

Revson know how many more products are in the works. And non

of this takes into consideration the Knomark division of the DTD

which makes Esquire Shoe Polish, or the Thayer Laboratori.- Divi

sponsor • 28 JUNE 195.
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'C RADIO DELIVERS . . . More Adult Listeners than all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined!! More Market:

I >00 radio families in 114 basic area counties of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and South Dakota. More Acceptance

h vitality of modern programing for the audience you want to reach. Call or write for full facts.

ng sells like acceptance .WCCO Radio
Minneapolis-St. Paul. The 50,000-Watt Giant
In tune with the great Northwest
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

M I I
-

I
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MORE THAN
100%

Greater Listening Audience

WILS

7
M°o°nd" y

M
ThV^F, IdSJ"

,
Monday

00
ThrS

:0
F ,ida™

WILS 58.3 60.5

Sta. B 25.6 21.2

Sta. C 7.7 9.8

Sta. D 3.7 3.2

5000
LIVELY WATTS

MORE LISTENERS

THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS

HEARD IN LANSING COMBINED

LANSING

CONTACT

VENARD

RINTOUL &

McCONNELL, INC.

A# ne*
s s^

ASSOCIATED WITH PONTIAC'S

Sponsor backstage continued .

sion. which makes products, which are covered by what the drug

trade calls "ethical" advertising.

Before Brother Martin jumped, fell or was pushed out (if the pic-

ture Revlon had five agencies handling the various products listed

above: Warwick & Legler. C. J. LaRoche. Dowd, Redfield \ John-

stone. Charles W. Hoyt and Emit Mogul were the five. And right

after Martin left, the Maxwell B. Sackheim Agency was put on to

handle a medical shampoo called Clear-O-Dan. The Sa khcim

agency, it is said, is one of the hottest and most enterprising of the

so-called smaller firms. They've done a big job for Time magazine.

and a truly outstanding job of building the first major record club

in the history of that industry, the Columbia Record Club

cessful, indeed, was their mission in this latter respect, that today

RCA Victor has been forced into the record club business, as has

Capitol and other manufacturers.)

Competition turns to ESP

It was Time, as a matter of fact which said in a story on the Rev-

sons, that Charles was the most "feared, jeered and cheered client"

in the business today. Since Revlon has been spending over $10.-

000,000 per annum in radio/television alone, and has been expand-

ing and diversifying at one of the most rapid rates ever seen in

American industry, it is easy to see how president Charles would be

cheered. And the manner in which he apparentlv plays checkers with

advertising agencies and their personnel would easily explain the

other two verbs. Packagers and network brass will tell vou that he

often displays a tendency to use them as pawns as well as advertising

agency people.

Martin's leaving has, of course, raised all kinds of quest ioi

Revlon. Who, for example, will take over the marketing, adwrtis-i

ing, and merchandising functions he ran? By the time this

in print either George Abrams. presently advertising v.p. oi bill

Mandell, current assistant to president Charles may be in

And there is considerable speculation as to where Brother Martin will

wind up. A good bet is that he will move into a drug, cosmetic or

similar operation, where perchance he will have the opportunity to

prove to himself, Charles and whomsoever else it may concern, that

Charles was wrong to split with him, and that his more conservative!

approach to building a dynasty is sounder than Charles" fireworks!

methods.

The developments, whichever way they go. will be most interesting!

to watch. In the meantime, I wonder if there is any extraordinary!

significance to the fact that the fall show, which another cosmetics-l

drug maker, Pond's has bought is ESP, Extra Sensory Perception,!

which deals with clairvoyance, telepathy and such and starts on thel

ABC TV network. 11 July.

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you always agree with what Joe Csida says in Sponsor Bark-

stage? Joe and the editors of SPONSOR will be happy to receire

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida, c/o

SPONSOR, 40 East 49th Street, l\etc York 77, New York.



COLOR RADIO DECORATED BY ALL 3 SERVICES

hooper now rates kfwb as No. 1 in total rated time periods. *njelsen and **pulse also report

kfwb is still increasing its share of audience. The exciting showmanship of color radio has

earned kfwb the biggest radio audience in Los Angeles. But it's the salesmanship of top kfwb
personalities that has won the most medals from sponsors and agencies. Buy the showmanship that

builds audiences and the salesmanship that builds clients, kfwb color radio: Robert M. Purcell,

president and general manager, Milton H. Klein, sates manager. Represented nationally by John

Blair & Company. *Up 44.8% since Jan. 1958 • '"Up 34.7% since Jan. 1958
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BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR!

"BASICS serves as a valuable reference on all phases of the

business, and has on numerous occasions proved a real life saver."

DiCk McKeever Radio/TV Time Buyer, BBDO

"As a media planning tool, FALL FACTS BASICS intelligently provides

source material that we find invaluable."

Philip Branch Media Supervisor, Grey Advertising Agency

"BASICS is an important document in terms of reference information,

and I find it extremely helpful for data required in a hurry."

L. T. Fisher Media Director, Dancer-Fitzgerald -Sample

"Sponsor's FALL FACTS BASICS is a handy reference source on the

basics of Broadcasting, designed for year-round use.

Bigger and better with each edition. My only complaint is, it gets

borrowed too often."

Jeremy D. Sprague Time Buying Supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh

"If one wants information in a hurry, BASICS contains most

information buyers need and use. I think it a tremendous job."

Lee RiCh V. P. — Associate Media Director, Benton & Bowles

"Sections 3 and 7 are particularly important to me and for the people

in the media buying area. I make good use of the statistical

information for media plans, when trying to project ideas to clients."

Harold Sieber Media Supervisor, Kenyon & Eckhardt

"You can't fool people like Ruth Jones, Jayne Shannon and

their time buying associates. If it doesn't have it they won't use it.

FALL FACTS has it— and we wouldn't be without it."-

Jim LUCe Associate Media Director, J. Walter Thompson

No other book will be as vital a factor in helping

time buyers and other decision makers

finalize their fall buying plans this summer.

TO GET YOUR SHARE OF NATIONAL SPOT BUSINESS

"BASICS" IS YOUR BEST AD SHOT OF THE YEAR

Deadline 5 July • Publication 19 July

Sponsor, 40 E. 49th Street, New York 17, New York

Reserve page(s) in SPONSOR'S 12th annual FALL FACTS BASICS.

My position preference(s) is:

D TV SECTION DTIMEBUYING BASICS DRADIO BASICS DTV BASICS

D RADIO SECTION DFILM BASICS ^MARKETING BASICS

SIGNED- -FIRM-

RATES: fullpa9e_

Vi page—

-$525

_$390

Vi page_

Va page-

_$305

_$215



THE
Fl&URES
ARE
STARTLING
IN

SAtfANToNlO

One of the largest sets-in-use figures in

the nation is YOURS in San Antonio

. . . and you get a whopping lion's share

of that audience when you put your

dough on KONO. It's the best buy for

your clients' money . . . proved by figures

. . . and proved by actual sales for Ameri-

ca's leading radio advertisers.

If YOU are interested in getting a sales

job done in San Antonio

—

SAN ANTONIO

49th sin

Mad is >

The Influential Sex

Congratulations on the article " \li

About Women—the Influential Se\"

which appeared in the May 24th issue

Of SPONSOR.

Perhaps I am a little hit prejudiced,

hut I also toss a bouquet to Fred Hey-

wood and Ed O'Berst of CBS Radio

Spot Sales, who conceived the research

on which your article was based. How-)

ever, I am sure that no one can accuse

sponsor of such partiality in recogniz-

ing the value of this imaginative re-
1

search which provides some verj fle

finitive "head to heel" measurements!

of the largest single segment of the

radio audience, the women—God love

them.

I believe that every practitioner of

the art of radio selling will find the

information extremely useful, especial-

ly when competitive situations with

other media arise. I am sure that >
imi

at SPONSOR thought about that when

you elected to print the article.

Joseph T. Connolly

v.p. in charge of radii

WCAU. I'll la.

'

M'OVSOK liK.-~ won
c.l llevK<.<>.i\ tin.li.m-

« research for this ar

"Hot" market

I noticed a recent article in SPONSOI

regarding the booming farm market

listing among others. Omaha am

Sioux Falls.

1 hasten to forward to you do u

mentary facts regarding our booming

market, Sioux City . which on i pe

capita basis is at the top of the hit pa

rade so far as our general five Btati

area is concerned. As Iowa's secom

market, Sioux City is really starting I

zoom. Of course the current faun mat

kel is hot. but more than that, man]

other basic factors are contributing ti

its industrial growth and progress.

The Missouri River is on its way t<

a nine foot channel into Sioux Cit]

with the first barge load of steel arch

i Please turn to page 26)

28 .ii M' 1951
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^J WTVJ's
TOTAL

)0 COVERAGE
Look at ratings and cost, of course—but most

important, investigate WTVJ's total coverage

of 437,400 South Florida homes and retail

sales of $2,466,271,000. WTVJ delivers the

only unduplicated coverage of the entire Gold Coast.

Coverage of other Miami VHF channels is diluted by

duplicated network programming in Palm Beach.

Proof? Ask your PGW colonel for the latest ARB showing WTVJ
overwhelmingly first in both Miami and Palm Beach!

Market data from Sales Management, May 1958 Key Wefj *»* »%
~

WTVJ
^CHANNEL 4 *

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

SPONSOR • 28 JUNE 1958

Dictionary defines

TOTAL as "whole amount,

complete, entire."



The only station covering all of Oklahoma's No. 1 Market

Broadcast Center • 37th Cr Peoria
HAROLD C. STUART GUSTAV BRANDBORG

President Vice Pres. £r Gen. Mgr.

Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.

1 170 KC • 50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL . NBC
"The Voice of Oklahoma"

49TH AND MADISON
(Cont'd from pa tic 2 1

I

ing in Sioux City, thus tying up Sioux

City with New Orleans on the Missis- :

sippi-Missouri waterways.

Donald D. Sullivan

general manager, KVTV
Peoples Broadcasting Corp.

Sioux City, Iowa

Buy your own

I just received my copy of the May 31

issue of sponsor Magazine, to find the

story "So You Want To Buy A Radio

Station."

I want to both thank you and con-

gratulate you on the way you made

such an interesting story out of the

material that you had to work with. It

has always been a source of amaze-

ment to me how a good writer can take

data such as I supplied you and make

an interesting reading out of it.

It might interest you to know that I

have already received several long dis-

tance telephone calls as a result of the
|

story, and in each case, the person call-

ing stated that it certainly was an in-

formative article. I even had one per-

son tell me that everyone he knew wasi

calling each other about it and calling

it to the attention of other people.

John E. Hopkinson

president, WKAB
Mobile, Ala.

Case history kudo

Recently I took over management of

KVIN, a 500-watt daylighter in Van-i

ila, Okla.

After contacting several businessmen

in my area who are not sold on radio

as an advertising medium, I decided

to make up a display folder using fa-

vorable statistics and success stories

through the use of radio. Your story

on the growth of Trewax proved a very

successful illustration and helped to

convince several hard-shell prospective

accounts of giving my radio station a

crack at their market.

Just wanted to let you know how ef-

fective we believe your articles of this

nature can be taken advantage of by I

other radio stations.

Philip D. Holmes

General Manager.

KVIN, Vinita. Okla.

• A major SFONSOK mission is to be of UK to

i, 9 readers. Reprints of the Trewax article (17

May 1938) and others are available.
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1655 NORTH Ilk CflODEN PLACE EH HOLLUUJOOD 26, CALIFORNIA

\y CA»Ut> rACTO
AC M £ . MIVAft AND
LL STANDARD COOK*"Cosmetics ofthe Stars

August 29, 1957

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Mr. J. R. Peters
Conmercial Manager
CHCH-TV
P. 0. Box 11-11
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

Dear Mr. Peters

:

Congratulations on the very successful TV sales campaign which
you conducted for Max Factor & Co. I Results surpassed our best
expectations.

You vill be interested - and I am sure pleased to know - that
Max Factor business has had a sizeable increase not only in the
immediate Hamilton area but also in metropolitan Toronto. The
major portion of the credit should be attributed to CHCH-TV.

Your surveys and the promotional sales assistance we received
from your staff were greatly appreciated and most helpful to

With kindest personal regards,

Very truly yours,

FACTOR & CO.

AOTHER SUCCESS STORY FROM CHCH-TV

(j CH-T.V reaches 1/5 of the Canadian retail market. The 2,552,715 people within our vast coverage area spend

$j 722,911,000.00 annually on retail purchases. This represents 19.26% of all Canadian retail sales . . . another

I ck and white fact proving that CHCH-TV "sells on sight" to the richest

rket in Canada. For further information call Montreal: UN 6-9868,

onto: EM 6-9234; Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: MU 4-7461, New York

y: PL 1-4848, Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769

tkCHCH-TV
*" CHANNEL ## CANADA

28 june 1958
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The crepe has been hung on 21.

Now—July Television Magazine ranks

the WBTV-Charlotte Television

Market 16th in the Nation—

First in the South-with 662,074 sets!

The Charlotte-WBTV Market outranks

such major areas as Atlanta, Dallas-Fort

Worth, Baltimore, Cincinnati,

Milwaukee, and New Orleans.

WBTV-Charlotte-SWEET SIXTEEN-

is a honey of a buy.

Make a date with CBS Television Spot Sales.

IN MEMORJ

SWEETSIXTEEN #164
^^BL MARKET ^fl



* SPONSOR

How spot tv's unified effort paid off

The Chicago Spot Development

Council sold Leo Burnett and

Kellogg on $8,000,000 of

spot tv via these six sales points

Leo Burnett

J. Program Contribution Discount—Tv stations would be willing to

change their discount structure to make rates more competitive to net rates.

KFjZ-TV, Dallas-Fort Worth, has already written a 30% discount into

its rate card for any advertiser placing his own show on the station.

£ Balance of Total Audience Percentage—Network show ratings

can vary widely from market to market. For example, one well-known net

show gets a rating of seven in Boston and 40 in Seattle, even though—for

this advertiser—Boston is three times as important as Seattle. On a spot

basis, reps say a station or time switch in Boston could remove imbalance.

^) Time Period Flexibility—Spot sellers promise the advertiser the

stations best suited to his needs, as well as the best available time periods.

If, for some reason, the show doesn't do well, it can be moved to a different

time period that will produce.

^T Merchandising—Spot merchandising assistance can be a big help

at point-of-sale, including displays, shelf talkers, storecasting, dealer calls,

and product movement checks.

O Promotion—Spot program promotion includes wide use of on-the-

air announcements, newspaper and magazine ads, outdoor posters, car cards,

and.even radio support.

O Strong Impact at Local Level— In the final analysis, no ad cam-
paign is really successful unless the local jobber or district manager is

enthusiastically behind it and pleased with the results. On spot business,

stations make certain the local man is satisfied.

M CHICAGO, ILL.

ichigan Avenue was buzzing last

week over these rapid-fire developments

in the massive spot vs. network tv

battle:

• On June 15, all Chicago tv reps

were called to a meeting at Leo Burn-

ett, where they were informed that

Kellogg plans to swing its $8 million tv

campaign from the NBC Network to

spot.

• Later in the week, ABC made a

"last ditch stand"—a presentation to

Burnett to keep the Kellogg business in

the network. ABC's offer included

some bold concessions.

• At sponsor's presstime, there was
some doubt about the finality of Kel-

logg's decision to switch to spot, al-

though a reliable Burnett source says

it is "wrapped up for spot."

• Meanwhile, reps in other cities

(including Detroit) were talking about

similar unified efforts to lure major
net tv advertisers over to spot.

• At the same time, several big New
York ad agencies have contacted the

Chicago rep group—the Spot Develop-

ment Council—for details of their con-

version-to-spot plan.

The Kellogg change as it was an-

nounced involved 171 markets, with

five half-hour shows going into some
top markets on a spot basis, lesser mar-

kets getting only one or two shows.

Three Kellogg shows — Superman,

Woody Woodpecker, and Wild Bill

Hickok — will again be used this

year, with two more shows, as yet un-

selected, to be added. Buying will be-

gin about mid-July.

After the pitch some weeks ago by

the Chicago rep group and Kellogg's

28 june 1958



decision to change to spot. ABC came

Lack with these offers to try to hold

on to the business:

1 I A 30-day cancellation clause on

any station in the entire ABC lineup.

2 i A 13-week cancellation clause on

tie entire ABC network.

3 i Additional discounts and other

flexibilities to counter the spot pro-

posal.

The Chicago Spot Development

Council is an informal, independent

group of station reps (see 14 June

SPONSOR, page 32 I who have combined

their efforts in order to bring larger

advertisers into spot. The Council is

not (as reported elsewhere last week)

connected in any way with the Chicago

Station Representatives Association.

The reps making up the Chicago

Council are Ham Smart of Blair-TV.

Art Stringer of Blair Television Asso-

ciates, Bill Tynan and Art Curtis of

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Bill Condon
of the Katz Agency, and George Lind-

say of Weed Tv Corp.

Although Kellogg is the only adver-

tiser formally approached by the group

to date, they have set their sights on
such network tv advertisers as Schlitz,

Mars. Pillsbury and General Mills.

Several other large agencies in Chi-

cago besides Burnett have contacted

the rep group for information on how
the spot plan works and how it might
be applied to some of their large ac-

counts.

In Detroit, meanwhile, TvB held a

meeting at which a group of Detroit

reps agreed that a joint effort might
produce some results in swinging net

tv advertisers headquartered there over

to spot. However at sponsor's press-

time no formal plans had been com-
pleted for a combined presentation.

Actually Detroit's reps have been
working closer together recently in an
effort to impress spot's advantages to

the auto makers (see 21 June SPON-
SOR, page 9). The reps have been
collecting information on auto makers'
fall air media plans, cross-checking the

information, and stressing the point

that use of spot supplements network
programs b) adding frequency to

impact.

In New York, a key executive of one
national rep firm predicted that reps in

other cities would lie organizing along
the same line- a - the Chicago group.
lb- emphasized thai the Kellogg switch

was not due as much to the discounl

offer as to the flexibility which the

Bpol plan offers. ^

^ There's a cheery atmosphere around as signs point

to a pick up in autos, appliances and home building

^ Evidence that the trough of the recession has passed

is multiplying but one big question being asked is .

Will tv benefit by the

i^lo doubt about it; the signs are

here.

This week, the long-awaited pickup

in the hard goods business appeared at

hand. Autos were selling better and

inventories reached a new low; a no-

ticeable spurt in home-building could

be seen; appliances were moving at a

livelier pace.

To air media, particularly network

tv, the signs were a particularly cheer-

ful omen. While the hard goods busi-

ness is not the major source of revenue

to broadcasting (see "Bright outlook

for soft goods means equally bright

future for air media," SPONSOR, 3 May
1958), it still represents a critical 20%
of web tv billings.

The big question in network circles

was: If the pickup turns into a solid

recovery from the recession, will the

hard goods advertisers show enough

flexibility to bolster their web invest-

ments during the coming season? Cer-

tainly, the networks are now stream-

lined enough to handle sudden bursts

of ad pressure from whatever source.

Said one network executive: "The

networks were never as flexible as they

will be during the coming season.

There will be enough availabilities for

the auto people to come in on their

own terms."

By the same token, of course, the

networks will also be more flexible in

letting advertisers in distress off the

hook. Shorter term orders are, more

common and the networks are showing

no indication they will insist on enforc-

ing the last jot and tittle of an agree-

ment.

NBC this week was still recovering

from the blow dealt bv General Motor?;

cancellation of its institutional ad pro-

gram and with' it its $5 million in

Wide Wide World. This left the autc|

makers' investment in network tv foi

the coming season at about $52 millioni

compared with about $64 million last 1

seaion.

True, the 18% or so drop in spend

ing is less than the decline in sales.j

now running (through May) nearbj

30% below 1957. But the networks

and TvB have been carrying on a run|

ning campaign with Detroit to con-i

vince auto executives running scared

is the wrong way to advertise.

"We've been trying to educate De

troit," remarked a network sales de-!

velopment executive recently," to get]

out of panic advertising and promote

cars for the long pull. They've beenl

pushing that panic button long

enough."

Ironically, the likeliest pitch in sell

ing Detroit on network tv this \eai

will be the flexibility approach. Bull

with unsold air time being a non-re-;

coverable commodity, such are the

realities of broadcasting.

Of all the hard goods industries,

autos and accessories represent the

largest web tv spending category. Dur-

ing the calendar year 1957, auto spend-i

ing in terms of gross time was greater

than all other hard goods spending put

together and 10.4% of total network tv

spending, according to LNA figures.

Until last year, the auto makers Eld

not only been increasing their dollar

investment but their share of all net-

work tv spending. In 1952, autos and'

accessories accounted for 8.5% of net-;
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HARD GOODS: 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

Here are told net tv ex-

penditures, by years
$180,795,000 $227,586,000 $320,154,000 $406,899,000 $488,168,000 $516,202,000

Here's how much hard
goods spent in net tv

$ 36,531,165 $ 49,701,129 $ 70,802,265 $ 94,212,026 $113,967,699 $ 90,713,853

Here's hard goods'
share of total net tv

expenditures
20.2% 21.8% 22.1% 23.3% 23.3% 17.6%

Hard goods share of network tv expenditures rose steadily after 1952, did not falter during recession of 1953-54. While autos are the major

spenders among hard goods advertisers, the drop in spending last year was accounted for primarily by appliances, radio/tv sets. Figures above

are gross time expenditures as calculated by Leading National Advertisers, Inc. Included in the hard good* categories are autos, auto equipment

and accessories, household equipment and supplies (mainly appliances) industrial materials, radio/tv sets, phonographs and musical instruments

ighter outlook for hard goods sales?
work spending; in 1953, it was 9.3%;

in 1954, the share dipped almost im-

perceptibly to 9.2%—a reflection of

the 1953-54 recession—but the dollar

investment in gross time went up from

$21 to $29 million; during 1955 and

1956 the auto industry share reached

a peak of 11.7%.

Despite tv concern with the ups and

I downs of the auto industry, the makers

f of appliances and radio/tv sets have

shown a more volatile reaction to the

recession. The gross time investment

in network tv by makers of household

equipment and supplies (a catch-all

LNA category covering mainly appli-

ances of all kinds but also including

insecticides, disinfectants and deodor-

izers I declined from $34.5 to $19.8 mil-

lion from 1956 to 1957. In the cate-

gory of radio, tv and phonograph sets,

the decline went from $11.5 million in

J
1956 to $4.4 million in 1957.

i Fortunately for spot tv, its depend-

ence on hard goods is small. Hard

!
goods advertisers, including makers of

autos. appliances, radio, tv and phono-
graph sets and building materials, ac-

counted for 4.4% of gross time spend-

ing in the medium last year. This

compares with 6.6% in 1956.

From the point of view of the sta-

tion, however, this is only part of the

story. Local advertising by appliance

stores and auto dealers has dropped
considerably, according to reports. The
extent of this drop can only be guessed
at, however, because of the paucity of

figures concerning details of local

broadcast advertising.

The upturn in hard goods is still too

fresh to have any noticeable effect on

sponsor • 28 JUNE 1958

the broadcast advertising picture but

there is little doubt in the industry

that, barring an economic relapse, a

pickup is on the way.

The brightest news in the auto busi-

ness—and a fact headlined in its trade

press—was the low stockpile of new
cars. On June 1, according to Auto-

motive Neivs, the inventory level was
728,864 cars, the lowest June figure in

three years. There has even been talk

of a shortage of cars during clean-up

time. Furthermore, Automotive News
estimates that the used-car inventory

has fallen below the 30-day limit. If

true, this would be the first time in 18

months.

While auto sales have perked up,

they have still not been spectacular.

An estimated 450,000 auto registra-

tions were tallied for May. This com-

pares with the more than 500,000 re<

istrations racked up each month dui

ing 1957.

Total new-car registrations for 1958

through April plus one state for May
were 1,535,074 compared with 1,998,-

711 last year. All models were down
except for the Rambler and Metropoli-

tan, both Americans Motors cars. The
Rambler is now the 10th ranking U. S.

auto in terms of sales, beating such

established makes as Chrysler, DeSoto

and Studebaker. Rambler sales for the

four months totaled 44,460 compared

with 32,596 during the corresponding

period in 1958. Metropolitan went up

slightly from 3,022 to 3,285.

There were some stomach-lurching

clips. Plymouth dropped from 201,-

338 to 130,683. DeSoto went from

39,117 to 18,310. Of the Big Three,

Chrysler Corp. was decidedly in worse

shape, General Motors was in best

shape and Ford was in between. GM's
star seller, Chevrolet, with a radically

revised look, held up with 1958 model

sales of 420,200 as against 460.619

last year. It resumed its first-place

ranking, pushing Ford aside. The lat-

ter suffered a serious decline, going

from 492,995 to 324,345.

If, as some merchandising pundits

claim, 1958 model sales declined be-

cause too many potential 1958 cus-

tomers were sold the year before and

not because of the recession, the out-

look for 1959 models should be fairly

bright. Those hit hardest by recession

unemployment were semi-skilled and

Negro workers, according to a recent

analysis by Fortune magazine. It is

not this group but the middle class

which is the prime market for new
cars.

This analysis, however, does not find

an echo everywhere. One theory, held

commonly by economists, is that the

big postwar demand for hard goods

has finally been satisfied. Indeed, this

very fact, together with the drop in

new family formation, is held by some

to be the basic reason behind the

recession itself.

There are also theories that the U. S.

car maker has finally overstepped the

boundary in design, that the consumer

has revolted against the long, low,

over-decorated, gas-eating, extras-rid-

den automobile. The rising sales of

the small foreign car as well as of the

Rambler and Metropolitan are cited as

proof.

{Please turn to page 62)



Radio at the "sound" barrier: challen

^ CBS Radio presentation (at right) raises the question:

Are you getting right "sounds" for protected listening?

^ Another area of "sound" is explored below; and

both demonstrate increasing awareness of its importance

"NO TYPE OF MUSIC IS SO BAD THAT I'LL RETUNE THE SET"

WOMEN MEN
ALL ADULTS 29% 33%
ALL TEEN-AGERS* 6 9

Idults

Urban 32 35
Village 26 28
Farm 25 33

Teen-agers

Urban 6 10
Farm 8 8

Those aged

:

13 to 18 6 9
19 to 30 33 32
31 to 45 29 33
46 to 60 22 31
Over 60 31 35

* Unweighted for urban & rural balance.

Above chart, showing percentage of listeners who didn't dislike any type of music enough to

tune it out, is from a recent study by Dr. F. L. Whan and his Committee on Radio/Tv

Policy at Kansas State College. 9,112 Iowa adults and 753 teenagers comprised the survey

HOW FORMAL EDUCATION INFLUENCES MUSIC TASTE
One of 4 Best Liked Disliked, Will Tu ne Out

Col- High
lege School

Grades
Only

Col- High
School

Grades
Only

ALL ADULT WOMEN (Over 19):

Waltzes & 'Sweet' Music 61% 62% 56% 1% 0% 1%
Current Popular Music 52 57 36 2 1 1

Show Tunes & Musical
Comedv 40 27 12 1 2

Classical Music 36 16 10 10 20 18
Concert Music 34 12 10 4 9 9
Old Familiar Songs 33 40 50
Militarv Band Music 30 29 38 1 1 2
Hvmns & Spirituals 28 35 49 1 1 1

Swing or Jazz 17 16 7 10 8 15
Western & Country Music 12 32 39 21 8 3
Rock & Roll, rhvthm &

blues 12 23 17 32 23 30

ALL ADULT MEN (Over 19):

Waltzes & 'Sweet' Music 55% 58% 56% 1% 1% 0%
Current Popular Music 51 49 28 2 2
Old Familiar Songs 39 42 49
Show Tunes & Musical
Comedy 39 21 16 1

Military Band Music 32 33 35 1 2
Classical Music 30 12 8 14 25 18
Concert Music 27 10 9 5 13 8
Hvmns & Spirituals 22 26 35 2 1

Swing or Jazz 21 18 8 11 12
Western & Country Music 18 46 47
Rock & Roll, rhvthm & 16 3

bluet 11 20 13 34 25 29
i-t .,,. - i 1 „„ ;,h qneattoned i„ each eluilfi< '0" is sho«

half of ,!..,. ,,,r rem oamed.

From the same Kansas State College survey on radio listen ng comes this chart which

ili'iiiou-lratcs the feelings of persons, both adult an d teenage, o various evels of education

for different types of radio music. 33% of adult college g rads tune out rock 'n rol

teoccupation with the "sound" of

radio is increasing almost daily.

Certain broadcasters have been ex-

ploring it for some time; their objec-

tive: to establish an identity for their

station. But of utmost importance,

the concept of sounds has spread to

the advertising agencies and media-

men whose traditional concerns were

ratings and circulation and they are

now branching into the realm of show-

manship.

"What," these admen ask, "are the

preferences of the radio audiences we

want to reach? What sound attracts

them to a station? What sounds cause

them to retune to another?"

"If," asks a timebuyer, "a client has

spent thousands in all media to pro-

mote a distinctive corporate image,

does he risk destroying it by placing it

in a showcase of rock 'n roll radio

tunes?"

Since tv stole its thunder as the fam-

ily group entertainer, radio faces the

problem of beaming its programing in

all directions. It must still hit the

family but it may have to accomplish

it through reaching each member in-

dividually. Creating a "sound" that

is all things to all people is a pretty

tall order.

This is especially true in the area of

music which explains why radio comes

under periodic attacks as a "juke-box"

operation. The top 40 tunes, formula

of many an operation, are not neces-,

sarily the favorites of the father who

earns the money or the mother who

controls the budget but of the teen-

age daughter whose trifling weekly al-

lowance is spent purchasing records.

Not long ago, an article in Harper's

Magazine estimated that 68% of all

radio hours were devoted to the spin-

ning of disks.

Thus in exploring the sounds of ra-

dio in relation to its showcase value

for advertisers, the subject of music is

an important one.

Do some listeners dislike certain

types of music enough to tune out the

offending station for another. If so.

what kind of tunes force which mem
bers of a family to reach for the dial?

Answers to both these question;

turned up in a survey conducted by

Dr. F. L. Whan and his Committee oil

Radio-Tv Policy at Kansas State Col|

{Please turn to page 65)
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both timebuyers and the programers

When the client and agency meet

to hear new radio commercial they
;

ealed" conference

t full effect, free of conflicts

when housewife hears same commercial on her radio, it may

indwiched between rock 'n roll disk and local hip boots plug

I his week, CBS Radio raises a

question that may give clients and

timebuyers something to mull over

for a long time to come. The ques-

tion: "Ever try hearing yourself

as others hear you?"

It is one thing for the client to

sit down with the account group in

the antiseptic atmosphere of an

agency board room and listen to the

tape of a new radio commercial.

But what they hear is usually a

far cry from what the U.S. public

hears when the e.t. is aired, sand-

wiched between a rock 'n roll rec-

ord and an announcement for over-

shoes at some local bootery.

Just how shaking that difference

can be is dramatically illustrated

by the new CBS slide-and-tape pre-

sentation titled "Protective Listen-

ing." Soon it will be delivered to

a lot of decision-making admen.

Here are the words of one

—

Phillip H. Cohen, SSC&B vice

president and director of tv-radio:

"CBS has done a genuine service to

the industry in pointing up this

problem. It raises a very sound
point which certainly is applicable

to radio but which also extends

through the whole communications

business wherein advertisers want
their message spotted where people

will hear or see it.

"Actually," adds Cohen, "the dis-

covery is something we've always

known — that cost-per- 1,000 isn't

everything."

The CBS presentation points up

this new interest in and emphasis

on the sound of radio and its rela-

tion to commercials protection.

"Protected listening," explains

Louis Hausman, vice president, ad-

vertising and promotion for CBS
Radio (who created the presenta-

tion), "is really another way of

saying 'protected selling.' With

more and more products competing

in the same field, the advertiser is

faced with the problem of protect-

ing his product against all other

brands that are fighting for atten-

tion on dealers' shelves, in window

displays and, of course, in adver-

tising media."

Just how tough is the job to "pro-

tect" a product is apparent in the

estimate that the average U.S. fam-

ily is exposed to 1,508 advertising

messages daily. In the case of radio,

when the agency plays a commercial

tape for the client in a closed meet-

ing, it gets "protected listening"

since no phones ring, no interrup-

tions are permitted. But after it's

been okayed, it gets into the ma-

chinery of broadcasting, and now
it is vulnerable to manv conflicting

sounds. As an example, the CBS
demonstration includes several min-

utes of an off-the-air tape pickup

of a Budweiser Beer music commer-

cial and its "framework." The tape

begins with the closing bars of a

pop calypso number. Next comes

the Budweiser song, followed by a

few words from the d.j. which lead

into a hard-sell announcement for

a local service station followed in

turn by a spot promoting the con-

test of a local appliance store and

then the final turn of the screw

—

a rock 'n roll record.

"A commercial needs five minutes

of programing on each side," says

Frank Nesbitt, CBS Radio director

of national sales development. "And

it should be the kind of program-

ing to create a good showcase for

the commercial."

The CBS presentation which ex-

plores many of radio's sounds (A

study based on a March 1958 Pulse

survey showed CBS leads in the

area of most popular sounds by 225

one-quarter hours to its nearest net

rival's 14 quarter-hours) stresses

these requirements for effective ra-

dio advertising: (1) protection

for the commercial; (2) the proper

showcase for it; (3) use the pro-

gram or star for authority. ^



TV ADVERTISING: PAST AND FUTURE

z^iznijj^:
Tv advertising expenditures

(in

1. Actual:

1950

millio as)

17C

1951 33:

1952 45*

1953

1954 80-

1955 1,02*

1956

1957 1,29!

2. Projected fu

1958

ture normal:

1,50(

1959 1,651

1960 1,781

1961 1,901

1962

1963
2,00(

2,101

Tv revenue: how high will it climb?
^ By 1962, television ad expenditures should be close

to $2 billion, says radio/tv consultant Richard Doherty

^ In this exclusive SPONSOR article, Doherty claims

only two factors can affect the trend: pay tv, color tv

By Richard P. Doherty

I elevision advertising expenditures

should reach a normal level of nearly

2 billion dollars by 1962. At that

point, l\ advertising dollars will be

approximately 54% greater than the

L957 figure of $1,295 billion.

Those interested in the mathematics

'f rv's growth, past and future, will

find the chart above highly interesting

and significant. The actual data (tv

advertising expenditures) for 1950-57

are plotted on a log-ratio scale with the

resull thai the iinlu-t i \ > growth trend

i- death discernable.

Industries don't change their under-

lying and established growth patterns

overnight. Sharp breaks with the im-

mediate past are not characteristic of

economic life excepl as caused by war.

grave national emergencies, major and

serious depressions or scientific devel-

opments which generate substitute

products or services for specific indus-

tries.

Because we don't foresee any such

situations over the next four to five

years, we believe that tv's future

growth can be predicted with reason-

able accuracy over the next four to five

years. The one basic assumption is

that the over-all national economy
doesn't go into a tailspin and that gen-

eral business will recover by the end of

1959 and will remain reasonably good

for the next few years. Most econo-

mists hold to this conclusion.

The dotted line, projected in the

(hart from 1957 to 1963, indicates the

approximate levels of expansion for

television advertising expenditures over

the next five years. This projection

(dotted line) should serve as a road

map for the tv industry (networks and)

stations combined) regarding future

travel. We don't contend that tv ad

vertising expenditures, in any giver

year, will equal the projected "normal"

but they likely will be within V ,
|
pin-

or minus) the calculated level.

Two factors could conceivably af

feet the projected trend.

One would be the sharp and substan;

tial emergence of color tv during th.

next five years. Widespread publii

adoption of color tv would upgrade tin

growth trend of tv advertising reve|

nues. Incidentally, this developmerij

would have its most beneficial Ion?

range effect on tv advertising growtl;

if it bloomed in 1961-63 because of thi

slower rate of annual expansion likel;

at that time. By 1961-63. (\ r..ul-

stand a big "shot-in-the-arm" Bi
color television and, at that time, v
might well be happy that color didn'

blossom full-fledged in 1955-58.

The other development—this one ad

verse-—would be the positive establish

ment of pay-tv as a substitute for audi'

ence viewership. Should such a "sub

stitute" emerge, on a large scan i

would downgrade the growth trend dflj

pitted on the chart.

28 june 1951



What about business recessions and

tv's growth? In 1953-54, tv possessed

such a strong upward growth that it

marched ahead with total disregard for

the recession of some 10% -12% in

general business. By 1957-1958, tv's

rate of expansion had moderated some-

what and the general recession had a

"relative" effect. By "relative" we
mean that tv still expanded but less

than otherwise would have been the

case. Had the over-all economy not

suffered its most serious decline in 20

years but, instead, had maintained its

1956 level of prosperity, 1957 tv ad-

vertising would likely have been in the

neighborhood of $1,380,000,000.

Actually, it was approximately $1,-

295,000,000—or only some 6% below

normal expectancy. In reality, tv ad-

vertising actually rose 7% from 1956-

57. Theoretically, it should have risen

about 1 \' '<

. In this sense, the general

business recession cost the total tv in-

dustry some $85,000,000 in advertis-

ing outlays. Indications are that when
1958 is finally concluded, the tv indus-

try will have improved its relative gains

and that continued increases (over

1957i will be recorded.

This tv industry achievement, dur-

ing the 1957-58 recession, stands out

;
in a period when virtually all other

;

significant American industries suf-

fered 10% to 30%> declines. Thus, we
may observe that while tv is not a de-

pression-proof industry (there is prac-

'tically no such thing) it is today a

depression-resistant industry.

One important conclusion about tv's

future growth despite the over-all in-

'dustry's growth, as depicted in the

:hart, there will be divergent growth
trends among the various stations com-
arising the tv industry. To be sure,

virtually all stations (except certain

uhf's) will benefit from the industry's

Ituture expansion. But, some tv stations

vill expand considerably less than the

Industry as a whole; some will out-

trip the underlying growth pattern
! vhile others will match strides with the

otal industry.

I It is rather amazing that so many tv

tation owners and managers do not

ully understand the revenue "poten-

ials" of their own market and station

n relation to the total tv industry. It

even more amazing that some tv sta-

ion buyers frequently invest hundreds
f thousands of dollars, or millions of

ollars, on the basis of blithe and cas-

assumptions about the future "po-
intial" of specific operations. ^
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WJIM-TV'S $6,000 PITCH TO CBS

It's not news when a tv station puts

on a presentation to sell a prospective

advertiser.' But it is news when a tv

station puts on an elaborate $6,000

presentation—complete with models,

teleprompter and prizes—to its own

network.

That's exactly what WJIM-TV,
Lansing, Mich., a basic primary of

CBS, did last week in New York. Hal

Gross, WJIM-TV president and gen-

eral manager, had his staff working

for three months on the 45-minute

presentation which included the fol-

lowing:

• Three attractive Powers models.

• An invisible Teleprompter.

• Curtains and slides, operated elec-

tronically.

• Theater tickets, bottles of liquor,

and numerous other prizes.

WJIM-TV became a basic primary

affiliate of CBS on 1 April, after eight

years as an affiliate of NBC. Gross de-

cided to put on the presentation to

CBS because "It is a station's obliga-

tion to acquaint its network with the

facts of its market. We wanted to

show CBS how we live, where we live

and who we serve."

The theme of WJIM-TV's presenta-

tion was that it serves three major

markets—Lansing, Flint and Jackson

—which combined account for nearly

$1 million in retail sales, have a popu-

lation exceeding 3.000.000 and some

800,000 tv homes. Instead of merely

listing the statistics, the presentation

called for the CBS people present to

guess the answers with a prize for the

Powers models helped put c

WJIM-TV's tower, pov,

correct answer. The heart of the pres-

entation was delivered by Howard
Finch, executive v.p. of WJIM-TV and

an experienced announcer.

Among the 35 CBS people present

were representatives from station rela-

tions, research, sales service, tv sales,

engineering and promotion. One of

these—Ed Bunker, CBS v.p. and di-

rector of affiliate relations—called the

WJIM-TV presentation "the most elab-

orate and colorful I've ever seen put

on In a station."

Gross has his own opinion of why
his presentation went over so well:

"All we did was use a little show-

manship. After all. isn't that the

business we're in?" ^

[
Howard Finch (

pie. One CBS exe

delivered the heart of the presentation to 35 CBS peo-

lost elaborate and colorful presentation I've ever seen."



Why admen don't want televisi

^ Admen say arbitrary network actions currently under

investigation are no longer problem in buyers' market

^ Many clients and agencies fear that restrictions on

option-time and must-buys might weaken net tv advertising

I oday. as Justice Department inves-

tigations of the tv networks' practices

again loom large in the headlines, the

Government case is being woven with-

in a totally new framework than two

years ago when Justice first sent FBI

men to interview admen and agencies

about network program control. The

big difference is the swing from a

sellers" to a buyers' market in net tv.

In light of this changed industry

tapestry, sponsor held an exclusive in-

terview with FCC Chairman John

Doerfer. revisited top admen, agency

tv and media executives to weigh cur-

rent advertising industry opinion on

the three network practices upon which

Government action is focused: 1) op-

tion time; 2l "must-buy" lineups; 3)

programing-time tie-ins.

As in previous analyses of admen's

reactions to the Government-network

hassle, sponsor spoke in confidence to

a carefully chosen cross-section of

agency and advertiser executives, seek-

ing out also some of those who had

been plaintiffs in earlier years. Re-

visiting some interviewed for earlier

articles provided a base for comparing

changes in viewpoints. I See "What
are admen telling the FBI about 'di-

vorcement'?", 28 May 1956 sponsor.)

These are the broad conclusions

emerging from the survey:

• The overwhelming majority of ad-

men say that the economics of the busi-

ness have changed network-advertiser

relationships to such an extent that

much of the Government's concern is

out of context with todav. Nor is their

attitude as hush-hush as it has been in

earlier days, with more executives com-

ing out in open support of the net-

works.

• Admen maintain that no client to-

day is being kept out of network be-

cause of the networks' restrictive prac-

tices, but rather because of his own !

budget problems. And those clients

who feel they cannot afford network

because "must-buy" requirements are

too rich for them, have ample oppor-

tunity in spot.

• Consensus among clients and.

agencies alike is that abandonment of

option time would destroy the very;

foundation upon which the network?

are built. They point out that no na-i

tional advertiser would buy a network

program without some guarantee of the I

type of clearances forthcoming. Fur-

thermore, it becomes impossible to

amortize the high cost of quality pro-

graming without national lineups.

• Admen foresee no drastic Govern-

ment action curtailing network activity

in the near future. In his 19 June in-

terview with sponsor, FCC Chairman

Doerfer also indicated that action 181

FCC's John C. Doerfer

He withholds opinion until hearings end.
\-krd ahout program lie-in in SPONSOB
interview, he said, "You would have to

ha\<- a situation like the Morton Salt case.

The) had a patent on a sail dispensing
mat bine restaurants wa tted. To ^<-t it,

restaurants hail to l>u> Morton Salt. Su-

premi ( ourt called this a violation"

The background behind today's tv net probe

• June 1954. Senator Potter.

Subcommittee on Communications

hearings: option-time, must-buys

• 1 February 1955. Plotkin Re-

port discussed I'HF problem includ-

ing exclusivity and time options

• 12 February 1955. Jones Re-

port for the Senate discussed net-

work rates, distribution of revenue

• March-July 1956. Bricker Bill

hearings: Study on option-time,

must-buy, alleged program tie-in

• 30 April 1956. Bricker''s Net

nork Monopoly Report covered dis-

tribution of revenue, ownerships

• 24 December 1956. Evins sub-

committee: FCC-networks relation-

ship, its effect on small business

• 13 March 1957. House Anti-

trust Subcommittee recommended

action on option-time, must-bu) and

net practices

• 1 October 1957. Barron Re-

port on all network activities includ-

ing affiliation, rate practices, option-

time, must-buy, multiple ownersbjj

• June 1958. Bricker BUI: au-

thority for FCC to regulate network!

directly. Hearings completed but no

report issued yet

sponsor • 28 june 195f



tworks curbed

neither as imminent nor clear-cut as

had been implied in the New York

Times coverage of his Bricker testi-

Mioin. "I am keeping an open mind

until all the evidence is in," he told

SPONSOR. "We hope that the hearings

and fact-finding will wind up sometime

this fall."

Here then, in more detail, is the way

admen analyze the three network prac-

tices currently under fire:

Program tie-ins. These were at the

core of original advertiser complaint

about the networks and came to a head

about two years ago, when the net-

works were at the peak of show con-

i trol. Even today, there are a handful

i of clients and agencymen who'll get hot

1 under the collar at the very memory
1

of unfortunate 1955-1956 experiences

with the networks, but not even those

who've been affected at the time con-

i sider this a problem today.

Said the president of one of the top

30 air media agencies : "The networks

iare laying off like crazy, maybe partly

because of the investigation, but I think

principally because of the economics of

the business. The market is soft, so

j
there's no problem for an advertiser to

.get his own show on the air. Maybe,

when we get back to a sellers' market

;(and we will, because there are only

three networks, seven days a week and

?ix hours a night to pick from), then

it may be a problem again. But basic-

ally, the Government doesn't under-

hand this business, and even in a

tellers' market, I'd rather negotiate

vith the networks than have to worry

(bout legislation."

Admen are first to say that the net-

vorks need to have ultimate word
ibout programing, whether to accept

i show or not, since the network has

>oth public responsibility and com-
>etitive responsibility for the strength

f its lineup.

"An advertiser can't tell a magazine
ditor what to put in his book. By the

ame token, the network has to exert

ome judgment about shows to be ac-

epted if it's to function in its purpose
f delivering maximum audiences,"

ays MacManus, John & Adams' Hank
'ownes. "Here the client's and net-

ork's interests are not necessarily

ynonymous. For instance, a network
lay want to pit its specials against

V

Gleason to knock out the competition.

The client would prefer to be up

against weaker competition to have a

better chance for top ratings."

Programing tie-in is probably the

area of Government investigation

where the networks have been most

vulnerable. And, in a buyers' market,

some clients and agencies may become

plaintiffs once more. But in the pres-

ent situation, advertisers with their own
show to place are likely to face an

embarrassment of choice.

"Basically, network and advertiser

aims coincide, since both want maxi-

mum circulation," says McCann-Erick-

son radio/tv v. p. Tom McAvity. "And,

in our experience, even in a sellers'

market, there's such a wide variety of

programing available from many
sources, that client and network are

usually able to negotiate some mutual-

ly acceptable choice."

Option time. Admen's complaints

about the networks' control of option

time are on opposite poles from the

Justice Department. It's both in the

advertisers' and networks' interest to

preserve network program clearing

power. In fact, many network tv cli-

ent problems derive from the fact that

the networks often can't guarantee ade-

quate clearance for their shows.

"Restricting option time would

wreck the networks and skyrocket the

national advertisers' cost," says Nes-

tle's advertising v. p., Don Cady.

To spread the cost of a $40,000 to

$50,000 half-hour tv show over effec-

tive circulation, a client needs assur-

ance of exposure in 100 or more mar-

kets today. And he requires the kind

of guaranteed exposure that only a

network can provide.

"Right now the networks can clear

time pretty well with their close affili-

ates," says Sylvania advertising v.p.,

Terry Cunningham. "But clients face

a clearance problem as it is with those

indies who take two and three network

affiliations and aren't bound by con-

tract. Yet, how could a network hope

to sell to a national advertiser, if it

couldn't deliver a basic number of

clearances?"

Not only might a breakdown of op-

tion time downgrade programing and

kill off the remainder of live shows,

(Please turn to page 64)

Must-buys are mainly a problem to the

small advertiser, says Compton media v.p.

Frank Kemp. "Clients who want maximum

flexibility can use spot. Bigger problem for

national clients is getting enou<

Program tie-ins are not a problem in to-

day's buyers' market, admen agree. Majority,

like Hank Fownes, MacManus, John &
Adams v.p., see some network control of pro-

grams necessary in order to protect lineups

Option time is foundation of networks, say

admen. National clients such as Sylvania

ad v.p. Terry Cunningham warn that adver-

tisers couldn't afford cost of network-quality

shows unless networks can deliver circulation



ARB VIEWING FIGURES FOR MAY
SHOW SOME DECLINES FROM '57

After several months of rising sets-in-use figures (compared

with the corresponding month of last year), ARB viewing data

for Ma\ showed some declines. The declines were mostly regis-

tered in the Pacific time zone and were particularly marked at

night. However, daxtime viewing showed healthy gains in the

Eastern and Central zones while in the Pacific zone there were

as mam daytime hours showing increases as there were declines.

Average tv sets-in-use by time zones, May, 1958

Monday thru Friday daytime

Eastern Csntral Pac ific Total U.S."
°C

Time°
ne

1958 1957 1958 1957 1958 1957 1958 1957

7:00 A.M. 10.1 5.6 8.6 4.9 4.2 3.5 5.1 2.9

8:00 15.2 11.1 15.8 13.5 8.1 6.1 10.5 7.3

9:00 11.5 9.7 15.5 12.8 9.5 11.8 11.4 9.5

10:00 13.4 9.1 17.7 12.8 10.8 7.9 13.1 9.3

11:00 19.3 11.3 16.3 14.7 9.7 12.3 17.2 10.9

12:00 Noon 21.2 18.2 16.6 13.7 12.6 17.6 17.8 15.8

1 :00 P.M. 14.1 10.9 14.7 14.9 11.2 15.4 14.5 11.3

2:00 13.6 10.7 16.2 14.0 9.5 13.2 13.4 12.3

3:00 16.4 10.4 20.8 18.7 10.7 10.7 15.8 12.6

4:00 21.6 15.2 21.5 12.7 15.3 14.9 19.7 16.2

5:00 26.5 18.2 22.4 17.5 27.3 22.9 22.3 15.5

Sunday thru Saturday evening

6:00 P.M. 29.5 22.0 37.1 27.0 37.1 31.3 24.5 18.9

7:00 46.8 32.9 53.1 44.1 49.3 50.4 39.5 28.2

64.0 55.0 61.2 58.1 60.2 65.6 54.4 46.3

66.0 62.5 56.0 61.1 56.6 65.2 60.7 56.4

10:00 51.2 54.1 32.0 44.1 35.6 49.2 53.2 56.2

11:00 23.5 25.7 14.8 21.1 15.3 20.6 31.9 37.9

12:00 Mid light 11.0 10.3 3.7 6.4 4.4 9.3 18.3 22.2

Based on

^ Last year New Era

troduced a new compan

symbol, and backed it

with spot radio campaig

^ Results of both wer<

so successful that firm ha*!

doubled its radio ad budgel

to increase spot coverage,

New Era scoj*

^rummer carries with it, it seems,
;

healthy appetite for potato chip;

That's the experience of potato chii

manufacturers generally, and it's thj

case specifically with Nicolay-Dance;

Inc., Detroit, packer of New Era potat,

chips.

New Era is set to channel this ii

creasing desire towards its own <>iit|>i

hy mounting a summer-long saturatio

radio spot campaign this month. Tl

buy calls for one-minute annouiid

ments on a five-a-day basis on 29 st:

lions in 16 markets throughout its di;

tribution area.

New Era is, according to R. \

"Bus" Dancey, co-founder of the firr

the largest selling brand in the potat)

chip field. It was founded in 1927 an|

has shown a steady sales growth sin

The past five years have been especis,

ly notable with sales rising 15-20'

each year. A respectable $8 milli*

sales in 1953 rose to almost $14 mi

lion last year. Prediction for this ye:

is for as much or more growth.

No small share of the credit for tl'

recent gain goes to radio, in Dancey

28 june 19!



This spiing the New Era company, Nicolay-Dancey, Inc., was acquir

Tannery, v.p. and John D. Williamson, exec, v.p., Frito Co.; and R. Y. Danci . N-D. Latter two are now Frito dir

potato chip sales via spot radio
•opinion. N.E.'s budget this year,

SPONSOR estimates, will be in excess of
;

$500,000, with 30-35% going to radio.

The radio portion is about double last

year's.

Last year's campaign theme recount-

ed in light-touch spots the perils faced

by the company's potato scouts in their

efforts to secure the best potatoes avail-

able for chipping.

The series was based on reality. The
company does have potato scouts to

Jfind the more than 135 tons of raw
:
potatoes it consumes every working
lay.

|
After last year's success with the

scouts, New Era has enlarged them in

he commercials to a point where they
lave become a full-fledged army, com-
plete with a 220-piece brass band and
heir own marching song. The "sell"

off-beat with such themes as "chil-

hen threatening desertion from the

amilv can be converted and the par-

'nt's stature regained by serving New
^ra chips."

Last year's use of radio was decided
lpon, Dancey says, "because our re-

ponsor • 28 JUNE 1958

search showed that spot radio would

give us large numbers of customers in

our major markets at a price that per-

mitted us to make a heavy penetration."

Another impetus for the campaign

came with development of the "scout"

idea. Radio had been actively con-

sidered by Otto & Abbs Advertising,

Inc., Detroit, New Era's agency, for

some time but was withheld, Jerry

Abbs reports, "until we had something

that would establish a strong identity

for the company and product on the

air."

The "scout" theme serves several

functions, Dancey notes. "It builds a

good corporate image since, demon-

strably, a company must be well-estab-

lished to maintain a travelling crew of

potato scouts.

"Again," he continues, "it has a

built-in quality connotation. Pointing

out the existence of the scouts shows

that we go to extremes to insure the

finest potatoes grown anywhere. Be-

sides these, the 'scout' series provides

action, humor and. best of all, remem-

brance."

The degree of the latter, especially

in the grocery trade, was reflected

when the company's route men, who
deliver the products directly to stores,

came increasingly to be greeted as "the

potato scouts." "Even though it was

meant to be funny," Dancey reflects,

"we knew we had made an impression

and that grocers were very much aware

of our consumer advertising support."

Most sales of potato chips are sold

during the summer, though sales in

other seasons are increasing. New Era

reflects this in budget appropriation

because, Abbs points out, "summer is

the easiest time to get people to buy

their first package. After that they

tend to keep on buying after summer
is over." Now, with an increased bud-

get, N.E. is planning to go back into

radio rather heavily at year end.

New Era's product quality, together

with a smart ad program, have built

consumption in its five-state area to

almost seven pounds per capita per

year, almost twice the national aver-

age. Chances are, spot radio will con-

tinue to build it further.



A new way to measure tv commerc
^ Chicago's Social Research, Inc., has developed a new

method for measuring commercial penetration on viewers

^ Leo Burnett, JWT, McC-E are already applying the

technique which Social Research took 11 years to develop

A CHICAGO. ILL.

new method for determining the

effectiveness of television commercials

has been developed by Chicago's Social

Research. Inc.

The method, which helps advertisers

measure the degree to which viewers

identify with the product in a com
mercial, was developed with the aid oJ

social science techniques, according to

Dr. Burleigh B. Gardner, executive di

rector of Social Research and one

the pioneers of motivational research.

The testing method is already being

used by several major agencies, includ

ing Leo Burnett. J. Walter Thompson
and McCann-Erickson, to evaluate their

clients' commercials.

In Social Research's method, an

evaluation is made of the variety of

details and separate elements which

make up a commercial. For example,

a typical commercial might be evalu-

ated in terms of the basic theme or

selling idea, the treatment used to con-

vey this idea, the face or voice used,

the music or jingle, and the way the

product is shown or demonstrated.

Once each of these commercial ele-

ments is evaluated. Social Research

then pre-tests in four areas to measure

the total communication of the corn-

men i ;il. The four areas are 1) ideas,

L'
i stor) boards, 3) completed films,

and 1 1 competitors' films.

Social Research developed the new
method after 11 years of study in tv

commercials. "Current research," says

Gardner, "has been ?.ble to pinpoint

quantitative!) the percentage of peo-

sponsor's name and
ill-- prime i [aims of commercials. But
the depth <.f penetration and effect on

the mind <>f those sales claims, and the

meanings remain rela-

tivelj unmeasured, [n oth< • words, the

total communii ation ol thi ommer-
cial, and the clarit) of the communi-
cation, remain relativel) less well meas-

ured."

Dr. Sidne) Levy, Social Research's

director of psychological research, ex-

plains that "Simple quantitative 're-

call' measures are not adequate to meet

the demands in today's highly competi-

tive advertising world. The new tech-

niques we have developed have been

engineered in order to find the real

underlying meanings communicated to

the viewer."

Among the items which the new
method reveals, according to Levy:

1) The image of the product in the

viewer's mind, both before and after

the commercial.

Dr. Burleigh Gardner <

prior to pre-testing a com

2 I The sales claims in the commer-

cial as they are communicated to the

viewer.

3) The symbolic meanings commu-

nicated to the viewer by the commer-

cial's presentation of product.

4) The viewer's identification with

the product and its use.

5) The viewer's attitude toward the

brand created by the commercial.

6) The viewer's reaction toward one

product as opposed to reaction to com-

petitive products in other commercials.

7) Which specific components of the

commercial caused what reactions in

the viewer's mind.

"By testing tv commercials in this

qualitative way," explains Levy, "we i

come to conclusions which advertisers

can use for the development of future

commercials, since they get a clearer

idea of what the advertising is teach-

ing about the product."

Levy offers several examples of how

i of his Social Research staff review storyboards

to r.) Leone Walston Phillips, field director; Dr.

ir of tv commercial evaluation service; and Dr.

ical research. All are headquartered in Chicago



ectiveness

B^bertisers have already jiut Social Re-

search's new system to work. "In a re-

cent commercial, there was a strong

attempt to develop a light impression

about a brand of beer. This was com-

municated in words, in the kinds of ac-

tion used, in the music, and in various

objects shown. Our testing proved

that the net result was an exaggerated

iiupn'»inii of lightness, of a sort that

is associated with another type of prod-

uct altogether."

In another instance noted by Dr.

Levy, a cat and a dog were used in a

pla\ful situation in a beer commercial.

Some of the creative people at the

'agencv were surprised to learn that

[viewers interpreted the cat as feminine

[and compared her movements with

those of a woman in the same commer-

|'3ial who moved in a similarly easy

way.

To determine qualitative viewer re-

action to a product and its tv commer-

cial, Social Research employs the tech-

nique of "projection." Careful means

ire taken to obtain a sharp "profile" of

he respondent during interviews. Af-

'er getting at the respondent's con-

scious knowledge of—and reaction to

the product, he is asked to describe

uch details as the size of his home,

occupation, educational back-

;round; to name his favorite maga-

ine, cigarette, song, comic strip; to

•t any clubs and organizations he

nay belong to; tell what kind of auto

ie drives; name his favorite tv pro-

ram, recreation, and to tell which so-

; al class he feels best describes his

tatus.

"We want to know who these people

re," says Dr. Gardner: "then we are in

ie best possible position to evaluate

leir reactions to a commercial. This

rovides a solid baseline on which to

valuate test results."

Because most people cannot or will

ot express their real feelings about

ammercials, Social Research devel-

ped techniques which provide oppor-

mities for the respondent to "freely

•sociate." Such devices as word asso-

ation tests, incomplete sentences and
arious other projectives enable the

spondent to express his degree of in-

>lvement and more underlying reac-

ons to the commercial.

The commercial is shown, either in

oryboard stage or the completed
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Social Research head Burleigh Gardner says his new method was developed to meas-

ure "the total communication of a commercial, and the clarity ot the communication"'

film. After viewing, another series of

tests is given to elicit any changed re-

actions about the product and to meas-

ure these factors:

• The personal and social involve-

ment of the viewer with the commer-

cial.

• Viewer phantas) and energy elic-

ited by the commercial.

• Symbolic meanings conveyed in

the commercial—does it pleasantly and

pointedly stimulate action?

James Witherell. coordinator of So-

cial Research's tv commercial evalua-

tion service, says "Research should be

an assistant to the creative people, not

a judge of their final efforts. For that

reason we work closely with the crea-

tive people in all stages of creating tv

commercials and during the process of

studying and selecting themes, ideas

and techniques. In studies of the fin-

ished commercials, we feel it important

to understand what the writers and

producers are attempting to express

and communicate, in order properly to

evaluate the commercial as a commu-

nication."

A co-founder in 1939 of what is

today Market Research Corp. of Amer-

ica, Witherell also served as research

director, media director, account ex-

ecutive and copy chief of the Russel M.

Seeds Company for 16 years. With-

erell believes that "Because of the in-

creasing cost of television, competitive

ad\ertising and viewer apathy, adver-

tisers are constantly concerned with the

increasing need for creating better tv

commercials. And they are learning

that the time to determine the effective-

ness of tv commercials is before the

money is spent to show them."

Pointing up Witherell's statement,

Harry McMahan, Leo Burnett v.p. in

charge of tv commercials, agrees that

"I here is no question of our need for

better research tools in proving tv

commercials. Recognition and recall

give us only superficial yard sticks,

and we need to probe much deeper.

The projective techniques that Social

Research, Inc.. is using are bound to

give us better answers." And to give

better answers. SRI's method for deter-

mining why a commercial succeeds or

fails is to examine it as a piece of

communication, applying to it their

social scientists' knowledge of human
behavior. Provided with an under-

standing of how the words, pictures

and action communicate to the audi-

ence, creative people are able to dis-

cover whether the devices being used

are understandable and effective. ^



TELEPULSE RATINGS: TOP SPi

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 1-8 May 1958

TITLE. SYNDICATOR. SHOW TYPE

Highway Patrol (A) 22.8
23.9 14.5 20.4

in 30pm

Honeymooners (C) 20.1
23.9 26.2

wjbk-tv

17.9 18.9 16.5

3 Silent Service (A)
18.9 22.5

ft ;:ii|,„,

19.5 13.0

7:00pm 9:30pm

14.5 15.

Death Valley Days (W) 14.7 17.2

; .in : "Him

20.9 14.5

7:00pm 9:30pm

16.5 20.9

7 :00pm 7 :00pm

Whirlybirds (A) 29.5
vrtmj-tv

17.9 18.2 15.2

7 :00pm 9 :30pm

24.5

State Trooper (A) 11.9 24.5

7:00pm 9:30pm

15.5 6.2

7:00pm 10:30pn

21.5

Sea Hunt (A) 18.4
15.2
kron-tv

18.5 9.2

7:00pm 10:30pm

17.2

• :;ii|..n

12.2

Sheriff of Cochise (M) 5.4 15.9 16.5 14.9 8.2

7:00pm 9:00pm

19.2

in 30pm

Cray Chost (A) 1.2 6.4 18.5 19.9

7:00pm 10:30pm

19.7 15.:

10 Boots and Saddles (W) 17.5 19.5

7:00pm 8:00pm

19.2 7.5

10:30pm 7:00pm

19.7 14.

T:n.i|„ii 10:01

Twenty-Six Men (W) 2.7 12.6 8.2 13.9 14.2 14.2

Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

Mike Hammer (M) 9.6 10.9

10:30pm 10:30pm

14.5 17.2

10:30pir

2 2 Casey Jones (A) 10.3

: 30pm

11.9
kpix

African Patrol (A)

Kit Carson (W) 15.5

Crusader (A)

Little Rascals (C) 13.6

Captain David Grief (A) 13.4
22.5 13.5 4.7

Don Ameche Play of the Week (D)

Decoy (M) 12.9

11.2 17.2

iX
7.5 5.5 5.5 2 :

Doctor Christian (D)

| (C) comedy; I In

e of Individual market

ry; (K) kids; (M)
.. . .lm» listed are syn-

e markets. The average ratine Is

i listed above. Blar.k i s chart. 'Refers u



.M SHOWS

ION MA RKETS 2-STA riON MA RKETS

Ci n m L u

-

New Or. St. Louis Birm. Dayten Previclenee

26.4 19.5 35.3 29.5 27.8

in iiii|im 9:30pm 9:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm

26.9 24.5 15.5 21.8

7:{£pm li 30pm G :00pm TwZ

19.5 15.5 20.2 31.3 29.3 25.8

T :00pm in-;,,,,,,. 9:30pm 10:00pm 8:00pm 7:00pm

31.9 31.5 26.8

;< :30i>m IXm 7:00pm

20.5 23.5 22.5 31.3

Htom in n in i 10:00pii,

20.2 26.2 36.3 27.8

I" mipni

ksd-tv

9:30pm 9:30pm 7-OOpm

21.9 21.9 17.9 32.3 19.8 24.3

lOinilp

m

ktvi-tv

8:30pm B :30pm
wlw-d
10:30pm 10:30pm

'6.5 17.9 14.2 33.8

- in :30pm 9

k

30pm 10-Mpm

18.2 19.5 29.3 33.3

10:00pm 10:00pm TtfOpm

24.2 23.2 25.5 29.8

7:00pm 9:30pm "'"op!,:

16.5 23.5 38.8 26.3 11.8

." 30pra m 30pm 9 :.30pm 7"'00p"m 7:0

a

0pm

19.9 17.7

9:30pm 10:00pm

29.3

10:30pm

19.5

17.2

10:00pm

13.2 27.5

30pm 9:30pm

17.3 24.5

15.9

Hi :00pm

13.3

10:30pm

17.2

17.5 23.8

' a than top 10. Classificati
i termines numb

* 1 by homes in the metrop
1 itself may be outside me

r hy measuring which statloni
Milan area of a given market
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As tv advertising competition grows. SPONSOR ASKS;

What are the

essentials of a good prodi

Conducting successful contests us-

ing the tv medium becomes more
difficult as competition increases.

Here are tips from three contest

experts on this complex business.

Joe Spery, radio-tv manager, Campbell-

Mil!,,,,,. Inc. New York

Good follow-

through to

consumer

Rather than answering from the stand-

point of somebody in the business, I

would like to try and assume the con-

sumer view-point. (Admittedly, a dan-

gerous thing to do because: what ad

gU) ever is a consumer? I

I like to enter contests. As yet, I've

never won more than a 3,684th prize

and that was in one of the newspaper

promotion things. The award amount-

ed to $5.00 but the whole family had

many happy hours slaving away, put-

ting together the right letters and num-
bers.

We're not professional contest en-

trants. As a matter of fact, I'm sure

we pass by the majority of creative

men's dreams because they're too darn

tough to understand. (Hint! )

And, some contests seem to be too

far fetched from what I think of as a

meaningful award for winning. What
(an \ou do with a year's supply of ice

picks? i Hint! i And. as this little es-

saj will prove, not being a crack writ-

er 1 find it tough to write glowing

words about something that I normally

don't glow about. I wonder how
ecstatic others ran get about products

which are basically utilitarian.

\ favorite peeve about contests is

that information is hardly ever pub-

lished about who won. what the) did,

and how they plan to utilize their

awards. So often \ou send in \<>ur

entr\ and get a mailing piece back that

says: "the judges are swamped, thanks

for entering, you'll be notified if you

won." And then . . . nothing.

Just the reverse of this is true in

some contests that build toward a giant

pay-off announcement program. The

Pillsbury Bake-Off is a wonderful ex-

ample of how a contest can be capital-

ized upon for consumer and trade in-

terest from the start to the finals and

then some. The giant Pillsbury promo-

tions that follow throughout the year

on Pillsbury's Grand National winning

recipes obviously are successful meth-

ods of making a contest work and

work and work. And they keep the

consumer in mind. Maybe some day

there will be a contest to design a con-

test. I'd like to enter that one!

Ed Freed, account executive, Andlee As-

sociates, Inc., New York, contest specialists

fl
Good planning

to fit over-all

policies

To many firms, including most of the

largest and bluest-chip advertisers in

the United States, the contest is a le-

gitimate advertising form. That is to

say, these firms regard the contest as

one of their array of techniques by

which they will achieve their basic

marketing goals. They do not view the

contest as a shoddy gimmick, a some-

what off-color means of turning over a

few quick bucks. And herein lies the

secret of the successful use of contests,

and why contests—be they aired in tv

or presented in print—are used over

and over again as a basic advertising

strategy by some of the most conserva-

tive and respected companies in the

country.

Conversely, the companies who fail

in their use of contests do so mainly

because they do not plan them in terras

of their over-all marketing policies.

They consider contests an off-track de-

vice for a quick sale, and outside the

normal range of advertising functions.

As a result, their contests are given

short shrift, and are ill-conceived and

badly planned. In short, such com-

panies do not understand the proper

advertising objectives of the contest. I

What are they? While, naturally, the

ultimate objective of all advertising is

to increase sales, contests must bei

viewed in the light of their short-range

results: to induce a great many con-\

sumers to study and try the product

and consider its virtues.

When a company views a contest as

an ingredient in its total marketing

mix, it is much more apt to plan it on

a basis consistent with the principles of!

good advertising practice. They unl

derstand what their objectives should,

be, and these in turn determine the

type of contest, type of merchandise

for prizes and other factors. Such cli-j

ents of ours as Helene Curtis, National!

Airlines, Popsicle, Motorola, Timely

Clothes, Puritan Sportswear, spend

months in planning a contest, and the

results show it. The companies which

do not think in terms of their objec

tives, which short-sightedly rush ir 1

with an announcement, offer vast sumsi

of money, and then when their result;

do not measure up to a competitor oft

fering considerably less, cannot under!

stand what went wrong.

There are no hard and fast rules o
|

contest running—since almost every

thing depends upon each advertiser:

individual problems and goals—sav<

one. Without exception, all of our cli

ents have had much better results wheij

they offered merchandise prizes insteac

of money.

Vast sums of money lack glamor be

cause they are incapable of stimulating

empathy. The average television view;

er just cannot conceive himself as tin

possessor of $100,000. Large sums o

cash are too far outside of his experi

ence to excite him.
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ntest?

Harry Bressler, v.p. in charge of r

commercials, Doherty, Clifford, Ste

Shenfield, New York

nw\

Lots of good

copy about

your product

A television contest, like any other, has

five basic objectives.

1. To induce product sampling.

i our contest supplies an extra induce-

ment to get new tryers for your prod-

uct. In this respect, it is the same as a

;

premium.

2. To increase consumer awareness

of your brand.

. 3. To provide added interest in a

|

new package or formulation.

i
4. To get display value at point of

sale.

5. To provide relatively low cost

additional pressure at both trade and

consumer level.

Contests provide a very good wedge
!to get extra display and extra point-of-
! sale material. They also give an op-

portunity for the sales force to push

for larger orders. For a television con-

itest, point-of-sale material and/or print

is practically a "must." No matter

how enticing the prize is, it's very hard
to get people to write down the "sen-

tence ending in 25 words or less," or

jthe jingle to finish; the address to

which it is to be sent, and the requisite

(number of box tops. You have to let

them sit down and think things over

with some printed matter before them.

It is very important to include a

jood deal of copy about your product.

They have to buy the product to enter

he contest. You had better give them
i lot of good reasons why they should
lo that.

Television can make people aware of

he fact that a contest exists, and that

good product sponsors it. But for
letails, send them to the store. ^
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jg^ Everyone ScoteA

b«tyou,Swidty/
Yup—everybody on the team. But

what in blazes happened to time-

buying? They were all counting on

you to grab this KIMA-TV combi-

nation. They were banking on this

big, exclusive TV buy—this billion-

dollar bonanza. But you just flat

booted one of the nation's top 75

markets. Why, I'd never know. But

they won't let you forget it, Smid.

Believe me, they won't.

Quite a market . . .

Population 563,875

Automotive sales $11 6,239,000

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA. WASHINGTON

NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION

fphr.t; Mttts Me. With.

CASCADE
BROADCASTINC COMPANY

PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES



National and regional spot buys

in ivork now or recently completed

KING-SIZE
KING-SIZE in COVERAGE -KOA-Radio

blankets 302 counties in 12 states, reaches

and sells over 3'i million westerners.

KING-SIZE in POWER - KOA-Radio

speaks to these Westerners with the

50,000 Watt voice they understand and

have trusted for over 33 years.

KING-SIZE in AUDIENCE ACCEPT-
ANCE — By programming in character

with its area... and providing a strong

lineup of NBC programs, KOA-Radio has

established audience leadership through-

out the West.

KING-SIZE in VALUE -koa Radio de-

livers more for your money, day and

night, seven days a week. It's your best

buy in the RICH WESTERN MARKET.

Represented Nationally
by

Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.

One of America's q reol radio stations

50,000 WATTS • 850 Kc

^ I

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Tasty Baking Co., Philadelphia, is going into selected markets for

its lastvkakes. The schedules run for 13 weeks: minute announce-

ments during hoth daytime and nighttime segments are being slotted.

Frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Isabel Ziegler:

the agency is N. W. Aver, Inc., Philadelphia. (Agency declined to

comment.)

Procter & Camble Co., Cincinnati, is scheduling announcements in

100 markets for its Pace. The campaign starts in July, runs f.u

13 weeks. Minutes and 20
r

s during nighttime segments are being

slotted. Frequency varies from market to market. The agencj is

Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.

Burgermeister Brewing Corp., San Francisco, is lining up sched

ules in over 50 Western markets for a summer run to introduce it-

redesigned package. The campaign starts in July for six weeks

Eight-second announcements are being placed. The average fre-

quency is 15-20 announcements per week in each market. The

media director is Lloyd Prosser; the agency is Batten. Barton.

Durstine & Osborn. San Francisco. (Agency declined to comment. 1

1

Wilson & Co., Inc., Chicago, with a new idea in programing, is

planning a campaign in about 35 markets for its meat products

The plan is for three five-minute celebrity-film interviews per day!

Monday through Friday, spaced 12 a.m. to 5 p.m. The campaigi

would kick-off in the Fall for a 52-week run. The media directoil

is Harry Sager; the agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., Chicago.

Fallstaff Brewing Corp., St. Louis, is increasing its schedules ii

various markets. The campaign is long-term, many running unti

the end of the year. Minutes and chainbreaks are being placed

frequency varies from market to market. The buyer is \\ alte

Harvey; the agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc.. New ^ ork

(Agency declined to comment.)

Harold F. Ritchie, Inc., Clifton, N. J., is scheduling announa

ments in top markets for its Brylcreem. Minutes during daytim

slots are being scheduled. Frequency depends upon the market

The buyer is Lou Kennedy; the agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt. Inc

New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

RADIO BUYS
Nicolay, Inc., for its New Era potato chips, continues to expan

its radio budget, with schedules in 1
(
) markets set up. The < an

paign runs through the summer; minutes during daytime slots ar|

being used. Frequency varies from market to market. The buy<

is Jerome Abbs: the agenc\ is Otto & \bbs, Inc. Detroit.

J. H. Filbert, Inc., Baltimore, is entering Eastern seaboard mat

krts for its margarine. The campaign runs for eight weeks; mil

utes are being scheduled during daytime slots. Frequence depew

upon the market. The buyer is Tom O'Dey: the agency is Sullivai

Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y. i \»rnc> declined to comment.
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
28 JUNE 1958 Another move by NTA worth noting this week: Its plans to expand into commer-

Copyright 1958 J b l l

sponsor publications ino. cial filming.

The firm's European offices, under Leo Lax, will shortly start producing special

effects commercials for American companies and U.S. distrihution.

Latest sale of MCA's Paramount Library is to WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, for

the entire package.

Rumored selling price: $500,000. This brings the five-sale total to about $13.5 million.

Nationwide Insurance (via Ben Sackheim) is still on the lookout for a series

for 36 markets next fall.

The company needs a replacement for Mama, which runs out in September.

Some other regional advertisers as yet uncommitted: Ballantine (which hasn't yet

signed renewal for Ziv's Highway Patrol) ; Ronzoni (which this year has CBS TV Film's

Honeymooners in several markets); Wilson Meats (wants to replace MCA's Dr. Hudson's

Secret Journal which runs out this year).

INTA's purchase this week of 40 hour-long off-network programs sharply fo-

cuses a current problem: Can series of that extended length—60 minutes—be

sold in syndication?

Practically unanimously, syndicators don't think so for this reason: Such time clear-

ances as are available for syndicated series, coupled with what regional and local advertisers

could pay, make it economically unfeasible t<> market them. (Residuals alone would be

formidable.)

Consequently, you'll find series such as Suspicion and Climax on the shelf, al least for

a while.

Note: NTA plans to program some of its new hour-longs on its own networks,

hopes to syndicate others to local stations.

There's a large unexposed-audience potential in an off-network syndicated

show.

That's what the results of a just-completed research study by TPA on ils hottest off-

network property, Jeff's Collie (Lassie), indicalcs. TPA took to top 50 markets, and came

up with these highlights:

• The total of homes not viewing Lassie in November, 1954 came to upwards of 20

million for the 50 markets (Nielsen figures).

• The increase in tv sets in these markets from November. 1954 to March, 1958, was a

total of 8 million.

• The unexposed audience in the 50 markets: almost 30 million homes.

Here's a sample breakdown of a few of the markets in TPA's study:

HOMES HOMES NOT INCREASE IN TOTAL UN- NEW POTEN-

VIEWING VIEWING SET COUNT EXPOSED TIAL AS %
10/54 10/54 SINCE 10/54 HOMES OF ORIGINAL

New York 551,034 3,687,686 367,009 4,054,695 96%
Los Angeles 212,746 1,575,034 690,538 2,265,572 127%
Dallas-Ft. Worth 48,223 360,447 220,089 580,536 142%
Denver 40,966 186,624 92,319 278,943 123%
San Francisco 72,525 881,755 305,424 1,187,179 124%
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

MARKETING WEEK
28 JUNE 1958 Revlon is defying the trend in pricing its new Hi-and-Dri roll-on deodorant,

sponsor publications inc
being pushed on network tv, radio and tv spot, newspapers and magazines.

Advertising a deodorant for the first time, Revlon priced it at $1.10. This follows Bristol-

Myers' move in hringing out a smaller size of Ban at 73<f because its 98^ size was meeting

heavy competition from brands priced lower. Ban is reportedly the leading roll-on brand.

Hi-and-Dri isn't Revlon's only deodorant. It also markets Aquamarine in spray,

cream and lotion form. Aquamarine, however, has never been advertised in con-

sumer media.

The lure of foreign markets has the U.S. advertiser listening intently to any

advice on how to take advantage of them. This past week he heard both a promise

and a warning on the subject.

• The promise came from William E. McKeachie, senior vice president for Europe of Mc-

Cann-Erickson Corp. He told the Third European Conference on Marketing at Brussels Uni-

versity that the marketing revolution which has already affected the U.S. will soon take hold

in the European Common Market.

McKeachie pointed out, however, that the Common Market story will be one

of "more goods to sell and more money to buy them, but virtually no more peo-

ple to distribute them." Only the most drastic measures, he said, will enable the

distribution system to handle the ever greater load put upon it.

• The warning came from Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr., A. C. Nielsen Co. president, who ad-

dressed the AMA national conference at Harvard. He listed 15 common mistakes made by

manufacturers marketing goods abroad. Among them were:

Failure to adopt the product to the market. "The typical U.S. product is too costly for

many foreign markets. A scaled-down version will usually produce better sales and profits."

Failure to understand the relative importance of various types of retailers.

"Trade channels vary, perhaps, more from country to country than any other

major marketing factor."

With the color tv set in mind, RCA's merchandising vice president Martin F.

Bennett, holds that the "good" sell—rather than the hard sell—will help the U.S.

back to hard goods prosperity.

The good sell, as defined by Bennett, means good design and good value. This, he said,

the color tv set has. Bennett said RCA has a line of color tv receivers "so perfected that we

honestly don't know how Ave can improve on them in the foreseeable future." This fact, he

maintained, is responsible for color's sales rate, which is "substantially" above last year's.

Retroactive pay coming to government workers in July have local media in

Washington pushing for increased promotional efforts by advertisers.

WRC-TV points out in a bulletin that the area will receive a $54 million shot in the I

arm. With pay increases ranging from 7.5 to 10% and with the average income of govern-

ment employees $5,600, the average windfall per worker will be $250. About 40T of the

Washington area's working families will benefit.

In its bulletin the station took the care to point out that recession-hit hard
j

goods offered the best opportunities for jazzing sales.
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Mid-America tunes to KMOX Radio for "Big League" list

"The Voice of St. Louis" scores consistently with diversified pro-

gramming, never relegated to a background accompaniment role.

The ninth-inning homer in a Cardinal ball game . . . the authoritative

voice of a respected newscaster ... a favorite CBS Radio Network

drama ... a lively local personality show ... a thoughtful public

interest feature: these are the components that build 24 hours of

foreground listening. The recent listener-attitudes study by Motiva-

tion Analysis, Inc., points up this qualitative audience superiority.

KMOX listeners really listen.

More of them listen, too. The Cumulative Pulse of December, 1957

shows KMOX Radio delivers more different homes daily and weekly

than any other St. Louis station. Commercial messages reach more

people in a climate of authority and believability.

If you want to increase your sales score in St. Louis, choose the

' team, KMOX Radio.

HH

KMOX
50,000 WattsRADIO

"THE VOICE OF ST. LOUIS"



Capsule case histories of successfi

local and regional radio campaign

^ RADIO RESULTS

CARS
SPONSOR: Allen Countj Car Drain- \ . AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Allen County Car Dealers

Assoc, of Lima. Ohio, under the chairmanship of Richard E.

Daulton, a local Edsel and Rambler Dealer, sponsored a

YOU-AUTO-BUY-NOW campaign over WIMA, Lima from

25 April thru 3 May. To publicize the event the Allen

County Dealers purchased 130 10-second announcements

scheduled to run the length of the campaign. As a high-

light for the opening week of the event, 10 of the 12 car

dealers bought quarter-hour programs and made "SALE-O-

i; WI \ DISC-O-RAMA" the theme for each show. The

programs ran the first two days of the promotion. On these

nights, Friday and Saturday, the dealers were open till 9:00

p.m. Taped recordings with the owners or managers of each

car agency were broadcast on the programs to report the

progress of the campaign. "Dealers reported doubled sales

on both new and used cars during the opening two days,"

said Daulton. Radio received the lion's share of the auto

dealers budget—$350—while local newspapers received $75.

WIMA, Lima PURCHASE: Programs

RESTAURANT
SPONSOR: Buck's Restaurant AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: More than five years ago Buck's

Restaurant of Asheville, N. C, purchased a five-minute seg-

ment in WWNC's Top 0' The Morning, featuring Read

Wilson as host. At that time Buck's was just another drive-

in restaurant employing 20 people. The restaurant now

boasts three large dining rooms as well as enlarged drive-in

facilities including tele-tray service. Up to 3,000 meals a

day are served in addition to a catering service specializing

in picnics and banquets. Seventy-five regular employees

comprise the staff plus 15 part-time people during the sum-

mer l- hi r i>t season. In the five years Buck's has been adver-

tising on WWNC, the restaurant has quadrupled its busi-

ness. Up to 75% of the drive-in's advertising budget is

devoted to radio. Onlj a small portion goes to newspapers,

and the remaining to billboards and tv. "It is obvious that

radio. WWNC radio, lias been a major factor in bringing

the customers to Bucks," -aid the owner of the restaurant.

BANK
SPONSOR: Security Finance Company AGENCY: Dire

Capsule case history: The Security Finance Company i

San Antonio, Texas, specializing in loans on business equi

ment, furniture, diamonds, etc., had difficulty in choosiri

a station with appeal for an adult, consuming audiem

which would have need of Security's services. The finani

company purchased 20 announcements a week on K0N<

San Antonio. Security has a technique by which it is ab

to key each loan application to its source—the mediu

which motivated the prospective borrower to choose Sect

ity's service—thus checking the effectiveness of its advt

tising campaign. In the past few months the number

people who have come to Security's offices to request loa

as a result of the KONO announcements has been high

gratifying. "It is especially difficult to sell a service su

as ours," said the manager. "But radio has done an e

tremely effective selling job for us." Security plans

continue its schedule on KONO because of its high adi

listenership and the excellent sales results it has achievi

KONO, San Antonio PURCHASE: Announceme

MASSAGE EQUIPMENT
SPONSOR: Niagara of Washington iGENCI

j

|

Capsule case history: In April the Niagara company,

ufacturers of massage equipment, relaxing chairs, pads a

vibrators, purchased 12 announcements per week on KV

(Seattle, Washington), new program "KV-Eye-Openf

heard earh mornings, Monday through Fridays. The

paign ran for 11 weeks; the cost to Niagara

—

$108 }

week. In line with the company's marketing strategy I

agara advertised in order to furnish leads for their sal

men. The listeners were asked to send in their names a

addresses to Niagara and one of the company's salesu

would contact them. At the campaign's end Harr) Loi

host on "KV-Eye-Opener," had drawn 42 1. leads al the I

cost of only $2.80 per lead. "If it hadn't been for the t

mendously high response to Harry's program, our cost-]

lead would have been four times higher," said Herb \M

store manager. "We never expected so man) requestsasw'

produced in such a short time. Radio lias sold me I"

WW \C Vsheville PURCHASE: Pari Sponsorship KVI, i IM'KCII W \m IP., in

• 2H JUNE 191
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A pictorial review of local

and national industry event]

PICTURE WRAP-UP

p-
Fashion afloat was highlight of recent variety program aboard the "We like it!" say WNBQ, Chicago wewers of daily Bingo-at-Hon

5.S. Aquarama. Ninety-minute remote was telecast by WBUF, Buffalo colorcasts. Co-stars Barbara Becker and Mike Douglas take time •

from tin- bridge and decks of the luxury liner as it cruised Lake Erie to look over the 137,000 pieces of mail received during first 12 da;

Salute lo teen-agers of the year by WPEN, Phila. featured presenta-

tion of scholarships to Ellen Raider and Robert Foyle by William B.

Caskey, exec. v. p. of WPEN. Looking on (far r.) Earl H. Cuner,

Phila. Council ol Churches president who served on board of judges

"Breakfast with Hill."" popular Wl.V Sch.-iiecta.h show featur

interesting guests. Here Annie Mae of Clyde Beam Elephant I rou

joins host Bill Edwardsen. Pachyderm pal symbolizes show's suoo

Picnic Patrol gets set to deliver prize packages, interview % s

Atlanta cookout parties. Two-pronged promotion gives listeners fi|

and prizes, shows participating advertisers the value of summer rad

SPONSOK • 28 J UNI I' 1 '



News and Idea

H WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Incentive advertising is climbing!

On the three major networks, in-

centive commercials were up near-

ly 60% on radio, over 27% on tv.

CBS is tops in radio incentive ads;

ABC in tv.

These facts were featured in the

semi-annual Media Review appearing

in Premium Practice.

Campaigns and promotions:
Canada Dry is launching its

Silver Dollar Sweepstakes this summer,

with spot tv and radio, as well as an-

nouncements on Today (NBC-TV) in

130 markets. The top consumer prize

is "all the silver dollars you can shovel

in 5-minutes."

1 • Miles California Co.'s new
West Coast and Hawaii promotion for

Bactine offers youngsters a chance to

plastic swimming pool. The pro-

notion is being kicked off via eight tv

rations in the area. Agency: Wade
\dvertising.

Gillette Safety Razor Co. of-

icials meet this week to discuss sales

id advertising promotion for the

Vorld Series games. These broadcasts

11 climax a six-week campaign about

special offer Gillette will make at

ieries time.

Urictly personnel: Harold Beeby,
ppointed advertising manager, Miles

'roducts Co., a subsidiary of Miles

-abs . . . James Alexander, to the

ackaging division, Reynolds Metals

..CM. Barry, cooperative ad-

ertising manager, Dr. Pepper.

uidos to Southern California Edi-
on Co., awarded 1st place for sales

romotion radio advertising, by the

ublic Utilities Advertising Associa-

AGENCIES
jour accounts, originally at

|letcher D. Richards, are shifting

;> Honig-Cooper & Miner, San
rancisco, with total estimated
flings at $1,600,000.

'ONSOR • 28 JUNE 1958

The accounts involved are Western

Pacific Railroad, the Bank of Califor-

nia, Squirt Co., and Woolite, Inc.

The move came after Eugene 1.

Harrington resigned as president of

Richards, to move to H-C & M as

chairman.

Alfred Smith, a v.p. at Richards

since 1956, will join Harrison at H-C
& M as v.p.

Agency merger: The Chesire Ad-
vertising Agency, headed by Bob
Ileichenbach, will merge with the L.A.

office of Bernard B. Schnitzer, Inc.

Reichenbach will be v.p. in charge of

the Southern California office.

An agency buys time to advertise

itself: A new type of sponsor was

signed by WHBC, Canton

—

The
Frease & Shorr Advertising

Agency. They purchased the Business

\ eivs program three days a week for

13 weeks to promote its own service.

More on agency appointments:
Tussy Cosmetics, with billings at

$1 million, leaves Grey Advertis-

ing 1 January, and moves to

Y&R . . . C&W appointed to handle

Pharma-Crafts's Coldene Stick Chest

Rub . . . Warwick & Legler, for

Warner-Lambert's new proprietary

product scheduled for marketing this

fall ... The N.Y. office of Publicidad
Badillo, San Juan Agency, for Hum-
phrey's Medicine Co. . . . M. M.
Fisher, for Holland Jewelers . . .

They were named v.p.'s: Jeremy
Beman, at EWR&R . . . Four new

v.p.'s for Campbell-Mithun, Minneap-

olis: Robert D. Blegen; James E.

Smith; Frank B. Stall; and Ralph
F. Wittgraf.

NETWORKS
Pontiac has signed for four hour-

long specials on CBS-TV for the

1958-59 season.

They include: a Mary Martin musi-

cal; a Victor Borge comedy; a Phil

Silvers revue; and a Bob Banner musi-

cal.

Agency for Pontiac is MacManus,

John & Adams. Inc.

Radio anniversary: ABC's Don Mc-
Neill's Breakfast Club celebrated its

25th year last week. Among the con-

gratulatory telegrams received was one

from Vice-President Nixon.

About sports: NBC TV and Radio

will carry the All-Star Baseball Game
on 8 July, sponsored by Gillette . . .

CBS TV, for the third consecutive

season, will telecast 64 professional

football games on a regional network

basis, starting 28 September.

Net network biz: For ABC-TV's
daytime shows, Eastco, Johnson &

Johnson, and National Biscuit . . . For

NBC-TV, Stephen Distributing Corp.,

Aldon Rug Mills, and The Drexel

Furniture Co., have signed for parti-

cipations in Today and The Jack Paar

Show.

More daytime business: The H. J.

Heinz Co. placed a 52-week order

with NBC-TV for weekly quarter-hour

segments in four daytime shows. The
order amounts to $2.5 million

gross.

Summer replacements: Midwestern

Hayride bows tonight (Saturday) on

ABC-TV. It originates live from

WLW-D, Dayton . . . Personal Appear-

ance replaces Person To Person on

CBS-TV, beginning 4 July. The show

will be sponsored on alternate weeks

by the Florists Telegraph Delivery As-

sociation . . . For Love or Money
debuts on CBS-TV Monday, 30 June.

Bill Nimmo is featured as the MC.

Network personnel: Clayton

Sheilds, appointed business manager.

ABC Radio . . . Louis Riggia, direc-

tor of sales administration, CBS Radio

. . . Stephen McCormick, news edi-

tor in the Washington News Bureau.

MBS . . . three promotions in NBC



research and planning: Marvin Bai-

man. manager, research studies; lack

Landis, manager, research develop-

ment; William Rubens, manager,

audience measurement.

ASSOCIATIONS
The tv hoard of the NAB approved
an amendment to the tv code ban-

ning dramatizations by physicians,

dentists and nurses, other than

members of those professions, in

commercials.

The Code previously permitted ac-

tors to portray these roles if "a drama-

tization" was flashed on the screen

afterwards.

Other NAB news: All segments of

broadcasting and related industries will

be able to attend NAB conventions, ac-

cording to plans made by the board of

directors . . . Harold Fellows, president,

came out in opposition to the recently

introduced legislation declaring the

anti-trust laws inapplicable to certain

aspects of professional sports.

TvB's first sales advisory commit-
tee meeting in N.Y. forecasted in-

creased efficiency in tv selling. The Bu-

reau and members showed interest in

making tv selling materials more pro-

ductive.

The Advertising Association of the

West chose the winners in their

All-Western advertising competi-

tion, as follows:

Radio:

Spots (over 50,000 pop.)

Lsl Prize: Crown Zellerbach, S.F. Cun-

ningham & Walsh, S.F. Zee Paper

Towels "Hoop"
2nd Prize: Pacific Guano Co. Garfield

Advertising, S.F. "Seagulls"

3rd Prize: Chevrolet Division. General

Motors. Che\\ Job Opportunities

Program Commercials

1st Prize: Tillamook Co. Creamery.

Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,

Portland, Oreg. "Harr\ Babbitt

Show"
2nd Prize: Del Monte Pineapple. Mc-

Cann-Erickson. Inc., S.F, Del Monte

Pineapple

Tv:

Spots (20-60 sec.)

1st Prize: Speedway Petroleum Corp.

W. B. Doner. Animation, Inc., Hol-

lywood. Speedway Gas "Researcher"

2nd Prize: Sick'a Rainei Brewing Co.,

Seattle. Miller, Mackay, Hoeck &

Hartung, Seattle. Cain on Film Pro-

duction, HolK wood. "Nature"

3rd Prize: Bank of America, S.F.

Johnson \ Lewi?, S.F. Quartel

Films. Inc.. Hollywood. "We Hate

To Mention This In Front of Chil-

dren"

IDs
1st Prize: Burgermeister Beer. S.F.

BBDO. S.F. Playhouse Pictures,

Hollywood. Little Man and Magic

Trick

2nd Prize: California Spray Chemical

Co., Richmond. McCann-Erickson,

Inc., S.F. Technique Productions,

L.A. "Us Bugs Just Hate Ortho"

3rd Prize: Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co., S.F.

BBDO, S.F. Grantray-Lawrence,

Hollywood. "Mouse—7 and 8 o'clock

versions"

Program Commercials

Black and White:

1st Prize: General Foods Corp.—Jell-

0. Young & Rubicam, S.F. Ray

Patin Productions, Hollywood. "Chi-

nese Baby"

2nd Prize: Armour Auxiliaries. Foote,

Cone '& Belding. Cascade Pictures of

Calif.. Hollywood. "Uncertain An-

nouncer"

3rd Prize: Sunkist Growers, Inc. Rus-

sell Z. Eller. Foote, Cone & Belding.

Hollywood. Cascade Pictures of

Calif., Hollywood. "Queen For A
Day"

Color:

1st Prize: United States Navy. Play-

house Pictures, Hollywood. "Hats"

FILM
The NAB has reopened its conven-

tion roster to film distributors.

In a statement of policy issued this

week, the NAB board clarified that

syndicators will be invited to attend the

convention and participate on a par

lial basis: am exhibits will be taboo.

Sales:

• Several national and regional ad-

vertisers have been among the recent

buyers of CNP properties: Schlitz,

Silent Service and Boots & Saddles in

two markets; Safeway Stores, Boots

& Saddles and Union Pacific for two

tnidwestern stations: Falstaff, Silent

Service for Kansas City; and Ford

Motor Co., Boots & Saddles in Balti-

• WOOD-TV, in addition to its

purchase this week of the Para-

mount Library from MCA, bought
a total of 571 Warner features

from AAP.
Other AAP sales: WFMJ-TV,

Youngstown, acquired the Warner car-

toons and renewed its Pope\e contract;

KLOR-TV, Provo. the Gabby Hayes

Show; WTAR-TV, Norfolk, the Can-

did Camera series.

• Screen Gems made its fifth

national sale this week to Kellogg
for Huckleberry Hound, an animated

half-hour program.

• Fourteen new sales of the Our
Gang comedies brings total sales of 1

the three MGM-TV packages released!

last month to a $500,000 gross.

The other packages—sold in sevenll

markets—are 48 Crime Does Not Pay\

subjects and a series of 69 Passing

Parades.

Back in the Black: Sales during the

second quarter have brought Guild

Film's profit picture up to a net oi

more than $260,000.

Guild's first quarter showed losses

of $318,011, which was wiped out by

a profitable second three months.

NTA has won another round in

its battle with UA over control oi

AAP.
The Appellate Division affirmed las

month's Supreme Court enjoining Ui*

from continuing with its plans to tak(

over AAP's assets until NTA's suit cat

be tried.

Re new series: TPA has acquirec

the overseas distribution rights forS
Preston of the Yukon. The series i

still on network (CBS TV) domi

tically . . . NTA"s England-produ<

series Adventures of William Tell i|» 1

currently being peddled to advertiser

and agencies.

Strictly personnel: Jim Rose, b

Transfilm. as a motion picture direr

tor . . . Ken Weldon, to Flaming'

Telefilm to manage the newly-opene

Des Moines office . . . Donald G

Kraatz, named vice-president of th

Hollywood office of Van Praag Pr.

ductions.

TV STATIONS
Broadcast Corned Beef Hash ha

launched a tv campaign in majo

markets.

Heavy schedule throughout leadin



areas of Broadcast dish ibulioii will

leal u if I he new sets of tv commercials

Wliai Will I Fix For Dinner?"

On taped programs: WGN-TV,
, Chicago, will be the first to use Ampex

\ meotape to market a local program

. cross country, making Ding Dong
School available for showing the week

..I 25 August.

Approximately 20 stations, not in-

cluding key net outlets, are currently

\mpex-equipped to handle this service.

Tv round-up: WROC-TV, Roches-

ter, now gathers the news with addi-

tional speed via a radio-equipped sta-

tion wagon . . . Anniversary note to

WRCA-TV (N.Y.) newscaster Bob
Wilson, now going into his eighth

vear with Saturday Night News under

, the same sponsor—Savarin Coffee . . .

I

WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, sponsored a

, trip to New York and Washington via

special train for 225 listeners. Train

j was dubbed the "CBS Star Train" . . .

KVOO-TV, Tulsa, fed the finals of the

i
National Open Golf Tournament to

NBC. The three-hour telecast was the

j
longest to originate from the state for

i a network.

^Promotions, contest, and stunts:

j
• WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, and

Rycenga Manufactured Homes Co.,

|
telecast the building of a $27,000, three

bedroom home. The four telecasts were

dubbed "The 1958 House that WOOD-
TV Built."

• WJZ-TV, Baltimore, is holding

|-a search for the "Maryland State Ama-
teur Jitterbug Champion Couple" via

jthe station's Buddy Dean Show. Con-

gest open to the senior teen division,

with top prize at $100.

,

• WSAZ-TV, Huntington-Charles-

ton, promoted itself recently with an
animated steamboat puffing down the

Ohio River, complete with boat whistle

and music.

|
• Art Linkletter moves his CBS

\House Party show to San Diego, 1-9

September, to help celebrate the "Fi-

esta Del Pacifico." The show will be

elecast via KFMB-TV.
• KWTV, Oklahoma City, and

Evergreen Mills, are holding a pig-

| feeding contest to promote pork pro-

luction and boost feed sales. Cash
prizes offered for hogs gaining the

nost weight.

Dn the personnel front: Howard

28 june 1958

Stalnaker, named station manager,

KPHO-TV, Phoenix . . . Jim Seaney,

publicity director, KLZ-TV, Denver . . .

Ed Polinsky, sales manager, KTNT-
TV, Seattle-Tacoma . . . Hugh Bar-

clay, general manager, WJDM-TV,
Panama City . . . Alan Eaton, direc-

tor of promotion and public relations,

WISH-TV, Indianapolis . . . Philip

McMahon, director of tv advertising

and promotion, WMBR-TV, Jackson-

ville . . . Leonard Myers, account ex-

ecutive, WHDH-AM-TV, Boston . . .

Dick Robertson, director of sales

promotion, and Don Arlett, director

of publicity, KTVU, San Francisco-

Oakland . . . Tony Rhoades, man-

ager of press relations, WNTA-TV,
N.Y. . . . Charles Knowles, account

executive, WRC-TV, Washington.

Tv resignation: J. W. Collins, Jr.,

has resigned as assistant managing di-

rector—sales director, WAGA-TV, At-

lanta.

RADIO STATIONS
The radio and tv stations of the

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

are setting up their own national

sales force.

Effective 1 July, WBC will drop

Katz, PGW and Blair TV, their na-

tional reps.

Name change: The Storz stations

are dropping its title, the Mid-Conti-

nent Broadcasting Co., and dubbing

the group the Storz Broadcasting Co.

(Stations include WDGY, Minneapolis-

St. Paul; WHB, Kansas City; WTIX,
New Orleans; and WQAM, Miami.)

New ownership: Gilson Broadcast-

ing, Inc., now owns KRK.S, Ridge-

nest. Cal. . . . Jonathan Fletcher and

James Mitchell have purchased KCBC,
Des Moines—subject to FCC approval.

On the editorializing front:

WHAV, Haverhill, Mass., celebrates

its 1000th consecutive airing of its

nightly 10-minute editorial . . .

KMOX, St. Louis, featured editorials

in favor of fluoridation, after the

County Council dropped the controver-

sial subject from its agenda. This is

the first CBS owned station to air

editorials.

Radio public service: KLOK,
KEEN, and KSJO, San Jose radio

stations, combined their staffs to ban-

die, broadcast, tabulate and post the

recent election returns . . . WNEW,
N.Y.'s public service department has

been checking colleges concerning

openings for high school graduates.

The station will announce, throughout

the summer, lists of these colleges.

Station contests and promotions:
• KRUX, Phoenix, to celebrate the

station's increased power to 5000 watts,

held a "Lucky House Number" con-

test, awarding $1360 to the resident of

the address they selected.

• WOW, Omaha, was chosen for

the campaign of 27 Omaha Restaurant

Association members, who have pur-

chased 50 spot announcements for

their theme—"Enjoy life more by eat-

ing out."

• KBIG, Hollywood, inaugurates

another "Mystery Sound" contest—but
ibis time it's directed to agency people,

not to listeners. The station sent out

1,000 recordings to staff members of

the Southern California ad agencies.

Winning guesser of the mystery sounds
gets a week's vacation, for two, in

Honolulu.

Kudos to: WTOP, Washington's pro-

gram director Patti Searight, elected

\\ ash., D.C. president of AWRT, and
recipient of the Kappa Kappa Gamma
Alumnae Achievement award . . .

WEJL, Scranton's general manager,
Cecil Woodland, awarded by the Na-
tional Safety Council . . . WQAM, Mi-
ami's news director Paul Rust, cited

for promoting public safety by the

Public- Safety Department.

Station staffers: Joseph Kirby,
new v.p. and general manager, Jay-

hawk Broadcasting Corp. (KFBI,
Wichita, Kan.) . . . Henry Sullivan,

general manager, WSOC, Charlotte . . .

Cleo Wright, director of advertising

and promotion, WFBR, Baltimore . . .

Tim Armstrong, program director,

KHSL, Chico . . . Joseph Conway, na-

tional sales manager, WIBG, Philadel-

phia . . . Gene Spry, station man-
ager, KPHO, Phoenix . . . Johnny
Mahan, production manager, WPEN,
Philadelphia . . . Jerry Maloney,
sales manager, WTRC, Elkhart . . .

Steven Safion, operations manager,

WBAI-FM, N.Y. . . . Roy Schwartz,

named promotion manager, WIBG,
Philadelphia. ^
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

^ WASHINGTON WEEK
28 JUNE 1958 The Miami channel 10 case review by the FCC got underway this week with a

copyright 1958 prehearing conference.
»P0NS0R PUBLICATIONS INC.

Attesting to the tremendous importance of the case, the FCC secured Judge Horace Stern,

retired chief justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, to act as hearing examiner for the

reconsideration.

The precedent will be sweeping. If the final decision is to revoke the National Airlines

subsidiary Public Service Television license, many other TV station operators could be in

jeopardy.

Any losing applicant who could make a good case for unethical or illegal activities by the

winner in connection with getting the grant would have a precedent for insisting on reopen-

ing of the case.

Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.), chairman of the House Commerce Legislative Oversight sub-

committee which dug up the Miami channel 10 facts, has said Public Service should lose its

license and that his subcommittee has evidence indicating some two dozen other TV station

operations should lose their licenses.

If any of the losing applicants know the same facts, a decision against Public Service

could open the way for them even if the Harris subcommittee lays off.

The prehearing conference produced a desire on the part of Public Service to have the

actual hearings held in Miami, while the losing applicants there want the hearings in Wash-

ington.

FCC general counsel Warren Baker wants to save time and witnesses by using Harris sub-

committee testimony, subject to objections on the various legal grounds. Public Service isn't

sure, although the losing applicants do not object. A further conference on this 30 June.

Date for the actual hearings to begin was set at 8 September.

NAB acted at its board meeting here to ban white-coat commercials and sub-

liminal perception.

The board also expressed objections to proposed legislation which would permit sports

enterprises to act in concert to ban radio and TV coverage without fear of the antitrust laws.

In still another action, the board spelled out the part film producers and distributors may
play at NAB conventions. They may register and may extend "hospitality," but may not ex-

hibit their products. The NAB membership recently ratified an amendment to the by-laws

kicking the film exhibits out of the annual conventions but permitting them at regional meet-

ings. --I-"

Only bona fide dentists, nurses and doctors will be permitted to don the white

coats in commercials to express real or purported medial approval of a product, under an

amended section of the TV code.

The Harris subcommittee is baying on another scent, and it will now be some
time before it can get off Sherman Adams, the FTC and SEC, to return to tele-

vision "skullduggery."

The subcommittee staff still insists the probe will come back to St. Louis Channel 2, Miami

Channel 7, Boston Channel 5, and Pittsburgh Channel 4 before the long-winded investigation

is ended.

Meanwhile, the June 30 date which Harris set in a mood of wishful thinking for conclusion

of the entire thing is only two days away.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

* SPONSOR HEARS
Commercial producers in New York are deeply disturbed by the possibility that

the tv networks will compete with them for videotape business.

One of the networks quietly has been sounding out agencies on the matter.

Despite the business climate, raiding of salesmen among the networks and the

reps has been brisk.

Much of the traffic has been from rep offices to the networks.

Madison Avenue veterans note a decided change in the competitive attitude of

the Colgate management.

Instead of keeping a close eye on what P&G does and following suit, Colgate is con-

centrating more on its own affairs and pursuing its own product developments and

judgments.

Merely lining up customers isn't the only problem confronting the networks' sales

departments these days.

Another big concern is spotting alternate week advertisers into openings that (1)

won't create product conflicts with adjacent shows, and (2) avoid incompatibility

situations (such as a mouthwash following a cigarette).

Among the wallflowers in this season's buying parade are the freelance pro-

ducers who, after being swamped with agency interest, suddenly find that the romance has

evaporated almost completely.

This switch from heavy excitement over a pilot to an almost overnight chill has occurred

frequently the past several months.

As a case in point: A new situation comedy had four prospects bidding for it.

The next day the producer withdrew the pilot so that he could sift the offers. When he was

ready, he learned that each of the four had forgotten his show and was busy dicker-

ing for another property.

Program production has served many an executive—particularly in the agencies

—

; a springboard for advancement.

Here's what some of them were doing 20 years ago:

Ed Aleshire

Dorothy Barstow

Walter Craig

Tom Lewis

H. L. McClinton

Rolland Martini

Hubbell Robinson

Gager Wasey

NOW

Cohen & Aleshire

McCann-Erickson

Norman-Craig-Kummel

C. H. LaRoche

Reach, McClinton

Gardner

CBS TV
Erwin, Wasey-R&R

Directing Barry Wood Show (P&G)

Directing Death Valley Days

Directing Rubinoff (Chevrolet)

Co-directing Fred Allen Show

Director, Ford Sunday Hour

Director, Tom Mix Straight Shooters

Co-director, We the People

Director, Voice of Experience
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We're
Moving

WIIC
CHANNEL 11

Pittsburgh

IS ON THE MOVE
to its new TELEVISION CENTER

ilitiesPittsburgh's finest and most complete studio and production faciliti

AFTER JUNE 30,1958
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BESTOW
/ OFTHffEAR

•7 find BASICS very

/ handy as a reference hook

especially if one wants

f information in a hurry.

it contains must information

buyei s need and use.

J
/ tliinh it a tremendous

. job, well done, and serves

its own special need."

\
Lee Rich

V.P.—Associate Media Director

Benton & Howies

>USE)9>W\
•AD DEADLINE ;

\ 1 JULY /

HARD GOODS
[Cont'd from page 33)

Detroit won't buy this explanation

and hoists up its own statistics in re-

buttal. The success of the Chrysler

1957 line—the "Forward Look"—is

considered ample evidence that the big,

liberally-decorated car remains the

dream of the American consumer. The
big look for the successful 1958 Chev-

rolet is also entered in evidence.

Detroit also points to the fact that

the relatively expensive hard-top has

been increasing in popularity. Last

year, the hard-top was the No. 1

preference in body style, taking over

horn the four-door sedan. One-third of

all factory sales in 1957 were for hard-

tops. Furthermore, preferences for the

"extras" continue to show up strong.

There were a greater percentage cars

produced (and, by the same token.

soldi in 1957 with automatic trans-

mission, power steering, power brakes,

power windows and power antennas

than the preceding year.

And it looks like Detroit expects this

trend to "more car" will continue,

judging by reports of 1959 models. It

is possible that the big 1959 face-lift is

being pushed through with fingers

crossed since some of the changes had

to be planned before the recession was

evident. On the other hand, at GM,
where every make's exterior will be

done over, and where the revolutionary

step of redesigning two years in a row

is taking place, it's possible the design

decision was recent.

Meanwhile, the appliance business is

showing some of the same patterns as

the auto business. A pickup in sales

is heartening the industry and inven-

tory is at one of the lowest levels in

years.

Normally, there are enough appli-

ances in wholesale and retail pipelines

so that ups and downs of appliance

sales are sensed only vaguely at the

factory level. In recent weeks, how-

ever, the low level of inventory has

made manufacturers particularly sensi-

tive to happenings at the retail level.

Estimates bj the National Electrical

Manufacturers Assn. put unit range

sales for May 10% over April, refrig-

erator sales up over 30% and home
freezers up 20%. There were even

some increases over 1957 sales levels.

Tor instance, freezers were up in May
over the corresponding month last year

and so were ranges.

Generally, the industry is still well

below the 1957 figures and sales exec-

utives are cagey about predicting that

the second half of this year will see a

major recovery in appliance sales.

They have already been burned by
their tendency toward the rosy out-

look. Their predictions earl\ in 1958

that sales this year would top 1957

were revised just before spring began,
i

when it became evident that the indus- I

try will do well if it meets the 1957 I

figure. Still, it is pointed out, 1957 I

was the third best year the appliance I

industry has seen.

Appliance sales in 1957 dipped to I

below even the 1955 figure according I

to McGraw Hill's Electrical Merchan- 1

dising. Key white goods categories I

like clothes dryers, freezers, refrig*

ators, stoves and washing machines a

felt the impact. But so did such appli-l

ances as air conditioners, vacuui

cleaners and tv sets.

There were some bright spots in t

1957 appliance picture. Increases wer

shown by radio sets, power mowers,!

phonographs and electric shavers, f
Radio set sales are down so far i

1958, a reflection, in part, of lowered I
auto output.

In looking toward the immediatejl

future, neither the auto nor appliance

industry sees any special reasons fori

expecting a boom in sales. So far as II

the auto business is concerned, the
j

trend toward the small car is not prom-lT

ising for U.S. manufacturers and, inM

the long run, offers the prospect oijl

lower unit prices. However, a concur!

rent trend toward station wagons i

a growing population will be a longl

term buttress for sales.

As for appliances, while the replace

ment market is obviously important, s<

is the market for homes which do no

have a long list of appliances. Foi

example, 90% of wired homes do no

have air conditioners, 95% do no

have dishwashers.

One thing seems clear. A lot o

people—and tv broadcasters in genera

—feel that the auto industry must fim

a method to get away from the feast

and-famine sales patterns that bjBVi

characterized it. A solution to thi

problem, it is held, would not onl;

benefit the managers, employees, stock

holders and agencies of the auto manu

facturers but the air media, too. Sta ^

tions and networks would no loiigt

find gaping holes in their schedul

Agencies could plan media approa(

on a long-term basis. And. who knoi

maybe the auto companies would t

more money.
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To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd

ranking markets.

NOW
ONE BUY
delivers both —

AT A 10%
SAVINGS!

YOU NEED TWO TO TUNE UP
sales in Indiana!

In this rich, diversified interurbia, automotive manu-
facturing is only one of many reasons for bulging

purses. Fertile farms and varied business each
contribute their share. Over 1.6 million population

—

$2.8 billion Effective Buying Income! There are two
major markets in this live sales sector—South Bend-
Elkhart and Fort Wayne. You can cover both from

within, with one combination TV buy, and save 10%!
Add Indianapolis— get all the best in just two buys!



ADMEN .ON NETWORKS
i Cont'd from page 39)

but it could cause serious problems

for national spot.

Said the top media executive of a

cigarette company: "Network pro-

graming paves the way for national

spot, enhances the local station's line-

up and provides valuable revenue to

the station. From our viewpoint, the

industry needs both network and spot.

We buy network shows and place half-

hour syndicated shows on a spot basis.

The present concept of tv advertising

would be destroyed by curtailments of

option time. Look what it did to the

radio networks."

"Must-buys."' Clients and agency

media executives have mixed feelings

about CBS TV and NBC TV "must-

buy" requirements, and some prefer

ABC TV's system of requiring a gross

dollar volume, without specifying the

particular station lineup. But, in prac-

tice, few if any network tv advertisers

limit themselves to the "must-buys,"

and would include them anyhow in any

national buy.

"They might present a problem to

the smaller advertiser," says McCann's

Tom McAvity. "But then, network tv

was never designed for the small ad-

vertiser. He can use spot and pattern

his station buy to his own marketing

needs. On the whole, 'must-buys' gen-

erally coincide with a national adver-

tiser's needs. To hold a network to-

gether and make it an effective buy for

a national client, you must be able to

guarantee certain station lineups."

Again, difficulties that occur in rela-

tion to "must-buys" tend to be on the

other side of the coin. Says Comp-
ton's media v. p., Frank Kemp: "It

would help if the networks would guar-

antee clearance on their 'must-buy'

lineup. The difficulties arise when we're

supposed to explain to a client why,

after he must buy a station, that sta-

tion won't clear his program."

A number of agency and client me-

dia executives fear that tampering with

"must-buys" would result in greater

show clearance problems than current-

ly exist. It might also be discrimina-

tory against some of the smaller mar-

kets in these basic lineups.

The alternative to "must-buys"

which is mentioned most frequently is

ABC TV's system of requiring a mini-

mum gross dollar volume. Admen's
reactions to this solution are mixed.

Certainly, neither clients nor agencies

object to greater opportunities for flex-

ible choice in making a network tv buy.

But some point out that having th

system in effect at all three network

might encourage favoring the majt

metropolitan markets in particular i

stances.

"Some so-called national advertise

get better than half their sales out

the big seven cities. It's conceivab

that they could make up the doll

minimum with such cities and by-pa

the rest of the country," cautions tl

ad v.p. of a top drug brand.

"It's conceivable that a client wi

a cheap live quiz show might want

hit only the 25 big-city markets ai

would deprive the remainder of t

network's affiliates of the opportuni

to carry this program," a top agen

tv director told sponsor. "But ov

and beyond this problem, how would

network be able to carry such shows

Perry Como and Ed Sullivan, if ea

of four co-sponsors could pick his o\

station lineup?"

Multi-product advertisers who sp 1

the expense of a network tv buy amo

several brands sometimes tailor th

markets to product by using netwo

cut-ins for the commercials.

"The economics of tv dictate mu

buys, although we might like some (

tions in these sometimes," says Nj

tie's Don Cady. "But there's flexibil

&&xxA& UtFneono
Wm m

£jLoAb U* jjfO/UVt pAOgna/WA -KAAJ-TV's full-timJ

farm editor has all the facilities of the Agricultural Department

of the AAcClatchy Broadcasting Company at his disposal. He also works

with AAcClatchy newspaper farm editors. This, coordinated

with on-the-spot film coverage, results in farm programming

without peer in Fresno.

KMJ-TV • FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • AAcClatchy Broadcasting Company • The Katz Agency, National Representati



even in these for the national client.

For instance, we use cut-ins to start

iced tea commercials earlier in South-

ern states while continuing other prod-

uct commercials on the same show in

other areas."

Clients who buy specials (which

would be among the programing elimi-

nated if the Government ever disal-

lowed option time) are undisturbed by

"must-buy" requirements.

"With the enormous talent prices to-

day, particularly in special-event qual-

ity programing, our concern is get-

ting as much circulation as possible,"

says Hank Fownes, v. p. and general

manager of MacManus, John & Adams,

New York. "I don't believe there's any

must-buy station we would have want-

ed to omit on our Pontiac buys." ^

today. But advertisers are beginning

to wonder if the music that surrounds

their commercials is the right kind.

The Kansas State College study

showed that among men and women
over 19 years of age, the favorite type

of music was waltzes or "sweet" music.

After that, adult women's next choice

was current pop tunes (not r 'n r) and

with men, old familiar songs. As a

favorite among both males and fe-

males, classical and concert music

came out very weak—in an "also ran"

position following waltzes, pops, fa-

SOUND BARRIER
{Cont'd from page 34)

lege. In the state of Iowa, 9,112 adults

were interviewed along with 753 high

school boys and girls on their likes

and dislikes of radio music. The charts

illustrating this article show the reac-

tion of both groups.

Although, among adults, consider-

able tolerance is shown toward dis-

liked music (29% of the men and

33% of the women will actually tune

it out), in such a category as rock 'n

roll 26% of the women and 35% of

the men will actually go to the trouble

of turning off the set or tuning to

another station. 55% of the ladies

and 49% of the men don't like it, but

they will let it play on in hopes of

something more melodic the next spin.

Among the teenage girls, 78% love

rock 'n roll as do 84% of the teenage

boys. Only 7% of the girls and 5%
of the boys dislike it to the extent of

tuning to another station.

The latter statistic may be of less

importance to the broadcaster than

the former, since teenagers represent,

according to Mitch Miller of Columbia
Records, "a pre-shave crowd that

makes up 12% of the country's popu-
lation and 0% of its buying power
after the elimination of ponytail rib-

bons, popsicles and peanut brittle."

But the fact that a lot of adults who
make-up the other 88% of the popu-
lation and control its buying power
can and do tune out a station on the

basis of its "sound" certainly sets up a

problem for radio.

Music, as no one will deny, is an
important part of radio programing
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miliar, hymns, military, western-coun-

try, show tunes, rock 'n roll and even

Hawaiian. In fact, 21% of the men
and 18% of the women dislike classi-

cal music to the point of tuning it out.

So the really significant thing re-

mains the new interest in public taste

regarding a station's sound. The an-

swer to the problem of what music

makes the best setting for a commer-

cial may still be a long way off, but

the most hopeful note for radio's fu-

ture is that both broadcasters and ad-

vertisers are beginning to care. ^

for your station listings . . .

Channel Two

s
Bangor, Maine

WLBZ-TV
(You knew it before as W-TWO)

the newest member of the

Rines Radio and Television Stations Croup

Rudolph O. Marcoux

General Manager

Represented by

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell



VACATION TIME
IN

NEW ENGLAND

WORL
TIAAE

because WORL covers

New England's vast

vacation area!

You'll reach

MORE CAR RADIOS
MORE PORTABLES

MORE VACATIONERS
MORE LISTENERS

MORE ADULT BUYERS
fall tuned to WORL's adult
"950 CLUB" programming J

CASH IN ON THIS

BIG BUYING MARKET
AT

LESS COST!

YOUR "950 CLUB" STATION

WORL
BOSTON

5000 WATTS INDEPENDENT

Represented Nationally by

HEADLEY-REED CO.

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

%
Henry Clochessy has been elected vice

president of Compton Advertising, Inc.,

New York. He joined Compton in I'M

2

as a member of the media research group

where be specialized in research on the

1
( )|() census documents. Among his other

activities at Compton have been that of

space buyer, then timebuyer and later head

timebuyer. In 1951 he was appointed to

the position of media director. Simultaneous with Clochessy's pro-

motion, were the elevation to v.p. of Joseph R. Cross, who joined

Compton in 1949 and is acct. exec, currently in charge of the Jacob

Ruppert account, and assoc. media directors, Julia B. Brown, with the

agency since 1938, and Walter Barber, who came to Compton in 1934.

M.
Dale Moudy has been appointed general

manager of radio station WING, ABC
affiliate. Dayton, it was announced by John

Pattison Williams, executive vice president

of the Air Trails Network. A veteran in

radio for 12 years, Moudy started his

career in the industry as an engineer at

KOWH Radio, Omaha, in 1946. Three

years later Todd Storz bought the Omaha
station and Moudy stayed on. His responsibilities increased with

the Storz group from studio supervisor, chief engineer, and director

of engineering to v.p. of the Storz stations. In 1957 he joined ABN
as director of special stations services and last Februarv became

assistant to ABN president Robert Eastman. Since leaving ABN a

few months ago, he has worked as a free lance station consultant.

Henry Sullivan has been appointed gen-

eral manager of radio station WSOC, Char-

lotte N. C, effective 1 July, according to

station president Larry Walker. Formerly

assistant general manager and sales man-

ager of WSGN Radio, Birmingham. Ala..

Sullivan's new post brings him bark to hi-

native Carolinas where he has acquired a

wide background in the broadcasting in

His experience in station management include bis positioi

as program manager of WBIG. Greensboro, N. C, in addition to

serving as general manager for WKI\, Columbia, S. C. Other

stations he has been affiliated with include: WCOG, Greensboro.

and WGTM, Wilson, both located in the state of North Carolina.

dustrj
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AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
MARCH 1958 REPORT

GRAND RAPIOS-KALAMAZOO

TIME PERIODS Number of Quarter Hours
with Higher Ratings

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m. to midnight
SATURDAY

8:30 a.m. to midnight
SUNDAY

9:00 a.m. to midnight

TOTALS

WKZO-TV Station B Ties

99
92

38

43

89
47

23

17

2

1

1

272 176 4

N'OTE: The survey ...„.

Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo and their s
ARB's opinion this sample includes 77% of the populat
Kent County, and 67% of the populaiion of Kalamazo "

BUT. ..You Need WKZO-TV

For Astronomical Results

In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!

NEW MARCH 1958 ARB FIGURES, left, prove that

WKZO-TV dominates the Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
television audience — morning, afternoon and night . . .

seven days a week!

WKZO-TV is Channel 3 — telecasts with 100,000 watts

from 1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS Television

Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids — serves more than

600,000 television homes in one of America's top-20 TV
markets!

Last seen in 1910 — due again i 1086.

WKZ0TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knode/, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS
When to sponsor uhf

The recent decision of NBC to terminate operations at

WBUF-TV soon, its wholly owned uhf station in Buffalo, has

been reported in some quarters as another nail in the coffin

of uhf facilities.

While uhf stations as a group are not having an easy time

of it, the facts present a far brighter picture.

Today the prosperity of uhf stations is sharply divided into

two parts. Those uhfers in markets like Fort Wayne, Youngs-

town, Wilkes-Barre/Scranton, and Springfield, Mass. (to

name several) that are not in competition with vhfers in their

primary coverage areas are not complaining. In some in-

stances their business records equal those of prosperous vhf

stations in comparable markets. But uhf stations that are in

competition with v's in their own or surrounding areas are

finding it hard to stay alive.

The latter is WBUF-TV's problem. It competes in its own

community with two vhf outlets plus a third to arrive this fall.

This tragedy is repeated in many other markets and will prob-

ably result in a similar fate unless some remedial action is

undertaken by the government within the next year or two.

Most important for agencies and advertisers is this: There

is no stigma attached to uhf. Indeed, they have often proved

themselves to be unusually productive for advertisers. Don't

frown on a uhf station that is able to deliver the market in

which you are interested. The stations that can do that,

whether uhf or vhf, fm or am, deserve your sponsorship.

How's business?
WFKY. Frankfort, Ky., is another of the many stations

proving that broadcasters can serve their communities by-

getting the correct economic facts before the public.

Ken Hart, WFKY president and general manager, ran

across a news dispatch some time ago referring to "the reces-

sion in Frankfort." Since Hart saw no outward indication

of a recession, he launched his own survey of his city's em-

ployment, retail sales, production output, etc.

His documented findings—that business in Frankfort is as

good as ever, if not better—have been widely publicized

throughout Kentucky.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: More coordinated

planning and action by national representatives

in selling national spot (both tv and radio) on

an industry-wide level. The Chicago Spot De-

velopment Council has given an excellent exam-

ple ol what can he done: now for more of same.

lO-SECOND SPOT!

Combo: Admen are referring i

Kraft's sponsorship of the new Mil \

Eerie Shoiv as "Ham and cheese."

Tannery Row: An adgal we know
i

an uptown Manhattan agency eats 1
•

lunch almost every day in Central P;

and is acquiring a nice tan therel

After she finishes her sandwich, il

spreads out the aluminum foil it v

wrapped in, uses it to reflect the sun i

her face for an even browning.

Happy days: A 16-year-old Lar.

mont girl got to spend a whole d

with Doris Day by winning the WAI

,

New York, contest run by veteran (

Martin Block and called "A Day Wi
Day" contest. This could start a tre !

with such upcoming contests as

Coma ivith Como" or "A Turn tv

Holiday: Belated Memorial Dav sic

about WTYM, Springfield. Ma-. F

market proprietor Jim Siano forj

about Friday being Memorial Day,
|

dered 1,000 lobsters. WTYM's Jo

Sbrega heard the problem, came
j

with solution. When lobsters arriv

at 3 p.m. Friday, radio copy was rea

and campaign began. Three hours a

12 spots later, Siano phoned the stati

to stop the announcements. By 8 p.]

the last of the 1,000 lobsters were so

And that's no sea-food story!

Help: From N. Y. Times personal?

WANTED, 1 cross-eyed cat, male or

male, of "Calico" or long-haired va

ety for feature role in TV drama;

discriminate parentage of cat no pre

lem. Send picture and brief descr

tion to CC. 485 Madison Ave., Ni

York 22, N. Y.

Could CBS be scraping the bottom ,

the talent barrel?

Hot weather retort: Two admen rm|

on a sizzling summer day

—

1st Adman: Hi, Joe. Hot eneu

for you?

2nd Adman: I'll say it is. Jusl OBJ

by Grant's Tomb and he had the d<

open.

Taxi! WINS, New York, offers a weit

ly prize of a transistor radio to the c\

driver who sends in his most unusi

experience. Recent winner was A|-

Gilbert who told of a woman fare w|*l

hailed his cab, told him to take her

the Bronx Maternity Hospital, th

added, "But don't rush; I only wd

there."



lis g-u-y

:luces great shows.

d ias the Emmys to prove it.

ck 'ouglas is the man who put Travel-Adventure on the

I ur years ago, we purchased Jack's first origination,

ath tor Adventure, which has been a triumphant
shiot only in Los Angeles where it's consistently

ikjl off the week's highest local ratings—but also in

every major city in America.
le uccess often breeds others: In guick succession, the

b
:
Mr. Douglas created Goiden Voyage and Kingdom

e
.

;a (which he later sold), developed Boid Journey for

oij:he networks, and recently introduced his finest

tt even League Boots.

Confirming the public's enthusiasm for his programs, two

Douglas-KCOP productions this year were awarded coveted

Emmys by the Television Academy.*

But those who have already seen it claim Seven League

Boots is destined to top them all. Douglas personally under-

writes camera crews that tour the world seeking exciting,

provocative footage . . . and they've found it

!

To give Boots the showcase it deserves, we've just made
available a choice Tuesday night time-slot. Any sponsor/

agency seeking a selling vehicle with the audience-winning

Douglas touch, could do little better than to step into Seven

League Boots.

KCOP•GOLDEN VOYAGE -"Best local entertainment."

I SEARCH FOR ADVENTURE—"Best local station production seen also outside of Los Angeles."

LOS ANGELES' MOST POWERFUL TELEVISION STATION

O. CAHUENGA, HOLLYWOOD 38 - REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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KBET-TV is undisputed leader! **»"

In KBET-TV's market, taxable DRUG It's not surprising since almost 75% of the

STORE SALES were $12,759,000 in the market's population lives in these three

fourth quarter of 1957.* And 81.4% of counties. Most important, KBET-TV is the

these sales in California's third largest TV only station that has audience leadership

market were in the counties of Sacra- as well as coverage** in all three

mento, San Joaquin and Stanislaus. counties.

* Calif. Board of Equalization

**ARB, Sacramento-Stockton, Feb -1958, Modesto, March-1958

KBET-TV EL 10
SACRAMENTO

i>

CALIFORNIA
CBS OUTLET

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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She make you
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everywhere

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . WDCY is first m
noon . . . first all-day with a 28.2" average Hooper.

Talk i

in >ach of these

for narkets
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-
* by far.

I STATIJDY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
I*' RZ. PRESIDENT -HOME OFFICE: OMAHA. NEBRASKA

. first after-

Pulse, too.

50,000 watts plus 50,000 watt personal

Manager Jack Thayer.

KANSAS CITY ... WHB is first all-day. Proof: M
Trendex, Hooper: Area Nielsen, Pulse. All-day averag

(Nielsen). Remember—you get coverage and audie

Blair or General Manager George \\\ Armstrong.

NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX. is 20 times more powerful

watts on 690 kc. and first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (32.K''
(

)— Pi

In fact, WTIX is first in 462 of 50 1 Pulse quarter-hours, and
every single daytime 1/4. See Adam Young or Genera] Manai
Berthelson.

MIAMI . . . WQAM is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (40.

and first in 264 of 264 quarter-hours) . . . Pulse (432 of 432 quart
. . . Southern Florida Area Imlse .

Manager Jack Sandler.

. Trendex. See Blaii

Pulse, Nielsen,

; high as 48.5%
on WHB. See

r-hours)

WD6Y Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR * CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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Young v^Rubic^
Idv&rtisiM?

This dial takes much of the "hit-or-miss" out of

creating TV commercials and programs.

The Y&R Audience Jury of 70 typical viewers-

different every time—uses 70 dials like this to pass

on clients' commercials.

The verdict—recorded on a moving graph— is a

running answer to whether or not a commercial will

arouse and sustain the viewers' interest and how
much it will influence them to buy.

These findings are one more part of Y&R's con-

stant, continuing effort to make each commercial as

effective as possible.



We Proudly Proclaim Our

The BIG Difference In Philadelphia Radio Is

YALENY
Only TALENT-real talent, that is-can sell.

WPEN has that talent.

WPEN programs REAL talent 24 hours a

day, 7 days a week. Our entertainers

have built up large loyal audiences who
BELIEVE in them.

We have more local and more national

advertisers than any radio station in Philadelphia

. . . BECAUSE these advertisers know that

the BIG difference in Philadelphia radio is

TALENT-real talent, that is . . .

that sells!

Represented nationally by gill-perna New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit

JONSOR • 5 JULY 1958
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5 previews this new concept

Tv monitoring close-up

34 Here's how agencies check on triple spotting, adjacencies, time slots
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GET YOUR SHARE OF

TWO BILLION DOLLARSl

Central Iowa is a MUST market in

anybody's league—WHO-TV, alone, covers

392,700 families with CSI of over

$2 BILLION, including:

Food Sales $320,578,000

General Mdse. Sales . . $132,113,000

Drug Sales $ 44,653,000

Automotive Sales . . . $310,319,000

Whatever "your share" of this big market may

be, WHO-TV gives you a bigger share of

the audience (NBC-TV plus the most heads-up

local programming in the area) !

The latest Metropolitan Des Moines ARB
(Feb. 8-March 7, 1958) gives you at least a clue:

FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS

NUMBER REPORTED PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
1 Week 4 Week 1 Week 4 Week

WHO-TV 256 232 54% 49%
STATION K 162 186 34% 39%
STATION W 47 51 10% 11%
TIES 8 4 2% 1%

You know and we know, of course, that "anybody

can come up with a survey". The truth is

that any survey can tell only a small part of the

WHO-TV story. Ask PGW for the main themes!

WHO-TV is part of

entral Broadcasting Company,
vhich also owns and operates

WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

5 july 1958

WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV'
IS FIRST.
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV^,
S FIRSTS
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
S FIRST

/#WHO-TV
//IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

National Representatives



OVER THE
PIEDMONT
CAROLINAS
1,788,361 people*
WITHIN THE WSPA-TV 75 MILE AREA

ITS BIGGER THAN

ATLANTA 1,557,764

BIRMINGHAM 1,427,783

NEW ORLEANS 1,260,360

HOUSTON 1,226,924

MIAMI 699,103

CHANNEL 7

IS THE FIRST AND ONLY

VHF STATION COVER-

ING THIS GIANT SPARTANBURG - GREEN-

VILLE SUPERMARKET WITH CBS.

Counted populatio

A.D. Ring and As

1950 Census

WSPA-TV
GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Last week, for the first time, the rating services were put

on the investigative spot. A. C. Nielsen Sr., rajah of th<

rating system, was lead-off man in the succession of rating

service heads called before the Senate Interstate Commerct

Committee to explain the technicalities of their operations

The newsmaker: Using a series of charts, the chairman o

the A. C. Nielsen Co. outlined the details of his system to Senatoi

Mike Monroney and the Committee. Highlights of Nielsen's testimony

• By taking a sample of 1.200 out of 43 million tv families, hi

company can tell with accuracy what the majority of America:

homes watch on television.

• Sales records are no substitute for tv ratings.

• Responsibility for show failures should not be blamed on ratin

services.

• Researchers merely count the

votes, do not evaluate quality of

show.

• Success of any entertainment

form depends on pleasing the pub-

lic. Why should tv shows be any

different?

Nielsen told sponsor that he

hopes the Senate investigation

will help clear up some of the

misunderstanding about accuracy

of ratings.

"We are trying to make people

understand," he said, "that ratings measure only the size of the auo

ence not the quality of the program." Nielsen, who has prett) nHii

turned over the administration of the business to his son, A. C. Ni<

sen, Jr., came into the rating field in the mid Thirties with the Am

meter—a device originated by two M.I.T. professors at the request

Nielsen Food and Drug Index clients.

The A. C. Nielsen Company now runs to about 3.000 full-tii

employees, has offices in 11 countries and headquarters in Chicap

The offices serve continuously more than 1,000 clients, some of the

paving as much as $1 million annually for Nielsen services.

Also testifying were Ed Hines of Trendex, Jim Seiler of ARB ai

Dr. Sydney Roslow of Pulse. In an exclusive sponsor intervie

Nielsen reported that the Senate Committee has graciously receiv

his statement. '

A. C. Nielsen Sr.

5 JULY 19



mmer
long

§>U.S. STEEL HOUR
PRODUCED BY THE THEATRE GUILD

TV entertainment remains at its best all summer long on the

United States Steel Hour, with outstanding stories and top

stars, including Farley Granger, Richard Kiley, Robert Culp,

Gloria Vanderbilt, James Daly, Leora Dana, Betsy Palmer.

SPONSOR • 5 JULY 1958
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HTM
^&j We're proud to be part of the
great CBS basic network.

554,697 TV homes in the entire Golden (Central Ohio) Valley (5 prime
cities, 83 counties, in three states) covered by our powerful 316 kw.
and 1000 ft. tower will now be able to enjoy CBS' top-rated shows!

Current WHTN-TV advertisers, already winning substantial audience
increases month in and month out, will now have the entree to many
thousands of additional (loyal CBS) TV homes, at no additional cost!

And new WHTN-TV advertisers will get the time buy of all time . . .

one of the lowest cost-per-thousand rates available anywhere . . . because
our rates have not gone up in proportion to our tremendus growth.

Get the dollars and cents story right now from Petry.



And there's a reason. This pioneer

station is foremost in the three standard

metropolitan markets in its coverage area

:

Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as

in numerous other cities— Gettysburg,

Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg,

Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. In short, you

find that WGAL-TV's multi-city cover-

age costs you less than buying single-city

coverage. Put your advertising dollar to

work producing more—on WGAL-TV.

wgal-tv
LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET

• The MEEKER Co



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

** SPONSOR-SCOPE
Tv and radio stations ran look forward to a heavy load of spot coming from

Vick within the next two weeks.

Recommendations along those lines have been made by Morse International and all

that remains is for the client to put the final O.K. on them.

Even though it's loaded with more network than ever for the fall, P&G still is shop-

ping around for more time.

It wants to add an alternate nighttime half-hour and an alternate quarter-hour

daytime strip.

Revlon will be spending twice as much for tv spots the second half of this year

than in the first six months.

The spot budget for the latter half will include about $600,000 for Silken Set, for

which there apparently won't be room in the three network shows Revlon will sponsor in the

fall.

If you're interested in the percentages spent by various types of advertisers

for national spot radio, don't expect this data from the Stations Representatives Associa-

tion hereafter.

The compilation of this breakdown has been discontinued by the SRA, because mem-

bers found that winnowing out this material was too much of a back-breaker.

Look for NBC TV to come up shortly with an adaptation of the new horizon-

tal contiguity rate that CBS TV recently announced for daytime programing.

Under the new CBS TV discount arrangement, advertisers are entitled to contiguity

rates even if the programs aren't adjacent to each other.

(For a round-up of the latest tv network selling plans, see page 31.)

Chicago reps will be as busy as the proverbial paperhanger the last two weeks
of this month wrapping up orders from Burnett on Kellogg's $7-million tv appropri-

ation for child-appeal programs.

The final decision to go spot was explained thus by the agency: It did not "represent

any basic dissatisfaction with network tv, but rather was dictated by a desire for complete

flexibility."

(For further details of Kellogg's spot plan, see 21 June SPONSOR, page 31.)

What do media directors still want to know about spot tv before making their

decisions?

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week polled the media chiefs of top tv agencies on informa-

tive areas they thought needed more exploration for spot buying; at the top of the

list were these:

1) More incisive and conclusive information about the audience characteristics

of spot programs.

2) The difference in the size of audience response to commercials in a program

as compared to commercials spotted between two programs.

'0NS0R • 5 JULY 1958



^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

ABC TV this week started pitching to agencies its charter plan for daytime
advertisers (an idea generated, in part, by Y&R).

Here are the highlight?, guaranteed to charter clients for two years:

BUYING TERMS : Contracts firm for 26 weeks; minimum buy of four quarter-hours

a week, which will be eligible for the contiguous rate or 100% of a third of the Class

A rate; time and talent per quarter-hour, $6,400 (commissionable) ; maximum discount on

time, 50%.

TIME SCHEDULE: 11-11:30 a.m.; noon-1 p.m.; 2-2:H0 p.m. (or a total of 60
quarter-hours a week).

COMMERCIALS: All advertisers' commercials will he rotated on a floating sched-

ule throughout the day so that subsequent subscribers to the plan are not frozen out. Each

quarter-hour will have three minutes of commercial.

PROSPECTIVE PROGRAMS: Zig Zag, For Better or Worse, Touch or Go, Love of

Your Life, Peter Lind Hayes-Mary Healy, Hit the Target, and Liberace.

P.S. : Though aware of the origin of the plan, NBC TV last week made a presenta-

tion to Y&R competitive to ABC TV's new daytime intentions.

This is the strangest show-selling season ever in network tv.

Ad agencies are the two-way target of:

(1) Network and freelance-producer pitches, and

(2) Agency executives who are trying to sell off the other half of shows their spon-

sors have under commitment.

Agencies with such vacancies aren't taking any chances on the networks doing the selling

job for them. They realize that the networks have enough trouble of their own, what

with plenty of open time and unsold shows they control.

Another consideration: The client wants to make sure that the advertiser who
shares the show is completely compatible, and—if there's anybody to handle this prob-

lem deftly—it's his own agency.

Finally, the agencies with half-open shows want to protect their clients' franchise in

the alternate-week broadcast's cross-plug. If the other half isn't sold, there'll be no

cross-plug.

A pair of alternate nighttime sponsorships were picked up by the tv networks

this week, though the overall selling pace continued to drag.

Sterling Drug became a co-tenant with P&G on Restless Gun (NBC TV), while

Pillsbury took on the other week of I Love Lucy (Clairol is already in) on CBS TV.

Lever takes over half of the hour nighttime version of The Verdict Is Yours.

The pre-Fourth doldrums in new sales this week didn't seem to affect CBS Ra-

dio and NBC Radio.

NBC posted contracts from Sterling Drug, Olin Mathieson, Texaco, Wildroot, and

Parker Bros, (games), while CBS got orders from the Rambler Division of American

Motors, Chrysler, Sterling Drug, and Grove.

The Parker Bros, saturation campaign ($40,000 worth) will run four weeks through

November and December.

Network people who have been traveling around the Midwest in recent weeks get

this impression: Business not only is coming to life rapidly, but an air of real confi-

dence pervades that region.

They recall that it was the Midwest that was the first to feel the pinch of the business

downturn—but also that back in the 1930s it was the first to show signs of recovery.

SPONSOR-SCOPE noted in the 10 May issue that farm income is moving up fast

and that manufacturers are shifting some of their wares from Eastern markets to the

Midwest and Southwest to capitalize on this development.

• 5 JULY 19 ;



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

The first half of 1958 set a record for turnover of advertising accounts—both

in terms of numbers and volume of money involved.

Ascribe the grand rescrambling to the burgeoning importance of tv in the marketing

picture or the economic downturn (or both), but the fact remains that the rehoused ac-

counts—adding up close to $100 million

—

were heavy investors in that medium.

Among the major advertisers that switched the first six months were:

ESTIMATED BUDGET

ADVERTISER FROM TO (ALL media)

American Machine & F Fletcher D. Richards C&W $1,700,000

B. T. Babbitt* Cohen & Aleshire Brown & Butcher 2,000,000

Best Foods (Rit)
* Earle Ludgin SSCB 1,500,000

Buick* Kudner McCann-Erickson 24,000,000

Chesebrough (Vas.)* McCann-Erickson Esty 2.000,000

Chrysler (Imp., Inst.)
* McCann-Erickson Y&R, Burnett 16,000,000

Colgate (Ajax, Halo) * Bryan Houston • McC-E, D'Arcy 7,000,000

Eversharp-Schick C&W Compton 1,500,000

Max Factor* Doyle, D&B K&E 3,000,000

Frigidaire* Kudner DFS 6,000,000

GMC Trucks* Kudner McCann-Erickson 1,500,000

Hotpoint Maxon Compton 2,500,000

Ken-L* N,L&B JWT 3,500,000

Lanolin Plus* KFC&C EWR&R 2,500,000

Lincoln Y&R K&E 4,500,000

Mennen* McCann-Erickson Grey 2.000,000

Rival Dog Food* McCann-Erickson GB&B 1.500,000

Sheaffer Pen KM&J BBDO 2.500.000

Sun Oil* EWR&R Esty 6.000.000

Swift* JWT Burnett, McC-E. DFS 3.000,000

Warner-Lambert* SSCB Lambert & Feasley 2,000.000

Westinghouse*t McCann-Erickson Grev 2.000.000

Wilson* N,L&B K&E 1,500,000

Total $99,700,000

^Substantial part of budget devoted to air media. fTv-radio-hi-fi division.

Bates' rank as the No. 1 agency in spot may have obscured this fact in the trade: It's

also a major contender in the network tv sweepstakes.

In the coming season Bates will be the agency of record for as many as 11 net-

work programs. By client they break down this way:

WHITEHALL: Behind Closed Doors, Have Gun Will Travel, and Name That Tune.

BROWN & WILLIAMSON: Naked City, The Texan, and Number Please.

COLGATE: The Millionaire, Dotto, and Thin Man (or a replacement).

AMERICAN CHICLE: Sugarfoot, plus another half hour to be selected.

If Trendex can find enough subscribers to make the project pay for itself, tv

viewing again will have telephone coincidental city reports.

Trendex would like to get the operation going this fall. The package would consist of 190

reports over a year, with the largest cities being checked six times a year and the smal-

lest three times. Altogether 60 cities would be covered.

Trendex told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week that although the reaction from agencies

has been encouraging, it hasn't sufficed for the firm to barrel ahead.

Background item : Hooper pulled out of the tv city report field in March 1955 when

it sold the name TV Hooperatings to ARB, which delivers that type of service via a diary

method. Pulse likewise delivers tv city-by-city reports, using the roster-recall method.

• 5 july 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

Add signs of a changing economy: The corporate giants are starting to tune out

the siren song about selling the corporate image, or personality.

They're urging their agencies: Let's forget the fancy icing on the advertising cake and

concentrate on the hard-sell.

Probable aftermath:

(1) Some of the agencies that have been harping on the corporate image angle—par-

ticularly in tv—will have to do a turnabout in their thinking; and

(2) Public relations people will have to devise another selling strategem to keep

-nine of their corporate clients in the shop.

Daytime billings appear to be headed for a record fourth quarter on NBC TV.

Despite the leisurely pace of nighttime sales, the network can take comfort from this

outlook for the final quarter of the year: Around 75% of all daytime will be spon-

sored (the weekly potential 120 quarter-hours).

A 75% sellout would mean about $5 million a month in billings for time and
talent.

The situation typifies the big comeback that daytime tv has enjoyed the past two sea-

sons. It wasn't so long ago that P&G (as well as General Foods) decided to put all their

eggs in the nighttime tv basket and forsook daytime.

If the second half of 1958 shapes up anything like the first five months in gross

network billings, the three tv networks could make it a record year.

LNA-BAR figures just released by TvB show a healthy 13.3% increase in gross bill-

ings for the first five months over the similar 1957 period. (For the month of May, bill-

ings were up 10.5%.) Here's the breakdown:

January-May 1958 _._..._ §239.302,344

January-Ma) 1957 211.140.072

Increase $ 28.162.272

May, 1958 __ $ 47,918.145

May, 1957 43.377.602

Increase .. $ 4.540,543

This was a week where rumor followed rumor about NBC TV personnel

changes:

These are the two most prevalent guesses—together with what the network had to say

about them:

RUMOR NO. 1 : That Joe Culligan was going to replace Bob Kintner as execu-

tive v.p. in charge of the tv network, and that Kintner was taking over Bob Sarnoff's presi-

dential post, while Sarnoff was joining the top echelon at RCA.

NBC's ANSWER: Completely without any substance. No changes are contemplated

in the top rungs of NBC TV.

RUMOR NO. 2: NBC TV was headed for wholesale personnel and salary cutbacks.

NBC's ANSWER: Department heads were asked, as is happening with many a business

organization, to tighten up and streamline their operations. The jobs of about 30 white-

collar employees will be affected by this cutback. No across-the-board salary cuts are

being ordered or even contemplated.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 52: News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 65; Washington Week, page 75; SPONSOR

Hears, page 76; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 82; and Film-Scope, page 57.
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' number of potential custome__

your product within these ramparts

i Rockland, Maine, to

Pt. Judith, Rhode Island, and from
Boston to west of Worcester.
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IN THIS SIXTH AREA SURVEY,

FEBRUARY 1958, IN ADDITION

TO OTHER PERTINENT

DATA WE SHOW:

WHDH's continuous dominance ti i

out the 24 hours of its broadcasti c

In addition this Pulse Area Sur

eluding the post-midnight radii i

ence shows clearly that 50,00

WHDH's all night show tops all -

tition and offers advertisers an ui o

audience at an extremely lo\ c

iiartei hour rating.

In the third area survej

January, 1955,
it was proved that:

radio rea

WIIDH I

the course oi a week

In the f« urth area survey,

January, 1956,
it was pr »ved thai:

The metr ipolitan factoi ol

Will HI d

'c^zEIl

This was th. Brsl time such

enabled an advertise] to figu

the cosl pei thousand for m
women, teens and children

listening to the majoi

Boston -i. it -

COUNTY % OF INTERVIEWS
& POPULATION

Maine

Cumberland 3

Knox y2
Lincoln y2
Sagadahoc

York 2

Massachusetts

Barnstable 1

Bristol 8

Dukes %
*Essex 10

* Middlesex 21

Nantucket y2
•Norfolk 8

•Plymouth

•Suffolk

4

16

Worcester 2

New Hampshire

Belknap

Hillsboro

y2
3

Merrimack 1

Rockingham 2

Strafford 1

Rhode Island

Bristol v>

Kent 2

Newport

Providence

1

11

Washington V>

Total 100

The counties listed to • it

are those in the WHDH c : I

area. Those which are a>

are in the Boston City are. I

is part of the total area. T toti

25 counties contain 1,500. ra-

dio homes.

This 25 county area .itain«

80% of the population of I

New England states of Mai .
Net

Hampshire, Massachuse an<

Rhode Island. And this 2!M
area accounts for 81% oine «

tail sales of the four state:

The people in the area o

over seven billion dollars ri

retail goods last year.

Therefore, we believe 1
1
tin*

buyers should be aware i th

facts about this seven hi I '< I

lar market.



METROPOLITAN FACTOR

[etropolitan Factor is simply the percent-

the number of homes in the metropolitan

pposed to the number of homes in the total

In this 1958 Total Area Study there are

JUX) homes in the total 25 county area and

in the 5 county Boston metropolitan

The percentage of the city homes to the

rea is 61%. This 61 % becomes the ideal

xilitan factor and indicates that any sta-

iproaching this ideal may project its city

to the total area with accuracy.

table to the right, the average quarter-

atings are taken from Pulse of Boston,

February 1958 and Pulse of WHDH
February 1958. The table also includes

al and actual metropolitan factors. It will

irved that of all stations. WHDfFs metro-

factor most closely approaches the ideal

ith a slight margin of tolerance, thereby

intense listening to its facilities outside

:o area.

.;-oinpan\"ing graph shows the close rela-

1) between WHDH "City" and "Area"

{ This chart is based on all rated time

Monday through Sunday, from 6:00 AM
i 12:00 Midnight. The figures were taken

ulse of Boston, January -February 1958

ilse of WHDH Area, February 1958.

VJLATIVE PULSE AUDIENCE

ier proof of WHDH's status in its 25

area, the chart on the right shows the

on of WHDH and six other Boston

nto the 25 county area. For simplifica-

have compressed the report into five

breakdowns of Maine, New Hampshire.
Island,. Metropolitan Boston and other

usetts counties. In each case WHDH
more homes in the course of a week
other Boston station.

RELATION OF THE CITY AREA AUDIENCE
TO THE TOTAL AREA AUDIENCE

METROPOLITAN FACTOR
Or Projectability of City Ratings to Total Area

AVERAGE % HOUR RATING
6 AM—12 MID METROPOLI TAN FACTOR

MONDAY THRU SUNDAY, JAN. -FEB. 1958

PULSE OF 5 PULSE OF 25 IDEAL ACTUAL

STATION COUNTIES COUNTIES FACTOR FACTOR

WHDH 4.00 3.70 61% 66.0%
A 3.42 2.76 61% 75.7%
B 3.18 2.21 61% 87.9%
C 3.14 2.35 61% 81.6%
D 2.50 1.95 61% 78.3%
E 1.24 .87 61% 87.1%
F 2.25 1.53 61% 89.8%

V w
<

++ »*•! • • V i& X?k
$ 1

n
*-

^•% _
^V 1

— Pulse of Boston, January-February 1958

Pulse of WHDH Area, February 1958.
\

9 10 11 12 1

Penetration off 25-County Total Area in

MASS

5-County Groups

STATION
PENETRATI

5 MAINE
N COUNTIES

5 NH
COUNTIES

5 Rl

COUNTIES
MASS
COUNTIES

METRO
COUNTIES

25
COUNTIES

PERCENT
WHDH
FAMILIES

63.0%

54,400

64.5%

64,300

45.3%

103,300

70.3%

119,700

78.8%

722,000

70.9%

1,063,700

PERCENT
WBZ
FAMILIES

46.5%

40,100

49.5%

49,400

19.7%

45,000

55.5%

94,500

68.2%)

625,300

56.9%

854,300

PERCENT
WCOP
FAMILIES

10.5%

9,100

10.0%

10,000

5.1%

11,700

33.2%

56,600

66.2%

607,400

46.3%

694,800

PERCENT
WEEI
FAMILIES

48.5%

41,900

49.0%

48,900

37.7%

86,000

60.7%

103,400

72.9%

668,500

63.2%

948,700

PERCENT
WEZE
FAMILIES

20.5%

17,700

15.0%

15,000

8.9%

20,200

16.4%

28,200

29.0%

266,400

23.2%

347,500

PERCENT
WNAC
FAMILIES

26.0%

22,400

34.0%

33,900

16.1%

36,800

32%

54,600

68.4%

627,500

51.7%

775,200

PERCENT
WORL
FAMILIES

4.5%

3,900

7.0%

7,000

1.5%

3,500

14.9%

25,400

35.2%

333,200

24.9%

373,000

PERCENT
All Radio
FAMILIES

94.5% 93.2%

94,200 212,500

89.2% 90.5%

818,100 1,357,400



PULSE OF THE

AREA, FEBRUARY, 1958

MONDAY THROUGH F™

MORNING

6:00 AM TO <

12:00 NOON

WBZ 1.2 WBZ 1 .-,

WKKI 1 II

WCOP .0

WKKI 1

WCOP 1

5 WKKI 1

1 WXAC 1

:. WBZ
!l WKKI
1 WXAC

!.!

WBZ 43

WKKI g.0

WXAC 2 5

WBZ 5.0

w kki 8

;

WXAC 1 I

WXAC IVNAC [t WCOP 1 ! WCOP i '.i wcop i :t WCOP 2.3 \\, |

\ worn, •_ WORL .:: WOIU. r woiu. - WORL i ii WOKI. 1 i WOIU. 1 ( Will

WEZE .1 WKZK WKZK 3 WKZK :i WKZK WKZK .8 WKZK g VVE2

AFTERNOON

12 15 I'M 12:30 PS 12 13 l'N 1 1 00 •M 1 13 I'M 1 30 I'M

12:00 NOON

TO 6:00 PM

EVENING

6:00 PM TO

MIDNIGHT

WEEl 1.2 WBZ

WORL 2.1 WOUI.

WBZ 3.3 WBZ WEEl 3.3 WBZ 3 II WKKI 2 8 WW.
WXAC 3.2 WXAC 2 9 WBZ 2.3 WKKI 2.6 WBZ
WBZ 3.0 WKKI 2.« WXAC 2.3 WBZ 2.2 WCOP
WCOP 2 '.I WCOP 2.3 WCOP 2.1 WCOP 2.2 WNAC

WEZE 1.4 WKZK 1 .'! WKZK WKZK 13 WKZK

SATURDAY 6)0

FIRST 489

RATED QUARTER

r WHDH 1.0 WHDH 1.5 WHDH 2.0 WHDH 2.5 WHDH 2 3 WHDH 3.1 WBZ
MORNING

WKKI .8 WKKI i WKKI 1.3 WEEl 1", WBZ S 3 WBZ WBZ WHDH

6:00 AM TO WBZ WBZ -. WBZ WBZ 1.3 WKKI 2.0 WN IC WKKI WNAI

12:00 NOON

I

WXAC .3

WCOP

12:15 PJ 12:30 ni 12:43 I'M

WORL .3 ;;ii"
''a

;;i;

WBZ

WHDH 3.3

WBZ 3

WHDH 3

5 WHDH

o wcop

3.0 WBZ

WHDH

3.0 WHDH 3.3 WHDH 3.3 WHDH 3.0 WBZ

WBZ S.0 WBZ 3.3 WBZ WHDH

12:00 NOON J WCOP 3.0 WCOP 3 WBZ WCOP WKKI 2.5 WCOP WCOP

TO 6:00 PM

r

wont.

6:00

.8

PM

WORL 1

WF.ZK

5 WORL
8 WKZK

«:30 1

:

:

WORL
WKZK

6:43 PM

WEZE .8

7:00 PM

wS
;

: a
;

; E

WHDH 3.8 WHDH 3 WHDH 3.0 WHDH 2.5 WHDH 3.0 WHDH 3.3 WHDH 2 5 WHDH

EVENING WBZ 3.3 WBZ 2 S WBZ WKKI 23 WBZ S n WCOP 2.3 WCOP 2.5 WCOP

6.00 PM TO j
WCOP

2 3 i WCOP WBz'
23

WCOP I B WVA< 1.8

WKKI
WXAC

2.0

2.0

wv M

WBZ

MIDNIGHT
1

WKZK
2

j WEZE 1

WKKI
> WKZK WKZK

1

8

WKKI 1.8

m
'.'

1

'

WBZ
WKZK

1 9

13

WEEl

« K/.K

FIRST OR SECOND 497

RATED QUARTER

MORNING

6:00 AM TO

12:00 NOON

AFTERNOON

12:00 NOON

TO 6:00 PM

EVENING

6:00 PM TO

MIDNIGHT

WEEl
WOIU.
WKZK

WBZ 28 WBZ 23 WCOP 2.8 WBZ
WCOP 2.5 WCOP 2.5 WBZ 2 3 WCOP
WKKI 1.8 WKKI 1.8 WEEl 1.5 WEEl
WORL 1.0 WORL 1.0 WORL 1.0 WORL
WKZK .8 WKZK .5 WKZK .5 WXAC
WXAC 3 WXAC .3 WXAC .5 WKZK

WEE! 2 3 WKKI I

WORL 10 WOIU. "

WKZK ' WNAC I

WXAC .5 WEZE

WHDH «.3 WHOH 4.0 WHDH 4.J WHDH 4.0 WHOH 3.8 WHOH 3.8

WBZ 2.3 WCOP 2.5 WEEl 2.8 WEEl 2.8 WCOP 2.0 WKKI 2.5 WCOP 2.0 WCOP

1.8 WKKI 2 WKKI »
v

1 5 WBZ I '

I 3 WNAC I

.3 WEZE I* *5

WCOP 23 WEEl 23
WKKI 2 WBZ 2 3

WXAC 1.8 WXAC 1.5

WKZK .3 WKZK .5

WBZ 2

WCOP 1

WXAC 1

WBZ

IS WXAC 1.5

WK/.I .EZE



A.M. TO 12:00 MIDNIGHT

WHDH 3.9

VORL 3.5 WNAC :i 1 WNAC 3 1 WNAC .10

TOAC 2.6 WOIU. 3.0 WORL 2.9 WORL 2.8

m or 2 2 WCOP 2 1 WCOP 2 8 VVCOP 2 5

J uyy.l .9 WEZE .8 WEZE 1 II

VCOP 2 8 WCOP 2

VNAC 2 1 WNAC 2

VORL. 2 3 WORL 2.

WHDH 4.6 WHDH 4.6 WHDH ' HDH 5.3 WHDH 5.1

IVEEI 2.7 WEEI 2.4 WEE1 2.6 WEEI

WKAC -' WNAC 2.0 WNAC 2.6 WNAC
WORL 1.4 WORL 1 1 WOIU. 1 WORL
WEZE .7 WEZE .7 WEZE 1.0 WEZE

HDH 3.3 WHDH 3.0 WHDH 3.2 WHDH 3.3 WHDH 3.2 HDH 3.0 WHDH 3.2 DH 1.8 WHDH 1.6

VEB1 2 1 WEEI 1 !i

VBZ 1.8 WBZ 1 s

WOP 1.5 WEZE 1.5

WEEI 1.7 WBZ
WBZ 1.6 WEZE
WCOP 1 5 WCOP

VVEZJ 1 5 WEZ1 1 2 WEZE 1 3

WEEI 11

WNAC 1 1

WEZE .6

>:00 MIDNIGHT
AM 9:00 AM

DH .0 WHDH .5 WHDH 4 5 WHDH 48 WHDH 4 5 WHDH 4.0

Z 3 s WBZ ,0 WBZ 1 5 WBZ 4 WBZ 4 WBZ 4 ft

8 WCOP .5 WCOP 3 3 WCOP 3.3 WCOP 3 3 WCOP 3.5

El .'! WEEI .5 WEEI 2 ", WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2 WEEI 20

111,

5 WNAC 5 WNAC 2 '. WNAC
i WOIU. 1.0

WNAC 2

WOHL 1

WNAC 1 X

5 WORL 1 3

HDH 3.3 WHDH 3.8 WHDH HDH 38 WHDH 3.5 WHDH

WCOP 2

3

WEEI 2.0

WNAC 2

WEZE 1.0

I 3.5 WHDH 35 WHDH 30

2.3 WBZ 2.0 WCOP 2.0

WHDH 3.3 WHDH 3.5 WHDH 3.3 WHDH 3.3 WHDH 3.0 WHDH 2.8

WBZ 13 WBZ

IOO MIDNIGHT
30 AM 8:45 1M >' 11:13 „:„ AM

WHDH 3.0 WHDH 3.0 WHOH 3 5 WHDH 4. » WHDH 4 3 WHDH 5.0 WHDH S 5 WHDH 4 8 WHDH 4 3 WHOH 4.5 WHDH 4.0 WHOH 4,3

KZK « WBZ 1 < WEEI 2.5 WBZ WBZ 2. B WBZ 3. 1 WP.Z 2 S WBZ 3.0 WBZ 2 S WBZ 2 S WBZ 3 I UK/ WP.Z UP.Z

EEI 1.3 WORL 1.3 WBZ 2.3 WEEI 2.0 WCOP 1 >i WCOP 1 S WCOP 2 i wcor 2.! WCOP 2 8 WCOP 2 ', WCOP 2 s wcop 3.0 WCOP 2.8 WCOP 2

8

IR] 1.3 WCOP 1.0 WCOP 1.3 WCOP 1.3 WEEI 1 3 WEEI 1 WEEI 1 WEEI 1.0 WEEI 1 WEEI 1. 1 WEEI 1 3 WEEI 1.3 WEEI 1.0 WORL .8

z .5

.3

WEZE
WNAC

1.0

.3

WORI. 1.0

WEZE .3

WNAC .3

WORL
WEZE
WNAC 1

WORL 1.

WNAC
1 WORI.

1 WNAC
i WORL 8 WORL

3 WNAC .3

WORL S WORL 1 9 WORL 1

WNAC
WORL

3 WNAC
1.0

.3

WORL 10

WNAC ™ :

.,.1 PM 2:45 PM 3 00 PM 3:15 1>M 3:30 PM 3 : 15 PM 4 00 PM 4:15 PM 4 :30 PM 4:45 I'M 5:00 PM 5:15 I M 5:30 PM 5:45 PM

3.5 WHOH 3 5 WHDH 3.8 WHDH 3.8 WHDH 3.5 WHDH 4.0 WHDH 4.3 WHOH 4 WHOH 4.3

!Z 2.3 WBZ WBZ 2 WliZ wcop ttli
• Ul" "il WPZ s WPZ

"OP 2 3 WCOP 23 WEEI 2 3 WCOP 2.0 WEEI 2.3 WEEI 2.3 WCOP 1.8 WCOP 2.0 WCOP 2 3 WCOP 2.5
WEEI 2.3 WCOP 2 WEEI 2 WCOP 1.8 WNAC 1.8 WEEI 1.8 WEEI 1.5 WEEI 1 S WEEI 2

<AC .8 1.3 WNAC 1 5 WNAC 1.8 WNAC 1.8 WBZ 1.8 WNAC 1.8 WNAC l :. WNAC 1 S WNAC 1.5

:ZE .5 WEZE
•* WORL 1 3 WORL 10

WEZE .5 WEZE S

WEZE 1.0 WORI. 1.3 WORL 1.0 WORL S WORL 3 WORL .3

10 PM « 9:15 PM ,,::„ •X « M

EI 2.0

WHDH 2.5 WHDH 2 S WHOH 2.3

WEEI 2.5 3 WEEI 2.0 wcop 2 WCOP 2 11 wcop 20 WCOP IS WCOP 1 s WCOP "0
Z 1.8 1.5 WCOP 2 WCOP 1.8 WEEI 1 3 WEEI 1.5 WBZ 1 5 WBZ 1 3 WEEI I I wi;/

OP 1.5

1.5 WBZ 1 3 WBZ 1.0 WT3Z 1 WBZ 1 3 WEEI 1 3 WEE] 1 o WBZ 3 WEEI
1.3 WNAC 1 WNAC .5 WNAC 5 WNAC WEZE 3 WN \C
.3 WEZE 3 WEZE .3 WEZE 3 WEZE T

WHDH 4.5 WHOH 4 8 WHDH 4.3

WEEI 23 WCOP 2 5 WBZ 2.0

WCOP 2 WEEI 2 3 WCOP 2

WNAC 1.3 WNAC 1 3 WNAC 1.8

WHDH 4.3

HDH 2.3 WHDH 2.0

tVEZE .3 WEZE
iUStakia



AUDIENCE COMPOSITION

Once again Pulse, Inc., lias determined the number of men, women, teens and children listening to each radio station.

From the listenership data obtained in the total area survey, audience composition was tabulated for seven stations. This

was done b\ hour periods for the Monday-Friday average and for Saturday and Sunday. The data are reported as the

total number of men. women, teenagers and children listening. This is the combined in-home and out-of-home audience.

Men. women are 18 years of age and older. Teenagers are 12-17 years of age. Children are 11 \ears of age and youngs
These figures are available for each of the seven major Boston stations. For purposes of brevity and space, we have pub-

lished figures on the five leading stations: WHDH, WBZ, WCOP, W EEI, WNAC. (Data on \\ OKI. and WEZE on request?

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
rOTAL NUMBER OF PERSONS LISTENING IN THOUSANDS

WHDH WBZ WCOP WEE I WNAC
30.0 20 SO 15.4 9.0

J.S 57.1 24.3 35.5 32

5.8 4.9 3.5

.8 2.1 1.6

>.9 114.9 51.5

2.9

2.4

78 7

2<

2.

70.

28.9 20.0 8 9

WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Women 58.5

Child.

fTotal

8:00 AM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC
46.5 36.8 18 9 35.2 27.9

Women 55.5 50 3 25 5 39 9 35.8

Teens 5.3 6.5 38 3.7 2.8

Child. 6.8 3.2 2.1 2.6 3.3

Total 114.1 96.8 50.3 81.4 69.8

9:00 AM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC
27.7 20 5 13 8 19 2 15.1

Women 56.0 48.0 32.0 41.8 35.7

Teens 3.4 5.3 4.1 2 9 2.1

ChMd 3.4 3.5 20 29 2.1

77.3 51.9 66 8 550

4.8 10.9 16.3

Women 48.6

Teens 4.2

Child 4.8

79.2 653 502 67.3

1 1 t04 UH
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC
21.5 : ) 11.8 13.9 11.2

52 3 ^4.0 392 31.0

Teens 4.9 5.8 42 2.2 25
3.7 2 9 2.9 4.1 2.9

82 4 j 59.4 47.6

!2 NOON
WHDH '-7 //COP WEEI WNAC

17 3

' 30.4 40 5 30.0

Teens 3.8 5.4 3 7 2.8 2.2

1.7 3.2

71.8 50.9 46.6

I (Ml I'M

WHDH .-,: WCOP WEEI WNAC
178 J.5 10.1 11.6 11.7

'I 8 29.6 40.5 28.0

Teens 3.6 4.5 45 2.3 2.4

3 1 30 3.7 2.1

Total 66.3 -
I 44.2

WHDH iVBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC
Men 20.4 14.9 12.2 93 10.2

Women 40.3 36 9 34.0 40.1 24.0

Teens 6.6 6.8 5.9 3.2 4.2

Child. 3.6 2.3 2.5 3 2 2.1

Total 70.9 60.9 54.6 55.8 40.5

3:00 PM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 24.0 14.9 14.4 8.6 13.1

Women 47.4 36.5 37.2 37.1 27.9

Teens 11.4 10.4 8 4 3.0 3.1

Child. 4.2 2.3 2 3 3.8 2.8

Total 87.0 64.1 62.3 52.5 46.9

4:00 PM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 40.3 2C.4 16.7 11.2 18.4

Women 52.6 40 3 36.3 28.7 29.5

Teens 13.7 122 12.1 4.3 4.7

Child. 4.3 1.5 2.3 2.0 1.8

Total 110.9 74 4 67.4 46 2 54.4

5:0O PM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 50.5 32.9 25.0 26.0 23.8

Women 60.5 42.1 37,0 33.2 28.1

Teens 13.8 13.0 12.0 5.9 6.1

Chile 38 22 2.5

6 -.00 PM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 47.7 36.1 27.3 39.1 32.8

Women 47.7 38.1 31.5 37.6 30.2

Teens 10.3 10.4 10.5 5.9 59
Child. 3.2 1.5 2.1 2.5 1.7

Total 108.9 86.1 71.4 85 1 70 6

7:00 PM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 41.5 27.4 21.5 32.4 28.5

Women 39.9 28.5 24.1 30.4 28.9

Teens 9.5 8.3 8.3 3.6 4.1

Child. 2.6 1.9 1.7 2.0 1.9

Total 93.5 66 1 55.6 68.4 63.4

19.2 15.3 24.9 26.9

18.9 15.3 23.0 24.8

Total 87.6 44.3 36.7 53.0 58.6

9:00 PM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 37.4 17.5 15.1 17.1 20.2

Women 34.6 168 16.2 16.4 19.4

Teens 5.3 2." 49 2.0 3.2

Child. 1.4 .7 .7 .9 .8

Total 78.7 37.4 36.9 36.4 43.6

lOtOO PM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC
36.5 16.0 13.5 14 6 16.6

Women 34.2 15.1 13.5 13.3 16.2

Teens 5.0 1.9 3.5 1.4 2.3

Child. .9 .8 .8 .7 .8

Total 76.6 33.8 313 30.0 359

lllOO PM
WHDH .;bl WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 25.2 13.7 105 14.0 12.2

Women 21.6 13.5 10.1 13.5 11.1

Teens 3.0 2 2.6 1.6 1.1

Child. .3 2 .3

Total 50.1 29 2 23 2 29 3 24.7

SATURDAY

6:00 AM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC
17.2 83 5.3 12.7 5.3

Women 16.2

Teens 1.1

Child.

Total 34.5

WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC
Men 34.8 29.4 14.4 25.7 22.1

Women 33.9 33.2 19.2 24.1 24.9

Teens 3.1 2.9 2.9 2.3 1.9

Child. 1.7 .8 1.0 .7 1.9

Total 73.5 66.3 37.5 52.8 50.8

Women 51.0 47.9 21.6 35.1 26 6

Teens 2.5 5.7 4.8 3.0 2.9

Child. 2.5 1.9 .9 2.0 1.1

Total 101.4 93.9 44.1 75.2 55.1

9:00 AM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 25.0 21.5 12.2 16.2 15.5

Women 43.8 40.4 25.6 32.0 27.4

Teens 5.0 6.8 6.5 3.6 4.0

Child. 1.7 1.1 1.8 2.0 1.8

Total 75.5 69.8 46.1 53.8 48.7

10:00 AM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 31.4 22.8 17.3 13.4 15.4

Women 49.2 39.9 37.1 34.8 20.3

Teens 9.2 11.4 11.4 2.8 1.9

Child. 3.1 1.7 2.0 2.8 1.9

Total 92.9 75.8 67.8 53.8 39.5

11:00 AM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 37.1 25.2 18.4 15.2 17.3

Women 49.3 45.5 38.8 25.1 23.0

Teens 9.5 12.9 11.7 3.6 3.8

Child. 2.7 1.8 2.0 2.0 1.9

Total 98.6 854 70.9 45.9 46.0

12 NOON
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 24.3 19.5 17.8 13.5 19.1

Women 35.6 35.3 31.3 27.1 29.6

Teens 6.8 10.2 9.6 5.0 3.8

Child. 1.8 1.9 1.7 2.0 1.9

Total 68.5 66.9 60.4 47.6 54.4

1:00 PM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 24.6 18.1 15.8 15.2 15.0

Women 38.1 36.7 28.9 25.4 23.4

Teens 7.4 12 6 8.6 3.0 4 8

Child. 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.0 1.8

Total 72.0 693 55.2 45.6 45.0

2:00 PM
WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Men 28.9 22.1 17.4 14.3 12.4

Women 43.8 39.4 30.8 22.8 20.2

Teens 10.5 126 9.7 3.7 4.9

Child. 2.8 2.6 2.0 .9 1.9

Total 86.0 76.7 59.9 41.7 39.4

LISTENING IN THOUSANDS

3iO0 PM
WHDH WBZ WC(

Men 29.7 17.1 13

Womer 40.5

Teens 9.7 11.7 II

Child. 1.6

Total 81.5 63.9 59.

I:(M> I'M

WHDH WBZ WC(

Men 31.1 20 2 15

Womer 43.2

Teens 8.3

Child. 2.8 1.9 1

Total 85.4 71.1 54

5:00 PM
WHDH WBZ WO

Men 31.1 28.6 16

Women 44.4 38.9 29

Teens 11.1 12.4 8

Child. 1.7 22 2

Total 88.3 82.1 56.

6: (HI PM
WHDH WBZ WO

Men 35.3

Women 37.2 30.0 24.

Teens 6.5 8.5 6

Child. 1.9 2.0 2.

Total 80.9 64.8 51.

7:00 PM
WHDH WBZ WO

Men 37.1 19.4 22

Women 35.1 20.5 22

Teens 7.4 5.7 6

Child. 2.0 .8 1

Total 81.6

H«H. I'M

WHDH WBZ WO
Men 38.1

Women 31.6 21 3 23

Teens 7.4 30 4

Child. .9 .9

Total 78.0

WHDH WBZ W0
Men 41.1

Women 36.6 160 19

Teens 6.4 1.8 *

Child 2.0 .9

Total 86.1

10:00 1"

WHDH WBZ WC

Men 41.6 16.7 M

Women 33.7 14.6 13

Teens 5.4 2.9 2

Child. .9 1

Total 80.7 35.1 31

1 1 .00 P

WHDH WBZ WC

Men 27.9 13.0 11

Women 252 13.0 10

Teens 2.8 2.0 2

Child. 1.0 _
Total 56.9 280 23



AST PER THOUSAND METHOD

»mpl> take the numbe ach hall hour.

corresponding number in thr tali!, on

>ue H "•"- ,
l
M-r thousand] undei Homes, Kim) >"ui

column, and >..u have cost per thousand.

VIonda) through Fridaj a! 6:00 PM
700 men in it- audience In column two

vou find il>< closest figure to this undei

POST

MIDNIGHT

RATINGS

$55
$1.14

$60
$1.25

SUNDAY

BER OF PERSONS I

WHDH WBZ WCOP WEE I WNAC

Women 39.4 22.3 19.2 23.4 18/

Teens 8.3 8.6 7.5 3.0 2.i

Child. 1.1 1.1 1.8 1.0 1.

Total 92.6 55.4 48.3 52.8 42.

WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Women 42.2

Teens 9.5

Child. 3.2

Total 102.8

WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

Women 50.6

Teens 10.8

Child. 4.1

>|w8Z WCOP WEEI WNAC
8 29 2 19 8 11.3 3.0

2 31.8 22.7 10.4 3.0

I 70.5 51.2 23.5

I WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC

WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC
47.9 24.5 21.1 28.9 16.0

Women 46.0

Child. 3.2

Total 108.4

Women 37.7

Child. 2.8

Total 90.5

17.6 21.3 23.

39.0 48.3 50.

16.3 16.3 25.2 16.0

11.5 10.4 .8 Teens 5.9 3.6 5.9 38 2.7

.8 Child. 2.0 1.3 1.3 1.7 .9

63.1 60.4 17.6 9.0 Total 82.2 39.3 40.3 54.8 36.0

12 NOON 9<>< PM
.VBZ WCOP A/EE1 WNAC WHDH 'A 81 WCOP WEEI WNAC
22.3 22.3 16.3 3.6 Men 32.8 11.0 21.3 21.3 5.4

27.1 27.9 17.1 4.8 Women 29.8 14.2 20.1 19.2 7.2

8.5 8.5 3.6 1.2 Teens 5.5 2.0 5.7 1.9 .9

.8 2.0 .5 __ Child. 1.7 1.1 .9 1.1

53.7 60.7 37.5 9.6 Total 69.8 2S.3 48.0 43.5 13.5

1 :00 PM lOsOO PM
.VBZ WCOP WFEI WNAC WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC
23.0 16.9 20.2 6.3 Men 28.9 10.0 20.0 10.1 2.3

28.8 24.4 23.6 7.4 Women 28.1 9.9 19.1 11.0 4.5

9.5 8.6

1.8 1.9

2.8

1.9

1.1

Child. .. 1.9 .3

4.8

.9

•9 _

53.1 51.8 43.5 14.8 Total 63.8 21.3 44.8 23 6.8

2:(K. I'M 11:00 PM
VBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC WHDH WBZ WCOP WEEI WNAC
>2.7 22.0 26.9 11.0 Men 19.9 8.0 15.3 5.0 6.5

25.6 25.6 23.3 10.2 Women 17.8 8.0 13.4 4.0 4.3

8.6 7.6

1.8 1.8

2.8

1.0

2.4

.3

Teens 1.8

Child. .8

1.0 1.9 1.1

•8.7 57.0 54.5 23.9 Total 40.3 17.0 30.6 9.0 11.9
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WHDH's continuing dominance is a re It

of its sensitivity to listener chaim.-.

plethora of "Top 40" programing on ot r

stations gives WHDH the opportuniu

stand out even more solidly. Realizing I it

the radio dial can become monotonous \

such mechanically contrived program

WHDH has expanded its live progran

in the continuing concept that it n

always maintain an individual persona

and sound for the listener. At the gi

time, such live programing must

or superior to such recorded talent i

might be offered competitively. \ttes

to such quality is the fact that three

WHDH's featured artists record for P

Victor and Columbia Records.

This sensitivity to the changes that cm

in listening habits is the major factor

WHDH's continuing dominance

other radio stations since the advent

television.

The graph at left reflects WHDH. Ira

ship and dominance in its 25 counU co

asie area.

RATING POINTS—PROJECTED TO RADIO HOMES BASED ON 1,500,400 IN WHDH AREA

AND COST PER THOUSAND PER SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS AS IND CATED

RATING RADIO RATING RADIO
POINTS HOMES $ 15 $18 530 $36 f55 $60 POINTS HOMES $15 $ 18 $30 $36 $55

.0 15.004 1 00 1 20 .00 2 40 .66 1.00 4.3 64,517 .23 28 85
1 16.504 91 1 09 .82 2 18 .33 .63 66,018 .23 27 .83

83 1 00 .67 2 00 .05 .33 4.5 67,518 .22 27 .53 81
92 .54 1 85 .82 .08 69,018 .22 26 43 .52 .80
86 .43 1 71 -.62 ..86 4.7 70,519 .21 K .42 .51 .78
80 .33 1 60 ..44 .66 4.8 72.019 .21 25 .76

.6 24,006 62 75 .25 1 50 2.29 .50 4.9 73,520 .20 24 .75
7 25.507 59 70 .18 1 41 ..16 -.35 5.0 75,020 .20 24 40 .73 80
.8 27,007 56 67 33 -.04 .22 5.1 76.520 .20 23 39 .47 .72
9 28.508 53 63 05 1 26 .93 .10 5.2 78.021 .19 23 38 .46 .70
.0 30.008 50 60 .00 1 20 .83 ..00 5.3 79,521 19 23 38 .45 .69
1 31.508 48 57 95 1 14 .74 .90 5.4 81,022 .18 22 37 .68
2 33.009 45 54 .91 1 09 .67 .82 55 82.522 .18 22 .67
.3 34.509 43 52 .87 1 04 .59 .74 5.6 84,022 .18 21 65
.4 36,010 42 50 .83 1 00 .53 .66 5.7 85,523 .18 21 35 .42 .64

5 37.510 40 48 .80 96 .47 .60 5.8 87,023 .17 21 3A .41 .63
6 39.010 38 46 .77 92 .53 5.9 88,524 .17 20 34 .41 62
.7 40.511 37 .74 89 .36 .48 6.0 90.024 .17 20 33 .40 .61

.8 42,011 36 43 .71 86 .31 .43 91.524 .16 20 33 .39 60
34 41 .69 83 .26 .38 6.2 93.025 .16 19 32 .39 .59

33 40 .67 80 .22 .33 6.3 94,525 .16 19 32 .38 .58
1 46.512 32 39 .64 77 .18 .29 6.4 96,026 .16 19 31 37 .57

2 48.013 31 37 .62 75 .14 .25 6.5 97.526 .15 18 .31 .37 56
3 49.513 30 36 .61 73 .11 .21 6.6 99,026 .15 18 3C .36 .55 .60

4 51.014 29 35 59 71 .08 .18 6.7 100.527 .15 18 30 .36 .55 tu

5 52.514 28 34 57 69 .05 6.8 102,027 .15 18 29 .35 .54
6 54.014 28 33 56 67 .02 6.9 103.528 17 29 .35 .53

7 55,515 27 32 .54 65 .99 .08 70 105.028 17 28 .34 .52

26 31 .53 63 .96 .05 7.1 106.528 .14 17 .28 .34 52
9 58.516 26 31 51 7.2 108.029 28 .33 51

60.016 25 30 .50 60 .92 .00 7.3 109,529 16 27 .33 .50 J5
1 61.516 24 29 .49 58 .89 .97 111,030 .13 .27 .32 50

24 28 .48 57 .87 .95 7.5 112.530 .13 16 .27 .32 49

"

> J : '1
^2

E^^jj^^B

'

TRAVELER CORPORATION 50,000 WATTS • BOSTON JJ50



49th and
Madison

Fight the fair fight

I"m not much on writing letters to edi-

tors but. I have been active in the fight

against pav tv. I'm certain that a sure

ua\ of losing the decision is to fight

pa\ tv in an unfair manner.

I agree with SPONSOR that "stations

can fight pay tv by televising programs

designed to alert the nation to the dan-

gers of pay tv." But I insist that we

have to be fair about it. We must not

load the dice in our favor. We don't

have to.

Our story is strong enough to ride

on its merits. Let's have discussion

and debates, since in each case these

will present both sides of the argu-

ment. But, when we attempt to fight

pa] l\ with the sort of dramatic pres-

entations featured in the February 15th

issue, then we are stacking the deck.

\^ hen we do this we are not only guilty

of bad programing, but we give a

black eye to the fight against pay tv.

The old Romans had a phrase for it:

"Caesar's wife must be above suspi-

cion. When station fight pay tv using

their own facilities, they've got to be

like Caesar's wife . . . above suspicion.

We must fight pay tv, but we must
right it out in the open and fairly. We
don t have to gimmick the wheel to win

j

this one.

M. S. Novik

radio/tv consultant

New York

Wrap.Up addition

In the News and Idea Wrap-Up seg-

ment of the June 14th issue of SPONSOR,
is an article stating that Lestoil is of-

fering an Animal Story Book promo-
tion on Station WOR-TV in New York.

We realize, of course, that the infor-

nation was probably submitted by the

I
elevision station and have no com-
plaint about its appearance in the mag-

I

izine. We would, however, like to cor-
rect the impression that WOR-TV is

he only station carrying the promo-
ion. It is currently being run on six

if the New York channels.

We would appreciate it if you would

be so kind as to notify your readers of

this correction.

Eleanor E. Miller

Jackson Associates, Inc.

Holyoke, Mass.

Radio's new look

Bravo! I can't begin to tell you how

much I enjoyed your recent article in

the June 21st issue entitled "They are

taking a new look at radio" by Bill

Miksch.

I was particularly impressed with

the comments of Gerry Feniger. How
true and clear cut is his thinking.

In my humble opinion, radio is here

to stay—bigger and better than ever!

Herman M. Paris

v.p. of sales, WWDC
Washington, D. C.

Ten Seconds?

This is not meant to depricate the fine

jibes I enjoy reading along with all the

other fine articles in sponsor, how-

ever your Ten Second spots look like

some ten second spots my salesmen try

to put over on me. They sell 10 sec-

onds and give 30 seconds. How about

it?

I am speaking especially of the 21

June issue. We cannot make money

that way. . . .

Homer Griffith

gen. mgr., KCAL
Redlands, Calif.

Fall Facts

I've used your Fall Facts Basics for

years, and I think it's about time for

the 1958 edition. How soon can I look

forward to receiving my copy?

John Gregory

Chicago
*PO (SOR's 12th ann aal Fall Facts Basics

s Part II in SF ONSOR's 19 July is

.nor on what will appear in Fall Facts, cl

5 july 1958
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SHE'S
in love

with you

It does your

ommercial little

heart good, the

//jl\\ way her eyes get

//J \ soft and misty

when she hears

your name on

COIN -TV, in

Portland, Oregon,

and throughout

30 surrounding

counties. The boys

at CBS -TV Spot

ales carry tender

s of her eagerness

r bidding . . . and

of KOIN-TV s endearing

ratings, and

coverage too.



DAVE GARROWAYS TODAY, 7:00-9:00 am
(Maximum 127 markets - 96% 17. S. TV set coverage NTI)

THE JACK PAAR SHOW, 11:30 pm-12:30 am (edt)

Maximum 115 market! - 92<-< V S. TV set coverage NTI)

You can't buy network television any more easily or eco-

nomically than Dave Garroway's TODAY or THE JACK

PAAR SHOW. With either one, or both, of network tele-

vision's only programs specifically designed for partici-

pation, you can literally make up your mind tckyar

be on the air tomorrow coast-to-coast.

You can buy one announcement only, or a hun<
i

thousand. (For example, under NBC's Sumrrlr D

dend Plan a package of 30 announcements, al

between the two shows, costs only $148,000.) n

focus on one day a week or repeat your sales

...and wait till 301



ofty through Friday. You can buy a short-term satu-

or chedule or a campaign that lasts all year. You can

ctyour advertising at GARROWAY'S all-family

b g audience or you can hit the adult, late-night

Jnarket. At best, you can aim for both audiences,

oi our commercials on these shows, they can either

ih or live. And with the latter you'll get just about

the best job of personal salesmanship you've ever seen.

It's a fact. As a Garroway or Paar advertiser, you call the

tune .
. . they'll play it your way ... and the variations

are unlimited. There's only one thing about these two

programs that never varies. They both get results!

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK

}

ear the variations..



Catalina's Sea-Going Deejay

Launches New Summer Show

IF YOU CAN'T REMEMBER THE
NAME, but the face (or fez) is familiar,

it's Commodore Carl Bailey of the

Port of Los Angeles, shoving off for

another summer of broadcasting kbig's

catalina cruise from his marine stu-

dio on the 55 Catalina.

WORLD'S ONLY SEA-GOING DISC
JOCKEY (and, at 6-feet-lO, its tallest),

Bailey helps all Southern California

enjoy a vicarious Pacific cruise every

weekend. Eight thousand voyagers

aboard help him mix his regular deejay

fare with descriptive vignettes of harbor

and sea, passing craft and passing pas-

sengers, as the Catalina sails from the

mainland to Avalon and return.

THE COMMODORE TITLE IS LEGIT,

bestowed by the Los Angeles Board of

Harbor Commissioners for Carl's pub-

licizing of the activities of the great

port. The picture has been seen in Life

and in dozens of newspapers and trade

publications, testimonial to the news
value of this most spectacular step in

kbig's continuing program to take radio

to the people.

PARTICIPATIONS IN CATALINA
CRUISE are available at regular time

rates, with no extra program cost, each

Saturday and Sunday ... 10 a.m. to

12:15 p.m. outbound,4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

inbound. Dry-land avails too may be

obtained from your KBIG or Weed
contact, anv time.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.

Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Timebuyers
at work

r\
**

David S. Williams, media director, Geoffrey Wade Advertising,

Chicago, reports that his agency has been active in promoting long-

range station policies to improve spot television buying. "We have

worked," Dave says, "for longer rate protection, the establishmenl of

continuing discount policies and schedule improvement policies. W >

have gone on record with the sta-

tion? that we will not tolerate triple

spotting and at the present time we

are asking for their further con-

sideration of rate adjustments for

the summertime to compensate for

the audience loss during this peri-

od. Above all, we seek standard-

ized practices by the stations

throughout the country." Dave

says that all these moves have been

graciously accepted as construc-

tive criticism by both the stations

and their representatives. "They fully realize that a united front on

their part can be most beneficial to them in selling spot television to

the advertiser," Dave comments. "We intend to follow through on

the points we have worked so hard to establish and on am others

we think will contribute to the stability of this medium."

Ed Tashjian, Emil Mogul Co., Inc., New York, timebuyer for Rev-

Ion, Esquire Shoe Polish and Tintex Dyes, feels that "deception' best

describes the practice of loading rating weeks with feature film- have

r

above-average appeal,

selfishly adhered to this

features and playdates ev<

vals. A further step, he

films are first-runs or re

pressure of this type wil

majority of television interests have

without regard to ill effects it Iki- on

the tv industry," Ed says. "I nfoi

tunately, tv stations are not the

only ones at fault. Some rating

services can be considered acces-

sories to this practice. Rendering

distorted ratings which are derived

from non - representative weeks,

without due warning, is a dissen

ice to subscribers." Ed think- dial

media buyers could exert their in-

fluence to assure audience uni-

formity from week to week b) in-

sisting on advance schedules '•

ti if requests must be made at regular inter-

continues, would be to ascertain whetliri

runs. "I am convinced," Ed sa\s. "thai

eventuall) result in the abandonment

the rating-week malpractices which continue to plague industry.

5 .ii li 1958

.



Proof Again

of WXEX-TV

DOMINANCE!
H Sign-on to sign-off— | KJ 7 P.M. to sign-off

—

Sunday thru Saturday— II Sunday thru Saturday

—

i WXEX-TV has more V^-hr. i] WXEX-TV rates FIRST
FIRSTS than any other N in 46.7% of all %-hours.

Richmond area TV station*
||

Station B-27.3%. Station C—26%.

*When at least two stations are on the air. Excludes children's hours of 5 to 7 P.M. Monday through Friday.

WXEX-TV
TTinsley President NBC BASIC - CHANNE L 8 Irvin G. Abeloff, Vice-Pres.

Ninal Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago and Boston;

Clarke Bnwn Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.

nsor • 5 JULY 1958
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IT'S A BIG
MARKET!

BUT THAT'S

ONLY HALF

THE STORY!

SURVEY AFTER

SURVEY SHOWS
AUDIENCES

PREFER

WRBL-TV
CHANNEL 4

THE LATEST . . .

APRIL ARB
SHOWS ...

• Top 15 once-per-week shows

Average Rating . . . 51.4

• 24 out of 25 once-per-week

shows

• 5 top multi-weekly shows

• 5 top syndicated film

Average Rating . . . 39.2

• 5 top local live shows

• 5 top locally produced

multi-weekly news shows

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

MARKET!

CkoJU^^WRBL-TV

a
CALL HOLLINCBERY CO.

by John E. McMill

Commercial
commentary

The industry that changed its face
For a valuable object lesson in how tv and

radio can help an entire industry to change its

public face, take another hard look at the bank-

ing commercials.

I. myself, am particularly conscious of the

startling changes in bank advertising because one

of my first jobs as a cub copywriter was to pre-

pare an announcement of the merger of what

was then the Chase Bank of New York with the now all-but-forgott

Equitable Trust Company.

Bank copy in those days was strictly on the >tuff\ side. \

crammed it full of such solemn pear-shaped phrases as "acting ill;

fiduciary capacity." And we tried to make it look as heavx. form

able, and substantial as possible.

Bankers, too, have changed

I was remembering all this the other night when I caught

Manufacturers Trust Company announcements on Bob Trout's

p.m. CBS news show (local). These cartoon commercials

among the most charming and delightful on the air. Bright, g

and intensely human, they go out of their way to de-sanctifj

whole subject of banking.

Here in New York, though, you'll find a good many other e>

pies of the new, non-stuffy banker's approach. Offhand. I

member other cartoon spots for Chase Manhattan, the First \aii>

City announcements on John McCaffrey's NBC news show, and Rl

Barber's commercials for Bankers Trust on his post-baseball p

gram. (Red's three-way interview between the president of Hank

Trust, and Casey Stengel, the eminent financier of Glendale. Cal

was a fiduciary gem.)

It would be foolish, of course, for the broadcast media to trj

claim entire credit for the process of financial humanization. Ba

ers themselves have changed. They no longer feel it obligator)

hide behind Grecian columns, heavy cages, and white piping

their vests.

It sounds different on the air

All the same, I'm sure radio and tv have helped a great deal. I

in using these media, bankers have discovered what thev mi

never have found in print advertising: the enormous value of be

simple and direct and natural and human.

Some years ago I was asked to coach the president of the *

Bank Farmers Trust Company, and an official of the U. S. Treasi

Department, who were scheduled to appear over a CBS radio netw

to promote the sale of war bonds.

The script, or alleged "dialogue" for this dramatic effort. I

been prepared by some bank official who was obviously more <

miliar with Dun & Bradstreet than with ordinary human conve»

lion. It was loaded with the peculiar, polysyllabic gobbledegookM

the financial district. And when my two illustrious salesmen ti
I

i Please turn to page 28

1

5 JULY l'«



// You can't be In the Market y^
to Witness this Impact . . .

Here's Proof from a Big

xas Operation that KCi...

* £ Coverage are in the Sesrin
(Letter reproduced below was absolutely unsolicited and written without station knowledge. Advertiser who is

normally not prospect, is known to station only by name and reputation and telephoned order for two day-

time and two Class B night spot announcements)

^X.\\Si

15,000 people

.^raveled a radius of v

iA^125 miles in Texas, 4

.^Arkansas and Okla- J

i?Sv. homa to respond to X

J^w&n advertisement to ty

v»B harvest 'heir own A
n£J>\ strawberries. i\'

%M#''

i®
i MAXIMUM power

Chard m peters

General Manager

103,831 TV HOMES IN THE THREE STATES ARE
READY TO RESPOND TO YOUR SALES MESSAGE TOO!

100,000 WATTS

JACK ROLLINGS

REPRESENTED BY VINARD, RINTOUL ft McCONNEL, INC.

5 july 1958
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turn!

American Research Bureau*
again proves KTBS-TV

DOMINANT . . .

In The Morning
9:00 AM till 12 noon, 5
days a week, CHANNEL 3
KTBS-TV LEADS in 86% of

quarter hours rated*

DOMINANT . . .

In The Afternoon
2:00 to 5:00 PM, 6 days a

a week CHANNEL 3
KTBS-TV LEADS in 53% of

quarter hours rated*

DOMINANT . . .

At Night
6:30 to 10:00 PM, 5 days
a week CHANNEL 3
KTBS-TVLEADS in 56% of

quarter hours rated*

TOTAL DOMINANCE
653 of ALL PERIODS
above DAY AND NIGHT

KTBS-TV

NBC

ABC

m'l Mgr.

'May 1958 ARB Metro,
Shreveport Survey

Ask your PETRY man

- Commercial commentary continued .

uple of par-boiltto read it, they sounded about as persuasive

owls.

At one point, the Treasury official was supposed to say heavil

"Yes. Mr. Bradford, but suppose some unforeseen contingency shou

arise." I stopped them here and asked (somewhat timidly, I'll admi

if he couldn't just say "yes, but suppose something happens."

Both of them looked at me in wide-eyed amazement. "Win nol

they said. So we changed it to the simpler, more colloquial exprt

sion. And I'm sure I gained a reputation as a red-hot word wizard

The point is, however, that both radio and tv act as pitiless ar

cruel magnifying glasses for everything that is stuffy, dull, confuse

and pompous. Many a statement that looks all right in print revet

its phoniness on the air—when you add the impact of the hum:

voice and, with tv, the expressions of the human face.

But the change in the "public face" of the banking business h

not been confined simply to cleaning up financial language. T
services and facilities which bankers promote on the air ha

changed greatly, too.

Pr got results

Nowadays banks urge you to come in for registered checks lor

15<£). They tell you about new neighborhood branch office*. Tli

spotlight their convenient hours of opening and closing. They «

plain personal loans, and invite you to make them. They promt

special checking accounts as if they really wanted the business, a

not as if they considered you a kind of Jr. Citizen for having one.

In short, modern bank advertising has become specific, defini

friendly, helpful. And this is a very great change.

Not so long ago. the average large bank, if it advertised at

was running solemn, institutional newspaper ads. with pen and

drawings of mother, father and a couple of antiseptic children brea

ing the breeze on a mountain top, and such stirring headlines

"Horizons of Tomorrow" or "Footsteps to the Future."

But today, with considerable help from the broadcast media, bai

ers have modernized their approach. They have improved th

advertising techniques at least 1000% in the past 20 year*. \

this is a truly remarkable achievement.

For, as I'll try to show in later columns, such improvements .

by no means common in other industries. Automobile advertisi .

for instance, is just about what it was 25 years ago, give or tak. i

couple of hydramatic transmissions. And the oil business is c

more sludgebound than it was. But the bankers have made r

progress. And they deserve both credit and attention.

Addendum . . .

A note from an old friend, Pete Bowles of Revlon, reveal

that the "ask your doctor bit" in Revlon' s Thin Down com

mercial (mentioned here June 14) was added at CHS' insist

ence. "Neither the advertiser nor the agency threw in //"

cliche."

Thanks, Pete. I'm glad to place the blame where blame /

due. It seems to me that CBS is bending so far over back'

nurd lliat. to mix a gleeful metaphor, they are putting then

foot in their mouth. #

5 .ii i.i l
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In every one of its markets. . . for every one of its radio and TV

stations... these audience measurements prove WBC leadership:

E^.

©©©WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY

Audience Ranking as of June 16. 1958

No Selling Campaign

5 july 1958



1,000,000 new people are hearing a sound

they never heard before . . . now that

WTIX has 5,000 watts on 690 kc.

And June Hooper shows WTIX tirster than

before—with 32.8% all-day average!

Now from Texas to Florida . . . there

are over 2. 500.000 listeners for WTIX's

24-hour creative programming service.

Now, more than ever, the big New Or-

leans buy is WTIX—the station which

even before the change was more popu-

lar than the next 3 stations combined

. . . and first in every daytime Pulse

quarter-hour . . . and, first in 462 of all

504 Pulse quarters.* Talk 5,000 watts,

690 kc. and 32.8% to Adam Young

... or WTIX General Manager Fred

Berthelson.

•Jan.-Feb., 1958

WTIXTHE NEW if I I A NEW ORLEANS

First . . . and getting firster . . .

5,000 watts • 690 kc.

STATIONyODAY'r <\DIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING
3D STORZ, t-. DENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WD6Y Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR A CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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Soon you will be able to get tv network daytime discount
for buying segments on different days of the week (see

blue boxes)

^ At present you can only get discount for buying more
than one segment on the same day of the week—like this

Web daytime tv rates get overhaul

I he tv networks have begun stream-

rung their rate cards for next fall's

aytime battle.

A reflection of the increasingly com-
etitive daytime picture, the stream-

rung represents a keen awareness
nong the webs that before-dark tv

iust bo more carefully tailored to pre-

:nt dav- client demands.
Three developments recently have
•cused attention on the network's day-
me rate cards.

CBS has finally upset the long-

anding practice among all the net-

orks that barred contiguous rates for

5 july 1958

daytime segments bought on different

days of the week. Horizontal contigu-

ity discounts will be permitted begin-

ning in September. While NBC has

made no announcement that it will

follow CBS, it is practically certain the

former will follow suit. ABC, how-

ever, will not go along.

• CBS has also reclassified weekend

daytime periods from "B" to "C" time

in an effort to arouse new interest in

these hours. Here, too, NBC will be

forced to follow suit since the "B" rate

(which is 75% of "A" rates) is fully

50% above the charge for "C" time.

• ABC, it's reported, is offering a

new low participation rate. It's $1,000

for a minute and it's available if the

client buys 12 a week for 26 weeks

—

or a total of $312,000. time and tal-

ent. As an added inducement, the

price is guaranteed for three years.

The new horizontal contiguity pro-

visions will be added to the vertical

contiguity rates in effect at all net-

works. While CBS finally gave in and

permitted discounts for checkerboard-

ing daytime segments the network did

not go all the way: the discount is still

smaller than that given under the



HOW DAYTIME WEB TV RATES ARE CHANGING
CBS and NBC will offer discounts for buying daytime segments horizontally for the first time starting in

the fall. CBS plan provides that where two or more segments are bought on different days of the week the

first segment will be charged at 40% of the hour rate (the usual one-time charge) while each additional

quarter-hour will cost 25% of the hour rate. NBC has not officially gone along but is expected to do so.

Reclassification of daytime weekend periods from "B" to "C" time has been announced by CBS beginning on

1 September. NBC is expected to follow suit for competitive reasons. ABC has been classifying these week-

end periods as "C" time for a number of months. Move will mean a loss in revenue to CBS and NBC, partic-

ularly during Saturday morning. CBS has also reclassified the 5-6 p.m. weekday hours from "B" to "C" time.

NBC has put into effect incentives to induce advertisers to increase their daytime lineups. The network is

offering discounts of up to 5% to clients who reach specified lineup totals. The 5% is given to buyers who

use 136 or more stations. CBS has given no indication it will follow suit. However, the latter has a dis-

count rate with a built-in incentive to increase lineups, since the number of stations affects the price.

current vertical contiguity rate card.

An important factor in CBS' sur-

render is the bothersome product pro-

tection problem. There have been any

number of clients who wanted to take

advantage of the vertical contiguity dis-

counts but couldn't because competi-

tive products blocked them out.

Product protection policy on all the

networks is to ban competitive brands

in the adjacent 15-minute segments.

Before the present pattern of buying

scattered segments became widespread,

the networks also banned competitive

brands in the entire program strip even

though the protected client bought less

than the full strip. This has been

abandoned. The networks have also

eased up the old, rigid policies by giv-

ing product protection to alternate

week ad\ ertisers only during the actual

das his commercial is on.

Whats made the product protection

problem a throbbing headache to ad-

vertisers and networks in recent years

lias been the proliferation of new
brands. In some cases, these new
brands involve no competitive prob-

lems with established products but

more often than not there is some over-

lapping so that, for example, a house-

I",! i cli inej for walls and woodwork
will be competitive with a cleanser for

.sink- and bathtubs as well as a product

originall) si I foi laundry use.

The result has been that the net-

work- have been hard put to squeeze

clients on their schedules even where

there wen i ailabilities And clients

began to wonder by what logic the net-

works offered vertical contiguity and
not horizontal.

Here's the way vertical contiguity

works: A client buying two physically

separated 15-minute shows or segments

on the same day gets the same rate as

he would if the segments were adja-

cent or contiguous. The normal prac-

tice is to charge 40% of the hour rate

for a 15-minute show or segment. A
half hour comes in at 60' < of the hour

rate. Therefore, two 15-minute seg-

ments bought at 60% of the hour rate

come in at 30% per segment. This is

often referred to as the two-brand rate.

Likewise, three segments on the

same day cost 80% of the hour rate

instead of 120%, while the four-brand

rate is 100% of the hour rate rather

than 160%. Thus the three-brand rate

per segment is 26.6' < while the four-

brand rate per segment is 25% . From
this point on. each additional segment

is another 25' , .

In spelling out its horizontal contig-

uity discounts, CBS added a premium.

It works like this: After the first

quarter-hour, which is charged at the

full 40% of the hour rate, each addi-

tional segment will cost 25%. Thus

the two-brand rate will be 65%. rather

than 60'/( ; the three-brand rate will

be 907o, rather than 80%; the four-

brand rate will be 115%, rather than

1 00% . Technically speaking, therefore,

the client who buys horizontally does

not get a contiguous rate but actually

a specified discount.

This means that a client who buys a

strip across-the-board will pay 140%
of the hour rate, rather than the 200%
now being charged and compared with

125% for an advertiser who buys five

segments on the same day.

Since clients, particularly buyers lik

P&G, Lever and American Home Proc

ucts, commonly checkerboard thei

purchases, CBS will permit the comb
nation of vertical and horizontal di

counts. Here's an example:

Suppose a client buys two segment

on Tuseday and one on Thursday. Tr

vertical discount is calculated firs

This comes to 60%. For the Thursda

segment the client is charged anoth

25%, making a total of 85%.
Once an advertiser buys four se;

ments on the same daw he will

longer be penalized for buying hor

zontally. This is because the vertic

four-brand rate per segment is 25^

which is the lowest per-segment figur

Thus, the new horizontal discoui

will particularly benefit the larger bu

ers since they will, in most cases, eai

the maximum discount no matter ho

they checkerboard their buys.

However, all buyers will gain

some extent so long as the\ bu) mo

than one segment.

So far as the ether network- g

before adding horizontal discounts

its rate card. NBC will have to wo

out arrangements with its stations I

cause of changes in compensation th

will result. It's expected that this w

be done over the summer so thai it h

be put into effect at the same time I

CBS' changeover.

While ABC will not go along i

liberalizing horizontal discount, i

understood the network is working

a method of liberalizing cross-plu^

At present, the plan is to limit these

advertisers who qualify for the foi

(Please turn to page 78)
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Memory -Vision: new radio ad sou

^ NBC Radio's latest concept goes far beyond last year's

Imagery Transfer. This will be shown to admen very soon

^ Here is sound scientifically built into a commercial

to create proper mood and response that sells for sponsors

I hi? week, NBC Radio gets set to

launch a wave of presentations intro-

ducing a new concept of sound for ra-

:
dio commercials.

Ever since he added "Imagery Trans-
1 fer" to the lexicon of broadcast adver-

tising last year, NBC Vice President

Matthew "Joe" Culligan and his radio

department have been working toward

an extension of the concept. "Memory-

\ ision" is the result.

An intensive teaser campaign includ-

i
ing a 79-foot billboard along the N. Y.

Central tracks in Manhattan (admen

I use this line to commute between

;
Madison Avenue and their Connecticut

' homes I and coffee served to agencies

' on specially-printed trays (50,000 of

these trays were ordered) has pro-

I voked a lot of queries from admen.

! SPONSOR called at NBC Radio and
' found out that "Memory-Vision" rep-

i resents the ultimate use of sound to

' make radio commercials most effective.

it is based on psychological data

turned up over many years In many

recearchers. ( For some idea on how
exhaustive have been the studies in

sound, 1953 saw a book titled "Specto-

graphic Analysis of Sound Signals of

the Domestic Fowl" which showed that

chickens are repelled or attracted by

different sounds.

)

As advertising coordinator for NBC
Radio, Martin Samit is scarcely pre-

occupied with chickens. But this psy-

chology major who has specialized in

personality structures and was an ad-

vertising researcher in the publishing

field before joining NBC four years

ago, has been instrumental in develop-

ing "Memory-Vision," of which "Im-

agery Transfer" is a part.

" 'Imagery Transfer." explains Sam-

it, "is an intellectual response to sound

based on association. If, for example,

an American and a Zulu were to hear

'The Star Spangled Banner,' the Amer-
ican would respond intellectually be-

cause he has learned to associate it

with his country; the Zulu might not

respond at all.

VIcmory-Visioners: Martin Sami
Mulligan, NBC vice president in c

mage. Abstract of a "vital" sound

iPONSOR • 5 JULY 1958

NBC Radio advertising coordinator, and Matthew

rge of radio, demonstrate how sound produces a visual

s done by artist in response to mood created by recording

"But there is also an emotional re-

sponse to sound based on association.

An example of this might be a wom-
an's response to 'our song' which she

identifies as the number the orchestra

played when her husband proposed.

Then there are both emotional and in-

tellectual responses to the sound alone

—not dependent on any association.

The intellectual response to a sound
alone is best demonstrated by the im-

age we form of a stranger who calls

us on the phone. The emotional re-

sponse to a sound with which we had
no previous association is clear in our

reaction the first time we heard a piece

of chalk squeaked across a blackboard.

"Building all of these responses

through an intelligent use of sound,"

says Samit, "into a radio commercial

is the object of 'Memory-Vision'."

Program departments at stations and

networks have long worked to create

listening moods through use of special

effects or special musical recordings.

Certain music may suggest farce com-

edy, another brings out a feeling of

tragedy. (Some years back, a compo-
sition titled "Gloomy Sunday" was

credited in the press as being responsi-

ble for a wave of suicides.) "Strangely

enough," says Samit, "the mood effect

of music can often be created better

through harmony and timbre than

through rhythm and beat. The main
thing is that, with Memory-Vision, no

response mood in a radio commercial

needs be left to chance."

The procedure of making such a

commercial is simple. In fact, some
agencies have already achieved the ef-

fect or come close to doing so. The

first step is to determine what mood
and response is required from the com-

mercial. Next, select such music or

have the composer write a special. Fi-

nally, before putting it on the air, sam-

ple some people for reactions.

Where does the name "Memory-Vi-

sion" come from? "We all have a sec-

ond tv set—in our heads." explains Joe

Culligan. "This one in our head trans-

lates into an image everything we hear

or taste or smell. Thus the advertiser

who feels he can't afford tv, can still

achieve a visual effect with radio and

'Memory-Vision'." So interested in

sound is NBC Radio that it plans to

set up prizes in leading universities for

research work in sound. ^



Tv monitors boom, due to triple spots

^ With all the furor over triple spotting, agencies are

turning more ami more to television monitoring services

^ Besides watching for the triple spot, monitors also

check on copy, time slots, adjacencies, and competition

^Advertisers and agencies may be un-

bapp) about triple spotting, and tv sta-

tions max he upset 1>\ the ensuing furor

oxer the issue. But for at least one

segment of the industry— tv monitor-

ing serxiees—the triple spotting con-

troxersx is a real boon.

Monitoring is actually developing in-

to a sizable industrx I SPONSOR estimates

S3 million annually I thanks to both

the growth of television itself and to

agencies' growing interest in xvhat hap-

pens when the commercial goes out on

the air. And although monitoring of-

fers a golden opportunity to check on

whether stations are sneaking an extra

-pot into a network time slot, it also

allows multiple-market tx advertisers

to:

ll Kc<p up with competitive copy-

claims.

2 1 Check on time slots and adja-

cencies.

3 i Watch network cut-outs.

4
1 Observe live delivery, in ad lib

markets.

5
1 Spot new tx talent.

One agency media director explains

that his agency has alxvays used moni-

toring on occasional basis, but that it

has recently stepped up use of moni-

toring service since several clients de-

manded data on whether their commer-
cials wen- being triple spotted. Anoth-

( i media head uses monitoring mainly

for copy purposes; "We've found very

little problem w ith schedules being off,"

"but we've learned that some-

rig copy is used."

mal -i al one of the top

in broadcast agencies -aid. """I sing the

monitor check-up for commercials is

similai to tin insurance policy prin-

ciple the make-good an ag m :y gets

a- .i result of ill.- checking mon than

pays for the cost of thi sen ice in most
\nd perhaps the main reas in

for the monil >i ing d sm uid today can

he compared to the merits of the tear

Bheel in pi ii t me lia In air m dia

there is no real proof of broadcast."

Agencies have been eager to em-

phasize, however, that use of monitor-

ing can by no means be construed as

questioning the integrety of broad-

tasters. Its merely that occasionally

station employees misunderstand in-

structions, or that sometimes copy or

film does not arrive bv broadcast time.

Monitoring offers the opportunity for

advertisers to know exactly what has

been run and when.

Similarly, broadcasters have used

monitors to check on their own mark t

competition and advertisers have been

known to employ monitors to check up

on their agencies.

Mennen is one advertiser which

found monitoring quite revealing when
it was co-sponsoring the Wednesday

night fights on ABC. An extensive

monitor check of 46 markets showed

that five stations cut out of the net-

work immediately after the fight deci-

sion, skipping the post-decision Men-

nen commercial. Seven other station

cut out of the network right after thi

last Mennen commercial, skipping tin

closing billboards of both sponsors

The agency I at that time M I am

Erickson) asked for rebates from thi

network, and wrote letters of cautioi

to the offending stations.

Most tv monitoring services toAv

are actually an outgrowth of the taper

air-checks used in radio for so man'

y/ears, and most are still headquarters

in New York. For television monitor

ing they use one or more of thre<

basic systems:

• Kinescope (audio and video)

• Tape (audio only).

• Still pictures coordinated witl

printed copy (story board formi.

• Published continuing reports.
I

One monitoring firm using the kirn

scope method is Bass Films. New ^ ork

Bass monitors commercials on filii

with a sound track, but its services ar

currently available only for networi

shows. Bass' prices rang*-

per minute up, with a minimum charg

of $24.00. Elliot, Unger & EHiol

Nexv York, and Video View. Inc., Ho

lywood, (both represented I>\ Belt

Luster Associates. Inc.. of New York

also use kinescopes produced in speck'

studios equipped to record three simu

taneous one-hour shows—with ovei

In... prod

ilf-hour rt

ices kineacoEJ

shows MiniiltaneiHi

SPONSOR . 5 JUL! b



night delivery: in almost all cases.

One monitoring company—National

Television Monitor Co. of New York

—

provides still pictures co-ordinated with

copv in printed form. Covering only

the New York area, National uses an

electronic device which shoots 30 stills

during a one-minute commercial, co-

ordinated automatically with the sound

track. The client gets a brochure con-

taining the stills along with printed

copy. This service is less expensive

than the kinescope service, starting

from $3.00 for a one-minute commer-

cial. Examining monitor results in

, brochure form offers advantages other

than price over the kinescope systems

i and is very popular with many adver-

tisers. First of all, projection equip-

ment is not necessary. Second, as

many copies as needed can be pro-

,
vided inexpensively; and third, the

brochure may be studied in one's lei-

sure at home, if desired. In addition.

National offers another service, as well,

in 91 markets, using handicapped per-

sons for monitor reporting (sponsor

14 December 1957).

]

TV Time, in White Plains, N. Y.

maintains a comprehensive tape library

of over 900 radio and tv shows for

the current 30 days. As many as seven

, radio shows (both am and fm) as well

I

as tv programs can be monitored at

the same time in these studios.

"The reason we're in White Plains,"

says Danny Sloan, head of TV Times,

/"is because this location has the best

audio pickup in the entire country.

We operate 24 hours a day, seven da; s

a week, and are equipped to tape from
any New York outlet. We do kine-

scopes on special order only."

Special hi-fi telephones are an im-

>ortant part of TV Time's operation.

The cast of a well-known, one-hour net-

ork daily listens to the play-back of

he previous day's show over the hi-fi

elephone system each afternoon.

Although advertisers use this system
o check on their commercials, most
TV Time customers are top talent.

uest artists, panelists and quiz par-

icipants on live shows who want a per-

nanent record of their performances.

The storyboard technique is used

>y another monitoring firm: Marie C.

-ongstreet, of Elmont, Long Island.

his is a photo with copy service per-

ormed only on special order basis,

overing the New York area.

Probably the oldest tv monitoring

I Please turn to page 78)
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TV SATURATION CONTINUES TO CLIMB

A%lmost one quarter of the 3,070 counties in the U.S. now have

more than 85% television home saturation, according to tv ownei

ship data released jointly by A. C. Nielsen Co. and the Advertisin

Research Foundation.

The figures, a new tv measurement benchmark, point up th

significant trends in tv ownership:

• The number of tv-equipped homes has climbed 19.4% sinct

1956, from 35,495,330 to 42,400,000. The degree of saturation

has jumped from 72.8% in 1956 to 84.0% today.

• All 48 states (and the Dist. of Columbia) are now abov<

50% saturation. In 1956, eight states were under 50% (Ark.

Miss., Mont, N. D., Nev., N. M., S.D. and Wyo.).

• The top 10 counties by tv set ownership are 1) Los Angeles,

Calif.; 2) Cook, 111; 3) Wayne, Mich; 4) Kings, N. Y.; 5) Phila-

delphia, Pa.; 6) N. Y., N. Y.; 7) Queens, N. Y.; 8) Cuyahoga,

O.; 9) St. Louis, Mo.; 10) Allegheny, Pa.

• Tv set ownership is still highest in the northeast, where 90%
of all homes now have tv; 88% of north central homes have tv,

75% of southern homes and 83% of western homes.

• Among the states, California recorded the biggest increase ir

number of tv homes since 1956, 973,380. Following is a breal

down of total increase in number of tv homes by states since 1956,

along with percentage of tv saturation.

Increase Increase

in tv in tv

%tv homes % tv homes
State homes over '56 State homes over '56

Calif. 87.0 +973,380 Mass. 91.0 + 106.460

Texas 77.0 +451,970 Miss. 57.0 +103,420
N.Y. 90.0 +386,550 Iowa 88.0 + 99,420

Pa. 89.0 +274,340 Kan. 79.0 + 94,670

Fla. 77.0 +258,940 Ark. 66.0 + 93,130

111. 90.0 +238.800 Ariz. 79.0 + 86,490
Mich. 90.0 +237,580 Okla. 78.0 + 80,240

Ohio 91.0 +233,850 W. Va. 74.0 + 78,270

Wash. 81.0 + 197,050 N. Mex. 69.0 + 66,320
N. C. 74.0 + 191,150 Conn. 91.0 + 62,440

Mo. 86.0 + 179,430 Nebr. 81.0 + 58,810

Wise. 87.0 + 159,520 Mont. 58.0 + 57,490

Ga. 74.0 + 158,440 Utah 86.0 + 55.660

Tenn. 73.0 + 153,480 Idaho 72.0 + 43,370
Ore. 75.0 + 151,870 Me. 87.0 + 38,440
Va. 78.0 +150,320 S. D. 63.0 + 36,690
Ind. 89.0 + 149,750 N. D. 68.0 + 31.140

Ala. 71.0 + 145,180 Wyo. 54.0 + 28,520
Minn. 84.0 + 143,720 Nev. 71.0 + 23,990
La. 75.0 + 142,460 N. H. 89.0 + 22,960

N.J. 91.0 +130,340 Vt. 85.0 + 19,380
Colo. 78.0 + 127,290 Del. 90.0 + 15.070

Ky. 70.0 + 120,280 D. of C. 90.0 + 11,510

s. c. 72.0 +114.900 R. I. 91.0 + 10,800
Md. 87.0 + 108,440



Nothing like getting away from it all

COLD-PACK CABINS
Wellfleet. Mass.

30 June

Mr. Marie Clemble,

Director TV-Radio

Finn \ Haddie \d\ eitisiiii! Agem \

New i ork Cii\

Dear Clem:

Hoora) ! Here I am on romantic

Cape Cod. Only been here a little over

an hour and alread\ 1 ve completer)

forgotten F&H and the Graustark

Lukewarm Mustard account. I mean

completer) ! All I intend to do is loll

and laze on this two-week safari. If I

put my hand to anything constructive

it will he only to a little serious writing

a la Faulkner and Sartre (such writing

was my first love before my seduction

by F&H copy group ) . In fact, basking

here on the beach, I've been mullim

over a sort of J. P. Marquandish nove

on New England mores and passugpB

Came up with something preth sig

nificant

—

0, happy bathers, thickly clustemd

Spread your franks with Graustan

Mustard.

Might make a good jingle, don't \<<\

think? Anyway like I said, I've com

sponsor h\ Norma Erl

SPONSOR • 5 JULY 195



pletel) cut myself off from thoughts of

advertising. Nothing like a vacation

to get away from it all.

As ever,

Bus

P.S.—Part of my great peace of mind

mines from the fact I left everything

shipshape at the shop so that Ralph

Begler will really have nothing to do.

Funny how quickly he volunteered to

take o\er for me while I was away.

But then Ralphie is such a sweet guy.

COLD-PACK CABINS
Wellfleet, Mass.

2 July

Mr. Alaric Clemble

Director TV-Radio

Finn & Haddie Advertising Agency

Vw York City

Dear Clem:

Well, I didn't hear from you nor do

I really wish to because I've become so

wholly divorced from the workaday

world of Adland that I'm practically

immune to any media. Not that I'm

: not exposed to all media. Within a

three-minute span this morning on the

i beach I've had about umpteen hundred

ominercial impressions. Overhead, a

skywriter is trying to spell "noodles"

>nl\ he hasn't figured out a "d" yet so

,it keeps coming out "nooles," while a

t blimp is floating back and forth tow-

ing a string of letters that reads,

"Dirnk Pepis Cola." So much for the

rue air media. At sea level, I'm ex-

posed to matchbook covers, print

Media ads. sandwich men, portable

radios and even a portable television.

None of the stuff I hear or see has

nuch of the old creative sock. Indeed,

t strikes me as the kind of stuff that

•light be turned out by someone like

ialph Bogler substituting for someone
•vho is on vacation. By the way, how
s good old Ralphie boy making out?

frying hard to fill my shoes, I sus-

pect. It sure was sweet of him to take

>ver for me on the Graustark Mustard
iccount especially since his own shoe
olish account is so shaky. Of course,

n the short span of two weeks it seems
mprobable that Ralphie could undo
*hat I've done. But then I should
vorry! Believe me, Clem, I'm having
i ball, cut off as I am from Madison
Wenue. Last night I met a cute dish

rom Chicago whose father makes
rankfurters (he bills about 250 G's
vith Bottom '& Bedrock I . About mid-
light, alone together on the beach,
vith the surf booming softly on the
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shoals, I nibbled her left ear lobe

—

and having thus gained her undivided

attention—gave her a pitch for F&H.

In fact, I suggested a possible tie-in

with my mustard account in the form

of a radio jingle I dreamed up

—

/ must go down to the sea again

To the lonely sea and the tide;

And all I ask is a skinless frank

With Graustark Mustard on the side.

She considers me something just

short of a genius, Clem, and I'm sure

you'll agree. In the same circum-

stances, Ralph Bogler would have got-

ten nowhere. By the way, is he sitting

in on account group meetings? I hope

he is, just for the experience. But

don't let him carry the ball, because

I don't think he can run fast in a

broken field.

As ever

COLD-PACK CABINS
Wellfleet, Mass.

3 July

Mr. Alaric Clemble

Director TV-Radio

Finn & Haddie Advertising Agency
New York City

Dear Clem:

I keep writing but you don't answer

but that's okay with me. With me
away, you are probably snowed under

and with no one to help you but a

"lightweight" like Ralph Bogler you
could scarcely find time to drop a

line. Then too, it would only give me
a guilt complex to hear how much I

am truly missed.

Guess I mentioned this wonderful

person I met whose pater is in skinless

franks. Her name is Mabel and she is

very intellectual which makes this a

memorable vacation for me. We often

play a little game on the beach—heh,

heh—in which we try to find words

that rhyme with Graustark Mustard.

Actually, there aren't many once you've

covered "flustered" and "custard."

However, she threw me a real hottie

last night and we worked it into a

jingle, which with the right tune might

give us the exact product image we're

striving for

—

Oh goodness, gracious me, I've just

heard

Of tasty Graustark Lukewarm
Mustard!

Like it, old buddy? Tomorrow I'll

probably start on that serious writing.

Your boy,

Bus

P.S. Since tomorrow's the Fourth of

July and the beach will be very crowd-

ed, thought I'd run off a little personal

survey of mustard preferences.

P.P.S.—Please see that Ralph Bogler

doesn't mess up my "In" box.

COLD-PACK CABINS
Wellfleet. Mass.

6 July

Mr. Alaric Clemble

Director Tv-Radio

Finn & Haddie Advertising Agency
New York City

Dear Clem:

Long time no hear. What's wrong?
Has Ralph Bogler won you over—not

that he'd try. He's such a nice chap

and lacks nothing but talent. Oh. well,

back to a recap of my joll\ ball.

On the Fourth, Mabel I the Chicago

hot dog heiress) and I ran that check

on the beach. Here are the results

—

Never heard of Graustark Mustard 27

Hate Graustark Mustard 13

Prefer some other brand 53

Told Mabel, "Get lost" 2

Punched me on nose 1

Not exactly an in-depth probe but

it proved one thing—that the way of a

researcher is hard. I'll stick to writing

commercials, unless, of course. Ralph
Bogler has turned up some gem that

convinces you he could top me as a

mustard-writer.

Happy am I.

COLD-PACK CABINS
Wellfleet. Mass.

7 July

Mr. Alaric Clemble

Director Tv-Radio

Finn & Haddie Advertising Agencv
New York City

Dear Clem:

As you wish, Clem. No more letters.

I'll just go on basking here in the

warm sun with not another thought of

F&H. I guess the sharp tone of your

note was the result of having to work
closely with someone like Ralph Bogler

whose experience is so terribly limited

to the shoe polish field. Well, don't

worry; I'll be back soon bursting with

creative ideas. In fact, I may be back

tomorrow, a few days early.

Watch for me,

Bus

P.S. If Mabel can swing it. would a

Chicago frankfurter account billing

$250,000 conflict with anything now
in the shop? ^



~* .-#« markets for every one of its radio and TV

Effort toward building a blanket sales "image" of quality to cover all WBC stations is demonstrated by this headline from full-page ad la-! wet

Why Westinghouse made big switch

^ Westinghouse Broadcasting Company has recently

confirmed rumors that it was setting up its own rep firm

^ The move will, the company believes, permit harder

selling, and at the same time create a group quality image

WW estinghouse Broadcasting Com-

pany, long recognized as an innovator

in programing, decided last month to

do a little innovating in sales tech-

niques. WBC announced that next

year at this time it will be doing its

selling through its own rep firm.

Details are sketchy as yet. The

new firm has no name, neither has it

been announced where it will be head-

quartered and branched, though eco-

nomically it would make sense to lo-

cate branch offices in cities where the

group has outlets, thereby presumably

lowering overhead.

Nor is it known who will head and

staff the new rep outfit. One trade

source suggested the head would be

A. W. (Bink) Dannenbaum, Jr., the

group's current v. p. for sales. Aspokes-

man to] WBC denies this vigorously.

But perhaps the major question to

ered about the decision to form

a rep group is—why. Why, now, is

WBC making this move?
is suggest themselves.

nghouse Broadcasting has been

acquiring properties over the past few

years with some regularity. With its

acquisition of \V.|Z-T\ i M Baltimore

[asl Vugusl it reached its full compli-

ment of five tv stations. It has. in

addition, six radio stations. In sheer

numbers and dollar volume, this pro-

vides a Bolid base for a new rep firm.

How much dollar volume is at stake

here, in terms of rep-derived business?

Trade sources believe the figure to be

in the neighborhood of $25 million

annually. While WBC's financial ar-

rangements with its reps are not

known, customary rep commissions

run between 6-8%. Taking, as an

average, 7%, and applying this to $25

million, the commissions saved and

reverting to WBC are about $1.75 mil-

lion, enough to support a judiciously

operated national rep firm. And this

figure is predicated on the current level

of business, though house reps might

be expected to increase it.

Then, too, the WBC stations are

probably not a "hard" sale these days.

The stations are conveniently situated

in excellent markets: WBZ-WBZA
and WBZ-TV, Boston-Springfield,

Mass.; KDKA and KDKA-TV. Pitts-

burgh : KYW and KYW-TV. Cleveland

:

KPIX (tv), San Francisco; WJZ-TV,
Baltimore, as well as radio stations

WIND, Chicago, WOWO, Fort Wayne,

Ind., and KEX, Portland, Ore.

Besides having the advantage of

good locations the WBC outlets have

also, currently, a plus in high ratings

generally. In combination, these pro-

vide strong sales ammunition for any

salesman.

Dannenbaum explains Westing-

house's decision this wav : "It is well

known that all advertisers are examii

ing their media purchases with a dee)

er intensity. Even though WBC st.

tions sales are currently at a peak, v.

believe that the extension of our owl

organization to encompass nation.

sales will enable our salesmen to brin

a new dimension to presentation of a

the elements of broadcasting facility

and the values they represent to tl

advertiser."

The foregoing statement offers se-

eral more clues. The recession hi

indeed created a situation where a

budgets are being trimmed, and adve

tisers are shopping for air media bi

with more intensity than has bee

shown in previous years.

For that reason WBC is not advers

to "harder" selling, and probably b

lieves that its own group can provic

it. The reasons lie in the industr

practices. Independent rep firms hai

die many stations. As an exampli

WBC is now using three. Peter

Griffin, Woodward. Inc.. which repn

sents KYW and KYW-TN. WR
WBZA and WBZ-TV, KDKA an

KDKA-TV, WOWO and KFA. h« 2

other radio stations and 29 other t

stations. The Katz Agency, with KPI>

has 40 other tv stations and 39 radi

stations. And Blair TV, with WJZ-'H

has 24 other clients.

This does not infer that reps cannc

do heavy selling. Dannenbaum pai

reps tribute directly by saying "thei

representation has done an exceller

sales job over the period of our reh

tionship," and indirectly, by notin

that sales are "currently at a peak.'

But it is obvious that a salesmai

with a handful of stations can devot,

more time to each individual outlt
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than can a salesman with a long list.

The mechanics were described this

week by an official of a well-known tv

rep firm:

"What happens is this," he told

SPONSOR. "A timebuyer in an agency

will he told to line up stations in a

number of markets for a big satura-

tion spot campaign. He contacts the

reps, tells them to bring in suggestions.

"Now he has to move fast, see a lot

of reps in a short time. So he picks

the equitable way—every rep gets the

same amount of time, say 20-30 min-

ites. It's pretty tough to do a solid

; sell on 40 stations in 20 minutes."

I Another major rep made this obser-

vation: "Westinghouse is in a unique

position, and did the only thing they

could do. Here's a group that spends

a lot of money in a central manage-

ment advisory set-up, and gets, as a

result, high quality promotion, pro-

graming, and public service. The re-

' suit shows in their high ranking in

ever) market they're in.

"Now no one rep group could take
' on all WBC stations, because every

firm has a previous competitive con-

! flict. A rep can't say 'I represent such

,
and such station in this market, and

it's a Westinghouse station, and you

. know that means it has the same quali-

fies that all the other WBC stations

,
have in their markets.' The rep can't

1

say that because he has to sell against

a Westinghouse station in some other

'market. When a group, like Westing-

house. has so much to sell as a group,

it would be a shame not to exploit it."

! The stations have characteristics in

common besides ownership. All have

a programing character based on con-

siderable public service, local and na-

tional news. Taken together these

would seem to create an image of,

what a WrBC spokesman terms, an

aggressive broadcaster that is, at the

same time, a responsible citizen."

Additionally WBC has carried on
activities in a group fashion designed

'o promote this "aggressive-but-respon-

sible" image. It has sponsored two
eminars on public service, one in

Boston, another in Baltimore. It re-

entl} sponsored the appearance of

Benny - Goodman at the Brussels
World's Fair. It has prepared docu-

neotary and other public service

<eries, some award-winning, and made
hem available to other broadcasters.

'We have been," says a WBC official,

'on a hell of a public service kick."

Does that mean then, that the pur-

pose of the new rep firm is to create a

corporate image? Yes and no, de-

pending on semantics.

"The objectives of our national sales

organization will not be to subordinate

our individual stations' status to am
nationally created corporate image,"

affirms Donald H. McGannon, WBC
president.

"Any corporate image we present is

the evolution of our national program-

ing policy plus the amalgamation of

the individual station images. The

ingredients include strong public serv-

ice, well-paced music, strong news em-

phasis and a creative balance of local,

live and film programing. We are

dedicated broadcasters."

There's no doubt but that WBC can

—and will—sell a "unit" quality idea,

whether or not it's called a corporate

image, says a WBC spokesman. But

not as a group.

"Our own national rep firm," ex-

plains Dannenbaum, "will afford each

WBC station the opportunity to be

sold in the national field for those at-

tributes that are important and valu-

able to the audience and to the adver-

tisers. There have been, and will be,

no group discounts or departures from

present rate policies. But we will be

able to service national advertisers

with more pertinent station and market

information on a regular basis.

"The new organization will fulfill

the national sales objectives of each

individual station. But the new rep

firm will be autonomous, and its oper-

ating relationship to WBC will be

identical to that which has existed for

many years with our current reps."

he adds.

The decision to move was not a sud-

den one. The announcement was.

"The broad question of national sales

representation had been explored by

the local managements of the WBC
stations, in connection with WBC cor-

porate management, on repeated occa-

sions over the past 20 years," explains

Dannenbaum. "After p r e 1 i m i n a r y

studies of the efficacy of self-represen-

tation, the policy decision for the ex-

pansion was made by all management

elements of WBC," he adds.

The announcement on the other

hand came very fast. Early in June,

WBC officials went to Brussels on the

Benny Goodman feature. When they

got back on June 19, they found

{Please turn to page 80)

Donald H. McGannon, WBC pres., -ays "ob-

jectives are not to subordinate individual sta-

tions to nationally created corporate image"

H. Preston Peters, PGW pres., hardest-hit

rep firm, notes that "our national spot billings

for WBC stations are at an all-time high"



Sell investment counseling by radio*

^ Unlikely as it may seem, A. C. Allyn & Co., invest-

ment firm, does sell its services and facilities by radio

^ A single-station test, three years ago, was so successful

there is now an eight-station "network" in the Midwest

I hree years ago. newspapers got al-

most all of the A. C. Allyn & Co. ad

budget Today, practically everything

i with the exception of legal notices

such as issue announcements) goes

into radio.

The company began on radio in Sep-

tember 1955 with a five-minute, five-a-

wt-rk segmenl on \\ \I \Q. Chicago, de-

signed to advertise the company's in-

vestment facilities and services in the

Chicago area and in nearby cities such

as Rockford. Aurora and Gary, where

it also maintains offices. The original

commentator was Austin H. Kiplinger.

since returned to Washington to join

the Newsletter of the same name. For

the past year it has been handled by-

Sam Saran, of NBC's Chicago staff,

who both writes and does the broad-

cast.

The format has remained unchanged

in its three years. There is a short

opening, about a minute-and-a-half of

news highlighting the day's stock mar-

ket action, a middle commercial, about

two minutes of news focused on the

day's business and financial headlines,

and a short close. From time-to-time,

notably on stock market holidays, the

routine varies to include other thin:

such as interviews with Allyn peoj

on topics of general investment int<

est, or perhaps, the whole program

devoted to a discussion of some p;

ticular company.

Always the middle commercial offf

a report which listeners are invited

write for. Subjects covered in the

reports include discussions of busim

and the securities market outloc

analyses of particular industries, g

praisals of specific companies or bas

information on how to invest.

Allyn is asking radio, in this i'

stance, to do two things simultaneoi

ly: perform a public service in preset

ing up-to-the-minute developments

a particular news front and prodi

mail pull. Radio has met this di

challenge nicely, says Gerry J. Sehm
Allyn account executive and v.p. of

R. Pershall Co., Chicago ad agency.

"Leads have been produced not or

Principals '>t Ulyn's -h< m-. landing (I. to r.

\nl.ur \\. Bagge, Midw< 9l - ill PGW. Seated

, Gerry Schnur,

re Sam Saran, w
J. R. Pershall Advertisi „,

incer for the show and Willis 1

i W. Keup. a.c, a

ilton, see.. A. C. VH
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! in volume but also of a quality that

salesmen can follow and develop into

customers. Business-developing results

are quite direct," he points out.

\. C. \llvn. senior partner of the in-

vestment firm, broadens this thought.

"Our stock market and business news

program on radio," he says, "has

proved itself as an excellent advertis-

ing and public relations vehicle. The

program develops good prospects for

I

our sales organization to follow and,

at the same time, we are doing some-

thing specific to meet the widening in-

terest in investments on the part of the

public.

"Mure and more people want to

learn about the fundamentals of invest-

ing and specific opportunities to put

,
money to work in common stocks,"

\ll\n continues. "The continuity of

.. our day-by-day radio news program

,
seems to be one of the most effective

ways to get the story of investments to

,
the public."

Allyn documented the program's ef-

fectiveness last October by doubling

the ad budget and expanding the show

to seven other cities where Allyn also

maintains offices. In addition to

\\ M VQ. the program now is carried

by KFAB, Omaha, WSBT, South Bend,

KMBC. Kansas City, WMBD, Peoria,

WISC, Madison, Wise, WSOY, Deca-

tur and WRRR, Rockford. 111. On-the-

air times are between 6:15 and 6:45

p.m., except for Rockford which goes

on at 8 a.m.

The late-afternoon time was selected

because same-day stock closing prices

could be given to business men who
would, by then, be home from the of-

fice. This concept proved to be valid

when a number of listeners answered

a questionnaire (see box) and pointed

out that the program supplied them
with market quotations either unob-

tainable in their local papers, or avail-

able only the next morning.

The decision to create an "Allyn

network" brought specific and some-

what demanding requirements from
the client. The firm wanted to use in

other cities the same news script which
had developed a reputation for au-

thoritative, impartial market and busi-

ness coverage on WMAQ. At the same
time Allyn did not want to burden its

own staff and wire facilities with an

added daily task, and there were not

enough outlets involved for an eco-

nomical "live" network hookup.

The solution came via Peters, Grif-

fin, Woodward, Inc., which represents
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WHY A. C. ALLYN & CO. KNEW RADIO WAS PAYING OFF

A. C. Allyn & Co., after running its radio show for two years, decided

last May to survey its listeners, in order to determine how its program

format, news content and commercials might be improved. While the

survey provided this information, it also proved to be a testimonial to

radio's listener loyalty.

Through Allyn's ad agency, J. R. Pershall Advertising, questionnaires

were mailed to 633 people who responded to Allyn commercials on sta-

tion KFAB, Omaha. At the cut-off point, 257 replies had been received,

a response of 40.6%—surprisingly high, considering that the question-

naire went to listeners who were not necessarily customers. Most of

the respondents lived in smaller towns—e.g., 24.9% lived in Omaha,

22.2% in Lincoln, the remaining 52.9% in smaller nearby towns.

The survey showed that 78.6% of all respondents owned common

stock, indicating that almost four out of five listeners were already

stockholders and that the present commercial approach need not be

changed to a more elementary one. The survey also showed 83.5% of

respondents preferred more general investment information indicating

that more educational-type discussions might be incorporated into the

show.

The proof of radio's listener loyalty came in a question on how the

listener first heard of the A. C. Allyn radio program. Only 2% of the

respondents heard of the show through a mailing from the client, and

only 6.6% learned of the show through a newspaper ad. But 89.7%
discovered the show either through a station announcement or by

having the radio on when the show came on. The remaining 1.6%

heard of the show through other ways.

three of the stations—KMBC, WMBD
and WISC. The rep firm made avail-

able the use of its teletype equipment

which includes the newest tape perfor-

ating machines. It also applied to

AT&T for a code number by which, at

the same time every day, it contacts

the seven stations outside Chicago.

Allyn pays line charges, as a produc-

tion cost.

"This service," says PGW's v.p. and

director of radio, Robert H. Teter,

"represents a landmark in the kind of

corollary service a rep can provide to

aid the broadcasting business, as well

as the advertiser and his agency.

This loose "network" arrangement

allows desirable flexibility in scheduling

localized commercials. Copy for com-

mercials is mailed to each station. In

a typical week a report of general in-

terest to investors may be offered on

all the stations three nights, while re-

ports of localized interest may be of-

fered two nights.

Thus, a new study on Caterpillar

Tractor may be used in Peoria, its

home town; Northern Indiana Public

Service, the local utility, in South

Bend, and Wisconsin Power & Light,

the local utility, in Madison. Commer-
cials also have been locally adapted in

several cities during the past six

months when Allyn moved its offices

to a new location or added facilities.

As an industry, investment firms

have not been noted for forward-look-

ing advertising policies. A. C. Allyn

& Co., however, has developed the use

of radio in a progressive and consistent

way, adapting the medium to its own
objectives as well as to the interest

of the public.

"Radio has been used for general

news, as well as for sports and other

special news," Schnur points out, "but

rarely for financial news. We have
found that people are interested.

"Allyn's advertising," he continues,

"emphasizes the value of radio as a

selective news medium and the value of

selective news as a vehicle for effective

advertising in the investment field. ^



Color tv wins

at Brussels

^ Imaginative programing with no budget is the key

to success for our color tv station at the Brussels Fair

^ In April, the program was two news shows daily;

now, 16 live shows are scheduled in an eight-hour day

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

W ictims of skyrocketing tv costs in

the U. S. can take an agonized look at

one exhibit in the United States Pa-

villion here at the Brussel's World's

Fair: our color tv station, operating

eight hours a day on a total six-month

programing budget of $6,000.

And while controversy rages about

the appeal (or good judgment) of

many of the American exhibits, there's

little doubt that the tv display is one

of its successes. An estimated 15.000

viewers visit the small, uncomfortable

studio, or gather about the pavillion's

tv sets daily. Other countries' pavil-

lions—including Russia nearby—have

little in the way of tv exhibits; none

has color, nor an operating studio.

The closed-circuit station is operated

by a small NBC crew, consisting of one

producer-director, his assistant, and six

engineers. Its aim is solely to demon-

strate color; consequently the color

appeal in programing comes first. But

what started out to be a simple display

(thus the small budget) has mush-

roomed into a thorough!) professional

l\ operation, with 16 live programs

daily (programed a week in advance)

aiming to please would-be critics from

ever) countr) in the world.

Running the station from one tin)

office behind the studio is veteran writ-

er {Ozzie & Harriet, My Friend Irma)

Jack Crutcher, who has spent the past

few years setting up foreign tv net-

work- mi In-half df NBC International

(most recent: Arabian-American Oil

Company's network in Saudi Arabia).

His assistant, John Schwartz, is a 28-

year old director on loan from the

\M< '. < )|ni.i ( ompany.

The two arrived in Brussels in earl)

\|n il w iih onl) a single camera and

three American engineers (three Bel-

gian engineers have since been added I.

With little money to spend, program-

ing was not easy to come by. Both

Crutcher and Schwartz combed the

other pavillions and Brussels night-

spots, offering little else but the oppor-

tunity to "be on television."

The inability to pay performers also

presented operating difficulties. Even

when talent was located. Crutcher was

never sure they would show up. Says

he: "We'd schedule someone for 7

p.m., and just sit and hope he would

find time for us."

But as the two corralled local talent

I e.g., an orchestra specializing in

South American music and jazz, made

up solely of Indonesians; an ex-Har-

vard man supplementing his income

from an overseas American company

entertaining in a Brussels nitery ) and

attempted something of a regular,

daily schedule, the station began to be

a real attention-getter. The results:

Inside of a month, 40-odd entertainers

had been contracted for; visiting dig-

nitaries to the fair were waiting in line

to be interviewed; and a full 16-pro-

gram day was accomplished.

From the ranks of the guide staff a'

the U.S. pavillion, Crutcher found two

talented youngsters, one an aspiring

young announcer and ex-NBC guide,

the other a 23-year-old ex-schoolteach-

er from New Jersey. The two now do

all the station's interviewing; one also

moderates a quiz show (after Tic-Tac-

Dough), the other a marionette show.

Both work strictly on their salaries as

\\ in Id's Fair guides.

Although there are no shows that

an actual!) he called sponsored, there

an-, ever) day, two programs aired

under the auspices of American con

panies. One is the Singer Sent
show, a home demonstration hot

that's aimed to show visitors one se;

ment of Americana. Another segmei

—possibly the other extreme—is tl

Vogue fashion show, which, in add

tion to being a regular part of tl

passing parade in the pancake-shape

pavillion, is broadcast every afternooi

A typical program day runs sap

thing like this: On the air with tl

news at 1:30 p.m., followed bj

interview with some colorful Fair pe

sonalities I e.g.. a tea ceremon)

two gaily-kimonaed hostesses from tl

Japanese pavillion, or a hula exhih

tion by some Polynesian lovelies froi

Hawaii I . This may be followed In tl

regularly scheduled programs, tl

Vogue and Singer shows, the kuU
Fran & Ollie-type puppet show, a qu

game, etc. Fitted in here somewhere

an interview with a Governor, a Sen

tor, or some other dignitar) visflBl

the fair that day.

Also, when U. S. companies sen

specific entertainment groups t" tl

fair, such as Westinghouse Broadcas

ing's sponsorship of Benin Goodnjai

the shows become a part of the I

schedule, worked in between nth'

regularl) scheduled programs.

The two daily newsbroadcasts—or

in English, one in French—that roun

out the day's programing are hot froi

the wire services with which the sfi|di

is equipped.

In addition to the li\(

which don't always take up the fu

half-hour for which they are scfcei

uled, the station has a full backlojj i

color shorts which help to fill out tli

1 :30-9:00 p.m. day. *

SPONSOR • 5 July 19i



TV BASICS/JULYs/n

Network tv's hot weather lineup

^ Thirty-seven shows will hit the tv screens this summer

as replacements. NBC has 15 shows; CBS, 12; ABC, 10

^ Some shows off are Perry Como, Danny Thomas, Ernie

Ford: replaced by Bob Crosby, I Love Lucy, and Buckskin

1 Wetwork tv's summer line-up is set

with 37 shows coming in as replace-

ments.

NBC has a total of 15 summer re-

placements; CBS, 12; and ABC, 10.

Among the top shows taking a hi-

atus are: the Perry Como Show, re-

placed by Bob Crosby; Danny Thomas,
replaced by / Love Lucy; the Steve

Allen Show will keep its format but

feature Steve Lawrence and Eydie

Gorme; Ernie Ford, replaced by a

western. Buckskin; Loretta Young, by

Decision; and This Is Your Life's slot

will go to It Could Be You.

Here's a rundown of the new line-

up:

ABC: Polka Go Round, which re-

mains sustaining at press time, replaces

Welk's Top Tunes; E.S.P., sponsored

on alternate weeks by Chesebrough-

Ponds, will air instead of Frank Sina-

tra; Stars of Jazz, for Voice of Fire-

stone; Chevy Showroom for Pat

Boone's show; Frigidaire Summer
Theatre replaces the Patrice Munsel

Show, with Buick dropping its alter-

nate sponsorship of that time slot.

CBS: The Brothers sits in for Jack

Benny; Bid V Buy, for the $64,000
Question; Johnson s Wax Theatre, for

Oldsmobile's The Big Record; The
Verdict Is Yours, sustaining at press-

time, for Chrysler's Climax; Personal

Appearance, with Florists Telegraph

and Delivery sponsoring alternate

weeks, replaces Person to Person; Des-

tiny, for Zane Grey; and Frontier Jus-

tice, for December Bride.

NBC: A host of six rotating stars

will replace Dinah Shore's Chevy
Show; The Investigator, a one-hour

film, replaces the Fisher-Gobel hour,

retaining the same sponsors; Dotto, for

Colgate, will appear instead of P&G's

Adventures of McGraw; Max Factor's

Opening Night, on alternate weeks for

Polly Bergen; and The Joseph Cotton

Show, for Your Hit Parade. ^

1. THIS MONTH IN TELEVISION

Network Sales Status Week Ending 5 July

Daytime

Live

42.8 ABCfB
92.9 CBSfl
92.6 NBC

SPONSORED HOURS

mmml

26.9
27.3

Tv Dimensions Today

Tv homes index

Source: A. C. Nielsen estimate. 1 March each year, homes figures in n

SPONSOR • 5 JULY 1958

1958 1957

U. S. homes 50.6 49.5

Tv homes 42.5 39.3

Nighttime

%
Live

29.8 ABCta
52.3 CBStB
57.5 NBC

SPONSORED HOURS

25.4
24.7

Tv set sales index

April 1958 April 1957

243,132 337,965 1,690,101 2,020,876

: Electronic Industi (formerly RETMA)



2. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGE

Air Power: D-F 45.000 Prudential, Reach McClinton Doug Edwards News: N-L&F 9,500tt Whitehall, Bates; Americ
Compton

Chese-Ponds, Esty
Alcoa-Goodyear Theater:

Dr-F

38,000 Alcoa, FSR; alt Coodyear, Y&R
ESP 30,000

•Steve Ulen Show Presents

Steve Lawrence i\ Eydie

(.nun,-: V-L

108.000 Creyhound. Crey; Amer Machine &
Foundry, C&W; P&C. B&B

Father Knows Best: Sc-F

Frontier Justice

38,000

13,500

Scott Paper, JWT; Lever Bi

Cen Foods. B&B

Anybodj Can Plaj 18,000 R. J. Reynolds, Esty
Frigidaire Summer Theatre 10,500 Frigidaire, Kudner

Armstrong Circle Theatre:

Dr-L

43,000
(altwks)

Armstrong Cork, BBDO
C.E. Theatre: Dr-F 47,000 Cen Elect, BBDO

Bachelor Father: Sc-F 38,500 Amer Tobacco, BBDO Godfrey's Scouts: V-L 32,000 Toni, North; alt open

Baseball Corner

(alt wks)

3,000 Ceneral Mills
Gunsmoke: W-F 38,000 L&M, DFS; Sperry Rand (1

Y&R

Bid V Buy 33.000 Revlon, BBDO Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F 36,000 Whitehall, Bales; alt Lever,

Bold Journey: A-F 8,500 Ralston Purina, CBB Hitchcock Presents: My-F 36,000 Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Jim Bowie: W-F

Broken Arrow: W-F

The Brothers

32,000

31,000

15,000

Amer Chicle, DFS

Miles, Wade; Ralston Purina, Gardner

Amer Tobacco, BBDO

Robin Hood: A-F

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

29,000

35,300

Johnson & Johnson, Y&R;
BBDO

Cen Foods, B&B

Buckskin 33,000 Ford, |WT Investigator 35,000 L&M, Mc-E; RCA & Whirlp

Burns & Allen : Sc-F 40,000 Carnation, EW.R&R; Cen Mills, BBDO It Could Be You 12,000 P&C, B&B

The Californians: W-F 37.500 Singer Sewing, Y&R; Lipton, Y&R I've Got a Secret: Q-L 24,000 R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L 45,000 Gillette, Maxon
Jefferson Drum: W-F 32,000 Lorillard, L&N; Chemstram 0D.- =

Chevj Show: V-L 150,000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald
(L 7 18)

Chevy Showroom 9,500 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald
Johnson's Wax Theatre 11,COO S. C. Johnson, NL&B

Cheyenne: W-F 78,000 Cen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Crey *Kraft Mystery Theatre: Dr-L 53,000 Kraft, JWT

Circus Boy: A-F 34,000 Mars. Knox Reeves; alt Kellogg, Bur- Lassie: A-F 34,000 Campbell Soup, BBDO

Dick Clark: V-L 14,500 Becch-Nut Lifesavers, Y&R
Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F 36,000 Remington Rand, Compton r

Club Oasis: V-L 58,000 L&M, Mc-E *Life of Riley: Sc-F 30,500 Lever Bros, BBDO; alt wk op

Joseph Cotton Show 14,000 Amer Tobacco, BBDO M Squad: My-F 28,000 Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt

State, NL&B

Country Music Jubilee; Mu-L 8,000
(i/2 hr.)

Williamson-Dickie, Evans & Assoc;
Carter Prod., Bates

Perry Mason: My-F 40,000
(i/2 hr.)

Libby-Owens-Ford, F&S&R;
FC&B '/2 hr open .

'Boh 1 rosbj ShoM 114,000 Kimberly-Clark, FCB; Noxzcma. SS
C&B; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E: Sun-
beam. Perrin-Paus: Amer D.iirv

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark, Mogul

Maverick: W-F

Meet the Press: I-L

35.000
(>/2 hr.)

7,500

Kaiser Companies, Y&R

Pan American Airways, JWT

Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F 36,000 R. |. Reynolds. Esty; alt Chesebrough-
Ponds, Mc-E Millionaire: Dr-F 34,000 Colgate, Bates

11,000 P&C. B&B
Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F 41,000 R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Destiny: Di 1
11,000 General Foods, B&B; Ford, |WT Music Bingo: Q-L 18,000 Hazel Bishop, Spector; 5

odorant Pads, Crey

Richard Diamond: A-F 35,000 Lorillard, L&N
Name that Tune: Q-L 23,000 Kellogg, Burnett; Wh.tchj'l 1

Disneyland: M-F 75.000 Derby, Mc-E; Cen Mills, Tatham-
Laird: DFS; Cen Foods, Y&R; Rey-
nolds Metals, Buchanan: Frank

Navy Log: Dr-F 38,500 U. S. Rubber; F. D. Richards

Dotto: 0-L 28.000 Colgate No Warning: Dr-F 31,000 Royal McBee, Y&R; alt P

L&N

Dragnet: My-F 35.000 L&M, DFS; Schick, B&B Opening Night 9.000 Max Factor, K&E

Wyatt Earp: W-F 30.000 Cen Mills, DFS; P&C, Compton Original Amateur Hour: V-L 23.000 Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

(Au) Audience Participation, (C) Comedy, (D) Documentary. (Dr) l>r ».

Interview, (J) Juvenile. (M) Misc., (Mu) Music, (My) Mystery. (N) NHS
Quiz, (S) Serial, (Sc) Situation Comedy, (Sp) Sports, (V) Variety, (W) »

Listing continues on page 6
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FOODS

how much they spent

k during past week—upper,

middle, lower

AUDIENCE COMP

Men, women, teens 12-17, and

children 11 and under

DRUGS,

TOILETRIES, COSMETICS

Spendings for past week

DYNAMIC PATTERNS OF
FAMILIES AND BUYING

All network programs will be individu-

ally classified by principal categories

—

intensive, concentrated each month.

Meaning—you can see which programs
have most interest for your own prod-

uct category !

!

Tremendous aid here in holding to your

present or buying a new approach.

For example : if you're an auto sponsor,

but find cigarette or beer programs
have more auto families, maybe you
should act fast!

The Pulse Network Monthly Reports

—

U. S. PULSE TV and the RADIO-
PULSE—will both report these new
data IN ADDITION TO THE PRES-
ENT COMPLETE REPORT . . . vital

qualitative information.

INDUSTRY'S LARGEST
SCIENTIFIC SAMPLING

From major markets throughout the

U. S. Pulse interviewers will gather
these vital added facts.

Blue-ribbon advertiser and agency sub-

scribers tell us this one-category-per-

month is most adequate. Should greater
frequency be necessary, Pulse's 3,000

interviewers can deliver it.

At no extra cost for present agency
full subscribers, this information is

added to Pulse Network reports—net-
work, both TV and radio.

If you are a non-subscriber, you can
get New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
and both network reports for only $200
per month.

Positively not available for individual

network report purchasers.

ORDER NOW
Any questions? Wire, write, or phone JUdson 6-3316

sponsor • 5 JULY 1958

The NATION'S FAMILIES tell you
(accurately classified in individual programs)

how much they spend, purchases.etc.

families with and v

under and over 12

CHILDREN

ithout—those

AUTOMOBILES

ownership and usage

frequency

OCCUPATIONS

head of house: (1) professional,

executive, managerial, technical;

(2) clerical and sales; (3) man

CIGARETTES

families who smoke and

don't—one member, 2 and

more

AUDIENCE REVERIFICATION

check against new shows and
summer tally of same

REFRIGERATORS, STOVES

television, air-conditioners, wash-

ing-machines, dryers, freezers —
THREE-MONTHS' look-ahead who
will/will-not buy.

FEMALES

age of women heads of families

—under 35 and brackets over.

Priceless data

SOAPS, DETERGENTS, CLEANSERS

for past week—

HOME OCCUPANCY

home owners vs. renters

ONE CATEGORY
EACH MONTH

ULSE, Inc.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • LONDON

730 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK



3. NIGHTTIME C O P A
SUNDAY

CBS

MONDAY
CBS

TUESDAY
CBS

John Daly News |ohn Daly News

Maverick
falser Companli

(7:30-8:30)

Bachelor Father

The Brothers

D Edwards
Whitehall

trepert feed)

No Warning
Royal Typewriter

P. Lorillard

Cowtown Rodeo Robin Hood
sust Johnson & Jhsn

alt Wildroot

Name That Tune
Whitehall

I R. J. Reynolds

Steve Allen
Presents Steve
Lawrence and
Eydie Corme

Burns & Allen
Rodeo Carnation alt

len Mill,

eyhound, P&G.

Raliton-Purlna

altwks 7:30-8:30)

Am Chicle.

Colgate Palmol.

Broken Arrow
Rals-Purlna
alt Miles

To Tell The
Truth

Pharmaceutical!

Polka Co Round Spotlight Plyhse

It S C. Johnson

alt Chese-Pondt J

| the Mike Wallace

Scotland Yard Polka Co Round

P Lorlllard

Studio One
In Hollywood
Weatlnghouse

(10-11)

The Californians

Whafs My Line

NOTE: L preceding

Index Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.r.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS ANL

Ozzie & Harriet: Sc-F 37,000 Kodak. |WT Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F 42,000 P&C, Burnett; R. |. Pf*

Pantomime Quiz: Q-L 2,000 Associated Products, Crey Sgt. Preston: \-F 32,000 Quaker Oats. WBT

People Are Funny: M-F 24,000 R. ). Reynolds, Esty; Toni, North $64,000 Challenge: Q-L 35,000 P. Lorillard, Y&R; Re 1 BID

People's Choice: Sc-F 34,000 Borden, Y&R; Amer Home Products,
Spotlight Playhouse 9.500 Pet Milk, Cardner; al

NL&B
Y&R

Gale Storm Show: Sc-F 39,500 Nestle, B. Houston; (k"

s

|
>!>earance 10,000 Florists Delivery Assn., Crant; alt

55,000

E. H. Weiss

Westinghouse, Mc-E

Playhouse 90: Dr-L&F 39,000

Vi hr.

Amer Cas, L6N; Bristol-Myers, BBDO;
Kimberly-Clark, FC&B; Allstate,

Dr-L

Burnett; Pillsbury, Burnett; R. J.

Reynolds, Esty Sugarfoot: W-F 40,000
(% hr.)

Amer Chicle. Bates:

olive, Bates

Post Fight Beat 3,000 Bristol-Myers
Ed Sullivan Show: V-L 79,500 Mercury, K&E; alt Ko

The Real McCoys: Sc-F 35,000 Sylvania, JWT
Sundaj News Special: N-L 9,500 Whitehall, Bates; al

Restless Gun: W-F 37,900 Warner-Lambert, SSC&B; alt sust

Suspicion: My-L&F 79,500 Sterling Drug. DFS: f

Rin Tin Tin: A-F 36,000 Nabisco, K&E ous, 1-hr

Schlitz Playhouse: Dr-F 38.000 SchMz. |WT Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F 36,000 Amer Tobacco SSCf >•'

46 SI>()\SOH • 5 jun L95



\ G R A P 5 JULY - 1 AUGUST

iKSDAY
$ NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
CBS

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

John Daly News

Pin Tin Tin Boing Boing Show

Dick Clark Show

Richard Diamond You ?? Your

Private Detective
P. I-orillard

Perry Mason

alt

Llb-Onens-Ford

The Real McCoys

Bob Crosby STio\

Chevy Showroom
Phil Silvers
P&G alt

R. J. Reynolds

Frigidaire Summer
Theatre

Frigidaire

Have Cun, Will T
Travel Turn

Whitehall

Undercurrent
P&G alt

Brown & Wmson

San Francisc

Billy Graharr.

5 Day Deodorant
Florists Dellvei

e"n Man: My-F

ic c Dough: Q-L

I The Truth: Q-L

nb me Territory: W-F

3 Mar: Q-L

ickwn: A-F

mjjne: Q-L

mi Point -

H rrenl

•el Hour: Dr-L

80 Train: W-F

40,000

23,500

22,000

42,500

24.000

33.500

30.500

11,500

11,000

60,000

SPONSORS i MD AGENCIES

Colgate-Palmolive, Bates

Warner-Lambert, Lennen & Newell
RCA, K&E

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

Brown & Wmson, Bates

obacco, BBDO; alt Socony
Oil, Compton

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

Schick, Warwick & Legler; alt Scott;
JWT

P&C, Y&R; Brown & Williamson, Bates

U.S. Steel. BBDO

Drackett, Y

Philip Morris, Ayer

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Wednesday Fights: Sp-L 45.000 Mennen, Mc-E; Miles, Wade

Lawrence Welk: Mu-L 14,500 Dodge, Grant

What's My Line: Q-L 29,500 Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Kellogg, Bur-

You Asked For It: M-F 18.000 Skippy Peanut Butter, CBB

You Bet Your Life: Q-L 51.750 Paper-Mate, FC&B; Toni, North

Zorro: A-F 37,000 AC Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up, JWT

Specials and Spectaculars

All Star Baseball Game

"Shirley Temple's Storybook

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Cillette, Maxon— 7 8
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Johnson's
whole ball of wax
is on the

CBS Television

Network
Starting this Fall, S. C. Johnson will concentrate all of its

network television advertising on the network which repeatedly

delivers the largest nationwide audiences in advertising.

As the biggest manufacturer of wax polishes in the world,

Johnson needs the biggest audiences it can get— and has found

them consistently on the CBS Television Network.

For the past three years it has demonstrated the efficiency of

its products to an average audience of 27 million viewers,

aided and abetted by Red Skelton. In its programming plans

for the Fall, it has not only announced the renewal of this

popular comedy series, but has increased its product-exposure

by ordering two additional nighttime programs. ®

Johnson underwrites its belief in the effectiveness of network

television by committing most of its advertising appropriation to

a medium still growing at the rate of 600,000 viewers a month.

This same confidence accounts for the current wave of renewals

by America's leading advertisers on the network which in 70

consecutive Nielsen Reports issued since July 1955, has been

credited with the largest audiences in all television.



DAYTIME C O P A
SUNDAY

ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
CBS

TUESDAY
CBS

Lamp Unto My For Love or

susl "> 30 8)

Arthur Codfrey

terllng alt Lever

Concentration

Could Be You

sust (7/1 S)

Arthur Codfrey
Armour

Kellogf
Stand Brandt

Truth or Com.
"

I,ever alt suit

No net service
No net service

Close-Up

All Star Baseba

Mews (1:25-1:30)

Howard Miller

Beat The Clock Beat The Clock

No Net Service

Art Linkletter
Stand Brandt

Campbell Soup

No Net Service

Do You Trust
Your Wife?
General Food!

Verdict Is Yours

Brl«tol-Myen

Do You Trust
Your Wife?

General Foodt
Verdict Is Yours From These Root "•

Jueen for a Day

I No Net Service No net service

American
Bandstand

Welch Grape Juice

No Net Service Modern Romances

The Last Word
Superman

Sweett Co.

Lone Ranger Face the Nation
Mickey Mouse

Club
B. F. Goodrich

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S

NETWORK TELEVISION

COMPARAGRAPH & INDEX

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (46, 4)

includes regularly scheduled programing 5 July

1 Aug., inclusive (with possible exception of chan

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sch(

uled programs to appear during this period are lis J

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled p-



A P 5 JULY - 1 AUGUST

ISDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
ABC CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Dough Re Mi

sust (7/3 S)

Dough Re Mi
For Love or

Dough Re Mi
Heckle & |eckle

sust (7/5 S)

Howdy Doody
Continental

Baking

Treasure Hunt

Com Prod

alt r&G

Play Your Hunch
sust (7/3 S)

Treasure Hunt

P&G Play Your Hunch
sust (7/4 S)

Treasure Hunt

Sterling

Mighty Mouse
Gen Foods all

Colgate

Ruff & Reddy
G«n Foods

Price Is Right

Storllng

SOS

Arthur Godfrey
Gen Foods

Gen Foods

Price Is Right
(L 7/17) Arthur Godfrey

Lever alt Corn Prot

General Foods

Capt. Kangaroo

Partle. alt Rorden

Truth or

Consequences
rat

Concentration
(7/80 S)

Dotto
Colgate

Truth or Cons.
alt Lover

Alberto Culver

Concentration
(7/31 S)

Dotto

Truth or

Consequences
Gen Foods

Concentration

Capt. Kangaroo
Blondie

Tic Tac Dough
hurch & Dwighl

Love of Life Tic Tac Dough

P&G

Love of Life
Atlantis

Amer Home Prod

Tic Tac Dough

P&G

Jimmy Dean
(12-1)

Sterling Drug

t Could Be You
Gen roods alt

Corn Prod

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be You
sust

Brown & Wmson

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

It Could Be You
Whitehall

P&G
Jimmy Dean

Detective Diary
Sterling Drug

Guiding Light Guiding Light

Clese-Up

No net service Close-Up
No net service

Close-Up
Lone Ranger
Gen Mills

alt Nestle

No net service

oo-op News
(1:25-1:30) sust (1:25-1:30) sust)

J

.Howard Miller

As the World

P&G Howard Miller
co-op

As the World

P&G Howard Miller

Baseball Preview
Carter alt

Whitehall
(10 mins. preced-

No net service

Plllsbury

ucky Partners

Beat The Clock

Johnson & Johnson
Lucky Partners

Beat The Clock
Lever alt Kodak

Gen Mills

Lucky Partners

Baseball Games
of The Week

(2-concl.)

No net service

Gen. Mills

.Haggis Baggis Art Linkletter

Pillsbury

Haggis Baggis

Art Linkletter
Lever Bros

Swift alt

Haggis Baggis

Pre -Came Pram
(6/14-9/6;
alt wks)

Major League
Baseball

Today Is Ours
American
Bandstand Big Payoff

Today Is Ours

American
Bandstand Big Payoff

Colgate

Today Is Ours

P&G
(2:30 to concl.)

Regional game*

Theo. Hamm Brew-
ing Co.. Jackson

am These Root!

" -ST-
Do You Trust
Your Wife?
Gen Foods

Verdict Is Yours

Johnson

From These Root
P&G

Do You Trust
Your Wife'

Verdict Is Yours
Gen Mills alt sust,

Gen Mills

alt Atlantis

From These Root
Brewing Co., Na-
tional Brewing Ce.

UM for a Day

~ "s.i,„i„ ra

l_
ill Com Prod

Bandstand

Sergeant
'

Brighter Day
P&G

Queen for a Dav
Bra. & Wmson alt Bandstand

Gen. Mills

Shulton. Welch

Brighter Day
P&G Queen fo' a D->*

Secret Storm
sust alt

Secret Storm

; P&O
idem Romance
Sterling Drug

American
Bandstand

partle & co-op

Edge of Night
PAG

Plllsbury

P&G
Bandstand

Edge of Night
P&G P&G Race of the

Week
Modern Romance

alt

Modern Romance
Sterling Drug alt

Woody
Woodpecker

Kellogg

The Buccaneers

P&G

Mickey Mouse
Club

Brls-Myers. PUN
alt Gen Poods

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen Mills

rams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l:00

m., Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday

ews Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and

Whitehall); Today, NBC. 7:00-9:00 a.m., Mondav-
riday, participating; News CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and 8:45-

:00 a.m., Monday-Friday.

All times are Eastern Daylight. Participating sponsors

are not listed because in many cases they fluctuate.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with names of programs. Alphabetical index

of nighttime programs, together with show costs, sponsors

and agencies starts on page 44.



But Rules

Are Made
To Be Broken!

Bert Ferguson

. Vice-Presiden

WDIA

adio Station

its kind in

he 1.237.686

IN A CLASS BY ITSELF

You can't reach this Negro market with any

other medium. Newspaper and magazine reader-

ship is low. Television set ownership is low. The
Memphis Negro listens first and foremost to

inil he responds by t ing the products he

ation! Proof positive

BIGGEST MARKET-
BIGGEST BUYING INCOME!

DIA reaches 1,237,685 Negroes — almost
tenth of the Negro population of the entire

ed States. The biggest market of its kind in

have greater

has S28.79 of Negro
white income. That's

jalthy, growing market! Negroes

40% of the Memphis market

—

Memphis
for every $100 of

times the average
n Philadelphia . . .

FUTURE UNLIMITED-
SALES UNLIMITED!

ence spend. on the average, 80% of th

S616.294.100
year. Negroes nought 6 .3% of all the flour so

in Memphis . . 47.9% of the ugar . . . 52.7

of the face powder . . 45.1% of the househo
waxes and pc lishes! WDIA co isistently carr

BROMO QUININE • COLOCATE PALMOLIVE
COMPANY • LEVER BROTHERS • JOHNSON O
(OHNSON . MILLER HICH LIFE BEER • PAN
AM CAS & OIL • SWIFT'S |EWEL SHORTENINC
• WILDROOT CREAM OIL • STANDARD
BRANDS • TAYSTEE BREAD

It's a fact: When selling the Memphis Negro
market, you've got a sure thing with WDIA!
Why not drop us a line today? Let us tell you
about WDIA's proof of performance in your

ECMONT SONDERL1NG, President

HAROLD WALKER, Vice-President, Sales

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ I

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is getting the campaign for

new Ivory Liquid underway after a period of extensive testing. T

schedules start this month, run for 13 weeks. Minutes during d*

time segments will be used; frequency depends upon the mark

The buyer is Dick Zuver; the agency is Compton Advertising, In

New York. I Agency declined to comment.)

Lever Bros. Co., New York, is scheduling announcements in \ario

markets for its Breeze detergent. The schedules are short-term

utes during daytime periods are being used. Frequency varies frc

market to market. The buyer is Jeanne Sullivan; the agency is Sui

van, Stauffer. Colwell & Bayles. Inc., New York. (Agency decl'fl

to comment.)

S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc., New York, will go into about 50 i

kets for its Pledge cleaner and wax. The schedules start at differ*

dates, run for 13 weeks. Minutes and I.D.'s during daytime sf.

ments are being bought, with frequencies varying. The buyer

Pere Berla; the agency is Benton & Bowles. Inc.. New York. I Agen

declined to comment.)

RADIO BUYS
Studeb.ker Packard Corp., South Bend. Indiana, is planning

major campaign in the top 50 markets for its automobiles. T

schedules kick off this month for 13 weeks. Minutes during pe

traffic hours are being used; average frequency: five to eight a

nouncements per week in each market. The buyer is Elenore Accle

the agency is Burke Dowling Adams. Inc., New York. I Agency c

clined to comment.

)

American Home Foods, Division of American Home Produi

Corp., is scheduling announcements in major markets for its Ch

Boy-Ar-Dee products. The campaign runs for 13 weeks: minut

(luring daytime segments are being slotted. Frequency varies fro

market to market. The buyer is Adelaide Hatton; the agencj

Young il Rubicam, Inc.. New York. (Agency declined to comment

California Oil Co., Subdivision of Standard Oil Co. of Californ

is planning a major radio campaign for its Chevron gasolines, pre

ously sold under the Calso label. The campaign, following its ci

rent tv campaign, is primarily to familiarize the public with the ne

name. The buyer is Trow Elliman; the agency is Batten. Barto

Durstine & Osborn, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment

RADIO and TV BUYS
The Best Foods, Inc., New York, is going into scattered radio a

l\ markets for its Hellmann's Mayonnaise. In tv. minutes and chai

breaks during daytime slots are being scheduled; in radio, minut

during daytime segments are being used. Frequencies varj fro

markel to market. The buyer is Bob Decker; the agency is Dana

Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment

ji i.i 19
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THIS MAGNIFICENTLY FILMED LIBRARY OF ADVENTURES

FROM OFFICIAL FILMS with the characters America knows and loves!

Produced by Sapphire Films, Ltd.



The Adventures in Sherwood Forest

THREE SMASH YEARS ON NETWORK
..AND RENEWED FOR A FOURTH YEAR

JOWAVAILABLE FOR
STRIP PROGRAMMING!

Robin Hood comes alive, to become

your most powerful salesman!

Robin Hood and his merry band have

become real to millions of families!

His thrilling exploits have captured the

imagination of young and old, his

legends appeal to every age group.

Now you can cash in on ratings that

prove Robin Hood's tremendous appeal.

Official offers you the hottest sales tool

available in years, "the adventures

in sherwood forest"—a prestige

showcase that will sell every kind of

product to every member of the family!

SPECTACULAR SETS!

TREMENDOUS CASTS!

TOP STARS!

THRILLING DRAMAS!



ROBIN HOOD WILL SELL
TO EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILV

LOOK AT THE FACTS:

Robin Hood has consistently outrated

competition in its time spot in city after city.

NO. OF
CITY STATIONS

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

NO. OF
CITY STATIONS

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

Birmingham 2 65.3% Jacksonville .2 92.3%

Boston 3 67.3% Los Angeles .7 44.0%

Buffalo 3 70.8% Miami-Ft.

Charleston- Lauderdale .3. 64.7%

Huntington .3 70.9% New York .7. 42.9%

Colorado Norfolk ...2. 81.2%

Springs 2 63.6% Philadelphia 4 57.6%

Dayton 3 67.8% Providence ...2. 72.8%

Duluth- Rochester 2 69.6%

Superior .2. .75.1% San Antonio 3 61.5%

Robin Hood has achieved top national ratings:

39.1, 38.1 and 37.2 Nielsen

Same sponsors for three years . .

.

and their sensational sales records show why!

Over $2 million in merchandise sales from

Robin Hood products! 33 licensed

manufacturers offer products for premiums,

contests, giveaways, to cash in on the

tremendous appeal of Robin Hood!

"THE ADVENTURES IN SHERWOOD FOREST

IS THE BUY OF THE YEAR!^̂̂
See the man from Official for availabilities. OFFICIAL FILMS, INC. 25 West 45th Street, New York, I

representatives: Atlanta /Jackson 2-4878 • Beverly Hills / Crestview 6-3528 • Chicago / Dearborn 2-5246

Cincinnati / Cherry 1-4088 • Dallas / Emerson 8-7467 • Fayetteville / Hillcrest 2-5485 • Ft. Lauderdale / Logan 19*

Minneapolis / Walnut 2-2743 • San Francisco / Juniper 5-3313 • St. Louis / Yorktown 5-9231



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
5 JULY 1958 The syndication selling season, off to a slow start because of lingering network
Copyright IMS •.»•!•• i

•pon»or publication iNO.
commitments, is beginning to perk up.

Two national, new-to-syndication sponsors signed for big regional buys this week. The
accounts and ramifications:

1) Pillsbury, through Campbell-Mithun, picked up Ziv's new Dial 999 for 30 southeast

and south-central markets.

2) Anheuser-Busch, through D'Arcy, was on the verge of closing a deal with NTA for

U.S. Marshal in more than 50 markets for Budweiser. (Budweiser at one time had Damon
Runyon Theatre on a mixed network-regional set-up.)

In addition, CBS TV Film's Colonel Flack was sold regionally to Kroger Co. for five mar-

kets. (For other recent sales, see FILM WRAP-UP, p. 68.)

Something new has been added to the organizational chart in syndication: the

account supervisor.

CBS TV Film Sales is introducing this new echelon in its sales force.

Two CBS salesmen, Ralph Baruch and Jim Victory, have been designated account super-

visors—splitting the direction of New York agency activities between them.

Barter took a new turn this week.

In a reverse deal, Guild Films bartered off its $6.5 million debt to Matty Fox's

Television Industries with time spots in the RKO short subjects that the Fox C&C
TV had originally sold to Guild.

Television Industries will use the spots for Hazel Bishop, another Fox enterprise.

It looks like video-taping of syndicated series might be underway before the

year's end.

Although no syndicator has yet definitely contracted to produce series on tape, the in-

terest being shown is far from passive. The possibility of both taping (for equipped sta-

tions) and kinescoping (for the non-equipped) is the one most actively being explored by

several syndicators.

By the end of the year Ampex expects to have most of the top markets equipped with

tape machines.

ABC stations will have a new lime period, 7-7:30 p.m., open to syndication

this fall.

The flagship station, WABC-TV (New York) already has two first-run shows lined up

for the period (CNP's Union Pacific, TPA's Tugboat Annie), is looking for three more to

fill out the week's programing.

However, the 10:30-11 p.m. period, this year's prime, will be recaptured by the network.

Flashes from the film field: CBS TV Film will probably be releasing two new se-

ries for syndication within the next six weeks, Border Patrol and Rendevous . . . CNP's Silent

Service has been renewed in 135 markets. Among the multi-market sponsors: Schlitz, Gen-

eral Cigar, Interstate Insurance, Nabisco, Schaefer Beer.

(For further film news, see SPONSOR-SCOPE and FILM WRAP-UP, p. 68.)
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

MARKETING WEEK
5 JULY 1958 Westinghouse is leaving no Mone unturned in promoting its Desilu tv anthol-
C«*yrl|ht IMI 1 i

.or publ.oat.oh8 iM °§) » dealers.

Seeking maximum promotional mileage, Westinghouse has produced a 20-minute film

to acquaint dealers with the type of entertainment to be offered in its §11 million

network package.

Initial screening will take place 7 July before the national distributors convention for

Westinghouse consumer products at Columbus.

Subsequent screenings, sponsored by the distributors, will be held for dealers

during the summer.

The film will feature Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz, William Frawley and Vivian Vance and

will include a tour of Desilu's sprawling facilities in Hollywood and Culver City.

Dealers have already been exposed to another part of the Desilu-Westinghouse

package: a personal appearance tour of the stars.

Carnation's major summer promotion for its instant non-fat dry milk will be

supported by advertising on both CBS TV and Radio.

The promotion, aimed at offering grocers tie-ins with high-profit related items, revolves

around Carnation's August chiffon fruit pie recipe. The no-baking recipe highlights fresh

peaches and grapes, orange juice, unflavored gelatin and graham crackers in addition to

whipped Carnation instant.

Five tv plugs will be aired on the Burns & Allen show at night and the Art

Linklelter daytime strip. Linkletter's radio show will also carry the promotion.

There will also be full-color ad insertions in Life and a number of supplements plus point-

of-sale material and one-column mats.

The teen-age market should be the key target for the toiletries industry.

So says Richard Lockman, general manager of Emil Mogul. Lockman, in addressing the

23d annual convention of the Toilet Goods Association, pointed out that while the overall

population increase will be 24% during the next 15 years, the teen-age segment

will go up 71%.

He also challenged the industry to dispel cob-webbed notions about the American male

being conservative about buying cosmetics. American men, he said will use cologne if it is

sold right.

Lockman put 1957 cosmetic sales at $1,430,730,000, 8.3% above the precede

ing year, nearly double the 1947 figure.

Indicative of the growing importance of toiletries to air media is the fact that

in 1957 toiletries topped all other categories in network tv spending. Until last

scar food had heen the top spending category.

Figures from Leading National Advertisers, Inc., show that toiletries accounted for 19.8%

of gross time expenditures on the networks. Tie year before the industry's share was 17.5%.

During the first quarter of this year, food hopped into the lead again but not

by fl bi«j margin. Food spending through March came to $26,952,336 while toiletries' total

came to $24,731,359.
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54 MILLION DOLLARS IN ONE LUMP
SUM FOR WASHINGTON CONSUMERS!
Retroactive payhikes for Federal employees, affecting 40% of Wash-

ington's families, have been approved by Congress. An immediate

$54,000,000 ( before taxes ) is added to Washington's consumer spend-

able income. Based on the average government worker's salary, this

means more than $250 per worker . . . coming in one lump sum.

Now, the nation's third highest market in per family income adds

$130 million to its annual income. Such a huge "bonus" income calls

for the selling impact of WRC, Washington's buying power radio

station. WRC's adult-appeal programming* wins the listeners who

control family spending . . . reaches a greater concentration of adults,

week after week, tJwn any of Washington's 17 other radio stations!

For your share of the additional millions in Washington spending

power, call WRC or NBC Spot Sales now! Source: A. C. Nielsen Company

WRC* 980
THE NBC BUYING POWER STATION IN WASHINGTON, D. C

*For details, see page 74.

SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES



In today's media buying climate, SPONSOR ASKS:

Are ratings services

keeping pace with timebuyii

Here is how four top rating serv-

ices are revising, expanding their

researching methods to meet in-

creased demands of media buyers

Frank Stisser, president. C. E. Hooper,

Inc., New York

.1
developing

more

qualitative

information

Radio Hooperatings Reports, we be-

lieve, are keeping pace with today's

radio programing and buying meth-

ods. With today's drastic changes in

listening habits and programing tech-

niques, 15-minutes daytime measure-

ments and individual evening program

measurements are seldom needed.

What is needed in the measurement of

the radio medium today is informa-

tion on broader time periods with larg-

er samples. Today's radio programing

is largely on a block basis, and the de-

tails of our report have changed con-

siderabl) in the past few years to keep

up with the new programing.

Almost all of the Radio Hooperat-

inga Reports today are produced on a

half-hour basis with a minimum sam-

ple of 900 per half hour. In addition

to these half-hour breakdowns, we pro-

duce large-sample, day-part indexes

-how ing the percentage of homes using

radio and the distribution of this total

audience, based on a minimum sample
1111 per period. Ry using these

large-sample, broad time period reports

the buyers can get a highly accurate re-

flection oi which station has the audi-

ence, how much, and when. This in-

formation is subject to a minimum
amount of statistical variation as com-
pared to a 15-minute rating, which

aecessaril) i- based on a much smaller

sample.

Radio Hooperatings Reports are also

keeping pace with today's radio me-

dium by virtue of our use of the highly

sensitive coincidental interviewing

technique.

Rating services provide the buyer

with an excellent guide as to the size

and distribution of the audience. This

information should be just one factor

in an intelligent buying decision.

We at Hooper, and I'm sure this is

true of all rating services, are continu-

ing to develop more and more qualita-

tive information to further aid both

buyer and seller as to not only the size

of the audience, but also some infor-

mation as to the make-up of this audi-

ence.

Leslie L. Dunier, v.p. in charge of radio-

tv, Emil Mogul Co., Inc.. New York

Q We do our

best but are

limited by

economics

For the most part, I believe that rating

firms are keeping pace with timebuy-

ing, but it would be more accurate to

say that timebuyers have adjusted

themselves to the existing limitations

of the rating services. In making any-

quantitative evaluation, a timebuyer is

necessarily restricted to those measure-

ments which a rating service provides.

Although much information important

in an analysis is not derived from a

rating book, I am sure that there are

many questions the industry would

love to have answered—answers that

only a rating service can properly pro-

vide. It's obvious that the reason we

aren't getting these answers is that get-

ting them would be a costly business

and there's no one around, as yet, pre-

pared to foot the bill.

It is my feeling that the rating serv-

ices have continually shown improve-

ment by bringing up to date, within

limits, the type of information that

most agencies and advertisers utilize in

making their decision. For example,

today we find many radio advertisers

who are gearing their commercial mes-

sage strictly to the out-of-home listen-

ing audience. While it was impossible

for many years to determine the true

out-of-home audience, which both then

and now represented an extremely im-

portant market, it has only been in the

past year or two that we have really

been able to realize the true extent of

this important audience.

It has been said quite often that a

rating is only one tool in the kit and

media buying is not merely a mechani-

cal function but one that requires crea-

tivity. While creativity in buying will

always be of primary importance, I

still would prefer to see media meas-

urements in greater quantity and qual-

ity. This can only come about when
broadcasters, advertisers and agencies

cooperate to the financial extent neces-

sary to provide the kind of measure-

ment which will stand up against any

test the ARF may design for it.

Until that happy day arrives, I'm

afraid timebuyers will have to continue

to work under the limitations inexo-

rably laid down by economics.

George E. Blechta, vice president, A. C.

\ielsen Company. New York

reporting to

advertising

The changes in radio buying and sell-

ing which our industry has seen in the

last several years stem from a new

awareness of the medium. The fourth

dimension of radio—its ability to build

up a large audience across time—is the

basic concept in today's radio adver-

tising. A single announcement or a

program and its specific audience is no

longer an adequate measure of radio

SPONSOR • 5 JULY 1958



lethods ?

The problem now facing audience re-

search is to record the ability of radio

to reach many different homes many
times over a period of several broad-

casts.

On both the national and local level

Nielsen has tailored its methods of re-

porting to meet the demands of radio

advertising. Since our technique em-

ploys a fixed sample of homes, we are

able to see not only how many homes

are listening to any one program or

spot, but how many different homes

will be reached by several programs or

spots and how often the average home
will hear the announcement. Only by

cumulative audience measurement can

the full reach and impact of a total

radio campaign be effectively meas-

ured.

The Nielsen Radio Index reports

cumulative audiences, frequency of lis-

tening, and commercial minutes de-

livered by the total network effort of

an advertiser. This bi-weekly report

tells an advertiser how many different

homes his campaign is reaching in

combination as well as how many
homes hear each individual segment.

The Nielsen Station Index, our local

radio reports, supplies this same kind

of information, but geared to spot buy-

ing and selling.

Today, radio is selling its ability to

reach many homes with high frequen-

cy by using several spots or programs

scattered throughout the day, week and

month. By reporting radio audiences

in these terms Nielsen feels research

has effectively kept abreast of this

rapidly growing medium.

Inge Jacobson, network operations

, The Pulse, Inc.

Our research

is ahead

of them

mssmmHi
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WSBT-TV
PRIMARY COVERAGE

-

748,800 TV VIEWERS IN

PROSPEROUS MICHIANA*

' HOUSING CONSTRUCTION
Gains in 1957

SAVINGS DEPOSITS
Hit record high in 1957

> SPENDING
Leads 7th Federal Reserve District for 1957

• HIGH SPOT CITY
For 4th consecutive month
(Sales Management Magazine)

• DEPARTMENT STORE SALES
Showed up better than any other
major Indiana city in 1957.

I Please turn to pa tie < • > i

LOOK what's happening in

South Bend . . . Indiana's 2nd Market

Business is good in South Bend, Indiana. The facts

above attest to that. In addition, there are other signs

such as: The South Bend-Mishawaka City Corporate

Area is 1st in Indiana in Effective Buying Income

per capita—2nd in Indiana in total Effective Buying

Income — 2nd in total Retail Sales — 2nd in Food

Sales — 2nd in Drug Sales.

WSBT-TV dominates this great market. No other

area station comes close to WSBT-TV in the number

of top rated shows carried. Chicago and Michigan

stations aren't even in the running. See your Raymer

man or write us.

*I4 counties in Northern Indiana and

Southern Michigan. Set count, 208,000
3.6 persons per family.

WSBTTV
ASK PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY * NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

SPONSOR • 5 JULY 1958
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'% BUFFALO 28.6-47% CHARLOTTE 30.0-79%

CHICAGO 24.0-49% CLEVELAND 26.2-49% DAYTON 27.7-47%

HOUSTON 20.0-41%

MOBILE 26.8-55%

MIAMI 21.4-47% MILWAUKEE 22.4-39%

OKU. CITY 32.3-54% PHILA. 20.1 -56%

PITTSBURGH 29.8 -f _ j^g—

SYRACUSE 34.9-65%

B§
'

,s>—£i

TADDYA
WANT,
A

4 MEDAL?



We've never been ones to stick out our chest and boast. But our seagoing

adventure series, THE SILENT SERVICE, is Navy, and when you're Navy,

you show your rating or you're out of uniform. So here goes:

During the first quarter of 1958, in all SILENT SERVICE markets covered

by ARB, the series averaged a 19.3 rating with a 42% share-of-audience.

For the stations carrying THE SILENT SERVICE this is higher than

their Sunday-through -Saturday nighttime share-of-audience.

All of which explains why SILENT SERVICE advertisers like General Cigar

Co., Interstate Insurance Co., National Biscuit Co., The F & M Schaefer

Brewing Co., The Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., and Swift & Company have

rushed to re-enlist for a second tour of duty 'way ahead of renewal date.

If you want to come aboard, you'd better move fast!

The medals* on our chest? Why, for SILENT SERVICE above and beyond

the Call Of duty, Of COUrSe! *Ratings and shares, latest ARB, 1st Quarter, 1958.

NBC TELEVISION FILMS-A DIVISION OF

CNP
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

B>-laws of newly formed New Orleans Radio Broadcasters Assn. get

once-over by (1. to r.) WBOK's Ed Prendergast, treas.; v.p. Fred Berth-

elson, WTIX; pres. Frank Warren. WSMB and WWL's John Vath.

dir.-at-large. Other members: WDSU, W.IBW. WYID and WNOE

Ope., purses for -open I, ..hi jurgery" was reaction of WCI E, Akron, Public interest award goes to WBTV, Charlotte, North Carolina,

listeners to parents' inabilitj to paj Eoi year-old Randj Steele's opera. and WBTW, Florence, South Carolina, for safety activities. Edward

tion. Here station's Jack Bailej turns ovei to mother, Mrs. Norman Scheidt, Commissioner of Motor Vehicles for North Carolina, makes

Steele, cash and cash-redeemable sales tax stamps contributed presentation to Joseph Bryan, Jefferson Standard Broadcasting pres.



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
An aura of mystery surrounds The
Florists' Telegraph Delivery Asso-

ciation's withdrawal from Grant

Advertising this week.

The account, estimated at $2.5 mil-

lion has been with Grant for 16 years.

F.T.D. would not disclose its reasons

for the termination, which led to a

crop of mixed rumors.

The association had dropped adver-

tising in all other media, for a 13-week

sponsorship of Ed Murrow's Person to

Person.

F.T.D. plans to invite six agen-

cies to make presentation for the

account. A decision on the new
agency should be reached 18 Au-

gust.

Humble Oil and Refining Co.,

through McCann-Erickson, Houston,

will sponsor videotaped highlights of

the Southwest Conference football

Games of the Week.

They will be televised over a 20-sta-

tion network in Texas and New Mexi-

co and mark the first time videotape

has been used for regular sports pro-

graming.

Advertising campaigns and pro-

motions:
• Dan River Mills, Inc., launches

their "New Designs for Living" cam-

paign at the end of this month, via live

and film participation tv spots in 11

markets. The campaign is aimed at

fashion-minded men and women turn-

ing toward outdoor living and leisure

time. Agency: Grey.

Strictly personnel: Gene Hollen,

appointed the first product manager

of PharmaCraft . . . William Burk-
hart, president of Lever Bros., will

also assume chairmanship, due to the

resignation of Jervis Babb . . . S.

LeBaron Smith, promoted to sales

manager, Tussy Cosmetics . . . Charles

Arnold, Eastern v. p. of sales, Lanolin

Plus . . . Daniel Bockover, manager
of media for Westinghouse Electric

Corp. . . . Adam Jablonski, Midwest

advertising manager, Carling Brewing

AGENCIES
Fletcher D. Richards opened its

West Coast division this week, with

the formation of Harris, Harlan,
Wood.

King Harris continues as president

of the division; Ridge Harlan, v. p. and

creative director; and Parker Wood,
v.p. and marketing director.

Other agency mergers: Seklemian
& North, Inc., joins Calkins &
Holden 1 August . . . The Banning
Co., L.A., has merged with Reach,

McClinton & Co.

Anniversary note to Ross Roy, Inc.,

Detroit, celebrating its 32nd year.

Agency appointments : McCann-
Erickson, for National Airlines" $2

million account. The airline will be

served by several McC-E affiliates, in-

cluding Marshalk and Pratt, open-

ing its office in Miami this week . . .

also to McCann, Ajax Cleanser, a

product of Colgate-Palmolive, with

billings over $1.5 million . . . DCS&S,
for Eastman Chemical Products, a sub-

sidiary of Eastman Kodak . . . Adver-

tising Agencies, Studio City, Cal., for

Volvo Import, Inc. and Volvo Distrib-

uting, Inc. . . . F&S&R, for Thornton

Canning Co. . . . Atherton & Cur-

rier, for Lucky Tiger Manufacturing

Co., Kansas City . . . JWT, for the

Foundation for Commercial Banks . . .

Roche, Rickerd & Cleary, Chicago,

for the Bordo Products Co. . . . The
Wesley Associates, for Edward

Sharp Sales.

Creamer-Trowbridge Co., for New-

port Creameries, Inc . . . Knight Ad-

vertising, Columbus, Ohio, for The

Deshler-Hilton Hotel, and Franklin

Federal Savings and Loan Assoc. . . .

John W. Shaw, Chicago, for John

FLORIDA BOUND
THIS SUMMER?

FORGET RATINGS AND
RELAX WITH THE AGENCY
AND STATION PEOPLE
WHO PREFER ....

VINCE CALLANAN'S
POPULAR

SEA JAY
MOTEL
on the Ocean in

BEAUTIFUL

HOLL YWOO D

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!

3405 N. OCEAN DRIVE

HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA

TEL. WA 3-1498

advertisers

choose

in Rochester.

because...
• 27.4% more daytime circulation than

the other Rochester channel (NCS #2)
• Greatest power
• Unsurpassed local programming

and personalities

• Stable labor market with one of
the highest per capita incomes

• Best merchandising

—

best advertising results

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WROC-TV
NBC -ABC Channel 5
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

|^| SYMBOL OF SERVICE

^Q A TRANSCONTINENT STATION



Morrell & Co.'s Morrell Pride meat

products and Red Heart Cat Food . . .

MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., for

I. \\ . Kneip, Chicago meatpacker.

Kudos to: Henry J. Kaufman &
Associates, Washington. D. C, given

the Premier Ward in the 'Agency's

Own Promotion
1

division of the Na-

tional Ad Agenc] Network competi-

tion . . . Edward Mayer, Jr., v. p.

of McCann-Erickson and executive v.p.

of both Communication Counselors

ami Sale- Communications, presented

with the Colgate University alumni

award.

Elected. Two agencies have been add-

ed to the National Advertising Agen-

CJ Network: Frank M. Randall

Co., Detroit, and Sykes Advertising,

Inc., Pittsburgh. This brings the

\ \ \\ membership roll to 30 agencies.

Agency personnel: Charles Bo-

land, former radio/tv director, Park-

son Advertising, has formed a new

creative service for tv agencies and ad-

vertisers, dubbed Creative Television

Services . . . Dr. Raymond Ablondi,

named manager of automotive market-

ing and research for MacManus, John

& Adams . . . Thomas McClintock,

senior media buyer, D-F-S . . . Harold
Ross, radio/tv director, and Barry
ZifT, director of merchandising and

market research. Berghoff Associates.

Other agency promotions: Thom-
as Doyle, to the N. Y. office of

D-F-S as senior media buyer . . .

Robert Gilruth, account executive,

the Buchen Co., Chicago . . . John
Rudden, account supervisor, W. B.

Doner, Chicago . . . John Nelson,

media director, Compton, San Fran-

cisco . . . Ted Brandt and Miles

Turpin, assistant account executives,

BBDO . . . Joseph Harris, tv art di-

rector, D-F-S . . . Richard Ruth, ac-

< ount executive, Norman Malone As-

sociates, Akron, Ohio . . . Matthew
Hogan, account executive, William

Schaller Co., West Hartford, Conn.

NETWORKS
It may come as a surprise but net

tv audiences do NOT spend more
lime watching westerns than any
other nighttime program category.

Nielsen figures covering the past

winter reveal that audiences spent 23%
of their network viewing time with va-

riety shows. This compares with l.V,

for westerns. Situation comedies also

took up I5'7c of viewers' tv screen

time.

Time spent with westerns has

gone up considerably, however,

compared with the previous sea-

son. The figure then was 7%.
(These and other figures on net-

work programing trends will be found

in sponsor's upcoming Fall Facts is-

sue, out 19 July.)
' +

NBC's o&o stations have revised

their "Chain Lightning" merchan-
dising campaign, with FTC ap-

proval.

This revised plan, available to any

food retailer, offers them a choice of

three "Chain Lightning" plans:

1) As an individual owner of one

or more stores.

2) As a member of a group having

a common trade name or a trade name
conceived by them for promotional

purposes.

3) As a member of the NBC food

store organization known as "Stores of

the Stars," organized by NBC as a re-

tail promotional group. Each partici-

pating store receives a window insignia

identifying it as part of the group and

receives free air time based on the

same mathematical formula as stores

participating individually or under a

common trade name.

NBC renewals: General Foods and

Borden, for Fury, Saturday morning

adventure series . . . L&M and RCA,
for the Fisher-Gobel Show . . . P&G
for nighttime's Tic Tac Dough.

These commendations were present-

ed by the School Bell Awards. In tv:

ABC-TV, for Report Card, 1958;

CBS-TV, for Class of '58, in the Twen-

tieth Century series, and The Great

Challenge school series; NBC-TV, for

News, with Huntley and Brinkley's cov-

erage of the Educational Policies Com-

mission, Today, and Loretta Young's

show, "Second Rate Citizen."

The School Bell Awards in the radio

category: NBC's Monitor, for "Back-

to-School"; CBS' Radio Beat, and Ed-

ward R. Murrow With The News.

Network personnel: Aaron Beck-

with, named program sales manager,

ABC-TV . . . Howard Monderer,

Washington attorney for NBC . . .

Robert ueem to the radio press in-

formation department, CBS.

Other CBS promotions: Richard
Lewine, named director of special tv

programs . . . John Flemming Ball.

coordinator of special tv programs . . .

G. E. Hurst and Jack Bryner, ac-

count executives, CBS Radio Network.

REPS
You can expect hard repercussions

from the music and news station

contingent to NBC Spot Sales' re-

port on timebuyer opinion of Top
4-0 Tunes scheduling.

The NBC opinion tabulation on

timebuyer attitude, based on a ques-

tionnaire, showed:

1) 49% of the timebuyers expected

the varied programing stations to

do the best jobs in selling their prod-

ucts.

2) 40% figured the best selling re-

sults would come from standard mu-
sic and news stations.

3) 5% of the favorable mentioned

in this theme went to the top 40
tunes stations.

Two reps specializing in independ-

ent stations advised sponsor this week

that they were preparing strong replies

to the NBC Spot Sales project. Said

one rep: "It looks to me that the radio

networks and their o&o's are getting

more and more on the defensive."

The newly organized Robert E.

Eastman, Inc., is all set to roll

with this station lineup as a

starter:

WNEW, N.Y.; WHK, Cleveland;

WKLO. Louisville; WSAV, Savannah,

and the Balaban stations which consist

of WIL. St. Louis, WRIT, Milwaukee,

and KBOX, Dallas.

Eastman has offices in New York,

Chicago and San Francisco.

The Meeker Co. is distributing, in

behalf of WWTV, Indianapolis-

Bloomington, a new- rate card print-

ed on a slide-rule.

These slide-rules, sent to timebuyers

and agency research people, calculates

automatically the budget, minimum to-

tal homes reached, and number of spots

per week in each time classification.

Anniversary kudos: The George
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THINGS ARE LOOKING UP!
:—^ here js real reason behind the enthusiasm which permeates

our shop these days. We have recovered from our disastrous

£*<& fire of last April, with a new and brighter look. Fine new

i '/_"% facilities . . . more room . . . ultra modern television studios

v2iiA-£-s$f • • • greater comfort have replaced the fire-blackened ruins,

turning misfortune into positive progress. 2000 people shared our pride

by visiting the new studios on our anniversary (32 years Radio, 4 years

Television)

.

We have also received some good news lately.

1. CBS-TV advises that inter-connection will be completed for

us in September.

2. Latest Pulse Report shows KREX Radio STILL LEADS IN
ALL audience totals from 6:00 AM to Midnight. (KREX
Share as high as 54%!)

Yes, in BOTH Television and Radio WESTERN COLORADO'S
NUMBER ONE station is geared to put our enthusiasm to work for you!

Radio 5000 watts 920 kc. Television 12,900 watts Channel 5

MBS CBS ABC NBC

Rex Howell, President
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P. Hollingbcry Co., celebrating its

23rd year in the broadcasting rep

field.

Rep appointments: Simmons W
Bociates, for KIMO, independence...

Young Tv Corp.. for WPTA-TV, Ft.

Wayne, and KAYO, Seattle . . . Walk-
er-Rawall Co., for WHBS, Huntsville,

Alabama . . . Bob Dore Associates

for: WMOZ, Mobile; WWIN, Balti-

more: WEDR. Birmingham; WCAW,
Charleston. W. Va.

FILM
Foreign film quotas and editorial

restrictions will be tackled by a

single industry group, organized

this week.

Temporarj chairman of the TV film

export association is CBS tv o&o s

president Merle S. Jones.

The association will be fashioned af-

ter the MPEA's similar organization.

Sales :

• Ziv's new Dial 999 series, slated

for fall starts, has been sold in 54 mar-

kets, including a single buy by Pills-

burv for 30 markets. (See FILM-

SCOPE, |». 57.)

Other sales: Sealy Mattress, in

San Francisco and Seattle: Pepsi-

Cola, Portland (Me.) ; Union Sav-

ings and Loan, Cleveland; Neils

Department Store, Tallahassee:

Hauser Tile & Floor, Billings. Six-

teen station sales have also been re-

corded.

• In addition to a five-market buy

by Kroger Stores (see FILM-
SCOPE) . CBS TV Film's Colonel Flack

has been sold to five stations, including

New York's WP.IX and KTTV, Los

Angeles.

• Among stations sales for CNP's

off-network series, It's a Great Life,

are sales in New York, Philadelphia,

Detroit, Pittsburgh, Seattle, Wichita

and Sacramento.

Re new series: TPA starts produc-

tion on Cannonball, via Robert Max-

well, 14 July in Toronto . . . two new-

series are being planned for January

airing by Guild. Smoke Bellew and The

Xeulyueds . . . Trans-Lux TV plans a

series of 260 Felix the Cat color car-

toons, each four minutes long. The

company will spend almost $1.75 mil-

lion in production. First 52 will be

ready for fall airing.

In the foreign markets: Ziv's re-

ports its foreign sales for the first

five months of 1958 are running
32% of the same period last year.

In the past month, Ziv has made
sales in 13 countries, involving 15 of

its different series.

Some new sponsors: Ford Interna-

tional, for three series; Esso, also three

series; Pet Milk, one series; all in

Puerto Rico: Bristol Mvers, in Mexico.

Promotion : Flamingo Telefilm's Citi-

zen Soldier was launched in San An-

tonio and Washington amid much fan-

fare, including concerts by the Army
band, and preview screening parties

which featured guest Army brass

speakers . . . Duncan Rinaldo, Ziv's

Cisco Kid, is guest of honor this week

at Canada's Calgary Stampede.

To guest star: James Barton of To-

bacco Road fame has been signed as

guest star in a N. Y. Confidential epi-

side.

JAXtc * SnW$t April Telepulse Survey

Rates WFGA-TV No. 1 in Jacksonville

X%\ The latest Telepulse report

T<) tells the WFCA-TV story.

* WFGA-TV is preferred in 50.8%
of Jacksonville homes.

^ WFGA-TV carries eight out of

the top-rated fifteen once-a-week

shows.

* WFGA-TV carries six out of the

top seven shows in the Jackson-

ville Metropolitan Area.

The big switch to WFGA-TV was
accomplished in just eight months.
WFGA-TV went on the air last Sep-

tember and now over 14 million

television sets regularly tune to the

leading family station in the Jack-
sonville area.

For availabilities on Jacksonville's No. I

TV Station, call Ralph Nimmons at ELgin

6-3381 or contact your nearest P.G.W.

WFGA-TV Channel 12HI \lrt I V Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION

Jerry Hyanis, director of Screen

Gems syndication branch since De-

cember, 1956, has been elected

v. p. in charge of syndication.

He'll be the first so titled in the syn-

dication branch.

More in personnel: Other appoint-

ments at Screen Gems: Bert Hanft,

v.p. in charge of business affairs,

named v.p. and treasurer; Louis Bar-

bano, Columbia v.p., elected to Screen

Gems board of directors; Daniel

Glass, business affairs manager, upped

to assistant treasurer.

Two new appointments at NTA:
Len Sirowitz, named art director,

and Fred Gordon, advertising pro-

duction manager . . . Bill James, pro-

moted to promotion director at Guild

Films.

RADIO STATIONS
A meeting of Westinghouse Broad-

casting Co.'s radio management at

French Lick, Indiana, developed

these highlights:

• The move is now toward milder

music, according to d.j. Joe Finan,

KYW, Cleveland.

• The best seller music surveys
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Hottest "shelf" for Chicago shoppers

WGN-RADIO
Millions of dollars worth of goods move off Chicago shelves with the help of

WGN! That's why top-drawer advertisers buy WGN year after year. And

that's why the nation's smartest time buyers select WGN with confidence.

Join them—you'll be in the best of company! New, better-than-ever pro-

gramming for '58 is in keeping with WGN's policy of top quality at the lowest

possible cost. Our coverage figures prove that

—

WGN REACHES MORE HOMES THAN ANY OTHER CHICAGO MEDIUM!

WGN-radio
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-how preferences, bul other important

ingredients in programing are taste,|

balance and judgment, said William

Kaland. WBC national program man-

ager.

• Mitch Miller urged deejays to use

their knowledge, and not to underrate

the listener's taste. '"Don't be differ-

ent for the sake of being different, but

In different to be better."

It was also announced at the

meeting, that Don McGannon,
president, was awarded the Silver

W. highest honor given by the

Westinghouse Electric Co.

The citation was given "in recogni-

tion of the distinguished service of

Donald H. McGannon, for his inspira-

tional guidance in the continued ex-

pansion and leadership of WBC; for

his imagination in his development and

practice of true public service in the

broadcasting field and for his firm, ad-

ministrative approach in developing a

sound organization to insure the con-

sumation of the basic objective of

Westinghouse in the broadcasting

field."

On fm growth: At a press recep-

tion of the Concert Network, Law-
rence Wynn, general manager, point-

ed to the 35 million Americans inter-

ested in concert music. A survey

shows

:

1) In 1946, classical records ac-

counted for 15% of all record sales

... In 1957, it's more than 40'
{ —or

$75 million.

2) In 1957, of all money spent on

the purchase of printed music, concert

music accounted for 85$—or $40 mil-

lion.

Wynn's talk was based on the chang-

ing tastes of the American listener.

The Concert Network includes:

W V N. N.Y.; WBCN, Boston;
WHCN, Hartford; and WXCN,
Providence.

More on fm stations: WWSW-FM,
Pittsburgh, now boasts that it's the

first fm station to operate a full 24

boura per day.

On public service: WSTC, Stam-
ford. Conn., will air reports daily be-

tween 5:00 and 7:00 p.m. on train

movements out of N.Y. City . . . KIRO,
Seattle, has kicked off its "Keep W ash-

ington Green" campaign to reduce for-

est fires this season . . . KAKC, Tulsa,

is starting a safety promotion service

dubbed "Operation Hazard Cut." Lis-

teners are asked to send in traffic haz-

ards in their area.

Station promotions and stunts:

• WTIX, New Orleans, held an un-

usual contest for Father's Day, dubbed
"\\ hy 1 would like to talk with my
father." The object was to find the

father farthest from home. Prize: A
telephone conversation with WTIX
footing the bill.

• WYDE, Birmingham, a Bartell

station, will feature a department store

promotion this fall—with a news sell-

out saturation for 16 weeks.

Kudos to: WCKT, Miami, awarded

for outstanding public service by the

Florida Association of Broadcasting.

Station staffers: Ed Shadburne,
named station manager, WLOU, Louis-

ville . . . William Selley, general

manager, WYLD, New Orleans . . .

William Brown, merchandising di-

rector, KSDO, San Diego . . . George
Scanlon, account executive, and Ly-

man Clardy, sales service and opera-

tions manager, WCBS, N.Y H. E.

Mike Gurney, general manager of

upcoming station KOFY, San Mateo.

Calif. . . . Roy Schwartz, promotion

manager for Storer's WIBG, Philadel-

phia, in addition to his post as promo-

tion manager of WVUE-TV . . . Nor-

man Singer, to the sales promotion

and research staff, KRHM-FM, LA. . . .

Melvin Hallock, to the radio sales

and newscasting staff, KDIX, Great

Falls, Mont. . . . William Weller,

marketing representative, KNX, L.A.

... J. Kent Hackelman, manager.

WJLS, Beckley, W. Va.

Personnel additions to the Bartell

stations: Dick Deason, program di-

rector, Danny Martin, sales promo-

tion and merchandising director,

WYDE, Birmingham . . . Gene Blaine,

program director, and Bob Brisen-

dine, news chief, WAKE, Atlanta . . .

John Scott, program director, and

George Berkely, news director,

WILD, Boston.

TV STATIONS
Nielsen-ARF county-by-county tv

set count figures, just released to

NCS No. 3 subscribers, show state-

wide penetration ranging from a low

of 54% in Wyoming to 91', in Con-

necticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey,

Ohio and Rhode Island. Data is of

March 1958.

One state, Minnesota, hit smack on

the national average—84%.
The county breakdown will be re-

leased publicly in September. The

third set of county estimates turned out

by ARF were produced by essentially

the same statistical technique as in the

June 1955 and March 1956 reports.

(For more details see page 35.)

New quarters: KOCO-TV, Okla-

homa City, begins construction for its

new studio to open 1 October . . .

KOA-AM-TV, Denver, also will erect

new studios for its radio and tv sta-

tions, starting July.

New ownership: W-TWO, Bangor,

becomes WLBZ-TV under transfer of

ownership to WLBZ-TV, Inc., with

William Rhines, president. Rudolph
Marcoux becomes general manager of

the station.

Re educational tv: The first year's

experiment of educational tv by the

Norfolk school board and WVEC-TV
was judged a success and led to an

expanded time schedule for next sea-

son . . . The Spartan Grocery Stores

are sponsoring an eight-week series via

WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, dubbed

Close-Up Young America, for high

school students to express their opin-

ions and beliefs.

Re public service: WCAU-TV airs

a new series, Prospect, which will ex-

plore facets of modern living in the

Philadelphia area . . . WOOD-TV,
Grand Rapids, will devote a half-hour

on subjects of interest to the public,

but about which they know little. The

telecast will be live from a mobile unit

—called Unit 8.

Tv promotions and stunts:

• KYW-TV, Cleveland, is kicking

off its summer campaign via a booklet

dubbed "Party Package"—a product-

promotion design for advertisers.

• WFRV-TV, Green Bay, in con-

nection with its promotion of their

MGM film package, paraded a "Leo the

Lion" down the city's street, handing

out bags of popcorn . . . "to complete

your enjoyment of tonight's MGM
movie on Channel 5."

• WBKB-TV, Chicago, is offering

young viewers a Mary Hartline doll
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In Huntington

And Charleston

. . . it's the same dominant story

YEARS of LEADERSHIP

WSAZ-TV the No- 1 Huntington

and Charleston station, is still

a basic affiliate of NBC, Amer-

ica's No. 1 Network.

CHANNEL

HUMTINCTO/S-CHARLESTO/S, W. VA.

CT.B~a. SBTWORE
Affiliated with Radio Stations

~~

WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ. Charleston
LAWRENCE H ROGERS. PRESIDENT
C TOM GARTEN, Commercial Manager

Represented by The Kcrtz Agency

|jp |p Pg |p JP JP jp JP JP
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KNUZ delivers the

CARRIAGE TRADE

No.l ADULT AUDIENCE
(Nielsen and Pulse,

Jan.-Feb., 1958)

BEST SELLER for over 10 years

|\ STILL THE LOWEST COST

PER THOUSAND BUY!

K-NUZ
/ Houston's^ 24-Hour

^— Music ahdTilews, •

National Reps.:

Forjoe b Co.

—

New York • Chicago

Los Angeles • San Francisco

Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.

| Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

In Houston:

Call Dave Morris

JA 3-2581

with a 10-piece wardrobe to promote

its show. Princess Mary's Castle.

Kudos to: WRCA-TV, NY., for its

public service series, Open Mind, and

WBZ-TV, Boston, for its Let Freedom
Ring campaign, each presented with

the Robert E. Sherwood Tv Awards for

contributing to the understanding of

freedom and justice . . . KSTP-TV,
Mpls.-St. Paul, news and photo depart-

ments awarded by the National Press

Photographers for creativity and pub-

lic service . . . WJBK-AMTV, De-

troit, recipient of the two top Catholic

Broadcasters Assoc, public service

awards . . . Ida Rowland, assistant

promotion manager, KTV1, St. Louis,

named "Miss St. Louis Advertising"

bv the cit\'s Jr. Advertising Club . . .

WRCV-AM-TV, Philadelphia, award-

ed two Freedom Foundation medals

for Invest In America and Bill of

Rights series . . . KTVI, St. Louis,

cited for contributions to religious and

public service broadcasting by the

Catholic Broadcasters Association.

Personnel moves: Harry Edelman,
general manager, KELP-AM-TV, El

Paso . . . Louis Wolfson, assistant

to the executive v.p., WTVJ, Miami . . .

Norman Nelson, and Lee Willis,

account executives, KCOP, L.A. . . .

Robert Kearns, local sales manager.

WIBW-TV, Topeka . . . Howard Stal-

naker, station manager, KPHO-TV,
Phoenix.

FINANCIAL
Stock market quotations: Follow-

ing stocks in air media and related

fields are listed each issue with quota-

tions for Tuesday this week and Tues-

day two weeks ago. Quotations sup-

plied by Me rill Lynch Pierce, Fenner

and Smith.

Tues. Tues
Stock June 17 Julyl Change

\r,< York Stock Exchange

AB-PT 17% 18% + %
AT&T 179% 179%
Avco 6% 7% + %
CBS "A" 31 Vs 30% — ',

Columbia Pic. 17% 15% -1%
Loew's 17% 17%
Paramount 39% 40% +1%
RCA 35% 35%
Storer 23% 24% f 96

20th-Fox 29% 29%
Warner Bros. 20% 20 — '

!

s

Westinghouse 56% 57% + :;
-

American Stock Exchange

Allied Artists 3% 4% + %
Usoc. Vn. Prod.

! 8% — ft

Tv. Indus., In( 7%
Dumont Labs 3% 4%

1 %
Guild Films 3% 3T/s + %
NTA 7 7/8 8% + %
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SPONSOR ASKS
{Cont'd from page 61)

Research at The Pulse, is not only

keeping up with, but is also running

ahead of new timebuying methods.

The cost-per-1,000 approach of mod-

ern timebuying is analogous with good

shopping, that is, pricing the same
merchandise in a number of stores and
then buying where the price is most
advantageous.

On this score, The Pulse has gone

far beyond providing numbers, such as

circulation and measurement data on

which present-day cost-per 1,000 time-

buying is predicated.

As most Pulse subscribers know, we
have long provided audience composi-

tion and highly definitive data on out-

of-home listening and viewing. And
this is detailed to the point where we
ascertain not only the number of peo-

ple listening at home and in cars, but

also those at work, at restaurants, on

the beach, at picnics, etc.

Now Pulse is introducing a new di-

mension to modern timebuying: a

measure of dynamic audience composi-

tion. This new and highly detailed re-

search service will enable agency and

advertiser to really use new timebuy-

ing methods.

As a timebuyer, how would you like

to know the following about your audi-

ence . . .

1) The amount spent on purchases

in the past week for

a) Food and groceries

b) Drugs, toiletries, cosmetics

c) Soaps, detergents, cleansers

2) Own automobiles and how often

they were used.

3) Occupation of head of household

and/or how they earn a living.

4) Consumption of beverages—soft

drinks and beer.

For the first time, the timebuyer,

media director, account executive, cli-

ent advertiser manager and sales mana-
ger will know not only how many peo-

ple have watched or listened to a pro-

gram, but how many of these will fall

into the above and other categories.

Or, in even more significant termi-

nology, the timebuyer will now be able

to buy time on the basis of such defini-

tive knowledge of the audience, its

makeup, its characteristics, and its

tendencies.

The end result of all our research is

to enable the advertiser to match his

product's customers with the program's

audience. ^

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI...
the South's fastest growing TV Market

DIVERSIFIED

INDUSTRY
MEANS STEADY
BUYING POWER

Over 2000 growing, diversified industries keep pay-

rolls in the Jackson market consistently high the year

'round with the average family income $5,735.00!

Latest figures show Jackson as the 70th * television

ciry in America—ahead of Mobile, Shreveport, Knox-
ville and many other major markets. Only two stations

reach this prime industrial area—WJTV and WLBT.

SERVED BY TWO GREAT STATIONS

WLBT
CHANNEL 3

WJTV
CHANNEL 12



WRC Radio serves a news-con-

scious Capital with 235 minutes

of news a day— 35 different daily news programs. The frequency and scope of its news

broadcasts make WRC the leading news station in Washington. Look at radio's most

popular news period, for example. From 6 to 7 p.m., each of WRC's five daily news

programs reaches an average of 78,660 different listeners—41% more listeners than the

second-best station. And 9 out of 10 WRC listeners are adults. The Washington market

has just had a $54 million increase in consumer spendable income.* To achieve daily

impact on the adults who control this huge new buying power, you need WRC Radio

which, week after week, reaches a greater concentration of adults than any of Wash-

ington's 17 other radio stations! And there's no better way than with good news, WRC
Radio news. Contact WRC ... or

NBC Spot Sales. Source: A.C.NiehenCo.NEWS
WRC -980

The NBC buying potter station in Washington, D.C. Sold by NBC Spot Sales *For details, set page
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

m WASHINGTON WEEK
5 JULY 1958 The rating services came in for spankings before the Senate Commerce Com-

mittee, some of which should make fascinating listening for sponsors.

Albert E. Sindlinger, for instance, insisted that the industry preoccupation with the high-

est ratings could easily lead to pay-tv. He said his service was the only one which measures

pay-tv audiences, and gave his considered opinion that only inferior free-tv could permit fee-tv

to slip through.

Sen. Mike Monroney (D., Okla.) whose vociferous opposition to the rating services was

largely responsible for the hearing, used some phrases worthy of Madison Avenue to attack

that fraternity.

He spoke scathingly of "the brains of Madison Avenue, who take (ratings) as the Ser-

mon on the Mount," imitate successful programs, and "they all seem to like to follow sheep-

like."

Monroney was disturbed by the small numbers of people used in the ratings. But Sind-

linger's quarrel was on more interesting grounds. He contended it means very little to an

advertiser to know a program has a 20 as contrasted with a 10, unless he also knows the

quality of the 20.

A sponsor, contends Sindlinger, should be more interested in knowing the quality of an

audience and its capacity for buying his product, rather than mere size, he concluded.

Sydney Roslow, of Pulse, pointed out that people, not meters, watch tv programs, and so

Pulse talks to people. James W. Seiler of American Research, which uses the diary system

about which Nielsen was most scornful, defended that system and also said the different serv-

ices measure different things and that all are useful.

Edward G. Hynes of Trendex made his contribution with a denial that the practice of

putting on strong programs and heavy promotion in rating week has any importance. "The

ad agency can just come to us and ask for a new rating." he explained.

(See page 4 on what A. C. Nielsen, Sr., has to say. I

Dean Roscoe Barrow and two of his aides will defend the FCC Network Study

Staff's network practices report—the Barrow report—in 11 and 14 July sessions

of the FCC.

Main body of the hearings has been closed for some time, with the knowledge that Bar-

row would be called. Now it appears that further witnesses will appear at dates not yel set.

These will be witnesses who complained about the networks in secret meetings with Justice

Department officials, about must-buys, option time and program tie-in sales.

FCC Chairman Doerfer told the Senate Commerce Committee that he can't accept se-

cret testimony, not subject to cross-examination. He said he would invite the Justice

witnesses to come out into the open.

The FCC took a beating from Sen. John Paslore (D., R.I.) over its inability

to come to any conclusions about UHF.
The chairman of the Senate Commerce communications subcommittee asked why the

FCC should not either be abolished entirely or reduced to three members from the present

seven.

Another was a 4-3 vote of the FCC commissioners in favor of deintermixture. with Doer-

fer protesting that you can't take an operating VHF off the air. He said Senators and Con-

gressmen would be swarming down on the FCC if anything like that was done in their areas.

The FCC has proposed a new rule aimed at stopping "pay-offs" to competing applicants

to get them to drop their bids for tv stations, and also to stop the practice of merging of

competing applicants to make further hearings unnecessary.



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

** SPONSOR HEARS
5 JULY 1958 Timebuyers who have to calculate the complexity of rates now available on

•onsor publications iNc daytime network tv are beginning to moan.

Says a sympathetic media director, "Our timebuyers are going crazy trying to work out

the rates. Even an IBM computer would bog down."

Reps may not know it, but agency management envies the ratio of their billings

to the amount of personnel required to service these billings.

An agency official puts it this way: "From what I hear, one of the top reps bills about

as much as we do. We've got 700 employees, while he's got less than half that."

P&G agencies this week took the news that McCann-Erickson had landed a

piece of Colgate business (Ajax) with a sense of relief.

McCann not long ago put out a feeler to P&G. In fact, an expert in agency picking

for P&G looked over McCann's New York operation.

The head of a small agency turned down a $l-million account rather than

upset the morale of his organization.

Attached to the offer was this proviso: That the new agency hire several of the

people who had worked on the account in the old agency.

The Geoffrey Wade agency submits this reminder: That it has been on record for

quite a while with Chicago reps on the triple-spotting issue.

It feels its new Four Point memorandum on some of the conditions it would like

from tv stations re spot shouldn't surprise anyone.

The importance of the commercial was brought home solidly to a prominent agency

recently when the client:

(1) Shelved what was supposed to be a series of humorous cartoons, and (2)

took the disappointment as a cue to switch the account elsewhere.

Chalk up Norelco—a heavy air media user—as one semi-luxury item that's

bucked the buying trend.

Up to the end of May the electric shaver field as a whole was off about 25% compared

to 1957, but Norelco's sales were up around 30%.

That jumped Norelco to second place (a rung behind Remington Rand).

Has the tv soap opera, as compared to its counterpart in early radio, moved
uptown and become the folklore of the upper middleclass?

Admen conversant with the trend of this type of programing think so.

Observed one agencyman: "It's hard to imagine tv giving the time of day to such

radio classics as David Harum, Just Plain Bill, Our Gal Sunday, or Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-

bage Patch."

sponsor • 5 .TUI.Y 1958



Hothing else like it

in Greater New York

IN PROGRAMMING: The voice of WVNJ is

unique. It's the only radio station in the entire

Metropolitan New York area that plays

just Great Albums of Music from sign on to

sign off— 365 days a year.

IN AUDIENCE: So different, too. So largely

adult— so able to buy— so able to persuade

others to buy. And in Essex County alone

(pop. 983,000) it has more listeners than any

other radio station not only in

New Jersey, but in New York as well.

IN VALUE. It delivers the greater New York
audience for less than 31c per thousand homes—
by far the lowest cost of any radio station

in the market. We can prove it with Nielsen

and Pulse. Get the facts and figures today.

RADIO STATION OF '(The KftUctl'll ^CttJS



NET TV OVERHAULS RATES
i Cont'd from page -VI

|

brand vertical rate bul it's possible thai

an) advertiser who qualifies for con-

tiguous rate? will benefit. It i> also

understood that the workings of this

new plan depend, u< some extent, on a

full or near-full schedule of advertisers.

Among the reasons ABC will not

copj the CBS formula are i 1 I the

network already had a daytime rate

based lower than CBS and NBC and

(2 i the difficulties in making changes

in affiliations eompensation arrange-

ment. ABCs "D" davtime rates during

the week are one-third of prime time

charges as compared with the conven-

tional 50'
< ratio on the other networks.

ABC also has had "C" rates in effect

for weekend davtime periods for some

time. This is more or less an academic

figure since the network is no program-

ing during the da) on Saturday at

present and onl) has one hour of

time sold on Sundav hefore 6 p.m.

In joining ABC with a "C" rate on

daytime weekend, CBS and NBC will

take a loss on a number of sponsored

kid shows on Saturday morning.

Vmong those now sponsored are: on

CBS

—

Captain Kangaroo, with General

Foods a participating advertiser;

Might) Mouse, bought on alternate

weeks by General Foods and Colgate:

Jimmy Dean, with Armstrong using a

half hour every other week; Lone
Ranger, sponsored on alternate weeks

b) General Mills and Nestte; on NBC
Handy Doody. bought bv Conti-

nental Baking: Rnff and Reddy, a

General Foods buj : Fury, another Gen-

eral Foods buy with Borden alternat-

ing: indy's Gang, a Minnesota Mining
X Manufacturing buy. and two shows
parti) sponsored by Sterling Drugs.

True Story and Detective Diary. CBS
and NBC will also take a loss on the

live sports shows normally seen on
Saturday afternoon.

Another recent change in daytime

discounts is the incentive NBC is now
offering for station line-ups of mini-

mum prices. The discounts range up
to r>'i for 136 stations or more. This

brings the maximum annual dollar dis-

count on NBC to 30%. At CBS, where

the current maximum goes to 25%,
there is currently no indication the net-

work will offer the same deal. The
CBS rate card, however, has a built-

in incentive for advertisers to enlarge

their line-up. since rates are calculated

on a station-hour basis. That is, the

discount rate is calculated by multiplv-

ing the number of hours bought times

the number of stations. For example,

a half hour bought on 100 stations is

equivalent to 50 station-hours.

The reported ABC offering of $1,000

per daytime minute participation is

considerably lower than the cost level

now in effect. Advertisers can buy seg-

ments now on Bandstand for roughly

S8.000, which gives them three minutes

of commercials or about $2,600-

82.700 per minute. Among the clients

said to be looking at this offer are

General Foods and P&G.

One thing certain about daytime is

that there is bound to be more sales

action this fall than ever. This is pri-

marily because ABC will he making a

big programing push during the week.

During the past few years daytime

billings, in terms of gross time, have

not made any strides relative to night-

time. As a matter of fact, during the

first four months the daytime increase

in gross prime billings has been less

than nighttime. Compared with last

year nighttime billings are 15.7%
ahead, daytime billings are 10.6%

ahead. Come the fall, however, the

possibilit) of daytime increasing ii-

share of total network billings beyond

the 309? level looks promising. ^

TV MONITORS THRIVE
i Cont'd from page 35 I

sen ice is Broadcast Advertisers Re-

ports, Inc. (see SPONSOR, 17 October,

1955). This is the only regular moni-

tor publication, covering 76 stations in

the top 20 markets. Monitoring is done

from sign-on till sign-off, seven days

a week. Using portable recording

equipment, crews cover the 20 markets;

reports are published six times a vear,

broken down by commercials per

brand. BAR reports are available onl)

on a subscription basis.

In most major agencies, monitoring

arrangements are handled by the me-

dia department, sometimes as part of

the media research operation. Pav menl

for monitoring is usually made by the

agency, but in cases where advertisers

have specifically requested the service,

they are billed on the regular 15'
,

commission basis.

Most of the major agencies using

monitoring services extensively—like

Benton & Bowles. BBDO, Foote. Cone

& Belding, JWT, Ted Bates and Y&R—
believe that wider monitoring coverage

is badly needed, especially in smaller,

scattered markets where it is harder to

keep tabs on stations that it is in big-

ger cities.

Some of the monitoring services are

planning expansion to meet growing

agency needs. Ken Jaffe, head of Na-

tional Television Monitor Company, is

one who predicts tremendous growth

for monitoring and is preparing for it.

'"We have expanded our own services

in the past few months," Jaffee says,

"to meet the increasing demands of tv

advertisers and to pinpoint their di-

vergent requests. While some adver-

tisers are interested only in the cop)

description, others will want to know

what the adjacencies were and whether

they were triple spotted.

"Another important feature being

checked on by advertisers," Jaffe con-

tinues, "is the problem of knowing

whether a highly rated show is moved

from an adjacent time slot. Sometimes

stations do not advise advertisers of

these changes, and by monitoring we

know exactly when this happens."

As recently as six months ago cli-

ents of monitor services split about 50-

50 between advertisers and agencies.

The trend now is for the agenc) to

absorb this service through its media

department, keeping their own clients

informed of changes and developments

in the field. ^
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JtjulLt on tnz tuabz %oak± of

PRIDE IN THE PAST

. . . CONFIDENCE
IN THE FUTURE

Our New-

Home at

igi

Rochester, New York

THE BETTER TO
SERVE YOU
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SOARING

to NEW HEIGHTS

over SACRAMENTO

KXOA

Aug. 1957—KXOA goes

Independent!

Oct. 1957—KXOA reaches

1st Place with 26

1

4 Hr. firsts & ties—Pulse

Mar. 1958—KXOA increases

1st Place lead with 29

Va Hr. firsts & ties—Pulse

50Ti_ U - S - Market:

Sacramento County

KXOA
Rep

—

McGauren-Quinn or

Howard Haman, V.P.

Another great Inland Market—
Imperial Valley — Nation's 7th Farrr

County best covered by

KXO—57.2% Share—Feb. '58,

El Centra

WESTINGHOUSE SWITCH
[Cont'd iron, page 39)

rumors of the new set-up going "up

ami down the street." The} notified

the reps Involved in mid-afternoon.

told the press later the same day.

Vtuallv the subject has heen under

discussion for some time. Word is that

station managers thought the idea had

merit. But thev wanted to keep, a

WBC spokesman says, "the traditional

prerogative of a station manager to

needle and bitch' at his reps." When
headquarters agreed to the "autono-

mous" feature of the new firm with a

"'relationship identical to that which

has existed . . . with our current reps,"

that hurdle was overcome.

WBC held a meeting last week at

French Lick, Ind. Presumably details

such as a name, office locations and

personnel—things that would have

normally been included in the an-

nouncement — were considered there.

The news "leak," and the need for

immediate confirmation, brought about

the premature announcement with lack

of details.

One of the rep firms was not sur-

prised. "As WBC acquired more sta-

tions and their national spot billings

increased, this step became more fre-

quently and seriously considered—with

our knowledge," said a statement from

H. Preston Peters, Peters, Griffin,

Woodward, Inc. president. "Conse-

quently, we are well prepared for it.

It is gratifying to us that our national

spot billings in both radio and tv for

the Westinghouse stations are at an

all time high now. ... In 11 years of

tv selling, only one station has left us

for another independent representa-

tive. ... No reduction or changes in

our staff are contemplated."

Eugene Katz, head of The Katz

Agency, followed somewhat the same

pattern. He told SPONSOR "We have

enjoyed and profited from our asso-

ciation with WPIX. WBC's station in

San Francisco, and we wish them every

success in their new undertaking."

Edward P. Shurick, executive v.p.

of Blair-TV, added a different thought.

Noting that his firm had "found WJZ-

TV and WBC officials aggressive and

cooperative in advancing their Balti-

more property into a position of lead-

ership," he added: "This decision

comes particularly as a surprise, since

the trend in recent years has been

awaj from 'house representation'.

"Television with its multiplicity of

detail and increasing diversification of

sponsorship including short flight

schedules requires the qualilv of per-

sonnel that economically onlv a major

representative can afford in order to

gain maximum effectiveness for the

station."" he added.

\\ IND, the other WBC property, is

ii l>ii Milled bv AM Radio Sales, a rep

firm of which WBC is majority owner.

The firm also represents eight other

radio stations throughout the country.

WBC is as vague about the status of

AM Radio Sales as it is about its new

firm. There are several possibilities,

all of which WBC admits are under

consideration: WBC could continue

AM in its present capacity, o-and-o'ing,

in effect, two rep firms; it could move
its six radio stations into AM, use the

new firm for its five tv stations only;

or it could take WIND out of AM, and

spin off am. Of the three possibilities,

the latter is least likely.

Is the WBC move the forerunner of

a trend? Not foreseeably. WBC has

unique characteristics—enough high-

rated stations in key markets, together

with a strong family image—to carry-

off an undertaking as major as setting

up national representation. ^

SCRANTONS TOP MORNING SHOW

BY NEARLY TWO TO ONE!

ISTATIOMT^
I 10%^--

.STATION^ \STATI0NB?
V ll%/hATI0N\ 16%7

l PULSE-NOV.1957:CHART8ASED0NAVERAGE|
I SHARE OF AUDIENCE FOR 12 QUARTER HOURS,!
' 6:00 T09:00AM,M0NDAYTHRU FRIDAY! f

•'(folcMjeefee*,

SCRANTON : PE N NSYLVAN I

A



TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
...market on the move!

Now in top 30 markets, sparked by amazing

industrial development — basis for sound,

stable, rapid growth! The Twin Cities of the

South are now 30th in total retail sales, 33rd

*Sales Management Survey of

in food sales, 27th in automotive sales, and
29th in drug sales.*

Clearly, Tampa - St. Petersburg is a must
on every modern market list!

luying Power, May 10, 1958

INDUSTRY ON THE MOVE IN TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG

WTVT. . .station on the move!
WTVT dominates Tampa -St. Petersburg

not only with top-rated network program-

ing, but with outstanding local shows as

well. Ask your Katz man for facts and

figures today!

Represented by the Katz Agency.

WTVT CBS
CHANNEL 13

TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

The WKY Television System, Inc.

5 july 1958



! TERRE HAUTE,
| Indiana's 2nd Largest

TV Market

SALES IN WESTERN MONTANA

1

\\

4
1 w "">-

tW
MlM i'
JA'Xjpt

TIMEBUYERS:

YOUR JOB IS

TOO TOUGH!
IF YOU'RE NOT USING

KMSO ch 13
TO SELL WESTERN MONTANA

• 42,000 TV HOMES

• ONE DOLLAR PER 1000

• 80% UNDUPLICATED

CALL OR WRITE

NAT. REP. GILL-PERNA

ilSSOULA, MONTANA

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

^SEtt^^ Crovcr J. Allen has been appointed

r^^^l^k director of radio l\ foi Geoffre) Wade

I « Advtg.. Chicago. A pioneer in Chicago

television, Allen got his first taste of the

Jtt- medium in 1946 as prop boy for WBKB.

JjL He left the station in 1948 to become floor

JM^ manager for VBC's \\ KN I! TV. and was

JJHNmtjI made a director in 1950. \lki the VB( -

^^^^^ Paramount Theatres merger in 1953, Wade
found himself reunited with WBKB. where, shortly afterward, he be-

came executive producer for the station. Shows he has produced

and/or directed include Don McNeill's Tv Club, Super Circus, special

broadcasts of the Davis Cup tennis matches and the Big Ten basket-

ball games. He also served as director in ABC-TV's 1952-56 political

convention coverage. He and his family reside in River Forrest.

Samuel F. Jackson has joined WMBD-TV,
Peoria, as national sales manager, accord-

ing to a recent announcement by Robert M.

Riley, Jr., director of sales for the station.

Jackson has been with the television sales

department of Avery-Knodel since 1951,

where he has covered major New York

agencies. He entered the advertising field

in 1945 via the research department and

merchandising division of the New York Daily News. When WPIX,

New York, was being readied for the air in 1948, he became one of

the first salesmen to join the station. While there, he was responsible

for introducing many advertisers to the then new medium of tele-

vision—accounts which subsequently became top tv advertisers.

Frederic Ziv has been appointed film pro-

gram industry finance chairman for the

United States Committee for the United

Nations. The Committee, now in its 10th

year, is a privately supported citizens or-

ganization whose chairman is appointed

annually by the President of the United

States. Purpose of the Committee is to

"disseminate facts about the United Na-

< ban man of the board of Ziv Television

i a nationall) known figure in the syndica-

;n he began producing shows for radio. He

field in 1948, where he achieved a leading

**M MM
tions . .

." Frederic Ziv

Programs. Inc. has been

tion field since 1937. whe

expanded to the tv film ]

position Eor his firm. In addition to being author of several books.

he is active in the Cincinnati Area Boy Scout Council. Chamber

of Commerce, Radio Pioneers Club. American Humanics Foundation.

5 JULY 1958



It gets crowded around first...

Ratings do not a station make...

Nor does baseball, alone. Nor does music, alone. Nor does any one thing,

alone. That's why we at KNX and CBS Radio offer a great variety of the

highest quality fare to listeners and advertisers.

But as long as several radio stations around town insist on tagging up at first

along with us, we would like to get the rating score straight.

Who's on first?

1) Well, according to the most recent (March-April) 8-county Pulse survey

we have more listeners in Southern California than any other radio station.

2) According to the most recent Los Angeles Pulse survey (March-April) we have

more listeners in the Los Angeles Metropolitan area than any other radio station.

3) And, according to the most recent Pulse Cumulative Audience survey

(December, 1957), we reach more different people, more often than any other

radio station in Los Angeles.

But, as we say...

How they listen to us is certainly as important as how many listen to us.

The recent Motivation Analysis, Inc. attitude study proves they listen to us, they

believe us — and what we offer.

That's why we keep saying the #1 radio station in Southern California is KNX.

Our representatives will be happy to show you the complete score.

50,000 WATTS KNX CBS radio!

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

SPONSOR • 5 JULY 1958



SPONSOR
SPEAKS
A step to maturity

\\ ith the current emphasis on getting the most for their

advertising dollar, sponsors are -till sticking pretty much to

ratings in choosing between stations. But, significantly, in-

terest in a station's public service record is growing rapidly.

Happily, stations long ago began to recognize public serv-

ice programing as essential to their business, and the more

progressive stations are setting records in this area. Just

recently, two stations—WRCA-TV, New York, and WBZ-TV,

Boston—shared the first prize in the third annual Robert E.

Sherwood Television Awards. Along with the other stations

which received Sherwood Awards, the two top winners have

demonstrated that public service shows can bring a degree

of recognition worth many times the investment.

Despite this mounting interest in a station's public service,

however, timebuyers report that they are often hard put to

justify adding a station to a schedule on public service

grounds unless the station is also near the top in ratings.

We hope that the day is not far off when the buyer will

give the same weight to a station's public service record as he

does to ratings. That day will mark a new level of maturity

in what is still a growing young industry.

An hour of need
Immediate support—both financial and moral—is desper-

ately needed by WKCB, Berlin, N. H., and its young owner,

Richard McKee, who is fighting for his broadcast life. McKee

is currently being sued for editorializing about juvenile de-

linquency, and under New Hampshire law, his assets can be

attached. Unless McKee can come up with $10,000 quickly.

he ma\ lose his station.

Man) broadcasters have already rallied to McKee's side,

and further support is essential. McKee has turned down

financial aid from his listeners, explaining that his is a broad-

casters' fight in which the integrity and rights of an industry

He deserves the support and—if we know the

industry- will undoubtedly get it.

\
fc\

this we fight for: Competition is great,

and the ti radio industry is all for it. But, as

Bob Sarnoff pointed out in his Syracuse speech,

let s keep it clean. Local papers please copy.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Well meant: A current Buick tv com-

mercial closes with the suggestion that

you drop in and let your Buick dealer

take you for a ride.

Premium: Admen are now referring

to R. T. Babbitt Co.'s New York City

campaign which calls for redemption

of three soap coupons for a ride on

subway or bus as "a token campaign."

Shaggy dog: Red Benson, WPEN,
Philadelphia, tells of poodle owner who
sent dog to canine school. After first

da\. owner asked poodle, "Learn any

geography?" Poodle stared. "Any
arithmetic?" asked owner. Poodle si-

lent. "Maybe a foreign language?"

owner persisted. Poodle brightened, re-

plied, "Meowww. . .
."

New tenants: Dr. Theodore R. Van
Dellen, medical authority for the N. Y.

Daily News, reports that "cockroaches

are leaving the kitchen to take up resi-

dence in television sets. Warmth pro-

vided by the tubes offers an ideal en-

vironment for nesting and rearing their

offspring. For nutrition they depend

upon glue and insulation on wires."

And for amusement they no doubt de-

pend on insecticide commercials.

Near miss: Fortunately it was caught

before printing, but in a SPONSOR page

proof NBC TV's Wagon Train ap-

peared as Fagon Train.

Pigeon Dept.: In 31 May column we
reported a pigeon nesting in an ad-

man's air conditioner, wondered how
long eggs would take to hatch. Now
Andy Gent of H-R Representatives' De-

troit office supplies the answer. "On
June 2nd," Gent writes, a pigeon egg

was laid in a nest of baling wire on

our window sill in the Penobscot

Building." It hatched on 20 June.

Gent's answer: 18 days in Detroit."

Compound fracture: From Variety,

Wednesday, 18 June

—

"The Stroz razzmatazz type of oper-

ation is something else again, com-

pletely divorced from the Mutual con-

cept. It's regarded as inevitable that

WIP will shift 100% to the Stroz pro-

gramming pattern. Incidentally, the

typesetting gremlins had themselves a

field day last week when VARIETY
errotuned that 'reported purchaser is

Todd chain of discount stores."
"

Watch it! Those gremlins are hav-

ing another field day.
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in Atlanta

NOTHING

builds

audience

like the

WSB radio

service | |

Gimmicks come and gimmicks go. But time and again

an irrefutable truth in radio broadcasting is confirmed

for advertisers.

Responsible, imaginative programming in the public

interest continues to be the radio service wanted by

the great majority of the listeners most of the time.

Latest Nielsen ratings show that Metropolitan Atlan-

ta's favorite radio station is dominantly WSB Radio.

Sunday through Saturday, WSB Radio is listened

to by the most people 64% of the time. During the

peak consumer buying period of Monday through

Friday WSB Radio is first 75% of the time. This is

three times the combined "first" positions of the next

four Atlanta radio stations.

Metropolitan Atlanta

Leadership to RaaV Audience Ratings

Sunday thru Saturday—504 Quarter-hours

Nielsen-March/April 1958
(There are 14 radio stations in metropolitan area)

Mm
20.8%

9.1%

m 27%

WSB 2ndSta. 3rd Sto. 4th Sta. 5th StO.

WSB radio,
50,000-watt WSB is affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and

Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Edw. Petry & Co.



morning... noon...and night...

all I buy isWINS
Radio wins audience has grown phenomenally since 1954—a trend unmatched

by any other New York City radio station. Also, WINS' rate of growth is steadily

rising. The three charts below show the compelling comparisons of the New York

17-County Area Pulse share-of-audience ratings for June, 1954 through 1958.

WINS has increased its afternoon and nighttime audiences so that it is now an

undisputed No. 1 in both time periods, wins ability to deliver results is -_

further attested to by its growing number of key national advertisers. (Jt^Jj

In the last four years Radio wins has become, from any standpoint . .

.

Repr. by the

"NEW YORK'S LEADING STATION". RADIO CIRCLE • NEW YORK . JUDSON 2-7000 Katz Agency

£ "Wow*
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WHAT THE TV

PROGRAMING

"MESS" MEANS

TO SPONSORS
Criticism of tv pro-

graming is now coming
from the industry it-

self. The danger is that

if television continues

to lose prestige, it

may well begin to lose

some of its advertisers

Page 29

Radio carries

the mail for

Metropolitan Life

Page 31

Do timebuyers

buy by

formula alone?

Page 34

Videotape's prog-

ress, problems:

a status report

Page 42

Rep. Weed Tele



YOU OUGHT

TO BUYNOW

/ ^>-

BEST BUY

OF THE YEAR

FOR SALE:

'2,400,000,000.00
That's what the 2,217,000 people in Big Aggie Land spent in retail stores last

year. You can buy your share of those sales by selling on WNAX-570

radio—the only medium in this vast, 175-county, farm-rich market

that covers it all— sells it all for you.

Your Katz man handles the orders.

A WNAX-570 CBS RADIOW PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION

YANKTON, SOUTH DAKOTA
Don D. Sullivan, General Manager

Nick Bolton, Commercial Manager



robert e. eastman & co.,
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.
PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Ave
Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ Bldg-Room 1043
San Francisco, Cal.

YUkon 2-9760
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

How tv's programing "mess" affects advertisers

29 Cr )f current Iv programing is nun coming from industry itself.
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whos CUTER... m3eT

r:artoon circles, a bitter debate

rages on who's pre-eminent in the field—

ittle Lulu or Betty Boop. In an effort to resolve the dispute,

we went directly to the source and found each of these famous

lies remarkably modest. As recorded on tape:

JLU:

[TY:

Oh, Betty, you're much funnier than I am.

Your famous voice alone knocks 'em in

the aisles.

Thanks, doll, but you've got me by a mile.

Didn't a survey show that 7 out of 10

people recognized you?

I blush. So true ! But speaking of numbers,

106 of your hilarious cartoons, 6V2 to 8

minutes each, are now available to TV
stations. That's enough for 6 months of

first-run programming. How can I top

that?

Well, 26 of your colorful, musical side-

splitters are also available to TV. That's

nothing to sneeze at . . even if you do own
all that Kleenex.

LULU: A small capital gain at best, I assure you.

When it comes to money, you've invented

the stuff.

BETTY: Me? I'm in very modest circumstances.

But I do have a knack for coining it for

others, such as stations smart enough to

latch onto me—and you—to pep up their

programming.

LULU: This isn't a bad commercial. Except for

one thing.

BETTY: What's that?

LULU: We haven't mentioned NTA.

BETTY : Boop-boop-be-boop

!

They're both cuter V buttons—they'll do wonders

for TV station programming—and they're available now!

NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES 10 Columbus Circle, New York City 19, JUdson 2-7300



Is your ad

dollar going

bye-bye...

or BUY BUY?
Are you playing "rating rou-

lette" in Portland, Oregon?

Been selling your product

on stations that inflate rat-

ings with kid*s gimmicks

and shows? With KPTV.
you reach an adult audience

— the kind that puts "buy

buy" in your budget. Look
at the program schedules.

Then put your schedule with

KPTV, the station that sells

the people who buy!

your BUY-BUY station

§c
ortland, Oregon

channel I C^L

jinif c

NEWSMAKER
of the week

^ftat

Former AB!\ president and Blair veteran Robert E. Eastman
returns to the station rep field after a year's hiatus. ISotv

open for business in his own Madison Avenue shop, tcith

branches in Chicago and San Francisco, Eastman's current

lineup includes eight top stations in a radio-only roster.

The newsmaker: Industry attention has focussed sharply

on Bob Eastman's current venture: formation of his own rep firm.

Some in the trade marvel at his courage—since it takes a minor

miracle for a new firm to succeed in today's complicated and com-

petitive national representative industry.

Eastman, in his usual forceful and dramatic fashion, is well

launched: he has signed up these eight stations as a starter: WNEW,
New York: WHK, Cleveland; WKLO, Louisville; WSAV, Savannah:

WIL, St. Louis; WRIT, Milwau- ^^^^^^^^^^^m
kee; KBOX, Dallas; and WEEP,
Pittsburgh.

After 14 years with the John

Blair Co. in New York, where he

was executive v.p. in charge of the

radio division, Eastman resigned

to take over the presidency of ABC
radio. Being an exponent of the

dramatic, one of his first moves

was to change the name to ABN,

thus doing something new and dif-

ferentiating between the radio and

tv networks. During his year's

presidency, Eastman worked fast and furiously devising a program-

ing formula built around musical programs and network personali-

ties, drawing talent chiefly from independent stations. He built a

hard-hitting staff and became a highly controversial figure.

He resigned officially from ABN in April of this year when ABN
activities were drastically curtailed, and soon thereafter set his

sights on forming his own rep firm.

Dick Buckley, head of WNEW and Eastman's first client. sa\s.

"We hired Bob because we knew of his intense interest and \ast

knowledge of independent stations. Of his ability and enthusiasm

we have no question." (In 1943 Buckley hired Eastman to come

with Blair, where they worked together for many years.)

Eastman was one of the first proponents of creative selling in

station representation. "Reps have come a long way since the days

of mereh presenting availabilities," Eastman told SPONSOR. "One of

our precepts is that imagination is one of the most important things

in selling. The creative selling approach is recognizing that the only

real sale is one where an idea is developed for the use of a schedule

on a given station for the maximum benefit of the prospective adver-

tisers. Our job is to interpret the character of the radio station. Not

<>nl\ must we convey the appeal of the station and document ratings

and costs, but we must also demonstrate to the buyer the individual

merits of a station." ^

SPONSOR • 12 JULY 1958
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V
Cross-countryftelevision audiences are

flocking to Jackie Gleason's syndicated

laugh-spree, THE HONEYMOONERS.

In Columbus, San Francisco, Boston,

THE HONEYMOONERS is the top-ranking

syndicated program in the market.

In New York, Miami, Cleveland, Detroit,

Minneapolis-St. Paul and Pittsburgh,

the show is tops in its time period. And
in Philadelphia, THE HONEYMOONERS
outpulls all competition combined.

What's more, in such areas as Atlanta,

Harrisburg, Portland (Ore.), Salt Lake

City, Seattle-Tacoma, and Spokane,

ratings for the 39 programs are running

higher than for the highly-successful

network run! (Over the CBS Television ^

Network, THE HONEYMOONERS was tops

in its time period throughout its run,

October '55 to June '56 . . . scoring a fat

28.6 Nielsen average audience rating

and a 45.2 share of audience.)

Sponsor traffic? Plenty!foods, beers,

banks, cosmetics. Clairol (lbhra«^ets) f

5 & W Fine Foods (9 markets), Ronzo

(3 markets). Household Finance, Jubilee

Beer, Safeway, Hamiltonian Savings

6 Loan, Progresso Foods . . . and more.

Give your sales the green light. Sign

up with fast-moving Jackie Gleason and

THE HONEYMOONERS. Call or wire..

.

CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES, INC.

(ffis ". . . the best film programs for all stations"

;.- Wrpkoo. Pi./«:p ,mri AR



rhat traffic!
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BIFtIMI I UNTO-IEIJ±1ML

BARTELL FAMILY RADIO is part of

Birmingham life much as Vulcan is part of

its landscape. This is programing with a

built-in invitation to join in.

This is radio with a continual promise of

happy excitement . . . stimulating games for

family fun, thoughtful editorials for

civic improvement, sentimental reminiscences.

All produced with glitter and polish

unique to professional showmen.

For more than ten years,

Bartell Family Radio has demonstrated that it

REACHES MORE PEOPLE

and more different people,

producing maximum buyership.

BARTELL IT... And SELL IT!

AMERICAS FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG INC.

SPONSOR • 12 JULY 1958



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
It will help you appraise the air media outlook for the second half of 1958 if you

know how the topdrawer thinkers on Madison and Michigan Avenues size the situa-

tion up. To them it looks like this:

• There's a school of top corporate management that has stopped worrying about what

happens the rest of this year and is concentrating on plans for 1959. Big agencies,

like McCann-Erickson, have caught this cue and now are talking about fresh, bold ap-

proaches to marketing, in general, and media, in particular.

• Some of the giant advertisers figure it's wise to concentrate on the hard-sell more
sharply than ever. This would mean molding the ad campaign to these objectives: (1)

garnering the maximum shelf space in stores, (2) making the distributor and dealer work
for the manufacturer, (3) stepping up the merchandising and promotion effort, and (4)

spending less time on building a corporate image.

• The soaps, drugs, cigarettes, and groceries will buy more in the spot media (as

well as network tv) during the second half than in the first half of 1958.

• Because of cost factors and expanding network competition, daytime tv's attractiveness

as a buy will continue to grow—probably at the expense of the print media.

• With a prize like the $7- million Kellogg strip in the bag, spot tv is expected to sweet-

en the bait further in its competition for program placements.

• The air media's flexibility will give them an edge over other media when hesitant

advertisers finally decide to cut loose.

• Most of the big spot tv campaigns will become available to stations much later

than usual because of (1) program schedules have yet to be crystalized at the networks

—particularly in the case of CBS TV, where there have been drastic realignments—and (2)

much network buying is expected to hug the deadline closely.

Of moment to spot is the fact that Necco is expanding its advertising from New
England to 28 markets this fall.

The plan is to buy minute announcements between 4 and 7:30 p.m.

The base for schedules: 100 rating points a week.

One agency that expects to spend more on spot this year than last is Y&R.
A top Y&R media executive told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week that a massive amount

of regional and special-purpose money will be released for spot during the next several

months.

ABC TV's latest sales promotion piece (entitled the Value Network) puts a heavy ac-

cent on how much cheaper ABC can be bought than its competitors.

It gets down to specifics when it compares the cost of a nighttime half-hour on a

hookup which provides 94.5% home coverage—a la the 127 stations for Wyatt Earp.

The comparison of weekly time costs, plus discounts, quoted by the brochure:

DISCOUNT STATUS

Gross for one time

With maximum discount

With minimum discount

ABC TV

$53,340

36,004(32i/
2%)

45,872 (14%)

CBS TV NBC TV

$61,737 $62,109

46,303 (25%) 43,476 (30%)

58,650(5%) 59,004(5%)

sponsor • 12 JULY 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Ask a rep where spot's best opportunity lies, and the chances are his answer will

he: the broadening of advertiser categories.

Relay the question and answer to articulate admen, and you'll likely get the wry comment

that there are but a handful of reps doing a militant job in that direction.

Accountmen say that new converts to spot can be obtained only by continuing and
persistent effort. They also pose this observation and query: The radio networks have

recruited quite a number of non-traditional advertisers the past year; why hasn't spot

been able to do the same thing?

NBC's forecasting experts estimate that despite the current lag in sales the bill-

ings for NBC TV and CBS TV this October will be ahead of the like month of 1957.

The grounds for this anticipation:

• NBC TV didn't get started with its lengthy schedule of new shows until late last season.

• CBS TV will have the rate increases that became effective for about 80 stations in

October 1957 in its favor.

Advertisers who are playing it cozy and waiting for further network bargains

eventually may find that they have traded themselves into a disadvantageous position.

Their possible plight: Too little time to get the maximum merchandising and pro-

motion value at the point-of-sale.

Smart marketers have learned that the way to build an impression with distributors and

dealers is to let them know amply in advance the full support they will be getting from tv.

Observed one marketing man to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week: "This late buying isn't

going to make it easy for the field sales force."

As a sidelight on what's still available for fall sponsorship on the tv networks,

note what the five leaders in that category are in terms of Nielsen ranking according to

the 1 June report:

SHOW NETWORK RATING PORTION AVAILABLE

Wagon Train NBC TV 25.2 50%
Gale Storm CBS TV 21.9 50%
Playhouse 90 CBS TV 21.7 50%
Perry Mason CBS TV 21.6 75%
Sugarfoot ABC TV 20.5 100%

One of the main reasons that Lever Bros, has sharply revamped its nighttime net-

work program roster is to improve its rating position.

Here's a comparison of the nighttime rating picture among the three soap giants:

CATEGORIES P&G LEVER COLGATE

Number of shows 6 5 3

Average rating 28.8 24.7 29.8

Ave. all network shows 22.2 22.2 22.2

No. shows above average 5 2 3

No. shows below average 1 3

On the daytime side, P&G this season had 11 programs above average and two below

average; Lever had four each above and below average; and Colgate had three above aver-

age and none below average. The average for each firm's daytime shows: P&G, 10.4:

Lever, 9.4; and Colgate, 12.2. Average for all network daytime shows: 9.5.

Source: The second January 1958 NTI.
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- SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

.

There may be a delay until mid-August on new P&G business out of Benton
& Bowles.

It wants to have a chance to study the special A-to-Z report that P&G periodi-

cally gets from Nielsen before making recommendations on various market problems.

For a change, the reps heard a bit of cheery news out of Detroit this week.

A check by their Detroit offices indicates that the agencies on Pontiac, Chevrolet,

Oldsmobile, and Mercury are beginning to plan spot campaigns for the fall.

That radio spot cutback which Chevrolet put through last week is not lost income for

the medium. It will be added to the fall kitty for plugging new models.

In all, it was a happy week for national spot tv on the new business front.

The sudden rash of activity that had the reps hopping included this roster of accounts:

Eversharp Schick (Compton), late night minutes; Lorillard (Kent, Old Gold Straights)

,

Lennen & Newell; Ad detergent (Colgate), Lennen & Newell; Lever's Imperial Margarine,

FCB; P&G's Lilt, Grey; Parry Laboratories' Myomist, the Joseph Katz agency.

CBS TV snagged its first piece of business hinging on the reduction of pre-

6 p.m. Sunday time to the C rate (505? of the Class A rate).

The switch in rate had a great deal to do with Pharmaceutical's moving the Ama-
teur Hour to CBS TV from NBC TV.

Pharmaceutical altogether will have four nighttime shows, or two-and-a-half hours

weekly, under its aegis this fall. That's a half-hour more than the previous season. It also

will have an alternate quarter hour of the Love of Life program.

The tendency among many national advertisers to hold off making decisions

on their year-end plans is raising havoc with vacation schedules in some of the agencies.

Key people have to guess whether to take a vacation right away or risk losing out

altogether for the summer should clients want to act in early August.

As an agency official summed up the situation: "Never has the buying been so late

or the planning for the year beyond so early."

You still can get an argument along Madison Avenue favoring the thesis that the top

thinking in agencies in this age of tv is dominated by print-oriented people. .

A point that those on the pro side of the issue will be quick to cite is this: Unlike its

handling of print, the agency business has failed to establish a copy check list for tv

and radio commercials.

Says an adman who has for some time urged the development of such checklist: "May-

be these print-oriented people expect tv to up and go away, despite the fact that 60%-

80% of their billings are now allocated to that medium."

For the first time since the 1930s there's been a sharp increase in the sale of

packaged pipe tobacco.

The pickup— running between 10%-15% — is particularly marked in soft employ-

ment areas where they're apparently going back to rolling their own.

Latest sales surveys show Winston continuing to hold its own against Kent in

the filter-tip field.

The accepted ranking of the top cigarette brands: (1) Camel, (2) Pall Mall, (3)

Lucky Strike, (4) Winston, (5) Kent, (6) L&M, (7) Chesterfield, (8) Marlboro.

sponsor • 12 JULY 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Todd Storz, leading operator of independent radio station, let loose this week
with all barrels at NBC Spot Sales' latest "Timebuyer Opinion Panel."

The highlights of Storz"s rebuttal to the Panel's findings:

• The division of music stations into "Top 40 Tunes-Stations" and "Standard Music

and News-Stations" makes for confusion and is misleading. It gives the impression that

the Top-40s don't carry news, and puts an unfair label on them from the viewpoint of

belittling a popular program fare—rock 'n' roll.

• Almost every survey of a major market shows that audience leadership is held by

stations with an outright music and news policy.

• The motivation of the Panel's findings as released by NBC is this: To induce the time-

buyer to ignore the basic and factual information—superior ratings—available to as-

sist in the buying of radio time.

• Music and news stations can't be tarred with the teenage brush because audience

composition figures show that their largest segment of listeners is adults between 18 and 45.

• The hep timebuyer isn't influenced in his buying by his personal tastes; he

buys what he deems best in audience values for his client.

• It is as unfair for a network to refer to music and news stations as "jukebox

stations" as it would be for a music-and-news station to call network-programed stations

"soap box machines."

The question about NBC Spot Sales' project now is: What impact will it have on
the timebuyer?

SPONSOR-SCOPE checked a crosssection of buyers along Madison Avenue— most of

whom admitted answering the NBC questionnaire—and found that a number of them were

disappointed in this: The end tabulations did not take into account the qualifica-

tions which were made a part of the answers.

Remarked one timebuying head whose agency is among the first four in spot: "Because

I realized that the questions could be interpreted as biased, I tried in each case to qualify

my impressions. Without reference to these qualifications—and I assume others did the

same thing

—

the answers might tend to give a distorted picture and throw the whole
thing into an emotional pother which in the long run could do radio more harm than

good."

Nielsen, like Trendex, has enlarged its three-network market measurement.

Its multi-network area report now covers 23 markets—nine more than covered previ-

ously. It adds 6% more tv homes and brings the total of tv homes covered to 40%.
Trendex had increased its multi-network coverage from 15 to 20 markets earli-

er this vear.

Y&R was on the verge this week of closing with ABC TV for a weekly rack of

40 quarter-hours, effective 6 October.

The deal involves weekly gross billings of around $250,000. Under the arrangement

which stipulates that charter members of this new daytime plan signed for 26 weeks firm, the

assured annual gross comes to about $6,500,000.

The clients being delivered to the network by Y&R, the originator of the plan,

are General Foods, Bristol Myers, Johnson & Johnson, American Home Foods,

Beech-Nut, and Drackett.

ABC's sales policv on charter subscribers: No options; only first come first serve. Rea-

son: Options might create a log jam of product conflict.

Likely competitive reaction to ABC's daytime expansion: NBC and CBS will put more
muscle into their daytime program schedules and step up audience promotion.

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 48; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 59; Washington Week, page 67; sponsor

Hears, page (>'<): Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74: and Film-Scope, page 45.
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La Crosse

.

The man of a thousand voices . . .

is another one of the 50,000 watt reasons why 50,000 watt WDCY is first

morning . . . afternoon . . . and all day in Minneapolis-St. Paul with 28.2%*

50,000 watts are fine . . . and WDGY has them. But coverage
alone doesn't get you audience. A 50,000 watt station needs
50,000 watt personalities, to match. Like Stanley Mack, here.

Stanley's the man of a thousand voices . . . dialectician par
excellence . . . legitimate stager . . . vaudevillian . . . radioactor
(Sam Spade series) . . . and singer and drummer to boot.

Stanley is typical of the sound and force which have made
WDGY first morning, afternoon and all day on Hooper and
first per Pulse, as well . . . and of the "response-ability" which
is giving WDGY its biggest billings ever ! For Twin Cities

coverage, personality and audience . . . talk to the Blair man
... or WDGY g. m. Jack Thaver.

*Hooper, May-June, 1958

WDGY
the 50,000 watt station with

the 50,000 watt personalities

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

|
TODAY'S RADIO

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT

OIX1
FOR TODAY'S S ELLIN 6
HOME OFPICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

12 july 1958



IN

SAN ANTONIO...

Nearly

EVERYBODY

listens

to

KONOM
• FIRST in i^

listenership

by HOOPER

* FIRST in ^^V
audience

by PULSE

See your || " ll representative

or Clarke Brown man

860 k< 5000 walls

Ufa.
san antonio Radio

Timebuyers
at work

Hal Kirk, Mohr & Eicoff, Inc., New York, creative and media direc-

tors, thinks that although the buyers' market for prime nighttime tv

loosens appreciably during the summer months, many network af-

filiates make no apparent effort to interest the many local and re-

gional advertisers who do not use the medium. "These advertisers

are understandably reluctant to ac-

cept whatever time is available

simply for the sake of utilizing tv,"

Hal says. "Such a situation isn't

good for either broadcasting or

advertising. The history of broad-

casting going back to the early

days of radio shows that those ad-

vertisers who grabbed whatever

was offered because it finally came

within their budget, still shy away

from broadcast media." Hal feels

it would be in the best long-range

interest of the medium if tv sales managers would devise a method

short of rate cutting that would enable more advertisers to partici-

pate. "Run-of-station schedules could be the answer to the problem,"

Hal says. "Advertiser diversification is the basis for a sound broad-

cast economy, just as it is for the healthy unmerged agency."

Howard Webb, Ralph Allum Co., Inc.. New York, feels that many

buyers fail when it comes to making a sound, definite recommenda-

tion on whether to buy radio, tv or print. "We know that in many

instances buyers are not considered when planning a client's strat-

egy," Howard says. "This is un fortunate. But is there any excuse

for a buyer to be influenced by the

budget allocations as to what type

of media should be used?" How-

ard feels, too, that many buyers

are not interested or are lazy, some

are biased, and others would rath-

er hear from the account super-

visor, then set up cost estimates to

match the budget. Then there is

the type of buyer who receives his

budgets and makes up several ap-

proaches — tv, radio, print, plus

combinations— and then proceeds

to bring the proper recommendations forward when he feels the

client is leaning toward one or the other. "Obviously," Howard says,

"there is no basic thinking in this and the buyer's work could be

done by a media estimator. We need more good media people and

fewer estimators in this highly competitive business todav ."
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MORE THAN
100%

Greater Listening Audience

WILS

7
M o°nd

fl

ay
M
TtESTrug

12:00 Noon-600 P M

WILS 58.3 60.5
Sta. B 25.6 21.2

Sta. C 7.7 9.8

Sta. D 3.7 3.2

C. E. Hooper,

5000
LIVELY WATTS

MORE LISTENERS

THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS

HEARD IN LANSING COMBINED

LANSING

CONTACT

VENARD

RINTOUL &

McCONNELL, INC.

wils
$tffr "e^ ytffr

ASSOCIATED WITH PONTIAC'S

wpom

by Joe Csida

^ Sponsor
(
backstage

Know thy star
It is not m\ intent to trespass on the turf of

mj new colleague, John E. McMillen, who has

been doing some excellent Commercial Com-

mentary for SPONSOR, but there is hardly a week

goes b\ that I don't get into a discussion with

somebody on the relative merits of filmed com-

mercials versus live. Personally. 1 am not an

all-out booster of either. I believe each has very

distinct advantages over the other and, by the same token, each has

some shortcomings which do not hold true for the other.

The pro-film men, for example, make the point that some horrify-

ing booboos take place in live presentations which could never

happen on film. But it has not often been pointed out that some

of these booboos result in a tremendous amount of additional

plugging for free. Such an episode took place recently on the Jack

Paar Show on the NBC-TV network.

The booboo that paid off

Jack was obviously not feeling his very best when the show started,

and made several comments about having a headache.

"I think I should have taken an aspirin." he finally said at one

point. Paar fans know, of course, that Bristol-Myers, and their Buf-

ferin are Paar sponsors, and "aspirin" had hardly tripped off Paar's

tongue, when he realized what he'd said.

Being the smart showman he is, he immediately picked up a bottle

of Bufferin. said: "Now, now. that was just a slip. I take Bufferin

all the time, and I'm going to take one right now to show you."

He uncapped the bottle, reached in for the Bufferin. and couldn't

get by the cotton wadding in the bottle. For what see-red like several

minutes he struggled with the cotton. Then trying to devise a black-

out for what had become a hilariouslv funny, though embarrassing

situation, he finally said "Oh. well. . .", picked up a glass of water,

poured some into the Bufferin bottle, lifted it in a brave salute,

said "Skoal" and pretended to drink to the audience's health.

This finish worked out beautifullv and took Jack off the hook.

He recapped the bottle and went about his business of talking with

guest Abe Burrows. About 20 minutes later, just at the half hour, in

the middle of one of Jack's easy discussions, there was a sharp ex-

plosion. The Bufferin bottle cap hit the ceiling, and sogg) . white

blobs of melted Bufferin splattered in all directions. Jack's suit, and

Abe Burrows' suit were suddenly transformed from neat, conserva-

tive garments to gaud\. polka-dotted apparel. The audience in the

studio and at home broke up. The laughs continued even after the

break.

And the next evening Lee Bristol. Jr. of the sponsor brass, came

on the show and presented Paar with a giant bottle of Bufferin, non-

explosive, and read him a citation. The scroll cited Jack for having

achieved the greatest booboo in (he whole histor) of Mristol-Myers

( Please turn to page 1 9 I
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

"BEELINE-™
cUAu>€as *uote -fox, -ike ft«nte«{

Beeline stations provide complete

sports coverage including live broad-

casts of outstanding local events. Four

of the Beeline stations carry San Fran-

cisco Giant baseball. Beeline stations

also coordinate with Bee newspaper
sports staffs to insure thorough cover-

age and keep the sports audience

tuned to the Beeline in the Billion

Dollar Valley of The Bees.

These mountain -ringed radio sta-

tions, purchased together, deliver
more radio homes than any combina-

tion of competitive stations . . . at by

far the lowest cost per thousand.

(Nielsen & SR&D)

HAcClodbdUAf KOH o RENO

KFBK ° SACRAMENTO

BAOOu(C0tdfMUI KBEEo modesto

1 KMJ OFRESNO^

C&hApOAMf

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative

KERN ° BAKERSFIELD
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statement!

Live? NO! A guest star (or

guest-plane ary) can be quite o

landful. And when there's a

fluff" it's r ice to know you've

got it on filrn—not on the air!

Just a snip, and out goes the

offending pssage. You're in

control at a 1 times—show,

stations, time—clear across

the country

Truly, a goc d release is a bette

release on EASTMAN FILM.

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

r W. J. GERMAN, Inc.

I Sponsor backstage continued .

sponsorship of radio and television programs. It referred to the

client's sponsorship of Fred Allen, who on occasion gave them a hard

time, and of Alfred Hitchcock, who barely tolerated their messages

on his mystery show.

As Jack, himself, said, when Mr. Bristol had finished his lengthy

bit:

"It's really nice of them to take our little accident so good-

humoredly. ... Of course," he added, "It's also a pretty smart way
to an extra five-minute commercial for free."

Sense of humor got free publicity

For at least a week after the booboo, too, stars appearing as guests

on the show made reference to the accident.

Newspapers throughout the country carried substantial stories

about the faux pas, and its explosive ending. In New York, for ex-

ample, the World Telegram carried the tale in a four-column spread

on Page 1. Bufferin was mentioned frequently, and generously

throughout the story. The Page 1 head said "Parr Pops Off, So

Does Product," and the runover head on Page 2 said "Parr Pops Off

And Bufferin Blows Its Top." The last paragraph of the story said

"The sponsor, the Bristol-Myers Co., maker of Bufferin, took the

whole thing in stride. A spokesman for Young & Rubicam, Bristol-

Myers' advertising agency, said today: "The sponsor is not without

a sense of humor. Remember, the Alfred Hitchcock show is also

sponsored by Bufferin. Mr. Hitchcock is famous for his cavalier

attitude toward the products sold on his show."

Thus, not only did Bristol-Myers get thousands upon thousands of

dollars worth of mention of its product, but it also got across the

fact that it sponsors the Hitchcock show on network television.

Commercial key: a good showman

Of course, not all live booboos work out as profitably in gratis and

voluminous additional space and time for the buyer. The key, I

believe, is the star. If he's as bright and alert a showman as is Parr,

the sponsor will come out way ahead every time. If he isn't, it

might turn out entirely differently. The star's talent, and his capac-

ity to turn a tragedy into a triumph is important, but equally impor-

tant is the star's basic attitude toward the man who pays the bills.

Paar's is healthy, wholesome and intelligent. Other stars have some-

what different attitudes and, in such cases, it makes no difference if

you do the show live or on film. One of Paar's recent guests told an

advertising tale which demonstrated this point. James Mason, the

distinguished actor, apparently has an offbeat attitude toward adver-

tising.

He told the story of Motorola making a deal with him, whereby

they would give him the most expensive combination in the line in

exchange for his services in a tv spot.

The copy read: "See me at my best. See me on a Motorola TV."

Mr. Mason thought this copy was so funny, he went through 32

takes before they put it in the can.

"Did they give you the set?" asked Paar.

"Oh, of course . .
." said Mason, "but they never used the com-

mercial."

The moral seems to be: "Live or film . . . know thy star." ^

s sure to shoot IN COLOR.
You'll be glad you did



ORES BULLSEYESj
T SHOWING!
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I RMINGHAM
WBRC-TV Thurs. 9:00 P.M.

34.8 20.8 T 23.5
Beats: Wyatt Earp, Perry Mason.
Burns & Allen. Wells Fargo, Groucho

Pulse Apr. '58

$)j BOISE
KBOI-TV Fri. 9:30 P.M.

23.7
Beats: Twenty One. Dinah Shore.
Steve Allen. The Millionaire, G. E.

Theatre. People Are Funny, U.S. Steel
Hour, Robin Hood. Big Record. Your
Hit Parade, and many others.

ARB Api

. People Are Funny,

ARB Apr. 58

Beats: Thin Man. Shirley Temple'
Storybook, Schlitz Playhouse. Kraf
Theatre. Studio One. Zorro, The Mil

Welk, Big Record and many other;

S)) PORTLAND ((•)) CHARLESTON, S. (

KOIN-TV Tues. 10:00 P.M. Tues. 7:00 P.M.

19.2
One. Your Hit Parade. 20th Cer
Jane Wyman P-esents, Frank Si

and Amat*i,' Hour.

ARB Apr. '58

GREAT STARS! GREAT IMPACT STORIES!
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GAIN!

ABULOUS

FIRST

RATINGS!

We knew these first TARGET ratings

would be fabulous! It's just the

beginning. TARGET is terrific in

over 100 markets. It still may be

available in yours.

I I I

*Jl



»s WAVE-TV
for

• BALANCED PROGRAMMING

• AUDIENCE RATINGS

• COVERAGE

• COSTS PER THOUSAND

• TRUSTWORTHY OPERATION

NBC AFFILIATE

WFIE TV, Channel 14,

NBC SPOT SALES, EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

the NBC affiliate in Evansville, is now owned and operated by WAVE, Inc.

0»\gtop bli<U>erto3 ,

S»iid lay/'
Gad, man, I can't stand tears. But

get this straight ... I want some

alert, wide-eyed time buying

around here. Just check this Cas-

cade market. It's big, Smidley,

big! KIMA-TV with its satellites is

the biggest, exclusive TV buy in the

West. And, mind you, it's getting

bigger every day. A billion-dollar

market that's ours with one single

buy. Now let's not miss it again,

huh, Smid?

Population 563,875

Retail Sales $657,655,000

NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVI PACIFIC NORTHWEST MOORE & ASSOCIATES

49th ami

§ Madisor

Happy Wapl

The power of radio, and smile and the

world smiles with you.

We have a "SMILE" to contribute

to your publication, if you so desire

. . . the following is true, and occurred

within the past two weeks:

Special devotions were held at St.

Mary's Church in Menasha last Thurs-

day evening. The church is currently

being remodeled, and, as a result,

workmen had left a radio plugged into

the church's public address system

—

tuned to WAPL. The priest entered

the pulpit to give his sermon, and at the

same time, switched on the P.A. Just

as the priest was about to speak, over

the P.A. came the last few strains of

"Happy Days Are Here Again," fol-

lowed by Bob Bandy, a most popular

Happy Wapl deejay personality. The
priest smilingly took it very well, and,

as we've been informed, everyone en-

joyed a good-natured laugh. WHER-
EVER YOU GO . . . Happy Wapl
Radio!

Although the above is no station or

sales promotional idea, humor, re-

flected in the broadcast industry, can

perhaps find a place for a chuckle in

today's progressive business world.

Connie Forster

gen. mgr., WAPL
Appleton, Wise.

Stereophonic sound

sponsor, which generally covers a sub-

ject so thoroughly, certainly seems to

have missed the boat in the story on

stereophonic broadcasting in the June

21st issue. With the pioneer stereo-

phonic broadcaster, WQXR and

WQXR-FM, right in the city of your

publication, we would have been glad

to have answered your question, "What
is the future of stereophonic broad-

casting?"

The combination of WQXR and

WQXR-FM broadcast the first stereo-

phonic concert in the eastern part of

ihe country, using a 20-piece live or-

I Please turn to page 24)
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PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

r
robert e. eastman & co. 9 inc.

national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ Bldg-Room 1043
San Francisco. Cal,

YUkon 2-9760
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49TH & MADISON
( Cont'd from page 22)

chestra, 'way hack in 1952. Since then

we have continuous!} broadcast some
stereo programs, and for the past four

years all live musical programs orig-

inating in our studios have been broad-

cast stereophonicalk. In addition to

at least three live programs a week, we
broadcast two or three hours of stereo-

phonic tapes. If the future of stereo

can be judged by the past, may we
int out that the audience reaction,

both phone calls and letters, has

been very great, indeed.

WQXR does not intend to go all-out

>r stereo, even though it does more of

that type of broadcasting than any

other station in the country, but we do

think it is here to stay and it will be

increasingly important when stereo

discs are available to the general pub-

Elliott M. Sanger

executive v.p., JVQXR
New York

It is with great interest that we read

the comments in connection with your

Sponsor Asks feature, "What is the

future of stereophonic broadcasting?

Since March 1 of this year, this sta-

ind KPMC, Bakersfield, have been

'rating to present stereo. The re-

action has been most enthusiastic. The

first program was sponsored by the

local daily newspaper, The Bakersfield

Californian. The night preceding the

broadcast they published a special, 10-

page section. By the way, The Califor-

nian is the only daily in the area. Since

then our stereophonic broadcasts have

been sponsored by a title insurance

company and the local Cadillac dealer.

We believe this is a series that shows

what can be accomplished when radio

stations cooperate with each other. All

of our broadcasts have been sponsored.

Both stations share in promotion. Both

stations sell it. The station that sells

the program handles the commercial

continuity. We handle the production.

There are two announcers used on each

program, one from each station.

Stereophonic broadcasting is an-

other factor in the ever-increasing

growth of the medium, creating listen-

er and advertiser interest.

Jim Hodges

sales mgr., KQXR
Bakersfield, Calif.

"But Boss . .

.

Music to do WHAT by???"

"Music to sell by.

Balanced music. Music for

the whole family."

"But Boss, we gotta

play more of that crazy

stuff. We gotta rock V roil

like everybody else."

"Thai's not how we got to be

FIRST in Cincinnati!"

J Come to think of it,

I guess he's right.

But Gee . . . what'll I tell my motorcycle .

EZ7ama
CINCINNATI
GORDON BROADCASTING COMPANY
SHERWOOD R. GORDON. BOSS
SOLD NATIONALLY BY ADAM YOUNG, INC.
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Reporter Ed Fleming covers ground.

He's been places most newsmen only talk about. And he's shM going places. Now

bringing millions of Southern Califomians his authoritative reports of national and

international events on "Six O'Clock Report" and "Ten O'Clock Report -The Big News!'

The addition of Ed Fleming to KNXT's prize-winning news staff is just one more

reason why, now more than ever, KNXT News means good news . For example: "Six

O'Clock Report" already reaches an average of over 400,000 viewers each evening.

"Ten O'Clock Report -The Big News" reaches better than 500,000 viewers and is, in

fact, the number one news show , local or network, in all Southern California.

World-beater Ed Fleming and KNXT News are made for each other. . .and for you .

For complete information contact the nearest CBS Television Spot Sales office

or KNXT, Channel 2, Los Angeles ^^/^^^ Phone OLive 1-2345 • CBS Owned

PA1M§

oknxt
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national rep resentatives for

Division, Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation

New York, New York

division, Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation

Cleveland, Ohio

The Balaban Stations ... in tempo with the times

St. Louis, Missouri

The Balaban Stations ... in tempo with the times

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The Balaban Stations ... in tempo with the times

Dailasjexas

Savannah's moit powerful voltt

Savannah. Georgia

Louisville, Kentucky

we re

in

business
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Some things you can take for grained— like the end ol the Little

Red Riding Hood storj and the wa) WMT-TV rovers Eastern Iowa.

WMT-TV Channel 2 • Mail Address: Cedar Rapids • National Reps: The Katz Agency
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^ SPONSOR

HUBBELL ROBINSON, CBS programing chief (writing
in Esquire): "It is obvious to anyone with eyes to see and
ears to hear that in television's programing a consid-
erable amount of soft underbelly exists/'

SYLVESTER "PAT" WEAVER, tv consultant (in a tv
interview): "You can't really have in your hands the
power that television has in this country . . . and let it

become the jukebox in the corner of the room to keep
the kids quiet and just pile one crime or western show
or game show after another."

DAVID SUSSKIND, tv producer: "The pronounced lag
in network time sales for the coming season has been
due entirely to 'filmed mediocrity' and 'copycatitis' of
current program offerings."

How tv's program "mess" hits sponsors

If the angry comments above had
been made by tv critic Jack Gould
I /V. Y. Times) or John Crosby (A. Y.

Herald Tribune) or even radio/tv's

own Goodman Ace, the industry would
have brushed them off politely as the

yearnings of the literati.

But that wasn't the source. They
come instead from a trio whose bread
and butter is commercial programing.

Moreover, by now it's pretty clear that

there's a growing band of serious com-
mercial thinkers whose philosophy

boils down to this:

• Like man—who presumably does
not live by bread alone—the tv net-

works can't exist on a pure diet of rat-

ings and revenues. They need pres-

tige, too.

• The chase for quick ratings at a

price is endangering that prestige.

• Ergo, trouble looms.

The Television Action Committee,

which tv producer David Susskind is

sparking, has been particularly articu-

late in trying to establish a link be-

tween prestige and the pocketbook. It

flatly charges that the drowsiness of

network time sales for the coming sea-

son is due to "filmed mediocrity" and
"copy-catitis." Meantime Pat Weaver
clearly feels that the current situation

in network corporate incomes can be

traced to programing mistakes.

First industry reaction to the Suss-

kind attack was that the Committee
had overstated its case. Facts-and-fig-

ure experts quickly pointed out that

the recession has brought declines in

the sales of all media, and that the

state of the national economy—not

program weakness—most likely is the

real cause.

But this explanation doesn't seem
entirely satisfactory to many sponsor

and agency higher-ups. They're say-

ing privately that the delay in network
time sales is too significant to be rea-

sonably explained by economic factors

alone.

They're also saying that the Suss-

12 JULY 1958



kind Committee—though it seems to

be mixing the network problem with

such issues as live vs. filmed tv and

Y ">
. \>. Hollywood production—may

be far closer to a bitter business truth

than "you'd usually expect from a

bunch of writers, performers, and

directors."

As to the Weaver remarks, here's

what one agency vice president told

sponsor: "It's too bad Pat was speak-

ing as the ex-president of NBC. In-

Even within industry critics of net

tv programing say creativity is

waning. One reason: agencies no

longer control show production . . .

c\ itably he's been accused of prejudice

and even soreheadedness by some of

the boys at Toots Shor's and Louis &

Armand's. What those fellows don't

seem to realize is Pat's vast experience,

both at the network and at Y&R, in

selling advertising campaigns to clients.

"I'm not qualified to comment on

the subject of NBC income, and I

wouldn't if I were. But I can tell you

there's an increasing amount of client

dissatisfaction with program quality

ri^bt here in our own shop. And if

you don't think that's reflected in tv

appropriations, you can't add two and

two."

This direct linkage between poor

program quality and growing adver-

tiser dissatisfaction, was stressed to

SPONSOR bj other observers in other

v ays.

In short, there is now increasing dis-

Benl (mill the commonly accepted view

expressed by Nicholas E. Keesley,

radio h v.p. for I.cnnen & Newell

(SPONSOR 7 June) that the "figures

show the viewers are happy." Keesley

cited the rise in sets-in-use as evidence

of the true popularity of current pro-

graming, and concluded that most pro-

gram criticism is both irresponsible

and dangerous.

Now, however, some thoughtful ad-

vertising men are beginning to doubt

whether the real program situation can

be judged by any such standards.

They freely admit that Nielsen

shows two million more homes in the tv

camp this year than last. There's no

doubt that listening-hours per home
are up— although only slightly — for

1958 over 1957. But, they say, such

facts tell you nothing about client reac-

tions, or client psychology, or about

network tv's declining prestige in the

total advertising picture. And it's in

these areas that program quality really

counts.

To understand this, say the veterans,

you need an inside picture of what

really happens at the "decision-making

levels"—a look at the factors that in-

Despite the complaints over net

tv programing, the average num-
ber of viewing hours per home is

holding steady or rising . . .

fluence a client in his choice or rejec-

tion of tv.

For instance, the veterans point out,

few people outside agency top manage-

ment really understand the weaknesses

and limitations of the "rating sale."

Here's the way they explain it to

sponsor:

You can take it as a general rule

i with some notable exceptions, such as

P&G) that the greatest infatuation with

ratings comes at the lower levels of

both agency and advertiser organiza-

tions.

Thus, while it often is comparative-

ly easy to sell a junior executive on the

idea that a program is "good" if it has

a "good" rating, this "rating sale" gets

progressively harder as you move up

the line to senior account supervisors,

agency partners, sales vice presidents,

corporation heads, and boards of di-

rectors. These men want audiences, of

course. But usually they're also look-

ing for something more—certain "ex-

tra values"—which aren't visible in

mere facts and figures.

For instance, when Y&R went to

Remington Rand with the recommen-

dation to buy into Gunsmoke, it natu-

rally had a sound statistical case to

support its proposal. But what report-

edly swung the deal with the personal

enthusiasm for Gunsmoke on the part

of Remington board chairman, Gen.

Douglas MacArthur? "Gentlemen," he

is reported to have said, "there are

many fine western programs on the

air. But in buying Gunsmoke, you are

buying the finest."

Advertisers, many experienced agen-

cy men point out to SPONSOR, like to

like what they buy. And in the case of

a large tv expenditure, they like to like

it very much. Such an attitude may
seem shocking to neophytes who com-

plain bitterly that the client just wants

to "please his wife" or "boast to the

boys at the golf club" when he ought

to have a "more scientific approach."

But actually, say more mature admen,

there are good and sound reasons for

(Please turn to page 70)

But the key point remains: will

the debate over tv programnig

have an adverse effect on net tv

revenue . . .

SPONSOR • 12 JULY 1958



Directing ad campaign

Spot radio delivers the mail

^ Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. pioneered public

service radio, still invests about $1 million each year

^ Radio spots bring in the letters asking for health pam-

phlets, also help agents sell by creating favorable image

W th so many dollars riding on an

ad campaign, it's not surprising that

advertisers look to get the maximum in

sales returns by using their media to

sell, and sell hard. Public service ad-

vertising often looks a little altruistic,

especially when sales are difficult.

A notable exception to this scheme

of things is the Metropolitan Life In-

surance Co. of New York, which will,

this year, invest about $4 million in ad-

vertising. Most of this amount will be

devoted to public service advertising.

Not that the company lacks a

healthy interest in sales. It has total

assets of $15.5 billions, making it one

of the largest financial institutions,

with the exception of the government,

in the country.

Of its approximate $4 million adver-

tising investment this year, Metropoli-

tan will allocate about $3.25 million to

public service activities, with the other

$750,000 going for product advertis-

ing. Radio accounts for perhaps 30%,
about $1 million, of the advertising

budget with the rest going to maga-

zines and newspapers.

Metropolitan refers to its public

service activities as a health and wel-

fare program. Its purpose is to edu-

cate policyholders and the public in

measures to combat disease and acci-

dents, and to encourage practices that

make for good health.

The company produces a series of

booklets on a variety of health and

safety subjects, including overweight,

nutrition, safe driving, child care, emo-

tional health and specific diseases (can-

cer, heart disease, arthritis, etc.) In

addition, there are bulletins available

on health for school classroom use and

teaching aids.

The purpose of the radio advertising

campaign is to give up-to-date informa-

tion on health and safety subjects.

This is presented in the form of "Good
Hints for Good Health." Patently a

minute or two of commercial time does

not permit much education on any sub-

ject, so the commercials are designed

to remind people of the gaps in their

personal knowledge about their health

and welfare, whet a desire to learn

more, and pass along a helpful sugges-

tion or "hint" for good health or

safety.

Sometimes this takes the form of a

question, i.e.; "What do you suppose

is the greatest hazard our children face

during the first years of their lives

. . .?" Or it may take the form of a

statement; "Each year over two-fifths

of the 9,500,000 accidental injuries

occur in and about the home."

A third form begins with a health
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suggestion, such as "Chances are that

you— like most of us start to rub

your eye when you gel something in it.

Bui actually, rubbing maj cause the

particle to scratch the eyeball or be-

come imbedded. Doctors say that the

(direct tiling to do is simply to close

the eyes and let the How of tears tr\ to

wash the particle out. If this doesn't

work, touch the object lightl) with the

moistened corner of a clean handker-

chief."

Whatever the beginning, the copj

leads into this thought: the answer to

the question, as well as a considerable

amount of other information on the

subject, is offered in a free booklet.

The radio advertising program has

worked very successfully. Since the

present program began, in 1946, six-

and-a-half million booklets have been

mailed in response to requests from the

radio audience.

\- the si/e of the SI million radio

expenditure suggests. Metropolitan is

now running a considerable number of

spot announcements—upward of 600 a

week. The spots run in 37 markets

throughout the U. S., and in Canada.

With six exceptions one station is used

in each market. The exceptions are

Chicago, Toronto, Montreal and Que-

bec, where two stations are used, and

New York and Philadelphia, with three

each. This brings the total number of

stations used to 42 in the U.S.. plus

in Canada.

On all of these there are at least five

announcements a week, more often

running to 18. Thev are built in vary-

ing lengths, depending on the program

format, and include 15's, 20's. 40"s.

50's and 60's. At the lower end, the

1 5's, the spots are basically introduc-

tion- or reminders. The actual meat

of the message occurs in the longer

spots.

Building the scripts for the spots be-

gins with selection of a theme, gen-

erally, based on material in one of the

more than 20 booklets the compan)
offers. W Inch booklet is chosen, and

v hat aspects of it are featured, is based

on several considerations.

While there i-. naturally, an attempt

toward rotation, some subjects, such

a- nutrition, first aid, and heart dis-

ease, gel much more coverage during a

yeai than others. I he sci ipts for an

entile week are devoted to a single -llli-

ject, .ind each subject i- covered from

one to -i\ lime- in the COUrse of a

Near. Beyond that there is a further

attempt to match subjects with seasons

and topicality.

For example, the booklet on heart

care gets a logical tie-in during the

winter months to shoveling snow. In

the summer months the same theme i-

adapted to include such active pursuits

as tennis or swimming.

The same principles hold true, of

course, in other areas such as automo-

bile safety. During the summer the

commercials are keyed to weekend and

vacation travel, while winter cop)

stresses the hazards of ice and snow
and night-time driving.

When the booklet has been selected,

at least six different themes or aspects

must be chosen, with two variations of

each, since there will be an opening

and closing spot on each of six days.

The commercials are never repeated,

even though the same booklet is used

during an entire week. The ban on re-

peats extends even beyond the week in

question; when the same subject comes

up again, whether six months or six

\ears later, there are still no repeats.

Once these six basic scripts for a

week are approved by the company,

they go back to the agency. Young &

Rubicam. for modification into 14 dif-

ferent formats! These range from a

60-60, (one-minute opening and clos-

ing) to 40-60-40, or 40-60-15. or in

one case, 60-60-50.

Metropolitan achieves the uniformity

of a network with the flexibility of lo-

cal spot by buying, where possible,

only one type of programing: news.

There are but few exceptions to this

plan.

A few years back the company did

buy a CBS network news program, but

gave it up for reasons of coverage pat-

tern. It now buys locally to fit its

needs. When possible it trys to get a

15-minute news program, buying, in

various cases, five, 10 or all 15 minutes

of the show. In cases where the news

time slots it wants are sold out, it will

try for adjacencies. Most of the spots

are in the morning.

The polic) of selecting news shows

is based on two considerations. The

first is the fact that Metropolitan pol-

ic\ holders represent an almost com-

plete cross-section of the population as

a whole. They cut across economic

-data, they live in the most urban and

the mosl rural areas, and thej are

found in virtually everj type of occu-

pation.

Health and welfare booklets, <,f which

there are now more than 30, are the hack-

bone of Metropolitan Lifes' campaign

AFTER A CORONARY
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News, the company believes, is one

:ind of programing with universal ap-

ieal to am listener. News has addi-

ional advantages, according to the

ompany, because the commercials

lave a "news" flavor which ties in well

nd the news program provides a nat-

iral showcase for the "Good Hints"'

opy. It has an inherent sense of im-

ortance which makes for an easy tran-

ition into health and welfare copy,

nd. of course, radio news often has

igh ratings, providing a good audi-

nce and coverage.

The selection of stations used is

lade on specific criteria. The first

this country and Canada. A large sta-

tion, probably 50 KW with a large cov-

erage pattern, tends to be viewed more
favorably because it delivers both the

city, and the outlying areas at the same
time.

This seems to narrow the choice

pretty definitely to large stations in

large cities. But the company then

balances these factors against other

known factors, such as ratings for the

time periods it is interested in. and

audience composition.

And, of course, it considers news
personalities when picking stations,

since Metropolitan, through its 22,000

Listeners to company broadcasts are

asked to send their requests for the

booklets offered to the local newscast-

er. While the number of requests is

not the determining factor in review-

ing schedules, according to the com-

pany, it is one measurement of a sta-

tion's audience and its composition.

The success of the process of select-

ing stations is shown by the fact that

in its 42-station lineup. Metropolitan

figures that over two-thirds of the total

population is within listening range,

and that more than SQ'/i of its 41 mil-

lion policyholders are similarity in-

cluded.

adio. Metropolitan went

rear, conducted by Arthur Bagley, center. Ass

selection is to decide on markets. These

are picked, as nearly as can be de-

termined, to reflect concentration of

policyholders.

Even though Metropolitan has some
41 million customers, located in all of

the 48 states and the provinces of Can-

ada, there are some areas where per

capita density of policyholders is high-

er than in others. To a degree this is

true of most major cities. The choice

narrows then, primarily to stations in

these markets.

There are additional considerations.

Though it's true there is a higher den-

sity of policyholders in large cities, it

must not be overlooked that smaller

cities, and. inceed. even rural areas

surrounding larger cities, are heavily

populated with company polic\ holders,

shown in the company's maintenance

of over 1,000 local offices throughout

agents, will throw a promotional effort

behind the newscaster it sponsors.

Each agent in the territory covered

by the station is notified of company

ad plans, including schedule changes,

and is furnished with blotters giving

the station call letters, the name of the

newscaster and the time of the broad-

cast. These blotters are given out by

the thousands by the agents to help

build an audience for the company's

news programs.

In return, the company appreciates

cooperation from the newscaster in ap-

pearing periodically at regional oTce

sales meetings to build a closer rela-

tionship with the agents. Some news-

casters ask regional office managers to

appear on the program perhaps once a

year to personally explain Metropoli-

tan's interest in better health and wel-

Metropolitan is a pioneer in radio

and was, indeed, the first insurance

company to use it. The firm's first

show was broadcast March 30, 1925.

It featured Arthur Bagley conducting

setting-up exercises directly from a

specially-constructed studio in the com-

pany's famous tower in New York. The

show ran year-round, from 6:45 a.m.

to 7:45 on standard time and from

6:45 to 8:45 a.m. during daylight sav-

ing time. This program ran continu-

ously for 10 years.

At the beginning the show was car-

ried over WEAF in New York, and

had a hookup with two other stations

in the east. Bagley interspersed his

setting-up exercises with piano music

and health hints. Then too, health

pamphlets were offered.

In its first year, 1925. the compan) 's

I Please turn to pa^e 72 i
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Syndicator attacks 'formula' timebuyi

By Walter Schwimmer

\Ji all the jobs performed by the

big-time ad agencies. I know of none

as botched up, mishandled, and con-

fused as the business of buying time

on tv stations.

Most of the people I have met in the

media departments of Madison Ave.

would not be allowed to buy space for

me. if I were an advertiser.

Specifically. I am not blaming these

persons individually, as I am condemn-

ing the systems they operate under.

A "good" account is head up by a

chief timebuyer. and under him are

assistant timebuyers. Another step

down the ladder are clerks entitled

"estimators." I Honest to God. some of

these smaller fry make $50 to $85 a

week! College graduates! Earnest,

nice, intelligent, frightened young peo-

ple, hoping for a future in the adver-

tising business. But—and this should

astound Mr. Multi-Million Dollar Ad-

vertiser—this is the talent behind the

gun who are working on the spot deals

and helping develop the decisions on
expenditures that may influence his

sales future! I

How do these people work? What
keeps them from making mistakes?

How do they recognize a good buy as

against a bad buy?

Easy.

Rules. Formulas. Nice, tidy, neat

little rules and formulas. You start out

with a sharp pencil and a clean sheet

of yellow7 paper.

Given a specific tv show7—what is

the national track record? The latest

national ratings? Preferably, ARB.
(Why ARB, I don't know, but I as-

sume this figure is generally consid-

ered the most deadly, so if the pro-

gram shows up good on ARB, then it's

just got to be O.K.)

Now you get the latest local ARB
ratings of the show, in each market

being considered for the campaign.

Ratings for the shows preceding and
following.

Next comes the rating for each sug-

gested time slot, based on what it en-

joys now, as well as at the same time

a year ago. The ratings on the com-

petitive stations in each market for the

same time slot come under scrutiny.

Also number of tv homes per market.

Now you take all the above factors,

put all the elements into proper bal-

ance, and project a potential rating

I conservatively speaking I for the show

in each recommended time slot.

When you have this figure, you whip

out the trusty slide rule and manipu-

late it against the price of the tv prop-

erty.

Out pops a cost-per-1,000.

This is compared with other buys

offered in each market, and the winner

and new champion is the program with

the lowest figure.

Wonderful! Infallible!

Not onlv that, but you have a sure-

fire story to present to the client. One
that can be backed up with safety.

You have proved you have done an

air-tight job. Scientifically.

What happens to the intangibles?

There are so many of them, plus other

extenuating circumstances— that, for

the sake of brevity, I will highlight

only a few of the most important:

(1) Let us assume one of the stations

in the schedule is WWWW in Ipswich,

Ohio. Suggested time slot— 1 PM-2
PM, Sunday afternoon. Eagle-Eve

Timebuyer puts the microscope on the

period. A year ago, this slot "enjoyed"

an .03 rating. So, of course, into the

ash can goes this recommendation. No
one pays much attention to the fact

that WWWW is a new station that pro-

gramed 12 Noon to 1 p.m. a year ago

with a test pattern, and the recom-

mended slot, last year, was a religious

program. This, of course, should have

tossed out last year's figures as com-

pletely irrelevant.

(2) The national ratings on the rec-

ommended show, when it was on a net-

work, were adequate to good. The
show was then moved to a more com-

patible slot, at which time the ratings

jumped and became excellent. Mr.

Timebuyer averages the ratings for a

mean figure. This does not show the

programs proper potential, but it's a

rating the timebuyer can defend.

(3) In a certain area, ratings not-

withstanding, a show may be a power-

house, due to a local situation. This

information is generally ignored or re-

ceives short shrift by the usual time-

buyer (Though we must admit there

are exceptions). He does not know
how: to properly present this in his re-

port to the client.

( 4 I A certain type of show is partic-

ularly appropriate for a specific type

of product. Were the client in ques-

tion to sponsor this show, he would

pinpoint his exact audience target. As

a result, a fine sales return would seem

inevitable. Give this info to Mr. Aver-

age Timebuyer, plus a nickel, and you

may be the recipient of a package of

Wriglev's Juicy Fruit Chewing Gum.

5) Come into Mr. Timebuyer's of-

fice with a set of rating figures that

show up your program most favor-

ably, but his rating service (a com-

petitor I shows your program ratings

as mediocre to lousy. Now try to con-

vince him to go by your figures in-

stead of his, or reconcile the two. You
got a better chance to convince a beau-

tiful blonde that your wife misunder-

stands you.

I Please turn to pape 36)
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1 and a timebuyer takes up the gauntlet

Walter Schwimmer (1.)? president of Jones (below), Donahue & Coe head

Walter Schwimmer, Inc., charges in

this exclusive SPONSOR article that

current timebuying practices are dom-

inated by hidebound rules. Evelyn Lee

timebuyer, answers Schwimmer that

timebuyers use both imagination and

ingenuity. Their respective rebuttals

follow on the next page.

By Evelyn Lee Jones

"ft
7 nee upon a time there was a

charming syndicator of tv programs.

He spent all his waking and sleeping

hours day-and-night-dreaming that his

were the greatest tv programs in all the

land. He tried valiantly to bowl over

timebuyers, but he was unhappy be-

cause, although they treated him cour-

teously and listened to him carefully,

they did not agree with him. Then,

one evil day a wicked timebuyer bit

/

the charming syndicator. And, from

that day forward, kiddies, program

syndicators have been the sworn ene-

mies of timebuyers . . . they hate all

timebuyers, but they hate the time-

buyers who don't buy their programs

the most!" (Old 4A Adage.)

Come now, Mr. Schwimmer, we're

all too old for fables, even those that

point a finger or a moral. Even the

days of the hardy pioneer spirit are

over except on tv Westerns with a

track record.

You must realize that when a time-

buyer is speculating with the other

guy's money, he's got to be damn care-

ful. He must buy—or recommend
buys—based on fact, not on fiction, fe-

male intuition, male curiosity, or pup-

py love. He can't be a second-guesser

or a Monday morning quarterback

with a client's million dollars.

Face the facts of timebuying:

A good buyer does worry and weigh

all the potentials of both time and pro-

graming. His recommendations—usu-

ally made to the account executive

—

must be supported by evidence.

The account man very often finds

the conclusive evidence inconclusive

and, after evaluations and re-evalua-

tions (with the timebuyer very often

taking the same dim view of account

men that you take of timebuyers), a

recommendation is made to the client.

Then it's his turn to weigh, evaluate,

question, amend, and, finally, buy or

reject. Decisions, decisions, always

decisions, and decisions nearly always

are based on the tangible you reject

—

mathematical evidence!

Without getting into the frantic fight

about ratings and rating services, your

attack on buyers who—you say—look

at only one rating service is complete-

ly illogical. Buyers, invariably, con-

sult two or more services. But it's a

safe guess that if a local ARB report

rates a syndicated show poorly the

syndicator will not use ARB in trying

to sell that market. If Pulse, on the

other hand, gives his show a high rat-

ing in that market, he'll use Pulse. If

both ARB and Pulse point up the fact

that he has a "louse," the syndicator

will present neither rating service in

trying to make his sale. Where it bene-

fits him he will jump from rating serv-

ice to rating service . . . using ARB in

one market, Pulse in another, Trendex

in still a third. The syndicator is cul-

prit, not the buyer.

You also seem to be irritated by the

cost-per-1,000 factor. Let's examine

that:—if all timebuys were made via

the techniques you attribute to time-

buyers, there would be sponsorship of

only one program on one station at

any given time—that program being,

of course, the program with the high-

est rating. No advertiser would spon-

sor programs at opposing times. You
have only to switch on- the dial in a

multi-station market and go from sta-

tion to station to discover that at near-

ly every hour of the broadcast day

and night, there are sponsored pro-

grams opposite each other. If the

rules you say prevail are followed

—

why? I'll tell you why. There are

"deals," "time packages," "program
allowances," etc., and, when these are

balanced against the best time period

and the best programing, very often

the cost-per-1,000 figure is more than

just favorable—it's compelling!

No matter how you slice it ratings

reflect people, and money is money;
and that's how you arrive at a cost-

per-1,000. You can't get all of the

people all of the time, but you can get

(Please turn to next page)
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Schwimmer . . .

As an aside while the timebuyer i>

I

» nl t i rij^ the microscope on a deal to

discover if it comes up with a proper

cost-per-1,000, it goes without saying

that this hocus-pocus takes days, per-

haps weeks of jockeying. During this

time, the follow inn max happen: (a)

Some of the suggested time slots dis-

appear, having been gohbled up bj

other advertisers il»i the program

packager has sold his propert) to

someone else in several or all of the

markets made available.

Ill admit that a fair percentage of

head timebuyers on an account know
and understand the score. But God
help you when you must deal I which

is most of the time I with anyone else

in the media department.

\\ hen it comes to the business of

creative timebuy ing, this is a subject fit

onlx for the Senior Class and is com-

pletely incomprehensible to the Fresh-

men and Sophomores. I I would put

very few timebuyers in the Senior divi-

sion.) If you are a program pack-

ager or a tv station representatixe who

has something in this category— it is

generally a waste of time to explain

your proposition. It will be viewed

with suspicion. Obxiously. you are

simply up to some kind of a trick.

What's the answer? Simple. It's im-

possible to be a good timebuyer with-

out first becoming a good advertising

man. Then, space and program values

become understood and appreciated.

It takes solid advertising back-

ground, know-how, judgment, and im-

agination to qualify a person to do a

first-rate job as a timebuyer. ^

J inics . . .

some "I the people some of thi' time,

am!, when \ on gel some at the right

price, you're doing all right.

Ever) timebuyer is on the lookout

loi shows that xxill attract the greatest

number of potential buyers to his cli-

ent'- product. To believe otherwise is

sheer nonsense. But it is not possible

to stretch any except the largest bud-

gets to encompass tiny but dedicated

segments of the over-all audience.

I hciv max he some really ax id tiddley-

w inks players in the far-reaches of

Cincinnati, but a timebuyer will pass

up a program aimed directly at them

to gel to the larger group that be-

lieves sex is a hot sport, too.

To touch but momentarily on "crea-

tive timebux ing" . . . how, Mr. Schwim-

mer, do you believe that "saturation

buying" originated? . . . how did 8

and 10-second spots come into being?

Through smart station operation? No
sir, through smart timebuyers! There

are dozens of other examples . . . some

that even prove buyers have gotten

their creative departments to tailor-

make commercials for creative buys!

As advertising men and women
proud of their profession, timebuyers

stack up favorably against any other

creative or administrative branch of

the advertising business. Don't get anx

mistaken ideas . . . timebuyers are not

only people, they are advertising ex-

perts. They have to be, Mr. Schwim-

mer, or they might be eompletelx at the

mercy of salesmen. ^

u
Rebuttal
by
Walter
Schwimmer

I have no quarrel with Evelyn Lee

Jones insofar as the necessity of a

timebuyer evaluating cost-per-1,000

and other statistical data with regard

to a show. Mx quarrel is that, gen-

erally, this is the sole factor that is

used as a guide by an ad agency and
the other plus factors are ignored.

I also believe most good timebuyers

try to do the best job they can and give

the account executive xxhat he asks

for: mx biggesl gripe is that, quite

often, the account executive depends

on these figures from the time buyer

and makes no further examination of

(he program offering.

Miss Jones twists some of my points

and gives them a glib interpretation

and direction for which they were not

intended: (a) 1 tried to wryly suggest

that a timebuyer invariably nails me
down on what the ARB rating is for

my shows. Later I suggested that, if

two services disagree, at least the txvo

divergent ratings should be reconciled.

Her rebuttal on this, therefore, in my

opinion, is unfair. When she says,

"Buyers invariably consult two or more

services," I will simply say I do not

believe this. "Maybe she does, but it

is not generally the rule; (b) Miss

Jones suggests I in answer to my re-

mark that most timebuyers pay little

attention to strong local shows) that

perhaps an agency should also be ex-

pected to develop commercials special-

ly made in the patois and idiom of that

market. I think this remark is off

base; Ic) Miss Jones defends timebuy-

ers as being "creative." I never said

they weren't. I simply suggested that

this applied only to those in the "Sen-

ior Class"—but that the Freshmen and

Sophomores I who represent the ma-

jority I did not comprehend creative

timebuy ing.

And, finally, Miss Jones says, with

emphasis, "Timebuyers are not only

people, they are advertising experts."

If Miss Jones had inserted the word

"some" in front of "timebuyers"—

I

would buy this. But the way she has

it phrased, I must assume she has an

excellent sense of humor. ^

m Jones'
rebuttal to

Schwimmcr's
rebuttal

sponsor has gallantly let the woman
l me in this case) have the last word in

this controversy. Unless new evi-

dence is uncovered or new arguments

are advanced, rebutting a rebuttal is

not my cup of tea. However, after

reading the Schwimmer rebuttal I'd

like to state simply that its more "but"

than rebut since Mr. S. seems to re-

iterate

—

but, I didn't say that

—

but, I

didn't mean that—but it's the account

men not the timebuyers who are at

fault— . But, why go on? Walter takes

a dim view of some timebuyers. I, in

turn, take an opaque view of some

salesmen. But as long as we keep our

sense of humor, we'll both continue to

do business at the old stand. ^
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THE IN-HOME & OUT-OF-HOME AUDIENCE of MODERN STATIONS/and OLD-LINE AFFILIATES HOUR-BY-HOUR

(average Monday-Friday ratings. . .10 markets)

MODERN STATIONS

OLD-LINE AFFILIATES

Who gets the out-of-home audience?

^ Music-and-news stations, says a study by Adam

Young, get twice the daytime audience of affiliates

^ Study also indicates that music-and-news outlets have

a steady out-of-home audience throughout the daytime

he research battle between indepen-

dent radio stations vs. network affili-

ates continued to boil this week.

Adam Young, Inc.. released a survey

of radio listening showing leading

niusic-and-news stations getting twice

the out-of-home audience of network

affiliates.

The survey by the rep firm came on

the heels of a stud) of agency atti-

tudes toward radio stations put out bv

NBC Spot Sales. The NBC study indi-

cated 1 1 ) a low degree of agency pref-

erence for "Top 40 Tunes" stations,

and (2) a strong belief in the sales ef-

fectiveness of network affiliates.

The Young survey, using Pulse audi-

ence data, made three points:

• Music-and-news outlets (called

"modern stations" by Young) "reach

larger out-of-home (and in-home)

audiences than the 'old-line' network

affiliates at all hours of the day."

• Music-and-news stations "reach a

large constant 'out-of-home-plus' all

day while the 'out-of-home-plus' of

'old-line' network affiliates is relatively-

large only during traffic times."

• In an indirect slap at Nielsen, the

Young report also stated that "audi-

ence measurements which exclude out-

of-home listening by station are not a

full measure of the audience advantage

of 'modern' radio."

Following the lines of a previous

study comparing adult audiences of

music-and-news outlets with network

affiliates, the latest Young research job

compared audiences in 10 of the top

25 markets. Two stations of each type

were used in the comparison, which

tallied Monday-through-Friday day-

time ratings. ^
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Is the recession cutting into 19J

^ American Management Association survey shows

many top firms expect less sales and less profit this year

^ But most firms will increase advertising and sales

efforts and put more into research and development

WkThat are top manufacturers think-

ing about at this mid-point in a crucial

year of economic ebb and flow? Are

they bullish or bearish in terms of

capital expansion? Progressive or re-

cessive in the way they're planning

their ad budgets?

The American Management Associa-

tion has some answers as to what top

management all over the country is

thinking and—more importantly—ei-

ther doing or planning to do.

A recent survey of its membership

—

which represents the blue-chips in

every field of manufacturing and,

therefore, in every phase of advertising

and marketing—summarizes what these

companies anticipate for the remainder

of the year and projects to what they

expect in 1959.

Answers came from company presi-

dents—those executives in the best po-

sition to know the complete manufac-

turing and operations picture. There

were 688 answers to a detailed man-

agement questionnaire from presidents

directing a total work force of 4,931,-

691 persons or 8.6 per cent of the

civilian non-farm work force.

What do these management men ex-

pect? The majority anticipate lov/er

sales volume and profit figures. But a

sizable number of them look forward

to increases or a leveling off at the

same levels of a year ago in terms of

both gross sales and profits.

Here are the specifics:

Sales volume in '58 as compared

with '57: 35.2 per cent, larger; 17.3

per cent, the same; 47.1 per cent, less;

0.4 per cent, no answer. Thus more

than half—52.5 per cent—expect sales

either to increase or to hold firm.

Profit: 26.9 per cent, more; 15.6 per

cent, the same; 56.9 per cent, less; 0.6

per cent, no answer. In this case, fewer

than half of the company presidents

—

42.5 per cent of them—expect to make
the same profit they did last year or to

FALL FACTS' FIRST MARKETING SECTION

This story, in enlarged form, will

also appear in the Marketing Basics

section of SPONSOR'S Fall Facts

issue, out next week. It is one of a

number of articles on marketing to

appear in this annual issue.

The Marketing Basics section will

be the first one of its kind to ap-

pear in a Fall Facts issue. This
new section is a reflection of the

growing acceptance of the broad

marketing concept by advertisers

and its increasing use by agencies to

enlarge their usefulness to clients

—and to enlarge their income.

Other articles on marketing in

this special section include:

• An analysis of the economic
prospects for radio and tv.

• Reasons why advertisers should

re-evaluate their thinking about

commercials—from the motivational

research point of view.

• 14 reasons for using spot radio

and tv.

• How marketers use spot

In addition, the section will fea-

ture the basic facts and figures

about the product groups most ac-

tive in air media. Among them are

autos, beer, candy, soft drinks,

cigarettes, drugs, soap and foods.

What are they going to do to in-

crease the sales and profit picture?

Most of them plan some variation on

these business-hypo themes. They'll

expand manufacturing facilities and

plants, put more money into advertis-

ing and promotion, tighten up on their

sales operations, increase investments

in research and development, trim

down expenditures of maintenance,

streamline operations where possible.

The adjacent table shows exactly

how the plans patterns are evolving for

these major manufacturers.

Of the 688 presidents responding,

197 or 28.6 per cent plan to put more

money into capital expansion this year

than last; 282 or a whopping 41 per

cent will spend more on advertising

and sales promotion (with 39.5 per

cent spending just as much as last year

and only 18.8 per cent planning to cut

this portion of the budget) ; 340 or

49.4 per cent will invest a greater

amount in research and development,

and 443 or 64.4 per cent will add to

their direct sales efforts.

The aggressive and progressive man-

ufacturer will promote and sell hard,

regardless of what he makes in the way

of consumer or non-consumer goods.

He's working toward a long-range

profit goal as well as a short one.

Some of the components in determin-

ing this long-range goal were docu-

mented by Secretary of Commerce Sin-

clair Weeks before the AMA member-

ship at its recent Economic Mobiliza-

tion Conference.

Here are some of the factors hi

pointed out:

Population—The growth rate is

some 18 per cent per decade. In 1948

there were 146.6 million people con-

trasted with 173 million today and an

anticipated 205.5 million in 1968.

Households—These are growing,

too, and as the number of families and

households increase the amount of con-

sumer goods sold matches the growth

rate. In 1948 there were 40.5 million

households. Today there are 50.4 mil-

lion, a gain of 24 per cent, and in 1968

there are expected to be 60.3 million.

Employment—Commerce Secretary

Weeks anticipates a 20 per cent rise in

employment between now and 1968.

i
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vertising budgets?

The rate of 1948 was 60.8 million, in-

cluding both civilians and the armed

forces, contrasted with 66.7 million to-

day I seasonally adjusted) and an an-

ticipated 80.5 million a decade from

Cross national product—In 1948

this figure was $314 billion. Today's

figure. $415 billion, represents an in-

crease of 32 per cent. The 1968 total,

an expected $600 billion, represents a

44 per cent gain from today's rate.

Personal income—The figure has

risen from $244 billion in 1948 to

$334 billion today, a gain of 36 per

cent. Anticipated for a decade hence:

$475 billion, up from today's point by

42 per cent.

Personal income per capita—In

1957 dollars, the comparison shows a

gain from $1,665 in '48 to $1,931 to-

day. This is projected as $2,310 to

1968—up from today's level by 20
per cent.

These governmental statistics— and
other straws in the economic wind

—

tend to encourage manufacturers to

adopt one of two opposite philoso-

phies: optimism or pessimism.

Their plans, as reported in the AMA
chart at the top of this page, reflect

this vacillation.

The AMA itself, interpreting these

fluctuations, notes "There is a consid-

erable difference between plans for

capital expansion and plans in the

other three categories."

Expenditure plans, for example, of

the 185 presidents who expect higher

profits this year differ from those of

the 392 presidents who see lower prof-

its in the offing.

Says AMA: "About two-fifths of the

optimists will spend more on capital

expansion than in '57, about one fifth,

less. Only about one fifth of the pessi-

mists will spend more on capital ex-

pansion; more than half, less."

Regarding advertising, more than

half of the optimists will spend more
on advertising and sales promotion,

compared with less than a third of the

pessimists. More than a fourth of the

pessimists will spend less on advertis-

ing and promotion compared with less

than a tenth of the optimists. ^

COMPANIES PLAN MORE ADVERTISING IN 1958

Company presidents report their firms in 1958 compared with 1957

are plann ng to spend as follows (anticipated as of May):

Number oi

companie
p r cenl of
ompanies

Number of P
employees empl.

r rent of
yees covered

Total: 688 100 4,931,691 100

ADVERTISING i\l> S HIS PROMOTION
More 282 41.0 2,232,897 45.3

The Same 272 39.5 1,792,050 36.3

Less 12') L8.8 846,019 17.2

No Answer 5 0.7 60,725 1.2

CAPITAL EXPANSION
More 197 28.6 974,692 19.8

The Same it: 25.7 1,375,070 27.9

Less 304 14.2 2,535,494 51.4

No Answer 10 1.5 46,435 0.9

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
More ,;m 19.4 2,578,026 52.3

The Same 303 14.0 2,199,853 44.6

Less 37 5.4 123,162 2.5

No Answer 8 1.2 30,650 0.6

DIRECT SALES EFFORT
More 443 M.I 2,973,221 60.4

The Same 216 31.4 1,649,342 33.4

Less 23 3.3 119,978 2.4

No Answer 6 0.9 189,150 3.8

Advertising and promotion budgets are going up this year according to the

above survey of top management—presidents of 688 major industrial firms—
conducted by American Management Assn. Results: 282 firms plan to spend

more money, 272 the same. For expected sales, profits, see adjacent story

SECRETARY WEEKS' ECONOMIC GROWTH PATTERN

Population (millions)

1948 \,,U 1968

146.6 173.0 205.5

Households (millions) 111.."! 50.4 60.3

Employment (civilians and armed
forces) (millions) *seasonally ad-

justed 60.8 *66.7 80.5

Gross national product (billions of

1957 dollars) $314 $416 $600

Personal income (billions of 1957

dollars) $244 $334 $475

Personal income per capita (1957

dollars) $1,665 $1,931 $2,310

"Great growth" is the prediction of Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks,

who reports the figures shown above. He anticipates a 44% gain in gross

national product in the next decade. "Factors forecasting progress,'' he says,

"are increased population, expanded education, research and ivorld trade.

These figures," he says, "anticipate a market ivhich inspires confidence"
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Local air promotion works for Dodge
^ Super saturation on lo-

cal radio spurs Dodge sales

for Los Angeles dealers

^ Cut-ins on network tv

sets foeus on local level

in 60-day promotion push

Jim Marshall in armur, a-t ride his horse.

symbolizes I.. \. dealers' 60-daj Dodge (-olden

Lancei promotion. Marshall and his borse

appeal in t\ commercials cut-in locally on

Dodge's VBC Lawrence Welk -hows. With

Marshall: Steve Newton, of the LA. DD
\«-n.. and Don Cole. (,ranl \dv. a.e.

In an era of slow-moving auto sales

nationally, the focus is shifting to ag-

gressive, promotion-minded local air

media campaigns such as the current

S()7.0()0 Golden Lancer program staged

by the Los Angeles Dodge Dealers As-

sociation.

Don Cole, account executive at Grant

Advertising I Los Angeles I . describes

the June-July promotion as "Barnum
and Bailey in gray flannels on a lim-

ited budget—and we are proving here,

that national advertising can be con-

siderably strengthened by local cam-

paigns and promotions."

The promotion is based on the Lan-

cer, Dodges four-door hard top model

with a special black and gold paint job

and extra trim.

Convinced that the best kick-off for

local promotion is heavy use of local

radio, Grant placed a super-saturation

campaign on six Los Angeles stations,

using a total of 200 announcements

per week.

The local angle

And to emphasize the local angle on

Dodge's ABC network properties, the

two Lawrence Welk shows, Grant pro-

duced two tv announcements—one 90-

second and one two-minute—for local

cut in.

The remainder of the budget went

into newspaper, direct mail, and point-

of-sale displays.

Broadcast media plays the leading

role in the promotion; the radio cam-

paign started on 23 May. The Golden

Lancer special models were delivered

to dealers by 25 May.

By the end of the first promotion

week, 70 '/< of the cars delivered in Los

\ngeles and San Diego were sold, and

demand was so great that some dealers

reported having a rough time holding

on to just one of the specials for dis-

play purposes until the next deliver)

.

Coincidentally, the last 10 da\s of

May constituted the best 10-day period

of the model year for Dodge.

Advance orders indicate the Lancers

will be sold out by July's end. But

even more significant, in Grant's opin-

Ik

ion. is the interest evidenced b) in-

creased store traffic, resulting in stimu-

lated sales of other Dodge models.

The two tv spots used in the \\ A
shows were based on the lancer theme:

a knight in full armor, on horseback.

John Gaunt, Grant v.p. in charge of

radio and tv production, points to a

saving of $2,000 b\ filming during

Welk's rehearsal breaks. "We had only

two hours, a skittish horse, and all that

armor to light properly. Only because

ABC art director Sherm Laudermilk

happened to be an ex-rodeo rider were

we able to keep the horse under control

and film the commercials in just two

hours."

The spots ran on the two Welk

shows from the end of May through

June, and are continuing on the Satur-

day show through the end of July,

since the Mondav Welk show is taking

a summer hiatus.

These commercials were turned out

by Grant's producers Jack Parker and

Niles Cunningham, under Gaunt's su-

pervision.

The radio commercials, hooking on-

to the wave of Dodger enthusiasm in

Los Angeles, were "typical baseball

production spots," with, according to

Don Cole, "roar of the crowd, crack

of the bat."

Other tie-ins

Los Angeles Dodge dealers have av-

eraged 2.000 demonstration rides per

week during the intense promotion.

And nationally, a great deal of atten-

tion has been focused on Dodge, which

Cole considers the prime purpose of

local promotions as a vital adjunct to

national advertising.

The success in Los Angeles has in-

spired similar campaigns in San Fran-

cisco and St. Louis.

Some of the other local level interest

points of the campaign include these

features

:

The biggest tie-in is with a state-

wide Thrifty Drug Store contest.

Thriftv is donating a Dodge Golden

Lancer as a contest prize in exchange

for a box featuring the giveaway in all
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Golden Lancer symbol was

used in point of purchase dis-

plays at 45 L.A. Dodge dealer-

ships, and in Thrifty Drug Stores

tie-in, a state-wide give-away

contest

their ads, radio spots and direct mail

pieces throughout California. In addi-

tion, two-color 14" x 30" point of sale

pieces featuring the Lancer are dis-

played in all Thrifty stores.

Hollywood actor, Jim Marshall, is

making personal appearances ( in full

armor astride a horse) at Thrifty stores

around Los Angeles and at all Dodge

dealerships, as well as participating in

10 parades and about 25 community

events.

And tying in with baseball's seasonal

peak, a west coast model was selected

as "Miss Dodge for Dodgers."

Demonstrating the national attention

that's being called to the local promo-

tions is the Willard Mullins syndicated

cartoon spoofing the Bums' acquisition

of "Miss Dodge." A full page in Sports

Illustrated was devoted to the Dodgers'

tie-in, too.

And to further stimulate traffic at

leaderships, every two weeks a draw-

ing was held, through the Reuben H.

Donnelly Company, awarding a pair

of season box seats to Dodger games,

from stubs collected from prospects

taking demonstration rides. Dodge
salesmen whose customers won the

tickets, received $100 and were eligible

for other prizes.

Don Cole, defraying the cost of hir-

ing outside pr people, handles the pro-

motion himself. He cites shortcutting

of communications and details as an-

other benefit of doing promotions on

a local level rather than nationally. ^
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PROBLEM: NEW STORE, POOR LOCATION
SOLUTION: USE RADIO PERSONALITIES

t i! K on the morning of 3 October

1956, The Auburn Fair opened its

doors to the Allentown, Pa., citizens

for the first time. Inside two men
waited anxiously and nervously.

As experienced retailers, they were

very much aware that their new store

had two handicaps against it. First, of

course, it was new, and they had to

acquire public awareness of and confi-

dence in the store itself. But second,

this problem itself was intensified by

the nature of the store: it was a store

of low prices and bargains, a type

often viewed skeptically by customers.

To make the problem more serious.

the owners were cutting costs by low

overhead. The store was located in an

old factory building on the south side

of Allentown, in what they refer to as

a "very lousy location." How could

customers be sold on a quality image

and be persuaded to visit the store and

see for themselves?

The answer to the problem turned

out quite simply. Reports co-owner

Irving Camenson: "It took radio to

make people aware of the fact that we

were in town, and to get them to come
and see our fabulous bargains."

The Fair bought WKAP. Allentown,

to announce its opening. It has never

stopped using the station. And almost

from the beginning radio has gotten

the majority of the ad budget.

WKAP is still the major mediu

The Fair uses three five-minute per-

sonality shows a day, six days a week.

at a total cost of about $100 weekly

Special promotions swell that figure,

Radio did more than make people

aware of the new store, adds Harry

Finkenstein, co-owner. "When the sta-

tion personalities say 'The Auburn

Fair is a terrific place to shop. Go see

for yourself.' They do.

"In this area radio is a wonderful

ad medium for us, because we've found

that the station personalities really

have large followings. We always hear

people say 'the boys from WKAP sent

us. And when we had live broadcasts

during our anniversary and other pro-

motions, these personalities drew

enough people to pack the store."

After a year-and-a-half Camenson

and Finkenstein pay this tribute to ra-

dio: in the first year of business the

gross topped $750,000, with expecta-

tions of considerably more this second

year. "Dollar for dollar,'" the partners

agree, "we get more coverage and

greater penetration through radio."^

Standing in front of The Auburn Fair, their now-thriving store.

co-owners Harry Finkenstein, left, and Irving Camenson. Duo i

came handicaps by using radio personalities with local follow



Videotape commercials: Will uni

^ AFTRA-SAG quarrel delays plunge into tape commer-

cials for some wary clients, agency producers tell SPONSOR

^ Cost and production advantages of tape, they add,

make eventual rush into this medium a 1959 certainty

I his week Leo Burnett's Chuck

Strother is producing the third series

of videotape commercials for Kellogg's

What's My Line at Telestudios.

Grant Advertising began making

tape commercials for its FTDA-spon-

sored Person to Person show as far

back as 30 April.

Fletcher D. Richards has used taped

openings to its U.S. Rubber-sponsored

Navy Log.

Yet. as client and agency interest in

this "foolproof new medium" snow-

balls, admen still see some unresolved

questions hampering the predicted

large-scale use of videotape commer-

cials. To answer their questions and

probe into the advantages, status and

potential of videotape commercials,

sponsor interviewed a cross-section of

agency tv producers, film commercials

producers, network executives and

leading officers in the two talent

unions, AFTRA and SAG, whose dis-

pute over tape commercial performer

representation is now in the headlines.

These are the conclusions emerging

:

• Large-scale use of videotape com-

mercials (not only on networks but in

spot I is predicted for 1959, when
videotape equipment is expected to be

available at a sufficient number of sta-

tions. Currently, some 36 tv stations

and the three networks have videotape

facilities, but Ampex equipment de-

liveries continue steadily and RCA
expects to swing into mass production

by the turn of the year.

• Agency producers who've studied

videotape see it as a cost-saving device

that may slash the production tab from

10% to 40%, per commercial once an

agency produces enough of them. "Our

biggest saving eventually will be in

being able to do many commercials in

one day with the same crew and facili-

ties," says Leo Burnett network com-

mercials producer Chuck Strother.

• Videotape guarantees better-pro-

duced commercials and eliminates the

margin for error in live commercials.

Says Compton executive producer,

Warren Schloat: "When you're filming

a commercial you have to wait a day

or two before you get the rushes and

know whether you did a good job or

not. Then the agency might have to go

back and reshoot. With tape, you know
within seconds how the performers

came across, whether lighting, staging

and production values were at their

best. If not, you erase the tape and do

it again."

• Jurisdictional problems with vari-

ous unions, particularly the dispute be-

tween AFTRA and SAG, are having a

dampening effect on some of the video-

tape enthusiasm. "We want to see this

fight settled before we get into video-

tape, because we have to work with

both unions and we can't afford to get

mixed up in this," says the tv v.p. of

one major agency that has researched

videtotape for the past two years in

anticipation of its perfection.

As NLRB hearings continue over an

AFTRA-proposed election to settle

videotape jurisdiction, experts at the

two unions concerned foresee little

chance of a final settlement before the

turn of the year at best. In brief, the

issues, according to AFTRA and SAG
officials, are these:

1 ) AFTRA claims total jurisdiction

over videotape talent based upon the

contention that it has established its

representation in the "live electronic"

telecasting area. Furthermore, the

for Kellogg's CBS TV network show What's My Line, are produced by Leo Burnett at Telestudio for live insertion
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nags slow their growth?

union draws on its pre-tv jurisdiction

over audio tape as a historic precedent.

2) SAG staked out its claim via the

2 March 1958 contract with FPA, when

the union stated, in effect, that video-

tape is "film" whether electronically

recorded or on celluloid, and defined

the line of demarcation this way: Vide-

otape equipment in broadcaster studios

would be under AFTRA's jurisdic-

tion; that in independent studios, such

as film companies, would be subject to

SAG contracts.

"While there's a discrepancy in the

basic rate structures of the two unions

at the moment, in the last analysis

their purpose is the same: to get a

bigger return for the performers," one

top agency commercials producer told

SPONSOR. "The split jurisdiction of the

moment could become a real headache,

however, in terms of the agency's book-

keeping problems."

Among the jurisdictional questions

up in the air right now is this one: If

a network leases its equipment to an in-

dependent packager, which union has

jurisdiction over the commercials

made by the packager?

More significant to the admen is the

question of where the best videotape

commercials can be produced for

them: by independents or by the net-

works? This question today begets as

many answers as there are commer-
cials producers.

Those who feel the film producers

can do the best job (and to-date only

two have videotape equipment—see

chart) reason this way. Even the most

professionally staffed agency looks to

the outside producer to make his crea-

tive contribution to film commercials.

"We want their creative interpreta-

tion of the copy and storyboards our

agency supplies," says McCann's Chris

Valentine.

Film producers have made their bids

to agencies on the basis of this creative

contribution and servicing all along.

Therefore, a number of agencymen say

they'll want to work with this type of

creative help when farming out video-

tape commercials as well.

On the other side of the coin is the

fact that videotape technique is actu-

ally not film technique, but requires

instead "live" cameramen and "live"

directors.

"If the film producers are to handle

videotape in competition with the net-

works, they may have to add some

directors and staff with live tv back-

ground to their operation," says Flet

cher D. Richards tv v. p. Sy Froehlich

Those who've gotten their feet wel

with videotape commercials add thai

all production components from light-

ing to staging to camera angles are

exactly like those used in live tv. Only

difference: make-up goes one shade

lighter. ^

Here's where videotape

equipment is located

AFTRA JURISDICTION

Location of fmcilities Units

Networks

ABC TV, Chicago 6

ABC TV, Los Angeles 5

ABC TV, New York 2

CBS TV, Los Angeles 3

CBS TV, New York 13

NBC TV, Los Angeles 9

NBC TV, New York 2

Stations

KDKA, Pittsburgh

KDUB, Lubbock
KENS, San Antonio

KGUL, Houston

KGW, Portland, Oregon
KHJ, Los Angeles

KLOR, Provo, Utah
KOIN. Portland. Oregon
KOTV, Tulsa

KPIX, San Francisco

KPRC, Houston

KRLD, Dallas

KRON, San Francisco

KTTV, Los Angeles

KYW, Cleveland

WABD, New York
WBKB, Chicago

WBTV, Charlotte, N. C.

WBZ, Boston

WCBS, New York
WEAR, Pensacola

WFAA, Dallas

WFIL, Philadelphia

WFLA, Tampa
WGBH, Boston

WGN, Chicago

WHAS, Louisville

WISH, Indianapolis

WJBK, Detroit

WJZ, Baltimore

WOAI. San Antonio

WOR, New York
WRAL. Raleigh

WTAR. Norfolk

WUSN, Charleston

WVUE, Philadelphia

Telestudios Inc., New York 1

Videotape Prod, of N.Y. Inc. 2

SAC JURISDICTION

Elliot, Unger and Elliot, N.Y.

Filmways, New York
Telestudios Inc., New York

12 july 1958 For more on Videotape see page 50



a solid hit in the living room

,

.

.

a smashing success in the market place . .

.

This great action series, set against a

frontier background, is now available

to local and regional advertisers.

Jim Bowie's national record practically

guarantees an outstanding job

on the local level:

• 20 million viewers delivered each week; 2.71 per set.

• Second season ratings 25% higher than the first.

• Profitably sponsored both years by American Chicle Co.

Phone, wire or send smoke signals for the full story of

The Adventures of Jim Bowie.

II

ABC FILM SYNDICATION inc. I
1501 broadway, n. y. 36 I la 4-50D



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
12 JULY 1958 WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, this week hecame the sixth buyer of MCA's Para-

.PONsoRpCuUmN, .no.
mount Matures package.

The price that WCAU-TV is reported to have agreed to pay is somewhere around the

$5-million mark. That would bring the total sales of the library to $23 million.

Other markets sold: New York, Los Angeles, Omaha, Boston and Grand Rapids.

Schlitz may latch on to the same show-scheduling pattern as the other king-

pins in the beer held.

Instead of using different series—no more than four markets for a single show—Schlitz

(JWT) is mulling a policy of one show for all its 25 spot markets.

The single shows under sponsorship by other beer leaders: Budweiser, NTA's U. S. Mar-

shall; Ballantine, Ziv's Highway Patrol; Falstaff, MCA's State Trooper.

At the year's half-way mark the outlook for syndication in 1958 still looks

mighty flourishing. Here are some of the indicators for a bouncey second six months:

• More money—resulting from record first-half sales by practically every top distributor

—is being poured into selling. The aim is at the blue chip advertisers and agencies.

• New spot buyers among regional and national advertisers (Kellogg, Pillsbury, Bud-

weiser, etc.) are more than counter-balancing the setback in local sales, and serve the second

purpose of solidifying the syndication business.

• The proven product, i.e., adventures, still sells best, and that's what's most available

for fall. There'll be little change in programing other than the increasing dearth of westerns.

The comedies, documentaries and other non-adventures will be few and far between.

Syndicators, in cooperation with tv stations, are looking forward to using the

Kellogg plan as a future selling pattern.

But they also recognize that it's a limited pattern: Only the very large advertisers who

want four or five family shows to schedule in the early evening hours will really benefit by

the plan.

It would seem from a recent study Pulse conducted for Blair TV that the pat-

tern for late night viewing closely parallels that of prime time.

The facts that bear this out are these:

VIEWING HABITS : Almost 70% of the nation's tv homes have one or more viewers

past 11 p.m. on some night of the week. Largest single audiences naturally come on week-

ends, like Friday night when the average is 41.3% and Saturday, 45.2%.

AGE BREAKDOWN: Two largest groups are 18-34, with 31.8% of the total audience,

and 35-49, with 35.4%. Only 9.3% of the audience is under 18 years, while the 50-plus group

comprises 23.5%.

SEX BREAKDOWN: Women outnumber male viewers, with 54.6% of the total au-

dience.

FAMILY TYPES : 70% of the households watching consist of three or more members.

ECONOMIC BREAKDOWN: The economic status of the household head among late-

night viewers also parallels the earlier hours, with more than 90% of those reporting gain-

fully employed. Largest single group of viewers is the professional and executive, making up

20.2%. Other groups, in order, are, clerical and sales workers, 19.2%; craftsmen, 16.3%;

operative workers, 17.4%; manual labor, 8.4%; and household help, 6%. Note: 4% would

not state their source of income.
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

MARKETING WEEK
12 JULY 1958 Remember when the big drug manufacturers and wholesalers determined their

patterns of distribution not by state lines but according to radio station coverage?

Well, there's heen a changeover: sales areas now are patterned according to the market

clusters within a tv station's umbrella.

Anyway, that's the new concept adopted by the National Wholesale Druggists

Assn.

One of the mysteries of advertising strategy involves the candy bar.

Even though only a third of the output of candy bars is bought by youngsters be-

tween 8-14, manufacturers still concentrate most of their advertising effort on that

age group.

Don't ask a candy maker why, because he probably won't be able to tell you. Dip deeper,

and the speculation is that he's acting out of habit—his thinking tends to date back to the

time when the candy bar was pretty much a child's market and before it became both a

white-collar and denim worker's mid-meal snack.

Lorillard seems to be stretching a point when it describes its current "institutional cor-

porate" campaign the first in the history of cigarette advertising.

Veterans say Liggett & Myers tried the same thing some years ago, but not success-

fully.

Its findings: The smoker wasn't interested in the company that turned out the brand

—

—merely in the name of the cigarette that he smoked.

Lorillard's obvious objective: The hope that some of Kent's strong popularity will

rub off on the newer Newport and the much older Old Gold.

Some marketers take the view that the corporate angle in the cigarette business can work
adversely as well as favorably. If a user takes a dislike to a brand and finds out who

made it, he could transfer his dissatisfaction to any brand subsequently offered by that

company.

Man may be slow to change his style of suit, but he's as susceptible as the female

about trying out a new toiletries product.

That's one of the observations made by Emil Mogul's Richard Lockman during a

merchandising panel at the annual convention of the Toilet Goods Assn. in Poland Spring,

Maine, this week.

Lockman—ranked as one of the astute marketers in his field—also made these points

about the toiletries business:

• Last year's high of $1,430,730,000 in toiletries sales represented a gain of $109
million—in face of a declining economy at the half-way point.

• About 40% of toilet goods volume in drug stores today comes from products not

available five years ago.

• The fact that 40% of supermarket shoppers are men makes these outlets an at-

tractive showcase for new male toiletries products week after week. The supermarkets

can become a goldmine in that respect.

• Manufacturers could throw away the potential bonanza in men's toiletries by over-

femalizing their packaging. The real he-man has an allergy for items that have that "chic"

appearance.
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robert e. eastman & co.,
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK: CHICAGO:
527 Madison Avenue 333 N. Michigan Ave.

New York 22, N. Y. Chicago, Illinois

PLaza 9-7760 Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ Bldg-Room 1043
San Francisco. Cal.
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10,000 miles away

but I'm sold "live"

Captain Fortune

KPIX Television (Westinghouse)

"We Videotaped* my programs
before I left for a 3 -week assign-

ment in Brussels. I went on look-

ing 'live' on an uninterrupted
schedule in San Francisco. My
clients were happy — and there
was no loss in station revenue."

(.OK I'ORAT I

907 CHARTER STREET. REDWOOD CITY

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
General Foods Corp., New York, is buying schedules in scattered

markets for its Minute Potatoes. The schedules kick off at different

times during the month, run for eight weeks. Minutes during day-

time hours are being slotted; average frequency: 15-20 announce-

ments per week in each market. The buyer is Bob Gleckler; the

agenc) is Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to

comment.)

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is lining up schedules in various

markets for its Lilt home permanent. The campaign starts this month,

runs till forbid. Minutes and chainbreaks during daytime slots are

being scheduled. Frequencies vary from market to market. The

buyer is Dot Hoey; the agency is Grey Advertising Agency, Inc.,

New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Standard Brands, Inc., New York, is planning a campaign in major

markets for its Hunt Club Dog Food. The schedules kick off in

August for 13 weeks. Minutes and chainbreaks are being bought,

with frequencies depending upon the market. The buyer is Len

Soglio; the agency is Ted Bates & Co., New York. (Agency declined

to comment.)

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is adding schedules in various

markets for its Duncan Hines cake mixes. The buys are short-term;

minutes and chainbreaks are being lined up. Frequency varies from

market to market. The buyer is Joe Berdeck; the agency is Compton

Advertising, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

TV RESULTS
Lever Bros. Co., New York, is expanding its markets for Stripe

toothpaste. Most of the schedules run for 20 weeks; announcements

of varying lengths during daytime segments are being used. Fre-

quency varies from market to market. The buyer is John Gray; the

agency is J. Walter Thompson, Inc., New York. I Agency declined

to comment.)

American Tobacco Co., New York, is buying schedules in top mar-

kets for its Tareyton cigarettes. Minutes and 20's are being slotted;

frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is John Murphy; the

agency is Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising Agency, Inc., New

York. (Agcnc\ declined to comment.)

RADIO BUYS
Crown Central Petroleum Corp., Baltimore, is planning a cam-

paign for its gasolines and oils in areas of distribution: New York,

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Connecticut, Maryland, North Carolina,

South Carolina, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. The four-week

schedule starts 4 August. 10-second announcements during peak

traffic hours are sought; average frequency: 15 to 30 per week per

market. The buyer is Billie Fan en; the agency is Al Paul Lefton

Co., Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)
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Look who's advertising on TV now

Local businessmen — most of whom never could afford spot commercials until the advent of Ampex
Videotape* Recording. For Videotape cuts production costs to ribbons — brings "live local" spots within.

the reach of almost everyone.

Scheduling to reach selected audiences -is much easier too. Commercials can be prerecorded at the

convenience of both station and advertiser, then run in any availability, anytime.

Opening new retail markets and expanding income potentials for stations are just two of many benefits of

Videotape Recording. Write today for the complete story. Learn too how easy it is to acquire a VR-1000
through Ampex purchase or leasing plans.

CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE, REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

850 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
Offices in Principal Cities

12 july 1958



With more equipment available to stations, SPONSOR ASKS:

How do you plan to use

your video tape machine?

In reply to SPONSOR'S question

of the week, these three station

men tell why they feel video tape

will revolutionize local tv pro-

graming.

John T. Reynolds, "ice president an

general manager, KHJ-TV, Los ingeles

Flexibility

inalf.s potential

use almost

unlimited

Videotape, as we all know, is causing

a minor revolution in the television

broadcasting industry. Independent

stations, in major markets such as Los

Vhgeles have been necessarily restrict-

ed in the field of live programing, clue

to costs and facilities problems. But.

with videotape, main of these obsta-

cles are being surmounted.

For example, in the field of program-

ing, kill T\ has made mam impor-

tant plan- for its newl) acquired \m-

pex videotape equipment. Here are

ju-t a few of them:

I i Flexibility. Located in Holly-

wood, KHJ-TV has access to the enter-

tainment world's greatest -tar>. How-
ever, because <>f their spur-of-the-mo-

ment traveling and restrictive motion

picture commitments, the reallj top

names hav< been difficult to secure and

schedule. Now with videotape, thej

can appeal at theit < onvenience, and
our-.

This flexibility also covers news pro-

graming, with visiting statesmen and

« elebrities available foi advance taping

for our earl) and late evening news

programing.

2 1 Repeats. How many times have

we originated live programs and then

wished we could have repeated them

again? Well, now we can. Recently,

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen made one of

his rare live telecasts, originating in

our studios. Thanks to videotape we
were able to answer hundreds of letters

and phone calls that requested an op-

portunity to see it again.

3) Controversy. As broadcasters,

we are always plagued with problems

of presenting controversial people on

our news or interview programs. We
are never sure what they will say. With

videotape we can now record the con-

troversial people in advance, preview

their appearance and make certain that

libel laws are not being fractured.

An advertiser using local live com-

mercials can now videotape his spots

in advance, thus overcoming two ma-

jor headaches on the local level: un-

availability of talent at necessary

times, and costs of elaborate sets and

facilities that must he assembled for

every commercial. BBDO has already

explored this field with us. with great

success, using a major automotive ac-

count as a test.

Finally, with an eve on the huge tv

and film production industrv in Holly-

wood, KHJ-TV has recently formed a

new operation called the Don Lee

Video Service, offering a complete

\ ideotape sen ice for all program and

film producers and advertising agen-

cies. With a published rate card, this

service is set up to handle production

and videotaping of commercials for lo-

cal, regional and national use. as well

as pilots for agency and network pres-

entations. In addition, tins new service

oflers videochecks of live programing

and all t\ pes <>f custom \ ideotape work.

One of our first projects in this area

has recentl) been completed for a New

York film production firm, and man)

Holl) wood producers have obtained

rate cards and inspected our facilities.

We at KHJ-TV are anxiously search-

ing for new and different ways to util-

ize our videotape facilities, not only for

our own day-to-day programing, but

also for our advertisers and industry,

both entertainment and business. Truly,

videotape will effect a major revolu-

tion in the television industry, and the

end result is dependent only upon the

imagination brought to bear.

Fred Fletcher: vice president and general

manager. WRAL-TV, Raleigh-Durham. N. C.

It's helping us

improve local

programing

\ ideotape recording offers net so

much a "new look" in television as a

new. better, less expensive and more

rewarding way of achieving local pro-

graming success. Although our Ampex
VR-1000 has been in operation only

about one month, we have already be-

gun to put the machine to heavy use

in our daily production. There are

three principal directions in which the

VTR is proving itself to he a valuable

addition to our local facilities:

1. Recording of all regular week-

end local programs. By recording these

-how- during the week we can utilize

talent and facilities not hitherto avail-

able during the weekend period itself.

Also, our problem of scheduling live

camera crews for limited weekend

hour- is eliminated. This one feature

{Please turn to page 52)
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KLZ-TVV three-wav leade

KLZ-TV dominates Denver's "Top
100" programs—more shows (49)

than any other Denver station

—

according to latest 4-week (April)

A.R.B. averages.

And 26 of the KLZ-TV shows in

Denver's "Top 100" are locally-

produced or syndicated film

shows. Compare KLZ-TV's local

and syndicated leadership in

Denver:

KLZ-TV . . . 26 shows

Stat. 'B' . . . 3 shows

Stat. 'C. . . 3 shows

Stat. 'D'. . . shows

In local programming, KLZ-TV
leads with highest rated

* Morning News
* Afternoon News
* Night News
* Week-end News
* Weather Show
* Sports Show
* Remote Feature

Use KLZ-TV's proved leade™1-

CBS-TV network, synai^uici
shows, and local programs— to

sell the Denver market. Jack

Tipton, station manager, or yo
KATZ man will show you ho

CBS IN DENVER

Meaic
Casey Jones . . .

. . . Z/.4 5t

. . . 25.2 KI

Sheriff of Cochise . . . 24.5 Kl

. . . 24.2 St

Studio 57
Badge 714

. . . 23.7 Kl

. . . 23.5 KI

Honeymooners . . . . . 22.5 St

Bra Tarqet . . . 22.5 KI
11. All Star/

Death Valley . . . . . . 21.4 Kl
12. Sea Hunt . . . 21.3 KI
13. Harbor Command . . . 21.1 KI
14. State Trooper . . . . . . 20.7 St

15. Boots and Saddles

Represented by the KATZ Agency.



WSLS • TV
the highest rated

ROANOKE, VA.
station in

WSLS • TV
VIRGINIA'S

ROANOKE, VA.
biggest television

WSLS • TV
market . . .

ROANOKE, VA.
MORE TV HOMES !

WSLS • TV
MORE PEOPLE!

SOUND
SELLING

SPECIALISTS

IN

SOUTHERN CALIF.

THE POPULAR STATION

Los Angeles
5,000 w. 1020 k.c.

Represented fay:

BROADCAST TIME SALES
N.Y. Chicago Detroit Dallas

THE MEEKER COMPANY

SPONSOR ASKS
i Cont'd from page 50 I

alone is resulting in a considerable

weekl) saving.

2. Recording of special programs

for later playback. Certain remote

events, or programs, may occur at an

hour not convenient for immediate

scheduling. With our remote unit we
can transmit special event programs to

our studio-based tape recorder for play-

back at more opportune times. One
practical application in this regard is

our playback of a daily farm show,

which is available for rebroadcast from

North Carolina's educational television

station. The show, which we feel to be

a valuable service, is telecast by the

educational outlet at 1 :00 p.m. each

day, a time neither commercially satis-

factory nor convenient for the farm

audience in our area. We are now able

to tape the show for playback at 6:30

a.m. the following day.

3. Recording of commercial an-

nouncements for greater local sales

profit. The tape recorder works to ex-

cellent advantage in taping "live" an-

nouncements, (a 'I It permits the sta-

tion to fape at its own expense certain

live announcements which could not

otherwise be performed because of pro-

duction rush or lack of facilities and

personnel at the desired time; and (b)

When commercials are made at the ad-

vertiser's expense (we charge about

50% live camera fee for playback) a

smoother, neater production can be

achieved. The tape can be run multi-

ple times, saving both the advertiser

and station money.

The value of the VTR can be

summed up as "greater production

flexibility and greater programing ef-

fectiveness combined to build bigger

audiences, gain new accounts and earn

new profits at less production cost."

Cordon Cray, wee president and general

manager, WOR-TV, New York

E purposes most

significant

The first broadcast of WOR-TV, Chan-

nel 9's videotape equipment took place

during a demonstration of the equip-

iii. nt presented on Ad World on 18

May, L958. The second air use of it

(when the entire program depended

on it i was on 20 \la\ when we record-

ed President Eisenhower's speech on

the national econom) made before the

American Management Assn. and

played it back almost immediately af-

ter recording it.

Since then, the station has utilized

the Ampex Videotape Recording equip-

ment on a regular basis. WOR-TV is

the first station in the New York area

to carry a regularly scheduled video-

taped program Don Mahoney's Kiddie

Troupers. This program, seen each

Saturday at noon, is recorded at KENS-
TV in San Antonio and the tape is air-

expressed to us for playback.

On one occasion we took a "pool

feed" from one of the networks for a

later playback via videotape. However,

the audio portion was not relayed for

the first six minutes. We were able to

pla\ back the tape immediately, and as

it was aired our announcer described

the action up to the point where the

network audio feed was picked up.

The most significant use of the

equipment should come this fall when
facilities of WOR-TV, Channel 9 will

be turned over from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Monday through Friday for education-

al purposes to the New York State

Board of Regents. A considerable

amount of this material may be taped

for the purpose of use on other sta-

tions which employ videotape, and for

subsequent study by educational au-

thorities as well as for historical pur-

poses.

Another way that videotape can be

used is for the convenience of artists

and performers. Take, for example,

our Terrytoon Circus show done by

Claude Kirchner, the former ringmas-

ter of Super-Circus. Claude is an in-

tegral part of this highly successful

cartoon show and in order to have a

vacation, he must find a substitute—

a

difficult thing to do. With videotape,

we can record a sufficient number of

shows to enable Claude Kirchner to

have a vacation.

From time to time our equipment is

and will be used by advertisers for

their commercial spots. One could go

on and on concerning the unlimited

possibilities of videotape, but I'll let

you use a little of your own imagina-

tion, and, presto, I'm sure you'll find

10 other uses. ^
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Why? — because of a TV cowboy star...

What does he have to do with the punctuality of the

good Sister? Plenty, when the guy is a pal of hers and

her tender charges — and he's got troubles.

A real cowboy like WOOD and WOOD-TV's Buck

Barry comes equipped with a horse. Some time back,

while Buck was doing his afternoon show, Thunder's

barn caught fire and Thunder went to horse heaven.

The story of Buck's loss was front page — leading to

his being presented with a new Thunder and accom-

panying gear on a noontime NBC-TV show — so,

Sister Eleanor and hundreds of other teachers in

WOODland delayed their classes to share Buck's

pleasure in acquiring a new Thunder.

In children's hospital wards, Christmas parades and

at super market openings, Buck and Thunder are as

familiar as they are to countless lookers and listeners

to WOOD-TV, and WOOD.
If you seek to prosper in WOODland, associate your

advertising with people who are known, loved, be-

lieved — people like Buck Barry, for instance. See

Katz for details.

WOOD-TV is first— morning, noon and night,

Monday through Sunday— November '57

Grand Rapids ARB
WOOD-AM is first— morning, noon and night,

Monday through Sunday— April '57 Grand
Rapids Pulse

Everybody in Western and Central Michigan is a WOODwatcher!

WOOD AM
WOODland Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV - NBC Basic for Western and Central Michigan: Grand Rapids

Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing. WOOD -- Radic - NBC.



Action on Alum Creek
In the land west of the Alleghenies known as Central

Ohio, lives a fearless gang of ranch hands.

Stirrup to stirrup with their favorite television

station, they keep this territory a safe and happy
place to grow up in.

Like all traditional "westerners", our young deputy

is noted for his loyalty. Once you earn it, you ha
a lasting friend. That's why WBNS-TV has a v<l

special policy. Every communication from a child

ceives prompt and full attention. "Yes" to requests I
speakers is automatic. And when the youngsters vif

our studios, the reception committee provides red c-

pet service. You can measure the standing we h;«

built with the 2-gun set by more than 48,000 requeti



for the WBNS-TV "Fun to Do" children's book.

The rest of the family rates comparable treatment.

Born and raised in Central Ohio, WBNS-TV has a

sure native sense for the programming tastes of our

people. This superlative local showmanship combined
with the CBS television network has built so big an
audience that media professionals say succinctly: "//

'

you want to be seen in Central Ohio— WBNS-TV."

WBNS-TV
CBS television in Columbus, Ohio
Market center of 2,000,000 people

Recipient of the 1958 Alfred P. Sloan Radio-TV Award
for outstanding public service to highway safety.



*
Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: McLean Pontiac Corp. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: McLean Pontiac Corp., of Norfolk.

\ a., had never used tv before the company purchased a spot

schedule of four one-minute announcements in WAVY-TV's

i Norfolk i . Early Late Show. McLean received results within

one week after the campaign started. "Of the four automo-

biles which were displayed during the announcements, two

were sold within 18 hours after the announcements were

made."" said Richard Davis, of McLean. '"In addition to the

direct sales, the telephone calls made to the showroom by

people who had viewed the commercial have been most grati-

fying." McLean's commercials include live showings of new

automobiles in a specially lighted area under the facade of

V\ AYY-TVs studio. "Big Jim" Waters, McLean sales man-

ager, handles the announcements, including the introduction

of other McLean sales people. After two months of advertis-

ing on WAVY-TV, Davis reported that results of the cam-

paign showed a startling 65% increase in new car sales.

WAVY-TV, Norfolk PURCHASE: Ann

FURNITURE
SPONSOR: New York Furniture Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In 1957, Emil Berkowitz, owner of

the New York Furniture Co., with five stores in the Denver

area, found himself in a tough financial situation. His regu-

lar newspaper advertising failed to attract sufficient business.

He decided to try tv—and if that failed, he would be forced

to go out of business. Berkowitz bought a Saturday night

20th Century-Fox feature movie on KBTV, 10 p.m. to con-

clusion of film, costing $750 per program. Called the New

} ork Furniture Theatre, the program featured the stores'

annual warehouse sale on its premiere night. Since his

stores remain open weekends, tv had to prove its pulling pow-

er the following day. "It was the greatest one-day sale in our

49-year history,"" Berkowitz reported. "Over 3,500 custom-

ers crowded the store, buying $32,000 in merchandise in 12

hours." Currently, he puts 50% of \\h budget into tv. lim-

iting his summer advertising campaign to television because

it brings "faster and more dependable results."

KBTV, Denver. Colo. Program

GROCERY & SUPERMARKETS
SPONSOR: Safeway Stores, Inc. AGENCY: Manchester Advtg., Inc.

Capsule case history: Safeway Stores has used television

in the Washington, D. C, area for two major reasons: to

foster solid relations within the community by providing

family entertainment; to sell its top quality grocery, meats

and produce. Safeway has sponsored a full-length feature

film. Safeway Theatre, on WMAL-TV for the past eight

years and uses spot on two other tv stations). The store

stresses soft sell in all its commercials with a minimum of

interruptions during the program. "Whenever a new store is

opened in the area, the groundwork is laid through the good-

will created by Safeivay Theatre,''' said Dick Williams, direc-

tor of radio and tv for Manchester Advtg. Since the chain

began sponsoring Srijenny Theatre, the program has rated as

the No. I local tv -how in the market. "I am confident that

our television advertising investment has paid substantial

dividends," said Burton Warner, advertising manager of

Washington-Richmond Safeway Stores. Inc.

WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C. PURCHASE: Safeway Theatre

LADIES DRESSES
SPONSOR: Cas Walker Supermarkets AGENCY: Tennessee Valley

Advtg. Agency

Capsule case history: You don't ordinarily expect to see

housewives trying on dresses between gondolas in a super-

market, but that is exactly what happened at the Cas Walker

Chapman Highway Supermarket in Knoxville. To familiar-

ize people with the location of the store and its services,

Walker purchased 4,400 ladies' dresses and advertised them

for $2.99 on three tv programs. WBIR-TV one-shotted the

announcements on the Amos V Andy Show on a Tuesday

night. 6:30 to 7:00 p.m.. and on the Cas Walker Farm and

Home Hour the following night, Wednesday, 7:00 to 8:00

a.m.: Walker also used announcements on another station

on Monday of the same week. Before 8:30 a.m. on the sale

dav. the parking lot was jammed with over 200 cars and

store aisles were packed. Forty-eight hours later stocks were

reduced to odd sizes: 21 hours later they were completely

sold out. necessitating cancellation of planned newspaper

advertising. Walker's objectives had been accomplished.

WBIR-TV, Knoxville, Tenn. Announcements
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To See the Oklahoma City Market. .

.

Look Past the Skyline

.

.

.

LOOK AT THE HORIZON
54 County Market Dominated by WKY-TV

Coverage Survey #2

nagement's 1958 Survey of Buying Power



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Green-eyed, bright blue cat is the eye-catcher in one of the most mi-

usual billboards in the country. It highlights the dail) schedule of

Big II it movies on KNXT, Los Angeles, and sits right on the corner of

Wilshire Blvd. and Western V\e. Tin- dail\ program change i- up by 8 a.m.

rising Man of the

Year award in Los Vngeles is

presented t" (.rant Advertising

iii e president Roberl L. Dellin-

get (r.) b) Junioi \.l Club

prex) llarr\ Hamilton. Dellin-

-ci. _'K. was recent l\ appointed

bead of Grant's Dallas office

Elvis, a 280-pound African lion, was the star of ••.•salute to

Paterson" week promotion by New York's WRCA. Elvis

proved that "Downtown 1'aterson has E\er> tiling*', was even

given a key to city. WRCA mgr. \ithur Hamilton (r.)

looks on as Bill Ryan interviews Elvis and his trainers

I •"• - automobile race u Fvfonzs to Ohio last month via

Beverlee Corp. (16 drive-in restaurants) and WCOL, Columbus. Pictured

completing promotion plans are WCOl a ml executive Don T. Roberts,

Beverlee president Jules Sokol, and \\ i OL general manager Collie Young

More than $5,000 was raised for the Vnsonia, < ..„„..

Mental Health Assn. by WADS in its 7%-hour radio mar-

athon. Appearing for the station wa- tv's Marshall \\\.ill

Earp (Hugh O'Brian I pictured above a~ he addressed the

Vnsonia crowd. Shortly after this shot, O'Brian was mobbed

by 3.000 young fans and loaded for cover in WADS studios



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
\ circuit court this week called in-

valid Baltimore's two taxes on ad-

vertising and advertisers.

Judge Joseph L. Carter declared the

municipal measure "violated the funda-

mental guarantees of the press."

The city on 1 January started col-

lecting a 4% gross tax on all space and

air advertising and a 2',-i tax on all

gross receipts on all media carrying

advertising.

Falstaff Brewing has signed for

half-sponsorship of two San Fran-

cisco 49"er exhibition foothall

games, to he telecast via KTVU.
The first game is set for 23 August,

and the other for 12 September.

Agency: DFS in New York.

Advertising campaigns and pro-

motions:

• KTVI, St. Louis, is sending out

a merchandising piece for Anheuser
Busch to retail grocery, drug, taverns,

and liquor stores in the area. The de-

sign is a card, by a Hallmark artist,

promoting Budweiser's Six Packs.

• General Mills will kick off its

hijigest I\ campaign to introduce its

new cereal—Cocoa Puffs, in the north-

east and northwest sections this month.

Local children's programs will be used.

Agency: DFS.

• Pearl-Wick has launched a series

of tv participations in several key

markets to promote its new chair ac-

cessory— the Leg-Lounger. Thirteen-

week participations have started in

Baltimore, Washington. Cleveland.

Philadelphia. Cincinnati and St. Louis,

with more to be added this fall.

• The Automobile Club of

Southern California began its first

advertising campaign in more than 25

years, with a 13-week test in the San

Diego area. One-minute spot radio an-

nouncements will be used during traf-

fic hours, plus |u int. ^gencj : Mel !ann-

Erickson, L.A.

Strictly personnel: Charles Adams,
appointed director of advertising.

Thro. Ilanun Brewing Co. . . . Edward
Caliguri, assistant promotion man-

ager. Zenith Radio Corp. . . . Gus S.

Kass, v. p. of Lanolin Plus . . . Peter

Rotko, to the staff of the Textile

Fibers Department. ( nion Carbide , . .

Ralph Wallsten, advertising man-

ager, Dormeyer Corp.

AGENCIES
IMarshalk and Pratt, in line with

its plan of expansion into the

South and Southwest, is taking

over its parent company's (Mc-
Cann-Erickson) Dallas office.

I!nrnil\. \lai shalk and Pratt opened

an Atlanta office, with a staff of 40,

and ,in office in Miami.

The Dallas office will be enlarged.

with Bill Sansig. McCann's manager

there, serving in the same capacity for

Marshalk and Pratt.

Another opening: Fitzgerald Ad-

vertising Inc., New Orleans, opens it-

Dallas office with James Anderson,

serving as v.p. in charge of the office.

More agency mergers: Merchan-

dising Factors, Inc.. San Francisco,

with estimated accounts at $4 million,

lias become part of Lennen & Ne-

well, Inc. Marshall Weigel, president,

becomes a senior v.p. of L&N. in

ihai-r nl Western operations . . .

40% penetration

in its 94 Kansas

county coverage area

E A GOOD LOO
AT THE CHOICE OF KANSANS

2 to 1 listenership over its near-

est competitor in 1 1 county

Topeka trade area

Nielsen Coverage Study

WIBW
2 to 1 lead over all out-of-state

competitors in "station viewed

most" both day & night

ARB 1957

CBS - RADIO I I TV-CBS-ABC
COVERAGE • PROMOTION • MERCHANDISING • RESULTS
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Vgemy appointments: NL&B, for

the Oklahoma Oil Co. . . . Curtis Ad-

vertising, for Lan-O-Tone Hair

Cream . . . EWR&R. for The Joe

I.owe Corp.. including Popsicle, Fudg-

sicle, and Creamsicle.

They were elected v.p.'s: Martin

Kiek. elected b\ the International

Division of FC&B as v. p. in charge of

the Latin American services . . . Also

at FC&B. Robert Eppler and Good-
win Alarik were elected v.p.'s . . .

Edgar Herz, v. p. and plan's board

chairman, Gore Smith Greenland. Inc

. . . Kenneth Moore, v. p. to head the

Hollywood office and the West. Ross

Roy. Inc. . . .

Leo Burnett has appointed their field

account executives on the Chrysler ac-

count. They are: Richard Hammett,
in Chicago: Allan Wilson. N.Y.; and

Roger Cleary, Los Angeles.

Other personnel moves: Richard

Goebel, promoted to manager. Comp-

ton's San Francisco division . . . Rob-

ert Whitehead, account executive,

Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli . . . Jack

Ravel, to the radio/tv department, N.

W. Ayer ... A. J. Bouchard, account

executive, Paris & Peart . . . Jay

Rhodes, account executive, Advertis-

ing Counselors, Seattle.

NETWORKS
AT&T has bought a 13-week cam-
paign on Mutual to sell the use of

w eek-end long-distance calls—with

the audience focus obviously on
autos.

The schedule consists of 13 news-

casts plus 26 20-second adjacencies to

newscasts.

\dded MBS note: The network ex-

tended its Intermountain Network af-

filiation for another five years.

CBS-TV's o&o's have, for the first

time, a director of program serv-

ice^ \ia the appointment of Hal
Hough.

In announi ing the appointment,

( raig Lawrence, v.p. in charge of CBS
I \ 'a o&o di\ ision said :

"I!, i ause progi aming is the most vi-

tal phase "I "in operation, we helieve

thai the creation "I this new service

will be extreme!) \ aluahle to cadi of

"in Btations.

"Hough will be avaUable to work in

such area- as exchange of live pro-

duction ideas and practices; pro-

vide information about available

program and production person-

nel and talent; overall program

structures; film buying, scheduling

and presentations, and public affairs

programing."

NBC NEWS, with Huntley-Brinkley,

will be introduced as an electronic

film "syndication."

NBC-TV affiliates will be allowed to

tape or kinescope all filmed portions

of the show direct from the NBC-TV
network circuits to be used later on

their local news programs.

WDSU-TV, New Orleans, is the first

to take part in this plan, with KDYL-
TV, Salt Lake City scheduled to start

1 September.

Network notes: P&G and Sterling

Drugs will sponsor NBC-TV's Restless

Gun . . . The Ed Wynn Show goes on

NBC-TV this fall for Liggett & Myers
... New affiliation: KBYE, Okla-

homa City, becomes an ABC Radio

affiliate today (15 July).

On the personnel side: Blair Wal-

liser, formerly eastern manager for

John W. Shaw Advertising, will be-

come administrative v.p. for Mutual

. . . John M. Grace has been named

director of sales service for ABC-TV
central division.

FILM
The first pre-testing device to be

used for syndicated properties

(prior to submission to prospec-

tive buyers) was announced this

week by Screen Gems.
It's an electronic gauge, devised by

Audience Research, Inc., which meas-

ures audience reaction to a tv program

as it moves along.

The gauge, coupled with a written

questionnaire, was used in pre-testing

Screen Gems' new fall property, Res-

cue H.

New feature package: ABC Film

this week released its Special Six pack-

age of six features.

Titles: Hamlet, The Cruel Sea, The

Lad1

) I anishes, Hungry Hill, Colonel

Blimp and The Rocking Horse Winner.

Sales: Screen Gems reports a

150% increase in sales for the first

six months of this year over the

similar period of 1957. The hike is

due primarily to the increased number

of released Screen Gems features.

CNP's Union Pacific was sold in

four more cities, bringing total to 133

markets.

Most recent sales are to Luter Meat

Packing, for four southeastern markets.

First sale of ABC Film's Adventures

of Jim Bowie was to the DuMont sta-

tions in New York and Washington;

KHQN, Quincy; WAFB, Baton
Rouge; and KPHO, Phoenix.

In the foreign markets: Foreign

sales have hit the $1 million mark
for the past four months for TPA.
With the sale of Lassie this week in

Finland, TPA's total foreign sales in

the last four-month period have totaled

$1,007,600.

Transfilm's president, Walter Low-

endahl, will reactivate his tv and the-

atrical film production arm, Walter

Lowendahl Productions.

Lowendahl will remain with Trans-

film only on a consultant basis.

NTA is expanding into even an-

other direction.

Starting with its participation in the

National Audio-Visual Assn. conven-

tion 24 July, NTA will begin distribu-

tion of home movies.

Two other new NTA endeavors: rec-

ord and commercial production.

ASSOCIATIONS
The NAB reports that 533 stations

have pledged themselves to follow

the Radio Standards of Good Prac-

tice.

Like tv, these stations will publicize

their adherence to the code via visual

and audio symbols supplied them by

the NAB.

They were elected:

NAB's radio board of directors:

J. Frank Jarman, v.p. and general

manager, WDNC, Durham, chairman;

Robert Mason, president and gen-

eral manager. WMRN, Marion, Ohio,

vice chairman.

NAB's tv board of directors: C.

Howard Lane, v.p. and managing di-

rector, K01N-TV, Portland, Ore.,

chairman; Richard Shafto, execu-

tive v.p., WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C,

\ ice chairman.
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KMOX-TV's late-hour

feature films are hitting

St. Louis with a bang.

All of the five top-rated

films shown in

St. Louis were telecast on

KMOX-TV's "Late Show"

and "First Run Theatre,"

as reported in Variety 's

latest ARB Feature Film

Chart. The average share

of audience for these

nighttime blockbusters

soared as high as 81.1%...

blasting all competition!

KMOX-TV's vast library I

of top product from the

studios of M-G-M, Warner

Brothers, Columbia and

20th Century-Fox is

assurance that St. Louis

ill continue to see the

•est movie entertainment

on KMOX-TV-night-in,

night-out... year-round. s

ust one reason why,

uringthe crucial evening

hours, St. Louis' new*

station is St. Louis' fa\

station-according to

three rating services!

KMOX-TV.
Channel 4, St. Louis. Rep-
by CBS Television Sj



Southern California Broadcast-

ers Association: Fred Ruegg, gen-

eral manager of KNX and the CBS
Radio Pacific Network, chairman:

Ernest Spencer, owner- manager.
K.W IX. Santa Ana. vice chairman.

Florida Association of Broad-

casters : Charles Fernandez. \\ K. \ 1 .

Sarasota, president: Larry Rollins,

WMIi. Winter Haven. 1st v. p.: Tom
Gilchrist, Jr., WESH-TV, Daytona

Beach. 2nd \ .p.

TvB sales advisory committee. John
Urba, v.p. in charge of sales. KTTV.
L.A. . . . AWRT 1959 national con-

vention chairman. Doris Corwith, su-

pervisor of puhlic service programs,

NBC.

TV STATIONS
NBC TV is bringing back County
Fair for daytime exposure.

It's already a batch of periods on

this old radio audience participation

-how to Lever Bros.

Lever's ad v.p.. Henry Schacht, was

associated with the program for years

via Borden.

WSFA-TV, Montgomery, is distribut-

ing to local and regional advertisers

and agencies, a presentation on the

way to improve a commercial's ef-

fectiveness.

Along with examples of good com-

mercials, the presentation plugs spot

tv. and gives some successful results

statistics of advertisers on the station.

"Live" operations via tv: KPIX,
San Francisco, televised an actual open

heart operation, sponsored by CIBA
Pharmaceutical Products. Inc.. and

lasting Hi") minutes, with no commer-

cial identification.

This follows another "live" heart op-

eration done in May, via WABD,
N. Y., in cooperation with the N. Y.

Heart Association.

Tv promotions and campaigns:
. KYW-TV's "Cleveland for Clean-

tign was climaxed this

week lis the Mayor's signature on a

law fining litterbugs. The station ran

a program and dail) promotional spots

on the filth and debris of certain sec-

tions of the city, until it was successful

in getting the Litterbug Ordinance on

the books.

• VVCBI-TV. Columbus, Miss., in

line with the "You Auto Buy Now"
campaign sweeping the country, mailed

over 100 auto license tags to time-

buyers, with the "buy now" theme, and

added information about the station's

market.

• WWTV, Cadillac, Mich., is de-

voting the month of July to stimulate

sales of all businesses related to home
ownership and improvement. The pro-

motion is dubbed "Better Home
Month" and includes spots, special pro-

grams, news show interviews and film

stories.

Strictly personnel : Roger Garrett,

appointed local sales manager, WSTV-
TV. Steubenville . . . James Keen, as-

sistant general sales manager, WFIE-
TV, Evansville . . . Robert Wiegand,
promoted to general manager, WKYT-
TV, Lexington, Ky. . . . James Bon-
fils, station manager of WTTG-TV,
Washington, leaves the Metropolitan

Broadcasting Corp. this week result-

ing from a disagreement in policy be-

tween local and home office manage-

ment.

RADIO STATIONS
Metropolitan Life has stepped out

with a campaign of safety mes-

sages during the summer season.

It's being done through local branch

managers. The promotion will include

giveaway of a pamphlet. Guide to Good
Driving.

Market which set off the campaign:

Philadelphia. Station: WPEN.

Stations on the move: To new quar-

ters. KWK, St. Louis, begins to oper-

ate from the Roberts Building this

week ... To new owners. KIMN, Den-

ver, purchased by Cecil Heftel and his

wife, subject to FCC approval.

New affiliates: The Keystone
Broadcasting System added nine

stations thus bringing the total to

1.048. They are: KWSO, Wasco,

Cal.: WDOL, Athens. Ga.; KCID,
Caldwell, Id.; WCMR, Elkhart, Ind.;

KSMN, Mason City, la.; KANA, Ana-

conda, Mont.; WAGG, Franklin,

Tenn.; KBLT, Big Lake. Tex., and

KGAS, Carthage, Texas.

Radio promotions and stunts:

• To celebrate 4 July, WIBG, Phila-

delphia, held a contest aiming at get-

ting the listeners to read the "Declara-

tion of Independence" and list how
many times "of" appears. Prize: A
trip to the Capital.

• Christmas in July? KADY, St.

Louis, aired a program of Christmas

tunes, with the theme "Six months till

Christmas. Do your Xmas shopping

early." A free gift was offered to the

first listener calling in to wish the d.j.

a "Merry Christmas"

• To hike its summer client list,

WCRB-AM-FM, Boston, held a con-

test for its sales department, awarding

them with radio and hi-fi equipment

as they reached certain "plateaus" in

the number of sales made. As a result,

the station boasts a 40% business in-

crease over this time, 1957.

• The Texas Triangle Radio Sta-

tions—KLIF, Dallas. KILT, Houston,

and KTSA. San Antonio—are planning

an "Operation Hopscotch" promotion.

Two pilots will attempt to set a world's

record for non-stop endurance flying,

by remaining over the Triangle area

for 50 days, with daily broadcasts to

the stations.

• Boston d.j. Carl deSuze, of WBZ
& WBZA, set up an authentic 1888

country store in the lobby of the Wa-
tertown Savings and Loan Association,

where he aired his programs, poured

coffee, sold candy, and told yarns. Re-

sults: There were as many new ac-

counts opened during the first week of

his stay, as were opened during the last

six months of 1957.

Station staffers: Gene Spry, pro-

moted to station manager, KPHO,
Phoenix . . . Henry Sullivan, gen-

eral manager, WSOC, Charlotte, N.C.

. . . Clay Morgan, assistant station

manager, WYLD, New Orleans . . .

Harold Pannepacker, station man-

ager, WRCV, Philadelphia . . . R. W.
Chapin, executive v.p. and general

manager of KFOR, Lincoln; KMNS,
Sioux City; and KRGI, Grand Island,

Neb. . . . Robert Larsen, assistant to

the general manager, WRIT, Milwau-

kee . . . Molly Low, sales manager,

KGFJ, Hollywood . . . S. G. Ruder-

man, program director, WHK, Cleve-

land . . . Bob Regan, v.p. and station

manager, KBG, San Diego . . . Rich-

ard J. Monahan, executive v.p.,

WAVZ, New Haven, and WTRY, Al-

bany-Troy- Schenectady; and Sam
Nielsen, v.p. and general manager,

WTRY. ^



robert e. eastman & co.,
national representatives of radio stations

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Ave
Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

SAN FRANCISCO:
Russ Bldg-Room 1043
San Francisco. Cal.

YUkon 2-9760
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if you want decision makers-

proves

SPONSOR 63.0

Broadcasting 57.3

TV Age 42.7

TV Magazine 35.8

*7<£e cfuedttoK eu6ed cwiu: "What magazine do. you read with fair regularity?"

Every respondent was validated as a decision maker in the broadcast field.

by every independent survey

n&f
pro'

SPONSOR 73.4

Broadcasting 66.6

TV Age 59.9

TV Magazine 55.5

*74c quettte+i diked cwu.- "What magazines do you read—every issue—every other issue—less frequently?'

Every respondent was validated as a decision maker in the broadcast field.

SPONSOR wins hands down

SPONSOR
sells the TEAM that buys the TIME

Among editorial-type publications

SPONSOR delivers more decision makers

(at both the advertiser and agency level)

than any other broadcast publication.

Almost 50% more

than the next big book in the field.

*This excludes SRDS which is a reference publication.



YOUR FUTURE IS GREAT IN A GROWING AMERICA

AMERICA ALWAYS OUTPERFORMS ITS PROMISES
We grow so fast our goals are exceeded soon after they are set!

7 BIG REASONS FOR CONFIDENCE IN AMERICA'S FUTURE

1. More People — Four million babies yearly. U. S. popula-

tion lias doubled in last 50 years! And our prosperity curve

has always followed our population curve.

2. More Jobs—Though employment in some areas has fallen

off. there are I") million more jobs than in 1939— and there

will be 22 million more in 1975 than today.

3. More Income—Family income after taxes is at an all-time

bigh <d $5300 is expected to pass $7000 by 1975.

4. More Production I .S. production doubles -every 20
years. We will require millions more people to make, sell and
distribute our products.

5. More Savings Individual savings arc at highest level

ever—$340 billion—a record amount available forspending.

6. More Research — $10 billion spent each year will pay off

in more jobs, better living, whole new industries.

7. More Needs — In the next few years we will need more

than $500 billion worth of schools, highways, homes, dura-

ble equipment. Meeting these needs will create new oppor-

tunities for everyone.

Add them up and you have the makings of an-

other big upswing. Wise planners, builders and
buyers will act now to get ready for it.

FREE! Se,„| for this new 24-page illustrated

booklet, "Your Great Future in a Growing

America." Every American should know these

(acts. Drop a post card today to: THE ADVER-

TISING Council, Box 10, Midtown Station,

New York 18. N. Y.



What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

&> WASHINGTON WEEK
12 JULY 1958 The FCC continues to move deeper and deeper into station programing.

It has now set on the formal hearing docket the application of WGH, Newport News, Va.,

for a renewal of license. Prior to this, the commission had queried seven Atlanta radio sta-

tions on the subject but in a sort of semi-private way.

A formal hearing, if it comes off, could eventually result in definite indications on how far

the majority of the commission feels they can and should go in appraising a station's pro-

graming record.

On the negative side there's Commissioner T.A.M. Craven, who's firmly on record as hold-

ing the communications act bars the FCC from any censorship proceedings and that

the commission has no right to consider a station's programing when a license re-

newal looms.

Whether or not significant, Craven did not participate in the decision to hold a hearing on

WGH's alleged programing shortcomings, but the other six commissioners were unanimous in

favoring the directive.

At least two commissioners are known to believe that although the FCC has no powers to

censor, it does have the power to hold broadcasters to programing promises made when the)

applied for their frequencies.

Note this: The commission hasn't yet scratched the surface of the 3,500-odd AM and FM
stations and even started on tv stations. But should the FCC decide it has the power to

probe programing—and the courts agree—the impact on the business could be

sensational.

Another significant development of the week was the FCC's findings on the Bar-

row Report's allegations that the tv networks had violated the rules.

Held the commission: The networks were guilty on some counts, innocent on others and

guilt could not be proved on still other charges.

As for the instances of "guilt," the FCC told the networks (plus two ABC-affiliated sta-

tions) that no action would be taken against them. The grounds for no action: The violations

took place some time ago, they are not being continued and anyway the networks and sta-

tions involved have promised to sin no more.

Specifically, the findings were to this effect:

• All three networks had exerted pressure on affiliates to raise their national spot rates. Two

ABC TV affiliates were chided for letting the network get away with it.

• CBS TV was guilty of making a condition for affiliation the primary or exclusive clear-

ance of CBS programs at the expense of its competitors.

• NBC should not have yielded to a "warning" by the Crosley group that it would not

clear still other NBC programs if the network placed programs declined by Crosley on com-

petitive stations.

• ABC TV was off base for at least getting very close to making its network rates depend-

ent on the clearance its affiliates gave ABC TV programs.

Progress of the House-passed bill to exempt all but purely business activities of

sports enterprises from the anti-trust laws has been stymied in the Senate.

Broadcasters, who are militantly against the measure, are taking heart from the fact that

Senator Kefauver, chairman of the Senate antitrust and monopoly subcommittee, has called a

long list of witnesses on the measure.

The only hope of defeat for the bill is its getting bogged down by Congress' rush for ad-

journment in the early weeks of August.

sponsor • 12 JULY 1958



A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

#» SPONSOR HEARS
12 JULY 1958

Personal feuds are no novelty in the dynamic, fast-moving air media,

copyright i95a But it's been a long time since the trade has witnessed anything as bitter as the ex-
SPONSOR PUBUCAT.0N8 .NC changeg „ow going Qn between a rep a„d a network v.p .

Attribute it to the soft market if you will, hut the networks this summer are using a

lot of "free sampling" program tactics.

This one is becoming almost routine: Sharing either a token fee for the show or

waiving the price altogether.

One "tie-in" offer even provides for a 25% added discount on the time.

Advertising strategists on cigarettes aren't even bothering to think about the next copy

tack—they expect the health theme to dominate for a long time.

They figure the filter market will represent 50% of all sales by the end of this year.

Anticipated 1958 overall increase in cigarette sales: 2%-4%.

Agencymen who have the chore of seeing how their commercials are handled at New
York tv stations say they're getting increasingly frustrated by the attitude of the

technicians in the control room.

Instead of paying attention to the dials and screens, the technical help spends the time ex-

changing gripes about their union.

If you want to speculate how the advertiser's dollar for time and talent in net-

work tv is split up, here's a percentage table that will serve as a pretty good rule-of-

thumb.

The program producer's share, 38.2%; the affiliates, 16.4%; the agency, 15%; line

charges, 5.6% ; the network's residue, 24%.

The number of viewers taking pen in hand and writing in for a free offer—even

if it's only a booklet

—

shows no signs of diminishing in tv.

A check with the networks indicates that the response to offers is as big as it ever was.

Most of the offers are handled by outside mailing houses but there's enough of this sort

of mail clearing through the network home offices to give a comparative measure.

What started as a press agent's gimmick to keep a performer on the air shows

signs of becoming a continuing headache for Chicago broadcasters.

The group which has baited agency as well as station people into giving them a publicity

forum for their gripes calls itself the Housewives Voluntary Committee in Behalf of

Better Radio-Tv Programing.

P.S.: Skeptical Chicagoans are wondering who's subsidizing the reams of publicity

being put out by the p.a. for the group.

Agency media people point to this season's Nielsen findings as further underscor-

ing the trend toward the virtual disappearance of network loyalty.

They say the multi-network rating chart will continue to have this value for them: High-

lighting time periods when the audience isn't split so evenly among the three net-

works.

SPONSOR • 12 JULY 1958
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AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
MARCH 1958 REPORT

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

TIME PERIODS Number of Quarter Hours 1
with Higher Ratings

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m. to midnight
SATURDAY

8:30 a.m. to midnight
SUNDAY

9:00 a.m. to midnight

TOTALS

WKZO-TV Station B Ties
|

99
92

38

43

89
47

23

17

2

1

1

1

272
|

176 | 4 |H
an this sample includes 77% of the population of
', and 67% of the population of Kalamazoo County.

BUT. •.You Need WKZO-TV

For Astronomical Results

In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!

NEW MARCH 1958 ARB FIGURES, left, prove that

WKZO-TV dominates the Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
television audience — morning, afternoon and night . . .

seven days a week!

WKZO-TV is Channel 3 — telecasts with 100,000 watts

from 1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS Television

Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids — serves more than

600,000 television homes in one of America's top-20 TV
markets!

*Last seen in 1910 — due again in 1986.

WKZ0TF
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knode/, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

12 JULY 1958



How

Far

Will A

Buck 60?
That depends! If it's an advertising buck and

you spend it in New Orleans, It will go

further on WNOE than any other station in

the market. Here's, why!

TEN TIMES MORE POWER-
FUL—WNOE is the Gulf-

South's most powerful full-

time independent station . . .

10 times more powerful than

any other independent station

in the market.

BIG SHARE OF AUDIENCE-
In the May-June 1958 Hooper

WNOE has climbed to ai

average

15.1 1 11-s arket

3

That makes WNOE a strong,

indisputable second in this

MULTI - BILLION - DOLLAR
market . . . with 10 times

PLUS A BIG, BIG BONUS—
WNOE's-38.3% share-of Mis-

sissippi Gulf Coast audience

larger than local stations,

s larger than any

; station* This

.\ is larger tl

fc>\ and 3.5 tin-

I' \ New Orlea

S> 1 Gulfport-BilGulfport

ca's 175th market ... ana

GROWING LIKE A TEEN-
AGER! That's a sales-making

bonus . . . that makes a

"buck go furthest" on WNOE!
"Hooper—May Survey—7AM-
6PM

For the full story of WNOE's superiority in

the Gulf-South (map below) call your Avery-

Knodel man! In New Orleans, call Dick Mor-

rison, General Sales Manager, at EXpress

2173.

PROGRAMING MESS
^Cont'd from page 30)

this personal approach. Here's why:

Today the average corporation

president cannot afford to look on a

sizable tv appropriation simply as a

cold-blooded sales tool for building

volume at a low cost-per-thousand.

He's also concerned with what effect

the expenditure will have on his own
organization and future plans, on his

employees, dealers, stockholders, sup-

pliers, even bankers, and on the gen-

eral prestige and reputation of his

company. Understand this, says a

BBDO vice-president, and you'll begin

to understand why the current "pro-

gram mess" is hurting tv.

When SPONSOR asked about com-

panies like P&G, Bristol-Myers, Phar-

maceuticals, Inc., and others that seem

to favor the slide-rule method, the re-

ply was:

"There are comparatively few com-

panies which approach tv in that way.

Their management philosophy definite-

ly does not apply in the heavy goods,

automotive, appliance, rubber, oil, and

gas industries, nor with many grocery,

drug, cosmetic, and specialized outfits.

They are numerically a minority."

As further evidence of this, agency

men say, note J. Walter Thompson's

buy of Jackie Gleason and Milton

Berle I both live programs I to give the

products on those shows "class."

The way advertisers describe their

dissatisfaction with present program

quality is ll sameness of formats, 2)

unimaginative treatment, and 3) lack

of "prestige values."

"The shows we were offered for fall

sponsorship were just dreary," the ad-

vertising vice-president for one of the

four tobacco companies says. "You

could buy a Western laid in northeast

Arizona, or a Western laid in south-

west I tab. or a mystery series laid in

Paris, or a mystery laid in New Or-

leans, or a game show that imitated

What's My Line, or a quiz show that

imitated Twenty-One. There was noth-

ing exciting in the whole lot."

A veteran agency man comments:

"Look down the list of the fall shows,

both new and old, and you won't find

10 that have any real distinction and

prestige value for the advertiser. After

you've named Hallmark Hall of Fame,

Playhouse 90, Ed Sullivan, and a few

others—where are you going to find

that extra quality oomph that makes a

client's mouth water?"

Others grumble that the current

level of program quality is fast reduc-

ing network tv to the status of a "com-

modity" medium. And, they say,

"whenever that happens, look out."

How can the situation be corrected?

You can get almost as many pre-

scriptions for remedies as diagnoses of

the disease itself. Many obviously

have to be discarded because they are

based on personal judgments or whims

and have little commercial value. But

the general direction of the more prac-

tical suggestions is along these lines:

• A wider stock of programs—and

a wider range of choice—is essential.

• Present methods of program plan-

ning and selling should be revised to

get out of the "rating madness."

• The networks should aim for

more single-sponsorship sales and soft-

pedal the alternate-sponsor approach.

• The suspicion on the part of spon-

sors that Hollywood has lured network

programing into its mysterious den

will have to be allayed. In other

words, sponsors should be "let in on"

(Please turn to page 72)

WNOE Dayt
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.5 Millivolt Coverage
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1

.1 Millivolt Coverage

pi Mississippi Gulf Coast Bonus
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PROGRAMING MESS
i Cont'd from page 70 I

what's going on in the industry.

\s for tin' programs themselves:

To an advertiser, SPONSOR finds, bet-

ter programing does not mean a swing

to off-beat, avant garde shows, nor to

morbid psychological dramas, nor to

tricky, costlv production experiments.

And it doesn't necessarily mean live

programs.

What most advertisers want from tv

is a combination of blessings:

• First, programs that will appeal

land demonstrably so i to large mass

audiences.

• Second, and equally important,

programs which in plan, format, and

execution reflect prestige, quality, and

news values for the advertiser.

In his Esquire article. Hubbell Rob-

in>on praises a handful of tv produc-

tion specialists who have a "built in

compulsion" to deliver not merely rat-

ings but "proud ratings.'
1

too. and calls

on the industry to follow their exam-

ple. To many cynical observers of the

tv scene, such talk may seem almost

unbelievably idealistic, even naive. But,

as sponsor's survey shows, it is draw-

ing much fervent applause. ^

METROPOLITAN LIFE

I Cont'd from page 33)

radio budget was about $100,000. By
1035. the budget was up to about

-^l II 1.000. and the program was being

carried on eight stations. Then radio

was dropped, to concentrate on other

media.

The firm re-entered radio in 1946,

with 37 stations, a budget of $650,000

with its current "Good Hints" cam-

paign. The health idea though, is the

same as that used during the earlier

ten years.

For a time Metropolitan considered

using network radio. The final decision

was to use spot, since the greater per-

centage of Metropolitan policyholders

are concentrated in large cities. Spot

enables the company to concentrate its

radio program in these areas, and com-

plement other Metropolitan advertising.

Spot has other advantages, the com-

pany finds. It can be used to plug

local emergencies, say a hurricane or

flood, for instance, or a polio scare. In

such cases the company sometimes

pulls its scheduled spots and substitutes

information related to the emergency.

In addition the company points out

that it can utilize the following of local

One measure

WNCT is full of power—316 kw visual,

138 kw aural, and a bunch of 110 and
220-volt AC-DC. But in Eastern North
Carolina, folks are not interested in

power unless it fails and they can't see

their favorite programs on Channel 9.

Message: The latest 19-county Tele-

pulse and ARB point to WNCT as a

WHALE of a buy. You'll see when you
try WNCT for your next buy in the

Eastern N. C. market. Hollingbery has
avails and free copies ofour new brochure.

announcers, and cooperate with local

health agencies such as the Red Cross

Nursing Service.

Metropolitan's radio advertising re-

flects a singleness of purpose that has

been behind its advertising since 1922.

At that time the then president. Haley

Fiske. wrote that the reason for adver-

tising was "a desire to spread widely a

knowledge of health and the ways of

conserving it. that people ma\ live

longer, happier lives."

There is no self-interest, as such, in

this health program. Metropolitan is

a mutual company, which means its

premium rates are based on costs; any

surplus of funds over what is required

for claims, reserves, and operating ex-

penses is returned to the policyholders,

who are. in effect, shareholders, in the

form of dividends.

Metropolitan's efforts toward pro-

moting better health through its adver-

tising have been recognized frequently

by community and social groups. It

has received commendations from local

organizations as well as national

awards. Typical of the latter is the

1957 Alfred P. Sloan Award for High-

way Safety, awarded to the company

in recognition of its on-the-air contri-

bution to this cause. The company de-

voted, the award notes, some 2.636

announcements, covering 1900 minutes

of broadcasting time on 62 programs

to promote highway safety.

What about tv? At present the com-

pany has no plans to use it. It doesn t

feel that a visual presentation could

add much to the campaign. About all

that could be done, it points out, is to

show the cover of the booklet, and this

wouldn't add much to the interest or

response.

But more than that, the company

points out, it would make it necessary

to revise the current program of using

different copy every day, on timely and

topical subjects, since the cost of pre-

paring films in such quantity would be

prohibitive.

The company used the "Good Hint"

campaign for some 12 years and is

more than pleased with the results.

Millions of booklets with health infor-

mation have been disseminated, which

can only result in people taking better

care of themselves.

And in doing this the company be-

lieves the campaign has helped create

a public image of Metropolitan Life as

a company interested in people. This

is considered invaluable to the organi-

zation and its representatives. ^
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DArcy Advertising Company
BLOOR BUILDING - 37 BLOOR STREET WEST

Toronto 5

April 16, 19^.8.

Mr. J. P. fetors,
National Commercial *fcr»,
CHCH-TV,
163 Jackson St. West,
Hamilton, Ontario.

Dear ffev:

I intended to writr this letter some weeks a^o, but th^se
things sometimes get shuf "led to the bottom of the pile.

I iust want to bring you up-to-date on the results obtained
on behalf of our client, United Co-one ratives of Ontario, for their
new product "DIFS Q IT". We usrd, as you know, one-minute livr spots
on CHCH-TV 's theatre during February and into March. The primary
objective was to promote this product in the Hamilton and Niagara
areas, which was accomplished ouite successfully. However, ;ust as
important was the surprise bonus coverage in the Toronto area.

Store sampling in Toronto supermarkets orovided us with names
and addresses of consumer purchasers of "DI-ES'lT", and th^se oeoole
were personally interviewed for nroduct reaction, etc. One of the

questions we asked wasj "Do you recall any 'Dressit' advertising? Tie

"inal tabulated results showed that nearly 30% of those interviewed
had seen onp or more of the live coranercials on CHCH-TV. This plus
value was indeed a big help in doing a job on a rather limited budget.

As a ooint of interest, you will be pleased to know that we
intend to use, within the next few weeks, a further s^rirs of similar
soots on CHCH-TV for the same product. Also you probably already have
our soace order for soots for the companion product Heddi-vrip to ap-

pear on CHCH-TV.

I would likp to personally thank your fine staff for the

excellent co-operation in the putting on of these live "DRESSIT"
comjjprcials.

Very truly yours,

SHB:me BBOOKER

ANOTHER SUCCESS STORY FROM CHCH-TV

CHCH-TV reaches 1/5 of the Canadian retail market. The 2,552,715 people within our vast coverage area spend
$2,722,911,000.00 annually on retail purchases. This represents 19.26% of all Canadian retail sale
black and white fact proving that CHCH-TV "sells on sight" to the richest

r_

market in Canada. For further information call Montreal: UN 6-9868.
Toronto: EM 6-9234; Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: MU 4-7461, New York
City: PL 1-4848, Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769

. another

CHCH-TV
CHANNEL ## CANADA

12 july 1958



Inland Washington

POPULATION: 439,000*

EFFECTIVE BUYING

INCOME: $748,540,000*

coastal region, and Spokane's Inland Empire

INLAND WASHINGTON

KPQ

WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON
5000 W - 560 KC

MORE
radio homes at- the

LOWEST
cost per home

of any station in the

Heart of Florida

e to the Suncoast

WSUN Radio

St. Petersburg-Tampa

Represented by VENARD, RINTOUL &
McCONNELL

Southeastern: JAMES S. AYERS

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

&
Marshall Clark is joining Ketchum, Mac-

Leod & Grove, Inc.. next week as manager

of the New York office. Simultaneously he

will become a vice president of the adver-

tising and public relations agency. He has

been in London as resident marketing man-

ager of Bowater-Scott Corp., Ltd., a British

affiliate of Scott Paper Co. He joined Scott

in 1955 as director of advertising, a post

he held until he went to London this January. He was a lieutenant

in the U. S. Navy during the war, then returned to Dartmouth for a

graduate degree. He joined Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago in

1948, leaving in 1950 to join Benton & Bowles, where he remained

until he joined Scott. He succeeds Bobert P. Lytle, KM&G v.p., who

will direct pr expansion in the New York area for the agency.

Arch L. Madsen has joined WLS, Chi-

cago, as assistant to Glenn Snyder, v.p. and

general manager of the radio station. He

was formerly general manager for SPONSOH

Publications, Inc. A veteran of the broad-

casting industry, he is a former member of

the board of directors of Badio Advertising

Bureau, and served for three years as di-

rector of membership and station services

for the organization. Prior to that he was active in the management

of KSL and the Intermountain Network of Salt Lake City, and

interested in the management and ownership of several other western

stations. He is a member of the American Management Assn. and

B.T.E.S. He and his family make their home in Wilmette, 111.

Horace S. Fitzpatrick has been named

stations manager of all WSLS stations

—

AM-FM-TV—Boanoke, Va. No stranger to

the operation, he joined WSLS on 24 Oc-

tober 1940 as a radio salesman. He ad-

vanced to commercial manager in 1945,

was promoted to assistant manager in

1949. He now assumes full responsibility

for all of the operations. His only other

with Appalachian Power Co., Boanoke, for eight years after

tool. He is a lifelong native of Boanoke, and is active in the

i, Sales Executive. Advertising, Elks, Boanoke Country, Va-

Toastmasters and Cotillion Clubs. He is 44, is married, and

in Boanoke. One brother is a State Senator, another a Judge.

job u

high

Kiwa
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Facts and Figures: 1958 edition

Each year for the past 12 years sponsor has turned out its

annual "nuts and holts" edition for timehuyers, account exec-

utives, ad managers and other- engaged in buying time and

programs on tv radio when the thermometer is at its peak.

The 1958 edition of Fall Facts Basics, to he published this

month, is actually four hooks in one. To the traditional

Radio. Television and Film has been added a Marketing

Section. And each of these divisions includes a separate chart

section known to the industry as Radio Basics, Tv Basics,

Film Basics and Marketing Basics.

Here are a few highlights of the upcoming edition: This

fall the tv network- will carry as broad a range of show types

as am lime in history with Westerns strong and drama some-

what down. Radio's share of the nation's advertising dollar,

after several years decline, is now on the up-trend. It now

gets 10' , of the national budget, 5'
( of all local budgets.

Spot tv and radio, after a relatively slow six months, are

expected to climb sharply—especially in the fourth quarter.

Warning on editorializing

Editorializing, not long ago a rare component of station

programing, suddenly has become standard operational pro-

cedure with hundreds of radio and tv outlets.

But now that it's here, sponsor is prompted to issue a

warning word based on a considerable amount of observation.

11 your station is editorializing, are you fully aware of your

responsibilities?

Editorializing requires careful analysis, rare judgment,

and broad experience. These are factors bred into good

newspaper editorial writers after years of reporting, rewrite,

and editing. On the newspaper level the editorializing re-

sponsibility generally falls only to the best journalists.

\ similar spirit of responsibility and importance must

permeate broadcast stations. Editorializing is no role for the

novice, no matter how intelligent or willing. Yet, many

-tat ion- have ventured into this area improperly briefed.

In the course of time, radio and tv stations, dedicated as

the} an- to serving the public, will prove highly successful

practitioners of tin- editorializing art. Some today are doing

an exceptionally fine job. But now is the time for each station

engaged i or Likel) to engage) in editorializing to take stock

of it- ability to perform professionally in this area. Editori-

alizing is not child's pla\

.

10-SECOND SPOTS
Briefing: When Carol Ann, traffic

manager at WLOF-TV. Orlando. Fla..

left for vacation she left typed instruc-

tions for her replacement. Point one:

"Start the day with a smile ... I rare-

ly do. and the folks will enjoy the

switch." She closed with point eight:

"'Tranquilizers are a traffic girl's best

friend/'

Premium: Black. Little & Co.. Newark
advertising agency, ran a newspaper

ad that read in part: "Just mail the

coupon and we'll send you, absolute!)

free, one of our principals." What, no

box top?

Spelling bee: The following are the

closing lines of a covering letter that

accompanied a manuscript submitted

to SPONSOR. "You may rewright if you

desire. We turst you will find this of

printable value to our industry." We
wouldn't dream of reivrighting it: ire

turst all urighters.

Early bird: WWLP. Springfield. Ma^s..

offered a free prize of a sewing ma-

chine to the listener who sent in a

1951 penny—the envelope bearing the

earliest postmark would win. Murray

Wartel, of nearby Greenfield, took the

offer literally, sent his penny in an en-

velope postmarked 31 October, 1862.

Fast acting: In order to free the cot-

ton in a bottle of Bufferin. NBC TV
star Jack Paar poured in some water

and recapped the bottle. A little later

in the show, the Bufferin blew its lid

spattering Paar and his guests with

white liquid. They could title that com-

mercial—"Men in White: a dramatiza-

tion."

Saturation: Bartell station WAKE,
Atlanta, aired 496 announcements over

the Fourth of Julv weekend as follows:

"WAKE to the' Fifth— Go Fourth

safely.
'

Ancient history: Like statistics? The

American Bottlers of Carbonated Bev-

erages. Washington. D. C, has soft

drink production-consumption figures

going back to 1849! In that year, the

industry dollar volume was $760,000,

representing 1.5 million cases or 36

million bottles, a national per capita

consumption of 1.6 bottles of pop. Ei-

ther they weren't thirsty then or it was

a long, long drink.

12 JULY 1958



In Omaha . .

.

if you want the

right time of day . . .

get it from the station with the most quarter-hour firsts*

That would be radio station KOWH, now
completing 8 years of dominance.

1. KOWH is first in 32 quarter hours (in-

cluding 7 first-place ties)

2. There are only 8 quarter hours in which

KOWH is not first.

3. Currently KOWH is first in the morn-

ing, afternoon and all-day with a 7.9

average Pulse.

4. Good coverage on 660 kc.

Advertisers and listeners have shared the dis-

covery that any time's a good time on KOWH.

Get Adam Young to give you the right time

of day ... or talk to KOWH General Mana-

ger Virgil Sharpe.

KOWH Omaha Represented by Adam Young Inc.



I
BAKERSFIELD

California's

"five-county-city"

. . . America's

farm-rich

industry-rich

family-rich

KERQ-TV
Bakersfield, California

is NBC Television in

the San Joaquin Valley,

serving over

1 million prosperous

persons in CALIFORNIA'S

Super-Market represented by edward pe
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PART ONE OF 2 PARTS

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

IMPACT

r/ioose the

rER . . . KMYR dominates the 15 station

market, serving over 1,300,000 people with cov-

fhere it counts. Proof—Hooper (May-June '58)

r 1 morning and afternoon; Pulse (May, '58)

morning and number 1 afternoon. A vital

Ji selling today's Denver with 5000 Watts at
es. See Adam Young or chat with General
er Chic Crabtree.

for Your Mafket!

OMAHA . . . KOIL is undisputed No. 1 in the

Omaha area—Proof—Hooper (May-June '58) 41.8

share morning and 42.8 share afternoon; latest Tren-

dex 42.2 share morning and 39.5 share afternoon;

Pulse (May, '58) dominant first morning and after-

noon. Your Star Station, serving over 875,000 people,

is a must buy station. See Avery-Knodel or Station

Manager James H. Schoonover.

> RESULTS ARE A MUST, SO ARE . . .

ic $ta*r stations
DON W. BURDEN— President

KOIL — Omaha

KMYR — Denver

ADAM YOUNG, INC

KWIK— Pocatello

HOW PROGRAM

SPECIALISTS

HELP SPOT

CBS TV's appointment

of a program service

director for CBS sta-

tions points up trend

by reps to furnish pro-

graming assistance at

local level. Here's what

spot sellers hope to

achieve

Page 27

Texaco breaks

the night

radio jinx

Page 29

JWT'sair

strategist:

Dan Seymour

Page 30

Get more out of

your storyboards

A Sponsor Exclusive

Page 34Page 34



MM

>

Movieland group has

9 OUT OF 10 POST *
pM± -iifea, #^fe

V
What a buy! A.A.P.'s Movieland Group has SI top pictures from major studios includ-

r

°^j^

ing RKO, 20th Century-Fox, UA, Universal, Korda and others. And 9 out of 10 were

produced between 1948 and 1!*.">7! Many of these films star big names like Ginger

Rogers, Lilli Palmer, Bette Davis, Paulette Goddard, Rex Harrison, Joseph Cotten,

Orson Welles and others. Here's an array of great, new pictures that have pulled

top ratings in markets where they've already appealed. First run in many markets.

G.CUC



Every Way
You Look At It • • DesMoines

drefers

The Station Most People, By Far, Depend on for

Accurate News!

The Station With Far and Away the Most BELIEVABLE

Personalities!

This Central Surveys study reveals many interesting facts that

show without question KRNT-TV delivers the kind of results a

present-day advertiser wants and needs!

Call Your KATZMan
for These Netv Facts on

Television Viewing

in Des 3Ioines9 Iowa

OVER 50% Named KRNT-TV

Personalities EXCLUSIVELY!
Compare this with the 6% naming

only other stations' people!

19 july 1958
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
How program specialists help spot

27 Rep firms move more and more into the area of advising, assisting

tin ii -Uitions on programing. Some new developments point up trend

Texaco breaks the night radio jinx

29 Nighttime spol radio gets its first all-out vote of confidence from a

big national account. The Texaco Co. C&W buys it—weekends only

JWT's Dan Seymour: Man behind the billings

30 ^s the No. 1 agency in air media hillings ( 13 network properties) heads

into fall 1958, sponsor profiles the man who masterminds their strategy-

New way to calculate spot tv costs quickly

32 Here"- late-t slide-rule calculator device just released by BI

figure audience and for 500 different scheduh -

Detroit's ad strategy: running scared?

33 Is Detroit pi;

auto makers

t smart in avoiding long-term commitments, or are

g scared? One tv executive insists it's the latter

33

The best medium to promote tv is tv

KMTV tried an experiment; it dropped newspapers for rating week

promotion, used on-the-air promotion instead. Here's what happened

Get more out of your storyboards

34 In this sponsor exclusive, Rollo Hunter, EWR&R radio-tv director, offers

tips for making storyboards a more effective communication device

Traffic jams: How they benefit radio sponsors

36 More and more advertisers in more and more categories are discovering

the "on-the-road" audience and reaching it via traffic jam reports

Tv Guide: A tv success story

37 Reason for its success, Tv Guide executives say, is that the magazine

fills a need— gives viewer program information, advertiser flexibility

Alaska's potential for advertisers

38 What will the 49th state mean to advertisers? A new, young, aggressive

and growing market, with high income, easily reached with air media

Night buys highlight net radio sales

39 \i u business for week ending 18 July features after-dark buys on CBS
Vmer. \ltr-. Stirling Drugs: on MBS by AT&T, Quaker State, Ex-Lax

sponsor asks: Has tv news lived up to its early
promise?

44 ^" public interest in news continues to grow, three station men tell

SPONSOR wh) today's tv news coverage does not live up to expectations

FEATURES
18

I rcial Commentary

49 Film-Scope

16 19th and Madison

50 Marketing Week

47 News 8 Id.a Wrap-Up

4 Newsmaker of the Week

46 Picture Wrap-Up

56 gponsoi Hears

9 Sponsor-Scope

64 Sponsor Speaks

58 Spot Buys

64 Ten Second Spots

18 Timebuyers ;it \\ ork

62 Tv and Badio Newsmakei

55 Washington Week
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LARGEST
OF ANY STATION IN IOWA

According to Nielsen

TV Leads in ALL Cate

Reached Monthly, Nu

Weekly and Dail;

Weekly and Daily

WOC-TV C<

Retail Sales

Effective buying Income

AUDIENCE
OR ILLINOIS (outside Chicago)

Coverage Service, WOC-

)ries: Number of Homes

)er Reached Weekly . .

.

)aytime Circulation;

lighttime Circulation.

ERAGE DATA -

1,727,100

531,200
$2,076,120,000

$2,852,363,000

1958 Survey of Buying Power
(Sales Management)
398,800
Neilsen Coverage Service No. 2

. Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also owns and

operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio-Des Moines

The Quint-Cit es Station
—Davenport and Betten-
dorf in Iowa: Rock Is-

land, Moline and East
Moline in nin- WOC TV

Col. B. J. Palmer,
President

Ernest C. Sanders,
Res. Mgr.

Mark Wodlinger,
Res. Sales Manager

PETERS, GRIFFIN.
WOODWARD, INC.
EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE



Is your ad

dollar going

bye-bye...

or BUY BUY?
Been asking a small boy to

do a man's buying in Port-

land, Oregon? With KPTV,

you reach an adult audience

— the kind that puts "buy

buy" in your budget. Don't

be fooled by kid shows and

other gimmicks that inflate

ratings. Put your ad dollars

on KPTV and sell the peo-

ple who buy!

schedule the BUY-BUY sta£jort

ortland, Oregon

channel I d

NEWSMAKER
of the week

I
3

Last Friday teas move-up day at MBC The board of dir-

ectors boosted Robert W . Sarnoff from ISBC president to

chairman of the board; to fill his vacated post, moved
Robert E. Kintner from executive vice president in charge

of tv to president. The top ISBC team is notv Bob and Bob.

The newsmaker: Tireless, jet-propelled Bob Kintner can't

be out of the president's chair for long. On 16 October 1956. he

stepped out of his slot as president of ABC. In less than three

months he had joined NBC as executive vice president, coordinating

color tv activities. Now. with last week's action by the NBC board,

he is president again.

This latest promotion, according to NBC. is in recognition of

Bob's tremendous job of bringing NBC to parity with CBS in audi-

ence ratings, for narrowing the

billings gap between the two rival

networks. Bob also is credited

with effecting substantial savings

for NBC through letting outside

producers turn out tv programs

while he concentrated on selling

them. Ironically though, the re-

cent economy sweep at the net led

to a wave of rumors along Madi-

son Avenue, just preceding Kint-

ner's elevation to the presidency,

that "Here goes Kintner—out."

That he went up instead, came as

no great surprise to those in the know. It is doubtful that this high-

powered operator would have come to NBC in the first place if

promise of the presidency had not been made.

Thus Kintner becomes NBC's eighth president (ninth, if you count

General David Sarnoff's several-month term as acting president be-

tween the leaving of Frank White and the coming of Pat Weaver).

What administrative assets and liabilities does Bob Kintner bring

to his new job? He brings the respect of Madison Avenue admen

who have long regarded Kintner as something special as a salesman.

He brings a sixth-sense in programing trends; Kintner sniffed out

the adult Western show at the first tumbling tumblevveed. He brings

unbounded energy; leisure time and social life are cheerfully sacri-

ficed on the altar of business. On the other side of the ledger, he

brings the t\pe of self-centered strength that often leads to conflict.

Pit him with other strong men and sparks are bound to (1\ as was

demonstrated at ABC when Leonard Goldenson appeared actively

on the scene.

\ native of Stroudsburg, I'a.. 1.9-year-old Kintner was for many

\ears a Washington correspondent for the N. Y. Herald Tribune,

later joined Joseph Usop to write a nationall) syndicated Washing-

ton column. After a hitch in the Arnn during World War II, Ed

Noble, whom kintner had met on the political front in the capital.

broughl him to ABC in I'M 1 as vice president. At NBC. Kintner will

report to Bob Sarnoff. ^

Robert E. Kintner
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WHEN SOMEONE
FINDS A WAY TO
REACH, INFORM,
ENTERTAIN AND
SELL PEOPLE ON
THE ROAD BET-
TER THAN RADIO
DOES NOW...WE
WILL MOVE OVER!
Meanwhile, of all advertising

media, radio alone is in the

driver's seat. And nationally,

the CBS Radio Network de-

livers radio's biggest audi-

ences to advertisers—41 per

cent more listeners than the

next network .* What's more,

these are listeners who really

listen. The very nature of the

whole program schedule tells

you so. And we can prove it!

CBS RADIO NETWORK

RADIO ONLY

!



RADIO ONLY

!



your advertising

dollar produces
more sales

And there's a reason. This pioneer

station is foremost in the three standard

metropolitan markets in its coverage area:

Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as

in numerous other cities— Gettysburg,

Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg,

Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. In short, you

find that WGAL-TV's multi-city cover-

age costs you less than buying single-city

coverage. Put your advertising dollar to

work producing more—on WGAL-TV.

wgal-tv
LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres,

MEEKER C



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
19 JULY 1958

IM.I.IOR PUBLICATIONS II

Spot radio this week got a chunk of the money that Wildroot (BBDO) had
'ii spending in network tv via Robin Hood.
The schedule spreads over 35 markets for five weeks starting in late July.

Nighttime spot radio got a vigorous dose of octanes from Texaco.

It's buying a five-week saturation campaign in about 100 markets, with the sched-

ules split about equally between week nights and weekends.

(For details of the campaign and its implication to nighttime radio, see page 29.)

National spot tv meantime got a real sizzler for the 1958-59 season: A $ I -mil-

lion campaign from Maypo cereal to be divvied up over 26 weeks.

Coming through Bryan Houston, the drive will cover 770 markets coast-to-coast. The

type of availabilities for minute announcements being sought: in and around children's

shows. (The schedules will be different in each market.)

Incidentally, the budget is twice what it was for the previous season. (See Maypo

success story, 14 December 1957 sponsor.)

Other new tv spot business that emerged this week: Armstrong Tire (L&N) ; Free

Wax (L&N); Amoco (Katz) ; and Duncan Hines Cake Mix (Compton).

The path of the radio sellers gets thornier: This week they were faced with a

dictum from an agency that its minute announcements for a specific client be (1)

exempt from any sort of back-to-backing, and (2) separate from other minute an-

nouncements by at least two minutes of programing.

The source of the requirement is Campbell-Mithun, and the client is Northwest

Airlines. The taboo is in the form of a rider to the agency's contracts.

C-M's attitude has caused no small uproar among reps. They think the restrictions

are not justifiable in that double-spotting does not present an objectionable practice. They

also point out that wide enforcement of the taboo would result in a considerable loss of

revenue to stations and make rate increases mandatory.

WBBM, Chicago CBS-owned outlet, has decided to give its FM outlet a much
more distinct green light.

It's setting up a separate sales staff for FM and intends to put a lot of emphasis on

in-depth news. Nor will the station hereafter be a free bonus for advertisers.

Chicago is one town on which FM has been making quite a dent.

Now that ABC TV has become an all-out daytime competitor, you'll be seeing

a lot of competitive promotional fireworks.

Not even waiting until it unveiled its expanded schedule (which will be in October),

ABC TV's research this week put the comparative spotlight on some of NBC's new
daytime properties—shows like Lucky Partners, Haggis Baggis, Today Is Ours, and From

These Roots.

The point that ABC seeks to make is that the four newcomers—according to the July

Trendex

—

ran third in the daytime network race.

NBC TV's rejoinder: Why not wait until the new shows have had a little more
exposure before telling the trade the newcomers are "not doing too well"?

P.S.: In all half-hour comparisons cited by ABC TV, the top rater is CBS TV.

SPONSOR • 19 JULY 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

.

The continuing debate over who's entitled to a local rate (rather than the higher

general rate) is getting a flash of heat from the Tracy-Locke agency in Houston.

T-L announced that it had canceled spot-tv contracts in Oklahoma for Maryland
Club and Admiration coffees because this brand was being charged the general rate,

whereas Cain Coffee, an Oklahoma concern, could buy at the local rate.

Wrote Tracy-Locke to Oklahoma stations:

"It is our conviction that the only just rate policy is one which offers the same
rate to all products in general distribution. We believe that the establishment of 'lo-

cal' rates cannot be justified unless such rates are limited to retailers . . . who will con-

ceivably benefit from only a part of the station's coverage."

The question of whether a distributor is deserving of a local rale just because he has

a local agency has been a thorny problem for stations from practically the inception of

radio.

The Storz stations recently moved to 9olve the dilemma by devising a strict set of

ground rules for themselves. (See 26 April SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 11.)

Watch for a trend away from copy-catism in radio station programing policy.

You'll find individual (as well as group-owned) stations striving to evolve their own
programing personality and going in for more experimentation—instead of merely

imitating stations that are currently riding the rating crest.

(For an anahsis of what's happening, see page 27.)

The heightening battle for the spot tv dollar is reflected in the move by WCBS
TV, New York, to use its own sales manpower in its home town—on top of the staff and

facilities of CBS Tv Spot Sales.

Commented Craig Lawrence, v.p. in charge of CBS TV o&o's and spot sales: "You

can pack a lot of flushing-power with 22 men of your own working out of a sta-

tion."

Sidelight : WCBS TV was the last of the CBS o&o's to put its own local sales force into

pla\.

The thing that continues to give local radio the old-time spice is the fire and

resourcefulness still being put into covering a new break on the scene.

Take, as an example. WEOL, Elyria: This week it outwitted the efforts of a con-

struction contractor to keep reporters from a barge disaster that drowned several

men and hospitalized others.

The station hired a launch, covered the river rescue scene, got the names of the victims,

plus taped interviews of worker eye-witnesses.

(WEOL also fed the story to WGAR, Cleveland, and WLEC, Sandusky.)

Note for the blase timebuyer: You can't always measure the impact that a station

has on the loyalty and acceptance of the listeners by mere statistics.

The rate that network radio business has been going this summer proves once

again that breaking down old habits and conceptions can be as frustrating in ad-

vertising as in any human endeavor.

Despite the fact that in successive years summer listening has piled up a potent outdoor

appeal, advertisers—at least in network radio—still show a disposition to curl up
their expenditures as the warm weather proceeds.

Note the following comparison of total sponsored hours for the four radio networks as

of these recent 1958 periods:

WEEK ENDING TOTAL SPONSORED HOURS PERCENTAGE OFF

23 May 101.1

20 June 97.4 -3.7%
18 July 88.1 —9.6%

(See Radio Basics, page 39, for breakdown by networks, etc.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

One-man opinions may be worth little; but if the source is in a strategic position

and swings a lot of dollar weight, his thoughts can show how the wind may be blowing

and give the business valuable clues.

Remarked a partner in an agency which bills about $30 million in tv to SPONSOR-
SCOPE this week:

"When the recession blows away, tv will find itself faced with the biggest selling

job of its career.

"Television costs continue to go up and ratings get more and more divided. No

adman who knows his business will underestimate tv's power to reacb the consumer, but in

terms of cost and delivered sales other media are looking more attractive.

""Tv has done a great job in dramatizing its impact. Now it will have to get down

to brass tacks and talk more explicitly in terms of how it delivers sales—regardless of

all the other trimmings—at a cost level that's commensurate with, if not better, than compet-

itive media. In other words, tv will have to get off its cushion and hard-sell itself."

From present indications, the ratio of nighttime sponsored shows controlled by the

networks will be at its lowest ebb this fall—less than 20%.
SPONSOR-SCOPE's breakdown of the current fall tv lineup shows this control split by

nights of the week:

DAY Mi. OWNED BY NETWORKS NO. FREELANCE CONTROLLED

Sunday 2 11

Mondaj 2 13

Tuesday 4 ]

Wednesday 3 12

Thursday 3 13

Friday 2 8

Saturday 2 11

Total 18 78

The roster of network tv's 1957-58 customers who have yet to make up their

minds about next season remains quite extensive.

Among the missing to date are: Max Fa -tor, U.S. Rubber, Borden, Bulova, Rey-

nolds Metals, Lewis-Howe, Warner-Lambert, Time-Life, Carnation and Chrysler

Division.

Network tv's big source of sunshine, the cigarette companies, will be spend-

ing slightly over $1 million a week for nighttime time and talent this fall.

The top contributor again will be Liggett & Myers (its starting expenditures this season

will be somewhat above what they were the previous fall).

SPONSOR-SCOPE's estimates for weekly time and talent for the contingent:

ADVERTISER M MBER OK SHOWS* WEEKLY COST

Liggett & Myers 5 $390,000

American Tobacco 6 310.000

R. J. Reynolds 3 140,000

Lorillard 3 130,000

Brown & Williamson 3 130.000

TOTAL 20 $1,100,000
'" Practically all of them will be on an alternate week basis.

Libby-Ow ens-Ford will be spending around $850,000 on collegiate football this

fall, but there's little chance of its continuing on Perry Mason unless CBS TV moves the

show to a later spot.

The drop-out would mean a difference of $100,000 a week in time-show revenue for

the network.

19 jul\ L958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

ABC TV this week put on the big pitch to its affiliates assembled in New York
for support of the network's all-out splurge into daytime scheduling.

In bidding for unstinted clearances, the network's upper hierarchy included these facts,

figures and assurances:

• For the first time ABC TV has become a vigorous competitor for daytime
stature.

• With the 15 hours being added 6 October, the network will have a total of 27% day-

time hours scheduled.

• Already under commitment for daytime are $15 million in billings.

• Affiliates will be in a position to strengthen their over-all audience level and
loyalty, because they can plug their nighttime fare during the day and cross-promote their

daytime programing at night. In other words, the halo effect will work both ways.

ABC anticipates no difficulty in getting the needed clearances.

(See Sponsor Speaks, page 64, for further comment.)

U.S. Steel is repeating its Operation Snowflake (pre-Christmas) promotion
on ABC, CBS, and NBC this season. The theme: Make your presents steel appliances.

Via BBDO it will use 50 spots the first two weeks in December.

The band favorites of the 1940's keep getting a rebirth on ABC TV: Manhattan

Shirt will sponsor Sammy Kaye immediately after Lawrence Welk Saturday nights this

fall.

Idea for bringing Kaye back to tv came from Manhattan's agency, Peck.

NBC Radio will be beguiling you soon with a new sales promotion gimmick:
Idea Planting Time—which is the exact opposite of Imagery Transfer.

Imagery Transfer is intended to capitalize radio-wise on the advertiser's tv commercial

and print theme. Idea Planting Time's angle is to indoctrinate the consumer with the

theme that the advertiser plans to unveil in his forthcoming major tv and print

campaigns.

Pulse is adding to the scope of its ratings reports:

Each month it will seek to relate viewing or listening to actual buying by including

a tabulation of results to a query on some specific product category.

One question will deal with cigarettes, another with soap detergents, a third with drug

purchases, etc. The data will be based on a national sample of 75,000 interviewed

homes.

The trade feels that the promotions of Bob Sarnoff and Bob Kintner are the

curtain raiser for a number of other realignments at NBC.
These developments are among those being talked about as in the making:

1) The elevation of P. A. (Buddy) Sugg, head of o&o's and spot sales, and Joe

Culligan, in charge of the radio network, to executive v.p.'s by 1 August.

2) The packaging of various NBC operations into new divisions—with each

eventually having its own president—a la the reorganization which earlier this year took

place at CBS. At present CBS has three presidents—one for the tv network, another for the

radio network, and a third for the o&o's, spot sales, and the film division—reporting to a

general president. NBC's organizational layout probably would have such presidents report

to the chairman of the board.

(See Newsmaker of the Week, page 4, for updated executive profile on Kintner.)

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 58; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 47; Washington Week, page 55; sponsor

Hears, page 56; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 62; and Film-Scope, page 49.
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NOW GROWN TO 400,000 FAMILIES!

WBAY CHANNEL 2 ® GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN

NOW 400.000 TV HOMES

1,350,000 POPULATION

M% RURAL—58% URBAN

$1,750,000,000 RETAIL SALES

SMALL CITIES .

M
THE LAND OF MILK AND^ONEY
Haydn R. Evans, Gen. Mgr. Rep. Weed Television
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NEW FACES. ..NEW STAR!



EXPLOSIVE ACTION!

elective Inspec

viewing Scotland Yard in action

through North American eyes.

NOW ... for the FIRST TIME

IVUTHENTIC STORIES
from the files of the

WORLDS MOST FAMOUS
crime prevention center

/



It just takes one BIG one . •

.

Just as One Big Putt Can Make all the Difference

in the world in golf . . . one big station can make a world of

difference in your Mid-Gulf TV coverage.

WKRG-TV dominates this

BILLION-DOLLAR Mid-

Gulf Area in all three

rating services (Neilsen,

ARB and Pulse) . Now,

something new has

been added . . .

NEW, TALLER TOWER ADDS GREATER MID-GULF COVERAGE

Even before, Nielsen gave WKRG-TV 46,000 extra families

in the Mobile Market. Now, a new maximum-height tower

sends WKRG-TV's better programming booming into tens of

thousands of additional Mid-Gulf homes ... as the map
below clearly shows. For full details of WKRG-TV's lead,

call your Avery-Knodel man ... or C. P. Persons, Jr.,

V.P. and Gen'l. Mgr. of WKRG-TV.

WKRG-TV
MOBILE, ALABAMA ^^
Reps. Avery-Knodel ^JJ^

49th an

Madison

Radio Sound Barrier

Again I believe \<>u are doing a real

service l<> tin- broadcast industry and.

in particular, radio, through your re-

cent discussion on "Radio at the sound

barrier: challenge to both timebuyers

and the programers" I 28 June 1958.)

It seems to me you're getting right

down to the verj heart of the questions

uppermost in man) broadcasters'

minds. We were particularly interested

in the study by Dr. Whan of Kansas

State College: his findings tend to con-

film the opinions we have had and the

policies we have been following at

km.).

There is an area, however, that

we find a real problem here, and I

helieve it is apparent in Dr. Whan's

work—namely, that of definition, of

precisely defining what these various

types or classes of music really are.

For example. 1 note in both the wo-

men's and men's classification that

waltzes and sweet music are most popu-

lar for all educational groups. I wonder

just how different waltzes and sweet

music are from old familiar songs. It

would appear to us that these two

categories are very similar.

Another question: How is a current-

ly popular western tune classified?

Would that be in the popular grouping

or the western grouping, or both?

I'm sending a copy of this letter to

Dr. Whan with the hope that he might

give us some help in the area of defi-

nitions.

R. M. Brown
Mgr, KPOJ
Portland. Ore.

In your recent article "Radio at the

'Sound' Barrier. . . ," p. 34, sponsor,

June 28, it appears that the editorial

content docs not lit the accompanying

« hart.

Specifically, the chart headed "No
type of music is so had I'll retune the

set" shows percentage of listeners who

didn'l ili>like am t\pe of music enough

to tune it out; thai 2')'. of women

and 33'
i of men would not retune the



Your writer says . . . "Although,

a 1 1 1 < 1 1

1

l; adults cciioidcialilc lolci amc i-

shown toward disliked music (29% of

men and •'!.'!', of the women will ac-

tually tune it out I. . . . This is ap-

parently an error of interpretation a>

well as a transposition of the percent-

ages. The chart shows those who
would not tune out. therefore, 71% of

women and 67% of men would retune

the set.

While I'm calling attention to what

appears to be a rather flagrant error.

I would also like to compliment you

and your staff on your valuable pub-

lication so important in the broadcast-

ing industry. If it were not so in-

fluential I wouldn't bother with this

letter.

Chuck Fellers

Local Sales Mgr., KWKH
Shreveport, La.

1958 Tv Radio Directory

I have just received your five-city tv/

radio directory and find it of tremen-

dous value. I would, therefore, like to

order 10 more of the same for the rest

of the account group and our client.

Howard E. Reinheimer. Jr.

BBDO
New York-

How did we miss receiving your new
five-city Tv/Radio Directory? Perhaps

the recent shuffling within our radio

and tv stations got us omitted from

your lists. In any event. I'd like a

half dozen so that I can help my bud-

dies in WSUN Radio too. We will

make good use of them.

Earl Welde

sales rngr., WSVN-TJ
St. Petersburg, Fla.

I am enclosing 2.n" in coin, and would

appreciate your sending me a copy of

the 1958-59 issue of "Tv and Radio

Directory'' which I understand is now

off the press.

I found the 1957 edition well-nigh

invaluable. The only difficulty I had

was holding on to it: even one in the

office was determined to borrow it.

I Mrs. ) Rotha Webb
radio tv dept.

McKim Advertising Limited

Montreal

It's Nice To ff\

What You're

Getting!

In Rochester, N. Y.

CHANNEL 10 Measures Up!

CT\

j
181 ) MOST FIRSTS

,F
/ In Daytime

QUARTER

HOURS

MOST TOP

V 322 OUT OF 7 Q u A R TERV^y HOURS

MOST FIRSTS

^

W
°!!l

0f
J " Nighttime

QUARTER

HOURS

HELP YOURSELF TO THE BIGGEST AUDIENCE

IN THE RICH ROCHESTER AREA!

TELEPULSE March 1958

19 .july 1958



by John E. McMillin

buying suggestion
on KOIN-TV is as
predictable as your
reaction to her perfume.

gentlemen at

CBS-TV Spot Sales,

who have managed to

keep clear heads, offer

all sorts of statistics

on her feminine
instincts

...and on
KOIN-TV'S
heady ratings.

Commercial
commentary

The hard yell sell

Every business depression (recession if you're

non-Michigan Republican) brings out the

/"hard sell" bo;

It happened in the 1930's. It's happening to-

day. And I don't doubt that 100 years from

now. when a drop in exports to Mars shakes our

space age economy, Red Motley of Parade will be

lashing the advertising fraternity with two fisted

exhortations to get in there and pitch.

"Hard selling" is back in fashion again. And if you've been

watching your tv screen carefully, you've begun to see evidence of it.

It'll probably get a great deal worse.

I say worse because admen and advertisers seem to be making the

same old, tired, fuzzy-minded mistake that a great many of us made
in late-Hoover early-Roosevelt times. They're confusing hard selling

with hard yelling. And the two have nothing in common.

It's easy to understand, though, why the "hard yell sell" grabs off

popularity honors when the going gets tough, and the boys get a little

bit scared. And in a way it's a reflection on the advertising business.

Back in the late 1920's, for instance, in the lush days before the

Wall Street crash, advertising was full of Bright Young People who

regarded the business as a kind of artistic and literary spree.

We hadn't invented the phrase "the soft sell." But we believed in

it. We practiced it. We preached it, with every throb of our sensi-

tive little hearts. It was our way of making our chosen profession

seem dignified, sophisticated, important, non-vulgar.

The deluge came

But then of course came the Deluge. And with the depression, the

soft, the sweet, the arty, the dilettante techniques of advertising were

tossed right into the ashcan.

Print layouts became busy, ugly, crammed with heavy type and

shrieking headlines. On the air, radio announcers began to push

and pound supposedly "hard-hitting" commercials that often ran

five minutes in length. Copy was full of stern, tough-voiced admoni-

tions
—"Do it now. See Your Dealer. Don't delay. Mail the Coupon."

The turtle voice of advertising rose to a high-pitched yell.

It was a silly, but understandable, reaction.

Silly because it was an exaggerated, shame-faced overcompensa-

tion for past weakness. Understandable because a lot of agencies

were getting the old "life is real, life is earnest" routine from their

clients.

Actually, of course, there's nothing very difficult about the "hard

yell sell." All you need is one, young, energetic, low-paid male copy-

writer. Try to find one whose sex life is somewhat inhibited (he'll

breathe harder). Sit him down to a typewriter. And tell him to flog

and beat your present and prospective customers as if he were a King

in Babylon, and they were Christian slaves.

The results? Well, all you can say it that it will be "hard-yell sell-

( Please turn to page 20)
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TV
GUIDE

Best- selling weekly magazine in America

How important sponsors insure their ratings

They advertise their programs in TV
Guide magazine.

Across the nation, one TV family in six

reads it. Its audience alone is the equiva-

lent of a 16 rating. Reading it is the prel-

ude everywhere to TV viewing.

TV Guide's 50 regional editions enable you

to mesh your schedule precisely with your

station lineup, without waste circulation.

This basic rating and sponsor-identifica-

tion insurance should be a primary ele-

ment in your program promotion!

LEADING 1957 PROGRAM ADVERTISERS IN TV GUIDE MAGAZINE

Aluminum Co. of America General Electric Co. The Quaker Oats Co.

American Broadcasting Co. General Foods Corp. Radio Corp. of America

American Telephone & General Motors Corp. Remington Rand
Telegraph Co. (Chevrolet Division) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc. (Oldsmobile Division) The Joseph Schlitz Brewing
Chrysler Corp. Frigidaire Division: Co.

Chrysler Corp. Gillette Safety Razor Co. Scott Paper Co.

(Plymouth Division) Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Shulton, Inc.

Ciba Pharmaceutical Products, Hallmark Cards, Inc. Smith, Kline & French

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Laboratories

Colgate-Palmolive Co. Socony Mobil Oil Company
Columbia Broadcasting System, Kraft Foods Co. Sterling Drug, Inc.

P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold) Swift & Co.
E. 1. du Pontde Nemours &

Co., Inc.

Eastman Kodak Co.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

Maybelline Co. Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

Miller High Life Brewing Co. The Texas Co.

Monsanto Chemical Co. United Motors System

Ford Motor Company
National Broadcasting Company

Pepsi-Cola Co.

United States Rubber

(Ford Division' The Prudential Insurance Co. United States Steel Corporation

(Lincoln-Mercury Division) of America Youngstown Kitchens

A WEEKLY MAGAZINE... A DAILY HABIT
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KOA-Radio-..

your best

Western Salesman!

Because KOA-Radio's capable

management has established and

maintained listener respect for the

station and its advertisers for more

than 33 years!

Because KOA-Radio covers Denver

and the big, wide West. You need the

power of 50,000 watts to blanket the

rich Western Market! You reach the

whole market with KOA-Radio.

Because KOA-Radio's program-

ming is tailor-made to the interests

and tastes of the area. Skillful local

ond NBC programming combine to

give listeners what they want, when

they want it!

Because KOA-Radio has always

shown devotion to the public welfare,

it is highly respected and has top

stature in its community.

Because KOA-Radio SELLS! Make

your ad budget work harder ... more

effectively! Use KOA-Radio!

- Commercial commentary continued .

- an mcrcasiiii amount of iting" in the finest tradition. And there's

in tv and radio today.

But, frankly, is it really worth a damn?

You wont find conclusive evidence anywhere (From Ayer to

Wasey) that rude, crude, tough-talking sadistic copy, delivered in a

harsh, palpitating roar sells any harder than dozens of other kinds.

And a little, common-sense reflection will show you why it often

decreases, rather than builds up, selling effectiveness.

Human relations

Selling, after all, involves a transaction between two human beings.

And any salesman—in person, or in print, or on the air—faces a

delicate job of human relations. He must attract, interest, explain to,

convince, and persuade someone else to take an action. And he can

very seldom do this by behaving like the Bull of Bashan.

This, of course, is the great weakness of the "hard yell sell." It

violates nearly every known principle of successful salesmanship.

No sensible person can possibly quarrel with the desire to make

advertising work harder. And any period of prosperity does bring

some lazy, sloppy, gooey, wasteful techniques into the business. But

you can't correct these things by shouting at the top of your voice.

If you really want more effective advertising, then see to it that

your commercials are more interesting, more believable, more con-

vincing, more sympathetic to consumers' needs, moods, and living

conditions. There's no other way.

The only thing that can be said in favor of the "hard yell sell" is

this: Though it's lousy for the listeners, it often seems just great to a

corporation's own executives.

If you're a nervous, jittery, wife-ridden sales manager who's afraid

of losing his job, then "hard yell selling" is just the dish for you.

It will make you feel as virile as a young bull moose.

Is this the reason you're using it?

P.S. Having delivered myself of the above, bad-tempered blast

against mere hard yelling, I'd like to register an equally strong vote

for radio and tv commercials which really do "sell hard"—because

they're carefully planned.

Typical of these is the recent one-minute tv spot for Ferris

Ham's Shopping Spree Contest, produced by Carl A. Carbone at

National Screen Service for Hicks and Greist. Single commercial

produced record in-store sales and contest entries, according to Ed

Ricchiuto at H&G, and was a miracle of sound copy planning and

production savvy.

Shooting took place in Macys after hours. Spot featured speeded

up action of gal trying to grab off $2500 in merchandise. Contest,

contest rules, entry blanks, mailing address were clearly and com-

pletely explained, and entire commercial had interest, excitement,

, I,m m. us ii ell as strong sell. A thoroughly good job which I under-

stand NSS turned out complete in nine working days. +
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WXYZ-TV . . . FIRST STATION TO OFFER AMERICA'S TOP FAMILY COMEDIES TOGETHER

!

IN ONE GREAT HOUR-LONG ... LAUGH-MAKING ... AUDIENCE-PULLING SHOW!

Beginning September 1st you're going to witness the biggest shakeup in the 6 pm rating and

audience composition ever!

What's going to cause the revolution is a brand new, hour-long show called "Curtain Time".

It will feature two great family comedies daily and an entertaining live host.

Now is the time to ask us about availabilities!

=b= WXYZ-TV DETROIT CHANNEL 7
americail brOaaCaSting CO. Represented Nationally byBlair-TV
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Jim Healy John Bainbridge

. . . SELLS for these sponsors:

Ambassador Hotel
Bardahl Oil Additive
Glendale Federal Savings
Interstate Bakeries
Marina Federal Savings
Sakrete Cement
Sally Shops
Simca Auto Sales
Troy Laundry
Union Pacific

Union Maid Bakeries
Von's Grocery Co.

. . . WON AWARDS
from these organizations:
Advertising Association of the West
Calif. Assoc. Press Radio-TV Ass'n
Los Angeles Advertising Women
Radio-TV News Club of So. Calif.

Radio Advertising Bureau

... IS NOW AVAILABLE
for a few additional advertisers who
can utilize the class approach to

Southern California's seven-million

mass. Ask your KBIG or Weed con-
tact for the full quality story.

Not. Rep. WEED and Company

Timebuyers
at work

Sam Vitt, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, New York, feel that

nighttime radio will attract larger audiences and more advertisers in

the next few years. "Many stations are steadily building a loyal night-

time audience by good programing and by featuring their star d.j.'s,

such as WNEW in New York. They are investing considerable time,

money and imagination in their

nighttime programing. As a re-

sult, they are attracting a listening

audience that is not only adult but

has purchasing power as well.

Obviously, radio cannot woo away

the great television audience from

its sets. But it is cultivating a

solid, consistant audience—mil-

lions who are driving, at work, or

too busy to watch television. With

these people, radio can do a very

successful selling job." Other fac-

tors, Sam thinks, that are helping to increase nighttime billings are

good packages, better station promotion to stimulate listening, and

more information on audience composition. '"All these combined are

selling both advertiser and agency on the merits on nighttime radio,"

Sam says, "and its future is optimistic as billings increase."

Faythe Vent, Anderson-McConnell Co., Los Angeles media super-

visor, who buys for Max Factor products, feels that it rests squarely

with the buyer to create a climate where station reps will give their

"best offers" first when providing "avails". "They can do this,"

Faythe says, "by leveling with the rep on his first call—speaking

honestly about budget, buying

philosophy and any special feature

factors that will tend to influence

the buy. With this information,

the rep can make his first pres-

entation a specific one, getting

down to such details as actual

costs, times and station merchan-

dising." Faythe sees stations as

primarily responsible for "de-

laying tactics" which require reps

to make a conservative bid for the I

business first, improving it only

when offers from competitive stations are known. "This is not only

a time-consuming practice," she points out, "but often loses business

for station and rep engaging in it. Nevertheless, by laying his cards

on the table, the timebuyer can do much to streamline the 'best offer'

machinery and clear up many other time-delaying problems."
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MERCHANDISING

MUSCLE
makes us your strong right arm

in the rich Richmond area

Q IN-STORE FOOD DISPLAYS Q COMMUNITY CLUB AWARDS

Q IN-STORE DRUG DISPLAYS Q MAILINGS TO RETAILERS

H IN-STORE FOOD DEMONSTRATIONS, Q PERSONAL CALLS ON JOBBERS,

SAMPLING, COUPONING WHOLESALERS, RETAILERS

PI STORE WINDOW DISPLAYS J REPORTS TO FOOD ADVERTISERS

H BARGAIN BAR PROMOTIONS QJ PROMOTIONAL SPOTS

[J|
NEWSPAPER ADS

WXEX-TV
National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Pittsburgh, New

England, Mid-West; Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.

SPONSOR • 19 JULY 1958



every ret

favorite with decision makers in I

over all other editorial publications in the broadcast fi

it has delivered more of these teams for

field as well. (SRDS survey) It reaches ei

time from the bottom rung of the laddei

sj^ The question asked was—"What magazine

"T* do you read with fair regularity?"

2kL The question asked was—"What magazines
*** do you read every issue—every other

issue—less frequently?"

In both cases every respondent was validated

as a decision-maker in the broadcast field. I



ependent survey SPONSOR is the overwhelming

wtiser and agency categories consistently preferred

e teams that buy time buy SPONSOR. Year after year

•icy than any publication in the general advertising

\nber responsible for the purchase of

very

WRCV*
proves it

Sponsor 73.4

Broadcasting 66.6

Television Age 59.9

Television 55.5

Released Oct., 1957

Before you finalize your budgets get to know the complete story of trade papers and what they can do for
you. We've prepared a 50 page color slide presentation outlining how to get the maximum out of every
dollar spent. It's a must viewing for every station manager. We'll be happy to show it to you at your

SPONSOR sells the TEAM that buys the TIME



In Kansas City ..

WHB reaches more

men and women ....

than the next 3

radio stations

combined

Sure. WHB is consistently and

dominantly first in total audience

every hour of the day.* But how about

men and women? Never mind what

they figure to do. What do they do?

Of all the men and women who listen

to the top 4 Kansas City radio stations . . .

50.2% listen to first place WHB. (Nielsen,

April audience composition analysis,

6 am—7 pm average.) And every hour of the

day more men and women listen to WHB
than to any other station.

Talk to a Blair man ... or WHB General

Manager George W. Armstrong about WHB's
tremendous 96-county coverage plus

powerful and mature audience appeal.

'Whether you're talking about Metro Pulse, Nielsen,

Trendex or Hooper . . . Area Nielsen or Pulse

1 1),000 waits—710 kc.

KANSAS CITY, Missouri

r Station "C" 135

I

IONS
>DAY'S RADIO FOR. TODAY'S' SELLING
I
STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA.

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR 4 CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO. I
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How program specialists help spot

^ Rep firms are moving more and more into the area

of advice and assistance on local station programing

^ The trend is apparent after CBS TV's appointment

of a program service director for CBS-owned tv stations

Three of a new crop of

program specialists

#%ppointment last week by CBS of

Hal Hough as director of program
service for CO (CBS-owned) tv sta-

tions spotlights the growing trend by
reps and groups to furnish comprehen-

sive tv/radio program assistance to

their clients at the local level.

In a nutshell, this is what the spot

sellers want to achieve:

• Correct local rating weaknesses.

• Help create satisfactory "station

images" which will make their stations

stand out above the crowd.

For CBS TV CO, Hough's job is

unique, says Craig Lawrence, v.p. in

charge of TV-CO division. He insists

that "programing is the most vital

phase of our operations." (The ap-

pointment comes less than three

months after CBS Radio named Carroll

Hansen co-ordinator of programing for

CO radio stations.)

Historically, however, the sharp rise

in program service and guidance has

stemmed from the independent rep

—

among them, Blair, Katz, Petry, and

Peters, Griffin, Woodward.
The advent of tv led many combina-

tion stations to "sit on their tails and

forget radio programing," says a vet-

eran rep. As a result, when the reps

CBS TV o-&-o's new director of

program services will work

in the following areas:

• Exchange of live production ideas and
practices

• Information on program availabilities

• Available talent and production personnel

• Film buying, scheduling, presentations

• Public affairs programing

faced a wobbliness in radio commis-

sions, attention riveted on local station

program (and rating) problems.

First rep attempts to bolster station

program structures were largely on a

hush-hush basis—and some reps still

consider them so. "We don't like to

admit what we're doing because we
don't want to appear to be pointing up
weaknesses," one told SPONSOR.

By now it's an open secret in the

trade, though, that many experienced

rep program men are working the field,

and corning up with an increasing

number of valuable suggestions and

help on programing and production

problems. (So also among the station

groups — Westinghouse, Corinthian,

Storer, etc.)

.

Since last September, Wells Barnett

of John Blair has been devoting him-

self exclusively to the job of stations

operations manager (he was formerly

assistant to the president. ) He now
focuses entirely on station programing,

promotion, exploitation, and personnel.

"We can point to at least three out-

standing examples of station program-

ing improvement in the past 10

months," says Barnett. "But don't for-

get, these success stories happened only

because the stations themselves were

strong enough and smart enough to

take our suggestions and act on them."

Blair's programing role, Barnett

emphasizes, is not so much creative as

fact-gathering. Blair collects program

data, treatments, tricks, angles, and

ideas which have proven out in other

markets, and makes them available to

clients after a careful analysis of the

station's own programing structure

(see the accompanying box for ex-

Hal Hough, CBS direct

of program service

Wells Barnett, stations operations

manager, John Blair
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ample >>l a typical Barnett program

visit I.

At the Kat/ Agency, George Skinner

bas been operating as radio program
consultant since the first of the year.

Skinner, whose background includes

radio ft production, direction and per-

forming, as well as station work, is

available to Katz clients on a request

basis. Stations needing help on any

phase of programing put in a call to

Katz for Skinner's services. His work

involves visiting the station, analyzing

its own and competitors' program
structures, and making recommenda-
tions on music, news, production, per-

sonnel, commercials and promotion.

So far. most efforts by independent

reps to provide program assistance.

bave been in the radio field. Man)
believe, though, that it is only a mat-

ter of time before a comparable serv-

ice is extended to tv. One prime prob-

lem: finding competent personnel for

the job.

Westinghouse Broadcasting, in its

new rep setup, will stress program help

in both tv and radio. And the develop-

ments at CBS are regarded as signifi-

cant for both network and station-

group operation. Meanwhile, how-

ever, NBC maintains a cautious atti-

tude toward the whole trend, empha-

sizing the importance of its "auton-

omy" concept for NBC-owned stations.

Says P. A. (Buddy) Sugg, v.p. in

charge of NBC-owned stations and

NBC Spot Sales: "Each area has its

V.W. FWWWWWWVUWW UiWWUWWWWWMI

Diary of a Program Trip

HERE'S HOW A REP PROGRAMING SPECIALIST WORKS ON THE ROAD

Monday in St. Louis

6:30-9:00 a.

m

Monitoring programs in hotel room. Take notes

on station and competitors (You re dead if you
don't get it in writing).

9:00-9:30 a.

m

Breakfast in room with firm's St. Louis men.

9:30-12:00 Noon Monitoring in room. Notes on chain breaks, call

letters, music, personalities, news, commercial
content, jingles, production, scheduling.

12:30-2:00 p.m.

2:30-6:00 p.m.

6:30-8:30 p.m.

Tuesday in St. Lo\

Lunch at station. Station presentation to St.

Louis agencies.

More montioring in hotel room.

Dinner with president, general manager, and
attorney of station. Discussion of contests and
rigid Missouri laws governing.

6:30-8:30 a.m. More monitoring (Gets you stir crazy but it's

worth it.) Breakfast at transistor.

8:30-10:30 a.m. Organizing notes and suggestions.

10:30-12:00 Noon Meetings with station management on pro-

graming.

12:30-2:00 p.m. Lunch with D'Arcy executives.

2:30-4:30 p.m. Meetings with station production personnel on

program recommendations.

5:30 p.m. Catch plane for Ft. Worth.

.'m'm'm'm'm'.'.'.'.', .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'m'J WWUWWVWWVWWM

own public service requirements, and
programing preferences. We prefer to

rely on the experience of each sta-

tion's manager in his own area, and on
his day-to-day contacts with the dif-

ferent segments of that community."

Whether or not NBC eventually

changes its mind, the current efforts by-

reps to provide more program help

seem certain to bave telling effects

within the industry—and eventually on
sales practices.

So far, agency media men ap-

proached by sponsor do not seem par-

ticularly conscious of what's going on.

They feel it's too new for that, but all

agree that if properly carried out the

practice should have good results.

"Not only should it help the stations,

but it should also improve communica-
tions between agencies and stations,"

says Otis Hutchins of Doyle Dane
Bernbach. "If the reps are backing

up what we tell them we look for in a

station, with solid suggestions as to

how the station can get it, it should be
all to the good."

"The reps actually could make even

more out of this opportunity," says

Bob Palmer of Cunningham & Walsh,

"but maybe they're understandably

cautious. It's a kind of work that has

to be done, and talked about care-

fully."

Typical of the careful approach to

the entire subject is the following state-

ment to sponsor by Peters, Griffin,

Woodward, Inc.:

"We believe that program counsel is

one of the many services which a sta-

tion representative can and should of-

fer its clients. For many years PGW
has rendered this aid through the ex-

pert opinion of its staff members, many
of whom have been successful opera-

tors of major (radio/tv) market prop-

erties.

"PGW has always maintained an in-

terest in the station's role in its com-

munity and its product as a means of

providing an effective outlet for na-

tional and spot advertising. We fur-

ther believe that program counsel and

evalaution should be rendered as a

valid tool of management without the

bias which sometimes results from the

entanglements of a business relation-

ship."

"Entanglements" obviously are an

important consideration. But one thing

is certain. Reps generally, are getting

more and more eager for devices which

give their clients distinction. ^



Texaco's nighttime radio bombshell

^ Imaginative five-week saturation spot buy in 100

markets concentrates on nighttime and weekends only

^ Texaeo and its agency, C&W, are now shooting for

dominance in a time period when radio listening is up

I n an article last June, sponsor posed

the question, "Who will make the first

nighttime radio breakthrough?" The

answer came this week: The Texas

Company.
Through its agency. Cunningham &

Walsh, Texaco dropped a bombshell

of imagination on the broadcasting in-

dustry when it bought a five-week spot

radio flight in approximately 100 mar-

kets—with announcements scheduled

for nights and weekends only. The

campaign begins the end of this month,

runs through Labor Day. Frequencies

within the markets will range from 50

to 75 commercials (minutes and 20-

seconds) per week, divided about

equally between weeknights and week-

the "prime" traffic hours, but is con-

centrating on the two time areas which

until now have met with tin- most ad-

vertiser resistance.

What timebuying strategy lies be-

hind the move by Texaco?

The weekend half of the buy, com-

ing at the height of summer motoring,

is fairly obvious. As Donald W. Stew-

art, Texaco advertising manager,

points out, most gasoline and motor

oil sales are made on weekends. But

passing up weekday 7 to 9 a.m. and

4 to 6 p.m. traffic slots for nighttime is

the angle that has captured the interest

of admen.

Not that Texaco is a stranger to

nigbl radio. Since last October, it has

-eed-lhought of this new campaign to

C&Ws timebuyer on the account, Jack

Bray.

"We didn't go into this without a lot

of thought," Bray explains. "Our pre-

\ ions campaign- had i uad-tc-led nighl-

time, and we knew we were getting

good reaction. Next, we had some
extra money in the budget for the peak

summer sales season. We were aware

of the increased out-of-home listening

that comes to radio at this time of

year, a decline in tv viewing, and these

add up to one thing—an increase in

radio listening, especially at night and

on weekends."

Besull of this thinking: use the extra

money wisely. Instead of stretching it

thin, achieve a degree of dominance in

those periods where radio listening has

increased the most at this time of year.

So instead of paying premium rates

for day "prime times" (where listening

has not materially increased), Texaco

takes advantage of nighttime rates to

buy more spots to saturate the audi-

ence of gas consumers who throng the

Don Stewart)
ad manager for

The Texas Co.:

Firs! national spot

radio client to

pioneer a night-

time breakthrough

Jerry Sprague,
broadcast super-

visor for Texaco
at Cunningham &
II idsh : Free-

thinker in deciding

what time is prime

Jack Bray,
C&W's Texaco tune-

buyer: grabbed at

opportunity of domi-

nating period where
listening increased

most of this season.

ends. Slotting, in many cases, will con-

centrate around newscasts.

The buy is called the "Texaco Sum-

mer Touring Campaign," and both

client and agency decided that night-

time radio would be ideal for this par-

ticular promotion, for audience size

and preponderance of male listeners.

So for the first time since spot radio

began its climb from cellar to attic, a

major national account has given its

overwhelming vote of confidence to

nighttime broadcasting. Because Tex-

aco is not using weekdays—not even

been devoting about two-thirds of its

spot schedules to nights and weekends;

the remaining third was in driving

times.

"For all we know," says Jerry

Sprague, Texaco's broadcast supervisor

at C&W, "our next (light in the fall

may find us back in driving times

again. But at this particular season,

it seemed expeditious to build a strong,

compactly-grouped schedule around

night and weekends rather than scat-

tering announcements through day-

time." Sprague generously credits the

highways on summer evenings. Texaco

logic draws a fine bead on men relax-

ing and men in cars.

Last year sponsor predicted a major

client would break the night radio bar-

rier ("Who will make the big night-

time breakthrough." 1 June: "'Night-

time radio's star is rising," 14 Sept.;

"Nighttime radio: riding spot's $200

million coattail," 21 Dec). And now,

within the year, a progressive media

department and a client who gives its

agency rather free rein has made this

prediction come true. &
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Dan Seymou

f\ tv show has to be more than a

well-rated vehicle for sponsor commer-
cials. It has to give distinction to a

product."

That's the objective Dan Seymour,

J. Walter Thompson head of tv-radio,

set for his department when he began

planning for fall 1958.

Today, JWT may well be No. 1 in

its rate of air billing, with its estimated

$115 million rate of spending. The

agency's fall network television lineup

numbers a record 13 shows on the

three networks (see chart on opposite

page). Among the properties are four

new shows, including the risk-charged

comeback of tv's top two comedy
names: Milton Berle and Jackie Glea-

son.

In short, its controversial program-

ing lineup bears the stamp of the show-

man who now shapes JWT air strat-

egy : Dan Seymour.

What will be the results of the seem-

ingly unlikely marriage between J.

Walter Thompson, a national institu-

tion among agencies, and the former

m.c.-pitchman for Aunt Jenny's Real

Life Stories, Major Bowes and other

radio heyday classics?

The most tangible result of the mo-

ment is JWT's 2(V/< leap ahead in its

rate of air billing over last year. JWT
president Norman Strouse summed it

up this way for sponsor:

"We give Dan Seymour credit for

this growth. He has done an immense-

ly commendable job increasing our air

media activity."

What Seymour has actually done, ac-

cording to his associates, is to delve

into his 20-year-plus background in

show business and radio salesmanship

and come up with a new JWT televi-

sion formula: Not just a show that

gets viewers and stands out among
stiff competition, but a program that

gives distinction to its sponsor.

Back in 1938, when JWT was bill-

ing $5 million, a curly-haired young

master of the hard-sell took a full-

page ad in the annual Variety radio di-

sponsor • 19 .JULY 1958



^ Under Seymour's leadership, JWT's tv/radio depart-

ment added 20% in billing, outstripped other top agencies

^ JWT heads into fall with 13 nighttime net tv shows,

brings back two top comedy names, Berle and Gleason

Hiding genius of JWT's air strategy

rectory, billing himself: Dan Seymour
—Salesman.

Some 20 years later, Seymour is

using the same hard-sell to translate

his showmanship into the television

properties of JWT clients. "Tv is show
business on a big budget and show
business needs excitement," he says

about the agency's most-talked-about

buys: Milton Berle on Kraft Music
Hall and Jackie Gleason for Lever

Bros.' Stripe Toothpaste.

"Today, if a tv season is weak,

agencies and clients have to share the

blame with the networks," says Sey-

mour. "We're all as much involved

in selection of programing concepts

and in guiding the production as are

the networks. After all, the networks,

too, are relying on a broader source of

programing than they did two or three

years ago. Agencies and networks alike

are more and more in a partnership

with outside packagers in the creation,

development and supervision of televi-

sion programing."

Since 1949, when Seymour joined

Y&R to produce We, the People, until

two years ago when he became JWT

head of tv he has seen an evolution in

agency tv radio staffs and their philos-

ophy of tv program development.

"The emphasis is still on creating,"

he told SPONSOR. "That's why we still

attract top writers, producers and di-

rectors from allied media to the staff.

But agencies can't afford to produce

multi-million programing on staff, nor

should they invest in properties. Basic-

ally, we need to maintain objectivity

in our work with program sources if

we're to represent our clients correctly."

As a showman, he still seems to feel

a nostalgia for the earlier and more
experimental days of television, but

considers the current avalanche of pro-

graming criticism as a natural out-

growth of the medium's mature days.

"When we started out in tv some 10

years ago, the critical standards of the

industry were lower and the medium
itself still amazed the professional tv

critics," he explains. "But there's an-

other factor too: Costs were far lower

and we were able to be more experi-

mental. Yet, all the ingredients that

made the first few tv seasons such

critical successes are still there in the

fall season to come, with greatly im-

proved production values on top of it."

As he sees it, programing tastes run

in cycles and the show category that

seems numerically predominant one

season is always the one that's most

vulnerable to critical lambastings.

"Live drama is an example. Maybe we
overdid it for a while, but it will prob-

ably come back strong after a tem-

porary hiatus, and maybe then it will

be more appreciated."

While show business is Seymour's

background (many an agency visitor

still reminds him of radio days when
Seymour was a big-name announcer-

performer), much of his time in head-

ing up the biggest agency tv depart

ment is devoted to the business side oi

television. Network time buys, for ex-

ample, are in his domain, rather than

within the media department.

"He makes the original network con-

tact and scouts out franchises before

we get involved," associate media di-

rector Ruth Jones. "Our assignment

along with Dan's programing represen-

tatives is to propose where and how a

{Please turn to page 59)

JWT's 1958 1959 NET TV NIGHTTIME PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Seymour (r.) checks JWT's fall net-

work tv lineup with John F. Devine, v.p.

and administrator of tv/radio dept.

Monday, 8:30-9 p.m., CBS
Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m., ABC
Wednesday, 7:30-8:30 p.m., NBC...

8:30-9 p.m., ABC...

...Ed Sullivan Show (Eastman Kodak, alt.)

_Father Knows Best (Scott, alt; Lever, alt.)

-Naked City (Quaker Oats, alt.)

...Wagon Train (Ford Division, alt.)

9-9:30 p.m

9:30-10 p.r

Thursday, 8-8:30 p.

8:30-9 p.m.

9:30-10 p.n

Friday, 8:30-9 p.m., CBS
9:30-10 p.m., CBS.

NBC Kraft Music Hall (Kraft Division)

, NBC Bat Masterson (Kraft & Sealtest Div

i., ABC ..Zorro (Seven-Up, alt.)

ABC .....Real McCoys (Sylvania)

, NBC .... Ford Show (Ford Division)

Jackie Gleason Show (Lever, alt.)

Lux Playhouse (Lever, alt.)

Schlitz Playhouse (Schlitz, alt.)

Saturday, 9:30-10 p.m., CBS Have Gun, Will Travel (Lever, alt.)
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Want to figure out

spot costs—quickly?

^ Slide-rule calculator for spot tv is put

out by two Blair rep firms as new agency tool

^ Deviee enables admen to estimate costs

and audiences for 500 different spot schedules

"Plans Board" gives data based on highest-

Iwlam's the adman who's wished he

could come up with a quick estimate

of spot tv costs to impress the client.

New there's a way to do it.

It's called a "Plans Board," but it's

not what you think. It's an ingenious

slide-rule calculator similar in design

to devices put out in the past to figure

out such things as (1) cost-per- 1,000,

(2) commissions, (3) the termination

date of campaigns of various lengths.

The Plans Board, put out under the

aegis of Blair-TV and Blair Television

Associates, probably hits a new high

in simplifying a very complicated set

of figures.

The 8 1

L
>"-1)\-11" calculator provides

an instantaneous way of figuring out

the rusts and audiences of spot tv an-

noiincement campaigns— about 500
different varieties in all. Here's the

ua\ il breaks down:

\ "ii can get 11) the cost per week,

(2) cost-per-1,000 sales calls, (3)

rating per week and (4) rating per

telecast for campaigns:

• In the top 21, 50, 75 and 100 tv

• For 13, 39 and 52 weeks

• With 10-second, 20-second and

• During seven periods of the day
—10::; * i; 30, 6:30, 8:30,

• For 1 i] five announcements
per wick.

The mate] ial i- bas< d on an elab-

orate analysis of spot costs and audi-

ences put out bj 'Ml and based on
Nielsen figures a> of Februarj 1957.

Although the TvB analysis lias been

out for some time, the Blair people are

the first to put it to promotional use.

The data is based on the highest cost

station in each market. While rates

have changed since February of last

year, a TvB study of the subject

showed that costs are up 5% while

audiences are up 9%, so that the cost-

per-1,000 calculations are still valid.

The TvB figures cover frequency

discounts but not the weekly plans so

commonly offered by stations. How-
ever, the Plans Board provides a way
of estimating costs based on these

plans.

The Blair firm spent an estimated

$5,000 and two months of work putting

the Plans Board together. It was pro-

duced by Chartmakers. About 5,000

copies are being distributed.

For those interested in even more

detailed material, TvB has put out

Examining "Plans Board" are,

(1. lo r.) Harvey Spiegel, assist-

ant research director, TvB; Mar-

tin Katz. sales development

director; Frank Martin, account

executive; Edward Shurick, ex-

ecutive v.p., all Blair-TV. De-

vice is based on Nielsen data

what it calls a "sampler," which pro-

vides breakdowns based on age of

housewife, size of family and geo-

graphic location.

Another slide-rule device was re-

cently distributed by WTTV, independ-

ent video outlet in Indianapolis-Bloom-

ington.

Similar in approach, but on a re-

duced scale, it provides weekly costs

and weekly "minimum" homes-reached

figures for (1) 60's, 20's and 10's;

(2) one-through-15 spots per week;

(3) in "AA," "A" and "B" time.

The homes-reached figures are based

on ARB total area figures, which will

be provided twice each year and which

have been incorporated into the rate

card in response to agency demand, ac-

cording to the station's rep, The

Meeker Co. ^
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Is Detroit running scared?

9 E. Jonny Graff:

"The auto
industry is

confused and
confounded"

One of the more controversial topics

being discussed in the radio/tv indus-

try is Detroit's current ad strategy.

Some say that Detroit is playing it

smart by holding off on long-term com-

mitments until it knows which way
sales will go. Others ask whether

Detroit's hesitancy to make commit-

ments doesn't constitute a lack of faith

in the power of advertising to move
goods and, in fact, a lack of faith in

the economy itself.

The folloiving is an open letter to

SPONSOR, written by E. Jonny Graff,

midwest operations v.p. of NTA Film

Network, Inc., in which Graff makes

some perceptive observations about

Detroit's ad strategy. Further com-

ments from sponsor readers are invited.

our Newsmaker of the Week (28

June sponsor), Warren E. Schoon,

didn't make any specific news except

to point up the fact that Pontiac—like

most of Detroit—is running scared!

Justifying a buy of six spectaculars

is a weak attempt to hide the fact that

Detroit is afraid to make any long-

term commitments, that the industry

as a whole is confused and confounded

by a combination of Walter Reuther

and the era of the "hard sell."'

The facts are—as any local retail

car dealer will tell you—that automo-

biles can only be advertised and sold

successfully on a week-in, week-out

basis. Further, all tv is local and cars

must be moved by co-op tv advertising

where the hard sell is built into the

show from a local level.

Most car manufacturers have blithe-

ly and blindly abandoned their co-op

budgets because of the debilitating fol-

low-through and the multiple dealer

problem. Instead they pontificate about

corporate image, spactaculars and in-

stitutional approaches which not only

waste their valuable budgets but aid

in making a soft economy even softer.

Everyone in advertising knows that

it's the guy on the point who is the

final barometer for business, and he

needs week-in, week-out support.

Rugged individuals like Chicago's own
Jim Moran with his 10-year-old Cour-

tesy Theater and Joe Levy with his

Walton Motors news strip of many
years are proof that tv must be used

regularly if merchandise is to keep

moving.

In circus parlance, specs may get

people into the tent, but it doesn't sell

them the medicine the way a weekly,

popular, heavily-merchandised pro-

gram will. Let's not fool the tv audi-

ence, the sponsors or the agencies or

the gutzy producers who invest risk

capital to try to bring Detroit a show-

case for their product.

Tbe car makers are buying one-shots

because they are running scared

—

tbat's the news of the week—and it

may be the news of the months ahead

until they get used to an American

economy whose theme song has be-

come "I'm from Missouri" rather than

the sudzy ballad, "Take Me" ... or

until they learn from the successful

local dealers around the country how
to use the "living room window" more
effectively." ^

Tv's best salesman: tv

Owen Saddler:
"We can sell

better
than any other
medium"

' hat's the best way for a tv sta-

tion to promote its programs?

According to KMTV, Omaha, which

recently conducted an experiment dur-

ing its rating week, a station's on-the-

air promotion of its own programs has

far greater impact in building audi-

ence than local newspaper ads.

Owen Saddler, executive v.p. and

general manager of KMTV, has been

curious about the actual value of using

newspaper space in building audience

during rating week. Saddler's theory

is that tv promotion is its own best

sales tool; to test his theory he cut out

all newspaper ads during a recent rat-

ing week and stepped up his own on-

the-air promotion.

The results, according to Saddler,

were astonishing, and he believes they

should cause stations throughout the

U. S. to think twice before using news-

papers heavily during rating weeks.

During one ARB rating week last

May, KMTV reported it ran no news-

paper ads. Its two competitors con-

tinued to use newspaper heavily, with

90% of the newspaper space devoted

to their 6 p.m. to midnight program-

ing. Despite the fact that KMTV used

only on-the-air promotion plugs, its

audience share during nighttime

climbed from 33.4 to a 35.6, while

both its competitors lost audience dur-

ing the same period.

What's more, the on-the-air promo-

tion boosted KMTV's rating from sign

on to sign off from 35.9 to 36.1. Sad-

dler points out that this is even more
significant when you consider that

Omaha is a one-newspaper city.

"The rating week rat-race," says

Saddler, "which finds more stations

throwing more money into newspaper

ads in a frantic attempt to pick up

that extra share of audience, has been

one of the industry's greatest problems.

We pride ourselves that tv is one of

the great sales forces on the American

scene, yet when the chips are down we
spend money hand-over-fist to sell our-

selves in a medium on which we our-

selves are not sold.

"I have felt for a long time that we

can sell better than any other medium,

and this experiment in cancelling our

newspaper advertising during the

highly important rating week was done

to prove that point. The results, as

printed in ARB, May 1958, do that.

In the future KMTV plans to devote

more time to improving our own tv

audience promotion and creating our

own additional audience."
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storyboard probL

ms than others, tliu

lity of the panel:

) take much longer

1 relationship to the passage of time. Some actions (above) demand i

1 the board than actually is intended for production—and can mislead the client

Get more out of your storyboards

^ In this SPONSOR exclusive, agencyman Rollo Hunter

offers some tips on the first step in planning commercials

^ It's the storyboard—how to make more effective use

of it, and also how to avoid some of its various pitfalls

I he storyboard, as a communicator

of complex ideas, has some serious

shortcomings. Maybe too much is ex-

pected of it, too little understanding

applied to it. As a sort of halfway

point between spark of original idea

and finished film, it must serve as ful-

i i urn for the levering of initial creative

work into polished, final form on the

screen. That's a big job, posing the

question: just how much of your story

can a storyboard tell?

A not unfamiliar complaint among
•. riters is that somehow, some-

where among the frames, ideas get

blunted at the storyboard stage. As
with a fault) wireless set, sometimes

the trouble may be an inability to

send, but it may also be an inability to

receive. Account executives, clients,

everybody who has anything whatever

to say about storyboards, should cer-

tainly know how to read them. That

involves understanding of techniques,

hence limitations.

There is an obvious parallel to car-

toon style in commercial boards, but

that doesn't necessarily mean that as-

siduous reading of the funny papers is

adequate preparation for interpreting

storyboards. The fact that the pictures

have to move later on makes all the

difference in the world.

One of the stumbling blocks is the

artificiality of the frames or panels in

their relationship to passage of time.

That gives rise to such critical com-

ment as this: "Doesn't look to me like

we get enough commercial here.

You've got six panels before we even

mention the product." Some actions

demand more illustrations than others,

thus can appear to take much longer

on the board than actually intended

for production. This would seem par-

ticularly true of lead-ins, with their

responsibility of setting scene and es-

tablishing mood. Marking the number

of seconds or feet to be used for each

panel doesn't always erase the first

impression of imbalance, especially

after photostats of the board have been

taken away from a meeting for further

consideration.

Another obstacle to true storyboard

interpretation is often the presenter

himself. He may be an art director,

writer, producer or executive. And/or

he may be a zealot intent upon selling

the board to the client no matter what.

These glib "talkers" of storyboards are

sometimes so nimble that they can talk

a board out of any technical hole, over

any hurdle of objection, and, unfortu-

nately, beyond the capabilities of the

film industry. In such cases, the trouble

comes later when the film producer

stares aghast at the pencil scribbles on

the board, asking, "Don't you think this

underwater shot of the announcer on

the deck of the Andrea Doria will run

into quite a bit of money?"

Writers and artists are not always

so good on their feet, but very often a

storyboard is safest in their hands.

I
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"Gingerbread" in storyboards (above) should be

a firm visual impression and expect to see it in the final print. Keep the backgrou

oided, says Hunter, bee "literal-minded" clients may get

and non-essentials vague

By Rollo Hunter, v.p. and radio/tv director, EWR&R
One perennial storyboard problem is how

to show optical effects (below), yet a single

optical can be important to a commercial

And to make the job of explaining a

board easier for them or for any

presenter, an audition tape of the com-

mercial's audio portion should accom-

pany the board in all except the sim-

plest voice-over announcer tracks.

A storyboard can tell a bigger and

better story if the client is represented

by someone knowledgeable about film

techniques, someone who has given

storyboarding more than cursory

study. Conversely, agencies can make
storyboard interpretation a little easier

for clients. We have to face the fact

that there are agency creative people

who further the complexities of film

production with their esoteric talk.

Some of them are "term droppers,"

taking pride in the patois of their trade

and throwing technical terms around

needlessly.

In its widest usage today, the story-

board has to serve two separate pur-

poses—as client presentation of a com-

mercial idea and as a technical guide

to actual production. There may be

good reason to doubt that the same
board can do for both functions.

For looking at storyboards through

client-colored glasses, agencies occa-

sionally resort to touches of razzle

19 JULY 1958

dazzle showmanship. Transparency

overlays get considerable play, some-

times to actual advantage, other times

just as window dressing. Once in a

while you'll see a board with a shadow

box built right onto one of the frames,

perhaps with a three-dimensional fig-

ure inside. This may have some value

as elucidation for the client, but

through producer-colored glasses, it

probably won't look so hot. These

tricked-up storyboards are more likely

to confuse a director than help him.

There are some production houses

where boards are regularly redrawn

for shooting use. A percentage of

agency boards are expected to be un-

producible as submitted.

Ken Haverstick, tv art director for

EWR&R, points out another disadvan-

tage of "gingerbread" detail in story-

boards—the literal-mindedness of some

clients: "What they see and approve

on a board may lock in tight their

specific expectations of the answer

print. Perhaps for that reason, the

sketch method of storyboarding is

gaining favor—only foregrounds and

key objects delineated, backgrounds

and non-essentials kept a little vague."

(Please turn to page 60)
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TV Guide editor Walter

Chart at left shows TV Guides re-

markable growth in circulation, now

exceeding the two biggest weeklies.

Rate of circulation growth closely

parallels growth of tv sets after 1949

points up growing viewer selectivity

"TV's number one success story"

^ Wedded to the television industry, TV Guide is now

the biggest and fastest-growing of all weekly magazines

^ Top reason for its success is complete data it provides

on show programs in 50 editions covering 225 cities

\Jf television's many achievements,

perhaps the most ironic is the editorial

opportunities it has given to the maga-

zine industry. Almost every current

magazine carries an article on tv in

general or a tv personality in particular.

But tv has also contributed to the

nil- industry in another respect:

the most successful post-war consumer

ini—the one with the biggest

weekl) circulation and fastest growth

—

is devoted solel) to magazines' arch

competitor: television. It is, of course,

T) Guide.

Tl (,nuh' i- a reflection both of tv's

growth and mounting viewer sophisti-

cation and selecth il\ . The March ARF-
Nielsen estimate -\\><w> 42.4 million

television home-, and Eoi the first three

months of this year, TV Guide's cir-

culation averaged 6,428,276. This

means that 77 Guide now reaches

nearly one out of every six tv homes

in the U.S.

Interestingly, TV Guide has grown at

a pace just about parallel to tv itself.

The boom in set growth began in

1949; TV Guide was launched in 1953.

Both TV Guide's circulation and tv set

count have soared upward at the same

rate, with a four-year lag in be-

tween. Today, TV Guide has 50 edi-

tions covering 100 tv stations in 225

cities, starting with New York (where

it reaches a whopping 24% of all tv

homes in the market)

.

Perhaps the biggest secret of TV
Guide's success, though, is that today's

tv viewer is increasingly selective in

his choice of shows. TV Guide manag-

ing editor Merrill Panitt puts it this

way:

"After the first flush of exposure to

tv, viewers start becoming more selec-

tive. At that point they need something

more than a one-line newspaper log.

It's not enough to know there's a dra-

ma or a movie; the viewer wants to

know something more about it.

'"Simultaneously," continues Panitt,

"the viewer is becoming more sophisti-

cated about tv. By now he has seen a

number of dramas, and is starting to

know good from bad. More than that,

he knows good from bad in terms of

acting, directing, producing, writing.

He is, in short, becoming an intelligent

critic."

TV Guide publisher James T. Quirk

adds this thought: "Tv, as contrasted

with radio, is more engrossing, more

demanding. The intensity of interest is

greater. People want to know all about

tv because tv is the number one leisure

time activity today."

Quirk points to another reason for

TV Guide's success: it fills a specific

advertiser need. "Most advertisers use

different media for different purposes,"

he explains. "TV Guide complements

big-ticket buys in tv by translating the

action of tv to the permanence of

print."

Another service TV Guide offers, is

"tune-in" advertising—that is, space

among the program listings to call at-
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tention to sponsors' shows. "They can

also feature their program personality

in national section advertising," says

Quirk, "knowing they will achieve a

cross-recognition because the people

who see the show see the print ad, and

vice-versa."

Yet another class of TV Guide ad-

vertisers, Quirk adds, are "local busi-

nessmen who find tv prices too steep

for their budget. But they can afford

to, and do, buy a small-space ad in the

local program section for their area.

This gives them their local tv audience

at a reduced rate."

One of TV Guide's biggest problems,

according to managing editor Panitt, is

getting station schedules in advance, in

time to print. The problem is not re-

luctance on stations' part but rather a

lack of advance program planning. Too
often, says Panitt, stations (particularly

smaller ones) not only do not schedule

shows a week ahead but have been

known to decide at lunch on that after-

noon's programing.

Interestingly enough, this problem

creates a need that TV Guide also fills.

"Some of our most avid subscribers,"

publisher Quirk explains, "are agen-

cies, reps and advertisers, many of

whom have subscriptions to all 50 edi-

tions. Often it's the only way they have

of knowing, until weeks after the fact,

when their programs are being shown.

I suspect too that the current issue of

TV Guide can be found in most tv

salesmen's briefcase, because it's the

only central source of all programing

in an area."

TV Guide has set up an ingenious

system for solving some of these last-

minute programing problems. In its

modern new central office in Radner,

Pa., and in several of its 31 regional

offices around the country, editors

maintain extensive files of digests of

anything on film: syndicated shows,

old movies, etc. When a station an-

nounces that a certain movie or filmed

show will run at a specific time, the

editors need only look up the code

number, pull out the digest and drop it

in the local edition.

TV Guide had its beginning in 1953

when Walter Annenberg, president of

Triangle Publications, Philadelphia,

bought, acquired or franchised 10

-existing local publications with an ini-

tial circulation of 1.5 million. Since

then 40 more editions have been

launched, covering virtually every mar-

(Please turn to page 61)
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TRAFFIC JAMS, STATION HELICOPTERS,

AUTO RADIOS AND SPONSORS

mAB has long contended that radio

ratings should be taken with a grain of

salt because of the generally unmeas-

ured auto-radio audience. It's now
apparent that a variety of advertisers

not only agree but want that audience.

A good example of the demand for

this type of programing is the sponsor

list of KABC, Los Angeles. Like many
other stations (among others Seattle's

KING, Philadelphia's WIP) KABC has

its own plane—a $50,000 Bell heli-

copter—and makes on-the-spot traffic

reporting an integral part of its early

morning, early evening and weekend

programing.

The sponsor roster of KABC's Oper-

ation Airwatch is headed by Kellogg,

which broadcasts half of the 16 daily

segments. The other half is shared by

a variety of advertisers: Dr. Pepper,

Apple Valley Development Co., Dodge
Trucks, Simca, Southern Cal. Rambler
dealers, Wilco, Dean Van Lines, Ken
Clark Pontiac and Security Sales Co.

Kellogg's buy was a natural. The

company normally supplements its

larger markets with local tv shows.

Its mobile radio buy in L.A. is rooted

in the philosophy that Los Angeles is

Sl„

basically an outdoor market, and

watches less tv than, say, New York.

Morning announcements for Kellogg

aim at the business man on his way to

work, to get him thinking about order-

ing a Kellogg cereal with his toast and

coffee. Five cereals are rotated—one

in the morning, one in the afternoon.

Teenage fascination with the after-

noon segments has led Kellogg into a

natural merchandising program. With

the name Kellogg prominently dis-

played on the body of the helicopter,

the Kellogg-financed broadcasting crew

lands on the grounds of junior high

schools in the L. A. area. Donn Reed,

who broadcasts the reports, and Capt.

Max Schumacher, pilot, then deliver

traffic safety talks.

Kellogg's agency, Leo Burnett, notes

an increased interest in the commer-

cials broadcast from the helicopter,

which are ad-libbed by Reed. He
weaves them into the traffic reports.

Last week, KABC's helicopter inad-

vertently made Los Angeles front page

news when it crashed near an ele-

mentary school yard. This week, the

station was readv to buy its second

$50,000 Bell. ^

isiting a local high school with the KABC helicopter are 1 1. to r.) Bob Johnson,

Leo Burnett producer; Max Schumacher, pilot; Donn Reed, Airwatch reporter; and

Wendell William, Leo Burnett v.p. The 'copter crashed recently and will be replaced



Alaska's potential for advertisers

THE RADIO AND TV STATION LINEUP IN ALASKA

City
III!

D,v
Call

Freq. Power National Rep.
Network

Affiliations

Broadcast
Hours

Anchorage 3 KBYR 1270 lkw Nat. Time Sales 24 hours

KENI 550 5kw James Fletcher NBC,ABN,
Mutual

6 a.m.-12 m
(Sun.8a.m.-12m)

KFQD 730 10 kw Roy V. Smith Assoc. 6a.m.-12m

Cordova 3 KLAM 1450 250 w James Fletcher

Fairbanks 4 KFAR 660 10 kw James Fletcher NBC, ABN,
Mutual

6a.rn.-12m
(Sun.8a.m.-12m)

KFRB 900 10 kw Nat. Time Sales 24 hours

Juneau 1 KIN'S 800 5kw Roy V. Smith Assoc.

KJNO 630 1 kw day
500 w nite

James Fletcher NBC, ABN,
Mutual

6:30a.m.-12m

Ketchikan 1 KTKN 930 lkw James Fletcher NBC, CBS,
ABN, Mutual

7a.m.-12m

Seward 3 KIBH 1340 250 w Roy V. Smith Assoc. 12 n-12 m

Sitka 1 KIFW 1230 250 w Roy V. Smith Assoc. 1 p.m.-ll p.m.

KSEW i wo 260 w (special hours)

Anchorage 1 KENI-TV
Channel

2 James Fletcher NBC, ABC 3p.m.-12m

KTVA 11 Roy V. Smith Assoc. CBS, NTA 3:30 p.m.-ll :30

p.m.

Fairbanks 1
kl \l,-i ( 2 James Fletcher NBC, ABC 4 p.m.-ll p.m.

kl\l 11 Roy V. Smith Assoc. CBS 3:30 p.m.-ll p.m.

Juneau kl\Y-l\ 8 Roy V. Smith Assoc. CBS 6:30 p.m.-ll p.m.

Whf hen Alaska becomes the 49th state

—and there seems no doubt it will by-

next year—sponsors and their agencies

will have to add a new consideration

to their "nation-wide" campaigns.

True, there are already many "state-

side "advertisers using Alaska's 12 ra-

dio, five tv stations. "But in all too

many cases," a rep covering some of

these bemoans, "they have virtually ig-

nored this market."

What is the U.S. advertiser buying

in Alaska? A lot of land with relative-

ly few people, about 230,000 civilians,

plus a considerable bonus of military

men and their families.

But this isn't all he's buying. The
American advertiser is also buying

some of the high-paid workmen (truck

drivers get $4.25 an hour; bulldozer

operators $14 an hour) in the world.

Alaska's average disposable income

—

$8,361 per household.

Population concentration is another

factor; because much of the country

has a bitter climate, population has

concentrated in areas where the weath-

er is more moderate. An advertiser us-

ing air media in Anchorage and Fair-

banks only, for instance, can reach

60% or more of the population.

Some years ago Alaska could have

been described as a "man's" market;

i.e. strong on cigarettes and alcohol.

But a labor shortage, with consequent

high pay scales, has induced many
young (25-40 years old) men with

iamilies to move into the territory. Re-

sult: a 75% growth since 1950, the

fastest of any U.S. market.

The growth rate will hold, if not

gain, for two reasons: considerable

U.S.-held land will shortly be opened

to homesteaders; and tremendous natu-

l Please turn to page 60)

CONSUMER MARKET DATA
Disposable Total

Judicial income retail sales

Divisions Population (Last year) (Last year)

i • ,i,i. 1 July 1958

First 40,900 $90,046,000 $31,605,000

Second 22,300 15,670,000 7,643,000

Third 119,100 252,917,000 115,056,000

Fourth 44,700 93,279,000 32,514,000

Total 227.000 $451,912,000 $186,000,000
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Night buys highlight net radio sales

^ Business for 18 July week features after-dark buys on

CBS by American Motors, Sterling Drugs, Weco Products

^ MBS' evening plan—two half-hour news coverages

—

attracts AT&T, Ex-Lax, Quaker State Oil, Hudson Vitamins

^Advertisers are apparently catching

on to the economical rates for night-

time network radio.

New business this month was high-

lighted by a number of after-dark buys

to reach the outdoor listeners— the

drivers, the porch sitters, the portable

radios, etc. (see page 29).

Foremost in nighttime sales for the

week ending 18 July, is CBS, with par-

ticipation buys by such clients as

American Motors, Curtis Publications,

Weco Products, and Sterling Drugs.

American Motors is pitching its

Rambler during evening and weekend

shows, for a total of 35 minutes.

Curtis, to boost its newsstand sales,

and Sterling, for Bayer Aspirin, have

purchased, respectively, 25 minutes,

and 80 minutes.

Weco Products made a seasonal pur-

chase of varying segments totaling 65

minutes for Skeetgo, a mosquito oint-

ment.

Another interesting development this

month is MBS' new nighttime plan:

The evening hourly mystery bloc is

gone, replaced by World Today, and
Capital Assignment.

Buys in The World Today were

made by American Telephone & Tele-

graph, Ex-Lax, Hudson Vitamins, and

Quaker State Oil Refining.

AT&T has also purchased 10 five-

minute newscasts weeknights. Purpose:

To boost post 6:00 p.m. phone calls at

cheaper rates.

Other network highlights include

buys on NBC's Monitor by RCA, Ster-

ling, Mack Trucks, and Percolater

Products—and on ABC by the Vernon
M. Spivey Institute for a 30-minute

broadcast.

In general, however, network radio

business is down from 97.4 hours for

the week ending 20 June, to 88.1 hours

for week, ending 18 July. ^

1. RADIO'S DIMENSIONS TODAY
Radio homes index

1958 1957

II
47.7
radio

homes

Radio station index

End of June 1958

Stations CPs not
requests

New station*
bids in hearing

Am
Fm

1 3253

1 548
1 100

I 86

1 412

1 39
1 126

1 18

End of June 1957

Am
Fm

1 3044

519

1 159

1 31

1 322

I 24
I 109

1 o

Source FCC monthly reports. s. 'December each year.

Radio set index Radio set sales index

93,000,000

36,000,000

10,000,000*

90,000,000

35,000,000

10,000,000

139,500,000 135,000,000

1 January 1958. 1 July 195T.

Type May 1958 May 1957

5 Months
1958

5 Months
1957

Auto

411,659

185,616

547,480

396,151

2,307,000

1,229,086

2,909,548

2,418,618

Total

Source Blec
into

597,275

ronic Industries As

943,631 3,536,086 5,328,166
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2. NET RADIO'S CURRENT CLIENT LIST

Chart at right shows a four-network total of radio sales,

in terms of program time, for the past week compared

with four weeks previously. Sales figures in business

indicator are taken from the complete current list of

network radio clients below as well as the previous list

run in the last issue of Radio Basics. For purposes of

comparability, 6-, 8-, and 10-second commercials are

considered as 30 seconds of program time; 20-, 28-, and

30-second, two minutes of program time; 40-seconds,

three minutes, and 45-second commercials are consid-

ered four minutes of program time. In the list below.

covering week ending 18 July, minute commercials sold

as such are figured as five minutes of program time.

\\ here major-minor clients on NBC share 1% minutes

of commercial time, onl) major client is credited.* All

information in the network client list is as of 9 July.

NETWORK BUSINESS INDICATOR

Program I lour- Sponsored

ABC
AFL-CIO: institutional; Ed. P. Morgan, J. W. Vandercook, Weekend

Newscasts; 120 min.

American Cyanamid Co.: Ancronized chicken: Breakfast Club; 10

Armour & Co.: Dial soap; Newscasts; 50 10-sec.

Assemblies of God: religious; Revivaltime; 30 min.

Bankers Life: White Cross Hospital Plan; Paul Harvey; 15 min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Breakfast Club; 15 min.

Campana Sales: Ayds, Italian Balm; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Clairol: Breakfast Club; 10 min.

Ex-Lax: Newscasts; 4 30-sec.

Food Specialties: Appian Way pizza pie mix; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

General Foods: Perkins Division; Breakfast Club; 25 min.

General Foods Corp.: Jello; Newscasts; 3 30-sec, 2 10-sec.

General Mills: Cheerios; Weekend Newscasts; 12 45-sec.

GMC Truck Division: Speaking of Sports with Howard Cosell; 25

Gospel Broadcasting: Old Fashioned Revival Hour; 30 min.

Billy Graham: religious; Hour of Decision; 30 min.

Highland Church of Christ: religious; Herald of Truth; 30 min.

Kitchen Art Foods: Py-O-My Mixes; Breakfast Club; 10 min.

Krechmcr Corp.: wheat germ; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

KVP Co.: freezer wrap, shelving paper: Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Midas Muffler: auto mufflers; Weekday Newscasts; 5 45-sec.

Miller Browing: High Life; Newscasts; 50 10-sec.

National Brands, div. of Sterling Drug: Dr. Caldwell's; Sunshine
Boys; 25 min.

Assn.: religious; Oral Roberts' Broad-

Philco Corp.: electrical applia •akfasl Club; 15 i

Plough: Musterole, St. Josephs Aspirin, etc.; Newscasts; 15 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 60 min.

Scndura Company: floor covering; Breakfast Club; 5 min.

Vernon M. Spivey Institute: Vernon M. Spivey Broadcast; 30 i

Voice of Prophecy: institutional; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

World Vision, Inc.: religious; Dr. Bob Pierce; 30 min.

Dr. Thomas Wyatt: institutional; Wings of Healing; 30 min.

CBS
American Motors: Johnny Dollar, Robert Q. .

V Andy, City Hospital, Indictment: 35 min.

Armour: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Barbasol: Sports Time; 15 min.

Bristol-Myers: Helen Trent, Ma Perkins, Backstage Wife, Our Gal

Sunday, Nora Drake, Dr. Malone, 2nd Mrs. Burton; 35 min.

Carnation Co.: Houseparty; 15 min.

Chun King Sales: Houseparty; 7VL> min.

Clairol: Galen Drake, Robert Q. Lewis; 10 min.

Comstock Foods: Robert Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Curtis Circulation Co.: Arthur Godfrey. World Tonight; 25 min.

Ex-Lax: City Hospital, Galen Drake, Gunsmoke, Johnny Dollar, FBI,

Sez Who, Amos V Andy, Nora Drake, 2nd Mrs. Burton; 50 min.

Ford Motor: Ford div.: World News Round-up, Tenn. Ernie Ford, Ed-

ward R. Murrow, Musical Variety; 230 min.

General Foods: News; 10 min.

General Mills: Gunsmoke, Amos 'n Andy, Galen Drake, Sez Who,

Robert Q. Lewis; 30 r

(Please turn to page 42)

which dayi of t (in NBC, major

. MBS and NBC commercials shorter

i) designation, alternate with minute
gnienta. In such cases, the 30-seoond
ly Is given credit In each legment.



7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA — MARCH 1958

SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY

\ 6 A.M.- 12 NOON

WKZO Station "B" Station "C" 1

32 22 10

12 NOON -6 P.M. 29 22 10

6 P.M.- 12 MIDNIGHT 30 20

BUT.. .You Need WKZO Radio

To Land Sales

In Kalamazoo -Battle Creek

and Greater Western Michigan!

For a sales pitch with a real hook, use WKZO — CBS
Radio for Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western

Michigan.

Pulse figures, left, tell the story. WKZO Radio gets 45%
more morning listeners than the next station ... 31%
more afternoon listeners . . . 50% more evening listeners!

How about it — isn't now the time to check WKZO
availabilities with Avery-Knodel?

*George Langston caught one this size at Tennessee's Dale Hollow Dam

"WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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RADIO'S CURRENT CLIENT LIST continued...

General Motors: Genera] Motors Corp.; News; Chevrolet; News;
GMC Trucks; b'urm Whs. Saturday \ight C.ountr\ Style, Suspense;

Oldsmobile; I'attic Page; I nited Motors; Lowell Thomas; 205 min.

Grove Labs: No-Doz; Gunsmoke, Amos '»' Andy; 15 min.

Hartz Mountain Products: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Hearst Publications: Backstage Wife. Ma Perkins, 2nd Mrs. Burton,

Helen Trent, Nora Drake, Our Gal Sunday. Road of Life. Dr. Malone,

Con fie Vext Door. Right To Happiness: 75 min.

Hertz Systems: Business News, News; 60 min.

Home Insurance Co.: Douglas Edwards—News; 5 min.

Kendall Co.: Galen Drake, Robt. Q. Lewis, Amos V Andy; 15 min.

Kitchens of Sara Lee: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Knouse Foods: Arthur Godfrey: 15 min.

Lewis-Howe Co.: Robt. Q. Lewis; 5 min.

P. Lorillard: Yens; 10 min.

Dumas Milner Products: Robt. Q. Lewis; 5 min.

Mogen David Wine Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Niagara Therapy Mfg. Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Pharma-Craft Corp.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

Plough, Inc.: Robt. Q. Lewis; 10 min.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.: Sports Time; 15 min.

Shulton, Inc.: Arthur Godfrey; 15 min.

A. E. Staley: Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healey; 50 min.

Standard Brands: Arthur Godfrey: 30 min.

Sterling Drug: World Tonight. Best In Music, World News Roundup,
Suspense. Johnny Dollar. F.B.I., Indictment, Sez Who, Mitch Miller,

Robert Q. Lewis, Helen Trent, Our Gal Sunday, City Hospital; 80

min.

Tetley Tea Co.: Our Gal Sunday, Ma Perkins, Dr. Malone, 2nd Mrs.

Burton, Backstage Wife; 25 min.

Weco Products: Amos V Andy. Robert Q. Lewis, World Tonight,

City Hospital, Gunsmoke, Galen Drake; 65 min.

Wm. Wrigley, Jr.: Pat Buttram Show, Howard Miller Show; 150 min.

MBS
America's Future: booklet; John T. Flynn—News; 5 min.

American Telephone & Telegraph Co.: Newscasts; 65 min.; Sports

Flashes With Frankie Frisch, Newscasts, Bill Stern, The World To-

day; 24 20-sec. adjacencies; Game of the Day Warmup, Newscasts;

2 40-sec. adjacencies.

Aquofilter Corp.: Aquafilter; newscasts; 65 min.; 8 -28-sec. news
adjacencies.

Armour & Co.: Dial soap; 50 10-sec. news adjacencies.

Bristol-Myers Co.: Bufferin; News—Steve McCormick, News—Ken
French, News— Richard Rendell, News— Lyle Van, News— Lester

Smith, News—John Scott; 30 min., 13 20-sec.

Christian Reformed Church: religious; Back To God; 30 min.

Colgate-Palmolive: Instant Shave, After Shave, and other men's

toiletries, Brisk toothpaste; Sportsreel with Bill Stern; 50 min.

Dawn Bible Students Assn.: Frank & Ernest; 15 min.

Ex-Lax, Inc.: Ex-Lax; The World Today; 50 min.; Gabriel Heatter;

aillatencies; 8 20-sec.

First Church of Christ, Scientist: religious; How Christian Science

Heals; 30 min.

Flav-R Straws: Flav-R Straws; Game of the Day Warmup; 70 min.

GMC Truck & Coach Division: General Motors; Gabriel Heatter—
News; 10 min.

Gospel Hour, Inc.: The Gospel Hour; 25 min.

Billy Graham Evangelical Assn.: Billy Graham; 30 min.

Grey Industries, Inc.: Silvaplate, Rub-on-Silver, Silvacrystals; News-

casts; 50 min.

Hudson Vitamin Corp.: Vitamins; Gabriel Heatter, Answer Man,
The World Today; 65 min.

Lee County Land and Title Co.: Lehigh Acres; Gabriel Heatter—

News, Robert Hurleigh—News; 20 min.

Lutheran Laymen's League: religious; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.

Dumas Milner Corp.: Pine-Sol, Perma Starch, Pine-Sol Room Deo-

dorant, White Wave, Mystic Foam, Mysticlene; The Kate Smith

Show; 20 min.

National L. P. Council: Steve McCormick—News, John Wingate—
News, Ken French—News; 25 min.

Nestle Co.: Nestea; Kate Smith, Bill Stern Sports, News—John Win-

gate, News—Westbrook Van Voorhis, Gabriel Heatter; newscasts;

150 min.

Quaker State Oil Refining Corp.: Game of the Day; 150 min.; Ken
French—News, Sports Flashes with Frankie Frisch, The World To-

day; 60 min.

Radio Bible Class: religious; Radio Bible Class; 30 min.

R. J. Reynolds: Winston; 15 20-sec. adjacencies.

Rhodes Pharmacol Co.: Imdrin; Gabriel Heatter—Neivs; 5 min.

Helene Seager: Pink Ice; Newscasts; 10 min.

Tint 'n Set.: Henry Mustin—News, John Wingate—News; 30 min.

Voice of Prophecy: religious; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.

Wings of Healing: religious; Wings of Healing; 60 min.

Word of Life Fellowship: religious; Word of Life Hour; 30 min.

NBC
Allis-Chalmers: institutional; Farm & Home Hour; 25 min.

American Motors: Rambler; Monitor; 55 min. (mm)

American Tobacco: Lucky Strike; Monitor; Nightline; 50 min.

Armour & Co.: Dial soap; Various Shows; 57 6-sec.

12th FALL FACTS BASICS-a unique

use book for timebuyers OUT TODAY!
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Behlen Mfg. Co.: Pre-fabricated farm buildings; This Farming Busi-

ness; 15 min.

Billy Graham Evangelistic Assn.: Hour of Decision; 30 min.

Bristol-Myers: Bufferin; Hourly News; 105 min. (mm)

Brn. & Wmsm.: Kools, Viceroy; Hourly News; 110 min. (m-m)

Carling Brew: Red Cap Ale; Monitor; 75 min.

Carter Products: Little Liver Pills; True Confessions, Woman In

My House, One Man's Family, News of The World, 5 Star Matinee,

Nigh dine; 60 min.

Dow Chemical: chemical prod.; Red Foley Show; 25 min.

Dunlop Tire & Rubber Co.: Monitor; 10 min.

Edison Chemical Co.: Dermassage; Affairs of Dr. Gentry, True Con-

fessions, One Man's Family, Pepper Young's Family; 20 min.

Evangelical Foundation: religion; Bible Study Hour; 30 min.

Evinrude Motors: outboard motors; Monitor; 25 min.

Ex-Lax: Ex-Lax; Bandstand, Pepper Young's Family, One Man's

Family, People Are Funny, Nightline, Life & The World, My True

Story; 70 min., 6 30-sec. 3 6-sec.

Foster-Milburn: Doan's pills; My True Story, One Man's Family;

10 min.

General Mills: Cheerios; Monitor; 35 min. (m-m)

GMC Truck Division: General Motors; News of The World; 25 min.

Gillette: Gillette prods., Paper-Mate, Toni prod.; Boxing; 25 min.

Grove Labs: Fitch shampoo & hair prods.; Monitor; Nightline; 65

min.; No Doz; News of the World, Groucho Marx; 15 min.

Lever Bros.: Rinso; Various Shows; 12 30-sec; Breeze; Various

Shows; 12 30-sec.

Lewis-Howe Co.: Turns; Hourly News; 105 min. (m-m)

Liggett & Myers: L&M; Monitor; 25 min.. (m-m)

Lutheran Laymen's League: religion; Lutheran Hour; 30 min.

Mack Trucks: trucks; Monitor; 20 min.

Midas Muffler Shops: muffllers; Hourly News; 110 min., (m-m)

Morton Salt: salt; Alex Dreier—News; 5 min.

Mutual of Omaha: On the Line With Considine; 15 min.

North American Van Lines: moving; Monitor; 15 min.

Pabst Brew: Monitor; 40 min., (m-m) ; Various Shows; 10 30-sec.

Plough, Inc.: St. Joseph aspirin, children's aspirin, Dr. Edward's

olive tablets, Mexana; Monitor, 55 min., (m-m) ; My True Story, 30

PurOlator Products: Oil filters; Monitor; 25 min. (m-m)

Ralston Purina: feed division; Harkness—News; 25 min.

RCA: Institutional; Monitor; 1 30-sec.

R. J. Reynolds: Camel; News of the World; 25 min.; Prince Albert;

Grand Ole Opry; 30 min.

Sterling Drug Co.: D-Con & Rid-X; Life and the World; 10 min.;

Bayer Aspirin; Monitor; 18 30-sec.

Sun Oil: oil; Three Star Extra; 75 min.

United Insurance Co.: insurance; Monitor; 5 min.

Voice of Prophecy: religion; Voice of Prophecy; 30 min.
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the only
Buffalo
Station
that can

pass the
"Thruway

Test"

COMING EAST to the New York State
Thruway, you pick up WGR RADIO
loud and clear, way out in Ohio.

GOING WEST on the Thruway, you
pick up WGR RADIO loud and clear,

just past Syracuse.

IF YOU WANT maximum coverage in

the $4 billion Western New York
market (plus big bonus audience in

Canada and on the Thruway) buy
WGR RADIO. 1,000,000 homes . . .

1,000,000 cars.

BUYWGR
RADIO

BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION

% 1BOL OF SERVICE

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION



With news interest on the upswing, SPONSOR ASKS:

Has television news lived

up to its earl

In reply to SPONSOR'S question

of the week, three stations take a

elose look at tv news coverage, tell

where it has succeeded, why it has

failed to live up to expectations.

James M. Brown, general manager.

KONO-Tl . San Antonio

It is my opinion that many television

stations have sadly failed in the pres-

entation of news, and therefore failed

the television industry. Although there

are more than a few spectacular excep-

tion-, television as a whole has not

lived up to its original promise as a

meat news medium.

Because of the double impact of

sound and motion, and the immediacj

of electronic transmission, tv should

be unrivaled in the field of news com-

munications. But all too often, im-

proper timing and lack of planning

mitigates it^ effectiveness.

( nfortunately, many television sta-

tion- use the same copj and stor) rota-

tion in news coverage as do radio sta-

tion-, with an announcer on-camera to

provide tin- visual end of the newscast.

We at KONO-TV feel that such cov-

i rage i- nol onlj no better than radio.

but in most cases nol as good, because

tin- iin.ij. ,,f the newscaster serves to

distract th< ewei ind steal attention

from the news. \t KONO-TV, our

reporter-cameramen film the storj as

it i- happening and with our high-

speed film processing equipment—so

thai stoi \ can be on the s< i e< i minutes

later. At the end of each newscasl the

storj script and film are filed in a per-

manent dated file to allow newsmen to

refer to it at a later date. Such films

are frequently used by the public and

various officials.

As a result. KONO-TV's Twelve Star

Final at 10:00 p.m. nightly and High

Noon News at noon Mondays through

Fridays, have become two of the most

watched items in San Antonio televi-

sion and out-rated every general news-

cast in the United States on a running

average for more than a year.

We feel that television news must be

covered both in sight and sound to be

truly modern television, and although

this is an expensive program from the

standpoint of over-all program costs,

the money is well invested in promot-

ing our station and in gaining prestige

in the communitv which we serve.

John H. Schacht, vice president & gen.

mgr., KBET-TI . Sacramento

"V,
Station must

promote

Any comparison I make on the subject

of tv news must, of course, be based

on my own observations of KBET-TV's

news programs. From the beginning

we discarded the popular belief that

p.m. must be allocated to children's

shows. Here, we decided, would be

the news show —the onl\ news show

programed in the Sacramento market

in the 0-6:15 p.m. period across the

board.

We realized that an ill-manned and

ill-equipped station can offer the view-

er little in the way of news. For this

reason KBET-TV went all-out to put

together a newsfilm department, com-

plete with laboratory facilities and

staffed with experienced news camera-

men of sound judgment.

Paul Meeks. our cinematographer,

and Hank Thornely, our news chief,

form one of the most successful tv

news teams in the country. Numerous
Associated Press awards attest to this

fact, as do ARB averages of 20.1 to

26.7 for our local Shell News.

As important as having a fine news

staff is the station's own interest in its

news programs. Our enthusiasm has

sparked the staff to fantastic efforts

that amaze other stations.

KBET-TV's news cameramen have

flown to Los Angeles to cover a plane

crash and have scooped San Francisco

stations with news that originated in

their city (thanks to a cameraman who

drove the 100 miles on "wings" I

.

Tv has given viewers an opportunity

to see dramatic events through use of

film, but it is up to the station to pro-

mote its news if it is to build and sus-

tain audience interest.

Many stations fail on these points

and as a result their news has become

a mere time-filler.

One of the most lackadaisacal ap-

proaches to news presentations 1 have

ever seen is the announcer w ho sits off-

camera and reads from the newswire

while a general slide is projected on

the screen. This technique interests

and excites an audience as much as if

they were watching a fast game of

tiddlex -winks.

We do not discount the value of

new -wire information: it is used by

KBET-TV—but not exclusively View-

ers are interested in local and regional

news as well as national.

Shell News' long tenure on KBET-

TV is evidence that news programs can

be successful if television"- advantages

are full) exploited.

An investment in a top newsgather-

ing staff is not unrewarding as some
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romise?

stations seem to feel. It is repaid many
times over with audience interest and

public service, as well as many indirect

benefits.

Fred S. Houwink, general manager,

WMAL & WMAL-TV, Washington

If by the question "Has Tv News Lived

Up To Its Early Promise," means be-

ing on the spot with live coverage

wherever and whenever news happens,

then the answer has to be "No."

At the present this kind of "live"

coverage by tv remains visionary and

totally impractical because, 1 1 I tv

can't get to the scene of action fast

enough to be effective due to the time

required to mobilize a television re-

mote unit; (2) tv mobile units cannot

maintain reliable micro-wave relay

contact with the station in all instances

due to terrain difficulties; (3) timing

limitations make it impractical to do
intermittent unscheduled cut-ins on
film and network shows; (4) day-by-

day, on-the-spot coverage is far too

costly for an individual station to

underwrite.

If we broaden our question to in-

clude all means of getting news to the

public as quickly as possible then the

answer is "Yes."

There are progressive stations which

have set up expanded local news de-

partments that place reporters and

cameramen on the street in news cars

completely equipped with motion pic-

ture and still cameras, tape recorders

and radio telephones. However, too

few tv stations have done this.

In Washington, D. C. WMAL-TV
[Please turn to page 59)

About this time of year, thousands of Maine's summer visitors in-

dulge that long-suppressed appetite for the tastiest food our cool

coastal waters yield—the Maine lobster. Lobstering off these shores

still is a hardy enterprise, but Maine lobstermen are a sturdy breed.

Fair weather and foul, their annual haul contributes more than nine

million dollars to the $1,1 10,896,000
:

effective buying income of

the southern Maine-eastern New Hampshire 13-counry area

SERVED AND SOLD BEST BY WCSH-TV
To sell this valued and recognized test market, use the vital force

of the station that consistently tops its competition:

APRIL 1958 TOTAL AREA ARB
Quarter hour firsts

WCSH-TV 83.3% Station "B" 16.7%
(*Copr. 19S8 SM Survey of Buying Power, further reproduction not licensed.)

NSC Affiliate

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND, MAINE
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THE BIG "T" IN

WES"
MON

"ERN
ANA

KMSO-Ch. 13

Television

Tremendous coverage

Terriffic results

ASK CILL-PERNA

KMSO- MISSOULA

the key

to

the Negro

market

is

w@v

WOV-

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ ! SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Dan River Mills, Inc., Danville. Va.. is lining up announcements

in 11 cities to promote its fabric line. The schedules kick off this

month, run for six weeks. Minute participations, using both live and

film announcements, are being slotted; frequency varies from market

to market. The campaign is built around a "New Designs for Liv-

ing" theme, has in mind fashion-conscious men and women turning

toward outdoor living and leisure time. The buyer is Aileen Barry;

the agency is Grey Advertising Agency, Inc., New York.

Eversharp, Inc., New York, is going into 35-40 markets for its

Schick razors. The schedules are for 52 weeks; late night minutes

throughout the week are being used. Frequency depends upon the

market. The buyer is Joe Berbeck; the agency is Compton Adver-

tising, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is going into top markets for

its Ad detergent. The schedules begin in early August; minutes and

chainbreaks during daytime segments are being used. Frequency-

depends upon the market. The buyer is Sally Reynolds; the agency-

is Lennen & Newell, Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

P. Lorillard Co., New York, is planning a campaign in major

markets for its Kent and Old Gold Straight cigarettes. The schedules

kick off in August for a 13-week run. Minutes and chainbreaks are

being lined up, with frequencies varying. The buyer is Bob Kelly;

the agency is Lennen & Newell. Inc., New York. (Agency declined to

comment.)

Ceneral Mills, Inc., New York, is planning a record expenditure

in markets throughout the country to promote its new product,

Cocoa Puffs, a chocolate flavored cereal. The campaign will kick off

in the Northeast and Northwest this month, run for 13 weeks. Min-

ute participations in children's shows are being used; frequency

varies from market to market. The buyer is Dick Boege; the agency

is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Inc.. New York. (Agency declined to

comment.)

RADIO BUYS
Nationwide Insurance Co., Ohio, is considering a campaign for

its insurance line; tentative plans are for a September start. Minute

announcements during prime time will be used, in nine mid-western

markets. Frequency will depend upon the market. The buyer is

Bob Glatzer; the agency is Ben Sackheim, Inc., New York. (Agency

declined to comment.)

Esso Standard Oil Co., New York, is entering various markets to

promote its Flit. The campaign starts this month, runs for six weeks.

Minute announcements during early morning and late afternoon seg-

ments are being scheduled; frequency varies from market to market.

The buyer is Jay Schoenfeld; the agency is McCann-F.rickson, Inc.,

New York. (Agency declined to comment. I
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Now that I've heard that commercial for myself
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STEN@)TAPE1ELOSO

Take the weight off your back and add it to your presen-

tation. Carry your own Geloso Stenotape Recorder

when you make the rounds. Stenotape Recorder

weighs less than your flopover; takes up

no more desk space than a telephone. Op-

erates right in the carrying case. Steno-

tape Recorder is ready to roll before

the client has finished admiring your in-

genuity. This "conversation piece"

Stenotape Recorder delivers a qual-

ity of reproduction you'd expect only in \^E JUL

RECORDER

far heavier, far more costly tape recorders. It has two

speeds, simple push-button controls, plays up to two hours

per reel. Absolutely free of backlash, flutter, torn tape.

Uses standard tape. Total cost, including

conference microphone, spare reel,

starter tape, and cordovan finish carrying

case: just $179.95 complete. Foot-pedal

and Finger-tip dictation/transcription

controls available. Write Today for de-

tails. American Geloso, Dept. BR, 312

Seventh Ave., New York 1, N. Y

EVERYBODY LISTENS WHEN YOU MAKE IT EASY FOR THEM (AND YOURSELF) WITH STENOTAPE BY GELOSO



Advertising agencies select MPO-TV
as leading film commercial producer

Tin number one ranking we
have received is regarded with

a just s< nse of pridi by < very

one of MPO's eighty-two stuff

mt hi hi rs.

It is a reputation which every
one of us intends to earn the

right to keep . . . .near after year.

MPO Television Films, Inc.

IS East 53rd Stret t, Nt w York .<.', N.Y.

Nt w York MUrray Hill 8-7830

Detroit TBinity 2-2280

Hollywood Poplar 6-9570

For 5,000 commercials,
MPO thanks . . .

K & W Film Service Corp.

Op-Trix, Inc.

(Hal Seeger—Animation)

Reeves Sound Studios, Inc.

Photo-Magnetic Sound
Studios, Inc.

*58 Survey Results

Repeat Last Year's

NEW YORK. 19 July—MPO Televi-

sion Films, Inc., the two-coast televi-

sion film commercial producer, led the

field for the second consecutive year

in advertising agency surveys con-

ducted by trade magazines.

MPO received far more first place

votes than any other production com-
pany in Sponsor Magazine's recent sur-

vey, "How Agencies Rate Television

Commercial Film Producers." The
twenty-six major agencies polled rated

producers for quality, reliability, econ-

omy, flexibility, facilities, creativity,

animation and location work. "Out of

50 commercial film producers nomi-
nated as best in certain categories,"

concluded Sponsor, "one. MPO TV
Films, ran well ahead of the entire

field."

In 1957, Billboards similar survev

of 1200 advertising agency executives

concerned with television commercial
production ranked MPO number one
for quality and speed.

The reasons for MPO's superior

ranking for film commercial produc-
tion can be found in a combination of

factors. MPO recognized years ago
that the only way to guarantee top

quality on a continuous basis was to

hire and maintain a permanent staff of

the best directors, cameramen, editors

and scenic designers in the business.

"We've received unprecedented support

from the agencies," says MPO vice

president Arnold Kaiser, "because we
can back them up with the kind of

creative talent that makes successful

commercials."

MPO also recognized the importance

of complete production facilities and
equipment. Consequently, the company
designed and built the most modern
and efficient production center in the

East with five shooting stages for the

filming of television commercials.

Since April 1958. when MPO an-

nounced its deal to utilize the 24-studio

Republic lot in Hollywood, the com-
pany has been offering a two-coast pro-

duction setup, unique in the industry.

According to vice presidenl Join

Kleppel, MPO producer-editor. "MPO's
reputation is kept on top by the quality

of workmanship from our technical

suppliers. In this respect, special thanks

for support are due to:

k & W. Film Service Corp.. Op-Trix,

Inc. (Hal Seeger—Animation). Reeves

Sound Studies, Inc.. Photo-Magnetic

Sound Studios, Inc., Metropolitan

Sound Service, Inc., Movielab, Con-
solidated Film Industries, Filmsounds.

Inc.

The current client list of MPO Tele-

vision Films, Inc., includes:

N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., Ted Bates

& Company, Inc., Batten, Barton, Dur

stine & Osborn, Inc., Benton & Bowles.

Inc., D. P. Brothers and Co., Leo Bur-

nett Co., Inc., Campbell-Ewald Co.

Campbell Mithun, Inc., Cockfield,

Brown & Co., Ltd., Compton Advertis-

ing, Inc., Cunningham & Walsh, Inc.

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., D'Arcy

Advertising Co., Doherty, Clifford.

Steers and Shenfield. Inc.. Doyle. Dane
Bernbach, Inc.. Erwin Wasey, Ruth

rauff & Ryan, Inc.. William Esty Co.,

Inc.. Foote, Cone & Belding, Clinton

E. Frank, Inc., Gardner Advertising

Co., Geyer Advertising, Inc., Grey Ad-
vertising Agency, Inc., Hicks & Greist,

Inc., Bryan Houston, Inc., Kenyon &
Eckhardt, Inc., Kudner Agency, Inc., C.

J. LaRoche and Co., Inc.. Al Paul Lefton

Co., Inc., Lennen & Newell, Inc., Earle

Ludgin and Co., MacLaren Advertis-

ing Co., Ltd., Richard K. Manoff, I

Marschalk & Pratt Division of Mc
Cann-Erickson, Inc., Maxon. Inc.. Mc
Cann-Erickson, Inc.. McKim Advertis-

ing, Ltd., Emil Mogul Co., Inc., Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather. Inc., Sullivan. Stauf-

fer, Colwell & Bayles, Inc.. J. Walter

Thompson, Co., The Wesley Asso-

ciates, Inc., Young & Rubicam. Inc.

For 5000 commercials,
MPO thanks . . .

Metropolitan Sound Service,

Inc.

Consolidated Film Industries

filmsounds, inc.



Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
19 JULY 1958 ClairoFs move into network tv via I Love Lucy doesn't mean it's dropping

.ponmbpubucatTom .-o.
indication altogether.

Its agency, Foote, Cone & Belding, is still looking for a good family series to supple-

ment several markets.

Two regional breweries solidified their fall syndication plans this week.

The details:

• Budweiser's $500,000 buy (via D'Arcy) of U. S. Marshal from NTA includes more than

75 markets. Forty of the time periods needed will be retained from previous Budweiser com-

mitments. (The star, John Bromfield, will do the commercials.)

• Ballantine this week contracted for a fourth year of Ziv's Highway Patrol through Esty.

All 36 markets have been renewed.

At the same time, Pabst (NC&K) was well on its way into more than 50 markets buy-

ing single series market-by-market.

There could still be a large regional move to film this fall for DeSoto.

DeSoto hasn't yet completed its plans. But as a starter, its agency, BBDO, has bought

into a few local weather shows.

Will the influx of off-the-network series create something like a glut in the

syndication market and add to the problems of both the seller and the buyer?

There's a wide diversity of opinion on both counts of this question, as FILM-SCOPE

discovered this week in a cross-section poll.

On the affirmative side the viewpoints included these:

• Agencies generally noted that their national and major regional clients are loath to align

themselves with second-run series. As one agency buyer put it: "A syndicated show is com-

monly an entry into tv for a client. He wants the prestige of a fresh property.

• Stationmen in no small measure admitted that while their product need is great it's pro-

gressively difficult to sell off-network film to individual sponsors. If the show has had a fine

ratine on network, the client thinks everybody's seen it. If it didn't do well, then it's

less acceptable to him.

But on the positive side syndicators pointed out:

• There's no reason why the flood of off-network fare—there'll be 20 or more newcomers

this fall—should depress competitive prices because most of it is sold for stripping.

• True it is that they'll be harder to sell in the larger markets, but there'll still be enough

dollars available in the smaller markets to make them profitable.

• The Kellogg spot buy plus some opening of daytime schedules will add to the attrac-

tiveness of the daytime stripping of these off-network series.

(For an up-to-date list of this year's off-network availabilities for fall syndication see

Film Wrap-up, p. 54.)

Len Firestone stepped up into Walter Kingsley's post as syndication sales man-

ager at Ziv this week.

Firestone, formerly head of New York syndication sales, was with Unity TV before he

joined Ziv in 1954. Kingsley's just become president of Jack Wrather's new syndication arm,

Independent TV.

19 july 1958



Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

MARKETING WEEK
Is the ready-to-eat cereal business on the verge of another new-product splurge?

Now that the sugar-coated varieties have been digested by the industry, it looks like

chocolate-flavored cereals will be the next big battleground.

General Mills is first on the scene with Cocoa Puffs. Test markets are now being probed

in the Northeast and Northwest. Significantly, the product made its debut in Canada, where

acceptance has been described as "above all expectations."

It's not known for sure what General Foods, Kellogg and Nabisco will do but one thing

is certain: The battle will be fought primarily via tv, which has about 80% of ready-

to-eat cereal billings.

By September, General Mills will have about 60 to 70 spot tv markets harnessed.

Also to be enrolled in the push are five network tv shows—Wyatt Earp, American Band-

stand and The Lone Ranger on ABC; The Verdict Is Yours and Beat the Clock on CBS.

While General Mills won't say it used Canada as a "test market" for introducing

Cocoa Puffs in the U.S., trade sources point out:

• Canada is becoming increasingly useful as a relatively small market where a

client can do a big job easily. Two provinces alone—Ontario and Quebec—contain about

63% of Canada's total population of 16.8 million.

• Canadians like chocolate. There is a higher per capita consumption of the sweet

than in the U.S.

There are also certain disadvantages to using Canada as a test market. There are

strict regulations on labeling and health copy (General Mills can't make any vitamin claims

for Cocoa Puffs, for instance).

Like most package goods categories, ready-to-eat cereals have become more conscious- in

recent years of the need for new products to refresh the wellsprings of consumer

desire.

At the very least the industry wants to maintain the sales record of the past seven dec-

ades: an annual average increase of 4% in volume of ready-to-eat cereals, half due

to increased population, half due to per capita consumption.

With pleasure travel at its height, here are some pertinent statistics on the subject:

• About 85% of such travel is by auto—a vast audience for radio. Another 7%
is done by rail, 5% by bus, 3% by air.

• There is about twice as much travel for pleasure as for business. Autos get a smaller

—

but still major—share of business travel: 73% by auto, 10% by rail, 3% by bus, 14% by air.

• Taking all travel into account, clerical, sales and labor types account for 45%
of the travelers and take 44% of the trips.

• Another 30% of the travelers are housewives, students and unemployed; they take 28%
of the trips.

• About two-thirds of all travelers (whether for business or pleasure) are in the under-

$6,000 per year income category.

• More than 20% are in the under-$3,000 category.

SPONSOR • 19 JULY 1958



TWO MILLION ENTRY BLANKS

in Baltimore for

WBAL-TV's

$

IWIUQUT THEATRE
"PICK THE MOVIES" CONTEST

Entry Blanks Everywhere

No matter where people peeked in the nation's eleventh largest

market, they found WBAL-TV's ENTRY BLANKS ! Full pages in news-

papers, full pages in magazines, special displays in grocery stores,

drug stores and service stations! Everywhere!

BIG CONTEST-BIG PRIZES
TV Viewers were vying for 250 fabulous prizes—a Chevrolet Con-

vertible, motor boat and motor, mink stole, diamond ring, big home

appliances—and hundreds more.

WBAL-TV «"•"•" "

19 july 1958



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

HIS

- Ji

Happy Thunderbird winner .Marvin Krumrie drives battery -pow-

ered car offered in Bardahl service stations at urging of Casey Janes

II.) of WCTN TV, Minneapolis. Bardahl distributor Warnecke looks on

Midwest farm owners and state government agriculture officials em-

bark with Chuck Bill, farm director and tv personality of WBKB,
Chicago, from Midway Airport for a three-week farm tour of Europe

and Russia. 30 men made the goodwill tour of European farms

Jack Buck. k\H>\ ~m. I.nui-. r.idin personality, has a tough job

"laboring" over bis mike aa he broadcasta daily from the Bel-

Air Motor Hotel. Buck did his firsl -how from poolside with

three finalists in the Miss Missouri beaut) contest as bis guests

Whose pooch is most pooped? Judges from KEX, Portland, Ore.,

picked "Smokey" as the winner. The judges (1. to r.) included:

KEX's Al Priddy, Lee Smith, George McGowan and Pat Wilkens



WRU

ADVERTISERS
Here are LNA-BAR's estimated ex-

penditures for the top 15 net-

work company advertisers for May
1958, as released by TvB.

RANK ADVERTISER GROSS TIME

1. P&G $4,266,197

2. General Motors 2,150,179

3. Lever 1,902,583

4. General Foods 1,845,044

5. Colgate 1,811,142

6. Gillette 1,531,513

7. Chrysler 1,525,150

8. American Home 1,356,582

9. R. J. Reynolds 1,332,392

10. Bristol-Myers 1.272,561

11. American Tobacco 1,108,377

12. Kellogg 1,099,643

13. Ford 1,036,970

14. Brown & Williamson 855,375

15. Liggett & Myers 854,696

and the company's two CBS TV shows.

What's My Line and Oh Susanna, com-

prise its campaign.

• Genesee Brewing Co., Roches-

ter. N. Y., lias purchased, on WFBL,
Syracuse, the largest bloc of radio time

in one station's history: three hours

each evening I Monday-Saturday I, plus

a supporting daily spot announcement

schedule.

• Johnson & Johnson, for its

Baby Travel Kit kicks off its tie-in pro-

motion with the National Trailways

Bus System. The kits will be featured

on the Bus' eastern Five Star Luxury

lines, and backed up by radio an-

nouncements.

• Quaker Oats is going into spot

radio for Flako, in 40 Eastern markets

on a 26-week campaign beginning mid-

August. Daytime minutes will be used.

Agency: Clinton E. Frank.

Here are LNA-BAR's estimated ex-

penditures for the top 15 network
brand advertisers for May 1958 as

released by TvB.
H\ \K ADVERTISER GROSS TIME

1 Tide $712 202

2 Viceroy 668,236

3 Dodge 646,404

4 Anacin 605,248

5 Chevrolet 588,604

6 Ford 566,970

7 Winston 553,894

8 Camel 540,987

9 L & M Filter 423,694

10 Wisk 407 188

II Bufferin 401,066

12 Fab 384,738

13 Gleem 376,131

11 Geritol 367,729

L5 Oldsmobile 364,016

Bates has Sterling Drugs in line

to pick up a third of 77 Sunset
Strip on ABC TV for the fall.

This Warner production is slated for

Sunday 9 to 10 p.m.

Advertising campaigns and pro-

motions:

• Helene Curtis spreads into the

national market for its new hair spray,

Tempo. Local radio and tv spots, print.

Strictly personnel: Paul Byrne,

appointed product manager in charge

of the Palmolive men's line and the

Cashmere Bouquet line of toiletries at

Colgate-Palmolive Co. . . . Also at Col-

gate. Joseph Hirschenberg appoint-

ed merchandising manager of the toilet

articles division . . . Arnold Belasco,

promoted to ad manager. Mosler Safe

Co.

AGENCIES
Tv-Radio veteran Rod Erickson is

leaving Y&R the week after this to

get back to "show business.'"

He's joining Warner Bros, as v. p.

in charge of world-wide tv sales.

Erickson has been a Y&R v. p. for the

past 10 years, serving as top radio-t\

contact on the General Foods account.

Agency appointments: EWR&R,

WORC
Worchester, Massachusetts

the sound that sells

and

RICHARD
O'CONNELL, INC.

the Rep. that likes to!

July 1, 1958

% apologies to John Ca,
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Philadelphia, for Personal Products

Corp.'s Coets . . . Gurtis Advertising,

for Vquafilter. a 8350.000 account . . .

Penn and Hamaker, Cleveland, for

Shakertown Corp. . . . Cargill & Wil-

son. Richmond, for H. F. Bvrd. Inc.,

apple growers and packers.

Some new business for Chicago

agencies: Gordon Best, for the

Italian Balm portion of Campana Sales

. . . Mohr & Eieoff, for the $300,000

Hadacol account. Plans are to put the

budget in spot radio in over 200 mar-

kets, plus saturation test tv in Texas

. . . Tatham - Laird, for National

Homes of Lafayette, Ind.

They became v.p/s: Thomas Cro-

lius and Henry Jaeobson, at Reach.

McClinton . . . Cal McCarthy, at

FC&B.

More on agency moves: Robert
Aledort, to EWR&R as research direc-

tor . . . Thomas Garbett, to Lambert

& Feasley. as an account executive . . .

David Aldrich, to Ketchum, Mac-

Leod & Grove as p.r. account executive

on the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

account . . . Lyndon Gross, to Guild.

Bascom & Bonfigli. San Francisco, as

a media director.

NETWORKS
The ratio of daytime network sales

for the first five months, 1958, is

29% of all network tv sales for this

period, according to LNA-BAR gross

time cost figures, released through TvB.

Here are the network figures:

1958 '/( CHANGE
Daytime % 70 205,556 + 9.3

Nighttime 169,096,788 +15.1
Total $239,302,344 +13.3

New fall business:

For ABC TV: P. Lorillard to spon-

sor Rough Riders . . . General Mills,

("racket Jack and Smith Bros., for The
Lone Ranger . . . Miles Labs and Ral-

ston Purina, for Leave It To Beaver,

but Thursday, 2 October, 7:30-

; !: (,( » p.m. . . . General Electric's Photo
I amp department, to participate in

Man U ith 1 (.itinera . . . Slmllon and

Campbell Soup, foi the Donna Reed
Shou . Drackett, for one-fourth of

Mai eru k.

For MM l\ : Whitehall and L&M,
foi Behind Closed Doors, to start 2

October, 9:00-9:30 p.m. . . . National

Biscuit for one-half of Wagon Train.

on alternate week-.
I Ford w ill con-

tinue to sponsor the full show on alter-

nate-weeks i
. . . Sunshine Biscuit for

alternate segments on Tic Tac Dough
and The Price Is Right . . . Whitehall.

for another \ear on segments of It

Could Be ) on. The Price Is Right, ami

Queen For A Day.

NBC TV Specials: Fred Astaire

will head two one-hour live musicals,

for Chrysler . . . Bell Telephone for

eight shows next season; four science

and four musicals . . . Omnibus will

return to the network in the Fall, with

15 one-hour shows on Sundays, 5:00-

6:00 p.m.

Network note: ABC TV'c Do You
Trust Your Wife, sponsored by Gen-

eral Foods, changes its name to Who
Do You Trust, so that unmarried con-

testants can participate.

Network Radio business: Mutual
reports a 38% billings increase for

the year ending 30 June, as compared

to last year . . . ABC has signed over

$2.3 million in billings during the

past 60 days, including a 52-week

renewal from the AFL-CIO.

Promotions: Lester Gottlieb, to the

newly created post of director of pro-

gram development. CBS TV . . . Craig

Jennings, sales service manager, CBS
Radio Pacific Network.

FILM
To date, 19 series have come off

the network for syndication for

fall. Here's a complete run-down
on what's available: Situation

comedy: It's a Great Life, Life of

Riley, Hiram Holiday (CNPl; Mr.

Adams & Eve, Eve Arden Show, The

Brothers I CBS TV Film); Burns &

Allen I Screen Gems I ; People's Choice

i ABC Film Syndication).

Drama: Panic, Medic (CNP): Tele-

phone Time I Guild >

.

Adventure: 39 more episodes of

Dragnet, Badge 714 (CNPl: same, of

Line-up. San Francisco Beat, Navy Log

(CBS TV Film); Adventures of Jim

Bowie ( ABC Film l

.

Documentary: You Are There (CBS

T\ Film).

Juvenile: Gumby (CNP) ; Lassie, or

Jeff's Collie (TPA) : Robin Hood (Of-

ficial I . ( For analysis of impact that

this flood of off-network shows will

Likely have on syndication sales see

FILM-SCOPE, page 49.

1

Sales of the week included:

• Ziv's Highway Patrol, going
into a fourth year of production,
has been renewed in 58 markets.
including a major buv by Ballantine

in 36. I see Film-Scope.)

Other H.P. renewals: General

Electric, in Los Angeles; Safeway and
Bekins Storage. Seattle; Lee Optical

and Wilson Meats, Dallas; Alka-

Seltzer. San Francisco; Regal Brewing.

New Orleans; Conoco and P&G, Spo-

kane; Handy Andy Supermarkets, San
Antonio. In addition, 15 stations have

renewed.

• NTA's Walter Winchell File

has been sold in eight markets.
Among them: New York, Boston, Hart-

ford, Philadelphia. Binghamton. Le-

banon-Lancaster: A ltoona-Johnstown

;

and Tucson.

• AAP's complete Warner
Bros, library was sold in two more
markets this week: KCMO-TV. in

Kansas City, and WTCN-TV, Minnea-

polis.

• Schlitz has renewed MCA's State

Trooper in Chicago.

• WCBS-TV, New York, has
purchased UA's package of 39
post-'48 films. Among the movies:

Summertime, Patterns, Othello, Hob-

son s Choice, Foreign Intrigue.

New five-minute series: a new se-

ries, Photocrimes, based on the

Look Magazine series over several

years, is being peddled by Richard

Morros.

There'll be 260 episodes, each five

minutes long. Filming starts this week.

A major sales re-alignment at Ziv

this week includes these territorial

and executive changes:

• Two new geographical divisions

created in the syndication arm. north

central, and south central. Heading

them will be Ray McGuire, in the

north (Cincinnati) and Donald S.

Brogdon, south I Dallas )

.

• An additional regional sales de-

partment within the national sales de-

partment to serve multi-market adver-

tisers in midwestern and southern mar-

ket. Edward J. Broman will head

this new division.

• Three new spot sales managers

named to assist in the new territorial

divisions: Don Dahlman and Rob-

ert Reis, in the north central; and

Jack Puter, south central.

• Several new account executives

sponsor • I

1
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, station'

WASHINGTON WEEK
The Appeals Court has thrown a king-size monkey wrench into the FCC's

licensing machinery.

In a case involving an existing radio station in Georgia and its appeal from an FCC
permission to a new station to go on the air, the Court ruled the Commission must
consider "economic injury."

Economic injury is a plea often made in the past by stations claiming that the market is

too small to support an additional station. The court ruled that the FCC need not consider

whether an extra station would harm the revenues of an existing station.

Instead, the court added this new twist: It held the Commission has a duty to decide

whether ad revenues are potentially large enough to support two stations in such a

way that the programing of both won't suffer.

The Court said it would be a simple matter for the FCC to decide whether the

public would get poorer programs——or no programs at all, if both stations were

forced off the air.

The FCC has been refusing to hear "economic injury" pleas. So it's now pretty much
panic stricken at the new prospect. An appeal to the Supreme Court may even be possible.

The Commission believes that if the opinion stands, any station would have the

legal weapons to keep a competitor off the air for up to three years (whether radio or

tv).

The FCC appeared to be set this week to postpone authorization of fee tv test

runs until some time next year.

The expected postponement comes in the wake of a strangely mild letter from House

Commerce Committee Chairman Oren Harris (D., Ark.) whose previous communica-

tions with the FCC have been blunt and blustering.

Harris pointed that the House Commerce Committee has been very busy with

other matters (such as a probe of the FCC), and therefore has been unable to consider pay

tv. He promised that if the Commission would just put off a starting date—say until

next July—that the Committee would work on the matter early in the next Congressional

session.

Dean Roscoe Barrow, head of the FCC's network study staff which came up
with controversial report bearing his name, began his rebuttal against network

assaults on the 37 sweeping recommendations for changes.

This is the last scheduled phase of public hearings on the report, but the FCC was un-

able to finish and will continue next week.

Burden of their rebuttal was that the networks' testimony was "self-serving,"

that the affiliates are so bound up with the networks in mutual self-interest that their testi-

mony would naturally be the same. Also that the station reps changed their testimony

in mid-stream because they feared to be on the public record as opposing their clients.

Barrow derided the "erosion" and "fragmentation" cries of the webs with re-

spect to the report's recommendations. He said the networks are crying "wolf."

This brought a retort from FCC chairman John C. Doerfer to the effect that, in

the story, the wolf finally did come.

Doerfer's questioning generally indicated a strong sympathy for the network posi-

tion. Craven seemed just as firmly aligned with the webs. The others were noncommittal, both

in their questioning and comments.
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.
A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
Quiz a sales development man in a rep organization on his notion of the ideal

Bouper-upper for spot tv, and his answer is most likely to be:

A clear-eut success storv out of the soft goods field.
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Here's why air media will continue to bi» the sales wheelhorses of soap products:

They're the fastest changing and moving of all products and can boast the most aggres-

sive assortment of merchandisers. They just thrive on competition.

Look for another series of reverberations in the top Colgate management now*

that Bayard Colgate has resigned from the executive committee.

Reason attributed to his action: He didn't like the way things were going, and it was

his method of showing he wasn't sanctioning the acts of others.

One of the most profitable businesses this year in terms of dollar investment, ac-

cording to Wall Street authorities, is the supermarket chain.

Marketingmen think that a major reason for this is the fact that the supermarket field is

too new to be self-shackled with traditions. It's still fast on its feet.

Hollywood tv film producers may be wondering why one of the most expertly

developed and provocative pilots offered to network advertisers for the 1958-59 season

hasn't found a buyer.

Reason: More than one agency that tingled to the series later had some second thoughts;

the areas covered by the show could invite suits for invasion of privacy.

A critique you hear more frequently among Madison Avenue media people:

• The institutional sellers of radio havt* turned smug.

• Like a needle caught in a groove, they are repeating over and over again the same

case histories, pat generalities, and statistical data.

• They don't play up the fact that the techniques of radio's use are constantly under-

going change and new challenges.

You've been around the broadcast business a long, long time, if you can re-

t-all when:

• The NAB didn't even have a mimeographing machine at its conventions.

• The networks' hottest competition was over special events.

• A rep's luncheon socializing would cover practically 80% of his timebuying sources

inside a working week.

• Hubbcll Robinson did the buying for Fels Naphtha. Reggie Schuebel for Bulova.

Beth Black for Kentucky Club Tobacco, Arthur Hull Hayes for Chevrolet, Newman Mc-

Evoy for Chesterfield, Murray Carpenter for P&G, and George Kerns for Sterling.

• The average soap opera cost $2,300 weekly.

• A good half-hour dramatic show could be put together for $2,500.

• An hour musical program required about $4,000.
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added to the syndication sales force,

including: John Chambers, Michael

keirman and Ken Hildebrandt. in

the western division; John Lewis,

north central: Edgar Willis and Ben
M(-Reynolds, south central: Leon
Taylor and Louis Johnson, eastern;

and Jack Daniels, to the New York

syndication staff.

Strictly personnel: Spence Fen-

nell, John Nereesian, R. Russell

Roop and David Willis all joined the

sales staff of TPA this week . . . Rod-

ney Erickson, named vice-president

of world-wide tv sales for Warner

Bros. . . . Charles Adams, to Trans-

film as producer-account exec. . . . L.

V. Seicshnaydre, to Sterling tv as

sales rep in New Orleans and the

Southwest.

CANADA
CBC released its 22nd annual re-

port this week, for the fiscal year

ending 31 March. Here are some of

its highlights:

• Commercial revenue showed a

19.9% increase I $4.7 million total)

over last year. Reason: An increase

in tv commercial revenue which
reached a record high gross figure

of $26,380,672.

• Commercial revenue from radio,

however, decreased by 17% over last

year, with its gross total figure at $2,-

029,842.

• The year saw six new privately-

owned tv stations added, bringing the

total to 46; and an extension of direct

microwave connections, with plans for

it to extend from coast to coast.

• Seventy-one per cent of Cana-
dian homes own tv sets (over 3 mil-

lion homes), and 720,000 radio sets

were sold for the year—an all-time

sales record.

• CBC radio undertook major re-

assessment of its programing—expand-

ing its news and daily commentaries

into the early morning schedule.

For the first time, the Bureau of

Broadcast Measurement will be

publishing a Tv Network Report.
It will cover the top 40-50 programs,

available In members only, and con-

taining five regional breakdowns.

TV STATIONS
SAC again this week appealed to

AFTR A to settle their dispute over

video-tape jurisdiction within their

own house.

AFTRA has taken the issue to the

NLRB.
SAG hopes to settle the differences

by calling on the AFTRA National

Board for a meeting between the

Guild Committee and an AFTRA com-

mittee.

WCBS-TV, New York, will set up
its own N. Y. sales staff, effective

1 October.

The station has its own sales man-

ager, but used the staff and facilities

of CBS TV Spot Sales to represent

it in the N. Y. market. The latter will

still continue to represent the station

outside of the N. Y. market.

Craig Lawrence, v.p. in charge of

CBS owned tv stations, and CBS TV
Spot Sales gave these reasons:

"During the time CBS TV Spot

Sales has sold WCBS-TV, there have

been substantial gains in revenue each

year, making the station the biggest

in the world.

"However, the advertising dol-

lar volume in the N. Y. area is

so large, and the competition for

it from all media is so intensive

that we believe this is the time to

form a sales staff whose time can be

devoted exclusively to selling WCBS-
TV."

The American Civil Liberties

Union will not support a bid for a

Congressional probe into charges that

all three networks and their affiliated

tv stations presented only a one-sided

argument against pay-tv.

ACLU's reasons: Insufficient evi-

dence.

Support of the Union was requested

by James Landis, special counsel for

the Skiatron Tv and Electronics Corp.

—one of the leading advocates of

pay-tv.

Business is up: N. Y.'s WABC-TV
shows a billings increase of 65%
at the end of the second quarter, 1958,

as compared to last year at this time.

Robert Stone, v.p., attributes this

jump in business to:

1 I
The afternoon area (3:00-6:00

p.m. I gives the station its highest day-

time rating.

2) Its two popular sales plans
—

"7-

14" and "Housewives Special" con-

tinue to attract advertisers.

Tv contests and promotions:
• WHCT, Hartford, sent golf

balls to timebuyers to promote its tele-

casting of the Insurance City Open

Golf Tournament. The station's call

letters are stamped on each ball.

• Edythe Fern Melrose, "Lady

of Charm" at WXYZ-TV, Detroit,

is conducting a one-woman campaign,

via her afternoon tv show, to keep the

basket carts inside the super markets,

instead of wheeling them home. Her

listeners are responding with many
suggestions, showing a growing

awareness to the problem, which

could eventually raise grocery prices.

• The latest WFRV-TV, Green
Bay, promotion features a Holstein

cow led through the downtown streets

with signs saying "This Is No Bull

—

Channel 5 is My Favorite." (Note:

For many years a cow has been the

trade mark of WBAY-TV, Green Bay.)

People on the move: James Pike,

promoted to v.p. of the Yankee Divi-

sion of RKO Teleradio Pictures, Inc.

—WNAC-TV, Boston . . . Tom Par-

rington appointed national sales man-

ager, WKY-TV, Oklahoma City . . .

Dan Gallagher, program director,

WCBS-TV, N. Y Walter Swider,

to the sales staff, WWJ-TV, Detroit

. . . James Campbell, to the newly

created position of local sales man-

ager, WCKT-TV, Miami.

RADIO STATIONS
WHLI, Hempstead, L.I., has sub-

mitted a brief to the FCC asking

for permission to operate on a

full-time scale.

According to WHLI

:

"The FCC should allow full-time op-

eration to Class 2 stations . . . where

the public interests, convenience and

necessity in the major market will be

better served by such change.

On tour: Geoffrey Everitt, joint

manager and head of promotion of

Radio Luxembourg (London)
Ltd., arrives in the U. S. today (Sat-

urday) to make a study of the latest

trends in American radio and tv.

Station transfers: KVOA, Tucson,

purchased by The Gordon Broadcasting

Co., Cincinnati . . . WMBR, Jackson-

ville, by a company headed by Ben

Strouse, president of WWDC, Inc

Lee Lundmark, purchased major

interest in KBAB, San Diego, and

becomes president and general man-

ager of the station.
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Station move: WCKY, Cincinnati,

has moved its New York office to 42

East 52nd Street.

Radio promotions and stunts:

• Riding the national interest in

outer space, WEEI, Boston, has re-

leased a Space Age News Map, bearing

the imprint "WEEI ... for the best in

local and world wide news coverage.'*

• Timed to coincide with the Kan-

sas City A's three-week road trip,

KCMO held a baseball contest offering

j

51 prizes to listeners guessing the num-
' ber of home runs, runs batted in, etc.

bv members of the team.

• Taking note of Alaska be-

coming a State, WAMO, Pitts-

burgh, gave a share of stock in an

Alaskan Gold Mine to the baby born

in the city closest to the time Pres.

Eisenhower signed the Alaskan State-

hood Bill.

. KMBC-KFRM, Kansas City,

held a "Dream Vacation" contest with

j

a grand prize of a two-week vacation

trip for two to anywhere in the U.S.

Staff appointments: Two new man-
aging directors for Storer: James

The nation's
highest
audience-

rated
Negro group

LITTLE WOCK Wmm ** ftp

Bailey, at WAGA, Atlanta, and Reg-
gie Martin, at WSPD, Toledo . . .

Frederick Bowen, appointed assist-

ant president and general manager,

WIBX, Utica . . . Robert Burke to

the Gordon Broadcasting Co. as gen-

eral sales manager of KBUZ, Phoenix

and KVOA, Tucson . . . John Os-

borne, director of sales developement

and planning, WCOL, Columbus, Ohio

. . . Don MacKinnon, program di-

rector, WPON, Pontiac, Mich . . .

Roy La Mere, eastern division man-

ager for the Cy Blumenthal radio

group (WCMS, Norfolk and WARL,
Arlington).

More on the move: George
Singer, program director, KTLN,
Denver . . . Roy Nassau, director of

community service, WFIL, Philadel-

phia . . . Hugh McPherson, sales

manager, KNEW, Spokane . . . Art

Coleman, local sales manager, KJR,

Seattle . . . Pete Odens, news editor,

KXO, El Centro, Cal. . . . John Con-

niff, merchandising field representa-

tive, WWLP, Springfield and WRLP,
Greenfield, Mass. . . . Eugene Koen,

account executive, KDKA-FM, Pitts-

burgh. ^

SPONSOR ASKS
{Cont'd from page 45)

has placed two cars on the street,

manned by two newsmen, with regular

beats, whose sole responsibility is local

news.

An active local news department has

meant three important things for

WMAL-TV, the same as it has for

other stations:

It has more closely identified the sta-

tion with the community.

Local news coverage has given us

excellent programing material. The

local news report just prior to John

Daly has helped bring the ratings of

the 7 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. slot on WMAL-
TV to the point where it vies for posi-

tion as the most popular program in

the time period.

Local news programing has proved

itself an important commercial asset.

It is doing an effective job for clients

such as Cities Service who sponsors

the 7:05 p.m. local newscast.

We are convinced that local news

can do an outstanding job for pres-

tige clients and our long range plans

envision expansion of these important

services. ^

DAN SEYMOUR
(Cont'd from page 31)

budget should be spent. But he negoti-

ates both for the time and program.

Once he is through with the major

negotiations, we work on termination

rights, station lineups and clearances."

Because of his network time buying

function, Seymour actually becomes a

partner in all media planning.

"Good prime time is as tough to get

on the networks this fall as ever," says

Seymour. "When critics report on vast

numbers of unsold network hours, they

don't mean 8 to 10:30 p.m. periods."

Despite the tightness of these prime

availabilities, all of JWT's 13 network

properties fall between 8 p.m. and

10 p.m., except Wagon Train, NBC TV
Wednesdays 7:30-8:30 p.m.

Says Seymour: "We believe in aim-

ing for peak circulation, and we also

believe in the value of continuing ad-

vertising. The big advantage in specials

is the opportunity they offer for spon-

sor identification. But S.I. on a regular

show, too, depends as much on the

caliber of commercials as the show."

In his department, Seymour is not

only responsible for all network time

and program negotiations and program

buys for spot use, but for commercial

production as well.

Says JWT v.p. and radio/tv group

head, Robert E. "Buck" Buchanan:

"The guy has a 24-hour a day job, but

he gives great authority and scope to

the people who work for him." Bu-

chanan, who came over to JWT from

Y&R with Seymour, sees "departmental

organization" as a matter of person-

ality, and in JWT's tv department, it's

Seymour's personality that stamps the

quality of the work.

Today Seymour still looks more like

the man in front of the tv camera than

the strategist behind it. A virtual com-

muter to the West Coast prior to the

fall season, he works closely with

JWT's head of the Hollywood televi-

sion department, Cornwall "Corny"

Jackson, and Jack Mosman of Chicago.

Father of four ranging from nine to

22 (and since July, a grandfather for

the second time), Seymour races home
to White Plains, frequently well after

8 p.m., when the work-day is over.

"Business follows him up there too,"

says Ruth Jones. "When problems come
up, he's always available to us on the

phone at his home. One thing we've

got to say: Harrassed he is, but he

never loses his temper." ^
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ALASKA'S POTENTIAL
i Cont'd from page 38 I

nil resources (oil deposits are second

largest in the world) will begin to l>e

developed on a major scale. Climatic-

all) the heavilj populated regions com-

pare *\ith our Pacific Northwest, in

demand for cold, warm weather items.

\\ hat problems docs a manufacturer

lace in entering or enlarging lii- \la—

kan market? Most!) geographical. Its

a long trip from Seattle, and while the

Uaskan highway is better than it used

to be, it's still not satisfactory for an\

significant volume of freight. The al-

ternatives are air and sea shipping,

both expensive. There is reason to be-

lieve that the growing population will

increase con petition among carriers,

reduce prices.

Distribution is not a severe problem

because of population concentration,

and relativelv few wholesalers and dis-

tributors. Many advertisers are now

in the market, including Procter &

Gamble, Colgate. R. J. Reynolds,

American Tobacco and Kool-Aid.

A suggestion: reps can be valuable

in helping set-up distribution and sug-

gesting campaign appeals. ^

Sell to FARMERS?

m
wicwm

^iimBi
HERE'S YOUR

NCS #2
KWFT COVERAGE

No. of Counties 77

Total Radio Homes 340,083

Monthly Coverage 124,430

Weekly Coverage 108,300

Weekly Circulation 108,120

Daily Circulation 72,630

KWFT PENE- NO. OF FARM
TRATION COUNTIES POP.*

40%- 100% 24 78,403

20%- 39% 23 87,600

10%- 19% 27 88,000

5%- 9% 3 22,000

TOTAL 77 276,000

KWFT PENE- NO. OF GROSS FARr\
TRATION FARMS # INCOME*

40%- 100% 21,440 $166,934,000
20%- 39% 25,483 128,927,003

10%- 19% 25,224 171,936,000

5,878 23,677,000
TOTAL 78,025 491,474,003

Source 1958 SRDS Consumer Mkts.
^Source: 1954 U. S. Census of Ag.

HERE'S YOUR

MARKET
78,025 FARMS WITH
200 NEW MILLIONS

TO SPEND
Just harvested: one of this area's BIG-

GES 1 WHEAT CROPS IN HISTORY,
plus bumper oat and barley crops.

total value: $200 million in KWFT's
NCS #2 area of Texas and Oklahoma!

HERE'S

YOUR MAN
KWFT FARM -Service Director

EARL SARGENT — this area's

ONLY full-time farm radio news-

man!

CALL YOUR
H-R MAN

STORYBOARD
I Cont'd from page 35 )

Film producers have strong opinions

on this aspect of the subject, too. Most

of them feel that the more literal the

age;ir\ storyboard, the less opportunit\

to offer creative production. A some-

what sketchy agency board may
fire the imagination of some skilled

member of the producer's staff to a

creative touch which lifts the finished

film from the ordinary to the outstand-

ing. This certainly is to the benefit of

the client, but it isn't possible if the

producer is bound to reproduce exactly

on film what has been drawn on a

storyboard. right down to the polka

dot tie on the actor and the design

of the paper on the wall.

Recognizing weaknesses in the stand-

ard storyboard technique, agencies and

producers have experimented with

various plans for improvement—strip

film, extremely limited animation and

workshop live action, combinations of

still shots I often by polaroid camera I

and pencil test animation, flip boards

and accordion strips I to keep the

client from looking ahead on the

board I.

One thing nobody has really figured

out completely so far is how to show

optical effects on storyboards. Colored

lines with arrows and motion markings

still leave a lot for the layman to

imagine. Yet a single optical can some-

times be tremendously important to

the effectiveness of a commercial.

Moreover, a good film idea can

founder in a storm of argument over

an optical technicality in the story-

board. This is particularly true when,

as in a current bestseller, Parkinson's

Law of Triviality is invoked during

the meeting.

Still another bugaboo is the place-

ment of video instructions and audio

wording on boards. Most agencies

favor the panel directly below the ap-

plicable picture, reading left to right

from frame to frame. But there would

seem to be some validity in the minor-

ity view that this forces an eye jump

in visualizing the board.

Maybe part of the answer to the

problem of getting the most out of

storyboards is to stay flexible. By

avoiding any marriage to a formula,

we can match the individual job with

the technique of presentation. All

clients are not alike, and happily,

neither are commercials. There's more

than one wav to board a story. ^
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TV'S NO. 1 SUCCESS STORY
{Cont'd from page?,!)

ket <if any significance. I Little Rock.

Ark., for example, is the biggest I .$.

city not included in the TV Guide dis-

tribution.)

During the formative period Annen-

berg drafted Roger Clipp, head of

Triangle's radio and tv division, for

one year. Clipp, who continued his

broadcast activities, helped organize a

staff, establish new franchises and pur-

chase several existing publications be-

fore returning to his broadcast opera-

tions, since expanded to five tv and five

radio stations. Quirk, who had served

the Annenberg interests in other exec-

utive capacities, became publisher.

Annenberg. who is nominally TV
Guide's editor, explains his magazine's

success this way: "TV Guide was estab-

lished as a national magazine at a time

when television was becoming an im-

portant part of American life. The
magazine was designed to serve its

readers in an objective and construc-

tive way. providing needed background
information so that readers could be
selective in their tv viewing. Thus the

basic objective of TV Guide is per-

forming reader services."

Annenberg. publisher Quirk and
managing editor Panitt all agree that

the growth of TV Guide is the result of

the growth of tv. and that the former
would not have been possible without

the latter. In fact, aside from fulfilling

viewers' needs, TV Guide also grew
because of direct support from tv sta-

tions in the form of straight spots or

plugs by talent.

TV Guide is an unusual magazine in

other respects besides being a maga-
zine devoted to a competitive medium.
For one thing, while it is now lucrative

in terms of advertising revenue ( 1957
ad volume was $6,628,860, 76« , over

1956). it makes (and has always

made I money on its circulation, of

which more than 50$ of single copy
distribution is sold via supermarkets.

Another unusual aspect of TV Guide
is its format. It is made up of two
sections, the four-color national or fea-

ture section on the outside and the

inner section which carries local pro-

gram listings.

Panitt explains that the national and

local sections complement each other.

"We use the national section to pro-

vide background information on the

industry generally, and shows in par-

ticular. As viewers see more of tv they

become more interested in the back-

ground of tv.

"Our national section has reflected

this change." Panitt continues. "We're

running stories now that we would

have thought too technical five years

ago. For instance, we've carried a

story on videotape: what it is. how it

works, what it means. Tape will have

a considerable effect on tv and today's

viewers, thanks partly to us. know it."

Internally, the magazine has solved

production and printing problems that

would have been considered impossible

a few years ago and are still, in fact,

a little unreal. Each of the 50 regional

editions contains, of course, the na-

tional, or feature, section. But each has

its own. different program section,

which, averaging over 50 pages each,

is often larger than the national sec-

lion, and carries its own editorial ma-

terial and ads.

Another problem is created by TV
Guide's circulation setup, whereby a

majority of the copies are sold singly,

via newsstands, supermarket cbeck-oul

counters, eti .. rather than by subscrip-

tion. Every week upwards of four mil-

lion copies are put on thousands of

stands, in time for a three-and-a-half

day sale (Wed. p.m. through Saturday.)

Though Tl G iiidc's growth and in-

fluence have been spectacular so far,

there is no indication that it will slow

down appreciably. Circulation would

seem to have sizable potential, for

three reasons:

1 I The percentage of tv homes cov-

ered by the magazine is still low.

2 1 With time, viewers will become
even more sophisticated and selective,

increasing their need for more than a

brief newspaper log.

3) More editions, both in the U.S.

and Canada, will be added.

Thus TV Guide will undoubtedly

reach 7 million circulation this year,

lit has grown by at least 1 million a

year since 1954. with no letup. I

But whatever the future brings for

7 / Guide, one thing will be constant:

the magazine and the tv industry will

go hand in hand. "Our whole maga-

zine." says Quirk, "'is devoted com-

pletely to promoting the growth of tv.

In fact, we are. I believe, the single

most important promotion for the

medium.

''As for us." Quirk concludes, "you

can say that Tl Guide is tv's number
one success story." ^

*JAXI£'* SAYS, April Telepulse Survey

Rates WFGA-TV No. 1 in Jacksonville

The latest Telepulse report

tells the WFCA-TV story.

* WFGA-TV is preferred in 50.8%
of Jacksonville homes.

A WFGA-TV carries eight out of

the top-rated fifteen once-a-week

shows.

^ WFGA-TV (ariics six out of the

top seven shows in the Jackson-

ville Metropolitan \ici.

The big switcli to WFGA-TV was

television sets regularly

leading family station

sonville area.

For availabilities on Jackso

TV Station, call Ralph Nimi

6-3381 or contact your ne

"Colonel."

Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

the Jack-

WFGA-TV flK""1®1 12
ill \lfl I ¥ Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION



SCRANTONS TOP MORNING SHOW

BY NEARLY TWO TO ONE!

STATION E^
1 10%_^-

•CtAksfAeek&C

SCRANTON, PENNSYLVANIA

MERCHANDISING
makes the

DIFFERENCE
KBTV is Denver's

only

***?
*4&

Station!

L i Kl n to offer advertisers the

highly successful MAP* Plan—
Denver's only grocery and drug

in-store merchandising plan.

*MAP stands for Merchandis-

ing-Advertising-Promotion. Call

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

today for availabilities and the

merchandising that goes with

your schedule on KBTV, Denver!

MHGlta+utel*

*
Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Robert Baldrica has been named director

of radio sales at station WXYZ, Detroit,

where he has served in various posts for

more than five years. He was previously

publicity man. promotions manager and

assistant sales manager for the station. A
native of the upper peninsula in Michigan,

Baldrica began his radio career there in

1947, as staff announcer, sports director

and program director at a peninsula station. In 1951, as a captain in

the U.S. Army, he was manager of the Armed Forces Radio Services

in Tokyo. Baldrica, who takes over his new duties immediately, is a

graduate of Northern Michigan College and an active member of the

Detroit Adcraft Club. He and his familv live in suburban Livonia.

Robert M. McCredy this week becomes

vice president in charge of tv for WCAU-
TV. Philadelphia, where he has been sales

v.p. for the past two years. At the same

time, former national sales manager Mar-

vin L. Shapiro becomes director of tv sales,

and E. Gordon Walls, former regional sales

manager, moves into the tv sales manager-

ship. McGredy, who succeeds Charles

Vanda (he has joined J. Walter Thompson's West Coast office as

vice president in charge of tv programing operations), joined WCAU-
TV in 1950 as assistant radio and television sales manager. When

the two departments were separated, he became director of television

sales. Before joining the Philadelphia station, he had served as sales

manager of WTOP, Washington, and WPAT, Paterson, and as assist-

ant director of Broadcast Advertising Bureau, now RAB.

X
Thomas P. Crolius has been elected a

vice president of Reach, McClinton. He is

also vice chairman of the agency's plans

board and secretary of the executive com-

mittee. Account supervisor on the Pru-

> dential and Berlitz accounts, Crolius came

to Reach McClinton from Calkins &

Holden in May 1957, along with the two

accounts. He had been with the C&H re-

search department since 1950 where he became research director,

then. Prior to this, he had served three and a half years with the

Arm) and completed his bachelor's degree at Haverford College.

Elected a vice president with him was Henry S. Jacobson, who

joined Reach McClinton earlier this year from Lennen & Newell.

Jacobson. was formerly associated will) Ted Hales and the Biow Co.
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as basic as the alphabet

EGYPTIAN
Several thousand yeai

fore Christ, the Egypti

used a rough sketch

man with upraised

the symbol for high

E ssential for Michigan

sales and profits

Seventy per cent of Michigan's

population commanding 75
per cent of the state's buying

power lives within WWJ's
daytime primary coverage
area.

PHOENICIAN
From 1 500 to 1 000 B.C., the

citizens of ancient Tyre em-
ployed a variant of the

Egyptian form to signify the

first sound of its name, he.

GREEK
As early as 800 B.C., the

same letter had been turned

around and appeared on

Greek inscriptions. Its new
name was epsi/on.

ROMAN
By 700 B.C., the Etruscans

had borrowed the letter and
passed it along to the Romans
who shaped it in the form

we use today.

Historical data by

Dr. Donald J. Lloyd, Wayne State Unive

ears be- ' T »

gyptians

ch of a ^V
arms as w J^

E

E
Elementary, Mr. Advertiser! Today, as it has been
since the birth of commercial broadcasting, WWJ is your

basic buy for successful radio advertising in the great

Detroit Southeastern Michigan market.

Start your fall radio campaign here—with the

WWJ Melody Parade, the WWJ features originating at

Northland and Eastland Shopping Centers—with sales-

minded personalities like Hugh Roberts, Faye Elizabeth,

Dick French, Bob Maxwell, and Jim DeLand. It's the

bas/'c thing to do!

m m mm m m m am and fmWWJ RADIO
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION

Owned and operated by The Detroit News

NBC Affiliate

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

ABC TV: full-time competitor

The newest phase in the evolution of ABC TV unfolded

this week when its affiliates, almost to a man, gathered in

New York to hear the cheering news that the network will

soon move from part-time to fnlltime status on the competitive

scene.

\\ hat ABC TV announced was that it is more than doubling

its daytime hours, guaranteeing a minimum of 15 new hours

per week and a daily schedule starting at 11 a.m. Since ABC

TV previously carried 12L4 daytime hours the total moves

close to 30 daytime hours with the expectancy that more will

soon he added.

Not long ago ABC TV stations were the "have nots," with

their status not far above that of an independent. It's different

today—-lots different. And ABC TV affiliates, giving no

quarter to the competition, are expected to cooperate to the

fulle>t on time clearances.

FALL FACTS BASICS
sponsor^ 12th annual FALL FACTS BASICS is in the

mail with this issue.

Chockful of facts and figures for spot and network buyers,

F \l.l. FACTS is unique in its field and tailored for use. The

sections you cannot afford to miss are Marketing Basics, TV

Basics, Radio Basics, and Fall Facts Basics.

Of the 130 editorial pages 38 are devoted to marketing,

86 to radio, 78 to television, and 21 to film. The marketing

section is included for the first time and is highlighted by the

11 economic outlook for tv and radio by David M. Blank,

directi • oJ economic analysis for CBS.

ii
&

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: The (lllto industry

is hesitant to make any lung-term air media

commitments (see page 33). This is a strange

attitude for this industry to take while it is

telling consumers "You auto buy now"

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Big production: Lee Francis, promo-

tion manager for ABC Film Syndica-

tion, took a leave of absence to become

mother to a six-pound baby daughter.

Just before leaving. ABC Film threw a

party for Lee, high-spot of which was

a cake inscribed in frosting, "Promo-

tion manager becomes a producer."

Poocher: As a promotion for its after-

noon tv shows for kiddies, KLZ, Den-

ver, offered stars Fred and Fae as hab\

sitters, received a call from a tuner-in

who was looking for someone to sit

with her six-week old poodle. A setter

for a poodle?

Twist of Fate: A Madison Avenue

adman, feeling a summer cold coming

on, went to his doctor for an examina-

tion. While being examined for the

cold, he sprained his back, is currently

laid up and taped up. Rather like the

factory worker who got hurt by a safe-

ty device.

Statehood: Within hours after the

U.S. Senate passed the Alaska State-

hood bill, Red Benson, of WPEN, Phil-

adelphia, dedicated a portion of his

show to the 49th state. Among the

songs he played were "Gold Mine in

The Sky," "Sleigh Ride," and "Gold

and Silver Waltz." The Alaska bill

could also provide substance for the

old wheeze about selling refrigerators

to Eskimos.

Pick-up: Disk jockeys at KING Ra-

dio, Seattle, have come up with the fol-

lowing suggestions for stemming the

recession

:

Bill Muncey—"Put all the women on

an island, and all the men will start

building boats to get there."

Jim French—"With 50 million fami-

lies, if each would spend $5.00 more

per week, the recession would be

solved. Spending would amount to $1

billion a month, or $13 billion a year."

Ray Briem — "Auto industry in a

slump? Put an Ivy League buckle

across the backs of cars."

Frosty Fowler—"Since the basic prob-

lem is money, return to the old king-

size bills. The printing and use of

large bills would not only help the

printing, paper and engraving trades.

but would benefit the wallet and cash

register manufacturers."

Pat Lewis—"Grant Alaska statehood,

and everyone will have to buy a new

49-star flag lifting the textile industry

to a new high." Okay, Lewis, we'll see

how it works.
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We're on our way to the top

with new WKBW

FUTUR&Kfe RADIO
SufaUa't 7H*4t Potv&tfrtl Station

0* t6e rfi% 24 *?Wr<* /4 Z><Uff

EVEN NEWER and MORE EXCITING!

Congratulations Pour in

to the New WKBW Fast paced ! Rhythmic ! Authoritative ! The new

W K BW has universal appeal — attracts every age

group — keeps 'em listening morning, noon, and

night. And we've got facts and figures to prove it !

Everyone likes the EVEN NEWER WKBW-
listeners and sponsors ! Find out more about it.

Call any Office of

AVERY -KNODEL
National Representative

r-w=*—

I

^BL
\. 50,000 WATTS^S

Buffalo's Most Powerful

Station — 24 Hours a Day

1430 MAIN STREET

BUFFALO 9, N. Y.



the largest weekly
audiences in network radio

are delivered to

advertisers on the

NBC RADIO NETWORK
(and it's been happening month after month after month!)

r Advertiser Network
Unduplicated
Homes Reached

Bristol-Myers Company NBC 8,266,000

Midas Muffler NBC 7,433,000

Brown & Williamson NBC 7,382,000

Ford Motor Co. Net. #2 7,369,000

California Packing NBC 7,113,000

Florists' Telegraph Del. Net. #4 6,510,000

Procter & Gamble NBC 6,126,000

Ex-Lax, Inc. NBC 5,780,000

Chevrolet Net. #2 5,408,000

Plough, Inc. NBC 5,319,000

Lever Brothers, Inc. NBC 4,575,000

Campbell Soup Company NBC 4,563,000

Swift & Company NBC 4,357,000

B.T. Babbitt, Inc. NBC 4,242,000

American Motors Corp. NBC 3,896,000

NBC RADIO has

7 out of top 10
12 out of top 15

Source : A, C. NIELSEN CO. - i u-ivhs endina M<"J 10. 195S



1958 FALL FACTS
12th ANNUAL EDITION

MORAL BROADC £TI?tG COMF*
OEMCRAL U3RARY

PLAZM

The creativity ol sell-disciplined

ifessionals who consider the open

icrophone a constant challenge. . .

gard the old ways as not necessarily

the best ways. . .

creativity which in each of these

irkets turns more listeners to the

Storz Station than to any other.

lse, Nielsen, Trendex, Hooper;

. Remember—you get coverage

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . WDCYis first mo,,

thiv with ;i 28.2";, average Hooper. First on Pulse, too. 50,000

Talk, to Blair, or General Manager Jack Thayer.

KANSAS CITY . . . WHB is first all-day. Proof: Men
Area Nielsen. Pulse. All-day averages as high as 48.5% (Nie

and audience on WHB. See Blair or General Manager George W. Armstrong.

NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX is 20 times more powerful . . . with 5,000 watts on 690 kc.

and first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (32.8";,) —Pulse, too. In fact, WTIX is first in 462 of 504
Pulse quarter-hours, and first in even single davtime 1/4. See Adam Young or General Manager
Fred Berthelson.

MIAMI . . . WQAM is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (40.1 % and first in 264 of 264

quarter-hours) . . . Pulse (432 of 432 quarter-hours) . . . Southern Florida Area Pidse . . .

I Manager Jack Sandler.

WD6Y Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR 4 CO.
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

Trendex. See Blai

ttomic trends, air copy a\tp

and spot, ///i, special-appeal radio, station /<»/>.«

'tmtrk and sfHtt. programs, color, station reps

Syndicated film, commercial production, feature film, to/

SPONSOR\ THE WEEKLY MACAZINE TV AND RADIO ADVERTISERS I

141

219

See page for comnletA inHov



NBC Radio's new salesvertising

plan solves an important problem

for national advertisers with mod-

erate budgets. That is, how to acti-

vate all units of the distribution

pipe-line in a marketing program.

salesvertising magnifies the value

and impact of an advertiser's net-

work radio campaign, by getting

greater action from his sales forces,

wholesalers and retailers — to the

point of stimulating local dealer tie-

ins at local dealer expense!

PROOF For Waverly Fabric's first

campaign, 2,376 stores bought 13,000

spots on NBC Radio affiliates. Waverly

had never used network radio before . .

.

now slates 80V< of its budget to NBC.

PROOF 5,000 local tie-in spots were

placed by Evinrude dealers on NBC
Radio's affiliated stations. "This
year's NBC Radio schedule will be

k0 cU higher," says Evinrude.

PROOF Prior to 1957, only 8% of

North American Van Line agents

used local radio. Due to NBC Radio's

SALESVERTSING action, 81 % of NAVL's
key agents now tie-in locally.

Retail tie-ins are just one phase of

the activation generated by sales-

vertising. Everyone — right down

the line — shares the excitement of

a close-knit selling campaign

planned to achieve benefits for all.

salesvertising plans are custom-

designed for each advertiser. Your

inquiry is invited for details and

success stories in other industries.

salesvertising is an innovation in

efficient marketing, developed by

the NBC RADIO NETWORK.

SALESVERTISING
SETS MARKETING IN MOTION FOR YOU!

NBC RADIO
NETWORK



The ouf-of-fiome audience

of modern stations is—

1-LARGER

2-MORE CONSTANT

than that

of network affiliates

/
For lull details, ask for our new
report on the out-of-home audience

ADAM YOUNG INC.
3 East 54th Street, New York 22, New York



FALL FACTS BASICS INDEX

WASHINGTON BASICS a summary of Washington events, trends

NEWSMAKING BASICS highlights from this Fall Facts BASICS

page 7

page 9

1 Marketing

ARTICLES

Highlights and index page 17

What are the economic prospects for tv and ra-

dio? Report from David M. Blank, director of eco-

nomic anal\ sis. CBS. Inc. With chart of national and

local ad expenditures, with radio and tv share. Trends

are traced for this non-norm vear and projected to

five and ten \ears in terms of growth page 1°"

Mid-year status reports from General Mills, Scott

Paper and Jewel Tea Co. With 12 checkpoints for

management from eight corporation executives and

IBM's ~i\ points for building sales, all geared to this sea-

son of temporary cutbacks and unemployment. Their

theme: better planning, more trimming, additional

monej in capital expansion page 20

Do your radio and tv commercials really sell? An-

alysis of t\ ami radio cop) 1>\ Dr. \lbert Shepard, exec-

utive vice president of the Institute for Motivational

Research. Recommendations to agencies and clients on

learning the audience approach to commercials and

capitalizing on its motivations page 26

BASICS

Why do marketers need to know what the compe-

tition is doing? A listing of the 12 most common mar-

keting mistakes with chart pages showing how selected

major national branded items use tv spot programs and

announcements in the top 19 markets as surveyed by

Broadcast Advertisers Reports page 35

What product brands are preferred by Negroes?

A five-city survey as to consumer preferences and familv

buying habits page 40

Production and sales data on the top advertising

product classifications:

Automotive _. page 41

Beer and ale page 42

Candy page 43

Carbonated beverages .„ page 46

Cigarettes page 47

Drugs _ page 48

Food page 49

Gas and oil page 50

Soaps and detergents page 51

STAFF FOR SPONSOR'S 12TH ANNUAL FALL FACTS BASICS

Editor

Special projects editor

Senior editors

Film editor

Assistant editors

Jane Pinkerton

Alfred J. Jaffe

Evelyn Konrad, W. F. Miksch

Beth Brod

Gloria Florowitz, Jack Lindrup

Reprints of the tables and charts in

the four BASICS sections—Marketing

BASICS. Radio BASICS. Television

BASICS and Film BASICS—are avail-

able. Call or write Readers' Service at

sponsor headquarters. 40 E. 49 St.,

New York 17, Murray Hill 8-2772

is Section 2 in July, by Sponsor Publications Inc. Entered a

Copyright 1958, Sponsor Publications Inc.

i 29 January 1948 at t

TV AND RADIO BASICS



ccerltance

WCCO Radio delivers...

More adult listeners than all other Minneapolis-St. Paul

stations combined ! f

More market . . . 1,008,800 radio families in 114 basic area

counties of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and South Dakota.

More acceptance through vitality of modern
programming for the audience you want to reach.

Call or write for full facts.

othing sells like acceptance . WCCO
Minneapolis-St. Paul. The Northwest's Only
50,000-Watt l-A Clear Channel Station

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Radio

(, Mar.-Apr., 1958/ Station Total, 6:00 AM- Midnight, Mon.-Fri.



FALL FACTS BASICS INDEX continued

SECTION 2 Radio
ARTICLES

Highlights and index .....page 55

Network radio: will its comeback continue? Re-

ports from the networks on new developments in pro-

grams, lineups, advertisers and promotion; summary of

agenc) and advertising questions about the medium;
whj the future differs from the past page 56

Network radio questions and answers: the most
Frequent!) asked questions with the answers in easy-to-

read form page 60

Radio station representatives, their headquarters

addresses and telephone numbers and the stations they

represent page 77

Spot radio status report. Questions and answers cov-

ering all new spot buying and selling developments as

reported by agencies and reps page 78

Special-appeal radio: three majors—INegro, Span-
ish and farm. Summaries of the profitable markets

available to advertisers in these minority groups with

audience, station and sales data page 82

FM radio: a new boom of interest. National and
regional trend in FM audiences, advertisers and stations

page 86

BASICS
Number of U. S. homes with radio; spread of radio

home ownership page 109

Distribution of radio sets; radio station growth;
distribution of sets in homes page 110

No. of radio sets produced; most popular types of

radio receivers page 112

No. of homes reached by radio in week and by day

part; audience composition by day parts page 114

In-home listening variations by hours of day; aver-

age daily radio usage by day part
f

jmge 116

Listening variation by county size and region; na-

tional listening figures by local time page 118

Listening changes throughout the year; in-home
listening in tv homes; cumulative audience page 120
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home tune-in in 27 markets ._ page 122

Trend in out-of-home listening page 124

Listening levels in radio-only and tv-radio homes
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Most popular radio programs in 10 cities page 128

Audiences accumulated with different shows _ page 130

Spot radio spending page 132

Spot radio vs. tv page 134

section 3 Television
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Highlights and index page 141

Network tv changes patterns. Survey of advertiser

and agency executives conducted by sponsor page 142

Network tv: which shows will live through '59?
W esterns and mystery-adventure series seems to have

the edge on other program fare but situation comedies

and half-hour comedy shows are returning page 144

Color tv: what makes mass circulation? Status of

color stations and facilities, color commercials, interest

on the pari of advertisers page 154

Spot tv budgets to go up next winter. Based on a

10-cit) aurve) of agencj executives page 158

Spot tv status report. New trends and developments

in the buying procedure, costs, availabilities, predic-

tions for fall gains with reasons page 160

Television station representatives, their headquar-
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BASICS
How tv saturation has grown; variation in set satu-

ration; tv homes vs. radio homes I>age 177

Rate of set production; uhf set production; most

popular tube sizes page 178
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dollar went; the growth in spot tv spending page 184
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BMI Introduces a New and Timely Program

THE WORLD OF THE MIND
J\s A companion to its award-winning programs,

"The Book Parade" and "The American Story,"

BMI introduces a new series of timely scripts . . .

"The World of the Mind."
Prepared by BMI with the cooperation of the

American Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence and the American Council of Learned Soci-

eties, "The World of the Mind" is available to

radio and television stations and to public libraries

and local boards of education for broadcast

purposes.

Fifty-two eminent scholars and scientists are

the authors of the programs which are each of

fifteen-minutes duration. The Sciences and the

Humanities are embraced equally in the wide

range of topics which form "The World of the

Mind" — a thorough and painstaking appraisal of

man's perpetual search for knowledge and truth.

Radio and television stations will receive sample scripts and

further details in the mails. Please watch for this material. "The

World of the Mind" series will be available only upon request.

BROADCAST MUSIC, Inc.
589 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL

TV AND RADIO BASICS



WASHINGTON BASICS

Television takes the Washington spotlight this

year. Hottest issues: network regulation, channel

allocation, program censorship, subscription tv

Q. With all of the fuss and fu-

ror out of Washington this year,

will anything really be changed
very much in television?

A. The year's events, coming on top

of probes, hearings and developments

of recent years, will force many
changes in the industry. Some will

come with reasonable speed, while oth-

er changes will takes place gradually

over a period of years.

Q. What is the most impor-

tant move likely to be?

A. Allocations. All commissioners

now agree something must be done to

make more stations possible, the major
hold-up being that they don't agree on

solutions. The majority wishes to wait

until the report of the Television Allo-

cations Study Organization, now ex-

pected around the end of this year.

They hope this will give some ground
for believing that uhf can be a part of

the allocations scheme.

Until the TASO report as in, it is

unlikely that any of the numerous sug-

gestions for changes in allocations will

be adopted. But the commissioners

are determined to provide at least three

competitive tv stations in all major
markets, and four if possible

The move to all uhf seems com-
pletely out of the window, unless

TASO uncovers startling and unex-

pected new possibilities for uhf cov-

erage.

Very much in the running is the

idea advanced by Commissioner T. A.

M. Craven, under which tv would give

up the lower part of the vhf spectrum,

channels 2 through 6, and would re-

ceive in turn the spectrum space above

channel 13, so as to make 25 continu-

ous channels. This would make pos-

sible more than double the present

number of television stations.

The new ABC plan for drop-ins of

sometimes lower-powered and some-

times directionalized vhf's is aimed at

getting a third vhf into the top 100-125

markets and is favored by at least one

commissioner, but the majority be-

lieves the results would be too limited.

It is possible that the ABC plan could

become at least a temporary compro-

mise if the commissioners fail to agree

on more drastic remedies.

Whatever solution is finally reached,

the commissioners will definitely take

some action.

For one thing, more stations on the

air would mean either that the new
stations couldn't attract enough audi-

ences to stay in business or that they

would cut into the audiences of exist-

ing stations so that the cost of spon-

soring tv shows would have to be cut.

Q. Are networks likely to be reg-

ulated?

A. Not a chance of regulation, ex-

cept indirectly through their owned

and operated stations, at least until

present members of the commission

are replaced. Congress will not vote

regulation and the present members

don't think they have the power, and

if they had the power they think direct

regulation of networks is unnecessary.

Q. What about network prac-

tices?

A. At least three network practices

are caught in a cross-fire between the

FCC and the Department of Justice.

These are option time, must-buy and

alleged tie-in program sales. Victor

Hansen, Justice antitrust chief, has

termed these practices per se violations

of the antitrust laws. Two Congres-

sional committees— House Judiciary

(Celler) and Senate Commerce (Mag-

nuson)—demand action from FCC.

Complicating the situation is the

Justice Department suit against RCA-
NBC, which the Supreme Court will

hear in the fall. The suit involves

charges that RCA-NBC forced West-

inghouse to trade its Philadelphia sta-

tions for the NBC Cleveland stations.

But the principle involved is whether

FCC approval "insulates" from Justice

Department action.

The Appeals Court held that the

FCC is an "expert" agency in the

communications field and when it is-

sues an approval the Justice Depart-

ment is foreclosed from action. Both

the FCC and Justice argue that the

FCC is not expert on antitrust law, and

that Justice should be free to sue on

these grounds after FCC approval.

If RCA-NBC win in the Supreme

Court, the FCC will be top dog whether

it wants to be or not. If the FCC and

Justice win, every FCC decision on

any matter of any kind will be open to

Justice review on antitrust grounds.

As a practical matter, in either in-

stance Justice will advise the FCC for-

mally that option time, must buy and

program tie-ins are illegal. Even if the

FCC has been given the final say over

stations, it does not regulate networks

directly and Justice could still sue. But

the FCC would in faet move to meet

Justice Department objections. Given

the full power over stations, though

not networks, it would make the mini-

mum changes in network practices

necessary to keep Justice quiet.

On the other hand, if Justice is given

antitrust jurisdiction by the Supreme

Court, Justice would tell the FCC what

should be outlawed.

Actually, the FCC and Justice may
well reach agreement on these three

and perhaps even other network prac-

tices before the Supreme Court decides

the case.

In brief, there will be changes in

network practices.

Though the Barrow report delibera-

tions are far from concluded, it is still

possible to sav that the commissioners



WASHINGTON BASICS

see nothing wrong in the practices, but

the pressures for changes are too

strong. Thej will try to minimize the

changes, bul their success in this ef-

fort will depend on who is top clog at

the time.

Q. Will any of this affect net-

work relationships with sponsors?
A. In the long run, current develop-

ments will almost certainly modify

practices between webs and sponsors.

For one thing, NBC and CBS will

probably eventually be forced to adopt

some such system as ABC's minimum
buy to substitute for their present

must-buy. There are contradictory

forces with respect to programing; one

move toward making the networks

more responsible so that sponsors

would be driven more toward the

magazine concept; another, the furor

over program tie-in sales, which—if

successful—would give sponsors more
to say about the programs they buv.

The tie-in business consists of Jus-

tice Department allegations that spon-

sors are forced to buy programs they

might not want in order to get the time

slots they do want.

Thus the Department of Justice is

lined up in a move to permit sponsors

to buy the time and choose the pro-

graming to fit in, while Congressional

leaders, some Barrow report phases

and other pressures are in the direction

of making the webs finally responsible

for programing in the public interest

and for varied tastes.

One of these objectives will have to

give, but in any event the odds are

against preservation of the network-

sponsor programing status quo.

In another direction, Justice will

also get into the field of probing web
relationships with sponsors to ascertain

whether some advertisers get better

breaks than others.

Q. How soon can these changes
be expected?
A. It is unlikely that anything much
will be changed until the Barrow Re-

port gets to the rulemaking stage.

This, in turn, is unlikely before well

into fall. Rulemaking proceedings also

take considerable time.

The Supreme Court decision in the

RCA-NBC-Westinghouse case will prob-

ably not come before next spring with

its outline of the respective scopes of

FCC and Justice Department author-

ity. If Justice is given the nod, the

Department will probably give the

FCC the choice of taking action with

relative speed or having Justice file

court actions against the practices in

which Justice is interested.

Casting out the imponderables, such

as which way the Supreme Court will

jump, it would appear that some
changes in network practices will be

dictated by this time next year, and

that further changes will come slowly

over a period of several years. But

over a period of years, the changes will

be deep and sweeping and television

will have a complete face-lifting wheth-

er for the better or worse.

Q. Will the Harris subcommittee
furor really wind up in anything as

far as television is concerned?
A. It already has. Try applying for

a license in competition with some-

body else and attempting to sell your-

self to a commissioner in his office, at

lunch or anywhere else!

By the time the subcommittee is

finished, whether any "codes of honor"

or anything else is formally adopted,

the whole FCC method of doing busi-

ness will have been changed.

Off-the-record approaches are com-

pletely out of the window. The Com-
mission will try to be considerably

more careful about its criteria for

awarding licenses, in place of contra-

dictory decisions reached thus far.

Q. Will the FCC get into censor-

ship of programing?

A. The Commission says it doesn't

have the legal power to censor and

doesn't want it. But the Commission

majority says it can check on the pro-

graming balance of a station, through

the belief that representations made on

license applications as to the types of

programs to be offered are legally

binding.

The case of the holdup of licenses of

the Atlanta stations was in the nature

of a wing-trying experiment by the

Commission. Look for a spreading of

this business of reviewing station pro-

graming in comparison with promises

made to secure the license.

Q. Does the rehearing of the

Miami channel 10 case mean much
outside of that one situation?

A. The FCC will likely revoke the

Public Service Television license be-

cause of improper approaches to com-

missioners made on behalf of the com-
pany. Public Service will sue, and the

FCC will likely be upheld.

This will set a tremendous precedent.

It will mean that any losing applicant

can bring charges against the winning

applicant, alleging similar pressures.

That is, of course, if the losing appli-

cant can scare up proof.

Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.), chair-

man of the House Legislative Over-

sight subcommittee, said after the

group was finished with the lurid

Miami channel 10 scandals that his

staff had evidence which could and

probably would lead to the cancellation

of a great many tv station licenses.

Whether Harris follows through or

not, the Miami case—if it is decided

against Public Service—will leave the

way open for all losers. If Harris

wasn't spoofing—and he has already

made public facts along the lines he

has promised with respect to St. Louis

channel 2, Miami channel 7. and

promises the dirt on Boston channel 5

and Pittsburgh channel 4—the losing

applicants could turn the entire na-

tional tv picture upside down.

Q. What's the status of subscrip-

tion television?

A. A break could come in this situa-

tion at any moment. If no further

specific Congressional action is taken

on the subject before adjournment, the

FCC would have to back off pretty

good in order to call off the tests set

for not before 30 days after adjourn-

ment of Congress. It seems doubtful

FCC will back down that much.

The chief Congressional opponents

of pay-tv, Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.)

and Sen. Strom Thurmond (D., S.C.),

have been put on specific notice that

the Thurmond resolution, moribund as

it presently is, and the House Com-
merce Committee resolution, with no

termination date, are not sufficient for

a halt to the scheduled tests.

The FCC has said that a resolution

must carry a termination date, by

which if Congress has not acted to out-

law pay-tv definitely, the FCC would

be free to conduct its tests. ^
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Trends culled from Marketing, Tv, Radio

and Film Basics Sections in this issue

NEWSMAKING BASICS

SPONSOR PUBLICATIO
Most important change expected to come out of Washington this year will be in

the area of allocations. Most of the FCC Commissioners agree on one thing: something needs

to be done to make more stations available: Their problem: finding a solution. (See

page 7.)

There's no chance of networks being regulated by government and the present
FCC, reports sponsor's Washington editor (see page 7). But at least three network prac-

tices are caught in the crossfire between FCC and the Department of Justice: option time,
must-buys and the alleged tie-in in program sales.

When it comes to censorship of programing, FCC's stand is that it doesn't have the

power—and doesn't want to have it. But a majority of Commission members say they have

authority to watchdog program balance of any station on the theory that intentions as

stipulated on license applications are binding legally. (See page 8.)

Spot television billings in the first quarter dropped an estimated 3% to 4%
on a seasonally adjusted basis (see page 18) and net radio went down about 8% during the

early months. But both, because they've specialized in flexible short-term sponsorship, can and

are weathering these fluctuations.

CBS, Inc.'s economic expert, David M. Blank, predicts continued growth and expan-

sion for the broadcast industry. He sees 50 million tv families by mid-'62 and tv ad expen-

ditures close to $1.7 billion. Local radio's share of ad budgets is on the gain and some 100

new stations are being authorized each year (see page 19).

A whopping $24 million was the ad investment of General Mills last year, and

Board Chairman Harry A. Bullis sees more being spent in the year which started 31 May.

When consumer promotions money is added, "We are looking at by far the largest figure

in company history," he says (see page 20).

Many a listener likes the commercials better than radio's music or announcers.

Dr. Albert Shepard, executive v.p. of the Institute for Motivational Research, studied the ques-

tion of copy appeals and has given SPONSOR some guideposts for the preparation of audio and

visual sales appeals. One big thing needed: for tv to pick up some of radio's sense of

humor (see page 26).

Macy's doesn't need to tell Gimbel's because the latter can find out for itself.

When print media want to know what the competition is doing, they turn to tear-sheets. But

in tv and radio the going is a bit rougher. Advertiser and agency demand, however, has made

possible such competitive information as collected by Broadcast Advertisers Reports. A sam-

pling (see page 36) : spot tv announcement and program buying patterns in major

market areas for top branded items.

Despite vast and varied regional differences among such cities as Chicago, New York.

St. Louis, Norfolk and Indianapolis, Negroes in these areas seem to share many brand
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favorites in assorted product lines. The Rollins group of radio stations checked consumer

preferences among Negroes in these cities and found a surprising correlation (see page 40).

Thirty-five cents out of every candy dollar goes for bars, with about 34£ being

spent on packaged boxes and bags—the most popular being candy which retails at less than

50£ a pound. And the day of penny candy seems to be fading—only 6^ in $1 spent on

candy goes to the l£ variety (see page 43).

Regulars and niters are about tied for share-of-market—39.1% for the former,

10' c for the latter—with kings on the decline (only 20.9% compared with 24.4% in '56).

Camels is still the biggest cigarette producer even though production is down from 69.5

billion in '56 to 64 billion in '57, a drop of 7.9% (see page 47).

Spot radio is on the upswing for four main reasons: Circulation—Circulation is al-

most 100% with more than 158 million sets; Economy—Low cost-per-1,000 is shown in John

Blair estimate that spot radio can deliver a sales message from 20 to 24 times a week for

the cost of a single quarter-page newspaper ad; Merchandising—Local station men and per-

formers are helping advertisers more and more; Documentation—There's much more proof

available of radio's persuasiveness in motivating purchase (see page 78).

One-dimensional radio is being promoted as just that—a medium which should

capitalize more heavily on this dimension and to make its sound both heard and reacted to.

This means adding such elements as realistic sound effects, using contrasting voices as well

as the stable musical variations (see page 79).

Biggest minority market in the U.S. is the Negro people—some 18 million with

these advantages for marketers and advertisers: income is rising, employment in skilled jobs

and professions is on the upswing, Negroes have more economic and social stability, increas-

ingly sophisticated consumption patterns (see page 82). Five hundred and sixty-eight radio

stations carry ever-growing schedules from Negro-appeal advertisers.

Another minority group of interest to buyers is Spanish-speaking people, who are

scattered all over the U.S. although they tend to centralize in the New York metropolitan

area and in Mexican border states and Florida. They have an estimated annual disposable in-

come of $3.5 billion—and advertisers spend some $5 million a year to reach them. They

like Spanish-language radio, which uses their native language in soft-sell commercials appeal-

ingly placed in music shows (see page 83).

One of the richest U.S. citizens is the farmer, who relies on radio at morning and

at noon, particularly, to bring him the unique kind of broadcast service he requires. He's rich

in terms of what he buys for himself as well as for his farm. Farmers spent $16 billion a

year on living, another $22 billion on equipment and supplies (see page 85).

More people want fm than can get it. FCC reports 541 fm stations are on the air, 87

more have c.p.'s. For the first time in years, there are more applications than there are avail-

able channels in several major market areas (see page 86).

Network tv's patterns are changing. Agency executives and clients report to

SPONSOR that they're going in more this year for a full weekly half-hour show as well as

co-sponsorships of half-hours; there are more 26- and 13-week contracts; both film and

TV AND RADIO BASICS
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live talent costs are up roughly 8%; their network investments, by and large, are higher or

the same (see page 160).

Variety programing continues to hit the client's pocketbook the hardest (see

page 144). Hour-long variety show average for the '57 and '58 season was $101,917, fol-

lowed by one-hour drama, $54,000; half-hour variety, $42,200; half-hour drama, $39,000.

The singing star emcee or femcee is on the way out. This coming season, 10 such

vocalist-pronted shows had been planned by the three networks but only four remain. And
of the 11 femme top bananas who started off the last season in a 30-minute music-variety for-

mat, nary a one has survived (see page 148).

Westerns continue to hop along for the third season. Even though three went thataway,

they're being replaced by six new half- and three new full-hour shows. This fall there'll be a

total of 23 on the air, as now planned—16 half-hour and 7 full-hour (see page 148).

There'll be a move to daytime periods for advertisers in the light of Nielsen ratings and

ABC TV's plan to move back to earlier time slots. Nielsen shows morning viewing

is up a whopping 26.6% and afternoon, 9.5%, this spring compared with the same period

last year. Biggest increase is in the 3 to 6 p.m. slot—28.4% (see page 150).

Advertisers are slated to get the biggest benefit from the introduction of videotape.

It gives them another tool to improve commercials, a chance at residual rights in cer-

tain program areas and the prospect of less expensive programing. The unions are still

hassling but, in the meantime, networks, stations and commercial producers are working with

the mechanism to see how it can be used (see page 152).

Network tv sales for fall are going more slowly this year. At presstime, some 25 hours

of prime time remained unsold—eight hours on ABC TV, seven and one-half on CBS TV,

and nine on NBC TV. At this same time last year, only seven weren't sold. Significance:

there's a conscious client effort to keep from tying up big hunks of money any earlier than

they have to. The gaps will be filled, but many of them at the very last minute (see

page 150).

NBC TV continues to dominate the color television scene and in the first quarter alone

carried 180 hours of color. Network estimates by 1 Jan. there will be 42,613,000 homes
in NBC color areas—97.4% of total U.S. tv homes (see page 154).

There's a lot of movement in syndicated filming— production more to the West coast

and actual shooting to location scenes, predominantly New York, Los Angeles and San Fran-

cisco (see page 230).

Time clearances are still the No. 1 problem for buyers of syndicated shows.

Three-plus station markets see the bulk of this perturbance where channel loyalty to network-

affiliated stations is marked and strong (see page 225).

Production costs for film shows have pretty well leveled off. It looks as though

the gains of the past few years—25% to 30% is stabilizing at this year's 15% or even lower.

Another reason for the leveling-off : film men are relying more on know-how and less on
large investments (see page 222).
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This fall should bring no radical departures in network radio programing but rather

a strengthening of present formats. NBC is bringing in more new stars for both drama

and variety shows, extending its successful Monitor to national holidays. CBS will continue

heavy use of soap operas, dramas, big name personalities, and may do some more hour-long

"specs." MBS will be programing "immediacy" with its strong stable of newscasters. ABC is

building on news and service, can be expected also to make best use of Crosby (see page 74)

.

Automotives, cigarettes, foods and drugs appear to be the big users of network ra-

dio during the rest of this year and 1959. But look for increase of "off-beat" categories to

give nets big play, especially with campaigns around holidays (see page 66).

Network radio rates may be heading up, according to most industry observers, so

advertisers probably will be paying a little more for the medium next year. Dollar revenue

at the nets has been looking up (clients appear to like its economy and flexibility) and chances

are it may wind up 1958 with close to $95 million, best volume in years (see page 56).

The general trend of spot radio rates is up. Some estimates place increase at about

six per cent over this time last year. However, this does not reflect a blanket hike, but rather

increases in special situations and larger packages. Radio circulation has been rising at

a faster clip than rates, so advertisers find cost-per-1,000 is less (see page 78).

It looks as if nighttime spot radio will continue to be bought only in conjunction

with daytime schedules by practically all national advertisers. But it is having its effect,

for schedules are spreading deeper and deeper into night, some to 11 p.m. Some good suc-

cess stories on these night spots may ultimately lead to deliberate p.m. buys (see page 79).

Frequencies are, in general, up for spot radio. Length of schedules remain about

the same. Some availability shortages occur in traffic times depending on stations and mar-

kets, but for the most part advertisers have a chance at good slots (see page 79).

Watch for new emphasis on and interest in "sound" this year among both radio ad-

vertisers and broadcasters. Agencies will work for better sounding commercials; timebuyers

will ask as manv questions about station sounds as about numbers (see page 79).

The pace of spot radio buying is definitely picking up as fall business begins to break.

Some reps believe this is due to agencies re-examining all media with eye on the econ-

omy. Factor of saturation at comparatively low cost favors medium (see page 78).

Near-saturation is the continuing record of radio. As of this past March, there

were radio sets in 48.7 million U. S. homes—one million more than a year ago. Sales are

keeping exact pace with growth of homes because in this same span the number of U. S.

homes rose from 49.5 million to 50.5 million (see page 109).

Tv saturation has a similarly good record. This year, it reaches the 84% mark with

42.5 million homes, a gain of 3.2 million receivers sold in just one year. The number of

homes owning tv has grown four-fold in the past seven years—from 11 million in '51.

Highest area for ownership is the Northeast, with a 90% saturation; lowest, in the South

with 76% (see page 177).
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they buy as a family . . .

sell them on Meredith /Wrtffls'jdfafond7

KANSAS CITY KCAAO KCMO-TV The Katz Agency

- SYRACUSE WHEN WHEN-TV The Katz Agency

PHOENIX KPHO KPHO-TV The Katz Agency

OMAHA WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co. - Blair-TV

TULSA KRMG John Blair & Co.

Meredith Stations Are Affi iatec With BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines

July 1958
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No wonder things look black for us. Ya skipped this

Cascade buy again. Look! This KIMA-TV, with its

satellites, is a time buyer's dream. In a single

purchase, we wrap up a billion dollar market - - -

more than half a million people. Ye gods, Smidley,

it's the "biggest single TV buy in the West."

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA, WASHINGTON

with its satellites

K£PR-TV, Pasco, Wash.

KLEW-TV, Lewiston, Idaho

and KBAS- TV
Ephrata, Moses Lake, Wash.

CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY

TOM BOSTIC. General Manager

NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION PACIFIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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In Huntington

And Charleston

. . . it's the same dominant story

YEARS of LEADERSHIP

WSAZ-TV the No. 1 Huntington

and Charleston station, is still

a basic affiliate of NBC, Amer-

ica's No. 1 Network.

CHANNEL

HU/rnNGTO/N-CHARLESTON , W. VA.

ZT.B.Q. IfBTWORS
Affiliated with Radio Stations

WSAZ. Huntington 6 WKAZ Charleston
LAWRENCE H ROGERS, PRESIDENT
C TOM GARTEN Commercial Manager

Represented by The Kaiz Agency
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MARKETING HIGHLIGHTS
In five years the economy can sustain 600 tv stations and tv revenue will reach $1.7 billion. So

predicts CBS, Inc. economic expert David M. Blank (see page 18). By '62, national advertising will have

risen 27%, local, 24%. Both tv and radio are gaining larger budget shares.

Retail food remains one of the most stable industries. First quarter food spending was at the rate

of $50 billion, a 9% gain from a year ago (see page 20). Jewel Tea's Franklin J. Lunding predicts the

food industry this year will build 2.000 new supers, remodel 1,700 stores, create 50,000 new jobs.

Advertisers need to re-evaluate copy appeals. Why? Because the viewer and the sponsor apply dif-

ferent criteria to successful ones (see page 26). And tv can learn a few things from radio when it comes to

a sense of humor and general spoofing—which consumers love!

Westinghouse appliance spot tv, analyzed by BAR in 19 major markets, used nary a program—but it

had announcement schedules in 13 cities, a saturation of 49 during one week in Milwaukee (see page 36).

Drug store business, generally, is up about 10%—for indies and chains alike (see page 48). Aver-

age independent takes in $72,360 a year from non-prescription items; average chain outlet, $270,831.

Drug stores sell 98% of all prescriptions, 35% of all hand products, 32% of all photographic supplies,

10% of all tobacco. They sell 67% of all drugs and health aids.

Kleenex is the most popular facial tissue among Negro consumers in all five metropolitan cities sur-

veyed. This consistent pattern of acceptance, despite regional differences, shows in many branded items (see

page 40). And Avon, a door-to-door product backed by advertising, is big in all its products.

People are getting thirstier—for carbonated beverages! Per capita consumption on soft drinks has

grown from 132.3 in 1946 to 188.9 per year in 1956. But beer consumption, on the other hand, has dropped

from 18.5 to 15.3 gallons per capita in the decade between 1948-'58 (see pages 46 and 42).
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What are the economic prospecl

CBS sees recession's low point coming in the third quarter

with an upswing in the fourth ; predicts tv revenue will reach

$1.7 billion in '62 in economy which can support 600 stations

David M. Blank, author of this article,

is director of economic analysis for

CBS, Inc. He has taught economics to

graduate students at Columbia (where

he received his Ph.D.) and New York

I niversities and has written a number

of books and articles in professional

journals on various subjects of eco-

nomic interest.

He is thus well qualified to discuss

the relationship between economic

trends and broadcast advertising as

well as to chart the future in these two
areas. In preparing the article, Dr.

Blank received a number of comments
and suggestions from Sidney S. Alex-

ander, economic advisor to CBS.
For those interested in the finer

points of Dr. Blank's economic analy-

sis, he reports that "seasonally ad-

justed data are used where appropri-

W ith the likelihood of an economic

upswing in this year's last quarter, the

outlook for broadcast advertising dur-

ing the 1958-59 season is promising.

This is true for all segments of broad-

cast advertising—television and radio,

network and spot.

In the past the effect of economic
conditions on advertising expenditures

has varied. Total advertising expendi-

tures in the prewar period were quite

sensitive to swings in the economy.

Both the L929-1933 and the 1937-1938

contractions left their clear mark on

expenditures for advertising. Radio
advertising, bowever, was largely im-

mune to prewar business cycles, grow-
in- in every jreai except one.

Since World War II, annual data on
both local and national advertising

show no evidence of any absolute de-

cline during recessions. The only ap-

parent effect of these rect-^ions was to

slow down the rate of growth in adver-

tising. More sensitive monthly data do

show some slight impact but for only

a very short time.

National advertising as a whole has

thus far shown only a small decline in

response to the quite drastic contrac-

tion we are currently experiencing, al-

though some media have been affected

more seriously than others.

Thus, newspapers are estimated to

have suffered a decline of almost one-

fifth in their gross national advertising

billings in the first seven months of the

present recession while business papers

in the same period largely maintained

advertising volume. Magazines are in

an intermediate position with adver-

tising volume having dropped perhaps

one-eighth over the same period.

In broadcasting, also, there have

been divergent reactions. Network
television billings are still well ahead

of a year ago, and only when they are

measured on a seasonally adjusted

monthly basis can it be seen that there

has been a cessation in their growth.

Spot television billings in the first

quarter of 1958 can be estimated to

have dropped by three to four per cent

on a seasonally adjusted basis. Net-

work radio has experienced a more de-

cided decline (about eight per cent) in

the early months of this year.

In general, this variation in sensi-

tivity reflects the nature of the several

broadcasting media. Both spot tele-

vision and network radio have special-

ized in flexible short-term sponsorship

and can be expected to bear the initial

fluctuations in broadcast advertising.

\ recovery of the economy next fall or

winter would probably carry with it a

pickup in spot television and network

radio billings and permit network tele-

vision to resume its more rapid growth,

after having reflected to only a small

degree the business contraction.

Over the entire postwar period, na-

tional advertising has grown faster

than local advertising and both have

grown faster than aggregate disposable

income of the American people (see

chart). The faster relative growth of

national than local advertising seems

to have characterized the prewar peri-

od as well.

A reasonable forecast, then, of ad-

vertising volume in the next half-dec-

ade would indicate a rise in the ratio

of national advertising expenditures in

all media to disposable income from

the 2.1 per cent experienced in 1957 to

perhaps 2.3 per cent in 1962. The rise

in local advertising will probably be

of smaller magnitude, from last year's

1.4 per cent to probably no more than

1.5 per cent in 1962. With disposable

income rising possibly as much as 16

per cent over the next half-decade, we
may expect national advertising to rise

on the order of 27 per cent and local

advertising, 24 per cent.

The share of national advertising ex-

penditures accounted for by television

has, of course, been rising steadily ever

since the birth of television, but the

rate of rise has been slowing percepti-

bly in recent years (see chart). In

fact, 1957 marked the first year in

which network television billings rose

merely in proportion to aggregate na-

tional advertising expenditures, rather

than more than in proportion.

If recent trends continue into the

future, we may expect spot and local

television to increase somewhat their

respective shares of national and local

advertising (see charts) and, if net-

work television maintains its current

share, television advertising as a whole

should approach $1.7 billion by 1962.

An alternative method of estimating

future television revenues is based

TV AND RADIO BASICS



or tv and radio ?

By David M. Blank, director of economic analysis for CBS, Inc.

He's been an economics teacher and has

also written several books, many articles.

upon the amount advertisers spend per

television family.

For the 1948-1953 period, this

amount remained fairly constant at

between $25 and $26 per television

family. As many more stations went

on the air after the freeze, advertisers

spent more per television family in the

years 1954 and 1955. In the last sev-

eral years advertising expenditures per

television family have stabilized again,

this time at about $31.50 to $33 per

television family. If we allow for only

a slight rise to 1962, and assume about

50 million television families in the

middle of that year, we would again

estimate total television advertising ex-

penditures close to $1.7 billion in '62.

Radio revenues are, of course,

harder to estimate. Radio's immediate

past has been more confused than that

of television and its future is harder

to appraise. The most likely prospect,

however, is for network radio to main-

tain about its present share of national

advertising revenues and for spot's

share to continue its rise of the last

two years. Local radio also may be

expected somewhat to increase its share

of local advertising.

The number of authorized radio sta-

tions continues to grow at rates exceed-

ing 100 stations per year and there is

no sign of a slowdown in this aspect of

radio's growth in the near future.

Three years ago, Sidney S. Alex-

ander, economic advisor to CBS, esti-

mated that, in the absence of spectrum

limitations, a maximum of 600 pro-

gram originating television stations

could be supported in the black in the

foreseeable future. This estimate did

not include boosters or translators or

other non-program originating stations,

nor did it preclude the long run de-

velopment of ways of supporting sta-

tions in smaller and smaller communi-

ties. It did, however, offer a rough

upper limit to the number of stations

that could be expected to flourish under

economic conditions then current.

A reexamination of this analysis in

the light of more recent financial data

filed with the FCC corroborates Dr.

(Please turn to page 30)

National and local ad expenditures, with radio and tv share

National-local ad
expenditures*

(% of disposable income)
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(share of all national ad

expenditures)

Tv Radio

11.2

11.2

0.2 11.0

0.9 11.0

2.2 11.1

3.0 10.6

3.4 10.5

4.4 10.0

5.4 9.2

5.9 8.6

6.4 8.7

6.8



Mid-year status reports from General Mill;

CENERAL MILLS, INC.
r> A. Bullis, chairman of the 1

I he businessman's problem today: selling more products
to consumers so that production and employment may be
increased. This is the assertion of the board chairman of the

manufacturing giant, General Mills, which last year spent

more than $24 million on advertising.

Harry A. Bullis sees advertising and promotion as neces-

sary and logical methods by which companies "can break
through the psychological freeze of consumer funds." He
says "We can all do more and better selling, advertising and
servicing. We can speed up product improvements and new
products in order to give consumers what they want."

In GM's fiscal year ending 31 May, the company's all-

time high ad budget included introduction of 12 new pack-

aged foods. And "in the year ahead we plan to spend
more," says Bullis. "We are budgeting at a rate well above
the current year and when we add money we hope to spend
on consumer promotions we are looking at by far the largest

figure" in company history.

His plan: to accelerate the merchandising program "so

W,

SCOTT PAPER CO.
Thomas B. McCabe, president

: headed in the right direction to overcome our

economy's current setback and we will emerge stronger and
better equipped than ever to meet the growing requirements

of our society."

So says Thomas B. McCabe, president of the Scott Paper

Co.—a growing company and one which is an advertising

pacesetter.

His confidence is founded to a large degree, he says, on

the recently issued Rockefeller Report, "The Challenge to

America: Its Economic and Social Aspects." He was chair-

man of the panel which compiled it.

After analyzing economic growth at the rate of three per

cent per year in the period between 1870 and 1930, Mr.

McCabe noted the past decade has shown a four per cent

gain each year.

And "There is every reason to believe that, acting effec-

tively and purposefully, we can reasonably expect our

growth rate to continue at the three to four per cent level

for the next 10 years and beyond." He, personally, sees a

JEWEL TEA CO.
I. Lunding, chairman of the bo

I he retail food industry, unlike many others at this mid-

year point, is ahead of sales last year. Franklin J. Lunding,

board chairman of the Giant Jewel Tea chain, says for the

first quarter spending was at the rate of $50 billion per

year—up nine per cent from a year ago.

This $50 billion is higher than total consumer spending

on housing, automobiles and all other durable goods. This

profit picture is reflected also in employment, he says. As

of March, people working in the food industry totaled

1.550.000, a gain of some 40,000 from a year ago.

Tonnage has so skyrocketed that food retailers are in

actuality food handlers. A typical Jewel retail unit in

Chicago, for example, handles approximately 125.000 pounds

of merchandise in a single week.

This tonnage is reflected in greater activity for those

serving food wholesalers and retailers, says Mr. Lunding.

The farmer, for example, has seen an over-all gain. In the

first quarter of this year the annual rate of net farm income

was $13 billion, a gain of 11 per cent over a year ago.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



cotff Paper, Jewel Tea
we will sell as we have never sold before."

To create new consumer markets and to upgrade existing

ones he says consumer motivation will be built around the

convenience of product-engineered "maid service" designed

into GM products.

Advertising, too, "will be geared to the needs of the

nation to build sales and jobs. An example is our nation-

wide campaign to improve the physical fitness of people.

Wheaties sponsors the campaign, designed to sell by per-

forming a public service."

The company has combined advertising and publicih l<>

stimulate consumption of agricultural products as well as

its package goods items. Its progress during I he past year:

capital expenditures of more than $16 million, "full) as

high as the previous year."

Bullis says "We have increased our capacity to produce

cereals and package foods at four plants. We have built a

new animal feed plant, added to our special commodities

plant and our chemical plant, completed a new headquarters

(continued on page 24 i

five per cent growth in prospect "if we in business and

industry grasp fully the opportunities that are clearly

before us."

He also has the experience of his own company, Scot!

Paper, to confirm his optimistic predictions.

Sales for the first quarter were the highest for any quar-

ter in company history. Total sales were one per cent

ahead of the first quarter of '57 as the result of "a fine

increase, more than five per cent, in sales of trademarked

paper products."

And earnings, despite an intensified marketing program

and increased freight and labor costs, were higher in the

'58 first quarter than last year.

What did this intensified marketing program call for?

An early start at bucking the storm warnings. This meant

—among other devices—a stepped up promotional and

marketing program.

An internal promotion centered on the theme: "Build

SELL into every product." And Scott started a new kind

(continued on page 24)

Everyone has to eat, says Mr. Lunding, but "we could eat

for less if we chose to do so." A market basket of food costs

considerably less than it did only a decade ago, a great deal

less than before World War II.

He gives these cost figures: Before WW II, people spent

23 per cent of their income for food; in 1948, 20 per cent:

today, only 17 per cent. One hour of work will buy two

pounds of steak today compared with one and two-thirds

pounds 10 years ago.

The Retail Food Price Index of the Bureau of Labor

Statistics stands even now at 120.8 per cent of the 1947-'49

average. This, says Mr. Lunding. is below the level of the

entire consumer price index on all items representing the

cost of living. Food has therefore increased less in the

past decade than many other commodities and is. "compara-

tively speaking, still a bargain."

Estimates show that 26 per cent of income was spent on

food in the first quarter of this year, "at least 50 per cent

more than necessary to maintain pre-war standards." People

(continued on page 24)
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12 CHECK POINTS

FOR

MANAGEMENT
Here s what eight corporation executives and Vice

President Nixon recommend to business leaders for

gaining economic health, improving compam profits.*

1 Sell smarter and harder. Back up sales-

men with better promotion and advertis-

ing. Be more creative in developing new
markets.

2 Make sure every product and serviee iss

offering maximum value.

3 Look closely at the cost of every product
and service to eliminate waste.

4 Reduce prices if you can build volume
that way. If not, try to hold prices firm.

5 Maintain or increase research and engi-

neering. Particularly new product devel-

opment.

6 If possible, maintain capital expenditures

to replace obsolete plant and equipment.

7 Use every skill of good management.
Don't sacrifice long-range goals for short-

range expediency.

8 Keep trying to improve the organization

in structure as well as in manpower. Con-

sider stock options, bonus plans and other

incentives.

9 Work to increase employee participation

and understanding of the "economic facts

of life."

10 Make an effort to educate the public about

the relationship between wages and pro-

ductivity.

11 Do not turn to government for aid that is

not appropriate to its proper role in the

economy.

12 Get to work and do something to promote

recoverv.

*Panel participants: Vict- President Nixon. Ralph J.

Curdiner, board chairman. General Electric Co.; Wil-

liam C. Decker, president. Corning Glass Works;
Elisha Gray II, board chairman, Whirlpool Corp.;

Frederick R. Kappel, president. American Telephone
& Telegraph Co.; Elmer L. Lindseth. president. The
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.; Franklin J.

Lunding. board chairman. Jewel Tea Co.; Don G.
Mitchell, board chairman and president, Syhania
Electric Products; Charles B. Percy, president, Bell

& Howell Co., speaking at the American Management
Vssociation's Economics Mobilization Conference.
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MID-YEAR REPORTS continued.

office building." Hut there's more.

Future plans for GM include en-

larging further the package goods

capacity, adding a feed mill, others

for pet food and another for re-

frigerated ready-to-bake foods. It

is also expanding hulk flour stor-

age, making large additions to

shipping facilities, adding to research facilities and providing

new manufacturing equipment to several plants.

These projects started 1 June, at the beginning of the

fiscal year, and expenditures in this year will be "substan-

tially larger" than last year— perhaps 15 per cent of the

company's net worth.

Bullis says the most significant change in the U. S.

economj is the rapid increase in family income, up to

$5,800 from $4,000 in only 10 years. Another major factor

in marketing: population growth. The food industry "is

intent on upgrading tastes and desires while at the same

time selling more volume"—a quality-quantity concept.

He describes "the test" which companies must face: pro-

viding efficient service to the consuming public. How to

meet this test? Improve products, sell better, increase capital

investment and expenditures for research.

Some of his economic conclusions: In addition to giving

consumers what they want, manufacturers have a problem

of setting attractive prices.

Says Bullis: "The consumer is price conscious. Prices

must be within the realm of what consumers are willing and

able to pay. Therefore costs, including wages, must be

held in line with productivity. We cannot afford to go into

another spiral of inflation."

Another factor: planning for capital investment to achieve

greater productivity at present wage levels. "We should not

defer necessary capital improvements nor engage in unneces-

sary plant expenditures.

"We should plan capital needs over a period of years,

rather than rush forward with over-extended programs and

of executive seminar with partici-

pants getting a detailed briefing

on all phases of the business both

present and anticipated.

Their decision: the present eco-

nomic situation calls for renewed

emphasis on advertising, promo-

tion, sales, new products, research,

planning and personnel development.

A new plans committee is working not only on plans for

five years from now but also, in some areas of the business,

for 10 years hence.

Budgets for new product research are expected to be

upped by as much as 100 per cent over the next five years,

-a\~ Mr. McCabe. Work in these areas of research and

product development has brought about "radical" improve-

ments in the regular line as well as in new products.

What's happening to Scott's advertising program? Presi-

dent McCabe says this: "We have been increasing advertis-

ing, marketing research and promotional activity across the

board" on all products.

"We are moving forward with a completely new distribu-

tion program and we have developed a truly customer-ori-

ented policy covering the basic elements of pricing, shipping,

promotional activities and advertising."

Because production has caught up with demand, the sales-

man—no longer an order taker—is in a new era. Says

McCabe: "We are in the process of developing not salesmen,

as such, but marketing men—men who understand and

employ all the factors of the marketing mix in their presenta-

tions."

He says businessmen should spend more of their time,

effort and money when business is good in technical and

market research so at the first sign of a decline they can

move in with new products, more facts, new programs.

Businesses spend "only a fraction of what they should"

in fundamental and applied research in the social sciences,

human motivation and distribution.

^^^^ I are buying increased amounts of

preferred foods such as milk, meat

^^^^ I and eggs.

^^^^L ^t* v*"s. Costs "I food items have been

'St^m reduced for several reasons. One
^H important factor is introduction

^^^^^ •^^^^M an(j popularity of serve-yourself

supermarkets.

Self-service meat counters at Jewel stores in Chicago have

increased output per man-hour 54 per cent.

Marketing innovations in distribution and packaging are

shown in this example.

Jewel Food Stores sell potatoes in 19 different ways

—

bulk, cans, instant, frozen, salad, chips and the like. And
innovations in chicken production in the past decade have
in< reased its consumption some 40 per cent.

These efforts add up to one thing: giving better values

to the consumer. With this goal in mind. Jewel—the 11th
largest food chain in the country—not onl) will go forward

with its present growth plan but accelerate it as well.

Here's what it plans to do in expansion:

Open a minimum of 35 new supermarkets this year (two

and one-half times the number opened in '57) ; construct

a 200,000-square-foot addition to its central distribution

warehouse; spend $18 million on land, buildings and equip-

ment (more than double the amount spent last year) ; create

1,500 new jobs, an addition of 10 per cent to the Jewel

work force.

The food industry as a whole, in his opinon, will build

some 2,000 new supermarkets this year, remodel 1,700

present stores, create 50,000 new jobs.

Concludes Board Chairman Lunding:

"These figures speak for themselves as to the optimism

with which we view prospects for the future. This is based

on the belief that the present recession in general business

will be followed by a resumption of growth and that cus-

tomers will continue to respond favorably to the creation

of greater values in food production, distribution and

TV AND RADIO BASICS



then come to a full stop." This is a General Mills credo.

The recession, he says, "is a challenge to us. As business-

men we cannot escape the responsibility for economic growth

and the necessity of working with government and labor to

channel our economic resources to that end."

While this recession "is a bit deeper than the downturns

of 1949 and 1954, it is still a moderate business contraction.

The challenge is to speed up the recovery which we know
will come.

"We can turn the tide with better selling."

Business and consumers, Bullis says, working together can

get the economy started on the uptrend again. He believes

that government, as a partner in free enterprise, "needs

more of the philosophy of constructive change that per-

meates" this economy.

But business and industrial management aren't looking

for a "magic spell from Washington" to solve its problems.

"We have to get five million people back to work." How?
"Exercise forward thinking, plan work intelligently." ^^

Men in the field, to be truly effective, must have more
basic information about the inter-relationships of all com-

pany activities, he says.

How to expand volume, increase profits and provide for

employment? "Introduce new products, sell aggressively

and give better values."

Businessmen, Mr. McCabe concludes, must lead the way

by exercising vision and courage, by refusing to cling to

old or rigid price policies, by declining to wait for govern-

ment action or "for the other fellow to blaze a trail for

them."

One of the key points: salesmanship.

"In the period of shortages during and after World

War II, selling became a lost art. Now production has

temporarily caught up with demand. No longer can the

salesman be simply an order taker. We are in a new era

and he cannot continue to peddle products using the

techniques of 10 or even five years ago." ^

handling—values keyed to the low-cost movement of vast

tonnages of food into consumption."

He explained that this movement of food, as a basic

need in a basic industry, has far-reaching effects on the

entire economy.

Among those benefitted, apart from people employed in

food manufacturing, are electric and gas utilities, landlords,

laundries, suppliers of paper and other packaging materials,

makers of shelving, check-out counters, refrigeration equip-

ment and other machinery and government at every level

—national, state and local.

He explains how advances in productivity have aided in

price reductions on foodstuffs. In farming, the output per

man-hour on farms in the last decade has increased by

almost 85 per cent compared with 30 per cent in non-farm

activity. And ton miles per train hour on railroads are up

19 per cent in the past five years, 48 per cent in the past 10.

IBM:

6 POINTS FOR

BUILDING SALES

Thomas J. Watson, Jr., IBM president, points to his

company's heightened sales effort since the slowdown

last fall. He stresses prospect digging and more

personal contact for increased sales productivity

Sales practices built in boom times can be

detrimental to the long range growth of

one's business. Sales plans effective in

boom times must be considerably over-

hauled.

There is a critical need for re-examining

every management technique at our dis-

posal. We have learned not to look for

over-all panaceas but to concentrate on
more effective day-to-day direction and
tighter controls.

Sound long-range programs should not be

3 changed radically and in haste. Fear is

never a good basis for intelligent action.

Now, more than ever, high employee mo-
rale and whole-hearted support in achiev-

ing lean and hard-hitting operations are

essential.

Without research and development there

can be no new products. New products

are the basic ingredient of an individual

company's sales growth and a healthy

economy.

If one is to fulfill one's responsibility to

the industrial well-being of the nation,

each of our actions must be taken only

after careful appraisal of its possible

effect on the economy as a whole. Our
economy, unlike some others, truly re-

flects our individual actions.
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Do your radio and tv commercial

Advertisers should re-evaluate their product

appeals in realizing the buyer's reaction to radio

and tv copy is vastly different from the seller's.

Institute for Motivational Research comes up

with copy suggestions for more impact, more sales

By Dr. Albert Shepard

Albert Shepard. executive vice presi-

dent of the Institute for Motivational

Research, coordinates research work at

Croton-on-Hudson headquarters under

the creative direction of Institute Presi-

dent, Dr. Ernest Dichter. Mr. Shepard

is a specialist in working with adver-

tisers and agencies on the creative ap-

plication of his research findings to ad-

vertising, merchandising and sales. He
helped develop motivation studies of tv

viewing with a tv commercial testing

method called M-R-P—Motivating Re-

sponse Patterns of vietvers. He's worked
on various research projects with such

national accounts as Miles Labs., Lever

Bros., Scott Paper, General Electric,

Hall/nark Cards, Ralston-Purina, Gen-
eral Mills and the New Holland Ma-
chine Co.

We* e Americans like to think of our-

selves as masters of communications in

all it- form-, but especially in the area

of selling.

Yet when we stop for a long hard

look at the world in which we live, we
i • i a \ be forced to the conclusion that

we could do with a great deal of im-

provement. Today, when recession

fears are uppermost in ever) adver-

tiser's mind, we ma) be more inclined

to self-criticism than we might have

been a yeai ago. It is time we stopped

and asked ourselves a few key questions

concerning the art of selling—specifi-

cally by tv and radio.

The questions we ask ourselves may
be so simple as to appear naive:

1. Whom are we trying to

reach?

2. What are we trying to sell?

3. How can we make our com-
mercials more effective?

The answer to the first question is

obvious enough: everybody who listens

to radio or watches tv. Yet research

has shown this is one of the basic ob-

jections people have toward programs

and commercials today: they feel pro-

grams and commercials are "for some-

body else, not for me." And especially

in the case of tv commercials, they are

often either amused or angered or

made to feel uncomfortable by the way
in which the product is advertised.

This is particularly true of some

drug and cosmetics advertising. In

other cases, listeners and viewers are

"bored" by what they consider to be

the obvious approach used. Especial-

ly in the case of radio commercials,

this feeling causes a psychological tun-

ing out so that the message never pene-

trates.

These feelings stem from the basic

attitudes of adult viewers toward these

two media. In the case of tv. main

adult viewers—even though they accept

it as a part of normal living—still

suffer from some guilt feelings when
they watch or allow their children to

watch tv.

In the first place, watching tv in-

volves a psychological indulgence in

escape fantasy. One sees and accepts

aspects of human personality which

one disowns in every-day life. Added
to this is another source of personal

guilt based on the belief that tv draws

one away from more important activi-

ties and causes one to sacrifice "high-

er" values.

Finally, parents are seriously con-

cerned about the effect tv has on their

children's mental and emotional devel-

opment. The conflicts they experience

in this area are intensified by the fact

that they often use tv as a reward or

as a punishment, granting or denying

the child access to programs in order

to control him.

The problem with radio is quite a

different one, for there is no need to

concentrate on radio to the exclusion

of all other activities. But the fact that

radio is. today, considered an acces-

sory to other activities creates its own
problems.

People turn on the radio for the

news or for background music or they

turn it on while they drive. Here the

newscaster and the disc jockey reign.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



sally sell?

supreme and it is necessary to over-

come the tendency to reject all else,

especially the commercial.

We find significant signs of progress

in recent months. "Some of these ra-

dio commercials are better than the

music or the announcers" is the spon-

taneous comment heard. What listen-

ers are responding to is not just the

"entertainment" value of the commer-

cial but the intention behind it: the ef-

fort of the brand to go out of its way
to please them, to amuse them, to break

the monotony of their day's listening.

These people, with their psychologi-

cal biases toward media, are the peo-

ple we are trying to reach with our

programs and our advertising. Unless

we accept them—bias and all—we are

most unlikely to move them to buy our

products. Accepting their underlying

attitudes toward tv and radio, we be-

gin to see what we must offer them to

counteract these attitudes.

Psychologically, every viewer and

every listener seeks satisfaction from

these two media.

He turns on his radio or his tv set to

achieve some kind of satisfaction

through the program, basically, and

only secondarily through the commer-
cial. Therefore he views or listens not

in terms of cartoon vs. straight selling,

or jingle vs. talk, or any other such

technical distinction.

Rather, he absorbs and integrates

what he sees and hears into his own
life experience according to the way
in which it affects him personally (1)

within the context of the program he is

watching, (2) within the context of

advertising for this and like products

to which he is exposed, and (3) within

the broad context of tv and radio itself.

We find, therefore, that consumer

and advertiser apply different criteria

to commercials.

The consumer qualifies them in

terms of his own needs: What does he

get out of this commercial here and

now? How does the commercial fit his

feelings about the program, the prod-

uct? How does it morally justify his

viewing of tv? How does it enlarge

his understanding of himself and his

world? How does it help provide the

values and general orientation toward

life which he seeks in a changing cul-

tural environment? How does it help

him to release tensions, to relate to

others, to feel personal dignity and

worth?

The advertiser, on the other hand,

classifies commercials into objective

categories and applies static criteria to

what is a functional and dynamic ex-

perience. A new understanding be-

tween consumer and advertiser is need-

ed—one which will make it possible

for every type of commercial, whether

humorous or serious, to be effective.

It is at this point that the intelligent

advertiser can profit from facing up to

our second question: what are we try-

ing to sell? Toothpaste, automobiles,

cereal, lipstick, a washer-dryer? If

that's it, your consumer may well an-

swer that he doesn't really need your

product.

Many of our recent studies indicate

that consumers are worried about "the

good life." They feel it is somehow
immoral and sinful to buy and use new
products.

Many consumers are almost relieved

that the recession promises rough times

again. This unwillingness to accept

the burden of the good life has an

eroding influence on its continuation.

It is up to advertisers to understand

that most Americans need reassurance

to help them overcome their feeling of

discomfort about the good life.

They need to be educated in the be-

( Please turn to page 28)

Triggering sales message to the target is precept of Author Shep-

ard's Institute studies. Here he discusses programs and commercials

with panel, probing for responses which indicate consumer reactions

Determination of sales points comes from si

unobserved testing of consumer panel in a "Living Laboratory," with

action recorded by hidden camera pushed through hole above tv set
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'Cont'd from page 27
|

lief that a more comfortable life, a

life <>f greater leisure is actually one

of the major achievements and not one

of the major failures of our country.

The leisure time it offers all consumers

can give them the opportunity to pur-

sue worthwhile goals for growth and

personal achievement rather than for

la/\ contentedness. It is this under-

standing of the American consumer's

desire for basic goals which advertis-

ers must pursue in selling a specific

product.

Advertisers, both on t\ and on radio,

must reevaluate the appeals they are

using for their products. This is all

the more important at a time when
there are definite changes in consumer

trends. It may be quite unwise, in to-

day's atmosphere, to sell glamor and

luxury in some of the old, obvious

wa\s.

You may need to consider shifting

to a more Spartan approach, to allow

the consumer a rational justification

for the purchase and use of your prod-

uct. Moreover, you will have to con-

\ ince him as never before, that you

are on his side: that you offer him

quality, fair pricing, consideration—all

the aspects of psychological partner-

ship. It is dangerous, in this critical

situation, to seem to insult his intelli-

gence, his taste or his importance as a

potential customer.

You will also need to explore your

present and your potential market as

you have never explored it before. Are

you stereotyping your customers by

age. by sex. by economic status? Do
you realize, for example, the impor-

tance of stretching \our product to in-

clude young people or our senior citi-

zens? Are you aware that men pur-

chase many food products, while wom-
en purchase a great deal of beer and,

in another area, often buy gasoline for

the family car and have it serviced?

If we can agree that we are trying to

reach a group of people who are more

interested in their own needs than they

are in your product, if we can there-

fore agree that we have to sell them

something they need and want rather

than something you have to sell—we
can then begin to discuss how to make

our tv and radio advertising more ef-

fective.

Both in its programs and in its ad-

vertising, television must pay more at-

tention to the eye and radio more to

the ear. Studies conducted by the In-

stitute over the years substantiate the

notion that radio is at its communica-
tive best as it comes closer to creating

visual images through sound.

With sound effects and taut economi-

cal uses of language, it was learning to

do this superbly well just before the

advent of television. As examples there

are the highly successful documentaries

of Norman Corwin, Orson Welles'

Mercury theater and the idiom of the

radio commentator by which Gabriel

Heatter. H. V. Kaltenborn and Elmer

Davis became well known and well

realized personalities.

It is just as clear from either the

presence or lack of enthusiasm shown

by respondents in our various studies

that television is at its communicative

best in programs which reveal an un-

derstanding that the television picture

in itself is really less than half of tv's

communicative ability.

This means that tv and radio have

much to learn from each other. As for

tv it is not so much, as in a recent case,

that it failed to adequately reproduce

TttltoliBJ..

WHEN YOU BUY CHANNEL 8

YOU GET THE BIG ADVANTAGE OF

AREA COVERAGE

PUT YOUR ADVERTISING

WHERE THE MONEY IS . .

AREA POPULATION

FAMILY UNITS

RETAIL SALES

EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME

1,489,700

452,400

$2,107,581,000

$2,227,089,000

wfla-tv channel 8

33rd 39th

31st 33rd

32nd 37th

30th 35th

25th 31st

36th 40th

24th 25th

RETAIL SALES

FOOD SALES

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
APPAREL SALES

SERVICE STATION SALES

EATING - DRINKING ESTAB.

FURNITURE - HOUSEHOLDS
BUILDING MATERIALS & HARDWARE



Get Higher SALES Potential

in the Fast-growing

Albany, Ga.

Metropolitan Market

In per-family sales*, Albany ranks

2nd m Georgia

Outranking Columbus,

Savannah and Macon

22nd
in the South

Outranking Winston-

Salem, Augusta and

Mobile

91st
in the Nation

Outranking Los Angeles,

Houston and Pittsburgh

South Georgia's Only

Metropolitan Market

WALB-TV
Albany, Georgia

-Raymond F. Carow, General Manager

Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell,

Inc., New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San

Francisco. James S. Ayers, Atlanta.

the sounds of Van Cliburn's romantic

and bravura piano playing on the Steve

Allen show. Some critics and viewers

complained of a failure here.

For tv did succeed admirably in this

respect in a program called the "Sound

of Jazz" on a recent Seven Lively Arts

show. If tv has failed to come to grips

with sound, it is more in the sense in

which sound can be used to round out

character, amplify reality and more
fully reveal truth. For persons and

events are more than interior or ex-

terior shots and still or mobile faces.

Though few of us are as adroit at

assigning birthplace from diction as is

the Professor Higgins of Pygmalion

and My Fair Lady, we all learn much
about people from the qualities of their

voices, their accents and all other

means by which the voice best ex-

presses human feelings and emotions.

In radio's salad days it was the box
around which the American family

gathered for many of its nights. To-

day it is largely the television set

around which they gather.

But radio always had two potencies.

It was always necessary to pay atten-

tion to radio, to be near the set when
programing required the building of

nearly visual images. But radio also

gave its listeners a kind of mobility

with programing which had solely

aural intentions. Thus the housewife

could move about the house cleaning

and preparing without losing the con-

tinuity of her favorite daytime pro-

gram.

As for the soap opera in that con-

nection, the action and development of

character were always slow and reit-

erated, perhaps even a bore for those

who paid them rapt attention. So it is

with radio today when only this aspect

of its potency is pandered to. Set own-

ers walk down the street with a radio

to their ear, travel guelling distances

with the car radio as companion or lis-

ten to disc jockeys who the day long

play top tunes over and over again.

Radio lost one of its potencies when

it stopped programing shows which re-

quired the close attentions of its audi-

ence.

Actually radio really lost out to the

public desire to see with their eyes

what they had previously given (with

free reign) to their imaginations to

create. And television gave their eyes

a feast.

It is still doing this, but with less

and less effect because the eyes have

(Please turn to page 30)

Here's all

we have to know

to open your account...

That's right. Dealing with a broker

can be as easy as filling out this form.

If you think you might like to buy

stocks or bonds—now or any time in

the future—why don't you fill it out

and mail it in?

It won't obligate you in any way,

but it will enable us to set about the

business of opening your account.

Once that's done, we'll let you know,

and then anytime you want to buy or

sell securities, all you'll have to do is

give us a call.

NAME (Please p nt)

Mail ng address (Street)

(City (Zone) (State)

Hon,, Phone Busln ss Phone

Areyou over 21? Ar
'

V ° U ° u. s Citizen?

Ha ve you ever 3een a customer of this firm t efore?

What office?

To comply with New York Stock Ex-

change regulations, please supply the

following information about yourself

—

or if you're a housewife—about your

husband.

All filled out? Then just mail it to

—

Allan D. Gulliver, Department SX-82

Merrill Lynch,

Pierce, Fenner & Smith
Members New York Stock Exchange

and all other Principal Exchanges

70 Pine Street, New York 5, N. Y.

Offices in 112 Cities



COMMERCIALS THAT SELL

(Cont'd from page 29)

had it. What is needed now is full-

bodied television, and—to give it the

kind of competition it needs in order

to grow—full-bodied radio.

Television has something else to

learn from radio and that is a sense of

humor. What radio programs once

knew, but have now forgotten, has at

least been retained by radio commer-

cials.

They spoof the sponsor, they spoof

the product, they spoof the audience

either by involving it in disc-jockey

intimacy or by means of a more con-

trived kind of laugh. But where, with

some recent exceptions, is television's

commercial spoof?

If the advertiser is concerned about

the cost of his tv commercial, must he

transfer his anxiety to the audience in

terms of the elaborate (and patently

unrealistic) commercial setting, or the

immediacy and importance of the com-

mercial message? We find there is

hardly a child above school age who
does not respond with negative asso-

ciations to the "terrible urgency" and

the deadly seriousness of some tv com-

mercials. Let the value be intrinsic

and ingenious—but not overstated.

There is a pattern of response which

we at the Institute for Motivational Re-

search have come to recognize as nec-

essary to the effectiveness of advertis-

ing in all media.

All our research indicates that there

can be no hard and fast success story

based on specific product appeals or on

absolute age, sex or socio-economic

differences. All these factors play a

role in the individual's reaction to tv

and radio advertising. But it is the

total reaction to a total situation which

we must attempt to evaluate if we are

to predict success, failure or practical

measures which can be taken to turn

sales upward.

Therefore, we hope to measure cer-

tain psychological attitudes on the part

of viewers or listeners as they respond

to tv and radio advertising.

For example:

"This is really about me or people

like me." ... "I feel I'm almost a part

of what's going on there." . . . "It's

different— I couldn't possibly mix it up
with any other." . . . "It just goes to

show that a really good product is al-

ways good." . . . "Well, I learned some-

thing tonight . . . and I enjoyed it too."

. . . "The thing I like about it is it

seems natural, it all fits together, the

way they explain it." . . . "That re-

minds me, I'd better talk to John about

trying that brand." . . . "Funny, that's

exactly what I do when I use it."

These are random quotations from

our interviews with respondents who
have watched successful tv commer-

cials and have listened to successful

radio commercials. They may be re-

sponses to entirely different categories

or brands of products. Nor is it likely

that all responses, even to a successful

commercial, will be so positive.

We do believe, however, that changes

in consumer attitudes and trends indi-

cate the need for continuing research

to evaluate and measure the effective-

ness which a tv or a radio advertising

program can hope to expect in today's

climate and among today's viewers and
listeners. ^^

ECONOMIC PROSPECTS
(Cont'd from page 19)

Alexander's earlier estimates.

The number of commercial stations

now on the air, of course, is not far

removed from this maximum (505 at

the end of April) ; and 1958 should

see a net growth in stations of per-

haps 15 to 20. Indeed, at recent rates

of growth, the number of stations on

the air seems to be heading towards

an ultimate maximum of about 540 or

550.

But we are still farther from the

forecast limit of supportable stations

than the current number of stations on

the air would seem to indicate. For

many television stations are still suffer-

ing losses. According to the most

recent FCC data available, of the 470

stations on the air at the end of 1956,

only 228 earned a profit in that year,

while as many as 177 stations (includ-

ing 113 vhf stations) were in the red

(data on 5 stations were not available)

.

In other words, the television indus-

try is still some distance from being

able to support the number of stations

now on the air. On the other hand,

many markets are allocated fewer com-

mercial television stations than they

could support. In the absence of this

spectrum limitation, the economy could

probably support closer to 600 stations.

The current recession which has now
been going on for over nine months

can already be recognized as the most

serious of the postwar downswings.

Thus, the total output of goods and

services (gross national product) in

the first quarter of 1958 was already

four per cent, or $18 billion at the

annual rate, below that of the peak
third quarter of 1957. This compares
with the maximum decline in GNP of

about three per cent in the two earlier

recessions of 1948-1949 and 1953-1954.

If, as there is some hope, the current

recession bottoms out in the third

quarter of this year and if there is an

upswing in the fourth quarter, the

current recession can still be classed

as more serious not only than the two
postwar recessions but also than the

recession of 1927 and possibly the

recession of 1924. Among all business

cycles since World War I, it would
have been clearly exceeded in severity

only by the recessions that began in

1921, 1929 and 1937.

A sign of the impending downswing,

aside from the slowdown in the rate of

increase of production, was probably

the buildup of unwanted inventories in

1957, a buildup that would have been

supportable only if sales had continued

to grow. The actual downturn, how-

ever, was signalled by the decline of

consumer purchases of automobiles

and other durable goods in the second

quarter of 1957, coupled with the drop

in defense expenditures in the third

quarter.

The recognition of a decline in sales

in these areas triggered a downturn

of business investment in inventories

and production equipment. These two

items account for $15 billion of the

$18 billion reduction in the annual

rate of output of goods and services

between the third quarter of 1957 and

the first quarter of this year. Inven-

tories alone accounted for $12 billion

of this total.

The decline in consumer purchases

of durable goods accounted for an

additional $3.5 billion of the overall

drop in GNP. All the remainder of

the economy, taken together, accord-

ingly showed a small rise of about

$0.5 billion over that six-month period.

The outlook at the time of this

writing is still unclear, but there is

now at least a reasonable chance that

the trough of the recession will be

reached by the third quarter of 1958.

This expectation is based on both

general considerations of elements of

strength and weakness in the economy,

and on specific indications of the be-

ginning of a slowdown in the rate of

economic decline.

A principal source of strength in

TV AND RADIO BASICS



the economy has been the relatively

small amount of decline in personal

income. While GNP fell $18 billion

between the third quarter of 1957 and

the first quarter of 1958, personal in-

come fell by little more than $4 billion

over the same period.

A large part of this comparatively

good showing is accounted for by

unemployment benefits; another part,

by the dramatic rise in farm incomes

in this year, the result, ironically

enough, of bad growing conditions.

Furthermore, corporations maintained

dividend payments in the face of re-

duced profits.

With personal income holding up

well, aggregate consumer expenditures

have fallen off only slightly thus far.

The decline in consumer expenditures

has been largely concentrated in dura-

bles, for consumer expenditures on

non-durables are already on their way
up, and expenditures on services, with

their steadily rising prices, never

dropped at all.

A second source of strength is the

rise in government spending. State and

local governments' purchases of goods

and services have been rising at a rate

of about $3 billion per year for the

last four or five years. Thus far there

is every indication that such expendi-

tures will continue to rise at a similar

rate.

With both consumer and government

demand likely to remain fairly stable

or actually to increase during the

remainder of the year, the significant

sources of economic weakness are the

continued decline in business invest-

ment in plant and equipment and the

currently continuing reduction in in-

ventories.

The latter, which has accounted for

$12 billion of the $18 billion decline

in the last half year, proceeded at a

very rapid rate in the first quarter of

1958. In that quarter, inventories de-

clined at an annual rate of $9 billion,

about one and a half times the maxi-

mum rate experienced in either of the

two preceding recessions. A quick

turnaround is quite possible when such

a rate of inventory decline is being

experienced; any decline in the rate of

consumption of inventories will act

to spur production and income.

More fundamental is the question

of business investment in plant and

equipment. If * this holds relatively

firm, the turnaround in inventories can

be reasonably expected within the next

two quarters and inventory accumula-

tion should be underway by the fourth

quarter. On the other hand, there is

a danger that there might be an ac-

celerated decline in fixed investment

if the recovery does not come rather

quickly.

After all, current levels of invest-

ment are still higher in dollar terms

than was achieved in any year prior

to 1956. A rapid decline in fixed in-

vestment might well lead to a cumula-

tive downward spiral that would so

reduce final sales as to remove the

incentive for an inventory turnaround.

This development is not the most likely,

however, and should it arrive, it would

be possible to achieve an upturn

through direct government action now

withheld. More likely because of pres-

ent information, but by no means as-

sured, is an upturn by the fourth quar-

ter of 1958. The very latest figures

show several key indicators already

turning up, and a number of others ap-

parently beginning to slow down in

their rate of decline.

With respect to most of the more
important aggregate measures, how-

ever, the most optimistic view one can

take is that there seems to be some
sign of a slowdown in the rate of

decline. April figures on unemploy-

ment show a continued deterioration,

but certainly no acceleration in the

decline. Employment figures, on the

other hand, tend to suggest a fall in

the rate of decline of April and May,
as do data on new orders in manufac-

turing.

The likelihood is that we are, in

fact, approaching the end of the de-

cline in business activity. However,

this occurrence will not necessarily end

the economy's problems, for there is a

serious possibility that the recovery

from the trough will be listless and

halting and that it may take well into

1959 before the economy makes a

substantial recovery.

After all, it was nine months after

the trough in both previous postwar

recessions before the Federal Reserve

Board index of industrial production

recovered to its previous peak level.

It would seem that there is no obvi-

ous scource of vigorous economic ex-

pansion on the present horizon, unless

it be government spending. ^

WDBO on the air 1924—FIRST IN RADIO

WDBO-TV on the air 1954—FIRST IN TV

CBS Affiliation—FIRST ON RADIO and TV

WDBO 580 Kc • 5000 WATTS • CBS
WDBO-FM 92.3 Mc • 25,000 WATTS • CBS
WDBO-TV Ch. 6 • 100,000 WATTS • CBS

UALITY STATION-QUALITY MARKET
FLORIDA'S 4th MARKET

SERVING 193,200 Radio Homes
REACHING 199,000 TV Homes

. . . ORLANDO, FLORIDA . . .

CHERRY BROADCASTING Co.

july 1958
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THE FINEST

OF TELEVISION

AT REASONABLE

COST

Produced by CBC-TV, using the finest of talent, writers

and the most modern production techniques,

Canadian television programs are now available to sponsors

in the United States.

These prestige properties offer exciting sales possibilities

for sponsors— in fact, a unique opportunity to obtain a

very fine commercial vehicle—at surprisingly low cost.

Whether you're in the market for a special program or

a series, sixty minutes or half-hour, live or recorded,

contact the CBC.

COMMERCIAL DIVISION

Halifax Montreal Ottawa Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver
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FALL FACTS BASICS

BASICS
Charts, tables and tabulations covering—Why marketing men need to know what

the competition is doing, with patterns of spot buying for selected brands; the 12

most common marketing mistakes; production and consumption of nine major prod-

uct groups which are the top advertisers; brand preferences of JSegroes in five cities





MARKETING BASICS

Why do marketers need to know
what the competition is doing?

Patterns of buying for the competition

show market strategy, weak sales spots,

intensive drives, budget allocations

I v, as the newest and most active of media, gets the biggest share of

agency and client snooping—although all media are studied closely.

Why? Because marketers have learned a prime lesson: a product, to stay

on top, has to keep advertising. If it lets down, the competition will

move in and capture a bigger market share. More than 40 agencies find

the spot tv quarterly of Broadcast Advertisers Reports a gold mine of

much-needed competitive product data. Excerpts from the most recent

report (see box) appear on the following four pages. The full reports

show sponsors' weights used in top markets, the balance between shows

and announcements, times of day and show types. BAR, working close-

ly with marketing people, lists the 12 most common marketing mistakes

below. Most errors are of the omission rather than commission variety.

establishing advertising budget by job to be done

keeping constantly aware of competition's ads

using right ad media for the type of product

staying on top of new developments in ad media

keeping the product up to date

estimating accurately the market potential

gauging the trends of the market

appreciating regional differences in markets

adhering to policies with long-range goals

coordinating short-term tactics with long-range

appraising competitors' brands objectively

appreciating seasonal changes in buyers' demands

HOW TO READ THE
PRODUCT CHARTS

On four succeeding pages you'll find

charts showing patterns of how selected

major brands buy spot television an-

nouncements and programs. The data

cover the 19 major metropolitan mar-

kets which account for 60 per cent of

all consumer sales and represent buy-

ing in the first quarter of 1958.

Charts include several major product

categories (appliances, automotive, etc.)

and a representative selection of major

brands within that category (General

Electric, Ford Dealers, etc.) for each

of the 19 cities during a measured

week. A measured week, in BAR's
terms, is the full week every eight

weeks in which its monitoring staff

tape records every commercial from

sign-on to sign-off. Seven of the 19

cities were monitored twice and are

designated 1 and 2 to indicate results

of monitoring in each of those weeks.

In the charts, the total number of

sponsored programs appears on the

first line preceded by P; the number of

spot announcements during the given

week, on the second line preceded by

A. City abbreviations at the top of

each chart represent the following

cities (parenthetical date marks the

first day of the week in which the

monitoring took place) :

Atlanta (2/16), Baltimore 1

(2/2), Baltimore 2 (3/29), Chicago

1 (1/5), Chicago 2 (3/16), Cleve-

land (2/16), Dallas-Fort Worth 1

(2/2), Dallas-Fort Worth 2 (3/29),

Detroit (2/23), Hartford (2/22),

Houston (3/2), Los Angeles 1

(1/25), Los Angeles 2 (3/14), Mil-

waukee (3/8), Minneapolis (3/1),

New York (2/28), Philadelphia 1

(1/4), Philadelphia 2 (3/8), Pitts-

burgh (2/15), Portland (1/12), San

Francisco 1 (1/17), San Francisco

2 (3/22), Seattle (3/28), St. Louis

(3/1), Washington 1 (2/2) and

Washington 2 (3/29).
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MARKETING BASICS

What product brands

are preferred by Negroes?
Brand leaders in 30 different product categories as reported f or Negro families in five

major metropolitan areas (see text at bottom of chart)

Product New York Chicago St. Louis Norfolk Indianapolis

Aspirin Bayer Bayer Anacin/Bufferin Bayer Bufferin

Beer BaJlantine Budweiser Stag Budweiser Wiedemann's

Breakfast food (eold) Kellogg's
Corn Flakes

Kellogg's

Corn Flakes
Kellogg's

Corn Flakes

Kellogg's

Corn Flakes

Kellogg's

Corn Flakes

Breakfast food (cooked) Quaker hominy grits Quaker Oats Quaker Oats Mother's Oats Quaker Oats

Cigarettes—men Camels Pall Mall Pall Mall Camels Camels/Pall Mall

Cigarettes—women Viceroy/Winston Viceroy Pall Mall Viceroy Pall Mall

Instant coffee Maxwell House Maxwell House Maxwell House Maxwell House Maxwell House

Coffee—regular Maxwell House Maxwell House Old Judge Maxwell Houst Maxwell House

Deodorant—household Air-Wick Air-Wick Air-Wick Air-Wick Air-Wick

Deodorant—underarm Arrid Arrid Avon Mum Avon

Dog food—prepared Ken-L-Ration Rival Strongheart Ken-L-Ration Rival

Hair preparations Apex Hair Rep Hair Rep Royal Crown Vaseline

Hand lotion Avon Avon Jergen's Jergen's Jergen's

Lipstick Avon Avon Avon Avon Avon

Mixes—prepared cake Pillsbury Pillsbury Betty Crocker Pillsbury Pillsbury

Orange juice fresh frozen Minute Maid Snow Crop Snow Crop Minute Maid Birds Eye

Peanut butter Skippy Skippy Skippy Skippy Peter Pan

Bemedies—cold relief 4-Way cold tablets Bromo Quinine &
4-Way cold tab.

4-Way 4-Way 4-Way

Scouring cleanser Ajax Ajax Ajax Ajax Ajax

Shampoos—liquid Coconut Oil Coconut Oil Coconut Oil Avon Halo

Shortening Crisco Crisco Crisco Crisco Crisco

Soap—laundry Tide Tide Tide Fab Tide

Soap—toilet Ivory Ivory Ivory Ivory Dove

Soft drinks** Coca Cola Pepsi Cola Coca Cola Coca Cola Coca Cola

Tea Lipton Lipton Lipton Lipton Lipton

Ti»Mi«—-facial, cleansing Kleenex Kleenex Kleenex Kleenex Kleenex

Tonics and proprietaries Black Draught Scotts' Emulsion Black Draught Black Draught Father John's

Tooth paste Colgate Colgate Colgate Colgate Colgate

Vegetables, fruits—fresh frozen Birds Eye Birds Eye Birds Eye Birds Eye Birds Eye

Wax— liquid Beacon Johnson's Johnson's Acrowax Johnson's

Wine Manischewit/. Mogen David Mogen David Manischcwitz Mogen David

Rollins Broadcasting, Inc., Wilmington, Del., has prepared "A New Market," a booklet summarizing the buying habits of Negro consumers

surveyed in tin- group- five major markets where it operates Negro-appeal radio stations. Rollins estimates Negroes in these areas total almost

three and one-half million with an annua] estimated buying power of more than $5 billion. < For details on Negro radio, see Radio section.)

TV AND RADIO BASICS



MARKETING BASICS

AUTOMOTIVE
General Motors took the lead last

year in new-car sales, selling roughly

one in every two and one-half new cars

registered with owners. Biggest GM
seller: Chevrolet, outdistancing its fel-

low GM makes by more than a million

for each brand. Ford Motor was No.

2 with its Ford car outselling even the

popular Chevrolet but the other makes

falling under the sales pace set by GM.

Car sales over the

past 32 years

Year Total sales

1957 5,982,342

1956 5,955,248

1955 7,169,908

1954 5,535,464

1953 5,738,989

1952 4,158,394

1951 5,060,903 1

1950 6,326,438 1

1949 4,838,342 |

1948 3,490,952 I
1947 3,167,231 3

1946 1,815,196 3

1941 3,731,166 1

1940 3,415,905

1939 2,653,377

1938 1,891,021

1937 3,483,752

1936 3,404,497

1935 2,743,908

1934 1,888,557

1933 1,493,794

1932 1,096,399

1931 1,908,016

1930 2,626,068

1929 3,848,937

1928 3,139,579

1927 2,623,538

1926 3,228,695

1925 2,967,755 I
1924 2,830,122 I
1923 2,487,876 I
1922 1,568,505 1
"Source: Automotive New, 1958 Alamanac Issue, g

Passenger

American Motors:

car production by makes, 1953-1956*

1956 1955 1954 1953

7,182 26,623 28.032 77,098

Nash 17,841 51.315 29,371 93.504

Rambler .... 79,162 83,852 37,779 41,825

Total 104,185 161,790 95,182 212,427

Chrysler Corp.

:

Chrysler & Imperial 107,490 176,038 101,744 160,377

DeSoto 104,395 131,753 69,844 129,959

Dodge 205,820 316,584 151,761 301,827

Plymouth 452,918 746.36] 396,702 654,414

Total 870,623 1,370,736 720,051 1,246,577

Ford Motor:

1,373,542 1,764,524 1,394,762 1.184.187

Lincoln & ContVL 48,995 41,226 35,733 41,962

Mercury 246,628 434.911 256.729 320,369

Total 1,669,165 2,240,661 1,687,224 1,546,518

GM Corp.

:

Buick 535,364 781,296 531,463 485,353

Cadillac 140,873 153,334 123,746 103,538

Chevrolet 1,621,018 1,830,038 1,414,365 1,477,299

Oldsmobile 432,903 643,459 433,810 319,414

Pontiac ... 332,268 581,860 370.887 414.011

Total 3,062,426 3,989,987 2,874,271 . 2,799,615

Kaiser-Willys

:

Kaiser 1.021 5,756 14,313

Willys .......
** 4.778 9,339 35,146

Total ** 5,799 15,095 56,918

S-P Corp.:

Packard 13,432 68,674 27,307 80,371

Studebaker 82,955 112,723 85,660 186,844

Total 96,387 181,397 112,967 267,215

Year Total 3,806,756 7,950,377 5,507,417 6,132,244

•Source: Automobile MTrs: A S

p

n

ro'(lucfion

0mi*bne ^ s & Figures," 1957.



MARKETING BASICS

BEER-ALE

Beer consumption has dropped from

18.5 to 15.3 gallons per capita in the

decade between 1948 and 1958. Re-

search Co. of America gives two pri-

mary reasons for this: 1 1) "the boom-
ing infant population decreases the per

capita ratio" and (2) beer "has suf-

fered from an increasing tax burden."

RCA, which for 17 years has pub-

lished a Brewing Industry Survey, now
publishes an Analysis of Brewers' Ad-

vertising Expenditures. The industry

in 1956 spent some $200 million on

advertising, double the amount spent

in 1949. Television gets a bigger share

of budgets than any other medium
(28.7 per cent) and radio gets 9.2 per

cent. Others: point-of-sale, 21.3 per

cent; outdoor, 19.9 per cent; news-

papers, 9.1 per cent; miscellaneous,

8.0 per cent; magazines, 3.8 per cent

(all 1956 figures).

Their total voli

SALES RANK
1957 1956

THE TOP 10 BREWERS
time: 38,131,000 barrels or

of all sales
NO. OF

BREWER PLANTS

45.2 per cent

1957 SALES
(thousand barrels)

i 2 Anheuser 3 6,116

2 1 SchHtz 3 6,024

3 4 Falstaff 9 4,292

4 3 Ballantine 3,982

5 5 Hamm 2 3,376

6 8 Calling 4 3,151

7 7 Liebmann 4 2,966

8 9 Schaefer 2 2,940

9 6 Pabst 4 2,700*

10
•Considered r

10

of sales

Stroh

volume by RCA.

2,584

BREWERS'

v. " 57

SALES

1956

GAINS

1955

AND LOSSES*

1954 1953 1952 1951

No. of brewers analyzed 212 222 234 254 248 260 254

Bandage gains 87 87 101 82 124 117 112

Barrelage losses 112 118 121 166 106 124 127

No change** 13 17 12 6 18 19 15

•From "Isreulng [nduiti «-— rrels of the preceding > ea.ssa.es.

TV AND RADIO BASICS
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CANDY
Per capita consumption of candy has

risen to 17.7 pounds and total sales for

1957 are estimated to be $1,124 mil-

lion.* Last year was the peak produc-

tion year for confections, hitting more
than three billion pounds. Packaged

goods are top sellers in the confection

industry, followed by bar goods.

•Source: Candy Ind 1 Confectioners

ESTIMATED CONFECTIONERY PRODUCTION,
PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION AND VALUE OF SALES*

AVERAGE
PRODUCTION PER CAPITA MFCRS. SALES VALUES VALUE

YEAR (millions of lbs.) CONSUMPTION (lbs.) ($ millions) <* per lb.)

1940 2,225 16.9 336 15.1

1941 2,536 19.0 403 15.9

1942 2,519 18.7 490 19.5

1943 2,561 19.0 575 22.4

1944 2,804 20.5 658 23.5

1945 2,562 18.7 620 24.S

1946 2,438 17.3 (>87 28.2

1947 2,603 18.1 956 36.7

1948 2,673 18.2 1,001 37.5

1949 2,594 17.3 875 33.7

1950 2,784 18.4 924 33.2

1951 2,669 17.3 965 36.2

1952 2,705 17.3 986 36.4

1953 2,718 17.1 996 36.4

1954 2,679 16.5 1,008 37.6

1955 2,724 16.6 1,031 37.9

1956 2,893 17.4 1,071 37.0

1057

•Source

3,008

Candy Industry and Confectioner

17.7

Journal. 21 January. 19

1.124

58.

37.0

CANDY SALES BY TYPE (as percentage of total poundage in 1956)**

Bars—1£, 5£, 10£ and others 34.8

Package goods 34.0

To retail at:

$2 or more per lb.

$1.50 to $1.99

.8

1.2

$1 to $1.49 2.9

50£ to 990 8.8

20.3

Bulk goods 16.3

5f£, 10$ specialties «.7

Penny goods 6.2

Total inn n

"Source: Candy Industry and Confectioners Journal, base d on Bur auof Census, Dept. of Commerce report for 1956.
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"FILM CENTRAL" for network operations. From this!

control room all the ABC film shows are fed to affiliates. I

How ABC-TV gets top picture quality

for all its network film shows . . .

.

—Converts 100% to RCA Vidicon Film Camera Chains!

"For the top quality we require in our network film

shows we chose RCA Vidicon film equipment," says

Frank Marx, Vice-President, Engineering. They were

so satisfied with their quality network film purchase

that they converted all their film equipment to

RCA Vidicon! Xow they're piping the highest pic-

ture quality down their entire network line. Popular

film shows like "Maverick" get the very best treat-

ment, which pays off in viewers.

ABC first made careful tests of competing equipment.

RCA Vidicon film camera chains showed up in first

place. Frank Marx summed it up like this, "In all our

tests RCA Vidicon equipment proved best. We feel

we moved miles ahead in film programming quality

when we installed these modern Vidicon chains at all

our stations."

Their first two chains were delivered in October,

1954, for the Disneyland opening in New York. Other

chains soon followed. Then, in December, 1957, they

decided to go "all the way" at all their stations.

Today, ABC-TV is 100% RCA Vidicon. The results

speak for themselves.



ERVE CENTER of ABC-TV operations— the master

•ntrol room— is largely RCA equipped.

ROTECTION SYSTEM. RCA TP-6 16 mm professional

rojectors are used to double-up with 35 mm network pro-

actors to insure on-air continuity in event of mishap. TP-6's

re used throughout ABC local film rooms.

iXHAUSTIVE TESTS of equipment, preceding decision

) buy RCA, pointed out important fact: "RCA has the

uality!" And here, Al Malang, a video facilities engineer,

emonstrates camera features to group of ABC executives

eaded by Frank Marx, Vice-President, Engineering; includ-

ig Wm. H. Trevarthan, Director, Network Operations; John

>. Preston, Director, Engineering Facilities; and Verne

ointer, Chief Video Facilities Engineer. Al Josephsen, RCA,

>oks on.

"KEY TO QUALITY" of their network film programs . . . these two

RCA TP-35 projectors, monoplexed to Vidicon film camera chains.

Your RCA Broadcast Representative will be glad to explain how
RCA Vidicon film equipment can make a success of your film
room! In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

RADIO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN. N . J

.
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CARBONATED BEVERAGES

ESTIMATED ANNUAL PRODUCTION-CONSUMPTION OF BOTTLED SOFT DRINKS*

Million bottles

(24-bottle case)

Per capita

(bottles)

L940 411,699,200 550.400,000 13,210 100.1

1941 553,879,040 710.480.000 17.772 133.6

1942 526,185,088 703,456,000 16,883 126.2

1943 580,351,200 773,801,600 18,571 138.6

ION 629,681,100 812,491,700 19,500 147.1

1945 584,994,000 731,242,500 17.550 132.9

1946 617,168,600 771,460,800 18,515 132.3

1947 745,676,000 901.664.000 21,640 150.9

1948 835,157,300 ] .009.863.700 24,237 164.4

1949 860,959,300 1.012.893.300 24,309 162.0

1950 876,532,600 1.001.751.171 24,042 158.0

1951 939,442,500 1.043.825.000 25,052 162.7

1052 1,019,295,000 1.132.550,000 27,181 174.0

1953 1,089,513,000 1.177.852.000 28,268 177.5

1054 1,166,605,000 1.176.071.000 28,240 174.2

L955 1.252,276,000 1.261.025.000 30,358 184.2

1956 1.308,000,000 1.321.21 1.000 31,709 188.9

The soft drink industry has estimated total investments in bottling equipment and fa-

cilities of between $900 million and $1 billion. As of February 1957 there were 5,078

bottling plants producing 31.7 million bottles valued at $1.3 billion. The industry has

grow ii from a per capita consumption level of 1.6 bottles in 1849 to today's level of 188.9.

Points in the growth pattern: 1899, 12.2 bottles; 1923, 41.1; 1934, 31.9.

TV AND RADIO BASICS
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CIGARETTES
„

Cigarette output by companies (billions of cigarettes)**

1957 1956
Total Per cent

Tax-paidt Tax-free- output of total Tax

American Tobacco 119.0 7.0 126.0 28.4 122.3 6.6 128.9 30.5 - 2.2

R. J. Reynolds ....... 117.5 5.8 123.3 27.8 108.5 5.4 113.9 27.0 + 8.2

Liggett & Myers 57.5 8.0 65.5 14.8 58.0 7.6 65.6 15.6 - 0.1

Brown & Williamson 44.0 5.5 49.5 11.2 42.4 5.0 47.4 11.2 + 4.4

Philip Morris, Inc. 37.7 3.8 41.5 9.4 35.9 3.8 39.7 9.4 + 4.5

P. Lorillard Co. 31.8 0.4 32.2 7.3 21.4 0.3 21.7 5.2 +48.4

Lams & Bro. Co. 1.1 1.4 2.5 0.5 1.0 1.3 2.3 0.5 + 8.7

0.7 1.1 1.8 0.4 0.65 1.0 1.65 0.4 + 9.1

U. S. Tobacco Co. 0.55 0.0 0.55 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.5 0.1 + 10.0

Riggio Tobacco Co. 0.4 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.35 0.0 0.35 0.1 + 14.3

Estimated sales 410.25 33.0 443.25 100.0 391.0 31.0 422.0 100.0 + 5.0

Indicated stock — 0.25 0.0 0.25 0.6 0.0 0.6

,als ( from factor!-

Billions of tax-paid cigarettes by brands (domestic volume)**

1957 1956

Camel 64.0

Pall Mall 0.0

icky Strike 51.5

Win 0.0

sterfield 21.8

L&M 0.0

Viceroy - 0.0

Marlboro ... _ 0.0

Old Gold ...._ _ 7.2

Kent __ 0.0

Philip Morris __ 10.0

Kool 5.7

Salem (M*) 0.0

H. Tareyton 0.0

Raleigh __ 0.0

Hit Parade _ 0.0

Parliament 0.0

Oasis (M*)
Newport (M*) ......

Benson & Hedges ..

Domino
Cavalier

Marvel ....

Sano

Regent

Holiday 0.0 0.35

Spud (M*) 0.0 0.3

DuMaurier __ 0.0 0.1

Vogue 0.0 0.1

' Encore 0.0 0.05

Fatima 0.0 0.0

Estimated sales . 160.35 164.15

Per cent of market 39.1 40.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

40.8

31.8

24.8

24.5

19.5

20.3

23.3

14.3

34.0 + 20.0
37.5 - 15.2
20.3 + 22.2
23.3 + 5.1

14.3 + 36.4
18.0 - 12.2
3.4 +344.1

19.3 - 22.3
11.9 + 3.4

4.0 +200.0
9.0 - 13.3
7.0 - 4.3
1.8 + 150.0
1.8 + 11.1

s fur Pi-inters' Ink pnljlh
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DRUGS

There are 53,500 drug outlets in the

U. S. of which 48,715 are independents

and 4,585 are chains (as of 1957).

The average independent takes in $31,-

510 from prescriptions. $72,360 from

non-prescription items: the average

chain outlet sells $34,513 worth of

prescriptions. $270,831 of non-Rx.

Retail drug trade of the U.S.A.—Rx and non-Rx, 1957 (add 000)

% Change from Previous Year
All All

Inde- Drug Inde- Drug
pendents* Chains" Stores pendents Chains Stores

Prescription volume $1,535,000 $ 158,240 $1,693,240 16.0% i k5% 15.9%
Other sales 3,525,000 1,241,760 4,766,760 8.3 9.5 8.6

Total drug store

galea $5,060,000 $1,400,000 $6,460,000 10.6% 10.1% 10.5%
% Rx volume to

total sales 30.3% 11.3% 26.2%>

No. of new Rx 340,000 34,110 374,110 8.6% 5.6% 8.3%
No. of refilled Rx 244,000 23,220 267,220 10.9 12.6 11.1

Total Rx 584,000 57.330 641.330 9.6% 8.3 '\ 9.5«55

•Individually owned. Includes also dmc stores ..i owners with 2 and 3 stores each.

Source: Drug Topics. 31 March 1958.

Summary of 1956 sales of drug store products (Add 000 to dollar figures)*

Departments
Civilian spending

in all outlets
Spending in drug

% of total store
% drug store to

total spending

from 195

lllllllllllllllli Illlllilllllllllillllll

e change
to 1956

In total In drug stores

Drugs; other health aids:

Prescriptions $1,491,000

1,336,470

213,120

140,850

46,000

428,700

217,730

211,140

$4,085,010

386,000

$3,699,010

$1,461,200

925,150

85,580

88,710

27,090

105,580

87,130

72,120

$2,852,560

375,000

$2,477,560

24.98
15.82
1.46
1.52
0.46
1.80
1.49
1.23

48.76
6.41

42.35

98
69
40
63
59
25

40

34

67

18.5
9.0

10.8
2.8
1.3

6.6
4.6
3.0

10.7

18.5
9.2
5.3
1.1

5.0
9.4
4.6
2.3

12.5

Prescription accessories ..

First aid

Baby needs _

Veterinary .

Duplication ...

Sub-total for drugs, other

health aids

Toiletries:

Oral hygiene ._

Hair products
Shaving products

265,490

577,670
391,740

102,740

406,930

852,750

$2,597,320

100,300

219,920

129,370

35,770

119,920

127,970

$ 733,250

1.72
3.76
2.21
0.61
2.05
2.19

12.54

38
38
33
35
29
15

28

4.5
12.3
8.8
5.7
5.5
7.0
7.8

3.7
9.8
3.1

4.4
4.0
6.3
5.9

Cosmetics
Other toiletries

Subtotal for toiletries

Other produrts:

$ 162,370

280.260

1.028,730

1.737.120

651,560

1,875,120

$5,735,160

$1,743,300

% 37,470

24,990

172,870

193,640

210,690

159,320

$ 798,980

$ 609,400

0.64
.43

2.96
3.31
3.60
2.72

1 3.66
10.41

23

9
17

11

32
8

14

35

0.1
4.8
7.0
2.5

10.3
10.5
6.7
3.8

-4.9
3.7
7.4
1.4

11.1
10.6
6.7
4.6

Household supplies

Magazines, newspapers
Photographic
Sundries
Sub-total for other produrts

Fountain & luncheonette

Packaged ice cream $ 706,200 $ 91,810 1.57 13 8.6 4.8

Candy, tobacco:
Confectionery
Tobacco

Sub-total tor confectionery,
tobacco

$2,128,880

5,560,790

$7,689,670

$ 172,350

578,880

$ 751,230

2.95
9.89

12.84

8

10

10

3.8
2.0

2.5

1.2

2.3

2.1

llcoholic beverage! $10,580,750 $ 89,940 1.54 1 4.5 2.9

Sub-total tor drug store prod-
li' Is and \enices indiiidu-

ally listed above 132,751,410 $5,552,170 94.91 17 5.4 8.1

I nclassified nd $ 297,830

$5,850,000

5.09

100.00

nd nd 159.4

11.4GRAND TOTAL

TV AND RADIO BASICS
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FOOD
Retail food store volume in 1957 hit

a record high of $50 billion—up 8.9

per cent from the previous high year of

'56. Here's the breakdown of '57 sales

gains: for all food stores, including

meat, fish, bakery, produce, etc., 8.9

per cent; chain stores, 12.2 per cent;

independents, 7.3 per cent; small stores,

superettes and supermarkets, 9.4 per

cent. In terms of tonnage, over-all

gains were up 5.9 per cent; food, up

4.8 per cent; non-food, up 13.1 per cent.

Retail food trade, 1953-1957*
(Add 000.000)

1953 $33,630 $7,035 $40,665 82.7

1954 34,905 6,501 41,406 84.3

1955 36,825 6,601 43,426 84.8

1956 39,341 6,710 46,051 85.4

Change in dollar sales and tonnage totals in grocery stores for
food and for other grocery products and non-foods, 1953-1957*

Dolla

Other grocery
products and

Other grocery
products and

1953 142.3 175.5 121.3 149.6

1954 147.7 182.9 126.5 156.7

1955 153.9 208.5 134.6 182.2

1956 164.0 226.6 142.7 197.2

Percentage change

DEPARTMENTS domestic consumption

Fresh & cured meat, fish & poultry — $16,954,190
Frozen foods ._.. ._.

.

1,981,490
Dairy products 12,196,460
Produce _ 7,609,810
Baked goods 5,974,290
Cereals, flour, macaroni 1,494,340
Baking supplies —

.

49,780
Fats & shortening 1,037,340
Canned foods — 4,277,620
Dried foods 1,007,760
Prepared beverages 2,958,760
Soft drinks 1,794,260
Alcoholic beverages 10,580,750
Condiments, dressings, spreads 1,117,070
Sweetners, flavors 761,770
Jams, jellies, preserves 225,580
Desserts 1 22,240
Confectionery 2.128,880
Other foods -. 783,810
Total foods consumed $73,056,200
Household supplies $ 2,789,240
Pet foods __ _ 415,360
Sub-total for other grocery

products $ 3,204,600
Total foods & grocery products $76,260,800
Tobacco products 5,469,520
Health & beauty aids 4,182,060
Greeting cards 316,170
Magazines & newspapers 1,746,630
Toys 1,293,670
Sub-total for non-foods

individually listed above $13,008,050
Housewares ND**

-Other non-foods ND
Total non-foods and other

grocery products ND
Grand total

$ 9,363,550

1,546,850

3,765,020

4,535,840

3,130,500

1,214,730

43,770

717,480

3,332,520

517,830

1,940,320

452,920

809,230

780,870

604,900

190,850

103,700

453,580

361,290

$33,865,750
$ 1,936,690

305,070

$ 2,241,760

$36,107,510
1,592,940

707,610

8,700

53,640

18,670

$ 2,381,560

$ 211,460

$ 640,470

$ 5,475,250

$39,341,000

3.93

9.57

11.53

7.96

3.09

5.70

91.78
4.05

13.92

100.00

a available.

"What the public
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GAS AND OIL
Today's retail gas and oil market:

some $15 billion annually. This is ex-

pected to increase to S20 billion within

the next decade. There are 181,747

retail outlets for gasoline and oil prod-

uct-; and by 1969 they will serve an

expected 72.1 million passenger cars

and 13.8 million trucks.*

Domestic demand (million I.I,! )

Year 1 products Casoline Kerosene

1954 ... 2,832 1,230 118

1955 ... 3,088 1,329 117

1956 ... 3,205 1.372

1,432

1,446

1,484

1957 1

... 3,211

1958= ... 3,294

1959 ... 3,450 107

1960 ... 3,610 1,552 108

1961 3,810 1,638 110

SOURCES:
iBstimated. -Nl'N

in Petrol

'Includes distillate.

Of Mines and NPN res

residuals. LP-gas, lubes e,

Current motor vehicle registrations

"
'

" '

:

AUTOMOBILES TRUCKS and BUSES TOTAL MOTOR VEHICLES

STATE
Estimated

1957
Registered

1956
Per cent Estimated

1957
Registered

1956 &? Estimated
1957

Registered
1956

Per cent
change

Alabama 919,000 873.423

383,000 351.885

442.000 420,151

5.832,000 5,585,783

631,000 601,256

888.000 847,094
130,000 127.183

1.685,000 1,518,473

1.058,000 1,017,383

239,000 240,065
3.067.000 2,983.889

1,583.000 1.529,479

986.000 974,814
827.000 813,703
882,000 850,350
850,000 801,705
277,000 271,006
893,000 853.012

1,486,000 1,428.803

2,830,000 2.747.390

1,196,000 1,165,671

486,000 470,725
1.270,000 1,238,652

244,000 238,267

507,000 502,045
114,000 107,175
188.000 181,437

1.918,000 1,880,557

269,000 259,361

4,302,000 4,280,637

1,255,000 1,212,356

214,000 209,943
3.361,000 3,243,975

806,000 790.908

737,000 729,928
3.429,000 3,348,290

285,000 278,395
679,000 660,761
242,000 237,521
942.000 914,470

3.234,000 3,124,272

297,000 283,719
128,000 124,976

1,134,000 1,090,610

992,000 972,665
164,000 455,944

1.220,000 1,193,459

124,000 120.118

176.000 178,281

56,101,000 54,332,295
the Bureau of Public Roads on tr

hlcle production, and other factors

r 1956 are from

+5.2%
+8.8
+5.2
+4.4
+4.9
+4.8
+2.2
+ 11.0

+4.0
-0.4
+2.8
+3.5
+ 1.1

+ 1.6

+3.7
+6.0
+2.2
+4.7
+4.0
+3.0
+2.6
+3.2
+2.5
+2.4
+ 1.0

+6.4
+3.6
+2.0
+3.7
+0.5
+3.5
+ 1.9

+3.6
+ 1.9

+ 1.0

+2.4
+2.4
+2.8
+ 1.9

+3.0
+3.5
+4.7
+2.4
+4.0
+2.0
+ 1.8

+2.2
+2.9
-1.3

+ 3.3%
e basis of s

216,000 211,101

106,000 99.143

193,000 188,771

997,000 949,199

183,000 174,162

126,000 124,009

38,000 37,005

283,000 263,252

257,000 255,880
99,000 97,264

437,000 425,075
337,000 333,278
230,000 226,666

272,000 264,138
224,000 219,138
216,000 207,913

73,000 73.684

141,000 140,100

193,000 190,337

395,000 391,077

266,000 260.201

188,000 186,987

322,000 318,237

111,000 108,763

153,000 156,003

35,000 33,362

44,000 43,904

271,000 268,131

98,000 91,918

519,000 524,021

312,000 304,213

104,000 100,899
441.000 434,664
265,000 261.781

78,000 77,740
543.000 532,483

38,000 38,801

154.000 150,441

89,000 88,097

218,000 215,894

826,000 814,200
73,000 69,065

16,000 16,103

228,000 224,198
235,000 232.293

127,000 125.725

254,000 252.281

57.000 55.885

22,000 22,730

11,103,000 10,880,215

+2.3%
+6.9
+2.2
+5.0
+5.1
+ 1.6

+2.7
+7.5
+0.4
+ 1.8

+2.8
+1.1
+ 1.5

+3.0
+2.2
+3.9
-0.9
+0.6
+ 1.4

+ 1.0

+2.2
+0.5
+ 1.2

+2.1
— 1.9

+4.9
+0.2
+1.1
+6.6
-1.0
+2.6
+3.1
+ 1.5

+ 1-2

+0.3
+2.0
-2.1
+2.4
+ 1.0

+ 1.0

+1.4
+5.7
-0.6
+ 1.7

+ 1.2

+ 1.0

+0.7
+2.0
-3.2

+2.0%

1,135,000 1,084,524

489,000 451,028

635,000 608,922

6,829,000 6,534,982

814,000 775,418

1,014,000 971,103

168,000 164,188

1.968,000 1,781,725

1,315,000 1,273,263

338,000 337,329
3,504,000 3,408,964

1.920,000 1,862,757

1,216,000 1,201,480

1,099,000 1,077,841

1,106,000 1,069,488

1.066,000 1,009,618

350,000 344.690

1.034,000 993,112

1,679,000 1,619,140

3,225,000 3,138,467

1,462,000 1,425,872

674,000 657,712
1,592,000 1,556,889

355,000 347,030
660,000 658.048

149,000 140,537

232,000 225,341

2,189,000 2,148,688

367,000 351,279
4.821.000 4,804,658

1,567,000 1,516,569

318,000 310,842
3,802.000 3.678,639

1,071,000 1,052,689

815,000 807,668

3,972,000 3.880.773

323,000 317.196

833,000 811.202

331,000 325,618

1,160,000 1,130,364

4,060,000 3,938,472

370.000 352,784

144,000 141.079

1,362,000 1.314,808

1,227,000 1,204,958

591,000 581,669
1,474,000 1,445,743

181,000 176,333

198,000 201,011

67,201,000 65,212,510

+4.7%
+8.4
+4.3
+4.5
+5.0
+4.4
+2.3
+ 10.5

+3.3
+0.2
+2.8
+3.1
+ 1.2

+2.0
+3.4
+5.6
+ 1.5

+4.1
+3.7
+2.8
+2.5
+2.5
+2.3
+2.3
+0.3
+6.0
+3.0
+ 1-9

+4.5
+0.3
+3.3
+2.3
+3.4
+ 1.7

+0.9
+2.4
+ 1.8

+2.7
+ 1.7

+2.6
+3.1
+4.9
+2.1
+3.6
+ 1.8

+ 1.6

+2.0
+2.6
-1.5

+3.1%
atlon avall-

the military

Arkansas

Colorado

Delaware
m Florida

Indiana
Iowa

Kansas
Kentucky
I .' in i-iana

Maine
Maryland

Minnesota
Mi—-i»»ippi

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
fievt Jersey
New M(
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota ....

Ohio

I*<-rin -\ Ivania

Rhode Island

South i

South Dakota

Tea is

( tah

\\ ashington
W i-t \ IlLIIli.l

Wisconsin

l»i-t. .,1 ( olurabia

TOTAL

services. Registrations shown fo
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MARKETING BASICS

SOAPS AND DETERGENTS
Sales of soap and synthetic detergents

in 1957 reached more than four billion

pounds, an increase of 3.3 per cent

above '56—a record year. Dollar sales

show an even more impressive gain: a

total of $998 million, up 9.3 per cent

from '56 to a per capita level of 28.5

pounds per person. Synthetics alone,

in '57-—including both solids and
liquids—comprised 71 per cent of the

total market and reached a new high in

tonnage of almost three billion pounds,

8.4 per cent ahead of the previous year

—and $683 million in sales, up 14.4

per cent. Soap sales, both solids and
liquids, dropped 7.5 per cent from
1956 in tonnage, .5 per cent in dollar

volume.

i figures including o

Estimated soap and synthetic detergent sales*

B Year
estimate""

Non-liquid soap sales 1' Synthetic detergent sales
Total soap & synthetic

detergent sales

Total
(mil. lbs.)

Per capita
(lbs.)

Total Per capita
(mil. lbs.) (lbs.)

Total Per capita
mil. lbs.) (lbs.)

1948 146.6 3,088 21.1 636 4.3 3,724 25.4

1949 149.1 2,905 19.5 864 5.8 3,769 25.3

1950 151.7 2,882 19.0 1,443 9.5 4,325 28.5

1951 154.4 2,441 15.8 1,565 10.1 4,006 25.9

1952 157.0 2,210 14.1 1,856 11.8 4,066 25.9

1953 159.6 1,923 12.0 2,118 13.3 4,041 25.3

1954 162.4 1,691 10.4 2,468 15.2 4,159 25.6

1955 165.3 1,572 9.5 2,704 16.4 4,276 25.9

1956 168.1 1,506 9.0 3,068 18.2 4,574 27.2

1957 171.2 1,367 8.0 3,507 20.5 4,874 28.5

Soaps & syndets sales census (summary and comparison of tabulation)

CROUP 4th, 1957

:.

;

i!l!!!il

QUARTERS

3rd. 1957 4th, 1956

YEAR

1957 1956

Tonnage Sales—-(Thousand of Pounds)

Total Soaps & Syndets 959,481 1,153,499 921,643 4,104,675 3,975,439

Syndets—Solid & Liquid 691,162 821,047 625,820 2,915,766 2,690,327

Soap—Solid & Liquid 268,319 332,452 295,823 1,188,909 1,285,112

Solid Soap 260,471 324,295 288,191 1,157,757 1,251,224

Liquid Soap 7,848 8,157 7,632 31,152 33,888

Solid Syndets 582,946 727,375 561,036 2,552,286 2,430,671

Liquid Syndets 108,216

Dollar Sa

93,672 64,784

es— (Thousands)

363,480 259,656

~ Total Soaps & Syndets 237,234 283,932 211,329 998,115 913,532

Soaps—Solid & Liquid 72,621 88,603 74,528 314,525 316,091

Syndets—Solid & Liquid 164,613 195,329 136,801 683,590 597,441
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Only a few

Proceedings
off the IRE

special issues

are still available Each issue of proceedings of the ire
is the result of the most advanced thinking in the field of radio-electronics.

Based on exacting research, and written by men who are foremost in their specialty,

these issues are invaluable works of reference. This is also material not available

from any other source. As the official publication of The Institute of Radio Engineers,

PROCEEDINGS presents the years-ahead ideas on which new advances are based.

These history-making issues, originally over-printed for reserves are rapidly

being exhausted and will not be reprinted.

YOU CAN STILL GET:
very low frequency, June, 1957— New research in the very

low frequency band, below 30 kc, opens up greater portions of the radio spectrum

for communication purposes. VLF has many new and important uses. A reference work

you'll need for years.

SINGLE SIDEBAND, December, 1956— A round-up of recent tech-

nical discoveries as presented by the Joint Technical Advisory Committee through its

sub committee on Single Sideband techniques. This special study for the FCC points

up the many advantages of single sideband.

FERRITES, October, 1956 — This new group of solid state materials

outmodes the intermittent "pulse" system of World War II radar. The ferrites

allow simultaneous sending and receiving on a single microwave antenna; as well as full-

power transmission in microwave ranges with reduced power loss and interference.

SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS, December, 1955 — This issue

heralds the arrival of a new epoch in radio electronics — the solid state electronics era.

Defined and named with the birth of the transistor, this concerns the control and

utilization of the electric magnetic and photic properties of solids. There are now
whole new classes of electronic devices due to discoveries in this field.

scatter propagation, October, 1955 — Here's radio history

in the making. This issue presents practical application of a new principle in the

fields of broadcasting and electronics. Thirty-five papers lay the foundation

of a new means of communicating over long distances.

The Institute of Radio Engineers

® 1 East 79th Street, New York 21, N. Y.

Please send me the following issues of PROCEEDINGS OF THE IRE:

Enclosed is my check for $

Enclosed is Company Purchase Order

Name

Company *One copy at $1.25 to IRE members, domestic and for-
"

eign. $3.00 to non-members; $2.40 to public libraries,

A ddress colleges and subscription agencies; postage prepaid to

r .
c U. S. and Canada; 25c additional per copy to other

\ZL lifff countries.
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RADIO HIGHLIGHTS
Advertisers may expect to spend a little more for net radio next year. Network spokesmen are gen-

erally agreed if rates take any new direction, it will be up (see page 56).

Heaviest users of net radio in 1958-'59 promise to be automotives, foods, tobaccos and drugs. But

because of its economy and new flexibility, lot of smaller, off-beat product categories formerly using print media

are discovering radio as a tool for national sales (see page 70).

"Sound" will pretty much dominate radio thinking this year and next. Not that "numbers" will be dis-

counted, but agencies will be working harder and more scientifically to create better sounding commer-
cials. They show more interest in what sounds will be "neighbors" (see page 79).

Network programing does not appear due for any earth-shaking changes this fall. All nets are playing

from strength rather than weakness, concentrating on those formats that are current money-makers for

them (see page 74).

Spot radio rates are up, generally speaking, but this by no means reflects a sweeping revision of rate

cards. Increases have been due to specific situations such as packages running bigger. But over-all increase

during past year is estimated to be, at most, 6% (see page 78).

Reps report spot buying brisk as fall season looms. Responsible for pick-up: (1) re-evaluation of media

in view of economy; (2) good evaluation for radio on basis of saturation, attractive cost (see page 78).

Whether some shrewd national account will choose 1958 or '59 as the time to take a stab at dominating

nighttime radio remains a question. So far, there is no indication of such a move since almost all night

business is overflow from daytime (see page 79).

Length of schedules bought in spot radio are about the same but frequencies are greater. If fall buy-

ing continues heavy, some shortages in avails may occur. In some stations and markets, a tightening is felt

already, especially in traffic times (see page 79).

RADIO BASICS
Articles Page
Network radio: will its comeback continue? Reports from ABC, CBS, MBS and NBC on present and

future plans 56

Network radio: status report in qu< stion-and-answer form designed to give buying perspective 60

Radio station representatives, their headquarters addresses and telephone numbers and the stations they

represent 77

Spot radio: status report in question-and-answer form. ____ 78

Special-appeal radio: three majors—Negro, Spanish, farm 82

FM radio: a new boom of interest. Industry summary with regional reports on local programing 86

Charts
Dimensions of radio: radio homes, sets, distribution. Starts on 109

Radio audience: homes reached in a week, composition 114

Radio listening habits: tune-in, variations, trends. Starts on 116

Network radio patterns: top programs, audience size, ratings. Starts on 128

Spot radio: spending by product group, tv comparison. Starts on 132



NETWORK RADIO: Will its cotneba

Program patterns keep changing but net radio has

strong holding power with its clients. One

prediction: gross sales of $95 million this year

Wow that network radio has been

"rediscovered" by advertisers, its fu-

ture appears to be pretty well assured.

At least, even the economic doldrums

into which the national economy drift-

ed early this year hasn't slowed down
appreciably net radio's progress.

Predictions that 1958 will see the

medium reap an even fatter harvest

than it did in 1957 remain unchanged.

The impact-plus-economy advantages

claimed by net radio are actually be-

lieved to have worked in its favor dur-

ing this year's uneasy first half. In

spite of some over-all budget parings,

advertisers have held on rather consis-

tently to their positions in net radio.

Besides which, some new clients have

been attracted into it.

If the forecasts of many economists

who look for a business upturn in the

last quarter of this year prove correct,

then it is possible that the rebuilding

of ad budgets may find more dollars

allocated to net radio. If the medium
is proving its efficiency in lean days,

then fat days should find it still more
efficient.

Says NBC's vice president in charge

of radio, Matthew "Joe" Culligan, who
has breathed into the medium much of

the life that has rejuvenated it, "We
believe the NBC Radio network come-

back, in the face of staggering diffi-

culties, should be a symbol of hope for

all businessmen in the difficult months
ahead. Despite savage road-testing

brought about by the development of

television, NBC Radio did the difficult

things necessary to "live with tv."

"We believe 1958 will be the year in

which network radio is recognized as

an essential and integral part of any
well-balanced national advertising-com-

munications campaign."

Culligan believes network radio will

gross |95 million this year. In 1957,

the radio webs grossed an estimated

$86 million—a 10 per cent differential.

This is still a far cry from the big

8200-plus million years of net radio's

pre-tv heyday. It also is a long way
from erasing the red ink operating

deficits piled up over the years since tv.

But 1957 business did mark a new di-

rection in net radio's long-descending

graph curve—up. It suggests the me-

dium has at last found the combina-

tion for solving its problems.

What is the new combination that

seems to be turning the trick for the

networks and what does it mean to

radio advertisers?

One key to the combination and one

which has been responsible for luring

advertisers, both large and small, into

the fold is the extension of the orig-

inal buy through smart merchandising

and promotion services. These extras,

clients have found, are often as valu-

able to their sales campaigns as the

airing of their commercials.

The national advertiser has many
opportunities to take advantage of such

"extras." He may, for example, buy

Breakfast Club on ABC, or a name
newscaster like Gabriel Heatter on

MBS, or motion picture star Madeleine

Carroll on NBC, or Godfrey on CBS.

He is now in a position to identify

his product with top celebrities in en-

tertainment or world affairs. For the

cost of a few minutes a week in air

time, he can now inform his salesmen

and distributors of the fact a name star

is on their team. On car cards, point-

of-sale posters, in dealer window dis-

plays he can hit this same "prestige

story" for the benefit of the consum-

ing public. The tie-in possibilities are

almost endless.

One of the toughest jobs an adver-

tiser faces is whetting enthusiasm of

his salesmen for the media buy he has

made. Here is where his net radio

buy of a name star or show helps.

Why? Because the star will assist

him, often making a personal appear-

ance at a national sales convention for

the express purpose of impressing the

sales staff. At the same time, network

executives and merchandising men will

be on hand to give the salesmen sug-

gestions on how they can make use of

the show to promote product sales.

NBC Radio, with its new "Salesver-

tising" program, carries this even a

step further.

A client on this net can, for exam-

ple, use the facilities of the web for a

national sales meeting without going

to the trouble and expense of bringing

his representatives back to headquar-

ters. A closed-circuit meeting can be

arranged whereby salesmen, dealers,

distributors can hold their own ses-

sions within the studios of their near-

est NBC affiliate across the country

and there get the broadcast word

straight from their executives in the

home office.

During the past year, scores of such

meetings have been set up for accounts

ranging from comparative youngsters

like Midas Mufflers (a growing nation-

al chain of automotive exhaust spe-

cialists) to a veteran mammoth like

bws, immediacy sho\
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nntinue?

General Mills, a perennial net client.

Under this same plan, for example,

merchandising experts from the net-

work, assisted by locals from the affili-

ates, will call on dealers or distributors

to help them tie in with a national

campaign. They will make recommen-

dations on how they can use co-op

money more wisely. The new concept

of selling net radio leaves nothing to

chance.

Programing at the nets also has been

under some study and, in some cases,

a lot of repairs.

Of the four nets, CBS programing

has remained the nearest to the pattern

of pre-tv days. Even with independent

radio making big comeback strides

through music and news, this network

never lost faith in its lineup of stars

and daytime soap operas. The formula

has been successful; CBS has con-

vinced itself of this on both the basis

of advertising sales and by audience

research. So there is no programing

change in the wind at this net.

NBC has road-tested the new pro-

graming policy it introduced several

years ago and finds it good. Spear-

headed by Monitor, its programing

will follow its present course with the

only changes this year being an exten-

sion of its news commentary and the

addition of still more star names to its

entertainment and dramatic shows.

The programing direction of the

other two radio networks in the next

year is more difficult to forecast. Both

have undergone a series of manage-
ment shake-ups each of which left in

its wake some new ideas introduced,

some old ones discarded.

At ABC, the "live" programing con-

cept upon which ex-president Bob
Eastman hung the hopes of the net-

work last year came a cropper this

year. Despite interest by major ad-

vertisers in these stanzas, the net ran

into clearance problems.

The veteran Breakfast Club survived

as ABC's bulwark of strength along

with its string of news programs. This

year will probably see another rebuild-

ing around this nucleus with increas-

ing emphasis on news coverage and
commentary. "Immediacy" may likely

be the new keystone of ABC.
At Mutual, immediacy is already

king. A lot of its faith still lies in

such a format as the Kate Smith Show,

but news is all over the MBS clock.

Mutual has been solving its clear-

ance problem through its "swap" sys-

tem whereby affiliates retain revenues

from newscasts on the hour while the

net gets the revenue from the half-hour

newscasts. It currently programs 38

such five-minute news programs daily

along with sport shows and special

events. If it is possible to step up the

tempo of such an ambitious news cov-

erage, MBS will probably try it in the

year ahead.

At any event, the struggle for the

advertiser's dollar that may ensue be-

tween the minors (ABC and MBS) and

the majors (NBC and CBS) should

prove interesting and of benefit to the

entire medium. They all have a lot to

offer and they're all out to prove it.

Research and promotion, of course,

are playing a big role in this comeback
trail for net radio. But most of all,

the greatest sales tool is not a new one

but one that hadn't been used for a few

years during the tv scare—hard work.

But more important still, buyers are

buying. The selling has stimulated cli-

ent thinking about the medium. And
the client, once he has begun thinking,

leads himself into the buy. He sees its

new flexibility as a means to get in and

out for long or short campaigns in the

same way that he can buy print. He
buys it almost as he does spot radio.

He likes its cost-per-1,000. He likes

its extra services through merchandis-

ing and promotion.

Big clients who deserted the medium
when tv came along are back; new

clients who wouldn't have dreamed of

net radio in the old days are buying it

now for everything from a pre-holiday

saturation drive to a year-round cam-

paign.

Because of this, the medium that

was given up for dead when tv cast its

long, cold shadow came alive last year.

{Please turn to page 60)

Foreground listening, a CBS Radio con-

cept, calls for such action sound effects as

heard on the veteran Western, Gunsmoke
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POSITIVE

APPROACH
TO THE
"TOP 40"

For advertising to adults with

discretionary money to spend,

you're in more rewarding com-

pany with radio personalities

like these forty, than with
'

'the top 40 (or 30 or 20) tunes."

Radio programming based on

juke-box fads may attract

a fervent audience — but the

chances are good that the fer-

vor is strictly for the beat.

The personalities and programs

shown here represent varied,

balanced radio programming of

interest to a more mature and

thoughtful market (and, it's

safe to say, a lot more solvent)

.

If you sell white buckskin shoes

and bubble-gum, by all means

use a juke-box station. But for

soap and cars and other prod-

ucts, youwant the cream market

-the customers with money to

buy.Thisisthe audience attract-

ed to stations affiliated with

THE NBC
RADIO

NETWORK



NETWORK RADIO

I
( ont'd from page 57 I

Q What is the outlook for dollar

revenue in network radio and how
will it compare with 1957?

A. Since net work radio no longer

releases its dollar figures, it is as diffi-

< ult to estimate what it has done as it

i- to predict what it will do.

However, informed sources estimate

that in L957 it did a business amount-

ing In about S<>(> million, and estimates

for what it will have done bv the end

of this year range to $96 million. In

short, 1958 should see a gain of nearly

$9 million in billings.

Q. Which way are net radio rates

going—up or down?

A. According to many spokesmen

for the industry, rates for net radio

are, in general, headed up. That any

rises will be kept within the limits of

realism goes without saying. Attrac-

tive rates were one of the selling points

that contributed to the comeback of

the webs. Nevertheless, now that the

WHERE IS

MAIN STREET, COLUMBIA?

Moin Street, Columbia, S. C. stretches throuaJt^lZ

counties. Its people turn to Columbia When they are

in the mood to buy. To sell them, use Wnv-the station

they hear! And we do mean "hear" ... for instance

from 6 am to noon, WIS has 41% more listeners than

its nearest competitor (Pulse, 12 c'nty study, Mar. '58).

The quick-paced programming that gives WIS its out-

standing lead is backed up by expert merchandising to

give you a lead in sales!

For complete facts (afternoon and evening figures are

impressive, too) call your PCW Colonel. Ask to see

the March, '58 Pulse.

•ur
j

Peters. Ghiffkn.
Woodward. ,«.

Sxehth t A/,///«W RtfmtHMh il

G Richard Shafro, Exec. Vice President

W. Frank Harden, Managing Director CO LUMB S. C.

demand for the medium has increased

it is not unreasonable to expect that

advertisers will pay more for time next

year than they are now.

Q. Is there much chance that the

coming year will see the networks
once again report their business

volume to PIB or to some other

bureau?

A. Not much, unfortunately.

The networks discontinued reporting

to PIB several years ago partly over

differences of opinion on whether net

or grass billings should be counted

and partly, no doubt, from embarrass-

ment that they might suffer in making

known the slightness of their dollar

volume. Now, however, with business

on the increase, some admen feel the

nets may get over their embarrassment

and that the much-needed figures may
be not too far away. Several of the

nets express a willingness to release

figures if they all get together on what

to release.

Q. How do the four radio net-

works stand regarding affiliates?

Is the trend toward more or less

outlets?

A. Here is the status report on affili-

ates now:

ABC: "There have been no major

affiliate losses since the first of the

year. ABC Radio affiliates currently

number nearly 300 (fluctuates),

against about 320 a year ago. Most

of these changes have come about be-

cause of change of ownership and

economic reasons. Most of the changes

or losses were in the period to 1 Jan-

uary." So reports the network.

CBS: On affiliates, this network

couldn't be holding steadier. Last June

it had 214; this June it claims an

identical number.

MBS: Mutual services 463 stations.

This total represents a decrease from

figure of comparable period last year.

"However, we have a 12-station in-

crease since 1 January," says a spokes-

NBC: In the past year, this web

has gone from 188 affiliates to 202. It

anticipates the addition of 10 more

in the next 12 months.

(Please turn to page 62)
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The Fox and the Grapes
(Aesop updated)

A hungry fox stole one day into a vineyard where many

bunches of grapes hung ripe and ready for eating. But as luck

would have it, they were fastened upon a tall trellis, just

too high for the fox to reach. He jumped, and paused,

and jumped again; but it was all in vain. At last he was

fairly tired out and cried, "Take them who will—

the grapes are sour!"

Now isn't that just like some radio stations? They jump and

jump, and when they can't reach the pinnacle of popularity

,

they declare, "The grapes are sour!"

Moral: pick a &£bi({jfl Station

Radio Baltimore Radio Boston

Radio Chicago Radio Memphis

wsswwmm
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES, INC.



NETWORK RADIO

[Cont'd from /«;_

Q. What is the status of option

times?

A. \t present, here are the option

times claimed by each web:

ABC: Three hour? in each dav

period.

CBS: Option time is three hours in

each dav part— morning, afternoon

and night.

MBS: Four hours per week, bulk

of which is on Sunday—morning re-

ligious programing and 25 minutes

on Sunday evenings.

NBC: The network is currently

running slightly under the permitted

three hours of option time in each day

part.

\< cording to the networks, no

changes are in the works.

Q How do the radio networks

appraise themselves?

A. Here, in the words of their own

spokesmen, are the summings-up of

each net.

ABC: There is no basis for com-

parison of business in 1957 with 1958

because of the many changes in the

ABC schedule in the past year. The

outlook, based on current trends, is

good. Automotives. cigarettes and

food- seem to be buying more network

radio advertising now. No group ap-

pear- to be diminishing its expendi-

ture- in the medium.

New net business is coming from

specialty products with modest budgets

I ho .in get national exposure at effi-

cient costs.

Examples of these are Clairol, Harri-

son Home Products, Niagara Manu-

facturers and Glamorene. Larger ac-

count- ulio have joined ABC in the

include Lever, Toni, Ameri-

can Cyanimid, Plough. Philco returned

ibsence of several years. Other

returnees are General Foods, General

Mills, General Motors.

Big buys for nexl season include:

Pontiac, Reynolds Tobacco, Bristol'

Myers, Al L-CIO.

In selling, ABC continues to make
heavy use of slides, card and tape

presentations, Bales bulletins, I klets.

It i- our intent to proA ide advertisers

with a continual flow of information

on ABC advertising.

CBS: The web is looking forward

to a good 1958 and 1959 on the basis

of sales now being made. New busi-

ness in volume is coming from auto-

motives and drugs. The Metropolitan

Operacasts, long on another network,

have been picked up by Texaco and

slated for CBS in a buy that should go

for more than SI million.

Oldsmobile has bought the new Patti

Page Show, another indication of

motordom's continuing faith in net

radio. CBS has also had some inter-

esting one-shot "spectaculars" lately

by such "off-trail" clients as Harvard

College, Masland Carpets and the Na-

tional Education Association. Some of

these clients were so impressed by

their first venture into net radio that

they hope to come back on a regular

MBS: We estimate that Mutual shall

have had more than $7 million gross

net business by the end of '58. (Term

"gross net" means over-all net income

less agency commissions) . Between last

June when Mutual's new structure went

into effect and January 1958, the net-

work operated in the black.

Most-wanted buys on Mutual con-

tinue to be the five-minute newscasts.

The Kate Smith Show and other quality

features in its programing attract such

advertisers as General Electric, Ex-Lax,

Dumas-Milner, Liggett & Myers. Satu-

ration campaigns should continue to be

popular since our advertisers cut the

pattern of their own cloth whether it

be for a short-term drive or a year-

long campaign.

Under its new "swap" system, affili-

ated stations retain revenues from

newscasts on the hour, while business

on the half-hour accrues to the net-

work. Since stations retain on-the-hour

news revenue, they automatically clear

net clients for those features.

Mutual provides 38 five-minute news-

casts daily along with sports, special

events, commentaries. Newsmen in-

clude such top names as Gabriel Heat-

ter and John Wingate. Among adver-

tisers using Mutual for the first time

are GE, National L. P. Gas Council,

Colgate-Palmolive.

NBC: This network, satisfied that

the American public listens to radio

as individuals rather than as family

groups, will continue to program as

follows: (1) increase in news com-

mentary; (2) use more top stars such

as Don Ameche and Madeleine Carroll

in both entertainment and drama
shows; (3) extend Monitor to national

holidays; (4) further extend its "Star

Dust" plan to bring in more stars.

The network this year has 40 per

cent more business under firm contract

than in 1957.

Most of this revenue is now coming

from drugs, automotives, foods and

cigarettes. NBC anticipates that at

least 60 per cent of its volume will

come from major advertisers in these

classifications, with the remainder

coming from oil companies, auto acces-

sories, soft goods and insurance plus

seasonal advertising for gifts and

services.

New business comes from an in-

crease in expenditure on the part of

last year's advertisers plus a liberal

addition of clients in new classifica-

tions who are splitting magazine and

newspaper budgets to accommodate
radio for the first time. There is a

clearly marked trend toward longer-

term use of widely scattered participa-

tions to achieve maximum audience.

Q. Can network radio hope to re-

capture those giant accounts it had
in its pre-tv heyday?

A. It has done pretty well in that di-

rection already, although not along

with the dollar volume it once enjoyed

from them. In short, net radio has re-

captured more in names than dollars.

Still the fact that it has managed to

accomplish this along with tv's growth

is indicative of an advertiser interest

in network radio again that should

continue and perhaps increase in the

year ahead.

Q. Who are some of the old net

radio goliaths that are back in the

same medium now?

A. In 1948, the top 10 net radio ac-

counts (in order of dollars invested)

were: P&G, Sterling Drug, General

Mills, General Foods, Gillette, Miles

Laboratories, Campbell Soup, Lever

Brothers, Liggett & Myers, American

Home Products.

This year has seen every one of them

back on the radio webs. Four of them

have invested in all four networks.

They are Sterling Drug. General Foods,

Lever Brothers and Liggett & Myers.

[Please turn to page 66)
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^-VIT'S A FACT, SUH!

IN RICHMOND, VIRGINIA . . . WRNL LISTENERS

HAVE MORE MONEY TO SPEND

FACT 1. Surveys of listeners in the home con-

clusively proved that WRNL listeners have the

highest incomes of all Richmond radio audiences.

FACT 2. WRNL programs directly to and for

this high income audience.

FACT 3. WRNL covers the Richmond Trading

Area as defined by the Richmond Chamber of

Commerce.

The reason is programming

WRNL has consistently emphasized quality in its

programming as part of its service to the com-

munity. It is and has been a prestige but not a

high hat station.

Its news coverage is unexcelled, its musical pro-

grams are carefully selected to include the best

of music and it is the originating station for the

major sports events in the state.

Represented By

EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.

NEW YORK CHICAGO ATLANTA BOSTON

DETROIT LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO ST. LC

WRNL RADIO COVERAGE
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in short . . . the audience with money to

spend is tuned to

AM
910 KCWRIH

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

FM
102.1 MC
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Here, Art Barrie receives the

American Legion Community Service

Award from Lucas County

Commander Charles Phillips.
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i
...for outstanding ©te.H

services to the^*
community. .

.

Only four times in 39 years has a community service

been of such significance as to merit the Lucas County,

Ohio, American Legion Community Service Award,

recognized as the highest local award. This rare honor

has just been awarded to Art Barrie, People's Opinion

Program, and WSPD Radio in Toledo.

"The People's Opinion program was singled out,"

according to Commander Phillips, "because it provides

any citizen easy and ready access to express an idea or

opinion. Such expression receives wide coverage. "Defi-

nitely," Phillips continued, "our citizens in this area can

be and are more informed on local and national issues

than others in communities which do not utilize such a

medium for a free exchange of ideas. Barrie and WSPD
have given re-birth to "town meetings." Our commu-

nity can only profit from this imaginative radio service."

"Famous on the local scene

©7
NBC RADIO in TOLEDO

National Representative: The Katz Agency
National Sales Director: M. E. McMurray

625 Madison Ave.,N.Y. • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

WSPD WJW WJBK WIBG WWVA WAGA WGBS
Toledo Cleveland Detroit Philadelphia Wheeling Atlanta Miami



HIGHEST RATINGS^

IN

HOUSTON
consistently

*NIELSEN

(Jan. -Feb., 1958)
Places K-NUZ in No.

1 position Monday
thru Friday 6 A.M. to

6 P.M. for total broad-

cast day average.

* PULSE

(Jan. -Feb., 1958)

Places K-NUZ in

No. 1 position

Monday thru Fri-

day for total broad-

cast day average 6

A.M. to 12 mid-

night.

Still the

LOWEST
COST PER THOUSAND

'^Olltft*
*

BUY!

National Reps.:

Forjoe b Co.

—

• Chicago

San Francis

New York

Los Angeles i

Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.
I Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

In Houston:

Call Dave Morris

JA 3-2581

NETWORK RADIO
(Cont'd from page 62)

For Campbell Soup, 1958 marks the

first return to net radio in quite awhile.

Q. Is it likely that top national

accounts will continue to use net
radio through the coming year?

A. What specific accounts are likely

to do is hard to predict since in these

times they tend to hop from medium
to medium. But, in general, it is safe

to predict that the major product cate-

gories will continue to be heard from a

good deal during the rest of 1958 and
in 1959. Here are prospects for sev-

eral major product types:

• Automotives: Their good for-

tune with net radio since rediscovering

it in 1956 presages continued use of the

medium.

This year's softness in auto sales

cannot be laid at the doorstep of ad-

vertising but at the business slump. As
advertising budgets are pared in this

industry due to the recession, net radio

may come out well as an economical

impact buy. The new Oldsmobile buy

of the CBS Patti Page Show, Pontiac's

sign-up to sponsor this autumn's Notre

Dame football games reflects the un-

shaken faith in the medium.

• Foods: Hard times or good times,

people must eat. So foods, which are

figured to step up ad budgets this year

despite economics, will undoubtedly

stick with web radio taking every ad-

vantage of its merchandising arms.

General Mills, General Foods, Ameri-

can Home Foods and other schedules

on various nets bear this out.

• Drugs: Almost the same can be

said for drugs as can be said for foods

in uncertain times. Drug ad budgets,

however, are a little more mixed in

direction.

Bristol-Myers, Sterling, Hudson Vita-

mins, Plough, Miles Labs, Carter and

others now using web radio are not

likely to give up positions in their

competition for sales of their highly

profitable lines.

• Tobaccos: Buffeted by health

and medical reports, this giant's head

is bloody but somehow still unbowed.

The vicissitudes of the cigarette manu-

facturers, now locked in a filter-tip,

flip-top-box war among themselves, are

(Please turn to page 68)
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NETWORK RADIO

{Cont'd from page 66)

reflected in daily ups and downs on

the stock exchange.

None of them appears ready to

throw in the towel. Chances are they

ma) even step-up ad budgets this year

in (heir fight for survival. Net radio

stands to gain from their struggle.

• Soaps: These are probably the

coolest, most calculating media buyers

of all—hence, the most difficult to pre-

dict.

At the moment, the big three are all

in net radio with one product or an-

other. The length and diversification

of their product lines almost assures

that they will go on using the medium
although not necessarily for those prod-

ucts getting the current play. So long

as net radio delivers at a low cost-per-

1,000, these circulation-conscious ac-

counts are not likely to desert it again

in a hurry.

• Petroleums: The auto radio has

formed an alliance between this indus-

try and radio advertising that is well

nigh unshakable.

Radio gets to the consumer while

he's on the highway approaching a

point-of-sale. So the gas and oil com-

panies will go on using radio. The

only question—net or spot? It seems

probable that both will get their share.

Q. What are the principal fac-

tors that account for the gains of

network radio?

A. Very simply, two things: (1) It's

a good media value; (2) it offers ex-

tension through merchandising.

Q. What kind of "extensions"
can the national advertiser look

for in a net radio buy now?

A. The opportunities for extras in

net radio campaigns are many.

Here are a few:

(1) Dealers and distributors at the

local level have a chance to tie in with

national effort.

(2) Show stars, news commentators

or whichever personalities are used

will frequently throw extra-curricular

weight to the air campaign by making

a personal appearance at a client's na-

tional sales meeting to stimulate the

sales staff and enthuse them over the

importance of the radio show.

(3) Brochures or printed displays

at points-of-sale can be tied to the ra-

dio show or personality.

(4) Closed-circuit national sales

meetings are being held in cities across

the country by NBC advertisers using

the facilities of the net to link execu-

tives in the home offices with salesmen

and dealers gathered in the studios of

local affiliates. Services such as these

are likely to be increased in the 12

months ahead as the nets vie for more
advertising business.

Q. What current trend in net-

work accounts especially marks a

new departure in future business

as distinguished from the old pre-

tv days?

A. Perhaps nothing emphasizes the

difference between pre- and post-tv net-

work radio as the recent influx of "off-

trail" advertising accounts. These are

clients who would never have been

heard from in the old days when net

radio sold mostly on firm 52-week con-

tracts. Their budgets can't be com-

pared to those of P&G or General

Mills.

But under the more flexible selling

of present-day network radio, these

smaller clients move in and out with

campaigns of varying lengths and ac-

count for perhaps 10 to 20 per cent of

net radio billings.

(Please turn to page 70)

Because it talks in an adult way to an adult audience

WQXR PRODUCES MAN-SIZE RESULTS

S" «Jff LP!w
Adults are your prime sales targets. They make the buying

decisions. They spend the money.

The age group between 30 and 49, for instance, spends 53%
of all money invested in automobiles, clothing, accessories,

food, beverages, tobacco, home furnishings, recreation, medi-

cal care.

WQXR, concentrating on fine music, reaches an audience that

is 96.6% adult, according to Pulse. WQXR brings your mes-

sage to a higher percentage of adults than any other New

York radio station.

For one million adult families, nothing takes the place of good

music . . . nothing takes the place of

WQXR
|
radio station of The New York Times

AM 50,000 watts, and FM
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loaded with C & D market facts!

If you're bewitched, bothered and bewildered by the mer-

chandising and marketing merry-go-round in the A & B
(discount) markets why not take a look at the Keystone C & D
markets . . . where men are men and a list price and a profit

are still stylish.

Here are a few quick facts gleaned from our brand new
C & D marketing map — yours for the asking:

• Total retail sales in 275 "A" and "B" Counties— 132

Billions of dollars or 68.6% of the total.

• Total retail sales in Keystone's C & D markets $60}4

Billions of dollars or 31.4% of the U. S. total, (usually

forgotten or overlooked)

• K.B.S. gives you 86% coverage of these C & D markets!

Nuff said?

J&
w'Write for your Free 24"x36" map and station list — you'll find them very useful!

|[\eystone

BROADCASTING SYSTEM, i

| KEYSTONE BROADCASTING SYSTEM

j
111 West Washington St., Chicago 2, llli

! Address_

! City_



NETWORK RADIO

Cont'd from page 68 •

Q. Who are some "off-trail" cli-

ents, and how do they use net

radio?

A. Typical accounts are: Midas. Inc..

a national chain of auto exhaust sys-

tem specialists: Magla Products, manu-

facturers of silicone ironing board cov-

ers; Niagara Therapy Co., producers

of a health appliance; Flexo-glass

storm windows: W averly Bonded Fab-

rics: Permaglass home hot water heat-

ers; Masland Carpets and Gulistan Car-

pets: Florida Realty Bureau; Sterling

Silversmiths Guild; Rustcraft greeting

cards; Knapp Monarch picnic supplies.

Although they seem strange time-slot

neighbors to American Tobacco, Ford

or Kraft, these "off-trails" represent a

new and healthy trend for the webs.

Most of them have come out of print

media and are finding they can use

network radio both for national pres-

tige and economy. They can identify

with star names such as Jack Benny.
George Gobel or Arthur Godfrey, and
use their names in merchandising tie-

ins.

They can get campaigns off the

ground quickly to tie to special or sea-

sonal events.

For example, Rustcraft comes in for

holidays to spur its greeting card sales:

Sterling Silversmiths hit hard for June
bridal gifts: Knapp Monarch tied in

with NBC summer programing promo-
tion outdoor fun to sell its line of pic-

nic supplies.

Q. What are the radio network
programing trends for the fall?

A. There are no earth-shaking trends

in fall programs at the nets. However
there will be some new programs in-

troduced and a slight shift in show
schedules.

The basic innovation will be the ex-

in of news programing on all net-

work*, except for CBS. Columbia
-hows the least change in basic ap-

proach and NBC is reaching a stability

in program planning. ABC and Mu-
tual, however, are still in search of a

formula that will appeal to both the

audience and their affiliates.

I [ere - a i undown of the indh idual

network-' |>i o- ramimj plan- for the

fall:

ABC: \t presstime, the network's

fall piojiraiiiinj.' -cems uncertain. Amer-

ican has been in trouble for some time,

and this past season saw two addition-

al setbacks at the network. The first

was the cutting off of ex-President Rob-

ert Eastman's plan—feeding live music

and news shows to its affiliates with

such personalities as Jim Backus, Merv
Griffin and Herb Oscar Anderson. This

innovation failed since affiliates would

not clear time for these shows and pre-

ferred using local talent.

The second big shakeup was the de-

parture of Eastman. Replacing him is

Edward J. DeGray. the new vice presi-

dent in charge of ABC Radio.

Right now, ABC plans to expand its

news schedule and has launched an

early morning newscast, News Around
The World. In addition, the network

recently instituted an alert system al-

lowing the big news breaks to be sent

to affiliates in a matter of minutes.

Aside from this extension of news pro-

graming, the strongest network feature

remains Don McNeill's Breakfast Club.

CBS: "There are no new trends in

today's programing on network radio,"

according to Howard Barnes, vice

president in charge of network pro-

grams. "Our formula for programing
has worked out over the years, so this

fall we'll continue as before."

Columbia's daytime serials remain

strong, and the nighttime "impact"

shows like Robert Q. Lewis are contin-

uing to attract advertisers. New pro-

grams produced this season, namely

Sez Who and Stan Freeman, will con-

tinue this next season. CBS will also

introduce new personalities on the

Ford Road Show. Right now Tennes-

see Ernie Ford is lined up for the fall.

MBS: Mutual will continue its pat-

tern of expanded news programing

—

news every half-hour on the hour and

half-hour. The rest of the format will

be music, sports and special events.

The one big innovation is the drop-

ping of the evening hourly mystery

block.

Mutual's reasons are that the shows

are outdated. For the past year, the

network has been polling its affiliates

on programing and one outcome was

that most of the stations were opposed

to the adventure shows, since they were

too competitive with tv. Replacing it

in the fall will be The World Today

with Westbrook Van Voorhis, a round-

up of the news—from 8:05-8:30 p.m.;

Capital Assignment, a follow-up on the

news, and a look at the next day's

events—from 8:30-9 p.m.

In programing plans, inasmuch as

Mutual ow'ns no stations, network in-

terest is based primarily on servicing

affiliates and giving stations what they

want and are not able to produce them-

selves.

NBC: Basic fall plans at NBC re-

main unchanged, and the network will

continue with its schedule as it ap-

peared this season. The one big inno-

vation will be an extension of its 'Star

Dust policy.'

National is looking for big names to

supplement those already starring in

short sketches on Monitor and Night-

line (Bob Hope, Bob & Ray, Fibber &

Molly, George Gobel, Paul Winchell

and Ed Gardner).

Like the other networks, NBC will

expand its news coverage. Although

the Don Ameche half-hour daytime

show is not yet sold, it will continue in

the fall, with the network interested in

finding other big names to host and

star in a daytime drama.

Q. Who buys the most radio, and
what are the top 10 agencies?

A. The No. 1 agency in terms of

radio expenditure on behalf of its

clients continues to be Young & Rubi-

cam, which spent $15 million on radio

last year.

The other ranking agencies follow:

2. BBDO, $14 million.

3. McCann-Erickson, $12 million,

tied with J. Walter Thompson.

4. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, $9.5

million.

5. Foote, Cone & Belding tied

with N. W. Ayer at $8 million.

6. Cunningham & Walsh, $7.7

million.

7. Ted Bates & Co., $6 million.

8. Sullivan, Srauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, $5.3 million.

9. Erwin Wasey-Ruthrauff & Ry-

an, $5 million (combined figures

after they merged in mid-'57 i

.

10. A four-way split among Grant

Adv., D'Arcy Adv., Campbell-

Ewald and William Esty at the

$3.5 million mark.

Q. What influence does non-

home listening have on network

programing?

A. A considerable amount, as it does

with local radio.

I Please turn to page 74)
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As Basic as the Alphabet

Every important advertising campaign should include Detroit

. . . every Detroit campaign should include the WWJ stations.

^J etroit Standard Metropolitan Area contains the greatest concentration

of people and wealth in Michigan: 50% of the state's population, 53%
of its retail sales.

m ver growing, this three-county area has a population of 3,843,000 and
1,101,100 families. (Total population in the WWJ stations' coverage area

is nearly 7,000,000.)

^J he effective buying income per family is $7,355—up $1,434 over the

national average.

lijetail sales in 1957 totaled nearly $5,000,000,000. Food, automotive,

drug and cosmetic purchases were high on the list ofconsumer expenditures.

^iJutstanding in volume of bank debits ("money at work"), Detroit ranks

third in the nation, surpassed only by New York and Chicago.

|Jn Detroit, 81% of families own one or more automobiles.

^Jo the people of Detroit and southeastern Michigan, the WWJ stations,

are time-tested friends; believable, trustworthy, always welcome.

Sources: Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, 1958

Fifth Quinquennial Survey of the Detroit Market.

the BMLHSVUffiBIJTYstatiom
original

WWJ RADIO B WWJ-TV
The World's First Radio Station affiliates Michigan's First Television Station

Owned and operated by The Detroit News

National Representatives; Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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LOCAL- REGIONAL- NATIONAL
advertisers will want to cash in on

your station's NEW SELLING OPPOR-
TUNITY!

fe*K

ttflS

YOUR NEW SALES PRODUCER ALL YEAR 'ROUND!

• Develops habit-tuning to your station!

• Excites your sales organization!

• Builds store traffic and sales for sponsors!

• Gives your station a new and distinctive

personality that will . . .

SELL AND SELL AND SELL!

$

tf*



THE MOST
POWERFUL
SPANISH
LANGUAGE
STATION
IN THE

WEST!

5,000
WATTS

FEATURING

THE MOST
LISTENED TO

ARTISTS

IN THE

SPANISH

SPEAKING

WORLD!

94 HOURS«™ DAILY
i

570,000 Spanish

speaking people

in greater L. A.

Average family

income $4,233
per year

REACH THEM ALL
WITH POWER!

RYan 1-7148

Los Angeles Pasadena

NETWORK RADIO

I Cont'd from page 70)

Networks plan punchy news and

good background music for listeners

with other activities. The commercials

continue to be more forceful and com-

manding than the programs themselves.

Why? Because network program
people are aware of the amount of list-

ening done out of the home, in cars

and in public places. And in the sum-

mer especially, the portable radio and

the car radio take over as focal points

for the tune-in habit.

Here are some statistics from Pulse,

Inc., which help influence network pro-

graming—and all radio programing.

In the winter of 1958, covering Janu-

ary and February in 22 regularly sur-

veyed markets, The Pulse reports 58

per cent of all out-of-home listening

was in automobiles; 15 percent at

work; 12 per cent, in retail establish-

ments; one per cent, out of doors; 14

per cent, while visiting people and in

other locales.

Q. What are some of the main
reasons why marketers buy net-

work radio?

A. Network offers as many solutions

as there are marketing problems. But

some of the more simplified and gen-

eral reasons why advertisers and their

agencies select radio advertising fol-

low:

• to reach special markets, by using

certain specific sections of the avail-

able network lineups;

• to establish a trade name;

• to open up new distribution

areas;

• to test a new product:

• to introduce a new line or a new
item;

• to capitalize on a special promo-

tional event, such as June Dairy

Month, or a holiday, such as gift-

giving times such as Mother's Day,

Christmas, Valentine's Day;

• to supplement other advertising

and broaden the circulation base;

• to gain program identification

and tie in with the reputation of an

established program vehicle and/or

personality;

• to introduce new copy themes;

• to back field salesmen, who often

need a door opener which advertising

can provide;

• to reach leisure-time listeners

—

people who travel in their cars, partic-

ularly on weekends, and who carry

portables with them as they relax or

vacation;

• to sell special people, because

there are shows designed for every

audience segment—men, women, Chil-

dren, teens.

Q. What is network radio's big-

gest sales argument?

A. That everyone—with about a two

per cent exception—is radio's audience

and radio's market. Therefore mar-

keting and buying samples which apply

to various segments of the economy

apply similarly to radio's audience

segments. The habit patterns of Mr.

and Mrs. America are those of Mr.

and Mrs. Radio Listener.

Life Magazine has some norm fig-

ures which focus on the type of infor-

mation which is showing up in hard-

selling network presentations.

The nets are giving more attention

and more thought to the presentation

of their sales stories. They're bucking

national magazines and television,

particularly, for a big share of the na-

tional ad budget. And they're sharp-

ened their sales tools with data of this

type.

Of the 49 million U.S. households,

some 8.6 million have an annual in-

come under $2,000; 7 million, from

$2- to $2,999; 7.5 million, $3-$3,999;

9.2 million, $4-$4,999; 9.6 million,

$5-$5,999; 4.6 million, $7-$9,999; 2.3

million, $10,000 or more. In general

terms, this is what radio's audience

earns.

The household with an income be-

tween $5,000 and $6,999—generally

considered to be '"average", spends

$1,417 per year on food, beverages and

tobacco; $797 on automotive; $458 on

furnishings and equipment; $262 on

medical and personal care.

(Figures from Life Study of Consumer

Expenditures, Copyright 1957, Time,

Inc.)

National magazines set the pace for

market research in media selling and

network radio now documents its case

equall) as well. ^
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Paralleling the big audience trend to KFAB...is the big buying trend to

KFAB by local and regional accounts. Omaha's finest firms... are now
regular KFAB advertisers, and are using KFAB as a basic selling medium.

KFABulous as it is... it's no accident that the big buying trend is to

KFAB in the Big Omaha Market. Local advertisers know the market and
they know the stations as they are listeners as well as buyers. They have

selected quality KFAB to sell their quality merchandise, and KFAB is

doing just that... at the lowest cost per thousand in Omaha radio history.

Get the facts today... on the KFABulous buy in Omaha radio. Get in

touch with Petry...or E. R. Morrison, KFAB's
General Sales Manager.

T
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Radio station representatives

A list of major radio station representatives,

their headquarters addresses and telephone numbers

and the U. S. stations they represent

A

AM RADIO SALES CO
415 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.

PLaza 3-9630

KOOL Phoenix, Ariz.

KOLD Tucson, Aril.

KMPC Los Angeles, Calif.

KSFO San Francisco, Calif

WIND Chicago, 111.

WCAR Detroit, Mich.

WLOL Minneapolis, Minn.

WMCA New York, N. Y.

WCKY Cincinnati, Ohio

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

720 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N.

JUdson 6-5536

WKRG Mohilc. Ala.

KEPW Fort Smith, Ark.

KTAR Phoenix, Ariz.

KVCV Redding, Calif.

KIMN Denver, Colo.

WBRY Waterbury, Conn.

WALT Tampa-St. Petersburg

WGAC Augusta, Ga.

WMAZ Macon, Ga.

WTOC Savannah, Ga.

WIBW Topeka, Kans.

KFBI Wichita, Kans.

WINN Louisville, Ky.

KWWL Waterloo, la.

WHBF Rock Island-Davenpo

WGAN Portland, Maine

WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.

WKZO Kalamazoo, Mich.

KDAL Duluth-Superior, Min
KOIL Omaha, Neb.
KORK Las Vegas, Nev.

WROW Albany, N. Y.

WKBW Buffalo, N. Y.

WRUN Utica-Rome, N. Y.

WKIX Raleigh, N. C.

WCUE Akron, Ohio
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio
KTUL Tulsa, Okla.

WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
WICE Providence, R. I.

WFBC Greenville, S. C.

KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D.
WATE Knoxville, Tcnn.
KBWD Brownwood, Texas
KHSL Chico, Texas
KEYS Corpus Christi, Texas
WRR Dallas, Texas
KXOL Fort Worth, Texas
KXYZ Houston, Texas
KCRS Midland-Odessa, Texa
KITE San Antonio, Texas
KALL Salt Lake City, Utah
WVEC Hampton, Va.

WSLS Roanoke, Va.

KXLY Spokane, Wash.
KMO Tacoma, Wash.
WIBA Madison. Wise.

(Companies not shown declined a listing.)

CHARLES BERNARD
730 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

Circle 6-7242

"Country Music Network"

WABB Mobile, Ala.

KVSM San Francisco, Calif.

KPIK Colorado Springs, Colo.

KLAK Denver, Colo.

WARL Washington, D. C.

WOOO DeLand, Daytona Beach, F

WQIK
WMIE

Jacksonville, Fla.

Miami, Fla.

WHBO Tampa, Fla.

WHFC Chicago, 111.

WBMD Baltimore, Md.
WEXL Detroit, Mich.

KEVE Minneapolis, Minn.

KCKN Kansas City, Mo.

WCBG Chambersburg, Pa.

KWEM Memphis, Tenn.

KZIP AmariUo, Texas

KCUL Fort Worth-Dallas, Tex.

KRCT Houston, Tex.

KDAV Lubbock, Texas

KSOP Salt Lake City. Utah

WCMS Norfolk, Va.

HIL F. BEST CO.

Park Ave. Bldg., Detroit 26, Mich

WOodward 2-7298

WFPA Fort Payne, Ala.

WGYV Greenville. Ala.

WERH Hamilton, Ala.

WWWB Jasper, Ala.

WMFC Monroeville, Ala.

WWWR Russellville, Ala.

WMLS Sylacauga. Ala.

KCLF Clifton, Ariz.

KCKY Coolidge, Ariz.

KAWT Douglas. Ariz.

KDJI II k Ariz.

KNOG Nogales, Ariz.

KVRC Arkadelphia. Ark

KBTA Batesville, Ark.

KPLN Camden, Ark.

KCON Conway, Ark.

KDQN DeQueen, Ark.

KFFA Helena, Ark.

KVSA McGehee, Ark.

KTLO Mountain Home, i

KCLA Pine Bluff, Ark.

KWCB Searcy, Ark.

KBRS Springdale, Ark.

KWRF Warren, Ark.

KWYN Wynne, Ark.

KIBS Bishop, Calif.

KGLA Los Angeles, Calii

KOCS Ontario, Calif.

KTIM San Rafael, Calif.

KVFC Cortez, Colo.

KLIR Denver. Colo.

WTRL Bradenton, Fla.

WKKO Cocoa, Fla.

WGGG Gainesville. Fla.

WZRO Jacksonville Beach

WIPC Lake Wales, Fla.

WLBF Leesburg, Fla.

WNOG Naples, Fla.

WHYS Ocala, Fla.

WSUZ Palatka, Fla.

WPLA Plant City, Fla.

WDCL Tarpon Springs, F

WLFA Lafayette, Ga.

WFDR Manchester, Ga.

WIMO Winder, Ga.

KRPL Moscow, Ida.

WKEI Kewanee, III.

WSMI Litchfield, 111.

WINI Murphysboro. 111.

WTAY Robinson, 111.

WCMR Elkhart, Ind.

WILO Frankfort, Ind.

WORX Madison, Ind.

WLRP New Albany, Ind.

WSLM Salem, Ind.

WAMW Washington, Ind.

KCHE Cherokee, Iowa

KSMN Mason City, Iowa

KJFJ Webster City. low

KCRB Chanute, Kans.

KMDO Fort Scott. Kans.

KCLO Leavenworth. Kans

KSCB Liberal, Kans.

KNDY Marysville, Kans.

KJRG Newton, Kans.

KRSL Russell, Kans.

WBVL Barbourville, Ky.

WTCO Campbellsville. Ky

WMTC Central City. Ky.

WAIN Columbia, Ky.

WCPM Cumberland, Ky.

WIEL Elizabethtown, Ky.

WFKN Franklin, Ky.

WFUL Fulton, Ky.

Madisonville, Ky.

WLCK Scottsville, Ky.

KLFT Golden Meadow, La.

KDBC Mansfield, La.

KAPB Marksville, La.

KRUS Ruston, La.

KBSF Springhill, La.

KTLD Tallulah, La.

KEVL White Castle, La.

KUZN W. Monroe, La.

KAPK Minden, La.

KVHL Homer, La.

WDON Wheaton, Md.

WBRN Big Rapids, Mich.

WCBY Cheboygan, Mich.

WTVB Coldwater, Mich.

(Please turn to page 90)



SPOT RADIO Q & A: Advertisers lo>

^ Spot radio's continued story of set saturation, econ-

omy gets lots of needed documentation for a harder sell

^ Fall buying is moving in fast as savvy advertisers try

to establish prime time franchises for the winter season

^ With saturation more intense than ever because of

hypoed frequencies, good avails are tightening already

Q. What factors are making spot

radio valuable to advertisers now?

A. Flexibility. There is probably

no marketing objective that the nation-

al advertiser cannot accomplish with

spot radio.

He can move in and out of the me-

dium with the speed his campaign re-

quires. He can choose his markets to

coincide with his product distribution.

He can buy for a week-end or a year,

saturate a single time period or around

the clock. All the flexibility attributed

to newspaper advertising is also avail-

able to the spot radio client.

Circulation. The nearly 100 per

cent penetration of the U. S. by radio

with a total of more than 158 million

receivers puts radio in the front ranks

of mass communication.

Radio set ownership has increased

at a spectacular pace, swelled to a large

extent by auto radios and the new tran-

sistor portables. Thus the medium
dominates the out-of-home audience.

Although it still runs second to tv as a

nighttime family entertainer, it holds

BWa) by day as the housewife's com-

panion and shopping advisor.

Economy. The low cost-per-1,000

of radio has certainly played a major
pail in the medium's comeback. For

example, according to a John Blair &
Co. brochure, spot radio can usually

deliver a selling message 20 to 24 times

a week foi the <-,,~t of a single quarter-

page newspaper ad.

Merchandising. Over the years,

advertisers have learned to use spot ra-

dio in manj ua\ - to exploit their prod-

ucts far and beyond tin- airing of their

commercials. The) have learned, for

instance, to rel) on reps oi station men
in assist them with suggestion* on dis-

tribution, meeting competition, store

shelf space, getting a new product off

the ground.

They utilize the local popularity of a

show or personality to identify with

their products through dealer tie-ins,

supermarket and store displays, coun-

ter cards, point-of-sale posters, car

cards, taxi tire covers and other pro-

motional pieces.

These are dreamed up to link their

air buy with their product. National

clients also use the local personalities

they buy to stir up enthusiasm and ex-

citement for the campaign through per-

sonal appearances sometimes in stores,

more frequently at regional meetings

of dealers and distributors.

Documentation. Documentation
has probably been responsible for lead-

ing more advertisers into spot radio

than any other factor. Nothing appar-

ently beats proof of performance.

Through research and promotion, RAB
wages a relentless and convincing cam-

paign for the efficiency of spot radio.

The dollar spending by product cate-

gories in the medium as estimated by

SRA has played a major role in mak-

ing spot radio a valuable tool for cli-

ents. The research-promotion depart-

ments of the various station rep firms

have produced overwhelming evidence

in favor of spot radio through facts

and figures proving circulation and

slam-bang success stories proving sales

results.

Q. What factors are needed to

attract more advertisers to spot

radio?

A. The circulation of spot radio will

continue to increase through the sale

of more and more sets. The economy

of the medium as well as its flexibility

can scarcely be improved upon. So the

factors that will most influence the con-

tinued boom of the medium are: More
documentation. Probably nothing is

needed more for the continued growth

of spot radio than better documenta-

tion. Local success stories are com-

paratively easy to come by.

But the thing that will really blast

off the next stage rocket for the medi-

um are more and better national case

histories. A lot of these successes of

national clients have been brought to

light, but many more remain untold.

The results of these are often guarded

by agency or account with a jealousy

that verges on the psychopathic. When
and if they are eventually publicized

more advertisers, many feel, will make
more and better use of radio.

More merchandising. Station reps

report that one of the more frequent

questions asked them by agency time-

buyers is, "What kind of merchandis-

ing can we get?" Many radio cam-

paign case histories reveal how intelli-

gent and intensive merchandising

added the extra fillip that turned a

good timebuy into a great sales suc-

cess.

Some clients consider merchandising

extensions to the radio buy almost as

valuable as the buy itself. So with all

media competing heavily for the adver-

tising dollar, radio advertisers can look

forward to increased merchandising

services in 1958 and 1959.

Improved programing. After all the

talk about "numbers" buying in radio,

a lot of evidence has emerged showing

that clients and agencies are becoming

increasingly interested in the sounds

of stations. This concern with "sound"

should have a favorable effect on radio

programing in the year ahead. Not

that broadcasting itself hasn't been

working toward stronger, more "im-

portant" programing.

Simplified spot buying. Although

considerable progress has been made

in the direction of making spot easier

to buy through the efforts of SRA, the

lA's, various rep firms and stations,

there still are many areas which can be

made less complex.

With competition from net radio

and other media on the increase, watch

TV AND RADIO BASICS



.se costs-per-thousand
for spot radio to make greater efforts

to reduce paperwork in spot buys next

year.

Spot dollar figures. The regular re-

porting of spot radio's dollar volume

by brands does not now appear on the

1958 horizon despite the fact it is the

information that advertising clients

keep asking for.

Q. What is the outlook for spot

radio this fall?

A. Spot business is reported picking

up at a fast clip as fall buys are be-

ginning to come in. Some clients have

been buying this summer with sched-

ules to continue on through fall and

winter, thus protecting franchises

against accounts that will move in later

this year.

SRA predicted a 10 per cent rise in

spot dollar volume for 1958 over 1957,

and with many economists looking for-

ward to a general business upturn by

the last quarter, spot radio should

share in the prosperity. Meanwhile, a

factor that has kept spot strong has

been the fact that many agencies were

reviewing all media and found radio's

economy and flexibility well-suited to

the times.

Automobiles, one of the sufferers

from the recession, are all aiming at

the fall and will probably be coming

into spot in strength to promote new
models.

Q. What trends are shaping up
in regard to frequencies and
lengths of schedules?

A. For the most part, frequencies

are being increased; saturation cam-

paigns becoming gradually more inten-

sive. Although it has been reported

recently that campaigns are running a

trifle shorter in duration, this is simply

a reflection of spot's flexibility.

Some short-term buying might have

been the practice among seasonal sum-

mer accounts or clients who had spe-

cial marketing objectives during the

recession, but come fall there will prob-

ably be a wave of long commitments.

Q. Are there signs of availabili-

ties shortages?

A. With fall buying under way, there

is some tightening of avails—depend-

ing on stations and markets—through-

out the day, and especially in traffic

hours. Later this year, however, it

could tighten considerably. This was

to have been the year for launching

of a lot of new products.

But when the softness set in, a lot of

these launchings were delayed. If the

predicted business upswing begins this

fall, manufacturers may decide the

time has come and touch off their in-

troductory campaigns. This could fill

up the radio clock at a fast clip. Con-

sequently, advertisers will do well to

firm up their spot radio campaign

plans now and buy early.

Q. Are traffic times still the most
sought-after periods?

A. Demand still continues strongest

for the so-called "prime times," and

will continue to do so for a long time

to come. However, it is encouraging

that this demand is not nearly so

fanatic as it once was.

Advertisers are learning a lot about

the listening habits of radio families.

Much of this knowledge is coming to

them from station reps, radio research

and promotional organizations, rating

services in the form of strong docu-

mentation that substantial audiences

are tuned in at all hours of the day.

Q. What are the principal market
places from which spot buys ema-
nate?

A. According to an SRA analysis the

ranking order is: New York, 60%;
Chicago, 14% ; St. Louis, 6% ; Los

Angeles, 4% ; San Francisco, 4% ; De-

troit, 3.5%; Dallas, 2%; Boston,

1.5%; Atlanta, 1%. Other cities make

up the remaining 2%. It must be re-

membered, however, that this refers

to reps more than to agencies, since a

Chicago rep may serve agencies as far

away as Minneapolis and St. Paul; San

Francisco may handle business from

agencies in Portland and Seattle.

Q. Are any significant changes
taking place in e.t. commercial
copy?

A. The pattern for radio commer-

cials was pretty well fixed a year ago

when advertisers seemed to discover en

masse that they could achieve greater

sales success by entertaining listeners

than by irritating them.

Jingles have become catchier, more
listenable. "Talk" commercials use

humor as the sugar-coating for the sell.

In many cases the commercials are de-

livered by name stars. The discovery

of the pull of these commercials has

touched off a creative race among
copywriters and jinglesmiths which

practically guarantees that the trend to

better commercials will continue in the

year ahead.

About the only thing that could alter

the pattern might be a prolongation of

the recession when panic might stam-

pede clients into shouting, "hard sell''

copy. Since most economists predict a

business upturn by year's end, the

prospect of a return to such radio

commercials is unlikely.

Q. Since the entertaining com-
mercials trend promises to con-

tinue, in what way will they be

further improved?

A. Sound is the answer. More and

more agency copywriters are becoming

expert at exploiting radio's single di-

mension.

They are discovering how to associ-

ate some sound with the product which

paints a product picture on the listen-

er's imagination. Sound effects or spe-

cial music is now being used not only

to establish the mood of the commer-

cial but to personify the product. Thus

in the Pepperidge Farms commercial,

the lowing of a cow or the sound of

chopping wood immediately establishes

the star, Parker Fennelly, as a rustic

type and at the same time conjures up

visions of Pepperidge bread as a

wholesome, farm-kitchen product. The

tinkle of bells identifies the Good Hu-

mor man. The bouncy Hit Parade

tune sets up an aura of fun around its

product.

Sound in radio commercials is by no

means new (Remember the "Land, air

and sea" commercials for Pall Mall?),

but it was generally used as a sideshow

pitchman uses a bass drum—to attract

attention.

The new concept of interlocking

product with sound to form a memor-

able image is an interesting one which

many in the industry look to as a new
horizon in radio copy. Station reps

are promoting it hard in presentations.

(Please turn to page 80)



THE FAMILY STATION

5000 WATTS

NEW YORK

2,455,000
Negro & Puerto Rican

people in Metropolitan

New York today

41%
increase in New York

Negro population

since 1950

300%
increase in New York

Spanish-Puerto Rican

population since 1950

To sell your product

in New York use the

No. 7 Negro

No. 7 Spanish

Radio station in New York

WWRL
on the air 24 hours daily

DEfender 5-1600

SPOT RADIO
[Cont'd from page 79)

Q. What is the status of and out-

look for week-end radio?

A. Summer advertising business has

been kind to week-end radio. Car ra-

dios and portable transistor sets are

the constant companion of radio fami-

lies on the highways and at the beaches.

As for the prospects for week-ends

this fall and winter, opinions of reps

are diverse. Some report heavy inter-

est in Saturdays and Sundays, others

would like to see these days filling a

little faster. Actually, there is no rea-

son why the coming season should not

find plenty of week-end activity both

on the parts of radio clients and the

motorists who buy their products.

More than 75 per cent of these cars

are radio-equipped and as they stream

over about 3.5 million miles of high-

way, they offer a year-round audience

to the smart radio advertiser.

Q. Is progress being made in the

direction of making spot radio

easier to buy?

A. It is. Not only are certain station

representatives spending considerable

money to set up systems to streamline

spot buys, but the SRA and the 4A's

have been tackling the problem with

significant results.

One of these achievements was the

adoption by 4A's and SRA of a stand-

ard order-contract form which elimi-

nates the extra handling and delays of

sending out orders, then waiting for

contract forms to sign and send out

again. Both stations and reps are

working towards more simplified bill-

ing methods and faster avails lists.

PGW, for example, has installed expen-

sive electronic equipment to speed up
avails and confirmations.

Q. Is there any danger in the en-

tertaining commercials trend?

A. There are several. One is that an

advertiser could become discouraged

with sales results by using a commer-

cial that is more shadow than sub-

stance.

The copywriter must steer clear of

heing carried away by his wit to the

extent that he forgets the sell. Another

danger lies in attempting to be too

funny and hatching a turkey. Humor
indelicately handled can drive away
more listeners than a straight commer-

cial. The third danger lies in imita-

tion where it will appear to the radio

audience that all of Madison Ave. has

engaged in a "funnybone contest."

If all the copy gets to sound alike,

the public will quickly become bored

and "selective inattention" will set in

wherever any commercial is aired.

Q. How do the men who play

your commercials—the d.j.'s and
local personalities— feel about
them? What trends do they fore-

see?

A. According to a recent SPONSOR

survey of disk jockeys and local stars,

here is what they expect to be playing

more of in 1958: About 50 per cent of

the d.j. respondents expect to be play-

ing more jingles or combinations of

jingles and talk. About 40 per cent

foresee a spate of comedy type com-

mercials while less than 10 per cent

look forward to more hard sell straight

announcements.

Q. From their own experience

with their local audiences, what
do these same d.j.'s believe would
improve the sales efficiency of ra-

dio announcements?

A. From personal experience in their

own markets, the majority of d.j.'s feel

that commercials they themselves de-

liver "live" from fact sheets are most

effective. Only about 10 per cent feel

that ail-electrically transcribed an-

nouncements do a maximum job.

About 35 per cent would like to see

more shortened e.t.'s with open end to

allow the d.j. to add his personal en-

dorsement to the product.

Q. What do the d.j.'s who de-

liver your commercials advise on

the slotting of them?

A. In the same sponsor survey, d.j.'s

representing stations from all across

the U. S. in large and small markets,

were asked: "In a three hour music

and news show, which scheduling is

better—three one-minute commercials

or one one-minute with six 20-second

reminders?"

Thirty-five per cent of the d.j.'s ex-

pressed the feeling that three one-min-

utes were more effective; 50 per cent

thought the better scheduling was one-

minute with six 20-seconds.

Q. What product categories are

the heaviest investors in spot ra-

dio?

A. Cigarettes, drugs, automotives

and foods are leading the pack, and

will undoubtedly continue to do so in

1959. +
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IMPACT

Choose the Your Mofketl

DENVER . . . KMYR dominates the 15 station

Denver market, serving over 1,300,000 people

with coverage where it counts. Proof—Hooper

(May-June, '58) number 1 morning and after-

noon; Pulse (May, '58) number 2 morning and

number 1 afternoon. A vital force in selling-

today's Denver with 5000 Watts at 710 Kcs.

See Adam Young or chat with General Manager

Chic Crabtree.

IF RESULTS ARE A MUST, SO ARE

OMAHA . . . KOIL is undisputed No. 1 in the

Omaha area—Proof—-Hooper (May-June, '58)

41.8 share morning and 42.8 share afternoon;

latest Trendex 42.2 share morning and 39.5

share afternoon; Pulse (May, '58) dominant

Jirst morning and afternoon. Your Star Sta-

tion, serving over 875,000 people, is a must buy

station. See Avery-Knodel or Station Manager

James H. Schoonover.

the Star stations
DON W. BURDEN— President

KOIL— Omaha
AVERY-KNODEL

KMYR — Denver

ADAM YOUNG, INC.

KWIK— Pocatello
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

AVERY-KNODEL

»



SPECIAL APPEAL RADIO: THREIIA

Biggest group in radio's mass audience is 18

million Negroes who are earning more, buying more

NEGRO

market-

audience

There are more than 18 million U. S. Negroes,

about evenly divided between male and female.

Their income: median wage for non-white men,

$2,418, compared with $4,331 for white. Incomes

are growing as the Negro population shifts from

rural areas into industrial centers and into better

paying jobs. Negroes have more buying power,

more sophisticated consumption patterns, more
economic and social stability, more know-how.

They identify with Negro radio as their own me-

dium; they see Negro air personalities as people

representing their views, fulfilling their needs.

Negroes respond to special audience appeals even

though they are part of the mass audience. They,

as any listener, choose programs on the basis of

entertainment delivered. But they have special in-

terest in Negro folk music and spirituals, religious

programs, Negro disk jockeys and pop music con-

centrating on rhythm and blues rather than rock

V roll. They're responsive to non-negro sales

appeals but many times still prefer members of

their own race as air personalities and salesmen.

There are a known 568 radio stations carrying

Negro-appeal programing, and 50 major stations

carry programing for no other consumer group.

34 radio station groups and multi-own-

alize in Negro programs.

Thi

ersh chains whi

The up i.per the Keystone

Broadcasting System, a wired network with 347

Negro-radio affiliates. The typical Negro-appeal

station is a non-power independent which has been

on the air between 8 and 15 years and carries less

than 30 hours a week of Negro shows. More sta-

tions are hiring Negro personnel, merchandisers.

The trend is for most air copy delivered for Negro

listeners to be done live—usually from a copy

Commercials platform rather than completely adlib. ETs are

used more by national advertisers than the region-

als and locals and these often are open-ended so

the local personality can add his own plug. Negro-

appeal radio is saturated with top-selling air per-

sonalities, most of them Negro, who are strong on

merchandising and civic affairs and who have

a unique following in the Negro community.

By far the bulk of Negro-appeal programing is

devoted to disk jockeys who handle a variety of

programs music types—rhythm and blues, jazz, folk music

and spirituals. Gospel music and shows are spe-

cial favorites throughout the week. There are

smatterings of general show types—variety, home-

making, community news, special events. Many
remotes from Negro community stores and civic

centers have a community betterment theme. Ne-

groes are geographically isolated from whites.

There are a minimum of 150 national advertisers

buying Negro-appeal radio, many hundreds more

in the regional and local classifications. They're
advertisers aiming for the $15 billion a year Negroes are re-

ported to spend on consumer items. More general

products, rather than those directly identified with

Negro consumption, are moving into this area.

The top 10 national advertisers in terms of bill-

ings, as reported by Negro-appeal stations, follow:

Royal Crown hair dressing

Carnation milk

SSS tonic

Pet milk

Wrigley gums

Tube Rose snuff

ISmlu riser beer

Camel cigarettes

Winston cigarettes

Lucky Strike cigarettes

Negro workers are

as they emigrate froi

trial centers. Negro

patterns, gets a bette

goods. Advertisers i

moving into better paying jobs

] rural and farm areas to indus-

s adapting to white consumption

• education, buys more consumer

?ach him with special appeals.

Photo: Urban League of Greater N. Y.
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/AJORS—Negro, Spanish, Farm
Spanish-language radio is aimed at more than

3 million people with $3.5 billion buying power

SPANISH

There are between three and five million perma-

nent U. S. residents whose native language is

ivi „,,l//.i Spanish. The centers of this Latin Americanmarker ' „ ,, . _. . , .

culture group are New York City, with its large

number of Puerto Rico emigrants, and California,

Arizona, New Mexico and Texas, with their resi-

dents from Central and South America and Mex-

ico. Less obvious locales have large Spanish-speak-

ing groups, such as Chicago with some 200,000.

These people have disposable incomes annually of

some $3.5 billion—and advertisers are spending

an estimated $5 million yearly to reach them.

audience

stations

Set saturation among Spanish-speaking people is

about 95 per cent. This group listens to Spanish

radio because it is broadcast in their native or

"first" language. Radio is an integral part of their

lives and they demonstrate intense loyalty for sta-

tions, personalities and programs. Strong local

personalities who have gained community respect

and personal identification provide the most pop-

ular air fare. This cultural group tends to live

centrally, retaining its Latin traditions.

Stations specializing in Spanish-language pro-

grams are concentrated in New York City and

in the Southern and Southwestern border areas.

But stations all over the country, if there is a

significant Spanish-speaking audience group avail-

able, schedule sporadic programing especially

for this audience. Most stations specializing in

this category have a history of broadcasting to

other foreign-language and ethnic groups. There's

more programing of an informal, personal nature

and more community participation. Stations are

usually small indies with concentrated signals.

Because Spanish is the language with which this

audience is most familiar, the most successful

Commercials commercials—whether live or transcribed—use

Spanish rather than English. Spanish is under-

stood best and fastest. A more intangible factor

is the individual's appreciation of advertisers

—

and a top brand national advertiser, particularly

—using his native language. He regards it as a

courtesy and one which should be repaid. The

jingle has been unusually successful.

Top program favorite is, logically, music—partic-

ularly Latin music such as the cha cha cha, tango,"9 s rhumba and samba. Many U. S. tunes are taken

South, recorded in Spanish and returned here to

d.j.'s. Other show favorites: soap operas, in

Spanish, called a novela; farcical comedies with

no holds barred on zaniness; blood-and-thunder

dramas, the heavier the better; news, of course.

There are at least 50 major national advertisers

buying Spanish-appeal radio. They sell impulse

items primarily — cigarettes, beer, drugs and

advertisers grocery items. Staples sell frequently because

the average family has more than five members.

Here are some of these major clients:

Crest Cameo starch

Conoco gas Lydia Pinkham

Sweetheart soap United Fruit

Maxwell House Instant coffee • Vitalis

Sal Hepatica Fluffo

Calumet baking powder Schlitz beer

Eastern Air Lines Brylcreem

Jell-0 Kool Aid

Spanish-speaking people like lively air personali-

ties, take part in their remotes at special events.

.This audience is concentrated in New York City and

in the border states, scattered elsewhere in U. S.

Sponsors spend $5 million a year to reach this group.

iffTjlr^



TWO MEN WITH MORE THAN
600,000 FRIENDS IN PHILADELPHIA
Alex Klein, National Sales Manager, WDAS • Bill Vogt, Commercial Manager, WD !

BV:

Philadelphia's Negro market is a city within a city—larger than 90% of all other American cities. Its population exceeds

600,000 people, that's 23% of Philadelphia's total population, with a spendable annual income of one half billion dollars.

AK:
Negroes do not want cheap, second-rate imitations. When they buy food, they prefer the best brands. When they buy
automobiles, appliances, and other home furnishings, they buy the best. Branded merchandise has always

enjoyed the strongest acceptance. Keep in mind the Negro Market can make or break the sales program of even the biggest adv«

BV:
Ever since Negro listening has been measured in Philadelphia, WDAS has always been the top-rated Negro Pulse station.

Our Negro ratings have increased in the past two years by percentages ranging from 21.2% to 106.7%.

AK:
WDAS has more Negro Pulse quarter hour firsts than all other Philadelphia stations combined. No one, but no one,

can deliver your message, motivate listeners and gain their acceptance for you, as can these top Negro performers

communicating directly with and programming specifically for their community. Our Negro on-the-air staff is not a hit

or miss, on and off group of changeover personalities, but a team of professionals whose longevity in the business

is unequalled by any similar group.

BV:
Here at WDAS we are proud to work for BEECHNUT BABY FOODS, BOSCUL COFFEE,
CARNATION MILK, COCA-COLA, DULANY FROZEN FOODS,
GILLETTE, KREY, QUAKER OATS, TETLEY TEA,
UNITED FRUIT AND WRIGLEYS among others.

AK:
Advertisers who know, realize that the recognition they

afford the Negro as an individual and a consumer, through

a station utilizing Negro personalities, pays off in sales.

BV:
At WDAS your on-the-air

campaign will be backed up
by the first and only

full time, fully staffed

Merchandising Department in

Philadelphia, devoted exclusively

to furthering the cause of your

product at the consumer level

of the Negro Market.

AK:
Be sure you get your share of

PHILADELPHIA'S VITAL
CENTER, the size and
importance of which is growing
while you read this.

t Avenue and Edgely



SPECIAL APPEAL RADIO: Jed

Service information keys radioes role in selling

the rich farm market which spends $38 billion a year

FARM

market

There are 22.2 million people living on farms earn-

ing a net income of $15.3 million from farm

sources and another $6.7 million from non-farm

sources. Profile of the farmer: Age—12.9 per cent,

less than 35; 67.4 per cent, 35 to 64; 19.7 per

cent, 65 or over. Family size—5.1 per cent, less

than 2; 65.7 per cent, 2 to 4; 12.0 per cent, 5;

17.1 per cent, 6 or more. Education: less than

eighth grade, 32.3 per cent; 8-12th, 43.8 per cent;

12th and more, 22.7 per cent; not reporting, 1.3 per

cent. Farm-operator families spend $16 billion a

year on living; $22 billion on equipment, supplies.

audience

Most farmers listen to the radio while doing some-

thing else. They have radios in the barn, "in the

car, in the home. They listen throughout the day

but they tend to prefer early-morning livestock,

news and weather reports and noontime shows

when they go home for "dinner." Audience drops

fairly early in the evening because the farmer re-

tires early and then rises early to start his chores.

The farm woman prefers daytime serials, local

commentaries on community news and events.

Farm stations—facilities programing the bulk of

their programing to farm families—are paced by

a few power stations but the bulk of them are

smaller-town, low-power operations. The biggest

affiliated group of farm stations is bound together

by the Keystone Broadcasting System which sends

more than two hours of transcribed farm program-

ing weekly to almost 700 outlets. Most farm

radio stations are in non-tv areas. The key to

farm programing: the RFD, radio farm director.

commercials

The most successful commercial is delivered live

from copy or a copy platform by the RFD (radio

farm director) who, in most cases, is a practicing

farmer who knows his community and its prob-

lems very well. His voice is taken as one of experi-

ence by his farm family listeners and "city slickers"

carry little weight in their commercial pitches.

Farmers like straight copy and factual sell, angles

which show them how to use the product, commer-
cial information which helps instruct them. Farm
directors sell best after visiting manufacturing

plants, talking with company representatives.

Programs of community interest to the farmer and

his family get the best tune-in. These are usually

live shows done in the studio or as remotes by the
programs

station farm expert who discourses on weather,

crops, livestock reports, county fairs and specific

matters which mean money to the listener. These

program types vary from section to section, as

does farming and livestock breeding. Dairy news

gets top billing in Wisconsin, cotton in the South,

fruit ranching in the Pacific Northwest, garden

crops in New Jersey. Farm families also like

music shows with standard selections, religion.

Both farm and general products are advertised via DeKalb

farm radio, with the buying trend moving in the Eveready batteries

direction of more general consumer items. Some Ford tractor

advertisers major national advertisers have pitched their B. F. Goodrich

commercials directlv to the farmer for 25 years. Olin Mathieson

Some of the top advertisers in this field: Merck and Co.

Allis-Chalmers Cadillac Nutrena Mills

Colgate

Charles Pfizer

Ralston Purina

Sears, Roebuck

U. S. Steel

Procter & Gamble

Sterling Drug

Farmer and his family spend $38 billion a year on

consumer and farm goods. They're realists and a

stable listening group, like straight and factual in-

formation in commercials. That's why Radio Farm

Directors are successful for national, regional clients.

Photo: John Blair & Co.



FM: a new boom of interest

Advertisers and agencies in all parts of the eountry

show renewed interest in fin radio. Stations are

adding to music schedules and many new outlets

are going on the air. Biggest gains are in the cities

U or the first time since the advent of

tv. fm stations are on the upswing. In

fact, fm broadcasters are predicting

their dominance of the airwaves within

the next 10 years.

What are the reasons? Simply that

the American public is finding itself in

the middle of a cultural explosion, and

fm radio, feeling the brunt of it. is

traveling a comeback trail.

Major set-makers are anticipating a

sales surge, and have increased their

output of 1958 fm models. RCA
scrapped fm transmitters five years ago

—they're now building new ones. Ad-

miral has its first home fm receiver

since 1954; Motorola the first since

1952. Zenith's 1957-'58 production is

"well above" 1956-1957. Philco and

Westinghouse will come out with fm

sets either in the summer or fall. Larg-

est West Coast seller is Granco, whose

production jumped from 100.000 fm

sets in 1956 to 300,000 in 1957.

This revival of interest in fm radio

broadcasting can be attributed, in part,

to the hi-fi hysteria that's sweeping the

nation. Here are the facts:

• Last year, Americans spent $600
million for hi-fi components—and an

estimated equal amount for package

high fidelity sets with fm.

• More money was spent on classi-

cal recordings, fm sets and hi-fi equip-

ment ($160 million I than was spent

on admissions for all spectator sports

combined.

• Record sales have more than

doubled in the last 10 years, with 66

per cent of the total dollar sales vol-

ume in album music. The Wall Street

Journal reports that classical records

represented 15 per cent of all record

sales in 1946. Today they represent

over 40 per cent—more than $75 mil-

lion a year.

J -

><•« lx>arcl of FM Development issn., elected al recent NAB convention, includes, 1. to r

Larrj Gordon, WliM FM, Buffalo, rice president; Manx Gale, WWDC-FM, Washington

Bee.; Jack Kicfer, KMLA-FM, IV. pres.; Harold I. Tanner, WLDM-FM, Detroit, trea<

• Over 85 per cent of the money
spent on printed music is for concert

music. Some 28 million Americans

now play musical instruments—twice

as many as 20 years ago.

• Last year some 35 million people

spent a half-billion dollars to attend

concerts—averaging over $6 million

more than the total attendance for all

professional baseball and football

Q. What's the status of fm to-

day?

A. As of the end of May, the FCC
reports 541 fm stations were on the

air; 87 with construction permits were

not on the air; there were 40 new sta-

tion requests and 14 new -station bids

in hearing. Last year at this tfme.

there were 23 c.p.'s not on the air and

10 new station requests. Today, for

the first time in years, the FCC has
more applications than available fm
channels in some big cities.

The total fm audience, nationally, is

an estimated 37 million, with an esti-

mated 13 million fm sets in use.

Q. What's the fm audience

make-up like?

A. Fm boasts a discriminating audi-

ence of adult listeners from a higher

income bracket.

One station survey shows the fm lis-

tener to be an average of 38.7 years of

age, one of 3.7 persons per family with

an average income of $8,660 per year.

Sixty-six percent of the fm listeners,

most of whom are between 21 and 50

years of age, work in professional,

technical or executive capacities. The

audience is a well-educated group; 60

per cent are college graduates.

Q. Who are the fm advertisers?

A. Some of the newcomers include:

Benson & Hedges cigarettes, Lowen-

brau Beer, Shell Oil, foreign cars

(SAAB, Citroen, Volvo) and the stand-

ard advertisers for audio components

and lii-H equipment and sets—radios,

phonographs, records, etc.

[Please turn to page 88)
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er 1,800,000 people in Los Angeles County have

radio in their homes, 36% of these FM families

rn over $10,000 a year.

y earn over $7,000 annually.

opin, Jelly Roll Morton, and Patachou

ve all found a responsive welcome on

(HM-fm. They are enjoyed by discriminating

teners who buy FM radio because they

,nt diversified adult programming and

m fidelity sound like the programming

d sound offered by krhm-fm.

% of all Los Angeles families earning

er $10,000 per year are FM families;

arly 40% of all families earning

er $7,000 have FM. You can reach

separate circulation of high buying

wer through krhm-fm. Get

quainted with FM radio through

friendly John E. Pearson Company,

hey can also tell you about

e recent independent survey which

early defines the krhm-fm audience.*

RHM-FM LOS ANGELES

E HARRY MAIZLISH STATION FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 58.000 W/

vilding a separate new audience of responsible adult listeners

ith real purchasing power

ACTS CONSOLIDATED, LOS ANGELES FM STUDY -APRIL 1958

Monsieur Chopin and I enjoy our new friend



The Commodore

Says

YOUR

SALES

with

KSTN
in the

Big

Stockton

Market

AUDIENCE LEADERSHIP

FOR FOUR YEARS

COVERAGE WITHOUT WASTE

LOW COST- PER THOUSAND

MEMBER STATION

A-BUY in Californic

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

FM BOOM
(Cont'd from page 86)

Q. Are fm commercials different

from am?
A. Quite definitely. One adman feels

that a commereial created for fm is

similar to an ad created for the New
Yorker, as opposed to one for a mass

circulation or a slick magazine.

Commercials are tailored to the fm

audience. They are generally based

on the light sell approach. They are

live, spoken commercials, usually void

of gimmicks, jingles and give-aways.

Q. What type of programing do
fm stations specialize in?

A. Most popular programing is mu-
sic — classical, semi-classical, show-

tunes, "mood" music. There is also a

noticeable shift by many fm stations

to live programing.

Q. What's the fm picture in the
New York metropolitan area?

A. Metropolitan New York has 16
fm stations. Four of these are non-

commercial; seven are owned or are

adjuncts to am stations or networks;

five are independently owned. No more
channels are available in New York
City, and there are five applicants for

two channels left in New Jersey.

Q. What's the fm picture in the

Los Angeles metropolitan area?

A. The biggest single boom in fm is

taking place in Los Angeles, which

boasts 22 fm stations on the air, with

one more ready to start operations and

five applicants vying for the two re-

maining channels.

The latest fm study by Facts Con-

solidated for KRHM, Los Angeles,

points out that fm set ownership is

concentrated among the younger high

income families.

Q. What's the fm picture in Chi-

cago?

A. There is no open channel left in

Chicago. There are 16 fm stations on

the air with two more due on the air

at press time. The last remaining

channel is now in the hearing stage.

Fm broadcasters estimate 700,000-

800,000 fm homes in the Chicago area.

Q. Are fm sets available for

autos?

A. German automobiles exported

have fm radios. Lincoln and Conti-

nental have fm auto radios available

on their 1958 spring line (at an addi-

tional cost of $120). ^

1190 ON THE DIAL

\lNCREASES

G NEGRO |

PROGRAMMING/

OF ITS

BROADCAST TIME
WLIB has more Negro listeners

than any other New York radio sta-

tion—network or independent
(PULSE)

WLIB -only New York radio sta-

tion with studios in Harlem

WLIB first New York station

broadcasting Negro community
news and special events on a regu-
larly scheduled basis-every hour on
the half hour

WLIB- only New York station
devoting 87% of its broadcast time
to Negro programming.

Harlem Radio Center • Hotel Theresa

2090 Seventh Ave., N. Y. 27, N. Y. M0 6-1800

TV AND RADIO BASICS



Indianapolis

Trading Zone

$1,412,008,000* » By^^^.

^HHr^ ^^/
Satellite

Markets

k $1,775,289,000*
in retail sales

HBI^jI ^^Am*^^^ .

Aren't all of these dollars

equally important to you?

Where else will you find satellite markets that outspend

their entire central metropolitan trading zone by 5-to-4

in sales dollars ? Or a universe that has such a big, rich

central market! What an opportunity for you to increase

your share of the total potential in this greater Indian-

apolis television area!

where else . .

.

— does a central market exert such an economic pull on
50 many specific areas that are retail trading centers

in their own right ?

— do you find such a widespread marketing area covered

from one central point . . . and by WFBM-TV!
— can you buy just one station with no overlapping

penetration by basic affiliates of the same network ?

Only here -in Indianapolis on WFBM-TV -can
you buy more honest market penetration, more con-

sumer influence, for fewer dollars expended than any-

where else. Now it will pay you to take another, longer,

better look! We are proud of our current ARB.

The Nation's 13th Television Market
. . . with the only basic NBC coverage

of 750,000 TV set owning families.

°°™°° Indianapolis itSelf- Major retail

area for 18 richer-than-average counties. 1,000,000 pop-
ulation— 350,600 families with 90% television ownership!o 12 Satellites -Each a recognized
marketing area— and well within WFBM-TV's basic

area of influence. Includes Marion • Anderson •

Muncie • Richmond • Bloomington • Vincennes •

Terre Haute • Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru
Logansport • Kokomo.

Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency



WE'RE POPPIN'

OUR BUTTONS!

SACRAMENTO

NOW 50th
U. S. MARKET

POPULATION 426,100*

NOW 46th
Retail Sales

^P\ $598,167,000*

NOW 35th
Sales per Household

$4699

KXOA
NOW 1 st

Pulse, March 1958

Most Va Hr. Ists & Ties

NOW INDEPENDENT . . .

We've increased our Va

hr. Ists 625%! (Mar. '58

over Mar. '57) KXOA
reaches over a million

people who spend over a

billion dollars.

National Representative

A GREAT MARKET

A GREAT STATION

GROWING

TOGETHER!

Another great Inland Market— Imperial

Valley—Nation's 7th Farm County best

covered by

KXO—57.2% Share—Feb. '58,

El Centro

ational Representative Paul H. Raymer Co.

RADIO REPS

[Cont'd from page 77)

HIL F.

VTBFC
WGHN
WHTC
WHGR
mo
KIN

WKLA
WMTE
IFHD1

WBIP
WACR
WCRR
WNLA
WMBC
WSUH
WPMP
WHOC
WTLP
WABO
WAZF
KDUZ
KAGF
SCBHM
KCHI
KBIA
KREI
KRMO
KLRS
KBTN
KNEM
KICK
KALM
KOKO
KWPM
KJSK
KTNC
KAWL
wmq
KHFM
wosc
WRCS
WWIT
WCDJ
WBLA
WBBO
WHVH
WHKP

WRNB
WNCA
KNDC
WOHP
WFRO
WIRO
WPTW
WCHO
WKOV
KALV
KWCO
KWOE
KUSH
KTAT
KGYN
KCCO

KYFM
KOLS
KRCO
Kiom

BEST CO. (Cont'd)

Fremont. Mich.

Grand Haven, Mirh.

Holland. Hick.

Houghton Lake, Mir

Howell. Mich.

Ionia. Mich.

Iron River, Mich.

Ironwood. Mich.

Ludington. Mich.

Manistee. Mich.

Midland, Midi.

Corinth. Miss.

Falls City. Neb.

York, Neb.

Newton. N. J.

Albuquerque, N. M.
Oswego, V Y.

Ahoskie, N. C.

Canton. N. C.

Edenton, N. C.

Elizabethtown, N. C.

Forest City, N. C.

Henderson. N. C.

Hendersonville, N. C.

Kin-ion. N. C.

Ml. Airy. N. C.

Belief , Ohio

Fremont, Ohio

ronton, Ohio

Piqua, Ohio

Washington, C. H., Ohio
Wellston, Ohio

Alva, Okla.

Chickasha. Okla.

Clinton, Okla.

Conning, Okla.

Frederick. Okla.

Guymon, Okla.

Lawton. Okla.

Okmulgee, Okla.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Pryor, Okla.

Prineville, Ore.

The Dalles, Ore.

Abbeville, S. C.

tain Inn, S. C.

wssc Sumter, S. C.

WHLP Centerville. Tenn.

WMPC Columbia, Tenn.

WZYX Cowan, T.nn.

WCPH Etowah, Tenn.

WJJM Lewisburg. Tenn.

WMSB Manchester. Tenn.

\M.\I> Mmrrville, Tenn.

WHOM McKenzie. Tenn.

w BE1 Millington, Tenn.

WMTS Murfreesboro, Tenn.

WRGS Rogers, ille. Tenn.

WOKE Oak Ridge, Tenn.

WTRB Ripley. Tenn.

WDEH Sweetwater. Tenn.

*SMT Sparta, Tenn.

WJIG 1 ull..l,. ....... Tenn.

KVLF Alpine, Texas

K.ALT Atlanta. Texas

KRUN Ballinger. Texas

KIOX Bay lily. Texas

KREL Baytown, Texas

KTXC Big Spring. Texas

KNEL Brady. Texas

KSTB Breckcnridge, Texas

KTFY Brownfield, Texas

KBOR Brownsville, Texas

KEAN Brownwood, Texas

KORA Bryan, Texas

KCTX Childress. Texas

KCAR Clarksville, Texas

KMCO Conroe, Texas

KCLE Cleburne, Texas

KVMC Colorad . City, Texas

KCFH Cuero, Texas

KXIT ItalWt. Texas

KDDD Dumas, Texas

KERC Eastland, Texas

KFST Fort Stockton, Texas

KNAF Fredericksburg, Toxas

KBRZ Freeport, Texas

KSIJ Gladewatcr. Texas

KGRI Henderson. Texas

KPAN Hereford, Texas

KHBR Hillsboro, Texas

KMBL Junction. Texas

KERB Kermit, Texas

KERV Kerrville, Texas

KLEN Kill.-. ... Texas

KINE Kingsville, Texas

KCYL Lampasas, Texas

KETX Livingston, Texas

KCMR McCamey. Texas

KJBC Midland, Texas

KRIG Odessa. Texas

KOCT Orange. Texas

KPDN Pampa. Texas

KFTV Paris, Texas

KILN Pecos, Texas

KBOP Pleasanton, Texas

KOLJ Quanab, Texas

KTLU Rusk, Texas

KCNY San Marcos. Texas

KWED Seguin, Texas

KSEY Seymour, Texas

KEVA Shamrock. Texas

KANN Sinton, Texas

KSTY Stephcnville, Texas

KXOX Sweetwater. Texas

KTLE Tulia, Texas

KNAL Yictoria, Texas

KRIO McAllen, Texas

WFCR Fairfax, Ya.

WDDY Gloucester, Ya.

WYTI Rocky Mount, Va.

WBOF Virginia Beach, Ya.

WEER Warrenton. Ya.

KPYA Camas, Wash.

KCLX Colfax, Wash.

KFDR Grand Coulee, Wash.

KNBX Kirkland. Wash.

KARY Prosser. Wash.

KPOR Quincy. Wash.

KENE Toppenish. Wash.

WCHF Chippewa Falls, Wis.

WTCH Shawano. Wis.

(Please turn to page 92)
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working

partners

It's a matter of principals . .

.

From the day H-R was started by a group of Working

Partners, we have operated on the basis that we would

represent each station as if it were our own; serve each

buyer of time as if we ourselves were buying time.

As our organization has grown, it has been a matter

of principle with us to continually maintain this type of

representative service. That we have been able to do so

through the years, is a matter of principals as well, for

the H-R partners are still Working Partners, still actively

and personally selling and serving every station on our list.

FRANK HEADLEY, Pres.

DWIGHT REED, Vice Pi

FRANK PELLEGRIN, Vic

PAUL WEEKS, Vice Pre

' We always send a man to do a man's job.

DeGeorge Bldg.

HOIIywood 2-6453

1065Penot

Detroit 26,

WOodwor,



RADIO REPS

I
( ont'd tram page 90)

JOHN BLAIR & CO.

415 Madison Ave., Nei

Plaza 3-4250

k<n Phoenix, Ari

KFRE Fresno, Calif

KFWB Log Vngelea,

hl.O San Francisc

KILN Denver, Col«

WWDC

wiiiuii 'minim
:

i

:

:
i: '"mil

York 17, N. Y.

WJAX Jacksonville, Fla.

t Lauderdale. Fla.

KIDO Boise, Ida.

wts Chicago, 111.

WIBC Indianapolis, Ind.

KFH Wichita, Kans.

WKI.O Louisville, Ky.

WDSU New Orleans, La.

KEEL Shreveport, La.

WFBR Baltimore, Md.

WHDH Boston. Mass.

WXYZ Detroit, Mich.

WDGY Minneapolis-St. Pau

WHB Kansas City, Mo.

KXOK St. Louis. Mo.

WOW Omaha, Neb.

WTRY Albany-Troy-Schenec

»\HF Binghamton. N. Y.

WABC New York, N. Y.

KFYR Bismarek, N. D.

WCPO Cincinnati, O.

WBNS Columbus, O.

MOM. Tulsa, Okla.

KGW Portland, Ore.

WFIL Philadelphia, Pa.

wwsw Pittsburgh, Pa.

WPRO Providence, R. I.

WNOX Knoxville, Tenn.

WMC Memphis. Tenn.

WSM Nashville, Tenn.

KI.IF Dallas. Tex.

KFJZ Fort Worth, Tex.

KILT Houston, Tex.

KTSA San Antonio, Tex.

BOGNER & MARTIN
295 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 9-2586

KLPL Providence, La.

WGCM Gulfport, Miss.

WQBC Vlckabnrg, Miss.

KIRX KirksvUle, Mo.

KIT N Trenton, Mo.

W< M Elizabeth City, N. C
WELS Kinston, N. C.

WFRC n I-. ill... N. C.

hi \\ Sherman, Tex.

THE BOLLING COMPANY, INC.

247 Pork Ave., New York 17, N.

Yukon 6-4545

KMOP 1.. Iris

K IKK Bakersfield Calif

M \l Lo» An
kHMl >.,., Bernardino, 1

h»(. Btoekton, ( alif.

KSAJ • ..!.,

KVOD Denver, Colo.

km.\ Hants \i-t... ( ah

KLBC
WKNB
W1LM
WPEO
WJPS
WISH
WTHI
KM I

WBLG
WCBM
WLLH
WBSM
WMAS
WNEB
KFBB
WKOP
WVET
WHKK
WHP
WARM
KHEY
KOSA
KTRN
WMBG
KOL

THE BRANHAM CO.

99 Park Avenue, New York 16, N.

MUrray Hill 2-4606

Great Falls, Mont.

Binghamton, N. V.

Rochester. N. Y.

WRDW Augusta, Ga.

WNEX Macon, Ga.

WTBO Cumberland, Md.
WHYN Springfield, Mass.

WJQS Jackson, Miss.

KGGM Albuquerque, N. M.
KVSF Santa Fe, N. M.
KXL Portland, Ore.

WDEF Chattanooga, Tenn.

WTJS Jackson, Tenn.

KRIC Beaumont, Tex.

KRLD Dallas, Tex.

KROD El Paso, Texas

KDUB Lubbock, Texas

KJR Seattle, Wash.

KNEW Spokane, Wash.

KIT Yakima, Wash.

WCHS Charleston, W. Va.

WBOY Clarksburg, W. Va.

WPAR Parkersburg, W. Va

BROADCAST TIME SALES
280 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.

MUrray Hill 4-6740

KPOP Los Angeles, Calif.

KXLA Pasadena, Calif.

KSAY San Francisco, Calif.

WEAM Washington, D. C.

WKLM Wilmington, Del.

WAYE Baltimore, Md.
WKMI Kalamazoo, Mich.

WVNJ Newark, N. J.

WISE Asheville, N. C.

WAYS Charlotte, N. C.

WWRI Providence, R. I.

WCOG Greensboro, S. C.

WMAK Nashville, Tenn.

BURN-SMITH CO.

19 W. 44 St., New York 36, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 2-3124

KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz.

KXJK Forrest City, Ark.

KBTM Joncsboro, Ark.

WRUF Gainesville, Fla.

WTHR Panama City, Fla.

WALB Albany, Ga.

W1TY Danville, 111.

WFKY Frankfort, Ky.

WHIN Harlan, Ky.

WVLK Lexington, Ky.

WOMI Owensboro, Ky.

WJFJ Hagerstown, Md.

WBOC Salisbury, Md.

WELM Eln.ira, N. Y.

WJOC Jamestown, N. Y.

WFLB Fayettevillc, N. C.

WGBG Greensboro, N. C.

WMFR High Point, N. C.

WEED Rocky Mount, N. C.

WAIR Winston-Salem, N. C.

WMFD Wilmington, N. C.

KBIX Muskogee, Okla.

WESB Bradford, Pa.

WCOY Columbia, Pa.

WLBR Lebanon, Pa.

WMRF Lewistown, Pa.

WJUN Mexico, Pa.

WBAX Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

WWPA Williamsport, Pa.

WMRB Greenville, S. C.

WOPI Bristol, Tenn.

WJAK Jackson, Tenn.

WKPT Kingsport, Tenn.

WROV Roanoke, Va.

WJLS Beckley, W. Va.

WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va.

WKYR Keyser, W. Va.

WTRX Wheeling, W. Va.

(Bellaire, O.)

WHBY Appleton, Wis.

WJPG Green Bay, Wis.

WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.

« Hill Sheboygan, Wis.

CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

485 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

Plaza 1-2345

KNX Hollywood, Calif.

KCBS
WTOP

San Francisco, Calif.

Washington, D. C.

WMBR
WBBM

Jacksonville, Fla.

Chicago, 111.

WEEI Boston, Mass.

WCCO Minneapolis, Minn.

KMOX St. Louis, Mo.

New York, N. Y.

WBT Charlotte, N. C.

KOIN Portland, Ore.

WCAU Philadelphia, Pa.

KSL Salt Lake City, Utah

WRVA Richmond, Va.

CBS Radio Pacific Network, HoUywood, Calif.

CBS Radio New England Network, Bost »n,

HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

579 Firth Ave., New York 17, N.

MUrray Hill 8-4414

WAPI Birmingham, Ala.

KTHS Little Rock, Ark.

KFI Los Angeles, Calif.

KOA Denver, Colo.

WTIC Hartford, Conn.

WCKR Miami, Fla.

WHAS Louisville, Ky.

KWKH Shreveport, La.

WBAL Baltimore, Md.

WTAG Worcester, Mass.

WJR Detroit, Mich.

WDAF Kansas City, Mo.

WBEN Buffalo, N. Y.

WHAM Rochester, N. Y.

WGY Schenectady, N. Y.

WSYR Syracuse, N. Y.

WGAR i leveland, Ohio

WTMJ Milwaukee, Wis.

(Please turn to page 94)
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IMPACT

for Your Market!

DENVER .. . KMYR dominates the 15 station

Denver market, serving over 1,300,000 people

with coverage where it counts. Proof—Hooper

(May-June, '58) number 1 morning and after-

noon; Pulse (May, '58) number 2 morning and

number 1 afternoon. A vital force in selling

today's Denver with 5000 Watts at 710 Kcs.

See Adam Young or chat with General Manager
Chic Oabtree.

IF RESULTS ARE A MUST, SO ARE

OMAHA . . . KOIL is undisputed No. 1 in the

Omaha area—Proof—Hooper (May-June, '58)

41.8 share morning and 42.8 share afternoon;

latest Trendex 42.2 share morning and 39.5

share afternoon; Pulse (May, '58) dominant

first morning and afternoon. Your Star Sta-

tion, serving over 875,000 people, is a must buy
station. See Avery-Knodel or Station Manager
James H. Schoonover.

Hit Star stations
DON W. BURDEN— President

KOIL— Omaha
AVERY-KNODEL

KMYR — Denver
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY

ADAM YOUNG, INC.

KWIK— Pocatello»
july 1958



RADIO REPS
i Cont'd from page 92

THOMAS F. CLARK
608 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

JUdson 2-1622

COLLEGE RADIO CORP.

135 E. 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.

OXford 7-0890

Represents approximately 100 college-

owned stations in 39 states.

CONTINENTAL RADIO SALES

21st and Panama Sts., Philadelphia 3, Pa.

Rlttenhouse 6-8139

\\ VIM Atmore, Ala.

WRAG Carrolton, Ala.

WKLF Clanton, Ala.

wfpa Ft. Payne, Ala.

WGEA Geneva. Ala.

WGYV Greenville. Ala.

WMFC Monroevillc. Ala.

«HTB Talladega. Ala.

WTUS Tuskcgce, Ala.

KDQN De Queen. Ark.

KTML Marked Tree, Ark

KHBM Monlicello, \rk.

KOSE Osceola, Ark.

XEWV Calexico, Calif.

KRDU Dinuba, Calif.

KWSD Ml. Shasta, Calif.

KSFE Needles, Calif.

K>!OR Oroville, Calif.

KCAL Redlands, Calif.

KCYW Vallejo, Calif.

KUDU Ventura. Calif.

136,00(3

439,00ofj|people... nearly 20,000

LJrJlirrnfarms and hundreds of

diversified _ . ^r^s^- industries. . .

year 'round payrol
I

||^\MJ stability

and a hea|thyM\growbh

$748, 540,000 annuaIncome and

£466,404,000 m ^feretail sales

KPQ RADIO COVERAGE

Guarantees Resulbs 2 to I.

ell guc :2to I results r any other North Central Washing-
ion aavernsing meaium, and we challenge any to disprove us. When
you buy Inland Washington, there's no need to experiment. Buy one
that GUARANTEES RESULTS, buy KPQ Wenatchee . . . selected network
programs interspersed with local shows for which the people express

CUBA Yuba City. Calif.

hint Denver, Colo.

KYOU Greeley, Calif.

M.MR Lamar, Calif.

KI.MO Longmont, Calif.

KFEL Pueblo, Colo.

WLCO Eustis, Fla.

WARN Ft. Pierce, Fla.

WRWB Kissimmce, Fla.

V.MMA Miami, Fla.

WSBB New Smyrna Bea

WPRY Perry, Fla.

WAAG Adel, Ga.
« II Ml Baxlcy, Ga.

WSGC Elberton, Ga.

WFPM Ft. Valley, Ga.

WBCR Jesup, Ca.

WMGE Madison, Ga.

WMRE Monroe. Ga.

WSNT Sandersville, Ga.

WVOP Vidalia, Ga.

WRPB Warner Robins,

KPST Preston, Idaho

KPST Sandspoint, 1.1,1,

KNCO Garden City, Kans.

KJRC Newton, Kans.

WCBL Benton, Ky.

WNES Central City, Ky.

WSAC Ft. Knox, Ky.

WHBN Harrodsburg, Ky.

WTTL Madisonville, Ky.

WFLW Monlicello, Ky.

WKLX Paris, Ky.

WPKE Pikeville, Ky.

WMLF Pineville, Ky.

WPKY Princeton, Ky.

WMTC Van Cleve, Ky.

WFPR Hammond, La.

KMAR Winnsboro, La.

WMPL Hancock, Mich.

WNIL Niles, Mich.

KASM Albany, Minn.

KBMW Breckenridge, Minn.

KROX Crookston, Minn.

KDLM Detroit Lakes, Minn.

WCMP Pine City, Minn.

KLOH Pipestone, Minn.

WJMB Brookhaven, Miss.

WGLC Centreville, Miss.

KOMO Carthage, Mo.

KCHR Charleston, Mo.

KLWT Lebanon, Mo.

KRMO Monett, Mo.

KWRE Warrenton, Mo.

KDBM Dillon, Mont.

KCNI Broken Bow, Neb.

KCSR Chadron, Neb.

KJSK Columbus, Neb.

KVLV Fallon, Nev.

Ml HI Albuquerque, N. M.

KCHS Truth or Consequences

WGGO Salamanca, N. Y.

WABZ Albemarle, N. C.

WCGC Belmont, N. C.

WCNC Elizabeth City, N. C.

WFVG Fuquay Springs, N. C.

WGNC Gastonia, N. C.

WNOS High Point, N. C.

WLAS Jacksonville, N. C.

WKMT Kings Mountain, N. C.

Villi Y Lexington, N. C.

WLON Lincolnton, N. C.

WTSB Lumbcrton. N. C.

WMAP Monroe, N. C.

WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C

WCEC Rocky Mount, N. C.

WK.YF. Sanford, N. C.

WTAB Tabor City, N. C.

WTNC Thomasville. N. C.

[Please turn to page 96)
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to penetrate!

CKLW-TV
. 325,000 WATTS

This powerful RADIO voice sends

your message to a greater num-

ber of listeners . . . you get more

for your promotion dollar.

This powerful TV signal is sent to

a greater number of viewers . . .

costs you less by exposing your

product to a bigger audience.

GENERAL OFFICES
GUARDIAN BLDG. • DETROIT 26, MICH.



RADIO REPS

[Cont'd from /

CONT. RADIO (Cont'd)

w BED Vta-hiuslon. tt. C.

KHMW w ahpeton, N. D.

Vt Mil Vtli.ns. Ohio

»M(» HJllaboro, Ohio

vt PKO W awrl>. Ohio

Kl.l 1 Miami. Okla.

hi I'll Oklahoma City, Okl

K\ l\ Vlnita, Okla.

kM( M 1 oral «.ro>e. Ore.

KNPT MrMinnxlllc. Ore.

Mill \.v.,..,rt. Ore.

KK\M North Bend, Ore.

KBCH Oceanlakc. Ore.

KTIL Tillamook, Ore.

WKPA Nam Kensington, Pa

WPTS Plttston, Pa.

W \< V Camden, S. C.

WCCD Chester, S. C.

WDSC Dillon, S. C.

WMUU Granville, S. C.

WATP Marion, S. C.

WSNW Seneca, S. C.

w \l 1 York, S. C.

KWYR Winner. S. D.

WHUB Cookeville, Tenn.

WHBT Harriman, Tenn.

WDXL Lexington, Tenn.

WNAH Nashville, Tenn.

WTUC Union City, Tenn.

KXIT Dalhart, Tex.

KFLD Floydada, Tex.

k*U \ Graham, Tex.

KWRD Henderson, Tex.

KTXJ Jasper, Tex.

KRBA Lufkin, Tex.

KMHT Marshall, Tex.

KORC Mineral Wells, Tex.

KPAT Pampa, Tex.

KBOP Pleasanton, Tex.

KPEP San Angelo, Tex.

KSNY Snyder, Tex.

KDXU St. George, L'tah

WBOB Galax, Va.

KCVL Colville, Wash.
KOFE Pollman, Wash.
KAPA Raymond, Wash.
WHJC Matewan, W. Va.

WLDY ...ill. Wis.

WMFM Madison, Wis.

WPFP Park Falls, Wis.

KATI Caspar, Wyo.
KOVE Lander, Wyo.

DONALD COOKE, INC.

666 Fifth Ave., New York 19,

JUdson 2-2727

WJBS D.Ian rl, Fla.

\m;m\ Holly •••1 Fla

WONN I.akel nd, Fla.

WBIL Leesb urg-Eu.tl.

KR<)\ Crook -ton, Mir
KMR- Morri . Minn.
KDIO Orion rille, Mil.

h\K\ Alexa i.lria. Mir
KHOW Butte Mont.
kl.K/ Kalisr ell, Mom
wen Corn! iu-, N. \

*«.vv Gencn .. If. \

WKAL II i il< a, N

KASH Eawci .. Ore
WCDL Seran ...-( arl...

mn Willi. .upon i

WBLR Baleil

WCTM < n •town, 9.

» M i II M,r,l Bearl.. S

WALI) W.llr bora -

KIM) ^i..u» Kail.. S.

W \M» Waynesboro, Va.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING
3 E. 54 St., New York 22, N.

PLozo 1-5353

WLW Cincinnati, Ohio

DEVNEY, INC.

366 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

YUkon 6-4390

BOB DORE ASSOCIATES
420 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

PLaza 3-8372

WCRT Birmingham. Al

WAPX Montgomery, A
WJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala

WFKC Miami, Fla.

WKIS Orlando, Fla.

WRFC Athens, Ga.

WGBA Columbus, Ga.

WCCM Lawrence, Mass.

WACE Springfield, Ma
KLOS Albuquerque, N
WSRS Cleveland, Ohio
KLIQ Portland, Ore.

WOLS Florence, S. C.

KABR Aberdeen, S. D.

KYNT Yankton, S. D.

WHER Memphis, Tenn.

WATO Oak Ridge, Ten
KLYN Amarillo, Texas

ROBERT E. EASTMAN & CO., INC.

527 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 9-7760

WSAV Savannah, Ga.

WKLO Louisville Ky.

WIL St. Louis, Mo.

WNEW New York N. Y.

WHK Cleveland O.

KBOX Dallas, Te xas

KXOL Fort Wort h, Tex

WRIT Milwaukee , Wis.

EVERETT-McKINNEY, INC.

40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

PLaza 3-9332

WICH Norwich, Conn.

WSTC Stamford, Conn.

WBBQ Augusta, Ga.

WDAN Danville, 111.

WBAT Marion, Ind.

WKBV Richmond, Ind.

KCRC Cedar Rapids, la.

KWMT Fort Dodge, la.

KTRI Sioux City, la.

KWHK Hutchinson, Kans
KSYL Alexandria, La.

WFGM l-it.'hl.urc, Mass.

WBEC Pittsfield, Mass.

WPAG Ann Arbor, Mich

Hld-Soalfa Ni twork. Miss.

WDDT Greenville, Miss.

WENY Elmira, N. Y.

WHDL Olean, N. Y.

''in !...,. i,k .. ,..,. N. Y.

Rochester, N. Y. WEOK
WINR Blnghamton, N. Y.

WSKY Asheville, N. C.

KILO Grand Forks, N. D.

WNXT Portsmouth, O.

KFLY CorvaUis, Ore.

KORE Eugene, Ore.

KFLW Klamath Falls, Ore.

KSLM Salem, Ore.

WRTA Altoona. Pa.

WKST New Castle, Pa.

WADK Newport, R. I.

WJOY Burlington, Vt.

WDEV Waterbury, Vt.

KWLK Longview, Wash.
WGEZ Beloit, Wis.

WCLO Jonesville. Wis.

WLIP Kenosha. Wis.

WKTY La Crosse, Wis.

WNAM Appleton-Neenah, Wis.

FORJOE & CO., INC.

580 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N.

JUdson 6-3100

GILL-PERNA, INC.

654 Madison Ave., New York 21, N. Y.

TEmpleton 8-4740

GOOD MUSIC BROADCASTERS, INC.

52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 3-2295

KCBH Los Angeles, Calif.

KDFC San Francisco, Calif.

KIBE San Francisco, Calif.

WASH Washington, D. C.

WVCG Miami, Fla.

WGKA Atlanta, Ga.

WEAW Chicago, 111.

WITH-FM Baltimore, Md.
WCRB Boston, Mass.

WLDM Detroit, Mich.

WFLN Philadelphia. Pa.

WLOA Pittsburgh, Pa.

W. S. GRANT CO., Inc.

7 E. 48 St., New York 17, N. Y.

PLaza 3-1433

KNLR Little Rock, Ark.

KENL Eureka, Calif.

KEAP Fresno, Calif.

KUTY Palmdale-Laneaster, Calif.

KDES Palm Springs, Calif.

KEEN San Jose, Calif.

KUDY Denver, Colo.

KSTR Grand Junction, Colo.

KUIN Grants Pass, Ore.

KLAD Klamath Falls, Ore.

KLBM La Crande, Ore.

KBOY Medford, Ore.

KKEY Portland, Ore.

KYES Roseburg, Ore.

WENO Nashville (Madison), Tenn.

Kit M Amarillo, Texas

KITI Chehalis-Centralia, Wash.

KITN Olympia, Wash.

KORD Pasco-Kennewick-Richland, Wash.
K/l \ Spokane, Wash.

H-R REPS.

380 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

OXford 7-3120

WALA Mobile. Ala.

[Please turn to page 98)
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RADIO REPS

{Cont'd from page 96)

I

H-R REPS (Cont'd;

i

,,!/." iiii!iii;;;;i:!iiiiui

KIIJ

Kl.lt

Los Angeles, Calif.

San llii-eo. Calif.

KFRC San Francisco, Calif.

\\ POP Hartford. Conn.

WF.LI \.„ lla>cn. Conn.

1 MAI Washington, D. C.

WSKF Miami. 1 la.

WIRL Peoria, 111.

WROK Rockford. III.

WTRC Elkhart. Ind.

WKJG Fort Wayne. Ind.

Kl M Shenandoah. Io»a

k\\\ Colby, Kans.

KNOE Monroe, La.

w NOE New Orleans La.

WCOL Columbus. Ohio

WING Dayton, Ohio

WIMA Lima, Ohio

W 1/1 Springfield, Ohio

WNAC Boston, Mass.

KHHJ Grand Island, Neb.

KQUE Albuquerque, N. Mex.

WOR New York, N. Y.

(West Coast represent.

WWNC AsheviKe, N. C.

wsoc Charlotte, N. C.

WRAL Raleigh, N. C.

WSAN Allentown. Pa.

\m:bi Scranton, Pa.

WMSC Columbia, S. C.

KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.

WAPO Chattanooga, Tenn.

WHBQ Memphis, Tenn.

WSIX Nashville, Tenn.

KIXL Dallas, Texas

KGBT Harlingen, Texas

KONO San Antonio, Texas

KWFT Wichita Falls, Texas

WAVY Norfolk, Va.

KVI Seattle, Wash.

KGA Spokane, Wash.

w kit II LaCrosse, Wis.

WOSA Wausau, Wis.

Don Lee Broadcasting System

The Yankee Network

ARTHUR H. HAGG
366 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 2-8865

HEADLEY-REED CO.

750 Third Ave., New York 17, N.

YUkon 6-5800

WHHY Mo ,!•:., mery, Ala.

KPMC Ba cr-f eld, Calif.

KYNO Fre Calif.

KYOS Mereel Calif.

ERAS Sto kl„ tl, Calif.

WOL Dis tricl of Colum
WWIL Fo i Li uderdale,

WDAK Co ami us, Ca.

WAIT eag< . III.

WFRL Frt epo t. III.

Wrrh Pe ria. III.

VCL Fo 1 U ayne, Ind.

WKMII Detroit, Mich.

VtkMI Film, Mich.

WMIM Jack.,.,,, Mich.

»MM Sagina.., Mich.

KFVS Cape Girardeau

KOOI BOUnga, M

WHLD Niagara Falls, N. Y.
\\ 1 vs White Plain.. V i".

WSJS Winston-Salem. N. C.

WRRF w ashlngton, N. C.

WONE Dayton, Ohio
WFMJ Yonngstown, Ohio
WEEX Easton, Pa.

WLAN Lancaster, Pa.

WEEU Reading, Pa.

WSCR Scranton, Pa.

WBRE VI ilk, -Itarrc, Pa.

WHIM
WAIM
WCOS
KOTA
KPIIG

KAYO
WCAW
WLOW
WKOW
WEMP

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

307 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

DEarborn 2-6060

KGEE Bakersfirld. Calif.

KPAY Chico, Calif.

KARM Fresno. Calif.

KFIV Modesto, Calif.

KIDD Monterey, Calif.

KVIP Redding, Calif.

KROY Sacramento, Calif.

KITO San Bernardino. Call

XEAK San Diego, Calif.

KIST Santa Barbara. Calif.

KSTN Stockton, Calif.

WAVZ New Haven, Conn.

WDLP Panama City, Fla.

WCOA PensacoLa. F!a.

WGPC Albany. Ga.

WRBL Columbus, Ga.

WSGA Savannah, Ga

WQUB Galesburg. III.

WQUA Moline, III.

KSCJ Sioux City, Iowa

KGGF Coffeyville, Kans.

KVGB Great Bend, Kans.

KOAM Pittsburg, Kans.

WREN Topeka, Kans.

KWBB Wichita, Kans.

WCMI Ashland, Ky.

WJBO Baton Rouge, La.

WSMB New Orleans, La.

WABI Bangor, Main*

WPOR Portland, Maine

WAGM Presque Isle, Maine

WEZE Boston, Mass.

WSPR Springfield, Mass.

WAAB Worcester, Mass.

WBCK Battle Greek, Mich.

WBCM Bay City, Mich.

WTAC Flint, Mich.

WEBC Duluth, Minn.

WJDX Jackson, Miss.

WINR Binghamton, N. Y.

WMGM New York, N. Y.

WFBL Syracuse, N. Y.

WBIG Greensboro, N. C.

WADC Akron, Ohio

WHIO Dayton, Ohio

WTMA Charleston, S. C.

WSPA Spartanburg, S. C.

KTSM El Paso, Texas

KLUB Salt Lake City, Utah
WLVA Lynchburg, Va.

WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.

WEAU Eau Claire, Wis.

RADIO GROUPS

A-Buy—California group

Bakersfield, Calif.

Chico, Calif.

Fresno, Calif.

KFIV Modesto, Calif.

KIDb Monterey, Calif

KVIP Redding, Calif.

KRO* Sacramento, Ca
KITO San Bernardino

XEAK San Diego, Cali

KIST Santa Barbara,

KSTN Stockton, Calif.

Arrowhead Ne
WEBC Duluth, Minn.

WMFG Bibbing, Minn.

WHLB Virginia, Minn.

WEAU Eau Claire, Wis
WJMC Rice Lake, Wis

Five Star gr<

KGGF Coffeyville, Kan
KVGB Great Bend, K
KOAM Pittsburg, Kans
WREN Topeka, Kans.
KWBB Wichita, Kans.

Hildreth stations

WPOR Portland, Maine
WACM Presque Isle, Mai

Tri-Buy group
KPAY Chico, Calif.

KROY Sacramento, Calif

KSTN Stockton, Calif.

HAL HOLMAN CO.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago 1, III.

FRanklin 2-0016

WGWC Selma, Ala.

KCHV Coachella, Calif.

KBOL Boulder, Colo.

KIUP Durango, Colo.

KCLN Glenwood Spring

KREX Grand Junction,

KFKA Greeley, Colo.

KOLR Sterling, Colo.

WAYX Waycross, Ga.

KFXD Boise-Nampa, Id

KWAL Wallace, Ida.

WHOW Clinton, 111.

WJPF Herrin, 111.

WLDS Jacksonville, III.

WLBH Mattoon, III.

WMOK Metropolis, III.

WVLN Olney, III.

Springfield, 111.

Garden City, Kar

WHFB Benton Harbor, Mich.

WATT Cadillac, Mich.

WATC Caylord, Mich.

WJBL Holland, Mich.

WMBN Petoskey. Mich.

WTCM Traverse City, Mich.

KWEB Rochester, Minn.

WLOX Biloxi, Miss.

KLTZ Glasgow, Mont.

KGFW Kearney, Neb.

KNEB Scottsbluff, Neb.

KRBO Las Vegas. Nev.

WEEB Southern Pines, N. C.

KDLR Devils Lake, N. D.

KDIX Dickinson, N. D.

KEYZ Williston, N. D.

WLEC Sandusky, Ohio

KVAS Astoria, Ore.

KGAL Lebanon-Albany, Ore.

Longview. Wash.

I Please turn to page 100)
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WHAT RECESSION?
i.Grain Prices

er

BRIGHTEST SPOT- FARMING
By SYLVIA PORTER

FARMING IS THE 4 to 6 per cental*

uM ";i
I CREDIT IOWA

WITHBUCKINfFa
-

Reserve Bank cL-,. 7 #^- IllrJ.

Media Continue
s Reports
Farm Boom
major publications have given

Farm Income

CHICAGO, ILL. Iff)

^Iowasffmds oat as a centejvi

Employment Up VA Per Cent.

LATEST FIGURES (week ending May 10) show, Iowa un-
employment at 2.9 per cent, compared with the March re-

4

j!%P,?
rt
L
0f 4 "4 per Cent

'
an emPloymen t gain of 114 per cent.

J
'-.he third h "\~t unemployment of all .

The midwest agricultural areas are show-
ing gains in sales . . . increases in employment.
Record-breaking crops are forecast!

In the very heart of this recessionless area

lies the 67-county, 4-state market covered
dependably for 34 years by KMA. Here, 69 c

/r

of the population are non-urban, living on
soil-rich farms or in towns of less than 2500.

The 1,280,200* people of this area, which
includes 4 of the nation's richest farm states,

Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas, de-

pend on— and prefer KMA's personalized

programing and the efficient KMA team of

35 skilled radio people who exemplify the

motto, "The Heartbeat of the Corn Country."

Include abundant, rich KMAland in your
plans to effectively reach the entire market
area—particularly the big majority who live

in non-urban areas. They are the ones who
ask, "What Recession?"

"Bigger than the 13th market

THE HEART BEAT OF THE CORN COUNTRY K (M) A SHENANDOAH, IOWA
5000 WATTS, 960 KC ABN A I

CHANNEL

FILIATED WITH^KX?

OMAHA



RADIO REPS

I ( ont'd tram fxige 98)

HOLMAN (Cont'd;

WBEV Beaver Dam. Wi>

KFIZ I ..,,,1 ,l„ I ..... W

WOHT Manitowoc, W la.

« PRE Prairie dn Chicr,

GEORGE T. HOPEWELL, INC.

101 Park Ave., New York 17, r

LExington 2-3783

KDTA Delta, Colo.

KVRH
WOCH

Salida. Colo.

North Vernon, nd.

kRFO Owatonna, Minn.

K< R% Caruthersville, M<

K1.CB Lil.li>. Mont.
KCLV Clovia, V M.
WLFH Little Kails, N. V.

WMNS O'.ean, N. Y.

KLGN
WKLV
KCFV
WNRV
WLOH
WMNE
WTTN

Heavy Traffic

in Sales when you

advertise on KFAC-am&fm

There are more than 5Y2

million people in the Los

Angeles market. Over 48%

of these people listen weekly

to KFAC, bringing you the

finest in music 24 hours a

day on both AM and FM.

And 32 of the clients enjoy-

ing KFAC's important sales

traffic have been KFAC
sponsors continuously for

two years or longer.

SMl
n your radio • 9t.S on your FM

PRUDENTIAL SQUARE • LOS ANGELE:

K
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

666 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

JUdson 2-9200

PBRC Bir ningham, Ala.

I'll!) Phc cnix, Ariz.

ABC
FSD

Los

San

Angeles, Calif.

Diego, Calif.

WTL New Orleans, La.

WFBM Indianapolis, Ind.

WMT Cedar Rapids. Iowa

KBNT De> Moines. Iowa

WJBK Detroit, Mieh.

WFDF Flint, Mieh.

WOOD Grand Rapids. Mieh.

WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul,

KCMO Kansas City, Mo.

KWK St. Louis, Mo.

KGHL Billings, Mont.

WEBR Buffalo, N. Y.

WINS New York, N. Y.

WHEN Svraeuse. N. Y.

WKRC Cincinnati, Ohio

WJW Cleveland, Ohio

WTVN Columbus, Ohio

WSPD Toledo, Ohio

«KV Oklahoma City, Okla.

WIBG Philadelphia, Pa.

WCAE Pittsburgh, Pa.

WNAX Yankton, S. D.

WREC Memphis, Tenn.

WLAC Nashville, Tenn.

KGNC Amarillo, Tex.

KFYO Lubboek, Tex.

KDYL Salt Lake City, Utah

WHIS Blueneld, W. Va.

WKAZ Charleston, W. Va.

ROBERT S. KELLER
72 Barrow St., New York 14, N. Y.

WAtkins 4-6599

A. LEWIS KING
551 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 2-8276

imM i;;llllllll

JACK MASLA CO., INC.

551 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

YUkon 6-7370

KRKD Los Angeles, Calif.

WMFJ
WIVY Jacksonville, Fla.

PBNY Buff: lo, N. Y.

I'HCU Itha< a, N. Y.

v-EAV Piattsburg, N. Y.

CFMJ Tuls , Okla.

*'LLY Rich mond, Va.

*MIL Milw aukec, Wis.

McGAVREN-QUINN CORP.

60 E. 56 St., New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 1-4650
KAIR Tucson, Ariz.

KAVR Apple Valley, Calif.

KAFY Bakersfield, Calif.

KHSL Chieo, Calif.

KDAN Eureka, Calif.

KBIF Fresno, Calif.

{Please turn to page 102)
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Exciting Radio for

Cleveland Barons Grown-Ups

HOCKEY ALLAGES

WGAR
^Tl^^Jm. t*lb+l PAINESVILLE

LORAIN CLEVELAND

iifcsIL
AKRON

^4W JLjfc*
WOOSTER CANTON

j£x-k.
ditetNEW PHILADELPHIA rufrHT*

STEUBENVILLE

We offer you a large share of

the Northeastern Ohio buying audience

You reach Northeastern Ohio's real

buying audience through WGAR.
Because WGAR surrounds your

commercials with radio for grown-

ups ... of all ages.

For instance, this coming winter,

WGAR will present exciting profes-

sional hockey featuring the popular

Cleveland Barons. Each action-packed

play will be reported by Ohio's most

colorful sportscaster, Bill McColgan,

for the Barons 7 thousands of

radio fans.

WGAR maintains this policy in all

its programming . . . good music . . .

variety shows . . . sports . . . accurate

news coverage . . . drama—featuring

performers from top CBS talent.

So reach your real buying audience

through WGAR.

Radio for grown-ups
... of all ages

WGAR
CLEVELAND OHIO*

The Peoples Broadcasting Corporation

WRFD-Worthington, O. • WTTM-Trenton, N. J.

WMMN-Fairmont, W. Va. • WNAX-Yankton, S. D.

KVTV-Sioux City, la.

'Represented by the Henry I. Christal Company



-Radio-FACT FILE

Fact— Diversified programs appealing to the "Buying Age" audience

specifically

Fact—Introductory News on new products being advertised.

Fact—Daily Business News for businessmen and industry.

Fact—Merchandising aids guaged to Order. Extra effort at reason-

able prices.

Fact—Eighteen Hours weekly Farm Programming. Only Central

Missouri Station with Experimental Farm. Regular series pro-

grams co-operating with large Farm Organizations, and State

Ag College, County Agents, and State Conservation Commis-
sion.

Fact—Advertisers get a fair deal. Well-spaced, limited spot-partici-

pations in programs. No double and triple-spotting.

Fact—65.000 families, urban, interurban, and rural within local 2.0

MY coverage. NCS #2 shows 23 counties for KFAL.

1000 WATTS (DAYTIME) 900 KILOCYCLES

KFAL-RADIO, FULTON, MISSOURI TEL: 1400

Now number one
In Seattle!*

Hooper, Apr-June 1958

RADIO REPS

[Cont'd from page 100)

McGAVREN-QUINN (Cont'd)

KDAY Los Angeles, Calif.

KW1P Merced, Calif.

KTRB Modesto, Calif.

KVCV Redding. Calif.

WXOA Sacramento. Calif.

KSBW Salinas, Calif.

KFXM San Bernardino, Ca
KSDO San Diego, Calif.

KJBS San Francisco, Calil

KXRP San Jose, Calif.

KVEC San Luis Obispo, C

KDB Santa Barbara, Calil

KCOY Santa Maria, Calif.

KSRO
KJOY
KVEN
WNAB
WNHC
WATR

Stockton, Calif.

Ventura, Calif.

Bridgeport, Conn
New Haven, Conn

WITH
«LAV
WPBC
KHMO
KTOO
KONE
WALL
WIRY
WAKR
WMNI

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Hannibal, Miss.

Las Vegas, Nev.

Reno, Nev.

Middletown, N. Y.

Plattsburgh, N. Y.

THE MEEKER CO.

521 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 2-2170

WDEL
WBRD
WKAT
WTAL
WJNO
KYME
WDWS
WTTS
WDBQ
KVOL
WKBZ
KATE
KYSM
KROC
KFSB
WKXL
WKNE
KSWS
WKNY
WIBX
WCLT
KTOW
KUGN
KIHR
KFJI

KMED
KUMA
KRNR
KBZY
WEST
WKBO

Bradenton-S

Miami, Fla.

Tallahassee,

Champaign, III.

N. J.

Utica,

Newar
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Eugene, Ore.

Hood River, Ore.

Klamath Falls, Ore.

Medford, Ore.

Pendleton. Ore.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



WMBS
WORK
WRAK
KXA

N
NBC SPOT SALES

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.

Circle 7-8300

KNBC San Francisco, Calif.

WRC Washington, D. C.

WMAQ
WAVE
KSD
WRCA
WHK
WRCV
WAMP
KOMO

.uisville, Ky.

. Louis, Mo.

w York, N. Y.

eveland, Ohio.

NATIONAL TIMES SALES

370 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrroy Hill 5-1300

National Spanish Language Network

WIFN Phoenix, Ariz.

KEVT Tucson, Ariz.

KGST Fresno, Calif.

KWKW Los Angeles, Calif.

XEXX Tijuana-San Diego, Calif.

XEXO Grand Junction, Colo.

WSBC Chicago, 111.

WVMI Biloxi, Mi.s.

KTXN Austin, Texas

XEO Brownsville, Texas

XEJ El Paso, Texas

KLVL Houston, Texas

XEOR McAllen, Texas

RICHARD O'CONNELL, INC.

527 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 5-7161

WFAL Augusta, Me.

KGUY Bangor, Me.

WFST Caribou, Me.

WCOU Lewiston, Me.

WLOB Portland, Mc.

WRUM Rumford, Me.

WSME Sanford, Me.

WGHM Waterville. Me.

Sombrero Network (Spanish)

KVLC Little Rock, Ark.

KALI Los Angeles, Cali

XEGM San Diego, Calif.

KLOK San Jose, Calif.

WNLC New London, Con
KPEL Lafayette, La.

KIKS Lake Charles, La

WALE Fall River, Mass.

WORC Worcester, Mass

KRAM Las Vegas, Nev.

WGIR Manchester, N. E

KGAK Gallup, N. M.

WJAC Johnstown, Pa.

WPIC Sharon, Pa.

KTRM Beaumont, Tex.

KUNO Corpus Christi, 1

KIXL Dallas, Tex.

XELO El Paso. Tex.

KJIM Fort Worth, Tex

KGBT Harlingen, Tex.

JULY 1958

JOHN E. PEARSON CO.

405 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 1-3366

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

250 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

YUkon 6-7900

KBOI Boise, Ida.

WDZ Decatur, 111.

WMBD Peoria, 111.

WOC Davenport, Iowa

WHO Des Moines, Iowa

WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.

WIRE Indianapolis, Ind.

WAOV
WBZ-WBZA
WWJ
WJIM
WDSM
KMBC-KFRM
WGR
WIST

WIS
KFDM
KRYS
WBAP
KTRH
KENS
WSVA
WDBJ
KIRO
wise

n-Springfield, Mass.

it, Mich,

ng, Mich.

h-Superior. Minn.

Portland. Ore.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Charleston, S. C.

Columbia, S. C.

EDWARD
3 E. 54 St.

Ml). ray Hi

WINZ
WGTO
WSB
WGN
WANE
WNDU
KMA
KSTP
KFAB
KOB
KVOO
KPOJ
WICU
WIP
WJAR
WFAA
KPRC
WOAI
WTAR
WRNL
WISN

PETRY & CO., INC.

York 22, N. Y.

II 8-0200

Little Rock. Ark.

Sacramento, Calif.

San Diego, Calif.

San Francisco, Calif.

Denver, Co'.o.

Miami, Fla.

Tampa-Orlando. Fla.

lanta, Ga.

Chica

Ft.

. III.

South Bend, Ind.

Shenandoah, la.

Minneapolis-St. Paul,

Omaha, Neb.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Tulsa, Okla.

Portland, Ore.

Erie, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Providence. R. I.

Dallas-Ft. Worth, Tex

San Antonio, Tex

Norfolk, Va.

Richmond, Va.

Milwaukee, Wis.

RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES

7 E. 47 St., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 8-4340

{Please turn to page 104)

The Sun Never Sets

on WSUN
St. Petersburg, Florida

29 COUNTIES

in West & Central

Florida

POPULATION: 1,135,500

27.3% of State

EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME:

5
1 ,662,542,000

25.7% of State

FARM PRODUQS: $254,3I3,000

38.8% of State

I N C L U D I N G...

Tampa-St. Petersburg

Florida's

2nd Largest Market

30th

in the Nation

i Total Retail Sales

wsun
The Only Station

Covering

s±
WEST
& CENTRAL V

FLORIDA\ )

24 hours a day-^



RADIO REPS

{Cont'd from page 103)

RAMBEAU, VANCE, HOPPLE INC.

405 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

OXford 7-0890

W NOT nuealooaa, Ala.

KDHS F.I IWa.l.. \rk

k« H\ Ft. Smith. Ark.

km o 11. .1 Springs, \rk.

TTOR Torrington. Conn.

WABR Orlando. Ha.

KCFI
KCMD
WTCR
WVJS
KPEL
WBOS
KSUM
KCUE
WJON
WISK
WFOR
WKBC
KODE
WKDN
WOKO
WWHG
WLNA
WNBZ
WDLA
WSRC
WAGR
WGTM
KNOX
WMOH
WHHH
WACB
WANS
WESC
WKCN
KSEL
WPIK
WRIC
wcow

Gainesville. Ga.

Cedar Falls, low!

Fairfield. Iowa

Ashland, Ky.

Owensboro, Ky.

Lafayette. La.

Red Wing, Mini

St. Cloud. Minn
Si. Paul. Minn.

. Mis..

Jaekso Mi-
Joplin, Mo.

Camden, N. J.

Albany, N. Y.

Homell, N. Y.

Peekskill, N. Y.

Saranac Lake, N. Y.

Walton, N. Y.

Durham, N. C.

Lumherton, N. C.

Wilson, !N. C.

Grand Forks, N. D.

Hamilton. Ohio
Warren. Ohio

Lubbock, Texas

Alexandria, Va.

Ricblanda, Va.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC.

444 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.

PLaia 9-5570

KMJ
KBEE
Ml(l»
KFBK
MM-
WDRC
WSBT
KRW
KFOH
KOII

WOXR
worn
wKIIN

KTOK
*NOh
« mm

llak.r-r.eld, Calif.

1 I i entro, Calif.

I renio, Calif.

Modesto, Calif.

Oakland, Calif.

Sacramento, Calif.

Santa Barbara, Calif.

Hartford, < .,nn.

-n„ih Bead, Ind.

KRBC
KFDA
KTBC
KCBD
KRGV

SELECT STATION REPRESENTATIVES
400 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

PLaza 8-1850

SIMMONS ASSOCIATES

509 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.

MUrray Hill 8-2821

STARS NATIONAL
400 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

PLaza 8-0555

WBCO
WMGY
KXLR
KSAN
WSWN
WZOK
WLOS
WQXT
WEAS
WTRV
WGOV
WRAJ

WPAD
WXOK
KAOK
WBOK
WEBB
WGAY
KXLW
WMID
WINE
WWOK
WAAA
WICA
WBKO
WHAT
WEEP
WQOK
WLOK
WKDA
KOPY
KNOK
KYOK
WHMS

Beach, Fla.

ta, Ga.

inah, Ga.

ista, Ga.

. 111.

Chicago, III

Padueah. K
Baton Roup
Lake Charlr

New Orlean

Haiti, Mel

Silver Spring, Md.
St. Louis. Mo.

Atlantic City, N. J.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Charlotte, N. C.

Winston-Salem, N. C.

Ashtabula, Ohio

Columbus. Ohio

Philadelphia. Pa.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

Greenville, S. C.

Memphis, Tenn.

Nashville, Tenn.

Alice, Texas

-u«
UNITED BROADCASTING
420 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.

PLaza 5-1945

WOOK Washington, D. C.

WSID Baltimore, Md.

W ARK Hagerstown, Md.

WINX Rockvllle. Md.

WICO Salisbury, Md.

WBUD Trenton. N. J.

WJMO
WYOU
WANT

Cleveland, Ohio

VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
579 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 8-1088

WSGN
WCOV
KFSA
KWFC
KVOR
WPDQ
WBSR
WHOO
WSUN
WEAT
WGST
KGNO
KAKE
WILS
WPON
KGBX
KFEQ
WJTN
WBBF
WTLB
WHBC
WERE
WVKO
WZIP
WMAN
WTLG
WLOS
WTOB
WEAN
KWKC
KAMQ
KTRE
KCMC
KSYD
KTBB
KADA
KCWA

WDXI
WDXE
WDXL
WTPR
WENK

Co

la

orado Springs,

ksonville, Fla.

Col

Pen-acola. Fla.

Orlando, Fla.

Tampa-St. Petersl twa;,

w st Palm Beach II.,

At anta. Ga.

II, dge City, Kansa s

V. chita, Kansas

la nsing. Mich.

Pontiae, Mich

Springfield, Mo.

Canton, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Columbus. Ohio

Cincinnati, Ohio

Mansfield, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Asheville, N. C.

Winston-Salem, N. C.

Providence, R. I.

Abilene, Texas

Amarillo, Texas

Lufkin, Texas

Clarksville, Ten

w
WALKER-RAWALT CO., INC.

347 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 3-5830

GRANT WEBB & CO.

509 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

MUrray
WMGR

Hill 8-7550
Bainbridg

WF.AW Evanston,

WLPO LaSalle,

WJBD
WCMR

Salem. II

Elkhart,

WGRY Gary. Ind

WHMP Northampton, Mass.

KFRIJ Columbia, Mo.

KCAP Helena, Mont.

WALK Patchogue, N. Y.

WFAH Alliance, Ohio

WOHI East Liverpool, Ohl<

WVCH Chester, Pa.

KVOG Ogden. Utah

WXG1 Richmond. Va.

KLYK Spokane, Wash.

WDLB Marshfield, Wia.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



s ince "color" came to rac

in January 1958 . . .

lio

^^^^^^H^^|k <4£ff*~ BHfcv' 3^I9I1^^^B^^^^^^^I

. . . KFWB's exciting COLOR RADIO is setting the pace in Los Angeles . . . showing substantial

gains in share-of-audience in every rating service: Hooper UP 67.5%' . . . Nielsen UP 87.2% * . . .

Pulse UP 34.7% \ Create some sales excitement for your clients' products in the nation's second

market . . . with a schedule on KFWB Color Radio.

ROBERT M. PURCELL, president and general manager MILTON H. KLEIN, sales manager Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.



In Omaha . .

.

if you want the

right time of day . . .

get it from the station with the most quarter-hour firsts*

Thai would be radio station KOWH, now
completing 8 years of dominance.

1. KOWH is first in 32 quarter hours (in-

< luding 7 first-place ties)

2. There are only 8 quarter hours in whi< h

k<>\\ II is not first.

; Currently KOWH is first in the morn-

ing, afternoon and all-day with a 7.9

av< i age Pulse.

4. Good coverage on 660 kc.

Advertisers and listeners have shared the dis-

covery that any time's a good time on KOWH.

Get Adam Young to give you the right time

of day . . . or talk to KOWH General Mana-

ger Virgil Sharpe.

KOWH Omaha Represented by Adam Young Inc.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



FALL FACTS BASICS

BASICS
Charts, tables and tabulations covering— radio''s dimensions, audience listening pat

terns, programing trends, receivers produced and their location, audience composi-

tion, out-of-home tune-in, network program favorites, listening levels and variations,

show-ratings differences, cumulative audiences, spot radio spending, spot radio vs. tv



_ ates the nation's 24th

largest radio market — 312,830 fa

listen weekly during daytime. WBT's total

second station. WBT wins every Pulse time

segment but one in the 25 counties surrounding

Charlotte.



DIMENSIONS OF RADIO

How many U.S. homes have radios?

Millions of U.S. homes with radios, March, 1949-1958

U.S. homes 42.6 43.4 44.4 45.3

Radio homes 40.2 41.4 42.9 44.3 44.9 45.1

47.6

45.9

49.5

47.7

50.5

48.7

952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

Is radio home ownership spread evenly?

Millions of radio homes, March 1958

By Regions By county size

Total hort

Radio ho,

13.8 9.9

Mil Jl



DIMENSIONS OF RADIO

How are radio

sets distributed?

Set location

Radio set index

1958 1957

Home 93,000,000 90,000,000

Auto 36,000,000 35,000,000

Public places 10,000,000* 10,000,000

Total
Source: RAB. 1 January 1958, 1 .

139,500,000
uly 1957, sets in working order. *No n

135,000,000

Am

Fm

Am

Fm

End of May 1958

CPsnot Newstatioi

541 87 40

End of May 1957

3024 133 303

540 23 10

What's been radio

station growth

during the past year?

How are radios

distributed

in homes?

Radio Advertising Bureau's

recent "Telurbia" study cov-

ered location of radio sets in

densel) saturated i\ area

(Long Island, Y Y.i. Fig-

urea indicate that as tv satu-

ration grows, same-room

competition between radio

and television sets lessens

Where new radios went in Telurbia

11.7%

Bedroom Kitchen Portable , Other, Living

Room
38.7% ' 21.0% 13.3% .3.3%' 12.0%

88% non-living room radio

Copyright 5 ">8 RAB

TV AND RADIO BASICS
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f\*
s

in BIRMINGHAM*

ningham April-May, I958

Then

A year ago, Hooper had

WSCN first, 7-9 AM,
33% ahead of the sec-

ond station, average

share.

A year ago, Hooper had

WSCN first, 3-6 PM,
average share 68%
greater than the sec-

ond station.

Oct. -Nov. Hooper
shows WSCN with 10

AM-6 PM, Saturday

share of 8.9.

And

April-May, 1958,
Hooper shows WSCN
first, 7-12 AM, 72%
ahead of the second

station, Monday -Fri-

day.

Nielsen said it first,

and Hooper and adver-

tisers concur.

Now it shows WSCN
first 12-6 PM, 73%
ahead of the second

station, Monday -Fri-

day.

April - May Hooper
shows WSCN with 10

AM-6 PM, share of

32.8, 134% ahead of

second station.

WSGN Birmingh
5000 Watts At 61 On The
National Representatives: Venard, Rintoul & McConnel, Inc.

Southern Representatives: James G. Ayers Co.

Personality Programming of Music and News 24 Hours a Day

Another Firstest: WTOB Winston-Salem, N. C.
Twice the second station, all day long, says latest Hooper.



DIMENSIONS OF RADIO

How many radio sets have been produced in the U. S.?

Total U.S. radio set production, 1924-57

mi I
Year '24 75 '26 '27 "28 '29 '30 '31 '32 '33 '34 '35 '36 "37 '38 '39 '40 '41 '42 '46 '47 '48 '49 '50 '51 '52 'S3 '54 '55 '56 '57

What types of radio sets are the most popular?

Radio set production, 1947-57

| Home
J

Portable

1

zmm clock mm au.o

'jjM!"

"
;>5'vr|;1 - {V.VJ.V

- $£§2

U 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

•47 '48 '49 '50 '51 '52 '53 '54 55 '56 '57

-..i BCE: 1
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mmmiLmmm-^mmmm it ib wmmmmmm?

cLfr&tiAtjtetc& 4*<* tike

L&htomtatt * 4&a*£d£, fated

wmmmm

General Manager, Hubbard Hood • Represented by The Katz Agency



RADIO AUDIENCE

How many homes
are reached by radio

in one week?

Homes reached by radio in one week
Winter 1957 vs. 1 958—Sun.-Sat. (24 hrs.)

1

19571 1 40,354
1 84 6

43,587

89.5
19581 8'.

•All U.S. radio homes.

How many homes are reached by radio in one week, by day parts?

Radio's weekly reach—by day parts
Winter, 1957 vs. 1958

5 DAYS
MONDAY-FRIDAY

6 a.m. -12 noon

33,749

1 2 noon-6 p.m.

32,293
'

67.7

+5%

69.3

29,479
30,097

61.8

+2%

61.8

1957 1958 1957 1958

7 DAYS
SUNDAY-SATURDAY

57.9

1958

What is radio's audience composition, by day parts?

Mor ling Mon.-Fri
(million)

Afternoon—Mon.-Fri.
(million)

Night—7 days
(million)

MEN 2.0 1.8 1.9

WOMEN 5.9 5.4 3.0

TEENS 0.8 0.9 1.2

CHILDREN 1.3 1.1 0.8

TOTAL 10.0

1

9.2 6.9

TV AND RADIO BASICS



BELIE VABILITY SELLS

do

IN PROSPEROUS

SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND

MORE PEOPLE listen

MORE OFTEN with

MORE BELIEVABILITY

to \AATIG than to

any other station

Represented nationally by

HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

New York, Chicago, Detroit

Boston, San Francisco, Atlanta



RADIO LISTENING HABITS

How does in-home listening vary by hours of day?

U. S. homes reached per average minute by hours of day

MORNING AFTERNOON NIGHT

Radio's audience as of January 1958 is shown above homes. Average minute audiences are only a fraction of

(A. C. Nielsen). Figures atop bars represent millions of radio's total audience. Peak hours are still in daytime.

What's average

daily radio usage

morning, afternoon

and night?

Average hours daily in-home listening per radio home by day parts

Time Mon.-Fri. average Saturday Sunday All days average

6 p.m.-6 a.m. 34 min. 33 min. 27 min. 33 min.

Noon-6 p.m. 41 min, 47 min, 39 min. 41 min.

6 a .m.-Noon 45 min, 37 min. 29 min. 42 min.

Total 2 firs., min. 1 hr„ 57 min. 1 hr., 35 min. 1 hr., 56 min.

Source Nielien Radio Index, Jan Fee 1958, N. v tlmi

TV AND RADIO BASICS



ANOTHER BASIC FACT:

Jfmtmlall selling is

the pg/UOtULl medium

is itaikl

In Philadelphia

IWwuj—
Uw>tluw|
sells mon
than

Wl
pcwonallij

for IiIvKIVtUU/ information-ask petryi



RADIO LISTENING HABITS

How does radio listening vary by county size and region?

There are extreme variations in

listening by region and by coun-

ty size, as shown in these bars.

Highest listening: Pacific (P)

coast; lowest. East Central I EC I

.

Other designations: NE, North-

east and S, South. County listen-

ing more nearly matches county

size: the most in the biggest and

in descending order as shown.

Total
U.S. radio

homes
1:49

Hours of radio use per day*

By territory By county size

p

2:11

1:49

What are

the national

listening

figures by

local time?

V-lien Radio Index, Jan.-

uree combine lliloning In Eastern.

Ceniral. TaelBc Time Zonea on local

Per cent radio homes using in-home rac io per average minute by day partsj

15.4%

1

13.0%

1

11.87c

1

9.8%

1

8.0%

1

4.9%

1
6-9 a.m. 9 a.m-noon Noon-3 p.m. !-<> p.m. 6-9 p.m. 9 p.m.-mid.

I\ WD KU)IO BASICS



STEADY GROWTH
PUTS WPDQ

JACKSONVILLE

IN A POWERFUL

No. 1 POSITION

THE RECORD

HOOPERATING
(Average Share of Audience)
Mon.-Fri. 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM

STA. A

STA. C

wpdq\
STA. D
STA. B

Oct, '56 Oct. '57

30'
,_.

30

1 :",_

1 .

5 7,

-•^T

PULSE REPORT
(Percent of Total Audience)
Mon.-Fri. 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM

STA.C
STA.A^
STA. B,

sta.d\

Oct '56 April '57 Oct '57 April '58

30'

30

10

—t ^--~--^>
->.,

WPDQ

Robert Feagin, President— Ernest R. Currie, Sales V.-P.
Represented by

VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
JAMES S. AYERS, SOUTHEAST



RADIO LISTENING HABITS

How does radio listening change through the year?

Average hours of in-home listening per home per day, 1957

Jon.-

Feb.

Mar.- 1 May- July- 1 Sept.-

Aug. Oct.
Nov.-

Radio-tv homes 1.92 1.87 1.89 1.70 1.78 1.62

Radio-only homes 3.36 3.29 2.89 2.51 2.74 3.01

Source: Nielsen Radio Index

What's the trend in radio in-home listening in tv homes?

As Nielsen figures to left show, listening

hours in tv homes first rose slightly and then

declined in recent years. They represent

listening hours per home per day. Source:

Nielsen Radio Index. These figures indicate

stability rather than change.

1952 1954

How does radio's audience accumulate?

IN-HOME LISTENING 1

Audience during average minute

9 to noon 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. Mon.-Fri.

6 a.m. -6 a.m.

Sun.-Sat.

1
v

. radio homes

Average hours Listening

pei home reached

15.0 13.0 8.7

'• U.S. radio 1
-

hours 1 1
- 1 f ri i 1 1 ti

per home reached

Homes reached on one or more days

52.3 76.6

4.26 10.19

84.6

17.32

i. :i;:iiiiiii!iinr.,

Taken from a Bpecial analysis

ducted bj the \. Q Nielsen I

IT)7. these figures though mo three-hour span. Week-li

to look at radio audience

17.32 per home reached

TV AND RADIO BASICS



/o#» -that

m * puntCH

>SCRANTON

TO WIN THE

BIG N.E. PENNSYLVANIA MARKET

Qlst in Avera

/

—^_^<H AZUE. TO N

PLUS

ge Share of Audience — All Day*

/. / ' ' \ —>

2y Is* ' n Average Quarter-Hour Rating — All Day*

# Highest power, greatest penetration.

# Lowest cost per thousand of any station in market.

# Most extensive merchandising support.

# Best record of growth in area—Both ratings and circulation.

iff Pulse Willces-Barre-Hazleton Metropolitan Area — November 1957.

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. Call Avery-Knodel for details

The only A.B.N. Affiliate in Northeastern Pennsylvania.



RADIO LISTENING HABITS

How much does out-of-home listening add to in-home?

(Winter, 1958)

January-February reports

Per eent out-of-home listening adds to in-home listening in 27 markets

Total audience In-home + Out-of-home = This % plui

Atlanta 21.1

Baltimore 18.8

Birmingham 21.4

Boston 22.0

Buffalo 20.3

Chicago 22.5

Cincinnati 18.9

Columbus (Dec-Jan.) 20.5

Dallas (Dec-Jan.) 22.4

Detroit 20.0

Fort Worth (Dec-Jan.) 22.2

Houston 21.0

Kansas City 20.7

Los Angeles 22.7

Miami (Feb.-Mar.) 23.6

Milwaukee 21.0

Minneapolis-St. Paul 20.4

New Orleans 21.6

New York (Jan.) 23.2

Philadelphia 21.5

Pittsburgh 20.7

Richmond 19.9

St. Louis 20.5

San Diego 22.4

San Francisco 22.4

Seattle 23.0

Washington, D. C. (Jan.) 19.7

27 market weighted average 21.8

Figures above are from Pulse's semi-annual

Btudy oi out-of-home listening. In-home and
out-of-home columns show per cent of homes
listening by average quarter hours seven days
a week. Percentage plus is not measure of

17.1 4.0 23.4

15.1 3.7 24.6

17.3 4.1 23.7

17.6 4.4 25.0

16.4 3.9 23.9

18.0 4.5 25.0

15.0 3.9 26.0

16.2 4.3 26.6

17.7 4.7 26.6

16.2 3.8 23.5

17.7 4.5 25.4

17.0 4.0 23.6

16.7 4.0 24.0

18.0 4.7 26.2

18.8 4.8 25.6

17.0 4.0 23.6

16.3 4.1 25.2

17.9 3.7 20.7

18.1 5.1 28.2

17.5 4.0 22.9

16.8 3.9 23.2

16.0 3.9 24.4

16.7 3.8 22.8

18.0 4.4 24.4

18.0 4.4 24.4

18.5 4.5 24.4

15.8 3.9 24.7

17.5 4.4 25.2

homes using radio but ratio between in-home

and out-of-home. Period covered by data is

various winter months this year. Averages for

the group of markets shown: in-home, 17.5% ;

out-of-home, 4.4%; average plus, 25.2%.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



Interview:

Leo Burnett Media Supervisor, Douglas Burch, tells why he

selects WLW Radio and TV Stations for PURE OIL

Call your WLW Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you diduail your vylw stations representative . . . yuu u ue giau yuu uiu

:

network Affiliations: NBC. ABC; MBS • SjIm Officts: New York , Cincinnati. Chicago. Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Los Angeles,

San Francisco, Detroit; Bomar Lowrance & Associates. Inc.: Atlanta. Dallas Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AVCO



RADIO LISTENING HABITS

What's the trend in out-of-home listening?

Per "ent homes listening out-of-home, v inter and summer, 1953-1958

1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958

W S W S W s W s W S W

Atlanta 33 3.6 3.2 3.6 3.2 3.4 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.0

Baltimore 3.2 3.5 3.2 3.6 3.2 3.4 4.1 3.8 4.1 3.7

Birmingham 3.2 3.5 3.6 3.8 3.3 3.6 4.1 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.1

Boston j
3.8 4.2 4.4 4.6 4.2 4.6 4.8 5.1 4.7 4.8 4.4

Buffalo 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.2 3.4 3.2 3.8 3.6 3.7 3.9

Chicago 3.1 3.7 3.9 4.3 4.1 4.2 40 4.6 4.3 4.6 4.5

Cincinnati 3.1 3.6 3.6 3.9 3.6 3.9 3.8 4.2 4.0 4.2 3.9

Columbus 3.1 3.2 3.1 3.3 3.4 4.0 3.5 3.8 4.3

Dallas 3.9 3.6 4.0 4.5 4.7 4.6 5.5 4.7

Detroit 3.0 3.8 3.9 4.2 3.9 4.2 3.8 4.3 4.2 4.4 3.8

Fort Worth 4.0 4.0 5.3 45
Houston 3.8 3.6 4.1 4.0 4.3 4.3 4.6 4.4 4.5 4.0

Kansas City 3.2 3.7 3.4 3.8 4.1 3.9 4.3 4.0

Los Angeles 4.2 4.4 4.5 4.8 4.5 4.7 4.4 4.7 4.7 5.0 4.7

Miami 2.9 3.1 3.3 3.7 4.4 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.8

Milwaukee 3.3 3.8 3.3 3.8 35 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.0

Mpls.-St. Paul 3J 3.4 3.4 3.8 3.7 3.9 3.7 4.2 4.2 4.4 4.1

New Orleans 3.2 3.7 33 3.4 4.4 4.6 4.4 4.6 3.7

New York 4.0 4.4 4.4 4.8 44 4.4 4.6 50 5.1 4.8 5.1

Philadelphia 3.5 3.8 3.6 3.9 3.9 4.0 3.8 4.4 3.7 4.6 4.0

Pittsburgh 3.4 3.5 3.9 3.6 3.9 3.9 4.1 3.9

Portland Ore. 3.6 3.4 4.4

Richmond 2.9 3.1 3.2 2.9 3.0 3 1 4.3 3.7 4.1 3.9

St. Louis 3.4 3.5 38 38 4.2 3.9 4.3 4.2 4.4 3.8

San Diego 32 35 3.5 3.8 3.6 4.1 4.0 42 4.4

San Francisco 3.9 4.4 4.1 4.2 4.2 4.5 4.7 4.6 4.6 4.4

Seattle 2.8 3.2 3.2 3.5 4.4 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.4 45

Washington 3.2

3.2

3.6

3.6

3.7

3.6

4.0

3.8

3.7

3.6

3.9

3.9

3.7

3.8

4.1

4.3

4.1

4.2

4 3

4.4

3.9

Median 4.1

Six-year span covering out-of-home listening during winter and summer shows winter increase of

\~i' '< in the median figure for 28 markets. Figures are from Pulse, which includes all types of out-

of-home listening, including visiting to other homes. Auto listening represents the greatest part of

the out-of-home total. Next in importance is listening at work. Portable tune-in is rising.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



Think .if. pyer
with your
PETRY man

gate action in San Francisco

Audiences respond to KOBY's musical formula beamed to San

Francisco families. From New York to San Francisco, advertisers

know that KOBY motivates the market!

If your favorite tune is "Happy Days are Here Again," played by

thousands of ringing cash registers . . . then it's time you called your

Petry Man. He'll show you the rating facts and give you the big

reasons to buv KOBY in San Francisco!

10,000 watts • San Francisco is KOBY-land

Mid-America Broadcasting Co.



RADIO LISTENING HABITS

How do listening levels compare in radio-tv and radio-only homes?

Homes using rad io in-home by day parts

Radio homes using Tv homes using Radio on v homes
radio radio using radio

8 a.m. -12 noon

( Mon.-Fri.

*

AVG. AUD. HOMES OOO

14.2% 6,915

AVG. AUD. HOMES OOO

13.5% 5,768

AVG. AUD.

18.4%

HOMES OOO

1,147

12 noon-6 p.m.

( Mon.-Fri. > 11.4 5,552 10.1 4,357 19.0 1,195

6-11 p.m.

(Sun.-Sat.) 7.4 3,604 5.4 2,352 19.7 1,252

H sol iti K Vi,-U,i, Ra lio [nd s. Jan Feb. 1958.

ffliii'
',! " .:. "::'!;. :n !,llll:llllllllllllt!i?

Radio-only homes listen to radio at

a fairly steady rate through the day,

while radio-tv homes show a gradual

decline. The data here are based on

New York time, so spot advertisers

should use the material with care

How does radio

listening compare

winter and summer?

Biggest difference in summer and

winter listening is in the morning, as

these Nielsen figures show. And even

auto tune-in remains stable despite

heaviei summer travel. Total listening

(auto plus in-home): morning—July

'57, 5.9 million homes, Jan. '58, 6.9;

afternoon Jul) '57, 7.0, Jan. '58,

6.6; night Jul) '57, 1.8, Jan. '58, 4.2.

MORNING
Mon.-Fri.

AFTERNOON
Mon.-Fri.

Auto-Plus
(white)

Homes
Per minute
(millions)

In-Home
(black)

July '57

Annual Average: 5.8

NIGHT
7 days

July '57 July '57
Jan .

- 58

5.6 3.7

TV AND RADIO BASICS



MORNING!
AFTERNOON! EVENING!

ALL DAY LONG
KIOA

DES MOINES' NO. 1 STATION

15 MONTHS SOLID! KAKC
TULSA'S NO. 1 STATION

21 MONTHS SOLID!

Balanced programming plus timely news

and public service features — that's the number one

station in Des Moines.

For over 15 months, the New KIOA has been over-

whelmingly the first choice of Des Moines radio

listeners.

The New KIOA has more listeners than four other

Des Moines stations combined— listeners that are

your buyers!

Buy the station that reaches all of Iowa with blanket

coverage.

DES MOINES

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX — M.-F.

The New KIOA
Station A
Station B 14.5

PULSE RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX -

MAY, 1958

The New KIOA 34
Station A 31

Station B 13
Pulse reports the New KIOA leods with 58 quart)

of a l 72.'

From last place to the top in a few short

weeks— and then holding top position for over 21

months straight.

That's the New KAKC story. A story of loyal listeners

who depend on KAKC for music and up to the second

Buy the station that delivers the most— KAKC in

Tulsa — recepient of the coveted Associated Press

Award for best coverage of all A.P. radio and T.V.

stations in the United States!

TULSA

The New KAKC

PULSE RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX M.-F.

FEBRUARY, 1958

The New KAKC 28

NO. 1 STATIONS WITH PROVEN SALES AND RESPONSE-ABILITY

KIOA
940 KC

10.000 WATTS
DES MOINES, IOWA
JIM DOWELL, Vice President '>"

PUBLIC RADIO CORPORATION
The New KIOA — First in Des Moines

The New KAKC — First in Tulsa

LESTER KAMIN, President

GET THE LOW, LOW COST PER THOUSAND FACTS

WEED RADIO CORP.

KAKC
970 KC
1.000 WATTS

TULSA. OKLAHOMA
BOB HOTH, Vict President

and General Manager



NETWORK RADIO PATTERNS

What are the most popular radio programs in the top 10 markets?

Total audience—in-home and out-of-home**

Market Top three network programs

Highest
rated

Va hr.

\K\V YORK*
4.313.300

Arthur Godfrey (CBS) 4.5

World News Roundup (CBS) 4.5

4.3

LOS ANGELES
2.018.100

Edward R. Murrow (CBS) 6.2

Gunsmoke (Sat.) (CBS) 4.3

Howard Miller (CBSi 4.3

Jack Benny (CBS) ... 4.3

Robert Q. Lewis (CBS) 4.3

CHICAGO
1.873.500

Arthur Godfrey (CBS) 6.9

Gunsmoke (Sat.) (CBS) . .. 6.1

Edward R. Murrow (CBS) 5.8

PHILADELPHIA
U82.700

Arthur Godfrey (CBS) 5.1

Backstage Wife (CBS) __... 5.0

Breakfast Club (ABC) ..... 4.9

2nd Mrs. Burton (CBS) ....

Young Dr. Malone (CBS)

4.9

4.9

DETROIT
1,021.700

Arthur Godfrey (CBS) 5.3

Breakfast Club (ABC) . 4.4

3.9

BOSTON
916.100

World News Roundup—8 a.m.

Arthur Godfrey (CBS) __.. _

(CBS) 6.1

5.6

World News Roundup—Sat.

—

8 a.m. (CBS) .___. 5.3

SAIN FRANCISCO
869.800

6.8

Nora Drake (CBS) 5.0

Monitor (Sat.) (NBC) 4.8

ST. LOUIS
583,700

Arthur Godfrey (CBS) 6.0

World News Roundup—Sat.—8 a.m. (CBS) ... 5.0

4.8

WASHINGTON, D. C.

529,900

World News Roundup—8 a.m.

World News Roundup—8 a.m.

Arthur Godfrey 1 CBS 1

(CBS)

(NBC)

5.9

5.8

5.5

CLEVELAND
t94,900

Arthur Godfrey (CBS) 4.9

4.4

Jack Benny (CBS) 4.3

••Tbi P
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8-alarm
newsr

Eight newsmen are popping up all

over Cleveland. They're the men who

make up WERE's Eight -Alarm Newsroom.
They're first at the scene of the

news - they dig for the news - they
analyze the news . . . giving Cleve-
land three-dimension coverage. When
WERE delivers your commercial mes-
sage, the forces of an alert sponsor
are joined with those of an alert
radio station. CLEVELAND
Richard M. Klaus, Vice President & General Manager j Represented by Venard, Rintoul and McConnell, Inc.



NETWORK RADIO PATTERNS

What size audiences can an advertiser accumulate?

A. Tf ith one daytime music

and one nighttime news

strip in four weeks?*

Net rating Unduplicated homes Average frequency

12.4% 6,036,000 4.2

B. With a multiple weekly

participation schedule

(35 per week)?*

% total U.S. homes % tv homes % radio only homes

One week

Four weeks

•Nielsen Radio Index

13.3

24.4
fan -l'Yii 1958.

10.1

19.6

32.1

52.6

C. With a typical morning

five minute segment

in four weeks?*

% Homes Avg. episodes

Cumulative audience

Avg. per broadcast rating

•Nielsen Radio Index. Jan. -Feb. 1958.

9.9

2.0

4,825,000

967,000

3.9

How do network radio ratings vary by markets?

Radio ratings for single programs in the top ten markets

Total audience in-home & out-of-home

Shows
!

N.Y.» S LA. Chi. Phil. Det. Bost. S.F. St.L. Wash. Clev.

'Network

1 owel] Thomas (CBS) 3.9 4.1 5.8 4.2 3.9 4.8 4.4 4.9 4.6 4.4 4.6

(Sin. CBS) 4.3 4.1 5.3 3.8 2.8 3.6 3.8 4.3 3.3 4.1

Breakfast Club (ABC) 2.9 3.2 1.9 4.9 4.4 3.9 2.2 3.0 3.1 3.0

(ABC) 1.9 2.8 1.6 2.5 2.9 2.6 4.0 2.0 2.0 2.4

M) True Storj (NBC) 2.0 3.3 3.3 3.0 3.7 1.8 3.5 3.5 4.0 2.8 2.8

Morgan Beatrj (NBC) 2.6 2.2 4.8 3.0 1.7 2.2 2.8 2.0 3.9 3.2 3.0

-HI 111 I S;.,,\ |',>
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TAKE A CLOSE LOOK AT WKLO
LOUISVILLE 1ftr

Programs and People That Produce

When you find that happy combination of a station with top ratings

and thoroughly documented proof of sales effectiveness—
you've found WKLO in Louisville, Kentucky and you are

going to make some money for your client when you place

your advertising on this station.

It takes people to sell people. WKLO personalities deliver the

advertiser's commercial with conviction, believability and

personal persuasion. These are people talking with

people . . . not voices speaking at people.

It takes people to sell people— and we've got the right ones

in front of the microphones and more than any other

station in Louisville at the receivers.

SOLD NATIONALLY BY:

robert e. eastman & co., inc.
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO



SPOT RADIO

Spot radio spending by industry category

ISI Quarter 1958* 3rd Quarter 957* 1st Quarter 1957°

| Product Category No. Brands °o of Total
Dolhrs
lOOOl °o of Total

Dollars

'000) °o of Total

Agriculture 54 6.3 872 2.0 1.291 2.7

Ue, Beer & Wine 54 6.3 3.399 7.6 2.902 5.9

Amusements 10 1.2 261 .6 240 '

\|i|iliances 15 1.8 98 .2 113 '
1

Automotive 29 3.4 4.655 10.4 4.020 8.2

Building Material 8 .9 180 .4 64 •1

Clothing. Apparel, Accessories 9 1.0 189 .4 259 .5

Confections & Soft Drinks 24 2.8 1.149 2.6 699 1.4

1 Consumer Services 23 2.7 1.540 3.5 2.019 4.1

1 Dairy Products 20 2.3 135 .3 202 .4

1 Drugs 81 9.5 3.337 7.5 5.375 11.0

[ Finance 18 2.1 328 .7 142 .3

Food ^ Grocery 230 26.9 8.899 19.9 8437 17.3

Gasoline & Lubricants 31 3.6 2.947 6.6 2.149 4.4

General Household Prds. 27 3.2 339 .8 413 .9

Household Cleaners 42 4.8 2.252 5.0 1.642 3.4

Notions 2 .2 137 .3 1.319 2.7

Pel Products 9 1.0 135 .3 138 .3

Publications 13 1.5 551 1.2 408 .8

Religion 26 3.0 1.021 2.3 1.420 2.9

Tobacco Products 25 2.9 6.298 14.1 8.141 16.7

Toilet Requisites 45 5.2 3.172 7.1 4 r
645 9.5

Transportation \ Travel 33 3.9 1.043 2.3 1.098 2.3

\\ atches & Jewelry 6 .7 139 .3 59 .1

Miscellaneous 24 2.8 1.551 3.6 1.632 3.4

TV AND RADIO BASICS



Of couree, well cover

the first trip to the moon

National: Hollingbery Co. W I K Y I VV l\\ M
New England: Kettell-Carfer f f 1111 ffl T T ±M. T M—l

- — y -«-» »
ALBANY, SCHENECTADY, TROY, NEW YORK

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Daniel W. Kops, President • Richard J. Monahan, Vice President and National Advertising Manager



SPOT RADIO

How much audience

can spot add to a

tv network show?

1

RADIO SPOT SUPPORT FOR TV NFTWnRK

MAVERICK

LOS AN6ELES

% HOMES REACHED WEEKLY

RADIO SPOT SPOT PLUS NETWORK
(20 PER WEEK)

21.2% 30.2%

14,3%

vmw'-
15.9 NEW HOMES

j

53
SPOT

PLUS NETWORK

MAVERICK ONLY

2.5

90

FREd 1.0 23

How much coverage

do spot radio and tv

offer with the same

amount of money?

How does frequency

distribution of spot

radio and television

compare?

Quintiles arc radio and t\ audiences

broken down into five equal part- in

ordei <>f increasing frequencj exposure.

RADIO VS. TV SPOT COVERAGE
Same dollar expenditure—New York area, $4,000 per Meek

RADIO TV

Announcements per v

Homes reached
per anr

Monthly cui

Frequency

70 (

80,500

3,167,000

7.1

1,140,000

3,010,000

3.0

RADIO VS. TELEVISION SPOT COVERAGE
SAME SPOT SCHEDULE -LEADING CHICAGO STATIONS

20 SPOTS fifX WKK-tt XA.H-4-iO 0MU

FOUR WK CUM. AUDIENCE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
TV radio Quintiles ™ QADI°

70.17. 1"- 1.3 1.3

2*o

32.77.
3"

n =
:

2.9 Z5

4.8 4.9

8.8 104

pj|
««?. 77 9.8 7.7 9.8
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"Ask

John Blair

How we stay

way up here"

wbns radio

<y(A&\, ' n Columbus, Ohio



SPOT RADIO

How much have advertisers spent for spot radio time?
""'

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

SI 18.823.880 $119,539,000 $123,658,000 $129,603,000 $120,168,000 $120,393,000 $145,461,000 $183,987,000

Figures above relate lo station income from time sales agencies. Source of all figures is FCC, except for 1957,

only, after rate discounts but before commissions to reps, which comes from the Station Representatives Association.

What's the trend in day and night spot rates?

Prepared by The Katz Agency, these data show rate

data on Katz radio stations as of 1 January each year.

The figures are based on a schedule of 12 one-minute

announcements for 13 weeks. Daytime rates are those

that apply for the most hours between 8:00 a.m. and

6:00 p.m. Nighttime rates are those that apply for the

most hours between 7:00 and 10:00 p.m. Thus,

trends for prime time rates are not covered here.

1950 = 100.0
YEAR DAYTIME NIGHTTIME

1946 78.8 78.0

1950 100.0 100.0

1951 104.2 —
1952 105.6 101.2

1953 105.3 —
1954 104.6 —
1955 98.3 —
1956 92.0 48.8

1957 93.9 46.4

1958 96.9 46.2

What's the ratio between night and day spot radio rates?

Ratio of Nighttime

to Daytime Rates

1946 1,76

1950 1.78

1952 1,70

1956 .94

1957 .88

1958 .85

Continuing study of spot radio rates by the Katz Agency of its repre-

sented stations shows that nighttime rates are now, on the average, 12%
lower than daytime rates. Between 1946 and 1950 there was an almost

parallel increase in both daytime and nighttime rates. Between
1950 and 1952, there was a slight increase in daytime rates with

nighttime rates remaining relatively static. Between 1952 and 1956,

daytime rates declined 13$ bul nighttime rates were cut in half.

Rates shown here are for 12 announcements weekly for 13

weeks as of 1 January each year. Day rates are those for most hours

between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.; night for most hours between
7:00 and 10:00 p.m., thus do not include premium time rates.

TV AND RADIO BASICS
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The

man
with 26

voices...

CBS Radio newsman Frank

Goss is a highly talented man.

So are the many other CBS
Radio Pacific personalities here

in Hollywood. They have this

and something else in common.

They speak with the impact and

authority of 26 voices . . . the 26

stations that make up the CBS
Radio Pacific Network. Each

station is a powerful, respected

voice in its own community air-

ing programs that only a radio

network can provide. Together

these stations offer 252,000

tvatts of poiver to blanket

500,000 square miles of the

West with the completeness,

efficiency, economij and author-

ity that no other western re-

gional medium, broadcast or

print, can match. If your mar-

ket is here, you can't do better

than with the

Represented by CBS RADIO SPOT SALES



From 6:00 p.m. to Midnight, Sunday

through Saturday, KSTP-TV is

FIRST in audience in Minneapolis-

St. Paul's 741,060 TV homes!

ARB METROPOLITAN AREA REPORT, JUNE, 1958

SS®Q "S&tfiAlM/

Basic NBC Affiliate

MINNEAPOLIS • ST. I

WATTS

rill

A N N E L
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17,250 mail requests prove

KETV gets Action . .

.

...in 97 counties of prosperous Eastern Nebraska
and Western Iowa.

HEMON aa
fALLJCITT • i

Ywk'

H

i show the

response of 17,259
pieces of mail resulting

from a KETV seed
offer. Counties in dark

red produced from 40r
'

c

to over 100% of the

mail delivered by the

home count) (Douglas)

per 1,000 TV homes.
Percentages of response

for the 97 counties are

shown in the legend
above and map (left).

Here's Proof.

advertisers sell all of Eastern Nebraska, Western Iowa and more when buying KETV.
Audience response to a KETV seed offer came from 97 industrial and agricultural

counties . . . including the buying-power centers of Omaha, Council Bluffs, Iowa and

Lincoln. This same vast, responsive audience is yours when you advertise on KETV.

MARKET DATA*
Population Retail Sales Effective Buying Families Average Family ,c „

Basic Market**

Bonus Market**

TOTAL

See your

1,418,600 $1,611,922,000 $2,114,430,000 438,800 $4,452

753,100 $ 926,477,000 $1,183,166,000 235,729 $4,221

2,171,700 $2,538,399,000 $3,297,596,000 674,529 $4,337

for availabilities

Hen H Cowdery, President

OMAHA WORI.D-HIRALD STATION
OMAHA. NEBRASKA

KETw

Ma'lc'h, l'<>58

'

**29 additional. ci

scud o«cr.

Eugene S. Thomas, V.P. & Gen. Mgr.
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TELEVISION HIGHLIGHTS
Rush into specials is big news in fall tv lineup. Reasons behind surging popularity of this programing

form are basic marketing advantages such as (1) merchandising and promotion potential of these shows;

(2) consumer publicity opportunities; (3) chance for sponsor to stand out and identify with one-shot at

lower cost than regular sponsorship implies (see page 152).

Stepped-up number of split sponsorships on network tv stem from new media theory: Buying circu-

lation and audience turnover on network tv and hedge the risk by spreading programing dollars over par-

ticipation in two or three shows. Say top marketing v.p.'s: Advertisers spread their magazine dollars, yet net-

work tv, an outstandingly powerful sales medium, inherited the buying patterns of lower-cost radio days (see

page 145).

Late-summer rush into spot tv is anticipated by media buyers and sellers who anticipate big gain for

the medium from higher-cost and longer-commitment media. While availability requests are starting to flow

in to rep companies, actual buying is delayed by the slow firming of network programing lineups (see

page 160).

There were 52 new shows on the air this past season, contrasted with 41 in '56 and 42 in '54 and '55.

Of the 116 shows on the air this past season, 25 had been telecast at least five years (see page 144).

Even though color tv hasn't taken the country by storm, it's creating a lot of consumer and client interest

in it. At this point there are some 350,000 color sets, largely centered in the top 100 market areas, and a

total of 291 stations equipped to transmit color (see page 154).

New tv spot business this fall will come from former network tv advertisers and from former print ad-

vertisers. So say the agency buyers, account people and media directors surveyed by sponsor for this Fall

Facts basics issue (see page 158).

TELEVISION BASICS
Articles Page

Network tv changes patterns. Chart based on sponsor questionnaire of agency executives and clients 142

Network tv: which shows will live through '59? Chart of show types, status report in Q. and A. form .... 144

Color television: what makes mass circulation? A summary of color facilities, trends, future plans 154

Spot tv budgets to go up next winter. Chart based on SPONSOR questionnaire of agency executives 158

Spot television: status report in question-and-answer form covering all phases of the medium 160

Television station representatives, headquarters addresses, telephone numbers, stations they represent 164

Charts

Dimensions of television: set saturation, production, station growth. Starts on 177

Television spending and costs: billings growth, major investors. Starts on 184

Television viewing habits: audience composition, day/night viewing, DST. Starts on 198

Network programing trends: show types, ratings, trends. Starts on 208



TELEVISION BASICS

AGENCY-CLIENT SURVEY

Network tv changes patterns

1. What nighttime network program buys for fall '58 have you made to date?

Adv.- Sit. Aud. Genl. Dra.-

West. Mystery Comedy Quiz part. drama Mus. Anth. Var. Oth.

1958 10% 40% 20% 30% 50%
1957 10 20 20 10 .... 50

20%
20

20%
10

30%
20

30%
20

2. How do your network tv buying patterns differ in fall of '58 from fall of '57?

1958 1957

40%
60
50
40
60

10

10%
30
80
60
60
10
10
10

Nighttime participations

3. How do lengths of network tv contracts compare this year with fall 1957?

52-WEEK 39-WEEK 26-WEEK 13-WEEK

More 10%
10%
10

50%
30

20%

To
Fewer . ...__ 30
Same 30

4. How do talent costs compare this fall with fall 1957?

Up
Per cent gain

FILM LIVE

50%
8.5

30

60%
8

20

5. How do network tv expenditures in fall '58 compare with fall '57?

Up. 50% Per cent gain 8 % Same 50%

6. Why is there a change in network spending this fall?

Change in marketing strategy 30%
10
20

High i osl of network tv

Long-terra net tv commitments

7. What are your programing predictions on the three networks for spring 1959?

ONE-HR.
WEST. QUIZ MUS. DRAMAS

SIT.

COM.
ONE-
SHOTS

More 70% 60% 10%
70

80%
10

70%
10Fewer 30 30 70%

'Based on selected group of agencj and advertiser executives contacted by sponsor late in

I 12

May.
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. . . announced a Minneapolis

youngster recently when her teacher

suggested "TV" as the abbreviation

of a word first graders might find

too long to spell.

"All right," said the teacher,

"how do you spell television?"

"WCCO," replied the little girl,

proudly.

This warm little incident has a

real significance. To the vast

majority of men, women And
children in the Minneapolis-St. Paul

area, "television" means WCCO.
It is the station which every month

for the past 5 }A years has

commanded the audience in more

quarter-hours than all competing

television stations combined;

has had more of the Top 15

programs than all other channels

put together.*

WCCO Television is the station

in Minneapolis-St. Paul. It is the

station if you want to reach more

of the people more of the time in

the Northwest. It's good company

to more viewers. That's the best

company for your advertising.

WCCO television

$ CBS IN THE NORTHWEST



NETWORK TV: Which shows will IH

The nets arc betting heavily on Westerns again, plus new

mystery-adventure shows. Despite large number of these

shows last year, their mortality was low. Categories coming

back strong are situation-comedy and half-hour comedies

Network t\ programing this fall is

offering as broad a range of -how

types as it has at any time in tv his-

tory, with one major exception: gen-

eral drama, which came in for critical

acclaim in t\'s earrj \ears, has fewer

entries in 1958 than it ever did.

However, as newspaper critics sharp-

en (heir hatchets, one fact about the

caliber and audience-appeal of the net-

work lineups stands out to the agency

and packager tv pros.

Network t\ continues to supply the

sort of ""theatrical excellence" that

used to be the backbone of general

drama, but rather than doing it in as

many weekly scheduled shows as in

the past, it has shifted emphasis to the

large number of specials forthcoming.

In terms of the staples, the regular-

Is scheduled programing, of fall 1958,

show mortality predictions are running

rampant.

"We were sure the saddle sores

would have to die out by December

last year and look what happened!"

says the tv v.p. of one of the top five

air media agencies.

"You can't judge the expected life-

span of a show category on the basis

of number of entries per season alone.

Westerns were always the backbone of

the movie industry, and there seems to

be little reason to suppose that the tv

viewing public would object to their

existence in television."

A number of agency programing

chieftains add that the tv Western has

spawned more new angles, creative

approaches and new production con-

cepts within two seasons than the film

industry managed to incorporate in

20 years.

"The newspaper critics say 'Western'

and sneer," one agency v.p. with stakes

in Western programing told SPONSOR.

"But actually there's a wide range of

difference within the category. Cimar-

ron City is very different from Chey-

enne, for instance."

Conclusion : Few experts are w illing

to go out on a limb and predict sweep-

ing show mortalities among the West-

erns. On the other hand, bitter ex-

These are show-types the three networks offered over the past three years

1958-59 Season 1957-58 Season
Show type No. % No. % all shows: '57-'58 new shows only: '58-'59

Adventure (half-hour) 4 3.7 6 5.5 $31,818 none new

Adventure i one-hour") 1 1.0 2 1.8 none new

1 omed) i half-hour i 4 .3.7 5 4.67 $54,000

Drama (one-hour) 4 3.7 9 8.25 54.000 80,500

Drama i half-hour) 5 4.6 1 0.9 32.682 none new

Drama (90-minute) 1 1.0 1 0.9 39,000 ( K> hour) none new

Music (one-hour) I 1.0 2 1.8 none new

Music (half-hour) 2 1.8 2 1.8 none new

Mysterj (one-hour) 2 1.8 7 6.4 41,000 (V2 hour)

Mysterj .half. hour) 12 11.1 10 9.1 37.900

Quiz-panel-games 14 12.9 19 17.4 28,173 29.800

Situal omedj 14 12.9 9 8.25 37,287 40.666

7 6.5 8 7.33 101,917 59.000 ill' hour)

Variet) (half-hour) 7 6.5 2 1.8 42,200 40,000

Western (one-1 ) 7 6.5 1 1 12.6 55.000

Western (half-houi
I 16 14.8 12 11.5 36.136 10.666

Miscellaneous 7 6.5

TV AND RADIO BASICS



rough 1959?

perience with the vulnerability of

comedy has made the return of the

two major comedy names, Berle and

Gleason, prey to some fair-size money

bets.

"So many more factors enter into

the success or failure of a comedy

show than a Western or mystery," one

top film packager told sponsor. "In

the latter, competent storyline and ex-

cellence of production are virtually a

guarantee of success. With comedy,

the degree and type of exposure of the

star, even the subtleties of the psycho-

logical climate of the country at the

time the show gets off the ground can

spell the difference between success or

failure."

However, the network and agency

show experts are generally agreed on

one score: It's time for a return of

comedy, and the additional number of

situation-comedies bears out their faith

in this format.

"The situation comedies we feel will

survive the fall are those with a family-

humor appeal rather than the more

far-fetched laugh-getter," a network

programing v.p. told SPONSOR.

"Tv has raised its own monster by

making the viewing public more so-

phisticated within a few short seasons

than any other medium of entertain-

ment ever managed to do. Therefore,

we have to recognize today that the

public won't accept the incredible, un-

less it's presented as phantasy. In

humor, they want identification, as well

as escape."

The one show category many experts

deem as most vulnerable is the ava-

lanche of quiz and game shows. As

many admen put it, once the novelty

has worn thin, a show's rating can

drop pretty fast.

"But we've been wrong before,"

adds a programing v.p. who says:

"In show business, every show is vul-

nerable."

[Please turn to page 148)

Mystery shows, like ABC TV's Tales of Frankenstein (above), will abound on all nets.

Their mortality in 1957-1958 was relatively low, unlike the adventure-action shows that

took nose dives. This fall there'll be 21 in this category, including four one-hour shows

i 14 entrie

• CBS TV's Father Knows Best (above), is making a

Say programing execs, the swing of the pendulum is

ar-hiatus which followed disastrous comedy year 1956-57

Westerns are bigger than ever on all

NBC TV's Cimarron City (above) . Tin

despite sponsorship problem, because i

lcluding such hour-long entries as

offering seven hour-long Westerns,

ow is backbone of evening lineup
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UP!

In June, for the fourth consecutive month, NBC Television

Network nighttime programming topped all competition,

according to Trendex. NBC leads the second network by 8%,

the third network by 487c This latest evidence confirms once

again NBC's leadership as similarly shown month after month

by the Nielsen Multi-Network Area Report.

In terms of individual time periods, NBC has scored a series of

dramatic audience gains since the season began.

For example, NBC now comes out on top four nights out of seven

. . . wins 20 of 42 nighttime half hours, seven more than in October

and almost as many as the other two networks combined.

In the re-programmed 7:30-8 pm time period, Monday-Friday,

NBC has moved ahead 54% since October, now leads one

competitor by 101%, the other by 667c. wagon train has

increased its share-of-audience 78% since October!

Record-breaking increases like these put the finishing touches

on a season which has seen NBC move rapidly to the top

in the greatest one-year audience shift in television's history.

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK
Source: Trendex (Sunday through Saturday, 7:30-10:30 pm)



NETWORK TV
i Cont'd from page 1 15 i

Q. What' will be the newsworthy
excitement factors and new pro-

graming concepts for next fall?

A. Next fall will be the third season

in a row when programing patterns

will follow the pro\ ed-success path.

Emphasis once more will be upon

Westerns and detective or mystery

dramas. There'll be the quiz shows.

supplemented 1>\ an avalanche of new

game shows.

In fall 1%!'. as in fall 1957, the

specials, unlike their ancestor—the

spectacular—will be sprinkled through

the season irregularly.

Q. What are the predominant
nighttime trends in programing?

A. Here are the fall 1958 program-

ing developments.

1. The decline of the vocalist-

fronted show became predictable by

the time mid-winter ratings poured in.

Last winter at this time, the three net-

works had 10 such shows planned for

fall. This \ear. a little less than half

that number—that is four—are sched-

uled to go on. Six have died.

Of the 11 femme top bananas who
started off the last season in half-hour

music-variety, none survived.

2. Westerns are holding up for

the third season. Although three of

them have died. the\'re being replaced

b\ six new half-hour Westerns, three

new full-hour Westerns.

Altogether. Westerns will dominate

the network lineups this fall, with some

six or seven hour-long entries (three

of them on ABC TV, one on CBS TV
and three on NBC TV) and 16 half-

hour Westerns (six of them on ABC
TV, four on CBS TV, six on NBC TV)

.

3. Action shows will continue

to be a major category of fall 1958

programing, despite the high mortality

in this category during the season past.

In fact, 10 adventure-mystery shows

have died but they're being replaced

by six new half-hours and one hour-

long entry on ABC TV, Public Enemy.

Compared with 15 shows in the

adventure-mystery categories last year,

there'll be 19 this year.

4. Drama is still in its down-
spiral, with fewer such shows sched-

uled than ever in the history of tv.

Just two seasons ago, there were 25

general dramas, 14 of them hour-long.

This season only eight are planned in

toto and only three of these are hour

length.

As during 1957-1958, the trend is

sharply away from the general drama
and toward thematic dramas such as

Westerns or mysteries.

5. Situation comedies, mostly
with family situations, are a marked
trend for the year. On a sheer nu-

merical basis, there are slightly fewer

than last year's 19, eight having died

since then. But there will be 14 on the

air, with CBS TV leading the way with

seven entries, two of them new. ABC
has three new situation comedy entries.

6. Quizzes and the avalanche of

new game shows are dotting CBS TV
and NBC TV lineups in particular. Of

14 such shows only one (E.S.P. spon-

sored alternate weeks by Chesebrough)

is planned by ABC TV.

7. Comedy shows in half-hour

formats are still battling uphill.

But the four entries planned (three bv

CBS TV, one—Milton Berle—by NBC
TV) will be sure to get a close look

from critics and viewers alike. Two of

the top comedy names are coming back

into the medium: Berle and Gleason.

(Please turn to page 1501

R/tofr Ui F/icoho
KMJ-TV HAS MORE QUARTER HOUR FIRSTS

THAN ALL OTHER TV STATIONS
COVERING THE FRESNO AREA COMBINED.

The May '58 ARB reports— From Sign-on to Sign-off _^ ^^^^I ^HHH m A Mi
Sunday through Saturday KMJ-TV leads with 227 quarter W3ATE ^J ^TI^W^E
hour firsts while Station B has 122, and Station C has 85. B^^^B WmW0 #Wmfci
There were 21 ties. Results involve quarter hour

periods when KMJ-TV and Station B and/or

Station C were on-the-air.

IN TOTAL

PERIODS
KMJ-TV • FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • McCLATCHY BROADCASTING COMPANY

The Katz Agency,

National Representative

TV AND RADIO BASICS



TO:

Polly Allen Vance Hicks Tom Reilly

Robert Atwood Richard Hoffman Lorraine Ruggiero

Mildred Backus Dorothy Houghey Joan Rutman

Aileen Barry Joseph Hudack Jay Schoenfeld

David Belnaves Joan Illmensee Genevieve Schubert

John Bestecki Arthur Jones James L. Shannon

Philip Birch Richard P. Jones Jayne Shannon

Joan Blackman Louis J. Kennedy George Simko

L. J. Boyce Robert Kibrick Jean Simpson

Philip Branch Paul Kizenberger Anne Slattery

Richard Branigan Edward Kobza Isabelle Standard

Charles N. Campbell Bobby Landers Joan Stark

Jack Cummings James 0. Luce, Jr. Grace Stewart

Vincent Daraio Frank Marshall Warren Stewart

Vincent T. Deluca Leonard Matthews Philip Stumbo

John M. Flournoy Mary McHugh Jeanne Sullivan

Donald Foote Arthur Meagher J. R. Telisky

Frank Gianattasio F. C. Miller Dorothy Thornton

Thomas Glynn Kay Morgan Richard Vorce

Frank Grady Merle Myers John J. Walsh

Laura Hall Jo Napoli Tee Watson

W. A. Hammond J. J. Passmore Helen Wilbur

J. J. Hartigan William Pellenz Charles Willard

John T. Hartigan Renee Ponik Thomas A. Wright, Jr.

Helen Hartwig Betty Powell Ruth Zozula

A WRC-TV SPOT CAMPAIGN HELPS YOUR NETWORK
TV CLIENT CASH IN ON WASHINGTON'S NEW MONEY!

Big things happen when you have a spot campaign

on WRC-TV. For example, with the addition of

WRC-TV's 14/50 plan — 14 announcements per

week at 50% discount — you can triple the audi-

ence now reached by your client's network televi-

sion show. Here's a sample:

Vi-HOUR NIGHTTIME TV PROGRAM

Percentage of homes reached per week . . 17.7

Number of homes reached per week . . . 89,500

Average frequency per home per week .... 1.0

Total net cost per week $1,590

PLUS 14/50 PLAN

55.0

287,100

It is important that Washington receive your prompt

attention because 40% of its families have new

cash-in-hand in excess of $250 . . . the result of a

retroactive pay raise for Federal employees.

There has never been a better time to go all-out

in your Washington campaign. Contact WRC-TV
or NBC Spot Sales now for all the details of a

sales-winning spot schedule. ^VRC"TV * 4
THE NBC LEADERSHIP STATION IN WASHINGTON, D. C.

SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES Source: A. C. Nielsen Co.



NETWORK TV

[Cont'd from page 1481

Q. Are time rates in network tv

still rising?

A. ^ c>. but contracts are more flex-

ible. Clients have a better chance to

get out from under unsuccessful com-

mitments next year, so that the slightly

increased time rates don't necessarily

mean t\ ing up larger chunks of money
from the start. You can buy 26-week

contracts in most instances now, and

sometimes even shorter ones.

Discount structures have been mod-

ified to encourage longer network buys.

Here's how the recent revisions have

changed network time costs:

ABC TV—On 15 April, ABC TV
issued rate card No. Eight which offers,

according to network spokesmen, "max-

imum discounts seven and a half per-

centage points higher than the other

networks and with minimum discounts

10 discount points higher than CBS
and NBC."
CBS TV—Nighttime rates are ex-

pected to remain unchanged, but some

daytime changes will take place start-

ing 1 September. For one thing, Class

A SINGLE STATION MARKET in

the heart of Wisconsin . . . covering

twice the area and twice the popula-

tion with our new 1,000 foot tower

with maximum power.

Programming the BEST of all three

networks, ABC, NBC, and CBS.

SERVING the giant land of Va million people . . .

. . . and two million cows.

WEAU-TV
EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN

SEE YOUR HOLLINCBERY MAN

C time on weekends will be extended

to 6 p.m. Also, the contiguous rate

policy will be liberalized so that day-

time advertisers using several segments

a week will qualify for greater dis-

counts.

NBC TV—Gross dollar cost for

both nighttime and daytime will be

some five per cent above fall 1957.

However, a new discount structure

has been added for daytime in partic-

ular to encourage use of a larger net-

work than the 57-station basic network.

Q. Will there be more special

shows next fall?

A. Yes, specials are more popular

than they've ever been. Among adver-

tisers who've been particularly happy

with specials during the past year are

Pontiac (through MacManus, John &

Adams), Pepsi Cola (through K&E),
DuPont (through BBDO).

Specials planned for 1958-1959 to

date include the following:

ABC-TV—This network is launch-

ing its own live special shows this year.

During the new season Bing Crosby

will appear in two special shows which

ABC believes will be among television's

most exciting entertainment.

Additionally, ABC TV will have

some special shows in the Disneyland

time period, but not as part of the

regular Disneyland series.

CBS-TV— Current plans include

DuPont Show of the Month (nine of

them) ; two specs sponsored by the

Shaeffer Pen Co. : Gift of the Magi and

Little Women, and a Thanksgiving

show, Wonderful Town, which will run

two hours:

CBS TV programing executives add

that four Pontiac-sponsored specials

are possibilities, while a repeat of

Wizard of Oz starring Judy Garland

is a likelihood.

Among the most ballyhooed specials

will be the seven Desilu hour shows

that were part of the Westinghouse

package buy through McCann. Another

anticipated pulse-racer will be a two-

hour version of For Whom the Bell

Tolls.

NBC-TV—The originator of spe-

cials, this network plans about the same

number in fall 1958 as last fall—ap-

proximately 100, including Wide, Wide

World and Omnibus. Definite plans

have already been made for Shirley

Temple's Storybook, eight Bob Hope

Shows, Dean Martin, Jerry Leivis, the

Emmy and Oscar Awards and Hall-

mark Hall of Fame.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



Q. Are nighttime sets-in-use like-

ly to increase in fall?

A. Sets-in-use during prime viewing

hours have been leveling off during the

past five years, showing a fractional

increase only since the percentage of

total U. S. homes watching between

8 p.m. and 11 p.m. is already well

over 60 per cent.

Here's how these figures (based on

A. C. Nielsen March-April surveys)

compared over the past six years:

(as per cent of total U. S. homes
which used tv during an average

evening)

1953 60.2%
1954 59.8

1955 59.9

1956 61.8

1957 62.5

1958 63.0

Gross tv viewing in terms of total

weekly tv-home hours is up 10 per cent

over 1957 and likely to maintain this

edge through the balance of the year,

according to network researchers.

Q. Is daytime viewing still mak-
ing strides?

A. It continues to grow considerably.

Nielsen's early spring study showed
morning viewing up 26.6 per cent over

1957, afternoon, 9.5 per cent.

Here's how the average March-April

week broke down in terms of homes
j

using tv during three-hour stretches

over the past three years:

(between 9 a.m. and noon)

1956 14.5%
1957 14.3

1958 18.1

(between noon and 3 p.m.)

1956 18.3%
1957 21.0

1958 ._.. 23.0

(between 3 p.m. and 6 p.m.)

1956 25.5%
1957 27.3

1958 28.4

Q. What are the ratings fore-

casts?

A. Further leveling off in nighttime

ratings, according to the experts. Not
.only are the three networks more near-

ly similar in strength of programing
than ever before, but they're also more
similar in type of programing.

{Please turn to page 152)

SEATTLE-PORTLAND
ART MOORE AND

ASSOCIATES

REPRESENTATIVES: AVERY-KNODEL

DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES •

DALLAS • ATLANTA • NEW YORK • CHICAGO
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American Research Bureau*
again proves KTBS-TV

DOMINANT . . .

In The Morning
9:00 AM till 12 noon, 5
days a week, CHANNEL 3
KTBS-TV LEADS in 86? of

quarter hours rated*

DOMINANT . . .

In The Afternoon
2:00 to 5:00 PM, 6 days a

a week CHANNEL 3
KTBS-TV LEADS in 53? of

quarter hours rated*

DOMINANT . . .

At Night
6:30 to 10:00 PM, 5 days

eek CHANNEL 3
KTBS-TV LEADS in 56', of

quarter hours rated*

TOTAL DOMINANCE
I iU PERIODS
DAY AND NIGHT

KTBS-TV

iJoij 'May 1958 ARB Metro,
Shreveport Survey

Ask your PETRY man

NETWORK TV
{Cont'd from page 151)

Q. What does videotape have to

offer?

A. It offers most to advertisers.

The) benefit because tape is another

tool b\ which the commercial can be

smoothed out and improved; it gives

the sponsor a chance at residual rights

in certain areas of programing; it of-

fers the possibility of more economical

programing on network tv.

Videotape enables producers of live

programing to claim residual rights.

It offers the networks an economic

method of producing groups of pro-

grams together. Tape also enables the

! nets to repeat programs for daylight

sa\ing time. It gives stations a tech-

nique for producing commercials via

the studio and camera method with

which they are familiar. It offers pro-

ducers of film commercials an added

dimension.

Q. What unions have jurisdic-

tion over videotape?

A. This area of telecasting is still up

in the air with various unions in the

midst of jurisdictional disputes over

the videotape process and mechanism.

It looks as though this is the status:

When a program or commercial is

taped from a live show or when it is

pre-recorded in a broadcast studio,

jurisdiction will fall to AFTRA, IBEW
and NABET.

However, the theatrical unions

—

SAG and IATSE—move into the area

when the taping is done by a film com-

Q. What will it cost a film com-
pany to convert to videotape?

A. A simple substitution of tape for

film, with the company continuing to

shoot with one camera and one micro-

phone, will cost about $70,000. So

says an Ampex expert (the two ma-

jors in videotape manufacture are

Ampex Corp. and RCA).
A more elaborate operation, how-

ever, will cost considerably more. A
black-and-white videotape center with

two cameras, a video effects generator

and switcher and a recorder will cost

about $100,000. Addition of color re-

cording and more intricate production

equipment will run the cost to $200,-

000. ^

NEW
COVERAGE

201,810
TV HOMES

%ies
CHANNEL 20

SERVING ILLINOIS

STATE CAPITAL
MARKET

FROM

SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

Ask your Young television representative for cc

plete details and new market brochure on I

outstanding Springfield Decatur market served o

by WICS with Grade A Coverage.
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VIDEOTAPED COMMERCIALS-COMING FAST, AND WHY
There's every reason to believe that Videotaped*
commercials and programs will soon bring about the
biggest boom in the history of sponsored TV As of
this writing local and regional advertisers have al-

ready switched to Videotape.* Several national adver-
tisers have gone to tape and others have announced
plans to do so.

There must be good reasons.

There are. But so much of what has been written has
seemed controversial and many of the basic facts

have often been obscured. This is due in part, we are
sure, to the different meanings Videotape has to the
various people in the industry.

So to help you understand Videotape— here are some
of the plain facts— separated from the "fancy."

VIDEOTAPE IS A NEW MEDIUM. Start by for-

getting your film vocabulary as few of the same terms
apply. Videotape is actually an extension of live tele-

vision. The picture comes from TV camera and is

recorded on tape as magnetic impulses. It can't be
seen anymore than you can see recorded music on
sound recording tape. But the magnetic impulses are
there and the Videotape Recorder translates them
into an image on a TV screen. So you use the tech-
niques and keep the advantages of live TV— but add
many new advantages with tape recording. One of
these advantages is Pre-editing. Explaining this will

begin to show you what Videotape Recording really

is—and what it offers.

PRE-EDITING. Pre-editing has always been a part
of live television production. It is the planning, the
timing, and rehearsal that go into a live television
commercial or program before the "take."

It is the same with Videotape production. You can use
every prop and device known to live TV— multiple
television camera sources, slides, projected films, lap

dissolves, superimposures, etc. The timing and use of
these devices present no problems to directors and
technicians familiar with live TV.

Using the Pre-editing process, the production is

Videotape recorded so that when you are through
you have a finished, polished commercial or program
segment on Videotape. Why, because you have Pre-
edited. When you leave the recording session the pro-
duction is complete, ready for broadcast.

IMMEDIATE REVIEW. There is no developing or
processing of any kind. There are no delays. When
the performance is complete, the tape is rewound, and
within moments you are playing back the perform-
ance on TV monitors.

This can be done while the cast and crew stand by.
Then if what you see is not exactly what you want,
go through the performance again or a part of it

and re-record. Do this as often as is necessary until

you get the sponsor's approval — on the spot ! You
can walk out of the recording session with an ap-
proved, finished production. It's recorded. It's ready

' to broadcast.

You've eliminated the necessity for all follow-up
meetings — reshooting sessions — film waste. Often
what you now think of as a production of weeks can
be done in one day. Much has been said about the
savings in both time and dollars that this makes
possible. Draw your own conclusions.

RESIDUAL EDITING. Yes, Videotape can be cut
and spliced. Usually Pre-editing produces a finished

job, but occasionally there may be small timing errors
or fluffs that you would like to remove, without re-

recording... or you might want to make a last minute
change or add a new segment. Residual editing can
do this. The recording operator can make a splice in

less than 30 seconds. Every second of recording has
60 points where you can edit, compared with 24 in

movie film. This means you can change the smallest
item, in bits as small as 1/60 of a second.

MORE SPONSORS, OLD AND NEW. Quick-
ness and live quality on playback, plus savings in time
and money, are bringing back old sponsors who had
left TV because of its high cost . . . And a whole new
field of advertisers, local retailers, will now be able to

afford TV advertising for the first time.

EVERYDAY, EVERYWHERE. Right now, all

national networks have batteries of Ampex Videotape
Recorders. Affiliated and top-market independent sta-

tions and program producers from coast to coast are
putting them to daily use.

Virtually every TV viewer in the United States has
watched Ampex Videotaped programs and commer-
cials.

Write for the up-to-the-minute story of Videotape
Recording, or for a representative to call — whether
you are a film producer, agency or sponsor.

I A R T E R STREET, REDWOOD C A L I F O R N I

CORP () RATI



COLOR TELEVISION: What make
Color tv is far from being a mass medium but it's

Hearing the 350,000 level. More advertisers

see it as a showcase which leads to extra sales

impact and increased revenue in top consumer markets

Color television, after a quiescence, is

beginning to boom again. Here, in

easy-to-read question-and-answer form,

are some highlight status and develop-

ment summaries in color telecasting.

Q. How many tv stations are

equipped to transmit color?

A. As of 1 Jan., 1958 there were

291. Of these, 149 are NBC affiliates;

134, CBS; 13, CBS and NBC; 21,

other stations equipped to transmit lo-

cal color only.

Q. How many stations have their

own local color facilities?

A. As of 1 Jan., 1958 there were 93

U. S. tv stations. Breakdown of local

facilities shows 93 able to transmit

slides, 91, film, and 42, live.

Q. How many color tv sets are

there in the U. S.?

A. Latest estimates place the number
at between 335,000 and 350,000. There

is no breakdown available of the loca-

tion of these sets.

Q. Where are most of the home
sets located?

A. There are color sets in virtually

all of the top 100 consumer markets.

Q. How are color sets selling?

And why?
A. Color set sales are 30 per cent

ahead in the first half of 1958 over the

first half of 1957.

Here are some of the major reasons

for this increase:

• increased color programing on the

network and local level

• greater retail interest on the deal-

er level

• greater consumer interest from
wider exposure

• lessening of technical problems as

far as the set owner is concerned

• growing replacement market of

the big set

• increased manufacturers' interest

• good quality broadcast color

Q. Which network does the most
colorcasting?

A. NBC continues to dominate the

color tv scene because of parent com-

pany RCA manufacturing interest in

compatible color facilities and in color

receivers. CBS does an occasional

recefoen lain circa]
[0Wn in price. Most

popular model and cheapest—is around $500. This new model
"' R< 1 Victoi ii housed in mi cabinet and retails for $565

Color promotion with RCA and NBC takes form of production cor

mercials starring Vaughn Monroe—RCA spokesman—and full cast i

colorful characters. Color is great for such elaborate productioi

TV AND RADIO BASICS



nass circulation ?

show in color (biggest upcoming one

is expected to be the Red Skelton Show

on the network next fall) and ABC has

yet to telecast in color even though it

has color studio installations. CBS
next season plans at this point to tele-

cast in color from both coasts.

Q. How much advertiser-agency

interest is shown in colorcasting?

A. Quite a bit. BBDO, in coopera-

tion with NBC, is conducting a con-

tinuing study called ColorTown.

Many top agencies issue regular

status reports on color tv. In addition

to this, some 50 blue-chip advertisers

have participated in NBC color shows

this season alone. Many others have

made color commercials for on-the-air

use and experimental purposes.

Q. How many network and local

hours of color tv are telecast

weekly?
A. During the first quarter of 1958,

NBC telecast 180 hours of color pro-

graming. Many local stations have

been extremely active in this also.

Queen of color is Dinah Shore. Chevro-

let uses lush setting and gowns to show her

talents to best sales advantage on NBC-TV

Q. What types of advertisers

have shown the most interest in

color?

A. Because tv set circulation is still

a "class" circulation, it's attracting the

class advertisers. Among them: Hall-

mark, Kraft, Oldsmobile and Chevrolet.

Several clients are using color com-
mercials in color programing.

Prestige advertisers and products in

which color plays an important part as

well as food advertisers have been most

active in color tv.

Q. What types of programing are

most effective in color?

A. Color enhances almost any kind

of programing but the most obvious

show types to benefit from the addition

of color are those with a maximum of

showmanship and pageantry. Among
these: spectaculars, music variety

shows, operas.

{Please turn to page 156)

Kraft Foods is veteran color advertiser, displays i

menu dishes in color. Blue-chip clients are the

Red Skelton is expected to be color-comer on CBS this

facilities on both coasts but colorcasting is sporadic. NBC sti

cts and taste-tempting

tried color television

>n. CBS has color

e most colorcasting



THE POWERFUL HAND

in Pennsylvania's*3rd market

J

WNEP-
Wllkes-Barre

• best possible coverage of the

nearly 2.000,000 people in the

prosperous Scranton — Wilkes-

Barre trading area.

• combined operation with

identical programming— ABC-

1 V basic affiliates

t
Symbol of Service

TRANSCONTINENT TELEVISION

CORPORATION

WROCTV, Rochester • WCR, WGRTV. Buffalo • WSVA.
WSVA-TV. Harnsonburg • Represented by Peters.

COLOR TV

[Cont'd from page L55 i

Q. What do color sets cost?

A. The lowest price set retails for

$495. Extensive research shows a large

market exists at this price. However,

experts find it almost impossible to pre-

dict what price color will need to make
its circulation equal that of black and

white sets.

Manv people, however, are willing to

pay as much as $1,000 to $1,500 for

higher-priced models.

Q. What's the future of color?

A. NBC predicts eventually virtually

all programing, both network and lo-

cal, will be done in color. Perhaps only

news film clips will be made in black

and white. Such an eventuality, how-

ever, is a long way in the future.

Q. Why are advertisers still mak-
ing most of their commercial films

in black and white?

A. Because of the cost differential.

Commercials now being made in color

are almost always made in black and

white as well—but the reverse is not

true.

Some predict that greater use of

videotape, which reportedly can record

a color commercial at the same price

as a black and white, will accelerate the

production of color commercials.

Q. How big an audience does a

color show get?

A. The BBDO-NBC ColorTown sur-

vey shows far greater ratings in color

homes to color programs. One survey

shows an average rating of 53 for color

programs. More research is being con-

ducted in this area on a regular basis

by the network-agency combination.

Q. How is color being promoted?
A. XBC and RCA have a continuing

promotion program which seeks to

make consumers aware of the advan-

tages of color to a television show and

the availability of less expensive color

receivers.

Most of the activity in the realm of

color, as a matter of fact, is in the

areas of publicity, promotion and mer-

chandising. The ballyhoo for an inno-

vation <>f this kind necessarily precedes

am kind of mass acceptance.

NBC's color stations have carried on

extensive promotions locally to push
set sales and thereby gain audience.^

KNOE-TV

99
MONROE

delivers

7/
|

10
per cent of TV homes

in our

ARK.-LA.-MISS.
(Arkansas-Louisiana-Mississippi)

VIEWING AREA
for as little as

per thousand homes

! Pei

12 no

4 p.nr

7 p.m

10 p.i

Cost per M Homes

i to 12 noon $1.57

» to 4 p.m. 1.05

to 6 p.m. 1.48

to 7 p.m. .93

to 10 p.m. 92

. to 11 p.m. 1.89

Sources: March 1957 ARB, 1956 NCS.

. MARKET DATA—
Population . . . 1.520,100

Households . 423.600

241,623

Spendable Income . . . . $1,761,169,000

Retail Sales . . . . $1,286,255,000

Food Sales . . . $300,486,000

Ceneral Merchandi e Sales $148,789,000

Automotive Sales . . . . $299,539,000

Drug Sales . . . $40,335,000

KNOE-TV
Paul H. Goldman, Vice President & Cen. Mgr.

CHANNEL 8—MONROE
CBS — NBC — ABC

A James A. Noe Station

H-R Television, Inc. — National Rep.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



ST.LOUIS* TOP TELEVISION BUY.

Now better than ever . .

.

KSD-TV adds 7,000 square miles to its present service area and an increased potential

of 100,000 television homes with its new million dollar tower and transmitter. -The

tower, 1152 feet above ground (1649 feet above sea level) is now Missouri's tallest

man-made structure.

St. Louis' FIRST* Television Station has already proved itself FIRST** audience-wise;

and FIRSTf choice in St. Louis among most national Advertisers, now adds a PLUS
that puts it far out front as St. Louis' Top Television Value.

*On the air February 8. 1947. **ARB Reports April 19S8. fRorabaugh Reports, 1958.

Hi
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH TELEVISION STATION

KSD-TV
Basic CHANNEL^

Affiliate REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES5



TELEVISION BASICS

AGENCY BUYERS AND PLANNERS SURVEY

Spot tv budgets to go up next winter

1. What is the fall outlook for spot tv activity?

DAYTIME PRIME TIME
(7: 30- 10:30 p.m.)

MIGHTTIME j

44%
6

47
3

62%

29
9

About the same . 33
No answer 5

2. What's happening to frequency of spot tv schedules?

26%
15
45
14

60%
7

26
7

About the same 33
No answer _ _ 6

I 3 - What's happening to length of tv announcements? (estimated as to percentage

Minutes 60%

of fall buying)

19%
53
40

63%
23
24

21 >s 30
ll)"s 24

4. How does the length of spot tv campaigns compare with last fall's?

Longer 33%
Shorter 9

17%
12
52
19

38%
6

44
12

5.

6.

7.

Where is new spot tv business coming from?

Former print advertisers 26% Accounts new in ag 9%
7

How do the sires of spot tv campaigns this fall compare with fall 1957?

UNDER 5
MARKETS 5 TO 25 25 TO 75 OVER 75

More 25% 50% 33%
6

30
31

7%
6

49
38

9%
43%

Vbout the same . 33 25
No answer 35 22

What's your forecast for client spot activity next winter compared with January-March 1958?

85% Down

ey of advertising agency timebu/ers, account executives and media managers conducted late in May.
ige of those responding.
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This recent letter to

WROC-TV speaks for itself.

"We'd like to tell you about

the success we have had on

WROC-TV with Trudy McNall's

Home Cooking Program.

"About a year ago we launched

NANCE'S mustard supreme,

a pouring mustard. For several

months distribution was spotty

and retail turnover slow.

here's how to sell in Rochester

!

"In April we purchased one

one-minute spot per week on
Trudy McNall's program, plus

radio spots on two stations.

Distribution was immediately

achieved through all chains, and
in a matter of weeks the

previously reluctant independent

stores came into line. Four weeks
proved that Trudy McNall was
the primary factor in our success

and all other advertising

was dropped.

"Our local distributor reports

increases in sales of nance's
MUSTARD so far this year at 65%.
One local chain has more than

doubled its business.

"Our sales prove that this program
is at least the equivalent in

impact of shows with ratings

many times greater. Trudy
McNall really seHs her viewers.*"

XTa.&JLoaJL.

'So Say dozens of other advertisers, too.

MORE SPONSORS CHOOSE
WROC-TV BECAUSE

• 27.4% more homes reached

daily than the other Rochester

channel (NCS #2)
• Greatest power

• Unsurpassed local programming
and personalities

• Stable labor market with one
of the highest per capita incomes

• Best merchandising, best

advertising results

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WROC-TV, Rochester WGR Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo

WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg

WNEP-TV. Scranton/Wilkes-Barre

WROC-TV
NBC- ABC-Channel 5

Rochester, N. Y.



SPOT TV Q & A: Buying gain

^ Buyers have been fast to anticipate upcoming spot

needs but they're slow to buy. Reps expect a big rush

^ Advertisers, in this slumpish year, are even more im-

pressed with spot's flexibility and short-term commitments

^ Feature film time slots continue to be in big demand

at nighttime but reps also see enthusiasm for daytime

Q. What's the forecast for spot

tv business this fall?

A. Although its too early for fall

buying to be in full swing, a sponsor

surve) i if timebuyers and reps shows

that fall activity is expected to be at

least <>n a par with fall 1957, if not

ahead of it.

By this fall, however, spot tv will

be get ting an important share of the

national advertising dollar for several

reasons

:

1

.

The national business slow-down

continues to be confined to the hard-

goods industries, while package foods,

drugs, -oft drinks and other soft goods

continue their pre-recession growth

pattern. A large chunk of the ad-

vertising dollar for these products is

destined for spot tv this fall.

2. Some of the hard-hit industries

which retrenched their advertising ac-

i tring spring are ready for re-

newed effort this fall, although leery of

iiilments.

3. National spot will be favored

iher high-cost media requiring

'mi commitments from today's

lients \ number of

are reevaluating their media
favor of the flexible

media.

Q. When will fall buying begin?

A. Some campai is lor cigarettes,

been and foods, for instance, are al-

readj being lined up. But the bulk of

the activity will start later than usual

this year because of the slow shaping

of station programing lineups.

This year's unusually slow firming

of the three tv network program com-

mitments is having its inevitable de-

laying effect upon national spot buying

as well.

Q. Will a last-minute rush into

prime time mean tight competition

by late July and August?

A. Many timebuyers fear that it

may. However, they expect that spot

tv dollars will be spread through a

greater number of hours this year than

even last year.

Early and late-evening movies con-

tinue to hold their ratings and are

expected to offer good opportunities

for clients squeezed out of prime time

during any last-minute rush.

The current probes into the triple-

spotting problem are another factor

encouraging some advertisers to con-

sider a wider spread of their spot tv

dollars rather than the traditional em-

phasis upon prime time.

Q. Will last year's rush into fea-

ture films carry over into fall

1958?

A. According to timebuyers, features

attract more and more attention.

They've come in for a lot of attention

at such giant agencies as Y&R, JWT
and Ted Bates, among others.

Biggest deterrent in previous seasons

—premium pricing for feature packages

on some stations—is not the problem

it was a year and two ago. Because of

the large number of features being

programed by stations and the com-

petition between them, some stations

are lifting off the premium rates.

Q. Will this fall see an increase

in daytime spot tv business?

A. Yes, according to more than 60

per cent of the timebuyer respondents

to sponsor's survey, and one-fourth of

these foresee a 10 per cent to 20 per

cent increase.

ABC TV's announced plans for add-

ed hours of daytime programing as

well as the continued competition be-

tween CBS TV and NBC TV adds

further vitality to the medium and pro-

vides a wider choice of top program
adjacency for spot advertisers.

Q. Where is the new spot tv

business coming from?

A. One-third of the timebuyer re-

spondents to sponsor's survey see

money coming into spot tv from print

media, as has already been reflected in

lagging print advertising. Some of the

business, say timebuyers, will come
out of network tv from advertisers who
fear big-money commitments over

long periods in these still uncertain

business conditions.

More importantly, clients new to the

medium are being attracted through

aggressive rep salesmanship.

Q. What's happening to the fre-

quency of spot schedules?

A. Buyers expect to see stepped-up

frequencies in daytime and late-eve-

ning schedules particularly, while the

majority anticipate that prime time fre-

quency will remain at last year's level.

Part of the daytime frequency in-

creases are due to the package dis-

count plans now being offered to en-

courage greater frequency, such as

Blair Tv's Persuasion Plan.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



omentum as fall nears

Q. What length campaigns will

clients buy next fall?

A. The trend is toward shorter flur-

ries than in previous falls. The 13-week

cycle is still the staple, but there will be

many more eight- to 10-week buys as

well.

The biggest spot tv clients such as

P&G, Lever, food advertisers and drug

clients aren't ruling out 26- to 52-

week contracts. Among the respond-

ents to sponsor's survey, 45 per cent

anticipate that nighttime campaigns

past 10:30 p.m. will be bought on a

longer basis than last year; 50 per cent

expect them to run the same length as

last year; only 5 per cent expect to see

a decrease in the length of nighttime

spot tv efforts.

Prime time campaigns, as stated

above, may run toward more 13-week

rather than 26-week or longer efforts.

But in daytime again over 40 per cent

of sponsor's respondents expect to see

longer campaigns, 55 per cent expect

them to run the same length as this

year.

Extensive talks with agency media

executives revealed some seemingly

conflicting trends in approaches to

prime time buying. While the carving

out of franchises because of valuable

adjacencies no longer seems as impor-

tant as it was two or more years ago,

some clients will want to buy longer

campaigns in prime time only to avoid

later problems of product conflicts.

Q How do the sizes of spot tv

campaigns this fall compare with

fall 1957?

A. According to the respondents to

sponsor's questionnaire, there'll be a

substantial increase in campaigns cov-

ering 25 to 75 markets, while cam-

paigns extending to more than 75 mar-

- kets should remain about on a par

with fall 1957.

Some of the test-market operations

and new product introductions launched

late last year and early this year are

expected to flourish into five- to 25-

market campaigns by this fall. About

two-thirds of the buyers interviewed

anticipate a large growth of campaigns

covering that range of markets.

Q. What are the buyers' ratings

predictions for prime time net-

work tv programing?

A. Like last year, media executives

are reluctant to go out on a limb

where the fall lineups are concerned.

"How can I decide what shows I'd

like to be near with our commercials

when even the networks don't know
what they'll put where yet?" says an

associate media director at one of the

top five air media agencies.

The delay in firming network line-

ups is having its inevitable delaying

effect on spot tv buying as well. The

reluctance to plan schedules early de-

rives not from fear of show mortality,

in this instance, but from the still-

changing network patterns. Buyers feel

they can't evaluate product conflicts

nor competitive show strengths on the

other networks at this time when an

unusual number of network hours is

still unsold.

Nonetheless, some broad conclusions

about the relative value and strength

of net programing now being offered

do emerge from sponsor interviews

with a cross-section of media execu-

tives at the top 50 air media agencies:

1. They expect to see a continua-

tion of the trend that began two years

ago: the smaller margin of difference

in the nighttime average ratings of the

three networks.

2. Westerns and mysteries are be-

ing considered as staples. Buyers feel

less hesitation about their ability to

survive this year than last, despite the

greater number of these shows avail-

able.

"They may be harder to buy from

our viewpoint than last year," says the

head buyer at an agency billing in ex-

cess of $50 million. "Since they're not

programed in blocks, we have to de-

cide from the start which ones will do
well against their competition on the

other networks, rather than weighing

the strength of the Western block as

a whole."

3. Quiz and game shows are caus-

ing the most head-scratching this year.

Timebuyers are aware of these as ad-

jacencies for any long-term campaigns
in particular.

Q. What steps can buyers take
now to prepare for successful fall

campaigns?

A. Buyers can actually take advan-
tage of the late shaping of network and
station programing structures. Tv is

at its peak of complexity, requiring

more research than ever to back up
any sound planning and decision-

making. Now is the time for gathering

all the information that will go into

the planning of fall campaigns.

Here are tips on ways to insure a

successful fall tv campaign:

1. Cather product and compe-
titive information right now. This
is the time to draw upon the material

the agency marketing and research de-

partments have developed.

2. Begin planning early. Even if

you have to change your plans prior to

air time because of a changing market
situation or tight availabilities, you'll

have an advantage over competitive

brands, and you'll get a better selec-

tion of availabilities if you get your
bid in now.

3. Evaluate network show of-

ferings right now. To a degree, a

buyer always has to choose from a lot

of unknown quantities when picking

adjacencies out of the fall lineup.

There's no way to eliminate some
guesswork in show business, and choos-

ing an adjacency for its expected rat-

ing is certainly a part of show business.

However, buyers can equip them-

selves with as much knowledge about

shows as possible.

4. Cather all research available

about daytime and fringe time.
What the agency's own research de-

partment can't supply, the independent

research outfits, networks and reps un-

questionably can.

5. Avoid pre-conceived ideas
about frequency. Last year's formu-
la may be quite inadequate in this

year's more competitive climate. Keep
an open mind about your fall buying
pattern until you've investigated all the

important discount packages.

(Please turn to page 162)



ONLY

KROD-TV

GIVES

COMPLETE

COVERAGE

OF THE

VITAL

WEST TEXAS-

NEW MEXICO

MARKET!

Coverage phis. . .

biggest share

of audience

in America'

in markets

of 3 or

stations.

SPOT TV
l Cont'd from page 161)

6. Investigate copy platform and

copy problem of your product now.

Perhaps you'll find a combination of

minutes and ID's can tell the story,

rather than aiming only at prime time

2()"s. Explore alternate copy approaches

with the creative department so that

you can key the most advantageous

hu\s to your Length of copy.

7. Bring your knowledge about

local shows and personalities up to

date now. Request this information

from the reps and stations. Even if

you're not planning to buy until Au-

gust, there's little time left to sift

through all the local programing data

you should see.

8. Research merchandising plans

being offered by stations. This

question should be part and parcel of

your program log query from reps.

9. Cet data about every station

in a market you intend to buy. Tv

is an ever-changing medium, and a sta-

tion's relative strength within a mar-

ket can change rapidly. You can't af-

ford to overlook any such station.

Its programing character might

change radically from spring through

the acquisition of a feature library for

instance, or a new stress on live sports.

10. Determine your policy to-

ward triple spotting right now and
let the reps and stations know it.

You have a right to inquire into a sta-

tion's policy on triple spotting prior to

buying it. You should beware of some

of the most popular feature film pack-

ages—these are sometimes overloaded

with commercials.

11. Beware of ratings week
scheduling. While you may not be

able to police each market, you can

get advance listings of feature film

titles and when they're to be played.

This schedule should give you some

indication of the ratings.

12. Warn clients against spread-

ing money too thin. If budgets are

tight, recommend a market-by-market

job, rather than an ineffectual cam-

paign spread over the client's entire

sales area. Advertisers are seeking

greater frequency and impact this year.

13. Visit key markets yourself

if you can. On the spot you'll develop

a better knowledge of the market, char-

acter of stations in it, and through ac-

quaintance with station management,
you may make better selections. ^

Twin Keys to

the Gulf Coast

WEAR-TV
C H <=» .-> r-. e I 3

Pet-t soco I'

c

WJDM-TV
C Ho. »-, r->& I

"7

Pcr-,cryna Ci+y

43%
Exclusive Coverage
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THE

DRIVER'S

SEAT

GREATER

BUFFALO

Still riding high as the No. 1 station bv far in the nation's 14th market, WGR-TV is delivering Booming
Buffalo with:

• Largest Share of Buffalo's Viewing Audience — from sign-on to sign-off 7 days a week — and a larger

audience than the other two stations combined, noon to 6:00 p.m. weekdays.

• Top Local Shows and Personalities: Helen Neville, Buffalo's leading lady of television — Bill Mazer,
Buffalo's top sportscaster — Roy Kerns, Buffalo's authoritative news voice. Highest ratings — more viewers
per set — low cost per thousand.

• Superior Local Acceptance: Emphasis on local programming, promotion, and civic participation has
made Channel 2 an important and widely recognized asset to the business and home life in the Buffalo area.

• Superb Studio Facilities: Most extensive (60 x 40 feet) facilities in Buffalo. Additional features include
outdoor tennis court and outdoor patio.

• Tremendous Bonus in Canada: Coverage of over 800,000 sets.

• Strongest Merchandising in Town: Tailor-made point-of-sale material throughout the WGR-TV area.

Regular mailings for WGR-TV advertised products to 925 grocers and 525 druggists. Contact Peters,

Griffin, Woodward for availabilities on WGR-TV.

TOP CHOICE IN BUFFALO OF ADVERTISERS AND VIEWERS ALIKE

WGR-TV A TRANSCONTINENT STATION



Television station representatives

A li«.t of major television station representatives,

their headquarters addresses and telephone numbers

ail(l the U. S. Stations tlieV represent (Companies not shown declined a listing.)

iiiiiiiAiiiinii KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif.

KTTV Los Angeles, Calif.

AVERY-KNODEL KGO-TV San Francisco, Calif.

720 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.
WNHCTV Hartford-New Haven, Co

JUdson 6-5536
WFLA-TV
\\ I1KII

Tampa, Fla.

Chicago, 111.

WKRG-TV Mobile, Ua. \\ DSl'-TV New Orleans, La.
K\ \K Phoenix. Arii. WJZ-TV Baltimore, Md.
k \l\ Little Rock-Pine Bluff, Ark. WHDH-TV Boston, Mass.
KHSL-TV Chico, Calif. WXYZ-TV
\* ESH-TV
WMAZ.TV

Daytona Beach-Orlando, Fla.

Macon, Ca.
KTVI St. Louis, Mo.

WTOC-TV Savannah, Ca.
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.

HBF-Tt Davenport-Rock Inland, 111.
WNBF.TV Binghamton, N. Y.

KWWL-TV Waterloo-Cedar Rapids la.
WABC-TV New York, N. Y.

WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan-. WCPO-TV Cincinnati, Ohio

WGAN-TV Portland, Me. WEWS Cleveland, Ohio

WKZO-TV Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, Mich. WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio
KMMT Instill, Minn. KGW-TV Portland, Ore.
KIIM .|\ Duluth-Superior, Minn. WIBG-TV Johnstown-Altoona, Pa.
KODE-TV Joplin. Mo.-Pittsburg. Kans. WFIL-TV Philadelphia, Pa.
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb. W1IC Pittsburgh, Pa.
KLRJ-TV Las Vegas-Henderson. Nev. WPRO-TV Providence, R. I.

KWTV Oklahoma City, Okla. WMCT Memphis, Tenn.
KTVL-TV Tuba, Okla.

W1LK-TV Wilkes-Barre-Scranton, Pa.
KFJZ-TV 1' .11. .-1 i Worth, Texas

WNEP-TV Wilkes-Barre-Scranton, Pa.
KING-TV Seattle, Wash.

WATE-TV Knoxville, Tenn.

KUTV
WVEC-TV

Salt Lake City, Utah

Norfolk-Hampton, Va.
THE BOLLING CO.

WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va. 247 Park Ave., New York 17, N
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash. PLaza 9-8150
WBOY-TV Clarksburg-Fairmont

Morgantown, W. Va.
KKTV Colorado Springs, Colo.

7STV-TV Wheeling-Steubenville. W. Va. W1SH-TV Indianapolis, Ind.

WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind.

KCKT Great Bend, Kans.

WLEX.TV
KOAT-TV

Lexington, Ky.

Albuquerque, N. M.

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES, INC. WVET/ Rochester, N. Y.

415 Madison Ave., New York 17. N. Y.
WHEC-TV

PLaza 1- 1922
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa.

KOSA-TV Odessa, Texas
KOVR-TV Sacramento-Slocktc
KTVR Denver, Colo.
w DBO-TV Orlando, Fla.

WCTV Tallahassec-Thoma
V. pi V West Palm Beach,

WSAV-TV Savannah, Ga.
K -IV Boise, Ida.

Ml M.TV Eureka, Kan..
K I \ il Wichita, Kans.

\l II- IV Baton Rouge, La.

Jefferson City-Colu
kl M.l.rV St. Joseph, Mo.
KFBB-TV Great Full-, Mont.
WPTZ-TV Plattsburgh-BnrUnj
KI VR-TV Bi.mar.k V 1).

KO< II. IV Oklahoma City, O
k\<.<.-lY lul-a, Okla.
k<>[|.|\ Kl.moll.

v\ i mi. iv Lebanon-Lancaster
MIM-IV ' Texas
kc (\.|\

k-wi.n Wlehil
W IM( H..1.M. 1 \...

V\ ll|.|\ M,U.,„k.,, ,..

BLAIR-TV

415 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
TEmplcton 8-5800

THE BRANHAM CO.

99 Park Ave., New York 16, N.

MUrray Hill 2-4606

KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.

KTHV Little Rock, Ark.

KJEO-TV Fresno, Calif.

WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.

WHYN-TV
KMSP-TV
KGGM-TV
WDEF-TV
KPAR-TV
KEDY-TV
KRLD-TV
KROD-TV
KDUB-TV
\\( lis. iv

Spring6eld, Mass.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Albuquerque, N. M
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Big Spring, Texas

Dallas, Texas

El Paso, Texas

Lubbock, Texas

Charleston, W. Va.

BURN-SMITH CO.
19 W. 44 St., New York 36, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 2-3124

CBS TV SPOT SALES
485 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 1-2345
KNXT Los Angeles, Calif.

WHTC Hartford, Conn.

WTOP-TV Washington, D. C.

WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.

WBBM-TV Chicago, 111.

KMOX-TV St. Lonis, Mo.

WCBS-TV New York, N. Y.

WBTV Charlotte, N. C.

KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.

WCAU-TV Philadelphia, Pa.

WBTW
KTUL-TV Galveston-Houston, Texas

KSL-TV Salt Lake City, Utah

WXIX Milwaukee, Wis.

DONALD COOKE, INC.

666 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y
JUdson 2-2727
KGEZ-TV Kalispell, Mont.

WKTV Utica, N. Y.

CROSLEY BROADCASTING
3 E. 54 St., New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 1-5353

< in,

WLW-C
WLW-D
WLW-I

i, Ohio

umbus, Ohio

ton, Ohio

ianapolis, Ind.

EVERETT-McKINNEY, INC.

40 E. 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

PLaza 3-9332
WCBI-TV
WDAN-TV
WINR-TV
WHEC-TV
WVET-TV
WKST-TV
KVKM-TV

amton, N. Y.

ster, N. Y.

aster, N. Y.

-stown (New Castle), Ohio

a-Midland, Texas

FORJOE AND CO., INC.

580 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-3100
WOWL-TV Florence, Ala.

WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H.

KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.

H
H-R TELEVISION, INC.

380 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

OXford 7-3120
WALA-TV Mobile, Ala.

KNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark.

KIIJ-TV Los Angeles, Calif.

(Please turn to page 166)
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from 1953 thru 1957

national advertisers

invested over

1.1 billion dollars

in spot TVI

The Katz Agency, ,„,

NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES

666 FIFTH A VE.. NEW YORK 19

CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

ATLANTA • DALLAS

ST. LOUIS • DETROIT



TV REPS

i Cont'd from page 10 1

1

»MU.n
v. REX-TY
v. KJ«. I\

w - 1 \ - 1 \

kMir-l\

KOMI l\

Kt l\

woR-rv
V. MM -l\

WlMA-T\
VM>U 1\

kll OI\
V. RC.P-TV

V. HBQ-TI
WSIX-TY
KZTV
KCBT-TV
KONO-TV
MTV
v. kVY-Tl
WKBT

Unas-Monterey, Calif.

arramrnl... Calif.

an Francisco. Calif,

a-hington. II. C.

orkford. III.

V. .,<,„. In.l.

h llrnd-Flkharl In.l.

Charlollc. N. C.

Raleigh, \. ( .

I in,.,. Ohio

Seranton, Pa.

»i..ux Fall-. S. D.

Chattanooga. Tcnn.

Memphis. Tcnn.

Nashville. Ten...

Corpus Christ], Tex
llarlin^en. Texas

San Antonio. Texas

Tyler. Texas

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS,
INC.

589 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 8-7050

WABT Birmingham. Ala.

WTIC-TV Hartford. Conn.

WDAF.TV
VI.TEN
\\ III N-l \

WSYH-Tl
w i >n i \

WTPA
WBVA.TV

Ubany-Scheneetadj

Buffalo, N. Y.

Syracuse, N. Y.

Greensboro. N. C.

HEADLEY-REED CO.

750 Third Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

YUkon 6-5800

KGIN-TV Tucson. Arii.

KEY-T Santa Barbara, Calif.

V. T» M Columbus. Ga.

WEEK-TV Peoria, III.

WTVO Rockford, III.

VSBOC-TV Salisbury. Md.

WTOK-TV Meridian, Miss.

KFVS-TV Cape Cirardeau, Mo.

KOOK-TV Billings, Mont.

WITN Washington, N. C.

WSJS-TV
WFMJ-TV
WBRE-TV
WAIH.TV
KOTA-TV
WFRV-TV
WKOW-TV

« ilkes-Barre, Pa.

pid City, S. D.

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

307 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, I

DEarborn 2-6060

KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz.

KOLD-TV Tucson, Ariz.

KIVA Yuma, Ariz.

KVIP-TV Redding. Calif.

KOVR-TV Stockton-Sacramento, Cal

ttsbluff, Neb.

ingfield. Mo.

enville, N. C .

ton, Ohio

V.TVW
KTVO
KTIV
WBRZ
WABI-TV
\\ \(.M.1\

V.RLP
V.WLP
VTYTTV

VTLBT
KSTF-TV
KVTV
WNCT
WHIO-TV
KVAL-TV
KPIC-TV
ViSPA-TV
KTSM-TV
KTRK-TV
WLVA-TV
KTVW
WTRF-TV
VTEAU-TV
WMBV-TV
KFBCTV

HAL HOLMAN CO.

64 E. Lake St., Chicago 1, III.

FRanklin 2-0016

KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo.

KFXJ.TV Montrose. Colo.

WLBC-TV Mun.ie. Ind.

KEYS-TV Hays. Kans.

WPBN-TV Traverse City. Mich.
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In my book, being a helluva

salesman is being able to offer the

other guy that "something

extra." Take C.P.M. Any slide

rule or Scripto pencil will prove

that KEL-O-LAND is just

about the best Cost Per

Thousand buy in these 49 states.

That's a basic fact! But C.P.M.

has still another meaning in my
lexicon. Customer Per Thousand.

That's what you get in

KEL-O-LAND. More family

units per thousand own more tv

sets . . . more family members

gather around them . . . and more

viewers buy the products they

see advertised. This is the

something extra I mean when I

talk C.P.M.

KEL-O-LAND
CBS • ABC • NBC

AMERICA'S BIG 4-STATE BEAM!

South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa,

Nebraska

KELO-TV
Sioux Falls; and boosters

KDLO-TV
Aberdeen, Huron, Watertown

KPLO-TV
Pierre, Winner, Chamberlain

General Offices: Sioux Falls, S.D.

JOE FLOYD, President

Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr., Larry Bentson, V.P.

REPRESENTED BY H-R

In Minneapolis by Wayne Evans & Asso.

THE KATZ AGENCY
666 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

JUdson 2-9200

WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.

WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala.

KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.

KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif.

KABC-TV Los Angeles, Calif.

KFSD-TV San Diego, Calif.

KPIX San Francisco, Calif.

KLZ-TV Denver, Colo.

WTVT Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.

WAGA.TV Atlanta, Ca.

WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Ind.

WMT-TV Cedar Rapids-Waterloo, Iowa

KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa
KVTV Sioux City, Iowa
KOAM-TV Pittsburg, Kans.-Joplin, Mo.
KAKE-TV Wichita, Kans.

WWL-TV New Orleans, La.

WMAR-TV Baltimore, Md.
WJBK-TV Detroit, Mich.

WOOD.TV Grand Rapids, Mich.

WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn.

WJTV Jackson, Miss.

KCMO-TV Kansas City, Mo.
W HEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.

WKRC-TV Cincinnati, Ohio
WJW-TV Cleveland, Ohio

WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio

WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio

WKY-TV Oklahoma City, Okla.

KPTV Portland, Ore.

WJAC-TV Johnstown-Altoona, Pa.

WVUE Philadelphia, Pa.

WTAE Pittsburgh, Pa.

WBIR-TV Knoxville, Tenn.

WREC-TV Memphis, Tenn.

WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.

KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex.

KTVT Salt Lake City-Ogden-Provo. Utah

KHQ.TV Spokane, Wash.

WHIS-TV Bluefield, W. Va.

WSAZ-TV Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.

JACK MASLA CO., INC.

551 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N.

YUkon 6-7370

WMSL-TV Decatur, Ala.

WTWV Tupelo, Miss.

WSBA-TV York, Pa.

McGAVREN-QUINN CORP.

60 E. 56 St., New York 22, N. Y.

FLoro 1-4650

THE MEEKER CO.

521 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 2-2170

WPTA Fort Wayne, Ind.

WTTV Indianapolis-Bloomington, Iiui

KROCTV Rochester, Minn.

KHPI.-TV Hayes Center, Neb.

KHOL-TV Kearncy-Holdrege, Neb.

KSWS-TV Roswell, N. M.

WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.

WTVC Chattanooga, Tenn.

WSAL'-TV Wausau, Wis.

KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo.

{Please turn to page 168 I

MISSOURI'S

THIRD TV

MARKET
^^g" scon NEVADA ^^H ^

^^T CHANUTE

^^B
W INDEPENDENCE

PITTSBURGH
PARSONS

CARTHAGE

KODE-TV MT VERN0N 1
JOPLIN

NEOSHO M

^^^^^^^ GROVE

BENTONVIUE^^^B
ROGERS » .

FAYETTEVIUE^H;

'! ^^L^LW.

167,769 TV HOMES
kode-tv in the Joplin market covers

a 4-state area with 167,769 TV
homes, 669,800 population and
$776,919,000 buying power.

Joplin is the urban center of

11 communities in an 18-mile radius

with a combined population of

97,750.

kodf,-tv in the Joplin market is

28% taller, and 29% more powerful
than any competitor,

television Mag. Set Count—June

CREATED BY

KODE-TV
JOPLIN, MO.

WSTV, WSTV-TV, Steubenville; WB0Y, WBOY-TV, Clarksburg;

K00E, KODE-TV, /oplin; WPAR, Parkersburg; WPIT, Pittsburgh;

KMLB, Monroe, La.; Colmes-Werrenrath Prod., Inc., Chicago ™



TV REPS

1 Cont'd fr >m page L67)

WRGII Schenectady, N. Y.

WRCV-TV Philadelphia. Pa.

KOMO-TV Seattle, Wash.

NBC SPOT SALES RICHARD O'CONNELL, INC.

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New Yo rk 20, N. Y. 527 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.

Circle 7-8300 PLaia 5-7161
kiia 1 m tngelea, < ..lit. KRBB-TV El Dorado, Ark.

Kll V-I\ Dearer, ( olo, KCOR-TV San Antonio, Texas

WNB4 II ... ii... .1. Conn.

Washington, I). C.

Miami. Fla.W< kl

WNBQ

k~ll|\

W III F

Chicago. III.

1 -mII.. k.

Si Lonii He
Buffalo, N. Y.

JOHN E. PEARSON TELEVISION IN

405 Park Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

PLaza 1-3366
WRCA-TV \,„ fork, V V KRDO.TV Colorado Springs, Colo.

^9)

WOW!

^^ WHAT A

FIRST YEAR!

Thanks A
Million Folks

"Jaxie" and WFGA-TV
have enjoyed one year of

steadily growing popularity down in Jacksonville—focal point

of a $l!/2 billion 64-county Florida-Georgia area. During the

year, the station won national honors in Two Station Markets,

winning 2nd place for General Audience Promotion and 2nd
place in Sales Promotion in the Television Age-Billboard pro-

motion competition.

W e want to express our appreciation to our good friends and
patrons, the agency people and time buyers throughout the

country.

' Jaxie" the porpoise with a purpose, is beginning his second
w ith the same avowed aim—to provide top-flight program-

i 'M<-iii promotion! . . . hard-hitting merchandising!

Basic NBC Affiliate, plus selected ABC Programming.

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV Channel 12
W " "« W Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION

KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Colo.

KQTV Ft. Dodge, low.

WPSD-TV Padurah. Kv.

WKXP-TV Lexington, Ky.

KTAG-TV Lake Charles, L
WDAM-TV Hatticsburg, Mi
KDRO-TV Sedalia, Mo.
KOLO-TV Reno, Nov.

KICA-TV Clovis, N. M.
WHIZ-TV Zanesvllle, "In,

KVSO-TV Ardmore, Okla.

KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla.

WJHL-TV lohnson City, T
WTVK KnoxviUe, Teni

KHAD-TV Laredo, Texas

WOAY-TV Oak Hill, W. V
WTAP Parkcrsburg, W

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

250 Park Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

YUkon 6-7900

KRON-TV San Francisco, Calif.

KBTV Denver, Colo.

WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.

WTVJ Miami, Fla.

KBOI-TV Boise, Ida.

WOC-TV Davenport, la.

WHO-TV Des Moines, la.

WBZ-TV Boston, Mass.

WWJ-TV Detroit, Mich.

WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.

WDSM-TV Duluth-Superior, Minn.

WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, Mir

KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo.

WGR-TV Buffalo, N. Y.

WPIX New York, N. Y.

WORC-TV Rochester, N. Y.

WDAY-TV Fargo, N. D.

KYW-TV Cleveland, Ohio

KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, Pa.

WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C.

WIS-TV Columbia, S. C.

KFDM-TV Beaumont, Texas

KRIS-TV Corpus Christi, Texas

WBAP-TV Fort Worth-Dallas, Texas

KENS-TV San Antonio, Texas

WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va.

WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va.

WISC-TV Madison, Wis.

EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

3 E. 54 St., New York 22, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 8-0200

KARK-TV
KERO-TV
KCOP
KCRA-TV
KFMB-TV
WPST-TV
WSB-TV
WGN-TV
WTVH
WANE-TV
WNDU-TV
KARD-TV
KTBS-TV
\* BAL-TV
WNEM-TV
KSTP-TV
KMTV
KOB-TV
WTVD
KOTV
WICU-TV
WJAR-TV
WSM-TV
WFAA-TV
KPRC-TV
WOAI-TV
WTAR-TV
KREM-TV
WHTN-TV
WISN-TV

Little Rock, Ark.

Bakersfield, Calif.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Sacramento, Calif.

San Diego, Calif.

Miami, Fla.

Atlanta, Ga.

Chicago, 111.

Peoria, III.

Fort Wayne, Ind.

South Bend. Ind.

Minneapolis, Minr

(Please turn to page 170)
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To sell Indiana,

you need both

the 2nd and 3rd

ranking markets.

YOU NEED TWIN BILLING
in Indiana!

Now, a new, two-station TV buy blankets both the

South Bend-Elkhart and Fort Wayne markets, plus

healthy chunks of Southern Michigan and Western

Ohio. Over 1.6 million population— $2.8 billion Effec-

tive Buying Income. Alert buyers are covering these

rich markets in combination— and saving 10%! They're

buying them right along with Indianapolis—thus cov-

ering all the best of Indiana from within—with just

two buys!

see your H-R man soon !



TV REPS STARS NATIONAL KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids. la.

• ( t<nt'J from page 168)
400 Madison Ave., New York 17,

PLaza 8-0555

N. Y.
KGLO-TV
KALB-TV
KPLC-TV

Mason City, la.

Alexandria, La.

Lake Charles, La.

KSAN-TV San Francisco, Calif. WJMR-TV
WCSH-TV

New Orleans, La.

Portland, Me.

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC. WDMJ-TV Marquette, Mich.

444 Mad son Ave., New York, N Y. yf' Il!!lll:!linii1!i:iinir
KTTS.TV
KHAS-TV

Springfield, Mo.
Hastings, Neb.

PLqzo 9-5570 VENARD RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC. KLAS-TV Las Vegas, Nev.

WF1E-TV 1 murine, Ind.

South II. ...1 Ind.
579 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N Y WCNY-TV Watertown, N. Y.

KM \-l\ Skrereport, La.
MUrray Hill 8-1088 KBMB-TV Bismarck, N. D.

\\ Kin-n Yoanattowa, Ohio KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.
KXJB-TV Fargo, N. D.

« M l K . 1 \ Columbia, S. C. WSUN-TV Tan.pa-St. Petersburg n KCJB-TV Minot, N. D.

KHIK -1\ Utllene, Tex. WEAT-TV West Palm Beach, Fla
WARD.TV Johnstown, Pa.

KTBCTV Au-tin. Tex. WALB-TV Albany, Georgia
WUSN-TV Charleston, S. C.

kl'U l\ Beaumont, Tex. W-TWO Bangor, Maine
WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C.

KBTX-TV lir rex. KTEN-TV Ada, Okla.
WCAX-TV Burlington, Vt.

KQBD-TV 1 abboek, Tex. WTRI-TV Albany, N. Y.
WCYB-TV Bristol, Va.

KWTX-TV Waco, Tex. WLOS-TV Asheville-Greenville-Sr ..I. urg,
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash.

kRt.\-TV Wcslaco. Tex. N. C.
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.

KFDX-TV Wichita Kail,, Tex. WDXI-TV
KTRE-TV
KMID-TV

Jackson, Tenn.

Lufkin, Texas

Midland, Texas

WBAY-TV
WMTV

Green Bay, Wis.

Madison, Wis.

tTATION REPRESENTATIVES

KCTV
KCMC-TV
KVII-TV

San Angelo, Texas

Texarkana, Texas

Amarillo, TexasSELECT
400 Mad son Ave., New York 17, N. Y. YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.

PLoza 8- 1850

Richmond, Va.

VA/
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

3 E. 54 St.

PLaza 1-41

, New York 22, N. Y.

WXEX-TV yy mil
48

WEED TELEVISION CORP. WTVY Dothan, Ala.

SIMMONS a: 579 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.

509 Mad son Ave., New York 22 N Y. PLaza 9-4700 WICC Bridgeport, Conn.

WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla.
MUrray Hill 8-2821 KTVK Phoenix, Ariz. Quincy, 111.

KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif. WICS Springfield, III.

ROY V. SMITH ASSOCIATES XETV San Diego, Calif. WEHT-TV Evansville, Ind.

280 Mad son Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
KNTV
WTTG

San Jose, Calif.

Washington, l> C.

CKLW-TV
KGHL-TV

Detroit, Mich.

Billings, Mont.
MUrray Hill 4-4244 KHQA-TV Quincy, 111. WSEE-TV Erie, Pa.

«ECT Wi.tning.on. N. C. WOI-TV Ames, la. WMTV Madison. Wis. ^

A GROWTH MARKET NO OTHER CITY CAN REACH"
* <9uZ&ide, imuHttj . 03% A.R.B Way /?52

record breaking

growth in

POPULATION-PROFIT

POTENTIAL UCSON
you'll Capture the

Greater Tucson Market .

.

uvw&m

With

%HOLD RADIO & TELEVISION
a Gene Autry Enterprise

775 W. Drachman • Tucson, Arizona

TV AND RADIO BASICS



New Tower* Height at VHF



How

do you

measure

a

network ?



*M CO**
1

,.^ s

BY ADVERTISING?

ABC-TV's billing gains are

consistently larger than those of

the other two networks.

ABC TELEVISION



Mr. Spot Buyer!

In your Fall buying plans for New Eng-

land be sure to pinpoint the two stations

that can deliver maximum Maine cover-

age with viewers in all counties, plus a

4-county New Hampshire bonus . . .

WCSH-TV Channel 6 Portland

and

WLBZ-TV Channel 2 Bangor

WCSH-lMi
PORTLAND

mbtrs of the Rincs Radio and Television Stations Croup



FALL FACTS BASICS

BASICS
Charts, tables and tabulations covering—television's dimensions, viewing patterns,

preferred programs, spot costs, number and location of sets, number of stations,

audience composition, spot rate estimator, biggest tv spenders, show durability, major

I.D. users, viewing trends, growth in tv spending, network costs and top tv agencies



£weet
2

3 Chicago

4 Phtladelphia

5 Detroit

6 Boston-
Manchester

7 San Francisco

8 Pittsburgh

9 Cleveland

10 New Haven

11 St. Louis

12 Washington, DC
13 Indianapolis

Bloomington

14 Minneapolis-
St. Paul

15 Providence

16 CHARLOTTE

17 Hartford-
New Britain

18 Baltimore

19 Atlanta

20 Kalamazoo-
Grand Rapids

21 Dallas-Fort Worth

22 Cincinnati

. . .andwhat a tcUtf
Ardent advertisers are now enjoying the sweet kiss of sales

success from the Nation's Sixteenth Television Market!

Television Magazine credits the Charlotte-WBTV Television Market with

689,882 sets, making this the Sixteenth Television Market in the Nation . . . First in the South

!

Re-evaluate your expenditures. Call CBS Television Spot Sales for a date!

Source: Television Magazine Set Count, May, 1958



DIMENSIONS OF TELEVISION

How has U. S. tv saturation grown (1951-1958) ?

79%

84%

72%

. 42.5

Per cent and number of U. S. homes owning tv
A. C. Nielsen Co. is source of data 65%
below, which show tv ownership
during March each year. '"

47%

35%

25% 2*'9

21.6

% U.S. 15.8

with"
U0

Millions '

of homes

39.3

1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958

How much variation is there in set saturation?

Region

_. . , l\.M ( -nh;
Figures at right are from A.

C. Nielsen, show tv homes and t West Central
set saturation figures as of

j

1 March this year. Though South

East Central and Pacific re- |

gions show same saturation, g= Pacific

latter shows faster growth,
^iiiiiiii^yiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitliiilliitlll

1

(89%)

(83%)

(76%)

(83%)

County Size Ho Saturation

"A" l (>.«r» ',.000 (91%)

"B" 12.17 ).()()() (88%)

"C" 7,848,000 (79%)

544,000 (68%)

How do tv homes compare with radio homes?
These are taken from Census estimates as of 1 Nov., 1957

Total homes
11/1/57
(000)

Radio homes
11/1/57
(000)

Tv homes
Sept. -Dec. '57

(000)

Tv homes
as % of

Total U. S. 50,200 48,350 41,200 82

Age of housewife

None ......

16-34

9.090

10,590

8,755

10.200

14.745

1 1.650

7,420
9,810
13.220
10.750

82

93
86

71

35-49 15,310

50 and over 15.210

Family size

1-2 20,130 19,388

18,425

10,537

14,020
17,310
9,870

70

90
90

3-4 .... 19,130

5 and over 10,940



DIMENSIONS OF TELEVISION

What's been the rate of tv set production since 1947?

1955 marks high spot of production so far

7 757

-

/,404
7,216 7,347

"

-

6,096 6,399

5,385

3,000

179 | 975
|

1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956

lie Industries Assn . 1958 Fact Book. Figures within bars are In thousands.

How many uhf sets have been produced?

1954/ 1,383,000 1955/1,182,000 1956/ 1,035,236 1957/779,800

, 1958 Pad Book. Fip

What tube sizes have been most popular among tv set owners?

YEAR

I 1956

Manufacturers sales of picture tubes by screen size*

Projec-

tion

16,601

15" and
under

3,316,767

16" thru
18"

179,682

19" thru
21"

22" thru
25"

26" and
over

2,365,380 5,356,102 21
1 ,940

3,586,976 973,233 120,739

3,004,786 4,296,735 30,409

3,065,102 6,105,068 275,504 119,964

2,086,077 7,223,259 318,665 46,925

1 ,805,081 7,674,175 948,104 34,648

6,713,446 741,512 27,190

6,414,945 534,570 22,446

23,645

1 7,703

6,983

6,120

2,624

Figures show the 21-inch tube

has been outselling all others

since 1952. Note the increase

in 16"-18" sizes last year. While

figures cover sales to all

sources, they reflect mainly

tubes for home sets.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



- worth about $1.65 per bushel - mid-summer spectacula:

;. Oklahoma, Kansas and Eastern New Mexico

How to share in the big money
The wheat's in. Even the fabled Big

Oil Man from Texas is envious. The crop

was that good.

Let us tell you what happened in the

top 24 wheat-producing counties in

Texas alone. (KGNC-TV covers all 24,

plus 20 other counties in four states.)

We planted 2,126,000 acres and har-

vested 59,528,000 bushels. Now, we've

sold the wheat for $98,221,200.00, give or

take a few cents. That's folding money

!

And it looks like a big year for grain

sorghums, cotton and vegetables, too.

Nature's bounty has laid down a bo-

nanza for you in an already-active

market of 535,000 people. To stake your

claim in this new Southwestern El

Dorado, simply add to your list

KGNC-TV
NBC Television in Amarillo, Texas

Channel 4
Full power coverage in 4 states

Represented by the Katz Agency



Local in management...

The Corinthian stations are first and foremost local in character ... for great stations muse

be responsive to the needs and tastes of their individual communities.

Each Corinthian station has its own independent local management team . . . experienced

men at the helm and in the key operating areas of programming, sales, engineering and

promotion. The strength of each of the Corinthian stations attests to the abilities of these

men and the role they play in Tulsa, Houston, Fort Wayne and Indianapolis.

THE CORINTHIAN STATIONS ^/^/««w,%
^ ( "\ I • louston • WANE & WANE-TV Fore Wayne • WISH cV WISHTV Indianapolis



.Interrelated in service

The Corinthian stations have more than this. They benefit from each other's experience.

And have at their disposal the full-time staff services of specialists in the basic areas of

broadcasting. .
.
each outstandingly qualified in his field . . . Corinthian's Director ofProgram-

ming, Robert H. Salk; Director of Sales, Don L. Kearney; Director of Engineering, GeorgeG
Jacobs; Director of Research, Charles H. Smith; and Director of Promotion & Advertising,

Robert J. Sullivan. These men provide facts, judgment and the exchange of ideas upon
which local management can base sound decisions.

Clearly, you get something extra when you buy a Corinthian station.

THE CORINTHIAN STATIONS **.«,*;% ™wĉ

• WANT & WANT IV h,n \Y.i\n< • WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis
1 ilk! A

KOTV Tulsa • KGUL-TV Ho.

*£x-\- •'
.-•'-

"'
.. ..'*,

....



DIMENSIONS OF TELEVISION

How many tv stations are planned?

Stations authorized
by FCC to be on the air*

Construction permits, New station
requests*

New station

biriV

1958 555 108 64 51

1957 515 123 56 10
i

i
i Mu 1959

i
i

i April, 1958

How many retailers sell tv and or radio sets?

Number and type

appliance Furniture

of tv and/or radio set

Dep't general m

dealers*

dse. Other Total

1952 40,250 17,650 12,550 9,100 15,850 95,400

1 953 47,600 15,550 14,100 10,500 17,400 105,150

1954 47,050 20,250 11,850 10,800 17,150 107,100

1955 42.800 19,050 12,200 12,300 23,950 110,300

1956 39,150 18.500 9,550 12,500 25,400 105,100

1957 34,318 10,839 30,963 102,70026,580

How many homes have a viewing choice?

*Per cent tv homes which can receive

. C. Nielsen. Television '!

1 station

3%
2-3 stations

18% 79%

How has the number of tv stations grown?

Number of Btations 1950 1952 1954 1956 1958

98 109 357 428 481
i . i

1 I 1 1

TV AND RADIO BASICS



S^W^STEP FORWARD by

REX TV INCREASE IN POWER...
AUDIO -114,000 WATTS ERP

The sales power of WREX-
TV's combined coverage,
spans market portions of over

30 counties in southern Wis-
consin — northern Illinois.

Brings preferred CBS-ABC
network programs, top syndi-

cated programs and MGM-
TV's Golden Treasury of Fea-

ture Films to over

365,000 television

homes.

(*APP PENDING SUBJECT TO FCC APPROVAL)

REPRESENTED BY H-R INC

W"R,E1 321-T"V
CHANNEL ROCKFORD



TELEVISION SPENDING, COSTS

How much have advertisers spent in tv (1950-57) ?

Figures atop

bars are in $1,025.3

$1,255.0
$1,315.0

millions of

dollars, cover
$809.1

time, talent and iflftl

commercials $602.2 1
$,70.8

$453.9

1 1 1 1 1
1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

Where did 1957's tv advertiser dollars go?

NETWORK: $667,000,000 SPOT: $367,ooo,ooo LOCAL: $281,000,000
search Dept.. "Printers Ink." and commercials.

What's been the growth in spot tv spending?

Annual spending for spot tv time

I
Dollar figures

(after discoum
Data lor years

show advertiser spending for time only. They
talenl and production costs. Figures are net
s but before commissions to reps, agencies).
1951 thru 1956 come from Federal Communi-

cations Commission; 1957 is sponsor estimate based on for-

mula used by McCann-Erickson Central Research Dept. to

break out spot time sales from total tv spending, which

includes money paid for programing and commercials.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



Every Way
You Look At It • . DesMoines

prefers

The Station Most People, By Far, Depend on for

Accurate News!

The Station With Far and Away the Most BELIEVABLE

Personalities!

This Central Surveys study reveals many interesting facts that

show without question KRNT-TV delivers the kind of results a

present-day advertiser wants and needs!

Call Your KATZMan
for These New Facts on

Television Viewing

in Des Monies. Iowa

OVER 50% Named KRNT-TV

Personalities EXCLUSIVELY!
Compare this with the 6% naming

only other stations' people!



TELEVISION SPENDING, COSTS

What industries invest most heavily in network tv?

INDUSTRY 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

Toiletries $24,803,774 $36,338,809 $49,962,588 $74,175,005 $85,571,670 $102,267,540

Food 33,806,938 42,181,919 64,495,785 79,988,578 89,054,700 96,628,556

Soaps, cleansers, polishes 21,004,194 22,908,419 34,606,678 45,967,555 60,559,298 68,376,398

Autos, accessories 15,464,800 21,059,028 29,203,750 47,059,360 56,729,835 53,018,004

Smoking materials 28,430,197 36,060,199 42,727,939 42,121,762 40,746,531 49,084,638 |

Drugs, remedies 6,102,734 9,640,633 15,848,666 23,280,306 39,428,048 46,353,313

Household equipment, supplies

SOI Ki i. PIB, crat Ume costs, ranked by 19

11,460,099 19,946,095 25,994,871 31,548,849 34,526,366 19,837,733

Who are the top 10 spenders in network tv (1952-57) ?

1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

P&G P&G P&G P&G P&G P&G
Colgate Colgate Colgate Colgate Colgate Colgate
R. J. Revnolds R. J. Reynolds R. J. Reynolds Chrysler General Motors Chrvsler
General Foods General Motors Gillette Gillette Chrysler Amer. Home Prod.
Lever American Tob. General Motors General Motors Amer. Home Prod. Lever
American Tob. Gillette General Foods General Foods General Foods General Foods
Liggett & Myers General Foods American Tob. R. J. Reynolds Gillette Gillette

General Motors Liggett & Myers Chrysler American Tob. R. J. Reynolds R. J. Reynolds
General Mills Lever Rros. General Mills General Mills Lever Ford
P. Lorillard General Mills Lever Lever Ford General Motors

soi itiK: PIB, ranked aceording to gro>s time billii gs. 1937 is not strictly con parable because of changes in the method of rcpoi ing. The number of firms

pending $20,000 or more

([

'56.

How many advertisers have invested in spot tv?

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957

970

Mill;. I ] I'. N

1,540 1,632 2,009 2,789 3,355 4,399

C. Korabaugh Co.

4,154

How is total tv spending divided between networks and stations?

50.7% Networks

I
49.3% Stations

i i

TV AND RADIO BASICS



ATok [tied...

S4CS^
STOCVCTON

Only KBET-TV Gives You Both!

Complete coverage of these important cities which, together, make up California's

third largest TV market. Plus the audience dominance of CBS-TV,

along with MGM and other major feature film packages.

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails



TELEVISION SPENDING, COSTS

How many big spenders are there in network tv?

ABC TV ranks the 207 companies which invested $100,000 or

network tv last year and who account for 99% of network tv's

Annual network tv investments Number of companies Total network tv investment Per c

more in

revenue.

nt of total tv investment

24 $293,368,000 56.8

$2.5 to $5 million 29 100,817,000 19.5

SI to S2.5 million 49 75,602,000 14.6

$100,000 to SI million 105 41,958,000 8.1

TOT4L 207 $511,739,000 99.0

TOTAL NETWORK
TV INVESTMENT .... $516,202,000 100.0

How much money has been invested in network tv time (gross) ?

1952 $180,794,780 1954 $320,130,910 1956 $488,167,634

Jan.-Apr.

1957 $167,747,111

1953 $227,585,656 1955 $406,899,059 1957 $516,202,000

Jan.-Apr.

1958 $191,472,179

-ii EU E 1
•

1 1

•- I.\ \ BAB and TvB.

How do night and day web tv gross time billings break down?

Network television

Jan. -April 1957

gross time billings*

Jan. -April 1958 Per cent change

DAYTIME $50,803,352 $56,191,804 + 10.6

Mon.-l ri. 42,865.846 47,444,646 + 10.7

nd Sun. 7,937,506 8,747,158 + 10.2

NIGHTTIME 116,959,118 135,280,375 + 15.7

: 1 l;

TV AND RADIO BASICS



Your Salesman on Sight in the Southeast's Biggest Rich Market

WHERE RETAIL SALES TOTAL $3,078,943,000

WS«JS
TELEVISIOH

WINSTON-SALEM
Put your salesman in a market where sales are

popping at the retail level to the tune of more than

3 billion dollars ... the 75- county WSJS market.

f
Winston-Salem

Greensboro

High Point

Call Headley-Reed



TELEVISION SPENDING, COSTS

Where does spot tv money come from?

Product category Spending estimate
1st quarter '58

Spending estimate
1st quarter '57 Spending 1957 Spending 1956

Agriculture $ 388,000 $ 410,000 S 1,333,000 $ 1,225,000

Me, beer & wine 9,399,000 8,514,000 38,483,000 34,345,000

Amusements, entertainment 84,000 119,000 660,000 560,000

Vutomotive 2,089,000 2,293,000 9,745,000 12,912,000

Building material, fixtures, paints 514,000 450,000 2,857,000 3,422,000

Clothing & accessories 2,879,000 2,170,000 11,295,000 8,688,000

Confections & soft drinks 6,278,000 7,234,000 26,668,000 21,576,000

< lonsumer services 3,481,000 3,177,000 12,640,000 12,545,000

Cosmetics & toiletries 11,544,000 10,660,000 48,500,000 34,240,000

Dental products 3,263,000 1.536.000 7,446,000 13,202,000

Drug products 11,560,000 12,981,000 38,195.000 32,026,000

Food & grocery products 33,331,000 32,860,000 119,683,000 107,615,000

Garden supplies & equipment 251,000 190,000 606.000 413,000

Gasoline & lubricants 5,177,000 5,422,000 22,259,000 16,030,000

Hotels, resorts, restaurants 84,000 87,000 357,000 290,000

Household cleaners, polishes, waxes 1,987,000 2,808,000 9,376,000 6,863,000

Household appliances 1,083,000 1,472,000 5,610,000 7,735,000

Household furnishings 661,000 1,380,000 3,865,000 3,805,000

Household laundry products 8,643,000 3,732,000 22,347,000 16,286,000

Household paper products 1,284,000 1,618,000 4,968,000 5,329,000

Household, general 1,058,000 592,000 2,793,000 3,075,000

Notions 05.000 30,000 461,000 456,000

Pel products 1,477,000 1,679,000 4,744,000 4,658,000

Publications 300,000 553,000 1,148,000 1,366,000

Sporting goods, bicycles, toys 260,000 115,000 1,915,000 1,440,000

Stationery, office equipment 36,000 131,000 378,000 239,000

1 v, radio, phono., musical instruments 342,000 123.000 1,482,000 2,360,000

Tobacco products & supplies 8,072,000 10,331,000 33,387,000 30,390,000

asportation & travel 666.000 884,000 2,890,000 2,866,000

\\ cliche-, jewelry, can 1,362,000 1.249,000 6,334,000 7,066,000

Miscell 1,444,000 I.; !35.ooo 6,301.000 4,583,000

TOTAL 8119,062,000 SI 16.6:55.000 $ 148,734.000 $397,606,000

TV AND RADIO BASICS



YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

IF YOU DON'T USE KOLN-TV!

LINCOLN A-Z ARB SURVEY
JANUARY, 1958

Viewed Most
Before 6:00 P.M.

Viewed Most
After 6:00 P.M.

KOLN-TV 29% 48%
Station B 21 19

Station C 16 13

Station D 4 9

She&i^&tafamA

There are just two big markets in Nebraska. To reach

both markets, you have to use a TV station in each.

The only station that fully covers Lincoln-Land is

KOLN-TV. With 232,397 TV families in 69 counties,

it's well worth covering!

Ask Avery-Knodel for all the facts on KOLN-TV— the

Official Basic CBS Outlet for South Central Nebraska

and Northern Kansas.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000- FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives



&
ADVERTISERS, AGENCIES AND STATION:

SALES
TVA it

&

in^fft
GENE BARRY DAVID BRIAN LLOYD BRIDGE DNALD CAREY RICHARD CARLSON LEO CARRi

WILLIAM GARGAN STEPHEN McNALLY ADOLPHE MENJOU JAN MERLIN DUNCAN RENALDO CESAR ROM*

Call it "genius", "showmanship", or "Sales Magic" . . . it's the built-in Ziv know-

how and skill that gives advertisers extra value. Ziv shows offer audience-build-

ing qualities like these:

• Great stars (like those pictured) in great roles!

• Great stories that become memorable, believable TV entertainment!

• Great productions, uniting the vast complex of many creative talents!

Together with unequaled promotion and merchandising, Ziv presents a dynamic
sales plan chosen again and again ... a sales plan that gives advertisers top

results!

YOU CAN MEASURE IT . . . through the rating records of all Ziv shows, time after

time, city after city!

YOU CAN JUDGE IT ... by the national, regional and local sponsors who have
profited from Ziv shows; who have renewed again and again!

YOU CAN FEEL IT . . . the excitement of a station, a sponsor, an entire city; the
reased customer traffic and sales that follow when a Ziv show takes over!

YOU CAN USE IT . . . discover for yourself the impact a Ziv series has on TV
audiences—an impact that will make your Ziv show your most effective selling

force!



MA&IC cfi&^a/c^/mv/

Ziv Sales Magic is used by leading advertisers in markets coast-to- coast.

N-7

v. #

rRRY SULLIVAN KENT TAYLOR MARSHALL THOMPSON U.S. MIDSHIPMEN WEST POINT CADETS PETER WHITNEY

&
#

#

^

*
#

*

CURRENT ZIV SHOWS: Adventure At Scott Island 'Bat Masterson -The Cisco Kid -Dial 999 'Harbor Command .Highway Patrol

Mackenzie's Raiders 'The Man Called X 'Men of Annapolis 'The New Adventures of Martin Kane 'Rough Riders 'Sea Hunt 'Target

Tombstone Territory 'West Point 'World of Giants.



TELEVISION SPENDING, COSTS

Who are the big I.D. users?

Last year L59 funis spent §50,000 or more in terms of gross

time on station I.D.'s All told, $48,856,000 (gross time)

was Bpent <>n I.D.'s in 1957 compared with $46,806,000 in

1956. \- the lisl below shows, a number of blue-chip clients

are among the list but there are also names not so well

known. Source for these figures as well as the list below is

the TvB, which publishes a variety of estimates on spot tv

expenditures from material gathered by N. C. Rorabaugh Co.

Spot tv advertisers with estimated expenditures of $50,000 or more in I.D.'s

1. American Stores Co. 52. Ford Motor Co. 106. Nehi Corp., Bottlers

2. American Tobacco Co. 53. Frito Co., Distributors 107. New York Telephone Co.

3. Anheuser-Busch, Inc. 54. General Baking Co. 108. Oertel Brewing Co.

4. Associated Products, Inc. 55. General Foods Corp. 109. Orkin Exterminating Co.

5. Avoset Co. 56. General Mills, Inc. 110. Henry F. Ortlieb & Co.

6. B. T. Babbitt Co., Inc. 57. General Motors Corp. 111. Pabst Brewing Co.

7. Mrs. Baird's Bakery 58. Gillette Co. 112. Pearl Brewing Corp.

8. Barbasol Co. 59. Grand Union Stores 113. Peoples Gas, Light & Coke Co.

9. Blatz Brewing Co. 60. Great A & P Tea Co. 114. Dr. Pepper Co., Bottlers

10. Borden Co. 61. Greyhound Corp. 115. Pepsi Cola Co., Bottlers

11. Bowman Dairy Co. 62. Grove Laboratories, Inc. 116. Peter's Meat Products

12. L. S. Briggs Co. 63. Haberle Congress Brewing 117. Pfeiffer Brewing Co.

13. Bristol-Myers Co. 64. Hammer Beverage Co., Bottlers 118. Charles Pfizer Co., Inc.

14. Brown & Haley 65. Peter Hand Brewing Co. 119. Plough, Inc.

15. Brown & Williamson Tobacco 66. Ilarrii-on Laboratories 120. J. L. Prescott Co.

16. Burgermeister Brewing Co. 67. Hoffman Beverage Co., Bottlers 121. Procter & Gamble Co.

1 7. Cain's Coffee Co. 68. Holsum Baking, Bakeries 122. Proctor Electric Co.

18. California & Hawaiian Sugar 69. Hood Chemical Co. 123. Radio Corp. of America
Refining 70. H. F. Hood & Sons, Inc. 124. Rainbow Baking, Bakeries

19. California Spray Chemical 71. Geo. H. Hormel & Co. 125. Reader's Digest Assoc.

20. Canada Dry Co., Bottlers 72. Hot Shoppes 126. Regal Pale Brewing Co.

21. Carling Brewing Co., Inc. 73. Illinois Canning Co. 127. Rehrig Mfg. Co.

22. Chanel, Inc. 74. Imperial Sugar Co. 128. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

23. Chesapeake & Potomac Tel. 75. Interstate Bakeries 129. Harold F. Ritchie, Inc.

24. Chock-Full-O-Nuts 76. J. F. G. Coffee Co. 130. Safeway Stores, Inc.

25. Chrysler Corp. 77. Jenney Mfg. Co. 131. Salada Tea Co., Inc.

26. Chunky Chocolate Corp. 78. Andrew Jergens Co. 132. Santa Fe Wine Co.

27. Coast Federal Savings & Loan 79. kilpatrick's Bakeries 133. Sardeau, Inc.

Ass'n. 80. Kirsch Beverages, Bottlers 134. C. F. Sauer Co.

28. Coca-Cola Co., Bottlers 81. Koester's Bakery 135. F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co.

29. Colonial Baking Co. 82. Lanvin Parfums, Inc. 136. Jos. E. Schlitz Brewing Co.

30. Colonial Stores, Inc. 83. Leslie Salt Co. 137. Schoenling Brewing Co.

31. Colorado Milling & Elevator Co. 84. Lever Bros. Co. 138. S. A. Schonbrunn & Co., Inc.

32. Columbia Baking Co. 85. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. 139. Schweppes, Ltd., Bottlers

33. Comet Rice Mills 86. Lionel Corp. 140. William S. Scull Co.

34. Coty, Inc. 87. Lone Star Brewing Co. 141. Sealy Mattress Co., Dealers

35. Cream of Wheat Corp. 88. P. Lorillard & Co. 142. Serta Assoc, Inc., Dealers

36. < n omul-inn Co. 89. George W. Luft Co., Inc. 143. Seven-Up Co., Bottlers

37. Delta Air Lines, Inc. 90. M. J. B. Co. 144. South,Tii Bell Tel. Co.

38. Detroit Auto Inter-Insurance 91. Malloware Co. 145. Speedway Petroleum Corp.

Exchange 92. Mann's Potato Chip Co. 146. Standard Oil Co. of Cal.

39. Dracketl Co. 93. Martin Oil Co. 147. State Line Potato Chip Co.

40. Duffy-Molt Co. 94. McKesson & Robbins, Inc. 148. Sterling Drug, Inc.

11. Duncan < offee Co. 95. Mead Baking Co. 149. Superior Provision Co.

42. Erie Brewing Co. 96. MeGowen Educator Food Co. 150. Swift & Co.
43. Esso Standard Oil Co. 97. Miller Brewing Co. 151. Tea Council of USA
H. 1 \.|.,v. |„,-. 98. Milner Products Co. 152. Terry Foods Co.
15. I .in tim. in Poods < o. 99. Minute Maid Corp. 153. United Fruit Co.

13 Farmer < ;i,,,^ *>t<>r,« 100. Philip Morris & Co. 154. United Vintners, Inc.

IT. Fitzpatrii k Bros., Inc. 101. C. F. Mueller Co. 155. W ard Baking Co.
»»• 1 I- - t> '1 1 ..11. . « 0. 102. Nalley's, Inc. 156. West End Brewing Co.
V). Florida Citrus < onunission 103. National Biscuit Co. 157. White Rock Corp., Bottlers

50. J. \. Folger .V ( ... 104. National R rewing Co. 158. Stephen F. Whitman & Son
51. r..<i<l Fair Stores, Inc. 103. National Dairy Products 159. John H. Wilkins Co., Inc.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



"A Whale of a station serving a whale of a market" - that's the WNCT story.

But how do you calibrate such a mammoth mammal?

TOWERS/WNCT has a big one. Looks lovely at night with its blinking

red lights. But Eastern Carolina folks are so busy watching the pro-

grams on Channel 9, they just don't seem to care about towers.

COVERAGE/WNCT reaches 42 counties with $1,785,979,000 to spend.

But families in Eastern Carolina never once mention coverage to

ARB or TelePulse. Mostly, they talk about the programs on Channel 9.

POWER/WNCT has 316 kw visual, 138 kw aural and scads of 110 and 220

volts AC-DC. But our 1,626,800 Eastern Carolina friends aren't

interested in power unless it fails and they can't see their favorite

programs on Channel 9.

IMCAuR/KETy WNCT has a healthy, prospering one. But to Eastern Carolina

a market is where a big chunk of their $1,263,941,000 retail sales

are spent.

However you measure, all we can ask is that you try the whale for size and results.

HoUingbery has avails and free copies of our new factual brochure.

A. HARTWELL CAMPBELL, General Manager, Represented National by HoUingbery



TELEVISION SPENDING, COSTS

How does spot spending break down for 1956 and 1957?

1*> time of day*

Cross time spending Share of total

Da) 1956

1957

$135399,000

1 1 5.038.000

34.09

32.3

Nighl L956

I9.>7

$222^17,000

259.320.000 57.8

Late night 1956

1957
$39,642,000

14,376,000

10.0

9.9

Total 1956

1957
$397,498,000

118.734,000

100.0

100.0

By type of buy*
Cross time spending Share of total

\llMl Ills. 1956

1957

$176,429,000

199.879.000

44.4%

44.5

Il>- 1956

1957

S16.806.000

48.856.000

11.8

10.9

Partcs. 1956

1957
S90.541.000

112.549.000

22.8

25.1

1956

1957
883.722,000

87,430,000

21.1

19.5

Which are the top agencies in tv?

How top 50 air agencies rank in tv billings

Rant Agency (000)

1 McCann-Erickson $94,000

2 ^K 83,000

3 J. Walter Thompson 83,000

1 r.m><> 71.000

5 Ted Bates 69,000

6 B.-nton & Bowles 51.500

: Leo Burnett 46,000

8 Compton 39,900

9 D-F-S 38.000

to K&E# 37.800

M FC&B 35,000

12 William Est) 34.000

13 Y \\ \ - i 32.000

l 1 SSC&B 21.400

15 1 ennert & Newell 21.100

It. Campbell-Ewald 19.000

n Maxon 1 5.800

ir,
1
M ilium 1 5.000

19 14.400

21' Grant 1 3,500

21 NL&B 11.800

22 D'Arc) 11,500

2 5 Cunningham S Walsh 1 0.500

21 10.100

25 r.w i;i;
1 0,000

agencies comp;

Rank Agency (000)

26 Wade 9,500

27 DCSS 9.100

28 -North 8.800

29 Kudner 8.300

Bryan Houston 8,300

Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli 8.300

32 Gardner 8.000

NC&K 8,000

F&S&R 8.000

D. P. Brother 8.000

36 Kletter 7.800

37 E. H. Weiss 7.000

38 Keyes, Madden & Jones 6.600

39 Doyle Dane Bernha. h 6.040

10 D&C 3.900

II McM-J&A 5.600

12 Mogul 5.100

13 Geyer 5.000

Cohen & Aleshire 5.000

15 Ludgin 1.900

It, LaRoche 1.750

47 Richards 4,550

18 Reach-McOinton 4.250

19 Warwick & Legler 4,200

50 Ogilvy, B&M

TV AND RADIO BASICS



TAMPA-
ST. PETERSBURG

market on the move!
Up and aboard goes this fully loaded trailer. . .one of over

200 to be loaded on giant freighters sailing from the

MARKET ON THE MOVE, TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG.
Amazing new transportation methods are nothing new
to this dynamic, growing MARKET ON THE MOVE
because TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG is

NOW IN TOP 30 MARKETS — fourth among the

nation's ports in freight car unloadings, 30th in retail

sales, 27th in automotive sales, and 29th in drug sales!

ONLY WTVT with top-rated CBS and local programs
can effectively cover the MARKET ON THE MOVE,
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG.

Station on the move

.

WTVT
TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

^^ Channel 13

The WKY Television System, Inc.

Represented by the Katz agency.

Like this enormous trailer, TAMPA-ST. PETERS-
BURG is moving up. Capture and hold the attention

of these busy people with the MARKET ON THE
MOVE'S number one station, WTVT!



TELEVISION VIEWING HABITS

What are the national viewing figures by local time?

Per cent and number of homes reached by day parts*

Mon.-Fri. % Homes (000)

6-9 a.m. 3.2 3 r485

9-12 noon 20.7 8.798

12-3 p.m. 23.0 9,775

3-6 p.m. 31.4 13
?
345

All days % Homes (000)

6-9 p.m. 61.3 26,053

9-12 mid. 44.5 18
;
913

•SOI Bl todex, March April 1958 Eastern, Central. Pacific times combined.

How does viewing differ by time zones?

Viewing habits by hours vary greatly

in different time zones, as is shown by

ARB figure? at right and below. This

is particularly noticeable during the

day and in late evening. Network

broadcast times are important factors.

U.S. figures are based on eastern time.

TV sets in use by zones, April, 1958, Sunday thru Saturday evening
ZONE 6 P.M. 7 8 9 10 11 MID.

U.S. 27.9 46.9 6 1.

4

63.4 55.7 32.3 19.9

Eastern 33.5 52.4 67.8 66.2 51.

1

22.1 11.3

Central 46.4 65.

1

66.5 60.5 32.8 15.5 3.5

ZONE 7 AM

1\ sets in

8

use by

9

zones, December 1957, Monday thru Friday daytime

10 11 N 1 P.M. 2 3 5

U.S. 1.2 11.3 13.4 1C.1 21.0 20.0 16.0 15.1 17.6 22.7 23.0

Eastern 7.9 16.4 13.0 15.2 22.0 21.8 14.3 14.1 17.8 25.4 28.0

Central 8.8 20.0 20.7 24.1 21.4 19.9 17.3 18.8 23.3 21.3 26.2

Pacific 7.9 10.0 10.6 12.4 12.3 13.2 12.5 7.8 13.4 18.8 25.8

How much of the viewers' time do network sponsors get?
"i

: ,:..."V; "-;:.
. ;i; ;:::i!r: !;;;;!;:;; ..: .; w,

' "

1958: 52.5% to network sponsored programs

1957: 49.5% to network sponsored programs

47.5% to all other programs

50.5% to all other programs

Nldied Teleililon Indci. Feb. each y 1 shows, network suslainers.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



REACHING FOR THE TOP 20 MARKETS ?

there's only one

way to cover the 19th* Market

and that's wjac-tv
Take the top 20 of the 100 major TV

markets and you're bound to include the

Johnstown-Altoona area . . . ranked No.

19. And in this Johnstown-Altoona total

coverage area, WJAC-TV is far, far ahead

in station share of audience. In fact, the

most recent A. R. B. Study (Nov. 6-12,

1957) shows WJAC-TV leading its nearest

rival, WFBG-TV, by 2 to 1, 3 to 1 .. .

even 4 to 1 in some time segments.

No hokum, or figure-juggling here . . .

you can check all the facts for yourself

in this authoritative A. R. B. Study. You'll

agree WJAC-TV is the buy ... for com-

manding coverage of an important

market!

Get the hard, cold facts

from your KATZ man!

*Top 100 TV Markets—Television Age May 19, 1958.



TELEVISION VIEWING HABITS

How does the tv viewing level vary with time of day?

Homes using tv by hours of day d in in- the average winter day

Viewing figures below represent

four-week average during Jan.-Feb.

L958, come from Nielsen Tv Index.

Data tn (> p.m. arc for Mon.-Fri.

Nighttime data are for full week.
Homes figures cover all those

viewing during the hour

Daytime, Mon.-Fri. Nighttime, Sun.-Sat.

N. Y. time % Homes (000) N. Y. time % Homes (000) N. Y. time % Homes (000)

6-7 a.m. 0,4 170 Noon-1 p.m. 25.0 10,625 6-7 p.m. 45.4 19,295

7-8 3.7 1,573 1-2 23.9 10,158 7-8 58.2 24,735

8-9 10,5 4,463 2-3 22.5 9,563 8-9 67.2 28,560

9-10 13.5 5,738 3-4 26.0 11,050 9-10 68.8 29,240

10-11 17.5 7,438 4-5 31.5 13,388 10-11 59.8 25,415

11-noon 23.0 9,775 5-6 36.4 15,470 11 -mid, 37.6 15,980

What per cent of homes watch tv by months of the year?

using tv
; Hill! % lomes viewing 6 e .m.-6 p.rn. (M-F) % home * viewing 6 p.m.-rinid. (all la>0

1 60

I 50

40 —
30 -

20 —
g , = g

10 1

April 1957 May 1957 1957 July 1957 Aug. 1957 Sept. 1957 Oct. 1957 1957 Dec. 1957 Jan. 1958 Feb. 1958 Mar. 1958 Apr 1958
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The FABULOUS
WTIC-TV STORY

Began broadcasting September 23, 1957.

Within 60 days, achieved the 2nd highest

share of audience in the nation for an

independent station competing

in a market where all networks are

represented.

ARB, November 1957.

Greatest number of multi-weekly shows

among the top ten in the Hartford

Metropolitan Area.

Telepulse, February 1958.

Greatest number of Metropolitan

Area quarter hour wins

following WTIC-TV daily sign on.

Nielsen, March 1958.

and it keeps getting

better all the time!

YOU CAN SELL PROSPEROUS
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND BEST ON

WTIC-TV
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT

Represented nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

New York, Chicago, Boston, San Francisco, Atlanta



TELEVISION VIEWING HABITS

What's average viewing time morning, afternoon, evening?

Average hours of viewing per home per day by day parts*

Night Afternoon Morning Total hours

Monday-Friday 3 hrs. 35 min. 1 hr. 33 min. 39 min. 5 hrs. 47 min.

Saturday 4 hrs. 3 min. 1 hr. 52 min. 47 min. 6 hrs. 42 min.

Sunday 3 hrs. 46 min. 1 hr. 52 min. 16 min. 5 hrs. 54 min.

All Days 3 hrs. 41 min. 1 hr. 38 min. 37 min. 5 hrs. 56 min.

•*oi itcK Nielsen Television in. lex, Nov.-Dec. 1937.

How does

tv viewing vary

by seasons?

Peak viewing audiences of television are al-

most double those during the summer when

watching tv is at a low point. To get a fully-

rounded picture, however, the summer view-

ing level should be compared with the annual

average since the January figure is not typical

of the year. It should also be pointed out

that some summer periods actually record a

higher sets-in-use figure than during the win-

ter. This is especially true during late night

periods. Note that figures at left are per aver-

age minute, do not show tv's full audience.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



"Billion Dollar Pocketbook"

PAULDING

•Paulding •HANCOCK
Findlay

Bucytu:

CRAWFORD

TOLEDO RANKS HIGH IN THE NATION'S LEADING MARKETS

14th in Buying Power per Family $5,419.00

39th in Total Effective Buying Power $3,119,882,000.00*

50th in Population 1 ,743,600

(source: 1958 Sales Mgr., Survey of Buying Power)

THIS IS JUST PART OF THE STORY ... GET THE COMPLETE PICTURE

OF THE TOLEDO "BILLION DOLLAR POCKETBOOK"

I'O WSPD-TV
I MM JHB /^/S^M^ Represented Nationally I

TOLEDO,

^1^1^ LWjA byFATZ
I OHIO

july 1958 203



TELEVISION VIEWING HABITS

How does daily tv viewing vary by months?

Average hours of viewing per tv home per day*

April 1957 May 1957 |une 1957 July 1957 Aug. 1957 Sept. 1957 Oct. 1957 Nov. 1957 Dec. 1957 Jan. 1958 Feb. 1958 Mar. 1958

How does U. S. audience composition vary by parts of the day?

Television's viewers*

MEN 1.6 3.9 17.3

WOMEN 6.0 10.5 22.0

TEENS 0.7 2.1 6.5

CHILDREN 4.8 6.7 13.7

TOTAL 13.1 23.2 59.5

I., .hum in:.* an. I NT I Nsl \.,ii.>ii;. osltlon November-December 1957

TV AND RADIO BASICS



Now - More Than Ever One Station Provides Complete Coverage .

Why take chances on having your sales story scrambled by
too many cooks ... at higher than necessary costs! Get the

full top-quality coverage of this FOUR BILLION DOLLAR
MARKET with WNEM-TV.

See Your Petryman

WNEM-TV
NATIONAL SALES OFFICES

FLINT STUDIOS
BISHOP AIRPORT, FLINT, MICHIGAN

OPERATIONS OFFICES
SAGINAW-BAY CITY STUDIOS

5700 BECKER RD., SAGINAW, MICHIGAN



TELEVISION VIEWING HABITS

What's the Daylight Saving Time picture?
mm mi:

1

! iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

How llie top 100 metropolitan markets are affected by Daylight Saving Time changes

(Information as of April 1958) *

Market Winter Summer MARKET
behind Market Win
EDST MARKET behind

EDST

49 EST EDST Akron 41 CST CST

40 EST EDST Albany-Schenectady-Troy 25 EST EST

51 EST EDST Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton 16 CST CDST Milwaukee

20 EST EST 13 CST CDST Minneapolis-St. Paul

86 EST EST Augusta . 1 82 CST CST Mobile 2

83 P-T PDST Bakersfield 3 63 CST CST Nashville 2

12 EST EDST Baltin 34 EST EDST New Haven-Waterbury .

33 CST CST 22 CST CST

6 EST EDST Boston .
1 EST EDST New York-N. E. New Jersey .

35 EST EDST Bridgeport-Stamford-Norwalk 43 EST EST Norfolk-Portsmouth

60 CST CST Brownsville-Harlingen-McAllen 56 CST CST

14 EST EDST Buffalo 53 CST CST Omaha ..

73 EST EDST Canton 81 CST CDST Peoria

68 EST EDST Charles 4 EST EDST Philadelphia

99 EST EST 46 MST MST

EST EST Chattanooga 8 EST EDST Pittsburgh

2 CST CDST Chic 23 PST PST

17 EST EST 75 EST EDST Poughkeepsie-Newburgh-Beacon

11 EST EDST Cleveland 27 EST EDST Providence-Pawtucket

100 EST EST Columbus, Ga. 90 EST EDST Reading

32 EST EST 61 EST EST

94 CST CST Corpus Christi

21 CST CST

88 CST CST Davenport-Rock Island-Moline ..

44 EST EST

26 MST MST Denver

4? EST EDST
"54 PST PDST 3

67 MST MST Salt Lake City . 3

36 CST CST San Antonio ... _ 2

29 PST PDST San Bernardino-R verside-Ontario 3

92 ( sT CST Des Moines ..._. 2 19 PST PDST San Diego 3

5 EST EST Detroit 1 7 PST PDST San Francisco-Oakland 3

85 CST CDST Duluth-Superior _ 1 47 PST PDST 3

79 MST MST El Paso ... 3

98 EST EDST Erie

57 EST EDST Fall River-New Bedford

65 EST EST Flint _ 1

45 CST CST 2

70 PST PDST 3

66 EST EST Grand Rapids 1

72 EST EDST Harrisburg

30 EST EDST Hartford-New Britain ....

52 HST HST Honolulu 6

15 CST CST Houston 2

87 EST EST Huntington-Ashland 1

31 CST CDST Indianapolis 1

55 EST EST 1 ii ksom i J If _ 1

78 EST EDST Johnstown . .

18 CST CST 2

62 EST EST Knoxville 1

96 EST EDST Lancaster

97 CST CST 1 ittle Rock-North Little Rock _ 2

3 PST I'DST - 1 ong Beach 3

CST CDST
•801 ttl i

93 EST EDST Scranton

24 PST PST Seattle .. . 4

91 CST CST 2

95 CST CDST South Bend 1

84 PST PST Spokane 4

48 EST EDST

9 CST CDST St. Louis 1

58 EST EDST

76 PST PST Tacoma 4

37 EST EST Tampa-St. Petersburg 1

50 EST EST Toledo 1

89 EST EDST Trenton

71 CST CST Tulsa 2

77 EST EDST

10 EST EDST Washington, D. C

64 EST EDST Wheeling-Steubenville

CST CST 2

59 EST EDST Wilkes-Barre—Hazleton ....

69 EST EDST Wilmington

38 EST EDST Worcester

39 EST EDST Youngstown



IN MILWAUKEE

th. BIG MOVIE
is on WISN-TV

Monday - Friday, 10:10 P.M. Saturday, 9 P.M.

flRSTTVWOWJNGS^
IN THIS MARKET

Johnny Belinda Destination Tokyo

To Have and Have Not Kings' Row

The Corn Is Green Dark Victory

Now Voyager The Adventures of Robin Hood

Sergeant York The Fighting 69th

3 Men on a Horse They Died With Their Boots On

Anthony Adverse White Banners

Little Caesar The Horn Blows at Midnight

The Treasure of Sierra Madre and over 400 more

For BIG RESULTS in Milwaukee see your

Petry man for availabilities in this

blockbusting package.

WISN-TVl
Basic ABC Affiliate



NETWORK PROGRAMING TRENDS

What types of shows do audiences spend most of their time with?*

Per cenl of all viewing time average home spends watching network show types

CENERAL
30 min.

DRAMA
60-90 min.

VARIETY
30 min. 60 min.

WES
30 min.

TERN
60 min.

ADVEN-
TURE

SITUATION
COMEDY

QUIZ
& AUD.

SUSPENSE
DRAMA

INFOR-
MATION MISC.

Winter 1955- '56 9% 13% 8% 16% 4% % 4% 16% 11% 5% 5% 9%

Winter 1956- '57 7 15 6 18 6 1 6 15 11 5 4 6

Winter 1957-58 16

Figures are from Nielsen Tv Index, cover sponsored shows at

night, result from two factors: (ll total number of hours

for each type of programing: on the air, 1 2) total amount
of time -pent by average home in viewing each type of show.

Note particularly how Westerns compare with audiences to

variety and situation comedy, with the 60-minute Western

getting half the audience of the 30-minute. Biggest gain is

in Westerns, suspense drama; loss, 60- to 90-minute drama.

What are the average ratings for various types of shows?

EVENING

Nielsen total audience— 33.2

37.3

30 8

32.6

Nielsen average audience - -

31 5

24.6

30.8

26.5
27.5

24.0

25.4
24 5

20.4

24.4

23.7

22 9

20.8
22.4

18 9

19 2 180

17.2
16.2

shows 6 6 13 22 10 4 11 14 8 13 10 99 23

CHILDREN'S DAYTIME
One-a-week Mul

14.9
14.7

7.3

-

ADULT MON.-FRI. DAYTIME

Other programs

9.9
9.1

8.7

No. of shows 5 8 1 No. of shows 11 34 4

Killings are fro Nielsen Television Index, cover the families reached during two weeks ending 25 January 1958.

TV AND RADIO BASICS |



KOTV
TULSA

When you use KOTV ® Tulsa, you sell a television market

• Total Retail Sales are greater than Metropolitan Dallas.

. Effective Buying Income is almost $2,000,000,000.

live Sales are greater than Metropolitan Oklahoma City, Omaha ai

Nashville combined.

Smart advertisers want to tap this market. They do it over

KOTV f$ the station that has been first in Tulsa in every

survey since 1949. Represented by Petry.

KGUL-TV
HOUSTON

A television market is more than a city

When you use KGUL-TV ® Houston ... you sell a quarter

of Texas-a television market whose:

• Total Retail Sales are greater than Metropolitan Washington.
• Effective Buying Income is over $3,840,000,000.

• Food Sales are greater than Metropolitan Cleveland.

Smart advertisers want to tap this market. They do

it over KGUL-TV ® the only station delivering city-grade

Copyrighted . . . Sales Managi

WANE^TV
FORT WAYNE

television market is more than a city

• Total Retail Sales are twice those of Metropolitan Nashville.

• Effective Buying Income is over $1,380,000,000.

Smart advertisers want to tap this market. They do

it over WANE-TV ® as more families watch WANE-TV than

any other station in the billion-dollar all-UHF

Fort Wayne Market. Represented by Petry.

Sources: Area ARB 11/57; TV Mag. 3/58;
Copyrighted . . . Sales Management 1958

WISH-TV
INDIANAPOLIS

A television market is mure than a city

When you use WISH-TV® Indianapolis, you sell a televi-

Total Retail Sales are greater than Metropolitan Buffalo and Kansas City combined.
• Effective Buying Income is almost $5,000,000,000.

• Food Sales are equal to Metropolitan Milwaukee and Cincinnati combined.

Represented by Bollinj

THE CORINTHIAN STATIONS Responsibility m Broadcasting

KOTV Tulsa • KGUL-TV Houston • WANE & WANE-TV Fort Wayne • WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis

July 1958 209



NETWORK PROGRAMING TRENDS

To what extent

have network line-

ups increased?

The shows chosen at right to il-

lustrate the trend in network tv

lineups were among the top 25 ac-

cording to Januan 1957 and 1958

American Research Bureau ratings

of shows on the air both periods.

As the figures show, there was a

trend toward increased lineups.

Program

No. of stati

Ian. 1957 Ian. 1958

No. of stations

added

Ed Sullivan 169

137

150

151

135

176

149

141

173

162

182

209

106

100

177

95

110

117

165

187

109

158

203

149

189

1 58

151

157

146

180

161

174

158

134

197

202

86

108

185

174

169

116

164

176

130

158

181

158

20
21

1

6

11

4

12

33
-15
-28

15

- 7

-20
8

8

79
59

1

- 1

-11
21

22
9

G. E. Theatre

Shower of Stars

Alfred Hitchcock

$64,000 Question .....

You Bet Your Life

Disneyland .,

Godfrey's Talent Scouts

People Are Funny

Lawrence Welk

Lassie

What's My Line .

Red Skelton

S64.000 Challenge .....

Your Hit Parade .....

Phil Silvers .....

Wyatt Earp

Gunsmoke __

Ernie Ford ._

The Millionaire

What's the audience composition of show types?

Viewers per set from Trendex, Inc., top 20 market analysis, March 1958

1
1 Myst.,

Drama 1 Drama
, Spec. itu. Adv. 1 crime, 1 Sports West. Quiz, Child. I Inter.

Vl hr. |hr.-mo e prog. cm. | ser. 1 Pol.
1

SP6CS
|

panel
1

shows
|

shows

0.78 0.80 0.89 0.83 0.70 0.76 0.85 1.22 0.89 0.80 0.69 0.78

Women E06 1.12 1.11 1.14 1.02 0.82 1.03 0.69 0.92 1.11 0.75 1.05

Children 0.40 0.21 0.82 0.62 0.92 0.99 0.53 0.17 0.91 0.43 1.48 0.25

Teens 2.16 2.82 2.50 2.01 2.57 2.11 2.08 2.72 2.34 2.92 2.08

epoi because of nsufficient data.
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AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
MARCH 1958 REPORT

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

TIME PERIODS

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m. to midnight
SATURDAY

8:30 a.m. to midnight

SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. to midnight

TOTALS

Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo and th
ARB's opinion this sample includes ~i

Kent County, and 67% of the popular

BUT... You Need WKZ0-TV

For Astronomical Results

In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!

NEW MARCH 1958 ARB FIGURES, left, prove that

WKZO-TV dominates the Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
television audience — morning, afternoon and night . . .

seven days a week!

WKZO-TV is Channel 3 — telecasts with 100,000 watts

from 1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS Television

Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids — serves more than

600,000 television homes in one of America's top-ZO TV
markets!

*Last seen in 1910 — due again in 1986.

WKZ0TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

AveryKnodel, Inc., Exclusive National Represenfatives



NETWORK PROGRAMING TRENDS

How do

summer replace-

ments affect

show ratings?

Shows at right were the top 25

according to American Research

Bureau Januar) ratings. Where
summer rating is shown with an

asterisk (*), it means show is

summer replacement. All other

shows either continued through

the summer or had re-runs. Av-

erage audience figures show view-

ing levels suffer with replace-

ments. Six shows replaced, with

the summer offerings, follow: /

Love Lucy-Those Whiting Girls;

Perry Como-Julius La Rosa; De-

cember Bride-Richard Diamond:
Red Skelton-Spotlight Playhouse;

) our Hit Parade-Adventure The-

atre: Ernie Ford-High-Low.

Ian. '57

rating
Ian. 57

(000)
C °

July '57

(000)

July '57

homes reached 1
(000)

Ed Sullivan 59.0 20,940 31.4 11,810

l Love Lucj 51.9 18,430 18.5* 6,890

IVn\ Como 46.0 16,110 20.1* 7,300

G. E. Theatre 44.0 15,580 24.8 9,090

Showei oi Stars 1 Climax 1 42.6 14,695 21.6 8,085

Alfred Hitchcock 42.3 14,400 27.1 9,730

$64,000 Question 40.8 14,510 35.2 13,330

You Bet Your Life 40.1 13,690 23.6 8,860

Disneyland 39.8 12,410 17.7 6,370

Godfrey's Talent Scouts 39.4 13,850 22.7 8,440

People Arc Funin 37.9 13,280 17.4 6,400

I*ve Got A Secret 37.0 13,090 31.9 12,050

Lawrence Welk 36.6 12,630 30.2 10,990

Lassie 35.9 10,970 19.3 6,470

What's My Line 35.9 11,680 31.2 10,760

December Bride 34.9 11,560 18.9* 7,130

Red Skelton 34.9 11,270 20.6* 6,960

Burns and Allen 34.3 11,480 19.2 7,110

$64,000 Challenge .... 33.8 1,440 27.7 9,860

Your Hit Parade 33.5 11,800 14.6* 5,410

Phil Silvers .... 33.3 11,870 17.4 6,550

Wyatt Earp 33.1 1,090 24.9 8,420

32.9

31.9

11,440

11,550

34.0

16.9*

12,460

6,450

31.3 11,050 19.9 7,470

12,110 9,171

Average for shows replaced in summer 13,453 6,690

What types of shows do best in competitive markets?

in i ii mum in i! 111:1111

Average ratings in the top 20 markets*

Program type

and special features

• hour

Drama, houi oi more

oragf rating! lnrlu.li- only those r

18.5

18.3

27.3

15.9

17.0

13.8

Program type

Mystery, crime, police drai

Sports spectacles

Western drama __. ..

Quiz an/I panel shows

Children's shows

shows

l and March 1959 >•

Rating

17.0

10.1

22.2

19.8

15.4

14.0

TV AND RADIO BASICS



341,814 Dick Wellings..

Dick works at one of the 500 major oil

companies that headquarter in Tulsa and
make it the "Oil Capital of the World."

Smart advertisers reach the 341,814 families

in this market over KOTV @ the station

that has been first in Tulsa in every survey

since 1949- Represented by Petry

Sources: 23 ARB, Telepulse surveys;

TV Mag. 7/58.

583,192 Larry Egans...

Larry is a plant manager for a local food
packer. He and his family symbolize the

583,192 families that make up the Houston
market which accounts for 'A of all the

income, sales and business in the state

of Texas.

To reach and sell these families . . . use

KGUL-TV @ ... the only station

delivering city-grade service to Houston and
Galveston. Represented by CBS Spot Sales.

Sources: TV Mag. 7/58.

o

203,300 Bill Wagners.

.

763,232 Jim Hookers...

Bill is a skilled machinist in a factory

manufacturing agricultural machinery. He
and his family are representative of the

203,300 families that make Fort Wayne
the nation's No. 1 test market.

Smart advertisers reach this market over

WANE-TV ® because more families

watch WANE-TV than any other station

in the billion-dollar all-UHF Fort Wayne
market. Represented by Petry.

Sources: Area ARB, 11/57; TV Mag. 7/58.

WISH-TV
INDIANAPOLIS

Jim is a skilled technician with one of the

large pharmaceutical companies in

Indianapolis. He is typical of the

763,232 families that make Indianapolis the

nation's 14th television market.

Smart advertisers reach the Jim Hookers
over WISH-TV © the station that has

dominated the Indianapolis market in 25

consecutive surveys. Represented by Boiling.

Sources: All ARB, Telepulse, Nielsen

surveys since July 1955; TV Mag. 7/58.

THE CORINTHIAN STATIONS Responsibility in Broadcasting

KOTV Tulsa • KGUL-TV Houston • WANE & WANE-TV Fort Wayne • WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis
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NETWORK PROGRAMING TRENDS

What has been the

trend in network

show lengths?

Figures cover sponsored shows, are

from Nielsen Television Index. Most

obvious increase is in 30-minute shows

—a rise from 161 to 179 in one year

Nighttime tv net programing, hrs. per month by program duration

TYPE SPRING 1958 SPRING 1957 SPRING 1956

15-min.
programs 7 20 16

30-min.
programs 179 161 174

60-min.
programs 105 112 74

90-min.
programs 9 18 12

Total hours 300 311 276

Nighttime n

TYPE

et tv programing

SPRING 1958

hours per month by

SPRING 1957

sponsorship type

SPRING 1956

Full 146 164 160

Alternating 91l/
2 85 91

Part'pating 4614 37 25

Co-sponsor 16 25 *

Total hours

•Not significant.

300 311 276

SllUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

What has been the

trend in alternate

sponsorship?

Data from Nielsen Television Index

show that alternate sponsorship is in-

creasing to some extent, participations

more so. Full sponsorship predominates

What were the

top-rated shows

this past season?

Shows, listed alpl betically, made A.

( .. Nielsen I op I en lisl as

Ik i. L957. Note variety in favorites

Nielsen Top Tens

Alfred Hitchcock Presents Gunsmoke Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz

Annie Get Your Gun Guy Lombardo Show Orange Bowl Game
Bob Hope Show Have Gun, Will Travel Perry Como Show

Danny Thomas Show

DuPont Show of the Month

Ed Sullivan Show

Holiday in Las Vegas

I've Got a Secret

Jack Benny Show

Pro-Football Champ. Game

Rose Bowl Game

Sugarfoot

G. E. Theatre Jerry Lewis Show Tales of Wells Fargo

<;\1 50th Anniversary Show Wyatt Earp

TV AND RADIO BASICS
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COMING FOR FALL!

A EQl TV OUTLET
for rich 1A-ARKLAND''

(NORTH LOUISIANA and

SOUTH ARKANSAS)

Centered in a prosperous

Oil and Timber belt.

IMS You're in like Flynn on Channel

Representatives:
Richard O'Connell, New York, Chicago

Clarice Brown, Dallas, Atlanta

m
SPONSOR • 19 JULY 1958
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atits report on syndicated and feature film .
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Page 222

232

a rn page for highlights and index



TELEVISION and INDUSTRIAL FILM

Custom

Designed

1LW PRODUCTIONS. INC

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N . Y.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



FILM HIGHLIGHTS
Major regional advertisers, with big budgets, have become the backbone of film syndication. Although

stations themselves make the majority of sales to local and national accounts, the regional client buys on a

program basis: a single series in a package for all markets (see page 222).

There's an unabated—and continuing demand—from stations for quality half-hour film shows. Even

though the supply of feature film is nowhere near the run-out point, stations are eager to get new and audi-

ence-catching film properties (see page 223).

Thematic grouping is the big trend in the sale of feature films. A packager groups several together

under a generic title and thus gives the advertiser and the station a much more merchandisable vehicle on

which to promote sponsor identification and sales. This also builds a steady audience (see page 223).

The last of the Hollywood majors has come into the feature film fold with the sale of the Paramount

properties earlier this year. There's still a clamor for post-'48 movies, of course, but no one has a firm

answer as to when these will be available to tv. Many think the only time these will become available in bulk

is through liquidation of the big studios (see page 223).

Agencies and their commercial film producers seem to be contradictory in their approach to the final

film sales product. On the one hand, clients want costs trimmed. They're using fewer actors, fewer close-

tips, more on-location shooting, less animation. But, on the other, they're sailing for bigger and grander

production commercials which require elaborate sets and staging, intricate production. It resolves itself

along these lines: when they spend money, they really spend it! But most of the time they're not spending

that much (see page 228).

FILM BASICS
Articles Page

Film sponsors: Chart showing the 292 clients who are leading film show buyers and prospects 220

Status report: Syndicated film. Patterns of syndication plus an adjacent story on feature film 222

Syndicated film: Status report in question-and-answer form covering all phases of the industry 224

Film commercials: After a slump, an upswing. With status report in question-and-answer form 226

Charts
Number of major market syndicated features and the "top 10" 232

•Growth of syndicated film in dollar sales and in number of film hours.. 233

Conversion of minutes to footage - - 234

Multi-market time costs for half-hour films__ 235



FILM BASICS

FILM SPONSORS

These 292 clients are leading film show buyers—and prospects
4

Adell Chemical Co.
Affiliated Super Markets

Albers Super Markets

American Bakeries

American Brewery, Inc.

American Brewing Company
American Chicle Company
American Home Products Corp.
American Motors
American Safety Razor Co.
American Stores Co.
American Tel. & Tel.

American Tobacco Co.
American Trust Co.
Anchor San. & American Heating
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.

Armour & Co.
Ashland Oil & Aetna Co.
Associated Hospital Service &

United Medical Service

Associated Products, Inc.

Atchison-Topeka-Santa Fe

Atlanta Gas Light Co.
Atlantic Refining Co.

Ballantinc, P. & Sons
Bardahl Oil Co.
Bavarian Brewing Co.
Bayuk Cigar Co.
Beatrice Foods Co.
Bekin's Van & Storage Co.
Bell Bakeries, Inc.

Bell Tel. Co. of Penn.

Best Foods, Inc.

Bethlehem Steel Co.
Blatz Brewing Co.
Block Drug Co.
Blue Plate Foods, Inc.

Bond Stores

Border

D-X Sunroy Oil Co.

Dean Milk Co.
Drewry's, Ltd.

Du Pont, E. I., De Nem

Eastern Air Lines

Eastman Kodak Co.
Englander Co. Dealers

Esslinger's, Inc.

Esso Standard Oil Co.

Factor, Max & Co.

Fair Stores, Inc.

Falstaff Brewing Corp.

Father John's Medicine
Food Fair Stores

Ford Motor Co.

Ford Motor Co. Region

Foremost Dairies, Inc.

Frito Co. Distributors

Frontier Foods Corp.

Fuller, W. P. & Co.
Furr's Food Stores

G. H.
E & J

Gener

P. Cigar
Gallo Winery

>ral Electric Co.
iral Electric Co. Distributors

ral Foods Corp.

•ral Motors Corp.
>ral Motors Regional Dealers

ral Tire & Rubber Co.
:see Brewing Co.
t Food Stores

s C. Gill Co.

Great A&P Tea Co.
dieck Bros. Brewing Co.
er Brewing Co.

t Co.
Braun Baking Co.
Bristol-Myers Co.
Burger Brewing Co.
Burgermeister Brewing Corp.

Cabell's Dairies
Campbell Soup Co.
Canada Dry Co. Bottlers

Canadian Breweries, Ltd.

Carling Brewing Co.
Carling Brewing Co. Distributors

Carnation Co.
Carter Oil Co.
Carter Products, Inc.

Champlin Oil & Refining Co.
Chesebrough-Ponds, Inc.

Chesty Foods, Inc.

Christian Science Committee
Chrysler Corp.
Chrysler Corp. Regional Dealers
Chunky Chocolate Corp.
Cities Service Co. Distributors
Clairol, Inc.

Coca-Cola Co. Bottlers

Colgate-Palmolive Co.
Colonial Stores, Inc.

Commonwealth Edison Co.
Consolidated Edison Co.
Consumer Drug Co.
Consumers Co-op Assn.
Continental Baking Co.
Continental Oil Co.
Coors, Adolph, Brewing Corp.
Corn Products Refining Co.
Custom Products

ire companies which spent 150,000 01 for spol u programs
during 1957, according to TvB. Th. progi ii lude both syndicated
film and local live, preponderant!) the former. \„> client who bought

Hall, Robert Clothes
Theo. Hamm Brewing Co.
Heidelberg Brewing Co.
H. J. Heinz Co.
Hekman Biscuit Co.
Holsum Baking Bakeries

Home Savings & Loan Co.
H. P. Hood & Sons
Household Finance Corp.
Hudepohl Brewing Co.
Humble Oil & Refining Co.

Independent Grocers Alliance
International Shoe Co.
Interstate Bakeries

Iowa Electric Light & Power

Jackson Brewing Co.
Jackson Brewing Co. Distributors

Johnson & Johnson

Katz Drug Co.
Kellogg Co.
Keystone Steel & Wire Co.
Kimberly-Clark Corp.
Kitchens of Sara Lee
Knudsen Creamery Co.
S. S. Kresge Co.
Kroger Co.

Labott, John, Ltd.
Langendorf United Bakeries
LaRosa. V., & Sons, Inc.

Lee Optical Co.
Lee Tire & Rubbe Corp
Leonard Refineries

Lever Bros. Co.
Lewis Food Co.
Libby, McNeil & Libby
Liebmann Brewerie

Liggett & Myers T obacco
Lion Oil Co.
Lone Star Brewing Co.
Lone Star Gas Co
Lorillard, P., & Cc
Lucky Lager Brewi rig Co

Reynolds, R. J., Tobac

Richfield Oil Corp.
Richman Bros. Co.
Ritchie, Harold F., In

Roberts, Rev. Oral

Ronzc mi Co.

Mayer, Oscar, & Co.
McDaniel's Market
Mennen Co.
Michigan Bakeries, Inc.

Miles Laboratories

Miller Brewing Co.
r Brewing Co. Distributors

Mol , Ltd.

Montgomery Ward & Co.
Morris, Philip & Co.
Mueller, C. F., Co.

Narragansett Brewing Co.
National Air"

Natio t Co.

Rozen, Raymond, Co.
Ruppert, Jacob, Brewery

Rust-Oleum Corp.

S&W Fine Foods Inc.

Safeway Stores

Sav-On Drug Stores

Schaefer, F. & M., Brewing Co.

Schlitz, Joseph E., Brewing Co.

Schlitz Distributors

Schluderberg, W..-T. J. Kurdle C

Schmidt, C, & Sons, Inc.

Schoenling Brewing Co.
Schonbrunn, S. A., & Co., Inc

Scott Paper Co.
Scudder Food Products

Sealy Mattress Co. Dealers

Sears Roebuck & Co.
Serta Assoc. Inc. Dealers

Seven-Up Co. Bottlers

Shell Oil Co.
Sicks Rainier Brewing Co.
Signal Oil Co.
Simmons Co. Dealers

Sinclair Refining Co.
Slenderella International Salon

Socony Mobil Oil Co.
Southern Spring Bed Co.
Speedway Petroleum Corp.

Squirt Co. Bottlers

Standard Brands, Inc.

Standard Food Markets

Standard Oil Co. of California

Standard Oil Co. of Indiana

Standard Oil Co. of Ohio
Standard Oil Co. of Texas

Star-Kist Foods, Inc.

State Farm Mutual Insurance C

Sterling Drug, Inc.

Stroh Brewing Co.
Studebaker-Packard Corp.

Sun Drug Co.
Sunshine Biscuit Co.
Swift & Co.

Table Talk Pie Co.
Texas Electric Service Co.
Texas State Optical Co.
Thrift Drug Co.
Top Value Enterprises

Uddo & Taormino Co.
United Cigar-Whelan Stores

United Fuel Gas Co.

U. S. Borax & Chemical Corp.

U. S. Rubber Co.
United Vintners, Inc.

Walgreen Co.
Wander Co.
Ward Drug Co.
Warner-Lambert Pharma. C

Welch Grape Juice Co.
West End Brewing Co.
Western Auto Supply Co.
Westgate-Calif. Tuna Canning (

White Cross Sleep Products

White King Soap Co.
George Wiedemann Brewing C
Wildroot Co., In<

Wilson & Co., In

local program time in quantity, however, is obviously a likely film shi

prospect as well. For list of clients' total spot tv expenditures plus t

spending of their individual brands, see separate story in Film Basil

...„j| Brewing Co.
National Health Aids
National Tea Co.
Nationwide Insurance Co.
Nehi Corp. Bottlers

Nestle Co.
New England Provision Co.
New York Telephone Co.
Nic-L-Silver Battery Co.
Northwestern Drug Co.

O-Cedor Corp.
Oertel Brewing Co.
Ohio Bell Telephone Co.
Ohio Fuel Gas Co.
Ohio Oil Co.
Oklahoma Oil Co.
Old Judge Coffee Co.
Olympia Brewing Co.
Omaha Public Power Distribute

Pabst Brewing Co.
Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
Pan-American World Airways
Paxton & Gallagher Co.
Pearl Brewing Corp.
Pepsi Cola Co. Bottlers

Petersen Baking Co.
Pfeiffer Brewing Co.
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

Phillips Petroleum
Piel Bros., Inc.

Pillsbury Mills, Inc.

Pittsburgh Brewing Co.
Prince Macaroni Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Pure Oil Co.

Quaker
Ouality

Oats Co
Bakers of

Radio Corp. of A
Ralston-Purina Co
Rath Packing Co.
Red Top Brewing



Symbol

of fine

television

films

OFFICIAL
FILMS

Inc.

The Adventures of Robin Hood — Network

The Adventures in Sherwood Forest — Syndication

The Buccaneers

Sword of Freedom

The Big Story

Decoy

My Little Margie

Star Performance

The American Legend

Trouble With Father

The Star And The Story

Dateline Europe

Overseas Adventure

Cross Current

Rocky Jones, Space Ranger

My Hero

Colonel March of Scotland Yard

The Hunter

Willy

The Scarlet Pimpernel

NEW YORK . ATLANTA
BEVERLY HILLS • CHICAGO

CINCINNATI • DALLAS • FAYETTEVILLE
FT. LAUDERDALE • MINNEAPOLIS

SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS



FILM BASICS

Status report: syndicated film

tdventure still rides high, merchandisability is major factor

in buying, time clearances are syndicators' biggest problem

ilm syndication, over the past sev-

eral years, bas been a rapid!) expand-

ing business, suffering the growing

pains of an industry that mushrooms

overnight From all indications, the

mushrooming has subsided into a

slower steadier growth. Consequently,

you ran look forward to Btead) gains,

especiall) in its acceptance as a qual-

it\ medium by blue-chip advertisers.

Some of the broad trends that are

evident, a- well as the patterns that

bave already established themselves in

syndication, beavil) reflect this new,

stabler growth. To cite some of them:

• Regional advertisers of the same

ilk as the national blue chips have be-

come the backbone of syndication.

While most sales to local and na-

tional advertisers are made 1>\ the sta-

tions themselves, regional advertisers

are tending to buy on a programing

basis: a single series in one big pack-

age deal for all markets. This tenden-

cy bas helped significantl) in the sta-

bilization of the industry.

• [here's an increased tendency for

a large regional advertiser to stick with

a single vehicle for more than one

season.

The largest single basis a syndicator

has for going into a second year of

production is the renewal of its biggest

regional sponsor. Satisfaction with

ratings and sales results is effecting a

general trend toward this renewing of

a series for a second year.

To name a few recent renewals:

Continental Oil has brought CBS TV
Film's Whirlybirds into a second year

of production with its renewal of the

series in 65 markets; another CBS
show, Annie Oakley, is entering its

fourth year as a syndicated series,

thanks to renewal by Continental Bak-

ing in 90 markets: Highway Patrol, a

Ziv product, will have another year,

with Ballantine picking up the tab for

a second time in 25 markets; White

King Soap takes NTA's Sheriff of Co-

chise into another 39 episodes with its

guarantee of 38 markets; MCA is as-

sured of 71 markets covered when
Falstaff renews State Trooper (as it

plans to I in January, thus making an-

other year for the series worthwhile.

• National advertisers are leaning

more and more toward syndication as

an integral marketing tool.

Every company has its own particu-

lar marketing problems that can be

faced with a film series. For instance,

there are the national brewers, who
must compete regionally on a market-

ing basis with local breweries all

across the country. Consequently,

you'll find such nationals as Schlitz

and Budweiser heavy users of syndica-

tion in several markets.

What are some of the main market-

ing reasons national advertisers have

for supplementing their network fare?

Here's what top film buyers say. (1)

Syndicated programing lends itself well

to regional distribution and merchan-

dising situations. You can spot your

emphasis where you want it. (2) Syn-

dication is an excellent way of pro-

graming desirable non-network areas.

(3) Advertisers sometimes sell prod-

ucts under different labels in different

Promotional
,

|,„ p, rilIM _

Il *'
1 ' 1

-

S/l "
of Oregon

•""' ,{ Uinl ol a
nty sheriffs

Adventure series get frequent and favorable nods from national

and regional clients. Lloyd Bridges, star of Ziv's underwater series

Sea Hunt, works closely with sporting goods stores, their customers

TV AND RADIO BASICS



parts of the country. With spot pro-

graming, you can pitch your commer-

cials locally. (4) A syndicated pro-

gram, well merchandised, is a good

way to firm dealer relationships. (5)

Sponsoring a program—rather than

spot announcements—gives identifica-

tion to a specific brand within the com-

munity. (6) It is a good method with

Avhich to test market a product. (7)

It's a good way to strengthen weak

market positions.

There's little doubt that the blue chip

agencies still prefer to look upon film

syndication as strictly a supplementary

tool. But even these agencies admit to

an increasing number of inquiries from

clients about cost, quality and the gen-

eral feasibility of market-by-market

buying, and syndication.

• The demand for quality half-hour

programs by stations remains un-

abated.

In a cross-country sponsor check of

station managers and programers, the

most oft-echoed demand was for more

film product from syndicators. Also,

with the supply of feature film back-

logs virtually exhausted, and with new

stations beginning operations, this de-

mand will undoubtedly continue.

• Selling peaks are becoming less

It's no longer true that selling is

strictly a one-season proposition. Al-

though the greatest influx of new pilots

still comes in May, for fall starts, a

look at the series that have had suc-

cessful sales since 1 January of this

{Please turn to page 230)

Then and now of Tugboat Annie. Above:

famed Marie Dressier and Wallace Beery

from the old movie. Below: Minerva Urecal

and Walter Sande in TPA's syndicated series

bought in 125 markets by Lever Brothers

Feature film

Paramount is last

major studio to release

feature films to tv.

Product supply is

plentiful and late-night

viewing is up 20%

In 1956, the feature march on tv be-

gan in triple-time, keeping up its pace

throughout 1957 and 1958. But this

year, two years after it started, it was

the beginning of the end of that march,

with the last of Hollywood's major film

studios releasing its entire pre-'48 film

catalog to tv.

Not that the bloom has worn off fea-

ture viewing. Late night viewing has

increased more than 20% (ARB) in

the past year, more than any other sin-

gle time period, and continues to rise

monthly. Nor are stations running out

of film. Solid stockpiles of feature

product have been accumulated by sta-

tions.

With the sale of the Paramount

package this year to MCA-TV for dis-

tribution, both stations and distribu-

tors could see an end to the feature

inflow—but not in the near future.

The big question this year was

"When are the major post-'48 films

coming?" As soon as the fate of

Paramount's backlog was decided, the

cry went up in Hollywood to hold back

the newer product. Yet, at the same

time, all the guilds that could possibly

be involved, began to make known
Avhat their residual demands would be.

Despite the furor, talk among New
York bankers who control Hollywood

finances concluded that the only way
the post-'48 features will become avail-

able in large lots is through liquidation

of the big studios.

As it stands now, the immediate fu-

ture of tv features is secure. With

Thematic grouping is big trend. Screen

Gems' successful Shock series of horror

films now expands to new Son of Shock

continuing good audiences, you can ex-

pect feature film spots to continue as

a premium buy, at premium rates.

Distributors are re-packaging their

packages into smaller anthologies and

thematic groupings, thus making them

more palatable to the smaller stations

and available as a program frame. For

an insight on just what the distant fu-

ture holds for tv feature films, here's a

rundown on major distributors:

• AAP, distributor of the entire

Warner library of 700 films, as well as

about 350 others, estimates it is about

50% sold, with the complete Warner
library in 35 markets. (Portions of it

have been sold in 125 markets.) The
Gold Mine Library, all non-Warner

product, has been sold in about 125

markets. To date, AAP has accrued

some $40 million in feature sales.

• MGM-TV, on the other hand, feels

it has reached about 85% of its total

potential, with sales so far amounting

to about $55 million. The 716-film

package has been completely sold in 80

top markets, partially in 25 others.

• Screen Gems, distributors of the

Columbia and Universal libraries to-

taling about 800 pictures, has released

only half of its stock, all in small

groupings. (The largest single group

—Hollywood Movie Parade—consisted

of 104 films.)

• NTA, with its 440 20th Century

features and others, estimates it is

about 60% sold out, with 140 films to

go. It has also concentrated on the

small package. ^



SYNDICATED FILM Q & A:

Syndicators still bet on the proven

^ Tht' majors are tending to stay with a sure thing, add-

ing program innovations spottily to vary their product

^ Time clearances are still a headache to everyone in-

volved in syndication. One way to solution: plan ahead

^ Film sellers are expanding into local-level, consumer-

catching merchandising to keep clients and stations happy

Q. What's new in syndication

programing for fall?

A. Insofar a~ film programing is con-

cerned, syndicators are sticking with

the proven product: the shows with im-

part, primaril) adventure and crime

series.

\ rundown on what some of the ma-

jor film distributors were pitching this

- 1 i i 1
1 j for first-run syndication for the

1958-1959 season reflects this point:

. CBS T\ Film Sales: Colonel

Flack, a corned) adventure: Exploring

Space, documentary adventure: Silent

Saber, Revolutionarj War adventure;

Border Patrol, adventure.

• I ilifornia National Productions:

Union Pacific, railroading adventure;
I- V

. Business, documentary

Press I ime, newspaper

Hammer and

•• // ///,-

NTA's Jury,
• rim. a

Businesi

era: Idventures oj U
i

renture.

• Official Films: Western Union,

western.

• Screen Gems: Rescue Squad, ad-

venture.

• Television Programs of America:

Adventures of Tugboat Annie, comedy
adventure; New York Confidential,

crime adventure.

• Ziv: Target, drama anthology;

Dial 999, adventure.

Q. How do re-runs rate as com-
pared with first-run properties?

A. Apparently re-runs lose little ap-

peal even though they have been aired

before. McCann-Erickson, after a suc-

cessful I top-rated show ) year with Es-

so's Golden Playhouse, a drama an-

thology that had been a network show,

made a qualitative study of the effec-

tiveness of the show. These were some
notable conclusions:

• Four out of five viewers were not

aware that the show had been aired on

network under another title.

• Although 20 per cent of the view-

- did know the show was a re-run.

and felt generally unfavorable about

I iewing depended almost

whollj on enjoyment of the program.

ingnote: Viewers favorable

I he reruns, however, took a

reater interest in the commercials.

• When viewers were informed of

the program status, they did not gen-

erally change their opinion of Golden

Playhouse.

Q. What types of programs are

currently available for syndication?

A. The following figures on types of

shows available this year, as compared
with a similar count made last year,

provide a good indication of the kind

of programing that has retained audi-

ence appeal. The data is based on

SRDS material as gathered by RKO
Television Research.

• The biggest increase, understand-

ably, is in adventure series, which grew

from 59 available in 1957 to 68 avail-

able this year.

• Next largest growth is in comedy
series, with 44 available against last

year's 37.

• There are 59 drama series cur-

rently available, an increase of only

one over last year.

• Big new trend is the historical ad-

venture, of which there were none last

year. This year, there are four series

available.

• Other types of series which have

increased in numbers over last year are

western (up two to a total of nine):

travel shows (up two, to 12); science

fiction (up one to five) and news and
commentary series (up one to nine).

Cartoon series, discussions, docu-

mentaries, religious programs and sci-

ence shows have remained the same

over the past year.

Q. What are film buyers most in-

terested in when purchasing a syn-

dicated series?

A. It depends on who the buyer is

and for what reason it's being pur-

chased.

A station is most interested in low

cost and high quality. An institutional
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adventure and crime series

advertiser wants a "prestige" show. A
national advertiser, supplementing his

network fare, looks for good time clear-

ances before anything else.

The most significant advertiser, the

regional marketer, wants primarily the

qualified rating: a high rating, with

an audience composition that suits his

product.

Q. What new selling plans have

been devised?

A. NTA and TPA are two majors

which have come up with selling plans

devised to help stations and advertis-

ers with local programing.

NTA offers its "double impact" and

"big night" programing concepts. Dou-

ble impact enables a sponsor to have a

show aired twice weekly in each mar-

ket at a low cost per thousand. Its big

night programing—through the NTA
network of a minimum of 115 stations

—offers 90 minutes of cleared time for

film programs (This Is Alice, Man
Without a Gun and How to Marry a

Millionaire) weekly, which advertisers

may buy on a network basis.

TPA's "programing-in-depth" plan

permits stations to buy from one to

10 programs at a time, with air start-

ing dates for the shows ranging from

one month to a year from the dates on

which contracts are signed.

Q. How can you clear time for

syndicated film?

A. This fall, film buyers expect to

have more trouble finding good time

clearances on network-affiliated stations

because of the rapid acceptance of

taping. With taping taking the place

of both live and film network pro-

grams, network shows could be aired

at the same time across the country,

cutting into much western prime time

currently available for syndication.

To make possible the best clearances,

here's what film buyers advise:

• If you think you or your client

will be interested in a syndicated film,

let stations and reps know about it.

They've a good idea as to what's avail-

able or possible.

• When you've selected a show, get

all the promotion material available

and send it to the stations in which

you're interested. A little advanced

selling on the potential of a series is a

good thing.

• Give the stations more than one

suitable time period. The program may
do well in a particular program block

even though the time period per se

doesn't sound so appealing.

• The series' syndicator might be

able to help clear time for you. too.

Syndicators themselves are also out in

the field working closely with stations

and local advertisers and are generally

close to the market situation.

• If you have merchandising or pro-

motion plans for the series, work close-

ly with the station and distributor.

Both are merchandising minded. They
know the market with which you're

dealing and can help build audiences.

• Work closely with your dealers

and distributors in the areas. Their

enthusiasm about a particular series

coupled with their knowledge of the lo-

cal tv stations might improve your time

clearances.

Q. What's the status of barter?

A. On a large scale, barter has about

run its course.

To the successful barterers — C&C,

Guild Films — it is a flourishing op-

eration.

But the large agencies, advertisers

and film distribtuors who investigated

or experimented with barter have been

generally disappointed. The feeling is

it will remain just about where it is:

in the fringes of fringe time.

Q. How about the costs of a pilot

film?

A. Costs on pilots have risen slightly

this year along with other production

costs. The pilot costs anywhere from
$40,000 up.

Q. How long does a sponsor nor-

mally remain with a single syndi-

cated series?

A. Spot programing advertisers are

tending more and more toward staying

with a single syndicated series for sev-

eral seasons. This comes from the Ziv

research department, which recently

made an analysis of its own shows.

Q. How do syndicators feel about
their function as a merchandising
aide?

A. Film distributors are convinced

that an important plus to a syndicated

series is in local and regional mer-

chandising. Because advertisers won't

pour too many dollars into promoting
their local shows, and syndicators feel

the difference between a happy and
not-so-happy client can be merchandis-

ing, the burden of supplying tools for

promotion falls on the film seller.

Q. To whom are the largest num-
ber of syndication sales made?

A. Dollar-for-dollar, largest syndica-

tion sales are to sponsors rather than

to stations.

Although advertisers would prefer to

buy directly from stations for a va-

riety of reasons (they feel this method
is less expensive and that stations are

in a better position to sign a short-

term contract because there's less of a

problem finding alternate-week spon-

sorships), stations are less inclined to

take risks on unsold product. ^



FILM COMMERCIALS: after a slump.

Major trends: more expensive commercials and

longer ones, better technical equipment and

facilities among producers, fewer actors,

less animation, more on-location shooting

I be strong move by advertisers and

agencies to put their sales messages on

film continues. For several years the

production swing has been in the di-

rection of film—as opposed to live

commercials.

And these commercials are of better

qualit) and more sales punch. Why?
Because agencies and advertisers are

spending enormous sums of money for

the editorial content of programing

and realize ever more forcefully that

the commercial content must not only

match hut exceed show quality. It's

the program which pulls the audience

but the commercial which sells it. The
more professional a commercial, the

more persuasi\e: the more persuasive,

the more merchandise moves from

shelves and -how rooms.

I hi> past \ear saw an ever greater

share <>f this commercial production

going to the major studios and to the

West Coast, particularly. For a com-

plete rundown on top trends—both

present and future sponsor went to

the trade group representing a major
l'"rtiuii of the commercial film com-

•'
e Film Producers Wn., as

i do n"i belong

t i , n

.

sion has

i the production of filmed tv

i
..-lit.

While

operati il

othei '<"
|

lu

countr) pari

bouses li i. e be
m.iI produ< lion

advertising agei ba itinued

unchanged, with the traditionally slow

spring season adding to producer prob-

lems. However, the usual summer up-

swing started in early June.

The recent East versus West coast

competition appears to have been fair-

ly well resolved.

During the past year, most of the

Hollywood major studios relinquished

"smaller" jobs after finding it unprofit-

able in terms of their overhead. Their

current feeling is that it pays them to

bid only on the more lavish commer-
cials that capitalize upon their back

lot and expensive studio space. Agen-

cies apparently recognize this also, and

their representatives have been going

to the West mainly to take advantage

of large space, weather and name per-

sonalities available there only.

The past year has seen several im-

portant New York production com-

panies opening West Coast branches in

order to offer a rounded production

service. The reverse is true, too, with

West Coast producers opening service

offices near agency and advertiser

clients in the East.

The need for complete facilities is

dramatized by the continuing trend by

important advertisers toward the long-

er
. more elaborate tv commercials to

capitalize fully upon their increased in-

vestmenl in 60- and 90-minute enter-

tainmenl specials.

Hie two-minute and three-minute

commercial is no longer a rarity, al-

though i! accounts for a relatively

small pari of the over-all number of

made.

Most of the longer commercials are

being filmed in color, and the quality

is improving steadily.

Fully half the commercials chosen by

the Film Producers Assn. for its June

showcase were made in color. Appar-

ently the theory is that lavish program-

ing justifies lavish commercials. How-
ever, there has been no significant in-

crease in color usage for the average

commercial minute, 20-second or 10-

second spot.

While there has been a slight in-

crease in the use of name personalities

this past season, the place—not the

face—has been paramount.

Sparked by Ford's 'round-the-world

excursion, the industry has piled up
more mileage seeking unusual locales

and new concepts than ever before. For
everything from cigarettes and auto-

mobiles to household detergents, the

producers and their crews have gone

looking for new production sites.

Partly responsible for the emphasis

on place instead of face is the new com-
mercial contract signed with the Screen

Actors Guild in March.

Producers report that use of live tal-

ent in their film commercials is way
down—by as much as 50 per cent.

They blame it on a contract which

some allege ultimately can cost the ad-

vertiser about 150 per cent more in tal-

ent costs than it would have a year

ago. The conventional tv film spot to-

day utilizes one announcer speaking

lines and one model with just her face

or her hands showing. There is a less-

ening of sizable casts, except for spe-

cial shows and spectaculars.

The SAG contract has not affected

animation studios as much as the live-

action producers. Animation business,

however, is down generally.

With less money going into the

technique, there have been fewer ad-

vances in this technique. Producers

report, instead, consolidation of the

abstract approach in drawing, sound

and music, plus a few outstanding

character developments. In the East,

the free-lance animator pool is re-
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an upswing

ported to be at an all-time high, and

several new independent companies

have been formed by stylists who have

gone on their own in order to offer

specialized services. Many new com-

mercials indicate a revival of the stop-

motion techniques practiced so widely

at the advent of tv.

Producers report the agencies, as

always, are interested in experimenting

with new techniques. This year, how-

ever, they're not quite so willing to

pick up the tab.

Agencies are inclined to bring the

producer into planning conferences

earlier and to grant him wider latitude

in suggesting concepts. But they either

do not have the budget for experiment-

ing or they have less money to work
with generally. As a result, they are

standing pat with either finished com-

mercials or tried-and-true techniques.

If anything, a trend toward good pic-

ture design seems indicated, as prac-

ticed in the top fashion and general

magazines.

There's also a trend for the film pro-

ducer's clients to leave responsibility

with filmers for print processing, re-

orders and release of reels to stations.

There have been fewer complaints

about print quality—from client, sta-

tion and viewer—perhaps because after

last year's focus of interest on this

problem there has been more indi-

vidualized attention in the printing as

well as to the local station's handling

of prints.

A constant reference in any discus-

sion of tv commercials is videotape.

While today's application of video-

tape is largely one of servicing other-

wise live commercials done in the tv

station studio, the videotape service is

expected to cut into film production.

While several producers have in-

stalled videotape machines, they af-

firm it is to increase their business by

picking up work that might otherwise

have been done live (since it eliminates

fluff and has the same warmth as a

live spot). ^

Stop-motion commercials, though popular, are in the minority in terms of total

production. This was shot by Transfilm for Cut-Rite Wax Paper through JWT

Elaborate sets are designed and built to create such situations as this glamor scene

for a Camay commercial by Sarra through F. H. Hayhurst Co. Ltd. agency of Toronto

Specially made props, such as large Esso symbol, help gain product identification.

Pictured: Burns Patterson, McC-E art director on New Formula Esso Extra series

Stars such as Jayne Meadows continue Location scenes are gaining. MPO TV
as big draw. Klaeger Films shot Pontiac Film's camera crew shoots footage at Lake

ad series for McManus, John & Adams Tahoe for Schlitz Brewing through JWT



COMMERCIAL FILM Q&A:
Clients are insisting or

^ Because commercials pay the freight in tv programing,

clients demand higher quality and more attention factors

^ The hat-in-hand boys are on the way out as production

firms put more stress on professionalism and streamlining

^ There's an even bigger premium on imagination, with

both producers and agencies asking more of each other

Q. What are major factors in an

agency's selection of a film pro-

ducer?

A. ITiere are eight criteria applied

In major agencies in the selection of a

film producer for their commercials.

sponsor, in surveying top film buy-

ers at agencies in late May. discovered

these arc I he main points on which

suppliers are judged:

Quality

Reliability

Most economical

Flexibility

Best facilities

Most creative

Best animation

Best on-location

Q. How do agencies rate the ma-
jor production centers?

A. ' ,.
x men .

ei utives ha-

nd production

evenlj

:

mal in-

best, IT vot<

gave the nod to I
i

clined < omment.

Despite tin- fad thai < hi<

votes, seven of the agency people head-

quarter there. The breakdown as to

headquarters location of the people

surveyed: New York, 20; Chicago, 7;

Los Angeles, 10.

Q. What are some of the com-
plaints agency executives have
against production companies?

A. They have many complaints, of

course, both small and large but there

seems to be a tendency for the com-

plaints to diminish in intensity. The
big problems are being smoothed out

fastest.

Some agency men think too main
producers are disorganized and ineffi-

cient. They dislike the way producers

compete with each other. They think

too many producers are vague about

television's special problems and re-

quirements even though they are ad-

mitted experts in the area of film.

Q. How has commercial film pro-

duction grown in the past few
years?

A. The production of filmed com-

tls l"i television has long since

'I as a full-fledged industry after

ri do! growth.

'"in \ears ago, an adver-

in \ seeking a filmer would
i uiltitude of free lance

producers for the job. The producer

would then hire one-shot personnel,

rent a studio and "liquidate" when the

film was delivered.

The picture has since changed. The
trend has been toward bigness with

individual operators being absorbed or

falling by the wayside. Now agencies

go to established film companies which

specialize in commercial production.

Q. What is the status of color

commercials?

A. Despite all the ballyhoo at the

introduction of color television, most

producers have noticed little increase

in the call for color film commercials

this year.

The clients who have been buying

color for the last two years are con-

tinuing to do so. These include RCA
and Whirlpool.

Q. Is closed-circuit pre-testing of

tv filmed commercials increasing?

A. More and more screen testing is

being done and the outlook for the fall

is increased activity in this area.

The bulk of closed circuit testing up

to now has been personalities and ad-

vertiser "spokesmen." A more recent

development, and of unusual future in-

terest, is the growing practice of test-

ing products. Producers are working

with clients on new products—some
still under wraps—by testing package

designs and color patterns to pre-deter-

mine the effectiveness of their trans-

mission on television.

Q. Are agencies handling mass
printing of commercials?

A. In the early days of filmed com-

mercials, the practice was for agencies

to take the printing order from the film

producer and give it to the film labora-

tory. This was based on the theory of

saving money.
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'quality plus economy

But the pendulum has swung in the

other direction and most agencies have

found that it is wiser to deal with a

responsible producer who will stand

behind his product. If the producer is

of sufficient size, for example, the labo-

ratory will depend upon him for a

large volume of business and will make
every effort to deliver prints of the

highest quality.

Q. What are the major criticisms

of agencies by film producers?

A. From the film producer's point of

view, advertising agencies generally

are not living up to their creative ob-

ligations.

Basic criticisms include: The agen-

cies are using less imagination. Many
commercials are poorly conceived,

poorly written. They have the "tired"

feeling of the same commercial being

done over and over again. One pro-

ducer cautions that "hard sell" is not

synonymous with "lack of imagina-

tion." He continues: "Any good pro-

ducer would rather have the challenge

of filming an imaginative commercial

than the so-called security of doing
something over."

Another major criticism leveled at

agencies is that they compromise a

good idea which has been successful.

A series of imaginative and effective

commercials is well received and an-

other similar series is planned.

The pitfall here, say producers, is

in the tendency to add dullness to a

good idea. Very often, the second

series doesn't turn out as well as the

first for this reason. Producers be-

lieve the most successful commercials

have a recognizable theme.

Q. Are agencies increasing the

practice of bulking commercial
production to bring production
costs down?

A. The practice of making commer-

cials in groups is becoming more prev-

alent and will continue.

The obvious advantage is cost. But

more and more, large advertisers are

requesting the services of the same cre-

ative team (producer, director, camera-

man, scenic designer, choreographer,

etc.) on all their commercials. In this

way they achieve uniformity of high

production standards and a guarantee

that the filmer will be thoroughly fa-

miliar with the product.

Because of this, larger advertisers

tend to schedule commercials in groups

whenever possible and request the same
production team to be assigned to fu-

ture jobs.

Q. Are producers participating

more in the pre-planning meetings
at agencies?

A, Agencies are taking advantage of

the creative planning potential of the

film producer more each year. In cer-

tain cases the producer works with the

agency in the pre-storyboard stage to

insure uniformity of effort and ap-

proach in production.

Q. What are some of the new
techniques in commercial film pro-

duction?

A. One of the basic facts of life in

the industry today is that the film pro-

ducer must have a staggering amount

of technical equipment on hand to ful-

fill the fast-service needs and demands
of advertising agencies.

As the trend toward consolidation of

talent and facilities in film production

continues, the larger companies have

been more concerned with developing

new filming techniques. The develop-

ment of zoom lenses for commercial

work is one aspect of this.

Similarly, most producers are taking

advantage of the new fast films. Cer-

tain producers are spending large sums
of money on research and development

on a continuing basis.

Q. Will the anticipated wide-

spread use of taped commercials
eliminate film?

A. Most of the major tv film com-

mercial producers agree that tape is

not a threat either at present or in the

foreseeable future. But they expect

videotape probably will cut into com-

mercial film production to some extent.

At the present time, tape is used

most effectively for the live type com-

mercial—the standup pitch. If an av-

erage filmed commercial ( requiring

several sets, change of costumes, before

and after shots and beauty and result

shot I were attempted on tape, the criti-

cal standards would be considerably

lower. So say some producers.

As to cost, a film or a tape commer-
cial of the type mentioned above would

budget about the same today if produc-

tion costs, alone, are included. But if

the cost of amortization of tape equip-

ment is figured in the budget, produc-

ers allege, film would be cheaper.

As to future inroads of tape, some

producers doubt that film will ever be

replaced to any great degree by the

new medium. On the other hand, ma-

jor firms have allocated funds for the

purchase of tape equipment should

technical advances make it practical.

Some firms have already bought tape

equipment for experimental purposes.

Independent film producers are

unanimous in the conviction that, film

or tape, they will continue to produce

the bulk of pre-packaged commercials.

Why? Because they know require-

ments of ad agencies. ^
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year poinl up the leveling of this peak.

To cite some examples: /i\"s Target

series, sold during the late winter and

earlj spring in u1m.hi LOO markets;

CNP's I nion Pacific, sold in March

and April in more tlian LOO markets;

Ml \ I \ 's Mike Hammer, sold in the

winter months for winter starts in more

than 100 markets; TPA's Adventures

<>j Tugboat Innic. sold iii 122 markets

before the fall selling season got under-

way.

• Programing of first-run series is

one area where you won't see too much
change.

Syndicators feel they have a sub-

stantial!) fool-proof formula in giving

the advertiser what he wants—the ad-

venture show with a merchandising

theme—and are not yet in a position

to sell new concepts in programing. To
the advertiser looking for a "prestige"

show, or family entertainment, this

trend presents a problem, but to the

majority of svndication buyers, it's the

most saleable product.

• Film production has moved to

the West coast.

You'll see just about every series

that's not being produced somewhere

on location filmed in the Hollywood

studios. There is, however, an increas-

ing tendency toward the on-Iocation

filming.

• Production costs, and costs to the

advertiser, will level off to minimal

increase in the next few years.

Over the past few, film costs have

climbed from 25 per cent to 30 per cent

yearly; this year's rise was a maximum
of 15 per cent. With film men depend-

ing more on know-how than on larger

investments, the increase in pricing

should level off.

• Time clearances for syndicated

programing will continue to be the

number one problem for the industry.

Of course this is a problem faced

mosl heavil) in the three-or-more sta-

tion markets, where "channel loyalty"

to the affiliated stations is much
stronger. Hut as long as the networks

continue to function as they do, and as

thej must, time clearances in prime

time on top-rated stations in multi-

station markets will continue to be a

• I he bigger, more stable film com-

str< ngthening their position

1 m hile the smaller, fly-by-

'i outfits sei m to be on the wane.

During this past year, many a small

film peddler closed his doors. At the

same time, agency buyers state they

are becoming accustomed to dealing

with nine or 10 large film packagers,

from whom they will undoubtedly do

90 per cent of their buying.

• Syndicators themselves are mak-

ing great strides toward establishing

effective selling patterns.

This was the year for film sellers to

realign their sales forces along strong-

er lines.

• This new intensive strengthening

of sales forces, coupled with better sell-

ing methods, more complete presenta-

tion packages and more actual mer-

chandising of the product by the

syndicators, will lead to a more stream-

lined operation in marketing film.

• The various experiments with sell-

ing presentations over the past few

years have brought forth one strong

conviction on the part of both film

buyers and sellers: there is no current

substitute for the pilot.

1957 was the year for experimenta-

tion. Film packagers tried elaborate

presentations, story lines, colorful slide

synopses and prototypes and were

bogged down by the competitive situa-

tion they were placed in by the pilot-

wielding brothers. Consequently, this

year the pilot was back in full regalia.

Grumblings re pilots are still heard

from both buyers and sellers. To the

seller a pilot represents a minimal $40,-

000 investment.

• There's a trend away from a prac-

tice that once promised to present a

problem to the distributor interested

in getting the full dollar from a film

show. The practice: barter.

Bargain hunters, unsold time and

prohibitive programing costs will keep

barter alive.

But blue chip agencies, advertisers

and film companies that have looked at

barter possibilities have turned them

down, either for prestige reasons or be-

cause they are not quite sure what

thej re getting.

• Merchandising has emerged as an

important staple of the syndication

business. Local merchandising, espe-

cially, is playing an increasingly large

part, both for the advertiser and the

station.

This was also the year for the stars

of film series to go to bat personally

for their various sponsors. Personal

appearance tours and visits with corn-

pan) employees have become very

much the established practice. ^
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FALL FACTS BASICS

BASICS
Charts, tables and tabulations covering—dollar sales volume of syndicated film,

how the number of syndicated film hours has grown, number of syndicated films in

major market areas, the top 10 syndicated programs in multiple -station markets



FILM BASICS

How many syndicated films are run in major markets?

Number of different syndicated film shows aired weekly in 19 major markets*

MARKET

New York

Los Angeles

Washington

Milwaukee

Detroit

Chicago

San Francisco

Minneapolis

Hartford

108

81

61

57

56

53

53

48

46

MARKET PROGRAMS

Philadelphia 46

Cleveland 38

Atlanta 36

Houston 35

Pittsburgh 34

Dallas-Ft. Worth 33

St. Louis -—- 31

Portland 29

Seattle 28

Baltimore 28

Reports, Inc., "Spot Films in Television," covering the firs

What are the top 10 syndicated shows?*

(In multiple-station markets?)

Secret Journal

AVERAGE

RATING

19.0

NO. CITIES

RATED

HIGHEST

RATING

26

LOWEST

RATING

NO. MKTS. WITH

OVER 25 RTG.

Highway Patrol 28.0 73 57.0 8.9 49

State Trooper 25.4 68 43.0 10.4 36

Sheriff of Cochise 25.4 59 42.7 5.2 30

Death Valley Days 23.7 37 46.3 9.8 15

Whirlybirds 23.0 63 40.9 6.0 26

Frontier Doctor 21.4 31 41.0 4.3 13

Casey Jones 20.9 19 30.8 8.5 5

Twenty-Six Men 20.6 44 47.0 8.3 13

Silent Service 19.5 64 39.1 5.0 15

ill rating, although weighted,
the high and low ratings in

il ibom and determine* hov .., i„-n (
- r .

232 TV AND RADIO BASICS



FILM BASICS

What's the dollar sales volume of the syndicated film business?

Estimated dollar sales of syndicated film*

1957 FIRST HALF 1958

The syndicated film business
1956

has kept pace with the ^^^m^k^^ ^ton.^
speed of television's own «* JH Um Wk^f

development during the past ^Hj ^H He
decade. The rate growth is $58,000,000 ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^

even surprising to syndi-

cation companies as shown $78,000,000 $90,000,000
by this first-half and year-long

estimate of dollar volume

for 1958 by California YEAR LONG RATE 1958 ^National Productions. Early

in the year the industry's

billing gross was estimated

to run about $90 million

for the year. Activity during

the past few months has

upped this estimate to $100

million. This shows more

than a 70% gain in only two

years. The largest area of

growth has been in daily

stripped programing.

$100,000,000

How has the number of syndicated film hours grown?

Total hours of syndicated film on the ai * in 60 leading tv markets, 1954-1958*

1954 1955 1956 1957 1958** |

1 Total hours, all syndicators 825 J/2 1216% 1612V2 2169% 2331% 1

% gain . 47.4 32.5 34.6 7.5

1 Avg. no. hours, 60 markets 13.7 20.3 26.9 36.1 38.9 |

1 Hours on strip run 4401/2 800 Vz 1070 'i I

% gain —

—

81.7 33.7 |

1 % strip hours of total hours —

—

27.3 36.9 45.9 1

1 Syndicated film billing gross, 1
estimated in millions*** $58 $78 $100 |

*From status study prepared by re

**One week's programing, all static

'57-Jan. '58 report.

**Based on average syndicated film

irch department of California National Productions.

, 60 leading markets rated by ARB first quarter each year. '58 dat

> reported in NARTB filn

uirkot> based on No\



FILM BASICS

How do you convert film minutes to footage (and vice versa) ?

I)«> you know how lonji it takes 2,683 feet of 35 mm. film to run? See answer below

n nol equipped w it li time-footage convert-

OH i 'produces one developed by Peter

I • ms. Il permits calculations from

i< e versa For both 16 mm. and
35 mm. It goes up to 33 minutes of running time

fo] L6 mm. The figures

ivel in tv projectors.

imiliar with standard-length
film-. th< < harl is useful i .|,| lengths

user breaks

down the fi ,,.,! m the

chart and merely adds them together. For example,

if the user wants to find out how long 2,683 feet of

35 mm. will run, he goes about it this way. Referring

to the chart shows that 2,000 feet runs 22 minutes

and 13 seconds; 600 feet runs six minutes and 40

seconds; 80 feet runs 53 seconds and three feet runs

about two seconds. That makes a total of 28 min-

utes and 108 seconds or 29 minutes and 48 seconds.

The chart should also be useful in commercial pro-

duction, where short lengths are common and careful

calculations essential for tv's split-second timing.

TV AND RADIO BASICS



FILM BASICS

What are multi-market time costs for half-hour films?

Spot rates for half-hour film program in 60 leading markets (26-time alternate week basis)

MARKET
HIGHEST RATE*

MON -FRI
LOWEST RATE**

7-11 P.M.. MON. -FRI.

$ 627.00
570.00
900.00

1,800.00
720.00
600.00

2,700.00
864.00

1,111.50

684.00
627.00
634.00

1,404.00

741.00
475.00
780.00
570.00
756.00

2,143.20
553.50
870.00
921.50
684.00

5,188.80
1,852.50

1,140.00

741.00
945.00
944.00

1,080.00

$ 364.50
Atlanta ._... '

..

Boston _
Buffalo

Charlotte _ _ _

Chicago

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Columbus
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Dayton _ _

Detroit _.._ _.... _
Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo

Huntington-Charleston

Indianapolis

Johnstown

Kansas City

Los Angeles

Louisville

Milwaukee
Minneapolis-St. Paul _..

New Haven
New York

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

Providence

St. Louis

San Francisco

Washington, D. C _

1,260.00

630.00
364.50

1,184.40
432.00
729.00
302.00
285.00
346.00
972.00
555.75
313.50
371.00
513.00
384.00

1,297.20
378.00
750.00
456.00
581.40

2,932.80
969.00
900.00
470.00
540.00
693.75
450.00

TOTAL 30 MARKETS .... 33,627.00 20,320.30

Birmingham _ _

Cedar Rapids-Waterloo

Denver

Des Moines
Fresno

Greensboro-Winston-Salem

Houston-Galveston

Jackson, Miss

Jacksonville

Knoxville ....

Memphis ..._

Miami
Montgomery
Nashville

New Orleans

Norfolk

Oklahoma City

Omaha
Phoenix-Mesa

Portland, Ore
Rochester, N. Y
Salt Lake City

San Diego

Seattle-Tacoma

Sioux City

Spokane
Syracuse

Tampa-St. Petersburg

Toledo

Wichita-Hutchinson

490.00
337.50
438.75
427.50
370.50
456.00
720.00
216.00
510.00
342.00
513.00
627.00
243.00
470.25
570.00
555.00
541.30
527.00
270.00
540.00
456.00
399.00
526.50
660.00
242.25
342.00
570.00
485.00
570.00
370.50

176.00
202.50
243.75
136.80
285.00
371.00
351.00
94.50

222.00
285.00
299.00
451.00
135.00
213.75
327.75
510.00
256.50
293.00
145.80
285.00
456.00
199.50
256.50
513.00
142.50
228.00
432.00
484.50
570.00
114.00

TOTAL 60 MARKETS

. Monday-Friday, on CBS or NUC v
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153 KMYR
76 K.NO] l\

BMl 6 KM V.

( B( KNX
KOBI

" SO, 181, ZU 1, Z13 (CODE-TV

H R 01
KOII.

KOI.

(COLD-TV
(COLN-TV

218 (COWH
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p
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Merrill Lynd , ,v Smith 29 KRNT-TV
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1FC, 58, 59 KROD-TV
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221 KS 1 \
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127 WBNS
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187
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140 WCCO-TV
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WGAR
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WGR- I V

WKRC
WKZO-TV
WLAC-TV .

WLBZ-TV
WLIB
WNCT-TV .

WNEM-TV .

WNEP-TV .

WPDQ
WPRO .. .

WQXR
WRC-TV
WREX
WRNL
WROC-TV .

WSAZ-TV ...

WSOC-TV ...

WSJS-TV ...

WSJV-TV ...

WSPD-TV .

WSUN
WTIC
WTIC-TV ...

WTVT
WWJ
WWLP-TV .

WWRL
WXLW

Call your KATZ man. ..plan your sales security on CHANNEL 5
I I I WIAC-TV NCS Area. |/?U'/V>)

BEST

COVERAGE

MAXIMUM POWER

BEST SALES RESULTS

•'i-^>^v.
i*fer

WLAC-TV channel 5 NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE ®
TV AND RADIO BASICS



BE A

BUY
The top-rated radi<

in Indianapolis

WXLW'S UNIQUE PROGRAMMING CONSISTENTLY DELIVERS THE

MAJORITY OF THE ADULT AUDIENCE . . . more of the people who actuc

do the buying! An exclusive music-and-news format that combines pi

music, popular air personalities, and live, on-the-spot news broadcasts

capfures and sells the adult age group. So if you're looking for the best pre

buy in Indianapolis radio, specify WXLW ... and buy results!

950 ON YOUR DIAL



KMBC-T
in Kansas City

when the most families watch TV the most!

In program popularity!

from 3 p*tru to 10 p.mJ

KMBC-TV leads by

28.9%
over its nearest competitc

and 34A% over

the 3rd statioiW

ARB
4-Wk. Survey—Mar. '58—Metro Am

(Mondays through Fridays)

Station Share of Sets-in-Use Summai

^tatinn 3 i'-m - lo 6 p -m -
46 -5% snai

0mUU " 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. 32.8% shai
V*

79.3
(KMBC-TV)

Station

Y

Station

z

. to 6 p.m

. to 10 p.m

, 6 p.m

. 10 p.n

26.5% share

35.0% share

26.9% shar.

32.1% shar.

KMBC-"

Leads

By

28.9
(her

SecoiK
Statioi

34.4o

—ami KMBC-TV ehes with Class A com

For full-minute (not just

chainbreak) availabilities.

call your PGW Colonel!

36,316 more
Television HouseholJj
than its nearest competitor—51.3fl

more TV Homes than 3rd statioB

of U. S. Televlsii

Peters. Griffin,
Woodward. i«c

llous.liol.l-. ju-i published b

K K.-s.-arrh Foundation. II,.- shu-

6.WIO walls pow.r an. I I .OT«*-f«...

an .1,. for vou! For your FREE c

as;.- map ami tlii- rnnip.-tili».- -I

s City n.ark.l. »ril.- On.-.- Ilif^

cms



tfjCHITA- SPOT STATUS

REPORT: TV,

RADIO, FILM

A special sponsor

analysis of the 1958

spot picture indicates

a big year for air me-

dia. Radio volume
should hit $192 mil-

lion; tv, $394.4 million

Page 27

What viewers

don't like in

tv commercials

Page 34

Client dilemma:

split account

or one roof?

Page 36

SPONSOR SPECIAL:

The John Blair

report on local

radio programing

Page 51



37
One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

NO. 7 IN A SERIES

GLASS

The Fostoria Glass Company of

Moundsville, W. Va., and the Imperial

Glass Corporation of Bellaire, Ohio,

arc two prominent contributors to the

economic life of the WTRF-TV area.

The 4 million dollar payroll of the

1100 employees of these two pro-

ducers of hand-made glassware help

make the WTRF-TV area a super

market . . . with 42 5,196 TV homes,

where 2 million people spend 2>/2

billion dollars annually.

wftrf'tv
rtoching a marktt that's reaching ntw importuctt g



(
m p»

.onWtTIMTV Photo by Hamill-S

Michigan's Great Area Station — Strategically Located

to Exclusively Serve LANSING- FLINT-JACKSON

with a Dominant 100,000 watt signal from its new 1023' tower

located between Lansing and Flint . . . NBC— CBS—ABC

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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fSBM™ IS IS SOME SMOKE! >>

He's switched to a brand of cigarettes he saw advertised on WGN-TV. And he's

sold! The program he saw was Whirlybirds where he and 801,570* viewers watch

— and buy as a result—every week. (*Nielsen—May 11—June 7, 1958).

A receptive, loyal audience to top-rated programs, is the WGN-TV audience.

That's why Top Drawer Advertisers use WGN-TV.
Let our specialists fill you in on some exciting case histories, discuss your sales

problems and advise you on current availabilities.

The station that puts "GEE!" in your Chicago sales!WON-TV
Chicagoans watch Channel 9

26 july 1958



IS NUMBER 2 IN

PHILADELPHIA . .

.

AND IT TAKES 2

RADIO STATIONS

TO COVER THE

NATION'S #4

VRKET!

t WRCVor

Sold I

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Yo one person made more news this week than the entire

radio/ tc industry itself. With the Middle East crisis and the

concurrent V.N. hearings so important to the public and the

nation, all tv and radio networks, ami a hits! of independent

radio and tv stations, pre-empted commercial time to bring

the V.N. hearings and a report on the crisis to the public.

The newsmaker: The broadcasting industry has often

made new- in the pasl l>\ pre-empting commercial time in order to

bring news of vital importance to the people. But. as critic John

Crosby said last week: "All three tv networks pre-empted sponsored

time as quickh and as casually as if they could afford it. which at

the moment they can't, and devoted hours ... I to the Mid-East

problem i

.""

The total cost for this sustaining spectacular has not been compiled

\ct. lint sponsor estimates that before this crisis is over, the cost to

the networks and stations will run into many millions of dollars.

Reason : The networks must bear the talent and program costs plus

the price of sold commercial time when shows are pre-empted for

news or public service events. CBS TV. for example, reports that the

first 13 hours. 20 minutes of pre-empted time has cost the network,

in terms of billings and programs waived, over a half-million dollars.

With NBC TV running approximately three hours ahead in special

programing, at presstime. and ABC TV opening its network at 11 :30

a.m. instead of its usual 3:00 p.m. sign-on time, the cost of the tv

networks, to date, is more than $1.5 million.

\- Eoi the independent stations. Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

estimates a loss of S3.200 per day for each of its six radio stations,

ami a total of $26,500 per da\ for its five tv station-: WINS, Y "l ..

disbanding its regular programing completely, estimates the loss of

the first three days of coverage at $12,000; WERE, Cleveland, re-

port- that 10 hours cost approximate!) $3,200 and \\ PIX-T\ . Y 1 ..

estimates a loss of 814.000 in time charges for the first three days.

\i presstime, the networks have been pre-empting both daytime

and evening shows, with promise of continued coverage ol tin- I A.

when it is in session. SPONSOR congratulates the networks and sta-

tions for proving, once again, their raison d'etre is public service.^

Security CouncU: U.S.S.R.'s Sobolev; U.K.'a Dixon; U.S.' Lodge

sponsor • 20 .it \.\ L958



un«
Billion Dollar Pocketbook"

PAULDING

•Paulding •HANCOCK
Findlay

Tiff

SENECA

upper
9Sandusky* Bucyfus

[WYANDOT IcRAWFO]

TOLEDO RANKS HIGH IN THE NATION'S LEADING MARKETS

14th in Buying Power per Family $5,419.00

39th in Total Effective Buying Power $3,119,882,000.00*

50th in Population 1 ,743,600

(source: 1958 Sales Mgt., Survey of Buying Power)

THIS IS JUST PART OF THE STORY . . . GET THE COMPLETE PICTURE

OF THE TOLEDO "BILLION DOLLAR POCKETBOOK"

WSPD-TV
jfej MM B /£/^K>^ Represented Nationally I

TOLEDO,

sponsor • 26 july 1958 5
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RADIf

It's easy because it's radio. One phone call from you and radio's in selling

action for you tomorrow, it's easier still because it's WCBS Radio you're

calling. No other radio station reaches so many different New York families

(over 1.6 million*) every day. And selling comes easiest of all when you use

famous, established personalities for the job... the kind that listeners have

told us they believe in most**. . . and the kind that WCBS Radio has noth-

ing but. Jack Sterling, for example, and Lanny Ross, Jim Lowe, Martha

Wright. Performers like these give new conviction to a sales story. And this

moves products. So just give Sales Manager Tom Swafford a ring (han-

diest phone number in town) and IA/PQQ DA 1"^!^"^
you're in business. Lots of business. V VwDO WlxLJ I \J

REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES



31,876 B.C.- Background for Family Radio

The family — basic social unit since the dawn of civilization.

Love and loyalty are firmly woven into the fabric of family

life. Understanding of these fundamentals has been the

basis of programing for

TEN YEARS OF BARTELL GROUPFAMILY RJ^IDTO
First by ratings in our established markets is, therefore, only

part of the Bartell success story. Balanced audience has

created best buyership.

rl^ST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

! Nai ..IK b\ ADAM YOUNG INC

26 .illy 1958



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
If the volume of national advertising doesn't reflect the retail indices, it's be-

cause—as usual—it lags behind the true economic situation.

Veteran admen will tell you that national advertising is the last to feel the business pinch

and the last to travel with the upswing.

Business can be firming out on the retail front but the manufacturer—especially in dura-

bles—is still eyeing reduced inventories, factory sales and shipments, and the mechan-
ics of cranking up a new campaign.

Here's where station people can do media people and themselves a lot of

good by stimulating interest in their markets:

Highspot check some of the local outlets for products that are out-of-stock or

short of models. Let your rep turn this information over to the proper media men.
Smart agency executives will tell you that's the sort of creative selling that's needed

to overcome the slender field contact that prevails in some client organizations—and that

means ad managers as well as sales managers.

Spot tv can take a leaf out of the tv networks' book by recognizing that more
and more accounts are turning to daytime as major investments.

To cite a few at NBC TV:
Heinz, General Mills, Pillsbury, Nabisco, Sunshine Biscuit. All are committed

for at least $l-million for daytime the coming season.

The effectiveness of the networks* sales drives in what used to be primarily spot's

area is clearly demonstrated by the daytime inroads they've been making in recent

months.

News has been a consistently solid commodity in both national and local radio : but

with the break of the Mideast crisis it's assuming a super-premium value at the adver-

tiser and agency level.

Madison Avenue took the sudden explosion of the international situation as a cue to

circulate memos to account people and others tipping them off to the news pack-

ages available on the networks and elsewhere.

It's a good thing that Chicago became cleared of the Shriners' convention this week:

Hotel rooms are needed for the tv station managers who are descending on their reps

to make sure they get a piece of that $6-$7-million Kellogg spot budget.

The Kellogg buying hasn't actually started yet. But the station people want to be

available for any immediate answering of questions or buttressing of their stories.

One area where spot tv is noticeably on the boom this summer is Los Angeles.

Among the reasons cited

:

(1) About 25% of the viewers are aircraft industry workers who have the money to

spend if reached via the right sales message.

(2) Stations are hitting hard with special promotion devices.

Case in point: KTTV's "vertical day." On one day of the week there's a saturation

of 30 spots from sign-on to sign-off for some particular product category. It start-

ed with grocery products; then Rambler picked up the idea as workable for its own in-

dustry.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

CBS TV has made another gesture toward relieving the product protection

headache during the daytime.

The network refers to the action as a "liberalization" of policy. The changes, in the

main, are these:

• The cushion of product protection remains at 15 minutes.

• But exclusive protection will be granted on segmented personality programs

throughout the program.

• On serials, the protection applies only on the day purchased ; the network is free to

schedule competitive programs on other days of the week.

• If a show has an m.c. or narrator, his exclusive services for the commercial will be

protected only on the basis of priority.

P.S.: Agencies report that they're still having trouble getting their clients into NBC TV
davtime because of the areas staked out by the big, multi-product advertisers.

The lag in buying specials for the fall is about on a par with the lag in network

tv sales for regular programs.

So far sponsors have committed themselves for 80 specials with an estimated time-

talent cost of $25.6-million. Contrast this with the tally about a year ago when the com-

mitments were for 117 shows at a total obligation of nearly $38-million.

The networks still are confident that it will be a bouncey season for specials, however.

Among those prospects they see on the horizon are Texaco, Frigidaire, Max
Factor, and General Motors institutional. Pepsi Cola is yet to be heard from, and the

expectation is that both Pontiac and Oldsmobile will do still more buying.

Here's SPONSOR-SCOPE's compilation of specials commitments to date and their esti-

mated costs:

NO. TOTAL

ADVERTISER PROGRAM SHOWS TIME-TALENT COST

Aluminum, Union Carbide Omnibus 15 $2,400,000

DuPont Show of Month 9 4,200,000

Buick Bob Hope 8 3,400,000

Bell Telephone Science—Musicals 8 2,700,000

Delco Lowell Thomas 8 1,800,000

Pontiac Big Name Variety 6 2,500,000

Hallmark Stage Hits—Originals 6 2,100,000

American Dairy, Breck, Hills Bros. Shirley Temple 6 1,600,000

Rexall Story Books 5 1,700,000

Chrysler Fred Astair 2 700,000

Oldsmobile Bing Crosby 2 650,000

Sheaffer Pen Story Books 2 750,000

Timex (plus other*) Jazz—Wonderful Town 2 850,000

Philco Miss America 1 220,000

TOTAL 80 $25,570,000

"Other half of Wonderful Town in negotiation.

Don't be surprised if what there's left of network tv option time between 7:30
and 8 p.m. winds up under a B rate.

CBS TV already has avoided this dilemma by turning back that weeknight period

to its affiliates and blocking out 8 to 11 p.m. as network option time. Saturday and
Sunday night the network's option time remains between 7:30 and 10:30 p.m.

\ significant paragraph in CBS TV's letter of notification to affiliates: "In connection

with tlie amendment of your contract, if you have granted option time to another net-

work, you will, of course, want to consider the effect of Section 3.658(d) of the FCC rules

and regulations which, as you know, limits the amount of time that a station may op-
tion for network programs."

Note: NBC TV has turned back its Monday 10:30-11 p.m. period, thus holding

on to thai time period only Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. It plans to go on serv-

icing all 7:30-8 p.m. periods.
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- SPONSOR-SCOPE continued .

.

Colgate and Bryan Houston came to a final parting of the ways this week.

Houston's share of the Colgate budget over the past five years has varied from as high

as $12 million to $2 million.

At one time—that is, before Stewart Sherman quit the agency to go with Colgate—that

account constituted 90% of the agency's total. Today it constitutes about 5%. Colgate

products that leave 22 October are basically the Cashmere line.

The last big Colgate pull-out involved the Esty agency ($13 million).

The three tv networks have called on their affiliates to help them protect the

"sanctity" of the cross-plug—nighttime as well as daytime.

What the networks actually are asking is that the affiliated stations guarantee to

carry the cross-plug of the sponsor who has committed himself to alternate weeks

—even when the other half of the series is not sold.

In short, the affiliates are pledged to carry the network program on the unsold

week without compensation, though it contains a commercial.

The Network interim assurance to the affiliates: We'll continue to make every effort

to sell that open alternate week.

Now that fall selling is getting down to the short strokes, look for the networks to

start rapping on the doors of logical syndication prospects.

The open alternate periods are many, and the networks will likely be chanting from here

on out that half a loaf is better than none.

New sales were not in much evidence this week but NBC TV was talking about

having prospects for two alternate half hours and for the news ($26,000 per % hr.

for time and talent). CBS TV had also a couple on the string, and ABC TV reported that it

had two agencies outside Y&R ready to place daytime orders.

What makes the spot campaign that Necco now is cooking up somewhat un-

usual: It's being directed at the whole family—not just the youngsters.

The advertising weight (all tv) will be the heaviest for the candy field.

Schedules are for 35 weeks in 30 markets in New England, upper New York, Penn-

sylvania, Ohio, Maryland, and D. C.

The money is being spent equally between announcements in programing ap-

pealing to the 8-14 groups and shows of interest to the entire family. For instance,

in Albany the daily buy is in Pop-Eye and the Early Show.

(See 12 July MARKETING WEEK for comment on traditional candy ad strategy.)

Ford may elect to split its $3.5 million (net) network radio budget between

CBS Radio and NBC Radio instead of allotting it all to CBS, effective 1 September.

The factory has until end of the month to make a decision.

Meantime Miles Laboratories has indicated it will resume its sponsorship of the 2 p.m.

news period on CBS in the fall—that is, in addition to the presently scheduled noon across-

the-boarder.

Standard Brands and Lehn & Fink each added a quarter hour to their Godfrey com-

mitments this week.

The true dimensions of local radio programing are being brought home to ad-

vertising and agency men with more incisive and comprehensive portrayal.

The latest report in that area was released this week by John Blair & Co. Copious ex-

perts from this recital are included in this issue, starting page 51.

Revlon's taking to spot radio with a five-week flier on behalf of Silken Net.

It's a saturation campaign covering the last four days of the week when 90% of the

product's sales are made—in the top 25 markets via (LaRoche).
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The United Nations this week made a hid to tv station management for support

of a 15-minute newsreel undertaking.

The initial step: A committee of hroadcasters study the cost of the project, with

Leslie Harris, of CBS film sales, serving as production consultant.

(See Newsmaker of the Week, page 4, for profile on tv and radio's response to the

latest Midwest crisis.)

There's an ironic side to the hesitation prevailing among major advertisers on

the matter of settling their tv plans for the fall.

Admen note that it's hard to recall when so many clients were looking for something

spectacular to spearhead a promotion campaign and yet they hesitate about assigning

the task to tv.

The excuse frequently voiced: With the economic situation still somewhat foggy, the

risk of using tv for a spearhead might prove too costly.

This may be the year when many of the top brass in an agency will find them-

selves away from the home office for extended periods because of this new chore:

When the client is up against it on the sales firing line, it's up to his agency to be

alongside him with ideas and efforts—and not behind him with mere moral support.

Among those agencies already implementing this concept is McCann-Erickson.

Such top men in that agency as Marion Harper, Jr., Robert Healy, Ralph Foote,

and William Berchtold are spending practically all their time in such bailiwicks as At-

lanta, Miami, Dallas, St. Louis, Louisville, and L.A. If, for instance, the client has a problem

with a J.C. Penny or a Kroger, they're on the spot with marketing guidance and the

personal touch.

Is saturation radio being misused? Is there a tendency to hurt this technique, which

started off as a fresh and potent force for advertisers?

More and more of the farsighted category of seller has of late been raising this ques-

tion as a tee-off for critical comment.

The target of their appraisal is the type of timebuyer, or even media director,

who looks upon saturation merely as a synonym for tonnage: the kind who figures

that if you buy, say, 50 spots over the week (regardless of the announcement's climate and

other factors) you'll reach, say, 60.5% of all the homes.

Saturation, contend these observers, requires as much careful analysis and
treatment as any other form of spot buying and should not be approached as a mere

matter of arithmetic.

National spot radio can do much toward snapping itself out of a spotty market
by demonstrating via centralized projects how it actually produces sales.

This suggestion comes from a media chief in one of the top spot agencies.

Here's the way he put it to sponsor-scope this week:

"Despite radio's big comeback, we're still pressed by clients how investments in

radio at the local level will show up at the cash register. They want evidence that

the odds are overwhelmingly in their favor.

"National spot sellers could tip over more such accounts if they got together and ran

some real trsts in which radio only was the medium and the reaction at the cash

register was conclusive and incontrovertible.

"I think reps and station would find media people glad to cooperate in setting up

such tests."

For other news coverage In this Issue* see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spol Buys, page 60; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 65; Washington Week, page 73; sponsor

Hears, page 74; T\ and Radio Newsmakers, page 80; and Film-Scope, page 55.
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s~rA~riorsi:
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA

He'll
Be Back
Our Time Buyer Friend is off to

the water without his radio. But
he'll be back. To begin with, he's

in Miami to hear for himself why
WQAM is more popular than the

next 4 stations combined. Secondly,

he likes what he hears. Moreover,
listening to WQAM, tells him more
about modern radio than he can
learn from all the assumptions and
preconceptions put together. What
he hears gives depth and meaning
to all the Miami audience figures,

which show WQAM.
FIRST, HOOPER (40.1%); FIRST
264 ol 264 HOOPER QUARTER
HOURS: FIRST 432 of 432 PULSE
QUARTER HOURS; FIRST,
TRENDEX, MORNING, AFTER-
NOON, ALL-DAY; FIRST,
SOUTHERN FLORIDA AREA
PULSE, accounting for 31.5% of
the state's population.

Talk to a man from Blair . . . or
WQAM General Manager Jack
Sandler.

WQAM
More popular

than the next 4

radio stations

combined in

MIAMI
5,000 watts on 560 kc.

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO. I



The most fabulous city in the world - never before filmed

for local market television

!

Now NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL
-produced on location for your own locai

market's first run entertainment!

gripping stories of haunts and highspots! Teeming

Square ! Chinatown ! The Bowery ! The drama ol

ibing city!



I

D-X Sunray Oil Co. starts September 8 in a 50- market midwest

regional! The F. &, M. Schaefer Brewing Co. has snapped up

multiple markets! Also Pabst Brewing Company! The Columbia

Broadcasting System for New York City! Triangle, Westinghouse,

Storer, Transcontinental, Meredith and other station groups!

KTTV in L.A. and other stations!

Don't wait! Choice markets still available right now! Write, wire or phone collect

Michael M. Slllerman, Exec. V. P., TPA, today for yours.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 Madison Avenue • N. Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100



Is your ad

dollar going

bye-bye...

or BUY BUY?
Arc you playing ""rating rou-

lette" in Portland, Oregon?

Been selling your product

on stations that inflate rat-

ings w ith kid's gimmicks
and shows'? With KPTV,
you reach an adult audience

— the kind that puts "buy

buy" in your budget. Look
at the program schedules.

Then put your schedule with

KPTV, the station that sells

the people who buy!

v»u,- BUY-BUY station

or 1 1and, Orego

channel I C

JL'V

Timebuyers
at work

Jack Bray, Cunningham & Walsh. Inc., New York, feels thai man}

stations are doing an excellent merchandising job. backing up the

advertiser's campaigns with imaginative, creative merchandising that

genuinel) helps sell the product. "In our recent Texaco campaigns

'Swing Into Spring" and 'Summer Touring.' the response to the

merchandising tie-ins was tremen-

dous. Main stations conducted

local contests, placed bus card

runs, set up on-the-air interviews,

even had "days" for the client

—

,

when we received many free men-

tions and "thank youY from the

station." Jack says be certainly is

not minimizing the usual station

cooperation such as contacting lo-

cal distributors, mailing jumbo

postcards and placing live dealer

tags. The advertiser, he savs. can't

expect merchandising expenditures disproportionate with the spot

budget expenditure. "But we were certainly enthusiastic about see-

ing something 'different" performed and it suggested many possi-

bilities. Perhaps in the future, rep. station and buyer could work

together on this kind of merchandising before campaign kicks off."'

Sandy Gasman, Hicks & Greist, Inc.. New York, timebuyer for

Cocoa Marsh and La Rosa, makes some suggestions for conducting

media tests. "First of all," Sandy sa\s. "be sure you have a good

product to work with. There's no point investing in a test to deter-

mine the best advertising when there's a basic weakness in the

salability of the product. Second,

^^^^^^ use markets in different areas, as

jjPW^^BL possible, so thai when

W tB a Pr°hlem arises in one area it will

XT:
"*"

kets

Tin.

bo

the same number of mar-

control as for the test,

r local tests, keep the bud-

tant. Spend the same

if monej in radio as you

evision and newspapers.

.'hen conducting a nation-

test, varj the use of media

throughout the country. Use television in some cities, radio in oth-

ers, newspapers in still others. Fifth, in checking store sales, care-

full) tall) sales results for a sufficient period before and after the

lesi so that you can compare the results. Finally, watch out for

variables in your advertising. Even the speed of a commercial or

the personalit) of the announcer who delivers it can affect your test."

ft



MPAn^... n.tr \ttPACT

Twenty sales-messages every week — rotated to reach a station's

entire daytime audience. That's PURSE-SUASION, combining the

persistence of saturation with the triple impact of sight plus sound

plus motion—the impact only television can deliver. Advertisers have

been quick to recognize and use this new selling tool. Check with your

Blair-TV office now for the full story of PURSE-SUASION, the effec-

tive way to hammer your sales message home.

BLAIR-TV Televison's First Exclusive
National Representative

BLAIR-TV Represents:

WABC-TV - New York

WBKB - Chicago

KTTV - Los Angeles

WFIL-TV- Philadelphia

WXYZ-TV - Detroit

WHDH-TV - Boston

KGO-TV - San Francisco

WIIC- Pittsburgh

KTVI - St. Louis

WEWS- Cleveland

WJZ-TV - Baltimore

KFJZ-TV - Dallas-Ft. Worth
WNHC-TV - Hartford-New Haven
KING-TV - Seattle-Tacoma

WPRO-TV - Providence

WCPO-TV- Cincinnati

KGW-TV - Portland

WDSU-TV - New Orleans

WFLA-TV - Tampa-St. Petersburg

W-TEN - Albany- Schenectady-Troy*

WBNS-TV - Columbus
WMCT - Memphis
KFRE-TV - Fresno

WOW-TV - Omaha
WNBF-TV - Binghamton

WFBG-TV - Altoona

effective August /, 195$
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BEST IN THE FIELD

The outstanding showmanship of KONO's d.j.s

have clinched the South Texas listenership pennant

for the home-town boys—the independent station

that gives advertisers the No. 1 audience morning,

noon and night on San Antonio's

ONLY 24-hour radio station.

KONO tops all others by a big margin . . .

according to Hooper, Pulse and

SALES RESULTS! Want proof . . . proof

of KONO's potential for YOUR advertising?

«

49th an
Madisor

We are selling ourselves out of the re-

cession. May was our biggest month
in the 10-year history of the television

station and was 12% ahead of the

previous best month. Our summer will

be far ahead of a year ago and the fall

and early winter months look like

"blockbusters." 1958 will definitely be

superior to 1957 which, up to that

time, had been our best year in the

then 9-year history of the station. An-

other big story here, of course, is our

rise to first position in quarter-hour

"firsts," both ARB and Nielsen as of

the month of May. We are building on

bedrock so the future looks very good.

Ward L. Quaal

v.p. and gen. mgr.

WGN, Chicago

An original promotional idea which

has produced some nice extra revenue

during slow summer months and, at

the same time, rendered a worthwhile

public service to this community is

our "Win By Being Courteous" cam-

paign which is jointly sponsored by

WBBC and thirty civic-minded spon-

sors. It consists of a saturation sched-

ule of spot announcements which stress

the importance of courtesy in driving.

We are distributing courtesy pledge

cards and windshield stickers. Each

participating sponsor also displays a

poster. Our listeners are urged to go

into one of these stores pick up his

courtesy pledge and windsheld sticker

and mail the signed pledge in to

WBBC. Each day we draw one card

and make a phone call to the person

whose name appears on the card. If

that person can tell us of one type of

courtesy he practices he is given a very

substantial award. The courtesy awards

range in value from $10 to $100.

To date, over 5.000 stickers and

pledge cards have been distributed.

We can of course only guess at the

number of accidents that have been

prevented and the number of lives that

have been saved by this courtesy cam-

paign. We do know that it has been

enthusiasticallj received b) the gen-

era) public as well as l>\ police and

20 juu L958



safety officials. We also know that the

campaign which was sold almost en-

tirely by telephone has been responsi-

ble for bringing us in an additional

$5,000 worth of revenue during our

slowest months of July and August.

Joseph R. Fife

gen. mgr., WBBC
Flint, Mich.

Agency's "broadcaster"

When in Raleigh recently I ran across

a reprint of a cartoon of "Broadcaster

As Seen By An Agency Man." which I

understand is from the April, 1957 is-

sue of SPONSOR.

If you happen to have any around

or know where I can get my hands on

one I'd certainly appreciate it.

Frank B. Rice

Harrington. Righter & Parsons

Atlanta, Ga.
• A limited supply of tearsheets is available to

New member

Will you kindly set me up as a sub-

scriber to your wonderful magazine.

Starting a subscription is something

which I should have done long ago

—

one of the fellows in our office has con-

tinually lent his copy to me for several

months, and since I wouldn't return it

without having read the entire issue

each time, I'm very much afraid my
own copy is a happy way to save his

friendship.

In addition, I would very much like

you to send on two copies of your little

brochure, Tv and Radio Directory of

New York and Chicago. My present

copy is threadbare from continual use

by both my assistant and myself.

Don Fulton

service repr., NBC
New York-

Spot radio

We plan to discuss the timely article in

your May 3 issue "Spot radio tackles

the local rates" at our state meeting to

be held in Springfield, 111.

We trust you will have no objection

to this use of your article nor that you
will object if we have a copy made for

each of the approximately 60 dele-

gates.

Charles R. Cook
pres., Illinois Broadcasters Assn.

Herrin, 111.

• SPONSOR welcomes discussion of its articles

POWER
to penetrate!

CKLW

CKLW-TV
325,000 WATTS

J. E. Campeau,

President

* This powerful RADIO voice sends

your message to a greater num-

ber of listeners . . . you get more

for your promotion dollar.

K This powerful TV signal is sent to

a greater number of viewers . . .

costs you less by exposing your

product to a bigger audience.

ADAM YOUNG, INC.,

National Rep.

GENERAL OFFICES
GUARDIAN BLDG. • DETROIT 26, MICH.
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Will there be

room here

for you ?
If you hurry.

Sponsors are rushing to participate in "Operation Daybreak" — the

fabulous package with which ABC-TV is making a major entry into

the field of daytime programming. 40 quarter hours were snapped up
in the first 10 days!

The reasons are twofold:

1. "Operation Daybreak," with its unique plan for commercial dis-

persion, offers advertisers an opportunity to reach a maximum num-
ber of housewives — especially GET AGE housewives — throughout

the day's peak viewing hours.

2. Because of the special rate structure available to advertisers who
sign now, this tremendous number of viewers can be reached at the

lowest cost-per-thousand in network TV today.

Easy to see why we're filling up fast. Easy to see, too, why your

product should be in the package — while there's still room.

You get them at the GETAGE on sbc-t
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IT'S A BIG
MARKET!

BUT THAT'S

ONLY HALF

THE STORY!

SURVEY AFTER

SURVEY SHOWS
AUDIENCES

PREFER

WRBL-TV
CHANNEL 4

THE LATEST . . .

APRIL ARB

Top 15 once-per-week shows

Average Rating . . . 51.4

24 out of 25 once-per-week

shows

5 top multi-weekly shows

5 top syndicated film

Average Rating . . . 39.2

5 top local live shows

5 top locally produced

multi-weekly news shows

ALWAYS THE LEADER

IN THE RICH

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

MARKET!

WRBL-TV

CALL HOLLINCBER

by Joe Csida

Sponsor
I backstage

Critique on the critics

Broadcast iii« and the advertising business are

two industries loaded with bright, alert men,

whose natural wits are constantly honed by some

of the most ingenious and tireless competition

devised l>\ an\ civilization in the historj of man.

\ol thai you don't encounter an occasional oaf

operating in a fairly loft \ place, but he is the

exception. From a columnist's standpoint this

abundance of the smart ones makes it difficult to contribute to the

industry an occasional, original idea of merit. Almost always, upon

investigating, a writer finds someone has thought of the idea before,

and rejected it for good and sufficient reasons. Or someone else has

been executing the idea for some time, without making enough fuss

over it for the columnist to have become aware of its existence.

Nevertheless the more intrepid, possibly naive of us word-weavers

keep trying. Personally, I get a tremendous boot out of coming up

with an occasional—a very, very occasional—suggestion, which I

hope will be of some benefit to some segment of the industry. And

next to suggesting a thought of my own, I like best to push along

with whatever small influence I may possess, sound and intriguing

ideas put forth by others.

Closed circuit preview

In the past several weeks two fascinating suggestions have been

proposed in connection with a vital area of the business: Television

criticism. Not criticism from within the industry, such as that in

which Pat Weaver has recently indulged himself. But criticism by

newspaper and magazine critics. One of these ideas came from a

major advertiser, du Pont. The thought here was that it is a little

pointless for critics to review dramatic shows on television at the

time they go on the air for public viewing, and In print the comment

the day after the show has been carried. It certainly is of little

moment whether a critic liked, or did not like, a tv drama which

can no longer be seen. True, a dramatic series with a high per-

centage of rave reviews mighl build a portion of its audience on the

strength of such reviews, and a series with a high percentage of

pannings might lose audience on the same basis. But the individual

shows, as the) are played, benefit or are damaged to a minor degree

b) the criticisms.

f)u Pont suggested that it might be an idea to preview the show

for the critics via closed circuit the dav before its actual airing, so

thai viewers w\\,, read the various critics could, if lliev SO chose,

decide on the basis ,.f the critics' evaluation, whether thev wanted to

Mine in the show or not. It was additionally pointed out that per-

haps the director and/or producer mighl make some improvements

in the show on the basis of critical suggestions before the show actu-

all) took to the air. It is questionable whether the time between the

ippearance of the reviews and show-time would be sufficient for any
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DESTINATION

DALLAS

For fifty years a great name
in entertainment . . . now a dynamic force in

modern radio . . . brings KBOX to Dallas.

KBOX, with the same BALABAN
balanced programming that has made
WIL radio dominant in St. Louis.

Bright, happy, selling personalities

. . . award -winning news . . .

24 hours a day.

Buy on the |BOX SCORE| now!

Wonderful

Dallas
John F. Box, Jr., Executive Vice-President

SOLD NATIONALLY BY:

robert e. eastman & co., inc.
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO

STAT IONS IN TEMPO WITH THE TIMES
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MORE THAN
100%

Greater Listening Audience

WILS

, UO « M -12:66 »oo,. 1~ ". N „ UO , .,

WILS 58.3 60.5

Sta. B 25.6 21.2

Sta. C 7.7 9.8

Sta. D 3.7 3.2

5000
LIVELY WATTS

MORE LISTENERS

THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS

HEARD IN LANSING COMBINED

LANSING

CONTACT

7ENARD

RINTOUL &

McCONNELL, INC

- Sponsor backstage <

ASSOCIATED WITH

WPON

persons connected with the show to make major changes, even if the)

agreed w iili the criticism.

\ihI it is questionable, too, whether an) substantial segmenl <>f

the viewing public would pa) enough attention to the critics' com-

mentar) t<> influence the viewer's decision on whether to catch or

skip the program. The high ratings of the Lawrence Welk show, for

Hist one example, would indicate that not too large a portion of the

tv-watching populace is concerned with whether the critics do or do

not find a show enchanting. Similarly the overwhelming success of

the Westerns, almost all of which were panned, not only after they

went on the aii. but before b) main critics, would indicate that a

show could easil) be a public favorite in spite of its failure to

please the critics.

More quality, less quantity in criticism

IJi i ~. of course, indicates to some degree a lack of respect on the

part of the viewer for the judgment of many a tv critic. And the

most competent of the critics would he the first to agree that some of

their untrained colleagues are unqualified rockheads. incapable of

differentiating between a good dramatic performance and a bunt

down the third-base line. This leads to another worth) suggestion

made in this same general area.

Eric Sevareid of the CBS news department wrote a knowing piece

in a recent issue of The Reporter. Said Sevareid: ".
. . television

could do with a sharp drop in the quantity of criticism and a sharp

rise in its quality . How many writers who haven't read a plav since

Booth Tarkington's 'Seventeen' are posing as critics of tv drama?

How many ladv journalists who never covered the city council are

telling tv news departments how they should cover national conven-

tions? How many boy grads who can't tell a test tube from a peavy

hook are instructing tv networks in the rights and wrongs of their

science programs? How many guys who can just whistle the first of

four popular refrains are reacting quite positively in print to the

operas and musical comedies on the little screen? . . . My first sug-

gestion, editors, is this: Break it up. Get your regular drama critic to

review the drama on tv: get your Washington correspondent to re-

view the political panels, debates, conventions, etc.; get your school-

page editor to review educational programs. v our church editor

the religious shows, your music man the musical shows, your science

man the science shows, and so on. . .
."

There's room for improvement

I don't know how much chance Eric's idea has of being accepted

b) an) appreciable number of newspaper and magazine editors. But

I think it's an eminently sound one. If it is fairl) universally ac-

cepted, and folks begin to catch or skip shows on the basis of their

favorite competent critic's evaluation. I don't know how happily the

du Pont idea would work out for du Pont. If a group of highly

competenl and respected critics chewed up four or five $100,000 to

8250,000 du Pont dramatic productions before they even hit the air.

and kept viewers awav in multitudes. I don't know whether it would

make exceptional sense for the advertiser to continue the closed-

circuil critical preview policy, no matter how admirable.

'tut I'm happ) to see this concentrated and intelligent thinking on

lole question of television criticism. There's vast room for

mm .it . . . all around. ^
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THREE SMASH YEARS ON
NETWORK...AND RENEWED FOR

A FOURTH YEAR!

Robin Hood comes alive . . .

to become your most powerful salesman!

Cash in on the tremendous built-in following

of TV's most spectacular adventure series. A prestige

showcase that will sell every kind of product,

because it reaches every member of the family and features

the characters all America knows and loves.

Same sponsor for three years on network . . . and

their sensational sales records show why! And Robin Hood

offers his sponsor promotions unlimited!

Over $2 million in merchandising sales already, with

33 licensed manufacturers offering Robin Hood

products for premiums, contests and give-aways.

Look at the ratings!

h, city aftei city, Robit Hood
consistently outrated / )mpetii on in its tunc spot.

No. of
City Stations

Share of
Audience

No
City Static

of Share of
Audience

Birmingham 2

Boston 3

Buffalo 3

Charleston-Huntington 3

Colorado Springs 2

Dayton 3

Duluth-Superior 2

Jacksonville 2

65.3%
67.3%
70.8%
70.9%
63.6%
67.8%
75.1%
92.3%

Los Angeles
Miami-Ft. Lauderdale
New York
Norfolk
Philadelphia

Providence
Rochester
San Antonio

.7

3

7

.2
4
2

2

3

44.0%
64.7%
42.9%
81.2%
57.6%
72.8%
69.6%
61.5%

'
IHE ADVENTURES
l\ SHERWOOD FOREST'

I HE BUY OF I 111- YEAR!

Produced n> Sapphire I ilms, Ltd. F
See the man from Official for availabilities. OFFICIAL FILMS, INC. 25 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

ki rai sf.NTATivr s: Atlanta / Jackson 2-4878 • Blverly Hills / Crestview 6-3528 • Chicago / Dearborn 2-5246

Cincinnati /Cherry 1-4088 • Dallas / Emerson 8-746 7 . Fayetteville / Hillcrest 2-5485 • Ft. Lauderdale / Logan 6-1 981

Minneapolis / Walnut 2-2743 • San Francisco / Juniper 5-3313 • St. Louis / Yorktown 5-9231
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Spot: the boom in a burn year
Nearly three-quarters of a billion dollars will be spent in

national radio and tv spot during 1958.

It's a staggering statistic by anybody's standard.

Once considered a kind of broadcasting "what-is-it," spot

has emerged as a giant factor in the total U.S. advertising picture both

because of 1) its own inherent characteristics, and 2) because today's

times require speed, flexibility and impact.

For the fall of 1958, spot looks stronger, sounder, healthier

than almost any other advertising classification. Yet, in many ways, it is

still one of the least understood.

To acquaint timebuyers and advertisers with what's hap-

pening in spot—and with the tremendous implications of the new trends

and patterns in radio and tv spot buying

—

sponsor has prepared this

special three-part Spot Status Report.

For the background facts on this new spot story as it stacks

up in this, its most promising fall, sponsor has gone to a wide cross-

section of national advertisers, agency heads, account executives, media

directors, timebuyers and marketing specialists, as well as to leading

stations, and rep firms.

sponsor's findings are presented here in three sections—the

outlook for spot radio, the outlook for spot tv, and, (for the first time),

the outlook for the rapidly developing field of syndicated tv films.

Taken together, they point up some sharp, exciting, chal-

lenging lessons about the future of the spot broadcasting business and

the way it meshes into the national advertising structure.

SPONSOR'S three part

analysis of spot includes:

Spot radio inquiries are coming

in earlier than in- previous years,

indicating a possible struggle for

availabilities

page 28

Spot tv, thanks to new product

introductions and pinpointed mar-

kets, should exceed 1957 spot tv

revenue by about 7-10%

page 30

Spot film buyers, pleased with

past results, are signing up for

more syndicated films, with new-

comers boosting film volume

page 32

SPONSOR • 26 JULY 1958



Spot radio heads for record $191

^ Bulk of this record spot radio business will come

from the majors: drugs, tobacco, food, and petroleum

^ Early inquiries from accounts new to spot radio may

mean the end of the old nighttime radio prejudice

tJuJit colors again daub tin- au-

tumn spot radioscape.

Current activity among the agencies

suggest the medium will he used by

more national advertisers more exten-

sivel) through the rest of 1058. For

their part, the majority of timesellers

expect that this year's national spot

radio dollar volume will even exceed

l').">7's high-water mark of nearly S18-1

million. In fact, the Station Represent-

ative- Assn. estimates that when na-

tional spot hooks for 1958 are closed,

radio dollar volume will total $192 mil-

lion for a gain of about $8 million I of

which maybe 3', is in rate increases).

Omens for 1958's rosy outlook are

these:

I 1 I Although August usually is the

month for heavy buying, inquiries on

availabilities from agencies have been

coming in much earlier this year than

last.

1 2 I Media re-examinations and bud-

get reshuffling 1>\ accounts will throw

more business to spot radio.

I 3 l SRA. now in process of compil-

ing dollar volume for the first half.

expects national spot radio to show a

gain over that same period a year ago
(first quarter 1958 hillings were esti-

ited ;it more than $6 million, largest

r, according to SB \
I

.

rash "f new products is in the

; firmly committed for fall

a business pick-

which will be

are Foods,

' ly auto-

ts i.,r

• Food
wark. lln-

thi- autumn at Full

area, there are a lot

readj For market which shi

heavy radio support. A station rep

says. "Radio can expect its regular

clients back this fall but with new
products to sell."'

• Drugs: Here the old, familiar

brands will be getting the strong play.

A lot of interest is developing in radio

and campaigns may be starting earlier

than last year. Vick's proposed drive

is an example.

• Cigarettes: This product group is

another cornerstone of spot radio with

longterm buys and heavy frequency

marking its patterns. American To-

bacco was the big radio bonanza last

year, will probably repeat this year.

• Autos: Detroit is now playing a

"wait-and-see" game. Consequently it's

difficult to predict which way the auto-

motives will jump. It could be basic-

ally a spot tv landslide, but the next

month or two will tell the story. There
is a lot of automotive advertising

money stockpiled, ready for the fight.

If this category moves into spot radio,

campaigns will start with lightning

speed and earlier than usual, each com-
pany vying for the best availabilities.

• Gasolines and oils: Something to

be counted on in spot radio. These
products, like tobaccos, get burned up
fast, so clients look for maximum cir-

culation at a reasonable cost-per-1,000.

They will be around in strength this

fall, hitting especially at men in cars.

• Airlines: Chances are these ac-

counts will occupy a strong position

on the air waves. Their support of

spot radio is steady. The only erratic

note is the fact that they must move
market-by-market in those areas where
they are expanding facilities or find-

" trouble spots.

• Miscellaneous: An encouraging

>te for fall radio business is the num-
er of inquiries being received from
mailer, "off-trail" accounts. These

could move in heavily at holiday time

with saturation flights.

In the area of local spot (estimated

for 1958 by SRA at $325 million)

there's some overlap with national

business. An example of this is the

clothing industry, heavy in local radio

—but to a large extent with national

co-op dollars.

As for buying patterns, sponsor

found, in questioning both buyers and

sellers of radio, mixed opinions on

trends. In the matter of length of

flights, degree of frequencies, and mar-

ket lists, there is a wide divergence of

radio usage. Heavier saturation via

shorter campaigns is the pattern of

some accounts; less frequency over

longer periods is the pattern of others.

Some sellers point out that flights,

which a year ago averaged two to four

weeks, now average six weeks. Others

report that flights have not been in-

creased while frequencies have. Still

others expect longer-term contracts

without the "super super saturation"

of a year ago.

Why this diversity? An agency ex-

ecutive explains it this way: "No two

advertisers use radio in quite the same

way. Each adapts it to a specific need

to fit his own marketing objective, dis-

tribution patterns, or to support some
product that may be having trouble in

a certain area. The flexibility of spot

A DECADE IN
SPOT RADIO'S CLIMB

1949 . . . . $108 million

1950 . . . . $118 million

1951 . . . . $119 million

1952 . . . . $123 million

1953 . . . . $129 million

1954 . . . $120 million

1955 . . . . $120 million

1956 .

1957 .

1958 .

. . . $149

. . . $184

$192

million
(SRA est.)

million
(SRA est.)

million
(SRA est.)

1949-1955 figures a e FCC.
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trillion volume in 1958
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THESE

WERE TOPS IN

Agency

20 AGENCIES

SPOT RADIO BILLINGS

N 1957

Total Air $ Spot Radio $

McCann-Erickson $106 $12

BBDO $85 $12

Young & Rubicam $100 $10

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sampl e $45.5 $8.5

Foote, Cone & Belding $43 $7

Cunningham & Walsh $18.2 $6.2

J. Walter Thompson $95
III

'rllll

|l|

N. W. Ayer $40 $6*

SSC&B $26.7 $4.7

EWR&R* $15 $3

Lennen & Newell $24.5 $2.9

Emil Mogul $7.7 $2.5

Kenyon & Eckhardt $40.5 $2.4*

D'Arcy $15 $2.3

Leo Burnett $49 $2.1

Ogilvy, Benson & Mathe r $5.6 $2.1

Ted Bates $75 $2

Benton & Bowles $54.5 $2

Wm. Esty $43 $2

Norman, Craig & Kummel $10.3

*sponsor estimate, unverified by agency.

**Merged in mid-year; figures represent combined activity.

y*

which permits such individual ap-

proaches is perhaps its biggest advan-

tage. So why should we all buy alike?"

Market lists: As usual, this fall prob-

ably will see the heaviest advertiser

play going to the top 50 or so markets.

Many of the major national accounts,

however, will go into a lot more than

that (Lucky Strike just began a 13-

week saturation push in 125 markets).

What can alter the picture appreciably

is the looked-for general business up-

turn and the introduction of more new
products this autumn. "New products,"

a station rep points out, "often debut

in the smaller markets so that they may
get the first play while the majors may
have to wait longer." "It's always hard

to anticipate market lists," says anoth-

er seller, "but after the top 20 markets

are covered, buying often appears pret-

ty erratic, skipping all over the lot."

In any event, if market lists are to be

significantly extended this fall, stations

will have to sell hard.

Nighttime: On the heels of Texaco's

Summer Touring Campaign (consist-

ing entirely of nighttime and week-

ends) thinking among both clients and

agencies may well turn to the night-

time radio audience because of its bo-

nus of men and listeners in cars. In

short, the Texas Co. has made the

breakthrough, and this fall and winter

may well find other accounts—not nec-

essarily in the oil and gas categories

—

ready to try the same .strategy.

Commercials: Although some admen

look for a wave of straight, hard-sell

commercials to fit the times, a strong

quota of the more entertaining and

listenable commercials undoubtedly

will continue. It would take more of

a shaking up than the nation has had

to revert to the George Washington

Hill concept of putting messages across.

What will make buyers buy more

radio? Statistics certainly play a ma-

jor role in media decisions. But the

encouraging note is the fact that time-

buyers are becoming more concerned

with showmanship and programing,

beg for details on station "images"

and "profiles."

26 july 1958



New products pushing 1958 spot in

* The old stalwarts—food, drugs, toiletries, soap and

tobacco—are scheduled lor higgest spot tv increases

^ Automobiles and hard goods should also boost spot

t> spending, indicating expected volume of 394.4 million

^ l\. h\ now firml) established as

a major medium, has another fine fall

season safely under its belt.

Despite some early-summer buying

slowness (parti) due to hesitation over

network program schedules), spot tv

appropriations being planned or al-

read) on the books should push 1958

totals 7-10', over 1957 i the accom-

panying chart shows 9% as a hard

figure). Note that the expected 1958

volume is close to $400 million. And
the importance of that can best be ap-

preciated by a comparison with the

L'ianl "weekl\ magazine" classification

[Life, Saturday Evening Post, etc.),

currently running somewhat below the

L957 rate of $450 million.

With total U. S. advertising heading

down about 2' < in 1958. spot tv's up-

Bwing lias special significance for me-

dia men, account executives, and ad-

vertising directors. Here is a rundown
of the major factors creating that

health) situation:

Highest spot tv increases are coming
from the food. drug. soap, toiletries,

and tobacco fields. And, as recession

lifts, additional expenditures are likely

b) autos and other hard goods.

Spot 1 1 is taking business from both

prinl and network t\. Of the agency

md buyers contacted by SPON-
'•'. anticipated new spot tv ex-

Erom foi tner prinl advertis-

Eormer tv network ad-

' ontinuing rise

rketing strate-

"iarkets;

ance oi

big, long t< :

new medi i

(don'l forgel this

ai i ompan) ing table. I

Grocer) products are hi

the trend to tv spot with Kellogg's

whopping $7-8 million shift to spot

film shows, beginning 29 September,

as biggest news. Other grocery leaders

—such as Standard Brands and General

Foods—are stepping up tv spot ac-

tivities, especially for new products.

Meantime, smaller grocery companies

will push their wares for the first time

on spot tv.

Soaps are doing well despite general

business conditions. (Colgate recently

announced the biggest sales and profits

in its history). Fierce competitive

struggles between P&G. Lever, and Col-

gate are forcing the use of more and

more spot tv schedules. The appro-

priations are being spent two ways: 1)

to bolster established brands in key

markets, and 2 I in testing and promot-

ing a wide range of new products.

(Lever has seven new brands in the

works.)

Tobacco people are stirring up the

biggest storm of new products, new

packages, new filters, and new im-

provements in many a year. Such de-

velopments as the Marlboro soft pack.

the expansion of Newport, the new
L&M filter, and the change in Parlia-

ments mean strong news-type cam-
paigns in which spot tv is counted on
to supply the additional horsepower.

Agencies handling tobacco accounts

see an increasing amount of this type

of competitive activity, with spot tv as

the sure gainer.

Drugs and toiletries also are engaged

in bitter new product battles, hence

view spot tv with increasing favor.

"It's the only possible, fast, hard-hit-

ting, flexible tool for our business,"

says the media v. p. of an agency spe-

cializing in large drug accounts. Com-
panies like Revlon, though strong for

network tv, sometimes can't find room
on their own shows for new product

announcements, thus turn to spot.

As for the general climate in which

spot tv will live in the coming months,

here is an appraisal:

The marketing revolution which has

been taking place in chain, supermar-

ket, and shopping center distribution

has much to do with stepped up inter-

est in spot tv. leading marketing men
tell sponsor. New marketing strategies

to meet these new marketing situations

often will hinge on spot's flexibility.

"Pre-selling" of new products and

advertising plans by advertisers to

chain and supermarket operators is

now a standard operating practice. The

intimate impact on retailers of spot tv

makes it valuable in generating enthu-

siasm, say marketing men.

"Pin-Pointing markets"—rather than

TOTAL U.S ADVERTISING REVENUE

-

$8 MILLION

$6 MILLION 1

$4 MILLION 1

$2 MILLION 1

_

II
956 1957

1
1958
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olume up 7-10%
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an over-all national approach—is now

a basic marketing concept with most

big companies. This means more ad-

vertising pressure in select areas—also

more tv spot. SPONSOR finds that the

biggest increases will come in five-to-

25 market campaigns, thereafter in the

25-to-75 market class.

Advertisers are tending to pick "our

best" rather than just "the leading"

markets, reports TvB. In other words,

there's a growing tendency toward

tailoring spot lists to fit favorable sales

areas instead of just the big population

centers.

Greater frequency is being planned

in many spot tv fall schedules. This

ties in with the trend toward concen-

tration on particular markets. But

credit is due, too, to the increasing

number of attractive spot packages

now being offered by stations and reps.

Daytime spot tv will increase 10-

20%, say agency media men. Chief

reasons: stronger network programing,

reasonable costs, availabilities of full

one-minute spots, and greater adverti-

ser confidence in daytimes possibilities.

Late evening spots also are due for

rise. Many big agencies have been

paying special attention to the con-

tinued rating health of feature films

and other past-10:30 programs.

The campaign length of tv spot

schedules will remain about the same:

The 13-week cycle" is still the staple,

though some 8-week and 10-week buys

are coming into vogue. Activity in 26

and 52-week campaigns is noticeable

here and there, but one of the chief at-

tractions of spot tv for most advertisers

is its flexible, short-term leverage.

THE RISE OF SPOT TV REVENUE

*

IE I
'49 '50 '51 '52 '53 '54 '55 '56 '57 '58

ESTIMATE

Spectaculars-plus-spot, a new kind of

media strategy in the use of tv, is

gaining in popularity. Advertisers buy
specatculars for the big all-out splash,

then add spots for the follow-up in

selected markets.

Network-plus-spot also is gaining as

a media pattern. Schlitz. for instance,

sold half of Schlitz Playhouse, is de-

voting the funds thus liberated to a

pin-pointed tv spot campaign.

In general: Spot tv should have a

fine fall season and a record 1958. A
small part of the expected near-$400

million volume is, of course, due to

rate increases (though TvB reports

this trend is flattening out I . The big

reason, however, is the growing aware-

ness by advertisers and agencies that

spot tv s flexibility gives it an especial

value in fast-moving times. ^^

Source: McCann-Erickson-Pn'n fers' Ink figures. For the 1958 estimate, this source does not

break tv down, but expects the total tv increase to be 7%. Since spot tv increases have been

running ahead of the total, sponsor, after discussion with experts, used 9% as increase for spot

JO REASONS WHY SPOT

TV IS GROWING

• The "marketing revolution"—new
concepts, new strategies, quicker turn

around

• Pin-point concentration—by ad-

vertisers in "must" markets

• Flexibility of medium—adapt-

ability to advertiser's special problems

• Proven performance—no longer

a secondary or "maybe" expenditure

• Usefulness in product testing—
and product introduction

• News values—in announcing im-

provements, new models, etc.

• Retailer enthusiasm—for local

level tv campaigns and tie-ins

• New media combinations—now
used with spectaculars, net tv. print

• More attractive spot tv packages—

•

offered by stations and reps

• More effective, intelligent selling

—geared to advertiser requirements

and today's fluid budgets

sponsor • 26 JULY 1958



New advertisers and renewals indicali

^ Regional advertisers, major film users, are expand-

ing their syndicated film buys after success in the past

^ New advertisers—both national and regional—are

being lured to film by flexibility and better dollar value

/\i this stage of the buying season,

syndication—which, of course, is part

and parcel of spot—seems headed in

the direction its colleagues are going

Inward a record.

True quite a number of national

and regional buyers still are on the

fence. But one thing is conspicuous

about the Inning trend for the fall:

The average advertiser is likely to

schedule at least as many markets as

the previous season. And, from what

SPONSOR has picked up on Madison

Wenue, the chances are that many of

the syndication standbys will have

longer market lists than ever.

Additionally, these factors are by

now in sharp focus:

• National advertisers are stepping

up their syndication purchases.

• Breweries, food products, and oil

companies have emerged as the de-

pendable backbone of syndication.

• \ wealth of new shows are on the

market, but any variety in programing
i- in the off-network series. First-run

products will be strictly the tried-and-

true type: the action-packed, slick ad-

venture tale.

• Off-network series, while lending

variety to syndicated programing, will

focus a new problem this year: that

of a possible glut on the market (with

more than 20 ex-network shows already

released )

.

• Large regional film users will buy

more heavily in bulk from syndicators.

National and local buyers will still tend

to buy-by-market from individual sta-

tions.

• Time clearance during prime eve-

ning hours will continue to be the big-

gest problem facing film buyers.

• Merchandising a film series will

be taking on greater depth, with more

and more advertisers asking personal

involvement of the stars.

• The edge of excitement about fea-

ture film programing has somewhat

dulled. So both stations and film dis-

tributors will step up their exploitation.

The biggest shot-in-the arm for syn-

me Costs* (Alternate Week—26 Weeks)

LowestHighest rate on

highest rate statii
:

-ll p.m.

Top 3C

Top 60

Hi \ : Ho

$33,627.00 $20,320.30

$29,000.65

'SRDS figures)

dication this selling season is Kellogg's

buy of five kiddie shows for national

spot placement. Some top national ad-

vertisers may still look at spot film

programs as second-rate, but there's

evidence that the (1) dollar value and

(2) merchandising opportunities are

making increasing sense.

Some other new-to-syndication na-

tional advertisers: Pillsbury (which

just purchased Dial 999 for 30

southern markets), Budweiser, Pabst,

Camels, Philip Morris, Canada Dry,

Nestle, Ford, DeSoto.

But, as always, it will be the large

regionals—brewers, food distributors,

oil companies — that are the biggest

buyers.

Already lined up for fall in well

over 25 markets apiece are Ballantine

(Highway Patrol), Falstaff (State

Trooper), Budweiser (U.S. Marshal),

Schlitz, Pabst, Hamm's Brewing (all

various series), and a host of smaller

regionals.

A look at some of the large food

buyers shows the range of those who
make syndication their major tv pur-

chase: Kroger Stores, A&P, Welch
Products, Nabisco, Best Foods, Safe-

way, Continental Baking.

Among the major oil company buy-

ers, you'll find Continental Oil (which

renewed Whirlybirds in 65 markets)

and Standard Oil of California.

It's these large buyers that give syn-

dicators the ready reason for sticking

to a standard type of programing. As
one leading distributor puts it: "They

want the slick-production, action
drama, and that's just what we'll give

'em."

Agencymen tend to disagree. One
agencyman, whose client has decided

to give up syndication, puts it this way:

"We must have screened 50 pilots look-

ing for a well-rounded family show.

It was all in vain."

The off-network series, though, are

more diversified. In the 20-odd that

currently are available for syndication,

you'll find eight situation comedies,

four drama anthologies, a documen-

26 july 1958
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tary, and three juvenile shows, in addi-

tion to six typical adventure shows.

This flood of straight-from-the-net-

work product conceivably could pre-

sent film buyers and sellers with a new

problem. Agencymen feel their clients

don't want full or alternate-week spon-

sorships of reruns for one reason or

another. If it's a series that has had

considerable success, then "every-

body's seen it"; if it hasn't made good

ratings, "who'll watch it?"'

Stations tend to go along with this

reasoning, even though they are in

need of strong programing.

Consequently, the series coming off

the networks that have enough epi-

sodes will be sold strictly for strip pro-

graming, on a participation basis for

sponsors. Syndicators are hopeful

there's enough room for this type of

programing to keep pricing up to a

reasonable level.

Costs of syndicated products in gen-

eral is one thing that's not worrying

buyers this fall. Asking prices are

about 15% over last year. But, as one

agency man puts it, "it's easily nego-

tiated to a more realistic level, say

5-7.5%."

Meantime, the reasons large regional

advertisers are buying single shows in

bulk from one syndicator are two-fold:

They want identification, and they

want merchandising. Both are easier

to achieve with a single series.

You'll also see these same regionals

sticking with a single vehicle for more
than one season. The reasons are vir-

tually the same: A series that's doing

well is building audience acceptance,

and the second year might even im-

prove ratings over the first ( as Ballan-

tine has discovered with Highway Pa-

trol ) . Second, a series that's been

merchandised effectively during the

first year has a running start toward

a second go-round. (An example of

"this: Conoco's Whirly birds' renewal).

Local and national advertisers will

pour more of their budget into direct

buys from stations. It's a natural for

the local advertiser, who feels his local

station is in closer touch with his mar-

ket. National advertisers, on the other

hand, have two reasons: (1) they're

most interested in good time clearance,

and ( 2 1 they say it's cheaper.

Time clearance problems will be the

big ones this fall. Prime time is still

the tough nut to crack; network taping

will be felt. But ABC TV's decision to

spread to daytime programing on a

major scale will carve the greatest

chunk out of time clearances in three

or more station markets. Eighty mar-

kets have been cleared for an addi-

tional 15 hours of network programing

per week; ABC TV last week advised

its affiliates not to make long term

commitments for another seven-and-

one-half hours. Thus heavy users of

daytime syndication will find addition-

al obstacles clearing time this fall.

It's generally agreed that good mer-

chandising can both create ratings and

sell the goods, so you'll find an in-

creasing awareness among both sta-

tions and advertisers on that score.

Merchandising a series' star also will

be more important this year. Adolphe

Menjou, host of the Target anthology,

and U.S. Marshal's John Bromfield

are two good examples of the current

trend. Both not only make personal

appearances, but figure heavily in sales

training courses and even sales train-

ing films.

The feature film market—hottest in

tv over the past few years—is begin-

ning to cool off. Not that stations ac-

tually have run out of product: they

haven't. It's the realization that the

supply is limited and that the last

existing pre-'48 package is on its way

that has somewhat dimmed the enthu-

siasm.

Actually, late night audiences have

held up well. The big question to

both buyer and seller now is: "Will

that continue until post-'48 product is

released in bulk?''

Opinion about the release of newer

features varies. Wall Street movie

financiers feel the studios have nothing

to gain and everything to lose (in resi-

duals, especially) by their release to

tv, and that post-'48 features will only

come when the big studios are liqui-

dated.

Other sources think the studios

won't hold out much longer. One in-

dication: The dribs and drabs of

newer stuff that already have hit the tv

market. ^

THE COST OF A SYNDICATED HALF-HOUR

Approximate Prograni Costs (Gross) : Top 60 Markets

Top 10 markets: $14,700

Next 20:

Top 30 (total):

$9,100

$23,800

Next 30:

Top 60 (total):

$6,800

$30,600

|
NSOR estimate
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WHAT VIEWER-CRITICS SAY ABOUT TV

(Excerpts from ARB viewers' diaries, New York area)

-It's unfair that two good drama

programs like Studio One and Sus-

picioil should be on at the same time."

"Less cowboys and more slums like

Father Knows Besl and Beaver."

"Let's hare the good movies start

earlier in the evening."

''Too many commercials during the

movie and hockey games. Goals being

scored during the break for commer-

cials."

"Make the commercials reasonable."

"I find the programs are getting bet-

ter and better. It makes tv very inter-

esting."

"1 realize that commercials are nec-

essary to finance the programs, but it

is my personal opinion that a poor

commercial goes hand in hand with a

poor product, so I never buy the prod-

ucts that have the annoyingly inferior

advertising."

'We enjoy our tv very much but

cannot understand why the commer-

cials have to be so much louder than

the program itself."

What viewers dislike in commercials

^ Unique study of ARB viewer diaries in New York area

shows small but significant discontent with commercials

^ Most common viewer complaints are with frequency

and content of commercials as well as booming sound

W, ould happen if a tv sponsor

suddenly received more than half a

million letters all from New York

—

tiling his television show, or per-

omplaining about the show's
!-

' \\ iih such a mountain of

pe< i drastic results.

gel 500,000

mi New i: oik. of

man] viewers

ouble to

man) lett<

rec< ive il all

ami p

opiniom

licipating in \HB'«

ARB diary-keeping families, selected

each month by careful probability

sampling, have an opportunity to make
comments, suggestions and criticisms

about tv shows and commercials. The
half million figure used above is an

ABB projection, based on a special

tabulation ARB recently made of its

diary keepers. The projection was

based on the same technique used by

timebuyers to project the number of

\ iew ing homes.

In Februarj L958, 2,",', of the ARB
sample families in the New York met-

ropolitan area made specific comments
I diaries about tv—both favor-

and unfavorable. That, says ARB,
,i rating of 28.0. This means

homes, if you project the

rating against the New York market tv

home total of some 4.5 million .

ARB hastens to acknowledge that it

is theoretically incorrect to project

metropolitan area sampling to an en-

tire tv service area. But ARB adds

that this is done every day by a major-

ity of rating service users because

there are few practical alternatives.

However, using ARB's projection

system with the reservation mentioned,

the results are still significant.

Of the 1,300.000 tv homes in ARB's
projection—homes that would make
comments about tv—39% would make
comments about commercials. Multiply

that out. and it adds up to 500,000

"commercial comments."

These commercial comments (most,

but not all, critical I can be catalogued

under three types: 1) frequency, 2)

content and 3 I sound volume. Here's

how the three categories compared in

terms of frequency of incidence in

ARB's February sample:

• Frequency I too many commer-

cials, too often, etc.)—54%
• Content I untrue, poor taste) —

29%
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• Volume (too loud, blaring, etc.)

-17%
If you translate these percentages

again into "home comments" and pro-

ject them against the New York mar-

ket, you arrive at these interesting

figures

:

Frequency complaints: 274,000

Content complaints: 147,000

Sound volume complaints: 86,000

Before any conclusions are drawn

from these figures, some pertinent

questions must be answered:

1) Are these statistics reliable?

ARB says an emphatic "yes." They

have, ARB maintains, the same relia-

bility and confidence range as the reg-

ular ARB ratings for New York for

February. They're produced from the

same sample, same set of viewer diaries.

Give or take a few thousand families

either way to accommodate standard

deviation, says ARB. and you have a

perfectly legitimate set of figures.

2) Are these viewers just chronic

complainers who don't understand the

tv business? ARB's answer: definitely

not. They represent viewers who have

a good or bad word for tv and, given

the opportunity, will express it. It is

ARB's guess that, like the base sam-

ple itself, these people come from most

walks of life, education levels and in-

come groups. ARB insists they can-

not be tabbed as chronic complainers

because 61% of their comments are

positive (that is, non-critical). As for

understanding the business. ARB asks

another question: why should they?

Viewers don't care about the business.

They're only interested in what they

see or hear.

3) Since only 28% of the viewing

homes made any comments, doesn't

that mean the majority—the other

72%

—

are quite content with tv? ARB
doesn't think so. There are always

more people with firm opinions (who

act on them) than will express their

opinions, ARB believes.

ARB offers this simile: Suppose you

have 100 customers and discover that

10 of them are positively unhappy.

Those 10 customers can constitute

your profit margin. Can you afford to

ignore them?

4) Are New York viewers more

sensitive than those in other cities?

ARB admits it hasn't taken this par-

ticular study far enough to know for

sure. Here's how ARB's diary com-

ments from Atlanta for February com-

pare with the New York results:

(Please turn to page 76)
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ARB VIEWING FIGURES FOR JUNE
SHOW DAYTIME HIKES OVER '57

U aytime viewing levels are holding up well compared with last

year, ARB figures for June show. This strength was particularly

marked in the Eastern and Pacific zones, where nearly every day-

time hour was higher than the same month last year. Most Central

zone hours were clown. At night the picture was mixed. Early

evening showed up strong, while late evening declined in all zones.

AVERAGE SETS-IN-USE BY TIME ZONES, JUNE, 1958

Monday thru Friday Daytime

7:00 A.M. + 7.0 3.5 + 6.7 3.8 + 5.6 3.0 + 3.5 2.0

8:00 + 12.0 10.7 -11.7 14.1 + 9.0 2.7 + 8.3 7.1

9:00 -10.3 10.6 + 14.6 13.9 + 10.7 7.0 - 9.3 9.9

10:00 + 12.0 9.0 + 18.6 18.1 + 10.9 7.1 + 11.8 9.2

11:00 + 16.8 13.2 -18.2 20.1 + 15.2 11.6 + 16.1 12.8

12:00 N. + 19.1 18.2 + 18.7 16.1 -13.8 15.8 + 17.3 16.8

1:00 P.M. + 12.1 11.8 -17.9 21.1 -13.6 13.8 + 14.0 12.2

2:00 + 11.5 11.0 -18.1 21.5 + 12.6 8.3 + 14.1 13.8

3:00 + 14.1 12.5 -21.9 22.3 + 10.9 9.1 -15.2 15.3

4:00 + 19.0 15.3 -18.7 18.9 + 15.6 11.5 + 19.0 16.8

5:00 +20.9 18.4 -21.5 22.3 + 19.9 18.4 + 18.8 16.9

Sunday thru Saturday Evening

6:00 P.M. +22.1 21.3 +37.0 32.0 +39.1 27.6 +20.4 20.0

7:00 + 37.4 30.4 -49.0 54.1 +51.5 45.9 + 34.1 28 t

8:00 +57.1 52.2 -56.8 68.0 +61.2 40.6 +49.2 47.4

9:00 +62.9 60.9 -55.1 72.9 -59.3 60.9 + 57.6 57.5

10:00 -51.2 54.2 -31.6 54.7 -37.4 46.0 -53.0 58.0

11:00 -23.3 28.4 -16.4 28.5 -16.6 18.4 -32.2 37.9

12:00 M. -11.2 13.7 - 3.6 9.3 - 3.6 6.0 -20.0 25.2

ased on EDT. ( + ) and ( — ) signs show difference betwi



Dilemma: split account or one roof?

^ As cost-conscious clients review agency management

of tlicir billings, they probe into multi-agency setups

^ Docs additional creativity of several agencies com-

pensate for extra client cost? Here's a roundup of views

I he age-old dilemma <>f large-spend-

ing ail media clients is raising its head

in a new framework: Whether to put

all the billing into one agencj or split

the arc. unit?

For -nine advertisers, like P&G. the

dye is cast. Individual brands within

the corporate fold are competitive with

each other and need the attention of

separate agencies.

However, among companies with

equally competitive lines, the major

cigarette advertisers, a trend has been

shaping over the past few months in

defiance of the traditional "competitive

brands" adage: At least two big ciga-

rette companies have recently consoli-

dated two or three competitive brands

under one roof: Philip Morris, by

moving its PM brand to Leo Burnett.

it> Marlboro agency: P. Lorillard, by

appointing its Old Gold agency, Len-

nen & Newell, for Kent.

As cost-conscious client admen view

their fall plans, the problem of split

account versus one agency rears its

head once more. Does additional top

creative manpower and agency man-

agement consultation from more than

one shop outweigh the cost of coordi-

nating multi-agency activity today?

Are two or more agencies better suited

than one to put a client in his best

competitive position in the current

market place?

To find the answers to these ques-

tions, sponsor interviewed advertising

v. p. of manufacturers in the food,

drug, cigarette and car industry, ex-

plored the subject with top agency

management, creative heads and tv/

radio executives. Here are the pros

and cons of splitting or consolidating

accounts today, as America's recession

begins to move gradually into a pros-

perity once more:

1) More tv billing means better tv

franchises. This is the major argument

favoring single agency assignment for

top-spending network and spot tv cli-

ents.

"But in network negotiations, the

client's billing in one agency itself is

not the sole determining factor," says

Bristol-Myers' advertising chieftain,

Don Frost. "Actually, a client of stat-

ure carries weight in time and pro-

gram negotiations whether his budget

is spent through one agency or through

many. The networks, stations and pro-

gram packagers are perfectly aware of

the client's corporate identity, which

stands behind each brand."

Yet, in these days of astronomical

network tv costs, some advertisers with

budgets sufficient to warrant one regu-

lar weekly network exposure feel that

a split account could damage their pow-

er to carve out franchises.

"It is hard to put fixed figures to

this concept," says Sylvania's Terry

THE PROS AND CONS OF SINGLE VS. MULTIPLE AGENCY SETUP

Admen favoring the multi-agency plan say:

I
i Combined talent of several specialized agency tv de-

partmenti ran exert effort with networks on client's behalf

Broader agency experience is applied to accounts split

among several agencies, tlian one handled by single shop

ive brands within one company need indi-

ctment of the separate agencies

\ger share of client's bill-

by-day servicing on each

each agency's spe-

ling, creative areas

top think-

luct lineup

Clients seeing advantage in a single agency stress:

1) Greater weight of combined billing in carving out

prime time, hard-to-get spot franchises for client account

2) Simplicity of operation with one agency by-passes

need for expensive coordination by client's top ad execs.

3 I Larger billing within one agency assures more atten-

tion from agency's key execs, management, dept. heads

4) Closer relationship between agency principals and cli-

ent's ad dept. is possible without inter-agency competition

5) Lack of duplication in collateral marketing, merchan-

dising, promotion, publicity services assures some economy

6 I Unified advertising campaign theme, integrated sales

effort easier to achieve through unilateral agency contact
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Cunningham. "But in today's atmos-

phere, no client with network tv aspira-

tions who has a budget smaller than

$5-million should consider using more

than one agency, other than for spe-

cialized services, such as consumer ver-

sus industrial advertising know-how."

It's the consideration of bargaining

power with major air media as much
as requirement for full professional

agency servicing that helped set Camp-

bell Soup's standard. "We feel that

none of our agencies should handle

less than $2-million, or they couldn't

afford to bargain for us or service us

profitably," says C-S ad dir., Rex Budd.

2) Contradictory marketing prob-

lems may dictate split accounts. In the

case of the giant soap companies, com-

peting brands are a major reason for

Texaco's Don Stewart sees advantages and

disadvantages of multi-agency set-up: "A $12-

million account rates more services than two

$6- million clients," he says. "But it's easier

to work with one agency than with three."

agency splits. But cigarette companies,

which face similar strategic problems,

have been reversing this trend.

"Marketing problems are peculiar to

each individual brand," a top Philip

Morris executive told sponsor, in

justification of the firm's continued

multiple-agency set-up. "And internal

coordination of our agencies does

mean a high management cost to us in

terms of coordination. But this isn't

the only consideration in consolidating

or splitting. Essentially, we like to

keep some of our brands competitive

internally and within agencies. Yet we
feel one agency can successfully han-

dle two of our competitive brands."

The extreme example of the split-ac-

count philosophy may well be Revlon.

which currently employs seven agen-

cies. In Revlon's case, competitive

Sylvania's Terry Cunningham sees client

decision dependent on various factors: (1)

size of billing (don't split less than $4-million

or $5-million) ; (2) individual product prob-

lems; (3) agencies' abilities to service

products is only part of the reason for

the split.

"We've found that several agencies

can provide a broader creative bas

better feelers in the tv/radio industry

and greater media contact," says Rev

Ion ad v.p. George Abrams. "For in

stance, one agency's creative staff may
come up with a bright new tv demon

stration technique or animation con

cept, and we can apply it to other prod

ucts in our other agencies as well.

Also, seven agencies provide us easily

with twice the key executive manpow
er and thinking on our account than

one or two agencies could. Beyond

that, we like the adage of competition

between agencies keeping each up to

maximum performance."

3 High cost of multiple agency set-

ups: To some degrees, a multiple-

agency set-up is necessarily costlier.

For one thing, a $10-million account

may get some market research projects

thrown in gratis for which a $2-million

client must pay. Agency executives are

quick to admit this cost factor.

On the other hand, the client with

a multi-agency set-up is usually inter-

nally geared to it in such a way as to

avoid duplication of services or cost.

One Philip Morris ad executive ex-

plains it this way:

"We have our own market research

department. Therefore, if there's need

for such a project on a particular

brand and we can do it more econom-

ically than the agency, our department

will do it and bill it to the agency that

uses the material."

Bristol-Myers' Don Frost says large-budget

clients carry as much weight with agencies

when account is split as when in one shop,

but split account has advantage of providing

more creative agency resources to the clit-nl

Revlon's George Abrams sees healthy com-

petition resulting from multi-agency set-ups,

employs seven agencies partly because of

competitive products, partly to get benefit

of more agency principals' creative thinking

Some of the cost to the client of

supervising and coordinating several

agencies is more than compensated

for, according to proponents of the

multi-agency set-up, by the contribu-

tion to campaign creating and strategy

thinking on the part of many more

agency principals than any one shop

could afford.

"It takes the systematized and

highly organized approach of a very

large advertiser to cope with several

agencies," the advertising v.p. of a

major soap brand told sponsor. "But

the cross-fertilization of research think-

ing, marketing fact-finding and various

copy approaches makes this worth-

while to us."

The key to such an advertising man-

agement decision, then, lies in (1) the

product lines of the client. I 2 I size of

his budget per brand. (3) internal or-

ganization of the advertising depart-

ment. ^P
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"NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS

Y&R's ROD ERICKSON MOVES TO WARNER

#% 10-year-old inner conflict on

which hat to wear entertainment

01 advertising — is resolved when

Rodnej Erickson, Y&R's bouncj

vice president >• n< I supervisor of tv

accounts, leaves the agency to be-

come corporate vice president in

charge of t\ plans for Warner

Brothers Pictures on I \ugust.

The move doesn't mean Madison

\venue lias seen the last of Rod.

<)nl\ now the can of film under his

n in will be his own product for a

change and the label will read, "For

Entertainment Only."

"Not that I've ever really left en-

tertainment," says Erickson, who be-

— -ill as ;i child radio actor in Chi-

cago (in 1933, at age 16, he pro-

duced ' oice of l.nhor on WCFL)
igency's function is to

tiandise not entertain

I

i hi it) standpoint,

more re-

h

I niversil i I

< ollege radio si

first 'I i" pro '

Tenni u < \\ illiam

along with such - * 1 1 1 .
-

1
-

I mi \\ res, i i ;e designi

ducer of Broadway's smash Kiss Me
Kate), \fter Iowa. Erickson came

to \ru York, became director-pro-

ducer for NBC. later CBS. then pro-

gram operations director for WOR.
At that time, he jumped flat-

footed into advertising, first with

P&G, then FC&B on the Lucky

Strike account, finally came to rest

at Y&R in 1948 where he produced

We, The People and Fred Waring

Show.

What are the views on tv by a

man such as Rod who has seen it

go from a $0 per year industry to

a $100 million colussus?

• On show trends: "Despite

the terrific response to Westerns and

audience participations, these are

the toughest shows to sell. The
show is the thing—never the cate-

gory."

• Commercials: "Although my
preoccupation is with entertainment,

there is no guarantee that entertain-

ment will sell. The burden of sale

lies with the tv commercial creator,

ind they're doing a great job."

mii Bros.. Erickson will

illi executive pro-

i planning product,

up blueprint for

iher, he goes

m rid in liehalf of in-

^^

How radio t

By Hanque Ringgold

^Jne of American industrial manage-

ment's greatest needs today is effective

communication with its employees and

citizens of its plant communities.

Management is entirely aware of this

need. It knows from experience that

good communications will favorably

affect the production rate, the number
of rejects, reworks and seconds; the

down time of expensive machinery, the

accident rate, absenteeism, waste and

many other factors which show up in

the profit and loss.

And management is using various

media to help it meet this need. For
employees there are group meetings,

house organs, newsletters, bulletin

boards, reading racks, policy manuals

and booklets on such subjects as orien-

tation, safety, hospitalization and re-

tirement plans.

Members of the plant community
are reached through "thought leaders,"

plant tours for schools and societies,

and publicity releases to the news-

papers.

Radio and television — the fastest

media of all and the warmest, most

personalized of all (except "in person"

meetings which put a limit on audience

size)—these powerful and persuasive

media have been almost entirely over-

looked.

I base this statement on two things:

first, my own observations over the last

three years working with a manage-

ment consultant firm handling accounts

employing 75 to tens of thousands of

people, and manufacturing products

ranging literally from a spool of thread

to locomotives in many different cities.

Second. I base the statement on the

results of a questionnaire survey I

made for the same consulting firm on

the use of non-network radio by man-

agement for purposes other than the

sale of a product or service. Of the

346 answering stations from the 200

top labor markets, only 21 or about

6 r
y reported carrying any radio spon-

sored for the purpose of reaching em-

ployees and citizens of plant communi-

ties.

Among these was a plant of one of

the big eastern steel companies who
had sponsored a musical program year-
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an improve your community relations

^ Today's pr-minded corporations have developed ex-

tensive community and employee relations programs

^ But two vital communications media are being over-

looked in these programs: local radio and television

round for five years with the purpose

of "building community good will."

Three plants of a large appliance

manufacturer sponsored programs.

Two of these used newscasts and one

picked up the tab for half of the bas-

ketball games. All of these said their

purpose was "community relations and

employee good will."

A large copper mining company had

a quarter hour radio news across the

board "for public service;" a steel

company sponsored football games and

gave half the commercial time to char-

ity while using the rest to build em-

ployee good will. An airplane manu-

facturer used five half hours weekly to

bring "music for employees and

friends" and a tractor company spon-

sored basketball. A few companies

used announcements, the most ambi-

tious of which was a bearing manufac-

turer who had used 10 minutes a week
for 10 years "to sell the American

capitalistic system."

All of this is good, but it is only a

drop in the bucket. It indicates that a

small part of industry recognizes radio

and tv's potential as a prime medium
of employee and community communi-
cation. Or that some station manage-

ment has been alert to its opportunities

to integrate itself into the fabric of its

community life with profit to industry

and to itself.

But for every company reporting its

use of air media there are probably

another 10 or 25 or more who could

be sold on doing so if the right people

were approached in the right way.

Here's how it was done in one instance.

A large manufacturer of durable

goods in a secondary city in the Mid-

west regularly sent publicity releases

to the local newspapers and occasion-

ally used paid space to bring a special

announcement to its employees and the

community. It did not send releases

to any radio or tv station in town and

did not use air media services in any

way. Investigation showed that the

- employee and community climate

needed improvement.

The objective was to sell these two

groups on the correct belief that the

members of the company's manage-

ment were approachable humans who
wanted to treat employees as people

—

individual people. Also that the com-

pany, as a good corporate citizen, was

paying its fair share of local, state and

national taxes and was deeply interest-

ed in the growth and prosperity of

the community. Our third objective

was to explain clearly and understand-

ably various company plans, policies

and actions at appropriate times.

To accomplish these objectives, my
main recommendation was the use of

radio and tv. We started with five

morning quarter hours and three eve-

ning quarter hours on radio. After

13 weeks we switched to six five-minute

newscasts per day and added six quar-

ter-hour evening tv newscasts weekly.

This is a fair piece of local billing to

start blooming where none at all had

bloomed before.

Is it accomplishing its objectives?

The company says it is, and the fact

that they have now been using radio

and tv for employee and community

relations for two years is pretty good

evidence of its success.

How should a station go about cul-

tivating this kind of business? First,

choose the biggest plants available in

your locality to go to work on. Make
your contact as high up in the organi-

ation as you can—the president, if this

is feasible. If not, find out if there is

a community relations, employee rela-

tions or industrial relations head.

Don't go to the advertising manager;

nine chances out of 10 he will have

nothing to say about a program you

are going to try to sell.

If you don't already have a substan-

tial knowledge of the business you are

calling on, try to find out all you can

about it. Ask to be put on the mailing

list to receive publicity releases, copies

of the house organ or any other ma-

terial available. It has been my ex-

perience that most stations do not ask

a plant for news about itself unless

there is a strike, a bad accident or a

fire. Yet, there are many other news-

(Please turn to page 76)

Hanque Ringgold has been active in the radio/ tv

industry since 1931. Most of this time he

was with Edward Petry & Co. in New York,

where he held every job from junior salesman

through promotion and research to vice president

in charge of radio and later of tv sales. For the

past three years he has been associated ivith

Fred Rudge Associates, management consultants

in many fields including communications, em-

ployee, labor and community relations. He is

now a freelance consultant in the same area.

26 july 1958
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Sandran's one-two

air media punch

^ Backed into a competitive corner, Sandran went into

network television and radio to build its market share

^ Coupling these with local spot plus heavy merchan-

dising has created steady sales gain plus dealer loyalty

HOW SANDURA'S SALES CREW
WITH AIR MEDIA'S HELP

5) February, 1957: More

network tv added

4) March, 1956: Network tv

used on regular schedule

3) Fall, 1955: Network rad

used on regular schedule

2) Spring. 1955: Network tv

participations increased

1 ) 1594: Scattered network

participations, some print

hen you quadruple sales in lour

years, what do you do for an encore?
The answer: boost them sixfold in the

next three years.

Sound incredible? It is. but it's the

case with the Sandura Co., of Phil-

adelphia, manufacturer of Sandran, a

vinyl-surfaced, felt-backed floor cover-

ing product.

As the accompanying chart shows,
sales have been on an almost vertical

climb since 1954. The reasons why are

threefold: a good product: a one-two
advertising punch using network tv and
radio plus local spots, and a solid sat-

uration of merchandising.

Sandran has come to its current

representation in air media, network
and spot, tv and radio, by building a

piece at a time. Here's how it hap-

pened :

Sandura, founded in 1923. is not a

new company but Sandran. introduced

in 1950 is, relatively. For its first

three years Sandran sales were small.

The fourth year they turned up slight-

ly, reaching about $3 million.

Early in 1955 Sandura's agency,

Hicks & Greist, decided the growth was
coming too slowly and moved the prod-

uct to a new launching pad. "What
we had been doing," recalls Charles V.

Skoog, Jr., then H&G v.p. and account

executive on Sandura, now agency

president and still a.e. "was fighting

the well-established giants on their

terms—things like color spreads in

women's magazines. Comparatively

our budget was fractional to theirs, so

was our impact." The giants are, of

course, Congoleum-Nairn and Arm-
strong Cork Co.

Forthwith Skoog, together with

Theodore Grunewald. H&G v.p. for tv

and radio, presented a radical program

to J. Stokes Clement, Sandura's presi-

dent and Samuel D. Pollock, its ag-

gressive advertising and sales promo-

tion manager. The plan: drop print,

put the whole budget into tv.

"This whole budget," Skoog remem-

bers, "was about $150,000. which had

to go nationally, so we weren't about

to dominate tv." But what it lacked in

money, Sandran made up for in strat-

egy. "Our big product advantage

with Sandran," Skoog notes, "is that

it's stainless and easy to clean. We
figured we could demonstrate that.

graphically on tv."

The subsequent demonstrations were

dramatic enough to outweigh their in-

hequency. once a month on the old

Tonight show on NBC TV. (Sea



SPONSOR, 5 September 1955.) On live

cameras New York City traffic rolled

over Sandran. elephants stomped food

on it, steamrollers crushed dirt and ink

into it, and, while the camera still

watched, Steve Allen, or one of his

company, easily wiped it clean.

The impact was felt immediately.

The first two commercials went on in

May; June sales were up 66% over

the previous June. May and June to-

gether, (four commercials) had enough

net effect to project the first six

months' sales for 1955 up 108% over

the previous year. And the company
added 1,122 new dealers to its roster,

which it credited largely to the new tv

campaign.

By late 1955 the sales rocket was ris-

ing beautifully. Pollock decided it was
time to fire the second stage—radio.

The strategy concept was simple; tv

was providing considerable impact, but

cost too much to consider expanding

heavily at the time. Radio, on the

other hand, being less expensive, could

broaden the coverage at a low total

cost, particularly in important farm-

and-rural markets, where every room
in the house offered potential for one

of Sandran's products, floor coverings,

wall coverings or counter toppings.

The company chose The Breakfast

Club, on ABC Radio network. The

first 26-week contract was regarded as

a test; within a few weeks it proved

out and Sandran has never left the

show since. The current schedule calls

for one commercial a week, on rotat-

ing days. The show is on about 60

stations.

"This radio show has proved to be a

perfect complement to our tv sched-

ules," Pollock says, "by not only pro-

viding an umbrella coverage pattern,

but also furnishing us with a strong

personality salesman who gives our

product claims believability."

Sales continued to climb, and a larg-

er ad budget became available. The

next step, in March 1956, was network

tv on a regular basis. The buy was

Queen For A Day, on NBC TV, on an

alternate sponsorship of a 15-minute

segment weekly. With a commercial

every other week, a cross-mention on

alternate weeks, the show gives a de-

sired continuity, and is still used year-

round.

Early this year, with more budget

available, Sandran added a similar al-

ternating arrangement on The Price Is

Right, also NBC TV.

All of these three network shows

SANDURA'S AIR MEDIA STRATEGY

Sandura Co. found itself, three years ago, with a new product,

Sandran, forced to compete with old-line giants, at a fraction of

their ad budget.

• First ad budget monies were put into network tv participations:

heavily creative, they generated interest out of proportion to their

cost.

• As sales started up, and more budget became available, network

radio was added. This extended the coverage into nonurban areas,

without seriously taxing the still-small budget.

• Further budget has gone into expanding network tv, plus adding

local co-op spots, both tv and radio.

• And always, driving this effort home at the distributor-dealer level,

a saturation merchandising effort.

• Results: spectacular sales gain. In 1954 sales totaled about $3 mil-

lion; last year they reached about $12 million. This year they're up

80% over 1957, and Sandura expects to reach $60 million by 1960!

have a common factor: a strong per-

sonality. Sandura picks personalities

deliberately for two reasons: it wants

to capitalize on the "believability trans-

fer," but also because the commercials

on the tv shows are live demonstra-

tions, and the participation of the per-

sonality lends credibility.

Sandran commercials have not devi-

ated from their original successful con-

cept of dramatic presentation of prod-

uct features done live, though they've

become less complicated: where for-

merly live shots of traffic or elephants

passing over the product were used, the

company now substitutes something

smaller, such as a lawn roller, or a

boy on a pogo stick.

The network advertising, both tv and

radio, represents only one phase of the

total advertising for Sandran. Adver-

tising, at this level, is decided upon,

and paid for, by the factory. But the

company also maintains a strong co-op

ad program for its distributors and

dealers.

This co-op program began, in a

small way, about four years ago with

sporadic tv and radio spots in about

15 markets. It has now grown to the

point where regular and heavy use of

tv, and some radio, is on a continual

basis in 50-plus markets. Earlyr this

year H&G ran tests on these local ac-

tivities, by trying different combina-

tions: spots only, news and weathe

plus spots, or syndicated film sponsi : -

{Please turn to page 78)



As buyers scrutinize time for better buys, SPONSOR ASKS:

What criteria do timebuyers ignore?

I hi«c station men point up -e\-

eral factor* which they feel are

often overlooked by both buyers

and admen when making time

decisions.

John O'Connell,
TV. < oliu

r
1

l\rh tOO

heavilj on

national ratings

\|d»i timebuyers necessarily concen-

trate their thinking on the top met-

ropolitan markets and cannot devote

enough attention to area coverage sta-

tions (often in smaller markets I whose

distribution patterns and viewing

habits are different, and whose popula-

tion figures are changing faster than

the) can be measured.

In main markets, wholesale sales

are inaccurate reflections of their im-

portance. The wholesale market is

concentrated in the metropolitan area.

Hut total retail sales are a much more

accurate gauge ol how people live, eat,

dress and l>n\ in these areas.

Competition for viewing time de-

i reases .1- the size of <ii\ decreases,

so viewing habits are different in area

markets. People in smaller towns and

ms spend more time watching

ision and usually have Fewer

n which to choose than

hi 1
1 \

'"« ing hours are

md entertain-

politan

than in

in statioi

othei hand

irea maki

of it- in. 11 1 l In Kl I

second metropolitan area. Jefferson

Cit\. two-thirds as large as Columbia.

is within our station's Grade A cover-

age contour. We must look beyond the

metropolitan area figures.

Census figures from 1950 have no

more than historical interest now. The

actual population of Columbia is up

more than •">()', in the past eight years

and Jefferson Cit\"> growth is almost

as meteoric. Published figures can't

keep up with the explosive growth of

man) cities in the 25.000—100,000

bracket—and such cities are important

to timebuyers. Large cities cannot

grow anywhere near as fast. It is im-

portant to check on the growth of

important cities in area markets.

Very often, in markets which are

infrequentl) rated, timebuyers will use

the national standings of network

shows to compute adjacency ratings.

In many cases the value of a local

show exceeds the so-called prime ad-

jacencies which shine so brightly on

network reports. Never underestimate

the power of a local personalitv.

Joe Baisch, general manager, WREX-TV,

Rockford, 111.

f
^

Positions oj

The four most essential time buying

criteria which are sometimes over-

looked consist primarily of intangibles.

1 1 Local ownership and integration

of such ownership with management
2 I Qualitative audience loyalty

.'•>
1 Station leadership in community

a 1 personnel

b) programing
I

l "Personalit) image" on the home

FCC in its licensing procedures

as should knowledgeable

inherent values of parti-

in ownership b) management.

Sound policies and long range good
judgment will most commonly prevail

where operating personnel hold part

of the investment risks.

In each community there is a broad-

cast property which holds the proud

mantle of leadership. This is no ac-

cident—the station achieves its posi-

tion of towering strength on the basis

of the merit of its operating staff and,

of course, its programming. Bv way
of example: WREX-TV strictly ad-

heres to a continuing policy of public

service remotes to meet the unique

needs of the community. Such needs

are most appropriately met by televi-

sion. For instance, the local theater

where Rockford high school holds

their graduation ceremonies cannot

accommodate the ever-increasing sen-

ior classes, and television fills the srap.

Remotes of such events as the Jubilee

Mass of a diocese, or telecasts of a

world leader of the Protestant faith,

or the recognition of the accomplish-

ment of a local rabbi, are highlight

presentations which cast the mold of

favorable public opinion in depth for

WREX-TV. They enhance the station's

stature by their very nature—they de-

\elop a source of loyal appreciation

and make WREX-TV the "neighborly

giant" of the Rock River Valley.

And, of extreme importance, is the

personality image created b\ the

warmth, courtesy, friendliness, honesty

and character of the "on-camera per-

sonnel." Their deportment and be-

havior, both on-and off-duty, contri-

bute toward an aggregate positive at-

titude toward the station.

Recently, advertisers have become

vitally concerned with their corporate

images. They have discovered that

product sales are dependent to a con-

siderable extent on the buying public's

sum total attitudes and impressions of

the company as a corporate entity.

\ television station's effectiveness as

a sales medium is likewise dependent

on its station image, but to a far

greater degree than in the case of a

manufacturing company, because its

service is intangible. Its sole mission,

(Please turn to page 71)

26 july L938
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MARKET

take a look at revitalized Richmond

You're a buyer of television advertising and you're interested in the Richmond, Virginia, mar-

ket, but your image of that market is rather hazy.

You ran sharpen that image with these latest facts, figures and observations

:

]> Richmond has gone through an extraordinary transition and expansion since the end of World

War II. In terras of total dollars tor construction is72..~> million in 1957) it is the fastest growing metropolis

in the country. \ modernl) built Richmond sprawls for mile? around the historic Richmond. The pace of expan-

sion shows no signs of abating.

2 i Richmond stands as one of the country's most notable bulwarks of economic stability. Richmond
has never known either depression or recession. It is endowed with a balanced economy, with no one field

dominating. Employment per capita is consistently spread according to the ideal pattern for metropolitan areas.

Industry is so diversified as to make Richmond recession-proof. Note these illuminating signposts: lal The in-

dustrial production index has doubled within 15 \ears: (b) the manufactured product adds up to $1.5
billion and (c) personal income per family is hovering at the $7,000-level.

3) Richmond's unwavering industrial health stems from a neat blend of broad diversification and a

high percentage of skilled workers. It*s not dependent on heavy, or even light, durable goods. No. 1 among
Richmond - principal industries are the tobacco products—you've certainly heard the city referred to as the

"cigarette capita] of the world."' The others include chemical products (like rayon and cellophane), paper and

paper products, printing and publishing, fabricated metals, textile products, pharmaceuticals, furniture and other

wood products.

I i Richmond is one of the great white-collar centers of the country. A ''Hartford. Conn, of the South."

[his factoi assures continued economic stability for the market. For instance, the ratio of white-collar workers

runs around M)%, a- compared to around 25% for manufacturing. Two major sources of the white-collar em-

ploymenl air the concentration of 33 insurance companies in Richmond and the central offices of three giant rail-

road arteries the C&O, Seaboard Virline and the RF&P. These insurance companies—like Life Insurance of Vir-

ginia. \ irginia Mutual and Lawyers Title rank among the country's top underwriters in their respective fields.

i) Richmond i> a metropolis that's got plenty of expansion room. New developments— both home
and commercial spread over adjoining counties like Chesterfield and Henrico—all of which are part of the physi-

cal citj of Richmond, though not incorporated with it. Hence Richmond today is not just a citj but a tri-county

etropolis. Tip for automotive and petroleum people: The sprawling nature of Richmond has made it a two-

unilx market.

the trade center of the South Atlantic region. Measurable retail sales were well over

in 1957 and wholesale distribution figure> were $1.53-billion. Those wholesale dollars

hmond's dominance as the point of distribution for a vast section of the Atlantic Sea-

md Charlotte.

ti msportation gateway leading to lour directions with six trunkline railroad-, five

i Freight-carrier lines and water freight service on the James River. It is

lhe -'"I'i Virginia traffic. Ml freight moving along the Atlantic Coastal plain is handled

through Richmond.



THE OLD RICHMOND: The has forged ahead

8) Richmond is heir to another boon in terms of stability: the weather. Known as the "Riviera of

America," the Richmond area has an average annual temperature of 57.7 degrees, with a normal yearly rain-

fall of 42.9 inches. It's not subject to violent upsets of nature and the growing season is 216 days.

9) The level of income from agriculture in the area surrounding Richmond city is exceptionally high

per acre. The sources: Grain, cattle, poultry and truck farming. Richmond is not only a hustling marketing and

distribution center for these products but an important site for food processing and distribution. In addition to

giants like Swift and Armour, packing plants are maintained here by some of the country's largest regional com-

panies. For example, George H. Myer & Sons and Joseph McSweeney & Sons. Richmond is also the home grounds

for the famed Southern States Cooperative.

10! Richmond's retail shopping area of influence has this unusual characteristic: it extends out to nearly

60 miles. They come to do their shopping regularly in Richmond from as far as Charlottesville, Fredericksburg

and Petersburg.

Ill Richmond is quite a magnet for the motoring

attractions. Richmond is so located in mid-state as to r

and natural grandeur.

tourist. Aside from having plenty of its own historical

ake it a popular gateway to the region's historic places

Postscript to a Statistic: If yours is a grocery product in national distribution, you're not getting a true

measure of the dollars spent for your product in Richmond. The reason is simply this: You credit your Rich-

mond sales to cities other than Richmond. You do it inadvertently because of the ways of the big chains—ex-

cepting the A&P—that do business in Richmond. Take these three for instance: (ll Safeway has 22 stores in

the Richmond area but does all the buying for them in Washington—where the regional offices are located—so

the sales credit goes to Washington. (2) Colonial Stores has 20 outlets in Richmond but the sales you make are

credited to Norfolk for the same reason. (3) The People's Drug Stores operates 15 outlets in Richmond but the

buying goes through its Washington offices. The net result of all this for WRVA-TV and others in Richmond:

They're shortchanged bv 20-30% of the product's actual advertising dollars for Richmond.

* •?•

A Tip to Marketing Men: Don't take the Richmond consumer for granted. Don't expect him to try your

product just because it's on the store shelf. His habits are deep-rooted and his loyalties, quite firm. So

—

if

your product is in Richmond you better advertise. To switch that loyalty you have to sell hard. That's why

vou must include Richmond in your list of must-advertise-heavily markets.

THE NEW RICHMOND: Many multi n-$ housing-shopping developments, like this, exemplify the enriched market.
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unchallenged in Spot News, Speck!

Willi WRVA-TV the words, "The Station to Watch for News," is noJ just a sales slogan: it's

a wa) of life.

If there's anj facet of the operation where WRVA-TV's status of prestige and know-how shines like a beacon

it'- on the news and special events front.

You won'l find in Virginia and perhaps throughout the South—a station with a better reputation for

news and special events coverage than WRVA-TV.

The station has made news and special events an unstinted service—what's more, an obligation—to the

community. Ever) station in Richmond has network shows and tv films, but WRVA-TV can point to this big

plus: \ unique personality stemming from what it does consistently with news and special events.

These are the things that have helped make WRVA-TV's news and special events coverage a personality in

the life of Richmond:

• Always keeping on top of the news.

• Maintaining 30 correspondents for film coverage in every section of Virginia.

• I sing a full news film crew roving Richmond at all hours of the night and day in a station-wagon that is

equipped with cameras, lights and telephones. In addition, WRVA-TV subscribes to national film services.

• Sparing no effort in getting its exclusive film coverage from the scene of the event to the station's thorough!)

equipped film developing laboratory. Like the time it used four helicopters to deliver the shots taken of the

International Fleel Review off Norfolk. I See picture on page 7.)

• Scoring one "first" after another, like the pickup of the Virginia Governor's Inaugural, the Jamestown Festi-

\al. the official visit of UN Secretary Dag Hammarshold's visit to Williamsburg.

• Scooping the area with the big news breaks, whether they be disasters, like a Kentucky-border mine blast or

a transcontinental bus crash that cost many lives, or the round-by-round film report of a special session of the

\ irginia Stair legislature.

• Broadcasting two and a quarter hours of local news weekly, which includes Esso's and Phillips 66 nightly

sponsorship and a series directed primarily at housewives.

ITS SPECIAL EVENTS COVERAGE TYPIFIES WRVA-TV'S LEADERSHIP NEWS EX PERI

International Naval Review:
wi;\ \l\ annooncen and camen sn

were in helicoptei ova Hampton I C ..... I
-

.mil mi board Canberra

Easter Parade: WIN \-T\ originated

at "live" annually in

Richmond - largest park, giving prizes

fur in. .-i attractive Bnery

Tobacco Festival: Thiscolorfu] event,

of major significance to all Virginian*,

is also covered in detail by WIN \ T\

each year



Events, Local Live Entertainment

TEENAGE PARTY: A blockbuster in low-cost-per-lOOO-homes SUNSHINE SUE: Surefire!

WRVA-TV has a philosophy of its own in producing live local entertainment: Make sure that what you

put in it is elosely identified with the community.

The station also gears its local live entertainment programing to a set of guidelines, like these:

1) Whatever you do give the production a network quality.

2) Provide a fair balance of local programing as compared to local film—and above all. see that the live

programing is in keeping with the character and sensibility of the community.

3) Tailor the program as closely as possible to the interests and service of every group in the community.

WRVA-TV can claim a strong foundation for whatever it does in live programing: topnotch studio facilities

and a production staff with a wealth of know-how.

Now—a message about WRVA-TVs aee live show: Teenage Party.

What makes the daily Teenage Party hour a consistent leader in late afternoon programing:

a) It's got as m.c. the most popular tv personality in Richmond—Roy Lamont.

b) It's got the support of the authorities of the surrounding high schools and the people concerned

with the youth of the community. (Hence a potent adult audience ratio.)

c) It's a prodigious mail-puller—it's piled up over 6,000 request letters a month.

d) It's proved time and time again that it can make a hit record overnight. In fact, local record distribu-

tors have prevailed upon Lamont to let them know when he's going to play an unknown record so that they can

stock the dealers in advance.

e) It's so potent as a maker of best record sellers that the biggest of stars in the recording world make

it a point to appear on the show.

f) It's a consistent high-rating show, delivering between $2.25-$2.50 per-1000-homes.

g) It has the SRO sign out for advertisers virtually all the time.

Another popular item on WRVA-TVs regular live entertainment roster: the Saturday night SUNSHINE
SUE AND HER RANGERS. This folk troupe is as integral a part of the area serviced by WRVA-TV as say,

the great annual Tobacco Festival.

A great favorite with WRVA-TV audiences is the top-size swimming pool on the studio grounds— the site

in warm weather for regular and special productions.

This presentation appeared in the 26 July 1958 issue of
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PROMOTION • MERCHANDISING

EXPLOITATION: Samples of continuing, vigorous audience building.

skilled, aggressive with Promotion

\\ K\ i-TVs management is skilled and richly backgrounded in audience-building and support-

ing a spot client at the point-of-sale.

Theirs is an aggresshe t\ pe of promotion and merchandising. The) do it with imagination and finesse—not

in gusts of acti\it\. hut regularly. Chalk up to this accumulated effort of audience-building the fact that WR\ A-

TV has the area's t\ viewers alert to its programing from sign-on to sign-off.

Advertisers on WRVA-TV have been much impressed with the station management's aptitude and readiness

for working out a marketing or merchandising problem for Richmond.

\ management that has consistenth delivered sales successes for many )ears can't help but be thoroughly

conversant with the buying characteristics of the consumer in the Richmond market. It knows the t) pe of cam-

paign thai can be most effective and how it can be best merchandised.

Examples of the type of support that spot advertisers get from WRVA-TV:
• Special posters for dealers' showrooms designed by the station's art department.

• Exploitation >»l a spot-sponsored program on a downtown 50-foot electric sign or 24 sheets placed on main

local highways.

• Spotlight ads in local newspapers, attention in tv columns and telegrams or letters to the retail trade and

supermarket buyers.

• Sets up sales meetings in WRVA-TV studios for advertiser's sales force or dealers, with the station's per-

sonalities delivering participating pep talks.

You're among the Blue Chips—like these—when you spot buy WRVA-TV"

Eastman Kodak LarusS Bro.

Esso Lever Bros.

Ford

( General 1 lectrii

Libby-Owens-F

Liggett-Myers

J Foods P. Lorillard

B tte-Toni Vlaybelline

Chryslei
i & Johnson

Oldsmobile

P&G

.1 Bi

Pepsi-Cola

Pel Milk

Quaker Oats

R.J. Reynolds

Schlitz

Socony-Mobil

Texaco

US Steel

I S l!ul>be,

Westinghouse

Whitehall



PUBLIC SERVICE

dominates area in station character

LET'S EXPERIMENT: Famed fo

education. WRVA-TV broadcasts this sci

ASK ME AN ATOM: This popular and timely series was

presented in 1957-58 in cooperation with the American Chemical

Society. Students from local high schools participated

force than this: It never takes its eye off

eharaeter for a station in a

You can get no better image of WRVA-TV as a communil

the opportunity for public service.

WRVA-TV fully realizes that the impact of public service is what

community.

Hence the station's programing and management—with years and years of experience in the public service

field—are alert to finding ways to:

1) Putting its facilities to work in behalf of education; 2) bringing the community in closer touch with

local government and 3) spotlighting the problems, interests and needs of various segments of the community.

Three regular programs that graphically highlight this identity between the station and the community:

LET'S EXPERIMENT: A morning half-hour on various subjects that is actually used for classroom in-

struction in the Richmond area schools.

CITY DESK: A weekly report by the City Manager in person.

FARMER'S FORUM: A Sunday feature filmed by WRVA-TV produced in conjunction with the Virginia

Polytechnical Institute, USDA, and Virginia Dept. of Agriculture.

Served Hot Off-rhe-Griddle

Crew covering International Naval

Review at Hampton Roads flew di-

rectly to WRVA-TV with film they

had taken that afternoon, landing

on station's parking lot. The reels

were developed, edited and telecast

to viewers several hours later as

complete program
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MANAGEMENT

CALVIN T. LUCY BARRON HOWARD

m-ersTl'iit \YK\A on air l<>2.. : WKVA liai'lm siii.t

A Km Co., WliVATV president to'tv operations late

SAM CAREY
.

ia win A TV;
JAMES D. CLARK JR.

ii.in.'.nv[;v. Had joined WliVA B
producer, pr am ocer; foil, n
emerged fro. P Hi. Ml made Bales mgi ,f r;,,l

SANFORD TERRY TOM FRAIOLI

Chief engr.; joined WRVA '32; WRVA-TV local sales r

after war duty set up Fit sta- spent 2 years on direct product
lions; WRVA-TV built from liis sales; eoinnier. producer BBDO

;

original blueprints dated 111-17 sold |y film for MCA & UTP

their media tally: 167 manpower years

The personality of a station stems from the ability, the background and the activity standards of

the management.

Add up the years "I service rendered to broadcasting by the station's management staff and it comes out

167 manpower years. Ponder this facl and you have the answer to WRVA-TV's standing for prestige and

know-how.

\\ l!\ \-T\ - management prides itself on:

• Looking upon advertising as a constructive force for public service.

• Holding Fast to the en-do that service to the communitj is more important than momentary financial success.

• Having an obligation to the advertiser to buttress his campaign with whatever marketing aid it can give him.

• Affirming periodical!) its pledge to serve the community in the best of broadcast traditions.

!! \\l!\ V-TV'a physical Facilities: For a city the size of Richmond it has no superior in the U.S.A. You
timonial to thai effect from advertisers who have used these facilities.



The John Blair Report on

LOCAL RADIO PROGRAMING

Local radio programing has become an object of intense interest on the part of the

media buyer. It is with this recognition in mind that sponsor herewith makes available

excerpts from a treatise on local radio programing prepared by six-man editorial board

of John Blair & Co., station representatives. As you'll note, the report is ( 1 ) a penetrat-

ing scanning of the subject from various vantage points, (2) represents the hard and

incisive thinking of a rep that has concentrated much effort in the field of radio station

programing and (3) deals with the complexities of a type of programing often slight-

ingly referred to as "just music and news." It also explores the subject from the view-

point of what it means to the buyer. This report is the combined effort of a six-man

editorial board headed by Art McCoy, executive v. p. of John Blair & Co. His associ-

ates in the project: Wells Barnett, station operations manager, who compiled the re-

port; Ward Dorrell, research director; Al Long, sales development director; Lou

Faust and Ed Whitley, of the Blair sales force.

LOCAL RADIO PROGRAMING
With the possible exception of the automotive industry,

there is probably no American business today which raises

so much emotional concern among its users, both adver-

tisers and listeners, as radio. This emotional view of the

radio business manifests itself in letters to the editor and

to the radio stations themselves, speeches to industry groups,

articles in trade magazines, and endless soul-searching on

the part of radio station managements, advertising execu-

tives, and the listeners themselves.

Interest in radio is nothing new. It existed from the be-

ginning of radio, when the more important network radio

programs were a dominating force in American popular

culture. What is new today, and especially challenging to

advertisers, is the peak of interest which has been reached

almost entirely through local programing.

This, then, is a study of local programing on all kinds of

radio stations, both network affiliates and non-network sta-

tions. The problem of local programing on an independent

station is obvious—with few exceptions, everything which

appears on the station is local in origin. But the network

affiliate also has fundamentally the same problems, since by
far the larger part of its total program structure consists of

local programs, and the same basic principles which apply

to independent station programing apply with equal force

to the local programs of the network affiliate.

The manager today is a true professional, whatever his

background. He may be a veteran of radio, with many
years of experience, who has adapted himself skillfully to

the changing broadcast climate. Or he may be a new man
with a completely fresh view of the public's tastes and de-

sires.

These are the elements which radio station management
molds into a total operational pattern to which most people

will listen with interest and pleasure: news, service, music,

personality, public service, editorializing, production, pro-

motion-exploitation.
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NEWS
R,i,]i,, position to provide a kind of instan-

ts service \\. li i t-1 1 the other communications

Radio has a wide range of lightweight,

roni« equipment available for use in news

which makes it possible for the radio newsman to

gel to the spot quickly, report the news as it happens, inter-

view the participants in new- events, or witnesses on the

n general, to do a variet) of news gathering efforts

on the air at an) moment the occasion demands.

To implement this effort, the modern radio station toda\

i- investing more mone) in news-gathering facilities and

personnel than ever before. Such equipment as short-wave-

equipped mobile news units: portable tape-recorders: fleets

of cars equipped with radio-telephone; helicopters and air-

planes; monitor radios at the studios: all pla\ their part in

the reporting of the news as it occurs. In addition, many
stations emploj news editors, reporters, re-write men and

air personnel who specialize in news delivery.

Stations which attach great importance to the gathering

and handling of news do most or all of the following things:

The) will interrupt an) program instantaneously, to

present an important bulletin. Today s "extras" are on

radio, not in newspapers.

The) appoint the drivers of radio-equipped taxicabs as

special correspondents, and pay them for news tips

phoned to their dispatchers.

The) make reporters of professional men who have

telephones in their cars.

The) pa) rewards to an) member of the audience who
phones in a reliable, useful news tip.

The) dispatch mobile units to the scene of any major

local slor\. gel ""first person" reports from citizens on

tin- scene.

The) maintain special leased wires in the courthouses,

and the sheriff's office, police headquarters and other

logical sources of news, for instant coverage.

SERVICE
The distinction must be made here as between public serv-

ice, in the commonl) accepted sense of broadcasts which are

mi ant to further a worth) public cause, and services of a

nature which routinel) affect the daily lives of the mass
population which depends on radio to supply these. These

daily-living services arc what we discuss here.

Mir advertising profession is inclined in its thinking to

iln latter kind of service to time, temperature, and

01 course these arc so important that they are

immediac) and localization make it

-'—-man what suit he should wear

bat time -he should shop: the \oung
il i- open today.

- today, automobile traffic is a

i Station in a major market

sonnel to watch traffic

spends thousands

;
saves the average

die- station which

it) where this

of a kind

ommuni-

ol dollars

in" i.. i i-i h

-..ii ...

wlni h i .tin.. . be ol'i.i

MUSIC
Because of its universal popular appeal, a large part of the

program material presented by any radio station is music.

It is the presentation of a large amount of music which has

made radio today's constant companion, the ever-present

companion which is turned on in most homes much of the

time.

The emphasis today, as it has been for many years, is on
popular music. Popular music may be most easily defined

as the music most people want to listen to most—today.

The test of the popularity of music is its acceptance by the

general public, and this acceptance is not difficult to deter-

mine.

The musical taste of the public is a capricious thing. In

the Nineties, the same public which liked ''Break The News
To Mother," also liked "Elsie From Chelsea." In those

days. "The Moth And The Flame" was as popular as

"Mother Was A Lady."

A hit tune in 1938 was "Flat Foot Flugee," along with

"Love Walked In." In 1948 "Nature Boy" shared the popu-

larity lists with "Zip A Dee Do Dah." In mid-1958 "Return

To Me" and "Purple People Eater" are equally well received

by the public.

The chief point here is that public taste is the determinant.

The modern radio station seeks to serve the public by pro-

viding the music which the mass of people wish to hear.

The final link in the chain of music presentation is music

control—the creation by management of a system which in-

sures that the right music gets on the air, in a pattern which

management through its close contact with the public, its

analyses of audience research and the local music business,

has determined is most desirable for the area. Music con-

trol has two positive advantages; it prevents the possibility

of an individual or group of individuals from altering the

musical presentation to suit personal tastes, which are usual-

ly atypical; and it assures management that the station will

have a consistency in its 24-hour sound pattern which tends

to build habit-listening, since the listener grows to under-

stand exactly what we can expect from the air-face of the

station at any time. Consistency in the sound pattern

around the clock is one of the major distinguishing char-

acteristics of many very successful modern radio stations.

PERSONALITY
The question is often asked

—
"what happens when a num-

ber of stations in a given market start presenting the same

music?" The answer is that for years in most major mar-

kets there has been more than one station concentrating in

general on this kind of program material, and yet in every

instance one stands out, even though its basic program mate-

rial may be much the same as one or more competitors.

The individual on the air is the ultimate link between the

station and the listener. New research about to be made
available by John Blair & Co. indicates that very suc-

cessful radio stations create a positive image in the minds of

the listeners. They tend to think of such stations as lively,

entertaining and interesting. The stations about which the

mass of listeners have no positive image are considerably

less successful.

The only way to create this desirable image is for people

—on the air—to communicate to the audience. They do so

through personal warmth and sincerity, the air of interest in

what they are doing, the professional skill with which they
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blend the various elements of the program into an ear-pleas-

ing whole.

The successful air personality is a true professional who
takes pride in what he is doing. Therefore, he is willing to

invest the time and effort in the kind of advance preparation

of his show that makes the difference between a sloppy air

presentation, and a polished, finished performance.

Successful stations attach tremendous importance to this

phase of programing. The rule-of-thumb at most such sta-

tions is that a three hour air performance requires three

hours of preparation in advance.

The sort of person who can successfully accomplish the

objective outlined above obviously must be a good sales-

man; to begin with, he is selling himself and the radio sta-

tion every minute he is on the air or making a public ap-

pearance. Just as he is successful at this, it follows that

he is able to sell commercial products.

PUBLIC SERVICE
Every radio station has a responsibility to serve the public

interest to the best of its ability. The method by which this

is being done today by modern radio stations, however, is a

far cry from the way public service first developed in radio.

As one station manager put it recently—and aptly
—

"For

too many years, we talked ourselves into thinking that we

could serve the public interest by giving them public serv-

ice program material which didn't really interest them too

much." This was the era of the broadcast luncheon speech,

or the daily quarter-hour school program, or interviews with

visiting explorers, or speeches on safety by the police com-

missioner, all of which tended to be dull.

As a major example of true public service, many radio

stations have created ways for the public to make itself heard

on local and national issues. One important way of han-

dling this type of operation is to set aside a large block of

time in the evening, employ a moderator and perhaps a

panel of guests, pose a challenging question, and invite the

public to call the radio station and discuss the issue. The

moderator, using a tape delay loop as a protection for the

station, talks to those who call, questions them further, and

airs the call. The interest of the public in this presentation

of their own views in their own voices is tremendous. One
major Middle-Western station, in order to determine the

popularity of such a program, called Night Beat, asked the

telephone company to install a device to count busy signals

from the incoming calls of people who wished to express

their opinions. In four nights, over 5,000 busy signals were

counted.

The second major area of public service is the promotion

of good causes, whether they be safety campaigns, clean-up

campaigns, cooperation with charitable organizations, or

fund-raising drives. It is in this area that the greatest

change from old-fashioned public service techniques has oc-

curred. Today, the successful radio station has adapted

advertising techniques to public service in a sincere effort to

attract greater public interest in these causes and therefore

greater public support.

EDITORIALIZING
The Federal Communications Commission authorized ra-

dio stations to editorialize more than 10 years ago. In fact,

they rather strongly suggested that stations do so. However,

for a considerable span of time, most stations preferred not

to risk unfavorable public reaction by doing so.

In a major Eastern market, the municipal airport was

heavily used as a diversion point for aircraft weathered out

in New York and Boston. However, the airport facilities

were inadequate for the handling of a large volume of mod-
ern large airplanes. Even though Federal funds had been

allocated for the improvement of the airport, official apathy

had caused the improvement project to become stalled. A
local radio station undertook a campaign to enlist the sup-

port and interest of the public in a campaign to unblock the

funds and get the project moving. The campaign caused a

stir of public interest and the local Chamber of Commerce
took the lead in prodding city officials to action, with the

result that the funds were released and the improvements

begun.

PRODUCTION
In the production area, good management concerns itself

with the handling of the commercial content in the broad-

cast material. Such matters as limitations on commercial

content of programs; proper scheduling of commercial ma-
terial with regard to the advertiser's wishes and competitive

conflict; effective integration of commercials into the basic

program material so that the advertiser's message is in effect

show-cased; all these are matters which management keeps

under scrutiny.

The final result of this endless "watching-of-the-store" is

a quality product, satisfying to advertiser and listener alike.

PROMOTION-EXPLOITATION
Promotion-exploitation are the devices which successful

radio stations use to attract larger audiences, as do many
national advertisers of quality products who use premiums

to attract first-users to try their merchandise. It's a well-

known fact that many advertisers use contests, often with

fabulous prizes in terms of merchandise and money, to intro-

duce new products or to attract the public to their dealers'

stores.

Naturally, no amount of premium merchandising nor con-

test promotion will have a lasting effect on sales unless the

product satisfies the consumer to the extent that, having

been induced to buy the first time through a promotion de-

vice, she will buy repeatedly thereafter.

The same general principles can be applied to a radio sta-

tion. Having created a quality product, the successful radio

station then seeks to attract ever-larger audiences through

the use of promotion and exploitation devices. However, for

such a campaign to be successful on a long-range basis—to

induce the listener to keep buying, as it were—the basic pro-

gram product must be sufficiently attractive to maintain in-

terest once it is aroused.

Radio station promotion-exploitation falls into four gen-

eral categories—major contests; on-the-air promotion; out-

side publicity; and advertising.

Successful radio stations realize that, just as they can sell

commercial products, they can sell their own product, and

they use a variety of on-the-air devices to attract attention

to themselves. One station gave away its disk-jockeys for

baby-sitting and car-washing in a best-letter contest. A
western disk-jockey gives away an orchid a day to the

woman who writes the best letter about her neighbor.
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all modern radio stations have high-

quality, pro! ssionally-produced station identification jin-

..! into the category of on-the-air promotion.

the device of outside promotion and publicity,

ek primarily to attract attention to themselves

3onalities. The basic outside promotion device

pearance of personalities at public affairs. There

i- a wide range of this sorl of activity. The station might

promote a farm progress -how. Personalities appear at

neighborhood clubs, social organizations, service clubs, store

openings, schools, and virtuall) anj place where there are

groups of people.

\\ ith alert station management, the sort of promotion-

exploitation outlined above is a continuing, 52-week effort

with onlj one design in mind—to attract, stimulate, and in-

teresl as main people as possible so that they will become

permanent listeners to the station—users of the product.

THE END RESULT
From all the above it can he seen that radio station opera-

lion in it> -um total i> a complex and exacting job. But in

almost ever) major citj there is at least one station operator

who has mastered it. and in every instance where this has

happened, the station has acquired very large shares of the

audience, in some instances as high as forty to fifty per cent

of the total audience.

Even in the very largest markets, where shares between

20 and ill per cent are high, when projected against the

total available or potential audience, such a share produces

a verv large mass audience in terms of sheer numbers of

people.

So far as the advertiser is concerned, the term mass audi-

ence. which is the same as saying mass circulation, is the

kej lo his interest. The audiences produced by stations of

i hi- character are so large that they must by their very size

represent an accurate cross-section of the total population

in the area.

To enlarge on onl) one of the examples cited above, the

development of the transistor, which has made possible the

ma-- production of glamorous, inexpensive pocket-size port-

ables, ha- opened up a whole new dimension of radio listen-

ing. The lightweight handful of a transistor portable fits as

easil) into the pocket of the carpenter's overalls as it does in

a picnic basket, or a bathroom shelf, or the young mother's

house dress a- -he hangs up the wash. Physically it can and

1
5 h here. 1 1 has become one of the most desired

gifts of .ill in the appliance field.

The growing mobilit) and portability of today's radio sets

has created an enormous out-of-home audience. Partly be-

cause of its magnitude, and partly because of the locations

in which much out-of-home listening is done, this out-of-

home audience is impossible to measure accurately. How-
ever, professional audience measurement services indicate

that automobile listening alone will add from 25% to as

much as 68% in some day-parts to the total audience to

radio. As a matter of fact, radio today has become the

( (Hint rv 's biggest outdoor advertising medium, while its in-

home circulation has reached 98% saturation!

The BIG advertising medium to reach the BIG mass

audience is Spot Radio. In 1957, Spot Radio had the big-

gest percentage gain in advertising revenue of any national

medium, and by far its biggest total year in history. In

1958. with successful radio station daily becoming more so,

and the audience continually growing, Spot Radio is doing

an even better job of carrying the messages of major adver-

tisers to the public.

Listed below are some of the leading Spot Radio Adver-

tisers of 1957:

TOP RADIO SPENDERS—1957
{Listed alphabetically)

American Tobacco Co.

Anheuser-Busch

B. C. Remedy Co.

Beech-Nut Gum
Best Foods, Inc.

Campbell Soups Co.

Chrysler Corp.

Clark Gas

Coca-Cola Co.

Colgate-Palmolive Co.

Esso Standard Oil

Eveready

Ford Motor Co.

General Foods

General Motors Corp.

GMAC
Lambert Pharmacal

Lever Bros.

Liggett & Myers

National Biscuit Co.

National Bureau

of Fire Underwriters

Pepsi-Cola Co.

Philip Morris

Phillips Petroleum

Quaker Oats Co.

R. J. Reynolds

Shell Oil Co.

Sinclair Refining Co.

Slenderella

Standard Brands, Inc.

Sterling Drug, Inc.

Shulton

Tea Council of USA
Texas Co.

Thomas Leeming & Co.

The skill with which these advertisers—and other like

them—are creating their ear-catching commercials enables

them to get maximum results from the expandingly popu-

lar giant of the radio industry—the local program!

Complete report it ova hn Blair & Co., 415 Madison Ave., N.Y. 17. Price $1.
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
26 JULY 1958

Copyright l»St

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

Raleigh cigarettes (B&W) made its first syndication buy this week via Keyes, Madden

& Jones.

It's using Ziv's Mackenzie's Raiders in 19 major coast-to-coast markets. Raleigh, of

course, has been a major user of spot announcements.

The delay by advertisers and networks in setting fall schedules is having its

effect on stations in filling their own programing needs.

One station manager puts it this week: "There are a good number of programs around,

but they're primarily re-runs. Until regional and national advertisers make up their minds,

we won't get the good-quality, first-run syndicated properties we need."

CNP this week underwent a massive personnel cutback affecting the adminis-

trative and sales arms only. However, the New York sales staff was retained intact.

Behind the cut-back was this reorientation of policies:

• Greater sales emphasis will be put on national and broad regional syndication sales and

there'll be an all-out effort to sell for network use—something the company has never done

before.

• By concentrating on national and large regional sales the safety margin on the side of

success will be materially extended.

With some hot prospects in the offing, NTA extended the deadline for its net-

work this week.

NTA was to have turned over three of its network properties (Man Without a Gun, How
to Marry a Millionaire, This Is Alice) to local and regional buyers. Deadline was extended

two weeks.

If the network doesn't materialize, it means 115 stations in as many markets will

have three extra hours weekly to sell.

ABC TV's daytime enlarged programing spread this fall won't have too great

an effect on first-run syndication clearances.

Reason is this: The spread is during hours when first-run syndication properties haven't

ever been heavily scheduled. It's tbe features and off-network strip participations that

could conceivably suffer.

Wishful thinking on the part of syndicators reflects an optimism about ABC's move.

Comments from a couple of syndicators:

• "It could be a boon for daytime spot programing. National daytime dollars are limited;

this could cause the other networks to open up some local time during the day."

• "If ABC TV slots a stripped program (along lines of NBC TV's Comedy Time; CBS TV's

Susie) during some of those hours, it will relieve the pressure from the wealth of off-network

availabilities.

(For additional film developments see Film Wrap-Up, page 66.)
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

MARKETING WEEK
26 JULY 1958 Watch for a new wave of mergers once the economy perks up again.

It's all due to the fact that American business must keep expanding its volume in

order to maintain its profits.

Some corporate managements prefer to do the expanding by planning longterm product

development, but many others today think this is too risky and slow and prefer to acquire

their new products from the outside via the merger route.

Note: One typical example of the merger method involves Corn Products and Best

Foods. The two companies this week disclosed that they have reached a preliminary agree-

ment to set up a single corporation. Their combined sales would run around the $625-

million mark. Profits: $28.8 million. Joint advertising weight: About $20-million.

The cigarette companies are keeping a sharp weather eye on Rep. Blatnik (D.,

Minn.), chairman of the House Government Operations subcommittee, to see how far he

proposes to go toward upending their health theme in advertising.

The manufacturers got more than a hint of what Rep. Blatnik had in mind during his

quizzing last week of FTC chairman John W. Gwynne.

Gwynne noted that he had been trying to persuade the cigarette people to agree to a

standard test for tar and nicotine, but so far had failed.

Rejoined Blatnik: It was rather ridiculous for each company to claim its ciga-

rettes were freest of tars and nicotine because "No one knows who's lying."

The agency's relationship to the client has broadened to the point where some

agencies are even functioning as "engineering consultants."

They're not doing it because they're looking for more responsibility. Rather they want

to show the client how his equipment can be operated more profitably so there'll

be more money for advertising.

In a recent case in point an agency had its appropriation more than doubled after

suggesting to the client to make a study on what it would cost him to run his processing

machinery 24 hours a day, five days a week.

The upshot of all this was the discovery that the added cost of operation and sales

was comparatively meager; that if the client opened up new markets with a few brands

and adopted an enlarged advertising campaign he stood a chance of tripling his profits.

P.S.: The whole plan goes into effect this month.

That submerged iceberg of marketing—co-op advertising— is getting bigger

and bigger.

Some experts think that co-op's bite in the advertising melon may reach $2- billion

within the next year or two.

The stronger drift toward more co-op contributions might be traced to these factors:

• The manufacturer is dependent more than ever on the support of the dealer.

• The manufacturer—especially in the hard goods field—is reaching out on a market-

by-market basis.

• Pricing has become an important promotional factor since the drop off of fair

trade. Moreover, it's important that the manufacturer back up his regular dealers in their

warfare with the discount houses.
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341,814 Dick Wellings...

Dick works at one of the 500 major oil

companies that headquarter in Tulsa and
make it the "Oil Capital of the World/'

Smart advertisers reach the 341,814 families

ir^Ar in this market over KOTV ® the station

iv<J 1 V t hat has been first in Tulsa in every survey
TLiUA since 1949 Represented by Petry.

Sources: 23 ARB, Telepulse surveys,

TV Mag. 7/58.

583,192 Larry Egans...

KGUL-TV
HOUSTON

Larry is a plant manager for a local food
packer. He and his family symbolize the

583,192 families that make up the Houston
market which accounts for 'A of all the

income, sales and business in the state

of Texas.

To reach and sell these families . . . use

KGUL-TV @ ... the only station

delivering city-grade service to Houston and
Galveston. Represented by CBS Spot Sales.

Sources: TV Mag. 7/58.

wo
,4 \

• W^

203,300 Bill Wagners... 763,232 Jim Hookers.

Bill is a skilled machinist in a factory

manufacturing agricultural machinery. He
and his family are representative of the

203,300 families that make Fort Wayne
the nation's No. 1 test market.

Smart advertisers reach this market over

WANE-TV ® because more families

watch WANE-TV than any other station

in the billion-dollar all-UHF Fort Wayne
market. Represented by Petry.

Sources: Area ARB, 11/57; TV Mag. 7/58.

Jim is a skilled technician with one of the

large pharmaceutical companies in

Indianapolis. He is typical of the

763,232 families that make Indianapolis the

nation's 14th television market.

Smart advertisers reach the Jim Hookers
over WISH-TV ® the station that has

dominated the Indianapolis market in 25

consecutive surveys. Represented by Boiling.

Sources: All ARB, Telepulse, Nielsen

surveys since July 1955; TV Mag. 7/58.

THE CORINTHIAN STATIONS Responsibility in Broadcasting

KOTV Tulsa • KGUL-TV Houston • WANE & WANE-TV Fort Wayne WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis
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action... with America's No. 1 Reporter

WVINCHELL FILE'L.

2
Produced by Desilu

NTA'S HIGH-VOLTAGE
HALF-HOUR SERIES

OF 39 EPISODES

The biggest "built-in" television audience . .

.

25,000,000. loyal Winchell readers in 130

markets ... is ready to follow these stark,

on -the -scene dramatizations of the true,

headline-making stories that rocked the

nation! With this assured, pre-sold audience

. . . and this crackling-with-action series of

true stories taken from the private files of

America's "best read, most quoted reporter"

. . . you can bring trade and audience excite-

ment up to a white-hot pitch in every market!

This is the sure-fire "show-and-sell" property

of the season. Lock it up for your markets by

shooting us a wire ..,. . today! -

NTA
National Telefilm Associate-
COLISEUM TOWER • 10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE • NEW^™«,

far. JUdson 2-7300
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use

WANE
Fort Wayne

( BS Represented by Petty

A CORINTHIAN STATION

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Lever Bros., New ^ ml is preparing a major-market campaign for

its Imperial Margarine. The schedules start in August; minutes dur-

ing daytime segments are heing slotted. Frequency varies from mar-

ket to market. The huyer is Penny Simmons; the agency is Foote,

Cone \ Belding, New York. (Agency declined to comment. I

New England Confectionery Co., Cambridge. Mass., will expand

its advertising in the Fall for its Necco candies: 28 markets are

tentatively planned. The campaign will start in October for a 13-

week run. Minute announcements, 4 to 7:30 p.m.. will be used, with

a children's audience in mind. Buying will be based on 100 rating

points a week. The buyer is Charles Eaton; the agency is C. J.

La Roche & Co.. Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Oklahoma, is buying news-

casts in markets throughout the country^ as they become available

for its Phillips 66 gasolines and oils. Currently, the advertiser is in

SO markets; it hopes to expand it to about 85. in the 37 states of its

distribution. As newscasts are added. Phillips current announcement

schedules are reduced. Frequency depends upon the market. The

media director is Bill Hinman: the agency is Lambert & Feasley,

Inc. New York.

Stokely-Van Camp, Inc., New York, is planning a campaign in

about 25 markets for its frozen food line. The 15-week campaign

starts in August. Minutes and chainbreaks during daytime segments

will be used; frequency will vary from market to market. Buying is

in the process. The buyers are Bill Smith and Marion Jones; the

agency is Lennen & Newell, Inc., New York.

Maltex, Hartford, Conn., is launching a one-million dollar cam-

paign for 1958-59 for its Maypo Oat cereal. Both major and minor

markets will be used. The initial schedules kick off 15 September

for 26 weeks. Minute announcements on film, in and around chil-

dren's shows, will be placed; frequency will depend upon the market.

Buying is in the process. The buyers are Dick Stevens and Elizabeth

Griffiths: the agency is Bryan Houston, Inc.. New York.

RADIO BUYS
Revlon, Inc., New York, is initiating a campaign in top markets for

its Silken-Net hair spray. The schedules start 31 July for five weeks.

Minute announcements during daytime segments are being slotted;

average frequency : 20 per week in each market. The buyer is Lionel

Shayne; the agency is C. J. La Roche & Co.. Inc.. New York.

American Oil Co., New York, is kicking off a campaign in major

markets for its Amoco gasolines and oils. The five-week schedule

starts I August. Minutes during prime time slots are being used;

average frequency: 12-15 announcements per week in each market.

The buyer is Vince Bennett; the agency is Joseph Katz Co., New

York.
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Where else will you find satellite markets that outspend
their entire central metropolitan trading zone by 5-to-4
in sales dollars ? Or a universe that has such a big, rich
central market! What an opportunity for you to increase
your share of the total potential in this greater Indian-
apolis television area!

where else . .

.

— does a central market exert such an economic pull on
so many specific areas that are retail trading centers
in their own right ?

— do you find such a widespread marketing area covered
from one central point . . . and by WFBM-TV!

— can you buy just one station with no overlapping
penetration by basic affiliates of the same network ?

Only here-in Indianapolis on WFBM-TV- can
you buy more honest market penetration, more con-
sumer influence, fox fewer dollars expended than any-
where else. Now it will pay you to take another, longer,

better look! We are proud of our current ARB.

The Nation's 13th Television Market
. . . with the only basic NBC coverage

of 750,000 TV set owning families.

°°™ ° Indianapolis itself- Major retail

area for 18 richer-than-average counties. 1,000,000 pop-
ulation -350,600 families with 90% television ownership!o>•" 12 Satellites Each a recognized
marketing area— and well within WFBM-TV's basic
area of influence. Includes Marion • Anderson •

Muncie • Richmond • Bloomington • Vincennes •

Terre Haute • Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru
Logansport • Kokomo.

Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

sponsor • 26 JULY 1958



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO RESULTS

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Potter Oldsmobile AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Potter Oldsmobile's opportunity to

advertise on WSKP came when Miami's largest Olds dealer

suddenly took a hiatus from WSKP. i It is the station's pol-

ice to prohibil competing local advertisers from using the

station concurrently.) Prior to using WSKP Potter had

used radio sparingly, hut never WSKP. Potter purchased

II L5-second ROS announcements per week, at a cost of

onlj $90. This represented a sharp cutback from his former

ad budget Nine months ago, when Potter began his WSKP
schedule, his sales were onlj 45% to 55$ of the area's larg-

esl dealer the one which cancelled WSKP. By December.

Potter had outsold his chief competitor and became Miami's

leading dealer, although Potter is a much smaller agency and

i> situated in a less favorable location. Potter's sales for

1958 were 10' ,. higher than for the same period a year ago.

although national sales for Oldsmobile are down 14%. After

just four months of radio advertising. Potter's sales jumped

more than "ill',, a record tally for the area.

WSKP, Miami A,

OPTICAL AIDS
SPONSOR: Maggi Enterprises Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Maggi Enterprises of San Fran-

cisco, manufacturers of optical aids and wire shelving, have

been successfully advertising on KFRC. San Francisco for

approximately six months. Maggi had little success with its

newspaper advertising and therefore decided to purchase

announcements in the Craig Kelly Show to force distribu-

tion and increase sales in the Bay Area. The firm advertised

its Maggi-C-Bar—a plastic bar lens that serves as a magni-

fier when placed over lines of small type—priced at $3.95.

Almost immediate response resulted from the announce-

ments. In less than three months the company^ had almost

complete dealer saturation in the area. Radio had done

such an outstanding job that the company expanded its

distribution to cover most of the major west coast cities.

"Radio is the best medium to use in reaching the consum-

ing public in a direct and effective way," said Norman Levy,

president of Maggi. The company plans to go national and

use radio as its basic advertising strategy.

KFRC. •an Fra Announcements

DINNERWARE
SPONSOR: Draftsmen, In.. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Draftsmen. Inc., an engineering

firm, found itself in a strange predicament: how to sell 1800

-cts of dinnerware it had accepted as payment from a client,

a manufacturer of china dinnerware who was unable to meet

its invoice due to the recession? They decided to try radio.

'lanning a one-da) sale at its offices, Draftsmen, Inc., pur-

one week radio campaign on WHK. Cleveland.

don, plus round-the-clock NBC announce-

pol uere used (20 on Gordon's show;

I and it was climaxed by a Bill Gor-

m it- offices on the day of the sale.

:ople crowding up two flights

plus hundreds of phone

irdering two and

seen them. B\

' out. Said Drafts-

the top."

WHK.
| levdand

time, i

men's LI d Sahl<

GROCERY & SUPERMARKETS
SPONSOR: Shop-Rite, Inc. AGENCY: Robert Stevens Advtg.

Capsule case history: Shop-Rite. Inc., operators of Piggfy-

Wiggly Stores in Albuquerque, N. M., purchased 150 an-

nouncements and broadcast a "Fiesta" remote from one of

its markets for a total cost of $625 on Spanish-language

station KABQ. Objectives: to create new traffic and test

KABQ's ability to attract its Latin-American audience to the

affair without newspaper support. The announcements were

started 10 days ahead of "Fiesta" and drew 4,000 to the

store on the day of the event. The remote ran from 1 p.m.

to 8 p.m., featured station personalities and other entertain-

ment. Employees, wearing sombreros in the serape-and-

chili-pod decorated store, dispensed grocery samples, free

ice cream and soda. Result: store sales increased 50% over

its best day since its opening. Convinced of the station's

abilit) to pull the large Spanish population of Bernalillo

County, ad manager Alex Martinez and the agency placed a

regular schedule "I I" spots per week at a cost of $100.

KABQ, Ubuquerque VnnouncemenU and special program

SPONSOR • 26 JULY 1958
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Recession is not a worrisome word
in metropolitan Washington

The nation's lowest unemployment rate in May, 1958! That's how Washing-

ton, D. C. compares with every other major metropolitan area. Only 2.75%
unemployed here — as against the U. S. average of 7.1%.* It's not Federal

Government employees that account for this rare record. Their numbers, in

fact, have declined steadily the last six years. Consistent private industry

expansion has done it—has made Washington virtually "recession-proof."

June was a revealing month, too—for WWDC, Radio Wash-

ington. PULSE had us FIRST AGAIN in share of total mentions

—6 A.M. to midnight, Monday through Sunday. That makes 18

months without a miss when we've been first or a mighty close

second. We have a simple formula—to be a listenable station to

our audience, and a promotional station to our hundreds of

national and local advertisers. The mutually happy result—ever-

increasing listeners for us, ever-increasing sales for you.WWDC dio Washington

*Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR A CO.
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A pictorial review oj local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

Flag sewing—a la Betsj Ross! When Conn,,— approved Uaskau

statehood, d.j. Art Simpson, KOI.. Seattle, asked his listeners to send

in suggestions on how the i

(
' stars should be arranged. To dramatize

the stunt, cigar-smoking Simpson pulled his entire shift on 4 Julj

\ k&T± •

W^ garbed as a puzzled Betsx Ross, complete with flag, needle, ami stars,

i >^Sr T^ V. V^?* "" '
11;''"'^ Purred the Mar- arranged .even wide and seven deep

Off to Hawaii as the first prize winner in the ".Mystery Sound" con-

lot held h> KBIG, Catalina, is Ra> Prochnow, v.p. and L.A. manager

of Glenn Advertising Agency. De Laine Helms puts the traditional

leis on Prochnow, while Cliff Gill (1), Bob MeAndrews give assist

\.. Rock •..• Roll on WROW,
Ubany. To celebrate it- firsl anni-

'.•i-. u\ nt thi- music policy, the

station loaded a rock and an

ijlii Icnii wooden -pool on a ti ink.

hauled exhibit around citj for a

promotion was con-

test with cash prizes for most ac-

11 iti estimate ol rock's weight

National hot dog month Stimulated a client to present an award to

president ol American it- agency. Harrj Betteridge, president, Betteridge & Co., Detroit,

monial luncheon given receives a gold hot dog from Harold Peters, president, Peters Sausage

el, of AB-PT. looks on Co., for creating the company's cartoon salesman. "Peter tin Wiener"

R



I News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Borden Foods Co. has revamped
its marketing setup— which in-

cludes, of course, advertising— in

order to build better sales volume
for various product groups.

The Foods Co., which is a subsidiary

of the Borden Co., will, under the new

plan

:

Have three divisions all headed

up in advertising and promotion by

Sam Thompson and with its own prod-

uct manager. One section, or group,

will combine all products which have

a milk base; another group will cover

cheese product and the third division

will deal with non-milk products—like

instant coffee, whipped potatoes and

mincemeat.

Thompson will have two associate

ad managers—T. B. Kerr and H. F.

Osterfeld—and two associate promo-

tion managers—G. C. Fochtman and

P. L. Gabriel.

The product managers will report

to George M. McCoy, marketing v. p.

Here are ARB's 20 best-liked tv

commercials for June, 1958:
1. Hamm's Beer

2. Piel's Beer

3. Chevrolet

4. Ford

5. Dodge
6. Seven-Up

7. Burgermeister Beer

8. Falstaff Beer

9. Post Cereals

10. Wilkin's Coffee

11. Tip Top Bread

12. Newport Cigarettes

13. Winston Cigarettes

14. Kaiser Foil

15. Raid

16. Ipana

17. Ivory Soap

IB. Stagmyer Beer—

M

19. Alka Seltzer

20. Zest

Business is good: Latest financial

reports of two major air media users

show:

P. Lorillard recorded higher earn-

ings, dollar and unit volume for the

three months ending 30 June. 1958,

than for any quarter in its 198-year

history. Sales for this quarter were up

107' '< over the comparable period,

1957.

Pillsbury Mills also reports net

sales and earnings for the fiscal year

ending 31 May as the highest in the

company's history. Per share earnings

are up 44 r
c from 1957.

+\
Advertising campaigns and pro-

motions:
• Colgate introduces its new com-

panion product to Lustre-Creme this

week — Liquid Lustre-Creme. Spots

will be used on Colgates three network

shows: The Millionaire, Dotto and The

Big Payoff.

• Sheaffer Pen's back -to -school

campaign will feature, in addition to

its specials, a spot tv campaign in se-

lected markets plus a heavy magazine

schedule.

• The C. F. Sauer Co.'s cam-

paign capitalizes on summertime's

trend toward sandwiches and salads.

Using saturation radio spots and print,

the company will promote its Duke's

Mayonnaise in 10 major Southern

markets.

• The Friedman-Shelby division

of International Shows has scheduled

a test 26-week tv run via KMOX-TV,
St. Louis' Colonel Bleep Show. The
series starts this week. Agency : D'Arcy
Advertising. St. Louis.

Strictly personnel: Bob Day, vet

eran radio and tv announcer and pro-

ducer, has joined Ampex Corp. a:

sistant manager video products adver-

tising . . . William Sibert, named

iz get-Wi'picttfre,

Swaiey?
Looka here, Smidley! This Cascade
Television market, KIMA-TV with

its satellites, stretches far and wide

out there in the West. It's a huge,

three-state area abounding with

dustry, new farms, thou-

< Fam . The,

buying potential approaching a

billion dollars. I tell ya, Smidley,

you just don't find a market like

that every day. It's a time-buyer's

dream— that Cascade Television.

Quite a market . . .

KCPK-IV, Ptsco. Wash.

KUW-TV. UwistM, Ut

tni KBAS- TV
tphrtf, Mists Lak*. Wash.

CASCADE
BROADCASTINC COMPANY

NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION FIC NORTHWEST: MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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\\ hitehall Labs . . .

appointed advertis-

m. n> ii mi Form Brassiere

Jaj Kaner, manager of ad-

vertisii
f

ind -air- promotion for

I nk. i Corp.

AGENCIES
The Frank B. Sawdon Agency dis-

closed, this week, the next big

campaign for Robert Hall Clothes.

Starting in late August, the chain

will increase its use of radio and tv

spot in ISO top markets.

On tv: heav) announcements on

110 stations with added activit) in

New York, Chicago, Detroit. Baltimore.

Washington and Los Angeles.

On ratlin: heavy frequency sched-

ules on 17) stations throughout the

countr)

.

Agency expansions: Boland Asso-

ciates moves to new and larger quar-

ters in San Francisco—marking the

third agency move in 11 years . . .

Richard !\. Meltzer Advertising,

which recent!) opened offices in New
i oik and Denver, and expanded its

quarters in San Francisco, moves its

Los Angeles office to more spacious

quarters.

Genera] Electric Credit Corp. will

initiate its own advertising program

with BBDO as its agency.

G.E. Credit, a subsidiary of General

Electric, has confined its advertising

in the past to direct mail and sales pro-

motion, thus making BBDO its first

agency.

Latest account shifts on Michigan Ave.

involves Tatham-Laird getting the

Serta business, to begin Spring,

1959. EWR&R is the present agency.

Other agency appointments:
bell-Ewald, for the Pittsburgh

Kroger Co. . . . Powell
Foi the Renault Dealers

ioutheastern Michigan

for the Bar-Zim

N. J. \ broad

red to pro-

nusical

Laundry
1

the primai

fall'- campaign

J. J. Newberrj <

shopping center in Pi

Do/rll & Jacobs, for Omar Bakeries

in Columbus, Indianapolis, Milwaukee

and Omaha . . . Jay Victor & Asso-

ciates, for radio WO\. New York.

More account awards: Waldie &
Briggs, for Airtex Products . . . Les-

ter Langer, Milwaukee, for American

Stationer) Co. of Peru. Ind. . . . Mer-

rill. McEnroe & Associates, Chi-

cago, for The Berts Mills. St. Charles.

111. . . . Schnell & Associates, for

Rogers Hydraulic. Minneapolis . . .

Erie Baker Advertising, Chicago,

for Society for Visual Educations . . .

Warren, Wetherell & Associates,

Chicago, for Wade. Wenger, Chicago.

They were made v.p/s: Alfred R.

Tennvson, v. p. in charge of tv/radio

at K&E's L.A. office . . . John W.
Murphy replaces Tennyson as v.p. in

charge of K&E's commercial produc-

tion . . . L. C. MacGlashan, account

manager on the Automotive division

of American Motors Corp., and

Wright Nodine, account manager

for Boyle-Midway and Joseph Bur-
nett, elected v.p.'s for Geyer Adver-

tising . . . Alden Grimes, marketing

v.p. at Camphell-Mithun's Chicago

office.

ASSOCIATIONS
TvB is making a pitch to potential

savings and loan advertisers by

supplying a kit to its members con-

taining 27 case histories.

These are documented stories on the

successful use of tv by commercial

hanks, savings banks, and savings and

loan associations.

Reason : TvB is out to prove the im-

portant role tv plays in the overall

media plans of these organizations.

RAB will continue with its shirt-sleeve

sessions this year at its National Ra-

dio Advertising Clinic, to be held

18-19 November in New York.

The theme of the clinic—"How I

Used Radio Most Profitably"—will

he discussed by the 500 business ex-

ecutives from agencies and national

advertisers present.

The 4 A's regional convention
places and dates for 1958 are set:

• Central region; 9-10 October at

the Drake Hotel, Chicago. James Com-
L&B, chairman.

ii region; 12-15 October

at El Mirador. Palm Springs. Walter

Guild. Guild. Bascom & Bonfigli, chair-

man.

• Eastern region; 27-28 October

at the Biltmore Hotel. New York.

James D. Wehh. C. J. LaRoche & Co.,

chairman.

• East Central region; 5 Novem-
ber at the Commodore Perry, Toledo.

Robert Anderson, BBDO, Detroit,

chairman.

Awarded: The Boston chapter of
AMA presented its annual award for

excellence in marketing to H. P. Hood
& Sons of Charlestown. Mass. The
presentation climaxed the national con-

vention of the AMA held at Harvard
Business School.

They were elected : James Kovach,
programing director of WRC & WRC-
TV, Washington, elected president of

the recently formed National Associa-

tion of Radio & Tv Program Execu-

tives (see SPONSOR-SCOPE. 7 June I

. . . Robert Moran, promotion man-

ager, WBEL, Beloit, Wis., appointed

convention site chairman of BPA . . .

Cliff Gill and Robert McAndrews,
v.p.'s at KBIG. Catalina. appointed, re-

spectively, to the Radio Standards of

Good Practice Committee and the

Membership Committee of the NAB.

FILM
A strip program, usually sold via

participations, was bought across

the board by an advertiser this

week.

American Stores, a multi-product

sponsor, bought Ziv's Cisco Kid for

stripping three days a week in Balti-

more (WMAR-TV) out of its co-op

budget.

The company will probably extend

the series to five days weekly this fall.

Other sales:

• Richard Ullman's outerspace car-

toon, Colonel Bleep, has been sold

to several sponsors. Among them:

International Shoe, Foremost Dair-

ies, Spaulding Bakeries, 7-11

Supermarkets, Pinemount Dairies

and Maypo Cereal.

Stations buying the cartoon series

include WBRE, Wilkes Barre;

WCYB, Bristol; KVAR, Phoenix:

KONA, Honolulu: KBET, Sacra-

mento.

• H. P. Hood & Sons, New Eng-
land dairy, has renewed ABC TV's
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ROBERT OTTO & COMPANY (CANADA) LIMITED

W. A. PERRY TREET W.
., CANADA
ire 6-9266

July 17th, 1958.

Mr. J. R. Peters,
Commercial Manager,
CHCH-TV,
163 Jackson Street West,
Hamilton, Ontario.

Dear Ray:

Re: Miles Laboratories, Ltd.
BACTIKE

We've reached the half-way point in our introductory campaign
and it seems a good time to tell you that CHCH-TV has contributed
greatly to the remarkable success achieved thus far.

As you know the 17-week campaign commenced on May 5th, 1958.
Since then, BACTIKE has been moving rapidly from Miles Laboratories
to the various distributors located in the Toronto-Hamilton-Niagara
Peninsula area. At no time has there been a lag in this flow from
factory to outlet.

All reports from retailers indicate a strong preference for
BACTINE in drug outlets - - a preference backed up by the large
number of resales after the initial purchase.

May I compliment you and the Channel 11 staff for your whole-
hearted co-operation in the setting up of this campaign and for
the strong promotional support in the CHCH-TV coverage area. You
have certainly proved to us that the power of Channel 11 advertis-
ing sells its viewers I

Yours truly,

ROBERT OTTO & COMPANY (CANADA) LIMITED

WAPerry:db
.a/, ft. f^l^ZAj^-

ANOTHER SUCCESS STORY FROM CHCH-TV

CHCH-TV reaches 1/5 of the Canadian retail market. The 2,552,715 people within our vast coverage area spend

$2,722,911,000.00 annually on retail purchases. This represents 19.26% of all Canadian retail sales . . . another

black and white fact proving that CHCH-TV "sells on sight" to the richest

market in Canada. For further information call Montreal: UN 6-9868,

Toronto: EM 6-9234; Hamilton: JA 2-1101, Vancouver: MU 4-7461, New York

City: PL 1-4848, Chicago: MI 2-6190, San Francisco: YU 6-6769

> CHCH-TV
*" CHANNEL i§ CANADA



2(> Hen in all major markets in

\<>» I ngland.

Oth< r en< wals <mi the sei ies > now

id M'.n i

. K.RCA,

Los \ Ies; KARD-TV, Wichita;

KI\K. Phoenix; KFBB-TV, Great

KGHL-TV, Billings; WBAY-
IT, Green Bay; KIMA-TV. Yakima;

WNEP-TV, Scranton; KRDO-TV,
Colorado Springs; KCSJ-TV. Pueblo;

KOLD-TV, rucson; and WIMA-TV,
Lima.

• Screen Gems new feature group,

Sweet 65 (including Mr. Deeds Goes

to Town, I'll Take Romance. Abbott &
CosteUo Meet Frankenstein) has been

sold in 2i markets in three wee1

s.

Latest buyers: KAKE-TY. Wichita:

KRLD-TV, Dallas; KONO-TV, San

brtonio; and \\ N \< l\. Boston.

The first videotaped program for

syndication was announced this

week b\ (.11 ih I Films.

Guild will distribute a KTTV, Los

Angeles series. Dnorce Court, for gen-

eral syndication.

At the same time. Guild purchased

two Ainpex Videotape machines for

audition showing of Divorce Court in

it- offices.

Re new series: TPA plans a pilot on

U itches 'I'ale. the supernatural radio

show on WOR for several years . . .

Screen Gems has acquired Bowling

Queens for svndication . . . ABC TV
will schedule 170 Harvey cartoons, pro-

duced by Paramount, this fall, prob-

ably in the 5-5:30 p.m. slot.

In the foreign markets: Three < • n-

iiil Vmerican stations have purchased

26 Men: dubbing in Spanish starts this

week iii Mexico City . . . Sam Gang,
NTA's foreign rep. left Saturdav for a

three-week tour of Latin America. He'll

!" peddling Sheriff of Cochise and

Official Dele, live.

NETWORKS
1 >>i» week put on trade

urvey on the ef-

T\ advertised

•'I to other

actual!) bought tl

2) S

three month- lain a- to whether the)

bought a new car since the initial in-

terview and anion- those who pur-

c hased a new car 1 7.
1

' < of the \ iewers

bought the make advertised on \BC
TV as against onl\ 11.2$ among those

not watching the program. This repre-

sents a 53' , higher share of the mar-

ket among the NBC T\ viewers.

In the first meeting of this kind.

promotion and publicity man-
agers of CBS-owned tv stations

will gather in New York 14-15 Au-

gust.

Purpose: To cover the general areas

of audience promotion, public relations

and publicity .

The sessions will he informal in the

hopes of exchanging ideas, presenting

successful local promotions and deal-

ing with common problems.

All tv and radio networks this

week have been pre-empting their

regular programing to air the U.N.

debates, along with comprehensive

analysis and up-to-the-minute reports

on the Middle East crisis. The cost to

the networks, so far, has run into the

millions. I See Newsmaker of the

Week, page 4.

1

Tv network sales: The Paul Winchell

Show will return to ABC TV 12 Octo-

ber, sponsored by Hartz Mountain

Products . . . Brains And Brawn will

be a Saturday night feature on NBC
TV, for Liggett and Myers . . . Shul-

ton will co-sponsor ABC TV's Donna
Reed Show, along with Campbell Soup.

It bows 24 September.

Joseph A. McDonald, formerly v. p.

and general attorney at ABC. and more

recently treasurer and assistant gen-

eral attorney at NBC. has become a

partner of Smith & Hennessey law firm,

now called Smith. Hennessey & Mc-

Donald.

ABC TV personnel: Giraud Ches-

ter, elected v. p. for daytime programing

. . . Armand Grant, named director

of daytime programing . . . Sid Mesi-

bov, named co-ordinator of marketing

activities between ABC TV and AB-PT.

REPS
The SKA goes along with the

AB's Tv Code Board's reaf-

1 interpretation of "multi-

"Ming".

The ("ode allows three contiguous

commercials if one of them is an 1.1).

The announcement came from

Lawrence Webb, SRA managing di-

rector, after the Board reviewed vari-

ous complaints by agencies and ad-

vertisers against Code violation- b)

stations.

New company: F. T. Crennan,

owner of KOMY, \\ atsonville, CaL,

opens a rep office in San Francisco,

dubbed F. T. Crennan & Associ-

ates.

New Quarters: H-R Reps and its

subsidiary H-R Tv, Inc. moves to

375 Park Ave.. N. Y.

Rep appointments: John Blair &
Co., for WABC. N. Y., and \\ \KY,
Louisville . . . Blair-TV, for W-TI.Y
Albany-Schenectady-Troy . . . The
Branham Co., for KGIL, San

Fernando . . . Devney Inc., for

CKOS-TV, Yorkton, Saskatchewan . . .

H-R Reps, for KSO. Des Moines . . .

William J. Reillv, for KIXL. Dallas,

KJIM, Ft. Worth, and WORC. Wor-

cester, Mass. . . . Richard O'Connell,

for WORG, Worcester, Mass The
Katz Agency, for WNTA-TV, New
York . . . Robert E. Eastman, for

WEEP. Pittsburgh.

Strictly personnel : Richard
Dunne, to the sales staff. Adam Young
. . . George Beavers, to the N. } .

sales staff. Broadcast Time Sales . . .

Howard Rothenberg, account execu-

tive. Everett-McKinney ... At Forjoe

& Co.: Robert Lazar, general man-

ager of the Chicago-Midwest sales di-

vision; Douglas Brown, sales man-

ager; and Edward Argow, senior ac-

count executive.

RADIO STATIONS
This week saw more activity in the

news rooms of stations through-

out the country than any other

week since Suez.

The reason, of course, was the Mid-

dle East crisis. Here's a cross-section

of local station coverage of it:

WERE, Cleveland, covered the

Security Council meetings in advance

of the networks by leasing U.N. Radio

telephone lines. In addition, the sta-

tion drove its mobile unit to the center

of the city to broadcast the news, and

post bulletins.

WOR, New York, rushed an ex-

pert to the Mid-East . . . WIP, Phila-
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Now— SPONSOR brings you the first pocket

sized 5-city TV/Radio Directory. Easy to use.

Easy to take with you when you're traveling.

Every important name and address in air

media is listed in it. By categories you
will find networks and groups, represen-

tatives, agencies, advertisers, commercial

film producers, tv film program sources,

miscellaneous film services, music and

radio services, research, surveys, and

promotion companies, trade associations,

hotels, admen's eating directory, airlines

and railroads, news services and trade

magazines.

It's the most comprehensive little book
of its kind in the field. We'll be happy
to send you your personal copy on re-

quest with our compliments. Additional

copies are 25c each.

ee**°
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THE MAGAZINE RADIO AND TV ADVER"

NEW YORK 17— 40 E. 49lh «

CHICAGO— 612 N. Michigan <

LOS ANGELES— 6087 Sunset .

BIRMINGHAM— Lawn House «

P.S. Don't forget to call on us

next time you're in town.

ISERS USE

MUrray Hill 8-2772

SUperior 7-9863

Hollywood 4-8089

FAirfax 4-6529



delphia, the entin

upting ii- Wl pro-

: . . \\ INS. New
I i >tatT to the U.N.

tinghouse Broadcasting

kvs Iii.i. Rod MacLeish, i<>

to report, via direct lines

and "beeper" to \\ BC's I I stations.

5< i Newsmaker of the \\ eek, page 1.

foi more details, i

The first meeting of the \11-Industr)

Radio Music License Committee ^\as

held in New ^ ork last week.

I he group present included 17 mem-
bers >>l the committee representing

radio stations coast to coast.

The officers elected include: Robert
Mason, chairman; George Arm-
strong, vice chairman; Elliott San-

ger, treasurer and Sherwood
Tarlow, secretary

.

\ n other pre-emption: KMA,

Shenandoah la., cancelled its entire

schedule to set itself up as an emer-
gency flood communications cen-

ter with around-the-clock reporting of

lip' Hood conditions in the area.

The) received awards: Sam 'n

Denzil, "wake-up" team of WCHS.
Charleston, \\ . Va., winners of the

Ray-O-Vac Batter) top LO award as

announcers of the year . . . Clyde

Spitzner, sales and program director,

WFIL. Philadelphia, installed as presi-

dent of the Poor Richard's Club . . .

KITE, San Antonio, news department

awarded by Jud Dixon of UP Interna-

tional for outstanding service . . . Al-

fred E. Burke, sales manager. WBAL,
Baltimore, winner of the Sales Man-
agement Award of Merit by The Stev-

ens-Davis Publishing Co.

Kudos: WSUIN, St. Petersburg, re-

cipient of the first annual award of

the Florida Broadcasters Association

for "Outstanding Public Service—sta-

tions 5,000 watts or more" . . .

WBCB, Levittown, Pa., cited for its

contribution to the community's civic

and cultural life by the Levittown

Junior Chamber of Commerce.

Station staffers: Paul O'Friel, gen-

eral manager. WBZ & WBZA. Boston

ar.d Springfield . . . Elmer Musehany,
business manager and Larry Monroe,
program director, KXOK, St. Louis . . .

Leslis Norins, sales manager, KABC.

Hollywood . . . James Hensley, v. p.

and general manager, WEEP, Pitts-

burgh . . . Frank Oxarart, sales

promotion assistant in charge of re-

search and presentations, KNX, Hol-

lywood . . . A. S. Trevilian, com-
mercial manager, WSLS AM & TV,
Roanoke . . . Paul DeChant, to the

sales staff, WTMJ, Milwaukee . . . C.

B. Heller, station manager, WIMA.
Lima. Ohio ... W. Lee Roddy, gen-

eral manager, KUTY, Palmdale, Cal.

TV STATIONS
They're still talking about a New
York Television City.

Addressing the convention of AFTRA
this week. N. Y. City Council Presi-

dent Abe Stark offered to meet with

a committee of the broadcasting in-

dustry to develop plans for it.

Said Stark: "The tv industry is too

important to be ignored, abandoned, or

overlooked. We must give new life and

new encouragement to the broadcast-

ing industry which spends over $300

million a year in this city.

"We must provide the tv indus-

try with enough spaee for normal
expansion, color tv. educational tv.

TV wt Fhbsvu)-

tke big wQjmuL Cc&Jjo'aucu

U 1
•Ba4fcNB£-TVajj[^

•Be*h QjbwJL pkmftam
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vast spectaculars and commercial dis-

plays."

Robert C. Diefenbaeh's new book-

let, "A Guide To Your Television Ap-

pearance," is being distributed to poli-

ticians through the Democratic and

Republican national committees.

The booklet is aimed for speakers

about to appear on tv. Diefenbach

plans to also distribute it through in-

dependent stations.

Here are some developments in

videotape:

Donald Hillman, executive radio-

tv producer at Emil Mogul, speaking

at the agency's videotape seminar stat-

ed that while tape is one of the most

significant milestones in tv history, it

faces the barriers of special optical ef-

fects, as with live tv, and the small

number of playback machines now
available for speedy production of

prints.

KTTV, Los Angeles, illustrated

videotape at work before the Southern

California advertising industry. The
theme of the meeting was "the first

60 days of the tape revolution" and
demonstrations were limited to actual

ways KTTV has already used tape in

significant ways.

Tv promotions and stunts:

• Winners in Mercury's Ed Sulli-

van 10th Anniversary tv station

promotion managers' contest in-

clude: Jack Townsend, KELO-TV,
Sioux Falls, S. D.; Phyllis Doherty,

WNAC-TV, Boston; Morris Quave,
WDEF-TV, Chattanooga; Judd Choler,

WFMY-TV, Greensboro and Robert

Murdock, KSL-TV, Salt Lake City.

Agency: K&E.
• More on the 49th star problem:

KETV, Nebraska, is asking its view-

ers to design a new flag. The three

most original will be sent to the Capi-

tal.

• WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C,
devotes this week to an all-out drive

against farm accidents, featuring spe-

cial guests talking on farm safety, and
prizes for viewers sending in cards.

On the personnel front: Redd
Gardner, veteran of the broadcasting

Industry, has been named general man-
ager of the KCRG stations, operated by

the Cedar Rapids Tv Co. . . . Charley
Keys has been promoted to general

manager, KOCO-TV, Okla. City. ^

SPONSOR ASKS
I Cont'd from page 42)

as an advertising medium, is to sell

the products of other companies.

A station does not sell in a vacuum.

Its advertised products are bathed in

the glow of the station image, and

reflect the emotional response the sta-

tion invokes in listeners' minds. The
station imbues its products with a por-

tion of its own aura of confidence,

trust and dignity.

By using the accepted yardstick of

surveys, coverage maps and other es-

tablished working tools, and by balanc-

ing the above cited intangible factors

with appropriate weight, an agency

will be enabled to make the best pos-

sible buy on behalf of its clients.

Ceorge H. Morris, vice pres. & 5/5.

mgr., WSIX-TV, Nashville, Tenn.

Station prestige

and audience

loyalty

This question is as loaded as the old

wheeze, "When did you stop beating

your wife?" It seems to me that it

should be worded, "What criteria do

timebuyers lack the time to consider,

question mark."

Even though a superb memory is

one of the outstanding characteristics

of good timebuyers, there is too much

to remember about dozens of markets

and hundreds of stations. Basically the

hitch is that the buyers work against

a close deadline amid a welter of well-

intentioned, though sometimes contra-

dictory, information. In markets where

they are only two or three surveys per

year, the timebuyers are often forced

to work with outdated surveys that

fail to reflect new shows and program

changes.

As a result, the buyer will use

meaningless ratings when he computes

the cost-per-1000 on which the final

decision may be based.

If time allowed the buyer to require

more complete data from the stations,

and allowed him to evaluate this data

as it applies to each specific campaign,

the result could be nothing other than

highly accurate buys even in basically

unfamiliar markets.

Certainly the reps as well as the

station men are pleased when a request

for availabilities is accompanied by

the request for detailed information on

merchandising assistance which indi-

cates the station's willingness to co-

operate to make the campaign a more
complete success. We like to add any

information that helps buyers to make
the right decision, such as new buys

of film, new promotions to build area

audiences, local personalities available

for commercials, significant audience

trends which postdate the latest survey,

and so on.

The ultimate test of a successful buy

is not the sum total of suitable people

exposed to the commercial messages,

but the number of people motivated to

buy the advertiser's product. Stations

which have earned the loyalty, respect

and trust of its audiences will convert

more listeners or viewers to buyers

than stations with lesser reputations.

Can a timebuyer gauge a station's

prestige and audience loyalty quotient

with any degree of accuracy? Of

course it is impossible to completely

measure intangibles, but the answers to

the following questions will enable the

buyer to get a pretty good idea of th?

stations standing in its community.

Does the station command respect in

its own community?

Is it a recognized community leader?

Is it active in local affairs?

Does it provide its community with

useful public service?

Does it conform to the various in-

dustry codes?

Does the station have a complete,

modern plant?

Are its equipment and facilities up-

to-date?

Are its personnel reliable and trust-

worthy?

Does it refuse to run commercials of

questionable or poor taste products?

Does the station have experienced

personnel and production know-how?

Does the station invoke a favorable

image among its viewers?

To sum up: the urgency of the

clock and calendar seem to preclude

a complete analysis of the individual

stations which compete for a certain

schedule. I, for one, would like to

see more time spent on station prestige,

willingness to cooperate in merchandis-

ing and promote, over-all audience

trends. The considerations of these

variables in addition to the standard

timebuying criteria can result in only

more successful sales campaigns f

the advertiser. ^
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(/V in Four States Market

Confirmed Stronger Than Ever

"If media throughout the country followed KCMC-TV's lead, the current

recession would already be behind us

3©-
DODGE DIVISION

KCMC-TV TOOK THE LEAD OVER OTHER MEDIA

USUALLY CONNECTED WITH "AUTO BUY NOW" PROMOTIONS

AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY LEADERS TESTIFY TO THE SPIRIT. COOPERATION AND RESULTS THAT SET KCMC-TV APART
FROM OTHER STATIONS AS WELL AS OTHER MEDIA-MAKING THE FOUR STATES AREA AN EXCLUSIVE KCMC-TV BUYI

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENS WHEN IT'S A KCMC-TV SALES EFFORT
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your property " . /»

operation you extended.
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Manage,

This unanimous commendation and endorsement of KCMC-TV by virtually

every manufacturer continues with these quotations:
WE ARE DELIGHTED TO HEAR Of THE "WE CERTAINLY WISH TO CONGRATULATE YOU

GOOD RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THIS LOCAL ON THE FINE SPIRIT OF SUPPORT AND CO-
PROMOTION " OPERATION YOU EXHIBITED DURING THE "SALE

-

» DIVISION O-RAMA .

&RUK PONTIAC MOTOR

KCMCTV
> AF KANA. ARKANSAS-TEXAS

0/V\,/V\jBJ«£, ^3 MAXIMUM POWER
RtrklSfKTtD *Y VIHAKD, RlNTOOL & McCONNfLL, INC

(3
JACK ROLLINGS

Dimctoh, Natl SausO Pko
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

#t WASHINGTON WEEK
26 JULY 1958 The spotlight this week was pretty much on radio-tv commercials.
covyriiht ibm They were under fire from two directions: (1) Rep. Emanuel Celler chided broadcasters

SPONSOR PUILIOATIONt IN*. > V
for showing up "timid" and "pusillanimous" in banning hard liquor and (2) FTC chairman

John Gwynne let it be known that his bureau had kinescoped and taped all radio and tv

commercials for toothpastes.

The barrage anent toothpastes exploded at a hearing before the House Government Op-

erations legal subcommittee.

The American Dental Association led off with a charge that all dentifrice advertising is

false and misleading and tv commercials were the worst because children were seduced into

bad dental habits by their favorite tv personalities.

Rep. John Blatnik, the subcommittee's chairman, agreed with the ADA on all counts.

Gwynne," a former judge, took some of the edge off their enthusiasm by reminding them

that in order to stop allegedly false advertising you have to prove in court that the claims are

not true. The advertiser doesn't have to prove probity.

He also reminded the ADA that its own official journal had carried articles about de-

creases in cavities brought about through use of ingredients in the very dentifrices under at-

tack. If the ADA could make tests to refute these articles in court, the FTC would not hesi-

tate to proceed against the complained-against toothpastes.

Special target for the ADA's name mentioning were Super Ami-i-dent, P&G, Bristol-

Myers, Colgate, Lever Bros.—virtually all major spenders in tv.

Blatner also got around to taking a swipe at filter tip cigarettes.

Gwynne's comments on the subject:

• At least a half dozen brands claim lowest nicotines and tars, but the trouble was that each

of them used a different testing method to prove its point.

• Congress ought to pass a law requiring labelling of cigarette packages with nicotine

and tar content. There ought also to be a standard testing method.

Celler's objective: To get the NAB to revise its code regulations banning the

acceptance of liquor commercials.

NAB president Harold Fellows reminded Celler that the liquor people themselves had a

code foreswearing use of air media, but the congressmen retorted that the distillers "must

have been most ill-advised."

Celler's goal looks far, far in the misty distance.

Other highlights of the week on Capitol Hill and elsewhere:

• The House-passed bill to exempt sports from anti-trust laws was running into

heavier and heavier going in the Senate Judiciary anti-trust subcommittee. Almost

all the objections are to the broad powers for sports entrepreneurs to act in concert to ban

radio and tv coverage of sports events. The measure looks badly bogged.

• The Barrow Report hearings ended—at least until the absent programing section of

the report is finished. Dean Barrow contended that the networks and multiple owners can

make out with stations in N.Y., L.A. and Chicago and did so before they had five stations.

Also that if the restriction to three VHF's make the network's radio operations uneconomic,

then they might look to the Government for a radio subsidy.

• The Justice Department and the FCC were asked to read the entire transcript

of the hearings on the Smathers bill to ban broadcaster ownership of music publishing,

licensing and recording companies. The FCC is to be queried on general policy questions

relating to such ownership.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
26 JULY 1958

Co»>rlght l»M

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Latest NBC radio threat in its continuing feud with a needling rep:

1

1

"s thinking about rigging up a special phone line so that timebuyers can hear tapes
:* the rock-and-roll the rep's stations are dishing out.

Tv spot may get nicked as the result of Nabisco's coming $ 1.8-millioii expen-

diture on NBC TV for part of Wagon Train and a daytime strip.

A portion of the allocation also will be taken from print.

Leo Burnett's new policy is not to release media cost-per-1000 comparisons

in the future.

The agency is burned because a couple of New York newspapers recently did a

job of "gross misinterpretation" on the figures.

Agency tv directors are the latest fall guys when things go wrong.

Because of the dimensions of the risk involved in tv, the account head must have a

patsy when put on the carpet by the client. Since the tv department director swings less

weight than the media chief, he's "it".

The budget trimming and streamlining at NBC—sweeping through practically every

department—has now reached into California National Productions.

The trade figures that CNP has had $100,000 clipped from its budget and may be slated

for still more slimming. (See FILM-SCOPE, page 55.)

Revlon's Bill Mandel is beginning to show considerable interest in barter deals.

He's got a former International Latex employee exploring the possibilities.

Added note on barter: Atwood-Richards, Inc., which describes itself as a financing

ise, is offering chunks of cash on the barrel-head for 2,184 spots per year. The firm

I't comment on reports it is acting in behalf of Latex.

Functional procedure in some of the medium-sized agencies is beginning to

favor placing more responsibility with the chief timebuyer.

Under this arrangement, once the standards of buying for a campaign are set up
the chief timebuyers' judgment is final. There's no checking back with the account head
for final approval.

Don't think that the era of the radio station with the one-man programing de-

partment is entirely gone.

In northern California there's a program setup consisting of one person who dou-

bles between selecting the records and putting on news interludes. The only other speaking

voices heard are those of commission-working salesmen who have taped their own
commercials.

The three investors in this operation are splitting a gross profit of $3,000 a month.
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mmenting

its pertain-

- pert

Frequency l 43%
Contenl 29^ 50%
Sound volume 17'

;

''<

ARB diai\ -keepers in New York

ma) be somewhat more sensitive than

in Vtlanta, but nol enough to offset the

validit) of the figures.

Finally, what conclusions can be

drawn from ARB diaries? Says Lorin

S. Meyers, \RB ad service manager:

"Any advertiser buying tv time in

New York who found that 86,000 view-

ers complained about "too loud' com-

mercials should obviously take a thor-

ough look at his operation. And he

should certainly be concerned with an

other 147.000 viewers who are critical

of commercial content."

Television is important for viewers.

And—on the basis of ARB's projection

—61' '< of opinions I representing 800.-

000 Vu York tv homes) are favorable

and non-critical. ^

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
I Cont'd from page 39

1

worths happenings in the average plant.

News programs seem to have the

broadest appeal to industrial plants

but sports events or sports commentary

are O.K. and some companies report

results with musical programs if the

company message is at all meaningful.

These company messages are the

company's commercials, of course.

Here are some recent subjects:

• Apprentice education

• Company shareowners

• Safety

• Craftsmanship

• Pension plan

• Hospitalization

• Getting ready to retire

Short "sugar-coated" economic les-

sons are highly thought of and often

help to sell a program series. Many
companies believe that when employees

understand a few simple basic eco-

nomic truths they more readily under-

stand the company's point of view.

Studies have shown that many workers

believe such fallacies as these:

Profit is something left over after

paying the cost of production.

2% of people own 80/£ of wealth.

Competition doesn't really exist or

when it does it is somehow bad.

A worker should not produce as

much as he can but should restrict

his production to the average.

Business is making only a minor con-

tribution to our national economy.

Short, simple economic "lessons"

are effective in dealing with these false

beliefs, particularly when mixed in

with the company's own messages to

employees and the community. Much
material for such one to three-minute

economic talks is available at very lit-

tle cost from economic foundations,

reading rack services, etc. Some of it

is available in recorded form for use

in almost any type of radio program.

There are about 16 million produc-

tion workers and their families who

enlightened management wants very

much to reach and SO million non-

agricultural workers and their families

whose attitudes and beliefs affect the

day-in, day-out efficiency of American

Industry. Radio and tv can perform a

very worthwhile service in helping to

grease the gears which must mesh

smoothly if management and labor are

to work together effectively to keep

our great American competitive free

enterprise system out in front. ^
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Mark
this

market
on your list!

CENTRAL and SOUTH ALABAMA
• ••one of

Alabama's "Big Three"

WSFA-TV's
35 Alabama counties*

Population 1,109,600

Retail Sales $ 770,551,000

Food Store Sales 200,215,000

Drug Store Sales 22,215,000

Automotive Sales 173,331,000

Gasoline Service Station Sales 68,402,000

Effective Buying Income $1,146,641,000

CENTRAL, and SOUTH ALABAMA is a must on

every modern market list. That's because Central and South

Alabama is big: over one million population, three-quarters

of a billion dollars in retail sales, effective buying income

of more than a billion dollars.

WSFA-TV alone delivers this 35-county market. You can-

not cover it from other cities. Mark Central and South

Alabama on your list . . . and buy it with WSFA-TV!

Market area defined by Television Magazine, plus 6 counties consistently proving

regular reception. Does not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties.

Data from Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May, 1958

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC. • WKY-TV AND WKY OKLAHOMA CITY • WTVT TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

Represented by the Katz Agency
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SANDRAN'S PUNCH

(( onfd from page 11 I

ship. Which worked oul best, and will

!.. the |>lan for the future?

"Thej all worked, and verj well

too," reports Sam Pollock, Sandura

ad manager. "\\ e're using more time

than ever, and adding markets con-

stantly. \ml. since the distributor and

hi- drain- in the market beai pari of

the cost, they'd be quick to change if

sales weren'l immediate. The distribu-

tors and dealers have become so i\ con-

scious, in lad. that tliex are becom-

ing experts in industrj practices and

jargon."

There is a third level of Sandran ad-

vertising, a sort of "local, local" adver-

tising. This is done mostly by deal-

er-, and Sandura pays little if any of

the space costs, providing assistance in

the form of mats and media selection

aid. Because the dealer is generally

small, most of lliis goes into local or

-hopping guide newspapers.

How much does all of this cost?

Sandura does not release its advertis-

Br-

HHf '

*

**
/'Is-

p. Ik

AriasLcMaK/

18 years as tke rumba- one DJ. in,CenDaJ OfiLo doesrvir

just happen, - \t's caused. Arid "EarUj Worm," Wwiti,

sloYutecw,W\tk&topPuJiseraJfaiQ of 16.4/Lsthf cause.

j|eeasu,-qoinq manner aruL'unflueritiaJi sales record

iMjtJus 6-9=15 a,.tn and, 3 : 30-6-oop.m,pa/u3ci-

LOtos uu tke fcp | Q proq rarne.

WBNS Radio
L CBS wu COLUMBUS .OHIO

ing expenditures. SPONSOR estimates

the "factory-only" level, at about $400,-

000 for network tv, another $100,000

for network radio. The balance, local

spots, etc.. is co-op money, contingent

on sales and other factors, and im-

possible to estimate.

Certainly the Sandran sales record

has been outstanding, going from
about $3 million in 1954 to almost $12
million in 1957. Sales this year are

running 80% ahead of last year.

Two years ago. when the company
was looking for a theme for its annual

sales meeting, somebody optimistically

suggested "60 by '60," meaning that

Sandran could aim toward a $60 mil-

lion annual sales volume by 1960.

"Good," said Stokes Clement, "we'll

use it."

"When you remember that our sales

were running then, at a little over $5

million annually, you can see why we
thought the slogan was a little blue

sky," Sam Pollock says. "But Stokes

Clement figured out a timetable, and

so far, we're right on schedule."

Considerable credit for this accom-

plishment goes, of course, to air media.

"But we firmly believe that the best

advertising is done on a partnership

basis with merchandising," says Char-

lie Skoog. "Look at it this way: ad-

vertising is, largely, intangible. It has,

in our case, two functions: to stimulate

consumer demand, and trade interest.

"Merchandising is the property that

permits us to translate this intangibil-

ity of advertising into real tangibles

—

dealer respect and interest in our ef-

forts to help him sell. Consumer in-

terest and store traffic by using dealer

tag lines and tie-in store promotions.

And, finally, the creation of sales by

demonstrating and explaining product

features on the air, and then getting

the consumer to come to the store

where the salesman can take over and

use our merchandising aids to make
the sale. Merchandising can give a

substance to advertising," Skoog says.

What are Sandura's plans to keep

on its sales gain schedule? "More of

the same," Stokes Clement says. "More

means just that; more network tv ad-

vertising than we've been doing; more

tv and radio spot advertising, and

more merchandising to round out the

campaign."

And after 60 in "60? "We're already

thinking about a new goal." Clement

says with a smile, "and about how we

can use our tv/radio-merchandising

strategy to attain it." ^
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We'd be the last ones to

quarrel with timebuying techniques . . . for whether a

station is selected by slide rule or rule

of thumb . . . whether the facts come out of an

electronic computer, S.R.D.S., or

someone's hip pocket . . . they add up to the same

thing. In Shreveport, KSLA-TV is the station which . . .

. . . always dominates the audience

. . . operates full-power with a clean, clear picture

... is a BASIC affiliate of the No. 1 Network

. . . promotes consistently

. . . programs imaginatively

. . . and, carries TWICE as much national spot.

No wonder the

method that suits the time buyers best, suit's us just

fine, too. We come up with many "naturals."

shreveport, la.

:nt in Standard Rate and

Represented by PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC.
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Adult Women Spend

85% of the consumer

dollar and influence

up to 91% of buying.®

Here's the WORL audience during

the time when Women listen the

most.

9am— I Oam 89% ADULTS

1 0am— Mam 90% ADULTS

Mam— I2n 89% ADULTS

I2n — Ipm 86% ADULTS

average 88% ADULTS

It Pulse audience survey spring 1958

© U. S. Department of Commerce report

YOU WANT ADULT

BUYERS?

We've Got 'Em!

OUR "WO ClUB" STATION

Tv and radio

^ NEWSMAKERS

^^^^ Robert J. Sullivan will join the Corin-

^P^^^ thian Broadcasting Corp. this week as di-

W rector of promotion and advertising. He

%* **" T was formerly director, program promotion

\Jr * and merchandising, CBS Radio, responsi-

1T_J ^^ hie for on-the-air promotion, publicity

^^^^H yZ ^^B material, announcements and exploitation

HfS Mm* ideas supplied 1>\ the network to its affili-

ates. Prior to this, he spent five years as

advertising and promotion manager of WOR and WOR-TV. N. Y.

Sullivan was previously in advertising and promotion for CBS Radio

Spot Sales, the DuMont Tv Network and ABC. At Corinthian, he

will act in a staff capacity, working closely with the general man-

agers and promotion managers of KOTV, Tulsa; KGUL-TV, Hous-

ton; WANE, WANE-TV, Ft. Wayne; WISH, WISH-TV, Indianapolis.

£
John L. McClay has been appointed gen-

eral manager of KYW-TV, the Westing-

house Broadcasting Co. tv station in Cleve-

land. He has been assistant to the v.p.

since 1956, shortly after WBC acquired

KYW and KYW-TV and began operating

the stations in Cleveland. A veteran of 10

years in tv and almost 20 years in the

broadcasting industry, McClay started as

an announcer in 1939 with WPG, Atlantic City, N. J. After W.W. II,

he joined WPEN, Philadelphia, as program manager. In 1948, he

became program manager of WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, and in 1950,

operations manager of WPIX-TV, N. Y. McClay returned to WCAU-
TV in 1951 as assistant general manager and held this position until

he joined the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. in 1956.

Ceorge R. Comte has been promoted to

general manager of The Journal Co. He is

now manager of the two Journal stations:

WTMJ and WTMJ-TV, Milwaukee. Comte.

who has never worked for another com-

pany, started at WTMJ as a general an-

nouncer. He became assistant to the man-

ager in 1950, stations' manager in 1952 and

manager of radio and tv for the Journal

stations in 1956. In that year, he was also elected a director of the

company. Comte spent four years in the Army during W.W. II.

in the Corps of Military Police, in both the European and Pacific

theatres. He is a member of the plans board of RAB and the Board

of Governors of the Milwaukee Ad Club. Replacing Comte will be

Robert J. Heiss, now assistant manager of radio and television.

26 JULY 1958



With dramatic impact, WJW has taken one of the

greatest forward steps in Cleveland radio in years

—

and it has captured the imagination of the buyer-

rich northeastern Ohio market. The huge success of

this roving studio was evident from its first appearance

when 100,000 spectators applauded its introduction

to Cleveland! Daily broadcasting from high-traffic

locations throughout its coverage area has madeWJW
Radio 85 an even more vital and attention-drawing

force in this market of almost 4 million people! Take

advantage of the tremendous local acceptance of

WJW Radio with its new and bold mobile studio!

Li
RADIO 85 CLEVELAND

Represented Nationally by the KATZ AGENCY

%S$ Storer IRaxiio
WJW WJBK WIBG WWVA WAGA WGBS WSPD
Cleveland Detroit Philadelphia Wheeling Atlanta Miami Toledo
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The intramural radio feud

The shifting sands of radio programing have brought great-

changes during the past several years. But none greater than

the dissimilarity between those stations thai maintain tfruug,-'

network programing and the independents.

This dissimilarity, coupled with increasing emphasis on;

ratings, is now spilling over into a frj$t-class tend. On one

hand the indies are said to he dominated by teenage audi-

ences, on tli" other the net affiliates by obsolete programing.

Todaj main indie- are claiming overwhelming audience-,

among adult- as well as teenagers; the affiliates overwhelming

audience lo\alt\ and receptivity. And with it all come a

plethora of other claim- and counterclaims.

I- this healthy for radio? sponsor thinks not. Delphi* the

ma iked differences between some independents and some af-

filiate^ the fact remains that many affiliates are dominated

b) music and new- and can hardly he distinguished from

their indie contemporaries. To label some stations as "mod-

ern" and others "old line" is not healthy for radio.

Once upon a time the national spot buyer would hardly

consider buying anything but a net affiliate. Today he shows

practically no partiality. All he wants is the best buy. Besides

utiie:- lie"- showing increa-ing awareness of other factors.

The intramural feud now current has been brewing for

some time. I>ut now thai everyone has said his piece, let's get

down to business and -ell radio. There's plenty of room for

competition but l-f- sell positive- and I -ave the negatives

i" the other advertising media. That's the road to increasing

respect and appreciation for the surging medium.

The intramedia battle

• la! 1 ing about competition, the recession is

•<eti. the inherent strength of air media.

11) suffering (magazine reve-

lown about 6(
, this year)

bel \ir media, in mosl

1 1 last year and will

probabl) .,„, ,|um 1957 espe .

ciall) in Bpot 1 see pa

\\ hat better testin could you ask?

1

IO SECOND SPOTS
t^b coverage: The sales manager for a

\cw York City radio station is spend-

ing his two-week vacation at a nudist

camp. Broadcasters hare a word for

il: Stripping.

Inevitable: NBC Spot salesmen are

iiiriciilK making the rounds of the ad

Jlffuaes in behalf of WRC. Washing-

tun. J). C, with a record—and hold

\oul breafh— titled, "Music to Buy
timeBx."

Transition: The ABC TV weekday

qtfjfcz -liuu Do You Trust Your Wife?
1 has just been renamed Who Do You

Trust? Logical contestants now are

credit managers.

Heh, heh: Then there's the old Madi-

son Vvenue story of the toothless ter-

mite who walked into Michael's Pub
and asked, "Is the bartender here?"

Statistic: Chicago Housewives Com-
mittee in Behalf of Better Radio-Tv

Programing has. through a survey, just

came up with the statistical picture of

the average housewife: "A woman ap-

proximately 34 years of age, having

1.7 children." Is that .7 child another

way of saying that the average house-

wife is pregnant?

Retrogression: WOR-TV, New York,

advertised a recent Million Dollar

Movie starring Randolph Scott and

Gabby Hayes as an "Old-Fashioned

Western!" Jest hard-riding, straight

shootin and no neurotics.

Skyline report: The new Seagram's

building that rises out of Astor Place

I in the hub of Manhattan's Madison

Avenue section) is exciting adman
comment on two counts: (1) the high-

spraying fountains in front suggest

Seagram's-and-water; (2) the amber

lighting makes it look as if the whole

structure is full of booze.

Fashion note: Then there was the

adman waiting to meet his girl friend

in Chicago's London House. When she

arrived, she was wearing a sack dress.

The adman took one look at the sack,

said, "Hone) are you in st\le or am I

in trouble?"

Melon-cholia: KYW. Cleveland, to

promote its "Summerama Party Pack-

age" mailed out watermelon seeds in

envelopes marked "Fragile—Handle

with care." '/ e want to sec the postal

worker icho can smash a watermelon

seed.

26 july L958
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"THE GIANT"MOVES UP TO
CAESARS HEAD

• with Maximum Height

—2000 Ft. above Average Terrain

• with Maximum Power—100 Kilowatts

• with Increased Coverage in the

GREENVILLE-SPARTANBURG-

ASHVILLE MARKET

WFBC-TV is moving its transmitter about August 31st

to the new site where a huge 888-Ft. tower atop Caesars

Head Mountain will give "The Giant of Southern Skies"

a greater coverage area than ever ... a greatly expanded
market for its advertisers . . . and better reception to

additional thousands of viewers in the Station's 4-state

coverage area.

WFBC-TV's service area is increased by 48% in this move.
The tower will be 3000 ft. above Greenville and Spartan-

burg, and 1000 ft. above Asheville. The tower at Caesars

Head will be 2000 ft. above average terrain, where former-
ly the height was 1140 ft. above average terrain. This
move gives WFBC-TV Grade-A coverage in Greenville,

Spartanburg and Asheville.

CAESARS HEAD". .SPARTANBURG

100 JUV\ ( • •GREENVILLE

Contour \ \» anderson
\GREENWOOD/{[

EORGIA \A__^ODLUMBIA
AUGUSTA*\ SOUTH

CAROLINA

Ask the Station or WEED

About WFBC-TV's

"Giant Move Upward"

Let us tell you the advantages of our

new Caesars Head Location . . . more

viewers, better reception, greater domi-

nance in this great 4-state market in

the Southeast

Represented By

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

WFBC-TV MAR** r»ATA

From New Caesars Head Location
(within 100 UV/M Contour)

Population 2,783,100

Incomes $3,163,844,000

Retail Sales $2,337,504,000

Television Homes 523,830

Channel 4

WFBC-TV
Greenville, South Carolina

NBC NETWORK
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Only KBET-TV Gives You Both!

Complete coverage of these important cities which, together, make up California's

third largest TV market. Plus the audience dominance of CBS-TV,

along with MGM and other major feature film packages.

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails



GENERAL I

!0 BOCKEFELLEft PLAZA, NEW ttfeX,

2 AUGUST 1958

20< a copy • $3 a year

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

NET TV'S

"SILENT

REVOLUTION"

"Buyers" market""
selling In networks

plus "market flexibil-

ity" strategies l>\ ad-

men have created tv

climate similar to

radio's in 1936. Here

are new and important

buying, selling trends

Page 23

Radio's hardiest

perennial -

the barn dance

Page 26

What clients

think of

the top agencies

Page 30

Hot weather

impact on

tv show types

Page 35

'Understand there's
never a dull moment
or advertisers,
either."

any of these 4 important markets . . . every time
i good time . . . with the first place Storz Station

IEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . WDGY is first morning
1st afternoon . . . first all-day with a 31.4% aver-

ooper. First on Pulse, too. 50,000 watts plus

AS CITY . . . WHB is first

Puis,.. Nielsen, Trendex, Hoop
All day averages as high as

her—you get coverage and ai

lair or General Manager Geor|

NEW ORLEANS .

&I3B

tact, WTIX
and first in

St. Paul

S"TWT"iO INIS
ODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

|>0 STOR2, PRSStOBNT » MOMS ©FFUCB; OMAHA. NS8«A3«A

WHB Kansas City

WQAM Miami



WHEELING: 37* TV MARKET
*Television Magazine 8/1/57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

NO. 7 IN A SERIES

GLASS

The Fostoria Glass Company of

Moundsville, W. Va., and the Imperial

Glass Corporation of Bellaire, Ohio,

are two prominent contributors to the

economic life of the WTRF-TV area.

The 4 million dollar payroll of the

1100 employees of these two pro-

ducers of hand-made glassware help

make the WTRF-TV area a super

market . . . with 42 5,196 TV homes,

2 million people spend 2y2
billion dollars annually.

WEST VIRGINIA



THE BIG DIFFERENCE IN

PHILADELPHIA RADIO IS

TALENT!

SPONSOR • 2 Al GUST 1958
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Network tv's "silent revolution"

2 3 Advertisers ilrh. I'..i llexihilin. plus networks' hunger for billings

are producing new practices, program offerings and sales approaches

The barn dance: radio's hardiest perennial

26 Mthough radio ha- undergone many changes since crystal-set days, the

bam dance program formal remains unchanged, its appeal undiminished

Spot brings home the coffee

28 How Folgei put it- instant coffee into second place in California

\ia a heavj air media campaign aimed at both consumers and the trade

What clients think of top agencies

30 Corporate pr takes on new significance in 1958's account-shifting cli-

mate Here's round-up of agency, client views on its effectiveness

Fifteen basic reasons for buying spot

32 \ special sponsor surve> shows that there are 15 basic objectives be-

hind -P"t buying today. Here arc examples of specific spot campaigns

Mort Farr sells far more on local tv

pplia

33 This one-store owner does h

build his business into (lie la

Is. has used television to

Philadelphia area

An adman looks at tv abroad

34 \" UK a.e. bi

England, bul ha

European trip, is impressed with video in

nations about their approach to commercial-

Hot weather's impact on tv show types

35 Though all show categories reflet seasonal decline in viewing, degree

of rating change varies. Mysterj and police shows bold up the best

FEAT! RES

21

53

4

52

64 Sponsoi Heart

9 Spoil

72 Sponsor Speaks

SO Spot Buys

48 Telepulse

72 Ten Second Spots

buyers at Work

I Radio Newsmakers

Week

- and Put.lis.lie
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STATION WHO
PUTS THE'PW'

INTO
MERCHANDISING!

"Feature Foods" is a comprehensive merchan-

dising plus service conducted by WHO Radio at

the point-of-sale in 350 high traffic chain and

independent food stores. Coverage includes

cities of 5,000 population or more in 76 of

Iowa's 99 counties. It is available, at no extra

cost, to advertisers whose products are sold in

food stores and whose gross expenditure on

WHO Radio is $300 per week for 13 weeks, or

$3900 within a 13-week period of time.

Talk to PGW about putting more "plus" in

your Iowa advertising with WHO Radio—and

Feature Foods!

for Iowa PLUS
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

Col. B.
J.

Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

National Representatives

sponsor • 2 august 1958



in the

KING
SIZED
PORTLAND
OREGON

MARKET

KING SIZED

ESULTS

NEWSMAKER
of the week

A newly-announced spot tv campaign by iSew England Con-

fectionery Co., Cambridge. Mass.. is causing much interest.

The total budget. $750,000, is by no means a record sum.

W hat makes it unusual is its size and scope, not only for

.\ecco, but for the conservative candy industry as a nhole.

The newsmaker: Young (33), dynamic Procter Coffin,

advertising and sales promotion manager of Necco, is the sparkplug

behind the new buy which runs from 15 September to 15 May.
''What we have done, for the past few years," says Coffin, "is to

reorganize our plant and expand our personnel. We are now ready-

to move in a hard-hitting way on the marketing front."'

The resulting program is termed, by Necco executives and sales-

men "The Big Push." It translates this way: From a basicallv re-

gional candy manufacturer (some of the company's products are to

be found anywhere in the country,

but not all in all sections) Necco

is now ready to become a national

factor in the business.

This strategy is reflected in the

current spot buy co-devised and

executed by C. J. LaRoche. With

a budget in excess of $750,000 la

200% gain over the previous 12

months I . Necco will buy 30-plus

markets in the greater Northeast.

This area contains upwards of

35% of the tv homes in the coun-

try; expansion plans call for hav-

ing national coverage within four years.

"Our intent in this campaign." says Coffin, "is not to accumulate

a large total number of markets, but to penetrate those markets we

use. We'll follow this concept in succeeding years as we broaden

coverage." Although about two-thirds of the spots will be beamed

toward kids I who consume 40' y of the candy sold), the other third

will be directed toward all-family groups.

The total budget is going into tv only, again the result of research.

In the past two years, Coffin has tried various combinations of tv

and radio, found saturation spot tv to be "expensive, but very effec-

tive." Another plus value: more and more candy is sold through

supermarkets, and heavy tv helps get supermarket distribution, force

demand once it's there.

Coffin's emphasis on pre-researching a campaign reflects his Necco

background. He joined the company in 1948 as a sales trainee, and

has, successively, been assistant to the merchandising manager, ami

creator of both market research and production planning depart-

ments. A native of the greater Boston area, he lives with hi- wife

and son in Lvnnfield. where he is Selectman I Mayor). ^

SPONSOR • 2 AUGUST 1958
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([jetting more
out of television

In three all-important areas,

J.
Walter Thompson Company is finding new ways

to increase the value of TV as a marketing tool

1. The message

In a matter of seconds—sometimes as feiv as ten— the

viewer must recognize a special quality in a product

that is news to him ... a quality that will better fill some

need in his life. What is the news? And how can one

be sure it is presented most effectively?

In its unique TV Workshop, the J. Walter Thompson
Company tests ways of presenting a product under

actual telecast conditions— before spending time and

money on a finished commercial.

The most effective demonstration of the

special quality of one household product

was selected for the finished commercial,

only after 25 such experiments.

Thus, theTVWorkshop offers a new method of extend-

ing the boundaries of creative imagination, then pro-

vides the visual evidence needed for the soundest choices.

2. The program

What type of program will attract the audience the

message is designed to reach? Will the background pro-

vided bv such a program be appropriate?

Should it be a Western? A situation comedy? Variety?

Drama? Why are some programs in each of these

categories more efficient than others? Why do some

fail— others succeed? Do some of them have "survival

qualities" which will assure them of continuing success?

Every type of program has "survival qualities," to

greater or lesser degree. J. Walter Thompson Company
is continuing to find new means of appraising and cre-

ating such "survival qualities"— to help make television

an increasingly reliable marketing tool.

3. Time period

Convincing message. Outstanding program. But . .

.

they can be fully productive only
in the right kind of time period.

Selecting the right kind of time period is an art calling

for special knowledge as well as special skills in analys-

ing competition and in predicting the viewing patterns

of particular shows.

J. Walter Thompson Company has recently issued a

confidential study of television which illustrates this

special knowledge. It covers television from virtually

every angle. Program types and trends, viewing habits,

audience characteristics, network rate structures and
procedures, and rating services are among the basic

topics covered.

This study has been called "searching... objective...

authoritative."

If you would like to explore with us the most effec-

tive use of TV as an integrated part of your marketing
program, we would be happy to discuss it with you.

There are J. Walter Thompson Company offices in:

New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Hollywood, Washington, D. C, Miami.

sponsor • 2 august 1958



1GM RE-RUNS TOP

FIRST RUN RATINGS
omcL WJZ-TV (BALTIMORE) (owga. It I!

TIME BUYERS
WJZ-TV offers you Baltimore's best buy
in early or late evening minute spots . . .

participations in M-G-M's great-rated

features. For a cost-per-thousand story

that can't be beat, contact your Blair-

TV man now!

GmoCm&os
STATION OWNERS
If you're considering the purchase of a

major studio feature library, remember
M-G-M not only offers you the over-all

' 'hi' finest motion pictures

. bul also offers you docu-

films RATI-:

tin ind re-runs, too!

la for full details.

A SERVICE G^

LOEWS INCGRP"

1540 eioatUa, Ntn i

lUdson ? ?000

First Run

13.
Wed.

9 11 57

Early Show

mum *

U LASSIE COME

HOME

Re-Run

14.8
Sat. 3/1/58

Early Show arb

First Run

15.7
Tues.

11 8 57

Late Show
ARB

Re-Run *

First Run

24.9
Fri.

12 6 57

Late Show

First Run

22.7
9 10 57

Late Show
ARB

MRS. MINIVER

THEY WERE

EXPENDABLE

MGM's

30 SECONDS

OVER TOKYO

Part One

17.9

Part Two

16.5
Tues. Wed.

48 58 4 9 58

Early Show arb

Re-Run *

26.0

Part Two

26.2
Sun. Mon.

3 2 58 3/3/58

Early Show arb

Re-Run *

21.6

Part Two

23.6
Wed. Thurs.

12/4/57 12/5/57

Early Show arb

j}S MGM's longer features are shown on WJZ's Early Show
in two installments — therefore, the two-part rating.

2 august 1958



4W Do Ril-Ru/ha Rate, ?

GM RE-RUNS

ATE GREAT! ...

(mi OMAHA'S WOW-TV pwe6 it!!

TIME BUYERS
WOW-TV offers you Omaha's best

buy in night-time minute spots . . .

participations in M-G-M's great-rated

features. For a cost-per-thousand

story that can't be beat, contact your

Blair-TV man now!

STATION OWNERS
If you're considering the purchase of

a major studio feature library, remem-

ber M-G-M not only offers you the

over-all selection of the finest motion

pictures ever made . . . but also offers

you documented proof that its films

RATE GREAT in first runs, and re-

runs, too! Contact MGM-TV today

for full details.

A SERVICE OF

LOEWS INCORPORATED

Richard A Harper, General Sales Mgr

1540 Broadway, New York 36, N Y

JUdson 2-2000

FIRST RUN

15.3
SAT. 2/9/57
10:45 P.M.

ARB

M-G-M's

VIVA VILLA

RE-RUN

14.7
FRI. 11/15/57

11 P.M.
ARB

FIRST RUN

13.7
WED. 11/13/57
10:45 P.M.

ARB

M-G-M's

GASLIGHT

RE-RUN

24.2
SAT. 11/23/57

10:15 P.M.
ARB

FIRST RUN

27.4
WED. 2/6/57
10:15 P.M.
PULSE

M-G-M's

JOHNNY

EAGER

RE-RUN

9.6
FRI. 2/14/58

11 P.M.
ARB

FIRST RUN

17.7
FRI. 12/6/57

11 P.M.
PULSE

THE POSTMAN

ALWAYS

RINGS TWICE

16.1
SAT. 12/21/57
10:15 P.M.

ARB



t/US*G11CS

1.040,465 households • 942,661 TV households

3,691,785 people • $3
3/4 billion annual retail sales

• $6
2
/3 billion annual income

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET

Representative: Th«



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
2 AUGUST 1958 Look for a flood of spot-radio business out of BBDO during the next two

weeks.

The agency's timebuying department was polishing things up this week preliminary to

putting out requests for availabilities.

The tee-off campaign will be for United Fruit.

Media people on Madison Avenue reported this week that they're having any-

thing but a picnic in finding good availabilities on tv stations for the fall.

One media director noted there were a lot of spots around he didn't want; but when it

came to upper-ranking markets and preferred stations, the situation has begun to

tighten up.

Several of the topline agencies have started their own buy-now campaign.

They're urging their clients to get in and make their fourth-quarter buys of short-

range advertising while the media market favors them.

Count among those urging this course: McCann-Erickson, Young & Rubicam, and

J. Walter Thompson.

Spot radio this week got this good news:

• International Harvester will take a four-week flier, starting in September, on up-

wards of 100 stations with farm programs.

• Q-tips (Gumbinner), will use 60, 30, and 20-second announcements in the South and

Southwest mainly.

• Contadina Foods (C&W's San Francisco office) in 25-30 markets for eight weeks, be-

ginning September.

Availabilities—especially in the Midwest—for the Kellogg spot-film business
widened appreciably this week as a result of CBS TV moving up its network op-

tion time by a half hour, starting 15 September.

That gave the Burnett agency a lot more station choice if it wants a general family au-

dience for one of the film series at 6:30-7 p.m. Central Time.

Burnett is doing the buying by market rank. In other words, the top markets

will be the first to get their orders for this campaign (which will run around $7 million

in time and programing).

Look for Pharmaceuticals, Inc., to do more and more product and copy testing

via spot tv during the 1958-59 season.

As Ted Bergmann, the Parkson agency'? president, explained it to SPONSOR-SCOPE
this week, the present tv market lends itself ideally to these saturation tests.

Here's how Pharmaceuticals guides these tests:

After a 13-week run on two or more markets, the results are matched against

the findings in non-tv markets with comparable characteristics.

Sidelight: More and more stations are bidding for test business by making spe-

cial allowances for "research."
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

There's a Madison Avenue sequel this week to Tracy-Locke's recent explosion

against some Oklahoma tv stations over local-rate rules.

To take you back: Tracy-Locke canceled spot-tv contracts for Maryland Club

and Admiration coffees on the ground that these brands were being charged the general

rate, whereas Cain coffee (an Oklahoma brand) was granted the local rate.

Compton—strong in P&G billings—now has taken the Oklahoma incident as a cue

to ask reps to find out from stations out there the answers to these questions:

1) How do you qualify for the local rate?

2) What is the economic justification for the local rate?

3) Why is a manufacturer located in the same state granted a local rate, while a com-

petitor located some miles over the border is required to pay the national rate?

The pressure by regional advertisers and agencies for the local rate in the

Southeast has become so intense that several reps hint they would like to shut down
their offices in that area.

Two things are stopping them: (1) Their stations insist on being covered there, and (2)

they can't afford to pull out unless the reps exodus en masse.

Commented a major rep to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week: "This yielding of the local

rate to regional accounts is an insidious practice. But any movement to rectify the situa-

tion must come from the stations themselves. It's certainly not fair to insist on the na-

tional rate if the buying is done in New York and to allow the local rate for the same account

if the same agencv buvs out of its Atlanta office."

The fact that duPont's Zerone and Zerex have bought into six Steve Allen shows for

the fourth quarter doesn't mean that the brands have precluded spot for this season.

BBDO advised SPONSOR-SCOPE that plans for the products also provide for

spot tv.

Other seasonal buys on the Allen series are U.S. Time and Polaroid.

Union Carbide's Prestone has bought a batch of fall innings on the NBC News at the

rate of two a week.

Nestle is down for one program a week.

Another inkling of how hard the big-weight advertisers propose to ride this buyers' mar-

ket: A P&G agency this week suggested that CBS TV and NBC TV review their

rates for individual stations.

The agency contends: Something must be out of gear when a comparable lineup on
ABC TV can be bought for as much as $10,000 less.

Added the agency: In the long run it would be to the networks' advantage to cut out

talent concessions and put their rate structure on a realistic basis. Many affibates, it

claims, already have put their national spot rate below their network rate.

Retort CBS and NBC: Rates are as lean as they can be, and ditto profits.

You never can tell when the retail giants will take an opposite course from their

mammoth suppliers.

For instance, look what's happening right now to the retail leaders like Montgomery
Ward and other firms you'll be hearing about soon.

Whereas the big manufacturers are going the way of subordinating the buildup of the

corporate image to a firmer emphasis on the hard sell, the kingpin retailers—and that in-

cludes department stores in major cities—are becoming strongly conscious of the
need for building a store personality.

Tip for tv and radio stations:

You may find your area's topflight retailers in the mood for the sort of institutional

campaign that you've been trying to sell them for years.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

.

Never have the tv networks been treated with so conciliatory and helpful an at-

titude as they're now experiencing from their affiliates.

Take, as point-makers, the two big moves just put into effect by ABC and CBS:

ABC TV's expansionary plans in daytime have met with overwhelming support

from its affiliates. As one affiliate put it: "My compliance will cost me around $15,000 in

local business and feature film commitments, but I'm going all-out with ABC."

CBS TV's affiliates quite generally have taken in easy stride the network's de-

cision to push network option time up to 8-11 p.m. (from the old 7:30-10:30).

All three networks have met but negligible grumbling over their request that the af-

filiates pledge themselves to carry crossplugs on unsold alternate-week shows at no com-

pensation.

What may be an index to the spirit of the affiliates is this comment from a CBS TV ally

to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week : "Obviously the networks are in choppy water. If you

consider yourself part of a network family, you'H act as you would with a member of your

own family

—

give a helping hand."

Like CBS TV. NBC TV this week moved Saturday and Sunday afternoons into

the C rate area.

In effect, all time periods prior to 6 p,m. throughout the week now fall into Class C.

Only commercial program affected is Omnibus.

Joint time sales on the three tv networks this June was collectively 10.8% bet-

ter than it was for June 1957. This vear's margin over 1957 for the first six months came

to 12.9^r . The gross from Januarv through June 1958 was $283,071,449.

The time grosses by individual networks for this June, as reported by BAR-LNA via

TvB: ABC, $7,389,585, plus 15.2%; CBS, $19,733,057; plus 7.5%; NBC, $16,648,462, plus

12.9%.

The CBS TV nighttime schedule still is somewhat fluid.

The outlook is for much show shifting to accommodate clients on the basis of prod-

uct compatibility and to adjust product conflicts.

This switching around is expected to affect spot buying; some agencies are reluctant

to confirm chain-break schedules until they're certain which shows these announce-

ments will bridge.

P&G this week bought an alternate week of The Real McCoy (ABC TV), effective

the first of next year.

Sylvania, which has the series all to itself, is parting with half because (1) the tv tube

division had withdrawn its share of the pot, and (2) the other divisions want a little

more diversification for their ad money (practically all of which is now in tv).

Half of the McCoy proposition is worth $2.2-miIlion annually for time and talent.

Daytime continues to boom on the tv networks.

A very significant recruit for NBC TV this week was Frigidaire

—

the first appli-

ance company to join the tv davtime ranks since Philco used it on a simulcast basis while

sponsoring the Don McNeill show.

Frigidaire's buv is three quarter-hours weekly. Annually the time-talent bill would be

about $1,250,000.

DFS. which placed the contract, made efficiency buying in tv (cost-per-1000) the high

tenet of its pitch for the Frigidaire account.

Meantime ABC TV this week had in hand an order from Lever Bros, for day-

time. It's for four quarter-hours a week, with FCB the agency. Interesting sidelight on this

development: Y&R is thus no longer the only agency involved in ABC TV's charter

daytime plan, which becomes effective 6 October.

(See page 23 for an in-depth appraisal of daytime tv's progress.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Detroit came to life for both network radio and spot radio this week.

On the spot side Buick, via McCann-Erickson, asked for availabilities in over 200
markets for a three-week saturation campaign that starts in September.

Oldsmobile placed an order with CBS Radio for the Patti Page program, while

Cadillac offered the same network a campaign covering four weeks.

Meantime NBC Radio has two fall orders from Detroit for announcements whose

starting dates and sources it has been asked to keep confidential.

CBS Radio this week found a buyer in R. J. Reynolds for half the package that

Ford surrendered ( it expects to have the balance sold within a week)

.

Among newcoming orders at CBS Radio also were Campbell Soup and Congoleum-
Nairn, which had been out of the medium for years.

NBC Radio got a saturation order from Texaco for Labor Day and learned from

Gillette that it would carry the Friday night fights through the summer.

After 30 years at the old stand, CBS has decided to get off Madison Avenue
within the next year or so.

It's not renewing its lease at 485, will move either into the old Time-Life Building

(across from NBC in Radio City) or 717 Fifth Avenue.

Jacob Barowsky, Lestoil president, who enjoys reminiscing how he mixed the first

batch of the detergent in a bathtub, arrives as a publicity celebrity 11 August.

The major of Evansville, Ind., has designated 11 August—the date that Lestoil starts its

tv campaign in that market as Lestoil Day. Barowsky will get a key to the city plus a

parade, and he will meet supermarket and other grocery people at a barbecue.

WEHT and its rep, Adam Young, sparked the ballyhoo.

Competitive note: Like P&G with its Mr. Clear, Colgate is testing its own all-pur-

pose liquid determent. Genie. Lever is reported to have one also on the wav.

Chalk this up as another byproduct of the business climate: The tv networks are begin-

ning to wonder whether enough manpower and research data are being used to

sell tv as a medium.
The suggestions advanced by one of the networks to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week:

• Stop leaving it to the TvB to carry the whole burden of the institutional job.

• The networks should "fan out the attack" by putting more manpower into con-

tacting almost every category of advertiser in the package goods field.

• Broaden the target by getting tv's story and answers to possible questions to all

strata of the advertiser's organization—the sales manager, the division manager,

the companv treasurer, etc.

Jockeying for authority is an old tribal custom on Madison Avenue, but there's

one domain that's on the receiving end of a lot of it nowadays: the tv-radio department.

Other areas of the agency are trying to annex the tv-radio department as a satrapy

of their own already extensive holdings.

This ambition stems basically from the change in the role of the tv department's

director, which makes him more vulnerable. His old creative values have been shorn by the

fact that he no longer produces but merely administers outside packages.

The reaching for additional authority comes from either one of two sectors, depending

on the particular agency: media or creative.

Adding fuel to the battle for power is the trend among ambition-fired commercial
directors to claims that theirs is a greater responsibility than the program director's

and hence deserving of a higher rung on the agency's organizational ladder.

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

""I"' 1 ,;i "> s
- page SO; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 53; Washington Week, page 63; sponsor

Hears, page 61: Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70; and Film-Scope, page 45.
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AMAZING RISE !!

PULSE* 14 Hour Ratings

6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Monday through Friday

MARCH-APRIL JUNE

20

20

110

10

40

a 5

90 35

20

60

30

35

First Place

Tie

Second

2-Tie

Third

3-Tie

Fourth

4-Tie

Fifth

5-Tie

Sixth

*HOOPER tells the same story -

Pick your survey!

A

Don't Buy Blind ...

There's been a change in Pittsburgh

Check with your Adam Young

representative, or with Ralph Beaudin,

General Manager of KQV

5,000 Watts - On the Air 24 Hours

W TT

ADAM YOUNG INC.
3 East 54th Street, New York 22, New York, PLaza 1-4848
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Radio Writes a Moving

Case History for Dean

MOVING AND STORAGE is a major

industry in Southern California, where

309! of all families change residence

in an average year.

THAT'S WHY DEAN VAN LINES, with

general offices in Long Beach, relies on

the all-pervasive medium. RADIO, to

build the brand image which will make

these modern nomads think first of

DEAN when it's time to move. In the

past twelve months DEAN has used

1500 announcements on KBIG, has

just renewed for another year.

"We put a substantial portion of our

ad budget in radio;' reports owner
A. E. DEAN, "because an evaluation

of our advertising program proves that

radio produces more business than any

other medium, over all. Our business

has increased steadily without a dip,

and so has our use of radio:'

CHRIS CHRISTIAN, DEAN'S National

Advertising Manager, adds, "We put a

great portion of our advertising budget

on KBIG because it delivers 234 cities

and towns in all eight Southern Cali-

fornia counties at lowest cost per

thousand ... its audience is responsive

. . . and its adult programming gives us

a no-waste circulation!'

YOUR KBIG OR WEED CONTACT will

gladlj provide other case histories to

valuate Southern California

our own marketing situation.

JOHN ;

Not. Rep. WEED cr.d

Timebuyers
at work

n
Phil Stumbo, McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York, feels that reading

the trade papers is important to every timebuyer. "When reading the

trade papers," Phil says, "there are always some interesting facts I

discover that I had never known and which I am able to apply to

timebuying. I feel that by keeping up on all media you gain a

broader understanding of what is

happening in the industry, the cur-

rent problems and the latest trends.

A great deal of up-to-date informa-

tion on market data and set circu-

lation is always available. For ex-

ample, recent studies on ratings,

triple-spotting, outlook on next

season's shows, pay-tv, and sub-

liminal advertising have appeared

in the trade papers. Those are just ^^
a few—there are many other im-

portant highlights, including edi-

torials presented weekly, which are a valuable source of information.

Keeping abreast of what's going on is one way a timebuyer can

broaden his knowledge of the field so that he is able to answer intelli-

gently questions on current air media. Today's buyer needs all the

information he can get in order to service his client properly."

Jeremy Sprague, Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., New York, all-media

buyer, feels that advertisers are faced with an especially difficult spot

buying problem for the coming season because of the lack of any

kind of pattern to 1958-'59 network programing. "Until all the

open time is sold." Jeremy says, "buyers will have to sit tight before

they can determine the spot picture. Current network lineups are

uneven and it is difficult to buy adjacencies intelligently. No big

budgets are going to be allocated to spot before agencies have a

better idea of what program alignments will be." On the other hand,

Jeremy says, the buyer knows that Westerns and mysteries, with their

consistently solid ratings, are pretty safe for adjacencies. But there's

a problem here too, he says. The Westerns and mysteries will mostly

not be programed back-to-back, and in many instances will be slotted

against each other on the networks, so the buyers will have to be

careful to select the programs they think will capture the bigger

ratings. "In addition, there probably will be fewer rating differences

between networks."
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A sight for your eyes

And the reasons

are easy to see!

if Lowest cost per thousand listeners—by

far. if Complete, no-waste coverage of the

constantly growing Baltimore market.

if Imaginative programming for the whole

family—24 hours every day. if Powerful

merchandising of your product no other

station can come close to. ^

Get the complete,

happy facts from:
Tom Tinsley

President

R. C. Embry
Vice Pres.

or from your nearest "rep.":

Select Station Representatives in New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington

Simmons Associates in Pittsburgh, New
England and Midwest

Clarke Browne Co. in Dallas, Houston, Den-
ver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans

^ McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San

^^ Francisco, Los Angeles
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"They can't spend it

if they ain't got itl"

YOU might not agree with the

grammar, but the homespun logic

of that saying cannot be dis-

puted.

whatever it is that you have to

sell, but if the means of pur-

chase are not available . . . then

BUT..

has it!

This 3-Country Metro Area

RANKS QffH
IN THE NATION
IN PER FAMILY
INCOME—$7,562.00

... and WeeReBeL sits right on top
of this rich market. Survey after survey

proves that audiences prefer WRBL and
WRBL-TV, and that these stations com-
pletely dominate the gold-mine market
of Columbus, Georgia.

They buy it when it

s seen or heard on

by John E. McMillin

Commercial
commentary

Yes, we got ingredients

.ife from a

&
"It's Prurient Pus," shrieked my

corner of the davenport.

We were listening to a Lifebuoy commercial,

and we were playing the "Ingredient Game."

Personally, however, I think she was a little

unfair to Lever Bros. I didn't hear the an-

nouncer very clearly. But I don't think he really

said that the new Lifebuoy contains "Prurient

Pus." I think he said it contains something-or-other plus. Prurient,

maybe. But definitely not pus.

Such confusions, however, are almost inevitable in the Ingredient

Game, a pastime which I heartily recommend to any real radio or

tv addict.

How to be an Ingredientologist

Simply keep your own handy notebook beside the set. And every

time you hear a new name for one of those weird, wonderful,

incredible ingredients now being shoveled into modern products,

write it down carefully. You'll find it's more fun than collecting

postage stamps or counting out-of-state license plates. And your list,

as the boys say, will grow. And grow. And grow.

Besides, the names themselves are so beautiful. Some day, I feel

certain, some great American poet is going to weld them all together

in one vast epic poem that will make Homer's Catalogue of Ships,

or Walt Whitman's roster of American rivers look pretty paltry by

comparison.

Where else can you find words to match the sheer, shimmering

mysterious beauty of Irium, Humectin, DiAlminate, TCP, Gardol,

Flogen?

Of course, to a truly dedicated ingredientologist. the real pleasure

lies in discovering strange, rare, exotic species. We look down on

people who exclaim over lanolin, or Dacron, for instance. Such

names are much too common. They have been almost bastardized

by use.

But when you can find, as we did one rainy Sunday afternoon on

Channel 5, something like the mysterious ingredient of Pops-a-Day

Pops, well, then your cup runneth over. Pops-a-Day Pops are chil-

dren's candies. And they are what they are because of something

called (and we say it in hushed tones) "D-Mannitol."

Ingredient names have history, too

Another interesting study is the origin or ancestry of ingredient

names. Do you know, for example, about the k-'>4 in Gillette Shaving

Cream? It was named by the late Ralph Hotchkiss, then of Maxon
and more recently of Compton.

Hotch himself told me about it when I was at Maxon some years

ago.

Hotch, in those days, nourished a secret ambition to be a Hima-

layan mountain climber. He was always reading books like the
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Commercial commentary continued .

"White Tower." and dreaming of standing, with Mallory or Hillary,

on the slopes of Everest, or Annapurna or Godwin-Austen, which

(you guessed it) is also called K-2.

So naturally, when he was asked to dream up a tag for a new

formula by the Gillette chemists, he gave it a good, Himalayan

sounding name—K-34. It was just as simple, and as scientific as that.

Personally, I've always been sorry that Hotch didn't go all out

with the Tibetan or Nepalese nomenclature. Think what fun it would

have been to see Yogi Berra trying to deliver a testimonial for

Gillette Shaving Cream with "Kanchenjunga." Or to hear Jimmy

Powers, between rounds of a fight, exhorting us to "Look Sharp,

Feel Sharp, and Be Sharp" with that good "Dhaulagari."

But then, we ingredient-lovers can't have everything. We already

have so much.

As a matter of fact. I think we have much too damm much for

the good of the Advertising business. And I think it's about time

that hard-bitten agencies and advertisers woke up to the absurdity

and wastefulness of most ingredient copy.

More than 25 different, odd-sounding ingredients are being

plugged on the air every viewing or listening night. And you don't

need a Politz or a Nielson to tell you that this can only lead to audi-

ence confusion, suspicion, distrust.

Name lingers, but product is gone

Even more serious—many of these ingredients have greater

visibility or memorability than the products themselves. I can re-

member Humectin, for instance. But I'll be darned if I can remember

what it is, or what it does, or what product contains it.

But the best reason for not becoming infatuated with an ingredient

kick in your copy is just plain common sense.

Your customer, after all, doesn't give two hoots or a holler about

what your product contains. All he cares about is how it can help

him. And if you waste your breath boasting about your amazing

new Orpheon, or mysterious new Eurydicene (Pats, applied for),

he'll probably walk out on you.

Much, if not most, of the contemporary ingredient chatter is a

sheer waste of valuable commercial time.

And who's to blame for it? Well, I suspect, (having been both)

that the copy man, and the account executive are about equally

at fault.

For a copywriter, the use of some polysyllabic ingredient name

is an easy way out. It saves him the headaches of thinking up a

real sales pitch. Give him a tongue twister like Triplegrimalkin, or

Doublegook and he's got it made (he thinks).

On the other hand many ingredients, I'm sure, are forced into

radio and tv copy by nervous, literal-minded account men who think

that if a P&G or Bristol Myers product features an ingredient, theirs

should too.

But both the account copycats and the copy copycats are guilty

of fuzzy thinking. Ingredients, however, you slice them, have very

limited copy value, or copy usefulness. Use them if you want to

explain benefits. But don't try to lean on them. Not even Prurient

Pus can stand it.

P.S. My wife has just learned (she read it in Life Magazine,) thct

the secret ingredient in Lifebuoy is "Puralin Plus." She apologizes

for her mistake. But she is kind of disappointed. &

In Portland, Oregon,

to KOIN TV. ..and the
nan d that reaches for

you r pre>duct in

res pons e to your
qe -.tie u rgings on her

tion The
ge rtlen en at CBS-TV
Spot Sa les know
all about her intriguing

buy ng h abits - and
aboL t KOIN -TV'S
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Terrific news for

sponsors . . . stations .

viewers!

A second, exciting serie

of 26 MEN-the

fastest-selling show

of the year . . . the show

that's doing an

outstanding job of

building audiences,

sales and goodwill

in 183 markets

all over the country.

THE

ARIZONA

RANGERS

Same great star—Tris <

Same featured player, ]

Henderson. Same top

production by Russell

Hayden, including the

ring theme music recor

by RCA Victor on thei

top label. More, new ef

fective merchandising t.

audience-promotion aic



SMASH HIT

WITH AUDIENCES

#2 syndicated series in many
markets. In scores of others, swamps
direct competition . . . out-rates

such network toppers as

Ed Sullivan . . . Dinah Shore . . .

Alfred Hitchcock . . . Tales of Wells

Fargo . . . Have Gun, Will Travel

and many, many others. (ARB)

LAUDED BY SPONSORS

AND STATIONS

"one of best shows ever

offered for syndication."

"well pleased with show both from

standpoint of increased sales and

goodwill it has built up."

"one of best shows ever programmed."

"has done a fine job for us."

&£&

ft*

€2*

M«£M> Hood Dairy -all New England,

plus such stations as

KRCA , Los Angeles .

.

.

WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre

. . . KTVK, Phoenix . . .

KARD-TV, Wichita . . .

WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C.

It you missed out on 26 MEN
first time out, be sure to get your

bid in for the new series. To avoid

disappointment, please act fast.

1501 Broadway, N. K. 36

LAckawanna 4-5050,



Now, you say when

And how often too! For once programs and commercials are recorded on Videotape*, scheduling is wide

open. Playbacks can be telecast immediately — hours later — or anytime you decide. At least 100 repeats

can be made from any one recording. Copies can be made. And tapes recorded on a VR-1000 Videotape

Recorder can be played back on any other VR-1000, anywhere.

Never before have sponsors been able to schedule commercials to reach selected audiences so easily.

Never have stations had so many "live" availabilities to offer.

Get the complete story on the many things Videotape Recording can do for you. Write today.

AVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE. REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

= R STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
Offices in Principal Cities
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. 19th and
Vladison

Monitoring

Just returned from my vacation and

saw the attached Sponsor-Scope item

in your June 28th issue on monitoring

services.

Thought you'd like to know Radio

Reports is the oldest monitoring serv-

ice in the industry—we've been in busi-

ness since 1936—and we're surprised

we didn't even get honorable mention.

Radio Reports is a national organ-

ization (eight major markets).

We regularly monitor and record

approximately 17,000 radio and tv pro-

grams each month.

We also provide tapes, records, pic-

tures and texts, and spot commercial

coverage.

Just thought you might want to pass

along the enclosed information to your

editors in case they were planning any

further items along these lines.

Maggi Eaton

Radio Reports, Inc.

New York

Out of context

I was greatly disappointed to find, in

your otherwise excellent July 12

article, "How tv's Program 'Mess'

Hits Sponsors," a statement attributed

to me to the effect that current sets-

in-use figures show viewers are happy.

Taken out of context, from your

"Agency Ad Libs" feature which I

prepared for Sponsor, and which ran

in the June 7 issue, this quote would

seem to indicate that I feel tv is well-

nigh perfect, and that we can all sit

back and watch the sets-in-use figures

rise.

To the contrary, as I stated in the

aforementioned article, there is, of

course, room for improvement, albeit

viewers are watching their sets for

longer periods. But I suggested that

we programing people would serve a

far more useful purpose if we spent

some time calling attention to the

many hours of fine entertainment pro-

vided by tv, rather than by joining

its detractors.

Since publication of this June 7

article elicited dozens of letters and
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phone calls from top industry leaders,

offering sincere thanks for one of the

few constructive statements on the

medium, I find it regrettable that this

later feature attempts to dismiss my
views with a platitude.

Nicholas E. Keesely Senior v.p.

Radio/tv Lennen & Newell, Inc.

New York

FalT facts

Now I'm convinced that clairvoyance

is as much a part of advertising as

Motivational Research.

Otherwise, how can two minds sepa-

rated by well over 500 miles produce

the same ad idea?

On page 195 of sponsor Fall Facts

Basics, there appears this agency's ad

for WNCT, Greenville, N. C. headlined,

"HOW DO YOU MEASURE A
WHALE?" On pages 172-173, ABC
Television asks, "How do you measure

a network?"

I know this is an omnipresent threat

in the ad world, but the question is:

"HOW DO YOU MAINTAIN YOUR
SANITY?"

Michael J. Silver

Radio/television dir.

J. T. Howard Adv. Agency

Raleigh, N. C.

May we have permission to use net-

work radio pattern audience informa-

tion, page 128, and radio listening

habit information, page 122, of your

1958 Fall Facts Basics in promotion

piece and on the air spots?

Lloyd Price

KLRD
Dallas

The 1958 Fall Facts issue of Sponsor

is not only the most outstanding job

that Sponsor has ever done but also

the most useful compilation of up-to-

date information ever put together in

one book.

R. David Kimble a.e.

Grey Advertising Agency, Inc.

New York

10,000 miles away

but I'm sold "live"

Captain Fortune

KPIX Television (Westinghouse)

"We Videotaped* my programs
before I left for a 3 -week assign-

ment in Brussels. I went on look-

ing 'live' on an uninterrupted
schedule in San Francisco. My
clients were happy— and there
was no loss in station revenue."

corporation
street, redwood city, california



Why is WDGY first* with 31.4%
in Minneapolis-St. Paul?

...and why is WDGY
first on Pulse?

1. 50,000 watt coverage

2. 50,000 watt personalities (like Bill Armstrong)

50,000 watts are fine—and WDGY lias them. But you need more.

You need 50,000 watt coverage and 50,000 watt personalities like

Bill Armstrong. Listeners love Bill's smooth style and easy manner.

Prool ol their loyalty: Bill's show is a runaway first every 14 hour

he's <>ii the air—both Hooper and Pulse. He's typical of the sound

md zest and competence which make WDGY first morning,

on, lust all day per Hooper and first per Pulse as

1

' the solid "response-ability" which is giving WDGY
• Map strategy with Blair ... or WDGY

I ick Thayer.
*Hoopei June July, 1958

WDGY
the 50,000 watt station

with the

50,000 watt personalities

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL

OINIS
ODAY'S SELLING
PICE:OMAhA, NEBRASKA

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO. I
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Network tv's "silent revolution"

^ Buyers' market is forcing far greater flexibility

in the networks' rules, rates, sales practices and outlook

^ Meanwhile new trends in advertiser strategy are

upsetting old concepts and approaches to the tv medium

jf ou can put down the rough, tough

competitive selling season of 1958 as

the trigger for widespread changes in

the sale and use of network tv adver-

tising.

Profound alterations are shaking the

medium to its very roots— changes

which are bound to have a continuing,

long-term affect on all network tv

operations and on the clients who lean

heaviest on this form of national ad-

vertising.

So far, though, it's been mainly a

"silent revolution." Little publicity has

been given to the significant moves,

now being made in network rules,

policies, sales activities.

Little attention has been paid to the

dramatically shifting tides of adver-

tisers' network activities. Many admen,

in fact, don't even realize what's been

going on. But this sponsor depth

survey reveals these startling facts:

• The pressures of "buyers' market"

selling by the networks, coupled with

"market flexibility" strategies by ad-

vertisers, have placed network tv just

about where radio was in 1936 when
NBC celebrated its 10th anniversary.

The rash, brash, adolescent days are

• Network tv—once the proud, wild,

headstrong youth of national adver-

tising—is adapting itself to man's

estate, and tailoring its rules, policies,

and selling methods to the hard, sober,

business standards of maturity.

• Simultaneously the "marketing

revolution" which has gripped the

food, cosmetic, soap, drug, and tobacco

industries during the last decade has

caused advertising giants in these fields

to make new demands on network tv

and seek new ways to use it effectively.

• From the clash of these forces

and pressures, a new concept of net-

work tv business is emerging, and a

radically new approach to most net-

work tv advertising.

• This new approach is char-

acterized by a greatly increased con-

cern for three major objectives

—

greater flexibility of contracts, greater

frequency of messages, and of course,

lower costs-per-1,000. Both advertisers

and networks are driving to achieve

these things.

For an explanation of what the new
trends are and what they mean to ad-

vertisers of all sizes and classes, see

the following pages.

BUYING AND SELLING TRENDS

In Buying (by agencies

and advertisers)

Fetver long term commitments
Concentration of buyers in lead-

ing industries

More participating and alter-

nate sponsors

More "hard selV—less "cor-

porate image''''

Increased interest in daytime
Many new product campaigns
Mew combinations with other

media
New strategies for ''specials"

In Selling (by the networks)

New discounts and incentives

More participating availabilities

New types of time packages

More short term availabilities

More low-cost C time

Expanded daytime programing

Increased interest in smaller

advertisers

Less product protection
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Here are the important new factors which add up to

the "silent revolution" in network television

Fewer long-term commitments

Old-style 39-week 01 52-week com-

mitments in network i\ are pretrj

much a thing of the past. And the

trade expects no return to this type of

buying. Advertisers (particularly in

autos, ami other hard g Is), always

grumbled al setting aside huge chunks

of budget monej l<u long term tv

expenditures.

\i>w. with business conditions forc-

ing consideration of 2(>-week, 13-week,

and even shorter contracts, a more

flexible buying pattern is being set up.

Leaders like P&G, Lever. General

Foods, and Reynolds already are using

it. 13-week cycles arc now standard

operating procedurces, with only a few

longer commitments for special talent

reasons.

Concentration of buyers in

leading industries

In 1957, five advertiser classifica-

tions—foods, drugs, soaps, toiletries,

and tobacco—accounted for 55', of

all network revenues. In 1958, this

percentage should be upped (to

around 60%,) a fact which has great

significance for the future of network

tv.

Each of these industries sells high-

volume, low-cost items. All are geared

to the fast-moving, fast-changing new

era of marketing, with its chain, super-

market, shopping center methods of

distribution. And all are dominated

by a few huge highly sophisticated

advertisers.

Despite the vast appropriations

which autos. appliances, and other in-

dustries have devoted in the past to

net tv I and will devote again as busi-

ness conditions improve), sponsor

finds that the needs, demands, and

operating practices of the soap, drug,

cosmetic, food, and tobacco advertisers

will increasingly dictate network buy-

ing and selling patterns.

More participating and alternate

sponsors

The new 1958-59 season will see a

sharp increase in the number alternat-

ing and participating sponsorships of

tv network programs.

Once used merely as a money-saving

device, or to bail advertisers out of

skyrocketing talent costs, alternate and

participating sponsorships now are

being bought for entirely different

reasons.

P&G, for instance, certainly could

afford sponsorship of any network pro-

gram ever offered. But P&G is buy-

ing an increasing number of split and

alternating sponsorships, both day-

time and nighttime.

WHAT NET TV FLEXIBILITY MEANS

To very large advertisers . . . Greater latitude in your use of

network tv . . . Improved discount benefits . . . Chance to

consolidate your time and program position . . . Network

patterns fitted to your type of marketing if you re in the big,

quich -consumption lines.

To medium-sized advertisers . . . More availabilities in alternate

and co-sponsorship class . . . more opportunities in daytime

tv . . . For low cost, frequent messages you probably must

program control and single sponsorship . . . Many
^program packages available.

. More chances for you than in the

i term seasonal campaigns . . .

;
r
> opening up . . . daytime deserves

lall advertisers can capitalize on
l/"'

''

needed.

The reason: P&G likes the greater-

frequency-at-lower-cost which alternate

sponsorship with its system of cross-

plugs can provide.

More "hard sell"—less "corporate

image"

Hand in hand with the rising impor-

tance of foods, soaps, drugs, cosmetics,

and cigarettes is the fact that network

tv has become a medium for the

aggressive selling of individual prod-

ucts, rather than for the creation of

elaborate "corporate images."

Though there are many exceptions

to this generalization (such as the re-

cent purchase by Aluminium Ltd. of

six Omnibus episodes) the fact re-

mains that product—and particularly

small product—advertising is network

tv's real staple.

This in itself has many implications.

For companies pushing low-cost, big

volume items judge tv by different

standards than the "corporate" adver-

tisers do.

Foods, drugs, soaps, cosmetics, and
cigarettes push hard for frequency,

low cost-per-1,000. and flexibility.

Their demands and requirements are

setting the patterns for network selling

and—indirectly—network programing.

Greatly increased interest

in daytime net

The coming season should see still

more expansion in the daytime opera-

tions on network tv. Bigger daytime

buys by the leaders such as P&G and

General Foods are already on the

books. And there's a growing rush of

advertisers toward the 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

time slots (including appliances and

utilities).

The swing to daytime, though, is not

a reaction against night tv. The big

soap companies, for example, will con-

tinue to maintain heavy night sched-

ules, too.

The real interest in daytime comes
from the increasing awareness of solid

daytime ratings, low daytime costs,

multiple message and frequency ad-

vantages, new and more liberal net-

work policies, plus the high daytime

viewing by housewives who do most

of small product buying.

Many new product campaigns

Another influence profoundly affect-

ing network tv is the steady stream of

new products being introduced by the

big bread-and-butter accounts.

Companies like Lever, P&G, Colgate,

Revlon, and General Foods have scores
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of new products in varying stages of

development, testing or introduction.

Such advertisers use their network

time as the flexible carrier for a vari-

ety of products. As new brands are

introduced, they are given network

promotion (usually coupled with spot

schedules) of varying intensity.

All this new-product activity is cre-

ating headaches for the networks in

their product protection policies. (See

the changes described below.) But it

also is emphasizing the desirability for

large advertisers with new-product

plans to have network facilities avail-

able as needed.

New combinations with other media

Now that tv has become America's

No. 1 National advertising medium,

new formulas are being worked out

for using network tv with other media.

Network plus spot tv, network plus

radio, network plus news-paper supple-

ments, and network plus saturation

campaigns are among the combinations

getting special study by media experts

at such agencies as JWT, Y&R, B&B,

McCann-Erickson.

For some advertisers (Schlitz, for

example) the new formulas have meant

a reduction in dollars spent on network

with more being devoted to spot tv.

But, in general, the new media studies

are aimed primarily at making net-

work tv work more effectively, at lower

costs, and in combination with other

advertising support.

New promotional strategies

for "specials"

As of now, network sales of "spe-

cials" are running somewhat behind

1957. And SPONSOR sees no significant

increase in the number of these pro-

ductions for 1958-59.

The reason: Specials seldom fit into

the marketing plans of the big "hard

core" industries—foods, drugs, soaps,

etc.

Specials will continue to have strong

appeal for autos and other hard goods

advertisers. And industries with special

seasonal sales periods will still find

them valuable.

But don't expect specials ever to

dominate the network tv scene. Most

big clients today are interested in fre-

quency, continuity, many messages,

and a hard-product sell.

New discounts and incentives

In reacting to these new advertiser

pressures, as well as to their own sales

hunger, the networks have countered

Significant changes in tv network

rate cards and discount structures

in the last six months

Increased hourly discounts (NBC)

Increased annual discounts (ISBC)

Increased lineup incentives (ISBC)

New horizontal contiguity discounts (CBS)

New "C" time

New ABC daytime plan

with new ratecard changes, discount

structures, and incentives.

NBC TV's new rate card (which is

effective 1 October) gives greater dis-

count benefits to multiple program

users (day and night) as well as year-

around advertisers. Hourly discounts,

annual discounts, and lineup incentives

are all up. An NBC TV advertiser can

now earn discounts up to 30%, CBS
TV's maximum: 25%.
CBS TV, meanwhile, has torn up the

old ratecard concept of "vertical con-

tiguity," and is now offering special

daytime discounts to advertisers whose

programs are scheduled on different

days of the week. At one time "con-

tiguity" discounts were offered only to

advertisers whose programs were actu-

ally back to back. Later this was ex-

tended to advertisers whose programs

appeared on the same day. Now, with

"horizontal" contiguity, CBS TV cli-

ents buying four daytime quarter-hour

periods on different days will pay only

slightly more than the single full-hour

rate.

Note: Both CBS and NBC ratecard

changes are aimed primarily at big

volume, multi-program advertiser.

More participating availabilities

As advertisers have stepped up their

demands for alternate and participat-

ing sponsorships, all networks will go

into the fall of 1958 with many more

availabilities of this type.

This creates numerous headaches for

network sales staffs. But despite such

problems, there's a growing trend at

the networks to schedule and sell pro-

grams designed for multiple sponsor-

ship. (Perry Mason at CBS TV, for

example.)

New types of time packages

Even more significant are the new
types of time packages which the net-

works are offering.

Typical of these is ABC's 12 partici-

pations-a-week package. Cost is $1,000

a minute, available if the client buys

26 weeks at a total of $312,000. The

{Please turn to page 68)

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE RISING DAYTIME TV TIDE

• Three networks in full daytime tv competition by

fall 1958

• Increased daytime expenditures by food, flrug, soap

leaders, and other categories

• New ABC plan for 40 quarter-hours weekly

• Continued health of daytime ratings

2 august 1958



The old-fashioned barn dance: radio

^ Since the days of the crystal set, radio has under-

gone many changes, hut the barn dance format goes on

^ Sponsors like it because of its solidarity, listener

loyalty, bonus audience, and backing it gives the salesman

M he) sa) you can'l buj friendship,

lml over the Last quarto century, quite

a few national radio advertisers have

been proving that you can by sponsor-

in- barn dance programing.

Il all began on an Ipril night in

1924 when crystal sets were in flower

and super-heterodynes in bloom. At

the W LS studio on the mezzanine of

Chicago's Sherman Hotel some coun-

try-style fiddlers were hooked to alter-

nate with the high!) popular music of

[sham Jones from College Inn.

Audience reaction to the experiment

was instantaneous and overwhelming.

Listeners wrote in asking for more

numbers like "Chicken in The Bread-

pan" and "Methodist Fie." WLS an-

swered the reque-ts with \alional Barn

Dance, by now as much of an Ameri-

can institution as blueberry pie.

In the \ears since, radio has under-

gone main changes both as an adver-

tising and entertainment medium. The

one area that has remained untouched

b) "citj slicker" whims is the country-

music barn dance format.

"You just can't escape its fundamen-

tal solidarity," says Wm. Esty Co. v. p.

Tom Luckenbill who is in charge of

Prince Albert tobacco and Camel ciga-

rettes for R. J. Reynolds Co. Lucken-

bill has been on the Reynolds account

for nearly two decades, but years be-

fore he came, the client had begun its

long marriage to barn dance radio

when it picked up sponsorship of

Grand Ole Opry on Nashville's WSM

I subsequently went on NBC in L939)

and continued it ever since without a

break. Until recently Reynolds used

Opry exclusively for Prince Albert,

lately has added Camel hitchhikes.

"From the way it looks now," Luck-

enbill says, "we'll probably be with the

Opry for many more years to come.

When I mentioned 'solidarity,' I mean

that hillbilly music has tap roots that

seem to go deep into the heart of

America. It's neighborly. It's friend-

ly. And until you go down to Nash-

ville sometime and see it for yourself,

it's hard to explain."

What happens in Nashville is that

each year, nearly 300,000 devotees of

barn dance music from all over the

U.S. come and pay admission to watch

the Opry which has been running every

Saturday night for 33 years. And the

same thing happens in just about ever)

area from which a barn dance radio or

tv show originates. Since WLS moved

its National Barn Dance into Chicago's

Eighth Street Theater in 1932. more

What the ratings don't show about audiences

ilthough the following figures are from
surveys of the WLS (Chicago) National

Barn Dance, they are indicative of the tre-

m<ii<lotis listener loyalty to all barn dance

type programing throughout the U.S. as

well as a demonstration of its wide appeal.

Of a total of 7,304 people who came and
jmiil to watch the Barn Dance at Chicago's

Eighth Street Theater in four nights, 1,641

i ommunities responded to a sta-

, on occupations and places of

Here are the results:

Where they're from

Illinois 769

Indiana 246

Michigan 65

Wisconsin 240

37 other states ... 299

Puerto Rico .... 2

6 foreign countries . 20

1,641

What they do

Industrial 277

Transportation 68

Skilled workers 77

Semi-skilled workers ... 32

Agricultural & food ... 157

Professions 99

Clerical 161

Business executives ... 37

Miscellaneous 368

Housewives 365

Retired 25



tardiest perennial

than 3 mi

it there.

WWVA
celebrated

attracted ]

lion fans have paid to see

Jamboree, which recently

:s silver anniversary, has

>re than 2 million music-

lovers to Wheeling since 1933. A typi-

cal Saturday night audience, a survey

turned up, numbers more than 1,600

persons from 107 counties in 16 states

some of whom have returned as many
as 90 times.

The loyalty that brings listeners

from all over to "see their friends" is

but a reflection of the vast amount of

tuning-in that goes on every Saturday

night in thousands of homes, often in

those rural areas that don't show up

in the rating services. Many adver-

tisers know this and they match the

loyalty of country-music fans with

sponsorships that seem to go on for-

ever. Alka Seltzer was virtually a

Barn Dance-made product and they

used the show for 15 years, Keystone

Steel & Wire sold fence posts via the

same for 25 years, Phillips Petroleum

was on for 15 years.

Veteran client on WWVA Jamboree

is Mail Pouch Tobacco Co. (Charles

W. Hoyt Co. is its agency). "We've

just about lost count of the years we've

been on," says C. M. Swart, Jr., direc-

tor of advertising and marketing for

Mail Pouch in West Virginia.

For most of their years on WWVA,
Mail Pouch chewing tobacco has been

the 100% sponsor since this is the

product that is a natural in the West

Virginia-Pennsylvania area. Lately,

however, the trend has been 80% for

Mail Pouch and 20% for Kentucky

Club. Kentucky Club Smoking tobacco

has got into the act largely through its

annual Kentucky Club Derby Day Con-

test in which a thoroughbred race

horse is awarded as first prize every

year on the day of the Kentucky Derby

at Churchill Downs.

"In New York, and other major

markets," Swart points out, "there are

many amcionados of country music.

This we know. But in the other areas

of our country— areas without any

real measurement— there are people

who listen to nothing else. In those

areas where Mail Pouch chewing to-

bacco is a big seller, such as West

Virginia and Pennsylvania, we know
this is the case.

"The people who drive in to watch

our personalities are a bonus audience.

When they come in person, they see

our point-of-program advertising iden-

tifying their 'friends' with our product.

But for everyone who comes, we know
there are hundreds who are tuned in

at home every Saturday night. These

thousands who don't come to see Jam-

boree are our prime target.

"There's another bonus," Swart ex-

plained," and that is the enthusiasm

that our sponsorship of this show en-

genders among our salesmen. When
they get into a country store at some
rural crossroads, they hear of this

loyalty. So they not only get a chance

to write a sales order, they also get

the chance to pass out some tickets

for Jamboree.

What Swart says is the nub of barn-

dance programing. The reason such

programing has survived intact in a

changing medium are two-fold:

(1) Loyalty—People of all ages

and all socio-economic brackets re-

spond to the barn-dance format; not

only do they drive many miles to see

their friends on stage but they spend

money in addition to admission fees

for personality albums and souvenir

books of the shows.

(2) Personalities—The cast of a

barn dance program includes singers,

dancers, musicians and rube comics

(not top bananas, but still exponents

of earthy humor). Until Saturday

night, they're all pretty much on their

own, performing at remote broadcasts,

county fairs, conventions, etc. Last

year, WLS National Barn Dance per-

sonalities attracted—individually and

collectively—an audience of about 1.5

million people.

Although the sponsors of barn dance

type shows quoted have been in the

tobacco business, this type of program-

ing seems restricted to no specific type

of sponsor. Here is a cross-section of

sponsors— old and new— who have

found this programing profitable: Pet

Milk (WSM built a new program for

this client—who stood too long in line

for Grand Ole Opry—to be held Fri-

day nights and called Frolics), Bristol-

Myers, Dow Chemicals, Coca Cola,

Charles Pfizer Co., Sterling Drugs,

{Please turn to page 66)

Loyalty: Weekly, more than 2,000 fans i

Red Foley at Ozark Jubilee in Springfield,
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Checking the I PA-designed storyboard characters of Joe and his wife, used throughout the entire campaign, are, 1. to r., Jack Keeler, vice-

preaidenl and Kinj: Harris, president, Harris, Harlan, Wood, division of Fletcher D. Richards, and Peter Folger, exec, v.p., J. A. Folger & Co.

Spot brings home the Folger coffee

^ To introduce its new instant coffee, J. A. Folger

& Co. used a two-part teaser and follow-up campaign

^ A heavy concentration in both radio and tv spots

pushed the hrand from eighth to second place in weeks

In the spring <>f 1957. in Southern

California, a man named Joe left home.

this wouldn't have attracted

u h attention, except that Joe's

idio i" ask him hack.

I \l.i\ last year, on

m Bakersfield to San

is quick and to

( oinc

'

pleaded. B)

became .1 littli

tin,.-. .!„• sighed 1

When mid-May came, she had virtu-

ally everybody in Southern California

wondering about two things: who was

Joe, and why, when his wife was obvi-

ousl) so anxious, didn't he go home?
()nl\ a few people knew. Here's how

the) happened to learn the inside

storj :

One of the insiders was a grocer

named Joe. About the middle of April,

Joe's wife found a scented pink envel-

ope addressed (in a feminine hand) to

• husband. Inside the correspondent

\\ 1 itten, simply, "Come home,

The next week there was a pic-

nostcard from a resort in the

uns. The same feminine hand

" plea to her Joe. A few

days later there was a telegram, same

message. When Joe got home from the

store that night she sent him packing.

Another Joe in the area got the same

messages. This Joe, who happened to

be Chinese, figured he knew what it

meant: the Reds were after him again.

He took the evidence to the FBI.

The telegram was the clincher to a

fellow named Ed. He saw the letter,

then the postcard and then the wire, as

an underhanded attempt to recall his

good Congressman.

By the end of April, there were oth-

ers in the same stew as the two Joes

and Ed. In fact, the only people who
knew what it was all about were coffee

packer Peter Folger, executive vice

president, J. A. Folger & Co., his execu-

tive and advertising staff. King Harris,

ad agency and the FBI.

The group that had received the mes-

sages had one thing in common—they

were all either grocery store owners, or

chain grocery officials. The day the

telegram arrived, a J. A. Folger & Co.

salesman, wearing a large, round or-
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ange badge, with the words "Come

home, Joe" in black, began calling on

the trade, starting with buyers in key

chains.

During the next two weeks, while the

public at large was experiencing the

five-second teaser pleas on 10 radio

stations, some 8,000 Southern Califor-

nia grocers learned what it meant.

On 1 May, coincident with the five-

second saturation spot schedule, the

teaser campaign appeared on 700 bill-

boards. The next week 18 newspapers

in the area began carrying 1 by 2-inch

ads, eight a day, building the tease.

It all climaxed on Thursday, 15

May, when the meaning of the teaser

was explained. The five-second spots

were replaced by 20's and 60's on the

same 10 radio stations. The voice now

asked Joe, who had left home because

the coffee was so terrible, to "come

home, Joe—to all-new Instant Folger's

coffee."

On the same day tv spots on six

stations, 700 billboards and two-color

ads in the 18 newspapers, all carried

the same theme, revealed the Joe

character. On tv he appeared in ani-

mated 20's and 60's, done for Folger

by UPA. They showed his irritated

departure from home and his being

lured back by his wife's pleasing voice

and the aroma of Folger's all-new in-

stant coffee.

Purpose of the teaser campaign, ex-

plains King Harris, president of Har-

ris, Harlan, Wood, San Francisco, di-

vision of Fletcher D. Richards, and ac-

count executive on the Folger account,

was to introduce the new instant coffee

(with a new label) to both the retailer

and consumer with "plenty of news,

noise and excitement."

"After we paid the hotel bill for the

grocer whose wife turned him out of

the house, explained things to the FBI,

resolved sundry threatened lawsuits

and supplied extra cases of our new

Instant Coffee to chain and independent

grocers for the big 17 May weekend,

we decided the campaign was accom-

plishing its aim," says Peter Folger.

The first phase of the regular cam-

paign that began on 15 May, ran for

13 weeks. It took a two-month hiatus,

bounced back in October for another

13 weeks. The latter push used the

original theme (the man leaving home,

coming back) plus a "15^ off" offer.

Both radio and tv were used.

This second phase ran through the

end of the year. Since the ultimate test

Tv commercials show "Joe" running away

while his wife implores "Come home, Joe."

Follow-up showed Joe's wife and new coffee

of a campaign of this nature is sales

results, how did Folger fare in the

eight months from 1 May, when the

teaser began, to 31 December, after

the second 13-week cycle?

Before it started, Folger was in

seventh place in sales in the Southern

California market. This area accounts

for 44-48% of the soluble coffee con-

sumed in Folger's trading area, the

seven Western states.

A sponsor check of independent

grocery stores showed this sales pat-

tern: the first weekend, when interest

was at a peak, the grocers checked sold

an average of three cases. This com-

pares with the No. 1 seller, Maxwell

House, which averages two cases a

week.

By the second weekend sales were

averaging two cases. In time this lev-

elled off to a half-case a week, where it

now stands. Net result: the campaign

moved Folger from seventh to second

place in the market.

With Folger coffee sales in Southern

California perking, Folger entered in-

to the second phase of its campaign.

The whole teaser-and-introductory set-

up was moved bodily to Northern Cali-

fornia (Fresno to San Francisco).

The build-up began, as before, with

7,000 grocers getting the pink envel-

ope, postcard and telegram treatment.

The teaser broke, and the consumer

campaign started at the end of January

this year. The teaser employed 1,500

radio spots on 28 stations as well as

spots on 15 tv stations, 500 billboards

and 18 newspapers.

Reaction was similar to that in

Southern California, nine months earli-

er, with one exception. Late last fall,

San Francisco got its first major league

baseball franchise— the former New
York Giants. Folger arranged then,

and announced, that it would sponsor

the forthcoming season's games on ra-

dio, tying in the company and the team

in fans' minds.

It will be further recalled, that San

Francisco boasts a native son who
proved a baseball immortal—"Joltin"

Joe DiMaggio. The "Come home, Joe"

teaser represented a plea, in the minds

of many baseball enthusiasts, for Joe

D. to come back to San Francisco and

help the new team win the pennant.

Because of the success of the 15(J

discount campaign, tried earlier in

Southern California, it was run concur-

rently with the first 13-week "Come
home, Joe" campaign in the northern

market.

All told, Folger used 10 radio, six tv

stations in the Southern California

campaign, and 28 radio, 15 tv stations

in the Northern California. The aver-

age number of spots per week, in both

areas, was 30 for radio, 12 for tv.

The radio spot buying strategy, ex-

plains King Harris, was to try to cover

all segments from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on a

Monday through Sunday basis. "This

was accomplished," he explains, "by
buying different half-hour segments on
a rotating basis."

"We did use a little extra emphasis
(Article continues next page)

Folger's

timetable to

introduce its

new instant

coffee

• Folger Coffee Co. faced a prob-

lem of introducing its new in-

stant coffee to both the trade

and consumers.

• Concentrating largely in air me-

dia, Folger broke its campaign

first in Southern California.

• Beginning with a teaser, the

campaign began last summer.

Within weeks, Folger moved

from 8th to 2nd place in sales.

• Success of this venture, led to

duplicate this year in Northern

California.
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e week."
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all time periods.

,,. k in the em irons of

Los \n l( s, where the campaign was

then eight months old, Folger intro-

duced a new theme. Beginning on 1

January, using radio spots, coffee lov-

ers were urged to trj the "fresh-brewed

flavor that make- \ou want to wake up

and live!" The well-tested IV dis-

count was retained.

This "wake up and live" campaign

ran it- 13-week schedule, followed by a

Bhorl layoff. On 1 May 1958, a year

after the original campaign "Come

bome, Joe" had begun, Folger brought

fmlh it- newest in the series: "Wake

up, Joe." ('unfincd almost exclusively

to radio. thi> campaign is an evolution

of the "wake up and live" theme.

One spot opens, for instance, with a

wife repeating the phrase, "Wake up,

Joe." Ml -he gets is yawns, until he

gets a sip of Folger's instant coffee,

whereupon he brightens, delivers an

energetic pitch for that "fresh-brewed

flavor, etc. .
." The recorded spots run

1"> seconds, leaving time for a live tag.

The newest Southern California cam-

paign i- a lineal descendant of the orig-

inal theme, plus the first variation, and

so capitalizes on a remembrance fac-

tor of the two themes that have been

running for a year. In this newest cam-

paign there i- a 10^ discount.

In the Northern California sector,

thanks to the sponsorship of the Giant

ball games, which are continuous, there

has been no break between themes.

"We consider the campaign a highly

- ssful one." reports Peter Folger.

"It was a tough assignment—to intro-

mproved product, with a new
did sales simultaneously.

ness of the cam-

enl into second place

' difornia.

reaction

into North-

'

i i

'bonus' eff« t;

bas< d "I, out

has been bo eff< i

I

company thai sales oi i

fee have increased as well,

What do clients think

of your agency?

^ Agencies' own brand image has impact on agency

selection in 1958's record number of account shifts

^ SPONSOR survey of top 50 air agencies, major client

admen and trade press weighs impact of agency pr

wr hat makes clients consider one

agency "hot" and another of same size

and stature as "lukewarm?"

This, in essence, is the question

SPONSOR explored for this last article

in a two-part agency public relations

series (for Part I see 14 June spon-

sor). SPONSOR interviewed agency

management, client admen, public re-

lations experts and the advertising

press to determine what factors con-

tribute to an advertising agency's

brand image and to what extent that

agency's public relations effort can in-

fluence the impression the advertising

industry has of specific agencies. (In

its interviewing, SPONSOR avoided ad-

men's commentary of their own agen-

cies to avoid prejudiced views.)

These, then, are the broad conclu-

sions emerging from the study:

1) An agency's own brand image is

far more fragile than a product's image.

Sponsors are continuously reshaping

their impressions of agencies as rapid-

fire advertising events plunge yester-

day's "hot" agency into oblivion, bring

a sleeper into the foreground.

2) An agency's image is generally

tied to its individual product advertis-

ing. This type of association may cling

to an agency regardless of size. For

instance, the Bert and Harry Piel com-

mercials are strongly linked to Y&R
in many admen's minds and may be a

factor in encouraging favorable com-

mentary about the agency's creativity.

Ogilvy, Benson & Mather is strongly

identified with its Hathaway shirt cam-

paign.

"When I think of Ogilvy, I think of

Hathaway, which was such a very good
class job," says Revlon advertising v.p.

George Abrams. "OBM does an excel-

lent job of developing strong brand

images for its clients."

3) Size of an agency's billing has

some impact on its effect on adver-

tisers, but other factors are equally

important. Top admen interviewed by

sponsor, who were asked a general

question, that is, to mention "three

HERE'S HOW CLIENTS EVALUATE AGENCIES

Quality of advertising for oth-

er clients has major impact

Account shifts to or from

2 the agency inevitably stimu-

late reappraisals of its services

Reputation of its services,

3 more than individual person-

alities, can sway client views

Talk with the industry has

an impact on shaping client

views about various agencies

Newspaper columns, trade

press precondition attitudes

Success or failure of agency's

clients influences admen's

6 views whether itresulted from

advertising or not. Associa-

tion with success is important
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BREAKDOWN OF PUBLICITY STAFF AT 10 VARIED-SIZED AD AGENCIES*

Agency

Product

publicity

Show
publicity

Agency
corporate pr

Client

corporate pr

Ayer 58*

BBDO 15

Campbell-Ewald 6

Campbell-Mithun 3

Cunningham & Walsh 17

DCSS 2

Geyer 2

Kenyon & Eckhardt 8

Mogul 2

Y&R 45

15

5

12

i- classifications. Hence, totals do

Services Bur.

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

5

7

15

5

1

5

1

2

2

2

40

outstanding agencies" that came to

mind quickly, tended to mention agen-

cies with biggest billings.

"That's probably because these

agencies are in the limelight more con-

sistently than agencies with less billing

or fewer clients," a top cigarette com-

pany adman told sponsor. "But since

there are more diversified reasons for

talking about them, they're also more
vulnerable."

However, when questions pinpointed

such specific descriptions of agencies

as "trend-setting," "creative," "market-

ing-conscious," "research-wise," the

answers no longer reflected billing.

For instance, out of 20 admen asked

to name three "creative" agencies, 16

included at least one agency billing

under $20 million. Among agencies

billing less than the top 30 air media

shops which rated frequent mentions

for "creativity" were Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, Doyle Dane Bernbach and
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.

4) Clients no longer associate agen-

cies as strongly with one personality

as they did 10 or 20 years ago. None-
theless, certain key figures in agencies

do influence clients' impression of the

shop. Staff and top personalities are

always important in this service indus-

try, but the emphasis has shifted.

"When we'd think of top agencies

10 years ago while getting our feet wet

in tv, we'd say, 'X agency is tops be-

cause Joe Doaks is a great showman,"
the advertising v. p. of a grocery prod-

ucts company told sponsor. "Today,

the agency's recent track record on tv

is likely to overshadow any person-

ality in the department.

5) Account changes have a predom-

inant effect on clients' impression of

agencies. This does not mean that

every account gain enhances an agen-

cy's stature, nor that each loss is

detrimental. However, when major

shifts occur, clients inevitably reevalu-

ate agencies.

"We keep on top of the agency pic-

ture all the time, whether we're look-

ing for one or not," the advertising

director of a cigarette company told

sponsor. "When there's an account

shift to or away from an agency, we
try to weigh what effect this will have

on the agency's staffing, services and

over-all strength."

6) Agencies are increasingly aware

of the importance of translating the

proper image of themselves to the ad-

vertising industry. However, only a

small percentage of people employed in

agency public relations department,

where they exist, devote their time to

the agency's own corporate pr. (See

chart above for examples.)

A key reason is economics. To be

in the black, agency pr departments

need to spend most of their effort on

such jobs as product publicity, show

publicity or client corporate pr, for

which the department can charge a

fee. Nonetheless, many agency pr de-

partments consider the agency itself

as a client and apportion a specific

budget to it as they would to product

or show.

Top client admen are split in their

evaluation of the importance of the

agency's public relations effort. Says

Bristol-Myers' advertising v. p. Don
Frost: "Newspaper business columns
and trade papers are very important in

pre-forming clients' ideas of agencies

prior to the time when they have to

select one."

Frost's views are typical of the

majority of admen interviewed for this

study. A dissenting minority felt that

impressions of agencies were shaped

more importantly from other sources.

They named the following influences:

• Hearsay from associates in the

business

;

• Media executives' comments about

an agency;

• Own appraisal of the agency's

work.

However, as the advertising director

of a major food company said:

"How can one pinpoint where an

impression begins? Even if I were

to say that tradepaper commentary
doesn't sway me, how do I know that

it doesn't influence the hearsay from

my associates, appraisal of media ex-

ecutives and even my own reaction

to an agency's track record? An
agency's effort in behalf of its own
brand image is as tough to measure

and trace as any product advertising

campaign." ^
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basic reasons for

buying spot

Advertisers toda\ see in >pot media several specific advantages: flexi-

bility, a market-by-markel tailoring job, speed and immediacy. Accord-

ing in a special SPONSOR survey, advertisers' reasons for using spot radio

or spot t\ break down into 15 basic categories. Here are 15 capsule

examples of how both national and regional advertisers use spot.

^L Reach Special Markets

• Negroes: Anahist Co., for its

Onanist and Super Anahist. used day-

I i in.- and nighttime minutes in major

NegTO market areas at the rate of 5 to

Id weekl) in each city. Agency: Ted

Bates & Co.

• Farmers: American Cyanamid

Co. bought radio and tv announce-

ment- in Midwest and Western markets

to sell Auremycin Crumbles to farmers.

Product is a feed supplement for sheep,

cattle and hogs. Frequency: from 5

to 20 per week on radio. 7 to 12 on tv.

^genc) : Cunningham & Walsh.

^Lh Establish a Trade Name

Lanolized, Inc., chose a combination

of tv and radio to establish its trade

mark. I .anoli/.ed, in the fields of

women's hosiery, lingerie, gloves and

sleepwear. More than 100 announce-

ii radio, during da\ time hours,

supplemented by some 125 tv

lis adjacent to daytime

the housewife, \genc)

:

Inc.

I he pari

menl 20

period-.

Mather.

^TTTest New Products

National Biscuit Co. used spot tv to

test a new consumer food item, Uneeda

Instant Fizz drink. Daytime minutes

were selected. Agency: Ted Bates & Co.

4^9 Introduce New Products

Ford Motor Co. and its institutional

divison backed up a heavy media bar-

rage with intensive spot last fall

to launch the Edsel. Minute announce-

ments in radio were slated during peak

traffic hours when the most drivers

could be reached in the 100 top mar-

kets. In tv, 20-second announcements

went on the air in more than 50 major

cities. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt.

^9 Capitalize on a Holiday

Bourjois. Inc., sparked a Christmas

gift-giving theme for its Evening in

Paris perfume with a late-December

concentration on daytime and night-

time minutes in 111 tv markets.

Fashion theme appealed to women,

gift-giving theme to men. Agency:

Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising.

M Supplement Network
Advertising

Lever Bros, chose spot to supple-

ment its CBS Radio network sponsor-

hip of daytime shows for Breeze. An
in-and-out pattern of announcements

"' olus markets averaged 15 day-

inutes weekly for 16 weeks with

the 16 weeks patterned to four weeks

on, four weeks off, etc. The 50 spot

markets supplemented the network

lineup of 125 markets. Agency: BBDO.

8cCain Program Identification

Boyle-Midway, Inc., wanted to gain

identification for its Aerowax and Wiz-

zard deodorizers by slotting commer-

cials in half-hour nighttime tv pro-

grams on an alternate-week basis which

would give the products the benefits

of a straight commercial plus cross-

plugging. Agency: Geyer Advertising.

^J Introduce New Copy Themes

Monarch Wine Co. put 60% of a

new ad budget into spot last fall, used

tv and radio to introduce its face-lifted

version of its "Man oh Manischewitz"

jingle. To gain broader consumer ac-

ceptance, the "kosher" identity was

eliminated. Patterns: minutes and 20's

in nighttime slots on tv, daytime tran-

scribed minutes at the rate of 25

weekly per market in radio. Agency:

Lawrence C. Gumbinner.

JL \J Sell a Sectional Audience

Penick & Ford Ltd.. Inc. aimed at a

Southern audience with a radio spot

campaign because of the high con-

sumption of syrups in that section. Its

B'rer Rabbit brand used minute partic-

ipations on d.j. shows. Agency: BBDO.

11 Back Field Salesmen

Hathaway Bakeries, Inc., chose a

combination of tv and radio as door-

openers for its door-to-door salesmen

in New York and Ohio. Air media

plugged contest on behalf of company's

new Big League bread. Tv commercials

were directed to women in the late

afternoon and children on Saturday,

radio commercials were angled to the
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housewives around the clock. Agency

:

Friend-Reiss Advertising.

12l
Saturate Market Areas

Sinclair Refining Co. is one of the

heaviest saturation spot buyers in

radio. Its pattern: "quickie" announce-

ments on more than 900 radio stations

in 450 cities all year around with a

frequency of 10 to 200 per week.

Agency: Morey, Humm & Warwick.

13 Reach Leisure-Time

Listeners

Trans World Airlines, Inc. used spot

radio with heavy concentration on

weekend time slots to reach travel-

minded prospects for domestic flying.

Minute commercials—40 seconds tran-

scribed by a celebrity in a testimonial

and 20 seconds for a live tag—were

aired at the rate of 30 per week in

major markets. Agency: Foote, Cone
& Belding.

14 Sell Special People

• Teens: Melville Shoe Corp.

selected minute participations in radio

programs featuring rock 'n' roll music

to sell teenagers on Thorn McAn Shoes.

Agency: Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.

• Newlyweds: Silversmith Guild,

which represents major silverware

manufacturers, chose spot to reach

brides in their 20's and teens from 15

to 19. Minutes were scheduled in

weekday d.j. shows from 3 to 7 p.m.

Theme: use quality silverware. Agen-

cy: Fuller & Smith & Ross.

• Women: Lever Bros., introduc-

ing the new Imperial margarine,

wanted to reach women. Pattern: get

testimonials from important women in

each community, have the local station

transcribe them, give each woman $25
and a supply of the product. Daytime
hours were used with an average fre-

quency of 60 to 80 announcements per

market. Agency: FC&B.

15 Promote Seasonally

• Winter : E. I. duPont de Nemours,
for its Zerex anti-freeze, starts pre-

"winter buying in the late summer.
Radio announcements in some 40
major markets herald the need for

anti-freeze precautions before cold

weather hits. Agency: BBDO. ^
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MORT FARR SELLS FAR MORE
ON LOCAL TV

ELvery Sunday night at 11:15, a vari-

ation on the John Alden theme occurs

on WCAU-TV, Philadelphia.

The program at that hour is called

Man About Town, a live, behind-the-

scenes-with-celebrities type show, to-

gether with critical commentary by its

host, Frank Brookhauser. The show is

sponsored by an appliance dealer

named Mort Farr, and it's here that

the John Alden switch comes in.

As an appliance dealer with 37 years

experience Farr wondered what regu-

lar commercial announcer could plead

his case for sales before the public

more intelligently than he. Patently

he was uniquely qualified, so he pre-

sents his own commercials. Besides

knowing the appliance business, Farr

has another qualification now; he

knows how to deliver air commerc:'

He began "performing" on tv about

the time he began to sell sets—1948.

His first program on the medium—also

on WCAU-TV—was a Sunday afte

noon quiz show for youngsters.

When it's possible, which is mostl

the commercials are done live and are

highly personalized. One time, offering

a 14-foot refrigerator, the 6 foot, 200-

pound Farr climbed in and out of the

unit to show its safety and space.

Another time to sell an ironer, he

ironed a shirt, on camera, in two-and-

a-half minutes, selling all the while.

Recently he mowed part of WCAU-
TV's spacious front lawn with a power

mower he was featuring, demonstrating

its advantages as he went.

There have been, in the show's

history, drastic instances of its pulling

power. Last winter, in a heavy snow

storm, Farr gave an unseasonable pitch

for 12 half-ton air conditioners he had

in stock. Before the 15-minute show

was over all 12 were sold, and Farr

was on the phone to the distributor.

The sale ended when 41 units, all there

were in Philadelphia area, were sold.

To retain the fresh, spontaneous

flavor of his commercial delivery,

Farr does not prepare a fixed script.

His long history as an appliance

dealer has given him an intimate

knowledge of the workings of such

equipment; consequently he can, and

does, virtually "ad lib"' a commercial

that is factual, hard sell, and yet

chatty and informal. This profes-

sionalism was recognized when Farr

the 1954 Brand Names
Award for outstanding promotion of

electrical appliances.

More eloquent testimony to the

show's, and to Farr's, selling ability is

in the growth of his store. On the sur-

face his use of tv seems flamboyant

since he has only one store, and that

in a semi-suburban location. Yet, in

competition with department stores

having town and suburban units, and
other appliance dealers with several

outlets, Farr is Philadelphia's largest

appliance dealer. His store now occu-

pies four stories.

Farr's principal advertising is the

regular Sunday night show on WCAU-
TV, though from time to time he adds

spots or local "specials." About 60%
of Farr's ad budget goes into tv: the

balance is divided between newspapers,

billboards and direct mail. Originally

he picked up the entire tab for his pro-

grams, but in recent years he has be-

gun to use co-op with the result that

he now bears half the cost, with the

remainder provided from various man-
ufacturers' co-op funds.

Farr sums up his local tv ad success

this way: "I'm the kind of guy who
would cut out all other media before

I would do without tv." ^

A strong believer in persor

cials, Mort Farr demonstrate:

equipment while selling. He
WCAUs' lawn on live mo



An adman views television abroad

Arthur Burla, account executive

. Reps, returned recently

litun Europe, where he toured half

.i dozen countries with Ids wife.

rhough taking a pleasure jaunt,

Burla's broadcasl background—he

was chief spol timebuyer at HBDO
and also worked at Kudner—drew

him like a magnet to the nearest tv

set. Besides watching tv. particu-

larly in England, Burla talked to

the British man-in-the-street about

his altitude to commercial video.

Here arc some impressions:

"Funny tiling about British tv—
at trust funny to me—is that few

of the pubs have television. Those

that do are the more expensive

places. I don't know why that is.

Mm l>c the average Britisher likes

to talk alien he's drinking. But I

wouldn't be surprised if the BBC
programing put on before commer-

cial tv came to Britain didn't go

over in the pubs.

"But the British like tv. Don't

make any mistake about that. And
they particularly like commercial

tv. That's probably because there

are so many American programs.

The popular shows are the Ameri-

can ones. A Scotsman said to me,

'We like your-r-r Wester-r-ns.

Who's that fellow? Hopalong Cas-

sid\. isn't it?'

"Tv is leaving its mark on other

kinds of British show business. In

Piccadilly Circus—that's sort of

like the Times Square and Broad-

way of London — theatres have

closed down. Both movies and

legitimate theatres. I was told that

the main reason was tv. This is

not only happening in the center

of town. It's affecting theatres in

outlying areas, too.

"Talk about triple spotting. You
should see how they stack commer-

cials on the commercial stations.

I've seen seven or eight back to

back. You have to remember,

though, that commercials aren't

integrated into the program like

they are in the U.S. And the

British don't sell spot and network

separately like we do so if you

compare the number of commer-

cials they put on with ours, you

have to take that into account. I

heard only one complaint about

over-commercialism from the peo-

ple I talked tO.

"From our point of view, the

British have a lot to learn about

commercials. You hear a lot of

talk about hard-sell and soft-sell

here. Well, the British have the

subtle sell. They sometimes start

off in some weird way so that it's

hard to tell what they're aiming at.

I remember one commercial in

particular. My wife thought they

were selling flowers. It turned out

they were selling beer. Maybe
that's the way to sell in England.

"There is television in Norway
and Sweden but apparently there's

some apathy toward it. I didn't see

a set. There are radios all over the

place. Radios seem to be heavily

promoted. And they're pretty ex-

pensive, some of them. In Europe

radio is different in one respect

compared with the U.S. In Europe

you tune in on the world. Say

you're in France: you pick up

London, then switch on Brussels,

then some station in Germany and

so forth. You can buy a tv set in

France for $250 but that's a lot of

money in France. That's more

than 100,000 francs.

"You often see Americans on tv

in Europe. I saw a number on

British tv shows. At least they

talked like Americans. On French

tv, you see American night club

acts—singers, dancers, vaudeville

acts. French variety shows look

pretty good. They're fast and the

camera work is excellent.

"News and weather shows are

common in Europe. In England,

for example, you get weather re- I
ports for the entire continent.

Don't forget, it only takes a little I

more than an hour to fly from I

London to Paris. British news

coverage is pretty impressive. I

They're fast with news film." ^
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TV BASICS/AUG/•

Hot weather impact on show types

^ Though all show categories reflect seasonal decline

in viewing, degree of rating change varies considerably

^ Mystery, crime and police shows hold up best, Trendex

figures show ; half-hour dramas' rating drop is about 45%

ow has the hot weather affected the

ratings of the various program cate-

gories this season?

Summer audiences are down, of

course, but the decline varies, Trendex

shows.

Latest Trendex figures also indicate

that program type rankings differed in

some respects from the peak of the sea-

son. These figures are based on a

Trendex comparison for December-

January, and June-July. The latter re-

port only includes programs appearing

in both months, and so do not include

most summer replacement shows.

.Here are some highlights of the

Trendex 20-city reports:

• The mystery, crime and police

drama category held up the best, with

its summer average coming to 95.9%
of its winter figure. Half-hour dramas

dropped the most—with its summer
rating average coming to only 55.6%
of its winter figure.

• Westerns, while showing a season-

al decline in ratings, remained in first

place by show types. Half-hour drama
ranking dropped from third place to

sixth; hour drama rose from fifth to

fourth; mystery and crime shows

made the biggest jump—from eighth

in the winter, to third in the summer.

• Sets-in-use: January found 17.5%
of the total tv homes using tv in day-

time; 52.4% in the evening. July found

13.2% in the daytime; 34.3% after-

dark.

• Sponsor identification: Respond-

ents correctly named the sponsor in

December in 57.3% of the cases for

daytime shows; 46.4% for evening

shows. June found 47.5% of the re-

spondents identifying the sponsor in

daytime shows, and an increase to 53%
for the evening programs.

• Audience composition: While, on

the whole, fewer people viewed tv in

ihe summer, the viewer-per-set figure

is slightly higher for the warm
weather as compared to the cold

months. ^

1. THIS MONTH IN TELEVISION

Network Sales Status Week Ending 2 August

Daytime

%
Live

SPONSORED HOURS

31.0 ABCf i 7.3

93.2 CBSt mmmmamm—mmm 2.%.b

95.1 NBC MHWBB 14.8

t Excluding participation

Tv Dimensions Today

Tv homes index

1958 1957

U. S. homes 50.8 50.0

Tv homes 43.0 40.3

Nighttime

%
Live

31.0 ABCf
53.2 CBSt
51.6 NBC

SPONSORED HOURS

25.9
! 23.8

Tv retail set sales index

1958 May 1957

237,189 399,757 1,927,290 2,420,283

, homes figares in million
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2. ALPHABETICAL PROGRAM INDEX
Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

A,r POWI 45,000 Prudential, Reach McClinton

odyesr Theater:

Dr-F

38,000 Alcoa, FSR; alt Goodyear, Y&R

•Steve Ulen Show Presents

Steve Lawrence & Eydie

Gorme: \ 1

108.000 Crcyhound, Crey; Amer Machine &
Foundry, C&W; P&C, B&B

tnybodj Can Pla) 18,000 R. ). Reynolds, Esty

Armstrong Circle Theatre:

DrI
43,000 Armstrong Cork, BBDO

Bachelor Father: Sc-F 38.500

(altwks)

Amer Tobacco, BBDO

Baseball Corner 3,000 Ceneral Mills

Bid V Buy 33.000 Revlon, BBDO

Bold Journey: A-F 8,500 Ralston Purina, CBB

Jim Bowie: W-F 32.000 Amer Chicle, DFS

Broken Arrow: W-F 31,000 Miles. Wade; Ralston Purina, Gardner

The Brothers 15,000 Amer Tobacco, BBDO

Buckskin 33,000 Ford. |WT

Burns & Allen: Sc-F 40,000 Carnation, EW.R&R; Cen Mills, BBDO

The Californians: W-F 37,500 Singer Sewing, Y&R; Lipton, Y&R

Cavalcade of Sports: Sp-L 45,000 Cilktte, Maxon

*Chevy Show: V-L 1 50,000 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

Chevy Showroom 9,500 Chevrolet, Camp-Ewald

Cheyenne: W-F 78,000 Cen Elect, Y&R, BBDO & Crey

Circus Boy: A-F 34,000 Mars. Knox Reeves; alt Kellogg. Bur-
nett

Dick Clark: V-L 14,500 Beech-Nut Lifesavers, Y&R

Club Oasis: V-L 58,000 L&M. Mc-E

Otton Show 14.000 Amer Tobacco. BBDO; Toni, North

Country Music Jubilee; Mu-L 8,000
(</2 hr.)

Williamson-Dickie, Evans & Assoc;
Carter Prod., Bates

• Sho* 114,000 Kimberly-Clark, FCB; Noxzema. SS
C&B: RCA & Whirlpool, K&E; Sun-
heam. Perrin-Paus: Amer Dairy,

Campbell-Mithun; Knomark, Mogul

Bob Cummings Show: Sc-F 36.000 R
I

Reynolds. Esty; alt Chesebrough-

1 1 ,000 P&C, B&B

1 1 ,000 General Foods, B&B; Ford, |WT

35,000 Lorillard, L&N

EX

Dragnet: Ifj i

Mc-E; Cen Mills. Tatham
1: DFS: Cen Foods, Y&R; Rey
s Metals, Buchanan: Frank

:hick, B&B

Wyatt Earp: W-F

Doug Edwards News: N L&F

ESP

Father Knows Best: Sc-F

Frontier Justice

Frigidaire Summer Theatre

C.E. Theatre: Dr-F

Codfrey's Scouts: V-L

Cunsmoke: W-F

Have Gun, Will Travel: W-F

Hitchcock Presents: My-F

Robin Hood: A-F

I Love Lucy: Sc-F

Investigator

It Could Be You

I've Got a Secret: Q-L

Jefferson Drum: W-F

Johnson's Wax Theatre

*Kraft Mystery Theatre: Dr-L

Lassie: A-F

Leave It To Beaver: Sc-F

*Life of Riley: Sc-F

M Squad: My-F

Perry Mason: My-F

Maverick: W-F

Meet the Press: I-L

Millionaire: Dr-F

Mr. Adams & Eve: Sc-F

Music Bingo: Q-L

Name that Tune: Q-L

Navy Log: Dr-F

No Warning: Dr-F

Opening Night

Original Amateur Hour: V-L

30,000

9,5O0tt

30,000

38,000

13,500

10,500

47.000

32,000

38,000

36,000

36,000

29,000

35,300

35,000

12,000

24,000

32,000

11,000

53,000

34,000

36,000

30,500

28,000

7,500

34,000

41,000

18,000

23,000

38,500

31,000

9,000

SPONSORS I

Cen Mills, DFS; P&C, Compton

Whitehall, Bates;
Compton

Chese-Ponds. Esty

Scott Paper, JWT; Lever Bros, JWT

Cen Foods, B&B

Frigidaire, Kudner

Cen Elect, BBDO

Toni. North

L&M. DFS; Sperry Rand (1 wk in 4),
Y&R

Whitehall, Bates; alt Lever, JWT

Bristol-Myers, Y&R

lohnson & Johnson, Y&R; Wildroot,
BBDO

Cen Foods, B&B

L&M, Mc-E; RCA & Whirlpool, K&E

P&C, B&B

R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Lorillard, L&N; Chemstrand, DD&B

S. C. Johnson, NL&B

Kraft, JWT

Campbell Soup. BBDO

Remington Rand, Compton; alt Vi

open

Lever Bros, BBDO; alt wk open

Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt Quaker

Kaiser Companies, Y&R

Pan American Airways, JWT

Colgate, Bates

R. J. Reynolds, Esty

Hazel Bishop. Specto
odorant Pads, Crey

Kellogg. Burnett; Whitehall. Bat

U. S. Rubber; F. D. Richards

Royal McBcc, Y&R; alt P. Lori

L&N

Max Factor. K&E

Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

•Color .how. (].) I.,w

•uxlaininc. psrticipatirii
rout* inrladinc talent I

miwion). They do not

verage show Audience Participati

. . J) Juvenile. (

S) Serial, (Sc) Siti

Listing continues on page 38 ^
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TV
GUIDE

Best-selling weekly magazine in America

TV Guide sells insurance-

rating insurance

Here is a policy every sponsor needs—
program advertising in TV Guide.

This is your natural. No. 1 medium. It

is the largest-selling weekly magazine in

America—6*2 million circulation base as

of October 4. Across the country, one TV
family in six reads it—and that alone is

the equivalent of a 16 rating. More
viewers turn to TV Guide than any other

single source to see what to look at. Your
advertising promotes higher ratings for

your programs, greater popularity for

your stars, better identification of

your sponsorship.

You can choose full national coverage

or any combination of the 50 regional edi-

tions which fits your station lineup. And
you buy your rating protection at phe-

nomenally low cost for the viewer-

coverage it gives you.

TV Guide magazine is the national

watchword. And— note this well— it is as

valuable a medium for advertising your
products as your programs.

A WEEKLY MAGAZINE... A DAILY HABIT
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<i
3. NIGHTTIME c o PAR

SUNDAY
CBS

MONDAY
CBS

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Maverick
I Killer Companies

John Daly News Edwards

Bachelor Father
alt.

The Brothers

No Warning Cowtown Rodeo Robin Hood
Johnson & Jhsn

alt Wildroot

Royal Typewriter

uit Nor

Name That Tune

Burns & Allen
i Rodeo Carnation alt

Gen Mill.

Greyhound. P&G, .'

Raliton-Purlna

(altwks 7:30-8:30)

Am Chicle.

Colgate- Palmol.

Wells Fargo

alt Buick

Pharmaceutical!

Alcoa -Goodyear
Theater
Alcoa alt

Goodyear

Broken Arrow
Rals-Purina
alt Mile*

Reynolds

Gen ]

Gen ]

To Tell The
Truth

Pharmaceutical!

Spotlight Plyhse Bob Cummings
Pet Milk Reynolds

alt S. C. Johnson alt Chese-Ponds

What's My Line
KelloK

Harness Racing

P&G
Various V2 hr.

No net service

e on air. S following d •how or new iporuor In time slot.

Index Sponsored Nighttime Network Programs 6-11 p.m.

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENC<

Ozzie & Harriet: Sc-F 37,000 Kodak, JWT Phil Silvers Show: Sc-F 42,000 P&G, Burnett; R. J. Reynolds,!

Pantomime Quiz: Q-L 2,000 Associated Products, Grey Sgt. Preston: A-F 32,000 Quaker Oats. WBT

People Are Funny: M F 24,000 R. J. Reynolds, Esty; Toni, North $64,000 Challenge: Q-L 35,000 P. Lorillard, Y&R; Revlon, BBD

Choice: Sc-F 34.000 Borden, Y&R; Amer Home Products,
Y&R

Florists Delivery Assn., Crant; alt

Spotlight Playhouse 9,500 Pet Milk, Cardner; alt S. C. Jol

NL&B

10,000
Gale Storm Show: Sc-F 39,500 Nestle, B. Houston; Helene <

E. H. Weiss

39,000
1 Vl hr.

Amer Cas, L&N; Bristol-Myers, BBDO;
Kimberly-Clark, FC&B; Allstate,

Studio One In Hollywood:
Dr-L

55,000 Westinghouse, Mc-E

Reynolds, Esty Sugarfoot: W-F 40.000

<Vi hr.)

Amer Chicle, Bates; Colgate-r
olive, Bates

The Real

Restless Gl

Rin Tin Tin: A I

i
37,300

Bristol-Myers

. JWT

irner-Lambert, SSC&B; alt sust

Ed Sullivan Show: V-L

Sunday News Special: N-L

Suspicion: My-L&F

79,500

9,500

79,500

Mercury, K&E; alt Kodak, JWT

Whitehall, Bates; alt Carter 1

ucts, Bates

Sterling Drug, DFS; P&C, Cray;l

ous, 1-hr

Srhlitz Playhouse: Dr-F 38.000 Sehlitx, JWT Tales of Wells Fargo: W-F 36,000 Amer Tobacco, SSC&B; alt
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GRAPH 2 AUG. -29 AUG.

INESDAY
•ifS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

FRIDAY
CBS

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Circus Boy
Mars alt

Father Knows

S
,?' „

Pre
A
t0n Ti <= Ta <= Dough

Quaker Oats RCA

Richard Diamond
You

?f/p
Yolir

Private Detective rt'J„l(,
P. LoMlird "1

,

DragnetUM alt

Schick

John Daly News D Edwards

i Tin Tin Boing Boing Show

epeat feed

Dick Clark Show
Beech-Nut
Life Sareri

People Art

rt. J Reynoldi

People's Choice
Borden alt

Amer Home Prod

el Hr It Could Be You

Jefferson Drum Jubilee U.S.A.

Lorillard alt

Chemstrand

This Is Music

Phil Silvers
P&O alt

R. J. Reynold!

Amer. Tobac.

Frigidaire Summer
Th're—Frigidaire
Buick Action
Theater—Buick

(8/22 S)

Schlitz Plyhse The Tnin Man

Lib-Owen«-Ford

Top Dollar
Brn. & Wmson
The Texan

Brn. & Wmson a

sust (8/23 s)

Bob Crosby Snow

Lawrence Welk

Lawrence Welk

Have Cun. Will

Whitehall

Original Amateur

Pharmaceutical!

Circle

fOork

No Net Service No n
Post Fight Beat

PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGEF> CIES

(rhe Thin Man: My-F 40,000 Colgate-Palmolive, Bates

i*Tic Tac Dough: Q-L 23,500 Warner-Lambert, Lennen &
RCA, K&E

Newell

]To Tell The Truth: Q-L 22,000 Pharmaceuticals, Parkson; Ma rlboro

Tombstone Territory: W-F 42,500 Bristol-Myers, Y&R

flop Dollar: Q-L 24,000 Brown & Wmson, Bates

Trackdown: A-F 33,500 Amer Tobacco, BBDO; alt

Mobil Oil, Comptcn
Socony

(

Twenty-One : Q-L 30,500 Pharmaceuticals, Parkson

Turning Point 11,500 Schick, Warwick & Legler; a

JWT
t Scott;

Undercurrent 1 1 ,000 P&C, Y&R; Brown & Williams on, Bates

U.S. Steel Hour: Dr-L 60,000 U.S. Steel, BBDO

iWagon Train: W-F 25,000

Vi hr.

Drackett, Y&R; Edsel, FC&I
eral Foods, B&B

; Cen-

Vlike Wallace: I-L 15,000 Philip Morris, Ayer
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PROGRAM COST SPONSORS AND AGENCIES

Wednesday Fights: Sp-L 45,000 Mennen, Mc-E; Miles, Wada

Lawrence Welk: Mu-L 14,500 Dodge, Grant

What's My Line: Q-L 29,500 Helene Curtis, Ludgin; Kellogg, Bur-
nett

You Asked For It: M-F 18,000 Skippy Peanut Butter, CBB

You Bet Your Life: Q-L 51,750 DeS'oto, BBDO; Toni, North

Zorro: A-F 37,000 AC Spark Plug, Brother; 7-Up, |WT

Specials and Spectaculars

PROGRAM

"'Shirley Temple's Storybook

SPONSORS AND AGENCIES





tommy
Tommy Hunter, eight years old, much like

every other kid his age . . . except that he
couldn't run, jump, and play quite as long

as the others. Tommy had an inter-atrial

septal defect-literally a "hole in the
heart". Doctors said that without a deli-

cate and dangerous operation he would
probably live only half his normal life.

Tommy was wheeled into the Stanford
University Hospital surgery at 9:15 on
the night of June 23. By 10 PM the initial

incision had been made and the chief sur-

geon was approaching the heart. Tommy's
heart was open for 22 minutes while a

"heart-lung" machine took over the func-

tion of maintaining blood flow through
the body.

The operation had been performed
many times at Stanford. This time there

was one deviation from normal operating
room routine.

The entire procedure was followed by
three KPIX television cameras and
1,253,000 people in the San Francisco

area. The powerful lens of one camera
gave viewers an unobstructed view of the

human heart, and for the next sixty min-
utes they followed every deft movement
of the surgeons. They watched as the boy's

blood was diverted by the heart -lung
machine, and they saw the doctors per-

form the work of closing the hole in the

heart with infinite skill and precision. By
11:25 the incision had been sewn up. At
that time, as far as could be determined,

the operation was successful. The pro-

gram was over.

Then San Francisco exploded with in-

terest, admiration, and praise. 98,000 con-

gratulatory calls jammed the television

station's switchboard, all papers in the
Bay Area carried front page stories,

Tommy got 5,000 get-well cards, reviewers

hailed the program as one of the great
moments in television. Recognizing the

deep public sympathy for Tommy, radio

and TV stations and newspapers carried

bulletins on his progress for two weeks
after the operation. Wherever you went
in San Francisco, "Tommy" meant only

one person.

This telecast happened because of a
brave boy, because of even braver parents,

because of a surgeon with the courage to

put his reputation on camera, and because
of a television station with unlimited con-
viction in the power of a medium and an
abiding dedication to "programming in

the public interest". As a result, a new
respect has been gained for the miracles
of modern surgery—and television. Many
people who have been avoiding or defer-

ring needed surgery because of the fear
of the mysteries of the operating room
have been inspired with a new confidence.

An even greater number have found new
reason for increasing their support of
medical research organizations.

Tommy's fine. He's home now recuper-
ating. Tommy Hunter will probably never
fully realize how well he has served his

community.
CIBA Pharmaceutical Products, Inc.

sponsored the 90-minute telecast and
reports a tremendously appreciative re-

sponse. All told, their identifying mes-
sages took 50 seconds.

KPIX San Francisco
Channel 5

Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.



4. DAYTIME C O P A F

SUNDAY
JkMC CBS UBC-

Look Up & Live

MONDAY
CBS

Play Your Hunch

NBC

Dough Re Mi

TUESDAY
-^ CBS NBC

Play Your Hunch Treasure Hunt

Arthur Godfrey Leve:

Standard Brands
alt Whitehall

Truth or Cons.

Concentration
(8 25 8)

: Tac Dough

Truth or Cons.

i Be You

It P&G

Baseball Preview
American Home
alt Gen. Mills

(10 mln. preceding

No net service No net service Close-Up

(1:25-1:30) iusc

As the World

Howard Miller

n=»» tu. /-i. i,
Howard Miller

™st Lucky Partners
Beat The Cock ^ef^Tul

8tand Brand!
alt Lever

Standard Brands

Who Do You
Who Do You Verdict Is Yours From These Roots Trust?

Trust? Stand Britidi P&G
sust Bristol-Hyera sust

American
Bandstand

K« <-,.!* Co.

Brighter Day Cuee " '?' . Day

Stand Brand!

American
Bandstand
Welsh

Crape |uice
Hi IV

Today Is Ours

From These Roots

Oueen for a Day

Edge of Night .

r . BnnPAG Modern Ron

Mickey Mouse
Club

Mars alt Armour

HOW TO U:

NETWORK TELEV*

COMPARAGRAPH &

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (38, 39)

includes regularly scheduled programing 2 Aug. to

29 Aug., inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-

uled programs to appear during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-



V G R A P 2 AUG. -29 AUG.

DNESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Treasure Hunt

PAG

Price Is Right

FRIDAY
CBS

Play Your Hunch

SATURDAY
ABC CBS

Heckle & Jeckle H™d
Jne

D
n
°°dy

Baking

Consequences sust alt Lever

Tic Tae Dough

Search for

Tomorrow
PAG

It Could Be You

Amer Homo Prod

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

Whitehall

PAG

No net service

Howard Miller Howard Miller

Clock Lucky Partners
Beat The Clock

Lucky Partners

Art Linkletter „ . „
Kellogg Ha88 is Ba8g'S

Beat The Clock
L«Ter tit Kodak

Gen Mills

Art Linkletter

Swift lit

Lucky Partner:

Who Do You
Trust?

Verdict Is Yours
From These Roots

Verdict Is Yours From These Roots

Gen MUla alt lust P&C
Gen Mill*

alt 3l

Prod

3

is Pro

Night

3

4LM
Modern Romances

ickey Mouse
Club

t Gen Foods

American
Bandstand
Gen. Mills

Brighter Day Queen for a Day

Mickey Mouse
Club

Gen Mills

Capt. Kangaroo

True Sttfy

Sterling Drug

Baseball Preview

No net service

le Farm Ins, Co. No net ]

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l:00

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday

News Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m. (Carter and

Whitehall); Today, NBC. 7:00-9:00 a.m., Monday-Friday,

participating; News CBS, 7:45-8:00 a.m. and 8:45-9:00

a.m., Monday-Friday.

All times are Eastern Daylight. Participating sponsors

are not listed because in many cases they fluctuate.

Sponsors, co-sponsors and alternate-week sponsors are

shown along with names of programs. Alphabetical index

of nighttime programs, together with show costs, sponsors

and agencies starts on page 36.



IF IT IS BIG
and IMPORTANT,
its on WHAS -TV

WHAS TELETHONS

HAVE RAISED

$1,000,110

FOR HANDICAPPED

CHILDREN

$1,000,110 has been contributed to six

WHAS Telethons. Professional produc-

tion, ability to demonstrate the need,

good talent, much of it from WHAS-
TV's own staff, and viewers' confidence

thai (heir money would he spent wisely

prompted the overwhelming response.

Their money has built classrooms and

>unds, trained instructors, per-

r Advertising Deserves WHAS-TV Attention . . .

~>DED IMPACT OF PROGRAMMING OF CHARACTER

!

WHAS-TV CHANNEL 11, LOUISVILLE

316,000 WATTS — CBS-TV NETWORK
Victor A. Sholis, Director

Represented Nationally by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.

formed operations, purchased artificial

limbs and a muscular dystrophy bus . . .

tested the hearing of 95,000 children,

established Kentucky's first cancer clinic

for children and first cleft palate and

harelip clinic, and much, much more.

When BIG, IMPORTANT things are

accomplished in Louisville television,

they're accomplished on WHAS-TV.

1

Best In Ente
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade 1

FILM-SCOPE
2 AUGUST 1958

Copyright l»M

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INO.

Nationwide Insurance (via Ben Sackheim) is on the verge of inking a 41-

market contract for next season.

The new series will replace Mama, which runs out of episodes in September.

You can expect stations to do a lot of revving up on the exploitation of fea-

ture films this fall.

Late night viewing and the sale of participations are holding their own, but stations aren't

taking any chances.

With all the talk about feature product running out, they want to guard against adver-

tisers and viewers gathering the impression that there are only re-runs left. Hence the plan

to ballyhoo the product more than ever.

Ziv is adding a new dimension to its merchandising services: Instead of just

giving the retailer something that's associated with the sponsor's product, the syn-

dicator is supplying the retailer with material for his own use.

The new dimension: Functional promotion pieces for the point-of-purchase.

Examples: Streamers with information about the store's hours and holiday announce-

ments, price tags, shopping bags—all, of course, containing a reference to some Ziv series

being sponsored in that market.

First of the Ziv shows to get this merchandising treatment: Mackenzie's Raiders.

Heinz is dropping syndication after three years with MCA's Studio 57 to go

into daytime network tv (NBC).
The loss to syndication involves over 50 markets. Reason given for the switch: Lack of

satisfaction with the over-all ratings.

CNP thinks it's got a show type success formula that it ought to exploit to the

hilt: the action documentary, produced with the seal of approval of some arm of

the military services.

The firm's first success in that category was Silent Service (submarine), now in its sec-

ond year of production. Following a similar pattern is its latest undertaking, Flight,

which deals with adventures in the U.S. Air Force.

If Flight turns out also a click, CNP will scout around for some other branch of the

military service as a prospective tie-up.

Observe how Ziv and MCA-TV have led the way in the formula series on the slick-action

adventure front with such examples as Highway Patrol and Mike Hammer.

The bailing out of unhappy syndication sponsors on the local level has become,

according to stationmen, more common than ever this season.

Even though the sale may have been made directly by a syndicator, the stations deem the

local advertiser's problem their problem and feel it encumbent upon them to find a way out

for him, once he's decided he wants out from the series.

The stations' customary solution: Assume the advertiser's remaining obligation to the

syndicator and give the client a tradeout in spots equivalent to the unused portion of the

films and contracted half-hour periods.

As for the remaining films, the stations figure on playing them off whenever openings

present themselves in the day or late night schedules.
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

* MARKETING WEEK
2 AUGUST 1958 You'll be seeing more psychological approaches used in air advertising an-

alysis.

NBC has been experimenting with them for about a year and a half. In its 1958 auto-

motive survey, network researchers decided to put some of their experience in this field to

use in order to arouse more interest in tv in Detroit.

Advertest interviewers showed auto shoppers a list of 30 words involving personality

characteristics. They included such characteristics as "sociable," "practical," "soft-hearted,"

etc. The shoppers were asked to pick those words which they thought applied to themselves.

At the same time a similar survey of the general public was made. This provided NBC with

self-described personality profiles of shoppers for particular brands of cars. It

also provided the researchers a way of comparing these shoppers with the general

public.

For example: 54% of the general public described themselves as "level-headed." In

the case of Ford shoppers (respondents interviewed in Ford showrooms) the figure was 49%,
while in the case of Buick shoppers it was 70%.

What does this kind of research prove? NBC is not quite sure but feels that these pro-

files can provide some hints on sharpening copy approaches. The general theory is that

in projecting a car image admen must present a picture that conforms closely to

the buyer's idea of what kind of person he is.

While this type of research is experimental, NBC was not butting its head against a wall.

One of the low-priced auto divisions (which has gone heavily into consumer pref-

erence studies) had done similar work and showed keen interest in comparing its re-

sults with those of NBC.

NBC is particularly interested in self-image research because of its potential

usefulness in analyzing tv program audiences. The network hopes to do a full-scale

study soon.

Some of the work done so far involves four-hour interviews in which respondents were

shown a list of 100 words describing personality characteristics (words from this list were

used in the automotive study).

Some of the words suggest NBC is trying to find out to what extent tv audi-

ences are venturesome in their buying habits. Similar research in the past has been

used to pinpoint aggressive consumers for clients introducing new products.

One question: Are consumers accurate in describing themselves? Even if they

are not, however, it can be argued that it is the consumer's picture of himself that matters,

not his true personality.

One of the more unusual efforts to dramatize increased station coverage was

put on this week by WFBC-TV, Greenville, S. C, repped by Weed.

The station will move its transmitter site to Caesars Head Mt. on 31 August, increasing

its service area 48% and adding an estimated 170,000 tv homes.

Admen coming to the WFBC-TV Waldorf-Astoria affair on 28 July found a roomful
of exhibits presented by such firms as Owens-Corning, Kendall Co., Olin Matheson,

Jantzen, Singer Sewing.

The point made by the exhibitors was nailed down by South Carolina's young governor-

elect, Fritz Rollings: the South is rapidly industrializing itself.

\ top agency surveyed tv stations and found out: about 10% more are offering

merchandising services now than a year ago.
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ck and the Magpie
(Aesop updated)

Xn days of old the birds decided to set up a king.

The Peacock valued himself for his gay feathers and

put in for office. The eyes of the silly multitude were caught

by his rich feathers and the majority declared for him. Just

as they were going to proclaim him, the Magpie stepped

forth and asked: "Your majesty, we have chosen you king

and have put our lives and fortunes in your hands. There-

fore, if the Eagle or the Vulture should make a descent upon

us, how do you intend to defend us against them?" This

brief question drew the audience into just reflection, and

they resolved to make a new choice.

So it goes with many radio stations. They preen their

feathers in the hope of catching the eyes of advertisers and

agencies. But that's just feathers, friends, just feathers—

Moral: pick a {/^buafl Station

Radio BaMmore Radio Boston

Radio Chicago Radio Memphis

WSS® WIPf
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES. INC.
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TELEPULSE
1

RATINGS: TOP SPO

tank Part-

Top 10 shows in 10 or more markets
Period 2-9 June 1958

TITLE. SYNDICATOR, SHOW TYPE Avera«e

7-STATION
MARKETS MARKET

5-STA.
4-STATION MARKETS 3-STATION MA a

N.Y. L.A. S. Fran. Seattle Chicago Detroit Milw. Mnpls. Phil.. Wash. Atlanta Bait. Bosl||

1 1
Highway Patrol (A) 22.4

16.7 12.2

7:00pm 9:00pm

22.5 20.5

7 :00pm

15.2 23.9 17.5 18.9 17.9 18.9

8 :00pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

20.9 23.8 24 j

7:30pm 7:00pm 7:OoM

2 9 Cray Ghost (A) 19.8
17.2 18.5

king-tv

6:00pm

18.9 16.5 19.3

7:00pm 9:30pm

3 3
Silent Service (A) 19.7

8.8

7 :00pm

17.9

7:00pm

24.2
king-tv

21.2 15.2 15.5 10.5 13.2 12.2
wnbq wjbk-tv wisn-tv wton-tv wfil-tv wmal-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 6:30pm 7:00pm

12.5 19.3 22.1
waga-tv wbal-tv wbxl
6:30pm 10:30pm 7:OoB

4 2 Honeymooners (C) 19.5
14.3 10.8

7 :00pm 7 :00pm

23.2

7:00pm

19.2
king-tv

16.5 31.2 19.5 14.5
wen-tv wjbk-tv wrcv-tv wrc-tv

9:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

19.5 15.3 28.1

7:00pm 10:00pml0:30l

5 4 Death Valley Days (W) 19.2
13.4 17.7

7:00pm 7:00pm

8.2 15.5

8:00pm

12.5 16.9 26.9 14.7 19.2

9 :30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

14.3 21.1

7:00pm 10:30|1

6 7 Sea Hunt (A) 18.7
29.7 13.8

10:30pm 7:30pm

18.5 22.5

7 :30pm

17.5 24.2 8.9 16.5 11.2

8:30pm 7:00pm 10:15pm 9:30pm 10:30pm

11.7 11.3
wsb-tv wbal-tv

6:30pm 10:30pm

7 5
Whirlybirds (M) 18.6

11.4

7:30pm

3.2
ktnt-tv

7:30pm

14.9 28.2 18.5 16.2 13.5

9:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm

21.5 29

7:00pm 7:00

si Mike Hammer (M) 17.1
18.8 9.9

10:30pm 10:30pm

10.2 14.2

10:00pm

13.2 15.2 16.5

9:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

9 8 Sheriff of Cochise (M) 16.7
5.1 14.7

10:30pm 7:30pm

15.2

7:00pm

23.9
king-tv

15.2 10.2 17.0 10.2 14.9

7:0Opm 9:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

24.3 12.3 18.

7:00pm 9:30pm 6:30

10 10 Twenty-Six Men (W) 16.6
6.4 12.7

10:30pm 7:00pra

16.5 8.2 21.5 13.2 14.5 15.5

8:00pm 6:30pm 8:30pm 7:00pm 6:30pm

6.4 21.

10:30pm 7:00

«ai* Part* Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

'
Doctor Hudson's Secret Journal (D) 15.0

6.7

9 :30pm

16.2
kpix

10:00pm

5.9 17.5
wwj-tv
10:30pm

12

; .h,

2 2

'1'

Casey Jones (A) 14.2
9.7 13.2

kpix

6:30pm

4.2
klnt-tv

7:00pm

16.2 8.2

7 :00pm 7 :00pm

20.5 17.8

7:00pm 7:30pm

African Patrol (A) 13.2
4.4 17.2

4 7 Captain David Grief (A) 12.9
6.9

4J3 Kit Carson (W) 12.9
10.9

8:30pm

3.9 10.2
uten-tv wfil-tv

5:30pm 5:00pm

9.5 20.3 16.

6:00pm 4:30pm 11 :3(

Little Rascals (C) 12.6
5.1 8.2 10.5

5:15pm

13.7

4:00pm

15

11:0(

- Tunes (C) 12.4
7.7 12.4 9.0 16.4 11.9 7.1

12 noon 5:00pm 5:00pm 11:30am 9:00am

Christian (D) 12.2
4.2

7 :00pm

15.9 9.5
wjhk-tv wcco-tv

7:00pm 10 :30pm

8 Steve Dc Marsh'l W 11.8
1.9 5.4 8.2

kgo-tv

4.3

4:00pm

11.2

(i :00pm

16

,, no

9 Federal I
4

11.5 7.2 10.2
wxyz-tv wisn-tv wttg

ll:00pra 6:00pm 6:«0pm

16
ul.Z

10:3(

cllrmt/vl. .

an unwalihted ..,-,... ., ,

18

ti ry; (K) kl.ls; (M

ice indicates 111 n """'' in "

in this market i 9 .1 iiik- While netuoik shows
hei in tho market* in iihieh ihe\ ;ne -hmwi. this is tri

in l .1 I" li...ne in .in.,,! ul.ei, analyzing rati

Etefei o i h i eharl n blank, ibon
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LM SHOWS

,.STATION M/i RKETS 2-STATION MARKETS

lev. Clumbu New Or. St. Louis Birm. Dayton Providence

9.5 28.5 25.2 17.9 36.3 26.3 26.3

Sp lo'-OOpm 9:30pm
wbrc-tv

9:30pm 9:00pm 10:30pm

18.9 18.2 15.2 22.3 30.3

;:30p„l 10:00pm s 10 HOpm 7:00pm

7.2 17.9 17.9 17.5 29.3 32.3 23.3

7-oC ;;

d

3

u

opm
kmnx-tv wbrc-tv

10:00pm 8:00pm 7?00pm

5.5 24.5 25.9 14.2 22.3

;;»;;,, £*£ 9:30pm 6:00pm 7 :00pm

1.5 34.5 21.9 29.5 23.3

i.ij.m 9:30pm 10

d

00pm
kc 7:00pm

5.5 23.2 29.5 16.2 27.5 19.3 22.3

c S*£ 9

Vd

30

U

pm
ktvi-tv

8:30pm 6:30pm
wlw-d
10:30pm 10:30pm

18.5 22.2 21.5 27.8

7:00pm "otopm 10:00pm
wbrc-tv

8:00pm

22.5

9:30pm

17.2

10:00pm

30.8
whio-tv
10:30pm

0.2 14.9 13.5 26.8

«pm 10:30pm 9:30pm lo'oopm

18.2 21.9 36.0 24.8 13.3

10:30pm 10:30pm Sm wlw-d
7:00pm EC

26.3 22.8

ToOpm 7:00pm

17.2

7:00pm

~
4.5 16.5

opn 10:00pm

15.2

10:00pm

15.5

10:30pm

3.5

7
s

2.6 16.5 21.8

.-.:00pm 6:00pm

1.5 12.2 23.5

:;.,;,. 5:30pm SET

18.2

". :30pm

27.5

6:00pm

11.9

7 :00pm

in other than top 10. Classificatic
Use's on n. Pulse .iftei mines numb
receive,! bv homes in the metro]. lii.... ;m'.

inpi.lit.lli

of a giv
area of tl

tations in
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Ma MARKET!

THIS BUSTLING,

WIDE-AWAKE SECTION

OF NORTH CAROLINA-

—from Greensboro to the coast, from Virginia to the South

Carolina line—has the happy combination of industrializa-

tion and fertile, multi-crop farms. Per family retail sales are

highest in the South, except Miami, and higher than in 1 1

central states. Population in this Carolina buy-land is more
than two million. Merchandise moves in this market!

what a MEDIUM!

POWERFUL, LOW-BAND
WRAL-TV HAS A
RATING RECORD
SECOND TO NONE—

—in the rich Raleigh-Durham viewing zone. In the most

densely populated section of its total coverage it has undu-

plicated NBC programming. Exclusive local features attract

and hold loyal audiences. Handsome new studios, capable

personnel, and the best production equipment—including

a VIDEOTAPE recorder (first in North Carolina) and a

$100,000 4-camera MOBILE UNIT—assure top quality

handling of programs and commercials.

CAROLINA'S EYES ARE ON THE CAPITAL STATION

WRAL-TV
Full Power Channel 5

NBC and Local Color

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA

REPRESENTED BY H-R, INC.



PHONE NOW!

MARKETS

SNAPPED OP

EVERY DAY!

LEE TRACY,

Produced on location! Most

fabulous city in the world!

Never before filmed for local

market television!

D-X Sunray Oil Co. buys big

midwest regional! Schaefer

Beer! Pabst! CBS in New

York! KTTV! Triangle! West-

inghouse! Storer! Meredith!

.
Choice markets still available!

le now!-PLaza 5-2100

Win ; hone

Sillermar

Exec. V.P., collect

today for your

market! TPA

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Ceneral Foods Corp., New York, is planning a campaign in East-

ern markets for its new Tang instant orange drink. Schedules for

the product have been running in the West and the advertisers now
plan a big push. The campaign starts this month, runs for 13 weeks.

Minutes and chainbreaks are sought; frequency depends upon the

market. The buyer is Jim Scala; the agency is Young & Rubicam,

Inc., New York. (Agency declined to comment.)

J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City, Mo., is scheduling announcements

in various markets for its coffees. The campaign runs for six weeks;

chainbreaks and I.D.'s are being slotted, with frequencies varying.

The buyer is Val Ritter; the agency is Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.

RADIO BUYS
Chrysler Corp., Detroit, is slotting announcements in top markets

for its Plymouth cars. The schedules run for four weeks; minutes

during traffic hours are being used. Frequency depends upon the

market. The buyer is Helen Hartwig; the agency is N. W. Ayer &

Son, Inc.. Philadelphia.

The Procter & Camble Co., Cincinnati, is planning a campaign

for its Ivory Liquid. The schedules will kick off in mid-August,

run for 52 weeks. Minutes during daytime segments will be placed;

frequencies will vary from market to market. The buyer is Dick

Zuver; the agency is Compton Adv., Inc., New York.

The Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, is lining up schedules in 40 mar-

kets for its Flako baking mix. The campaign starts in mid-August,

runs for 26 weeks. Minute announcements during daytime segments

will run; frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Helen

Davis; the agency is Clinton E. Frank, Inc., Chicago.

RADIO and TV BUYS
V. La Rosa & Sons, Inc., Brooklyn, is going into major East

Coast radio and tv markets to push its macaroni products. The

campaign is scheduled for four weeks. Minutes and I.D.'s are being

used in both radio and tv; frequencies depend upon the market.

The buyer is Val Ritter; the agency is Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y.

Helene Curtis Industries, Inc., Chicago, is planning to go into

radio and tv markets throughout the country for its new hair spray,

Tempo; the product is completing a test run now in several cities.

Minutes and chainbreaks will be used in tv, minutes in radio. Fre-

quency will vary from market to market. Also pushing Tempo will

be the advertiser's two network shows, What's My Line and Oh

Susanna, plus a print budget. Buying is in the process. The buyer

is Kay Knight; the agencv is McCann-Erickson, Inc., New York.
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WNOX dominates
the Knoxville market

PULSE POINTS TO REMEMBER:
1 . Day and night, WNOX comes within 5 percent of having MORE

AUDIENCE than all other Knoxville stations combined.

2. From 6 p.m. to midnight, WNOX does have MORE LISTENERS
than all other Knoxville stations combined.

3- 78 radio stations located outside Knoxville are heard in various parts of the

59-county area. From 6 a.m. to midnight during the entire three-week period

covered, WNOX alone has almost two-thirds as many listeners in

the 59-county area as these 78 stations combined.

4. THE AREA PULSE SHOWS WNOX IN A BIG FIRST PLACE IN
EVERY QUARTER-HOUR, 6 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT.

5. The average WNOX daytime commercial has better than a 6.0 rating. The
average daytime and nighttime commercial has a rating of almost 6.0.

The area base is 366,800 radio families.

Let WNOX help you sell MORE to these 366,800 radio homes!

WNOX 10,000 watts 990 Kilocycles - CBS Radio
'A Scripps-Hoivard Station represented by

2 august 1958



A pictorial review of local

and national industry events

PICTURE WRAP-UP

5,000 persons attended this public band concert first held in the city since

first hour of the concert through the cooperation of KCMF, St. Louis

Find key—win a car! After

"Golden Key Treasure Hunt" a

new Chevrolet is awarded to

winner, Paul Marcotte (2nd 1)

by Dick Morrison, gen. sales

mgr., WNOE, New Orleans.

WNOE hid keys in a tree trunk,

aired clues to location. Watch-

ing are Jimmy Bryan (1), Chev-

vie dealer and Bud Connell

(r), WNOE program director

Outstanding tv host in the

Twin Cities for the second con-

secutive year, Frank Seifert

(r), of WTCN-TV, is honored

by the Governor of Minnesota,

Orville Freeman, at the recent

1958 AFTRA Awards Banquet

uly Jubilee, R irj Morris, tours the beach area of Miami

tion. In addition to appearing on station's

Is out free gifts to those who recognize her

Heme on the farm, for lVi-hour liv

farm dir., WNCT, Greenville, N. C.

farm, shows proper farming methods

aily telecasts, is Dick Stokes,

>w originates at station's pig

nphasi/ing swine production



News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
Mars Inc. will double its television

outlay this fall as part of the most

extensive advertising program in

its history.

In addition to continuing alternate-

week sponsorship of Circus Boy and

participations in The Mickey Mouse

Club, the candy company will add two

more kiddie shows.

The two: alternate-week sponsor-

ship of Ruff and Reddy and participa-

tions in Walt Disney's Adventure

Time.

Agency is Knox Reeves.

Here are some amplifications to

the Tv Code Board's ruling against

the portrayal of doctors or den-

tists by actors:

1) Props or settings giving the im-

pression that the announcer is part of

the medical, dental or nursing profes-

sions are verboten.

2) Not affected are references to

scientific research, surveys or studies,

when fully supported.

3) Any commercials coming under

the latest code ban which were pro-

duced prior to 18 June may be used

until the end of this year.

New products:

• Schick is introducing a new Lady

Schick shaver to attract a market

of 37,000 women now using blades or

depilatories. The campaign includes

schedules on the Phil Silvers Show
(CBS TV) supplemented by tv spots

in major markets, and print.

• Exquisite Form launches an all-

out tv saturation campaign for its new

Just A'Just Brassiere. In a mixed

barter and cash buy, the firm will run

one-minute spots in the top 50 markets.

New York's campaign starts 25 Au-

gust, when 79 weekly spots will be

used on three channels. Agency: Grey.

Campaigns and promotions:
• Knickerbocker Beer's new

theme for its tv commercials centers

around "Fun at a Barbecue." The
brewery has a heavy tv spot schedule

in New York metropolitan area, east-

ern New York State, and the New Eng-

land area. Radio jingles and outdoor

ads supplement the tv coverage. Agen-

cy: Compton.

• Because of requests from listeners,

Speedway Petroleum Corp. reprint-

ed its tv commercial for its fuel oil,

complete with the animated characters

Phil and Will. Agency: W. B. Doner

& Co.

The personnel touch: John J.

Louis, Jr., joins S. C. Johnson &

Sons as international advertising and

public relations director . . . David
Reid, national manager in charge of

point-of-sale and promotion for the

Borden Co.'s advertising department

. . . Daniel A. Flynn, elected secre-

tary-treasurer of Lanolin Plus, Inc. . . .

Harold L. Grafer, appointed v.p. and

director of marketing, J. B. Williams

Co. . . . Erwin Klaus, to the J. B.

Hill Co. division of Balfour, Guthrie

& Co.

The Curtiss Candy Co. named four

executives to head its reorganized sales

division in the West: Harvey Witch-

er, manager of the new division 6 or-

ganization; George Mobley, direct

sales manager; William Wielt, assist-

ant direct sales manager; and Ray
Grismer, office manager.

AGENCIES
There were strong indications this

week that the Studebaker-Packard
account—in whole or in large part

—will be moving to D'Arcy.

The account—running around $6-

million—is now with Burke Dowling

^\j^r One measure of a TV station:

coverage

WNCT has plenty—42 counties to be
exact. But in Eastern North Carolina,

folks aren't much concerned about cover-

age. They are too busy watching or talk-

ing about the programs on Channel 9.

Message: The latest 19-county Tele-

pulse and ARB point to WNCT as a
WHALE of a buy. You'll see when you
try WNCT for your next buy in the
Eastern N. C. market. Hollingbery has
avails and free copies ofour new brochure.
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THE OLD WEST LTCESfiGSIH...

AT

EL RANCHO VEGAS

Las Vegas, Nev.—DUdley 2-1300

INDIVIDUAL BUNGALOWS ON 66 SPACIOUS

ACRES DEDICATED TO YOUR MODERN COMFORT

BUT STRESSING WESTERN ATMOSPHERE.

Phone Direct for Reservations

New York San Francisco Los Angeles

LOngacre 3-6149 YUkon 2-7105 BRadshaw 2-3366

Beverly Hills Chicago Miami Beach

BRadshaw 2-3366 MOhawk 4-0111 JEfferson 8-0591

The nation*!

audience-
rated

Negro group

cuo

Adams, which got it from Benton &

Bowles.

Another Compton merger: Gold-

thwaite-Smith Advertising, San
Francisco, becomes the third West

("oast agenc) to merge with Compton

since 1 January.

Elmire Goldthwaite, former head

of the G-S agency, will supervise Comp-

ton's appliance and musical account

division in the Pacific Coast.

Name ehange: Associated Ad Serv-

ice, New York and Florida, becomes

the Lipman Advertising Co. Prin-

cipals and address of the agency re-

main the same.

Ageney appointments: Kastor, Hil-

ton, Chesley & Clifford, selected to

handle the 1958 state campaign for

the Democratic State Committee . . .

Monroe Greenthal Co., for the Blue

Coal Corp. . . . Liller, Neal, Battle

& Lindsey, for Sophie Mae Candy

Corp. . . . R. Jaek Seott, Inc., Chi-

cago, for Commonwealth Products,

Inc., Kalamazoo.

They were named v.p.'s: Thomas
M. Morton, at William Esty . . .

Frank H. Otwell, at Woodward, Voss

& Hevenor.

Other personnel shifts: William
E. Pensyl, elected to the board of di-

rectors, and William Parker, elected

secretary of Ketchum, MacLeod &

Grove . . . Joseph Hardie, elected a

member of the executive committee,

SSC&B . . . Daniel Kinley, appointed

manager of the planning, research and

media division of McCann-Erickson's

home office . . . Joseph Fierro, to the

media selection staff, N. W. Ayer, Phil-

adelphia . . . Edward MeDonald, ac-

count executive for Dodge, at Grant's

San Francisco office . . . William Pat-

terson, tv show supervisor, D-F-S . . .

Samuel Guard, to the research de-

partment, McCann-Erickson . . . Boris

Moroz, named copy director for

FC&B's Detroit office . . . Lucien Ron-
dot, director-marketing research serv-

ices, W. S. Walker Advertising, Pitts-

burgh . . . John J. Lewis, Jr., from

NL&B to advertising and public rela-

tions director of S. C. Johnson's Inter-

national division.

v

ivid Ault, appointed an account ex-

tive at Grant's Dallas office . . .

rris Kinnam, tv/radio produc-

tion supervisor, NL&B . . . Laurence
Roekelein, copy director, Harris D.

McKinney. Philadelphia.

NETWORKS
The NTA network has placed a

conditional order with stations for

three half-hour film programs this

fall.

The network informed the 115 af-

filiated stations that it would shortly

announce the advertisers. A&P stores

is reported to be one of them.

Nighttime network audiences in-

creased 8% during the first six

months of 1958 over a similar

period in 1957.

So says TvB in its January-June re-

port, out this week. Other highlights

of the report:

• Daytime audiences were up 13%
for the same period.

• Average increase for evening pro-

grams: 711,000 homes.

• Average daytime audience in-

crease: 421,000 homes.

Color tv can now be taped.

At Redwood City, Cal., Ampex dem-

onstrated how color tv could be re-

corded magnetically on one Ampex
Video-tape Recorder, and played back

on any other.

Network fall sales: Sammy Kaye's

Music From Manhattan bows on ABC-
TV 20 September, sponsored by Man-

hattan Shirts . . . ABC TV's American

Bandstand returns this fall for General

Mills, Luden's and The Welch Grape

Juice Co.

Network affiliations: WDOK, Cleve-

land and WZIP, Cincinnati, join Mu-

tual Broadcasting . . . KDRO-TV, Se-

dalia, Mo., to ABC-TV.
What's doing on the personnel

front : James F. Simons, named di-

rector of Midwest operations for Mu-

tual . . . Joseph Keating, appointed

program director, MBS.

More on network personnel: Les-

ter Gottlieb, appointed to the new 1\

created post of director of program

development, CBS TV . . . W. J. Mc-
Edwards, salesman and John Brook-

man, sales development and presenta-

tion assistant at NBC TV Sales . . .

Chet Young and Marshall Keeling,
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working

partners

recipe for sales . . .

There is a distinguishing flavor

about representative organizations

which comes principally from the

.

type of men who actively head up

each firm.

Here, this consists of the group of

Working Partners who started H-R,

and who today still actively continue

to serve all of our stations and

buyers of time.

Supplemented by a carefully selected

staff of properly aged and sales

seasoned men, each following the

H-R practice of providing time buyers'

with a complete and easily digestible

presentation of station and market

facts, we have a recipe for sales which

appeals to the business appetites

of the stations we serve.

FRANK HEADLEY, President

DWIGHT REED, Vice President

FRANK PELLEGRIN, Vice President

PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

'We always send a man to do a man's job"

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO ATLANTA

DALLAS HOUSTON

DETROIT NEW ORLEANS
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Serving More
Advertisers

than any other

Indiana*

TV STATION

* Except, of course, Indianapolis

SCRANTONS TOP MORNING SHOW

BYNEA

f \STATI0N B/
™!™\ 16%J

•

'or
.'"CHART BASED ON AVERAGE!

"-'
;
- Tpp

.H0URS,l
fv THRU FRIDAY! f

account executives at NBC Radio Net-

work sales staff.

FILM
Official Films has passed the $1-

m ill ion mark in sales with its

Rohin Hood re-runs.

To date the series with 100 epi-

sodes) has heen sold in 14 markets.

Other sales: Five stations have pur-

chased segments of AAP's Gold Mine

library. The stations: WTVK-TV,
Knoxville; WSAV-TV, Savannah;

WMBD-TV, Peoria; WTAR-TV,
Norfolk; and KVAL-TV, Eugene.

In addition, renewals on AAP's

Popeye series were made bv WBAY-
TV, Green Bay; and WFMJ-TV,
Youngstown.

The movement to bring tv pro-

duction to the east coast will be

focused this fall at Gold Medal
Studios in New York.

Gold Medal will sponsor a workshop

with this in mind. Cochairman with

Gold Medal president Martin Poll will

be producer Saint Subber.

Guest lecturers will include Elia

Kazan, John Cromwell, Joe Anthony,

Budd Schulberg and Walter Bernstein.

Re new series:

• Screen Gems has tied in with

the Alaskan Territorial Police for

its next on-location series.

Series, tentatively entitled The Alas-

kan, will bear the seal of the territorial

police and feature the exploits of one

of its members.

• First syndicated series to be pro-

duced on videotape has been acquired

by Guild Films.

The series, The Time and The Place,

is being shot in Hollywood.

• CBS TV Film's Colonel Flack se-

ries goes into production next week at

Culver City.

Honors: Ziv has received the Nation-

al Safety Council's Public Interest

award for Highway Patrol. Award was

given for exceptional service to safety

... an episode of CNP's Medic series

has become a training film for instruc-

tional use by the Army Medical School.

Strictly personnel: William B.

White, to Guild Films, as head of pro-

ction . . . TPA foreign operations

• ice-president Manny Reiner is off on

an extended business trip, which will

include Russia, Poland, Czechoslovak-

ia, Scandinavia and England

James Monahan and Robert Dal-

chau have joined the sales staff oi

CBS TV Film. Monahan will be sta-

tioned in New York; Dalchau in

Dallas.

Mavis Todd, named to newly-cre-

ated position of booking manager,

ABC Film Syndication . . . Robert
McNear, to MGM-TV as sales repre-

sentative for San Francisco and the

Pacific Northwest.

TV STATIONS
KTTV, L.A., chalked up a first in

a type of station sales presenta-

tion this week.

With some 700 N.Y. agency people

invited, the station pitched its video-

tape story via monitors set up in the

grill room of the Waldorf-Astoria.

The presentation included a recital

of how KTTV is using and proposes to

use its extensive videotaping equip-

ment.

Re educational tv: XETV, San

Diego, launched its educational series

last week in cooperation with the Cali-

fornia Western University of San

Diego . . . KTBC-TV, Austin, for its

series to recruit school teachers, award-

ed a certificate of merit by the Gover-

nor of Texas . . . The Memphis
Chamber of Commerce is holding a

conference next week. Subject: World
Literacy By Tv. Leaders in educa-

tion, communication, etc., will discuss

the possibilities of using tv and film to

teach adult illiterates to read.

They're expanding to new quar-

ters: KTVU, San Francisco, to cele-

brate its completion of a new tv center

and studio, held an open house for

more than 600 agency, business and

civic organizations . . . WRAL-TV,
Raleigh, also played host to an open

house of 6,000 guests for the dedica-

tion of its new building.

Staff changes at WTVT, Tampa;

John Haberlan, promoted to assistant

station manager; Robert Olsen, ad-

ministrative assistant; Edwin Jay,

sales development manager; and Rob-

ert Edrington, promotion manager.

More on tv personnel: Norman
Bagwell, named station manager
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in Louisville!!

From 10.1% to 37.5%
in just ten days!*

Not even Tim-Tarn set a pace in Louisville like WAKY,
the newest of the McLendon and John Blair stations ... a 274%
increase in audience in just ten days! On Wednesday,

July 9th, Louisville's WGRC became WAKY
and Louisville simply went wacky over WAKY. Incidentally,

that's the way we pronounce it on the air . . . wacky.

On July 18th, just ten days after WAKY began broadcasting,

Hooper completed its survey showing WAKY with =—37.5%
of Louisville listeners . . . next highest station —13.8% . . .

a new world's record in Louisville!

With 5,000 big watts at the choice seven-ninety spot,

WAKY is the first aisle on Louisville dials— choicest of all

Louisville frequencies, with resultant remarkable coverage

of 47 counties in Kentuckiana.

Warning to timebuyers: Don't accept old rating figures . . .

demand to see surveys made after July 9th ... the date

WAKY roared into Louisville.

WAKY has run away with Derbytown's radio day!

5JC C. E. Hooper, Inc. July 14-18, 1958

all five

represented by JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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WHO
J ARE WE?

for your excellent testimonial on the value of trade paper

advertising. We're referring to the recent WINN contest.

The more than 400 entries that you pulled in a single week

are typical of the way timebuyers (and others) respond to

good trade paper advertising.

Congratulations, too, on your effective promotion of

this response in your 21 July issue. And we hope you

don't mind our clarifying one or two small points that

might have confused some of our readers.

You stated in your two-page house ad:

~v *

vrote t ^ direct,.

3) A total of 459 time buyers correctly identified this
as an advertisement of WINN, Louisville. BUT -

4) More than 90% of the responses - or ^20 time
buyers out of the £59 - came from those who saw it

in BROADCASTING

!

Small point #1: sponsor was the other magazine used.

But Broadcasting ran the ad one week in advance of

sponsor. Since the winners were "the first three time-

buyers" who answered correctly by air mail, it was all over

but the shouting by the time sponsor carried the ad.

As Glen Harmon, manager of WINN, said: "The



heavy mail response would have come from sponsor if

the situation had been reversed — I was glad to get the

extra impact the later sponsor ad provided."

But regardless of who pulled the big mail, one con-

clusion is inescapable: Trade papers covered the field

and did the job.

Later in the same ad you stated

:

NO MYSTERY IN THIS HISTORY -

The attention and preference that BROADCASTING enjoys

among agency and advertiser readers are substantiated

by some down-to-earth facts. Within this category of

circulation alone, you'll find more than 5,000 PAID
subscribers — which is greater than the next three

radio-TV journals combined. Th^ r ^"S ar d
^C'teP'" "VA-TINGtOimmtV"-

Small point #2: We don't know about the "next three

radio-tv journals combined," but we do know about

sponsor.

sponsor's paid agency-advertiser subscribers (now bro-

ken down by job title for your detailed analysis) number

5,863. Agency-advertiser subscribers, paid plus controlled,

are 7,035. This is substantially more agency-advertiser

circulation than the next publication in the field.

OT2QE
The weekly magaiine tv/radio advertisers use_



KLZ's
done it again!

FIRST with listeners!

PULSE, JUNE 1958, SAYS KLZ

HAS MURE "FIRST-RATED"

PERIUDS ALL WEEK LUNG

than all other Uenver radio

stations combined!

Do as other smart agencies and

clients have been doing for years

PUT YOUR SELLING BUDGET ON

THE DOMINANT STATION!

i your KATZ man or Lee Fondren
in Denver

560 Kc i %adm
DENVER

CBS FOP T 1UNTAIN AREA

WKY, WKY-TV, Oklahoma City . . .

James C. Richdale, Jr., acting gen-

eral manager, KGUL-TV, Galveston,

Tex. . . . Al Pryor, sales development

manager, KTTV, Los Angeles . . . Paul
Litt, sales manager in charge of sales,

KTVI, St. Louis . . . Robert Willis,

promotion and publicity manager and

David Marcum, merchandising and

sales promotion manager, WHTN,
Huntington, W. Va. . . . Jay Barring-

ton, assistant to general manager of

WDAF-TV-AM, Kansas City, with E.

Manne Russo, national sales mgr.,

and Jud Woods, director of promo-

tion-research . . . Ernest Dade, pro-

motion manager and William Tubbs,
merchandising manager, KTVH, Wich-

ita-Hutchinson . . . Frank Vant Hull,

public service director, KMSP-TV,
Minneapolis . . . Jack Saling, to the

sales staff, KGW-TV, Portland, Ore.

. . . Eugene Corrigan, Jr., commer-

cial manager, WSAV-TV, Savannah

. . . Bob Ray, named local and re-

gional sales manager, WPTV, West

Palm Beach . . . Robert Burris, v.p.

in charge of sales, KEY-TV, Santa Bar-

bara . . . George Gingell, head of the

department of public affairs, and Bob
Walton, program director and sales

manager, WRBL-TV, Columbus . . .

Junius Fishburn, mid-western sales

manager, Metropolitan Broadcasting

Corp. (WABD-TV, New York and

WTTG-TV, Washington) . . . Paul
Mills, mid-west tv sales manager in

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s Chi-

cago office . . . J. L. Spring, station

manager, WIMA-TV, Lima.

RADIO STATIONS
It must be the time of the year,

but radio this week appeared to

be moving toward the daffodil

stage.

Like these two developments:

• Stations putting in person-to-per-

son phone calls to the heads of Gov-

ernments in far-flung sections of the

globe.

• Disk jockeys seeking to set up new

records for continuous broadcasting.

(One, at KFJI, Klamath Falls, Ore.,

this week closed out 169 hours and 15

minutes before tottering into near col-

lapse. The given reason: In celebra-

tion of the station's 35th anniversary.)

News on the editorializing front:

WSAC, Ft. Knox, took issue against

Kentucky's Governor Chandler and the

Legislature, and successfully spear-

sponsor • 2 august 1958



headed court action declaring a Time

Bill unconstitutional. The station spoke

out against the bill's ban on DST.

How to stimulate travel sponsor-

ship : WQXR, New York, to promote

its new travel series, is sending out

circulars and booklets to travel agents,

urging them to show their clients the

station's coverage, audience and pro-

gram plan.

Station sales: WIP, Philadelphia,

from the Pennsylvania Broadcasting

Co., a subsidiary of Gimbel Bros., to a

group of investors and executives of

WIP . . . WMBR, Jacksonville, from

the Washington Post Co., by Ben

Strouse, president, WWDC, Inc.

Resigned affiliations: WBSR, Pen-

sacola, Fla., cancelled its affiliation

with CBS. Local news and sports will

underly the station's new format.

Promotions: KYW, Cleveland, for

summer buying, sent out booklets to

advertisers in the shape of a water-

melon, with watermelon pits enclosed

. . . WYDE, Birmingham, turned over

its facilities for an entire day to the

Junior Chamber of Commerce to sell

spots and run civic improvement an-

nouncements . . . KCMJ, Palm

Springs, aired a "Summer's Fun for

Everyone" campaign, promoting the

restaurant and hotel business in the

area and increasing their business by

13%.

Contests: KING, Seattle, held an "In-

stant Prosperity" contest, asking list-

eners to send in ideas for combatting

the recession . . .KIMO, Independence,

ends its "Treasure Hunt" contest this

week, with $15,200 in prizes. Clues

were placed on milk containers.

Anniversary note: To celebrate its

35th year, KFJI, Klamath Falls, of-

fered prizes to listeners and special

spot packages to advertisers.

Station staffers: James Hensley,

appointed v.p. and general manager,

WEEP, Pittsburgh . . . Jack Keiner,

station manager, KFMB, San Diego

. . . Bob Fillmore, advertising and

sales promotion manager, WRCV, Phil-

adelphia . . . Harry Bulow, general

sales manager, XEMO, San Diego . . .

Michael Luckoff, to the sales staff,

WJBK, Detroit . . . Frank Crane,
general manager of the four-station Im-

perial Broadcasting Systems, Inc. ^

PULSE-NIELSEN
PROVE K-NUZ
has the Largest

ADULT AUDIENCE!

PULSE (APRIL-MAY, 1958)

NIELSEN (JAN.-FEB., 1958)

prove that KNUZ delivers the largest

ADULT AUDIENCE plus

the largest audience with

SPENDABLE INCOME!
write for a copy of our Research Book

TO REACH THE PEOPLE WHO BUY...

IN HOUSTON-
ITS K-NUZ-
STILL THE LOWEST COST

PER THOUSAND BUY!
'opoEift**

K-NUZ
/ Houston's^ 24-Hour \

v.

—

-Music ancLNews. /

National Reps.:

Forjoe & Co.

—

New York • Chicago

Los Angeles • San Francisco

Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta

In Houston:

Call Dave Morris

JA 3-2581
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WRC Radio serves a news-con-

scious Capital with 235 minutes

of news a day— 35 different daily news programs. The frequency and scope of its news

broadcasts make WRC the leading news station in Washington. Look at radio's most

popular news period, for example. From 6 to 7 p.m., each of WRC's five daily news

programs reaches an average of 78,660 different listeners—41% more listeners than the

second-best station. And 9 out of 10 WRC listeners are adults. The Washington market

has just had a $60 million increase in consumer spendable income. To achieve daily

impact on the adults who control this huge new buying power, you need WRC Radio

which, week after week, reaches a greater concentration of adults than any of Wash-

ington's 17 other radio stations! And there's no better way than with good news, WRC
Radio news. Contact WRC ... or

NBC Spot Sales. M. C. Nielsen Co. NEWS
The NBC buying po u , ton,D.C. WKC * 980 Sold by NBC Spot Sales
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
2 AUGUST 1958 The event that made the biggest impact along the broadcast front this week

was the announcement by Rep. Oren Harris, chairman of the Legislative Oversight

subcommittee, that it had put together a code of ethics for the FCC.

Under this code commissions and staff members would be prohibited from outside con-

tacts on pending cases unless all interested parties were notified.

Also, the President would be free for the first time to dismiss a commissioner

on the grounds of neglect of duty or malfeasance.

Pay-TV is off for another year.

The FCC, which had told Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.) that it couldn't put off the

scheduled run indefinitely, bowed to the House Commerce Committee chairman's alternative

request for a delay until Congress can consider the matter.

The FCC, in a meaningless stab at masking its retreat, said it would continue to accept

and process pay-tv applications. But, it added, no actual authorizations would be issued until

after the adjournment of Congress next year.

Harris had pleaded that his Committee was too busy this year, and asked for time for

Committee action next year. He got it.

Oren Harris promised to get busy in another direction. He said he would push

a resolution which would initiate an investigation of whether the military is wast-

ing spectrum space.

The Senate passed the resolution without a dissenting vote, but time is short for House

action. Sen. Charles Potter (R., Mich.) introduced the measure in the Senate, and an iden-

tical resolution was introduced in the House by Rep. William Bray (R., Ind.).

The resolution is a crucial part of the tugging and hauling over spectrum space, with

pressure for more VHF channels for TV presently being countered by loving Defense De-

partment glances at some of the choice channels already held by TV.

The FCC approved CBS purchase of WCAU AM-FM-TV, Philadelphia, from

the Philadelphia Bulletin for $20 million, but with three separate conditions.

Approval is contingent on whether the Commission takes any action to cut down the

number of stations which can be owned by any one company. The Barrow Report recom-

mendation was for a limit of 3 VHF's in the 25 top markets.

Approval is also conditioned on various antitrust actions and studies with respect

to the networks, and any action the FCC may take with regard to trafficking in licenses

and excessive prices for stations.

Filing days at the FCC brought attacks on the ABC plan for dropping-in new
VHF stations and literally hundreds of assaults of the proposal of daytime radio

stations for longer operating hours.

The Association of Maximum Service Telecasters led the attack on ABC, alleging that the

third network wants the FCC to adopt untried procedures, such as shorter mileage separations

and directional antennas, and that even ABC's reception would be poorer because of the re-

sulting interference.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
2 AUGUST 1958

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

More unci more old radio programs are being dusted off" and pitched to the

networks.

They even include the public service kind. For instance the Town Hall of the Air,

which George Denny moderated for many years, has just been submitted to ABC Radio.

A big problem with the reps is keeping their best sales manpower.
One solution that's gaining favor: Divorce radio and tv into separate corporations

and give the key men in each a block of stock.

You can spot the timebuyer who's really on the inside of the client's business

these days. Here's how:

Pitch a market to him, and if his first reaction is to glance at a sheet showing what

share of the client's sales are being made there, he's in the know.

The president of a grocery products company that bills close to $10 million has

just put his agency through the grinder again.

His latest gripe: He thinks the agency didn't give a tv network a hard enough time

while trying to wiggle out of the balance of a contract.

P&G spends more for advertising than American Home Products, but when it

comes to number of agencies the Cincinnati colossus takes a back seat to AHP.
Total agencies servicing P&G: 10. AHP's consumer products roster: 14 (the White-

hall division alone has nine).

Ask the public relations spokesmen for the big distillers what they think of Con-

gressman Celler's outburst against liquor advertising getting the cold shoulder from the

air media, and you'll most likely get this reaction:

The hard liquor people are as dead set against using the air as they've been for

many years against filling their ads with pretty girls. It's ultra-risky.

If you've ever wondered why P&G's portfolio of nighttime network shows
never includes anything musical, this is one major reason: Back in the mid-30's it

flopped with an original song-and-story series, the Gibson Family.

Among those who masterminded this venture was Marion Harper, Sr. He had just

come to Compton from General Foods whose reigning click was the Maxwell
House Showboat.

Like the old gray mare, the procedure of the stationman visiting New York on
business ain't what it used to be.

The new breed of manager starts planning his visit four weeks ahead, has his rep

arrange a schedule of calls on timebuyers, and on arrival swings from agency to agency
as methodically as a milkman.

Exchange of amenities is kept to a minimum. The focus of the call is put on the sta-

tion's updated story in terms of technical improvements, ratings, cost-per- 1,000, local per-

Bonalities, and whatnot—with a mimeo copy of all this left behind.

The precision often out-Madison-Avenues Madison Avenue techniques.
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JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI . .

.

the Soufh's fastest growing TV Market

GOVERNMENTAL

CENTER-

LEADERSHIP MARKET

Jackson, Mississippi's state capital, is the center of

federal and state governmental activities—a leader-

ship market with 260,778* TV homes. Sell this billion

dollar market and you sell an area other sections

follow. Only two TV stations reach this influential

market—WJTV and WLBT.
I.I,,, si..,, Wage

260,778 TV HOMES
SERVED BY TWO GREAT STATIONS

WJTV ! WLBT
CHANNEL 12 CHANNEL 3

BARN DANCE
{Cont'd from page 27)

Miller's Brewing, Jefferson Island Salt,

St. Joseph Aspirin, General Motors,

American Tobacco, Ford, American

Chicle. Royal Crown Cola, Beech-Nut

Cum. Whitehall Pharmaceuticals, Lip-

ton Tea. Martha White Milling.

Aside from WSM, WLS and WWVA,
what's being done in the country

music-personality Saturday night show?
• Louisiana Hay ride. KWKH,

Shreveport, La.: Now in its 11th year,

sponsored by such clients as American
Tobacco, Bristol-Myers, McCulloch

Chain Saws, it attracts studio audi-

ences of 2-1,000 every Saturday night.

• Tennessee Barn Dance, WNOX,
Knoxville, Tenn., claims clients like

Coca-Cola, Maxwell House Coffee.

• New Dominion Barn Dance.

WRVA. Richmond: a continuation of

the Old Dominion Barn Dance.

• Carnation Milk Time, Keystone

Broadcasting: A Monday through Fri-

day strip built up from a small number
of stations five years ago, now on hun-

dreds of Keystone stations.

• Missouri Valley Barn Dance,
WNAX, Yankton. S.D., sponsored by

Butternut Coffee for 15 years.

• Cowtown Hoedown, KCUL, Fort

Worth, attracting upwards of 2,000

paid admissions every Saturday night.

• Old Kentucky Barn Dance,
WHAS, Louisville, a veteran in a coun-

try-music area.

• Big D Jamboree, KLLD, Dallas,

attracts crowds up to 5,000 every

Saturday night.

• Ozark Jubilee, KWTO, Spring-

field, Mo.: Made the transition from

radio to tv with the Red Foley Show
on ABC TV. Brings in more than

2.000 visitors every week.

• Green Valley Jamboree, WKZO,
Kalamazoo. Mich. : Green Valley group

of personalities has been building suc-

cess stories—a 30^ increase in busi-

ness for a regional baking company.

• Charlie Marshall's Roundup,
KCRA. Sacremento: Headed by a star

who is a graduate of National Barn

Dance and such western dramas as

Death Valley Days, this is an early

evening across-the-board show.

All of them have the same basic ap-

peal—songs that come straight from

the heart and personalities warm
enough to make them sound downright

neighborly. And the sponsors with

i arc loyalty stay on and on. ^
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Your Salesman on Sight for 783,232 Households in

THE SOUTHEAST'S BIGGEST, RICH MARKET

WSJS
TELEVISIOH

WINSTON-SALEM
Put your salesman where impulses to buy get started

... in the 783,232 households of WSJS television's

buying market, the 75 Piedmont Counties in

North Carolina and Virginia.

llll'BH for )
Grec,

JE? '-nigh

Winston-Salem

Greensboro

Point

Call Headleij-Reed
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HERE'S

WHY THE

new KIOA

IS FIRST

IN IOWA

10,000 WATTS POWER -PLUS
BALANCED 24 HOUR A DAY

PROGRAMMING WITH

>ne station should be your

number one consideration. Buy the station

that has more audience than four other Des
Moines radio stations combined, according
to both Pulse and Hooper — buy the station

that g,ves you the MOST—THE NEW KIOA.

940 KC. • DES MOINES

I PUBLIC JUD/O CORP. STATION

LESTER KAMIN, PRESIDENT

WEED RADIO CORP.

"SILENT REVOLUTION"
i C.oni (I from page 25 I

price, which includes time and talent,

is guaranteed for three years.

More of these frequency packages

undoubtedly will l>e developed because

of their <>!>\ ious interest to today's t\ pe

of network advertiser.

In the same vein, ABC's new day-

time plan for 40 daytime quarter hours

a week has special significance.

The plan l originated in cooperation

with Y&R but open to other agencies)

will deliver General Foods. Bristol-

Myers, Johnson & Johnson, American

Home Foods. Beech-Nut, and Drackett

at special discount rates, beginning

6 October.

Expanded daytime programing

All the networks are stepping up

da\time programing and audience pro-

motion. CBS and NBC will have a

comfortable 75-809? of daytime hours

sold by 1 October.

ABC TV. for the first time will begin

daytime programing at 11 a.m., and

should get considerably more of day-

time dollars in the coming season than

the 10.39? it received in the first

quarter of 1958.

With three active, aggressive net-

work daytime operations going full

steam in the coming year, overall day-

time tv interest should be greatly ex-

panded.

More lou-cost "C" time

Along with these daytime develop-

ments, there's a fast-moving trend at

the networks to place more network

hours in the "C" time classification

i 50' - of prime night rates I

.

CBS TV already has declared Satur-

day and Sunday afternoons and 5 to

6 p.m. weekdays as "C" time. (NBC
this week followed suit.)

Better buys in these time slots should

spur advertiser interest and fill up

schedules.

Less product protection

One inevitable byproduct of the

mushrooming of multiple sponsorships,

alternate sponsorships, and participa-

tions has been a change in network

product protection rules.

CBS TV has just announced that it

no longer can protect advertisers

ntrainst competing brands (via a 15-

nute buffer zone between announce-

tcepl on the days actually

purchased. Clients buying a program
on Monday. Wednesday, and Friday,

for instance, will not be protected

against competition on Tuesday and
Thursday. ( Certain "personality" pro-

grams, such as Godfrey, however, will

have their own product protection

rules. I

In general, product protection has

been a king-sized headache for the

networks, particularly since such giants

as P&G have been expanding beyond

the soap category into all sorts of food,

drug, and cosmetic lines.

\!n. short-term availabilities

Along with these developments, all

of which are designed to accommo-
date the makers of quick-consumption

goods, the networks are now providing

availabilities for less-than-13-week ad-

vertisers.

Contracts for three, four, six and

eight weeks are by no means uncom-

mon, NBC has sold single-shot spon-

sorship for certain unsponsored shows.

New interest in smaller advertisers

Partly to bolster sales in a slow,

tough selling season, and partly to fill

in the chinks created by the new bus-

ing patterns of the big volume adver-

tisers, all the networks are giving a

much bigger play to smaller accounts

than in the past. Sales pitches aimed

at advertisers with less than a million

to spend are being made with greater

frequency.

Meanwhile film sources say that the

networks are shooting at many ac-

counts now using syndication.

The "silent revolution" and

what it means

Add all these buying and selling de-

velopments together and its evident

that a real "silent revolution" has been

taking place in network tv.

• For big volume clients (except

possibl) in the auto category) it means

that network operations are being

geared more and more closely to spe-

cial marketing requirements and strat-

egies.

• For smaller and medium-sized ad-

vertisers, it means that new and differ-

ent kinds of network buys are avail-

able.

• And for everyone, it means that

network tv is a completely different

vehicle than it was five or three years

ago—or even last year. It's evolving

toward a new, more flexible kind of

medium. ^
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TO WIN THE

BIG N.E. PENNSYLVANIA MARKET
Chazletgn

1st in Average Share of Audience — All Day* '

\2y 1st in Average Quarter-Hour Rating — All Day*

PLUS
/ (

# Highest power, greatest penetration.

# Lowest cost per thousand of any station in market.

# Most extensive merchandising support.

# Best record of growth in area—Both ratings and circulation.

<X> Pulse Wilkes-Barre—Hazleton Metropolitan Area — November 1957.

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. Call Avery-Knodel for details

The only A.B.N. Affiliate in Northeastern Pennsylvania.
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Things you should know

about

KMSO

• 191,000 WATTS POWER

• CBS, ABC, NBC PROGRAMS

• SINGLE STATION MARKET

• 45,000 TV FAMILIES

* LESS THAN 1 °-° PER M

* SUPER SHOWMANSHIP

• SUPER SALESMANSHIP

• SUPER CRAFTSMANSHIP

. . . and now that you know

CALL OR WRITE

GILL-PERNA—OR

KMSO channel 13

MISSOULA, MONTANA

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Victor A. Piotrowski, v. p. in charge of

merchandising at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam-

ple, has been elected president of the Mer-

chandising Executives Club. He's been with

D-F-S for eight years, coming from the

Kroger Co., Detroit. Piotrowski spent 17

years with the Kroger Co., starting as a

L 4 .^x^H clerk, promoted, successively, to store man-

ager, supervisor, assistant district manager,

district manager, assistant in charge of sales promotion and grocery

merchandising manager. His election to the presidency of the Mer-

chandising Executives Club climaxes his four-year membership. The

purpose of the club, according to Piotrowski, is "to develop better

understanding and appreciation of merchandising and sales promo-

tion problems, and to improve the calibre of merchandising."

Edward Broman (top) and Len Firestone

have been promoted to sales managerial

posts at Ziv TV Programs, Inc. Broman.

formerly central division sales manager for

syndication, will head the newly formed re-

gional division of the national sales depart-

ment, headquartered in Cincinnati. Fire-

stone will be sales manager for the syndica-

tion department, supervising all geographic

divisions. He was formerly head of the

New York City syndication sales staff.

Prior to joining Ziv in 1954, Firestone was

vice president in charge of sales at Unity

Television Corp. In announcing the promo-

tions ( see FILM WRAP-UP, 26 July ) M.

J. Rifkin. vice-president in charge of sales,

said, "This expansion will help us to in-

crease the size and scope of our services."

Ciraud Chester has been elected v.p. in

charge of ABC TV daytime programing. He
was formerly director of new program de-

velopment for Ted Bates & Co. where he was

involved in all network time purchases for

the agency's clients. From 1954-57, Chester

was head of NBC TV daytime programing.

He authored several books, including the

college text, "Television and Radio," and

was the winner of the Ford Foundation scholarship during 1953-

195 1 to study tv. In announcing his appointment, Thomas W. Moore,

ABC v.p. in charge of tv programing, announced the promotion

of Armand Grant to the post of director of daytime tv programing.
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Here's

how

WSB-TV

dominates

the

Atlanta

market

An advertiser's choice of television stations in

Atlanta can make a sizable difference in his sales

results. Chart below shows one of the reasons why.

Of the three television outlets in Atlanta, WSB-

TV is viewed by the most people 53.3% of the time.

This preference factor is greater than that of the

other two stations combined.

This massive preference for one station in Atlanta

is built on WSB-TV's record of superior local pro-

gramming, top news service and staff work of high

professional quality. Certainly your advertising be-

longs on WSB-TV.

Metropolitan Atlanta

Leadership in

Television Audience Ratings

Sunday thru Saturday, May 5/11 — ARB

454 quarter-hours (all three stations qn

the air). Ties were counted as "firsts"

for each station involved.

WSB-TV 2nd Sta. 3rd Sta.

WSB-TV is affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution.

NBC affiliate. Represented by Edward Petry & Company
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'
SPONSOR
SPEAKS

The Toothpaste Problem

When SPONSOR launched its new column, "Commercial

Commentary" I 1 I June, page 34), John McMillin protested

against the pitchman in white—tv's pseudo doctors who sell

drugs in what he called "a sly game of footsie with the whole

subject of medical endorsements."

It was sheer coincidence, of course, but only a week after

that col ii inn appeared the NAB Code Review Board ruled the

pitchman in white out-of-bounds for NAB members, sponsor

welcomed the decision for (again in McMillin's words) "If

t\ advertisers don't begin to police themselves . . . they may

easil) find the policing done for them."

Now another industry is in the spotlight: dentifrices. Mem-

bers of the American Dental Association have asked Congress

to enact legislation to control what the dentists call "reckless

claims in advertising."

Whether or not current toothpaste claims are as mislead-

ing and harmful to the public as the dentists claim, there is

little doubt that dentifrice advertising, especially in radio

and tv commercials, has hit new highs for aggressiveness and

blatancy during the past few years.

No one would deny that toothpaste advertisers, faced with

intense competition, must find a way to get their message

across to the public. But when they use techniques that bring

the dental industry down in wrath, something obviously must

give. In this case, it may be Congress that gives in with a

Liu that could cure the disease but kill the patient.

The whole situation is a challenge to toothpaste advertisers;

to take action last before someone else does. A law govern-

ing toothpaste advertising claims could be a stepping stone

governing all advertising claims, so this is really a

to the entire advertising and broadcasting industry,

trough status report on this complex and critical

m'ONsor next issue.

this we fight FOR: Some sponsors say

est in syndicated tv shows

he pilots look alike. Syndicators

'lop new concepts if advertiser inter-

est hi syndi on Uinue to grow.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Sneaky: A San Francisco adman who
for some weeks has carried about an

atomizer with which he periodically

sprays his throat caused his friends

considerable concern over his health

until one of them checked the atomizer,

found it to contain pure vodka.

Americana: From a CBS TV maga-

zine ad
—"The continuing love affair

between television and the American

people keeps growing more intense as

600.000 additional families join the

nation-wide television audience each

month. The other day The Wall Street

Journal quoted a discouraged banker

petulantly saying 'I know people who
kept up the payment on the TV set

rather than maintain the mortgage.'
"

// the banker feels that petulant, maybe
he should switch from real estate to

television financing.

Out-of-home: The New Yorker re-

cently reported the following sight in

Manhattan's Times Square. A beggar

serenading the crowd, not with the cus-

tomary guitar or accordion—but with

a portable transistor radio.

Safety man: In Toronto, according to

TV Guide, a tv personality who always

manages to work into his telecasts some

traffic safety jingle was arrested for

driving 100 miles per hour. Probably

just woke up that morning and said,

"To hell with public service."

Shopper's guide: In cooperation with

the Bureau of Markets, WABC, New
York, now programs marketing tips

for housewives on the best food buys

of the day. Husbands, get set for some

unusual menus such as lamb chops

with horseradish !

Cool: A recent heat wave in New
Haven produced a promotion idea for

station WAVZ. In the Hampden Plaza

Shopping Center parking lot, the sta-

tion placed a two-ton pile of ice, of-

fered an air-conditioner as prize to the

person who guessed the day, hour, min-

ute and second it melted away. A
switch on that would be to plug in an

air-conditioner and offer two tons of

ice to the one who guesses when it

conks out.

Croup effort: An adman's definition

of a camel

—

A horse turned out by a

committee.

SPONSOR • 2 AUGUST 1958



YOU'RE ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN NEBRASKA

IF YOU DON'T USE KOLN-TV!

LINCOLN A-Z ARB SURVEY
JANUARY, 1958

Vi

Befo

wed Most
e 6:00 P.M.

Viewed Most
After 6:00 P.M.

KOLN-TV 29% 48%
Station B 21 19

Station C 16 13

Station D 4 9

She &<etye% SPicUumb
-GRAND RAPIDS Kl

KOINTV — UNCOIN.

There are two big markets in Nebraska. One you

can reach through an Omaha TV station, the other

you can't. With 232,397 TV families in 69 counties,

Lincoln-Land is Nebraska's other big market.

The Lincoln-Land market can be really covered only

by KOLN-TV.

KOLN-TV is the Official Basic CBS Outlet for South

Central Nebraska and Northern Kansas. Ask Avery-

Knodel for all the facts.

CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER

KOLN-TV
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND —NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives



1%
The Average

Is A Honey-

BUT

It's ADULTS
That Have The

MONEY !

a

Somebody's got to be different! That's why we tailor

our program schedule to the adult audience for the

most part. We love the teenagers— every hair on their

soft little heads— but we know and you know that the

folks that have the money to buy your products are the

ADULTS!

Our Listeners! 11%
Are 7l ADULTS!
Not only does WHEC deliver more adult listeners than any of

the other five radio stations in Rochester— but it is rated an

outstanding No. 1 in all Rochester Metropolitan Area surveys!

—A good thing to keep in mind when you seek the ears of

BUYERS in the rich Rochester area.

:: PULSE REPORT— Rochester Metropolitan Area Audience Composition Data- March, 1958

isilltlll

W BASIC CBS

AM-TV gjT^=
ROCHESTER



OR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DO DENTISTS

HAVE A CASE

AGAINST TV?

The American Dental

Assn. has asked Con-

gress for new laws to

restrict "reckless"
toothpaste ad claim?.

But television advertis-

ers have strong argu-

ments against am re-

strictive federal laws

Page 29

Agencies needn't

be big to lure

top talent

Page 33

Uhf: Strength in

spots but declin-

ing in general

Page 34

Why Western

Airlines gave

tv the bird

Page 40



SIOUX CITY

LEADS

THE NATION

June 6th Sales Management shows retail sales

in Sioux City 16.69c above the national aver-

age. Retail Sales Forecast from July 4 Sales

Management again shows Sioux City leading
the nation in retail sales . . . 19.8% above
the national average.

Why Sioux City is a bright spot
Cattle prices are up 30% over 1957. Hog
prices are up 70%. Sioux City's stock mar-
ket is the fifth largest salable live stock
market in the nation; and the largest stocker
and feeder market in the U. S. Value of live-

stock received is more than a million dollars

a day!
The government has announced selection of
Sioux City for installation of a huge S.A.G.E.
system. It's estimated that 650 technicians
will be needed to man this electronic-radar
unit, adding nearly one-half million dollars

a year in payroll to the area.

Latest Pulse and ARB both show KVTV
dominant in Sioux City. Pulse shows KVTV
has 29 of the top 30 shows—355 quarter
hour wins—a 35.7 Avg. Class A Rating—

8

of top 9 syndicated shows—top 10 local live

shows.

mw
LEADS SIOUX CITY

\R» gives KVTV 25 of top 30 shows—285
quarter hour wins a 57.1% share of audi-
ence in all time periods when KVTV and
station "A" are on the air.

To sell in the market that leads the nation

in retail sales, sell on the station that leads

the market—KVTV Channel 9 Sioux City.

See your Katz man for all the details.

If Sioux City, Iowa

Don D. Sullivan

General Manager

Bob Donovan

Commercial Manager
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THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE Tv/rAOIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Do dentists have a case against tv?

29 II • v ii rican Dental Vssn. asks Congress Fom
toothpaste claims, bul advertisers question the

Why prudential likes public service

32 On I Vugust, Prudential Insurance Co. of \mei

nt it- $4.5 million-a-year show to public servi

Who's afraid of big agency clients?

33 N,.t \\ illiam R. Hillenbrand of Bryan Houston,

he says, can attract talent just as good even

,-u laws against "reckless

need for any such actio

i started to devote half

flic medium-sized agency,

better—as the big boys

Uhf: pockets of strength but a slow decline

34 ' omparison o\ NCS No. 3 with Nielsen's previous coverage study shows

a decliae of 8r r in audience Yel more states showed hikes than dips

A preview of fall tv commercials

36 This fall you can look forward to some new optical techniques and a

general change of pace in tv commercials. Here a*re some you'll be seeing

Muzak enters the radio music fray

2g This fall. Muzak Corp. will enter the radio programing business with a

new service that should stir up rock "n" roll \s. "good music" controversy

Small car gets big sales from radio

39 Renault's problem: selling a -mall car in a large market with a low

budget. Solution: use radio which has. alone, kept sales climbing

Why Western Airlines gave tv the bird

40 To -i II passenger comfort, Western created a new tv cartoon character

—

i relaxed bird. .Now Western iocs spot tv year-round in eight cities

How to measure what it costs to service an account

42 ''-""' Mogul <<>. ha- developed a simplified system for determining how

much n costs in service each account in an advertising agency
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FARM GAL AND
OLD GREY MARE!

There's a world of good living these

days in our Land of Milk and Money.

Scores of small cities and thousands of

big dairy farms — an area 42% rural

and 58% urban. Our friends and

neighbors, 1,350,000 of them, spend

$1,750,000,000 in retail sales yearly.

More than 400,000 families enjoy Chan-

nel 2-CBS television.

So the old grey mare ain't what

she used to be. She left the Barn

for the Riding Stable!

THE LAND

OF MILK

ANDKONEY

WBAY il 2

GREEN BAY
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He Win

.ids and

.juence Sales

Bert Ferguson

E.ec. Vice-Preiider

How does \\ Dl \ dominate the

Memphis Negro Market? WDIA,
onl) ."><). (>(>() watt station in the area.

was first in tlie region to program

exclusivelj to Negroes. Its all-Negro

-i. ill combines powerful appeal and

salesmanship. The Negro listener re-

sponds with staunch loyalty— he

first listens to WD] \. then buys!

\\ IH \ .vad.es 1,237,686 Negroes.

\lmost 10% of the Negro popula-

tion of the entire countrj !

WDIA AND SALES

Negroes, who comprise 40% of

the Memphis market, last year

earned $616,291,100, and spent

8093 of thi~ income on eonsumer
goods.

WDIA's national ad\ertisers in-

clude: B.C. III. \D\CIIK REMEDY,
FORD MOTOR CO., PROCTER &
GAMBLE, LIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO CO.

Memphis Negroes listen most
n. WDIA! In the "March-April
1938 Nielsen Station Index, Sun-
da*—Saturday, WDIA totaled an
overwhelming 52% more rating
points than Station B:

Stal on Total Hating
Points

WDIA 528.2

Sla. B .i.17.1

Sta. < 281.1

Sta. D 278.8
si :l . E 1.57.1

l 101.3

<; 71.1

kind of
''

rite us to-

WDIA is represented nationally

by John E. Pearson Company

ECMONT SONDERUNG, P

HAROLD I

NEWSMAKER
of the week

One of the most fabulous motion pictures in history, Around

the World in 80 Days, will be the basis for one of the most

fabulous spot tv campaigns ever planned. The advertiser is

the Schick Safety Razor Co., ft division of Eversharp, Inc.

The agency is Compton Advertising.

The newsmaker: Patrick Joseph Frawley, Jr., 35-year-old

red-haired, freckled promotional firebrand, is given credit for con-

ceiving the tie-in package. Already billed as the biggest advertising

and promotion tie-in in the history of show business, the initial

phase kicked off on 21 July, is said to run for one year.

Pat Frawley, never a man to do things by half, announced last

week that he had ll tied up the characters and music from Around

the World, and 2) he was allocating a budget of $4 million to pro-

mote it. This $4 million, incidentally, is above and beyond the

what he terms "exclusive price" to

get the exclusive right to the show.

This kind of big-league promo-

tion is in character for Frawley.

He is the man, you'll recall, who
founded the Paper-Mate Pen Co.

in 1949 with $40,000 in borrowed

capital. Six years later, with sales

running at $26 million a year, he

sold the Company for $15.5 mil-

lion to the Gillette Company. At

the beginning of this year he

joined Schick, a major Gillette

competitor in the razor business,

he used in building the sensational

growth of Paper-Mate. It went like this: A modest number of tv

spots at the beginning, growing as sales climbed. Tv culminated

with a network show {People Are Funny) when the budget per-

mitted. Radio, newspapers, magazines, billboards and co-op were

used as support.

The same technique seems to be in evidence again. Admittedly

the current budget is large enough to support a network show, but

Frawley is going first with spots again. Of the $4 million budget.

;il >< nil $3 million will go into the tv spots, running on 260-odd sta-

tions in 120 markets. His goal: 25 million impressions a week.

The commercials, of which there will be at least six during the

year, features a character of Phileas Fogg and Passepartout from

the show (see page 36). Frawley hopes to double sales over the next

three years, which will be reflected in a larger ad budget.

Despite his interest in commercial promotions, Frawley is most

reluctant about personal publicity. He served in the Royal Canadian

\ir Force during the War, was in the export-import business until

1949. He became president of Schick on January 1 this year. He

and his Familj (eight children) have their regular home in Bel Air.

Calif, and a summer home in East Hampton, on Long Island. ^

9 AUGUST 1958
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Frawley had a techniqu



Selling old "Pecos Pete" the need for an alarm clock would be just

about as effective as trying to reach all of the vast rich North Texas

Market without WFAA-TV. Fortunately, he's a rare bird in this

71 county area — the folks in WFAA-TV LAND spent almost 3! 4

BILLION DOLLARS last year for everything from alarm clocks

to air-conditioned automobil

NOW 682.610 TV SETS— based o

A. C. Nielsen's NCS 3 1958TVSe1

for WFAA-TV (NCS 2) . . . . over

70,000 more than credited before!

DALLAS
WFAA-TV
CHANNEL 8 BASIC ABC

316,000 Watts Video 158.000 Watts Audio
A television service of the DALLAS MORNING NEWS

Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives
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Kjl Sir

>ii

"FILM CENTRAL" for network operations. From this

control room all the ABC film shows are fed to affiliates.

How ABC-TV gets top picture quality

for all its network film shows ....

Converts 100% to RCA Vidicon Film Camera Chains!

ality we require in our network film

. A Vidicon film equipment," says

Engineering. They were

tetwork film purchase
r; lm equipment to

he highest pic-

turequal k line. Popular

film shows lik< rery oest treat.

ment, which pays oil

ABC first made careful tests oi
i \ equipment.

RCA Vidicon film camera chain.- owt d up in first

place. Frank Marx summed it up like this, "In all our

tests RCA Vidicon equipment proved best. We feel

we moved miles ahead in film programming quality

when we installed these modern Vidicon chains at all

our stations."

Their first two chains were delivered in October,

1954, for the Disneyland opening in New York. Other

chains soon followed. Then, in December, 1957, they

decided to go "all the way" at all their stations.

Today, ABC-TV is 100% RCA Vidicon. The results

speak for themselves.



NERVE CENTER of ABC-TV operations— the master

control room— is largely RCA equipped.

PROTECTION SYSTEM. RCA TP-6 16 mm professional

projectors are used to double-up with 35 mm network pro-

jectors to insure on-air continuity in event of mishap. TP-6's

|

are used throughout ABC local film rooms.

EXHAUSTIVE TESTS of equipment, preceding decision

o buy RCA, pointed out important fact: "RCA has the

Duality!" And here, Al Malang, a video facilities engineer,

demonstrates camera features to group of ABC executives

leaded by Frank Marx, Vice-President, Engineering; includ-

ng Wm. H. Trevarthan, Director, Network Operations; John

3. Preston, Director, Engineering Facilities; and Verne

'ointer, Chief Video Facilities Engineer. Al Josephsen, RCA,

ooks on.

"KEY TO QUALITY" of their network film program

RCA TP-35 projectors, monoplexed to Vidicon film

Your RCA Broadcast Representative will be glad to explain how
RCA Vidicon film equipment can make a success of your film

room! In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

RADIO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
BROADCAST AND, TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN. N . J

.



ONSE

BARTELL FAMILY RADIO
7,366 San Diegans wrote KCBQ in a five day response

in January. At WAKE Atlanta, 5881 letters. Both piloting

one of our ever-changing stream of copyrighted Games
for Family Fun.

Bartell Family Radio keeps audience alert for constant par-

ticipation . . creates a continuing climate of response.

Result: Advertisers always reach buyers

Add rating dominance and you have the reasons why FOR-

TUNE selects Bartell Family Radio as America's most success-

ful in the use of scientific methods for maximum audience.

k'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally b\ ADAM YOUNG INC.

9 AUGUST 1958



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

+> SPONSOR-SCOPE
9 AUGUST, 1958

Copyright 1958

IP»N«OH PUBLICATIONS INO.

When you appraise the tv network sales picture for the fall, don't overlook

what's been happening to daytime: It's taking on so much steam that network revenue
for the final 1958 quarter can't help but show a substantial margin over 1957.

Daytime tv as an advertising potential virtually is still in the embryo stage. Its low price,

built-in extras like the crossplug, and saturation slant presage a growth that could be as

phenomenal as nighttime tv.

And don't be surprised if eventually some of the more resourceful daytime advertisers

nudge the networks into adapting the specials concept to daytime tv.

Industry prophets even say that daytime tv prospects may become great enough to inspire

the innovation of a fourth network some day.

Watch for daytime tv to aim a lot of its sales fire at the cigarette brands.

It will argue that the filters in their competitive battle for position must take the young
housewife into serious account—a big user of the product, and the picker-upper of the car-

ton at the supermarket.

The ammunition will include the recent Sindlinger report on cigarettes, which among other

things, showed that Kent's strategy of appealing to women has contributed much to

its upward surge.

NBC TV keeps making daytime its main sales target. It soon will be showing a

new daytime presentation to agencies and advertisers continuing these themes:

1) Data on the basic values of daytime tv, sets in use, and increasing audiences.

2) NBC's fall daytime schedule, how it stands rating-wise with CBS TV, and what NBC
TV is doing to revise its afternoon programing.

3) The case histories of 10 daytime advertisers, how they used the medium, and sales

results.

A real keystone of NBC TV's daytime pitch is a comparison of what leading pack-

age goods advertisers spent on network daytime tv and women's magazines for the

first quarter of 1958. These are the gross figures:

WOMEN S MAGAZINES

$998,000

211,000

464,000

524,000

120,000

ADVERTISER DAYTIME NETWORK TV*'

P&G $8,195,000

Colgate 3,047,000

Lever Bros. 1,700,000

General Foods 1,304,000

Standard Brands 1,190,000

Kellogg 1,380,000

Sterling Drugs 962,000 144,000

American Home 863,000 200,000

Bristol-Myers 823,000 619,000

*The figures are gross for time only. But broadly speaking, they may be considered

net expenditures for time and talent, since the advertisers above are entitled to a 25%
discount for time, which is about equal to talent costs.

Note : The one big exception among leading package goods advertisers was Gen-

eral Mills, which spent $677,000 in network daytime tv as compared to $1,065,000 for

women's magazine. Commitments made by this advertiser for the fall indicate the scale will tip

the other way for the final 1958 quarter.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

General Foods' Maxwell House Coffee ibis week got into the current loeal vs.

national rale lug-of-war via Benton & Bowles, the brand's agency.

The agency dispatched to tv stations throughout the country a letter asking for the answer

lc» a question that may he loaded with broad implications.

The question: If your station hasn't a single rate, just what is your rate structure and

how do you determine the differential between the local and national rate?

Maxwell House's interest stems from the recent action of Maryland Club and Ad-

miration coffees in canceling Oklahoma tv contracts because they were charged the

national rate, whereas Cain coffee (an Oklahoma-produced brand) paid the local rate.

It looked this week as though leading Oklahoma stations would adopt, effective 1 Sep-

tember, ;i rule limiting eligibility for the local rate to retailers.

\ sideline incident: During an SRA meeting last week the single rate problem
came in for an "off-the-cuff" airing. One question raised by a member rep Avas whether

it might be worth determining whether the Robinson-Patman Act applied to dual rates.

(See 2 August SPONSOR-SCOPE for rate questions raised by Compton).

The most visited fellow of the past week in Chicago was Bill Oberholtzer, the

buyer for the forthcoming Kellogg spot campaign.

On one day alone you could have counted 40 tv stationmen in the reception room
of Burnett's media department.

Subscribers to ARB now can get (for an additional fee) a batch of supplemen-

tary information based on 160 counties and sifted from this spring's reports.

The data indicates (a) what shows can be watched, (b) the share of audience for each

station, and (c) how often the viewer tunes in per week.

Note: That special Abilene to Zanesville report that P&G uses comes from ARB.

The tv networks will get their county-by-county data on NCS#3 this week.

They expect the station totals on cards will be delivered in mid-September.

Competitive sidelight: NBC TV is miffed by the fact that ABC TV has appraised

stations where they stood on the NCS#3 preliminary information. It seems that sev-

eral NBC affiliates called the network to say that they had heard about relative standings from

ABC's stations relation people. NBC didn't think this was cricket.

National spot tv had a week of ups and downs.

The "ups"" included a four-week campaign in 40 markets for General Mills' Cocoa
Puffs (DSF) ; Norge (Donahue & Coe, Chicago), buying into 100 markets on the basis of

100 rating points per week; and the Northern Division of the Marathon Corp. (Y&R, Chi-

cago) staking out 90 markets with day and night minutes and chainbreaks.

The "down" which sort of took some of the glow from their Kellogg triumph for Chi-

cago: P&G's cancelation (Burnett) of the Camay, Pace, and Jif peanut butter cam-

paigns. The money is being transferred into nighttime network tv.

This may be a straw-in-the-wind signaling the coming program policy of major farm sta-

tions: WLS, Chicago, appears to be changing its format in the direction of a general-

audience station.

Some of that venerable farm station's top rural-type d.j.'s have been given their notice.

The theory that seems to be nudging the management is this: The farmer no longer is a

specialized audience; his tastes and needs in consumer goods are little different from those

of city folks.

If the theory should take hold, the broad effect in air media would be as revolutionary

as the introduction of the tractor and the rural paved road. (For a detailed study of the

Farmer's habits, see a synopsis of a study made by WBAY TV, Green Bay, and the University

of Wisconsin in 2') March p. 38).
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued . .

.

The crossplug has become so popular in network tv that agencies and adver-

tisers are ever on the prowl for information on this technique's effectiveness.

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week ohtained from NBC TV some data that the network had

pulled together comparing the accumulative two-week ratings of shows that used no crossplug

with programs that did make use of that device.

For the purpose of comparison, the network took typical nighttime half-hour-and day-

time quarter-hour programs with similar average ratings. The experiment came out

this way:

DAYTIME : A program which had an average 8 rating but used no crossplug still had an

average rating of 8 for the two weeks. But a program with an average 8 rating which

did use a crossplug built up its rating to a 12 over the same two weeks. This 50%
increase in terms of homes meant 4.500.000 as against 3,000,000 homes.

NIGHTTIME: A typical nighttime half-hour show with a 20 rating which used no cross-

plug had a marked disadvantage when compared to another 20 rater that used a cross — the

crossplug-user's rating built up to 28. The jump in accumulative homes was from 8,000,-

000 to 11,200,000.

Note: The added increment for the crossplug user varies by rating level. The lower

the rating the greater is the gain with the crossplug.

You might accept as a rule of thumb — providing the price is list — the valuation

that Lever Bros, puts on a minute of commercial for a nighttime network tv

program.

Lever's commercial minute index: $30,000-$35,000. That puts the cost of a half-hour,

time and talent, between $90,000 and $105,000 net.

Put down sports as one commodity that the networks won't find hard to sell

during the 1958-59 season.

They're absorbing some of the costs here and there (such as extra pickup charges),

but the prospects are mounting.

ABC TV just sold its golf series to Reynolds Metal and NBC TV expects to close

out its NCCA football games within the week. Sunbeam and Libby-Owens-Ford are al-

ready committed for the games and Marlboro and an oil account are on the brink. The pack-

age figures at $3.2 million for time, rights, lines, and production.

If you're keeping score of the nighttime half hours that remain unsold on the

tv networks, here's the comparative count as of the middle of this week:

NETWORK NIGHTTIME Y2 HRS. AVAILABLE

NBC TV 9

CBS TV 10

ABC 15

The networks are still confident that most of these vacancies will have occupants by

the time the new season begins to bloom.

Bulova got quite a liberal buy in its package deal with NBC TV for a 13-week

pre-Christmas promotion.

The strategy: To consume a total of 85 commercial minutes between mid-Septem-

ber and Christinas, which will give the account somewhere in the neighborhood of a bil-

lion commercial impressions.

Program participations are: Alternate sponsorships of M-Squad, the Ed Wynn series,

and Dragnet; a batch of NBC news periods; and announcements in Today and the Jack

Paar show.

The final tab for Bulova will run over $2 million. McCann-Erickson mapped

the strategy and transacted the deal.

A similar promotion is contemplated for spring.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

If you want to use the Midwest as a component in your business index, this note

from SPONSOR-SCOPE's Michigan Avenue observer should be heartening:

• Employment among Chicago agencies has perked up appreciably. Promotions

ami new titles arc being handed out liberally. And reps say they're having a tough time find-

ing top grade salesmen.

• It's been a rough summer, especially in spot. But the Boulevard folks arc anticipat-

ing a solid boom in the fall.

Apparently the leading Chicago agencies have come to the conclusion that high-

level network matters can be handled most efficiently on the New York scene.

They're continuing to issue permanent residence tickets for New York to their top-tv-radio

men. The latest: Jim Cominos, v.p., board member, and tv-radio head of Needham,
Louis & Brorby.

In recent months it's also happened with FCB and Burnett.

It looks as though Videotaping will be the vogue among the top comedy stars

with their own so-called "live" network tv shows in the coming season.

Both Milton Berle and Jackie Gleason will tape the programs the day before they go

on the air.

The mounting enterprise among radio stations in covering the news is making
it harder than ever on their newspaper competitors.

More and more newspapers are supplying their news-special events staffs not only with

various mobile studio units but even with helicopters.

Burnett is one agency that evidently isn't prepared to let go of the triple-spot-

ting issue—even though stations generally are showing a disposition to meet advertisers'

objections to the practice.

Tom Wright, Burnett media manager, last week mailed a questionnaire to tv stations

asking about their policy on triple-spotting.

BBDO was humming this week with new network radio placements.

The accounts and networks involved: Campbell Soup, 26 weeks on CBS; Rybutal

(Vitamin Corp. of America), eight weeks of participations on NBC; and DuPont's textile

fiber division, 13 weeks with Arthur Godfrey (CBS).

Another network radio starter: Plymouth bought a rash of participations for eight weeks

on CBS.

The Katz Agency's latest survey of spot rate trends indicates a slower climb in

the over-all base rate for tv and a continuing increase in the basic rate for daytime

radio.

The Katz index—based on 50 network affiliated stations—compares the rate trends in spot

tv for the past three years thus:

YEARS NIGHTTIME BASE RATE DAYTIME BASE RATE

1957 vs. 1956 + 9.8% -f 9.7%

1958 vs. 1957 + 5.0% + 2.7%

The anticipated rate increase for daytime spot radio this year over 1957 is be-

tween 3% and 5%.

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spol Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 57; Washington Week, page 67; SPONSOR

Hears, page 68; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74; and Film-Scope, page 49.
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Two for your money: Area and people

96-county coverage 96-county Area Pulse shows WHB first in every quarter hour. WHB is first

by far on the latest Area Nielsen.

40% bracket- audiences WHB is first in Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex, Hooper—with all-day

average as high as 48.5% (Nielsen) .

Men and women: 50.2% WHB reaches 50.2% of the men and women who listen to the top 4

Kansas City radio stations ... or more than the next 3 stations combined. (Nielsen Audience
Composition analysis. 6a.m.-7 p.m. average.)

Aren't these what you want: A lot of square miles . . . the W^M V^
abilit) to reach a lot of people . . . and finally, to attract a V^lv " ^S
mature audience.

Talk to Blair ... or WHB General Manager George W. 10 >000 watts # 710 kc -

Armstrong. Kansas City, Missouri

WD6Y Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR « CO.

WHB Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR 4c CO. fH
WTIX New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

WQAM Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

STATIONS
TODAY'S RADIO FOR TODAY'S SELLING

TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

,'
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NOW. ..THE

IrfACKEMK
A great star in \

RICHARD C
as Col. Ranald S. Mackenzie. He brought law a]

%» <*.%*

-«r a flewChapter^ is. history!

His orders from the President of the United States:

E BOLD! BE ENTERPRISING! BE RELENTLESS! MAKE

HIS LAND A FIT PLACE FOR AMERICANS TO LIVE!"

From the Archives of the U. S. Cavalry



HARD FIGHTING, HARD RIDING

Raider?
C"

latest role

\RLSON
m to a land gripped by terror!



Before

you dive

into the big

South Texas
Market . .

.

Toke a look at the FACTS—
To make a splash In the South Texas

market ... to show real form in

salesmanship in San Antonio . . . dive

into the facts and figures of KONO
Radio.

KONO offers you the most potent

salesmanship in South Texas ... the

largest San Antonio audience by far

—according to HOOPER, PULSE and

leading national and local advertisers.

If YOU buy time on FACTS—not

" II REPRESENSee your ||"H representative

or Clarke Brown

KOlNlO
SAN ANTONIO Radio

Timebuyers
at work

Dan Borg, Grey Advertising Agency, New York, thinks that despite

the broad inroads of tv, radio has returned to its winning ways and

today is a healthy competitor for audience and advertising dollars.

"Radio, if utilized properly, can be very selective in spite of its broad

scope and large coverage area," Dan says. "Assuming that certain

type programs appeal to people of

the same age, education, and

similar tastes, then through the

selection of programs and time

periods suitable to his needs, the

advertiser can choose the approxi-

mate age group, as well as sex, to

direct his advertising message to.

In addition, he can choose an at-

mosphere that will provide the

maximum receptiveness to his an-

nouncement and enable him to use

his dollars most efficiently." Also,

Dan adds, the comparative low cost of radio places it in a very good

position. With relatively few advertising dollars available to him,

the advertiser can take advantage of frequency and impact and

reach his desired audience at a low cost per contact. "We can

expect radio to maintain its competitive position for a long time."

Ben Pettick, Product Services, Inc., New York, reports how his

department works within a '"living budget". Ben says, "While a

client's funds are apportioned for certain markets, each area's allot-

ment is only approximated, never fixed. Monies float in and out of a

market as sales dictate. For instance, we may go into a market

expecting to spend a given sum of

money to realize a given return. If

the first few weeks show we've

underestimated the market's po-

tential, we up the budget to the

point where we expect the law of

diminishing returns will finally

set in. Conversely, if we've entered

a market too optimistically, we

quickly retrench and siphon off

the excess funds to more profit-

able areas. Thus, the client's

budget is a fluid fund pouring al-

ways toward the markets of greatest returns. As timebuyers. our

job includes studying weekly sales figures piped in to us by clients

so we can judge the efficiency of our buys and recommend possible

shifts in expenditure that will give us the maximum mileage."
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TV
JSUIDE

Best- selling weekly magazine in America

^

Be sure of your ratings

with TV Guide rating insurance

You as an advertiser want to insure high

ratings, with high sponsor identification.

Your agency wants to insure high rat-

ings, with high sponsor identification.

So do your stars . . .

Your stations . . .

Your producer . . .

Your director . . .

Your sales force . . .

Your retailers . . .

Program advertising in TV Guide maga-

zine is the answer. Across the nation, one
TV family in six reads it (6?. 9 million

circulation base, October 4)—and the
average reader reads it five times a day.
That audience alone is the equivalent of a
16 rating. And with TV Guide's 50
regional editions, you can fit your sched-

ule precisely to your station lineup,

without waste circulation.

TV Guide magazine is the national

watchword. Zoom in on TV Guide and
your ratings won't fade out

!

A WEEKLY MAGAZINE... A DAILY HABIT
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Leads the 7%\

Latest 1958 ratings in 30 typical citiie5

Cincinnati, Ohio
WKRC-TV—16.3

Detroit, Mich.
WXYZ-TV-13.3
Rock Island, III.

WHBF-
Chicago,

" GN-T
'

Charlotte, N.C.
WSOC-TV-13.3
Cleveland. Ohio
WEWS-16.5

BF-TV-27.5%

:ago, III. \
N-TV—10.0 J
rlotte, N.C. *

Dututh, Minn.
WDSM-TV-18.*
Kansas City, Mo.
KCMO-TV-17.9
Khoxville, Tenn.
WATE-TV-18.1
Lubbock, Tex.

KDUB-TV—15.5

Milwaukee, Wis.
WTMJ-TV—15.2

Minneapolis, Minn.
WCCO-TV— 12.7

New Orleans, La.

WDSU-TV-11.5

/

Indianapolis, Ind.

WFBM-TV—11.9

San Antonio, Tex.

KONO-TV-15.9

Rochester, N.Y.

WROC-TV—25.0

Buffalo, N.Y.

WBEN-TV-13.7
Baltimore, Md.
WMAR-TV-17.8
Dayton, Ohio
WHIO-TV—21.5

Louisville, Ky.

WHAS-TV—18.3

Seattle, Wash.
KOMO-TV-16.1
Binghamton, N.Y.

WNBF-TV-20.9
Tulsa, Okla.

KOTV-14.2

Spokane, Wash.
KREM-TV-13.5

Memphis, Tenn.
WHBQ-TV-14.4
Boston, Mass.
WNAC-TV-9.0
Portland, Ore.

KPTV-12.3

...and remember, the shoy

V\ is mostly slotted i|

fringe time period^

PRODUCED BY PETER DEMET I
DIRECTED BY SID GOLTZ '

. . . the people who do "All-Star Golf

The only TV Bowling Show sanctioned by American Bowling Congress



tOSFPER-T&OUGfflD
'h

'Average cost per 1,000 homes $^ ^7f\
per commercial minute JL« f \Jf

Average cost per 1,000 viewers
per commercial minute

Based on 30 typical markets presented on the left.

Championship Bowling now
available for Fall release . . .

26 featuring the World's Greatest Bowling

Stars, and Fred Wolf, America's

hour Shows! leading Bowling Sportscaster.

brand-new

Him SCHWIHMEK, INC.
HICAGO • main office • 75 E. Wacker Drive

FRanklin 2-4392

EW YORK • 527 Madison Ave.

ELdorado 5-4616 W^V
FREE FOR ASKING }

Comprehensive nc

study on the TV sports

picture, plus all the facts

on bowling.



MORE THAN
100%

Greater Lisrer.ing Audience

WILS

by Joe Csida

WILS 58.3

1.1:00 No.,, -ooO y ,.,

605
St a B 25.6 21.2

Sta. C 7.7 9.8

Sta. D 3.7 3.2

5000
LIVELY WATTS

MORE LISTENERS

THAN ALL OTHER STATIONS

HEARD IN LANSING COMBINED

LANSING

CONTACT

VENARD

RINTOUL &

McCONNELL, INC.

WILS
^0 0e»

s ŝ
s

ASSOCIATED WITH PONTIAC'S

WPON

Sponsor
backstage

Uhf and the FCC
The television circulation advertisers are able

to buy is. of course, determined to a substantial

extent by the basic form of the video outlets

themselves, i.e. vhf or uhf. extended or not, via

community antenna systems, satellite stations,

translators, or what have you. The history of tv

allocations has always been fascinating from the

da\ of the first assignments through the Great

Freeze, and the fuss over Miami Channel 10 right down to this very

minute. I reveal no secret when I remind one and all that uhf, gen-

erally, has had a rough time down through these years.

But fighting the good fight for the u's, and consequently the fight

for truly local television ( tv which smaller local merchants can

afford, and which does a public service job in the smaller communi-

ties I is William Lowell Putnam of Springfield, Mass. Mr. Putnam

whose initials, with a preceding W, constitute the call letters of his

television station, fights the fight fearlessly and successfully, and his

efforts may yet have a profound bearing on the ultimate face of

television itself.

Is a satellite the answer?

In 1955, when Bill Putnam moved into the picture, WWLP was

in the hole for $180,000. Last year the operation grossed better than

$1,000,000 and will show a tidy little profit. Basically, Bill did this

by building circulation. South of Springfield lay Hartford and New
Haven, Connecticut with solid tv stations of their own, so Bill Put-

nam turned northward to build his circulation beyond the immediate

vicinity of Springfield. He constructed a satellite station in Green-

field, Mass., Channel 32. This satellite serves, via the main station,

lower New Hampshire and upper Massachusetts. It got for WWLP
unduplicated audiences in Greenfield, Mass., Brattleboro, Vermont

and Keene, New Hampshire.

Bill discovered, however, that it cost almost as much to build a

satellite as it did to build a full-fledged station, which made the

expense of adding viewers inordinately high. Consequently, he ap-

plied for translator permits. Translators, of course, are low-cost

transmitters, capable of carrying a signal from a satellite into

ordinarily obstructed areas. Bill put up a translator in Claremont,

New Hampshire, and when it worked out extremely well, added

another in Lebanon, N. H. This latter installation also gave the

station coverage in White River Junction and Hanover, N. H. Bill's

little empire in western and northwestern New England has prospered

to such a degree that, in this time of recession when many smaller

vhfs are having their problems. UFH-WWLP is thriving mightily.

And like many another broadcaster who has made an outstanding

success of his own operations, Bill devotes considerable time to over-

all industry problems. He is the spark plug of the Committee for

Competitive Television, and has lead the fight in behalf of uhf,

generally. Typical of his hard-hitting approach to his business and

the general matter of allocations is Bill's testimony liefore the Senate
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KSO radio ON THE GO!
DES MOINES, IOWA

announces the appointment of

H"fC Representatives, Inc.

as national sales representatives

effective August 1

5000 watt regional channel

MUSIC • NEWS • SPORTS

TONY MOE vice-president and general manager
in association with Larry Bentson and Joe Floyd.

9 august 1958



,4.11

do better

with us in

PROVIDENCE"

<j # *

wice is the hottest station in

Rhode Island's capital—and it's

getting hotter all the time.

Ratings are Up. Listeners love
the Elliot touch in programming
—more music . . . more news . . .

more often. They go for our
heavy news coverage.

Business is Up. Month after
month, advertising volume is

ahead of last year. Very sound
reason for it

:

wit e delivers more listeners per
dollar than any other station
in the Greater Providence
Metropolitan Area!

The whole story is told in a new
color film on the Elliot Stations.
For a private showing at your
office, get in touch with us
or Avery-Knodel.

The ELLIOT STATIONS

WICE wcyE
Providence. Akron.

8REAT INOEPENOENTS • 8000 NEIGHBORS

- Sponsor backstage continued .

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Here (in part) is

what he told the Committee last May:

Local vs. national tv

"Perhaps we. as a station, do not believe in local television service.

All the signs certainly seem to indicate that this medium is becoming

a mechanism for the enhancement of national advertisers exclusively.

In most of our stations with vast coverage overlapping several

markets the rates have priced the local advertiser right off the log.

Thus, at some time, we should determine if this medium is to be of

service to local interests at all, and having made this decision one can

then quite easily determine whether community antennas are being

presentl) operated in a manner consistent with that decision. . . .

"Community antennas provide a service only to densely populated

areas where it pays an operator to wire up the town. He thus siphons

off the cream of a market and puts the local broadcaster, who pro-

vides a free service, right out of business. And gentlemen, I know

whereof I speak, for there are 12 CATV operations within my sta-

tions' Grade A area, and to date only two of them carry my signal

—

none of them carry my local competitor and they all carry signals

from stations twice as far from their antennas as mine and delivering

much weaker signals—and I carry the full schedule of NBC. . . .

"This Committee has come up with extensive studies and much

testimony on the subject and has indicated to the Federal Communi-

cations Commission that they should get on the ball and do some-

thing, and still nobody does anything. This Committee thereupon

adjourns the subject for two years with nothing having been accom-

plished. It might appear that nobody really cares. A lot of lip serv-

ice is given by distinguished gentlemen, including yourselves, to the

principles of local service and competitive equality but when it comes

to concrete action you haven't done a great deal and I begin to

wonder if you really mean to . .
."

Is uhf a political problem?

Then in discussing the technical findings re vhf and uhf of the

Television Allocations Study Organization, Bill further said:

".
. . this Commission has gone and set up a supposedly engineer-

ing group to find an answer to a political problem, and I believe

that to a political problem you need a political answer and I think

we have enough politicians in this room to tell us that no matter what

technical arguments there may be, for or against any particular plan,

if it requires a political answer, that's what it ought to get, that's what

it will get sooner or later—we may as well be honest about it. . . .

"If uhf is actually the superior technical service that it appears to

be, then maybe that's the place for television as the original alloca-

tions plans suggested some 15 years ago. If, on the other hand, such

a removal is politically too hard to undertake, then it is criminal of

this Committee and the FCC to perpetuate the use of the uhf portion

of the band for broadcasting purposes, and I think it is high time

this practice was brought to an end. . .
."

I really don't know enough about the over-all situation to know

whether uhf will ever become the predominant service in video or

not ... or even whether community antenna systems should or

should not be forced to pick up local station service nearest them

rather than network services further away. But I know that if uhf

and the smaller station operators had a few more champions like

Hill Putnam they'd certainly stand a good chance. ^
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[ just shot the agency's time-buyer .

.

. . . because he didn't know enough to buy KFWB in Los Angeles. This guy

was making his time buys from out-dated media information. He was

unaware that, since COLOR RADIO came to Los Angeles in January, KFWB

shows substantial gains in share-of-audience in every rating service:

Hooper UP 67.5% . . . Nielsen UP 82.7% . . . Pulse UP 37.1%.

The next time-buyer in this shop had better watch his step.

HE'LL BE SMART, AND BUY KFWB.

98
6419 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28 HOLLYWOOD 3-5151

ROBERT M. PURCELL, president and general manager 'MILTON H.KLEIN, sales manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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famous

on the local scene

. . . yet known

throughout the nation
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Independence Hall, site of the signing

of the Declaration of Independence

in Philadelphia, has become the national

symbol of freedom. By the same token,

Storer Broadcasting Company has achieved

national recognition because of its

dynamic influence on the communities it

serves. Sales success in all Storer

markets continues to emphasize that

a Storer station is a local station.

ifflh
-EEESu/Vv " flfmi't^ .
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NOW
THERE'S A DETERGENT!"

W(;.\-TY commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming
keeps folks watchidg. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

sonic WdN-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

MORE
radio homes at the

LOWEST
cost per home

of any station in the

Heart of Florida

fo the Suncoasf

WSUN Radio
St. Petersburg-Tampa

Represented by VENARD, RINTOUL &
McCONNELL

Southeastern: (AMES S AYERS

49th and
Madison

What's wrong with radio

i would like in presenl the viewpoint

( I one lower-echelon employee of the

broadcasting industry, as to what hap-

pened to radio during the lasl decade.

Twenty-five years of planning, pro-

motion, and creativeness went down
the drain with the introduction of com-
mercial tv. 1 ou, client, and station

representative alike, were guilty of

maladministration as a result of your

inordinate enthusiasm toward subsi-

dizing the new medium.

Tv proved itself to be an insatiable

monster in its ability to consume time,

money, and imagination; your capac-

ity to cope with ensuing problems left

little time or money for proper main-

tenance of the welfare of radio.

Thus, the small independent station

with limited budget, was given the

oh-so-very green light. Opportunity

knocked, and the small independent

opened the door with a vengeance!

Its low-budget jukebox "spot" type of

operation, now with no longer any

competition from imaginative pro-

graming—zoomed in popularity.

Too late, and in desperation, the

50,000 natter then began to mimic the

apparently successful 1,000 and 5,000

watters. And, unless you reverse the

I rend soon, a once-successful avenue of

advertising will resolve itself into a

piddling automative second-rate oper-

ation; but it will now require heroic

and drastic maneuvering away from

your current sharp-pencil practices.

When 50,000 watters castrate serv-

ices and facilities in an attempt to re-

duce overhead down to the level of

1,000's, what hope can there be to in-

duce major advertisers to sink more
than token amounts of their ad budgets

into the resultant comparatively-inef-

fective selling medium of 1958-type

radio?

II you so highl) respect the theoreti-

cal and controversial survey tech-

niques, why don't you also respect

KNOWN and INDISPUTABLE prac-

tical FACTS? If a given client spent

;iven amount to reach a proportion

60,000,000 radios in 1948—why

then should that same client logically

decline to reach the same proportion

of the 740.0iM).(iii(i sets available in

1958?

Is it naive to believe that one answer

to radio's dilemma MIGHT be: to

once again start transmitting interest-

ing, variable, imaginative, and SALE-
ABLE programing ... to once again,

as was accomplished thirty years ago,

find the means to spend money to

make money in the same medium you

have since so carelessly abandoned?

Clifford G. Mueller

Chicago, III.

Reader Mueller
. we think ihere
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-> J»l> ; and 3) many ,,, firms a
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»ft John Blair's analysis < .,,!,..
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Correction:

In the 1958 Falls Facts Basics you

listed WDXB Chattanooga as a station

in the Dixie Network. This is an error,

as WDXB is not a member of the

Dixie Network.

Would you please issue a correction

on this because both John North of

the Dixie Network and Steve French

of WDXB in Chattanooga are natural-

ly disturbed by this.

Lloyd George Venard

president, Venard, Rintoul &
McConnell, Inc., New York

Media Evaluation Study

From time to time, in my media re-

search activities. I have come into con-

tact with sponsor's All Media Evalua-

tion Study. The scope and content of

same has never failed to interest and

impress me.

I would deeply appreciate your for-

warding a copy to me at the New York

office.

T. J. Plesser

director, project development

A. J. Wood & Co., New York

• We'll do so with pleasure. The riroundwork
i, now being laid for the seeond All Media Eval-

uation Studs and SPONSOR will shortly on-

noim.e its pul.li, alio!, plans.
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Consistent and interesting program-
ming for women listeners is one rea-

son the Beeline delivers more for the

money. Katherine Kitchen has been a

Beeline feature for 25 years. Thou-
sands of loyal listeners tune in and
frequently respond directly by mail or

phone. In addition, Katherine Kitchen
is featured in McClatchy Bee news-
papers.

As a group purchase, these moun-
tain-ringed radio stations deliver more
radio homes than any other combin-
ation of competitive stations . . . at

far the lowest cost-per-thousand.

(Nielsen & SR&D)

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative

SPONSOR • 9 AUGUST 1958
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kly during daytime, this i _

the 24th largest radio market in the nation. Its

kly audience is larger by 711% than

'itte radio competitor.
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Crest Toothpaste, with

parallel campaigns in TV
and print, one of eight ma-

jor brands singled out for

attacks by the ADA.

Do dentists have a case against tv?

^ Dentists have voiced bitter complaints to Congress

about "reckless, misleading" toothpaste advertising claims

^ But a SPONSOR study reveals that the toothpaste

advertisers have strong arguments on their side, too

I he withering blast of criticism,

delivered in Washington last month
by the American Dental Association,

against the toothpaste claims of such

air-media giants as Lever, Colgate.

P&G and Bristol-Myers, has deeper

implications than the usual "we hate

advertising" fracas.

Appearing before the House sub-

committee on legal and monetary

affairs, headed by Rep. J. A. Blatnik

(Dem., Minn.), ADA representatives

demanded a new type of legislation to

protect the public against "reckless ad-

vertising."

Such legislation, if ever enacted,

would impose new "burden of proof
standards on any advertiser using a

health theme.

Since, in radio and tv commercials,

health is the dominant copy line (not

only for toothpastes, but for food,

cosmetics, toiletries, cigarettes, and

even, sponsor hears, in forthcoming

washing machine commercials), future

activities of the Blatnik group deserve

serious attention from the radio/tv

industry.

ADA spokesmen, citing claims by

eight major brands (Crest, Gleem,

Pepsodent, Ammident, Ipana, Colgate,

Brisk, Stripe) as "horrible examples,"

asked Congress for laws which, in

effect, would require the vast majority

of air-media advertisers to "pre-

register" copy campaigns in advance

of broadcast with a government

agency, together with supporting scien-

tific evidence.

Headaches, problems and paper

work involved by any such legislation

would be staggering, say agency and

advertising leaders.

Not only that, but there's consider-

able doubt that the ADA has a suffi-

ciently strong case against the denti-

frice advertisers to justify any such

demands.

sponsor's own check with toothpaste

manufacturers, agencies, radio and tv

representatives (as well as the ADA)
revealed these pros and cons for the

argument:

• The dentists are basing their objec-

tions to dentifrice commercials on

three specific copy claims: 1) pre-
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• r,, 3U] strongly-worded
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i itici \D V has paraded a
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, i produced an) docu-

si ientific c\ idence.

manufacturers, on the other

land, can point to long, costly,

comprehensive research on each

point.

• Main veteran industr) observers be-

lieve thai while the dentists ma)

have some grounds for reasonable

complaints, the) have weakened their

case b) over-stating it. and b) try-

ing to criticize too much.

Here arc the factors involved:

Once-a-day brushing. This theme

was Ersl used 1>\ (deem ("For people

who just can't brush after every meal")

and was based on the apparently sound

statistical evidence that most people

brush even less often (3.85 brushings

per week according to P&G figures).

(deem's big success I
it lias captured

an estimated 209? "f the total market)

has (aught the eye of other big denti-

frice spenders. Colgate now claims to

fight tooth deca) all da) "with just

one brushing." And an ADA spokesman

says acidl) that "past experience with

dentifrice advertising" leads them to

suspect that all manufacturers will soon

adopt this line.

Dentists are particularly violent in

their objections to the "once-a-day"

theme.

Dr. Harry Lyons, dean of the School

of Dentistry of the Medical College,

charged that it led listeners and

viewers to believe that "once-a-day"

Colgate Ad

Illustrates

Dentists'
1

3 Big Complaints

Fight Tooth Decay. ADA
maintains that no denti-

frice has any "thera-

peutic" effect.

Bad Breath, say den-

tists, has many organic

causes, cannot be pre-

ted bv using denlri-

Just One Brushing. Ads

or commercials featur-

ing this story are caus-

ing Americans to neglect

their teeth, according to

ADA.

Wearl) all leading dentifrices use

one or more of these claims in radio

mil it commercials.

I nushing could be substituted for "oral

hygiene measures long recommended

b) dentists." He went to on say that

to mislead the public in this regard

is to "work deliberately against the

public welfare."

Agency and drug leaders checked by

SPONSOR doubted strenuously whether

there was any "deliberate attempt to

mislead."

They did point out, however, that

the impact of broadcast advertising is

tremendous. And that it is quite possi-

ble that some listeners and viewer-.

particularly children, may be using

the toothpaste claims as an excuse for

neglecting their teeth.

If this is happening (and so far the

ADA is relying on the testimony of a

few expert witnesses, rather than on

any conclusive field study), then prob-

ably the "once-a-day" theme should

be changed or adapted.

Bad breath claims. Drug company
executives believe that the dentists are

on much shakier ground with the "bad

breath" theme, now used in most denti-

frice commercials.

According to ADA testimony in

Washington, such advertising is giving

the public a "false sense of security"

about the "diseases of the nose,

sinuses, lungs and gastro-intestinal

tract" which can cause bad breath.

"That's nonsense!" said a well-

known drug man in a telephone inter-

view with sponsor. "The American

public has been fascinated for years

with the whole subject of bad breath,

and with easy, harmless, inexpensive

ways to correct it.

"It's ridiculous to suppose that the

anti-bad-breath advertising for tooth-

paste, Listerine, or Life Savers has any

harmful effects. For most people, bad

breath is a social, emotional problem

—not a deep, dark, physical matter.

"Besides that, the efficiency, or lack

of efficiency, of anything sold for bad

breath is easily measured. All you need

is a quick person-to-person test."

But to Dr. Donald A. Wallace, of

the University of Illinois, it is not as

simple as that. He testified that scien-

tific data do not justify broad claims

that dentifrices can prevent or elimi-

nate bad breath. And here's where a

real hassle begins.

Bad breath advertising for a tooth-

paste was used first by Colgate with

the Bates agency receiving trade credit

for adapting the old halitosis theme.

Bates reportedly spent $300,000 on

research to support the Colgate claims.
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TOP-SELLING TOOTHPASTES ON THE MARKET TODAY
(All spend Major Share of id Budgets in Ail Media)

"*'f""34fr

ip»5a= ipana
PLUS

Company Colgate P&G Lever P&G

Est. % of Market* 30% 20% in'; 9%

Advertised Ingredient Gardol GL-70 # Fluoristan

Agency Bates Compton FC&B B&B

Company Bristol-Myers Bristol-My,ristol-Myers Colgate

Est. % of Market* 7% 4% 3%

Advertised Ingredient Hexachlorophine

Agency JWT

' SPONSOR ICsti

But presumably this, and subsequent

Colgate studies, are being completely

ignored by ADA.
Anti-decay themes. The real head-

on battle between dentists and adver-

tisers reaches a crashing climax, how-

ever, with the so-called "anti-decay"

claims.

Here there's a direct conflict of testi-

mony, as one network continuity man
pointed out to sponsor, it's just a case

of "which experts do you believe?"

Dr. Sholem Pearlman, assistant sec-

retary of the ADA Council on Dental

Therapeutics, asserted flatly that "no

dentifrice available today" has any sig-

nificant value in preventing tooth

decay.

Such companies as Colgate and P&G,

with millions of dollars at stake, cite

with equal firmness their own continu-

ing research on fluorides, anti-enzimes,

and other chemicals to justify their ad

claims.

A Colgate spokesman told sponsor

that in the development of Gardol

(whose familiar tv "invisible shield"

was the target of ADA gibes) that ex-

tensive studies were conducted not only

in Colgate's own laboratories, but also

by leading dental research authorities

in university laboratories. Effective-

ness of Gardol was "substantiated by

large-scale clinical tests in several geo-

graphical locations."

Similar studies and tests have been

conducted by P&G and widely publi-

cized in their tv advertising, particu-

larly for Crest. Other scientific research

on anti-decay is being done by Lever,

Bristol-Myers and smaller dentifrice

manufacturers.

ADA, on the other hand, calls such

studies "limited" and "inadequate,"

but has not as yet responded to FTC
Chairman John Gwynne's suggestion

that it produce scientific data in

refutation.

Few industry officials, interviewed

by sponsor, feel that the ADA has

presented a clear-cut case.

One thing genuinely deplored by

dentifrice executives is the manner and

tone of the ADA testimony.

The Washington hearings bristled

with such phrases as "gross exaggera-

tion, misleading distortions" and

charges that the manufacturers are

only out to "make a fast buck."

The dentists seem to regard the man-

ufacturers as their bitter and violent

enemies. One ADA spokesman told

sponsor, "They are going to fight back

and fight back harder than ever."

On the other hand, direct conversa-

tions with leading toothpaste advertis-

ing men fail to reveal any such pugna-

cious attitude.

Most regretted the ADA attacks, and

most reflected the feelings of a Colgate

statement that "dental health is our

objective too," just as it is of the

dental profession and government

agencies.

In advertising circles, the dentifrice

industry is usually thought to have a

more-than-ordinary regard for its pub-

lic responsibility.

sponsor's own check with radio and

tv sources revealed few complaints or

bitterness about toothpaste copy.

Network continuity departments re-

ported no listener beefs, and said that

while they always check dentifrice

claims carefully, that manufacturers

had invariably substantiated their copy

with "impressive documentation."

FTC Chairman Gwynne said at the

hearings that offenses in toothpaste ad-

vertising were "relatively minor" com-

pared to the "greed and trickery" he

had seen in other parts of the business

world.

And many business men give tooth-

paste advertising, particularly in radio

(Please turn to page 70)
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Why Prudential likes public service

Plana foi Prudential's uew i\ strategy were

mapped bj client with help of (1 to r)

Reai h-Mc< linton's Thomas P. Crolius, a.e.;

II. L McClinton, president; Robert W.

Robb, senioi v.p., account supervisor

Publir MT\ie<- ((inmieicial- were produced

li\ the agency's 'I t<> r) Werner Michel,

\.p. in charge of radi<>-t\: Ted Okon, tv

producer; Herman Raucher, copywriter on

the Prudential Insurance Company account

^ New public service messages on Prudential's network

tv show will add prestige to the insurance company's name

^ Television is Prudential's most important door-opener

for the firm's 25,000 insurance agents throughout the U.S.

I his week, the Prudential Insurance

Co. of America used the first of its

series of public service messages on its

$4.5 million t\ show. The Twentieth

Century, in lieu of the company's

regular commercials.

What makes a multi-million adver-

tiser with a chunk) stake in high-cost

t\ rule out commercials on half its

hows and decide to air "Messages for

Americans" instead of selling?

"These messages, which deal with

such subjects as 'confidence in Amer-

ica." "mental health' and 'education,'

are actually part of Prudential's cor-

porate concern." Rob Robb, Reach-

VlcClinton senior v. p. and account

supervisor on Prudential for seven

vcars. told SPONSOR. "They will also

add to Prudential's prestige."

The last sentence is the key to Pru-

dential's soft-sell philosophy. Even the

firm's "selling" commercials actually

have the institutional flavor. The new
strategy, however, which involves the

entire commercial time on half of the

insurance company's weekly Sunday

6:30-7:00 p.m. CBS TV telecasts, goes

an unusual step further.

Renrj I". "T\" Kennedy, Prudential

advertising director, together with

Reach-McClinton executives, took their

new concept to the Advertising Coun-

cil when it was still in the birthing

stage. With the Advertising Council,

these men went over the list of subjects

that the Council is concerned with and

picked the most appropriate ones.

Once the concept was worked out,

the agency's t\ \.p. Werner Michel

and his staff went to work on translat-

ing thought into celluloid. The) worked

the educational messages into dramatic

storyboards, and called in Robert Law-

ence Productions and Terrytoons.

I he upshot : An off-beat comluna-

l i of fine arts ami documentar) film

ique in keeping with the iraport-

the messages.

Says agency producer Ted Okon:
"W e decided to stay away from the

wheat field shots and try something

unusual, hence more attention-getting.

Wr

hat we came up with is a technique

that hasn't been used in tv commer-
cials to date. It's neither animation

nor limited animation. Instead, it's

flexible use of camera on fine and

original art work."

Movement is also provided by the

unusual script work of agency copy-

writer Herman Raucher. a young man
with many free-lance tv credits to his

name. Raucher wrote the scripts in

quatrair Rackground music

'ricana feel, providedcontinues the An
by a guitar.

How can this approach sell insur-

ance policies?

"Prudential has known for a long

lime that nobody picks up his phone

and calls an insurance agent because

of the commercials," says account ex-

ecutive Reach-McClinton v. p. and

Thomas Crolius. "What tv does do,

and does so effectively, is to precondi-

tion viewers for the agent's call."

Because of this sales problem, com-

mon to all insurance companies, Pru-

dential has been particularly conscious

of helping its 25,000 agents become

well-integrated and accepted in their

communities. (See "How to insure

full value from network tv," SPONSOB

10 August 1957.)

While the messages themselves are

entirely of a public service nature,

they're led into by a brief live-action

film introduction delivered l>\ Pruden-

tial's announcer Bill Shipley: "From

the Prudential Insurance Company of

America ... A Message for Vmeri-

cans . . .

This introduction, staged in a library

setting, with camera cutting from Ship-

lev to Prudential's logo in the hook

in his hand, firmlv ties sponsor in with

the public service message. <^
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^ The large agencies have no monopoly on good men,

says William Hillenbrand, president of Bryan Houston

^ The medium-sized agency, he adds, is attracting

talent by offering admen part ownership in the firm

What attracts top agency personnel?

I here is a widely held theory in the

advertising business that, because of

the pressure for client services, there

will eventually be only two kinds of

agencies—big ones for clients who need

a full range of services and small ones

for clients who can't afford such aid.

William R. Hillenbrand, president

of Bryan Houston, begs to differ.

There will always be, he says, effective

medium-sized agencies— a category

into which Houston, with estimated

1958 billings of $17.5 million, falls.

Hillenbrand will wager that the

staffs of medium-sized agencies stack

up competitively against the large

shops. The idea that the big agencies

attract better talent is a fallacy, he

holds.

"There is no room in an agency of

our size for cub copywriters, executive

trainees or assistant account execu-

tives. The medium-sized agency is, of

necessity, staffed only with experienced

people.

"We can attract top talent for a

number of reasons. First of all, some

people don't like to work at a big

agency. Secondly, while some of the

big agencies pay better salaries than

we do, it doesn't mean a man working

there will make more money in the

long run."

Salary, Hillenbrand points out, is

not the only way to make a buck. At

Houston, the great American dream

of capital gains is fulfilled by making

key personnel part owners. There are

quite a few who participate in stock

ownership and, presumably, a hand-

some estate at some future time.

The claim by large agencies that

they can afford top people because

salaries are amortized over more ac-

William R. Hillenbrand has worked for two firms during his entire business life: Proctei

and Gamble and Bryan Houston, including a short period with Houston's predeces

Sherman & Marquette. The medium-sized agency, he says, offers clients unique advanta

counts gets short shrift from Bryan

Houston's president.

"This is a queer idea to me," he

says. "It only means that this experi-

enced manpower is spread thinly over

more accounts."

As delineated by Hillenbrand, key

characteristics of an agency of Hous-

ton's size are speed and flexibility. The

basics of direction, philosophy and

strategy "are not lost in a maze of

people, organizational groups and com-

mittees." Yet, Hillenbrand maintains,

the medium-sized agency can offer just

as main services as the behemoths.

Hillenbrand describes Houston as an

"over-all agency operation" in distinc-

tion to the "team operation" at the

large agencies. By this, he explains,

he means that management is aware of

the problems, opportunities and direc-

tion of every client. "If all our account

men are out with the plague, manage-

ment can take over without any

trouble. I'll bet that some clients at

big agencies haven't even met the

top brass."

The "concentrated attention" to all

accounts by agency principals is an

advantage of the medium-sized agency

that can't, in Hillenbrands' view, he

stressed too much.

In touting the Houston agency's

talent, Hillenbrand ticked off a number

of names. "Take Pat Gorman, our

marketing v. p. He was advertising

manager at Philip Morris and also

advertising manager for Pall Mall.

Bryan Houston was executive v. p.

for Coca-Cola and advertising man-

ager at Sohio. In the media depart-

ment. Robert Boulware was commercial
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Bouquel account i- destined shortly

to depart. W hen il does, it will mark

the lir- 1 time in Bryan Houston's short

histor) I
it- tii-i lull year was 1954 i

that no Colgate brand will be repre-

sented among the agency's customers.

Formerl) the New York office of Sher-

man and Marquette, Bryan Houston

started heavil) loaded with Colgate

business, subsequently was severed

from Halo. Veto and Ajax. the latter

corraled b) McCann-Erickson, the arch

apostle "I agenc) bigness.

Despite these losses, by the end of

the year, Hillenbrand predicts, Bryan

Houston will be billing at the rate of

|20 million annually, a peak figure

for the agency. The billings for 1958

are expected to reach $17.5 million, of

which 5595 will go into air media.

For the first six months of the year

65^5 of Houston's tv billings went into

the network category.

Sparking the rise in billings this

year after a dip in 1957 are Remington

Hand International 1 which has distri-

bution in '\'l foreign countries) and

such brands as Heublein's Maypo and

Whitehall's Dristan. Maypo is going

national. mainl) as a result of a series

of w i 1 1 \ animated cartoons with a

named "Marky" who en-

1 onsumers enough to send

sales whizzing up.
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Uhf: pockets of strength

^ Comparison of NCS Nos. 2 and 3 shows audience

drop of 8% in two years; stations down from 89 to 77

^ Some bright spots: Of 30 states with reportable

uhf audiences, 19 showed increases over 1956 figures

I hat uhf is not setting the world on

fire has been apparent for some time.

This week a detailed picture of uhf

audiences, released by the A. C. Niel-

sen Co., confirmed what admen had

been assuming: I'hf audiences are

declining—slowly, perhaps, but declin-

ing, nevertheless.

There were some bright spots in the

report and indications that, while a

shakeout of the weaker sisters has left

the medium with fewer stations, what's

left is more strongly-entrenched.

No projections of uhf's future audi-

ence accompanied the report. However,

the Nielsen material put the spotlight

on uhf at a time of widespread feeling

that uhf has reached a plateau—with

little likelihood of its going up or

down. There's not much expectation

that any action will be taken vis-a-vis

uhf in Washington this year. The odds,

therefore, are v/ith any research man
who goes along on the assumption

that the Nielsen uhf picture will be

valid for some time.

The Nielsen figures on uhf represent

publication of the first detailed data

on NCS No. 3 and contain uhf com-

parisons, on a county-by-county basis,

with NCS No. 2. Field work on NCS
No. 3 was done during March and

April of this year while the NCS No.

2 data-gathering was done exactly two

years earlier.

Highlights of the report:

• The number of active uhf viewing

homes declined 8% since NCS No. 2.

• The number of reportable uhf

stations I any station which reaches at

least 10' < of the total homes in a

county at least once a month) has

gone down from 89 in 1956 to 77 in

1958.

• The 1958 uhf stations serve 306

counties while the 1956 stations served

389 counties.

• While the 77 stations now re-

Three Nielsen executives discuss plans at final sales conference for NCS No. 3, from

I ilata was taken. They are, in the usual order, George Blechta, v.p., John

ecutive m>. and Henry Rahmel, general inanagi-i all from Broadcast Division,

. Nielsen Co. Uhf material represents first detailed figures from the coverage study
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>ut a slow, over-all decline

HERE'S WHAT'S HAPPENED TO UHF DURING 1956 AND 1958

Section of U.S.

Uhf Statioj

NCS #2
1956

is Reportable =

NCS #3 I

1958

Active Uhj 1 iewer Homes
NCS #3

1958 % change

Total U.S. 89 77 3,864,560 3,563,960 -8

New England 5 7 267,270 344,010 +29

Middle Atlantic 19 15 697,580 764,150 + 10

East North Central 29 30 1 ,257,220 1 ,440,520 + 15

West North Central 2 1 155,720 24,960 -84

South Atlantic 16 9 614,920 391,470 -36

East South Central 4 6 163,610 212,410 +30
West South Central 6 3 242,090 97,140 -60

Mountain

Pacific 8 6 466,150 289,300 -38

ported reach fewer counties, seven out

of 10 homes in these 306 counties use

uhf compared to six out of 10 homes

in the 389 counties served two years

ago.

While the Nielsen figures report sub-

stantially all uhf viewing, some mar-

ginal data were not used. All the figures

above are based on counties in which

at least 10% of the total homes re-

ported viewing a uhf station at least

once during the month preceding the

interview or receipt of the mail ballot.

In other words, if a county showed

5% of its homes viewing one or more
uhf stations during the preceding

month, those figures were not included.

Reason: sample size cannot provide

figures of acceptable accuracy below

the 10% cutoff.

Also not included are homes getting

uhf reception through translator sta-

tions or homes receiving uhf in areas

where a station is temporarily broad-

. casting on both the uhf and vhf bands.

However, uhf reception via community

antennas are included.

While the decline in uhf homes is

fairly small, the drop took place dur-

ing a time when over seven million

new tv homes were being added. Con-

sequently, while uhf homes represented

about 11% of all tv homes during the

spring of 1956, today they represent

about 8%.
The Nielsen study showed a wide

variation in the uhf trend since 1956.

Of the 30 states where uhf audiences

were reported for either NCS Nos. 2

or 3, 19 actually showed increases. The
percentage changes varied from plus

69 to minus 96. It was obvious that,

in some areas, uhf had dug in deep.

For example, of the 306 counties with

reportable uhf audiences this year, 64

had uhf usage of 90% or better.

While uhf pockets are spread

around, the Nielsen material pointed

up the fact they are spread unevenly.

About 40% of the active uhf homes

are in the East North Central states,

which comprise Illinois, Indiana,

Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin. Illinois

alone has over 400,000. But Penn-

sylvania is the most important uhf

state with 477,370 viewing homes.

The Nielsen material, while complete

in its way, gives no measure of the

amount of uhf viewing. It represents a

counting of heads with no indication

of the amount of viewing done, other

than the minimum of tuning in once

a month.

With a sample as large as the uhf

viewing group and the fact that it is

spread around the country, it might
normally be considered fairly repre-

sentative. However, to assume uhf

viewing is similar to vhf viewing in

terms of hours would be fallacious

because of the varying competitive

conditions in intermixed markets. For
example, where a market has two "v's"

and one "u," it is likely that uhf view-

ing is, on the average, less than in a

market with two "u's" and one "v."

The hard truth of this was brought

home recently when NBC announced
it was giving up the ghost on WBUF,
the uhf outlet it owns in Buffalo, a

three-station market with two "v's."

The network had poured $1.5 million

into new plant and equipment two

years ago and plunked down additional

money on promotion to step up con-

versions in the market. Conversions

(Please turn to page 70)
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A preview of some

new tv commercials

this fall

Around the world shaving with
Schick is the theme of Schick

Razor's new $4 million ad cam-

paign. "Around the World in 80

Days" characters Phileas Fogg
and Passepartout will be the cen-

tral characters in each of the ani-

mated commercials, while individ-

ual characters will be introduced

appropriate to the locales used.

Some locations: France, Spain,

India, Japan, Africa (pictured

above I, Hong Kong (also pictured

above). The commercials will be

the focal point of a heavy national

spot campaign. Agency: Compton.

Institutional advertising with no mention of the sponsor's name is part of the Michigan Consoli-

Company's campaign of one-minute spots. Among other gas co.'s tying in with the

ssociation's two-year campaign (via Playhouse 90, others), the regional gas com-

selling strictl) "natural gas, naturally"' via an animated series. Part of a one-minute story-

ibove. Vgencj is MacManus, John & Adams.

GAS



Testing a potential trade mark is what Mennen

Products will be doing this fall. CBS TV's Terry-

toons has created the bunny for Mennen; Mennen

will be using him extensively. With no definite long-

range plans to continue the hare as a corporate im-

age, Mennen will be testing him in spots this fall.

Agency is Cunningham & Walsh.

Straight-forward sales message via a pantsless an-

nouncer is not a washing machine commercial, but

one Doyle-Dane-Bernbach has created for Chem-

strand's acrilan fall slacks. Dynamic message gets

across when the announcer takes his slacks from the

machine, shakes them out, puts them on and goes out.

Commercial starts this month on Jefferson Drum,

will be used on the same program this fall.

Fantasy is the theme that will be carried through

this fall in the Kellogg national spot campaign. Pic-

tured above on the oversized MGM-TV set for the

Corn Flakes commercials (via Leo Burnett) are

MGM officials and the little boy, who, after eating his

Corn Flakes, grows larger than house size (with the

use of opticals, not small sets). Philosophy behind

the campaign, which will be used in some of Kel-

logg's national spot kiddie programs: appeal to

youngsters who want to grow big to eat nourishing

food.

Jax Beer, a large regional brewer, has come up with

a series of humorous spots using live filming of pup-

pet characters. Entire filming of the 18 spots was

done for Jax's agency, Fitzgerald Advertising (New

Orleans), by Allan Swift, in a total of three weeks.

Feature of the spot campaign is that each one spoofs

a well-known institution; i.e. Arthur Godfrey's Talent

Scouts (pictured above). Other spoofs: Dragnet,

Person-to-Person, This Is Your Life, the Oscar Award
ceremony. $64,000 Question. The campaign has

caught on well in the Jax areas.

wm GAS<



IV' zak enters radio music fray will

| his tzak Corp. (purveyors

,,; i! -. il in music » will enter

ihi programing business with a

rvice thai should stir up the

n roll vs. "good music" contro-

ii more.

Muzak's service will bean automatic

radio programing system (via its APS

Division i on tape, along with fullv

automatic time-synchronized equip-

ment which will play back the music

program and inject commercials, pub-

lic service announcements, etc.

The programs, according to Muzak,

will consist of "distinctive orchestral

arrangements of popular standards,

Age breakdown of music lisrene s*

18-25 26-35 36-50 Over 50

Like Dislike Like Dislike i Like Dislike Like Dislike

Popular Dance 90.5% 9.5% 81.5% 18.5% 86.6% 13.4% 81.3% 18.7%

(Foxtrot, Hit Parade,
1'.. (ml. ii Standards)

Jazz 76.0° o 24.0% 52.2% 47.8% 38.5% 61.5% 29.2% 70.8%
g Roll, Swing

& Jive. Bines)

Semi-Classical 40.8% 59.2% 65.1% 34.9% 79.5% 20.5% 80.0% 20.0%

Waltzes 63.2% 36.8% 82.1% 17.9% 93.0% 7.0% 97.3% 2.7%

Classical 31.5% 68.5% 55.3% 44.7% 65.9% 34.1% 54.5% 45.5%

Polkas 54.4% 45.6% 50.3% 49.7% 77.9% 22.1% 79.4% 20.6%

Hawaiian 70.0- 30.0% 60.3% 39.7% 82.0% 18.0% 87.9% 12.1%

Country & Western 63.7% 36.3% 47.5% 52.5% 64.1% 35.9% 73.0% 27.0%

spiced with popular favorites of the

day, drawn largely from top Broadwaj

musicals and movies."

Muzak's new programing serv ice will

ignore rock 'n roll las well as vocals)

on the basis of its research into the

public's music preferences. The music

firm conducts monthly surveys of these

preferences among office and factory

employees, asks for specific musical

likes and dislikes, and breaks down the

results according to sex, age, education

and occupation.

Muzak believes there is a need for

its musical fare on the premise that

radio stations today—especially those

featuring rock 'n roll and Top 40—are

not offering the adult listening audi-

ence the type of music it prefers. As
evidence, it offers a survey of adult

musical preferences in 1957 (see chart

at left) in which "jazz"' fares poorest

among older listeners. In fact, says

Muzak, the average adult first tires,

and then rebels, at any form of contin-

uous strident music. Also the average

adult tends to tire of vocal selection

quicker than instrumental selections.

Survey shows what shapes clients' vie*

Huw do clients form their impres-

sions of advertising agencies before

Mm \ select one?

This was the focal question in a

public relations survey conducted by

former SPONSOR senior editor Evelyn

Konrad.

The answers, derived from depth-

• - with 50 top client admen.

up the importance of advertis-

es coverage in the advertising

trade press and newspaper columns,

interviewed scored their own
from their track

at 82 Vc fin terms of number
and priority of mention I ; newspaper
and trade ut agencies at

other

admen within inning

third al I

I he type its pegged
,i- most influei I ':d once more
"M ili«- niiiiil. ntions admen

gave them and the order of the impor-

tance they stressed, are again indica-

tive of opinion-forming in the adver-

tising industry.

Here's the breakdown of client reac-

tion to various types of stories:

Track record on other accounts,

such as interesting campaigns.. 91%
Account changes 72%
Loss of top-level management

personality 68%
Loss of top-level department head 57%
New research technique 48%
Agency billing ..... 41%
Acquisition of new top-level man-

agement personality 39" -

Acquisition of new top-level de-

partment head 2 1' <

While definitive studies in opinion-

forming are difficult to make, this

does help point up some of the

influences that precondition clients'

views about advertising agencies.

;r sponsor

editor, now heading up Evelyn Konrad Pub-

lic Relation.-., made advertiser survey through

interview-technique to determine what pre-

conditions clients' views of ad agencies

The over-all survey on agency public

relations (See "The agency's role in

tv show publicity," sponsor 14 June

1958, and "What clients think of the

top agencies," sponsor 2 August 1958)

helps point up the varying functions of
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ew service
Edward Hochhauser, Jr., general

manager of Muzak's APS Division,

claims that most disk jockeys play

rock 'n roll music solely for teenagers

because they are a vocal group, even

though they constitute only 10.1% of

our population. Hochhauser maintains

that advertisers selling products to

adults—who do most of the big-ticket

buying—do not get an adult audience

on the majority of today's radio

stations.

Muzak's new music programing

service is not expected to replace

disk jockey programs, classical music

broadcasts, dramatic shows or any of

the other forms of radio programs

which have been designed to capture

specific segments of the broadcast

audience. Its aim, says Hochhauser,

is to provide broadcasters with a low-

cost opportunity for satisfying the

musical hunger of radio's "unreached

millions." If used for semi-continuous

broadcasting purposes, Hochhauser ex-

plains, it can save a broadcaster the

equivalent of the salaries of three to

four employees. ^

agencies
agencies' own public relations depart-

ments and how these relate to the

impressions agencies make upon adver-

tisers.

The study underscores the unprece-

dented growth of public relations ac-

tivities among major agencies as well

as the increasing concern within the

advertising industry over the impres-

sions it is creating among members of

the advertising fraternity as well as the

general public.

Evelyn Konrad, a SPONSOR staffer

for more than six years, conducted this

survey as a prelude to her own busi-

ness venture; a public relations serv-

ice dedicated to developing major

agencies' own corporate images. Head-

quartered at 750 Park Avenue, the

new firm will confine first year's

activities to three top-level agencies

and corporate public relations for

firms active in air media. ^
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SMALL CAR GETS BIG PUSH FROM RADIO

Small foreign cars are, as every-

one knows by now, causing no little

unrest in Detroit. Since its peak sales

year, 1955, Detroit has sold increas-

ingly fewer cars each year. Converse-

ly, sales of foreign cars during that

period have doubled and even tripled.

One of the leaders in this invasion

( second only to Volkswagen in foreign

car sales) is Renault, Inc., American

subsidiary of a French company.

One of the biggest sales areas for

Renault, as for most foreign car

makers, is the New York metropolitan

area. Renault, Inc. maintains its head-

quarters in New York and has its own
"dealer installations" there.

To cover this market Renault uses

only radio. It buys a one-minute par-

ticipation, five-days-a-week, on Pulse,

a morning show on WRCA. The com-

mercials are done live by Bill Cullen

and are rotated from 6 to 10 a.m.

"Obviously," notes Ethel Norling,

advertising manager of Renault, Inc.,

"we'd like to have a budget big enough

to permit saturation in every medium.

But we don't. In fact, our budget, com-

pared with American auto makers,

looks microscopic. So our problem is

to get the most for our money.

"We asked the managers of our

three installations as well as our regu-

lar dealers what they would like us to

use," Miss Norling adds. "They all

said that they believe that radio brings

them more traffic-per-dollar spent in

advertising than any other medium."

Renault had its first taste of radio

last summer. WRCA devoted a week,

to France, which it called "French

Travelcade." Many French firms, in-

cluding Renault, tied in advertising.

Results were apparent to the com-

pany even after this one week. The

affirmation by dealers that they pre-

ferred radio clinched it. The company
held up a regular schedule, planning

first to work out a co-op ad plan with

its regular dealers. Negotiations about

contributions and allowances went on

for some months though, and Renault

began a campaign for its installations

only in mid-April this year. It recently-

renewed for another 13 weeks. The
budget now, sponsor estimates, is run-

ning about $800 a week (out of

Renault's total U.S. ad budget esti-

mated by sponsor at $750,000).

As a 50kw station, WRCA's cover-

age extends far beyond the three in

stallations in the city itself. "What
we're paying for is primary coverage,'

Miss Norling says, "and we get that.

The traffic and recognition it builds fo:

our other dealers in the city and outly-

ing areas, we consider a bonus."

The company and installation man-

agers have been extremely pleased by

radio so far," she adds. "Sales have

either increased, or held their own in

all of the installations. Renault's agency

is Needham, Louis & Brorby. ^

Looking at a new Renault La Dauphine, are 1 to r: William Kreitner, sales manager, WRCA;
William Malone, account executive, Needham, Lewis & Brorby; Ethel Norling, Renault adver-

tising director; Chuck LeNieux, WRCA; and Gordon Vanderwalker, vice president, NL&B



Wes' rn Airlines gave tv the bird

^ in*; lo emphasize passenger comfort, Western used

.or the first time with a new cartoon character

* He's "v.i.b."—very important bird, who went over

m> ^\e!l that Western has increased tv to 52-week basis

Wun you gel awaj with using the

light touch in airline advertising?

According to a man who should

know Paul Markman, BBDO \.]>. and

group supervisor for Western Air-

line- it just isn't d<me. "In handling

several airline accounts. 1 was never

aide to talk a single one into trying

it," says Markman. "You just don't

kid around with this 'life-and-death'

tnattei "I flying."

But almost two years ago, Bert D.

L\nn. Western Airlines ad and sales

promotion director, decided to prove.

once and for all. whether or not

humor can sell airline travel. In

November L956, Lynn made two

drastic changes in Western's advertis-

ing strategy : 1 I he experimented with

a new cartoon character, "the relaxed

bird," and 2) he put Western on tv

lor the first time.

It proved to be a happy combina-

tion. The relaxed bird or "v.i.b.'' i verj

important bird) was created to stress

passenger comfort, a key factor with

businessmen who account for 40% of

ail air travel. And Lynn believes that

his relaxed bird, who generates

humor by his "studied, unhurried

\isual and audible attitude toward

things," could never have achieved

such great impact in any medium
other than tv. "We're been able to

extend him to billboards and print,"

Bert D Lvn n, West-

ern ad director, de-

cided K see whether

humor :ould sell air

travel.

for tv,

Now West-

created

used in print media

Wertern Urline* ed bird campaign: 'I to r) BBDO
• '"' '

I C. Drinkwater, sales v.p. Arthur F.

K '"' '••
u d \n Babbitt of Quartel Films,

creator of the relaxed bird Western n cation at the time photo was shot

explains Lynn, '"but he has to be seen

in action."

If Western Airlines is happ\ with

its \.i.h.. it is no less happy with

teleA ision. Western launched its bird in

20-second spots in eight cities in a

three-month trial, is now ailing him in

eight-pei week ID's in the same eight

cities (Los Angeles, Denver. Salt Lake
City, San Diego. San Francisco,

Seattle Tacoma and Portland) on a

52-week, non-stop basis, plus two
weeks of 20-second spots in Mexico.

Western chose a bird because, in

the words of its animator and director,

Art Babbitt of Quartet Films. Inc..

"If a bird finds flying on Western

more comfortable than flying under

his own power, we've really made a

point." But Babbitt believed he could

make Western's point even more ef-

fectively if he could create a bird who
was accustomed only to the best.

"We worked out a businessman

type of bird." continues Babbitt,

"with a hint of a protruding stomach

and just a suggestion of a jowl. Fly-

ing on top of a plane, pillowed against

the rudder, he is the picture of ease."

One major problem faced by Lynn
and Western was common to any

airline tv commercial: destinations.

"The need to give detailed informa-

tion on routes, destinations, rates,"

says Lynn, "is what makes airlines

think so predominantly in terms of

print. We solved the problem by
panning to the tail rudder at the

end of each spot where the words
"\\ estern Airlines" are replaced by

the name of a city. The stations rotate

the spots so that every city gets equal

mention. If a certain flight needs a

push, we order a heavying up of the

city mention involved."

The original spots were of 20-seo

ond length because, according to

Western admen, that is "just the right

length for wearability."

In the first spot, used in November

1 056. v.i.b. is resting against the tail

of a Western plane when a less dis-

tinguished bird flying by asks, "Hey,

whal kind of (King is that?" "Cham-

pagne Flight." answers v.i.b. condes-

cendingly. "Champagne Flight?" in-

flects the lesser bird. "Western Air-

lines." explains v.i.b., flicking an ash.

"The o-n-l-\ way to fly." Then the
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mportant bird" got his start in 20-second spots, i

spot winds up by panning to the rud-

der where a city replaces Western logo.

The two later spots—one used in

spring of 1957 and the other in fall

—

followed much the same pattern, ex-

cept that a "lesser-feathered" bird is

included in the flight and ends up

getting the same service as v.i.b.

"It's clear from the development of

the spots," says Lynn, "that with their

increasing popularity, the appeal was
no longer to the businessman alone.

By putting a lesser-feathered bird on

the plane with the v.i.b. in the second

spot, and giving him the same serv-

ice in the third spot, the identifica-

tion was being widened, while the

'relaxed bird' was being strengthened

as a symbol."

Arthur F. Kelly, Western's sales

v.p., agrees that the symbol was im-

mediately effective, recalls hearing

v.i.b.'s familiar "o-n-l-y way to fly"

imitated by passengers kidding ste-

wardesses. "This," Kelly emphasizes,

"only a week or two after the first

spot was on the air."

"Another sure sign," says Kelly, "is

when customers come to a Western

office and buy a ticket because of a

spot they saw the night before. Dis-

trict sales managers report favorable

customer comments about the "o-n-l-y

way to fly" phrase, and references to

it in letters from casual customers—

-

not businessmen—indicates the mass

appeal of the phrase."

Why has Western dropped the 20's

in favor of ID's?

'"The use of ID's not only enables

us to stretch our .$200,000 tv budget

for 1958 over a year's time," explains

BBDO's Markman, "but makes it pos-

si le to get excellent prime spots."

Markman also believes that a success-

ful campaign of 20's can be followed

by a more intensive campaign of ID's

because already familiar copy points

can be considerably telescoped.

BBDO account exec Clayton Going

cites 20 as the rating point minimum
sought for, but points out that a spot

following a national news show with

a 10 rating two or three nights a week

will give a cumulative rating of 30 at

about the same cost of a single spot

with a 20 rating point adjacency.

The Champagne Flight (a title re-

gistered by Western ) is the theme of

the first ID, currently running, which

kicked off the 52-week schedule last

June. In the ID, v.i.b.—holding a

bubbling glass—reflects on the "Cham-

pagne Flight." After a stewardess

brings him a tray of food, he com-

ments "Wonderful." Holding his glass

aloft, he adds "Western Airlines . . .

The o-n-l-y way to fly." The usual pan

to the rudder for the destination logo

concludes the ID.

This pan, considered essential to the

continuity of the spot, adds about

$1,000 to the $2,500 cost. Each spot

has to be shot in its entirety for the

single change of destination on the

tail rudder. While a simple cut to the

rudder would involve far less expense,

Western admen feel it would not com-

pensate for the loss of "continuity

and simplicity."

Because of the large number of

prints needed for each station—a total

of 19 stations* are used in the eight

U.S. cities—printing "costs run high

( $750 ) . The two Los Angeles stations

used, for example, must each receive

prints with destination lines for eight

other cities, plus additional standbys.

A second ID is now in the works

which will introduce Western's Hunt

Breakfast ( another registered name I

but will do so with an economy of

words again made possible by the

strong image which previous 20's and

ID's have created.

{Please turn to page 72)

*KRCA and KNXT in Los Angeles, KOA
TV, KLZ-TV and KBTV in Denver. KSL-TV,
KUTV and KTVT in Salt Lake City.

KFMB-TV and KFSD-TV in San Diego.

KRON-TV and KGO-TV in San Francisco,

KOMO-TV, KING-TV, KTNT-TV and KIRO-
TV in SeattleI Tacoma, and KOINTV, KPTV
and KGJF-TV in Portland.
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A ' . way to measure what it cos1|

^ major problem anion*; ad agencies today is how to

i mine how much it costs to service each account

^ Einil Mogul Co. comptroller Norman Cohen has devel-

oped a simple formula which any ad agency can apply

Ci-ini: costs and expanded client

service have become of the greatest

concern In advertising agency man-

agement. In order to cope with the

aggravated cost problem, management

needs information on operating costs

presented in a readih -understood form

that shows clearly and quickly how

much it's costing to service each ac-

count. For agencj comptrollers, as well

as for management, the task is one of

developing such a cost breakdown

without adding to account expense.

h- obvious, in other words, that an

expensive development of cost figures

would be self-defeating.

Arriving at a breakdown of operat-

ing lusts on an account by account

basis is usuall) a protracted, involved

and expensive task, especially for

medium and small agencies. Usually

individual account or account group
(listing is avoided, and agenc\ man-

agemenl must be content with results

shown 011 the periodic profit and loss

reports. Naturally, the absence of am
guiding cost figures on an account or

group basis invites trouble.

\t Emil Mogul Company, Inc., bill-

ings doubled during the past three

years as a result of increased expendi-

tures by our clients and addition of

several important accounts, including

Revlon, Park '& Tilford and Lite Diet

Bread. Simultaneously, costs spiraled

upward—and were given impetus at

our shop by an important move to

new and expanded quarters. This com-

bination of factors required that an

analysis be made of where we were

headed on an account-by-account basis.

To complete the costing task, results

were desired rapidly, preferably on a

projective basis which could be later

confirmed. Another complicating factor

was budget restriction. We desired our

cost information free.

Therefore, a simplified method was

developed which eliminated the ex-

pense normally attendant to classical

methods of cost accounting. This

system can easilj be adopted by any

agency, but will be of special value to

medium and smaller agencies whose

record-keeping staffs are not sufficiently

large to permit maintenance of de-

tailed cost records.

The following abbreviated system of

costing outlined has been designed to

produce cost figures of sufficient ac-

curacy to form bases for sound man-
agement decisions. It is also designed

so that it may be utilized in conjunc-

tion with any present accounting

system without adding overhead.

Naturally, in agencies where tabula-

tion equipment is available so that de-

tailed cost analysis is possible without

added expense, or where the account-

ing department has sufficient idle

clerical time in which to maintain more
formal and detailed cost records, a

complete cost accounting system should

be installed.

Time is the basic commodity of any

personal service business. In advertis-

ing, it is the time of the agency staff

which is sold for commissions and
fees received. Therefore, in order to

arrive at a proper cost of sales, it is

necessary to determine the cost of the

staff time sold and match it against

the revenue received.

In order to do this, the simplest

division is by account or account

These seven steps will help you determine cost-per-account

7 ) Each person in agency engaged in account work

determines percentage of time he spends on each

<n taunt.

2) Data is recorded on

along a iih j>

3) Fr>-

irds, one card per

nnual salary.

•npiled for

one doing

of each persons

!< that account which, added

5) Next, from the agency's income statement for

the past year, determine the over-all agency

ratio of total salaries to total overhead.

6) Once you have ratio of salary to overhead, apply

it to each account, showing how much overhead

should be charged to account.

7) Adding salary cost-per-account to overhead-per-

account, and making any necessary adjustments

for variation (such as accounts requiring more

travel), you have an accurate breakdown of

total cost for every account in the agency.
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> service your accounts By Norman Cohen, Comptroller

and Assistant to the President,

Emil Mogul Company

group. Revenue is easily determined

on a historical basis, and quite fre-

quently is easily determined in ad-

vance. Time utilized in servicing

account is frequently difficult to ar>

stract: time sheets kept by personnel

are often inaccurate, thereby throwing

time records off. fn order to simplify

costing, the keeping of time sheets in

this streamlined system is eliminated.

Instead, we substitute an average time

percentage for each person for each

account or group of accounts.

Using a year as the period for

matching revenue and costs eliminates

seasonal variations, where a shorter

time duration might produce unusual

results with seasonal advertisers. The
same principle of ironing out the sea-

sonal is applied to the distribution of

time. Every person in the agency who
contributes his time to the servicing

of accounts is requested to divide 100%
of his time into percentages for every

account on which he works.

Before requesting members of the

staff to divide their time, it is neces-

sary for management to determine the

accounts to be costed individually and

those accounts to be costed in groups.

By supplying this breakdown to the

staff, information concerning percent-

ages of time will be compiled in the

form needed. Only administrative

people and accounting personnel are

eliminated from this procedure. In

many instances, especially where ac-

count service personnel are concerned,

we will have personnel spending 100%
of their time on a single account or

group of accounts. It is best to inter-

view both individuals and their super-

visors in order to arrive at proper

distributions. This information should

be recorded on index cards, one for

each person, to facilitate using the in-

formation. When we have arrived at

a situation where each person has ac-

counted percentagewise for all of his

time, we are ready to prepare our

cost sheets by accounts and account

groups.

From that point, it is a simple mat-

ter to extract from the file cards every

card having a specific account or

group listed. The payroll records will

supply the annual salary of each per-

son. By applying the recorded percent-

age to the salary, the cost applicable

to an account is easily derived. It is

helpful to accumulate the salary costs

by department for each account or

group so that comparative statistics

can be abstracted. Once individual

salary costs for an account or group

have been obtained and summarized,

there remains the determination of a

proper amount of overhead to be ap-

plied and the net profit or loss on the

business can be determined by sub-

tracting costs from income.

In order to reduce the application

of overhead to a method of similar

simplicity, the use of a percentage

method is suggested. From the previous

year's income statement, determine the

entire cost of doing business, including

salaries and all other expenses. Deter-

mine the total cost of salaries of all

personnel for whom vou have percent-

age time records. Assume that the

total of all of these salaries amounts

to 60 r
V of the total expenses for the

previous year. With this knowledge, it

becomes easy to determine that the

overhead on anv account will be 2/3

of the direct salaries; since 6/10ths of

the total expenses are direct salaries

and 4/10ths are overhead. By apply-

ing the percentage of overhead derived

in this manner to the total direct salary

costs for all accounts, the entire over-

head is absorbed. Of course, this does

not make provision for special costs

of any sort.

Accounts vary greatly in the com-
plexion of costs incurred in servicing

them. As an example, some local busi-

ness requires no travel while some na-

tional business may require substantial

expenditures for travel. In order for

this system of overhead apportionment
to have validity, adjustments must be
made for such situations. Each varia-
tion must be adjusted in accordance
with the facts. If too fine an adjust-
ment for each varying situation is at-

tempted, the purpose will be defeated
by expending too great an effort in

order to achieve the result. Therefore,
it is necessary to make adjustments by
inspection. Thus, if accounts A and
B spend several thousand dollars a
year each in travel and all other ac-

counts spend virtually nothing, the
travel expenses should be added to

accounts A and B and removed on a
pro-rata basis from all the others. If

the variations from account to account
are not significant, and in many cases
unusual items in one counter-balance
unusual items in another, then all un-
usual items may be disregarded with-
out too significant a loss in over-all

accuracy.

Accuracy of this system can be
tested easily by comparing the total of
the net profits of all cost sheets with
the net profit shown on the financial

statement. The two figures should be
identical.

This system has one marked advan-
tage in that costing is not necessarily

historical. Once the percentages of all

covered personnel's time have been
determined, the cost of operating an
account or group of accounts can be
projected in advance. Moreover, with
this system the putative costing of

anticipated new business is facilitated.

Time percentages should be reviewed
at least twice a year, since changes in

assignments, salaries and personnel oc-

cur which may have substantial effect

on the figures. Adjustments should be

made uniformly for all accounts.

Results obtained with this method
are not designed to be 100% accurate.

However, error can be reduced to in-

significant proportions with diligent

operation and careful supervision. ^
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BUT FOR EVERY TIMEBUYER

THERE ARE TEN OTHER DECISION

MAKERS BEHIND THE SCENES

WHO READ SPONSOR AS WELL

Rarely indeed does one man alone determine when and

where to place radio or TV business. That's why

it makes sense to reach every decision maker possible

with your message because every voice that helps

to finalize a sale should know your story.

It's the chief reason your advertising will do so

well in SPONSOR. SPONSOR reaches almost everybody

who is anybody in air. All the time buyers, of course,

but more decision makers, too, at every level (in

both the agency/advertiser category) than any

other broadcast publication.

Proof?

Fair enough!

SPONSOR is the only broadcast publication that

offers a complete circulation breakdown BY JOB

CLASSIFICATIONS—listing the exact number of

subscribers (with their names and titles) at every

management level. We'll be happy to show it to you

at your convenience and prove beyond doubt that

SPONSOR reaches more teams that buy time than any other

book in the field.

SPONSOR
sells the EAM that buys the



With increav . iticism of the music and news format, SPONSOR ASKS

Is *isic and news still a vital programing

stations using this type of

programing vouch for its validity

ami effectivness in reaching and
~«-l I i n«i the mass audience.

Herb Carl, program dir., KONO, San

tntonio

Yes, if

jonn at is

balanced, sound

is good

Yes, indeed. In fact, I have serious

doubts thai the radio industry as we
know ii toda) would be around and

roaring like .1 well-larynxed lion were
it not for the vital, healthy force of

music-and-news programing. When
television lit up the nation's homes
with its phosphorescent glare, the radio

networks capitulated like the Maginot
Line before the Panzer divisions. Gen-

eral Sarnoff ted the death march to the

burial ground, but somewhere along

the line someone goofed and forgot to

tell the great majority of the music
and news operators that they were

expected at their own funeral.

Let's analyze a music and news sta-

tion die one for which I am ex-

tremel) proud to be program director.

Proud because KONO falls in the very

highest ranking as an exponent of

today's modern radio sound. KONO
i on ed, high!) enjoyable music

ctivi onsti in live and ap-

ice; and the finest

the local scene in

licj meets the

-ards in radio.

msic policy

ty that

iyed on
tin- statJ ategory

(KONO'a I

13 sides pi - ho d, and
all secords are played to nclusion.

Furthermore, not .ill ..I the top 50

records are played. From five to 10%
of tbc.se records on a given week do

nol meet KONO's standards.

On the news front. KONO operates

one of the most efficient news gather-

ing organizations in the business. Its

II -man department utilizes the latest

technical equipment—including three

ground mobile units and one air unit

—

to make sure the KONO listeners will

be as well informed as any people in

the woi lil.

Public service is more than an obli-

gation at KONO—it is an integral

part of the KONO operation. The sta-

tion has for five years in a row won the

National Safety Council's award for

traffic safety and the singular honor of

two Alfred P. Sloan awards for traffic

safety. KONO presents public service

as it would a commercial account; in

the most appealing and attention-get-

ting manner possible.

Just recently, KONO began to edi-

torialize on issues of concern to San

Antonio and Bexar county. And weeks

ago the station took a stand for a new
police headquarters and county jail.

The measure passed by the slim major-

ity of 54 votes out of an electorate of

thousands. San Antonio political lead-

ers credited KONO with the success.

Obviously news and music is not

necessarily the only accepted form of

good radio. There are several other

means of providing good sound, en-

tertainment and public service. KONO
has done it with music and news, and

with this programing format has made
itself a vital, moving force in its com-
munity. It has, in fact, reached the

stature of a civic institution.

Max Michel, Jr., national sales

ager, WHBQ, Memphis

LI So long as

people select

this type

of programing

The answer to the question. "Is

Music and News Still a Vital Progam-

ing Force?" is unequivocably "yes!"

The term, "music and news," does

not accurately describe a so-called

music and news radio station of to-

da). It is much more than merely

playing records and reading news,

which the term indicates. This gross

over-simplication is partly the reason

for so much misunderstanding of what

a modern independent radio station

really is.

Many people believe that going in-

dependent is taking the easy way out.

Nothing could be further from the

truth. A well-run, well accepted in-

dependent radio station takes much

more closer supervision, much more

ingenuity and originality, and a more

talented staff of performers than a

station that uses a network as its main

source of programing.

Music and news operations are not

new. They have been with us for

many years, and there are many lead-

ing stations throughout the country

that have always been good stations

and have never been affiliated with any

network. To them music and news has

always been vital and always will be.

Our experience at WHBQ has been

rewarding to both ourselves and to our

community. We became independent

less than a year ago. We have more

than doubled our audience and are

now able to offer a greater service to

our community and to our advertisers.

This is now possible, because of our

complete flexibility with programing,

our ability better to cover local news

and events of interest to the people of

Memphis. As for our radio personali-

ties . . . they have become an integral

part of Memphis.

To our community, our advertisers

and ourselves, music and news is in-

deed paramount and will, in my opin-

ion, remain so. It will remain vital as

long as the people of our community

select this type of programing above

any other.
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Lee Allan, program dir., WAVY, Norfolk

Several published comments have

been made recently as to the impor-

tance, or unimportance, of music and

news in present day radio. Just as

bread is the staff of life of any human

being, so is music and news one of

the most vital components of radio to-

day. WAVY radio, as well as any

other progressive and alert station, can

attest to this fact, both in listeners

and dollars. Giving the people what

they want, when they want it, is

sound business and sound programing

—and that means music and news.

Tidewater Virginians listen to

WAVY because they want to hear

something new and timely every hour

of the day. People depend on radio

to keep them informed and we at

WAVY strive to give them the news

as it is happening. As do other top

flight radio operations, we keep three

equipped mobile news wagons opera-

ting at all times. This coupled with our

controlled music policy keeps us a

contender for top ratings all the time.

A. C. Nielsen in its radio 58 re-

port states . . . "radio homes have been

growing steadily since 1950 all across

the country. In 1950 there were 41.4

million radio homes opposed to 43.6

million total U.S. homes. This year out

of a total of 50.5 million American

households there are 48.7 million radio

homes." And 96% of all homes own

radios. More people are listening than

before and they are listening with a

- purpose. They want to listen to music

while they work, or drive, or play, and

they want to keep informed, and no-

thing does it faster than radio, and

better than the music-news format. ^

; It takes just one BIG one

,

There Are Plenty Of Fish
In The Sea . . . but the One
j One gets you the money. It's

that way in television in Mobile.

WKRG-TV (Channel 5, CBS)
is the One Big One that gets you the money

in this BILLION-DOLLAR,
Mid-Gulf Area. Check any rating

service in the market (Nielsen, ARB,
Pulse). You'll find WKRG-TV

is an outstanding Big One!

New Taller Tower Adds
Greater Mid-Gulf Coverage

Now, something new has been added ... a new
maximum-height tower that sends WKRG-TV's better

programming booming into tens of thousands of additional

Mid-Gulf homes ... as the map below clearly shows. Even
before the new tower, Nielsen gave WKRG-TV 46,000
extra families in the Mobile market. For full details of

WKRG-TV's lead, call your Avery-Knodel man .

C. P. Persons, Jr., V.P. and Gen'l Mgr. of WKRG-TV.

BILE, ALABAMA ^SS
s. Avery-Knodel yjjgf
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~ ^admitted Alaskar
, f years ago!
i^And-Pulse\outside the U.S.A.

employs standard Pulse techniques
originated 17. years ago — used in
Alaska and in 222 U. S. markets
last year

&
£ff TELEVISION

AND RADIO

2P i/^J-Fi-j: 1^ I?£I^SCD

Standard

Pulse Data
and

Special Studies

x)
Naturally Pulse's trained interview specialists "speak
the language"-have a special grasp of local conditions.

For Pulse interviewing in the home is done by women
who live nearby. No phone calls, no mailings, no
"traveling crews." Solid -mature, responsible probing.

Therefore, if you are interested in our newest, proudest

49th state, with its high standard of living, amazing
income, startling growth, possibly Pulse can serve you.

With standard data for television and radio — or for

special research assignments-the complete facilities of

the Pulse International Division are at your disposal.

For instance, interviewing in Puerto Rico and Mexico

is conducted by a Spanish-speaking staff; in Hawaii
Pulse interviewers are adept in dealing with the 85%
of the population that is non- Caucasian — Japanese,

Filipino, Chinese, Hawaiian, etc.

We invite your inquiry, can serve you abroad with the

same high standards that prevail in our U. S. operations.

Just phorn nets:

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
JUdson 6-3316

730 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

ULSE, Inc.
LOS ANGELES • CHICAGO • LONDON
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
9 AUGUST, 1958

Copyright IBM

•P0N80R PUBLICATION* II

There's a chance that U.S. Rubber's Tire Division may be another syndica-

tion newcomer this fall.

Agency (Fletcher Richards) is currently weighing the advantages of going heavily into

spot film buys.

Schlitz, unlike most brewers, has adopted a policy of program diversification

in its spot buys.

First case in point : Chicago, where Schlitz had sponsorship via JWT of Silent Service and

State Trooper. Brewery has dropped half its SS sponsorship, picked up a half-sponsorship of

Citizen Soldier (Flamingo).

There'll be more of this in other Schlitz markets.

NTA president Oliver Unger firmly believes there's an important market for

off-network 60 minute or longer films and they're economically feasible.

Taking issue with a contrary view as indicated by other syndicators in the 28 June FILM-

SCOPE, Unger advances these points:

• With the expansion of spot buying, stations will need spot carriers that will attract large

audiences.

• The longer off-the-network shows will not only fill the void left by diminishing fea-

ture product but find a valuable niche in station programing.

Blue chip agencies investigating syndication for the first time are finding them-

selves faced by a perplexing problem: Is there an average cost for a film program?

Mounting client requests have initiated a major research project on syndication at one

of the top five tv billing agencies. (The agency wants its own account executives to be knowl-

edgeable to client questions.)

Insofar as major syndication buys are concerned, 1958 is well ahead of last

year at this time.

The score to date: five national advertisers have been added to the heavy syndication

buyers roster; three have dropped out (Heinz, Brylcreem, Corn Products).

Here's a partial listing of major buys made so far for the fall:

NEW BUYERS
Raleigh Cigarettes (K.M&J)

Budweiser (D'Arcy)

Pabst (N.C&K)

Kellogg (Leo Burnett)

Pillsbury (C-M*)

CONTINUING USERS
Stroh's (Zimmer K&C)

Ballantine (Esty)

Falstafi (D-F-S)

DX Sunray Oil (Watts, Payne)

Hamm Brewing (C-M)

Conoco (B&B)

Nabisco (Mc-E)

Continental Baking (Bates)

H. P. Hood & Sons (K&E)

*Renewals

MARKETS

national

19

36

90

New England

SERIES
Mackenzie's Raiders (Ziv)

U.S. Marshall (NTA)

various series

five shows, all national spot

Dial 999 (Ziv)

Mackenzie's Raiders (Ziv)

Highway Patrol (Ziv)*

State Trooper (MCA)*
New York Confidential (TPA)

various series

Whirlybirds (CBS Tv Film) *

Sky King*

Annie Oakley (CBS Tv Film)*

26 Men (ABC Film)*

9 AUGUST 19.
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

*» MARKETING WEEK
The weapons for forcing store distribution are many and varied but one in

particular is causing concern to media.

This is the increasing practice of offering concessions in the form of merchandise to get

shelf space.

Because of the fierce competition for limited freezer space, the practice is particularly

widespread in the frozen food business but it affects all categories of supermarket merchandise.

Obviously, the money for such incentives must come from somewhere. What
causes concern to media is the feeling that consumer ad budgets are bearing the

brunt of this budget-shifting.

Said one media executive: "They're getting distribution with extra cases by taking money

awaj from the means of keeping those goods on the shelf."

Trade sources say that Lestoil, one of the most successful) -distributed products in recent

\ears. and the most heavily-advertised product on spot tv, rarely, if ever, offers extra mer-

chandise to get shelf space.

Now buying spot tv at the annual rate of about $9 million, LestoiPs method
for getting distribution is described as simple as it is effective.

The Lestoil method, says firm President Jacob Barowsky, is to put tv commercials on the

air and wait for store orders.

Barowsky maintains that, in introducing Lestoil to a new market, even in-store merchan-

dising is worthless. He would rather, he says, lose sales by not having his product on

the shelf in the beginning than lose the impact of having the store suddenly faced

with a rash of consumer calls for the cleanser. He concedes, however, that displays can

he helpful after the product is launched.

T don't want dusty bottles on the shelf," he says. "I want a product that stores know will

move fast." On top of offering a fast-moving product Barowsky offers stores a 20 ']/< profit.

Lestoil buying policy has been to use all tv stations in the market, bargain hard for time

and let the frills and fancy stuff go.

However, it is interesting that in buying Evansville, a new market, recently,

Barowsky got a potful of hoopla and promotion from WEHT, a uhf outlet (See

SPONSOR-SCOPE, 2 August 1958. Though he'll be there in person (the first such junket he's

ever taken), the Lestoil president contends the promotional extras are of little interest to him.

Executives of Adam Young, WEHT's rep, say the Evansville promotion may
portend a new departure in LestoiPs marketing approach.

Another recession casualty:

NBC has shelved a partly-completed project to analyze the metals industry.

Purpose of the stud) was to find prospects for corporate-image advertising on tv.

However, the declining interest in institutional approaches and the increasing de-

mand for sales-producing advertising has sent Hugh Beville's Planning and Research De-

partment in older directions.

I his should be no surprise but the Schwerin people have demonstrated it statistically

in analyzing t\ commercials. Each sex wants to be favorably portrayed but is tolerant

of having shortcomings shown in the opposite sex.
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SITTER'S

HERE£ J|

Every day at 4:30 p.m., starting September 1, mothers

in the 635,600 TV homes within the CHCH-TV coverage

area, will use the services of the most popular sitter in North

America—POPEYE. Yes, the rating-building, spinach-eater will

start a new life in Canada on that date and big things will

happen! His thirty minutes of fun will introduce FAMILY
THEATRE, which will feature TWO top movies daily, starting

September 15. Big things are happening in the hottest market

in Canada . . . watch them!

'VV
I* POPEYE DAILY

4:30 p.m -starting Sept. 1

FAMILY THEATRE DAILY

5 to 8 p.m.— starting Sept. 15

^^^ftt'ia«3t <"!?

Tfg

*n
CHCH-TV
& CHANNEL WW ^

For further informa-

tion call Montreal:

UN 6-9868, Toronto:

EM 6-9236, Hamil-

ton: JA 2-1 101, Van-

couver: MU 4-7461,

New York City: PL

1-4848, Chicago: Ml

2-6190, San Francis-

co: YU 6-6769

Source tor statistic

data: BBM Surv

May, 19S8
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;/ and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completec

POT BUYS

TV BUYS
The Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, is planning a campaign in

li>l> markets for its Cresl toothpaste. The advertiser wants to kick off

a> soon as possible for a 52-week run. Minutes during daytime seg-

ment- will be placed, with frequency depending upon the market.

The Inner is Sam Tarricone: the agency is Benton & Bowles. Inc..

Vu York.

The Norwich Pharmacal Co., Norwich, N. Y.. is lining up an-

Qouncements for a major campaign for its Pepto-Bismol. The sched-

ules will begin in September for six weeks. Minutes during night-

time slots will be purchased; frequency will vary from market to

market. The buyer is Jack Giebel: the agency is Benton & Bowles,

fnc, \eu York.

RADIO BUYS
Vick Chemical Co., New York, will buy schedules in top markets

fin (he fall to push its cough drops. The campaign will start 13 Octo-

ber, run through November. Minutes during daytime segments will

be scheduled; frequency will depend upon the market. The buyers

are Eta) McArdle and Mary Ellen Clark; the agency is Morse

International. Inc.. New York.

Q-Tips Sales Corp., Long Island City. N. Y.. is purchasing an-

nouncements in major markets for its Q-Tips cotton swabs. The 13-

week schedule starts 15 September. Minutes during daytime segments

will be placed; average frequency: 10-15 per week in each market.

The Inner is Anita Wasserman; the agency is Lawrence C. Gum-

biimei \d\ertising. New York.

Duffy-Mott Co., Inc., New York, is planning a campaign for its

Clapps Bab) Food. The 10-week schedule will kick off 29 September.

Minutes during daytime periods will be used; the advertiser hasn't

decided yel on saturation or just a daily spot schedule. The

buyei is Steven Suren; the agency is Sullivan. Stauffer, Colwell &

H > ork.

RADIO and TV BUYS
Robert Hall Clothes, Inc., New York, is getting ready for its big

Approximately one million dollars

ts, on 110 tv and 175 radio

I hi. In tv, minutes, I.D.'s

lime and late night seg-

ments; in , ,,,;„„ an(] ] ate afternoon

»lot8-
I '"!"•" rket. The buyer is Jim

II... Lett; th( u York.

It's easy
on film,



ble trouble



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

RESTAURANT

Capsule case history: In the aine-year history of Omaha

television, Caniglia's Pizzeria and Steak House had never

advertised in this medium. Pleskach and Smith. Caniglia"s

advertising agency, recommended a television campaign em-

ploying daytime spots and one nighttime announcement.

Kl I \ was selected to kick off the campaign utilizing a day-

time 5-plan supplemented 1>\ one spot in the 9:35 movie Fri-

ll,n evenings. The purpose was to announce the grand re-

opening of the restaurant after its remodeling, and to inform

i ustomers and prospective customers of the much larger seat-

ing accommodations now available. Even though the weather

was inclement the opening-day crowd was overwhelming.

Ever) table was taken and people were waiting to be seated.

""Our client is immensely pleased with the over-all results of

i\ advertising," wrote Pleskach. "My eyes have been really

npened tn the possibilities of t\. and the company is con-

sidering increasing its tv budget."

KETV, Omaha Announcements

DOGS
SPONSOR: Ann's Kennels AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Ann's Kennels, in Paw Paw. 111.,

all of 50 miles south of Rockford, bought three one-minute

spots in The Roddy Mac Show, telecast on Wednesdays from

4:30 to 5 p.m. Starting almost immediately, Ann's Kennels

started selling puppies like hot dogs. The kennels followed

up their initial spot buy with the purchase of a full five-

minute segment of the same once-a-week program. Sales,

which had been brisk since the spot campaign, increased sig-

nificantly. In fact so many dog purchasers jammed into Paw

Paw that the town's only restaurant had to hire extra help

to serve the hordes of hungry dog lovers on their way to

Ann's Kennels. On the Fourth of July weekend alone, the

kennel sold over $2,500 worth of dogs. People from all over

WREX-TV land are buying their puppies in out-of-the-way

Paw Paw, and business at Ann's is the greatest in the firm's

10-year history. "I am completely sold on tv, and do not in-

tend to use any other medium," said the kennel's owner.

WREX-TV, Rockford Program

FOOD
SPONSOR: Genera] F I- Corp. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: German cooking chocolate was

called a "(lead'" item b\ grocers and distributors in the

Greensboro, Y C, territorj until Cordelia Kelly of WFMY-
rV's If Inn's Cooking Today show brought it back to life.

Cordelia baked a German chocolate cake on her program,

offered tin rei ipe free to viewers. So far, she's filled 2.589

requests for the recipe—and people still ask for it. Accord-

to 1 I I raylick, General Foods Corp. salesman located

Salesmen in our territor) (including Greens-

m, High Point, Raleigh, Durham and

ked up \. (>.','', of our first quarter

• k attributed the out-

i's cake-baking on television,

* the viewers asked

i I < ommercial

tising an addi-

tional validit) and b

\\l HY-TV, Greensboro N I Parti ipation

DEPARTMENT STORE
SPONSOR: Sears & Roebuck AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Sears & Roebuck's suburban store

in Manchester, Connecticut, recently built a huge summer

"Warehouse Sale" business through the use of a saturation

tv spot schedule on WHCT. Hartford. Using tv spot for the

first time, the store bought 20 announcements, minutes and

20's, which were scheduled throughout the day during a

three-day period prior to the sale. By displaying leading

items from the Summer Hardlines Department. Sears was

able to see immediate results from the items advertised. Roy

Rippman, mgr. of the Sears store located in the new Man-

chester parkade, reporting the campaign's success, said:

"Where advertising in other media had previously drawn

customers from only Manchester, tv drew a greater number

of customers from as far as 30 miles away." As a result,

several other stores in the Manchester parkade have joined

Sears for a combined Parkade tv promotion on WHCT
and have set up schedules for the season.

WIITC, Hartford
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KWTV
Oklahoma Television Corporation

CBS Television

OKLAHOMA CITY

announces

the appointment of

Edward Pel n & Co., Inc.

as National Sales Representative
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PICTURE WRAP-UP

^^I^Bi *$

intiqne \

show from

\M ahill 1

shows. In i

to Club

KTVH,

ddition,

oi \\i< hil

\\ ichita.

Wichita

station \

i and Hutchinson jicts annual assist with auto

This year Earned automobile writer Tom
for show, appeared on several KT\ H local

deod cars, had owners describe restoration

'ill-ins for Jack Buck, KMOX (St. Louis) radio personality,

n vacation, were city's leading businessmen. Being

an a d.j.'s job are (1 to r) Sidney Maestre, prominent

Buck; Aloys Kaufman, Chamber of Commerce pres.

;

Arthur W. Neilson, president of medical society

Western Bat Waste,

I tinn, Sealtesl advei

3at Waste,

,i I J\\T.

I \ 8 October

Miss USA of 1958 (who crowned winner), WSG1N gen.

Ben McKinnon, and July Carlson, Vlabama representath

recent Miss I niverse Pagenl held at Long Beach, Califc
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News and Idea

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
The outcome of a test which the

textile fibre division of DuPont
conducted in tv s^iot not so long

ago is paying bij dividends for

air media.

The division's plan for the coming

season includes: participations on the

Steve Allen Show, a news program,

Today and The Jack Paar Show, an al-

liance with Arthur Godfrey on the

radio side and seasonal flights in spot

With Pafost and Blatz Brewing

Companies merger, the combined
advertising budget should run

over $10 million.

Blatz will be operated as a separate

subsidiary, with its president, James

Windham upped to the presidency of

Pabst. Harris Perlstein continues as

chairman.

Blatz had been a wholly-owned sub-

sidiary of Shenley since 1943.

Advertising campaigns an<| pro-

motions:
• Gillette Safety Razor Co. will

spend via tv, radio and print more than

$5 million for its six-week promotion

of its October World Series "Tv Razor"

set. Agency: Maxon.

• General Mills kicked off its

sweepstakes campaign this week for its

Cheerios cereals. Done in conjunction

with KLM Royal Dutch Airlines,

the promotion offers top prizes of ex-

pense-paid vacations to worldwide des-

tinations. Starting 1 September, 20

cne-minute network spots will be used

on Wyatt Earp, Disneyland, Mickey

Mouse, The Lone Ranger and Ameri-

can Bandstand. Agency: D-F-S.

• Zonolite Co. of Chicago will em-

emphasize an "easy-time" theme for its

fall campaign via radio and print. Copy

will stress the lumber dealer's facilities

for financing the purchase of insula-

tion. Agency: Henry, Hurst & McDon-

ald, Inc.

Strictly personnel : Gregory T. Lin-

coln, former account executive at

Crosley Broadcasting Co., appointed

assistant director of the tv/radio de-

partment of Colgate . . . Robert A.

Talpas, advertising manager of the

Refrigerated Foods division of General

Mills, named marketing manager of

the division's newly organized market-

ing department. . . Tom Hochleut-

ner, named marketing coordinator at

Dormeyer Corp.

AGENCIES
A majority of agencies reported to

the 4 A's more billings for the first

six months of 1958 than for the

corresponding period of 1957.

Highlights of the 4 A's report:

• Billings of the first six months:

96 agencies were ahead of last year;

64, down; 27, stayed the same.

• Estimates for the second half of

this year: 84 agencies expect billings

to go up; SO. down; 51 the same.

BBDO's Bob Foreman has added novel

writing to his extra-curricula activities.

He's got a book, The Hot Half-Hour

dealing with the giveaway fad on tv

and Madison Avenue coming out at the

end of September.

West coast merger: Mort Goodman,

of Goodman Advertising, Inc. and Art

Rouse, former partner of Stiller, Rouse

& Hunt, now the Goodman and
Rouse Agency, Los Angeles.

Expansion: Reach, McClinton &
Co. opens its Boston office this week,

and also enlarges its New York head-

quarters.

Douglass Coady, formerly of the

agency's Chicago office, will manage
the Boston spot.

"DON'T SEND SHERLOCK
TO EIND TOP TALENT
IN JACKSONVILLE"

WFGA-TV can supply the lineup to cap-

ture sales in this rich $li/9 billion market.

r popular Thomas Mitchell stars as O. Henry
the "O. Henry Playhouse" weekdays from

1:00 to 1:30 PM and the top rated comedy series

"Susie" starring Ann Sothern follows from 1:30

to 2:00 I'M. Both shows offer the lowest cost per

thousand weekday availabilities in the 64 county

North Florida - South Georgia market.

iA.P.B.

WFGA-TV Channel 12
ffirUll I W Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION
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WISH
Indianapolis

CBS Represented b) Boiling

A CORINTHIAN STATION
KOTVTulsa • KGUL-TV Houston
WANE & WANT-TV Fort Wayne
WISH & WISH-TV Indianapolis

ro TRY

•' ." I results

programming

-ies and

Puf'GEF" in > i!e-. with

W©N-TV
Channel 9— Chicago

Account resignation: Compton has

dropped the Nehi Corp. account,

with hillings at §2.5 million.

!'ln- soft drink manufacturer, with

Compton for two years, and the agency

split over a disagreement on policy

decisions.

Account appointments: Peck Ad-
vertising, for S. \V. Faber, Inc., man-
ufacturers of Farberware . . . Jay Vic-

tor & Associates, for Robert E. East-

man & Co. . . . Creamer-Trowbridge
for the Stegor division of The Gorham
Co. . . . The James Thomas Chir-

urg Co. for the tv campaign of Vogue
Dolls. Inc., Medford, Mass. . . . Smith
& Dorian's San Francisco office for

Facciolas Frozen Foods . . . Rogers
& Smith, for the Trans-Texas Air-

ways . . . Gerth, Brown, Clark &
Elkus, for A-Buy of California radio

stations . . . Jackson, Haerr, Peter-

son & Hall, Inc., for Doran Chemical

Co., Rosebud, Mo. . . . Olian and
Bronner, for Prarie Chef Barbeque

Sauce, Mullins Food Products Co.,

Chicago.

Kudos: Thomas McAvity, a v. p. at

McCann-Erickson, named chairman of

the advertising and publishing divi-

sions of USO Fund of New York for

the 1958 campaign . . . BBDO award-

ed the highest peacetime citation for

industry by the Department of Defense.

On the personnel front: Donald
Anderson, v.p. in charge of market-

ing. Fletcher D. Richards . . . Alfred
Eichler, v.p. and director of creative

copy, Parkson Advertising . . . Spen-
cer Hill, v.p. and copy chief, Charles

Anthony Gross Agency, Miami . . .

Walter Stumpe, director of the mar-

keting department, NL&B ... Dr.

Eduard Grosse, project director at

Ogilivy, Benson & Mather . . . Harry
Lange, radio/tv producer, McCann-
Erickson.

NETWORKS
GBS will remain at 485 Madison
Avenue for a while longer.

It reversed its plan to move next

\ear after CBS Radio and a couple

other divisions demurred about com-

ing under the same roof with tv and

the corporate powers doubted whether

ij the two buildings under con-

deration would cover all the space

needs.

At a luncheon celebrating its affili-

ation with NBC, WJW, Cleveland,

linked a two-way trans-Atlantic in-

terconnection directly with NBC
news bureaus in London, Paris

and New York.

Purpose: To demonstrate to the more
than 200 guests how the affiliation can

provide direct contact with world

capitals.

During the special closed circuit

hookup guests questioned the corre-

spondents on latest developments in

world affairs.

Network tv fall sales: Pittsburgh

Plate Glass Co. will share one-half hour

with Kellogg on The Gary Moore Shou
(CBS-TV), to air 30 September. Rev-

Ion is sponsoring the first half-hour . . .

Lever joins the Scott Paper Co. for

Father Knows Best, which moves back

to CBS-TV 22 September . . . Sterling

Drug and Brillo, a 52-week renewal for

NBC-TV"s daytime programs, worth al-

most $5 million in gross billings.

Network sports: Carling Brew, Stand-

ard Oil of Indiana and Western Air-

lines have signed for the College All-

Star Football Game, aired on ABC this

Friday . . . Mennen will co-sponsor the

game via ABC-TV.

Business is up: American Broad-

casting-Paramount Theatres shows
a 24% increase in net profit for

the second quarter, 1958, as com-

pared to the same period last year.

The net operating profit figures:

$1,188,000 or 27^ a share.

New affiliations: WAVY-TV, Nor-

folk, has signed for a two-year primary

affiliation with ABC-TV.' to start 1

January.

Network personnel: At Mutual. Mac-

Donald Dunbar and Philip D'An-

toni named account executives and

Ray Diaz, director of its station serv-

ices department ... At ABC, Harold

S. Cranton named director of sales

development and research ... At CBS.

William S. Brower, Jr., upped to

manager of program promotion and

merchandising.

ASSOCIATIONS
A federal court's (Tennessee) de-

cision that radio and tv stations

aren't liable for defamatory re-

marks made by political candi-

dates was hailed this week by NAB
president Harold E. Fellows.
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tbZr Aartdam <c£*

KNX I CBS radio

X.7JX Radio proudly acknowledges

receipt of these major awards

thus far this year-.

SICMA DELTA CHI

$ Distinguished Service Award

JUDGMENT

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

M First Award

JUDGMENT

"fc Honorable Mention

UNIVERSITY EXPLORER

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED PRESS

jHf Certificates of Excellence for

GENERAL NEWS PRESENTATION

SPECIAL EVENTS

DOCUMENTARY

SPORTS

FARM

REPRESENTED BY CBS R
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Fellows, in Doting tliat the decision

completely hacked up NAB's position,

called it "a great step forward in clari-

fying rules for broadcasting in election

campaigns."

•r
AWRT has announced its national

committee chairmen for the forth-

coming year. They include:

Thea Zavin, BMI asst. v-p: Con-

stitution and By-Laws.

Dorothy Reynolds, CBS TV asst.

sales service manager: Eligibility.

Lucy Towle, NBC awards and spe-

cial projects manager: Information

Sen ices.

Ethel Jane King, KAKE-TV, Wich-

ita, women's program director: Mem-
bership.

Muriel Fox, Carl Byoir radio-tv

^-p: Publications.

Isobel Hellender, KCBS-TV. San

Francisco, script writer: Public Rela-

tions, Wesl Coast.

Dene Ratermann. 4-H Club infor-

mation services officer and radio-tv edi-

tor: Chapter Services.

Ann Corrick, Corrick Productions

owner: Industry Information.

Edythe Fern Melrose, WXYZ-TV,
Detroit, producer-broadcaster: Policy

and Planning.

Wilma Sim, KSD-TV. St. Louis,

broadcaster: Nominating.

Dorothy Fuller, WBET, Brockton,

women's programs director: Scholar-

ship.

Jo Moore, Aylin Advertising radio-

tv director: Elections.

Named to trusteeship: RKO Tele-

|

radio vice-president Arnold Kauf-
man has been elected an operator trus-

' tee of the Welfare Trust Fund of

American Guild of Variety Artists.

Upcoming hearing: The National

Labor Relations Board will conduct a

formal hearing to determine whether

AFTRA will represent video-taped tv

commercials.

The date: 15 September, at the

NRLB regional headquarters in New
York.

SAG this week issued another blast

at M'TliA's refusal to negotiate this

issue, asking, in effect, what is AFTRA
afraid of?

REPS
\ single sales form, aimed at sim-

plifying station schedules and
availabilities, has been devised by

the George I*. Hollingbery Co.

The form, distributed

bery station- tin- week. \

iron out the differences ii

ties schedules.

help to

vailabili-

CBS Radio Spot Sales is circulat-

ing a new, elaborate presentation

on the power of the mike person-

ality to sell goods.

Dubbed "The Personal Touch." the

presentation, deals, among other things,

with the controversy over adult t\pe

programing, versus the top 40 format.

The presentation's main focus is

this: Personality programing sells.

Included are photos of 200 radio

personalities who use "the personal

touch"' to sell the client's product.

Rep appointments: The Meeker
Co., for KPAM, Portland, Ore. . . .

Gill-Perna, for WAPO, Chattanooga

. . . MeGavren-Quinn. for WKNB,
Hartford and Kl LA, Honolulu . . .

Headley-Reed, for KSON, San Diego

. . . Robert S. Keller, Inc., for

WRSA. Saratoga Springs . . . Edward
Petry, for KWTV. Oklahoma Citv . . .

Weed Tv, for WLBZ-TV. Bangor . . .

Broadcast Time Sales, Inc., for

WDOK. Cleveland.

Strictly personnel: George Ponte,

to the New York staff of PGW . . .

Kenneth Sikorski, to the tv sales

staff of The Katz Agency . . . Thomas
Hardy, to the radio sales staff. Avery-

Knodel . . . Lawrence E. Buck, to

Blair Tv's Chicago office as account

executive.

FILM
NTA is following in the steps of

other leading film distributors in

its sales set-up: Program sales and
feature sales will be divided into

two separate operations.

Named to head the syndicated pro-

gram sales division: Les Harris, for-

mer national sales coordinator for

ABC-TV o and o's.

Feature sales supervisor has not yet

been named.

Sales:

• Weber's Bread has renewed

Ziv's Cisco Kid in four California mar-

kets, including KTLA, Los Ingeles;

KFMB-TV, San Diego: KEY-TV,
Santa Barbara: and KSBY-TV, San

Luis Obispo.

• ABC Film's feature package, Spe-

cial Six, has been sold in 12 markets
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AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
MARCH 1958 REPORT

GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO

TIME PERIODS
Number of Quarter Hours

with Higher Ratings

I WKZO-TV Station B Ties 1

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m. to midnight
• SATURDAY

8:30 a.m. to midnight

1 SUNDAY
I 9:00 a.m. to midnight

99
92

38

43

89
47

23

17

2

1

i TOTALS 272 176 1 4 I

NOTE: The survey measurements are based on samp
Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo and their surrounding are
ARB's opinion this sample includes 77% of the popula
Kent Countv. and 67% of the population of Kalamazoo C

BUT.. .With WKZO-TV

You Always Get Aces

In Kalamazoo - Grand Rapids!

It takes accuracy, plus a lot of luck, to score an ace in

golf— but for a real winner in market coverage

you need only WKZO-TV in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids!

The latest "scorecard" from ARB shows why— see left!

WKZO-TV telecasts from Channel 3 with 100,000 watts

from a 1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS Television

Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids — serves over

600,000 television homes in one of America's top-20 TV
markets!

*Chances of scoring an ace are 8,606-to-l {Based on 20 years

of play in New York World Telegram & Sun tournament).

WKZ0TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Avery-Knode/, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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qo THIS BEER

REALLY TASTES LIKE BEER!"

WCJX-TV commercials get results

because WGN-TV programming

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WGX-TV case histories and

discuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE!" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

WSLS •

the highest rated

ROANOKE, VA.
station in

WSLS • TV
VIRGINIA'S

ROANOKE, VA.
biggest television

'. • TV
market . . .

ROANOKE, VA.
MORE TV HOMES !

WSLS • TV
MORE PEOPLE!

ROANOKE, VA.

in the past ID da) s.

The markets:' WCBS-TV, New
York; WBBM-TV, Chicago; WHDH
-TV, Boston: WMAR-TV, Baltimore:

WTVJ-TV, Miami: KPRC-TV,
Houston: KHQ-TV, Spokane; WFIL-
TV, Philadelphia: WNHC-TV, New
Haven; WFBG-TV, Altoona: WLBR-
TV, Lebanon; and WNBF-TV, Bing-

hamton.

• Jayark Film Corp. (Reuben Kauf-

man) has sold its 156 color cartoons

to the Armed Forces TV Services for

use on all its tv stations.

The cartoons have also been sold to

stations in 27 U.S. markets.

• Thirteen stations sales of its fea-

ture package helped bring MGM-TV's
seven-week sales figure to more than

$1 million.

The film library is now in 112 mar-

kets. Most recent sales: WOOD-TV,
of Grand Rapids; WSPD, Toledo;

WAVE-TV, Louisville; WHI-TV, Des

Moines; WXEX-TV, Richmond;

WREX, Rockford; and KMSP and

WTCN, both Minneapolis.

From AAP's sales convention this

week come these figures:

• In two years of operation, AAP
has amassed more than $45 million in

sales.

• Warner features are in 118 mar-

kets; Bugs Bunny in 100; and Popeye

cartoons in 133.

New cartoon series: First package of

Beverely Hills cartoons to be distri-

buted by Guild Films will be Spunky
and Tadpole.

Initial sales already made: WPIX,
New York; WRCV-TV, Philadelphia;

and KBET-TV Sacramento.

Flamingo Films has made another

expansion move. The company has

opened new offices in Indianapolis,

headed by Paul Webster, as regional

manager and supervisor.

At the same time, Leo Knight was

named regional supervisor of the Te-

xas area.

More personnel: Stan Smith,

elected a vice-president. Official Films

. . . Frank LeBeau, to the sales staff

of AAP.

TV STATIONS
N \B's recent survey of tv and
radio stations showed that their

expenses went up faster than their

profits in 1957, producing a nar-

rower profit margin than in 1956.

For the typical tv station total re-

venue was $925,000—$5,000 less than

the previous year. Indications are that

at the end of the first 1958 quarter the

income for the average station will

be up 3.595 over 1957.

Total time revenue for the typical

radio station in '57 was $90.700

—

hardly any change from 1956. Total

expenses were $90,000—up $1,000

over 1956. Payroll represented 53' ,

of the total expenses.

WJRT, Flint, Mich., (Channel 12)
has joined up with ABC TV as a

primary affiliate.

The station, covering the Flint-Bay

City-Saginaw-Lansing area, goes on the

air 1 October.

Merger: Two uhf operators. Salis-

bury Broadcasting Corp. of Worcester,

and Springfield Tv Broadcasting Corp..

have agreed to merge, pending FCC
approval.

The agreement also calls for the re-

opening of WWOR-TV, Worcester, (a

Salisbury station) which ceased opera-

tions in September, 1955.

Tv promotions and stunts:

• WSAZ-TV, Huntington's entry in

the local Soap Box derby was award-

ed first prize in design, although the

car didn't win the race.

• WICU-TV, Erie, has come up
with a local sales promotion which ties

in with network shows.

Slipping station promo messages in

over slides promoting network shows,

promotion manager Jim Spence uses

messages like these:

1 1 ) Over a Dragnet slide, the copy

reads, "Mr. Businessman, how would

you like to send out a dragnet for

prospects?

(2) On an Amos McCoy promo, lo-

cal copy reads "What this old gentle-

man did for West Virginia, WICU-TV
can do for your product."

(3) A "Twenty-One" slide points

out "There's big money in televi-

sion . .
."

• WFRV-TV cooked up a promo-

tion stunt in downtown Green Bay with

a completely outfitted chef, roasting

marshmallows on a busy street. The

promotion: a sign on his back, read-

ing "Channel 5 is always cooking up

good entertainment."

• WTCN-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul,

launched its new late evening program-
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Now— SPONSOR brings you the first pocket

sized 5-city TV/Radio Directory. Easy to use.

Easy to take with you when you're traveling.

Every important name and address in air

media is listed in it. By categories you
will find networks and groups, represen-

tatives, agencies, advertisers, commercial

film producers, tv film program sources,

miscellaneous film services, music and

radio services, research, surveys, and

promotion companies, trade associations,

hotels, admen's eating directory, airlines

and railroads, news services and trade

magazines.

It's the most comprehensive little book

of its kind in the field. We'll be happy
to send you your personal copy on re-

quest with our compliments. Additional

copies are 25c each.

SPONSOR
THE MAGAZINE RADIO AND TV ADVER"

NEW YORK 17— 40 E. 49ih

CHICAGO— 612 N. Michigan

LOS ANGELES— 6087 Sunset

BIRMINGHAM— Town House

SERS USE

MUrray Hill 8-2772

SUperior 7-9863

HOllywood 4-8089

FAirfax 4-6529

P.S. Don't forget to call on us

next time you're in town.



Is your ad

dollar going

bye-bye...

or BUY BUY?
Been asking a small boy to

do a man's buying in Port-

land. Oregon? With KPTV,

you reach an adult audience

— the kind that puts "buy

buy" in your budget. Don't

be fooled by kid shows and

other gimmicks that inflate

ratings. Put your ad dollars

on KPTV and sell the peo-

ple who buy!

schedule '' BUY-BUY station

ac
Oregon

channel I £Z_

J!!\f

ing with Movie Spectacular Week. Its

highlights: a movie spectacular cara-

van, prettj girls, bus cards, bumper

strips and saturation on-the-air devices.

The caravan toured Minneapolis and

St. Paul as well as suburban shopping

(enters.

People on the move: George Lord,

named promotion manager, WTCN-
TV and WTCN. Minneapolis ... Jo-

seph Windsor, to WTVC, Chatta-

nooga as national sales manager . . .

Edwin R. Huse has joined the tv

sales department of WXYZ-TV. De-

troit.

Died: Donald M. Kelly, Jr., WJBF-
TV. Augusta vice president and gen-

eral manager. 25 July in Augusta.

RADIO STATIONS

There's been an 82.8% inerease in

the number of radios sinee the ini-

tial growth of tv in 1948.

RAB's latest mid-1958 radio report

brings the total set count to 142.6 mil-

lion. Other highlights of the report:

• Since January, 1958, the number

of secondary sets has increased 4.1%,

to total of 48.3 million.

• Radio-owning families are up to

47.1 million, from 46.6 million in Janu-

ary. Total household set figure is now
95.4 million.

• The total radio-in-auto count has

more than tripled since 1948, with a

current total of 37.2 million auto ra-

dios.

The inereasing interest in fm
programing is evidenced by a sur-

vey done for WKJF-FM, Pitts-

burgh.

Its highlights:

• There was a 45% increase in

number of fm homes in Allegheny

Count) during the past year.

• Allegheny families listening to fm

increased over the year from 18% to

27',. a total of 123,100 homes.

• WKJF-FM audience jumped 78'
< .

t» a total of 40,200 homes.

Survey was done by Guide-Post Re-

search.

New fm stations: WBBM-FM, Chi-

igo, has begun an independent com-

mercial operation. The station, a CBS
o&o will be managed by Walter L.

KYW-FM, a fine arts sta-

tion, begins operating in Cleveland this

week. WDOK-FM, also of Cleveland.

performed the unusual gesture of con-

gratulating KYW-FM over the air on

its debut. It stated it was gratified to

have the competition.

BMI, the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, and
the American Council of Learned
Societies have banded together for

a new radio series. Its title: The

World of the Mind.

The series, written by more than 50

American scientists and teachers, will

encompass a wide range of topics in

the sciences and the humanities.

Programs are available, without

charge, to all radio stations, public li-

braries and boards of education.

Bob Hope has joined a group of

Philadelphia executives looking to

purchase WIP and WIP-FM from
the Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co.

I a subsidiary of Gimbel Bros.)

Head of the purchasing group is

Benedict Gimbel, Jr., president of WIP
for more than 30 years.

Station sale is subject to FCC ap-

proval.

Live programing notes:

• Accent on Jazz, a new series fea-

turing a revival of American jazz, has

been added to WCAU's (Philadel-

phia) weekly schedule. The live, 55-

minute program is the brain-child of

WCAU staffer. Chris Albertson. a for-

mer University of Copenhagen jazz

student.

• WHHM, Memphis, just ended a

two-day talk marathon to determine

what kind of music programing the

station will feature. New WHHM
owner Cy Blumenthal decided his audi-

ence should determine types of music

the station would play. Two days were

spent on the air talking to listeners and

tabulating more than 14,000 votes.

Radio promotions and stunts:

• WDGY, Minneapolis, tied in with

Mileage and Direct Service gas sta-

tions for a mammoth radio sweep-

stakes. Six to eight promotional an-

nouncements were aired daily; sweep-

slakes blanks were available at the 250

gas stations.

Result: more than 200.000 entries.

• WKJF-FM, Pittsburgh, as part

of its 10th anniversary celebration, has

been awarding prizes of Van Cliburn's

first RCA recording to listeners of its

SPONSOR • 9 AUGUST 1958



Sunday Night Conceit Hall. Four al-

bums are awarded weekly.

• WRVA, Richmond, has complet-

ed its annual radio scholarship quiz,

featuring hundreds of high school sen-

iors from throughout Virginia. The

13-round, 30-minute quiz produced 27

scholarship winners with scholarships

totaling $12,550. Top prize: a $1,750

college scholarship.

• WFIL, Philadelphia, awarded a

$2,000 college scholarship to the win-

ning teenager essayist on the topic

Hitch Horse Sense to Horsepower.

More than 5,000 essays were received.

Award was made on ABC TV's Ar

can Bandstand program .

Sports buys: Philadelphia's Schmidt"?

Beer (Al Paul Lefton) and General

Cigar (Y&R) have bought three-quar-

ters of WCAU-TV's Philadelphia Eagles

football games this fall.

KVOO will air all football and bas-

ketball games of the University of

Tulsa for the next five years.

The Tulsa radio station signed a five-

year contract with TU for these exclu-

sive rights.

Hal O'Halloran, KVOO's sports di-

rector, will handle all Hurricane games

at home and away.

Station staffers: Allan W. Gilman,

to KGO. San Francisco, as assistant

general manager and sales director. J.

G. Paltridge has resigned as general

manager of the same station . . . Rich-

ard F. Polgreen Jr. has joined

WFBL. Syracuse, as assistant manager

and sales director . . . Norman Kay,

named general sales manager. KCBQ.
San Diego . . . Bob Nims, to WNEB.
Worcester, as sales manager . . . John
Lepley, to WEW. St. Louis, as pro-

gram director.

RESEARCH
Schwerin advances this finding:

Tv commercials with jingles are

somewhat less effective on the av-

erage than those without jingles.

How Schwerin arrived at that con-

clusion: 1} It recapitulated some 350

one-minute commercials, 88 of which

contained some jingle material.

2 I With an index representing the

average effectiveness of all commer-

cials on the basis of its Competitive

Preference measure, the results came

out as follows:

ANNOUNCEMENT EFFECTIVE

TYPE INDEX

Comms. with jingles 96

Comms. without jingles 101

Frank Soule, formerly with NTA
and in the film distribution field,

is entering the field of program
rating and consumer preference

measurement.
Soule says he's got a copyrighted

technique that—manpowered by field

experts— can relay information on

2,500 to 25,000 interviews within a

seven-day period.

Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of

Pulse, Imv, is spending a couple

weeks in London discussing with

British admen and tv producers

the new Pulse Qualitative Analysis

Reports.

These reports furnish product-use

and audience composition data for each

U.S. network radio and tv program

monthlv. ^
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8
out of

10
WRCVTV
viewers

are adults!

Children are a blessing, but when it comes

to TV audiences, it takes lots of adults to

make advertisers really beam. Adults are

the big earners, the big spenders, and

WRCV-TV has them in wonderful abun-

dance ! According to an ARB Special Tabu-

lation (June 1958), WRCV-TV's average

quarter-hour audience is 80% adult. If you

want to do a man-size job in the nation's

4th market, sell big. Sell grown-ups with . .

.

WRCV-TV-

3

PHILADELPHIA • SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

m\ WASHINGTON WEEK
9 AUGUST, 1958

Copyrloht IBM

SPONSOR PUILIOATIONS INC.

The Senate-passed resolution calling for an independent commission to probe

uses of spectrum space by the military was sidetracked temporarily.

First development was pressure by the President and the Defense Department which

secured House Commerce Committee amendment. The change meant that the special 5-man

commission would look into all uses of the air waves.

The Senate Commerce Committee had no such idea in mind. Its members are well aware

that the military and other interests would like nothing better than to grab off some of the

spectrum now assigned to tv and fm. The Senate committee wanted to prove military waste

of space already assigned to it so as to get more TV channels.

The Senate Judiciary antitrust subcommittee, after dragging its feet on pro-

tracted hearings, killed the sports antitrust bill outright.

Main sticking point was the authority in the bill for sports enterprises to ignore antitrust

laws when acting in concert to ban radio-tv coverage of sports events.

The FCC killed the fixed table of assignments for Class B fm, and now TV is

the only broadcasting service with such a table.

This lonely position is expected to increase pressure for permitting anybody to apply

for any TV channel in any place where interference will not be caused.

The FCC has taken two more steps aimed at getting more TV service to more
people despite the UHF fiasco. Plus one proposal.

WINR-TV, Binghamton. N. Y., UHFer. has been given permission to try an on-channel

repeater for one year to see how well it will fill in a nearby "shadow area."

A considerable population within two to four miles of the WINR antenna is unable to

receive the station due to the peculiarities of UHF reception. This one-year experiment is

aimed at finding out whether devices of this type can solve one UHF problem, that of getting

coverage to equal VHF.

The FCC has been ordered by the Appeals Court to probe whether there were

any improper influences in the Boston channel 5 case.

The Appeals Court refused to overturn the FCC grant to WHDH, owned by the Herald-

Traveler, on the merits of the case. But it noted that former FCC chairman George McCon-

naughey had told the House Legislative Oversight subcommittee he had been approached by

representatives of three of the parties seeking the grant.

The Court said it had no evidence of wrongdoing, but told the FCC to make sure about

Chairman Oren Harris (D., Ark.) is asking another $60,000 from the House

for his Legislative Oversight subcommittee hearings on the Federal regulatory

agencies. Says the original $250,000 will be spent by late fall.

Harris wants to hold further hearings in September and November, he says. More TV
cases are definitely in the works, he indicated.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
9 AUGUST, 1958 To Madison Avenue, today's counterpart of the alchemist continues to he:

sponsor publications inc. The sliderule manipulator seeking a formula that will insure a eliek show.

Other insurance companies may get a valuable tip from Home Insurance's rea-

son for not continuing with the Jack Benny radio show:

It had not marshaled the district agents' full support for the program hy inducing them
to buv local announcements around the show.

Another automotive account looks as though it might be up for grabs shortly.

The incumbent agency has just applied the broom to top supervisory personnel

on the account, the sweep including the executive v.p., the account executive, and the crea-

tive director.

Shades of the early days of radio: The sponsor of a network show has discovered

that a Southern tv station has been substituting local spots for his commercials.

Here's what triggered the expose: One of the sponsor's salesmen in that market wrote

in saying he was sorry to see that his town no longer was included in the program's hookup.

Oldtimers contemplating CBS TV's recent revisions in the daytime contiguity

rate recall that it was the late Len Bush, of Compton, who originated the contiguity

rate back in the '30s.

As agent for P&G's stable of soap operas, Bush "hinted" to NBC that if his client

couldn't get this concession it might move the whole shebang to CBS.

One of the Park Avenue soap giants did a burn this week at a tv network over

the hrushoff it got in the bidding for a nighttime show.

The aggrieved party learned that a competitor had been favored in not one but two

ways: (1) his order came three hours later, and (2) he got the show at token cost, where-

as the first bidder had offered to pay the full price.

Accumulating problems have made it cheaper for station group owners to main-

tain a staff lawyer than go to outside firms for aid.

The arrangement relieves the local manager of labor negotiations, passing on con-

tracts, worrying about the legality of contests, and digging into a lot of other unfamiliar

matters.

A Park Avenue agency is advising one of its clients this week that it has come
up with a technique enabling it to buy tv spot minutes at an average cost-per-thousand

of 6."»£ without departing from the ratecard.

It'a buying in around 30 markets, many in the top single and two-station brackets.

'I be highesl average is 8
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SURVEY WTYJ's

Scan WTVJ's top ratings. Calculate WTVJ's low

cost per thousand. But by all means survey WTVJ's
total coverage of 363,319 South Florida TV homes

and $2 XA billion retail sales.

WTVJ delivers South Florida's largest total coverage . . .

and the only unduplicated network coverage.

All other Miami channels have their network programming

duplicated in Palm Beach.

Proof? Latest ARB Area Survey shows WTVJ a solid first

throughout South Florida. Ask your PGW colonel for the

new "Dimensions" presentation today!

Data from Sales Management, May 1958 and Television Magazine, June 1958

WTVJ • MIAMI

Represented by

Peters, Griffin, Woodward

Dictionary

defines TOTAL
"whole amount,
complete,

entire."
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THIS

TOOTHPASTE TASTES GOOD!"

YYCiX-TY commercials get results

because WCX-TV programming

keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

some WCX-TV ease histories and

di^iuss your sales problems.

Pot "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

POPULATION: 439,000*

EFFECTIVE BUYING

INCOME: $748,540,000*
A distinct and separate market from Seattle's

INLAND WASHINGTON

KPQ

KPQ WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON
5000 W - 560 KCj

DENTISTS VS. TV
i ('.(till (/ from page 31 i

and t\. a large share of the credit for

Improving the nation"- dental habits.

In the past 20 years, according to P&G
figures, the frequencj of brushing 1>\

the average American has increased 1>\

more than 500$ from .67 times a

week to 3.85 times.

The W ashington hearings closed

with no announced plans b\ Rep. Blat-

nik for introducing new legislation at

the next session of Congress.

This much is known, however. The

Blatnik group not only seemed sympa-

thetic to the ADA story, but in addi-

I tion commented strongly on the sub-

ject of cigarette advertising.

Rep. Blatnik himself feels the need

for standardized tests of nicotine and

tar contents, wants more regulation of

tobacco company advertising.

Opinions vary about the seriousness

of the situation. One outspoken agency

account man was inclined to pooh-pooh

developments as "Just another tempest

in a teapot."

On the other hand, one of advertis-

ing's "Elder Statesmen" told sponsor

that "As long as there are strong, well-

organized, and generally well-regarded

groups (such as the ADA, which re-

gards advertising with open hostility),

there's a real chance of trouble."

Here's his five point proposal to

dentifrice manufacturers:

1 ) Forget the bad temper and bad

manners of ADA critics.

2 I Recheck your current copy care-

fully. Over-enthusiastic copywriters

may be over-stretching your copy

claims.

3 1 Re-examine the quote "once-a-

day" story. Even with the best in-

tentions it may be causing serious

trouble.

4) Ask yourself why there's such a

big discrepancy between your own re-

search and that advanced by ADA?
Is there a failure in your over-all

planning?

5 I Reconsider your public relations

program with the dental profession.

Obviouslj there's something wrong.

Meanwhile, the ADA is continuing

its crusade against what it calls the

'miracle" toothpastes with exhibits by

state and district dental societies at

u ious health show- |
one

i uns in

York at the Coliseum Aug. 6-231.

- lip lo responsible agency,

and broadcast executives:

ituation carefully. ^

UHF
i Cont'd from page 35)

went from about 28^ in March 1956

I. 809! in Februar) 1958. However,

its audience share hit a peak of about
19' ( It wasn't the programs that was
the problem. A study of 33 markets

with three stations showed that, for

a selected group of NBC shows, the

average share of audience was 35%.
The trouble, apparently, was due to a

variet) of reception problems, some of

them peculiar to Buffalo.

NBC is now7 actively studying the

acquisition of another uhf outlet. It

is understood that about a dozen mar-

kets are under consideration.

Whatever NBC does, however, it has

become increasingly apparent that, bar-

ring a radical allocation move b\ the

FCC (such as shifting the entire tv

spectrum to the 70-channel uhf band I

.

uhf's future, with the exception of its

current islands, looks foggy.

The slowness with which the FCC has

moved on the uhf question led ABC to

file a petition on 2 June seeking an

"immediate" revision of allocations so

as to provide three-network vhf com-

petition in a number of the top 100

markets. ABC offered specific pro-

posals for a third "v" in a dozen

markets. The plans involve reduction

of mileage separations in nine cases.

Washington insiders expect nothing

"immediate" to come out of the ABC
proposal, if only because the FCC is

beating time until the TASO (Televi-

sion Allocation Study Organization)

reports are submitted. Technical data

from TASO, an industry -supported

group, are not expected until the end

of this year.

At this juncture, the FCC is not very

sanguine about uhf's future. Chairman

Doerfer is against any shift to uhf on

the grounds that it would mean a loss

of service. The Commission recently

voted 4-to-3 in favor of de-intermixture

(in principle) when its opinions were

solicited by the Senate Commerce Com-

mittee but the FCC has shown in actual

practice that, whenever actual de-inter-

mixture problems come up. it is not

inclined to take radical steps.

In the absence of am positive action

in favor of uhf. the feeling is that the

low point has been reached or almost

reached. Though no less than 165 uhf

CP's have already been surrendered, a

number of stations are in excellent

financial health and 30 applications are

currentl) pending. ^
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THE WHOLE

TOWN'S AWAKE

TO A

SPECTACULAR

SHIFT IN

TWIN CITIES —

TV VIEWING!

New in the prosperous Twin Cities market.

Earlier time for the news—9:30 P.M. and new

to WTCN-TV, Chick McCuen, the Twin Cities'

most authoritative news reporter.

Followed by . . .

Movie Spectacular! The cream of first-run

Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer, Warner Bros, and

United Artists feature pictures. Your advertis-

ing reaches a loyal, wide-awake audience on

WTCN-TV. For attractive rate information,

contact your Katz man now. Or write to

WTCN-TV, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

MINNEAPOLIS
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What are they saying?

(about your company)

You can't read all of the advertising trade magazines anymore, and yet it

mportance to you to know how thej regard your firm, and what

the) are saying about ir. Ad-Clip will read even -

issue of the magazines

listed below for you and send you your mentions weekly. Regular clipping

services do not include these.

ADVERTISING AGE
ADVERTISING AGENCY

BILLBOARD
BROADCASTING
DAILY VARIETY

EDITOR & PUBLISHER
MAC

MEDIASCOPE
PRINTERS INK

RADIO-TELEVISION DAILY
SALES MANAGEMENT
SPONSOR
TELEVISION
TELEVISION AGE
TIDE
U.S. RADIO
VARIETY
WESTERN ADVERTISING

This complete service costs just $10 a month, or $100 a year ... or you

can give us a three month test for $25. Send your order to Toby Kaye,

\i>-Ci.ii\ 3388 Wrightwood Drive, Studio City, California.

WESTERN AIRLINES
i Cont'd from page 1 1

I

While Markman believes the tv spots

have mass appeal, he cites radio as

a stronger medium for making a di-

rect pitch for family travel. He com-
pares radio to newspapers, tv to maga-
zines for the impression you can
create with them. "You can get spe-

cific in a 60-second spot," he explains,

"while the tv approach, like the maga-
zine slant, is more for vour over-all

theme."

Western will sponsor the Detroit

Lions-College All-Star football game
on 15 August on 26 stations of the

ABC western radio net, and plans to

add other sports events. Radio is used

for specific campaigns, such as in-

troducing new flights (Western's new
L.A. to Mexico City flight was launched

via a very successful two-month radio

saturation campaign last summer),
strengthening a weak flight, or a news-

type announcement.

A good example of the last occured

last June, after a four-and-a-half

month strike by Western's pilots.

"Our media strategy was a hard-hit-

ting one-week campaign," explains ac-

count exec Going, "to announce simply

that 'Western Airlines is flying again.'

We used news-type spots in eight-sec-

ond ID's on 88 stations in 40 cities.

"In tv we sought to contribute even

more to this news feel by buying live

one-minute spots within early evening

or late tv news shows. In some cases

where time was not available within

the news program, we went on live

immediately following. In a number

of instances, the regular newscaster

delivered Western's commercials writ-

ten in news style.

"Both radio and tv did a helluva

job for us."" Going claims flatly, "but

after that one week, we wanted to

forget all mention of the strike and

get back to the job at hand as fast

as possible." The job Going refers to

is the current 52-week ID campaign

scheduled to start early in the year but

was delayed by the strike.

In defining the role of tv in West-

ern's advertising strategy, Western

proident and general manager Terrell

C. Drinkwater says, "What we've done

is onl\ a start. In light of the bird's

tremendous success, we're still weigh-

ing, evaluating and experimenting.

No question about it. v.i.b. is with

us to stay." &
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FM listeners know what's blowing! They

have purchased FM radio in order to hear the

full range sound of FM high fidelity. ..and to hear the

kind of music they prefer... music generally

available only on FM stations like

krhm-fm and in long play albums.

krhm-fm is specifically programmed for this selective and

interested audience, offering a wide range of music and

features with authoritative personalities in each

field... from the better popular music, folk music,

standards and jazz to the great classics and

opera. This music is of such interest that it now

represents 65% of the total sales volume in

the record business.

If you want to say something to a discriminating

adult audience that really listens, and BUYS,

talk to The John E. Pearson Company, and let

them describe the rapport between krhm-fm

and its listeners. Ask them, too, about the

study which defines these listeners' high income

••^ level (36% over $10,000 per year) and their

ige of acquisition (89% between 21 and 49)?

THE HARRY MAIZLISH STATION FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

KRHM-FM/LOS ANGELES

58,000 WATTS TRANSMITTING FROM MT. WILSON

Programming for people

who

really listen



THIS

IS SOME SMOKE!"
WGN-TV commercials gel results

because WGX-TV programming
keeps folks watching. For proof,

let our specialists fill you in on

sonic W'GN-TY case histories and
iliscuss your sales problems.

Put "GEE" in your Chicago sales with

W©N-TV
Channel 9—Chicago

WGR-TV now leads all Buffalo stations with
the largest share of the viewing audience

n
; sign-off seven days a week.

\ffiliate. Call Peters,

Griffin, v.
, liabilities.

worn-tv
BXJFFA.I.O

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

John Box, Jr., executive v.p. and manag-

ing director of the Balahan stations, has an-

nounced the following appointments, among
others made as a result of the group's re-

cent acquisition of KBOX, Dallas: Dick

Morrison, formerly sales mgr., WNOE,
New Orleans, to gen. sales mgr., KBOX.
Bernie Strachota, to gen. sales mgr., WRIT
from city sales mgr. for Miller Brewing Co.

Stanley N. Kaplan, who has been sales mgr. W1L. St. Louis, becomes

asst. to v.p. Balahan stations, will headquarter at WIL. Wm. Mc-

Kibbon. formerly commercial mgr. WDEL. Wilmington, Del., to asst.

to v.p. WIL. Robert "Coffeehead" Larsen, after 10 years at WEMP,
Milwaukee, to asst. to gen. mgr.. WRIT. Milwaukee. Rob Ribbins.

now program director for KBOX, Dallas; he has served in same ca-

pacity at KRIZ. Phoenix, Ariz. The appointments mark another step

in the continuing expansion of the Balahan group.

i".

J A TRANSC i

if". WROC TV, Rochester • WGR R,

WT . Buffjlo • WSVA Radio, WSVA TV,

Jerome Hyams has been elected vice presi-

dent in charge of syndication for Screen

Gems. The announcement, made by Ralph

Cohn. president of the Columbia Pictures

tv subsidiary, is in line with their recent

expansion into the area of new, first-run

ail nil program series for regional and local

sponsors. Hyams, 43, has been director of

syndication for Screen Gems since Decem-

ber, 1956. He entered the film industry in 1934 via Guaranteed Pic-

tures, which became Commonwealth Pictures in 1938. He became

sales mgr.. later was elected v.p. of sales. In 1950 Hyams formed his

own company, Hygo Television Films, serving as president. Four

years later he also became owner of Unity Television, moving to

Screen Gems when that organization absorbed both Hygo and Unity.

Thomas F. McAndrews, Jr., has been

elected vice president of Ted Bates & Co.

and will be in charge of the agency's Holly-

wood office effective 1 September. Mc-

Andrews has been assistant v.p. in charge

of television operations in Bates' New York

tv/ radio department. He joined the agency

in 1
()52. after serving with the tv/radio de-

partment <»f Kem o„ & Eckhardt; CBS TV,

where he helped set up its film division: and Republic Pictures. He

succeeds II. \u<lin Peterson, who has resigned as v.p. in charge of

the Hollywood office to devote more time to free-lance writing and

production. He will continue to act as consultant to the agency.

Peterson, whose resignation becomes effective 30 November, has

been with Bales since L945.
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A WELL BALANCED BREAKFAST
IN MILWAUKEE

>

. . . starts with Wonderful WRIT Radio where

everyday from 6:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M., Bob

"Coffeehead"" Larsen . . . Milwaukee's most lis-

tened to radio personality . . . is"HOST-to-the-

Most." Yes . . ."Coffeehead" is way ahead when

it comes to audience and selling effectiveness.

Balaban Balanced Programming . . . already the

most talked about new concept in radio gives

your message a real selling showcase. Wonder-

ful music . . . award -winning news . . . bright

personalities make WRIT . . . your best

balanced buy in Milwaukee.

BALABAN

WonderfulWRIT^
Milwaukee

WIL

John F. Box, Jr.

ve Vice President & Managing Director

Bemie Strachota, General Sales Manager

Sold nationally by

Robert E. Eastman & Co., Inc.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco

WRIT KBOX
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Butternut Coffee commercial

Buchanan-Thomas Advertising Company, an enterprising

Omaha agency, scored a coup recently. And Buchanan-

Thomas' client. Butternut Coffee, couldn't have been more

pleased.

It all happened when Stan Freberg, versatile Hollywood

satirist-musician, led the Omaha symphony orchestra in what

he called an "instant musical." An audience of nearly 4,000

heard him deliver a six and a half minute commercial for

Butternut Coffee.

We hear that this is one over-length commercial that no-

bod) complained about to the Code Review Board.

Editorializing with a plus

WAPL, a radio station in Appleton, Wisconsin, believes

that Appleton needs a Community Youth Center.

It might have expressed its point of view via straight-

forward editorializing. But it decided to use radio's unusual

showmanship ability to help accomplish its objective.

The WAPL campaign took the form of erecting a 30-foot

tower atop the WAPL studios in downtown Appleton. The

tower i- named for Bob Bandy, the WAPL disc jockey, who

mounted it on the 4th of July and will remain on it until

200.000 letters, postcards or phone calls have been received

asking him to come down. At that time WAPL will donate

SI.000 to help establish a Community Youth Center. As of

28 July WAPL had received 52,100 requests—approxi-

mately 25'
, of the goal. Three shows are broadcast daily

from the ''Bandy Tower."

th Center campaign slogan is"WAPL's Bob Bandy
,! " in for youth . . . bring him back alive!"

how this campaign can miss—either for

ft

IS WE FIGHT FOR: Publication of

ures in all air media

althy climate for the

and spot tv, along
" lll

< spot faithfully. II e

urge net radio to fill the g m this vital area.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Priceless: In San Antonio, according

to TV Guide, prison officials found that

inmates of a jail who rioted for more
than an hour, smashing windows and

furniture, were careful to first protect

the tv set l>\ wrapping it in blankets.

Operation Operation: Tv's preoc-

cupation with in-hospital telecasts

reached its zenith the other night when
a t\ show featured a delicate opera-

tion. The patient was prepared for

surgery in the amphitheater. The
camera panned the spectator seats un-

til it lit on the patient's wife. The
emcee asked her for a comment, and

she said, "I think tv is just divine."

While the surgeon performed the

operation, the wife was again ques-

tioned by the emcee. "It's simply

wonderful," she said. The patient sud-

dently died. As cameras panned again

to the patient's widow, she shrugged,

said, "Well, that's show biz."

Inevitable: The last word in the

cigarette filter war is that Herbert

Tareytons are now coming out with

two filters. A filter to filter the filter?

Overdue: In a world of cheesecake

calendars, the Cincinnati ad services

firm of Osborne-Kemper-Thomas, Inc.

now comes out with a comedy calendar

called "Life Can Be Beautiful" which

is just about the tops in ironical titles

for such "off-beat" art and captions.

Typical of the humor is the March
illustration, a sad-eyed drummer who

asks, "Did somebody say March?"
and the sheet for June which depicts

a completely un-Ivy League type who
says, "Who needs experience? I'm a

college graduate."

Early Yule: WABC, New York, re-

ports its first Christmas card for the

year from a Manhattan listener who
signs herself Essie E. Smith. Maybe
she sent all her Christmas cards out

before the August postage hike and

saved herself some money.

Titular: We've just heard about a

hunch of Madison Avenuites who get

their kicks from sitting around and

dreaming up titles for new magazines.

Samples:

V /// ME. the magazine for the young

man on his way up.

SKIDS, the magazine for the man on

his way down.

SECOND II ENl A. magazine for the

adman who has gone East.
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...and

the second
quarter was
the best

90 i

• •** ••
On top of a terrific First Quarter, WRCA-TV has just finished the

best Second Quarter in its history! Altogether, the first six months

of '58 were the most successful half-year we've ever known: total

sales up 10% over last year's figures—share-of-audience* up 14%!

In a tough selling period, television has to do a tremendous selling

job for its advertisers. In New York the NBC leadership station is

doing that kind of a job. Cut yourself a slice of America's most

luscious market with a schedule on WRCA-TV

!

-JUNE 1957 vs1958

WRCA-TV -4 NBC in New York Sold by NBC Spot Sales
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he results are in—and

IfXEX-TV WINS!
illion Dollar Movies"
t top share of audience
d top adult audience

i Metropolitan Richmond
Ion. thru Fri., 5-6:30 P.M.

=

Source: ARB Coincidental, Richmond Metr -ir% ,Ukdy 14-18, 1958

SHARE OF AUDIENCE

VXEX-TV-42.7%
ATION B — 31.0%

TATION C — 26.3%

COMPOSITION*
ADULTS

WXEX-TV 73%

Station B 59% 41%

UNDER 16

27'%%

Station C 25% 75%
'based on all data available for partial week

THE LOCAL RATE

CONTROVERSY IS

BOILING OVER

Many advertisers and
agencies are starting

to exert pressure on
stations for a clarifica-

tion on local vs. nation-

al rates. As the prob-

lem grows, stations are

looking anxiously for

possible solutions

Page 27

Leo Burnett's

air media

strategy

Page 29

% SPECIAL REPORT:

Cigarettes' big

fall tv splash

Page 33

nning June 30, when NBC option hours changed, we experimented with I

iuling our already owned RKO and 20th Century-Fox pictures at 5 P.M. I A StatlOII lliaiiager

thought our Richmond audience—especially our adult audience—would I
looks dt tacliOS

r the best in movies during the late afternoon. Now the ARB figures prove
|

f ere right. So we have added the fabulous MGM library! The figures
[

S«eS dlKNllltli

pld keep going up and up and UP. You're invited to go right along with I Page 38

^i-on WXEX-TV, the Richmond area's basic NBC-TV station.

If// our "reps." for availabilities, presently at current card rate 2
Station Representatives ii

' Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas



Vast New Urban Complex,
defined by The Ford Foundation

dominated by wfmy-tv

Just what is this area . . . this Piedmont Industrial Crescent?

Defined by the Ford Foundation, it is a vast "area laboratory,"

stretching across North Carolina's fertile Industrial Piedmont.

It is more, too. It is a bustling, urban complex engaged in

unsurpassed growth patterns of manufacturing, distribution and

marketing.

Strategically centered at the hub of this massive urban market

is WFMY-TV, the most powerful selling influence, by far.

North Carolina's INTERURBIA
At the very axis of the CRESCENT lies INTERURBIA . . .

the largest metropolitan market in the two Carolinas.

INTERURBIA plus the Piedmont CRESCENT where

two million people are sold on WFMY-TV.

uufmy-tv ®
GREENSBORO.

•presented by: Harrir on PighterA Parsons, Inc. • N^W Y<fork • Chi.cago • San Francisco • Atlanta • Boston
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Davenport, Iowa — Rock Island, Illinois

47th TV MARKET IN THE U.S.

As Reported in TELEVISION AGE, May 19, 1958

41 Albany Schenectady-Troy 46 Omaha

42 Nashville

43 Champaign

44 Miami

45 Sacramento-Stockton

47 Davenport-Rock Island

48 Binghamton

49 Raleigh-Durham

50 Asheville

48 COUNTIES
Population* 1,727,100

Homes 556,500

TV Homes 469,890

Farm Homes** 97,101

TV Farm Homes** 54,912

Effective Buying Income* $2,852,363,000

Retail Sales* $2,076,120,000

N/V
Erne.. C Sender,^ Resident Manager

Mark Wodl.nger
Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward.
Inc., Exclusive National

THE QL'INT CITIES

DAVENPORT
JBETTENDORF 1

ROCK ISLAND |

MOLINE ILL

FAST MOLINE '

channel

WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which
also owns and operates WHO-TV and WHO-Radio — Des Moines.

16 august 1958
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NEWSMAKER
of the week

One of the best-known figures in Chicago, and one of the

best-liked figures in the broadcasting business, has received a

new promotion. Jitles Herbuveaux is moving from v. p. and

general manager of NBCs owned stations in Chicago, to vice-

president. Central Division, for NBC.

The newsmaker: Saxophonist, orchestra leader, vaude-

ville producer, pioneer broadcaster, golfer and raconteur extraordi-

naire. Jules Herbuveaux has operated in many fields—and made

friends in all of them.

His new assignment as head of the NBC Central Division will

move him into an area of over-all company operations with broad

duties, including liaison with NBC's parent company, RCA, with

talent, with sponsors. ''He will be," says one NBC executive, "a

midwest Grover Whelan for the company."

There is a consensus in the busi-

ness that Herbuveaux represents

an ideal choice. He is, as noted, a

superb raconteur, with a fund of

available stories estimated into

thousands. He is a master at any

conversation, business or pleasure,

thanks to a sparkling vocabularv

and ear for colorful phrasing.

"Jules doesn"t use old cliches," a

co-worker reports; "he makes new

ones."

He is an avid Chicagoan, on

social terms with everyone from

politicians to business men to taxi drivers. This chauvinism springs,

as it frequently does, from an adopted son. Born in Utica, N. Y,,

he attended high school in Chicago. At the time the U. S. entered

World War I he was an engineering student at McGill University,

Montreal. He served as a chief gunner's mate during the war.

He returned to Chicago where he organized a dance orchestra, did

the first musical "remote" from Guyon's Paradise Ball Room and

conducted the first musical program on pioneer station KYW. Dur-

ing that period he was recording with his orchestra, traveling

through the midwest as producer for the Keith-Orpheum circuit and

acting as musical director for several Chicago stations. He joined

NBC in 1927 (the year it opened its local offices I as musical director.

He moved up through management ranks, becoming program man-

ager in 1939. tv manager in 1919. general manager of both stations

in 1951. His creativity in programing is reflected by the early tv

"Chicago School" which bore his personal stamp.

He is a member of the Chicago Mayor's Committee. The Broad-

casl Pioneer's Club. Society of TV Pioneers and is v. p. of the Tavern

Club. He is married, has three daughters, and lives in suburban

Wilmette. His hobbies are golf I he plays at Sunset Ridgr Cuuntrv

Club) and private short wave radio (he operates W9SGM I

.

^

16 august 1958

Jules Herbuveaux



THE IMAGE OF

©nMnwnsniLmr^

Vast construction projects are
in progress throughout Detroit:
impressive new office buildings, shopping
centers, expressways, a huge convention hall

on the waterfront. All are visible evidence of

the city's vigor and faith in the future.

Equally believable is WWJ-TV's tradi-

tional leadership and community stature.

These are plus values of tremendous im-
portance to every advertiser.

To be sure this fall, be sure to use WWJ-TV,
Detroit's Believability Station.

ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ

ned I opwoled by The Detroit Newt

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

16 augi'st 1953



ive Runs?

Other Official Films availa programming: Star Performance... 153 programs,

Cross Current/ Dateline Europe/Overseas Adventure/formerly Foreign Intrigue... 156 prograi



YES!

frican Legend... 80 programs

even

g-MY
LITTLE
MARGIE
174 stations have made tremendous profits with strip

programming ! Even in its fourth, fifth, sixth — or seventh run,

"My Little Margie" has topped leading network, syndicated

and local shows ... a top money-maker for every station

that has bought it. 126 sparkling episodes available.

Ratings prove "My Little Margie" is still No. 1!

Houston-Galveston . . . 6:00 PM . . . 23.8 A.R.B 5th Run
Against "World At Large" / "Newsreel" Av. 14.7,

"TV News" & "ABC News" 11.2

New Orleans . . . 4:30 PM . . . 22.1 A.R.B 4th Run
Against "American Bandstand" 12.4, "Four Most Features" 8.1

St. Louis . . . 4:30 PM . . . 18.2 A.R.B 4th Run
Against "Gil Newsome" 3.7, "Do You Trust Your Wife?" 3.5

Birmingham . . . 5:00 PM . . . 18.3 A.R.B 3rd Run
Against "Fun at Five" 12.0

Buffalo . . . 10:00 AM . . . 13.5 A.R.B 4th Run
Against "Garry Moore" 6.1, "Arlene Francis" .7

Call the leader

in strip programming

,7-fe

wr/.*$>>*•

OFFICIAL FILMS, Inc.
25 West 45 St., New York

PLaza 7-0100

representatives:

Atlanta • Atwood 9610

Beverly Hills • Crestview 6-3528

Chicago • Dearborn 2-5246

Cincinnati • Cherry 1-4088

Dallas • Emerson 8-7467

Fayetteville • Hillcrest 2-5485

Ft. Lauderdale • Logan 6-1981

Minneapolis • Walnut 2-2743

San Francisco • Juniper 5-3313

St. Louis • Yorktown 5-9231



ng strength
WGAL-TV adds selling strength to your advertising

dollar. True, because this pioneer station is foremost in

Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as in numerous

other cities: (Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon, Cham-

bersburg, Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. And, you find that

WGAL-TV's multi-city coverage costs you less than

buying single-city coverage. Increase the selling

strength of your advertising dollar—on YVGAL-TY.

• 1,040,465 households • 942,661 TV households

• 3,691,785 people • $3 3/4 billion annual retail sales

• $6% billion annual income

W6AL-TV
LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET

10 AUGUST IT,!!



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

m\ SPONSOR-SCOPE
16 AUGUST 1958

Copyright 1958

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

You can forget the time-honored principle that it's suicide to get palsy with a

district sales manager. Today, it's exactly the reverse :

In the package goods field, the marketing revolution has boosted the district man-
ager's importance so high that tv and radio stations and their reps will have to concentrate

on him more and more. Here's why the emphasis has shifted from headquarters to the

fellow on the firing line:

1) The expansion of the private label is changing the media strategy of many
a national packaged goods advertiser to enable him to maintain a more fluid local front.

2) The key to what's happening here is the competition between dominant grocery

chains in a particular market. If one chain elects to focus the advertising on its private

labels, the competitor often uses the opposite strategy of promoting national brands heavily.

It becomes axiomatic for the district manager of the national brand to move in

with his own advertising support. Marketers report that this shifting of money into

regional and local media will mount in tempo and size for at least the next six months.

3) But note that this automatically raises the national vs. local rate question.

The private-label seller naturally will demand a local rate, while the national-brand seller theo-

retically has to pay the national rate. For the implications of this muddle, see the article

on page 27 and the editorial on page 86.

New spot radio business took off with a whoosh this week. The roster of ac-

counts scheduled for September launching:

• Campbell Soup (BBDO) : 26 weeks in 35 markets with varied time segments.

• Peter Paul (DFS) : 75 I.D.'s a week in 46 markets via package buys.

• Mueller Co. (DCSS) : 10 announcements a week for 17 weeks in 48 markets.

• Eveready Batteries and Prestone (Esty) : nine announcements per week for eight

weeks in a long list of markets; will lay off 1 December and resume about a month later.

• Kiwi shoe polish (Cohen & Aleshire) : 10-20 announcements a week for 10 weeks.

• Chattanooga Medicine (Cohen & Aleshire) : five spots a week for 32 weeks.

• PM Laboratories (Allan Marin & Associates, Chicago) : will expand market by market

for Teen Clear, which it had been testing in Minnesota and Iowa.

• Leeds Chemical (Mohr & Eicoff, Chicago) : Planning to expand its M-O-Lene and

Wool-O-Lene products into 15 or 16 markets, predominantly in the Midwest.

The cold remedies started spotting their fall tv spot campaigns the past week.

They include Anahist (Bates), Vick, and Four-Way (Cohen & Aleshire).

P.S.: Vick also is reported to be buying into the NTA network.

One reason the spot picture looks so rosy for the coming year: national adver-

tisers are becoming increasingly aware of the need for allowing their regional offices to

make their own marketing decisions (often for reasons listed in Item No. 1 above).

That's why you'll find the topflight agencies strengthening their setups in such

places as Dallas, Houston, Atlanta, and Miami.

The broad policies will be coming out of New York, but the day-to-day decisions will be

determined by the exigencies of local situations within the various regions.

SPONSOR • 16 AUGUST 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE contrnuvd

Vugust network Iv didn't turn out to be quite so soft as had been expected

early in the year.

Each network has but five half-hours less of sponsored nighttime than it had in August

..f 1957.

The comparison of total nighttime half-hours sold:

Mils I ABC TV CBS TV NBC TV

1958 28i/
2 441/2 43

lo:,7 331/2 491/2 38%

The three tv networks this week had a total of 230 daytime quarter-hours with

"sold" tags for the fall.

By individual network, the quarter-hours sold and the percentages of the daytime pro-

gramed: ABC TV, 54 segments, 90%; CBS TV, 96y2 segments, 74%; NBC TV, 80 segments,

70%. .

Meantime ABC TV is planning to add another 10 quarter-hours to the 60 it al-

ready has announced for the fall.

Note: At the present time NBC has 51 daytime sponsored quarter-hours to CBS'

total of 84i/
2 . A year ago it was NBC, 47%, CBS, 9iy2 .

Like NBC TV, CBS TV is showing around a new presentation on daytime.

The CBS pitch basically is directed at advertisers who have less than a half mil-

lion dollars to spend on this facet of the medium.

The presentation puts the focus on the advantageous cost-per-thousand of daytime tv

as compared to women's magazines.

(See 9 August SPONSOR-SCOPE for areas covered by NBC TV's daytime presentation.)

Watch for the tv networks to adopt the flight principle of saturation spot.

It will be aimed at smaller advertisers who want frequency but can't afford 13-week

cycles. The suggested plan will be along these lines: Go on for six weeks, take leave for

seven weeks, then come back for a seven-week run.

NBC Telesales Department (closed circuit telecasting) introduces a new twist

in retail marketing this fall.

It will be the first of a series of programs in which NBC TV affiliated stations in 60
markets will serve as viewing arenas.

Manufacturers will use the programs to unveil their new lines for retail buyers

and the people that push the goods behind the counter. The proceedings will be interlarded

with sales training by top experts in the retail field and include entertainment.

The rates for participating segments: 10 minutes, $7,500; 20 minutes, $15,000.

The cost of putting out a simple recorded jingle just about has doubled in the

past two years.

In fact, if you come out with a bill of $1,700, you're doing well. These rising

costs, agencies say, have made it imperative that the talent bill be paired to a minimum and

the mechanical side of the assignment be operated at stopwatch efficiency.

The following is an updated breakdown of expenses for what may be considered

an average one-minute jingle e.t. :

Four musicians (one hour rehearsal) . - —- $135.00

Contribution to the AFM's trust fund for use of jingle 100.00

Vocal quartette (one hour rehearsal) including taxes 200.00

Announcer (one hour rehearsal) scale plus taxes 60.00

Jingle writer, composer, and arranger _ 750.00

Studio rental, tapes, editing, and assembling ___ _ 125.00

Master and pressings (100 copies), packaging, shipping, city tax 295.00

TOTAL ..$1,665.00

sponsor • 16 august 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Earle Ludgin appears to have revived a tactic that's been dormant among agen-

cies: sending out several "task forces" among stations to cement relations for an

account.

The account in this instance is Tidy House Products Co. The task forces include not

only timebuyers but also some agency top brass.

During their visits the delegations will, of course, try to improve Tidy's spots.

Motivated by the report that Rival Packing canceled out of McCann-Erickson be-

cause the agency wouldn't travel its timebuyers, SPONSOR-SCOPE this week quizzed

a group of Madison Avenue timebuyers on the traveling idea.

Opinion fell into two categories:

(1) Contacts on the scene are valuable to the agency and client only if a special prob-

lem is involved.

(2) There are a lot of other convenient avenues for a buyer to learn things about a

market—such as agency branch offices, client fieldmen, information from stations and

reps when requested or otherwise, occasional brochures, and periodic visits from station

managers.

Remarked one timebuyer wryly : "Anyway, who's got time to go traveling on an ex-

pense account? To get to know a market and its stations in depth you'd have to stay a week.

If I got away from this desk for even a week, it would take me two or three weeks

to catch up with my work. Let 'em hire service people to do the traveling."

The next big competitive rush in the detergent field: a liquid to compete with

Wisk for washing-machine use.

General Electric is reported bringing out a washer designed expressly for heavy-

duty liquid detergents.

Due to feel the impact of a strong move toward washer detergents is Tide, which by it-

self last year turned in a $10-million profit for P&G.

Burnett's stake in the Philip Morris exploits continues to grow.

The agency's responsibility has been extended to PM's new brand, Mayfield, a mint-

flavored mentholate, which currently is being tested in Portland and Seattle.

As far as the number of cigarette brands are concerned, Burnett now has as many as

Esty (R. J. Reynolds' lone agency for many years).

Lorillard's Old Gold and Kent is also under a single roof: Lennen & Newell.

(For an updated picture of the cigarette field in relation to air media see page 33.)

Radio station managers- are getting more voluble in wondering whether their

own guiding forces of new business development haven't got themselves in a rut.

The managers feel that the same old tunes are being sung over and over again—but

louder—and that too few efforts are being made to create areas of new radio business af-

forded by new marketing opportunities.

Another intramural criticism: Too much time, money, and energy are being devoted to

chasing sources of possible revenue that long ago gave evidence of being fruitless.

The mantle for aggressive promotion-mindedness is rapidly shifting from Madi-

son Avenue to Midwest agencies.

While Madison Avenue thinks in terms of big buys, the Midwest is disposed to dream

up big stunts to go with their relatively small buys. The idea appears to be: beat the

drum instead of the ratecard.

A sizzling case in point: Needham, Louis & Brorby's promotion for Oklahoma Oil

($2-million biller) in the Indiana area. The agency used every merchandising gimmick

in the book, including an hour's Herb Shriner show over a tailored hook-up of 29 tv and

radio stations. The razzle-dazzle included street parades and free gifts at all of Oklahoma

Oil's service stations.

SPONSOR • 16 AUGUST 1958



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued..

National spot radio clicl 7.8% better for the first six months of 1958 than it did

for the like period of 1957.

The figure for the 1958 half was $93,574,000 and for the 1957 half, $86,770,000. In

other words, spot radio continues its unbroken upward climb.

CBS TV has returned to the 20-minute-segment pattern as an incentive for adver-

tisers who may be interested in the Perry Mason hourly series.

The price for a third of the show, time and talent, is $60,000 gross. Maximum discounts

would reduce this to about $52,000 per broadcast.

The last time the network had such an arrangement in effect was with the original Glea-

son show. (ABC TV likewise is selling its Sunset Strip in 20-minute segments.)

Madison Avenue agencies probing into the local vs. national rate situation have

uncovered curious paradoxes and sidelights.

For instance, they've discovered regional products in Indiana, Oklahoma, Texas, Vir-

ginia, and Florida are granted a sort of "favorite son" protection — that is, the local

rate. (See page 27 for more on the local rate problem.)

Trying to liberalize the rules on product protection during the daytime has be-

come quite frustrating for CBS TV and NBC TV.
The main source of the networks' woes are accounts taking their maiden dip into

daytime tv.

Their schizoid behavior shapes itself along these lines: First, they complain about

the package goods giants checker-boarding their buys so as to keep out the competition.

But when the network makes it possible for the newcomer to squeeze in with 15 minutes' pro-

tection for their product on either side, they argue that they should have much longer

protection—preferably an hour.

CBS TV still is running slightly ahead in average ratings and numbers of home per

minute of viewing.

The 11 June Nielsen count showed these relative standings:

NETWORK AVG. DAY RATING AVG. HOMES AVG. NIGHT RATING AVG. HOMES

CBS TV 6.9 2,808,000 18.8 7,726,000

NBC TV 6.4 2,525,000 17.5 7,183,000

ABC TV 8.0* 3,117,000* 13.6 5,342,000

*ABC TV was programing far less davtime than the other networks in June.

Take it from a network president who prefers to remain unquoted, the fall outlook for

both spot tv and spot radio is comparatively bright.

As overseer of the spot as well as the network activities of his organization, he notes

that spot users appear to have their plans for the next six months in far better

shape than network buyers.

His observations to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week on the same theme included these:

• \\ ith smaller budgets at their disposal, spot people plan better, are much more me-

ticulous in getting the maximum for the dollar, and are closer to the cash register and

the goods on the shelf. They're also quick to pick up a good franchise.

• The network buyer is inclined to be impulsive, plans less tightly, gambles for big

stakes, and i^ given to maneuvering for position by the big deal.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 17: News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 52; Washington Week, page 77; sponsor

Hears, page 78; l\ and Radio Newsmakers, page 84; and Film-Scope, page 49.
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SALES
Whether you depend on Don McNeill's

Breakfast Club for your major adver-

tising sales effort... or to sales-backstop

your more expensive media buys . .

.

he checks out results like these:

• Kretchmer Wheat Germ (protein food supplement) . "Big-

gest December in history ... a great deal of credit to Don."

• Perma Starch ( laundry product ) . "We expect (when pos-

sible) to continue ( Breakfast Club ) for the next five years."

• Admiral (transistor radios). Mail replies: 11,473; morn-

ing TV, 5,400.

• Py-O-My (pie mix). "In our book, Don is America's

number-one salesman."

• Sandran (floor covering). "A perfect complement to our

TV schedules ... a strong personality salesman who gives

our product claims believability."

ABC

Don McNeill rings up sales every minute
he's at work. Monday through Friday,

from 9 to 10 a.m., Don, Fran "Aunt Fanny"
Allison, comedian Sam Cowling, songsters

Carol Richards and Dick Noel lead millions

of happy marchers around the breakfast

table — and down countless checkout aisles

in ABC Radio's 285-station sales territory.

Come along with Don and the gang. They're
ready to hegin checking out new sales for

your products, too.

RADIO NETWORKA
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HISTORY MAKING

4* YEAR OF PRODUCTION

!

stry balloting RATED # 1

Broderick Crawford . . . Best Actor in
i ARB AVERAGE RATING 30.3

1 110 Markets for 6 Consecutive Month:

Winner of

NATIONAL SAFETY

COUNCIL AWARD

1958
for Outstanding

Promotion of

HIGHWAY SAFETY

Starring Academy Award Winner

BRODERICK
CRAWFORD
as Head of the Highway Patrol



Unclouded Crystal Dome
or, Iowa Tah s Its Weather Cirrus

Nothing's too good for Channel 2 watchers

in Eastern Iowa. Besides Lighting up at night
'

(in color), this grounded version of Collin's

aircraft weather radar gismo allows the

WMT-TV audience to get its weather whole-

sale.

How it works. The plastic headdome is con-

nected to the shindome; the shindome ro-

tates 360°, spitting out impulses which hate

weather; along comes a storm, say. and echoes

beat it back to the wishdome which is con-

nected to the scopedome which delivers a pic-

ture of the disturbance. This causes rejoicing

in the autonomous news room* because news-

domes hate storms too and everyone gathers

round while the scope on the weather set goes

on camera and bang!

Any questions?

WMT CBS Radio and Tv for Eastern Iowa

The Radar Stations

National Heps: Tin KaU Agency

It declared its independence one Fourth el' Julj

recently. The .News ('enter operates I'm both radio

and television. Facilities are consolidated at the tv

station, with remote radio control. Included: Three

major wire services supplying five leased

leased wire to the Weather Bureau (in case our radar

gismo gets autonomous), plus a private weathet f

casting service; two picture services (AP and UP)
for t\ news. Staff includes six regular newsmen, a

full time photographer, two peopl i Sports, and two

Far ndents



Timebuyers
at work

Chuck Helfrich, media director of Donahue & Coe's newly organ-

ized Los Angeles office, who buys for Los Angeles Pepsi Cola Bottlers

and Slenderella Frozen Foods, feels that agencies with branch offices

'The concept of an office strictly

; outdated." he says flatly, point-

••-*,

t^r

*i
.ch offic. "These people <

ought to put these offices to work.

for the servicing of tv production is

ing to the many recent agency

mergers as proof of this. "The

primary purpose of the mergers,'"

Chuck says, "is to widen the scope

of service—in the fullest sense

—

for the current or potential client.

But even so, there are many

large agencies with these facilities

already established which stick to

the entrenched habit of buying

from the New York office." Chuck

feels that these agencies aren't

taking advantage of the many

capable people they have in their brant

in a position to buy efficiently and effectively," he says. "They know

the peculiarities of their own market and stations from first-hand

experience and observation, what will or won't sell the advertisers'

products locally—factors that can't be learned studying figures."

Andy Anderson, Geoffrey Wade Advertising, Chicago, points out

that because client appropriations for spot have risen tremendously

in the past few years, the timebuyer's responsibilities have increased.

"The buying problem he now faces requires a far more extensive

knowledge of the medium than was required in past buying meth-

ods," Andy points out. "In buy-

ing a certain market for an adver-

tiser today, not only ratings must

be considered. They are impor-

tant, of course, but this is only one

measure of desirability. Some of

the other factors that must be con-

sidered today are client sales

charts, station coverage, audience

composition, station programing

and integrity, and merchandising

services." Andy also notes that

his agency is concerned with the

problem of triple spotting and places premium value on those sta-

tions which space the announcements. It favors, too. stations which,

after a buy is made, constantly strive to improve the rate structure

for second-year advertisers. "And one more point, it would save a

lot of time if reps submitted availabilities on standardized forms."

"A"iis in Anger

Because all he hears

Is loud blaring music

That deafens his ears

!

Music may have charms to soothe

the savage breast and even some

that are not so savage, but in a

market the size of Greater Los

Angeles, music can't hope to

appeal to everybody.

It takes variety in programming

to capture and hold the attention

of all the individual minds that

make up the collective market.

For 36 years, KHJ's foreground

sound has had the necessary inter-

esting, entertaining and variegated

programming to deliver listeners

who pay close attention to the pro-

grams of their choice and to the

commercials as well.

Never underestimate the variety

of tastes that make up America's

Second Market. Here is a medium

programmed to satisfy them all.

KHJl
RADIO
LOS ANGELES'
1313 North Vine Street

Hollywood 28, Californ

Represented nationally by
H-R Representatives, I]
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WESTERN
MARKET
Immediate availability. 640 million

acres, cultivated by top radio station

since 1924. Ideal for increasing

in 302 counties of 12 states. Markel

furnished with over 4 million

'round listeners plus 10 million \

tioners. Purchase includes top

work programming and populc

cal shows. A really outstanding

time-buy!

Plus features included

at no extra cost:

• Friendly neighbors. Since 1924,

KOA has been a respected friend to

this vast Western neighborhood.

• Power and influence. KOA's

50,000-watt voice is an influential

• Carefully planned programs.
KOA has always planned its program-

ming to provide the type of enter-

I your ad budget go farther

. . work more effectively!

Buy KOA -Radio

!

Wf Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.

KOi
DENVER
One of America's

50,000 WATTS

by John E. McMillin

Commercial
commentary

Consider the mashed potato

Among the slickest, most professional com-

mercials I ve caught on daytime tv were a

couple I saw on the CBS show "The Verdict is

Yours" for French's Instant Mashed Potato.

I don't know who was responsible for planning

the French job. and Fve purposely not tried to

find out. But whoever he was. Fd like to address

some free, avuncular advice to his boss:

Your boy is good. He's obviously a real advertising man—
not just a technician or specialist. His French spots show

clear thinking, sound planning, and a sure-footed approach

to a sales problem. I'd guess he's of management caliber.

Better hang on to him.

If this seems surprisingly high praise for a couple of commercials

which you yourself may not find very interesting or spectacular, let

me explain my critical position.

To me, as an advertising man, there's a shocking tendency in the

broadcasting industry (among the non-pros) to applaud all the

wrong things in tv commercials, and to drool over certain announce-

ments for all the wrong reasons.

Take the matter of cuteness. Here in New York, for instance, the

Bert and Harry Piel beer spots have been widely praised as '"good"

commercials, simply because they're so cute.

But, from an advertising standpoint, this is sheer nonsense. Mere

cuteness does not make a commercial good advertising, any more

than mere cuteness makes a girl a good washerwoman. You've got

to look for more fundamental qualifications, as well.

Mere technique is not enough

Another thing that seems to befuddle the boys' judgment is the

technical aspects of producing commercials. They got so tangled

up with the difficult problems of semi-animation and split screens,

and original musical scores, and whether the lettering does a may-

pole dance before spelling out Mother, that they tend to think of

these things as ends in themselves.

To hear some of them talk, you'd think that a commercial was

"good" because it required a camera crew to spend six weeks on

location at Pugwash. Nova Scotia, or because the sound was piped

through three filters and four echo chambers, or because, as one

young agency producer once boasted to me, the entire spot was

"visual"—no spoken or printed words of am kind.

All this may be art. But it ain't necessarily good advertising.

Nor does the popularity of a commercial mean very much. This

morning I received a letter from a Hollywood film studio, urging

me In mention in this column, certain commercials which had been

voted "most popular in the Los Angeles area."

I haven't yet seen these spots, so Fm not going to name them.

But if they ever do get rave notices here, it won't be because they

were picked by a panel of Pasadena Penelopes as the "commercials

sponsor • 16 august 1958



"Well, Chester, seems they got another one of those

ARB ratings down in Shreveport,

and I reckon you, Doc, Kitty and I can be

mighty proud 'cause our show came in first place.

In fact, the station we're on, KSLA-TV,
got 8 of the TOP 10 shows ... and 18 of the TOP 25.

And it led the audience in 227 out of

414 quarter hours in the week.

It's great to be a part of the.number one

network, Chester, but something else that impresses

folks about KSLA-TV is the way it originates

a lot of shows on its own designed

for people right there in the Ark-La-Tex.

Its local news and weather, for instance,

have always been the ones most people prefer.

(33.6 to 13.4 at 6:00 PM).

Well, that oughta take care of

any confusion you might have had about

ARB ratings in Shreveport.

Care to amble over to the Long Branch for a spell?"

basic CM) channel shreveport, la.

service advertisement in Standard Rate and
Represented by PAUL H. RAYMER CO., INC.

SPONSOR • 16 AUGUST 1958



Oregon
and Washington
counties. There
are certain

intimate details

pertaining

to her habits

which you'd

best learn from
the enterprising

gentlemen of

CBS -TV Spot
Sales. My, how
they love to

KOIN-TV.

- Commercial commentary continued .

we find just too dream) for words." Such popularity ma\ be (from

an advertising standpoint l entirely undeserved.

In saying this. I don't mean to seem contemptuous of honest copy

research. Research can be wonderfully helpful, providing you know

how to use it. But before you begin relying on consumer panels or

other tests. \ou should have your own set of critical standards.

Three important questions

In judging any radio or tv commercial. I try to ask myself these

three questions: First, what is. or at least seems to be, the company

or product's real sales problem? Second, how well, and how thought-

full) has the commercial been planned to meet and solve this sales

problem? Third (but only third I . how well has it been executed

—

with how much originality, imagination, distinctiveness and sparkle?

And now. with this long-winded preamble, let's get back to the

French Mashed Potato commercials, which I admire so much.

French's problem, with its Instant Mashed Potato, is obviously

that of introducing a new, and somewhat unbelievable, product in

the highly specialized grocery and supermarket field. It is competing

with fresh, frozen, and even canned potatoes. It must not only ex-

plain quickly how Instant Mashed Potato works, but must overcome

the housewife's traditional prejudice in favor of old fashioned meth-

ods, and in many cases, her previous unhappy experiences with other

dehydrated foods.

It must sell real benefits in order to justify a somewhat higher

price than for fresh potatoes. And, because it sells through super-

markets, it must make awfully sure that women know what the

package looks like, since they won't find it either among the fresh

vegetables, or in the frozen food bins.

These, then, are some of the sales realities around which French's

tv commercials must be built. And it's a real pleasure to see how

French faces them.

The way of a pro

A typical French commercial opens with a shot of a housewife

in a kitchen. In response to the announcer's question, she admits

she's making mashed potatoes. When he chides her for doing it

the hard, old fashioned way, the ricer and potato masher fly sud-

denly out of her hand and disappear. There's a quick cut to a close

up demonstration of making mashed potatoes with French's mix

(
package well in evidence ) followed by shots of mashed potatoes

being served in various ways, and ending again with the package,

being opened, and the two envelopes of the mix being displayed.

The narrator not only explains the French method, but emphasizes

ease and time saving, taste (made from real Idahosi. convenience

I helpful when you're cooking for children I. cooking opportunities

l\ou can make wonderful shepherd's pies with mashed potato tops).

quantity (eight generous servings I. package I two envelopes!.

It's a complete, convincing, close-packed, smooth flowing sales

pitch. And the beauty of it is— it looks so easy.

That, of course, is the mark of the real pro in an\ field, including

advertising. Watching these French commercials. I get the same

feeling I used to get in seeing Joe DiMaggio go back for a long

drive, or Charlie Gehringer pivot for the double play. There are

no false moves, no waste motions, no foolish showboating. Just the

swift, smooth, sureness of a guy who really knows his job.

Congratulations, boy—whoever you arc! ^
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No place for fishtails!

Locale: Greater WOODIand in May

Subject: WOODIand's Annual Antique Auto
Tour

Situation: wOODIanders by the droves turn

out to cheer the country's most
distinctive antique auto affair

WOODIanders love new cars: last year they dropped

$564,900,000 on chrome and high horse power. Once a year,

though, they forsake fancy fishtails to flock around the cars

Gramps used to drive. The dates this year were May 24-25

and about 100 lovable old clunkers made the grand tour

through greater WOODIand. WOOD-TV is always up front

with locally-inspired programs that WOODIanders want —
and watch. That's why WOOD-TV is WOODIand. Ask the

Katz man. He'll tell you.

WOOD-TV is first—morning, noon, night, Monday
through Sunday—May '58 ARB Grand Rapids

WOOD-AM is first—morning, noon, night, Monday
through Sunday—April '58 Pulse Grand Rapids

Everybody in Western Michigan is a WOODwatcher.

WOOD AM
TV

WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV -, NBC Bai

Battle Creek, Kalama

r Western and Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,

Muskegon and Lansing. WOOD - Radio - NBC.



In San FranCISCO, audiences respond
k.iin s i„im,,I lui ,i I, .nn.,1 l<> S

I1..11.IM0 I.11111I10. limn \<» Yoik

.mis in Inn' k(>l's\ 111 S;m I I.HHiMn!

KQBY
10,000 watts
an Francisco

Sit in with your PETRY Man

Mid-America Broadcasting Co.

PROVED 3 WAYS
AMERICA'S BEST TV BUY

Telepulic J957 Year-End Review - highest
rat*o station in America in markets of
three or more stations for the entire

©JKROl* "HIT®
MMtSENUD NAl

D.ck W.H,. A... &.. M 9 ,

49th and
Madison

Thank- fo] youi \<\\ excellent article

on Alaska 1 19 July, SPONSOR I. We
surel) appreciate all the farts you pub-

lished on the market. However, there

was one minor discrepancy.

Effective April 1st. KTVA and

KTVF, the CBS affiliate stations,

started broadcasting at 11:30 a.m. due

to the tremendous local business. As a

result of this many new advertisers

have entered the market. Procter &

Gamble ordered all their daytime pro-

grams, etc. These daytime programs

proved tremendously popular. Mid-

night Sun Broadcasting stations. KENI
and KFAR-TV commercially broadcast

at 4:45 p.m. not 3:00 p.m.

Once again, many thanks for your

fine article.

Roy V. Smith

Roy V. Smith Associates

New York, N. Y.

A billet-doux

sponsor has certainly grown in edi-

torial stature, format and enjoyable

reading matter over the years. . . .

Don't ever ever stop that wonderful

new series of articles on Commercial

Commentary by John McMillin. They
are fabulous, fresh, and such fun to

read.

Harry W. Bennett. Jr.

senior vice president

The Joseph Katz Company
New York; Y. Y.

A suggestion

I thought you might be interested in a

suggestion for a slight possible im-

provement in your fine magazine.

I am enclosing the Comparagraph
pages that I cut out of sponsor every

time these lists appear. This is defi-

nite!) one of the most valuable sources

of information that is available to Reps

in their day-to-day selling, and I have

seen many Reps and Time Buyers use

these pages in their daily work.

The problem is that it is one helluva

job to get these sheets out without

clipping off the vital information in

the middle of the page. 1 just wonder

ouldn'l be possible to put a

slightly wider margin in the inside of

the magazine, or perhaps print the

Comparagraph near the back of the

book, where taking it would be easier.

Thanks for the consistent excellence

of your publication, and the provoca-

tive and informative articles you run.

Philip J. Richtscheidt

George P. Hollingbery Co.

New York, N. Y.

• SPONSOR .,,,,,,.

r.Mll> :

A request

We would like permission to use cer-

tain items from your copyrighted

Sponsor-Scope and Film-Scope sections

of your fine trade magazine.

The intended use of this information

is for the benefit of our local sales

staff. The information would not be

printed or generally distributed or ad-

vertised. Whenever quoted to a local

merchant your magazine will be

credited as the source of the informa-

tion.

sponsor is well read in this station

and I feel that it contributes to the

overall stature of broadcasting by its

thorough and timely coverage of the

vital topics.

Elvin Feltner

operations manager

WH1S-TV, Bluefield, W. Va.

Success stories

I have been reading with much inter-

est your steady series of success stories

obtained by using radio and/or televi-

sion for various businesses. I think

it is one of the most useful series of

articles printed b\ any advertising

trade magazine.

One of our clients, a medium-size

baker, competing with the nationally

known bakers with some of his lines,

is contemplating the use of radio and/

or television, and we'd appreciate it if

\ou could send us some of the dip-

pings of stories of success by bakers in

a similar position.

Richard T. Williams

/. Cordon Manchester Advtg., Inc.

Washington. 1). C.
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Twin City People Listen to . . • Attend

• . • Appreciate Good Live

Radio Broadcasts

"Standing Rome Only!" The SRO sign went up
early when Don McNeill's Breakfast Club
show originated live from WTCN Radio-
coast to coast to the American Broadcasting

Network. Thousands of folks in the

Minneapolis-St. Paul market nocked to attend.

They came to see Don McNeill, broadcasting

from the Twin Cities' fabulous Southdale

suburban shopping center, through the

facilities of WTCN.

Here's proof that Twin Cities people listen to

WTCN Radio . . . appreciate WTCN Radio . . .

and attend WTCN Radio's good live broadcasts.

In person — ABC's popula

Don McNeill

new as tomorrow WTCN radio
MINNEAPOLIS

SPONSOR • 16 AUGUST 1958



. . . by any survey in Cleveland!
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In a few minutes the Adam Young man will be telling somebody

that WTJX is first in 499 of 504 Pulse quarter hours . . .

. . .ami thai W'TIX is first in every daytime creative programming service. Now, more

quarter . . . and thai June Hooper shows than ever, the big New Orleans buy is WTIX.
WTIX firster than before . . . with 32.8$

aU.dav average
T;llk 5,00° watts

'

,i!,() k< '-' 4!,!)
<luarter hours

and 32.8$ to Adam Young . . . or WTIX
. . . and that L,000,000 new people are hear- General Manager Fred Berthelson.

ing a sound they never heard before . . .

The NEW WTIX NEW ORLEANS
First . . . and getting firster . . .

"« thai WTIX has 5,000 watts on 690 kc.

Now Prom Texas to Florida . . . there are

over 2,500,000 listeners for WTIX's 24-houi

TODAY
ODD STORZ. PRES

V\"FIC3rvl
> DAY'S SELLING

WDGY Minneapolis St. Paul
I REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

I WHB Kansas City
Bgj REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

| WTIX New Orleans
EPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

I
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THREE KEY ADVERTISING ACENCIES HAVE ASKED STATIONS TO CLARIFY LOCAL RATE POLICIES

COMPTON has
asked stations for

"economic justifica-

tion"" on their local

rate policies, is in-

vestigating the ex-

tent of rate differen-

tials and comparing
them with newsprint.

AYER has sent ques-

tionnaires to 150

stations in markets

of varying sizes,

asking: "Do you
have a local rate?"

and, if so, "How
does an advertiser

qualify for it?" i
B&B is conducting

a survey of local

and regional rates

and rate protections

given regional ad-

vertisers in the
states of Indiana,

Oklahoma. Florida,

and Texas.

Local rate muddle at boiling point

^ In recent weeks advertising agency interest in prob-

lem of local radio/tv rate structures has mounted

^ Major radio/tv advertisers want to know two simple

facts: who is entitled to the local rate, and why?

La oral vs. national rate problems, a

king-size trouble center for the air

media over a score or more of years,

are stirring up new, even more violent

frictions right now.

Within recent weeks such major

agencies as Compton, Benton & Bowles,

and N. W. Ayer have been leaping into

the controversy with demands that sta-

tions explain, clarify, and "justify*"

rates given to local, regional, and re-

tail advertisers.

The special significance of these

moves is that these agencies handle

many large national accounts (P&G.

Standard Brands. General Foods, Ar-

mour, etc.) which heretofore have not

been particularly concerned with the

local rate squabble. What stirs them up

now is that they think regional com-

petitors are getting a better rate break.

Their activity comes on top of in-

creasingly strong pressures from such

well-known local-rate advocates as the

automotive, gasoline, tire, beer, and

bottling industries. They, too, want to

know if they are getting the best pos-

sible buy.

Because of the vital importance to

spot radio and tv of the troublesome

local rate issue, sponsor has surveyed

agencies, advertisers, reps, stations,

and station groups about these fast

moving new developments. Here's a

summary of the findings:

1

)

Present pressure for simplifica-

tion and "rationalization"' of local rate

policies is no flash in the pan.

2) You can expect it to get louder,

stronger, and more insistent until ma-

jor stations find satisfactory solutions.

3) Demands for simpler, clearer,

more reasonable definitions of "who
pays local rates and why?" are not (as

some stations and reps have feared)

merely a prelude to new price-cutting

lactics. Advertisers and agencies are

trying to make sound business sense

out of what has become a hazy, fuzzy

rate situation at many stations and in

many markets.

4) There's little tendency to under-

estimate the problems faced by stations

in setting and sticking to sound local

16 AUGUST 19.18
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Three possible solutions

to local vs. national

rate dilemma

Retail Store Designation. Main

agency men suggest that stations

should grant local rates only to mer-

chants who actually "own and oper-

ate a local retail stoic." This is in

line with a practice common among

leading newspapers. Objections to

this suggestion are that main chain

stores feature product copy in com-

petition with national accounts:

Mime stores hare multiple branches

ami affiliates; ami limiting local

rates to this classification alone

would rut off certain local adver-

tisers, nou given lou -rate privileges.

Account Groups. More popular

among reps and station owners

seems to be the "account group"

concept, such as used by the Storz

stations. I nder this plan a station

specifies certain types or groups of

accounts which always take the na-

tional rate, and others which always

enjoy local rates. Decisions are

made mi the character of the prod-

uct, rather than a definition of "lo-

cal interest." Critics of this type of

plan say that the problem is to

explain why certain products (such

as beer and ale) belong in a "na-

tional" group, while others (such

as "soft drink bottlers") get local

The Single Hate. The single rate

concept i<>r station operation un-

doubtedly is increasing in popular-

ity notably among tv stations.

Single rate stations hare a sole rate

of business. The

OUrse, ill ises II hen

hum a double tO

lure and must ex-

• .id i ertisers.

ean a rise in

airs re-

Strong

have

found "'

under this m stem. Bl

timis prri ent many %t

1 1 1,m attempting it.

rate policies. But there's general agree

men! thai the element of suspicion

r.iii-i be removed from decisions on

who gets what rate.

5
i I hree possible approaches to

ihe rate question are receiving atten-

tion thece days from responsible sta-

tion owners li rigid classifications

ol accounts. 2 i retail stoic designation

and 3 i the single rate.

6 1 Though agencies, advertisers,

reps, and SR \ are all working on tbe

problem, the real responsibility for

solution rests with individual station

operators. This is both because local

conditions musl dictate local policies,

and because of various legal issues.

What triggered the new explosions

over local rates was undoubtedly the

action of Tracy, Locke in canceling

spots for Maryland Club and Admira-

tion coffees on Oklahoma stations that

were found to be giving preferential

rales to local coffee brands.

Agencies handling national coffee ac-

counts such as BX.B (Maxwell House i

and Compton (Chase & Sanborn I

moved in fast to examine the Okla-

homa situation, and discovered region-

al and local rate implications which

apply to many other products and mar-

kets.

Both Compton and B&B have indi-

cated to sponsor that they plan to ex-

pand, and widen their rate investiga-

tions. Meanwhile N. W. Ayer, survey-

ing 150 radio and tv stations in behalf

of several clients, uncovered evidence

of equivocal local rate structures in at

least .'-50'
< of stations questioned. Les-

lie D. Farnath. Ayer's media v. p. (see

cut I is reported anxious to help clean

up the local rate situation in behalf of

all agencies and advertisers.

Behind such agitation for local rate

clarification lie two major factors—
one known and recognized as a peren-

nial problem of the broadcast media,

while the second is an outgrowth of the

changing patterns of marketing and

distribution.

For man) years, distributors, dis-

trict offices, chains, jobbers, dealer as-

sociations, and manufacturers repre-

sentatives have been beating at the

doors of t\ and radio stations to get

local rates for what is essentially na-

tional advertising.

In recent months, perhaps due in

to the recession, this pressure has

etting stronger, tougher, and

impting to station owners. Last

i example. Oulf Oil, a heavy

national spot, switched over

completely to a local busing policy

and apparently has succeeded in get-

tint: some (though 1>\ no means all I of

its station list to accept copy at local

rates.

In another case reported to SPONSOR

a leading cigarette manufacturer has

field representatives who sometimes

contact stations direct for special ad-

vertising drives at local rates. Mean-

linie in certain sections of the countrv

( notably the Southeast I rate tactics

almost have wiped out any clear defi-

nition of what constitutes a local rate,

leading rep firms imply. And, reports

SRA, there still are a few brokers or

"operators'' who buy time at local

rates and attempt to job-lot it to na-

tional accounts.

But by no means all of the confusion

about rate structures can be traced to

these standard headaches. Much more

significant to such firms as General

Foods, P&G and others, is what has

been happening in marketing.

• Today many big chains, which

qualify for local or retail rates, are

pushing their own private brands of

coffee, shortenings, desserts, and other

products in direct competition with na-

tional brands. So national advertisers

want to know why private-brand com-

petitors should be given preferential

rate treatment.

• In addition, many local businesses,

such as department stores, have estab-

lished branches in suburbs or outlying

towns, yet continue to get rates based

on a limited trading area.

• Products which once were con-

fined strictly to a local market, such as

bread, are now marketed in country-

wide and state-wide areas.

• Meanwhile, many national adver-

tisers are developing products for lim-

i'ed or regional distribution. The pin-

point" technique of marketing is in

general use. Certain industries (rub-

ber, for instance) have companies op-

erating retail stores (like Firestone)

which are directly in competition with

other rubber companies with different

marketing patterns.

All of this tends to confuse and be-

fuddle the reasons and justifications

for a "local rate." And say. agencies,

advertisers and reps, most stations

have not yet worked out any clear-cut

rate philosophy.

Last spring in a bold move, widelv

heralded in the industry, the Storz sta-

tions set up a new. clear-cut se! of

legulale to handle the problem,

i PI ase turn to page 66)
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Dr. Seymour Banks, media re-

search director: "Not only did

we pioneer the simulcast, but

we were among the first to drop

it when its usefulness had
passed."

Harry McMahon, tv commer-
cials v.p. : "Our creative credo in

tv advertising is simply this: We
take the inherent drama of the

product itself and capitalize on
th.it. . .

."

Len Matthews, media v.p.: "We
believe in constantly challeng-

ing media stereotypes—not just

change for the sake of change,

but a constant evaluation of

current and future strategy."

The Leo Burnett air media strategy

Leo Burnett: "When you reach

for the stars, you may not quite

get one, but you won't come up

with a handful of mud, either."

16 august 1958

^ Creative art and copy isn't enough, say Burnett

executives; media buying must also be creative as well

^ In air media, buyers look for "reach" (number of tv

homes), "frequency" (how often each home is reached)

^L\actl\ 2.'! \ears ago this month, an

adxertising agency was formed in Chi-

cago with two things: a staff of eight

people and a policy of striving for the

most creative ideas possible.

Today. Leo Burnett Company has a

staff of 800. but the creative policy

hasn't changed. The agency's now-

famous philosophy of "reaching for

the stars"' has earned it a reputation

for eye-catching art and copy, and an

annual billing (last year) in excess of

$80 million."

Yet what few people know about the

second largest Chicago-based ad agen-

cv I behind FC&B I is that its creative

philosophy extends beyond the copy

and art departments. In fact, Bur-

nett's spirit of creativity permeates

through the entire organization even

*0f this. 617r is placed in a media

to a department where you'd least ex-

pect to find it: media.

Len Matthews. Burnett v.p. in charge

of media, puts it this way: "Our atti-

tude can be summed up by these two

basic principles or philosophies. We
believe in constantly challenging me-

dia stereotypes—not just change for

the sake of change—but a constant

evaluation of current and future me-

dia strategy to make sure it's on the

target. . . . The fact that we did thus-

and-so last year is never a reason for

us to continue a media strategy with-

out a complete re-evaluation of the

problems.

"Second. I think we are a scientific

media department." continues Mat-

thews, "equally as concerned with mar-

keting as with media—but at the same

time, not tied down or fenced in with



BURNETT VARIETY

ll<.« Kuril, it works

ol i ommercials !•! the -.; n< product is

shown in these Marlboro commercials.

Depending cm the commercial position, one

,.i Eve basii the famous

"Marlboro Man:" what Burnett calls '"-li<«-

..i hi.'" sequences; the Ralph and Bertha

toon sei ies; and Jul e I x>ndon

commercial in romantic style

slide rules. But 1 also think we are a

< rent ire media department—long on

consideration of the qualitative factors

in media planning such as prestige,

authority and visibility, bui not so

carried awaj with these things that we

forget to put some quantitative sizes

on litem.
'"

Matthews' department includes a to-

tal of 117 people, including 16 time-

Inn ers and 10 group supervisors. Of
these, 18 work in the all-important area

of media-marketing analysis. "We be-

lieve there is too much lip service and

too little performance in most sectors

in relating media plans to marketing."

Pointing out an example of a Bur-

nett "creative media buy," Dr. Sey-

mour Banks. Burnett media research

director, notes that "We were among
the very first to appreciate the values

of simulcasting. During the early

days of tv, our research indicated that

there was a great deal of switching

over to tv during daytime hours. So
to create even patterns of listener

strength, we bought both network ra-

dio and tv during the day, notably the

Arthur Godfrey Show and Art Link-

letter's Houseparty, on a simulcast ba-

sis for Pillsbury and other clients. Not
onl\ did we pioneer the simulcast, but

we were among the first to drop it

when its usefulness had passed."

Burnett's pioneering of the simulcast

on network is just one example of cre-

ativity as it applies to their broad-

cast media planning. Early in 1951.

the media creativity pioneered an-

other movement which today is stand-

ard procedure for many advertisers in-

troducing new products: market-by-

market introduction of the product.

This, coupled with the first spot place-

ment of a program, made it a dual

pace-maker in broadcasting annals.

Eight years ago. when the Kellogg

Company introduced Sugar Pops on
the west coast, the Burnett Company
bought spot markets there for its Wild
Bill Hickok Show. And as Sugar
Pops moved eastward across the coun-

try, the Wild Bill Hickok show moved
right along with it in spot tv. market-

by-market.

This spring when the Kellogg Ad-

venture strip programs were replaced

in spot after a year on network tv, the

Burnett Company led the way for

ij national rates to programs in

|">t markets. I See SPONSOR 2!! June

today's reckoning of rating points

as a measure of spot weight in media
planning is another creative concept of

the Burnett media department. "We
learned long ago," says Matthews,

"That it's not the number of spots,

but rather what the spots deliver in

reach and frequency that is the impor-

tant factor." Reach I the percentage of

tv homes reached in a given period.)

and frequencv ( how often each home
is reached, innovated by the Burnett

company several years ago) are mea-

surements now used widely by many
ad agencies in figuring spot tv bin inn

goals.

A current example of the Burnett

broadcasting pioneering is the 52-week

spot package for Marlboro. An in-

vestment of over $3 million, it makes

Marlboro the only other national spon-

sor of year-round sports events I Gil-

lette's Cavalcade of Sports the other I

offering such features as baseball's

Game of the Week on alternate Satur-

days and Sundays on CBS-TV, profes-

sional football on CBS-TV on Satur-

days and Sundays, and basketball and

hockey in their respective seasons.

Media research at Burnett reveals

that hockey is the highest rated of am
network broadcast sports feature in

the wintertime.

Telecasts of the Marlboro sports

events vary from a
/4 to ^2 of each

game in various sections of the coun-

try. The number of commercial posi-

tions require a broad pool of com-

mercial subjects. Utilizing five basic

themes, these formats are used for

variation: The famous "Marlboro

Man"; what Burnett calls "Slice of

Life" sequences; and for humor, the

"Ralph and Bertha" series; a Marl-

boro cartoon series; and the Julie Lon-

don romantic singing commercials.

These five basic formats are all used

and rotated within the sports telecasts.

"For believability," says Harry Mc-

Mahon. Burnett v. p. in charge of tv

commercials, "We have found the

use of personal salesmen very effec-

tive. Our early use of Godfrey. Moore

and Linkletter bears this out. Cur-

rently, for example, in the case of

Chas. Pfizer & Company I Agricultural

sal's division), we are using an ac-

cepted farm authority. Dave Living-

ston, to deliver the message. Dave is

a farmer himself, and when be speaks

of animal health products, the farm-

ers listen."

The Burnett Company is probablj

{Please turn to page 82)
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Why advertisers cross- plug on net tv

I f you've wondered about the effec-

tiveness of the cross-plug technique on

network tv—that is the practice of

dropping one commercial on a pro-

gram in order to get in a single an-

nouncement on a succeeding day or

week—then NBC's new study provides

clear evidence of the value of this in-

creasingly popular maneuver.

NBC research shows that national

advertisers who employ cross-plugging

reach millions of additional homes.

The average evening half hour pro-

gram, for instance, using an average

station list, gets a Nielsen rating of 23.

If an advertiser uses his full commer-

cial time on one half hour show, he's

delivering advertising messages to

9,100,000 tv homes.

But if he drops one minute of his

commercials and takes a cross-plug on

the following week's show, he delivers

his story to 12,500,000 homes. That's

the equivalent of getting a 31.5 rating

for the same expenditure.

Daytime gains are equally impres-

sive. An advertiser using his full three

minutes of commercial time on an

average daytime quarter hour pro-

gram, with an average station lineup,

reaches 3,400,000 homes. His rating

is 8.7.

But by cross-plugging he gets better

than a 50'/r bonus. In shifting one

commercial to a spot on a succeeding

day's show, he ups his rating to 13

and delivers messages to 5.100.000

homes.

The big reason for these sizeable

gains is, of course, the changing com-

position of the audience for any partic-

ular program. Homes viewing a show
on one day are not exactly those view-

ing it on a succeeding day or week.

Thus, the advertiser using cross-plugs

is really selling to two different audi-

ences, and reaches a considerably

greater number of different homes.

In figuring out these impressive sta-

tistics on the values of the cross-plug,

NBC used a combination of Nielsen

figures including data on average

audiences (minute-by-minute viewing)

and on audience composition. One in-

teresting fact: the lower the rating,

the greater the advantages to the ad-

vertiser in cross-plugging. ^

^ NBC study shows that popular technique has big

advantages for major network television advertisers

^ Cross-plugs provide sizable gains in the total number
of homes reached—by both daytime and evening shows

EVENING HALF HOUR

Without cross-plug With cross-plug

If you take full com-

mercial time on an
average night-time

half-hour program,
here's your homes
and rating picture:

// you drop one of

your commercials

and have it deliv-

ered on the follow-

ing week's show,

you reach a bigger

total audience:

RATING: RATING:

23 31.5

HOMES: HOMES:

9,100,000 12,500,000

DAYTIME HALF HOUR

Without cross-plug With cross-plug

Full three minutes

of commercials on
the average daytime

quarter hour pro-

gram reach these

homes with this rat-

By giving up one-

minute commercial
and having it deliv-

ered on a succeed-

ing day's show, you
make big gains in

homes and rating.

RATING: RATING: 1
8.7 13 1

HOMES: HOMES: 1
3,400,000

1
5,100,000

1
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How AMF sets 'em

up in the summer
^ To combal a hot weather slump in bowling, AMF's

bowling «1 i > ision is backing a current $750,000 campaign

* I\etv*ork tv is used to attract new bowlers; spot radio

to change the regular (winter season) bowling habits

^^iic of the most flamboyant spenders

hi air media (his summer is a compan)

thai makes bowling equipment, a rec-

reation activit) practiced larger) dur-

ing the winter.

Therein lies the reason for the cam-

paign. American Machine & Foundrj

Co. i> blasting aua\ at the summer
doldrums that affect bowling in an at-

tempt to turn hm\ linn's image — as a

old-weather activity — around. Pro-

claims VMF's rin-potters. Inc.. the

compan) division devoted to this pas-

i.uic: "Bowling is cool fun!"

To create this mood of January-in-

June. the compan) is pumping a cool

three quarters of a million dollars into

[he current July-August campaign.

\nd. to create a sense of immediacy,

air media are getting more than half

of the budget.

The biggest -hare. 30$ of the

budget, is being channeled into tv. It's

showing up on Sunda) nights at 8 in a

half-sponsorship of the Steve Lawrence-

Edyie Gorme summer replacement of

e Wen show, normally in that

lime slot. The -how is carried on the

full 150-station lineup of the NBC-TV
network.

\nothei heft) proportion. 2.V , . i-

allocated to radio. These funds are

•
i some 74 stations in 34

• in marl ets. Spot an-

11 60-seconds, run from

station.

rhis
i ampaign is

winter-

time - hedule. ,,\ uses

ti princi Bowling
Stan fspi

. The
intenl ol the h inti

incidentally, will go

weeks this wintei I is to i

confirmed howlers with a twofold sales

story : to sell bowlers on the advan-

tages of going to alle\s equipped with

AMF Pinspotters. and to sell related

equipment, which includes company-
made howling balls, bags and shoes.

This first-time summer campaign

also has a twofold purpose, explains

Frank P. Downey, AMF v. p. and head

of the bowling group: "First we want

to encourage present bowlers to bowl

during the summer, and second, to

create new bowlers."

Summer, explains Downey, is an

ideal time to seek out new bowlers be-

cause children are out of school, peo-

ple have more leisure and "bowling

lanes offer maximum availability."

"Our dualitv of air media helps us

l( achieve our two-pronged purpose."

explains Jerr) Donovan, bowling group

ad manager. "Instead of the pre-se-

lecte.l group we gel with Bowling

Stars during the winter on tv, we, to-

gether with our agency, Cunningham
& \\ alsh, chose the Laurence-Gorrne

Show to get exposure to non-bowlers as

well. We use our commercial time on
t\. both live and filmed, to show bowl-

ing as a sport that's carried on in nice

surroundings. Viewers can get an

idea of the fun and sport involved,

even for beginners.

"Radio on the other hand," he con-

tinues, "helps in our other objective

of filling howling alleys in off-hours,

off-season. We capitalize on radio's

immediacy, by tailoring spots to

weather conditions. On sultry or rain)

days our local spots point out that you
can enjoy howling regardless of the

weather.

"We tested radio for other themes

this spring," Donovan adds, "and
found they worked so well we're using

them now. These include things like

health, pleasant exercise, sociahilitv

and all-family recreation."

In addition AMF. together with its

public relations counsel, Barkas and

Shalit, is expanding its "Clinics" where

it supplies professional instructors to

cooperating bowling centers.

AMF hopes that the next 10 years

will see a 50 r
/( increase in the number

of howlers, from 20 to 30 million.

With the combination of steadv in-

se~son promotion, plus heavy summer

; romotions like this, the goal seems

modest. ^

i, d, a.e., C&w
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SPECIAL REPORT

Gross air time expenditures

HOW CIGARETTE SALES

COMPARE WITH CIGARETTE

AIR EXPENDITURES

Cigarette sales

Cigarettes on the air: fall bonanza

^ The cigarette industry, an air media stalwart, is

enjoying a boom in the middle of the present recession

^ Here's what mounting cigarette sales mean to spot

and net radio and tv, and what's coming up this fall

^^ne glance at the chart above will

show you what the air media can ex-

pect from the cigarette industn this

fall: a bonanza. Thus one of the real

pillars of the coming season now is

just about in place.

The cigarette industry is The largest

customer of spot radio, third-largest

of spot tv, fifthdargest of network tv.

and contributor of about 1% or 8%
of network radio volume. Moreover

—as the chart also implies—there

- is a very favorable relationship be-

tween cigarette sales and the amount

of air media expenditures. In other

words, when cigarette sales go up, air

expenditures rise as much—or more.

On the important sales side I whence

all blessings flow) this is the situation:

Dollar sales among the five major

corporates I Brown & Williamson, pri-

vately owned, doesn't issue public re-

ports) total $1,768,244,342 for the

first half of 1958. as against $1,638,-

009.789 in 1957. Last year all six

companies, including B&W invested ap-

proximately $149,000,000 (net time

and talent I in the air media. About

$89,000,000 went into network tv.

$21,000,000 to tv spot, sponsor esti-

mates $7,000,000 for network radio,

and $32,000,000 for spot radio.

With sales upped by $129,334,553

during this year's first half, plus pre-

sumably healthy growth for B&W, it

seems logical to expect that some 7'
,

more radio-tv dollars will be budgeted.

Within the air media, the pattern of

expenditures probably will retain its

classic shape:

• Spot will do the special probing

and insistent jabbing— introducing

new packages and new brands, putting

new pep and new reminders into mar-

kets that need it.

• Network will deliver the hay-

maker. Note from the visualized net-

work schedules on page 34 how the

cigarette makers have achieved a

'"checkerboard" effect. There's no

escaping the barrage that will be laid

down night after night by brand after

brand, especially just before shoppers

do much of their "carton buying"'

1 509f of cigarette sales are made in

supermarkets and chains I

.

All of which belies the predictions

of wishful cynics some months ago

that a health-conscious America would

douse its smokes. Quite the contrar)

Consensus among cisaretle manu-
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HOW CIGARETTCS WILL SATURATE NIGHTTIME NET TV THIS FALLt
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SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
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1*

1*1

11:00 *

1

11:30
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facturers and their agenc) folk is that

the market has never been more fluid.

More people arc smoking, more smok-

n~ arc snitching, more brands clamor-

ing for space and time in which to

\>rw itdi the switchers.

Though the health factor kicked off

the major trend to filters, cigarette

men count on acquired taste to keep

it there. However as more medical

evidence is uncovered you can expect

new filters and filter refinements, bar-

rages of claims and counter claims.

Some brands feel righteously, if a bit

bitterly, they've leaned over backwards

re" cop) and have there-

[< n short of Kent-size sales in-

I &M thinks it \ have

lived modern" to long. Mil Parade,

-till -I" ming reference

than "sn - - Jes shol

ahead with th< I 10,000 filter

traps.

I!. < i Bsion nei ves n ontrib-

uted to ili<- puffing of

this year's first -i\ montl

am this season, derive a certain first

impetus from pure curiosity.

There's a swing back to soft or

"cup" packs showing. Marlboro, which

went over big in the flip-top box, now

is producing a soft pack in the hope of

extending its market. Newport is fol-

lowing suit. Dual Tipped Tareyton

hit the shelves in soft pack only. Hit

Parade. Viceroy and L&M which offer

a choice of packs, suspect the box to

he of largely urban and feminine pull.

Greater preservative qualities involved

in the old cup pack may, conversely

reap some airing via radio and tv.

Menthols are "minting" new friends.

expecting to claim close to 8'v of the

market this year. Kool and Salem are

jockeying for first position, with new-

comers Newport and Oasis moving up.

On the subject of "shake-out" com-

menl ranges from a determined "It's

the survival of the fittest—and nosiest"

to "You can't /•/// a cigarette brand

—

but \ou may have to stop promoting

le latter from American Tobac-

ich continues to produce Sweet

Caporals and Melachrino's for senti-

ments'—and public relations'—sake.

And the skip-week co-sponsor dilem-

ma which was deviling tv nets seems

en route to a happy solution with many
manufacturers backing alternate shows

on behalf of their non-competitive

brands.

A sponsor survey of the Big Six

shows these developments:

In the Hall of Philip Morris:

Marlboro, the house leader, aspiring

from 4th to 2nd place in filters, mostly

by exploitation of its "re-engineering"

and sitting pat on its "soft pack." The

new "recessed filter'" Parliament more

than tripling its sales since January.

Philip Morris "holding strong" among
the regulars. Among menthols, Spud

is a loser, but nobody seems to be tak-

ing this too much to heart. At first

glance, a cut-back in tv/radio budgets

might he reflected, but this will hardly

hold true after Leo Burnett (an air-

minded outfit I joins Philip Morris,

Parliament, and PM Corporate ac-

counts with Marlboro mid-September.
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FRIDAY
5C CBS NBC

f|
I.. f

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

JyaJwrs

—

Parliament and Philip Morris now
remain uncommitted on network. Marl-

boro will continue its productive

"sports program" via "Baseball Game
of the Week" and proceed round the

calendar through pro football and ice

hockey. "To Tell The Truth" has been

renewed and "The Jack Paar Show"
participation continues on 60 stations.

Both radio and tv spotting for Marl-

boro and Parliament look heavier than

last year's quotient, which was size-

able.

Two interesting sidelights: The really

cooperative co-sponsorship between

Marlboro and Amoco on "Washing-

ton Redskins," 41 stations, S & SE.

Tie-in ads, promotions, giveaway game
schedules, dealer films, etc. . . . Philip

Morris Overseas utilizing more broad-

cast media—i.e. retaped broadcasts of

"The Country Music Show" in Aus-

. tralia through JWT Ltd. Melbourne.

At Liggett and Myers: the flag-

ship filter out front. Chesterfield said

to be "stabilizing," Oasis mounting in

menthols. From the "great white fath-
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er of network tv," there will emanate

12 weekly commercial minutes opposed

to last season's nine. Time assign-

ments being 5 1/. to L&M, 4 1
/i> to Ches-

terfield. 2 minutes to Oasis. Out of

six net TV programs, four are new.

"Gunsmoke" and "Fisher-Gobel" are

survivals. "The Ed Wynn Show" ap-

pears on alternate weeks for Chester-

field, "Behind Closed Doors" alternates

for L&M. "Steve Canyon" will run

skip-weeks for Chesterfield, "Brains

and Brawn" stays in the family with

L&M and Oasis. Last season's suc-

cessful 90-minute spectacular "The

Pied Piper" will be repeated 25 Sep-

tember, with all L&M brands plus Vel-

vet Tobacco sharing the credits and

splitting the tab. L&M Filter spot tv

and radio will be heavy with intermit-

tent spotting for other brands. McCann-
Erickson is the agency for Chesterfield,

Oasis; Dancer. Fitzgerald & Sample

for L&M.

Some Liggett & Myers sidelights:

"Gunsmoke" endeared itself here as

the best exposure per dollar buy.

"Steve Canyon" new Milton Caniff

USAF series is regarded as top poten-

tial. "Brains and Brawn" forecast as

the most daring, and costly, upcoming
quiz: Brawn, big name athletes, tele-

cast by remote, pitted against studio

Brains. Notable Chesterfield series

"Men Of America" will continue.

American Tobacco shows statis-

tics hale and hearty. Pall Mall, which

copped 60 '/<_ of the king-size, non-filter

field last year, is shooting for 70' <

now. Lucky Strike, which ran second

in regulars, looks to hold on. Hit Pa-

rade moving ahead. High hopes and

proportionate budgets are pinned on

dual-filter Tareyton which is replacing

Filter Tareyton. Venerable cork-tip

Herbert T. stays on the stands but off

the air. The new brand gets off the

ground with full sponsorship of

"Batchelor Father" and "The Broth-

ers," participations in Impact 1 200

CBS radio stations ) . supplementary

prime time spots in all principal mar-

kets.

Lucky Strike will take over "The

Brothers" time when Jack Benny steps

into it and will alternate on "Track-

down." Hit Parade seems likely to as-

sume full proprietorship of "Your Hit

Parade" in its new 7:30 Friday time

slot. And you can light either end of

Pall Mall programing and get derring-

do, between "Tales of Wells Fargo"

and "M Squad." Agencies involved

are BBDO, SSC&B and Lawrence

Gumbinner.

Brown and Williamson: All

seems well. Market strength of brands

continue about the same, as do ad bud-

gets. Viceroy, still a hold-out in the

high filtration field, rated third in fil-

ters last year, presumably by "giving

you more of what you changed to a

filter for," now is girded with a great

new clincher: "The Thinking Man
Likes The Filter and The Smoking
Man Likes the Taste."

Viceroy takes on two new shows in

co-sponsorship with running-mate

Kool. "The Texan," a Desilu western

starring Rory Calhoun, and "Naked
City" based on the Mark Hellinger

production, filmed for tv on location

in Manhattan, with senior and junior

detectives as continuing characters.

Still to be signed is a show to re-

place "The Line-Up," a product con-

flict problem. Both brands share quar-

ter sponsorship of NBC Radio's "News
On The Hour." Vast spot tv activity

will continue a characteristic of Vice-

roy and Kool schedules. Ted Bates is

the agency. Raleigh is picking up 30

minute shows locally, may go into day-

time net tv. plus spots, via Keyes,

Madden & Jones.

R. J. Reynolds: Renegade from

high-filtration, runaway with sales, the

highest second quarter on the com-

pany's books has been reported. Camel
seems to stay up there as "the world's

largest selling cigarette," Winston still

the out-front filter, Salem sprinting.

Always a notably free-hand on tv

and radio spending, Reynolds' opening

line-up for the season stands like this.

For Camel: the stet co-sponsorship of

"Phil Silvers," plus alternate weeks

on "The Lawman," a new western with

John Russell. For Winston: "I've Got

A Secret" in toto, alternate shots on

the "Bob Cummings Show." Salem re-

slates its share in "People Are Funny."

All three brands alternate with Ballan-

tine on "The New York Yankee

Games," WPIX. Camel and Winston

participate in all four radio network

strips plus spot. All accounts with

William Esty.

P. Lorillard: The hero, or the vil-

lain, pushing the filter trend, pace-set-

ting its copy-line, cashing in on survey

kudos, reports the highest second quar-

ter tally in its 198-year history. For

the six months ended June 30, sales

were up 111% over a comparable pe-

riod last year.



k ni- upsM in. as ble for

the besl pari of tli.it bulj I mgh Old

Gold Straights I Mew-

ports have also show ;t gains.

( t|d (. ( .|.l Spin Filters, newlj moved mi

the market, .in- aiming ads directl) at

the 1 1 million estimated "uncom-

mitted'
1

lili'-i sw it* hei s.

I \. din \]
< ssi . i- Loi illard's

radio t\ line-up. Foi Kent: "The

864,000 Question" in co-sponsorship

with Revlon, "The $64,000 Challenge"

with hitch-hike commercials for New-

port, plus "Person To Person" which

ma) "i m.i\ nol be co-sponsored. For

Newport "The \ilhur \hirra\ Party"

with a hitch-hike for Kent. Old Gold

Straights will sponsor "Rough Riders."

"The John Dal) Newscast" has been

signed b) P. Lorillard but remains still

unassigned l>\ brand. Kent and New-

port will reap strong radio support.

Lennen \ Newell is piloting P. Loril-

lard's "biggest t\ year."

Noteworth) is the leaning of newer

brands toward elder shows— mixed-

audience variet) and quizzes. Old-

fangled non-filters are setting store b)

untried adventures and westerns (zip-

piei and cheapei I

.

Vmong llie fillers fighting it out, toe

to toe, d.n b\

predominancesurvey, there will be

of live commercials in an attempt to

get in the Latesl word. Non-filters will

l>c more apt to use situation film for

their "sell."

How are air media >logans slanting?

It looks like the slugfesl of "bests" is

ending. \mong the upcoming crop

of catchlines, the mosl ear-ily respon-

sive would seem to be (a) either back-

hands—"No Flat Filtered Out Flavor."

"No Filter Feedback." "It's What's Up
From that Counts." -'The Man Who
Thinks for Himself." or ibl gimmicks—"Smokes Rings Around The Others,"

"The White Ring Means The Real

Thing." For strict straightforwardness.

Raleigh's slogan "The Only Great New
Filter to Give Valuable Premiums" is

in a class b) itself and intended to win

more than the premium-saving trade.

It will he interesting to watch the

wa\ corporates with more than one

"finest" filter draw a demarcation to

keep their own products out of con-

flict. Between P. Lorillard's Kents and

Old Gold Spin Filters, for instance,

there is indicated a difference of

Filtration plus Taste—as opposed to

Taste versus Filtration. Between Ameri-

can Tobacco's Hit Parade and Dual-

Tipped Tareyton, it appears to be a

toss-up between "higher" filtration and

"balanced" filtration.

Sitting out the scuffle for the time

being and generally playing it more
softlx in filters is ''less than half the

nicotine" New King Sano. and "most

expensive" Benson & Hedges. C. j.

LaRoche announces "no immediate air

media plans" for I nited Tobacco's

entry. l)o\le. Dane. Bernbach has

canceled PIYFs Benson & Hedges ex-

tensive FM scheduling, which had been

regarded as highly successful by the

former agency, Benton \ Bowles. These

seem to be the only exceptions to the

going rule "Latch onto a larger share

of air."

So far from being tarred and

filtered out of popularity, it would ap-

pear that "where there's smoke

—

there's buyers." Trade sources predict

the sale of 423 billion cigarettes this

year as opposed to last year's 410 bil-

lion. And this may even prove a con-

servative figure. With air media serv-

ing as mouthpiece for both filters and

non-filters, the cigarette industry sure-

lv has battened and fattened. ^
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The two owner-partners of Family Re;

Estat

fith. Jr.

i New Orlec

rid Louis Riccohonn

were unemployed;
they expect to sell more than $2 r.

of home sites. Photo shows ren

their development office, from wh
their radio and tv commercials ori

Saturation radio/tv sells real estate

^ A new real estate company in New Orleans is making

record sales by using saturation radio and tv campaigns

^ This month the firm is using 150 tv spots, 450 radio

spots and expects to sell over $2 million in new home sites

I he largest single advertiser on sta-

tion WDSU-TV, New Orleans, this

month—buying a five hour "spectacu-

lar"—is a company that didn't exist

last March. Nor is WDSU-TV the

only station to feel the impact of this

fledgling giant. Saturation campaigns

of 150 spots are running, as well, on

two tv stations and 450 spots on five

radio stations in the same market.

Backer of this big air media blast

is Family Real Estate, Inc., a company
that came into being in April of this

year. The founders, Warren Griffith.

Jr. and Louis Riccobono, are men cast

in a somewhat swashbuckling mold.

Last year, both were salesmen for

a New Orleans real estate firm. The
measure of their sales ability is indi-

cated by the fact that each had an

income last year in the low six-figure

bracket. Then they resigned.

By last March both were broke. It

is, patently, difficult to explain to

normal credit sources how so much
money can evaporate in so little time.

Banks, relatives, friends are all suffi-

. ciently unimaginative to understand

such a dilemma, with the result that

they had to borrow a couple of bucks

a day from a cop on Canal Street to

eai. lunch and put gas in their car.

They were looking, they said, for

the right deal. In April they found

it. They persuaded the holder of a

tract of land outside New Orleans to

let them act as his sales agents. In

May they formed Family Real Estate

for the purpose.

They began immediately with both

tv and radio spots. As sales increased

they plowed back money into more air

time. On 12 July the firm sponsored

a local tv "spectacular"; a presentation

of excerpts from a new opera. "Oh.

Susanna," from the Municipal Audi-

torium.

The net effect, as one observer puts

it, "has been to put the New Orleans

real estate industry on its ear." By
the time the local spectacular was

over, the company had sold more than

half-million dollars worth of real estate

in the West Lake tract.

The company had grown to nearly

50 salesmen, all of whom were paid

cash commissions with each sale. The
firm was, during the month of July,

second largest user of spot on WDSU-
TV, while maintaining a healthy sched-

ule on two other tv stations and

various radio stations.

The splash worked so successfully

that the firm was in a position to

acquire another, and larger, tract of

land for homesites. The sales force

was increased to 80 salesmen and plans

were formulated for the weekend
"spectacular."

The stage for the event was set by
Griffith who told the community that

"I will sell, on Sunday, August 10,

$1,500,000 worth of Lake Front prop-

erty . .
." Spots began on Monday,

4 August, and built throughout the

week, peaking on Sunday. Over the

week there was a saturation of 450

radio spots on stations WDSU. WTIX.
WNOE, WWL and WSMB. On tv 150

spots were divided between WDSU-TV
and WWL-TV.

It culminated with a five-hour show

sponsored by the firm. All commer-
cials, as well as a considerable part

of the show, came direct from the new

tract at West Lake, and featured

notables imported for the occasion, in-

cluding Bob Crosby, Joni James and

Jimmie Clanton.

Cost for the 10 August spectacular,

with supporting saturation spots on

tv and radio, is estimated at about

$40,000. Riccobono, the firm's presi-

dent, explains that "our confidence in

tv and radio is best expressed in our

contracting for this expenditure."

And Griffith adds, "Were it not for

the impact of tv and radio we would

not dare even contemplate selling one-

and-a-half million dollars worth of

real estate in one sale."

And the cop who saw the pair

through the lean days? He's

salesman for the firm, doing vei

too.

well
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Vugust 3, 1958

Dear Henry,

I ha\c just read where you resigned

as Chief Time Buyer at Cunningham.

Thompson and Osborne. Hank. I'm

sorry to hear that. I had been wonder-

ing what happened to you. since you

left town and went to work in the big

city. Time sure does fly.

Seems like only yesterday we were

drinking dime beers and selling local

radio. That was 1946. What a job it

was to sell independent radio then.

Networks had it made—we used to

say. Real qualitative programs. Come
out of Jack Armstrong at six o'clock,

go into 15 minutes of pear-shaped

news, then into a 15 minute organ

show, then to Gang Busters. And re-

member how we used to wonder how
nice it was for Lava to sponsor the

show and allow a Lux spot on the break.

We used to question the quality of

programing back in those days, espe-

cially the soap operas. Used to wonder

how any sensible housewife could

listen to such inane drivel. But boy,

they got ratings, and in those days

you just couldn't argue with network

ratings.

Then remember when tv came along.

Man, it really got rocky. Spots for a

buck apiece on our independent jewel.

Course, all the radio stations got hit,

we weren't the only ones to lose

clients. We sure sold a lot of religion

in those days—didn't we! Worst thing

of all was that people seemed to stop

listening. Sets-in-use figures at night

went all to hell, and for a couple of

years, we reall) scrambled.

Then there was that da) in L949 the

crazy little agency man walked into

the station and wanted to buj 50 spots

and wanted to run them all on one

weekend. We damn near fell out of

our chairs! Course we gave him a

special rate and helped him with his

copy. And who would have thought

Mm could sell houses with radio. And

I'll never forget the look on your face

L6 11 (-1 ST \')'Vi'>



One day not long ago, a radio station manager in

a medium-sized Illinois market, musing over the

changes radio has undergone in recent years, decided

to pinpoint the blame. In the following "letter to

a timebuyer," the station manager points a finger at

the men who believe that "If you can't sell radio,

louse it up so that . . .

« Nobody gets the business!"

Tuesday morning when he told you

that they had sold 18 houses.

You were the one that got him to

write us a success letter. That letter,

some real great blue sky, and seat-of-

our-pants selling, and we began to sell

spots instead of programs. Fifty spots

a week for $100. By then we had

copied the bandstand formula so we

had a name for what we were selling.

Right after that, you left for the

big city. We rocked along at the

station for a couple of years. We got

the hang of selling saturation and

cumulative audiences and pretty soon

we got the finance companies, the

furniture stores, and a couple of super

markets going real good.

By then, about 1954, we were using

a sort of formula thing in programing

music, we had shorter newscasts. I

sent you some of the ratings we had

then, but never heard from you. Man.

we had 40's on Hooper, just like the

old CBS nite time shows used to have.

The boys had figured out show cases

for our personalities, we had some

good local promotions, but you know,

a funny thing, we couldn't sell it

nationally. Nobody would believe us.

And yet our sets-in-use figures were

coming back up too.

Then radio sort of came back in

1955 and 1956 and we couldn't get

enough 7 to 9 a.m. time to sell because

it was pretty well sold nationally. We
got to the place where we were double

spotting. You should have heard the

local clients squawk. Course, they

didn't mind their ad being on the same

page with six or eight of their com-

petitors, or being triple spotted in a

late movie.

Then in 1957 some funny things

began to happen. I say funny, Henry,

because our advertisers claimed they

were getting good results. It was a

real pleasure to sell this kind of radio,

cause you could look old man Cohen
right in the eye and tell him, "Hell

yes, you'll get results. Use enough and

use it right, and we'll sell the davlights

out of chairs for you." But you re-

member old man Cohen. He was

always impressed by prestige.

Well sir, the other salesmen in town

kept chipping away at him. telling him

we had no prestige, no dignity, no

proper mood and that old line and

pretty soon, he started cutting back

on radio. From $40,000 a year on two

stations, he went to $20,000 and then

last year to $10,000. He bought half

sponsorship of the local symphony
broadcasts last year. They laid a great

big egg, and now he is pretty cold on

radio. Any radio! Back in newspaper.

I can't understand these local boys.

They are too lazy to sell their own
product, so they confuse the issue to

the place where some of the best local

radio accounts are now back in news-

paper. The local CBS station made a

big pitch on qualitative audiences to

the downtown committee. Helluva sur-

vey—based on 50 interviews! I'm a

son-of-a-gun, if they aren't going to

chuck the whole "Shop Downtown"
budget into newspaper this year. Said

radio was too confusing to buy it.

Well, you had the same thing na-

tionally. Remember those big articles

about formula radio, or Top 40 radio

or whatever label they hung on it?

That started it. they say. And that

Culligan, he kept popping off and

throwing sand in the air and. boy. that

fall the radio budgets that went in the

waste baskets!

I remember the big. popular thing to

discuss was programing. Not what

would sell the product. Henry, but pro-

graming. I remember talking to a

timebuyer on the phone that fall. He
wanted to know, song title by song

title, what was on from 7 to 9 that

morning. Then he spent 10 minutes

telling me why George Shearing was

great early morning music. I tried to

tell him about our heavy industry, the

morning shifts and traffic patterns and

the things timebuyers used to want to

know, but this timebuyer wanted to

discuss a music policy. And you know

me, Henry, I just sell it. I have to

face these local clients on Monday
morning, and I like to hear them say

they got results.

Oh yeah, I told him about a local

gasoline company that was doing a

helluva job on the station, and you
know what he told me? "Perhaps

their market aim is the teenager.

Frankly, with our high test octane,

we're attempting to reach the MG
crowd, and we think we do that best

with George Shearing music to set

the mood."

I understand his agency lost that ac-

count, and I saw one of the ac-

count's big ads in Life just the other

nite. Great artwork, five colors, showed
a family leaving on a vacation and
using this company's Credit Card Plan.

Couldn't we sell that idea on radio

though Henry?

Anyhow, after that big rumble last

fall, and the continuing confusion

created by the gray flannel and flat

fanny set, our national spot fell way
off. Big budgets went back into tv

and/or into print.

Too bad. too, because radio was just

beginning to make some really great

strides. Sure there was some poor

radio, but basically it was really

coming to life. Some smart operators

were giving it some real stature.

I remember that saying you used to

have when we were drinking those

10-cent beers
—

"If you can't sell it,

louse it up so nobody gets the busi-

ness!"

Sure sorry to hear about your resig-

nation, Henry. Guess radio time buy-

ing is rough these days. And for you,

who used to really go to bat for radio

with the account execs and clients, it

must be a real bad scene. If things

are really tight, maybe we could make
room for you on the local staff. Of

course, beer is two bits a glass here

now!

Kindest regards.

Charlie
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Air media: dramatic

way to sell movies

^ "Building anticipation''' is the strategy this agency

uses on air media to build motion picture audiences

^ A word of caution: tv, am, fm are all different.

Ad campaigns must be planned separately for each

Bridgitte Bardot not \ isual?

"<)!i yes, "f course," admits Mort

Goodman, G Iman and Rouse. Inc..

Los Vngeles. "But'' he adds with a

fine Gallii flair, "-he"- more enticing to

talk about."

So < ioodman, who handles radio and
i' advertising [or several major motion

I

icture studios and distributors in Los

idio exclusively for

BB's recenl ei di ivoi /.« Parisienne.

Naturall) t\ is us< I bul he re-

es m iih a hijj

si-ual -< - often used

iddition

to the rai

- ' I-

man. In Ural

' i« building anl icipatii

ui i. not gii ing ii av

Goodman approaches this

of building anticipation in a well-

planned fashion. "Tv, am and fm are

each a different advertising medium,"

he says, "and to get the most out of

them, advertising must he planned sepa-

rately for each."

For t\ : Surveys in the peak days of

the movies showed that trailers on the

screen produced a minimum 50' < ad-

vertising benefit, their influence often

determining the saiabilih of man\ pic-

tures. "But it's no longer possible to

assume that ever) trailer will get the

habit-pattern exposure it once did." he

adds. "Now you design a selective trail-

er, utilizing the potentiall) greater au-

bul taking into account the in-

tastes, incomes and age groups

•'•akin- too."

For fm : This is used whenever

ighl be interest in a picture

"among a discriminating audience." \

word of caution from Bernice I Bunny)
Walker. G&R media director: "Don'l
Steal from the am budget to accommo-
date fm. The reasons for reaching the

fm audience are as distinct as the rea-

sons for using radio for one impact
and penetration, tv for another."

On radio. Goodman uses 30's and
60's providing descriptive cop) of the

film, together with exhibitors and
dates. On tv he uses a strong film clip,

together with a slide listing the dates

and theaters showing the film to make
a 20-second spot. A 60 permits the use

of several clips.

W hen budget permits, he uses a

"saturation" schedule for full impact.

Such was the case with Tfie Vikings in

June. The budget was $10,000. Radio
spots, on six stations, began 10 days
before, but ended with the opening.

Four tv stations began five davs before

the 20 June opening, ran through 21
June. And, as a topper, tv station

KTLA gave live coverage to both the

Friday evening and Saturday "kiddie"

premieres.

To take advantage of the impact cre-

ated, the film was first-run for two
weeks only, then rushed into 14 com-
munity theaters and drive-ins. In two
weeks, reported Variety, "it hit a

smash $135,000 or better. . .
."

"There is no more perishable mer-

chandise than a motion picture." Good-
man says. But he and his newly-ac-

quired partner, Art Rouse, hold that

any product introduction, short-term

campaign or local promotion, should

be included in the same category.

"The dramatic presentation, with the

same market-building through antici-

pation, should be applied to other

things as well," they believe. This phi-

losophy is practiced with their real es-

tate, home appliance and industrial

accounts.

"Take an automobile," Goodman
says. "Because it's made of steel and
chrome it isn't looked upon as a perish-

able, especially during its introduction.

It conies in big all right; but not hard

enough or fast enough. A change in

advertising concept would help pro-

duce a healthy change in sales."

"But regardless of the product,"

Goodman adds, "it's imperative to

strengthen the impact by creating a

.separate image for ever) medium used.

"You can't," he adds, "merelj re-

tool a tv commercial for radio or vice-

versa." ^
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RADIO BASICS/AUG.

Slight rise seen in daytime spot rates

^ Latest Katz Agency survey predicts nighttime spot

radio rate level will remain about the same this year

^ Four-network total of sponsored hours for this week at

88 hours, compared to 88.1 hours for week ending 18 July

^^pot radio trends will remain about

the same during the coming year

—

with just a nominal increase predicted

in daytime rates, and practically no

change in nighttime.

So says the Katz Agency, in its

latest survey of spot rate trends.

One emerging trend in radio, ac-

cording to Daniel Denenholz. v. p. in

charge of research-promotion at Katz.

provides for an increase in the number
of announcements per week covered by

package plans.

This radio index of stations repre-

sented by Katz, is based on rates as

of 1 January of each year.

Here is the comparison of rate

trends in spot radio for the past three

years

:

DAYTIME NIGHTTIME
YEARS BASE RATES BASE RATES

1957 over 1956 +1.8$ —5.2'

,

1958 over 1957 +3.2$ —0.5$
As for network buys, the four-web

total of sponsored hours for the week
ending 15 August is 88 hours. This

compares with 88.1 hours for the week
ending 18 July.

Here are some of the highlights:

ABC: Carling Brew, Standard Oil

and Western Airlines will sponsor the

All Star Football Game; Sterling Drug
has bought 15 minutes of news and
sportscasts. Outgoing clients include

Bristol-Myers and Philco.

CBS: American Tobacco is in for

55 minutes, Congoleum Nairn for 100

minutes in various shows and Miles

Labs, for 25 minutes of newscasts.

American Motors, Hearst and Evin-

rude are out.

MBS: Readers Digest, for 50 min-

utes and General Foods for 15 30-sec-

ond announcements, are in; Dumas
Milner and Nestle Co. are out.

NBC: New clients include General

Foods. RCA and Wildroot. Carling

Brew. Dow Chemical and Evinrude

are out.

Note: The list of network clients

will not appear in this issue.

1. RADIO'S DIMENSIONS TODAY
Radio homes index

1958 1957

48.9
radio

1 f
48.1
radio

homes

1
50.8

U.S. homes

I
50.0

U.S. homes

:::::

: A. (". Xiels

homes figures i :-::
"'

Radio station index

End of July 1958

Stations CPs not New station
on air requests

New station*
bids in hearing

Am
Fm 1

3271

552

End

1 105 1 412

|
93 | 36

of July 1957

1

126

18

Am
Fm

1

3044

519

1 159 1 322

| 31 1 24 1

109

Sourc e: FCC mon hly reports, corr mercial stations. -December each year.

Radio set index

Set

1958 1957

Home
Auto

Public
places

Total

95,400,000 90,000,000

37.200,000 35,000,000

10,000,000* 10,000,000

142,600,000 135,000,000

Radio set sales index

Type |une 1958 June 1957

6 Months
1958

6 Months
1957

Home

Auto

656,728 729.421

235,433 416,058

2,964,338

1,464,519

3,638,969

2,834.676

Total

Source: Blec
sales, auto

892,161 1.145,479

ronic Industries Assn. (formerly RE

4,428,857 6.473.645

rTMA). Home flgnres are retail
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As competition between stations becomes stiffer, SPONSOR ASKS:

How does a station become top-rated

\» competition between stations

becomes Btiffer, three station men
review the factors that help make
a -I. it ion top-rated in its market.

Douglas Holcomb, director of promo

no,, & advertising, WGBl-fFDAU-Tl

Scranton, I'a.

H
Everj promotion director is employed

b) the "top station" in liis market. II

you don't believe that ask liim.

\nd he will prove his station is

tops—tops in something anyway. Tops

in quarter-hour merchandising . . .

01 tops in unsold quarters. Hut cer-

tainl) tops in something.

In main markets, nevertheless, there

i- a particular station which is tops

and the promotion director of this

station is able to prove it with a few

indisputable figures from recognized

rating »er\ ices. I sualf) he points out

that hi> station has more quarter-

hour leads than all the other stations

combined and lias the largest share-

of-audience from sign-on to sign-off.

Such a station is CBS affiliate

WDM T\ of Scranton-Wilkes Barre.

It serves a million and a half people in

the L9 counties in northeastern Penn-

sylvania, and has the figures to prove
... Wh) i- W DAI -T\ the top station

in the market ? The promotion depart-

ment has had something to do with

it. Hut a promotion department must

:.m, mole and
W I'M l\ something
more" which i

| ition rate

highei ,;

W hal i- -

Primarily mows.
I liimK behev< I best

shows and proi idea •_

opportunities than its i o

not ever) CBS station enjoys W I- I

TVs dominant position so this can-

not he entirel) it.

Is it syndicated half-hour shows?

These are important and I like to

confer with other departments before

such shows are scheduled. Obviously,

however, there are only a limited num-

ber of these syndicated shows avail-

able and promotion efforts tend to be

stereotyped with equal opportunities

available to all stations in the market.

Is it live shows?

This is an extremel) important area.

A station must have its own live

identity rather than become a "cellu-

loid fill between network offerings".

It provides an opportunity for varied

programs appealing to every age

group. WDM-TV starts the days with

its own live "morning show" followed

with Romper Room for the children

and ends the afternoon with Bingo

at Home. But such shows are offered

h\ main stations which do not domi-

nate the market.

Is this "something more" found in

film features?

WDAU-TV has been offering about

20 top film features per week with a

dailj Million Dollar Movie and Late

Late Show. But main stations fea-

turing the same pictures wind up far

back on the rating race despite stereo-

typed promotion.

The thing that makes WDAU-TV
different is the "something more'" it

offers its community in the field of

news and public affairs programing.

WDAU-TV maintains an independent

news organization with a full comple-

ment of photographers. It subscribes

to both \P and I PI. It is served by

(d5S Newsfilm and Western Union.

These are basic services available to

ever) station, of course.

In my opinion, it is the use of these

services for public service that makes

W DAU-TV different and provides the

"something more." Public Service

programing builds the station's pres-

tige position. With these we serve the

mmunities in our area—each

with a population of over 3000 people.

When Scranton and Wilkes Barre

labor I lers were testifying before

the McClellan Committee WDA I -TV
was on hand and pre-empted commer-
cial programs to bring 17,000 feet of

sound film to its viewers on a same-

day basis. Associated Press columnist

Mercer commented that it was "the

most complete coverage of a national

news story ever achieved by a local

station."

This then is the "something more"

which makes WDAU-TV different. It

is my job to make known to all 52

communities that WDAU-TV service is

available to them and to properly ex-

ploit it.

Joel Chaseman, program manager, W]Z-

TV, Westing/louse Broadcasting Co.,

Baltimore

"Public wants

more than

entertainment"

We don't think it is possible to give

studied reasons as to why WJZ-TV is

the No. 1 station in Baltimore. I sup-

pose it is rather the accumulation of

many factors. Most important broad

principle, however, is our attempt, with

some success, to understand and cal-

culate the needs and appetites and de-

sires of the public. The people of

Baltimore want to be entertained and

we are, in part, an entertainment me-

dium and so we have been able to pre-

sent to them not only the outstanding

programs of the ABC Network, but

also some of the finest film productions

of Hollywood that have been produced

over a 30 year period. To this we

have added some important and novel

local live programing such as Buddy
Deane, Baltimore Close-Up. Your Ro-

mance and others.

But today the public also wants

something more from television than

just entertainment. They want to be

informed, and at times they want to

be educated. This is dictated by the

increased tempo of newscasts during
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n a market?

the Baltimore closeup and throughout

the day. The news presented includes

not only reports from Keith McBee
covering the Near East crisis and Leb-

anon, but also minute by minute re-

ports from Washington through our

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Wash-

ington News Bureau and an aggressive

job of varying local news. In addi-

tion, we have had several opportuni-

ties to present public affairs program-

ing of a spectacular type and to asso-

ciate ourselves in a very close way with

such community projects as Charles

Center and others.

Two other points: We believe you

have to tell the public what we are

doing and therefore we have promoted

our station and its schedule.

Secondly, although we don't always

succeed, we recognize the indisputable

nature of showmanship in every pres-

entation whether it be a film show or

news program and public service pro-

gram or even a promotion effort. We
are competing for the attention of the

public and the competition is tough so

we better be good or there'll be no one

looking no matter how noble or pio-

neering our programing efforts are.

David Witherspoon, pub. rel. & prom,

director, WRAL-TV, Raleigh, N. C.

With its first audience rating, only six

weeks after going on the air. WRAL-
TV in Raleigh captured audience dom-

inance, a position it has since main-

tained. As there were two stations in

the area already well established, you

may ask just how was this accom-

plished. Listed below are the reasons.

- not necessarily in order of importance,

we believe to be responsible for mak-
ing WRAL television the most viewed

station in the Raleigh-Durham area.

1. Complete lineup of NBC TV pro-

A hand-sewn Maine moccasin is a quality product. Shoe manu-

facturers and other leather products of southern Maine contribute

nearly $150 million to the state's product value and pay more than

16,000 workers approximately $46 million. These family wage

earners work, play and spend most of their income in the 13-county

Maine-New Hampshire market

SOLD AND SERVED BEST BY WCSH-TV
Naturally they are among the nearly one million viewers who watch

Channel 6 most

APRIL 1958 TOTAL AREA ARB

Quarter hour firsts

WCSH-TV 83.3% Station "B" 16.7%
(*Copr. 19S8 SM Survey of Buying Power, further reproduction not licensed.)

NBC Affiliate

Weed-Television

WCSH-TV
PORTLAND, MAINE
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In Rochester, N. Y.

CHANNEL 10 Measures Up!

MOST I

1
MOST TOP

OUT OF j
TOP 15/

ROCHESTER

FAVORITES

V 322 OUT OF I QUARTER

HOURS

I 181 ] MOST FIRSTS (<TN MOST FIRSTS

/OUT OF/
In Daytime V 141 OUT OF

J In Nighttime

QUARTER QUARTER

HOURS HOURS

HELP YOURSELF TO THE BIGGEST AUDIENCE
IN THE RICH ROCHESTER AREA!

graming: we program from the Garro-

way Today show thru Jack f'aar.

2. Heavy promotion of network and

local shows h\ :

A. On-the-air announcements

B. 10 billboards

C. Bus cards in the two leading

cities

D. Direct mail.

E. Radio spot announcements.

F. Newspapers.

G. Guided tours.

3. WRAL television offers less du-

plication of coverage. In certain areas

in our coverage radius viewers have at

least three stations from which they

ma\ view a rival network's program-

ing.

4. Superior news and sports cover-

age. Our geographical advantage of

being located in the capital city where

the majority of news breaks in the

state occur is a big factor in our audi-

ence dominance. Experienced report-

ers are headed by an editor with wide

news gathering background. Too,

Raleigh is often called the "Sports

Capital of the South." with three large

universities boasting nationally known
athletic teams located within thirty

miles. Ray Reeve, the "Dean" of

southern sportscasters. has been heard

for nearly twenty years on sports net-

works of up to 50 radio stations. He
brought to WRAL television a ready

made sports audience.

5. Superlative equipment— compe-

tent personnel: Confidence in the sta-

tion was created early by a minimum
of lost time due to equipment failure.

The station is equipped throughout

with new General Electric equipment.

Two of the south's largest studios are

equipped with seven cameras, a rear

screen projector and three 70 circuit

lighting boards. The $100,000 remote

unit is equipped for four cameras.

The ampex video tape recorder is the

first in operation in North Carolina.

The experienced personnel, drawn

from all parts of the country enjoy

the finest in equipment.

6. Close liaison with set dealers and

service technicians: Several months af-

ter the FCC issued our CP, all dealers

and technicians in the area were ad-

vised of our target date, December L5,

1956. We made it. to the minute.

7. Imagination in local programing:

Local programs have a fresh approach.

with attractive formats and new ideas.

All programing is designed, not only

for entertainment, but to give local

and regional service. ^
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Thaddeus sees Red
and covers the 11th largest TVmarket with one station!

Rhode Island Red impresses on time buyer Thaddeus 0. Thistlethwaite the

fact that WJAR-TV's primary coverage area includes, not just Providence
but all southeastern New England, including Boston, Fall River, New Bedford,
Worcester! Call your Petry man and let him show you just how much extra

coverage you get with WJAR-TV in the Providence market!

In the Providence market . .

.

-TV
is cock-of-the-walk

in station coverage!

CHANNEL 10 • PROVIDENCE, R.I. • NBC'ABC • REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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Look who's advertising on TV now!

Local businessmen — most of whom never could afford spot commercials until the advent of Ampex
Videotape" Recording. For Videotape cuts production costs to ribbons— brings "live local" spots within

the reach of almost everyone.

Scheduling to reach selected audiences is much easier too. Commercials can be pre-recorded at the

convenience of both station and advertiser, then run in any availability, anytime.

Opening new retail markets and expanding income potentials for stations are just two of many benefits of

Videotape Recording. Write today for the complete story. Learn too how easy it is to acquire a VR-1000
through Ampex purchase or leasing plans.

CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE QUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE. REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

16 \

i
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National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Lever Bros. Co., New York, is planning a major-market campaign

throughout the country for its Dove Soap. The schedules kick off

1 September for 10 weeks. Minutes during nighttime segments will

be slotted; frequency will vary from market to market. The buyer is

Hank Cleeff ; the agency is Ogilvy. Benson & Mather, Inc., New York.

Whitehall Laboratories, Div. of American Home Products Corp.,

is lining up schedules in top markets for its Anacin tablets. The 26-

week campaign starts 1 September. Minute, announcements will be

used; frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is Chet Slay-

laugh; the agency is Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh, is initiating a campaign for its gaso-

line and oils. The schedules begin 15 September for 13 weeks. Min-

utes and chainbreaks during nighttime periods will be used, with fre-

quencies varying. The buyer is John Warner; the agency is Young

& Rubicam, Inc., New York.

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co., Wilmington, Del., is planning

a schedule to promote its Orion wool. The campaign starts 25 Au-

gust; minutes during both daytime and nighttime segments will be

scheduled. Frequency will vary from market to market. The buyer

is Trow Elliman; the agency is Batten. Barton, Durstine & Osborn,

Inc., New York.

Marathon Corp., Northern Division, Green Bay, Wis., is going into

about 90 top markets to promote its household paper line. The sched-

ules start 1 September, run until the end of the year. Minutes and

chainbreaks, both daytime and nighttime, will be used. The buyer

is Peggy McGrath; the agency is Young & Rubicam, Inc., Chicago.

RADIO BUYS
C. F. Mueller Co., Jersey City. N. J., is planning a campaign for

major markets for its spaghetti and macaroni. The schedules will

begin 9 September for 17 weeks. Minutes during daytime slots will

be placed: frequency will vary from market to market. The buyer

is Don Miller; the agency is Doherty. Clifford. Steers & Shenfield.

New York.

Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J., is lining up schedules in top

markets for its soups. The campaign will start 1 September for 26

weeks. Minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.'s during daytime periods will

be scheduled, with frequencies varying. The buyer is Hal Davis;

the agency is Batten, Barton. Durstine & Osborn. Inc., New York.

The Pharma-Craft Corp., Inc., Cranbury, N. J., is entering mar-

kets for its Ting products. The campaign will kick-off 15 September,

run for eight weeks. Minutes during daytime periods will be slotted;

frequency will depend upon the market. The buyer is Walter Reed;

the agency is Cohen & Aleshire, Inc., New York.

10,000 miles away

but I'm sold "live"

Captain Fortune

KPIX Television (Westinghouse)

"We Videotaped* my programs
before I left for a 3 -week assign-

ment in Brussels. I went on look-

ing 'live' on an uninterrupted
schedule in San Francisco. My
clients were happy— and there

was no loss in station revenue."

CORPORATION
907 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

•TM Ampex Con
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TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG-3
../Market on the move!

Modern Tampa -St. Petersburg businessmen think

big, move fast, keep the dynamic Twin Cities of

the South growing rapidly in commerce, industry,

sales! Result: TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG is

now 30th in retail sales, 27th in automotive sales,

29th in drug sales!

i usual, TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG'S
le station is WTVT! 10 of top 15 pro-

of top 50! * Number one in news, sports,

cl kiddie shov Only WTVT keeps up
with the MARKET ON THE MOVE!

•June ARB

STATION ON THE MOVE

WTVT
TAMPA • ST. PETERSBURG

Channel 13

The WKY Television System, Inc.

Represented by the Katz agency
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
16 AUGUST 1958 Time's getting short for fall starting dates and syndicators with new first-run

products aren't going to wait much longer for those regional prospects.
The indications were this week, according to a FILM-SCOPE cross-check, that syndica-

tors will in a couple weeks be making such product available for market-by-market
selling.

If a series is to make a 1 October starting date in as many markets as possible, the syn-

dicators will have to open the local sluices mighty soon.

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample is currently in negotiation for a good time slot in New-

York for L&M. The show: Mackenzie's Raiders.

It'll be a single market buy for L&M, not the regional deal rumored.

Amoco, via Joseph Katz, made its first syndication buy this week.
The oil company will sponsor the 15-minute Frank Leahy Show in 19 Northeast markets.

A previous regional buy was for the eastern half of Person-to-Person. Since then the

company has relied on spot announcements.

Ronzoni, through Emil Mogul, is on the verge of signing its next regional syn-

dication buy.

The new series is to replace Honeymooners, which runs out this fall. Leading contender:

MCA's first-run off-network series, If You Had a Million.

MCA made its sixth Paramount library sale this week, this one outside of the

territorial U.S.

The station: KUAM-TV, Agana, Guam. The buy is apparently not for the full package,

but on a picture-to-picture basis.

Two more sales are due to be announced this week.

Independent KTNT-TV, Tacoma, is scheduling what amounts to a local 90-min-

ute drama series this fall.

A regional detergent, Deep Cleaner, has bought total sponsorship of the station's Screen

Gems' Playhouse 90 re-runs, and will run the eight as Best of Playhouse 90 dramas on a

once-a-month basis. (8:30-10 p.m.)

Deep Cleaner, through Pacific National Advertising, will promote the shows as a series

of specials.

Burnett media chief Len Matthews this week said that there was no foundation

whatever for the report that the agency was encountering much opposition from sta-

tions to the idea of granting "contributions" for film shows that Kellogg will be

sponsoring.

Noted Matthews: "Some stations that originally declined to make special discounts for

the programs Kellogg delivered had had their managers in here pitching for the business.

Only in one remote market have we had a definite turndown."

These special discounts for delivered Kellogg film series are: two programs, 20%;
three programs, 25% and four programs, 30%.

The four shows: Huckleberry Hound, Superman, Bill Hickok, Woody Woodpecker.

16 august 1953



Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

*> MARKETING WEEK
16 AUGUST 1958

Copyright 1958
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One of the biggest revolutions in food processing may be over the horizon.

It's irradiated foods. Radiation cuts down the decay process so that foods can be

stored without refrigeration.

The potential effect on the frozen food business from this development is another exam-

ple of how modern technology is setting marketing on its ear.

According to reports, irradiated foods are still in the experimental stage with

some answers still to be found.

Growing consumption of iced tea has given a lift to the powdered variety.

Tip-off that powdered (instant) tea may be a comer is Lipton's introduction of its

own brand this summer. Lipton, kingpin of the tea business, is testing it in four markets.

Powdered tea is not new. Nestle, with its Nestea, and Standard Brands, with its Tender

Leaf name, have been marketing "instant" teas for about 10 years. Nestea, which has been

recording summer sales hikes steadily, went national two years ago, is being plugged

this summer on the Gale Storm Show, MBS, spot radio and tv, three shelter magazines and

two store books.

Seeman Bros., which distributes regionally under the White Rose banner, also intro-

duced a powdered tea this summer. The firm already has on the market a White Rose

liquid tea concentrate.

Admen regard tea marketing as tricky.

One reason is the lack of figures on how it's used, particularly as regards iced tea. A Tea

Council study, done some years ago, reported that about 35% of all tea is consumed in

the iced form.

Iced tea consumption varies considerably by regions. It's relatively low in the

north, high in the south. On top of this, overall tea consumption is highest in the east, low-

est in the west. Men appear to have a higher preference for iced tea than women. As for sea-

sonal variations affecting iced tea consumption, humidity as well as temperature seem to affect

its use.

Some revealing figures on total tea consumption were reported in Pulse's study of eat-

ing habits in 26 metropolitan areas last August. Percent of people drinking tea is low

in the morning, rises to about one out of 10 for lunch, hits a peak for dinner.

During the week nearly 24% of those interviewed reported drinking tea at dinner, a higher

percentage than coffee drinkers.

New products or product changes have been a basic feature of marketing during the

1950's, but the recession has put added pressure on manufacturers to come up with

profitable ideas.

Here are three key trends to watch, according to one experienced adman.

• Germicidal additives to laundry, dishwashing and toilet products.

• The small, economical car.

• Dietetic (non-fattening) foods.

The latter category is now over the hump so far as chains are concerned. Turnover has

raised the profit-per-foot to competitive levels. Low calorie salad dressings are making good

headway and a line of non-fattening soups is on the verge of a debut.
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MINNESOTA'S 2ND INDUSTRY! Over 1,000,000 vacationers

will eat, sleep, drive, fish, play and BUY . .

.

spending more than $55,000,000 THIS summer _

in KDAL— KDAL-TV land!

TELEVISION
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

AGENCIES
D'Arcj has apparent!} given up
all hope of recovering the Coca-

Cola account: It** just been as-

signed the $3-miIlion \ehi budget
Compter) pulled out of Neh" a cou-

ple weeks ago because ol "policj dis-

agreements." The account had also

been at BBDO.

The Leo Burnett i.o. celebrated its

23rd anniversary last week.

Some \ ital statistics:

I i Started in L935 with a staff of

eight i four of whom are still with tin-

companj I, it is now staffed by 800

—

including people in the Canadian ollicc.

2) Original members of the famous

Chicago-based agency: Leo Burnett;

Strothei Carj ; Marj Keating I Bur-

nett's secretarj I ;
and I)e\\ ill O'Kieffe.

3) Twelve members of the firm

have been with Burnett for 20 years;

15 people for 15 years; 30 for Id years,

and about 200 for five years.

Highlights of the celebration

:

• Men members of the 5-, 10-, 15-

and 20-year clubs reported in wearing

their "Burnett ties"—navy blue, print-

ed with the Burnett logo (reaching for

the stars). Members of the 10-year

club are awarded the star reacher's

cuff links in gold. Five-year and over

women employees are given "Burnett

Apple" earrings, also in gold, as are

wives ol the over 10-year club mem-
bers.

• \i the various luncheons celebrat-

ing the anniversary, each of the five-

year and over members were presented

with wallets containing 23 new dollar

bills. Burnett's waiting room was filled

with Bowers -cut bj reps and other

Michigan Avenue well-wishers.

New agency: Herbert \Y. Warden,

formerly executive v.p. and manager of

Kastor, Farrell. Chesley & Clifford, and

senior v.p. and director of Ogilvy, Ben-

son & Mather, has formed a new ad-

vertising agency—dubbed H. W. War-
den & Associates, Inc., with offices

in New York City.

Working arrangement: With no

merger or change of ownership con-

templated. Wilson, Haight, Welch &
Grover, Inc. of Hartford and New
York, has formed a working affiliation

with the Philip J. Meany Co., of Los

Angeles.

PICTURE

WRAP-UP

• client! will travel : Jim S

vacation to the Gr< al Smoki j Moui

ol mixing business with pleasure

Vnd< i ton 8 I airm

i- ..II on

ains -.1 I • am --.
• n ith th< unique idea

name!) exi ti products made by

clients oi iotei jaunt

Shaking hands after signing a contract making WJRT, the Good-

will station in Flint, Mich., a primary ABC-TV affiliate, are

Mm Patl ih. president of WJRT and Oliver Treyz, president

of VBC-TV. Watehing (1 to r) : Worth Kramer, executive v.p.,

WJRT; Ralph Matcher, national mgr. \BC-T\ station relations,

and Roberl ( oe. regional mgr.. \HC-T\ -union relations

— DRIVE SAFELY —

W BTV-3
NORTH CAROLINA 58

V- H .

Ml out for safety: To aid in the state's campaign to cut down

idents, W BTV, Charlotte, painted it- billboards like i

\. C. auto license, and gave the Highway Patrol 30,000 blotters

to distribute to drivers, hearing .hive carefully messages



Purpose: To provide each agenc)

with opposite roast facilities.

Agency appointments: Friend-

Reiss Advertising, for a 10-city tv

saturation campaign for Spin-A-Hoop.

Chicago toy manufacturer . . . Gray

& Rogers, Philadelphia, for the Adam
Scheidt Brewing Co. . . . Reach, Mc-

Clinton & Co.'s Chicago office for

Sportsman's Golf and Kroydon Golf

Corps . . . Lavenson Bureau of Ad-

vertising, Philadelphia, for Supplee-

Biddle-Steltz. wholesale distributors of

toys and hard goods . . . Beaumont
& Hohman, for Totem Boats. San

Francisco . . . Gore Smith Green-

land, for Cue Magazine . . . Ketch-

um, MacLeod & Grove, for Good-

rich-Gulf Chemical's Micro-Black syn-

thetic rubber.

Bryan Houston, Inc., has appointed

Evelyn Konrad, Puhlic Relations,

as the agency's pr consultant.

People on the move: William

Pank. a v.p. and account supervisor

at Reach, McClinton & Co.. elected to

the agency's board of directors and

named chairman of the plans board

. . . William Fisher, to Doherty, Clif-

ford. Steers (X Shenfield as v.p. in

charge of tv/radio . . . Walter Hey-

mahn, Jr. and Lester Delano,

named v.p.'s of North Advertising . . .

Peter Finney has joined Charles An-

thony Gross Advertising as v.p. and

special assistant to the president . . .

John Kucera, appointed assistant \.p.

and director of network relations in

the tv/radio department of Ted Bates.

Stanley Reiss, research manager at

The Parkson Advertising Agency . . .

William McKenna, Jr., creative ex-

ecutive on proprietary new products.

Lambert & Feasley.

Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago, an-

nounces these personnel advancements

and additions: Alvin Blatchley, crea-

tive supervisor, to v.p.; John Dilling-

ham, account executive on Pepsi-Cola:

William Grafhs. copsui

Lecat, senior art directo

mil Lindberg, t\ art din

Walter

nd Ker-

Shifts elsewhere: Chuck Jones, of

Maxon, to Leo Burnett . . . Dean Lan-

dis, of KM&J. to the Hotpoint Co. . . .

Arthur D. Phillips, from bis own

agenc\ to M. M. Fisher Associates . . .

John Dintelman, of Zenith Radio to

Fulton Morrisey . . . Walter Tookey,
from FCXR to the Fensholt Advertising

Agency.

Waldie and Briggs named these new

posts: James Bolt, exec, v.p.; Leona
McMullen, treasurer; Robert Chris-

topher, v.p. on client contact, ami

Robert Ingalls, director of plan and

copy.

ADVERTISERS
Look for spot activity among the

Chicago agencies to take on real

tempo the next two months.

Among the foods planning to return

Open for business! Houston mode] .Iran

Johnson tells KTRK-TV's Ted Nabors, on his

Soundtrach show, that Troxell and Assoc, a

in-u ai;cnc\ in Houston, is ready for accounts

p hands: Marlene, the WAMP
"Radio Clock Girl" adjusts the v

Boh Drew. Pittsburgh's timekeeper,

the Buhl Planetorium's pendulum

Pied piper? Almost:

The entire town of Mt.

Vernon, 0. turned out

to help Columbus'

WBNS-TV film an

opening for its chil-

dren's program. the

Flippo Show. Flippo

the Clown, host of the

show, appeared in the

town square playing a

flute, while some 4.000

kids followed him. The

parade ended at a

party for participants

Former beautv title winners, now

WPST-TV, Miami secretaries, pause on the

way to lunch. L. to r., front row: Patricia

Uter, Miss Prett) Girl; June Edmonds, 13

title winner. Back row: Ouida Smith, of

Miss Alabama contest: Virginia Booker.

Miss Sellorama for General Motors

and Nancy Edwards, Miss Real Estate



with the news

Newsman of his day, the community Town Crier

was looked for, listened to — and believed in. Today,

the same respected function of helping to keep

a community informed is being performed by the

hard-working television newsman and his staff . .

.

Storer Broadcasting television newsmen have a

facility for assembling the news fast and accurately,

then presenting it in the most interesting way

possible. This recognized talent has been a distinct

benefit to advertisers who have taken advantage

of the prestige and audience loyalty gained by the

Storer "Town Criers" in their markets.

ml Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., New York 22, Plaza 1-3940 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498
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KEN ARMSTRONG
News and weather seven
nights a week, 11:15 pm Cit

DOUG ADAIR
6:30 - 6:45 pm

y Camera with rapid-fire
news of Cleveland

JIM DONEY
One of the highest rated

shows in the market ... 11:00
Sat. and Sunday evenings

Cleveland WJW-TV
Cleveland

WJW-TV
Cleveland

Storer town criers ofTelevision

WARREN GUTHRIE
Ohio's outstanding news man
featured on "Sohio Reporter,"
11:00 pm Monday - Friday

'jers the news at 6:30
and 11:00 pm
WAGA-TV

BOB MANN
Weekday local news

1:05 pm
WAGA-TV

© w ®
DICK SWANSON

Senior staff member weather
news each evening at 6:35

WAGA-TV
\ Atlanta

ED BLAIR
With 13 years of experience,

one of the most respected

newscasters in Atlanta

WAGA-TV
Atlanta

SKIP THOMAS
News at 6:35 pm week days

and 6:00 pm Sundays

t*^
WSPD-TV WJW-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV WVUE-TV

Toledo Cleveland Detroit Atlanta Wilmington -Philadelphia

|^| Storer Broaxicetstixxg Company
'tyHtHfc WSPD WJW WJBK WIBG WW WAGA WGBS

16 august 1958
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id Morrell.

of Win at. Wilso

In the const] in tion I Id, Masonite is

blueprinting a fall push, announcing

the opening ol In «ii - i 1

1 - divisions.

Probabl) to n - surprise, K. J.

Reynolds showed up n> the No. 1

user of radio in a breakdown ol lead-

ing spot advertisers for the second

quartet of L958 issued l>\ R SB.

The next LO top users of spot, in ihi>

order, wnr: Ford, American Tobacco,

Level Bros., Best Foods, General Mo-

tors, Sterling Drug, Colgate-Palmolive,

lexas Co., Liggett & Myers and Sin-

rlan Refining Co.

Two past stalwarts of the Ford Mo-
tor Co.'s advertising department
have been retired.

The) are:

. Ben R. Donaldson, with Ford for

39 years, and director of institutional

advertising for the past four years.

(He «ill be retained as an advertising

consultant, i

• Robert F. G. Copeland, who had

been on medical leave of absence since

1 May. He \ub with Ford for LO years,

most recently as acting director of the

company's product advertising and

sales promotion office.

Campaigns: The Gemex Corp. of

I nion. N. .).. starts participation in a

new t\ show this week. Dubbed Con-

centration, it airs on NBC T\ week-

days, 11 :'M) a.m. to noon. To promote

its watchhands, the compan) will give

a\\a\ 1 l-karat gold hands as prizes

each week.

National Shoes, for its pre-school

and fall advertising, plans a saturation

radio drive, using one-minute "musical

reviews," to be aired up to ()42 times

a week h\ 50 radio stations in N. Y..

\. J.. Conn.. Mass., and Md. Vgencj :

Emil Mogul.

Strictly personnel: M. Tenney
Hulett has been named to the newly

( reated post of market research man-

ager for the Borden Foods Company

—

responsible for marketing and consum-

er research for the food products di-

vision.

NETWORKS
The top 10 network radio users,

by category, for the second quar-

ter, 1958, according to RAB were:

CATEGORY '
- OF TOTAL

1. Drugs ... 16.5%
2. Automotive L5.5

3. Food and Grocery . L1.0

4. Religious 7.9

r>. Tobacco products 7.8

6. Toilet requisites 7.3

7. Cleansers 5.4

8. Miscellaneous __ 3.8

9. Ale, Beer. Wine ... 3.7

10. Confections, soft drinks 3.2

The five leading network users, for

this quarter, listed alphabetically.

were: Bristol-Myers, Brown & Wil-

liamson. Ford. General Motors and R.

J. Reynolds.

Network affiliations: New station.

WT.4E, Pittsburgh, begins operation

14 September, as a primary vhf affili-

ate of ABC TV . . . Eighteen stations

have joined Mutual in the past 90

days and 43 present affiliates have re-

newed their contracts, the largest be-

ing CKLW, Detroit.

R/tofr Ui F/ieano
KMJ-TV HAS MORE QUARTER HOUR FIRSTS

THAN ALL OTHER TV STATIONS
COVERING THE FRESNO AREA COMBINED.

The May '58 A°B reports— From Sign-on to Sign-off

Sunday through Saturday KMJ-TV leads with 227 quarter

hour firsts while Station B has 122, and Station C has 85.

There were 21 ties. Results involve quarter hour

periods when KMJ-TV nnd Station B and/or

Station C were on-the-ai>\

IN TOTAL
RATED TIME
PERIODS

KMJ-TV • FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • McClATCHY BROADCASTING COMPANY • nJ^X^S™
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This is the kind of hold our station has on people

There are two sides to figures—"how
many?" and "how much?" Their relation-

ship depends on viewer loyalty.

Well, what is loyalty— the impulse, for

example, that keeps sets tuned to Channel

J in the 747,640 TV homes of 41 flourish-

ing counties in 3 states? Its cause is alle-

giance to the station image projected by our

thoughtful programming— by our many,
valued service features— by little things of

big import, like no triple-spot aggravations.

Its evidence lies in our steady predomi-

nance in mail counts, ratings and constant

communication. Here, that loyalty can
transfer itself to you.

So sponsors find that in the WHIO-TV
marketplace "how much?" is just about

"how many?" . . . George P. Hollingbery

can tell you more from another set of real-

istic figures— our rate card.

whio-tv
CBS

channel B T dayton,

ohio

ONE OF AMERICA'S GREAT AREA STATIONS
Reaching and Holding 2,881,420 People

-.



In the Syracuse Market

WSYR COVERS
*80% MORE RADIO HOMES

Than the No. 2 Station

This amazing margin of superiority makes

WSYR unquestionably the most effective and

economical buy for radio advertisers in a market

where buying power exceeds $2>4 billion annu-

ally.

WSYR attracts the adult, able-to-buy audience

by maintaining a high standard of quality per-

formance, by professional performers. In every

category of programming—news, music, sports,

drama, variety, farm programs and public ser-

vice events—WSYR is the leader in the Syra-

N BC in Central New York

5 KW SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Tv network sale: Reynolds Metals

Co. will co-sponsor ABC TV's All Star

Golf, with the Miller Brewing Co.,

Milwaukee.

Radio network sales: Commercial
Solvents Corp., for its Peak and Nor'-

way anti-freezes, plans its fall cam-

paign this week via NBC. Scheduled,

to date, a total of 246 announcements

on Monitor.

ABC Radio network sales for

July, 1958, topped previous highs
for the same month in the past

five years. Six advertisers signing for

Don McNeill's Breakfast Club include:

The Angostura-Wupperman Corp.,

Magla Products, Mentholatum Co., C.

H. Musselman. Puritron Corp. and J.

A. Wright & Co.

On the personnel front: Larry
Lowenstein, appointed to the newly

created post of director of special serv-

ices, CBS TV . . . Hank Warner,
joins CBS TV as general manager of

press information . . . Harold S.

Cranton, appointed director of sales

development and research, ABC . . .

Stephen Strassberg, named director

of press information. ABC . . . Wil-

liam Brower, Jr., manager of pro-

gram promotion and merchandising

for CBS.

ASSOCIATIONS
The Screen Extra Guild's latest

|

newsletter attacks AFTRA's peti-

tion with the INLRB for exclusive

bargaining rights on talent in

taped commercials.

SEG's claims: Its contracts with mo-

tion picture producers cover both

filmed and taped tv commercials.

The Guild is set to defend its juris-

|

diction over tape at the NLRB hear-

ings, to start 25 September in New
York.

Tv stations donate $65 million a

year in spot announcements for

public service.

So says the Tv Code Review Board

of the NAB after a national survej ol

its members.

The survey's base: Three-to-seven-

da) checks of 101 stations in 13 cities

;

during February, March and April.

The results: Tv code stations do-

nate annually nearly 900.000 public

service spot announcements.

To promote safety: Sixty-one radio

(Please turn to page 02
I
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SURE

EVERY

TIMEBUYER

READS

SPONSOR . .

.
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every time buyer
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SPONSOR
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BUT FOR EVERY TIMEBUYER

THERE ARE TEN OTHER DECISION

MAKERS BEHIND THE SCENES

WHO READ SPONSOR AS WELL

Rarely indeed does one man alone determine when and

where to place radio or TV business. That's why

it makes sense to reach every decision maker possible

with your message because every voice that helps

to finalize a sale should know your story.

It's the chief reason your advertising will do so

well in SPONSOR. SPONSOR reaches almost everybody

who is anybody in air. All the timebuyers, of course,

but more decision makers, too, at every level (in

both the agency/advertiser category) than any

other broadcast publication.

Proof?

Fair enough!

SPONSOR is the only broadcast publication that

offers a complete circulation breakdown BY JOB

CLASSIFICATIONS—listing the exact number of

subscribers (with their names and titles) at every

management level. We'll be happy to show it to you

at your convenience and prove beyond doubt that

SPONSOR reaches more teams that buy time than any other

book in the field.

SPONSOR
sells the EAM that buys the

Ji



and t\ stations, memlx i

-
I the Mary.

land-District of Columbia Broad-

casters issociatioi lesignated last

weekend as "Deathless Weekend," in a

, ampaign foi no traffi< fatalities. To

promote it, the group used over 15,000

Bpot announcements.

[Tie < hicago chapter of the \«;ul-

«'in\ of T* Vri- and Sciences lasl

week launched a membership drive

through Chicago's five t\ stations, ad

agencies, talen! and production firms,

in an attempt i<> tap all persons asso-

ciated with the t\ industry.

Meeting: The New Mexico Broad-

casters holds its 1')")!! summer meeting

next week at the Uvarado Hotel. Al-

buquerque. Officers include: Jim Dun-

can, president; Bill Mickel, v.p., and

\ iiizil Parker, III. secretary-treasurer.

Thej were elected: Cliff Gill, v.p.

of K.BIG, Hollywood, named chairman

of the Standards of Good Practice

Committee of the N \B . . . Carlin

Heiman, to the service department of

I! \l> . . . Maynard Marquardt, presi-

denl and general manager of KATY,
San Luis Obispo, elected director of

District One, Southern California

Broadcasters Association.

REPS
\(lam Young is showing signs of

moving heavily into tv, with these

key personnel shifts and expan-
sions :

Jim O'Grady, top tv man and head

of the Chicago office, leaves [or New

York thi< week to head up the tv sec-

tion; Richard Kelliher. head of the

San Francisco office, replaces O'Grady

in Chicago: Frank Waters, from the

radio department, goes to head the

San Francisco office; and John Stella.

from Chicago, is going to Detroit to

open a new Adam Young branch there.

Rep appointments: Weed TV, for

\\ LBZ-TV, Bangor, in the New Eng-

land area; representation elsewhere, by

Yenard, Rintoul & MeConnell . . .

Robert E. Eastman & Co., for

WAABj Worcester, Mass. . . . Adam
Young, for the Gordon Broadcasting

Co. . . . Rambeau, Yance, Hopple,

Inc., as national reps for WYNN.
Florence, S. C, and Forjoe & Co. as

Southern reps . . . Tracy Moore and
Associates, to represent WLW, Cin-

H

(|:ttlM-»||tftfffi^,

Close to Everything

£xciting.

.

.Important!
NEW YORK'S
TOP LOCATION &JS£t*£,

.

LARGE, LUXURIOUS ROOMS
TWIN "SLEEPYHEAD" BEDS

i PRIVATE BATH AND SHOWER
' FM-AM ROOM RADIO
LARGE-SCREEN TELEVISION

Accommodating 500 guests in an
itmosphere of gracious comfort
it the heart of all the thrills

Hotel f T)uaac
] MADISON AVENUE AT 37th STREET

Air Conditioned

cinnati. on the West Coast . . . Forjoe

& Co., as southern reps for WESR,
Tasley, Va.

FILM
CBS TY Film reports a 50% sales

increase the first six months of

this year over the same 1957 pe-

riod.

At the same time, the sales force was

upped 44% and other service person-

nel. 60%.
Current CBS catalogue comprises 28

series, largest in the syndicator's his-

tory. Current production commitments:

more than $3-million.

NTA and United Artists won't be
meeting in court.

Suit involving 820,000 AAP shares

is off, after NTA sold its disputed con-

tract to UA for $2-million.

The damage suit had entailed $18-

million.

Sales

:

• CBS TV Film's Colonel Flack

has amassed $1 -million in sales in

the past two weeks.

Buyers include Dayton Power &
Light, Bell Bakeries la regional buy

in Florida); Loblaw Supermarkets
(up-state New York) ; Laclede Gas
Co. (St. Louis) : Kroger Foods
I Steubenville and Pittsburgh); Big
Bear Store (Columbus I; Hudephol
Beer (Cincinnati). Series has also

been sold to 12 stations.

• A newcomer to syndication,

Adams Dairy, will sponsor Jeff's Collie

on KMOX-TV, St. Louis.

Company was previously a spot an-

nouncement buyer.

Re new series: NTA and the BBC
will co-produce 77<e Third Man, with

James Mason. Nineteen episodes will

be shot in England, 20 in Hollywood

. . . another KTTV, Los Angeles, show

Satellite Police, is slated for national

sj ndication.

In the foreign markets: Osaka TV,

Japan, has bought Official's fourth se-

ries of Robin Hood. Renewing sponsor

is I Jon Toothpaste.

New company: RKO Teleradio

has formed an independent sub-

sidiary to take over the functions

of RKO TV.
Its title: Show Corp. of America.

10 august L958



T YOUR FUTURE IS GREAT IN A GROWING AMERICA

AMERICA ALWAYS OUTPERFORMS ITS PROMISES
We grow so fast our goals are exceeded soon after they are set!

7 BIG REASONS FOR CONFIDENCE IN AMERICA'S FUTURE

1. More People — Four million babies yearly. U. S. popula-

tion has doubled in last 50 years ! And our prosperity curve

has always followed our population curve.

2. More Jobs—Though emplo\ ment in some areas has fallen

off, there are 15 million more jobs than in 1939— ami there

will be 22 million more in 1975 than today.

3. More Income—Family income after taxes is at an all-time

high of $5300-is expected to pass $7000 by 1975.

4. More Production — U.S. production doubles every 20

years. We will require millions more people to make, sell and

distribute our products.

5. More Savings — Individual savings are at highest level

ever—$340 billion—a record amount available for spending.

6. More Research — $10 billion spent each year will pay off

in more jobs, better Ihing. whole new industries.

7. More Needs — In the next few years we will need more
than x.'UK) billion worth of schools, highways, homes, dura-

ble equipment. Meeting these needs will create new oppor-

tuni ,e- In,

©Add them up and you have the makings of an-
other big upswing. Wise planners, builders and
buyers will act now to get ready for it.

FREE! Send for this new 24-page illustrated

booklet. "Your dual Future in a Growing
America." Every American should know tlie-e

facts. Drop a posl card toda> to: The Adver-
tising Council. Box 10, Midtown Station,

New York 18. N. Y.

16 august 1958



HOUSTON'S

FAMILY

STATION!

KTRK-TV,channell3

wherever

they be
^

it's

IN N. Y. C. and VICINITY

over two million

Italians agree /

RKI I TV's television personnel will be

moving to the new company intact.

Strictlj personnel: NT \ has added

seven new salesmen to its force. They

are: Bill Rhodes. Roger Wilson.

Harney Goldman, Frank Myers,

Paul Weiss. M. C Gregory, Cren-

shaw Bonner.

RADIO STATIONS
The top 10 spot radio users, by

category, for the second quarter,

1958. according to RAB were:

CATEGORY % OF TOTAL

1. Foods :.... 25.0',

2. Gasoline. Lubricants 11.5

3. Tobacco products 10.8

4. Ale, Beer, Wine ... ..... 8.3

5. Cleansers 7.4

6. Drugs _.. __ 6.7

7. Automotive 6.4

8. Toilet Requisites 4.2

9. Confections, Soft drinks ... 2.8

10. Agriculture ..... .... 2.3

1M tidings: WQXR, the New York

Times radio station, goes into opera-

tion this week as an fm network.

With the formation of the WQXR
Network. 11 fm stations will pick up

most of WQXRs programing, from

7:30 a.m.-1:00 a.m., to service upstate

N. Y. listeners.

Advertisers now have the option

of buying WQXR separately or as

a network.

Station acquisition: Sherwood Tar-

low, president of WHIL, Medford-Mal-

den-Boston, and head of Tarlow
Broadcasting Stations, adds another

member to his group—subject to FCC
approval—WJBW, New Orleans.

Call letters change: From KVOD to

KHOW, as new owners, the Western

Broadcasting Enterprises, take over

this 35-year old Denver station.

Sport Buys: The Pittsburgh Steeler

pro football games return to WWSW
this fall, co-sponsored by Duquesne

Brewing and Marlboro .

.'. The Balti-

more Colts football games via WBAL
this fall, for S. & N. Katz. jewelers.

Speaking of sports. Roy Campa-
nula started his radio show, Campy's

Corner, «... W'INS, New York, this

week— for P. Ballantine and R. J.

Reynolds.

Promotions, contests, and stunts:

• WAKE, Atlanta, sponsored its

second "Family Night" event—this

time at Ringling Bros., Barnum &

Bailej Circus. Listeners received a dis-

count on reserved seats when they pre-

sented a "WAKE Family Buck."

• WNTA, New York has come out

with a radio dial setting guide to be

sent to 5000 auto dealers and services,

giving instructions for setting car ra-

dio dials.

• WDOK, Cleveland is showing a

film, made by its staff, dubbed "What
A Day." It's a behind the scenes peak

at the station's operation. New York
timebuyers will be viewing it this

month.

• In a quadruple alliance, WBZ &
WBZA, Boston-Springfield, six Drive-

in theaters, Raymond's Department

Store and Trans World Airlines are

sponsoring a Trip To Disneyland con-

test—sending a boy and girl, accom-

panied by parent, on a week to the

California fun land.

• To promote its Pantree Payoff

show on WIRE, Indianapolis, the

sponsors, The John E. Smith Co., food

brokers, send a representative to the

WIRE listening area in a mobile unit.

He calls on homes at random, paying

cash prizes to housewives who have

any of the products mentioned on the

show.

Anniversary notes: WRC, Washing-

ton, celebrating 35 years of broadcast-

ing in the Capital . . . Ivan Miles, pro-

gram director of Atlanta's WGST,
observing his 20th year with the

station.

Station staffers: James H. Shoe-

maker, formerly eastern sales man-

ager of sponsor, appointed national

sales manager of WLS, Chicago . . .

Allan Gilman, named assistant gen-

ual manager and director of sales,

KGO, San Francisco . . . Walter Dunn
takes over as co-owner and co-man-

ager, WFTL, Ft. Lauderdale; R. L.

Bowles, manager of the station for

eight years, now heads the newly-

formed South Florida Broadcasting,

Inc. . . . Herb Wixson, v. p. in charge

of sales, KGB, San Diego . . . Wil-

liam Whitmarsh, account executive,

WBAL, Baltimore.

Donald D. Sullivan of KVTV,
Sioux City and WNAX, Yankton; and

Fred E. Walker of WTTM, Trenton,

have been elected vice-presidents of

](» \i <.i st 1058



TV
GUIDE

Best- selling weekly magazine in America

How TV Guide's 16 rating can

insure a high rating for your show

Across the nation, one TV family in six

readsTVGuide magazine (circulation base

%Y2 million as of October 4). In itself, that

is the equivalent of a 16 rating.

Consistent advertising of your pro-

gram in TV Guide magazine is your best

insurance of both high ratings and high
sponsor identification. For TV Guide
readers look at the magazine before they
turn on their set. Each reader, on the

average, reads it five times each day.

You get not just one but many chances to
build the interest of millions of families in

your show and your stars.

With TV Guide's 50 regional editions,

you can mesh your advertising perfectly

with your station lineup, without waste
circulation.

TV Guide is the national watchword.
And— note this well— it is as valuable for

advertising your products as yourprograms.

A WEEKLY MAGAZINE... A DAILY HABIT

16 august 1958



Peoples Broadcasting Corp. . Free-

man It. Calkin has joined WKRC,
Cincinnati, as account < ce< . . < iarlos

F. Moniano. uppi 'I to station man-

ager, KOOL, Phoenix . Karl Moore
rejoined \\ \l./. Detroit, as business

managei

,

TV STATIONS
Another station to enter into ex-

panded news services, is W'FIL &
WFIL-TV, PhUadelphia, with its in-

troduction of the "News Helicopter."

[ne 'copter will be used for speeding

the stations
1

reporters and newsreel

cameramen to the scene of the news,

fin an on-the-spot report.

\\ HYN-TV, Springfield-Holyoke,

think?, it has the answer to why
bingo programs get a low rating.

The answer: Folks who pla) bingo

do not answer the telephone while the

name i- on the air. and in many cases

lake the phone off the hook.

Vlong with a Trendex and ARB co-

incidental. WHYN-TV conducted its

own survey, and were only able to

complete 54.895 of the calls. Of the

resl of the attempted calls. 33.29?

didn't answer.

Los Angeles KTTV's exclusive co\-

• ia-e of the finals of the Miss Universe

Beaut] Pageant kayoed all opposition

with a 1!! rating at 1 1 :<)() p.m. and a

80.8 share of audience.

The special \R1» survej has made
at the reijuest of Anderson and McCon-
nell Advertising, agenc) for Max Fac-

tni. one ol the sponsors of the series.

W l\ P, Decatur, Ga., threw a huge

part) at Chicago's Yacht Club for the

town's leading timebuyers and other

media people.

Purpose: To celebrate the station's

new ownership. This group includes:

George Bolas. media director at Ta-

tham-Laird. Decatur and the Swanson
Brothers of Swanson Frozen Foods (an

account handled at Tatham-Laird)

.

Tv programing notes:

• KLOR-TV, Provo, Utah, is first

to purchase the videotape version of

WGN's Ding Dong School as a week-

<la\ strip for a 52-week series. KLOR-
TV is a new independent station airing

about 1 October, in full color.

• KSTP-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul,

made t\ histor) when it received, then

broadcast live, the first tv pix from the

edge of outer space.

Following the launching of a Navy
Stratolab balloon flight, pictures were

shown that were taken via a cigar box

sized. 2Vo ton tv camera valued at

$6,000 inside the balloon. The shots

were on the air l 1
/-) hours after

launching.

• Stereophonic sound experiments

are still underway in Chicago, the lat-

est via WBBM-FM and WBBM-TV.
Broadcasting Jazz in the Round in full-

range three-dimensional sound, these

joint forces stereo'd the show as it was

being produced.

Tv promotions re the Lawrence
Welk personal appearance tour:

• WBKB-TY, Chicago, participat-

ing in the 11-citj personal appearance

tour of ABC's Laurence Welk Show,

presented a 2% hour variety concert

in Chicago's Amphitheater. The \\ elk's

group was kicked off with a motorcade

escorting the entourage into town.

Award : KGUN-TV's client, the Tuc-

son Realty & Trust Co. awarded for

excellence in insurance copy by the In-

surance Advertising Conference. The
copy was written by K-GUN staffers.

On the move: George C. Collie, ap-

pointed national sales manager of

KOSA-TV, Odessa, Texas . . . Alexan-

der Field, Jr., named program man-

ager, WGN-TV, Chicago . . . George
Pamental, sales account executive.

WABC-TV, New York . . . Richard
Gochnauer, account executive,

WBAL-TV, Baltimore . . . Don Peirce,

promoted to local sales manager,

WFMY-TV. Greensboro, N. C.

KDKD-TV, Pittsburgh, announces

these staff promotions: William Mc-
Gaw, assistant program manager:

Roger Wolfe, operations supervisor;

and Ernst Moenckmier, director of

creative services.

FINANCIAL
Storer Broadcasting declares a quar-

terly dividend of 45^ per share on its

Common Stock to stockholders of rec-

ord 29 August 1958, maintaining the

regular annual dividend rate of $1.80

Per share. *

X
TOPEKA-

Single station market with

100,000 unduplicated families

TAKE A GOOD LOO
AT THE CHOICE OF KANSANS

2 to 1 listenership over its near-

est competitor in 11 county

Topeka trade area
Nielsen Coverage Study

CBS - RADIO WIBW
2 to 1 lead overall out-of-state

competitors in "station viewed

most" both day & night

ARB 1957

TV-CBS- ABC
COVERAGE • PROMOTION • MERCHANDISING • RESULTS
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I

your

copy

FREE

York
Now— SPONSOR brings you the first pocket

sized 5-city TV/Radio Directory. Easy to use.

Easy to take with you when you're traveling.

Every important name and address in air

media is listed in it. By categories you

will find networks and groups, represen-

tatives, agencies, advertisers, commercial

film producers, tv film program sources,

miscellaneous film services, music and

radio services, research, surveys, and

promotion companies, trade associations,

hotels, admen's eating directory, airlines

and railroads, news services and trade

magazines.

It's the most comprehensive little book

of its kind in the field. We'll be happy

to send you your personal copy on re-

quest with our compliments. Additional

copies are 25c each.

SPONSOR
THE MAGAZINE RADIO AND TV ADVERTISERS USE

NEW YORK 17— 40 E. 49th • MUrray Hill 8-2772

CHICAGO— 612 N. Michigan • SUperior 7-9863

LOS ANGELES— 6087 Sunset • HOllywood 4-8089

BIRMINGHAM— Town House • FAirfax 4-6529

P.S. Don't forget to call on us

next time you re in town.



SCRANTONS TOP MORNING SHOW]

BY NEARLY TWO TO ONE!

l STATION 6/ \stATIONB7

L "^ysTATfON\ 16%7

I PULSE"NOV.1957:CHART8ASED0N AVERA6E1

I SHARE OF AUDIENCE FOR 12 QUARTER HOURS, 1
' 6:00 TO ftOOAM.MONDAY THRU FRIDAY! f

'GAkstAjeeiwv

scranton,pe

The nation's

audience

Negro group

^L nrr

OCAL RATE

'.oiit'd from page 28 i

torz established two general classifi-

ations of accounts — retail and prod-

ct—with retail accounts receiving the

oca] rale and product-accounts the na-

ioual.

In the Storz list of "national rate"'

iccounts are: ales, beers and wines,

.;utomoti\c dealer associations, and re-

gional or /one offices of automotive

manufacturers, distributors and whole-

salers of national products and appli-

ances, food brokers, drug jobbers, and

oilier product brokers, manufacturers

representatives, all petroleum products,

all publishers' a 'vertising, and trans-

portation companies operating in inter-

state commerce.

Accounts entitled to the "local rate""

are soft drink franchisee! bottlers, fi-

nance companies, banks, and retail

clothing and grocerj chain stores

I when advertising said stores). Addi-

tionally Storz set up certain qualifica-

tions and conditions for advertisers to

be given ibe local rate. These included

rules governing distribution, continu-

ity, agency, billings, contracts, etc.

\loiig Madison Avenue, the Storz

regulations have been received enthusi-

astically as a sound and a constructive

step in the right direction. Opinion

differs, bow ever, as to whether the

Storz formulas apply equally well to

other stations in other markets.

Adam Young, one of the two rep

funis representing Storz, feels that all

stations will not establish the same ac-

count groups but that this isn't impor-

tant. What is important. says Adam

\ oung, is that stations set up two

groups of accounts— local and na-

tional—and see to it that "all accounts

in the same group pay the same rate."

On the other hand, some veteran

reps such as Arthur McCoy, exec. v. p.

at John Blair & Co., feel that while the

"account group system" represents a

considerable improvement over most

< in rent station practices, the eventual

solution for major stations lies in es-

tablishing a single rate for everybody.

\i presenl 13 out of 40 stations

represented by Blair have a single rate,

and the number is increasing steadily.

Blair reports that ever) station which

lias established a single rate has en-

joyed health) business increases.

A third solution, suggested by some

agenC) media men. accustomed to

working with newspapers as well as

i roadcasl media, is merely a clear-cut

definition of a "retail rate." (For a

discussion of these three suggestions,

see box.)

One aspect of the current rate con-

fusion which is receiving considerable

speculation in agency and rep circles

involves a point of law. Many agencies

use the standard 4A contract forms

which contain a "most favored nation""

clause. I nder it. an advertiser is en-

titled to a refund or rebate if a station

grants a lower rate for ''like broad-

cast."

Checking up on rumors that agen-

cies were preparing to sue stations

granting regional rates. SPONSOR found

no evidence of impending legal ac-

tions. But agency men did sa\ the)

were studying the 4A contract care-

fully, and would take steps to protect

their rights if and when they found

e\ idence of violations.

Another important consideration

concerns the Robinson-Patman let.

Some agencies and reps believe that

many local rate practices by individual

stations are in direct violation of Rob-

inson-Patman provisions (which for-

bid discrimination!, and have asked

their legal counsel for opinions on this

phase of the problem.

Finally, industry groups and stations

are concerned over possible charges of

collusion, and anti-trust violation if.

in clearing up the local rate confusion,

stations tr\ to act together to work out

satisfactory solutions.

General opinion seems to be that the

whole problem must rest finally with

the individual station oyvner. His alone

i> the responsibility for analyzing his

rate policy, modernizing it if neces-

sary, and sticking to it in the face of

any attacks.

Meanwhile, there's little doubt that

the present rate situation is bewilder-

ing and irritating to many advertisers

and agencies. And there's no question

that prestige is at stake.

"Show me a station that doesn"t

have a clearcut policy about local

rates,"' says a topnotch agency time-

buyer, "and I"ll show you a station that

can be had.""

"National ty and radio spot together

make up a three-quarter of a billion

dollar business." complains a v.p. of

a top-10 agency, "but many stations.

with their goofy ideas about local

rates, are treating it like a bargain

basement operation. '

For SPONSOR'S editorial posi-

tion on this difficult and troubling

problem, see page 86.
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This is the story of how a radio station increased its national spot

business from $500 a month to $20,000 in a little over a year. Of

how it accomplished this feat in the toughest market in the world

—

New York. Of how—broadcasting from Newark, New Jersey—it

achieved this remarkable growth in the shadow of eight 50 KW
facilities and in an advertising climate that traditionally considered

North Jersey not as a separate market at all but rather a suburb

of Madison Avenue.

The name of the station is WVNJ.

The yarn reads like something out of Horatio Alger but we feel

keenly it is worth the study of every station manager in America

who is convinced, like WVNJ was, that it has something to offer

national spot.

It's a history of an idea—a bright new idea in programming, for

one. But in a deeper sense, it's a story of faith in advertising. Not

just lip service faith handed a sponsor—but an unshakeable belief

that advertising was an essential vitamin of business growth for

itself as well. WVNJ backed that belief with the best tangible evi-

dence we know—money. Here's what happened when—

they bought what they sold

\ •
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an idea was born . .

.

•nc day late in 1956 WVNJ peered into its mirror on the wall ;

with disheartening clarity that it was not—definitely not-

fairest station of them all. More deflating than tha

it realized it was not even considered a contender.

National spot business was booming but nowhere

near its doors. Other metropolitan New York

stations were flexing their Pulse and Nielsen

muscles but WVNJ's ratings were invisible

to the naked eye. If ever a man had reason

to slit his antenna—this was it. Today

—

just 15 months later—WVNJ's rate has

gone from $8.50 per commercial minute

(which it could barely sell) to $22.50 per

it—with a list of national and regional sponsors

anxious to get on. Twice in the last 4 months it has



but . .

.

how
to get

it off

the ground?

**5fe

It was a great idea. Time has proved that beyond argu-

ment. The rise of WVNJ may well be the outstanding

radio success story of the year.

But when Ivon B. Newman, general manager of the sta-

tion, first conceived the notion of spinning only Great

Albums of Music from sign on to sign off—a conservative

estimate would have given him as much chance of success

as filling an inside straight.

No one had ever tried playing just Great Albums of Music

before. This new programming was to have no chit-chat

—no personalities—no top 40 stuff—no rock-n-roll—no

nothing but just Great Albums of popular music. Com-
plete albums of Broadway shows past and present

—

albums of Hollywood musicals—albums of great singing

stars, albums of great orchestra leaders, of great instru-

mentalists—album after album of the world's most popu

lar music and entertainers from sign on to sign off 18

hours a day. The only "talk" was to be news and com
mercials.

It meant scrapping all that existed on the station—which

had been a consistent money maker—to explore some-

thing utterly new which might not produce national

business at all and perhaps lose the local business that

was there to the bargain.

Convinced, however, that it had something it could sell

,

WVNJ went ahead. The rest is history of a sort.

To the interested station manager or its agency—here

are some of the methods and ideas that were employed

to get the concept off the ground and into the black in

record time.



first—how to build an audience

Sounds easy—or does it—and just where does one

begin? Advertising could be no ordinary "tune-in"

campaign. One had to awaken a latent want—the need

and the benefits of Great Albums of Music.

was a very basic concept outlining the multitude of

benefits that music had to give—the memories it could

revive—the hours it could freshen—the feeling of en-

richment that lay always in its train.

What made it even tougher was that the very nature

of the programming (a melodic music line over and

above trick arrangements) predicated a preponderance

of adult listeners. And if there is one factor common

to all adults it is the development of habits that become

increasingly more fixed and more difficult to change.

Before it went all out, WVNJ did a little testing on its

own. A month's schedule was created and printed.

Listeners were urged to write in for a free program

guide listing the time and day their favorite Great

Albums of Music would be played.

The idea took. That was important to know. If the

station's own listeners responded—others would, too.

It was now a matter of evoking the proper desire in

the many millions of families in the area.

A newspaper campaign was created with "Great

Albums of Music" offered as a better way of life. It

"Make it part of your day" was the campaign theme.

The theme was integrated in every bit of promotion

done for the station. It was used on the station itself

both as a slogan and as a transcribed jingle. Posters

were made and pasted on the trucks of the Newark

News reaching all of North and Central Jersey. Ads

were placed in many Jersey papers and in the New

York Mirror. The Monthly Program Guide carried the

theme. Letterheads and envelopes were redesigned

to further the message. Reprints of the ads were uti-

lized as envelope stuffers. Nothing was overlooked.

Even the station's calling cards helped to sell the story.

Reprints of this campaign are available to any agency

or station,WVNJ tells us. It is worth study for 2 rea-

sons. First because it was chosen by the League of

Advertising Agencies as the outstanding newspaper

campaign created in 1957 by any of its agency mem-

bers in America. But more important—because of its

results. They can be seen on the following page.
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Here are the results only one year later. They

are in factual form. We just don't know how

to make them more dramatic.

The latest Pulse Report taken in Essex

County (Jan. -Feb. -Mar.) reveals that WVNJ
has more total audience in this area than any

radio station in New York City or New Jersey.

It is by far the number 1 voice in this vital

market. And this from nowhere just 12 short

months ago.

Of the four New Jersey Radio Stations,

WVNJ ranks first in audience in 27 out of

34 rated periods from 7 A.M. till midnight. It

is tied for first in 3 more.

The night record is even more amazing. In

every rated period from 6 P.M. to 11 :30 P.M.

(Monday through Saturday) WVNJ has

higher ratings in Essex County than any radio

station in the entire greater New York area.

One thing more.

The record should highlight one thing more:

WVNJ never waited for the record at all. Long

before it ever had a rating to sell it had form-

ulated a budget for the trade and went full

speed ahead.



Convinced that one did not have to be top
station in a market to do business, WVNJ set

several broad objectives for the trade cam-
paign.

1. Decision makers had to be informed of

WVNJ's new concept in programming-. 2. They
had to be made aware of mounting consumer
interest. 3. Shown the type of consumer the

station attracted. 4. Told how economical it

was on a cost per thousand basis.

Believing in the advertising fundamentals it

preached (that continuity, impact and the
forces of pre-selling could do as good a job for

itself as for its sponsors) WVNJ once again
bought what it sold and underwrote a con-

sistent full page campaign in broadcast media.
An initial budget of about $20,000 was allocated

for the space—divided among the 3 big books
in the field.

Incidentally — if further indication of faith

were needed—this budget represented better

than 3 times WVNJ's total national spot busi-

ness of the year before.

Here again—every effort was made to get as

much integration and mileage as possible out

of the program. The station's national repre-

sentatives, Broadcast Time Sales, left transistor

radios with time buyers, advertising managers,
account executives, etc., urging them to listen

to WVNJ—the only voice of its kind in the

country. Entire programs were taped and sent

to agencies and advertisers all over America.
Reprints of the trade ads—some blown up to

almost 4 ft. in height—went out in a steady
stream. Every angle of publicity, too, was
followed thru on a full time basis.

Within 60 days tangible evidence of progress
could be seen. Within 6 months national spot
business had sky-rocketed to 10 times its 1956
levels. The station was on its way.

ii
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it tastes swell .

.

Today sponsors are feeding WVNJ more national

spot business per month than it received in the past

3 years combined.

From practically nothing ($500) it went to almost

$20,000 a month in just a little over a year. And it's

still growing.

A more intensive campaign is on for '58, with goals

set for almost double '57. And at the pace the sta

tion is climbing, this double estimate may even

prove conservative.

It is an indication of what can be done by any inde-

pendent station—even in the toughest market like

New York—with an idea and the creative energy to

carry it through.



I What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
16 AUGUST 1958 The House subcommittee which investigated weight reducing preparations

made it perfectly plain what it thought about tv and radio stations and publica-

tions which carried the copy of an advertiser slapped with an FTC cease-and-desist

order.

The subcommittee's opinion, as contained in a report which tore the FTC apart: There

ought to be a law to prevent these media from doing such a thing.

Among the highlights of the report were these:

• A recommendation that information about postoffice mail fraud orders and FTC false ad

cease-and-desist orders aimed at a single advertiser be passed on to all media and all adver-

tisers of the same product. Thereafter the same type of advertising could not be carried by

media or ordered by other advertisers.

• A recommendation that jurisdiction over advertising foods and drugs be moved from the

FTC to the Food and Drug Administration. And that whereas it is now necessary to prove

advertising false, advertisers should be required to prove the truth of their statements.

• A blast at the FTC for bungling its case against Ayds and for thereafter using the ad-

verse court decision to duck its responsibility for cracking down on false advertising of simi-

lar products. Also for taking so much time to act on false advertising complaints.

The report quoted FTC testimony to the effect that "it takes a person who is really gulli-

ble to believe many of these ads and commented: If this is the FTC's attitude then the pub-

lic is at the mercy of every unscrupulous huckster."

To the subcommittee, said the report, this sounded more like "indifference and apathy . .

.

total rejection of the will of Congress," plus evidence of a "record of incredible delay and

apathy."

Despite the fact that Congressional adjournment was delayed at least until 16

August and perhaps for a week or more beyond, two broadcasting measures ap-

peared to be in some danger.

The Potter resolution, calling for a commission to probe the way the military is using the

frequencies assigned to it, seemed swept under the rug. The House Commerce Committee ca-

pitulating to the White House, added a probe of frequency use by commercial radio and tv.

Alarmed, the broadcasting industry swung its tremendous weight and apparently lobbied the

resolution to death.

This caused considerable anguish to some FCC commissioners including chairman Doer-

fer. Doerfer felt that the probe might turn up waste of valuable spectrum space by the mili-

tary and, in any event, might be a club to turn aside military pressure for channels now de-

voted to tv.

Doerfer fears that broadcasters, in their trepidation re a probe of their own holdings

and anxieties to preserve the status quo, might have dug a grave for themselves.

The President could, on his own authority, order tv channels 2 through 6 (or any others)

turned over to defense uses without explanation or by-your-leave.

Another measure put in grave doubt merely by the factor of delay is the bill

to force a code of ethics on the FCC. There was no explanation as to why its principle

exponent, Rep Oren Harris, wasn't pushing the bill to the floor of the House.

Harris had promised through the scandalous FCC hearings which his Legislative Over-

sight Subcommittee held, to get such a bill passed this year. His subcommittee reported it,

but at the start of this week the House Commerce Committee, of which Harris is also chair-

man, had done nothing.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
16 AUGUST 1958 \ Djg a9set for client entertaining these clays seems to be a yacht.

sponsor publications inc. The fact that the account supervisor on a $20-million piece of business has one makes

smooth sailing for the agency; the ad manager just loves that boat.

CBS TV has a nut of $250,000 to work off on the Wizard of Oz and thus wants

to stage a second showing this season.

So far the network hasn't had any bites. It's got a like amount left on the cuff for the

fall-scheduled Wonderful Town.

Tv station managements are taking a harder look at their network income be-

cause of the effect it's having on their profit and loss statements.

The concern stems from the suspicion that a lot of potential spot money is being

siphoned off into network shows via new selling strategies.

A comment you hear more and more along Madison Avenue is that agencies' treatment

of the air media has become encrusted with formula thinking.

Among the credos symptomatic of this way of life: (1) Follow the leader, (2) buy
everything by the numbers so that you're always in a defensible position with the client,

1 3) don't stick your neck out by suggesting the different or the untried, and (4) hold

on to the old cliches in trying to solve a problem.

As a past master for milking a show for all it's worth there's none to compare
with P&G.

The soap giant's sponsorship of the nighttime version of Tic Tac Dough is reminis-

cent of its tactics in radio : installing night segments of a series that had proved itself

on a daytime schedule.

One of the more successful nighttime extensions was Vic 'n' Sade (1938).

Here are some hard statistics about network tv vs. magazine business-hustling that

may surprise you:

Life Magazine alone employs a bigger sales staff than the three tv networks

put together. Life's total is 75; the networks', 59. By individual network, the sales personnel

breaks down this way: NBC TV, 24; CBS TV, 18; and ABC TV, 17.

Gross billings for 1957: Life, $137.5 million; tv networks. $516.2 million.

A highly placed official in the tv selling field deplores the fiscal road that the

t\ networks are taking in making so many package (time and talent) deals this fall.

Terming some of the practices now in use as harmfully shortsighted, he believes:

• The wrong people are trying to sell a superior product.

• It's smarter to revise the rate than make deals.

• If a network absorbs the cost of the show just to clinch a time sale, it's depriving itself

of the "fat" needed to improve the program structure.
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Nothing else like it

in Greater New York

NOTHING APPROACHES THE SOUND:
WVNJ originated the programming concept of

Great Albums of Music. It is the only radio station

in the metropolitan area that plays just

Great Albums of Music from sign on to sign off

every single day of the year.

NOTHING APPROACHES THE AUDIENCE:

The very nature of the music makes the audience
preponderantly adult. It's a rich audience, too.

In one of the wealthiest counties of America
(Essex—with its million plus population) WVNJ is

first in 27 out of 34 rated periods from
7 AM till midnight. It is tied for first in three more.
According to Pulse it has more listeners here than

any station in New Jersey and New York as well.

NOTHING APPROACHES ITS VALUE:

WVNJ delivers its adult, able-to-buy, greater

New York audience for less cost per thousand
homes than any other station in the market.

By every reasoning it's your very best buy.
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Local in management

The Corinthian stations are first and foremost local in character ... for great stations must

be responsive to the needs and tastes of their individual communities.

Each Corinthian station has its own independent local management team . . . experienced

men at the helm and in the key operating areas of programming, sales, engineering and

promotion. The strength of each of the Corinthian stations attests to the abilities of these

men and the role they play in Tulsa, Houston, Fort Wayne and Indianapolis.

THE CORINTHIAN STATIONS
i it i / a wiiu mv/t muik \\nw\f

KGUL-TV H 01 • WAN! ,\ WAN I TV Fori
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Responsibility in Broadcasting
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Interrelated in service

The Corinthian stations have more than this. They benefit from each other's experience.

And have at their disposal the full-time staff services of specialists in the basic areas of

broadcasting . .
.
each outstandingly qualified in his field . . . Corinthian's Director ofProgram-

ming, Robert H. Salk; Director of Sales, Don L. Kearney; Director of Engineering, George G.

Jacobs; Director of Research, Charles H. Smith; and Director of Promotion & Advertising,

Robert J. Sullivan. These men provide facts, judgment and the exchange of ideas upon
which local management can base sound decisions.

Clearly, you get something extra when you buy a Corinthian station.

THE CORINTHIAN STATIONSw,k
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THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW!

• 5 of the 10 leading agri-

cultural counties in Illi-

nois lie in WREX-TV
land

• 5 of the 10 leading agri-

cultural counties in Wis-
consin lie in WREX-TV
land

• 20 of the 400 leading
agricultural counties of

the nation ... lie in

WREX-TV land

'Source: May 57 Sales Management)

Represented by H-R Television, Inc.

-13

HOUSTON'S

FAMILY

STATION!

KTRK-TV,channell3

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Robert C. Urban is the new president and

chief executive officer of Hazel Bishop,

Inc. His appointment is effective this week,

according to Raymond Spector, chairman

of the board. For the past three years,

Urban has been executive vice-president

of the Family Products c'ivision of Warner-

Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. Prior to this,

he was vice-president in charge of mar-

keting at J. Walter Thompson, and before that, general merchan-

dising manager of the Toilet Articles division of Colgate-Palmolive.

At Hazel Bishop. 79th largest U.S. advertiser, Urban will direct the

company's new marketing and advertising program, which includes

an extensive tv campaign using 5,000 spots per week on 211 stations.

W. R. (Ray) Fowler has been appointed

a marketing vice-president of Leo Burnett

Co., Inc. Before joining the Burnett organi-

zation, Fowler was senior vice-president,

plans board chairman and director of

Needham, Louis & Brorby. During his 23-

year stay at NL&B. he was active in many
areas of the advertising business, includ-

ing writing, planning, account work, broad-

cast negotiations and management. He has been management repre-

sentative on major national accounts. Prior to this, Fowler spent

four years with BBDO and a year with Blackett-Sample-Hummert.

He attended the LJniversity of Minnesota, and came to Chicago in

1927 to become advertising manager of the Greyhound Bus Lines,

then in its formative stages. His advertising experience also in-

cludes work in appliances, drug, food and household products.

Don C. Shoemaker has been named gen-

eral manager of KLMS, the Mutual affiliate

in Lincoln. Nebraska. He formerly spent 14

years at KFAB, Omaha, as promotion and

merchandising manager. Shoemaker, a

graduate of Kearney State Teachers Col-

lege, and the ( Diversity of Nebraska,

entered the industry via the printing and

advertising fields. He then joined the

KFAB-KFOR stations in Lincoln. After the FCC abolished dual

ownership in a single market. Shoemaker moved with KFAB to

Omaha. In I'M,"), be went to KSO, in Des Moines, as promotion di-

rector, returning to KFAB in 1919. Shoemaker is a member of the

Lincoln and Omaha Advertising Clubs, and the Chambers of Com-

merce for both cities. He is married and the father of two children.
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In the leadership spotlight

...WGN- radio!

WGN LEADS ALL OTHER CHICAGO MEDIA IN HOMES REACHED!

That's why top-drawer advertisers buy WGN-radio in Chicago.

And you will be in the best of company when you join the nation's smart-

est time-buyers who select WGN with confidence year after year,

cause WGN helps sell millions of dollars worth of goods for

these top-drawer clients. New, better-than-ever programming /,' Ulfll

for '58 is in keeping with WGN's policy of top quality at the
J

lowest possible cost.
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Examine your local rates

sponsor's lead article this week (see page 27) highlights

,i common human problem: sometimes even the besl causes

arc viewed with suspicion because of the people who espouse

them.

\lan\ Important agencies, advertisers, and station repre-

sentatives arc now urging radio and tv stations to adopt

clearer, more reasonable, and more rigid policies on local

rates.

The problem does not apply, of course, to single-rate sta-

tion-. Nor is the national rate an issue. What's involved is

simpl) a request that -tat ions with double or triple rates ex-

plain in unmistakable terms "who gets die local rate, and

why?"

I5nt. according to report- reaching sponsor, many stations

arc hesitant to do this. They doubt the motives of those who

seem strongest for local rate reforms, and fear that pressure

is being put upon them for purely selfish reasons.

SPONSOR can well understand these fears. In the past,

man} radio and tv stations have been victimized by sweet-

talking do-gooders who professed to be carrying an olive

branch but were actually hiding a chisel.

Bui the recent agitation for more sensible local rate poli-

cies does not belong in thi- category of pressures, sponsor's

own impartial stud) reveals that advertisers and agencies

are rightfully concerned over the local rate situation in many
market-, and that present conditions are hurting both indi-

vidual stations and the whole radio/tv industry.

SPONSOR strongly urge- every radio and tv station (except

those with a single rate) to 1 ) review carefully the kinds and

types of account.- to which you are granting local rates; 2)

decide whether your polic) is sensible and reasonable in the

lighl ot i I. rn condition- (your rep can give you informa-

tion on whal other stations in like circumstances are doing;

3) Revise your polic) if thai seems indicated; 1) Put it in

writing; and 5) Stick to it no matter what.

V&
¥S

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: /{ u s / „ e 5 5 . / / /; e

methods fot a big-business industry. Local

rate ///: iness hurts all radio and a. Re-

examine youi own situation now, and be sure

)
our ou 11 linn w< is in order.

IO-SECOND SPOTS

Touche: On Fifth Avenue the other

ila\ . nul fai from SPONSOR, a car was

left in front of Saks store with a note

pinned down 1>\ the windshield wiper

that read. "Gone in to pick up some-

thing—Back in 10 minutes."

Considerably more than 10 minutes

later, a policeman placed a parking

ticket under the wiper, across which he

wrote: "An hour is enough to pick

up am thing."

Efficiency: We just heard about the

St. Louis agencyman who has a three-

ivaj letter file. Labels for the trays

are: IN. OUT, and WHOOPS!

Millenium: At last, the perfect news

release! Delivered by hand in an

envelope carefully addressed to one of

the sponsor editors, it contained a

single sheet of paper with a CBS Tv

Film Sales letterhead. Otherwise the

paper was unspoiled by any word of

writing.

Turnabout: After 1 January, the NAB
code forbids the portrayal of doctors

or dentists by tv commercial actors.

Okay, watch for AFIRA to rule against

doctors or dentists turning tv actors.

Medic: A Boston doctor has come up

with the theory that men suffer more

from heart ailments than women be-

cause they sit in front of the tv set not

using up calories while their wives use

up their calories serving them with

beer, pretzels, etc. It's not the calories

that jar our blood pressure—it's

Maverick drawing his gun.

Collector: A. L. Grey, president of

Grey Industries of N.Y.C. sent the fol-

lowing letter to a customer company

that was in arrears with a payment

—

and it worked! "Dear sir: Some time

in the past, we ordered something from

your compan) and found it most satis-

factory. In fact, it was so useful, we

suddenly find ourselves out of it. Like

mam of 5 our items, we find after

having used it. that we simply can't

do without it. We therefore urgently

request that as soon as humanlj possi-

ble, you help fill this important void

in our life by sending us a new supply

of thai most wonderful of all items:

MONEY; color: GREEN; weight:

THE HEAVIER THE BETTER; De-

livery: WE NEEDED IT JULY 10TH.
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from the heart of Pittsburgh

to the entire tri-state area!
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. . . number one in America's 37th TV market, reports Nielsen
#
3

Now confirmed and certified by the Nielsen Coverage Survey #3, is the clear-cut domination by

WSTV-TV Channel 9 of the prime Steubenville-Wheeling television market

:

• over 200,000 more TV homes covered than its nearest competitor • lowest cost-per-thousand, by far

• highest TV set coverage in all total Nielsen survey categories: monthly, weekly, daily, daytime and evening

For advertisers, WSTV-TV delivers deepest penetration into the 39 densely populated counties comprising

the rich Upper Ohio Valley where retail sales hit $3,159,860,000. And only WSTV-TV offers FREE
"Shopper-Topper" merchandising service

—"promotion in motion" designed to move food store products in

America's Steel and Coal Center. For more details, ask for our new "Shopper-Topper" brochure.

A Member of the Friendly Group

52 Vanderbilt Ave., N.Y. • 211 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh

Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

ae WSTV-TV
CHANNEL 9 • STEUBENVILLE-WHEEUNG

"Best Buy by Any Known Source."



PONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

In just 8 short days of Balaban balanced programing . . . enjoyable music . . . bright happy

personalities . . . action central news ... 24 hours a day . . . Wonderful KBOX has put "Dallas

in Wonderland." The air is filled with wonderful comments.

SOLD NATIONALLY BY:

Robert E. Eastman & Co., Inc.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO

WHY SPONSORS

ARE RUSHING TO

DAYTIME TV

With sponsored time

periods for fall up 20-

25% over 1957. day-

time net tv i- ex-

panding faster than

an) other branch of

air media. Here's an
analysis of which ad-

vertisers are buying

daytime h and why

Page 31

How shifting

affects clients'

air strategy

Page 34

Pet Milk's

merchandising

parlay

Page 36

NCS #3 preview:

big upswing in

tv circulation

Page 44
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WHEELING: 97; TV MARKET
Television Magazine 8/1/57

One Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

NO. 7 IN A SERIES

GLASS

The Fostoria Glass Company of

Moundsville, W. Va., and the Imperial

Glass Corporation of Bellaire, Ohio,

are two prominent contributors to the

economic life of the WTRF-TV area.

The 4 million dollar payroll of the

1100 employees of these two pro-

ducers of hand-made glassware help

make the WTRF-TV area a super

market . . . with 425,196 TV homes,

where 2 million people spend 2'/2

billion dollars annually.

316,000 watts \^M net— wtrf tvWHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA ™™
it that's reaching new importance! ^SIlLjI)



What's
on

their

( What's on yours? )

There's a raft of laughter on TV in their area

tonight, and they've got it firmly on their minds.

They're not going to miss it!

For "I Married Joan", with Joan Davis and Jim

Backus, is now available ... a natural for the whole

family to watch . . . including the family bread-

winner, who's had to miss the day-time showings

up to now.

Nothing sells better than laughter — and here

are 98 wacky and ingeniously-plotted segments

cram-packed full of laughs. Watch 'em, clock 'em

—there's a laugh a minute!

NEW YORK, N. Y., 445 Park Avenue, MUrray Hill 8-2545

DALLAS, TEXAS, 220406 Commerce St.

GREENSBORO, N. C, 3207 Friendly Road

For night-time showing . . . for strip showing

... "I Married Joan" is a honey of a show, just

right to make sponsors in your area awaken with

interest.

Call your Interstate Television representative about

"I Married Joan" now!

Interstate
I Television^ ^^™ ,^ CORPORATION

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL, 260 Kearny Street

CHICAGO, ILL., Allied Artists Pictures Inc., 1250 S. Wabash Avenue

TORONTO, CANADA, Sterling Films Ltd., King Edward Hotel
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MAGAZINE TV RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

Secret a ry-Treasun

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Why sponsors are rushing to daytime tv

31 With sponsored time periods for fall up 20-25$ over L957, daytime

network i\ i- r\|>.milium faster than anj other branch of air media

The facts about ABC's "Charter Plan"

32 One ol the best-publicized but least understood of all recent t\ news

breaks i- VBC's iinii|iii' "Charter Plan." Here's how il works

How account shifts affect air media strategy

34 '" MX months, Sl.'iO million in billings ha\e changed agencies. Here is

Pet Milk's merchandising parlay

36 ( onsumer sales and dealer shelf space are the problems this advertiser

solved with a substantia] radio campaign hacked by promotion

How spot radio saved a ghost town

39 Helotes, lexas (pop. L53) found itself with declining business and

becoming a ghost town. Saturation spot radio saved the day

What you should know about animation

40 When should you use animation? How can you use it most effectively?

How can it -ell more than other types? Here are the answers

New look at nighttime radio

42 Recent studj put before the advertisers of KNX, Los Angeles, demon-

strates thai after-dark audience has both quality and size

Spot tv sells business by the boxcar

42 '" a unique promotion. Union Pacific Railroad is successfully using a
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

"BEELINE-™

Beeline stations provide complete

sports coverage including live broad-

casts of outstanding local events. Four
of the Beeline stations carry San Fran-

cisco Giant baseball. Beeline stations

also coordinate with Bee newspaper
sports staffs to insure thorough cover-

age and keep the sports audience

tuned to the Beeline in the Billion

Dollar Valley of The Bees.

These mountain -ringed radio sta-

tions, purchased together, deliver

more radio homes than any combina-

tion of competitive stations . . . at by

far the lowest cost per thousand.

(Nielsen & SR&D)

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Paul H. Raymer Co.,

National Representative

KFBK ° SACRAMENTO

N \
KBEE ° MODESTO

KMJ O FRESNO,
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ON THE PHILADELPHIA SCENE

WIBG -RADIO 99
In the 17'iu's the United States Mini in Philadelphia produced the

firsl Silver Dollar. Todaj MORE advertisers spend MORE dollars

with WIBG-RADIO 99 Firsl in Philadelphia!

WIBG commands first place with Philadelphia audiences

for total rated time periods, 7 days a week!*

Cash in with WIBG-RADIO 99 . . . where your advertising dollar

goes farther oaturall}
. . and where big audiences mean big Listen-

ing and big results! Call Joe Conway or your Katz man today.

*C. E. Hooper— April, May, June— 1958

Cjy iStorer Raxiio
WIBG WWVA WAOA WGBS WSPD WJW WJBK

Philadelphia Whc.ling Atlanta Miami Toledo Cleveland Detroit



NEWSMAKER
of the week

There's no question now: CBS Television Spot Sales is the

"proving grounds'''' for CBS TV o&o managers. John Schnei-

der this week was slated to be the third successive Spot Sales

graduate assigned to the general management of a CBS TV

o&o. His coming berth: WCAU-TV, Philadelphia.

The newsmaker: Following in the footsteps of Sam Cook

Digges to WCBS-TV. Frank Shakespeare to WXIX and George Clark

to KNXT is John Schneider, who will move into WCAU-TV, Phila-

delphia, as sales manager, upon the FCC's approval of the station's

transfer. Each of these CBS station executives was first trained at

CBS Television Spot Sales, with this coincidence: Digges and Clark

were Schneider's two immediate predecessors at the helm of the unit.

All these promotions stem from a sound philosophical concept

evolved long ago by CBS top management. The focal point of the

thinking behind this system of tal-

ent development: a major station's

single source of revenue— often

well over 50%—national spot. If

the station's No. 1 executive is to

operate successfully he should be

thoroughly conversant with not

only the sources of this revenue

but the peculiar needs, problems

and strategies of the various na-

tional spot advertisers.

For the last two years. John
John Schneider

bcnneider was general manager of

CBS Television Spot Sales, repre-

senting 14 outlets in which he had "observatory" experience of some

50 stations, including CBS competition.

Following a few years with local Chicago stations. Schneider first

joined CBS Television Spot Sales in 1950 as an account executive.

After a two-year transfer to the New York office, he returned to New

York as eastern sales manager.

Schneider's interests extend far beyond minutes, twenties and

I.D.'s One of his first plans for fall programing at WCAU-TV is to

build a new "reasons why" perspective into news and public affairs

programing—probing into local news to discover long-range motives

and trends in municipal happenings, and giving the greatest possible

community accent to the WCAU-TV image and voice.

A graduate of Notre Dame, Schneider is married and has two

children. His chief recreations are sailing and tennis.
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10,000

POWERFUL

WATTS
reaching 5,500,000 people . . .

of an AMAZINGLY LOW, LOW
COST-PER-THOUSAND!

DELIVERS THE

2nd LARGEST MARKET

IN NEW YORK STATE...

GREATER LONG ISLAND

(NASSAU-SUFFOLK)

AUTO STORE SALES

$424,777,000

"PULSE" proves WHLI HAS THE

LARGEST DAYTIME AUDIENCE IN

THE MAJOR LONG ISLAND MARKET.

-—10,000 WATTS

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
IONC ISLAND. N Y

il Godofsky, Pres. and Ger

Represented by Gill-Pern



17.8 A.R.B.?

Yes, andfifth

+i4
ther Official Films available for strip programming: Star Performance, formerly Four Star Playhouse -153 programs
ross Current/Dateline Europe/Overseas Adventure/formerly Foreign Intrigue-156 programs* American Legend-80 progr



vn, too!

TROUBLE
WITH
FATHER
Still out-rating top network, local and syndicated shows—even in fourth

and fifth runs—Stu Erwin's "Trouble With Father" proves strip pro-

gramming is successful programming. 109 stations in every type of mar-

ket have run these 130 films for leading national and regional sponsors.

Ratings prove "Trouble With Father" is still Number 1.

In Indianapolis, "Trouble With Father", in its fifth run, seen at 4:30 PM,

pulled a rating of 17.8 against "Do You Trust Your Wife?" with 4.9 and

"Movie Time" with 4.8. In Huntington-Charleston, West Virginia, seen at 9 : 30 AM,

"Trouble With Father", in its third run, chalked up a rating of 12.3

against "The Morning Show" with 5.1.

Sponsors prove "Trouble With Father" is a Number 1 Buy!

High ratings and tremendous appeal for every member of the family have made

"Trouble With Father" a resounding success. These are some typical sponsors:

Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc. • The Bon Ami Company • Brown and Williamson

Tobacco Corp. • Continental Baking Co., Inc. • The Procter and Gamble Co.

Standard Brands Incorporated • Whitehall Pharmacol Company

Produced by Hal Roach, Jr. • A Roland Reed Production

Call the leader

in strip programming

F
OFFICIAL FILMS, Inc.

25 West 45 St., New York
' PLaza 7-0100

representatives:

Atlanta • Jackson 2-4878

Beverly Hills • Crestview 6-3528

Chicago • Dearborn 2-5246

Cincinnati • Cherry 1-4088

Dallas • Emerson 8-7467

Fayetteville • Hillcrest 2-5485

Ft. Lauderdale • Logan 6-1981

Minneapolis • Walnut 2-2743

San Francisco • Juniper 5-3313

St. Louis • Yorktown 5-9231



r

WHAT
S A

IMEBUYER?
timebuyer is a club-wielding

sportsman who keeps

ahead of the game by chipping

away at his market

list with verve and gusto.

WHAT DOES HE DO?
He buys

WGBI
radio

scranton—
wilkes barre

because the

station has consistently increased

its dominance over its

combined market since 1925.

In the latest Scranton-

Wilkes Barre Pulse,

WGBI has 45 per cent more
listeners than "Station B,"

and 325 weekly quarter-hour

wins — 305 more than

its closest competitor.

j* CBS Affiliate

**& Represented by H-R

,<4

Timebuyers
at work

Anita Wasserman, Lawrence C. Gumbinner Agency, feels that "no

matter how we fight them, preconceptions are part of our lives as

timebuyers or salesmen. We're human. But unless we accept change,

we II find today's preconceptions are tomorrow's dead campaigns. A
while ago. 'Top 40' meant raucous, ear-jangling fare. Today, there's

a difference between 'Top 40' with

good, balanced programing, excel-

lent news and local acceptance

—

and 'Top 40' without." Anita is

especially concerned with the buga-

boo of the "traditional buyer,"

who oid\ buys big—power or

ratings, and the "traditional sales-

man," who sells the same way.

"Traditional buyers won't change

quickly," Anita says. "They need

umpteen surveys covering a 12- .

month period. Suddenly a non-

traditional station upsets the entire market. Salesmen, without market

research to work with, hold on to their preconceptions. Buyers, too.

Power and rating-itis just freeze the imagination and keep pre-

conceived notions alive. And when buyer and salesman can't accept

the facts of change, the client gets left somewhere in the middle."

Helen Davis, asst. media director, Clinton E. Frank, Inc., Chicago,

thinks that there is no room for single-media-mindedness in buying

a schedule for a client. "Marketing problems are so complex and

business so competitive today that it requires a combination of media

for results," Helen says. "This means that the buyer must have ex-

perience in both broadcast and

print and be able to consider each

medium without bias. He knows,

for example, that radio gives him

98% coverage of all U. S. families,

that its cost per 1,000 is low, that

it has flexibility and that it can

integrate the message with the

entertainment. But he also knows

that it has a great deal of waste

circulation, that the message is

perishable, that good time seg-

ments are sometimes difficult to

get and that it has no eye-appeal. So to accomplish his purpose, he

mighl combine his radio schedule with tv, where he gets solid identi-

fication and where the product can be demonstrated, and with news-

papers, v\ here he gets special position and dealer tie-ins. The combina-

lion to he used in a campaign depends, of course, on the product."

SPONSOR • 23 AUGUST 1958



§fir| Stores Television
C
°*l?l& WJW-TV WJBK-TV WAGA-TV WVUE-TV WSPD-TV

Cleveland Detroit Wilmington -Philadelphia Toledo
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"They can't spend it

if they ain't got it!"

YOU might not agree with the

grammar, but the homespun logic

of that saying cannot be dis-

puted.

You can create a desire for

whatever it is that you have to

sell, but if the means of pur-

chase are not available . . . then

BUT.

has it!

This 3-Country Metro Area

RANKS Qff^
IN THE NATION
IN PER FAMILY
INCOME—$7,562.00

... and WeeReBeL sits right on top
of this rich market. Survey after survey
proves that audiences prefer WRBL and
WRBL-TV, and that these stations com-
pletely dominate the gold-mine market
of Columbus, Georgia.

The;y buy it when it

is seen or heard on

WRBL
AM — FM — TV

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

I by Joe Csida

Sponsor
backstage

Radio has use for all programing

&
The promotion battle between the radio

works and the independent stations on one level,

and the battle between non-web affiliates who be-

lieve in so-called Top 40 and those who don't

I on yet another level ) has become increasing!)

ludicrous. And, what's more to the point, has

damaged radio over-all as an advertising medium.

One camp consistently tries to prove that the

listeners of one station are young idiots with no buying power what-

soever; while the rival camp merely claims that the competition has

no listeners at all with the exception of a handful of 80-year-old

ladies who use ear trumpets. The net result is that agencies and

advertisers begin to wonder whether any radio station or network

has any listeners who might buy their products at all.

The fact is that radio stations, like any other enterprises, are made

up of individuals, and the policies of the stations vary as widely as

do the business and living philosophies of their managements. In

thinking about this for a moment, before writing this piece, I call to

mind just a few friends of mine who operate stations, and whose

policies differ most drastically in some respects, but are similar in

some most important ways. Notably in service to their listeners.

Ben Strouse in Washington, D. C, for example, heads up a sta-

tion, which is one of the most important popular music stations in

the East, WWDC. Record company exploitation folks, music pub-

lishers' pluggers, artists, et al, flock around the headquarters pro-

moting their wares in droves. In the disgracefully loose terminology

which has afflicted the broadcasting business and certain segments

of the trade press of late. Ben's WWDC might even be called a

Top 40 Station.

A well-rounded station

In truth, WWDC—among other features—is about as well-rounded

as Brigitte Bardot. Music, top pops or otherwise, is just one of its

programing elements. In the sometimes risky area of editorializing,

for example, WWDC does a consistently outstanding job, marked by

intelligent research and reporting and fearless presentation. Over

the past several months WWDC has run strong editorials on such

diverse subjects as the Bureau of Internal Bevenue department pol-

icy of taking unemployment checks from some jobless people who

owe back taxes; Government waste; a smelly Sewage Disposal sit-

uation in Prince George's County in its listening area; and a num-

ber of others.

Typical of the slug-'em tone of the station's editorial approach is

this commentary they recently carried on the Government waste

campaign

:

".
. . No one in his right mind objects to defense leadei> getting

together to talk shop. WWDC also agrees that all work and no play

will make even a Defense Department bigwig lose his mental luster.

But—as a matter of fact—only nine hours during the three days

2.'> \ l GUST l
()5o



NBC's man about Moscow, and KOMi/s Keith Jackson, are St. Basil's Cathedral and the Kremlir

t<

nsmffis

Nfew Voice from the Shadow of the Kremlin
He is the witness and the witnessed of history. Nearby, at the Khimkinskoe Reservoir, Moscow, are six sleek

icing shells—one from the University of Washington, the others, Russian. Soon, the taut expectant crews will send

\em hurtling to the finish line* and the magnificent tableau of an international sports event will unfold 7,544 miles

way—Keith Jackson, KOMO, Seattle, reporting direct via radio and on-the-spot TV film coverage.

This is history's first live, direct broadcast of an athletic event from Russia. This is broadcasting's remotest

[mote. This is responsible broadcast journalism. This is . . .

jCOMO-TV and KOMO Radio, Seattle • Sold by NBC Spot Sales

The world first learned of the two and one-half length U of W victory through Jackson's live broadcast



The SELLibrated (and only full

powered) station in the

GOLDEN VALLEY
(Central Ohio)

WHTN
TV
CHANNEL 13

Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.

A COWLES OPERATION

from Edword Petry Co.. Inc.

WtAck^tynh&il

OUR

t/tat Counter
GIRL

WJIM-TV
• covering ®

Lansing -Flint- Jatkson lor CBS

Sponsor backstage continued .

were devoted to conferences.

"Here were some of the extracurricular activities provided by the

men who direct this country's defense:

'"Three special stages were built at Quantico to put on a musical

show. Marine corpsmen spent more than a month rehearsing for

the big whingding.

"An airplane flew all the way to Florida to pick up palm trees

and coconuts to be used in the production. Another plane flew to

New York and back to bring in costumes for the cast.

"Marines were excused from other duties so they could be golf

caddies. An 18 thousand dollar, 36-foot-yacht maintained at Quan-

tico was at the disposal of the visiting dignitaries.

"Nobody is ever likely to add up what all these extras cost the

taxpayer. But the whole thing smacks of a king-sized Gowym . . .

a high-level goof off with your money."

All around the country, day in and day out, stations of all types

are running solid services for their communities, plus music of one

type and another.

In Waterloo. Iowa, for example. Alan Henry, manager of the Josh

Higgins Broadcasting Company, which runs KXEL, has done such

an outstanding job of service to its farm audience that its gross has

leaped from $35,000 a year to $200,000 per year inside of two years.

In nearby (but much more metropolitan) Des Moines, KIOA, as

just another example, had Ray Camay, its public relations director,

cover the Castro rebellion in Cuba, with daily reports to KIOA and

its sister Kamin station. KAKC in Tulsa. Oklahoma.

An opportunity to serve

And just the other day I got a letter from a couple of friends of

mine named Lee Gillette and Ken Nelson, who just bought a little

station. KRKS. in Ridgecrest, Calif. Lee and Ken are two of the

ablest musical experts in the nation, having a vast background in

classical, popular and country music. Yet in outlining to me their

plans for the little 250 watter, here's what they wrote:

".
. . Our market has great potential, with a current over-all cov-

erage of about 30,000 people. Being in the northern end of the

Mojave Desert, these people depend greatly on local radio for enter-

tainment and information, which gives us a good opportunity to

be of service . .
."

Get that stress on service? Right from a couple of new—and

believe me, very hip—broadcasters. That's truly the keynote with

most broadcasters, network or indie. Top 40 or classical. And the

sooner stations stop tearing each other apart, and throwing false

emphasis on each other's weaknesses, the sooner all stations will be

the better for it. And the less likelihood that radio's fine recent

progress will be arrested. ^

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you always agree with what Joe Csida says in Sponsor Back-

stage? Joe and the editors of SPONSOR will he happy to receive

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida, c/o

SPONSOR, 40 East 49th Street, New York 17, New York.
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PITTSBURGH

A

TERRIFIC

RATING

BOOST

IN

PITTSBURGH

KQV is climbing steadily toward the top of the

rating ladder. Pulse shows KQV a solid third in

the morning and a strong second in the afternoon

— just one percentage point away from second and

first.

Latest Hooper agrees, too.

Radio has changed in Pittsburgh, paced by the ex-

citing, dramatic new program format of KQV, now

delivering more homes per dollar than any other

station in the area.

Check general manager Ralph Beaudin or your

Adam Young representative for availabilities . . .

ratings ... the full story of the new sound in

Pittsburgh!

ADAM YOUNG INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ST. LOUIS • ATLANTA • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • DETROIT
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WHAM ! That's the kind of impact the Dodgers have had

Angeles, where KMPC's baseball broadcasts reach

as much as 209? of all Metropolitan radio homes in a single

quarter hour... a big 66'; of all sets in use! / But KMPC's
wide edge on all other Los Angeles stations-half again as

much average quarter-hour audience as the next indepen-

dent, 38% more than the top network outlet-is far more

than baseball alone. Even in pre-season months, KMPC's
lively (ombination of first-hand news reporting, mobile-

fleet traffic bulletins and music gave the station the greal

number of listeners in Metropolitan Los Angeles. / You «

still get a selling share of Los Angeles' most effective stati

Just call KMPC or AM Radio Sales now

!

KMPC
A GOLDEN WEST BROADCASTERS STATI

I, 1958; Pulse, 6-months averaKe: September 1957 thru February 1958.



DM! That's the way KSFO's ratings have soared in

tropolitan San Francisco. One reason : Major League
.eball. KSFO's exclusive broadcasts of the games played

;he San Francisco Giants capture as much as 73% of the

3ning audience... help put KSFO's total tune-in ahead of

closest competitor by a whopping 58% ! / And baseball

nly one reason for KSFO's long lead in audience. Each
kday morning, for example-hours before baseball-

PO's Don Sherwood leads off with the biggest audience

San Francisco radio. In fact, in-home or out-of-home,

morning, afternoon or evening, weekdays or weekends,

KSFO is by far the most listened-to station in the 6-county

Bay Area. / For the biggest audience now... and an even

better buy ahead, just call KSFO or AM Radio Sales.

A GOLDEN WEST BROADCASTERS STATION

i: Pulse, April 15. 1968; Pulse, May-June, 1958.



famfyKattio #wcke4 7k&ttA&/
Ratings show Bartell Group stations FIRST . . .

and reach more members of the family. "Radio

For Family Life" requires talent and imagina-

tion. No short cuts. More work — but worth it!

BARTELL GROUP FAMILY RADIO
is based upon service and entertainment for the whole

family . . . Emphasizing optimism, happiness, generosity,

decency, patriotism . . . Homely virtues, basic values in

family life.

BcMfeee/t...<wd$e£eft/

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS

Sold Nationally b> ADAM YOUNG INC.
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

W\ SPONSOR-SCOPE
23 AUGUST 1958 As fall draws nearer, the business melody along Madison Avenue gels more op-

copyright 1958 timistic and cheerful.

Here's how admen read ihe portents:

• The industrial recovery (except in autos) is picking up much momentum.

• Personal income has reached a new high. Retail sales remain firm.

• The inventory squeeze is on as the consumer yen for more goods asserts itself.

At the agencies, there's a rising tempo of wrapping up plans to take effect around

the beginning of the year. Also, clients are inquiring about what's available for an early

ride in network tv and the spot media.

The reps meantime are gelling lots of calls that presage a sharp reawakening of the

pre-recession buying rhythm.

There's a patch of gloom, though: Spot might as well reconcile itself to dismal

takings out of Detroit.

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week canvassed reps in the auto city and found them pretty much
agreed that it will be the worst fall in Detroit's spot tv history. Not much sunshine is ex-

pected until next spring.

One straw that Detroit reps had been clinging to was the prospect of a Cadillac

drive in the top 50 tv markets; also that Pontiac, always a heavy spot user, would repeat

this fall. Both hopes have vanished (and that about applies to Chevrolet, too).

The exception: Some tv spots from Olrlsmobile just before new model unveiling.

As for spot radio, its use as a supplement to Detroit's tv network programing will be

of paltry dimensions as compared to what will be spent in network radio.

Spot promoters might as well face it: They've got a bigger job than ever in

selling Detroit on the strategic values of the medium.

The biggest stumbling blocks (for spot tv in particular) are the dealers.

They like the "prestige" of a big network personality program and get a glow out of

identification with it (as well as a conversa'.ional gambit in the showroom).

Hence, almost like a refrain, the Detroit retort to a spot pitch is: "Yeah, but the deal-

ers like network; they say it stimulates showroom traffic."

Apparently, spot tv has before it the ta*k of showing via a well-documented story

how the medium is a showroom-puller.

You can look for a spurt of spot activity out of St. Louis this fall.

Reps on the scene this week reported that the spark has come from D'Arcv whic

has several tv and radio campaigns in the making.

Among them is Budweiser, which is going very heavily into spot tv.

General Electric might start loosening its pursestrings soon for air media in a

big way.

Westinghouse is lipping its sales-stimulating money all along the line; in fact,

its share of the market in whitegoods and small appliances has reached phenomenal levels.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

Bj TvB's count, national spot tv billings for the second quarter of this year

($130,353,000) were 9.7% better than for the like period of 1957.

The total for the six months of 1958 was $240,416,000, or 6% above the six-month

tally for 1957. (Meantime national spot radio was 7.8% ahead on the first half,

according to SRA.)

National spot radio campaigns for the fall kept popping away for a second con-

secutive week. The latest include:

• Nabisco, for eight weeks, 15 a week, in 80-90 markets, via McCann-Erickson.

• Minapoo Shampoo (Gumbinner), minutes for 13 weeks in 30 markets.

• Calumet Baking Powder (Y&R), minutes in the Southwest.

• Hit Parader (BBDO), substantial expansion of current schedules and markets.

• White Owl Cigar (Y&R), minutes, in 60 markets.

• Burnett's Vanilla Extract (Geyer), 10-second saturation, in over 80 markets.

• Griffin Shoe Polish (Geyer), 10-second saturation in 80-90 markets.

• Murine (JWT, Chicago), daytime minutes, 12 per week, in 45 markets for six weeks.

• Acousticon (Mohr & Eicoff, Chicago), two-and-a-half-minute spots.

P&G now has four of its associate media directors so routined that each of

them can make personal visits to at least four tv markets per month.

The foursome refer to their visits to tv stations as "impression-gathering."

They ask direct questions about the station's operation, look into triple-spotting and

product protection, review P&G buys, and pose this significant query

:

Has the station management recently pondered whether the station's rate structure

isn't somewhat antiquated? (In other words, it may have been all right when set up, but

changing conditions could call for an overhaul of the ratecard.)

An agency could hardly be more forthright than N. W. Ayer in its letter to sta-

tions this week in connection with a forthcoming Hamilton Watch campaign.

After detailing the sort of information it wants from radio stations and the sort of ex-

tras it would like, the agency bluntly notes:

Don't bother answering unless you're the best station in the market, because

we won't even consider you otherwise.

The campaign starts 20 October, will run for eight weeks, and calls for a schedule of

early morning minutes, preferably news and weather programs. (Tapes are a "must"
from stations competing for the business.)

P&G was the top spender in national tv spot for the second quarter of 1958,

according to TvB's count. The first twenty spenders for that period:

NAME GROSS BILLINGS

1. P&G $8,454,700

2. Lever 4,636,800

3. Colgate 4,180,400

4. Brown & Williamson 3,237,700

5. General Foods 3,110,300

6. Adell Chemical 2,961,800

7. Continental Baking 2,390,500

8. Miles Laboratories 1,917,200

9. American Home Prod. 1,880,500

10. P. Lorillard 1,653,200

(See 30 August sponsor for analysis of top

11. Philip Morris

12. National Biscuit

13. Carter Products

14. International Latex

15. Coca-Cola—Bottlers

16. Sterling Drugs

17. Charles Antell

18. Warner-Lambert

19. Standard Brands

20. Pepsi Cola—Bottlers

100 tv spot advertisers.)

GROSS BILLINGS

$1,339,400

1,286,300

1,253,600

1,188,400

1,118,500

1,109,200

1,095,400

1,073,600

967,600

967,000
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

If you've ever wondered what's become of the technique of eutting-in local

announcements on network programs, this will bring you up-to-date.

Handling the service has become too expensive for most advertisers' pocketbooks and,

anyway, the practice makes the affiliates unhappy. They think they're being deprived of

money that might become theirs via spot.

A bright sign for the tv networks and their affiliates: The average station lineup
will be back to what it was at the start of the 1957-58 season.

There was some clipping of smaller markets in April and May.

Meanwhile completion of network lineup details—particularly in smaller markets—ap-

parently is being held up while agencies wait for or digest NCS #3.
(See article, How Will Agencies Use NCS #3"? on page 44.)

Both CBS TV and NBC TV are keeping their eyes cocked on the revamped
nighttime schedule that ABC TV plans to announce this week.

The two big changes: Disneyland to Friday 8 to 9 p.m. and the Lawrence Welk
Monday night session to Wednesday 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. (Disneyland thus would be

pitted against Trackdown and Jackie Gleason.)

Says an ABC TV sales executive: "When all the changes are resolved, our nighttime

schedule really should have a 'new look.' "

How do you assure a client that he hadn't been too hasty in making his net-

work tv commitments in the spring—and at list prices?

A topline agency, confronted this week by a client who raised the question after hearing

about cut-rate practices, had this explanation:

All that it could say was that by buying early the client got the full benefit of be-

ing able to merchandise his programs long in advance of their starting date. If he

had bought late, the merchandising value would have been much smaller.

The cost efficiency of daytime tv has been increasing much faster than its

nighttime counterpart.

Here's a comparison—included in NBC TV's latest daytime presentation—that shows how

these two areas of tv have been faring in terms of cost-per-1000-homes:

YEAR DAYTIME TV EVENING TV

1956 $1.93 $3.55

1957 1.73 3.63

1958 1.43 3.43

Source: Neilsen, March-April.

(See article, Daytime Tv Explodes Into Major Ad Medium, page 31.)

CBS TV station relations thinks it's time to ask affiliates for their reaction to

the network's experiment with the daytime 60-second chainbreak.

There'll be a questionnaire for them on the subject immediately after the meeting of the

CBS TV affiliates advisory committee in Bermuda in a few days.

The experiment applied to the 12:30 p.m. period went into effect 15 April.

SPONSOR-SCOPE's look-in this week on how the experiment has fared brought these

two opinions:

CBS TV SALES DEPARTMENT: Our affiliates don't seem to be clamoring for

an extension of the idea; moreover, it seems that a few of them have been crowding sev-

eral 20-second spots into this chainbreak instead of selling it as a minute.

CBS TV SPOT SALES: The experiment has worked well with our o&o's. They cer-

tainly could sell more of them. They fit perfectly for daytime sales.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

NBC firmly denies a report making the rounds of Chicago this week that its

future plans included the sale of WNBQ and WMACj.
Says a top-ranking NBC official: "You can bet a thousand for me that it won't happen."
According to the talk along Michigan Avenue, what with WNBQ worth well over $25 mil-

lion and WMAQ about $10 million, RCA would be achieving two goals at one stroke: (1)

picking up a big (hunk of money for expansion, and (2) anticipating at least one ad-

justment eventuating from the Barrow Network Study Report.

Signs keep pointing to the eventual elimination of Chicago as a tv production

center for NBC.

RCA Victor keeps taking over more and more of the studio space (including color) in

NBC's Merchandising Mart layout.

The speculation is that eventually the major points of NBC TV origination will he
limited to New York, L.A., and Washington (where the network this year unveiled a

veritable showplace for color transmission).

A&P may join Vick as a participant in the NTA Film Network this fall.

Vick is committed for about $1 million. It gets three participations a day five

da\s a week in two of NTA's half-hour shows, and 10 participations a week in the hour-long

TV Hour of Stars.

The contract runs 26 weeks and is reported to include a guaranteed rating, via

multiple stations, in a few markets. Morse International is the agency.

From Canada comes the report of a meter that actually measures how many
people, in terms of men, women, and children, actually viewed a program — not

merely tuned it in.

The developer of the meter, International Surveys, Inc., adds that it also can pro-

vide the number of people who viewed a particular commercial.

(See the Canadian Issue, 30 August SPONSOR, for more on this and other air

media developments across the border.)

CBS, Inc., came through the first six months of 1958 with a bigger pre-tax

profit than RCA,

Their comparative profits: CBS, $27,288,000; RCA, $27,088,000. CBS was up 24%;
RCA was down 33%.

Stations in smaller markets aren't knuckling down to the continuing reduction

of the average national advertiser's spot tv lists. On the contrary:

Many station managements, agencies have found, are taking this trend as a challenge to

their ingenuity and resourcefulness. So they're working harder and with more savvy.

The strategy they're using to have their market added to that list: (1) Keeping in close

contact with the advertiser's local distributor, district manager, wholesaler or salesman;

(2) providing them with proof that a product fares best if it is presold for the dealer

via local media: and (3) letting these middlemen carry the message themselves to the

proper authorities in the advertiser's marketing setup.

\ supplementary step that is proving effective: Advising the rep of what's going on,

so that he. in turn, can keep the agency up-to-date.

For other now* coverage In this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 5;

Spot Buys, page 50; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 62; Washington Week, page 59; sponsor

Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74; and Film-Scope, page 57.
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WOW! What a tower! What a signal! What great studios!

What pro performance! You get it all on powerful new
WTAE, Channel 4, in the important Pittsburgh market.

Take TAE and see. But first see the Katz man.

ON-THE-AIR SEPTEMBER 14
BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH
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RAIDER
His orders from the President of the United States:

"BE BOLD! BE ENTERPRISING! BE

RELENTLESS! MAKE THIS LAND A
FIT PLACE FOR AMERICANS TO LIVE."



ADVERTISERS

IN SAN ANTONIO

NEVER HAD IT

SO GOOD .

.

Mar-Apr -June 30.6

Feb-Mar 28.2

n-Feb 24.1

Dec-Jan 23.0

KONO RADIO'S

HOOPER"- SHARE

IS STILL CLIMBING
MUSIC - NEWS - SELLING! That's the

secret to KONO'S tremendous growth

in the South Texas market. The kind

of music . . . the kind of news that

South Texans like ... it adds up to

SALES—bigger sales than ever before

for every advertiser on KONO Radio.

But don't take our word for it . . . ask

any of the nation's leading adver-

tisers—they're SELLING San Antonio

—

on KONO, of course.

See your f|
"

ll representative

or Clarke Brown man

E3 m
"1st in PULSE, too.

SAN ANTONIO Radio

49th and

Madison

Wrong agency

In your 9 August issue, a picture and

caption story on page 37 erroneously

attributed the Mennen Speed Stick ac-

count to an agency that shall remain

nameless. The fact is, Marshalk & Pratt

has the privilege of handling this ac-

count. Would you kindly inform your

readers of this correction?

William H. Lewis

vice president

Marshalk & Pratt

Correction: Fall Facts

Congratulating you on Fall Facts Ba-

sics is becoming a habit. Again this

year's book is an almost ideal package

of important industry facts and sound

analysis.

I realize the production headaches

which go into creating such a volume,

so what follows is only a correction.

On page 198, the bottom chart

headed "How much of the viewers'

time do network sponsors get?" has

the 1958 and 1957 figures reversed.

Actually this chart should read:

1958: 49.5% to network sponsored

programs—50.5% to all other

programs

1957: 52.5% to network sponsored

programs—47.5% to all other

programs.

Erwin H. Ephron

public relations

broadcast division

A. C. Nielsen Company

Friends across the sea

At the conclusion of a luncheon held

on 28th July, at which we were priv-

ileged to entertain as our guests the

delegation from the Advertising Club

of Washington, D. C, in the course of

its European tour, their President, Mr.

Arnold Fine, handed to our President,

Lord Luke, your very generous letter

announcing that you have entered a

subscription for SPONSOR Magazine in

his (Lord Luke's) name.

On behalf of Lord Luke and of the

Advertising Association, I would like

to express our very sincere thanks,

coupled with the assurance that the

(Please turn to page 26)
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Now there are TWO! /

WXyz-radiO doubles its cover-
age of detroit with the addition of
another mobile studio !

' Three years ago WXYZ kicked off an entirely new concept of radio
broadcasting ... a studio on wheels . . . originating regularly scheduled
programs from Detroit's busiest intersections.

This dynamic broadcasting technique has become so much a part of the
"listening life" of Detroit that WXYZ has added another studio on
wheels . . . doubling its mobile coverage of the "City on Wheels."

In addition to its two mobile studios, WXYZ broadcasts regularly

grams from 3 permanent booths located at major suburban shopping centers. A
total of 9 hours of broadcasting per day originate from these remote studios.

wxyz-radio/1270 Detroit

"DETROIT'S MOST MOBILE STATION"
American Broadcasting Co.
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You get a lot of action on Elliot stations. For example:

A new advertiser, trying to break into the Akron market, ran a
one-day "free-gift" offer exclusively on wcue. Result: 2,300
cards and letters . . . sales "beyond expectations" . . . complete
distribution in the Akron area.

People are very responsive to what they hear on Elliot stations,
because we give them more music, more news, more often. We
give advertisers more, too. More listeners per dollar than any
oilier station in either market's Greater Metropolitan Area.

Giant Free Offer: New market data books on wcue and wice.
Also, a tree showing of the new color film on the Elliot stations.
Just tell us what you want, and we'll shoot it to you fast.

*Tlm Elliot, Pres. at. Vlce-Pres.
WCUE

\TIONS
WICE

GREAT INDEPENDENTS • GOOD NEIGHBORS

49TH & MADISON
I Cont'd from page 24)

copies will be on view in our Library

here for the benefit of advertising peo-

ple who come to read and study.

L. E. Room
director general

The Advertising Association

London. W.C. 2

Stereophonic sound

Your interest in stereophonic sound.

as reflected in sponsor's pages, prompts

me to tell you what we're doing along

this line.

A few months back WLOL \M. in

conjunction with WLOL/FM, pre-

sented the first stereophonic broadcast

in this area. Now WLOL/AM and

WLOL/FM are presenting, "Stereo-

phonic Showcase," a regularly sched-

uled program heard every Sunday

night from nine to eleven.

In order to receive stereophonic

sound you must have two radios: one

tuned to 1330 kc, WLOL/AM, and the

other tuned to 99.5 mc, WLOL/FM.
By placing your FM radio on the left,

about six to eight feet away from the

AM set on the right, you are then able

to hear this all-new sound in radio

broadcasting. Stereo gives living

presence to all the many artists heard

on this program.

Originally, "Stereophonic Showcase*'

was scheduled for only one hour, from

ten to eleven; but after three broad-

casts, cards and letters came in from

our listeners asking us to lengthen our

new show. Complying with their re-

quests, "Stereophonic Showcase" is

now heard on Sunday nights, for two

hours, from nine to eleven.

Paul Stacke

promotion manager

WLOL, Minneapolis-St. Paul

Commercial Commentary

There have been a number of amens

around the shop in re the "hard yell

sell" piece in John McMillin's column

a few weeks ago.

One voice said "maybe we can get"

a copy of the one-minute spot you gave

closing reference, concerning Ferris

Hams.

Do you just happen to have one you

could spare, or direct me to where I

could get same?

Many thanks.

John H. Heine)

/. Walter Thompson Co.,

Detroit

• SPONSOS hu forwarded one copy of the
.,,,, -mi.,1,1.- -|...t (obtain.. I from II.. U- £ (,r,i-l>.
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WCCO Radio delivers. .

.

MORE ACCEPTANCE through the vitality of full-size programming
that attracts and holds the audience you want to reach.

MORE ADULT LISTENERS than all other

Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined! t

MORE MARKET 1,014,720 radio families in 114 basic area counties in

Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa and South Dakota.

Call or write for full facts.

^Nothing sells like acceptance .WCCO
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL
The Northwest's Only 50,000-Watt 1-A Clear Channel Station

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Radio

:, 1958 / Station Total. 6 00 AM • 6.00 PM. Mon, • Fri





U.S.MARSHAL
is a cinch to draw big audiences and big sales. Can't

miss, in fact, since it's an extension of the fabulous

"Sheriff of Cochise," which lilt the bull's eye in mar-

Now John Bronifield has all of Arizona as his beat.

Not just Cochise County alone. And $feu can look fori

an even,bigger following for this fast-moving action

thriller...with Desilu Studios right on target as usual.

Budweiser Beer's hep. It's snapped up a good number
of,TV markets in a hurry, but many others remain

open for you to benefit, too. So take aim and fire a

wire or phone call to us today. . . to get in on these

thirty-nine half-hour sure shots right now!

BOUGHT BY BUDWEISER BEER IN MANY MARKETS! OTHERS AVAILABLE!

NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOCIATES, INC. ^IV JA
COLISEUM TOWER, 10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE, ^%M I ^X
NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK, JUDSON 2-7300 I I ^^^

££*£
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Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company . Charlotte, N. C. . "Colossus «

By attracting the listening of 312,830 families

weekly during daytime, this microphone creates

the 24th largest radio market in the nation. Its

total weekly audience is larger by 711% than

its strongest Charlotte radio competitor.
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Daytime tv explodes

into major ad medium

^ Network schedules will show 65-75 more sponsored

periods than during last season, an increase of 20-25%

^ Spot will benefit by rapidly expanding audience and

heightened advertiser interest in the "Housewife Hours"

^Siggest, most significant new ele-

ment in the entire air media picture

this fall is the sudden, spectacular up-

surge of daytime tv. Orders now on

the books indicate a 20-25% increase

over 1957 in sponsored daytime peri-

ods on the major networks alone (see

accompanying chart )

.

No other branch of broadcasting

( indeed no other phase of advertis-

ing) is expanding with such explosive

force. In fact, the snowballing inter-

est in daytime has set industry leaders

to dreaming whether a fourth network

eventually may be needed to satisfy the

gnawing hunger of major national ad-

vertisers for the choice "housewife

-viewing" hours.

What is dramatizing the daytime ex-

plosion is ABC's "Operation Day-

break" which is opening up three new
hours a day for sponsored network

broadcasting under a unique "Char-

ter Plan." The Charter Plan was an-

nounced in July, begins in October,

and already is 90% sold out. ( See fol-

lowing page for an analysis of ABC's

Charter Plan. I

Just as significant, though, is the

fact that both CBS and NBC daytime,

despite the competition, also are roar-

ing ahead. CBS-TV which claims to

have more daytime quarter hours sold

than any other network, reports the

greatest afternoon sales in its history,

and healthy progress in the morning

hours.

NBC-TV. says Don Durgin, v.p. for

tv sales, is running better than 10^
ahead of 1957 in daytime sales, and

expects to have an even greater lead

by October 1.

Between them, according to SPONSOR

estimates, the three networks will have

Station time

Peter Lind
Hayes

Freddy Martin

Guiding Light

Station time

For Better,

For Worse

Station time

J'g Jag

Who Do You
Trust?

American
Bandstand

Dotto

Love Of Life

Search For
Tomorrow

Station time

As The World
Turns

Beat the
Clock

House Party

Big Payoff

Verdict Is

Yours

Brighter Day

Secret Storm

Edge of Night

Concentratio

Tic Tac
Dough

It Could Be

You

Station time

Station time

Truth Or
Consequence!

Haggis Baggis

Today Is Ours

From These
Roots

Queen For A
Day

County Fair
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: daytime

,;..,,. .! L957 Righl now, net-

lytimi schedules arc between

ni .1 cheerful statistic

for evei twork treasurer.

Much more important, however, are

the long i inge implications of this sud-

den rush i<> daytime for advertisers,

station owners, and station

sentatives. Daytime t\. saj ex-

perienced media men, is upsetting old

buj ing patterns for these reasons:

1 i Greater coverage in viewing

homes and sets in use.

2 i Improved ratings and stronger

programing.

3) Cost advantages that challenge

ever) other medium.

L) Flexibility via crossplug and

saturation techniques.

5) Buyers audience consisting <>f

housewives (who do 80-90$ of all

bu) ing i

.

(»i Timing (daytime tv is close to

"point of sale"' i

.

7' Marketing trends into which

daytime l\ dovetails.

For a detailed expansion of each of

these points, sponsor has gathered an

impressive mountain of data from

time buyers, agenc) research men.

marketing specialists, and network

sales development departments. Here's

a digest of what the\ report:

I. Greater coverage

The number of homes watching day-

time tv has jumped from 3,655,000 in

1953 to 8,337,000 in 1958, according

to TvB calculations— an increase of

12:;'
i in just five jrears.

NBC's new presentation on daytime

l\ point- oul that increases in daytime

viewing homes are double the increases

in evening viewing homes i I.V , \-.

22' i in the past two years, i

\ special report 1>\ Kenyon & Eck-

bardt's Marketing Services Depart-

ment, discussing total t\ viewing hours,

i iii-- \. C. Nielsen figures to support

it- statement that "increased interest

in daytime viewing was practically the

sole reason for an) increase in total

boura the typical famil) spent with the

television set" i 1958 vs. 1956).

Over 77'
, . . f .ill I .

S. u domes now
watch "housewife television" (Mon.-
I- ii. 10 ,i m 5 p.m. i in a given week,

says < IBS Vnd is sui h pile

up, it"- obvious that the immensel)

broadei covera n use,

Minn- \ i.-w ing homi - is one the

main reasons foi the fast-i sing adver-

tise] interest in I

II. Improved ratings

Hand in hand with greater coverage

has come a marked improvement in

daytime programs and daytime ratings.

The average rating for a daytime show

is up nearl) 2.V { over the past two

j
car- i from (>. I to 8.3 I

.

Vpparentl) the experimental period

of da\time programing is over: net-

works and advertisers are concentrat-

ing more and more on the solid, proven

program types—serials and audience

participation-quiz shows. In short, the

trend is toward entertainment and

awa) from how-to material and in-

struction. Both in ratings and number
of -pon-ored programs. K&E predicts

that "virtually all" network daytime

hours soon will be devoted to these

program types.

ABC. in scheduling its new daytime

periods is going in heavily for serials

and quizzes, hut also emphasizes "per-

sonality" shows with MCs who can de-

liver commercials.

BASIC FACTS ABOUT ABC-TV'S

DAYTIME "CHARTER PLAN"

Because the details of ABC-TV's

new "Charter Plan" are too new
for full circulation in trade circles,

sponsor asked William P. Mullen.

v.p. and general sales manager, for

a direct interview on the essentials.

Q. What is ABC's "Operation

Daybreak"? What is meant by

the Charter Plan?

A. Under Operation Daybreak,

ABC is opening 60 new time peri-

ods per week, between 11:00 a.m.

and 3:30 p.m. for sponsored net-

work broadcasting. The Charter

Plan is the method by which we

are selling these time periods to

advertisers. Both Operation Day-

break and the Charter Plan begin

6 October.

Q. What are the main fea-

tures of the Charter Plan?

A. Our first, and biggest prob-

lem was to devise inducements jor

advertisers to buy into new, un-

developed time periods. We finally

worked out a contract which pro-

vides these "Charter" clients with

a 50% rate reduction from our

regular "D-for Daytime" rates.

These, as you know are 33 l/^% of

nighttime.

Q. What must an advertiser

do to qualify as a Charter Sub-

scriber of the Plan?

A. Give us a firm 26-week order

for at least three 15-minute periods

a week within our Operation Day-

break hours.

Q. How was the Charter Plan

developed?

A. Give the credit to 1 oung &
Rubicam. The agency approached

us last May at the NAB conven-

tion, and told us they were having

trouble locating network daytime

periods for many clients I due to

product conflicts ) . They suggested

they could deliver orders for

50 (laylime periods a week, pro-

viding we could work out a satis-

factory rate and schedule struc-

ture. Naturally ice jumped at the

chance, and between us we ironed

out main features of the Plan.

Q. Are Charter Plan adver-

tisers limited to Y&R clients?

A. By no means. Y&R has or-

dered approximately 40 of the 60

available time periods, but other

agencies may—and have—come

into the plan, too.

Q. What advertisers are tak-

ing part in the Charter Plan?

A. Among them are American

Home Products, Bristol-Myers,

General Foods, Drackett, Johnson

& Johnson, Shulton, Lever, Sun-

shine Biscuit, Armour, General

Mills. Reynolds Metal.
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III. Cost advantages

Along with better programs and big-

ger audiences, advertisers are increas-

ingly attracted by the cost advantages

in daytime. At CBS and NBC. time

costs in daytime are 50% of nighttime

rates, while ABC offers daytime at

33%$% of night rates with special

added discounts under the Charter

Plan.

Program costs in daytime are only

about 15% of those for nighttime.

(sponsor estimates the average eve-

illiam P. Mullen.
ranager at ABC-TV

Q. What rate protection do

these advertisers get?

A. Rates are guaranteed for two

years. In the third year they'll

pay a rate half way between regu-

lar rate card and Charter Plan

rate. In the fourth year, they'll go

to the regular rate card.

Q. Who does the programing

tor the Charter Plan?

A. I'm glad you asked that ques-

tion, because there have been

many confusing rumors in the

trade. ABC will do all Charter

Plan programing — though of

(Please turn to page 72)

ning half hour program price is $35,-

000, while the average daytime half

hour comes to slightly over $5,000 I

.

But the big cost advantages for day-

time are apparent not so much by

comparison with night tv, as by com-

parison with other media. CBS, NBC,
and TvB all have been making studies

of efficiency of daytime tv vs. maga-
zines and newspapers. And the re-

sults show an impressive edge for the

"housewife viewing" medium.
CBS-TV, for instance, cites $1.58 as

the cost of reaching 1,000 women with

a one minute commercial on an aver-

age CBS-TV daytime serial, and com-

pares this with figures developed by J.

Walter Thompson in a study of "Wom-
en Noting" 4-color ads in 6 leading

magazines. The JWT research shows

that cost-per-thousands for gettting

women to notice a color magazine ad

run from $4.78 to $8.94.

NBC's new daytime presentation

stresses the lower cost of a single day-

time quarter hour ($25,900) by com-

parison with the 4 color pages rates

for leading magazines and newspaper

supplements ($27,330 to $49,6101 and

notes that quarter-hour costs can be

reduced to $13,900 with full discounts

and contiguity. NBC also points out

that daytime tv's efficiency (cost-per-

thousand-per-commercial-minute I has

been increasing spectacularly in the

past two years.

IV. Flexibility and cum audiences

High among the reasons why big

advertisers are nocking to daytime are

the impressive advantages which multi-

ple-programs-per-week provide in at-

tracting large total audiences. A half-

hour 5-a-week daytime program, with

a rating of 11.0 for a single episode,

for instance, will have a net weekly

rating (different homes reached) of

25.0 and a net monthly rating of 45.8,

according to TvB figures.

Advertisers buying two or more

programs per week not only deliver

more messages, but deliver them to

much greater numbers of homes. And
by using the common cross-plug and

commercial exchange techniques, they

can do this with no increase in cost.

(See sponsor 16 August, page 31, for

an explanation of cros^-plug benefits.)

Add to this the flexibility which day-

time tv gives large national advertisers

in scheduling drives and saturation

campaigns for many different prod-

ucts, and you'll know why such giants

as P&G, General Foods, and others are

pouring money into daytime.

V. Buyers audience

But the primary fact behind all the

current enthusiasm for daytime still is

the simple and obvious one: Daytime
tv reaches women, and women do most

of America's buying.

An average of 86'/ of all tv homes
tunes in daytime tv at least once a

week, and in 94 out of every 100 of

these homes there's a housewife watch-

ing daytime programs (TvB estimate).

Her importance to manufacturers

and advertisers is highlighted by a

few quick generally-accepted statistics:

Women buy 90'/ of all household sup-

plies, influence 85% of all store pur-

chases, spend an estimated $160 bil-

lion a year on goods and services.

In concentrating on the housewife,

tv advertisers are, for the most part,

concentrating on their total market.

VI. Timing

Another strong appeal of daytime

tv is that it delivers sales messages ad-

jacent to the times when women do

their actual shopping.

For manufacturers of food products,

drugs, soaps, cosmetics, and cigarettes

( all of whom do a large volume

through supermarkets) this has a spe-

cial importance. By registering their

brand names, packages, and sales mes-

sages in the woman's mind just before

she starts out for the store, they are

able to counteract some of the hazards

of self-service buying and the pres-

sures of the chains for their own pri-

vate brands.

VII. Marketing trends

Finally, the swing to daytime tv also

can be explained in part by the new
trends in marketing. With an over-

whelming flood of new brands and

products fighting for store space and

consumer attention, the average manu-

facturer is under increasingly heavy

pressure to develop strong, high-visi-

bility campaigns.

As one Young & Rubicam executive

pointed out to sponsor, "These days

advertising has to do three jobs—it

must sell the customer, sell the retailer,

and sell the sales force, too. If you

don't generate enthusiasm in all these

places, you won't get support from

your own men, you won't get store

space, and you won't get sales."

Daytime tv, with its multiple-mes-

sage structure and its proven track

[Please turn to page 72)
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How major account changes affect air

^ Account turnover during 1958's first half hit a new

with about $150 million in billings involved

^ A SPONSOR survey shows that the bulk of account

changes result in increased emphasis on tv and radio

#%ccounl turnover thai merrj ad-

vertising game of musical chairs—hit

a new high in the fust half of 1958.

More than 60 accounts in the mil-

lion-dollar-plus bracket changed agen-

cies. What's mure, the total hilling in-

volved in agencj -w itches for the first

-i\ months of this year was close to

$150 million. I>\ SPONSOR estimate.

If the significance of this account

turnover is not immediate!) clear, one

additional point should bring it home:

almost as much billing was involved in

account changes iltirinii the first half

of 1958 as was in volred in all 12

months <>j L957!

There an- some who would pooh-

pooh these startling figures on the

grounds that even if $300 million in

hilling changes agencies this year, it

would still only amount to '.V < of total

|T>;; ;i<l\i rti-inu expenditures antici-

pated at $10 billion.

") el thru- i- no den) ing that the rate

of account turnover i- increasing every

year. Ami this fact alone lias -real

significance for air media, if only be-

cause it raises these kej questions:

What happen- to the air media bud-

gets and air strateg) of the majority of

clients who change agencies? Does

the new agenc) plunge its new client

into new media? Doe- air media's

-hare of the ad budget go up or downy
To find out, SPONSOR conducted a

thorough Burve) of the 25 biggest ac-

count . hanges during the first half of

this year. \nd sponsor's survej turned

>ip this revealing observation: with the

exception of tutomotive accounts

i special case),

ges have re-

Bulted hi media

in omi '• itegy.

I I'M. p fJig ma .

joritj of l»i- I958's

first half:

• Many clients regardless of prod-

uct lines, switch from print to tv spot

after an account change.

• Many accounts, regular program

users before their account change, are

switching to tv specials after the

change.

• Main accounts are persuaded 1>\

their new agencies to use tv as the

spearhead of a dealer promotion

pegged to an entertainment motif.

These trends are apparent from an

anal\ sis of the 25 biggest account

changes in this year's first half (see

chart i. For example, Westinghouse,

Schick-Eversharp and Babbitt are

among multi-million dollar adver-

tisers who switched agencies and are

now placing increased budgets in air

media. And Wilson & Co., which also

made an agency change, is planning

its biggest tv push in its history.

Schick- new strategy is based on a

$4 million tie-in with "Around the

World in 80 Days." with the biggest

share of the budget allocated to tv spot

(see Newsmaker of the Week, 9 Au-

gust sponsor). Under the new lead-

ership of Patrick J. Frawley, the man
who built Paper-Mate Pen. Schick is

out to increase its share of market.

Last year, "with virtually no advertis-

ing," it reportedly was in second place.

In -pending Si million through Comp-
ton, Schick (an Eversharp subsidiary)

is investing almost 200' '< more in ad-

vertising than all Eversharp spent last

year through Cunningham & Walsh.

While identified with the Academy
\w aid-winning movie hit, Schick's tac-

tics are to by-pass programing for the

moment and go for spot's hard sell and

cost efficiency. Schick's tv campaign

will be backed by radio spots and

newspaper ads through dealer co-op,

and color pages in Life and Look.

Westinghouse Electric's television-

radio set division is another advertiser

with a new agency now adding a show-

business theme to a campaign built

around air media. In a fall budget

I through Grey Advertising) represent-

ing a 65'/ increase over last year's

spending through McCann-Erickson,

an elaborate dealer promotion will util-

ize the jazz of Benny Goodman at the

Brussels World Fair. Westinghouse

dealers will have an exclusive on a

specially made Benny Goodman long

playing record offered for $1.29.

"Studio One" will announce the of-

fer on August 25, and the Monday
night CBS-TV time period will be pre-

empted on the September 1 holiday

night for a "Salute to Music" spectacu-

lar to hypo the dealer offer with one

full hour of network programing.

In November and December, West-

inghouse will add to "Desilu Play-

house" with sponsorship of six 90-

minute Shirley Temple Film Festival

through NTA. Most of these markets

will also be hit with four weeks of

radio spot saturation before Christmas.

A print schedule has also been set

without magazines but using 81 news-

papers in 70 markets "to coordinate

with the air promotion."

At least two B. T. Babbitt brands

switched tactics from print to tv fol-

low ing agencx changes. First Bab-0
went from heavy print to all tv spot.

Then Glim followed, going from all

print to mostly spot. In its transition

to air media. Bab-0 used network ra-

dio while its tv commercials were

being prepared. Glim's first video

blurbs were actuall) tags within Bab-0

minutes. Brown and Butcher now han-

dles Bab-O, Glim and other Babbitt

brands expected to go into tv. Last

year, Donahue and Coe handled Bab-0

and Doyle Dane Bernbach was Glim's

agenc)

.

Doeskin, with about the same over-

all ad budget as last year, is now spend-

ing eight times as much in television.

Last year, at Harn B. Cohen, print

took 50% to radio's 40% and tele-

vision's 10%. This \ ear. 80' '< is being

put into television with radio and print

getting 10% each (through Weiss &

Geller). Ad manager Robert Arndt

describes Doeskin's campaign as "a

story best told on TV."
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strategy

Lanolin Plus is another product with

a new agency and a new air-oriented

campaign. Television and radio now
take up 75',( of this brand's ad budget,

a new strategy following Lanolin's

move from Kastor, Farrell, Chesley

and Clifford to Erwin Wasey, Ruth-

rauff & Ryan.

More daytime programs and great-

er use of spot came after two agency

moves 1>\ Chesebrough-Pond : Vaseline,

which went from McCann-Erickson to

Esty, and Pond's Angel Skin, which

switched from JWT to Compton.

Another account, Cracker Jack, is

about to launch its first national cam-

paign, after moving from Rogers and

Smith to Leo Burnett. Cracker Jack

started in tv with participations on

"The Lone Ranger'" and will add "(lap-

tain Kangaroo" announcements this

fall.

In the recreation field, AMF's mar-

keting conscious howling equipment

division moved from Fletcher Richards

to Cunningham & Walsh. In addition

to perennial schedules for "Bowling

Stars" to reach present fans, AMF took

pari of the "Steve Lawrence-Eydie

Gorme" show mi NBC-TV, to sell more

of the general public on howling as a

pastime. (See L6 August sponsor).

There were, obviously, a few account

changes which saw a swing from Iv to

print. Among these are Benson &

Hedges filters! moving from Benton ,V

Bowles to Doyle Dane Bernbach; Best

Food's Hit. transferring from Earle

Ludgin to SSC&B; \\ hitehall's Neet,

switching from EWR&R, and Zenith,

which dropped NCAA football on tv

{Please turn to page 70)

25 MAJOR ACCOUNT SHIFTS AND WHAT THEY MEAN IN REVISED STRATEGY

B. T. Babbitt: Bab-0

Weiss & Geller Tv budget up from 10% to 80%

McCann-Erickson
D'Arcy

Rogers & Smith First time into nat"l media

Warwick & Legler Tv programs to tv spots

Buick, GM trucks McCann-Erickson i Hope replaces Patrice Munsel

Chrysler Young & Rubicam Fred Astaire specials in place of "Clim

McCann-Erickson 65% all-media fall increase featuring Benny
Goodman, Shirley Temple, radio saturation

at Christmas

Needham, Louis

Brorby

Kenyon & Eckhardt

Whitehall: Neet Lawrence C. Gumbiner Tv spot switched to print

Volkswagen North J. M. Mathes Air not used now: trucks to be pushed

< Lincoln Young & Rubicam Kenyon & Eckhardt Not a substantial air media user

s Swift J. Walter Thompson Leo Burnett Dropped spectaculars

Cunningham & Walsh Comptoi $4,000,000 campaign, mostly tv spot, tied to

"Around World in 80 Days"; radio co-op

McCann-Erickson Increased daytime television programs a

radio-tv spots

up to 75% of budget

Doyle Dane Bernbach Dropped tv spots, back to print

Fletcher D. Richards Cunningham & Walsh Added "Steve Lawrence-Eydie Gorme" sum-

Dancer-Fitzgerald- No change

Sample

Warner Lambert Lambert & Feasley (New agency is wholly owned subsidiary)

No basic changes

r media advertiser

McCann-Erickson No change
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announcer T. Tommy Cu of Pet Milk's Opr

Pet Milk's big merchandising parlay

^ How a client, agency, and station line-up pooled every

promotional resource to push a spot radio campaign

^ Result: Campaign set afire dealer enthusiasm and Pet

Milk sales increased up to 80% in some markets

^Xini. the rise of marketing's star,

admen have been insisting that in to-

day's scramble for product sales and
<li alei shelf space, the bare media bin

is often nol nearl) enough—behind the

buj must be clear-cul aims supporting

it, smart merchandising and heavj pro-

motion. In its is a radio

client, Pel Mill » >.. of St. Louis, has

leam< d 1 it all the stops"
''"' the first

annual Pel 1//7 Talent

Contest.

The end of the "<

June when a diminul h •

beauty belted out a hill-billy song on

the studio stage of WSM in Nashville

to defeat five other finalists. For radio

advertisers, what went on in the

agenc) . the client offices and at the

stations up until that final night is a

blueprint for almost any radio cam-

paign.

It was obviously a productive cam-

paign, considering that during the pro-

motion in some markets Pet Milk sales

jumped up to 80%, not solely through

consumer demand but also through

better distribution and shelf space, and

more dealer enthusiasm.

What factors made this promotion

so successful?

Chief one was the cooperation of the

principals: the client; its St. Louis

agency, Gardner Advertising Co.; the

Keystone Broadcasting System, a tran-

scription network with which some

1,000 stations are affiliated; and WSM,
Nashville, where Grand Ole Opry orig-

inated in V)2r>. All the partners were

swinging in this country music talent

hunt.

"Money alone couldn't buy what we

got in this campaign." says Champ
Humphrey, Gardner, vice-president and

supervisor of the Pet Milk account. "As

for results, we've seen definite evidence

of a sales turn," he added.

Another important factor was the

clear-headed thinking behind the cam-

paign. To understand this thinking, it

is necessary to evaluate Pet Milk's

over-all strategy, its marketing objec-
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tives and problems, and how the Grand

Ole Opry Talent Contest was related

to the whole.

The Pet Milk Co. spends about $5

million annually to advertise its three-

product line: Pet Evaporated Milk, Pet

Instant Nonfat Milk and Pet-Ritz

Frozen Foods. Advertising is only part

of its story; it first tries to produce

high excitement in its sales force and

then make an impact at the retailer

level. So an estimated additional $1

million is spent on promotion. Direct-

ing the entire program is Robert J.

Piggott, Pet Milk advertising director.

In media, Pet uses network tv (Red

Skelton on CBS, Edge of Night on

CBS) plus national magazines. This is

the broad sweep, the scatterload de-

signed to hit the 6()'y of all families

who use evaporated milk, the 30' v who
use instant milk.

But as with all food product manu-

facturers, Pet has its problems

—

shrewdly analyzed over the years.

At present, per capita consumption

of evaporated milk has not kept pace

with increasing population for various

reasons. Among them: greater avail-

ability of fresh milk. However, areas

such as the South and small markets

(which the rating services don't cover)

still represent high consumption rates

and as such are important marketing

areas for Pet.

In this field, Pet does not stand

alone. It has stiff competition (Carna-

tion Milk is one of its rivals ) . So the

competitive battle often is joined in the

aisles and counters of the supermar-

kets; brand supremacy is closely tied

to dealer enthusiasm. At this level, the

national tv and print effort can count

for little.

So of its total budget. Pet Milk, a

user of radio for three decades, sets

aside a reserve for radio and special

promotion. This supplemental budget

Pet uses as a sort of piece de resistance.

Where tv and magazines are used as

shotguns, radio becomes a carefully

sighted-in rifle aimed at its geographi-

cal and sociological bulls-eye.

"In relating our advertising to spe-

cial marketing problems," says Earl

Hotze, assistant account executive on

Pet at Gardner, "we look at our prod-

. uct consumer characteristics in as

many ways as possible in an effort to

direct our dollars in an efficient and

effective vertical approach.

"According to the Nielsen Food In-

dex and other reports, we know, for

example, that the South is a geographi-

cal area and the small town non-farm

people represent some of our best

prospects."

Saturation, alone, says Hotze. "is not

enough in radio. Today, waves of satu-

ration schedules have caused the great-

est competitive scramble in radio's his-

tory for audience attention and believ-

ability. You have to have acceptance

and believability of your commercials

and the radio buy must be merchan-

disable. That's why we decided on a

program rather than announcements."

The type of program—a country-

music show; the talent—WSM's Grand

Ole Opry I on WSM, Pet Milk sponsors

a half-hour show every Friday night

called Pet Milk's Grand Ole Opry )

.

Where to place" the program? Re-

membering the Pet milk geographical

and sociological targets, the decision

was made to use outlets of the Key-

stone Broadcasting System. Keystone

stations run from 250 to 10,000 watts,

are often indies in single-station mar-

kets. Sites, in many cases, are in cities

of 10-to- 15.000 population with cover-

age ranging from 40-to-100,000 fami-

lies. Among Keystone clients are Kel-

logg, General Mills, also Pet competi-

tor Carnation Milk. Advertising bell-

wether P&G uses about 173 stations on

Keystone for Tide to complete its sales

promotion blanket.

Thus the nature of the program

(country music-barn dance) and the

Keystone coverage blend into a cam-

paign formula. "It reaches the kind of

audience we want," explains Gardner's

Vice President Humphrey. "It gets to

small town people in the geographical

areas we're interested in. Our Keystone

buy was like spot radio in as much
as we picked exactly the markets we

wanted to pinpoint." In addition, Key-

stone's strength in merchandising tie-

ins and enlisting local dealer support

served as a bonus to the buy.

"Heavy promotion and merchandis-

ing are essential to make advertising

work," says Humphrey. "The das is

gone when advertising alone will do

the job. The integrated campaign must

be well-planned and precise. There's a

great deal of competition for shelf

space and exposure to the consumer,

and promotional ideas are needed to

get this job done in conjunction with

the advertising."

To coordinate this needed promo-

tion and merchandising with the

Grand Ole Opry Talent Contest radio

show, Gardner assigned its promotion

and merchandising director Ralph

Hartnagel. One of his jobs was to

build the necessary point-of-sale pieces

for stations and Pet Milk salesmen to

use in activating dealer interest (Pet

has some 400 salesmen in seven dis-

tricts ) ; they made personal calls on

stations and store people, placed pro-

motional pieces in schools and other

public places publicizing not only the

show but the local station. The station

managers were not only recipients of

promotional mailings from Pet Milk's

Broadcasting part)

lis. winner Margie

itulated by Bob Coop-

(eneral manager, and

''.hui I, Forbes, agency

shoiv producer
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igei Raj Morris (who
• ol tin contest

but also from Edwin R.

ior \ ice-president of Ke) •

stone Bn asting, from \\ SM's Gen-

eral M i Roberl Cooper. V.s the

snowballed, -lore dealers

-.•.•inc. I to hear from everybody sta-

i client: from Pel Milk the) re-

impressive merchandising kit-

ning contest blanks, wall ban-

- shelf-talkers, news releases, -pot

radio tie-in cop) and e.t.s, Opr) pic-

ture allmm-. in fact everything a- the

I

i inted kit proclaimed "to help you

have a prize-winning promotion." In

all, some 33 pieces of promotion ma-

terial wtni to Keystone stations: to Pet

salesmen went similar pieces plus re-

cordings of a "pep-talk" and the com-

mercials. B\ the time the contest was

launched, it was getting the lull pro-

motion support <>f station personnel,

dealers and distributors, client sales-

men. Gardner admen. Grand Ole Opry
talent.

Well over 2.000 radio listeners

entered the contest. Here is how it

worked: I he local Keystone station

carrying the show announced the con-

test, then held local auditions lone sta-

tion, after one such announcement, re-

ceived 3,500 cards with entry name-.

5,000 on the second day : listener- were

invited to surest possible contestants I

.

One local audition, held in a parking

lot. attracted a crowd of 10.000.

The winner of each local contest

was recorded on tape at the station,

and the tapes from all the 200 stations

were then sent to \\ SMs program di-

rector. "D" kilpatrick where they were

winnowed down to six finalists. These

>i\ competed in an hour-long Pet Milk

-how in Nashville on 20 June. By the

following week, tape- of these finals

were being broadcast on the Keystone

-tat ions. Although WSM is not a Key -

stone affiliate, it carries the weekh half-

hour show along with the KBS sta-

tions. Since it is WSM's Opry talent

that makes up the Pet Milk show, per-

sonalities Ro\ Acuff and Ernest Tubb,

for example, are frequent stars for the

Pet stanza.

The regular Pet Milk show on Key-

stone still maintains some nighttime

clearances, but as television ownership

increases in the broadcast area Gard-

ner is slowly converting to daytime

hours. The housewife is the prime tar-

get and Thursdays. Fridays and Satur-

days preferred days inasmuch as thev

THE RADIO BUY WAS ONLY

THE BEGINISING—AFTER THAT

CAME THE MERCHANDISING

Strategists: (1 r) Wells Hobler, Gardner's

Mill Sidney Wolf, president of Keystom

m, .in.l Roberl J. Piggott, client advei

tising dir< the radio campaign that wa
1 "' sales in the pin-pointed market

n 33 pro-

motion pieces used to

support the radio drive,

They included (top)

dealer displays with

contest entry blanks,

(left) newspaper ad

mats, (at bottom) four-

foot ad banners to go in

-tore- and supermarkets

PET MILK'S

I GRAND OLE OPRY

znwEOTGNriBr
Getyour entry b/ank //£/!£/
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are the housewife shopping high spots;

noontime slotting is liked because then

the husband and kids are usually home
for lunch, a commonplace in small

towns.

Chuck Forbes, of Gardner Advertis-

ing is the agency producer in charge

of the snow and its commercials. The
latter are handled by announcer T.

Tommy Cutrer and are written by the

agency. They are strictly "soft sell"

—

of the housewife-service type stressing

simplicity of preparation, taste appeal

and, of course, Pet Milk recipes.

This three-way parlay—with client,

agency and media—paid off during the

contest, at final ceremonies in Nash-

ville, in this post-promotion period.

The Nashville ending to a story of

hard work and imaginative effort

brought together for three days—at

Pet Milk's expense—some 50 people:

1.3 performers, all finalists, seven sta-

tion managers and their wives; 10

agency executives and 10 Pet Milk ex-

ecutives from St. Louis; other local

and regional Pet Milk representatives.

In addition, the WSM staff was well

represented as was the Chicago man-

agement personnel of Keystone.

The serious business of the contest

and its promotion was climaxed with

cameraderie—both business and social

—which gave guests the same benefits

as winners! The group, en masse and

in air conditioned buses, toured The
Hermitage, home of Andrew Jackson;

visited WSM studios and saw the four-

hour Saturday night performance of

Grand Ole Opry; attended a post-finals

buffet and dance given by Keystone;

spent an entire day at the lake home of

Roy Acuff picnicking, boating and

swimming; attended luncheons and

breakfasts given by Pet Milk. Fun and

friendship are part of Pet's recipe for

profit.

No recipe, however, tops Pet Milk's

own for sales results: WSM Opry

talent, Keystone station lineup, served

up with a lavish dollop of client-agency

promotion savvy.

Behind the entire Pet Milk strategy

lies the growing interest of American

music lovers in country music. As sev-

eral users of such programing have

pointed out, this music not only is the

base of many of the top pop tunes but

is also the music that springs from the

heart. The honesty that has produced

it is the same honesty that perpetuates

the love of it—it is "grass roots stuff."
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HOW RADIO SAVED HELOTES FROM
BECOMING A TEXAS GHOST TOWN

madio is, unquestionably, a flexible

medium, adaptable enough to meet

particular problems, even small ones.

A prime example is Helotes, Texas,

population 153. Helotes lies 16 miles

from San Antonio on the heavih trav-

elled Bandera Highway, a road that

leads to Medina Lake, a summer resort

with golf courses, resort hotels and the

like.

Early this year the Helotes Business

Group, headed by Bob Harrison, came

to grips with a steadily deteriorating

business situation in the community.

Some \ ears ago, Helotes had been a

resort area itself. A series of droughts

took it out of that category.

However, it still had an attraction in

being closely situated to San Antonio,

in that it provided a pleasantly short

trip out to the country and back for

city people, during an evening or a

weekend afternoon. But improved

roads had diminished that virtue by

making it easier and quicker to reach

more distant resorts.

The 12 merchants that comprise the

town's business group met, early this

spring, to devise a plan to "sell" Helotes

to San Antonians. Essentially it be-

came a matter of reminding the city

folks that Helotes offered many goods

and services, and was conveniently lo-

cated, either as a destination or en

route to other resorts.

They called in a fellow townsman,

Bill Doty, an announcer for KITE, an

independent radio station in San An-

tonio. "You know about advertising,"

Harrison told Doty; "what can we do

to get business?" Doty brought in Ed
Winton, sales representative for KITE
and a program was mapped out.

Every Saturday, Helotes uses three

commercials on each of four 15-minute

popular music segments on KITE, a

total of 12 one-minute breaks. They

occur about 9 and 10:30 a.m., 1:30

and 2:30 p.m. Doty does all the com-

mercials himself, live. Theme is invit-

ing San Antonio residents to come to

Helotes to spend time, if possible, or

if passing through, avail themselves of

its stores, which include country-type

stores, filling stations, a cafe, liquor

package store and a real estate office.

The program format is in line with

KITE's general programing structure;

i.e. popular music and news. "We
don't use 'fad' or 'specialty' music.'"

Doty says, "because we're not looking

for teen-agers ' or other special audi-

ence groups. What we want, and what

we are getting, are adults."

The campaign, which is budgeted at

$60 a week, began the first week of

June. Within a month the merchants

group was able to report that business

in Helotes was zooming nicely with the

weekend of 4 July the biggest in its

history. Even people who weren't in

the market to buy stopped and told the

merchants they had heard the com-

mercials.

Originally planned as a short-term

promotion, the termination date has

been set back steadily ever since. "As

long as it keeps bringing in this kind

of business," Bob Harrison says, "none

of us are thinking about ending it," ^^



Some facts you should

know about animation

^ In recent months, animated commercials have been

moving up in number and in ratings across the country

^ Here are a set of guides on when to use them, what

to expect of them, and how to make them most effective

Uni' of the mo.-t talked-about sub-

jects in t\ toda\ is tlic animated com-

mercials. Hut. strangel) enough, there's

less general knowledge among prospec-

tor buyers on the subjeel than am
other type of commercial.

What is it that makes the cartoon

commercial meat for one product, and

poison for another (as some advertis-

ers have unwittingly discovered)?

\nd what, once \ ou've decided it's

your meat, can you expect from an

animation studio'.-'

\ quick run-down of ARR commer-
cial ratings bears up the fact that these

spots are certainl) among the most
talked about. Over the past six months.

lor example, this evidence shows up:

• In both Januar) and Februan.
animation w as the \ chicle for the four

top-rated minute spots: Maypo (Bryan

Houston); Hamm's Beer (Campbell-

Mithun); Piel's (Y&R) ; and Seven-
I p (JWT).

• March ABB reports seven of the

top ln Piel's, Hamm's. \Ia\ po. Seven-

l p. Tip-Top Bread (JWT I; Alka-

Seltzei (Geoffrej Wade) and Kleenex
I F< ;&B i were animated.

• For tli<' past three months, ani-

tnated cartoons have hit five of the

lop ten spots.

So the audience attraction is obvi-

ous. I>ul what is it. in a year that can
hardl) be called "•boom." that causes
an advertise] to spend more ion the

average i per film, using animation'.''

"It's ob\ i..iisl\ not (or ail our prod-

ucts, admits one agencj vice-presi-

dent " \< tuall] what it boils down t,,

is thi-: when < an entertainment he an
effective

I ,, }, as it

no place

\ i bet k of a .mators

brings these specifii

product's -n iti h to anin ition:

I 1 I Need for a change of pace.

Techniques—as well as commercials

themselves—can grow stale; a new

approach is demanded.

(2) Need to create an image in a

field where identification is marred

because of a sameness among the com-

petitive product. (And. in some cases,

to follow an already successful leader.)

1 3 ) As a means of simplifying a

complicated sales message.

I 1 ) To caricature what might other-

wise be a distasteful message.

( 5 ) To catch the eye ( and imagina-

tioii I of children.

What sort of research goes into such

a decision? As another agencyman
puts it. "It's mostly common sense,

based on case histories and what we
hope is a solid fund of knowledge."

Once you've decided, for one reason

or another, that animation is for you.

what next? Where do you go? What
can you expect?

Typical of the many animation stu-

dios is Terrytoons, a company that has

been in the cartoon-making business

for 43 years and in the commercial-

making business since 1955, when it

was taken over by CBS. I Untypical of

most studios, Terrytoons has its com-
plete facilities under one roof, in the

New York suburb of New Bochelle. I

A cross-section of Terrytoons cli-

ents: Piel's; Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates); Socony Mobil (Compton);
General Mills ( D-F-S I ; Mennen ( Mar-

si balk & Pratt ) ; General Foods
(B&B); Reynolds (Esty) ; General

Motors (Campbell Ewald )

.

There's more than one way to create

an animated commercial, says Terry-

toons general manager William Weiss,

and each takes a minimum of five

weeks (more like eight) from order to

delivery date.

The simplest procedure, when an

agency uses its own storyboard crea-

tors, requires at least 29 men. That

includes the director, layout man, four

animators with three assistants, five

inkers, 10 colorers, two cameramen, an

editor and two sound men.

To most agency people, the director

is the one that counts. He's the man
that is primarily responsible for put-

ting the character into a character

( i.e., a twinkle in the eye, a gruff ap-

pearance) .

Storyboard supplied, there's a meet-

ing of minds, agency and studio. Al

such a session, character design differ-

ences would be ironed out, back

grounds decided upon and other pre-

liminary problems worked out.

When the studio has a firm idea of

what the agency is after, it can usually

come up with a winner the first try.

But at each stage of development, the

agency either approves or revises—up
to when the commercial is done as an

animated pencil drawing. After that,

it's the final phases of coloring and

photographing.

The final product—if it's a one-

minute fully animated spot—can cost

anywhere from $7,500 to $9,000, ac-

cording to Weiss. However, a lesser

degree of animation will bring the cost

down, to from $45 a foot.

In addition to cutting the animation

itself, film producers offer other sug-

gestions toward keeping costs down.

A few of them:

• Don't try to rush. Giving the stu-

dio full time to complete the commer-

cials also gives the agency a better

chance for revision at each step, rath-

er than expensively at the last minute.

• Keep the characters few and sim-

ple.

• Don't over-complicate the sales
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message. Remember what's to be said

;

say it simply.

When an agency does not supply the

animation studio with a specific story-

board, the process entails about five

additional men, all storyboard crea-

tors. What happens is this: The idea

is presented to the five men. all of

whom have different styles and tech-

niques ( from the most bizarre to the

corniest). Each develops it in his own
manner. Through hit-and-miss, a char-

acterization suitable to the client is

usually obtained.

But animation studios generally pre-

fer to work with an agency that has

more than just a sketchy idea of what

it wants, and doesn't ask the studio to

speculate. A case in point: Terrytoons

speculated for one agency, at the cli-

ent's request for what it termed a

"cartoon commercial." After viewing

several storyboards the agency ap-

proved; but the client changed its

mind. Cost to Terrytoons: $1,000.

There is no distinct marketing plan

to selling advertisers and agencies on

the use of animation. Terrytoons, for

instance, takes the attitude that, as

Weiss puts it, "animation sells itself."

Consequently, there's not a large

sales staff necessary to the animation

operation. Terrytoons has a staff of

cne: sales manager John Heffernan.

Heffernan concentrates, from his mid-

town Manhattan office, on selling agen-

cies and advertisers who already know
animation, have either used it or are

looking to start. Primary targets: ce-

real and beer accounts.

A secondary target for Heffernan is

the long-range one: to drop the seeds

of "why animation is good for your

product" with the agency tv director

or advertiser not currently prone to the

cartoon commercial.

As for a formal sales presentation,

Heffernan has none. He does have a

sample reel of commercials Terry-

toons has done which is his sole sales

vehicle. The reel encompasses all the

facilities of the studio, from color com-

mercials to cinemascopic techniques.

What sells an animation house to

an agency? An agency vice-president

sums it up:

• Good facilities that will keep the

production time to a minimum.
• A good track record (here the

sample reel comes in handily).

• Good (and, sometimes, different)

art techniques.

• An intrinsic knowledge of how

to get the sales message across. ^

Major salesmen for UPA ar

animated Mr. Magoo (pictured

Ale (Edward Weiss). UPA also d,

urrently selling

irtion of the Pie

characters.

Beer for Carlings

commercials (Y&R)

i Emily Tipp is the top saleslady for Tip-Top Bread (JWT). A top ARB rater

she came on the air. Miss Tipp is the brain-child of former JWT account

Louis Gifford. Gifford has since opened up his own animation studio

ihredded Wheat commercii

ral Mills (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample)

ccesfsul users of animated

s one of many Terrytoons doi

General Foods (B&B) and othe
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NIGHTTIME RADIO'S ADULT AUDIENCE

7AM-12N
40% Children*

TV

: _
50% Children

TV
6PM-12M 30% Children

RADIO
6PM-Mid

Idull listeners to I . S. nightime radio average 95ft of the total audi-

ence, according to 1957 Neilsen figures. This was compared with 50 to

A NEW LOOK AT NIGHTTIME RADIO
SHOWS AUDIENCE QUALITY AND SIZE

f\ new stiid\ of nighttime radio

has been put before the advertiser

I
j
k\\. Los Angeles.

\\ bile parti) competitive, the

presentation devotes considerable

space i" selling nighttime radio in

general as well as the merits of ra-

dio's nighttime audience in the Los

Angeles area.

Drawing on a number of research

sources, the stud) tackles the job

of proving the qualit) of nighttime

radio from a number of directions.

Urn- are some of the l,e\ points:

• Nielsen data i 1957) shows

thai 63.495 of all I
. S. radio homes

listen to nighttime radio ever) week.

Recent Nielsen figures put the night-

i ige minute audience in the

nearl) 7 million people;

• During the avet ige quarter-

houi at nighl there are more than a

half million adult listeners in the

Los Vngeles area oi v eekdays, ac-

i ording t«

• I he

lion rea« hi - aln osl hall

K audiem e in the L2 1

6 |i.m. to
'

• Their [j

end auto ownei

in- and nighttim<

a Pulse study done for NBC Radio

in San Francisco ).

• There are no significant eco-

nomic or educational differences be-

tween da) time and nighttime radio

listeners.

• Pulse shows there are more lis-

teners per 100 homes at night than

during the day in Los Angeles—160

vs. III. Furthermore, for each 100

homes listening at night, there are

1 V i more adult listeners and 64%
more men listeners than for each

KKI homes of daytime audience.

• Los Angeles radio readies

more homes during the average

nighttime quarter hour than the

leading evening paper reaches with

its entire circulation.

• The Los Angeles weekdas night-

time audience is larger than its day-

time tv audience— 17.2% of L.A.

homes are reached at night on radio

as compared with 15.19? reached by

daytime tv.

• Even compared with nighttime

tv, the Los Angeles nighttime radio

audience is substantial: between

6:00 and 8:00 p.m. and between

10:00 p.m. and midnight radio's

level is 40% of tv's. Between 8:00

ind 10:00 p.m. the L.A. radio audi-

ence is more than 25% of tv's. ^

Union Pacifi

\^an television, a mass audience me-
dium, be used successfully to sell a

business service to a selected group of

businessmen?

That's what Union Pacific railroad

set out to discover last spring in a cam-
paign to promote its freight business

among produce growers in California's

fruit and vegetable growing area.

The campaign began in May, sched-

uled to run for six months. At mid-

point an evaluation was made. "Re-

sults of the campaign thus far," re-

ported H. J. Forbes, U.P.'s California

and Nevada advertising manager, "in-

dicate that it will be expanded in

1959."

The campaign is, the company be-

lieves, the first regularly scheduled tv

campaign by a railroad directed to

shippers. U.P., like other railroads,

has a tv campaign to promote passen-

ger business in California to which it

allocates a budget in excess of $100,-

000.

But. it was the conviction of Marion
E. Welborn, vice-president in charge

of the Caples Company's Los Angeles

office, that tv could be used to develop

freight business as well. So the new
campaign is designed to call attention

to U.P.'s part in the movement of per-

ishable freight through Pacific Fruit

Express, an operation owned jointly by
I .P. and Southern Pacific railroad. It

was decided to give it a try with a

YIa\ -October campaign, to coincide

with the region's prime shipping sea-

son.

Welborn's original concept for the

campaign was to tailor copy to each

area covered, by using localized flip

(aids and a live announcer. Further

study showed, though, that no crop or

group of crops was indigenous to a

single area—which meant that, with

the normal wide coverage patterns of

the tv stations selected, a considerable

amount of overlapping would occur.

The solution was achieved with gen-

eral spots, showing services the com-

pany provides its users that would be

of interest and value to any shipper.

Three such spots were made: the first

emphasizes speed of shipment by show-

ing an electronic classification yard in

North Platte, Neb. This permits the

railroad to '"sort out" cars and make
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sells its freight service with spot tv

^ Already using spot tv for passenger travel, U. P.

decided to experiment selling shippers the same way

^ Thanks to careful research, the tv campaign proved

successful, will be duplicated in the west next year

up trains quickly, ending delays en

route. The spot uses a dramatic shot

from the switching tower showing the

pattern of rails.

The second spot shows automatic

icing for the cars carrying perishables

being done en route by a machine that

crushes a 100-pound block of ice and

feeds it into containers at each end of

the reefer, and performs the job in a

minute. The third spot demonstrates

electronic tracing through IBM equip-

ment, providing knowledge at all times

of the exact location of an assigned car.

The three spots are 60-seconds,

filmed; the three varied services were

lifted from U.P.'s public relations film

Discussing freight advertising objectives

on tv are, (right) H. J. Forbes, Calif, and

Nev. ad manager for Union Pacific and Mar-

ion E. Welborn, v-p, Caples Co., U.P. agency
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footage. Added was a map with lines

fanning out to major markets using

stop-and-go camera technique to pro-

\ ide animation. Total cost for recording

and this special effects work was $750.

All copy contains the phrase "Be

Specific — Ship Union Pacific," an

adaptation of the passenger slogan "Be

Specific — Go Union Pacific." The

first slogan appears on the side of U.P.

boxcars. Refrigerator cars, featured in

the commercials, are labelled "Pacific

Fruit Express" with U.P. and S.P. em-

blems. To add further identification to

the spots, the U.P. emblem, a shield, is

iris-up supered over a moving freight

car in the closing frames of each spot.

To extract the maximum value from

the spots, Welborn made a thorough

study of viewing habits and social cus-

toms of the shippers in each area to be

covered. He did this by going to sev-

eral sources including tv stations, and

local U.P. traffic agents. From this

emerged a spot-buying pattern for

each locale.

"Even though all of these California

areas have much in common," Welborn

notes, "social and viewing habits vary.

In Bakersfield, for instance, the Kern

river attracts many people in the eve-

ning and on weekends. So we chose

participations in a late Sunday evening

first-run movie on KERO-TV, when the

family might be back from a day or

weekend by the river. We ran through

May and June.

"Fresno, on the other hand, is be-

coming quite a metropolis with in-town

diversions. So during May and June

we used a spot at 6:29 p.m. Saturday

on KFRE-TV, to catch many families

before going out for the evening.

"In the Salinas-Monterey area," Wel-

born continues, "we chose Tuesday eve-

ning at 6:30 at KSBW-TV, between

network news and local sport and farm

news, reasoning that shippers are busi-

ness men too, and interested in nation-

al and farm news. We picked early

evenings because folks there often go

to pools later on hot evenings."

All of the above three schedules be-

gan the first week in May. In June an

additional spot was added in Bakers-

field on KBAK-TV at 10 p.m., between

two network shows.

Sacramento was added in early June

with two spots weekly on KCRA-TV.
One was set for Saturday between

NBC's Game of the Week, between 11

a.m. and 1:30 p.m.; the other fell on

Sunday afternoon during Meet the

Press.

A new July-August schedule was
added in Fresno, with a spot Tuesdav

at 6:30 p.m. on KMJ-TV, between To-

day in Agriculture and Shell News.

For its September-October schedule,

KJEO will be used. Two additional

areas—Stockton and Redding—will be

used and are now undergoing a simi-

lar preliminary study.

In an effort to keep the test valid,

Welborn avoided using any other me-

dia for this campaign. "We have a

regular, and predictable volume of

freight business we • can expect from

the shippers in our state." he says.

What we wanted to find out is what

would happen if we made an effort to

build this by using tv. So we added tv

only, rather than putting other influ-

ences into the picture that would make
an evaluation difficult. And that en-

abled us to tailor our campaign to the

medium directly.

At a time when railroads are, gen-

erally, finding competition difficult.

U.P. finds this spot tv campaign effec-

tive enough to be planning next year's.

These will feature 1,000 new mechani-

cal refrigerator cars being added to

P.F.E.'s fleet.

Meanwhile, you can be sure, other

railroads are watching. ^



TV HOMES ARE PICKING UP MORE STATIONS IN 1958
\\ stationsthat No. of stations viewed

-•i.'! ni ...untie- canbeviewed weekly, per home

Number of counties (totalhomes) incounties Daytime Nighttiu

77 OVER 100M 4.7 1.9 2.7

240 25-100M 4.5 1.8 2.2

o 317 4.6 1.8 2.4

o>

508 10-25M 4.2 1.5 1.7

2,248 UNDER 10M 3.9 1.1 1.2

3,073 U. S AVERAGE 4.0 7.3 7.5

84 OVER 100M 4.9 2.6 3.5

243 25-100M 4.7 2.4 3.1

00 327 4.7 2.5 3.2

0* 515 10-25M 4.7 2.5 2.9

2,233 UNDER 10M 4.4 2.4 2.6

U. S. AVERAGE
. \ll. I SEN NCS --' ..n.l I

V.'.S #3 highlights: Average

slate now served by 22 tv

stations, up \9 (
/< since '56.

. . . Stations have increased

from 441 to 505 in same pe-

riod. . . . These 505 outlets

serve 42.4 million different

tv homes. . . . Their combined

circulation is set at 152.8

million homes. . . . Average

home uses 3.61 stations. . . .

36 tv stations note reach over

one million homes, 7 million

more than in '56. . . . The new
outlets have added 7.3' < to

tv's total home circulation

Texas biggest gainer in new

stations, adding 12. . . . New
tv service since '56 reported

by 45 stations. . . . Over 50'/

of tv service is from stations

outside the reporting states

f Note' TUble I.

How Will Agencies Use NCS NO. 3?

^ Chances are it will be applied much the same as NCS

— 2; some 40 ad agencies already are at work on it

^ Since service is out earlier in year than former ones,

il- effect on tv buys may well be felt by late autumn

I lii- week, broadcast media research-

ers at U advertising agencies and cli-

ent f 1 1 in- in- wading knee-deep through

.i harvest oi television coverage figures

-"«n l.\ NCS #'5. Out much earlier

in tin- year than the previous A. C.

Nielsen Co Burveys 'NCS #] in 1952

and NCS #2 in L956), the #3 report

ma) a< tuallj be in time i>. help admen
• ni in Bome fall schedules, although ii~

effect nn t\ Inn- i- not generally «- x -

pected in be fell before mid Octol

November.

W hat signifii .mi f ... ta have been un-

covered in the new si

\' S -.5 I»<- used b)

they've completed their evaluations
'

One very significant thing about the

new tabulations — aside from their

earlier appearance on the advertising

scene — is the fact that this year A. C.

Nielsen Co. has used a considerably

broader sample: 200.000 tv homes.

50.000 more than had been used previ-

ously. Admen generally agree this

should add to its value.

Radio, which was part of NCS #1
and #2, has been dropped from this

year's service, through lack of suffi-

cient industry support. So #3 now
becomes the most extensive study of

total U.S. tv station coverage yet con-

ducted, according to Henry Rahmel.

general manager, broadcast division of

A. C. Nielsen. It reports on service of

505 stations in 3,072 counties; was

sponsored by the three tv networks,

over 40 top advertisers and agencies

and some 125 stations. The report de-

tails the average daily, weekly and

monthly circulation of all reportable

tv stations, day and night.

Since 1956. NCS #3 shows, 64 tv

stations have come on the air boosting

the total from 441 then to 505 now,

and adding an average of 3.5 stations

to a state's total tv service. New tv

service has been reported by 45 states

—biggest gainer is Texas which picked

up 12 new outlets. New Jersey remains

the only state without a tv station with-

in its boundaries although it is served

by 11 from outside. A point of interest

I see chart) is the increase of stations

used weekly per home. Most admen
and broadcasters attribute this (1) to

the new stations; (2) more tv homes;

and (3) improvement in ABC TV pro-

graming.

In applying such data I along with
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John Ennis, v. p. and media di-

rector, Bryan Houston: "The fact

that NCS #3 sample is larger

may well tend to keep television

buyers from making too many

downward adjustments"

Pete Levathes, v. p. and director

of media relations, Y&R: "Com-
ing out earlier, NCS #3 may help

in some fall decisions not yet

final, will surely be used in our

next buying period"

Daniel Denenholz, v. p. and

research director, Katz Agency:

"It seems worth remembering

that while NCS #3 is a report on

coverage its data is influenced

quite often by programing"

the detailed county breakdowns! sub-

scribers will probably follow the same
general patterns they developed in us-

ing #1 and #2. Here are comments
from some admen and broadcasters:

• Peter G. Levathes, vice-presi-

dent and director of media rela-

tions, Y&R: "Between NCS #2 and

the new #3, we've been doing our best

to keep track of trends in order to an-

ticipate what would show up in #3.

We're happy it's out now; it should

help in some fall decisions not vet

final and will certainly aid us in the

next buying period." As in most agen-

cies, Y&R carefully evaluates service,

never works with "raw" figures. In

some cases where agency has wondered

about some promotional use of NCS #2
1>\ stations, it has made field checks.

• John Ennis, vice-president and
media director, Bryan Houston:
"The fact that NCS #3 sample is larg-

er may tend to keep buyers from ad-

justing downwards too much. We're

adjusting and evaluating now." On the

question of "cut-off" points, Ennis

points out that such point for a two or

three-outlet market would be substan-

tially higher than for a four-plus outlet

market, the difference between about

50 and 30 r/ . "Basic coverage is what
we're really interested in," he says.

"NCS #3, as with its predecessors,

will serve us as a guide, but we must

still play each buy by ear."

• Dr. Thomas Coffin, research

director, NBC TV: "The larger sam-

ple used in NCS #3 should make it a

still more valuable service, and may in-

fluence "cut off" points. At present,

however, we're still working with NCS
#2 and probably will be for some time

since our analysis of #3 may take some
months to complete."

• Daniel Denenholz, vice-presi-

dent in charge of research, Katz
Agency: "The effect of NCS #3 on

fall buying will depend on how quickly

agencies can assimilate the reports to

fit their needs. One thing is true of

this service as with NCS #1 and #2—
if you simply apply them literally you

can be thrown off base; judgment must

still enter into the buy. Everyone

knows this, but sometimes they forget.

Another thing that strikes me as im-

portant to remember is that while NCS
is a coverage study, its reports are still

influenced by programing." He ex-

pects SRA will continue to recommend

the formula developed for NCS #2.

• Leonard DeNooyer, manager

of coverage, CBS TV: "We're sift-

ing through NCS #3 now, but it's too

early to say how it will affect station

network rates. Biggest thing to come

out of the service so far seems to be

the stuff on uhf. We expect many sig-

nificant facts to show up when the in-

formation on duplication comes in."

• Ann Conroy, associate media
director, Compton: "The work of

evaluating NCS #3 is under way, but

just how soon well be able to apply it

to buying is hard to say. When we do

use it, the methods will probably be

about the same as we used in applying

NCS #2." In using NCS #2, Compton
kept a continuous check on it against

rating reports, evolved its formuli for

general agency use.

• Hall Miller, associate media
director, B&B: "There's a good

chance NCS #3 will get into some play

in fall buying. Its effects should start

to be felt by mid-Oct. or early Nov.

One adman pointed out something

which struck him as unusual in the

latest NCS: One station may be a lit-

tle ahead in daytime and then fall a

little behind at night, suggests pro-

graming trends may be playing more
of a part in this coverage picture.

The man behind NCS #3, Nielsen's

Henry Rahmel, explains that: "Nielsen

coverage figures can be used with, but

do not replace, Nielsen's market-by-

market Station Index ratings. Ratings

and coverage," he explains, "are re-

lated very much the way weather and

climate are related. Weather is a spe-

cific condition hour-by-hour and day-

by-day; like a rating, it changes. Cli-

mate, on the other hand, is the sum
total of all the weather over long time

periods; like coverage, it's the compos-

ite of many days, weeks and months."

Rahmel went on to explain that,

"coverage is an appraisal of daily,

weekly or monthly tune-ins (daytime

vs. nighttime) to a station — based

upon county-by-county samplings. It

is similar to the circulation of maga-

zines and newspapers and does not

pinpoint stations or network audiences

at a specific quarter-hour or for a par-

ticular program as does a rating."

Among the advertising clients who

subscribe to NCS #3 are: Chrysler

Corp., Borden Co.. Carter Products.

P&G, Thomas J. Lipton, Inc. These are

in addition to more than 40 top adver-

tising agencies including BBDO, Bates,

Burnett, FC&B, McC.-E.. Esty, K&E,

and Grey.
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Thit it another in our g vircessful people in advertising. Peters. Griffin. Woodward. Inc. Spot Tclevis



S MR. PENNYPROFIT

. . . counting his blessings, which are considerable, in spite of the very small

profit he makes on every item he sells.

Mr. Pennyprofit advertises widely— but does not apply it with a broad brush. "Sell

big where the selling is good, and save wisely when you can" he says—and

does. Spot television is so obedient to his bidding in both respects that his bless-

ings grow and grow each year— and so does his advertising budget!

Your PGW Colonel would like to send you "Spot Television Cost Yardsticks"

which will show you how spot television can obey your budget requirements,

either large or small, everywhere!

Just write to Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Spot Television, 250 Park Avenue, N. Y. C.

MIDWEST EAST

WHO-TV Des Moines 13 NBC WBZ-TV Boston 4 NBC

WOC-TV Davenport 6 NBC WGR-TV Buffalo 2 ABC

WDSM-TV Duluth-Superior 6 NBC-ABC KYW-TV Cleveland 3 NBC

WDAY-TV Fargo 6 NBC-ABC WWJ-TV Detroit 4 NBC

KBTV Denver

KGMB-TV Honolulu

9 ABC

9 CBS

KMBC-TV Kansas City

WISC-TV Madison, Wis.

WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul

9

3

ABC
CBS

CBS

WJIM-TV

WPIX
KDKA-TV

New York 11 IND

Pittsburgh 2 CBS

KTLA Los Angeles 5 IND
WMBD-TV Peoria 31 CBS WROC-TV Rochester 5 NBC

KRON-TV San Francisco 4 NBC SOUTHWEST SOUTHEAST
KIRO-TV Seattle-Tacoma 7 CBS

KFDM-TV Beaumont 6 CBS WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C. 5

KRIS-TV Corpus Christi 6 NBC WIS-TV Columbia, S. C. 1C

WBAP-TV Fort Worth-Dallas 5 NBC WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va. 3

KENS-TV San Antonio 5 CBS WFGA-TV

WTVJ

WDBJ-TV

Jacksonville 12

Miami 4

Roanoke 7

/"':-

Peters, Griffin,
Spot Televis

NEW YORK • CHICAGO

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1 932

DETROIT • HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA • DALLAS • FT. WORTH •

''

l\?
y

INC.

SAN FRANCISCO

flrf



the 1958-59 season approaches, SPONSOR ASKS:

What are your goals for the seaso

Four major leaders, representing

important national broadcast or-

ganizations, preview paramount
objectives for upcoming season.

Kevin B. Sweeney, president, Radio Ad-

I ertising Bureau. Inc.

"Data on who

buys what in

snot and net

Kadi., as a medium and RAB as an

organization have both moved against

the trend during the past year of re-

cession up. (Other media, whether

their published figures are sensitive

enough to reflect the actual trend or

not. have all been hurting badly.)

RAB's goals for the selling season

ahead are to stay ahead—ahead of the

national trend and of our own recent

record.

We may have to do some fast mov-

ing. In the past >ear. RAB has made

more presentations to advertisers and

agencies; has welcomed more stations

to membership; has higher total funds

to work with ($950,000 as of the fall

selling season) than at any time in

it> history.

One of our goals should he of

unique interest to advertisers and agen-

cies namely, publication of increas-

ingly comprehensive data on who bu\>

what in spot and network radio.

\- sponsor ha- so frequently point-

ed out. thi- i- one of tin' most urgent!)

needed form- of data. \rtuall\ no one

ha- ever disagreed about the urgency

of publishing the data. Like mother-

hood and patriotism, "publishing radio

figures i- an accepted cause for which

to fight.

The lime, however, now seems to be

ripe foi cooperative effort to solve the

problem. \nd we h.i. been <normous-

l\ gratified at the cooperatioi

ceived in assembling oui r< • ntly-initi-

ated quarterly reports on who buys

spot and network radio.

Some of the industry's most respect-

ed leaders gave us their counsel—and

their help — authorizing hundreds of

man-hours of clerical time to make our

reports possible.

The reports are a humble beginning

onlj —although, for the first time in the

medium's history, they list virtually all

of radio's clients and show the pattern

of their activity in detail never before

available. Through our day-by-day

calls on advertisers and agencies—al-

ways at top level—we expect to capital-

ize on this and other major factual

reports we have underway.

Other major projects include our

plan to give a department store up to

•S'64.000 for use in radio—provided the

store spends substantially on its own
and allows us to help it use radio in

the wayr radio should be used in de-

partment store. We hope that results

of this carefully controlled experiment

will dramatize to department store

management that they must make ra-

dio a basic medium. We have had, in-

cidentally, dozens of inquiries from the

major stores and are now weighing our

choice of stores to work with.

George Huntington, asst. to the presi-

dent. Television Bureau of Advertising.

Veto York

"Create

new selling

T\ B's future plans will be tailored by

the changing demands of our medium.

Television is the best selling medium,

but it requires the best selling. We
will create tools designed to meet the

needs of the more sophisticated spon-

sors and to document the how-to-do-it

needs of the local retailer. Having

shown television's cost-per-thousand

and audience and efficiency, TvB will

go beyond these dimensions to a study

of television's impact: the role that

television plays in the creation of the

desire to buy.

To be certain that these tools are

successfully employed in the selling of

television, we will conduct sales clinics

with our members' sales staffs. This

inter-change of selling tools and selling

techniques will assure television's place

in the continuing competitive market.

Topics to be covered: How to pick

prospects . . . answers to a tv sales-

man's 20 toughest questions . . . mak-

ing a presentation work . . . TvB sell-

ing aids . . . what has hold the retailer

. . . getting co-op money for tv . . . tv

success stories . . . creative selling with

local commercials . . keeping the ad-

vertiser sold on tv . . . workshop on

specific sales problems.

Using the documented success stories

combined with the commercials which

have created these successes, we will

have proof that our best salesmen are

our best customers. Typical of these

is the new TvB Banking and Financial

Kit which contains 27 separate case

histories covering banking and finan-

cial categories.

Found in this kit are various kinds

of information — 1 ) the results that

financial clients have had in their use

of television; 2) the various kinds of

service which many sell through the

use of television; 3 I commercial mes-

sage and copy approach treatment

used; 4 1 the productivity of television

in virtually all time periods through-

out the day; S) the use of a personal-

ity to help build a personable image

for the client: 6 I and endorsement of

the local live air personality; 7 I state-

ments about the ability of television to

bring clients from distant points; 8)

client's statements telling how^ the cli-

ent himself evaluates the persuasion

ability of television; 91 summary in-

formation from BAR showing banking

and financial activity in the 19 BAR
cities.

This kit shows evidence that virtual-
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ihead ? WSBT-TV

ly every time period can service the

sales needs of a banking or financial

institution.

Our task is to see that the success

of so many is brought home to the

rest in many and varied business and
industry interests.

The wounded competition will be

after us, but the television salesman

who knows his medium need not worry
about those who don't.

Frank M. Headley, president, Station

Representatives Association, New York, and

H-R Representatives, Inc.

"To make
buying more

efficient"

The goals and aims of the Station Rep-

resentatives Association may be divid-

ed into two broad categories. First,

there are the long-range over-all goals

which do not vary from year to year,

and then there are special seasonal

campaigns and projects.

The basic purposes of SRA are per-

haps best epitomized in the corpora-

tion charter, and I would like to quote

from it:

1

)

To encourage and promote cus-

toms and practices which will strength-

en and maintain the ability of its mem-
bers to serve the stations represented

by them, the broadcasting industry,

and the public.

2 ) To foster and promote the devel-

opment of national spot and local ra-

dio and television advertising.

3 ) To gather and disseminate in-

formation about radio and tv advertis-

ing which will be useful to its mem-
bers and enlightening to the public.

This year the SRA embarked on a

broader public relations program pri-

marily designed to acquaint groups

outside of the advertising industry

(Please turn to page 73)

M
II

II

III

PRIMARY COVERAGE
748,800 TV VIEWERS IN

PROSPEROUS MICHIANA*

• HOUSING CONSTRUCTION
Gains in 1957

» SAVINGS DEPOSITS
Hit record high in 1 957

• SPENDING
Leads 7th Federal Reserve District for 1957

• HIGH SPOT CITY
For 4th consecutive month
(Sales Management Magaiine)

• DEPARTMENT STORE SALES
Showed up better than any other
major Indiana city in 1957.

LOOK what's happening in

South Bend . . . Indiana's 2nd Market

Business is good in South Bend, Indiana. The facts

above attest to that. In addition, there are other signs

such as: The South Bend-Mishawaka City Corporate

Area is 1st in Indiana in Effective Buying Income
per capita—2nd in Indiana in total Effective Buying

Income — 2nd in total Betail Sales — 2nd in Food

Sales — 2nd in Drug Sales.

WSBT-TV dominates this great market. No Jther

area station comes close to WSBT-TV in the number

of top rated shows carried. Chicago and Michigan

stations aren't even in the running. See your Raymer

man or write us.

*14 counties in Northern Indiana and
Southern Michigan. Set count, 208,000

3.6 persons per family.

WSBTTV
CBS BASIC OPTIONAL STATION

ASK PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY * NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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MISSOURI'S

THIRD TV

MARKET
^^m scon

W INDEPENDENCE

PITTSBURGH
PARSONS

LAMAR ^^^^^^B

CARTHAGE V
KODETV MT. VERNON 1
JOPLIN

NEOSHO M
BENTONVILLE^^^^^B

ROGERS 1

167,769 TV HOMES'
KODE-TV in the Joplin market covers

a t-state area with 167,769 TV
hoiiie-i, tiiili.sui) population and
$776,919,000 buying power.

Joplin is the urban center of

11 communities in an 18-mile radius

with a combined population of

97,750.

kode-tv in the Joplin market is

28% taller, and 29% more powerful
than any competitor.

•Television Mag. Set Count—June
'58

CREATED BY

KODE-TV
JOPLIN, MO.

IP
f , HarnHarry D. Burke,

VP & Genl. Mgr.

Rep. by
Friendly Group Avery-Knodel

WSTV. WSTV-TV, Steubenville; WBOY, WBOYTV, Clarksburg
K00E, K00E-TV, ,'oplin; WPAR, Parkersburg. WPIT, Pittsburgh;

KMLB, Monroe. La ; Colmes-Werrenrath Prod Inc., Chicago r«!

National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

^ SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, is lining up announcements for

its new campaign in major markets for its Super Suds. The sched-

ules start in mid-September, run through December. Minutes and

chainbreaks daring both daytime and nighttime segments are sought;

frequency will varj from market to market. The buyer is Steve

Semons; the agencj is Cunningham & Walsh, Inc., New York.

Norge Sales Corp., Chicago, is moving into spot tv, in appromi-

mately 100 markets. The eight-week campaign starts 15 September.

Minutes participations during daytime slots, to reach a women's audi-

ence, are being purchased. The advertiser is aiming for 100 rating

points per week in each market. The buyer is Mary Petr ; the agency

is Donahue & Coe, Inc., New York.

Lever Bros. Co., New York, is getting a short-term schedule in ma-

jor markets ready for its Lucky Whip. Kick-off date is 1 September;

minutes and chainbreaks during davtime periods will be used. The

buyer is Jeanne Tregre; the agency is Ogilvy. Benson & Mather, Inc.,

New York.

RADIO BUYS
Duffy-Mott Co., New York, is preparing a campaign for its Sun-

sweet Prune Juice, the first time it has used radio to promote the

product. The schedule starts 29 August, runs for eight weeks. Min-

utes during daytime segments will be placed; frequency depends

upon the market. The buyer is Mike Cambridge; the agency is Sulli-

van, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, Inc., New York.

The American Tobacco Co., New York, is initiating a campaign

for its Dual Filter Tareytons. The schedule starts 25 August for 13

weeks. Minutes during daytime slots are being aired; frequency

varies from market to market. The buyer is Jabey Murph\ : the

agency is Lawrence C. Gumbinner Advertising, Inc., New York.

National Carbon Co., Division of Union Carbide Corp., is pur-

chasing schedules throughout the country for its Fall push for Pres-

tone Anti Freeze. Starting dates will vary. In the midwest, the sched-

ules start on and around 8 September for eight weeks; in the south,

on and around 29 September. Minutes during traffic hours will be

placed, with frequencies varying. The buyer is Dick Driscoll; the

agency is Wm. Esty Co., Inc., New York.

RADIO and TV BUYS
Standard Brands, Inc., New York, is planning a major radio and

t\ campaign in markets throughout tbe country for its Blue Bonnet

margarine. The 13-wcek campaign kicks oil on or around 15 Septem-

ber. In tv. minutes during both daytime and nighttime segments will

be used; in radio, minutes during daytime slots. Frequencj will

depend upon the market. The buyer is Lenny Saglio; the agenc) is

Ted Bates & Co., New York.
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Mountains of wheat - worth about $1.65 per bushel - mid-summer spectacular in

Texas. Oklahoma, Kansas and Eastern New Mexico

How to share in the big money
The wheat's in. Even the fabled Big

Oil Man from Texas is envious. The crop

was that good.

Let us tell you what happened in the

top 24 wheat-producing counties in

Texas alone. (KGNC-TV covers all 24,

plus 20 other counties in four states.)

We planted 2,126,000 acres and har-

vested 59,528,000 bushels. Now, we've

sold the wheat for $98,221,200.00, give or

take a few cents. That's folding money

!

And it looks like a big year for grain

sorghums, cotton and vegetables, too.

Nature's bounty has laid down a bo-

nanza for you in an already-active

market of 535,000 people. To stake your

claim in this new Southwestern El

Dorado, simply add to your list

KGNC-TV
NBC Television in Amarillo, Texas

Channel 4
Full power coverage in 4 states

Represented by the Katz Agency
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is aviations own saga— authentically dramatized exploits!

*^an achievement in the sky. Each episode is presented by Gen. George Kenn<i

Cooperation of the Air Force. FLIGHT is the dramatic series for which the comi



idinary men suddenly summoned to super-

IS. A. F., Ret., and produced with the full

levision season will long be remembered.

XNBC TELEVISION FILMS-A DIVISION OF

FORNIA NATIONAL PROBATIONS, INC.



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigns

RADIO RESULTS

POULTRY
SPONSOlt: Lancaster Farms Poultr

Capsule case history: Chickens no longer take a back seat

to gobblers when il comes to consumer advertising. Roost-

ing \. r\ comfortabl) in 30-second announcements on KMPC,

Los Vngeles, since last January, the chickens of Victor

Ryckebosch, Inc., (Lancaster Farms Poultry) increased their

sales in supermarket chains b) 150^ < . This has been accom-

plished with a schedule <>f onlj 14 30-second announcements

per week. The Charles Ross Advertising Agency, Los An-

geles, points to a sales increase of 30,000 chickens a week,

from 20,000 to 50,000, for a total business of $70,000 week-

ly. Main copy point: "One day fresh from the farm to you,

-i\ days fresher than those bought from out of state." Other

points: "Fast grown, scientifically fed chickens are plumper;

check taji on the chicken to find whether fresh or frozen and

whethei it meets I .S. Dep't of Agriculture Standards." The

campaign for Victor Ryckebosch, Inc., on KMPC will

continue indefinite!) : no other advertising is being used.

HOUSES
SPONSOR: Wilburn K. Kerr & Sons, Inc. AGENCY: Howard Swink

Adv. Agency

Capsule case history: Before Kerr & Sons had blueprinted

plans for a 300-house community in Southfield, Ohio, they

consulted their advertising agency, Howard Swink, Inc., con-

cerning the medium or media which would best meet the

aims of Kerr's sales strategy. After considerable study the

agency recommended campaigns in three prominent Ohio

newspapers and WCOL, Columbus, Ohio. Several weeks

after the opening of Southfield, the construction firm tested

the effectiveness of its various advertising media, by asking

visitors and buyers how they heard of the community.

WCOL was named more than any other medium. This is

significant since Kerr's advertising expenditure on WCOL
was less than what had been spent on newspapers. Well over

a third of the homes have been sold, and in addition, numer-

ous deposits have been placed on other homes. "We do be-

lieve the major share of homes sold and the many thousands

of visitors who have come to Southfield were attracted by

WCOL," stated W. K. Kerr, Jr., its owner and president.

KMPC, Los Vngi Announcements WCOL, Columbus Announcements

RESTAURANT
SPONSOR: Ye Olde Stage House AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Ye Olde Stage House, a restaurant

in greater Cleveland, decided to use radio for the first time,

having used newspapers without satisfactory results. Since

the majority of its trade comes on weekends, it purchased 12

announcements per week for Saturday and Sunday for a pe-

riod of a month. Onl\ station WGAR, Cleveland, was used for

the test. "From the \<t\ beginning," according to Donna Jean

Roth, the proprietor, "we started getting comments about

oui WG \l! advertising. The pick-up in business was almost

immediate. Saturday and Sundaj drivers from as far east as

Pennsylvania came all the v\a\ down the Turnpike to dine."

\t the end of the test month. WGAR was signed for 52

weeks, al a cost ol - i,200 foi the year. Business has been

building ever since The lasl inewal was for the third con-

secutive yeai and si turani is one of the most

successful in its area \ th the exception of the importanl

holidays, il h tising complete!)

.

WGAR, Cleveland \,„„„

PEST CONTROL
SPONSOR: Southwestern Drug Corp. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In a move to push D-Con sales, a

rat and mouse poison, Southwestern Drug Corporation pur-

chased a schedule in Bill Mack's Sunrise Theatre, heard

Monday through Friday on KWFT, Wichita Falls, Texas.

Southwestern is the leading regional wholesale druggist in

the five-state area of Texas. Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arkan-

sas and Louisiana. Prior to the radio campaign, the drug

corporation stocked major retailers, but had not expected

the campaign to show astonishing results. In 30 days, South-

western had doubled its sale of D-Con throughout KWFT's

coverage pattern. Sales were so rapid and complete that the

company could not replenish retailer's stocks and were

forced to sit back and wait for a rush order shipment. "You

have certainly made the entire populace of our area con-

scious of D-Con merchandise," said Fmitt Davis, buyer for

Southwestern. "This is just another of the successes that

we have experienced through the use of the radio medium.

KWFT. Wichita Falls
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You'll have to do a lot off research
to beat this kind off development

With the field of physical science front and center in all minds today, consider

the prominent part played by Metropolitan Washington. Our biggest business

firm, the Federal Government, has become a virtual partner with American
industry in research and development. In 1956 Federal funds financed 49% of

all national expenditures in this direction. Research and development organiza-

tions in or around Washington, D. C. employ some 35,000 persons. Ours is now
the nation's sixth largest scientific and technical labor force. Whether America

is at peace or in a cold war, these people seem certain to stay—and to grow. *

Staying and growing right along with them will be WWDC, Radio

Washington. According to PULSE, month after month, we're

FIRST in the hearts of our local countrymen—6 A.M. to midnight,

Monday through Sunday. And you can't do any better than that!

We have a simple formula — to be a listenable station to our

audience, and a promotional station to our hundreds of national

and local advertisers. The mutually happy result—ever-increasing

listeners for us, ever-increasing sales for you.WWDC
*Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade represented NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR A CO
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FARMER'S DAUGHTER DOES
EVENING CHORES! . .

. . . while Ivy League farm boy waits outside

in convertible. That's today's picture of our

bountiful Land of Milk and >£oney. Yes,

here's a unique market of small cities and big

farms ... 42% rural and 58% urban . . .

more than 400,000 homes enjoying Channel

2-CBS television.

ANY CHORES YOU WANT DONE?

v
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

FILM-SCOPE
23 AUGUST 1958 Several significant multi-market syndication buys made news this week. Among

copyright 1958 them were:
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. c ,,. , ImT , . . „ . , ,

• ichntz (JW1), in its first major multi-market buy, added Ziv's Mackenzie's Raiders in 15
top markets.

• Savarin (FC&B) and Ronzoni (Emil Mogul) jointly signed a three-city contract for 52
weeks of MCA's If You Had a Million. (New York, Philadelphia, New Haven.)

• Miles of California, via Wade Agency, bought Screen Gems' new Dial 8 in six west coast

markets for Alka Seltzer and One-a-Day Vitamins.

With product for fall airing about to go into market-by-market selling, syndi-
cators are prepping series for January air dates.

Pitches to regional advertisers start this week. First on the market: Ziv's Bold Ven-
ture; CNP's Flight; CBS TV Film's Rendezvous.

NTA's board of directors this week recommended that stockholders accept
National Theatres' proposal for steps to combine the two organizations.

The deal is contingent on National Theatres' getting controlling interest in NTA.

The family-type syndicated show, which hasn't fared as well as action series

over the years, is having a hey-day since CBS TV opened up two 7:30 p.m. time

slots.

Some of the shows being considered by CBS TV affiliates for the Tuesday and Wednes-

day spots. Glencannon, a Gross-Krasne comedy; Colonel Flack, CBS TV Film's new comedy;

re-runs such as Jeff's Collie iTPA) and Life of Riley (CNP).

First to fill both days is New York's WCBS-TV. Rival Dog Foods will sponsor Burns &

Allen re-runs (Screen Gems) Tuesday; L&M and Gallo Wines have Mackenzie's Raiders (Ziv)

An analysis of the production statistics of major syndicators since 1955 shows

there's a definite growth pattern. The figures further disclose that

:

• The dynamic growth of syndication cannot be attributed to the actual number of series

produced but rather to the sales volume per series.

• Network sales are growing increasingly important to the syndicators.

• Major distribution companies that started off on a production binge in 1955 have grad-

ually leveled off their output to a realistic position.

Giving arithmetic substance to the above observations is the following chart showing

how many series each syndicator produced and how they were sold:

YEARLY PLACEMENT ZIV MCA

1955: Syndicated 7 4

1955: Network* 9

1956: Syndicated 3 4

1956: Network* 1 9

1957: Syndicated 5 2

1957: Network* 2 13

1958: Syndicated 3 1

1958: Network* 4 15

*New series and renewals with t

Source: SRDS

CNP CBS S. GEMS

3 2

2 5

2 7

2 2 2

2 7

4
"

3 1

10

ICIA L TPA TOTAL

1 2 21

1

1

2

1

19

14

3 2 24

4

1

3

1

21

26

1

2

1

15

32

' production.
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Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

¥* MARKETING WEEK
23 AUGUST 1958 If you've ever wondered what made the man in the white eoat such an effec-

tive television salesman for drug products, here's one answer:

It's the decline in maternal authority. Housewives no longer turn to their mothers

for advice on health, baby care, cooking and so forth. Authority symbols outside the home

have taken her place.

Evidence that maternal authority has declined has been noted in several studies

conducted during the past year by The Center for Research in Marketing, Inc.

Paul A. Fine, executive vice president of the Center, said young housewives tend to regard

mothers as old-fashioned. "There is not only a tendency not to depend on mothers but a

strong aspect of negation of her traditional role as advisor and mentor."

Why isn't mom depended on? The housewives say mom isn't hep to vichysoisse,

hexachlorophene, self-polishing waxes and other miracles of modern-day living.

Release of Complete Circulation Reports (CCR) from NCS No. 3 is providing advertis-

ers with raw material for drawing up new area blueprints in allocating tv budgets.

Among those most active in using NCS data is P. Lorillard. The tobacco firm allo-

cates its tv money by areas primarily on the basis of the county-by-county audience tally.

Special markets may be a minor worry to auto manufacturers as they unlimber their ad-

vertising guns for the coming model year, but there's one special market agencies are

paying increasingly more attention to. That's the Negro market.

Latest figures available show that, in 1956, Negroes spent nearly $1 billion for the

purchase and operation of new and used cars. Life's study of consumer expenditures

revealed that non-whites, who are 9% of the population, spent 6% of the total for new cars

and 7% of the total for used cars, also in 1956.

About 40% of Negro households own cars, compared to about 75% of all

households. That means there are 1.8 million auto-owning Negro households.

Since autos are a prestige symbol to Negroes, some medium-priced cars (such as Buick)

show a larger share of ownership among Negroes than among whites.

Negro marketers note that Negro-appeal radio, a mass medium, has shown

healthy growth during the 50's, though they express puzzlement that Negro print media

have not shown greater circulation gains with increasing Negro income.

Effective marketing to Negroes requires some first-hand knowledge of certain

subtle buying patterns, not only among Negroes but among whites.

For example, in certain southern areas, whites will boycott products they feel are

associated with Negroes. What makes this problem so tricky is that it depends on the

product and the area.

A product like Coca-Cola does not lose sales among whites because of the knowledge that

it is promoted among and consumed by Negroes. One reason is that Negro consumption

of the product is traditional.

However, say a food product is growing in use and seeks to enlarge its market by going

after Negroes. It may "lose caste" in the deep South if its Negro advertising is too blatant.

This doesn't mean an effective marketing job can't be done in such a case.

It's all a matter of know-how and calling upon people who are Negro market-wise.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
23 AUGUST 1958 Congress was too busy wrapping up the current session's business this week to

spar around much with broadcast issues.

The pyrotechnics, if any, came from Rep. Blatnik. of the House Government Operations

Committee. He took a parting blast at the FTC via a report on its subcommittee's recent

investigation of various product advertising.

The report excoriated the FTC for allegedly permitting false advertising of dentifrices. It

made charges against tv and radio and such advertisers as Block Drug. Colgate. P&G, Bristol-

Myers and Lever.

Asserted the report, among other things:

• Over $25 million was spent in 1957 to advertise the 12 leading brands of toothpaste.

• The FTC was "not discharging its statutory responsibilities to halt or prevent deception

in dentifrice advertising."

• The FTC's requirement of cigarette people that thev prove their claims should be ex-

tended to dentifrices, tranquillizers or any other product in which scientific proof constitutes

the basis of advertised claims. ("This should result in a needed transfusion of vigor into FTC

enforcement programs.")

• Congress should consider whether sharper teeth should be put into false-ad laws to en-

force more effective policv.

• FTC should adopt a rule making advertisers prove their claims.

• Enforcement over advertising of products affecting health might be moved from the

FTC to the Food and Drug Administration.

• The FTC might take a cue from Colgate's statement that it "endorses any effort by

Government agencies to assure the safety of the American consumer" and call a conference

for the setting up of a fair trades practice code.

The powerful clear channel radio stations agreed in filinss with the FCC that

breaking down the clear channels is no solution for providing better radio service

to "white" areas.

Stepping up the present maximum permitted power from 50 kw to 750 kw would turn

the trick, it was also agreed.

The filings were in connection with the FCC's proposal to duplicate stations on 12 of the

present 24 clear channels, with consideration of higher power on the remaining channels to be

delayed.

CBS offered its own plan under which up to eight eastern clear channels might

be used for sharing by stations to be located in western states.

The Clear Channel Broadcasting Service had another plan involving higher power not

only for the Class 1-A clear channels, but also for Class 1-B and even for regional and local

stations at least in the daytime.

Westinghouse, NBC. ABC. WNYC, WCCO. WGN. were among others offering various

criticisms of the FCC proposal. Outside help came from the National Grange and American

Farm Bureau. These groups feared the farmers Avould lose radio service if the FCC breaks

down the clear channels without increasing power.

Several parties said that the questions of duplicating stations on present clear channels

and higher powers must be considered together. Otherwise, it was argued, the FCC will be un-

able to gauge the effects of its actions on increasing or decreasing radio service.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
23 AUGUST 1958 Sponsored religion still pays l»iix dividends all along the line.

A New Jersej broadcaster who's on the air only Sunc

year for himself from his roster of religious programs.

Copyright 1958

sponsor publications inc. A New Jerse\ broadcaster who s on the air only Sundays is reputed to net $30,000 a

\ t\ network this week got a stiff protest from an ageney beeause of the low

allowance made for guest names on a variety show7 debuting this fall.

Said a spokesman for the agency: "It looks to us as though you're cutting the budget

on your commercial shows to pay for sustaining programs."

Goodman Ace's memory must have winced this week as he read that Vick was
planning a stock deal to acquire Lavoris.

The unhappy recollection: Back in 1931 Lavoris was Easy Aces' first sponsor in

Chicago (WGN), and the account man fiddled endlessly with the scripts. He stopped only

when Ace threatened to quit and go back to Kansas City.

Though it's the giant in its field, P&G is anything but cumbersome.

Advertising people who do business with it marvel at P&G's pliability in making
quick moves and decisions.

Because of this ease of action, the company's many agencies are on a competitive

alert all the time for ideas to feed to Cincinnati.

Some network quarters are grumbling that the current rash of bargain-basement

deals for nighttime programing really was inspired by the big talent offices.

The technique: Knowing an advertiser ambitious to get into the tv bigtime, the agent

would 1) first sell him on a film series, and 2) then suggest that a certain network might

be induced to absorb all or a good bunk of the program's cost.

Station managers say they've never had so many requests from agencies to monitor

the products of their clients' competitors in local markets.

The information sought includes the number of spots used, the type of spots, and an

estimate of what they cost.

Sardonic remark made by one station man: "We wouldn't mind keeping tabs if these in-

quirers would buy something once in a while."

Don't underestimate the influence that a list of specialized service titles has

on prospective clients.

The Florists Telegraph Delivery Association crossed the Detroit office of Mc-

Cann-Erickson off the candidate roster because it lacked the title weight (like v. p. in

charge of client planning and director of marketing) that some of the competing agencies

had mi their marquees.

The top-runners this week are: C&W, Ayer, Keyes, Madden & Jones, and Mac-

Manus, John & Adams.

Grant had been handling both the advertising and publicity.
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In

Memphis . t m
there's more to see on Channel 3 !

First in Memphis by all surveys*
*I"Here are the latest Memphis surveys showing leads in

competitively rated quarter hours, sign-on to

sign-off, Sunday thru Saturday.

A. R. B. Pulse Nielsen
May '58 May '58 Feb.-Apr. '58

(Metro Area)(Metro Area) (Station Area)

WHEC-TV
Sta. B
Sta. C

AFFILIATED WITH

CHANNEL

WREC-
MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

AGENCIES
Gardner Advertising reorganized

ii> tv/radio department this week.

Purpose: I «> coordinate program-

ing and commercial functions at the

agenc)

.

Here's how the personnel of this new

department shapes up:

• Beatrice Adams, v.p. and t\

radii, creative director, will he in

charge of special t\ radio projects, in-

cluding experimental work and special

assignments on Gardner accounts.

• Ralph Pasek. commercial pro-

duction manager, will he assistant

director of the department.

• Fred Czufin and Trent Eberts,

named visual directors.

Roland Martini, executive tv/ra-

dio director, continues as head of all

agenc) programing and will handle

network hu\ injt. negotiations and pro-

gram direction. Regional men report-

ing to Martini are:

Alfred Chance, head of Gardner's

Hollywood office, handling west coast

arrangements for network programing

. . . John Gunter, St. Louis program

director and business manager of the

tv/radio department . . . James Fas-

holz named assistant St. Louis pro-

gram director.

New agency: Phil Meyers, formerly

sales representative for WHKK, Ak-

ron, has opened his own agenc) :

Meyers Advertising Agency, \kmn.
to spec ialize in local area radio and tv

advertising.

Expansion: Pulse Advertising,

Inc., has moved to 147 East 50th St.,

New York. Along with its change of

address comes some personnel appoint-

ments:

Jerrold Feldman, account execu-

tive, elected v.p. . . . Allan Davis,

named creative director and account

executive.

Agency appointments: Kenyon &
Eckhardt, named for Lever Bros, new
liquid house-cleanser. Handy Andy . . .

Mervin & Jessie Levine, Inc., for

the Tangee Natural Lipstick segment

of the George W. Luft Co. . . . J. M.
Mathes for Whitehall Labs division of

American Home Products, Inc. . . .

Tatham-Laird, for the Clark Oil and
Refining Corp.. Milwaukee . . . Gour-
fain-Loeff, for American Hair & Felt.

Goodman & Rouse, a recently

PICTURE

^ WRAP-UP

cl ol KYWTV's campaign I Heel foo. foi orphans. Here, station per-

lalities I inn Sheldon and Big Wilson (r) entertain and accept contributions

Video tape arrangements completed fur his show on

WOR-TV, N. Y.. Don Mahoney, star of Don Mahoney & His

Kiddie Troopers and Gordon Gray, executive v.p.. WOR-TV.

seal contract, while Bill Dix (1), asst. gen. mgr. of WOR-
TV and Chuck Bernard (r), of Charles Bernard Co. watch

PUBLIC SERVICE PRMi' ff f lA4IAa/^^^, M Wt*

88?-^ K-lf^lJ
* j

The beards that make Milwaukee famous: To promote

arrival oi Chuck Arnold. WISN radio personality, Btation

paraded these ladies who "wouldn't shave" around Milwaukee



merged agency in Los Angeles, for the

Buddy Seat Cover Co., with hillings at

$100,000 . . . Reach McClinton &
Co. for Sportsman's Golf and Kroy-

don Corps. . . . Don Kemper Co.,

for the Vaughan's Seed account . . .

Calkins & Holden, for Aloe Creme

Labs . . . Mohr & Eicoff, for Acousti-

con Hearing Aids . . . Wesley Aves &
Associates of Grand Rapids. Mich.,

for Hastings Aluminum . . . Claude
Whipple Adv., Detroit, for the Lock-

hart Manufacturing Corp. . . . Bozell

& Jacobs, Omaha, got the Omar ac-

count . . . Tilds & Cantz, appointed

for the Vegetable Oil Products Co. of

Wilmington, Cal.

Three executive appointments in the

Utica division of the Rumrill Co.

:

Lyle B. Reigler named general man-

ager of the Utica division and v. p. of

Rumrill; Harry Duffy, v. p. and di-

rector of creative services; and Jay P.

Stewart named art director.

More personnel news: Walter Hey-

mann, director of sales development

and Lester Delano, director of mar-

keting services, appointed v.p.'s at

North Advertising, Chicago . . . Wil-

liam Wilgus, manager of the Holly

wood office. JWT . . . Herbert Stott.

media manager of K&E s Los Angeles

office . . . B. Russell Buck, Jr.

James Charlesworth and James
Roos, named account executives,

NL&B, Chicago . . . Ruth Marlett.

copywriter. Corbett Advertising, Co

lumbus, Ohio . . . Raymond Twery.
research group supervisor at Gardner.

Allan Kalish, v. p. and account ex-

ecutive. Philip Klein Advertising, Phil

adelphia . . . Robert Watkins, ap-

pointed associate marketing directoi

and Carl Phehaty, Jr., account exec

utive, at Bryan Houston, Inc. . .

At Leo Burnett: Wayne Jervis, Jr.

and C. Peter Franz, appointed mai

keting supervisors; Charles T.

Weeks, director of trade relations

and Robert S. Spaeth, named ac

count executive on Kellogg's Corr

Flakes.

ok-alike, Nanci

lmercials

Robert Phillips 11), Pemco v.p., and

Condon, newscaster of KVOO-TV, Tulsa

Go ahead and admit it, you
time-buyers ! Life has been easier

for you since KFWB introduced

COLOR RADIO to Los Angeles.

Now, the smart buy is easy to

make . . . because KFWB shows
solid share-of-audience gains in

every rating service since January:

Hooper UP 95.5% . . . Nielsen UP
82.7% . . . Pulse UP 37.1% . .

.

Today ... buy KFWB first.

It's the thing to do.

(jruxjnneSl^

i
mx>»^

4*

>

6419 Hollywood Blvd

ROBERT M. PURCELL,

MILTON H. KLEIN, Sale

Represented nation

od 28 / HO 3-5151

ind Gen. Manager



Is your ad

dollar going

bye-bye...

or BUY BUY?
Are you playing "rating rou-

lette" in Portland, Oregon?

Been selling your product

on stations that inflate rat-

ings with kid's gimmicks

and shows? With KPTV,
you reach an adult audience

— the kind that puts "buy

buy" in your budget. Look
at the program schedules.

Then put your schedule with

KPTV, the station that sells

the people who buy!

your BUY-BUY stationc
ortland, Oregon

channel I CI
JIT

ADVERTISERS
Buyuk Cigars is bark in the tv net-

work picture with its purchase of

one-quarter of NBC TVs year-

oiincl sports package.

Bayuk's co-sponsorship includes:

nine NC \ \ football games; 22 NBA
basketball games; the Sugar Bowl and

Senior Bowl football classics; the Na-

tional Invitational College Basketball

Tourney and the complete NBC TV
major league baseball schedule.

Agency: Feigenbaum & Wermen,
Advertising Philadelphia.

Campaigns and promotions:
• The Niagara Therapy Corp. of

Adamsville. Pa., will turn the heat on

the home massage industry this fall.

To introduce its new line of furniture-

relaxer combined, the company will

spend more than $750,000 in network

tv. network radio and print. Agency

:

George L. Mallis, Inc., Philadelphia.

• General Mills will put on one of

its biggest tv campaigns this month to

introduce its new chocolate flavor

readv-to-eat cereal, Cocoa Puffs. Tv

announcements will be used on local

children's programs. Agency : D-F-S.

• Slenderella International has

licensed Mason & Mason, Inc., Chicago,

to produce eight flavors of low calorie

beverages for the company. Irving J.

Rosenbloom & Associates, Chicago,

Mason's agency, will handle the Slen-

derella campaign, to start in Southern

cities this September. Radio and print

will be used.

On the personnel front: Curtiss

Candy Co. promoted these manage-

ment leaders to v.p.'s: Les Kellough,

William Hunter and William Mr-
Farland . . . Hoffman Labs division

of Hoffman Electronics Corp. appoint-

ed William Herrman to the new post

of director of advertising and public

relations.

NETWORKS
ABC TV plans to start the largest

promotion campaign in its history

this fall.

It will include newspaper, magazine

ads throughout the country, backed by

a multi-million dollars on-the-air pro-

motion using slides and trailers.

Special emphasis will be placed on

ABC TV's new daytime schedule.

Agencj : BBDO.

inn new oaters will ride across CBS
TV this fall under the aegis of Brown
& Williamson for its Viceroy and

Kool cigarettes: Wanted — Dead or

Alive, airing 6 September. 8:30 p.m.:

and The Texan, premiering 29 Septem-

ber, 8 p.m. Agency: Ted Bates.

Other tv network sales: Hill Bros.

Coffee, to co-sponsor Walt Disney Pre-

sents, debuting 10 September on ABC
TV . . . Omnibus, the award-winning

Sunday afternoon series on NBC TV,

renewed for the 1958-59 season by

Aluminium Limited.

News on the Specials front : Philco

Corp. will foot the bill for the two-

hour telecast of the Miss America Pag-

eant on CBS TV 6 September . . . Pon-
tiac has set. as its first of four specials

planned on CBS TV for the fall, the

hour-long Ginger Rogers Show—to air

15 October.

Continued affiliation: WNAC-TV,
Boston, will become a primary affili-

ate of CBS TV, effective 1 January.

Station has been affiliated with CBS TV
since 1949.

Kudos: Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC
Board Chairman, has been awarded

the Gold Medal Award of the Com-

mander-in-Chief of the Veterans of

Foreign Wars.

Network personnel moves: Philip

M. Bernstein moves from Press In-

formation Department. ABC. to assist-

ant director, press information . . .

Norman S. Livingston named to the

new position of director of radio pro-

gram sales. NBC . . . Robert A. Loe-

ber has joined Mutual as account ex-

ecutive.

REPS
Devney will in due time absorb all

the stations on the McGillvra list.

Effective last week the last four of

the McGillvra Canadian stations were

contractually transferred to Devney.

Technically, McGillvra still holds

some stations, but these will gradually

move over to Devney.

New quarters: Jack Masla & Co.,

Inc.. radio and tv reps, formerly of

551 Fifth Avenue. New York, has

moved to 40 East 49th Street. N.Y.

New firm: Mid-America Spot

Sales, a new regional radio station
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Where else will you find satellite markets that outspend

their entire central metropolitan trading zone by 5-to-4

in sales dollars ? Or a universe that has such a big, rich

central market! What an opportunity for you to increase

your share of the total potential in this greater Indian-

apolis television area!

where else . .

.

— does a central market exert such an economic pull on

so many specific areas that are retail trading centers

in their own right ?

— do you find such a widespread marketing area covered

from one central point . . . and by WFBM-TV!
— can you buy just one station with no overlapping

penetration by basic affiliates of the same network ?

Only kere-in IndianapoUs on WFBM-TV- can

you buy more honest market penetration, more con-

sumer influence, for fewer dollars expended than any-

where else. Now it will pay you to take another, longer,

better look ! We are proud of our current ARB.

The Nation's 13th Television Market
. . . with the only basic NBC coverage

of 750,000 TV set owning families.

°
o
™

o0° Indianapolis itself-Major retaa

area for 18 richer-than-average counties. 1,000,000 pop-
ulation— 350,600 families with 90% television ownership!

'O 12 Satellites -Each a recognized
marketing area— and well within WFBM-TV's basic

area of influence. Includes Marion • Anderson •

Muncie • Richmond • Bloomington • Vincennes •

Terre Haute • Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru
Logansport • Kokomo.

Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

WFBM tv
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offices in Kansas

Offici in' le Ralph Meador,

ownei id gei era! manager of KLEX,
n. is presidenl ; YE. Paton,

Jr., anaget of the |>i firm, N. E.

Paton, Jr. Associates, as executive v.p.

.nout people going places: Jack
Haskell lias been promoted to Los

\n^ele> t\ sales manager of PGW . . .

Charles Dunbar, appointed account

executive in the Chicago office of John

Blair &. Co. . . . Sheldon VanDolen,
account executive in the New York
office of Blair Tv Associates . . .

Randy Goetze, to the sales staff of

Kettell-Carter, Inc.. Boston.

FILM
Hal Roach Studios will be setting

up its own tv distribution arm
within the next few weeks.

The move will be part of an overall

expansion into t\ bj the studio. Five

new series are on the Roach slate.

The\ are: The Veil, starring Boris

Kar'loff (to be distributed by NTA)

;

The Guy Madison Shoiv: Landmark;
Man of Action, starring John Ireland;

ami Cavalrj Surgeon, with John Hud-

Sales:

• Ziv's Mackenzie's Raiders has

been sold in 63 markets, including a

15-market sale to Schlitz (see

Film-Scope).

Other sales this week: Coors Brew-
ing, for eight western markets: Kro-
ger Stores, Little Rock: and nine

station sales.

• KBET-TV, Sacramento, has pur-

chased a part of MCA's Paramount

library.

• Screen Gems' Burns & Allen re-

runs have been sold in a total of 56

markets. Series will be stripped on
all stations.

• Shamrock Oil & Gas Co.,

Amarillo. bought Gross-Krasne's Afri-

can Patrol for several southwestern

markets.

• Savarin Coffee and Ronzoni
Macaroni have bought MCA's Holly-

wood Star Playhouse in New York
City. ( For multi-market purchase, see

Film-Scope.)

• Jayark's Cartoon Storybook was

sold this week in six markets, bringing

the four-week total to 33.

"JAXU* WELCOMES ANOTHER PRESTIGE
ADVERTISER TO W FGA - TV

WK.ATV |;i<kM>n\illc\ Num-
ber One Station. For more in-

f formation, call Ralph Nim-
mons in Jacksonville at Elgin

6-3381, or contact your near

cm PGW representative.

WFfiA-TV Channel 12
' W\ I W Jacksonville, Florida

FLORIDA'S COLORFUL STATION

Latest purchasers: WGN-TV. Chi-

cago: KVAR-TV, Phoenix; WCYB-
TV, Bristol; WDEF, Chattanooga:

KONO-TV, San Antonio; and
WSTV, Steubenville.

• AAP's cartoons and Popeyes were

renewed in two markets this week and

sold to five new* stations.

Renew ers: WCSH-TV, Portland;

and KCRA-TV, Sacramento.

New stations buying included
WLBZ-TV, Bangor; KRTV, Great

Falls; KXJB-TV, Valley City-Fargo;

KLZ-TV, Denver; and WABT-TV,
Birmingham.

At the same time, portions of AAP's
Gold Mine library were sold to WIS-
TV, Columbia; WCKT, Miami;

WOI-TV, Ames; KGHL-TV, Bill-

ings; WJTV, Jackson; and WNEM,
Bay City.

• Regis Films' Crusader Rabbit
cartoon series have accounted for

$750,000 in sales. Latest buyers:

WCAU-TV, Philadelphia; WDAU-
TV, Scranton; WMBR-TV, Jackson-

ville; WTCN-TV, Minneapolis:
CMTV, Havana; and KLOR-TV,
Salt Lake City.

New series: ABC Film has acquired

Bowling Queens, a 26-film series fea-

turing woman keglers.

In production: CNP has gone into

production with its new Flight se-

ries, with the cooperation of the

Air Force . . . Ziv has signed 22 writ-

ers, its largest ever for a single se-

ries, for Mackenzie's Raiders . . . John

Conte will host NTA's Tv Hour of

Stars on the NTA network.

Strictly personnel: Ziv's new east-

ern line-up includes Joseph Kotler.

named New York sales manager I re-

placing Len Firestone I : Richard
Hamburger, assistant manager: and

James Parker, named eastern spot

sales manager.

RESEARCH
The length of tv programs pre-

ferred by viewers varies with dif-

ferent types of programs.
So says Pulse in releasing the re-

sults of a survey conducted in Febru-

ary 1958 in Metropolitan New York.

The method: Questioning of 1,000

viewers on which lengths they prefer

particular types of programs.

The results:
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Mat Counter
GIRL

WJIM-TV
® covering <§>

Lansing- Flint - Jackson (or CBS

MERCHANDISING
makes the

DIFFERENCE
KBTV is Denver's

only

Station!

EJSH tJ to offer advertisers the

highly successful MAP* Plan—
Denver's only grocery in-store

merchandising plan.

*MAP stands for Merchandis-

ing-Advertising-Promotion. Call

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

today for availabilities and the

merchandising that goes with

your schedule onKBTV, Denver!

u
John C. Mu

Pete ri. Griffir

Joe Herold. Sta

Nationally by

>
Mg
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• Feature films: more than half

the people preferred the 90-minute

movie.

• Comedy: 45% wanted 30-min-

ute shows; 35% enjoyed the one-hour

format.

• Drama: The majority preferred

one-hour dramas.

• Variety: 53% for the one-hour

show.

• Westerns: 41% liked the half-

hour show; 34% for the one-hour

western.

• Quiz: The half-hour format was
the overwhelming choice.

Change of quarters: Sehwerin Re-
search Corp. has moved to 270 Madi-

son Avenue, New York.

New unit formed : W. R. Simmons
& Associates Research, Inc., has

established a new basic research divi-

sion—to conduct research in social

sciences.

The primary task of the new divi-

sion will be to develop new psycholo-

gical and sociological measurement

techniques for use in market, media

and opinion studies.

Add personnel: The Advertising

Research Foundation this week ap-

pointed three advertising research ex-

ecutives to its Technical Committee.

They are: Pettersen Marzoni, Jr.,

v. p. and director of research, D'Arcy

Advertising: Otto Tinklepaugh, v. p..

J. M. Mathes; and W. M. Weil-

bacher, v. p. and director of research,

D-F-S.

Other personnel moves: Ernest H.

Clay, named director of development

and research, ARB . . . A. W. Hard-

ing, former director of marketing re-

search for General Mills, now v.p. and

director of research, C. E. Hooper.

TV STATIONS
Nighttime accounted for 56.1% of

all the spot tv billings for the sec-

ond 1958 quarter, according to

TvB.
Daytime sales got 34.2% of the pie

and late night, 9.7%.

In terms of segments bought, the

breakdown: announcements 72.2%;

ID's 11.6% and programs, 16.2%.

(For spot tv expenditures for second

1958 quarter and first half of 1958, see

Sponsor-Scope.)

.w
KBIO

SELLS

234
JTHERN CALIFOFU

IMMUNITIES FOR

71%

F
Profitable radio coverage of a mature,

convincible audience ... the "refreshing

sound" of KBIG attracts regular listeners

in all 8 Southern California counties. 91%

are adults (Pulse, Inc.). And you reach

them with KBIG for a cost averaging 71%

less than competitive stations. Ask your

KBIG or WEED representative for proof!
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Everything is

from corn

pastures to

the wallets of the

folks who live in

the 299,500 radio

homes under the

KM \ radio um-

brella covering

67 counties in the

fertile cornbelt.

tnother bump-

er crop is in the

making. Farm
prices are up. In midsummer of 1958

the gloomy talk of recession has been

pretty much dissipated. In fact, farm-

ers are probably the most solvent cus-

tomers in the United States today.

Wall Street is taking note of this.

Farm equipment makers are also keen

1\ aware of a recovers market, partic-

ularh in the Iowa. Missouri. Nebraska

and Kansas area where KMA has pro-

vided its unique kind of farm broad-

casting service for a third of a century

International Harvester, Mas'

sey-Ferguson, Oliver and J.

Case, four of the top farm equip,

ment companies, have put Radio
KMA (5.000 watts, 960 kes) on
their sales force.

The industry is betting on a con-

tinued rebound in business. And the

top companies are betting their adver-

tising chips on Radio KMA where 33

years of farm broadcasting know-how
can be used to sell loyal and prosper-

ous listeners in an area where the

ii hole economy is based on farming.

Similarly, the major feed companies

emploj KMA, year after year, with

solid schedules. The) seldom ask about

ratings because their field men and
-ales managers know that KMA has

the farm audience.

Farm advertisers helicir in "re-

sponse advertising." Cecil Hamilton,

oui sales manager, or any Petry man,

can give Mm an arm-load of case his-

tories on f\ M I selling.

mxa)shenandoah,iowa

A new in news coverage: Tv cover-

age of courtroom activities received a

big boost in Charlotte last week when
\\ BT\ cameramen were allowed to

cover the return of a grand jury in-

vestigating the affairs of the Charlotte

Recorders Court.

The Judge gave the newsmen and

cameras a free hand during the pro-

cedings allowing them to also shoot

the sound-on-film.

A novel idea for Ampex: Westing-

house Broadcasting's WBZ-TV in

Boston, video tapes portions of its

half-hour program of harnes racing.

Since harness racing is a slow sport,

the show usually can pick up only two
races. By taping all the races for two

hours before show time, the program
can open with a live race, and then

run the tapes of the previous ones.

New market formed: With the in-

terconnection of KOOL-TV, Phoenix
and KOLD-TV, Tucson, Arizona's

two largest cities can now be bought

in a single package: The Arizona
Television Network.

Tv power increase: WKYT-TV, the

Taft station in Lexington, Ky., I UHF-
Ch. 27), plans to increase its power

12V2 times thus giving the station a

visual power of 193,000 watts.

Tv random notes:

• This week, WGAN & WGAN-TV,
Portland, opens its sidewalk studios.

The new location, called Studio 13, is

located in the heart of the city—allow-

ing Maine residents to watch regular

live broadcasts and telecasts from the

sidewalk.

• In Charlesto n-H untington
(WSAZ-TV). the ARB reports for

July shows 10 of the top 14 shows are

westerns, eight of the top 10 are in

Huntington, six of the top 10 in

Charleston.

• WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C. went

to bat for its viewers after a lightning

storm knocked out the station's signal

in middle of a mystery show. It

phoned the story to local papers for

publication and placed a few an-

nouncements of it on both the WSOC
and WSOC-TV when the signal re-

turned to normal.

Some personnel reports: Lewis

Johnson has been appointed sales

manager, WRCV, Philadelphia . . .

C. R. Watts, named general manager,

KYII-TY. Amarillo ... J. Donald
Howe, to the post of local sales man-

ager, WBAL-TV, Baltimore . . . Paul
McGuire, named sales account ex-

ecutive. WABC-TV, New York . . .

Tom Blosl, account executive for

KIRO-TV, Seattle ... Pat Harring-
ton, Jr., appointed account executive

for WABD, New York.

RADIO STATIONS
WADK, Newport, R. L, got itself

into the lime light as a news
source last week, as the result of

a collision of two tankers.

The station fed a running report of

the accident to some 60 stations and

a news service.

To complete coverage, news director

Nevins visited the scene and tape re-

corded interviews with Navy personnel

who participated in rescue activity.

A fire that distinguished the

studios and offices of WVPO,
Stroudsburg, Pa., didn't stop the

OUR

tfazt Counts/'
GIRL

WJIM-TV
® covering ®

Lansing - Flint - Jackson for CBS
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w^
7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA — MARCH 1958

SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY

6 A.M.- 12 NOON

WKZO 1 Station "B" Station "C"

32 22 10

12 NOON -6 P.M. 29 22 10

6 P.M.- 12 MIDNIGHT 30 20 11

BUT... WKZO Radio Touches All the

Bases for You in Kalamazoo-

Battle Creek and Greater

Western Michigan!

It takes just one big swing, the swing to WKZO Radio,

to make many thousands of hits, every day, in Kalamazoo-

Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan.

In fact, WKZO averages over 32% of the total audi-

ence "hits" each day (Mon.-Fri.) from 6:00 a.m. to

12 noon or a tremendous 48% more than the second-

place station!

Let Avery-Knodel tell you more about WKZO Radio.

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

23 AUGUST 1958
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THE POWERFUL HAND

in Pennsylvania's'3rd market

WNEP-TV Wl'tK

I

station from goinj: on air at regu-

lar time.

The program department operated

from a 15 foot house trailer until

things got back to normal.

Station sales: WBSE, Hillsdale.

Mich., owned by Baw-Bees Broad-

casters Inc. sold, for $60,000 to Mrs.

Ruth Keister and associates of Middle-

\ i I If. Mich. . . Jack Oranch. purchased

half-interest of WRSA, Saratoga

Business is up: Gross revenue of

McLendon radio stations for the

first half of 1958 is up 43.29? over the

corresponding 1957 period.

McLendon properties include: KILT.
Houston: KEEL. Shreveport; WAKY,
Louisville: KLIF. Dallas and KTSA,
San Antonio.

I

Promotion ideas at work:

• WVKO, Columbus. Ohio, kicks

off a series of city-wide promotion

this week, heralding its "new sound"

the Murray-Go-Round show. Hal

Murray, deeja\. will air the show
from a miniature merry-go-round atop

the Neil House Hotel.

• WBAL, Baltimore and WISN.
Milwaukee made a "Goodwill Ex-

change" last week. The stations traded

morning deejay personalities for the

da\. Also featured, was an exchange

of gifts In the Mayors of each city.

WBAL and WISN are sister stations in

the Hearst organization.

Anniversary: WWJ, the Detroit

News station, eelebrates 38 years of

broadeasting this week. It first aired

on 31 August. 1920. in an improvised

"radio-phone room" in the Detroit

News Building.

TV
Ch. 16

Scranton
Ch. 34

Wilkes-Barre

• best possible coverage of the nearly
2,000,000 people in the prosperous
Scranton Wilkes Barre trading area

Symbol of Service

J
TRANSCONTINENT TELEVISION

CORPORATION

«R0CTV. Rochester • WGR, WGR TV, Buffalo • WSVA.
wsv; TV Hjrn-.onUurg • Represented I / Peters,

fin i. Woodward . WNEPTV (formerly WARM-lv, v -inlor
KTV. WilkesBirre • Represented by Avery-Knodel. Inc

Station staffers: Lloyd Yoder, an

\BC v.p.. appointed general manager

ol NBC's Chicago stations WNBQ and

WMAQ ... J. Maxim Ryder, named

v.p. and administrative assistant,

\\<M \. Moline, III. He formerly spent

11 years as general manager of WBRY.
Waterbury, Conn. . . . James Snod-

heim, named sales manager of the

newlj formed WQXR Network, New

York . . . Bob MeVay, former co-

owner and manager of KGEN, Tulare.

Cal., now general manager of KGM.
Stockton. ^

ACCOUNT CHANGES
(Cont'd from page 35)

after four years, leaving Earle Ludgin

for Foote, Cone & Belding.

Of all the year's changes, the most

talked-about was the Buick-Chrysler-

Lincoln chain reaction, reshuffling

nearly $40 million in car brand adver-

tising, plus $20 million in other budg-

ets including trucks, refrigerators and

corporate advertising.

Ironically, the biggest account chang-

ing came in this year's shortest month:

Februan . Buick named McCann-Erick-

son. bumping Chrysler to Young and

Rubicam. Lincoln later settled at Ken-

yon & Eckhardt. When the dust cleared,

Frigidaire was at Dancer-Fitzgerald-

Sample. Chryslers export and corpo-

rate divisions were at Leo Burnett,

GMs truck and coach brands were at

McCann-Erickson along with Buick,

and the Motorama appropriation, not

used in 1957. was placed with Camp-
bell-Ewald.

While Detroit's over-all television

and radio strategy is still unclear, one

favorite seems to have emerged: the

spectacular. Buick besides staying with

"Wells Fargo." will sponsor Bob
Hope's appearances. Chrysler will

stage a series of Fred Astaire specials.

Both will be on NBC-TV.

Jacob Ruppert. which exited War-

wick & Legler for Compton at the turn

of the year, had an unusual problem.

After several seasons of satisfied pro-

gram sponsorship, they found their

performers—the New York Giants

—

had moved to San Francisco. Rather

than try building another show, Rup-

pert converted its tv budget into spot.

Air media changes were unan-

nounced or not planned for a number

of other account switches where a

problem of distribution, brand com-

petition or service may have been

the chief motive for the move. Colgate

transferred Ajax to McCann-Erickson

and Halo to D'Arcy. Both brands will

continue heavy network TV plus spot

as part of continuing all-media cam-

paigns. No important changes in air

media have yet been announced follow-

ing the switches of Frigidaire to Dancer-

Fitzgerald-Sample. Philip Morris to Leo

Burnett and Mennen to Grey. Two oth-

er changed accounts were not previous-

ly substantial air media users: Hot-

point, which moved over to Compton,

and Volkeswagen, which appointed J.

M. Matins in order to promote its line

of trucks and utility vehicles. ^
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THE CITY THAT DIDN'T EXIST A MONTH AGO
Every 30 days the U. S. adds as many new Americans as

live in Norfolk, Va.— creating brand-new wants and
needs which must be satisfied.

What does this mean to you ? It means greater opportu-

nities than ever before — in all fields. Home construction

is expected to double by 1975. Power companies plan to

increase output 250', in the next 20 years to provide

the power for scores of new labor-saving devices. Cloth-

ing suppliers predict a one-third increase in 7 years.

With 11,000 new citizen-consumers born every day,

there's a new wave of opportunity coming.

7 BIG REASONS FOR CONFIDENCE IN AMERICA'S FUTURE

1. More people . . . Four million babies yearly. U.S. popula-

tion has doubled in last 50 years! And our prosperity

curve has always followed our population curve.

2. More jobs . . . Though employment in some areas has fallen

off, there are 15 million more jobs than in 1939-and there

will be 22 million more in 1975 than today.

3. More income . . . Family income after taxes is at an all-

time high of $5300 -is expected to pass $7000 by 1975.

4. More production . . . U. S. production doubles every 20

years. We will require millions more people to make, sell

and distribute our products.

5. More savings . . . Individual savings are at highest level

ever—$J40 billion—a record amount available for spend-
ing.

6. More research . . . $V> billion spent each year will pay off

in more jobs, better living, whole new industries.

7. More needs ... In the next few years we will need $500
billion worth of schools, highways, homes, durable equip-
ment. Meeting these needs will create new opportunities
for everyone.

Add them up and you have the makings of another big up-
swing. Wise planners, builders and buyers will act now to

get ready for it.

FREE! Send for this new 24-page illus-

trated booklet, "Your Great Future in a

Growing America." Every American
should know these facts. Drop a card to-

day to: Advertising Council, Box 10,

Midtown Station, New York 18, N. Y.

(This space contributed c j public
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Fort Waynes
Number I

. ork Radio Station*

WANE
Fort Wayne

CBS Represented b) Petrj

'Puise, April. 1958

a CORINTHIAN STATION
K.OTV Tulsa • KGUL-TV Housto
WAN! .V WAM--TV Fort Wavnc
WISH & WISH-TV InJiaiupolis

12 COUNTY

Inland Washington

POPULATION: 439,000*

EFFECTIVE BUYING

INCOME: $748,540,000*
A distinct and separate market from Seattle's

coastal region, and Spokane's Inland Empire.

INLAND WASHINGTON

KPQ

KPQ WENATCHEE
WASHINGTON
5000 W - 560 KC

DAYTIME TV
I Cont'd from page 33 I

record is cashing in on this marketing

situation.

\- to what the expanding daytime

tv picture means to other branches of

broadcasting, here's a rundown of

opinions and predictions as sponsor

gathered them from timebuyers, media
directors, station owners, network offi-

cials, and station representatives:

• Night tv probably will not be af-

fected by the rush to daytime. Day-

time increases represent new money

for the most part. Nighttime opera-

tions should continue a steady, though

slower growth, with daytime revenues

becoming increasingly important in the

gross volume picture.

• National spot should be helped

by the growing enthusiasm for the

daytime hours. Such enthusiasm is

contagious, and should result in new
advertisers coming into the field, as

well as continuing pressure by large

national advertisers for spot campaigns

to supplement network advertising and

pinpoint markets.

• Local tv should benefit via better

adjacencies and a healthier overall pro-

gram picture. Many observers be-

lieve that stations are facing an un-

paralleled chance to build more local

retail business as the result of the in-

creasing strength of daytime and a

better understanding of its potential.

THE IMPORTANCE OF
DAYTIME BILLINGS

Here are gross time charges for network tv

billings, Jan-June 1958 vs. Jan-June 1957, as

computed by LNA-BAR

Total t ross Network tv Billings ($000)
Jan-June

1958 1957 % Change

ABC
CBS
NBC
Total

$ 51,618

124,047

107,406

$283,071

$ 40,095

116,763

93,799

1250,657

+28.7
+ 6.2

+ 14.5

+ 12.9

Daytime Gross Netw'k tv Bill ngs ($000)

ABC
CBS
NBC
Total

$ 9,283

41,770

31.151

S 82.204

$ 5,366

43,132

27,167

S 75,665

+ 73.0
- 3.2

+ 14.7

+ 8.6

CHARTER PLAN
{Cont'd from page 33)

course we are consulting with the

agencies involved.

Q. What sort of programs are

you scheduling?

A. Serials, game shows, person-

alities—a wide variety from Peter

Lind Hayes to Jig Jag. {Ed. note:

See complete listing on page 3 1 I

.

Q. What other features does
the Charter Plan have?

A. Probably the most important

single feature is our policy on

cross-plugs. An advertiser may
cross-plug not only one but two

of his three one-minute commer-

cials. And he may take these

cross-plugs on any of the programs

in Operation Daybreak {subject,

of course, to availabilities and

product protection ) . Our research

indicates that an advertiser with

four quarter hours a week may in-

crease his total viewing audience

as much as 6 a
/2 times over that of

a siniile program.

Q. How about ratings? What
do you expect?

A. Y&R made a survey before

getting into the Charter Plan which

indicated that our stations, on their

own, were getting about 25% of

the total viewing audience in day-

time periods. We expect that net-

work programing will raise this

figure substantially. We also be-

lieve that with three networks now
in operation, total tv viewing in

the daytime should rise at least

10%.

Wotcftjo/ikc/il

oui
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SPONSOR ASKS
(Cont'd from page 49)

with the role and functions of the sta-

tion representative: trade and sales or-

ganizations, government, colleges, and

most important, the advertiser.

The SRA continually strives to

strengthen and develop codes of good

business practices within the industry.

The 1958-59 season will see the SRA
battling the rate-card chiselers who un-

dermine stations' rate structures by

approaching them with the beguiling

pitch, "Have cash in hand, will buy

time at my price."

Another fall campaign is the inten-

sification of the unending drive against

national advertisers who attempt to buy

time at local rates, which, of course,

are designed essentially for retailers.

Constant efforts are made to find

new and better ways of buying and

selling spot radio and tv advertising

and to make the mechanics of buying

more efficient. This season we are

working on a simplified rate-card to

make spot buying easier, faster and

even more economical.

The essential role of the national

representative is to provide a practical,

orderly, economical and efficient line

of communication between the myriad

broadcast stations, on the one hand,

and the agency and advertiser on the

other. The representative is therefore

the center link in the chain between

advertiser and station; it is the Station

Representatives Association's never

ending job to strengthen this chain.

Frank E. Pellegrin, president, Broadcast

Pioneers. New York

"To establish

Hall of

Fame"

The Broadcast Pioneers during the

coming year intend to advance the

project of establishing a permanent

Museum-Archives-Hall of Fame reposi-

tory for all forms of broadcast memo-

rabilia. Many priceless "originals" or

- other rarities may be lost to the indus-

try forever if we do not act while they

are still available. Accordingly. John

Patt, last year's president of the Pio-

neers, has agreed to head this impor-

tant special projects committee, and

its mission will be given top priority.

Another goal is the establishment of

the Quarter Century Club for all sta-

tions established more than 25 years

ago.

Expansion and growth of the state

organizations and of the various chap-

ters in large cities throughout the

country will go hand in hand with a

membership campaign to enlarge and

solidify the Pioneers. The social and

fraternal objectives of this old-timers

club will, as usual, be handled chiefly

through chapter and state meetings,

and at the traditional banquet at the

annual NAB convention.

The Pioneers also regard as a seri-

ous purpose their availability as a ros-

trum, or platform, from v.bich any re-

sponsible person with a significant

message may address the industry.

There is no fixed schedule for these

events; rather, the Pioneers try to tai-

lor the event to the opportunity. Many
such have been held in years past, and

again we announce to the world our

availability for this worthy purpose. ^

Get more for your Money1

use \ m /s^^U:;^ ';>>

oncf
LICK the BIG

N.E. Pennsylvania^
Market

GREATEST COVERAGE
# 1st in Average Share of Audience—ALL DAY*

# 1st in Average Quarter Hour Rating—ALL DAY* I

___^_— "
\

, -
'
' ^ • HAZ.UETON ^

HIGHEST POWER/ ^
# Highest power and dominant penetration among

all competing stations.

LOWEST COST
• WILK has the greatest

get a greater return on

BIGGEST GROWTH
# Effect

vmMKKflL olda

WILK has the greatest listening audience—You

get a greater return on every dollar spent.

Effective programming directed to the young and

old alike is responsible for WILK's rapid growth.

SPONSOR • 23 august 1958
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QUAD-CITIES
ROCK ISLAND • MOLINE

E MOLINE • DAVENPORT

now the nation's

47 th

TV MARKET
according to Television Age Magazine

RETAIL SALES are above

the national average. Rock
Island, Moline, East Moline

are rated as "preferred
cities" by Sales Management
magazine for the first 6

months of 1958. You too, can

expect above-average sales if

you BUY WHBF-TV NOW!

WHBF-TV
CBS FOR THE QUAD-CITIES

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Robert J. Piggott has been named direc-

jPBP^ tor of advertising of Pet Milk Co. He

/ joined the Pet advertising department in

jLm^ jur*^^- 1957 as general advertising manager. Pre-

viously, Piggott has had extensive adver-

- - f^ tising experience, having served as adver-

^^^^"^^F^^B tising and sales promotion manager of the

^H j^m Grocery Products department of Ralston

Purina Co. and director of advertising for

Grove Labs. Also announced was the appointment of C. J. Hibbard

as director of the newly created public relations department. He had

been director of advertising for 30 years, and is succeeded by Pig-

gott. "Piggott has brought an enthusiasm and ability to our adver-

tising program," stated Jule P. Miller, v. p. of Pet, "that have been

reflected in our highly successful campaigns of the past two years."

I For more on Pet Milk Co.. please see page 36.)

Raymond W. Welpott has been named

general manager of WRCV & WRCV-TV.
the NBC owned stations in Philadelphia.

He succeeds Lloyd E. Yoder. who has been

promoted to v. p. and general manager of

WNBQ & WMAQ, Chicago. Welpott. for-

merly a general executive of NBC's owned

stations and Spot Sales division, joined

NBC last June. Previously, he was v.p. of

WKY Television System, Inc.; manager of WKY & WKY-TV, Okla-

homa City; manager of WRGB, the General Electric TV station in

Schenectady; broadcasting accountant at KOA, Denver; KGO, San

Francisco; WGY and WGRB. Schenectady and the five short-wave

radio stations also owned by G.E. In 1954, Welpott was elected to

the Film Committee of NAB and in 1957 named vice-chairman of

the NBC Radio Affiliates Committee.

Robert F. Ohleyer has been appointed

manager of WISH. Indianapolis. He has

been manager of local sales at WISH &

WISH-TV since 1951. Ohleyer joined the

station in the continuity department in

1944. moved to the sales department later

that year, and became radio sales manager

in 1950. A graduate of Butler University

with a degree in journalism and advertis-

ing. Ohleyer is president of the Advertising Club of Indianapolis, a

member of the Sales Executives' Club and a past president of the

Indianapolis Salesman's Club. Other personnel appointments at the

Corinthian station include Joseph E. Lake, commercial manager of

\\ i \h -TV, Greensboro, as commercial manager of WISH-TV. and

Ray Reisinger. dir. of pro.no.. Mchdsing., WISH & WISH-TV.

SPONSOR • 23 AUGUST 1958
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IT PAYS TO HAVE THE
FEEL OF THE MARKET!
There are places like this in America today, but you won't find them

in North Texas. In fact, in the Dallas' hub you'll find the

tallest skyscrapers west of the Mississippi . . . the greatest concentration

of population and consumer spending within a 100-mile radius

than any other major Southwestern city.

And — it's all under the powerful signal blanket of WFAA-TV!

DALLAS— America's most
air-conditioned city! (And how they

do stay indoors to watch TV!)

NOW 682,610 TV SETS— based on
- A. C. Nielsen's NCS -3 1958 TV Set Coun
and previously substantiated coverage
for WFAA-TV (NCS 2) .... over
70,000 more than credited before!

WFAA-TV
CHANNEL 8 BASIC ABC

316,000 Watts Video • 158,000 Watts Audio
A Television Service Of The Dallas Morning News
Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives.
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Daytime tv explodes
I'hc emergence of daytime tv as a potent advertising force

is just around the corner (see page 31 ).

\» of tin- writing, network daytime tv (fall 1958 version)

i- HO*
J

sold out. Substantially increased audiences, based on

better programing and heightened advertising interest, are

corner stones in the fast evolution of daytime tv.

CBS TV and NBC TV have been building up their day-

time programing for several years. With the advent of the

WW. T\ charter plan all three tv networks are engaged in

intense daytime as well as nighttime competition.

National advertisers have looked at nighttime tv as the big

i\ buy. Dining 1958-59 the daytime hours share the center

of the stage a> well.

Understanding the trade press
It has been said on many occasions that the broadcast field

has an unusuall) active and useful trade press. And those

who know it best recognize that each publication is individual

in its audience appeal and story approach.

The promotion and publicity departments of CBS TV Sta-

tion-, which do practically everything well, highlighted a

recent two-day session of their departmental executives

throughout the country with a cocktail party at which editor-

ial members of the trade press were guests of honor. The

purpose was two-fold: (1) CBS TV Stations wanted its

publicity/promotion directors to know the people they con-

tact, and (2) wanted to help them become better acquainted

with the varying editorial needs.

More than 4,000 tv and radio stations vie for the attention

ot broadcast trade press editors. Despite the mammoth
competition, CBS TV Stations made an indelible impression.

And several bono of animated cocktail conversation taught

both press and publicity men much of what they wanted to

know about one another.

this we fight FOR: Nothing can stop

iln- growth of spot—but excessive paper work

run slow it down. Spot tv and radio are geared

for a gigantic fall and winter. But buyers and

sellers alike must <<><>perate and combine in

minimizing spot detail. Under the most javor-

able circumstances there will still be plenty.

fc\

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Switch: Guest on a recent Jack Paar

Show (NBC TV) was Eric Eisner of

Arco Film Productions who showed

three tv commercials. So now it's com-

mercials jor entertainment!

Elder statesman: An aging Los An-

geles adman, feeling run down, went

to his doctor for a checkup. After a

thorough examination, the doctor ad-

vised the adman he would have to give

up at least half of his sex life.

"Which half?" asked the elderly ad-

man. "The half I talk about, or the

half I think about?"

Tragedy: The dieting lady timebuyer

who has been taken to Los Angeles'

La Rue as the guest of a free-spending

station manager: he can afford any-

thing; that's just what she can't eat.

Reverse twist: Call letters of KYW,
Cleveland, are painted backwards de-

liberately on the station's two new
Mercury Mobile Newscruisers so that

motorists can see letters in correct or-

der only through their rear-view mir-

rors. Who bothers with rear-view mir-

rors nowadays?

Spoonerism: A KNXT, Los Angeles,

announcer was left recently with a red

face after introducing Newscaster

Grant Holcomb as "the nuded nose re-

porter" instead of "the noted news re-

porter."

Retort: H. E. (Mike) Gurney, gen-

eral manager of KOFY, San Mateo,

California, reports he answered the

complaint of San Francisco's KOBY
to FCC that call letters were too simi-

lar with: "Imagine trying to drink a

cup of KOBY!"

It figures: Guardian Chemical Corp.,

introducing via radio a new tablet

called Protractets for the treatment of

ulcers (through Wesley Associates),

says that one doctor testing the new

drug chose only admen as his human
guinea pigs. It's not that they have

bigger ulcers; it's just that they react

better.

Alien corn: From Blitz-Weinhard

Brewery, Portland, a sponsor on that

city's KEX, came a "passport to Ore-

gon" listing these ground rules for a

visit: "Fraternization is encouraged

with natives; As legal tender, dollars

are still popular in Oregon."
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saturated:
Only 30 counties in Amer-
ica have 95% or more tele-

vision penetration. Seven

of these counties, over

23% of the nation's total,

are within 50 miles of

KMTV. 22 other coun-

ties in the KMTV area

have 90-94% penetra-

tion.*

Television saturation in

the Omaha market is

built on nine years of ag-

gressive, entertaining pro-

gramming and service by

KMTV.

Here is new proof that

KMTV dominance con-

tinues to make the Oma-
ha market one of the na-

tion's very best television

buys. And in Omaha,
KMTV is best equipped

with ratings, experience

and reputation for re-

sults to turn saturation

into sales.

Ed Petry and every man
on his staff has complete

information about

"1
I Omaha

kmtv3



SACRAMENTO
and

STOCKTON..

Together, California's

third largest TV market;

and only KBET-TV

dominates both of these

cities. See ARB individual

city reports for May.

KBET-TV CHANNEL 10

Call H-R Television, Inc. for Current Avails
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any
time is
grime
time

with Warner Brothers Features. Over 50% of the audience in three-station markets can be you»
morning, noon and night. Look at the record below. Write, wire or phone for full detail.

HERE'S THE PROOF!

TIME CITY STATION
% OF

AUDIENCE FILM

8:30 -10 AM Miami WTVJ 57 DARK PASSAGE
Noon -1:30 PM Portland WCHS 66 SHE HAD TO SAY YES
1-2PM St. Louis KMOX 62 MAN FROM MONTEREY
2:30-3:30 PM San Diego KFMB 65 BELOVED BRAT
3:30-5 PM Cincinnati WKRC 52 STALLION ROAD
5:00-6:45 PM Boston WBZ 48 FIGHTING 69TH
7:30-8:30 PM Las Vegas KLRJ SO TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT
9:30- 11:45 PM Houstor KGUL 60 TASK FORCE
11:00 PM- 1AM Philadelphia WFIL 63 PRIDE OF THE MARINES

a.a.o.4
Distributors for Associated Artists

345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill 6-2323 I

75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarborn 2-2030 I

1511 Bryan St., Riverside 7-8553 [

9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6-5886 |

Productions Corp.

I NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES

Prices for individual pictures on reqiSt



The BIG Difference in Philadelphia Radio is

TALENT
JACK O'REILLY

Talented entertainer— talented salesman.

WPEN programs believable local per-

sonalities 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

TALENT— that's why more local and

more national advertisers buy WPEN than

any other Philadelphia radio station.
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CINE tv/radio advertisers use

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
"Private brand" wars spur spot

29 i''i^ food advertiser- u-e llexihle media strategies to light constantly

i 'hanging national \ -. pri'.ate label problem. Spot buys being emphasized

Tv spot expenditures: second quarter, 1958

32 s po| l\"- lop ad\oi ti-er- are -pending more than ever. Here's run-

doun on lion ad dollar compare- Willi last soar, spending in other media

Can spot radio 'demonstrate' your product?
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spots, tried a spot radio test. Result: a 70-market campaign this fall

A day in the life of a station rep

34 x ~ '"' makes his daily rounds, a station rep serves the agency, the

advertiser, hi- stations. He also helps boost national spot. Here's how

For regional sales, a regional 'network'

36 To announce and promote a new 81-station chain of gas stations, Okla-

homa Oil created a regional "network" for spots and a live special

Six big groups boost spot radio

38 Advertisers in six all-important industry classifications are making

significant spot radio buys, -i'on-or -urns up reasons for these buys

Canadian tv and radio: 1958

41 A review of tv and radio trends and the economic state of the Dominion

.in contained in -i'( insok's 8th annual report on Canadian advertising in

aii media. Also in the report: four pages of charts on air audiences

42 The Canadian market

44 Canadian radio trends

46 Canadian tv trends

48 Canadian radio basics

50 Canadian tv basics
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programing experts to learn the thinking behind daytime tv planning
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COYER HALF OF IOWA

WITH JUST ONE STATION

Iowa contains more than 25% of all Grade A
farm land in America — Iowa farmers average

$11,800 of income per year. Yet ;/#//-farm

income is 300% larger than farm income in

this spectacular State!

In Iowa 672,400 families own TV sets—
a higher percentage than in any other state west

of the Mississippi. And you can cover over

half these homes, 392,700 in all, with

ONLY WHO-TV!

WHO-TV gives you complete coverage of

Central Iowa, where an active consumer market

spent over $320 million for food alone, last year!

The latest Metropolitan Des Moines ARB
Survey (Feb. 8 — March 7, 1958) again

proves that the Iowa audience prefers WHO-TV:

FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS

WHO-TV
STATION K

STATION V

TIES

49%
39%
11%

Now as always— for the complete story on

Central Iowa coverage, talk to PGW!

I

Cen,

WHO-TV is part of

1 Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates

WHO Radio. Des Moines

WOC-TV, Davenport

r

WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV

gg|IS FIRST
^WHO-TV

i IS FIRST
^WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TvL
IS FIRST*

V*
x

rwHO-Tv|7]
^IS FIRSTJO
WHO-TVF
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST*
WHO-Tvl
IS first!
WHO-Tvl
IS first!
WHO-Tvl
s first!
WHO-Tvl
is first!
WHO-Tvl
is first!
WHO-Tvl
is first!
WHO-Tvl
is first!
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV I

IS FIRST ^

WHO-TV Vv
IS FIRST lf\^

WHO-TV
*t

Channel 13 • Des Moines

41p

Col. B. J. Palmer, Preside

*. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,

National Representatives
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the

KING
SIZED
PORTLAND
OREGON

MARKET

NEWSMAKER
of the week

It's almost us if the Kansas City Athletics suddenly caught

fire and threatened the Yankees' pennant chance. Only the

team enjoying the present hot streak is D\Arcy whose busi-

ness is advertising—not baseball. One of several medium-

size agencies riding a winning streak, it recently snapped

np about SI 2 million in new business.

The newsmaker: Robert M. Ganger, who heads D'Arc)

as chairman of its board, is probabl) best known in advertising and

marketing as the man who developed and launched Kent Cigarettes

for Lorillard. His second claim to fame is the role he played in the

invention of Calvert whiskey's "Man of Distinction."

Now he is a focus of admen interest again as his agency takes on

three new accounts: Studebaker-Packard (billing estimated at $7

million I. Nehi I about $2.5 million) and Colgate-Palmolive's Cash-

mere Bouquet soap and beauty preparations ( about $2 million l

.

What is happening at D'Arcy

appears to be happening at other

middle-size shops along Madison

Avenue in recent days. They seem

to have been stealing thunder

from the giants in snaring of new-

business. Cases in point: Keyes,

Madden & Jones picked up the

$2.5 million Florists' Telegraph

Deliver) Assn. account; Ogilvy.

Benson & Mather was named the

agency for Jersey Standard's insti-

tutional advertising; Doherty, Clif-

ford. Steers & Shenfield and Wil-

liam Douglas McAdams Inc. got Roche Laboratories.

The effect on air media of such a wave of switches is hard to say.

In the case of D'Arcy's new acquisitions, only one has been a fairly

consistent air advertiser—Nehi. Studebaker-Packard has been notice-

ably absent from the medium, but a new agency planning a new

campaign could conceivably have some effect in the coming auto

battle this fall. The big question mark is really what Studebaker-

Packard itself will do now that it has killed the Packard line.

\l an) event, D'Arcy's total billings should now be in the neigh-

borhood of $65 million. Last year, with $53 million, it invested $15

million in air media.

Ganger, a native of Ohio, began his ad career in 1926 as a trainee

at Geyer Co. in Dayton, climbed to vice president of its New York

agency which eventual!) became Geyer, Newell & (/anger. Inc. In

L950, he joined I'. Lorillard & Co. as executive vice president, was

elected president in 1052. moved on to become board chairman of

the half-centur) old D'Arc) agenc) in 1953. In his years at Lorillard.

sales rose 40%. Some D'Arc) clients: Olin Mathieson Chemical.

Standard Oil of Indiana, Anheuser-Busch. General Tire. Gerber

Bab) Foods, White Motors and Taylor Wine Co. ^
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en in Omaha:

the man zvho

V

* m i .

has everything:

goatee^

orange thunderbird

ancestry^

and a gift for selling

He's Henry Basse, Jr., and in his own unique

way he's typical of the personalities who

have put KOWH at or near the top of Omaha

radio for more than 8 years.

Give yourself everything you need to succeed

in Omaha radio: KOWH
(good coverage too, on ()(><) kc) .

Call the Young man—or General Manager

Virgil Sharpe.

OMAHA
Rep, nled by Adam Young h u
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heariiswrngm

On a cost-per-proof-of-purchase,

or actual sales, or any other basis of

measurable results-yes, including

ratings, too-WMGM produces action at

the lowest cost of any radio station

in the New York metropolitan area.

s
UveUest

station in town . SOfooo watts WITftg^lYI
RADIO NEW YORK CITY

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Radio Station in New York—10&0 kc

400 Park Avenue Phone MUrray Hill 8-1000
Represented Nationally by George P. Hollingbery Co.



JD is Benign

And not very deep.

Without stimulation,

Radio puts him to sleep!

To keep listeners wide awake,

radio must be programmed with

stimulation and vitality plus

appeal to the wide variety of indi-

vidual tastes that make up any

market.

In Greater Los Angeles, KHJ
with FOREGROUND SOUND
has been providing its listeners

with this kind of programming

for 36 years.

Through news, commentary,

sports, quiz, dramatic and variety

programs, KHJ delivers listeners

who pay close attention to the

programs of their choice and con-

sequently to the commercials

within and around it.

Never underestimate the vari-

ety of tastes that make up the Los

Angeles market. Here is a medium

programmed to satisfy them all.

KHJ
RADIO
LOS ANGELES*

- Timebuyers
at work

Inez Aimee, Norman. Craig \ Kummel, Inc., New York, feels

thai all too often salesmen fail to cover many important aspects of

a buyer, limiting their pitch to ratings, cost-per-1.000. and the poor

state of the competition. "Although this is usable information."

Inez says, "it is a poor buy that is made solely on quantit) spots

for the least money. Station facili-

ties are not just call letters, but

the voice in a given market, com-

manding a teenage audience, an

adult audience, or both. Since

most markets have more than one

voice, programing is an impor-

tant consideration. The top station.

rating-wise, may not always be the

station that delivers the type of

audience to which your product

appeals. Yet, in many instances the

salesmen are only vaguely familiar

with the details of their own station's programing, personalities,

etc. and often don't know anything at all about the programing of

the competition. In addition to first-hand knowledge of these details

reps should supply data on the living habits, commuting and leisure

time of the market. Only then, will we have a complete picture."

Bernice (Bunny) Walker, media director, Goodman & Rouse,

Inc., Los Angeles, suggests that "if radio stations were to adopt a

policy against multiple spotting and promote it on the air, they could

recoup much of the stature and goodwill they have lost among

listeners and become the preferred buvs in a market." Bunny sees

eight spots per day as sufficient to

promote the idea. "First, run a

two-week schedule pointing out

that station does not consider a

mere time signal or news headline

as a sufficient interim between

commercials and that a new policy

will go into effect, followed by an-

other two-week period calling at-

tention to the change and finally

asking the question, 'Hasn't it im-

proved your enjoyment of our sta-

tion?'" In a period of booming

sales, stature and goodwill maj not seem paramount to many sta-

tions. Bunin says, '"11111 remember '53 and '54," she caul inn-, "li

could happen again." Bunin admits the lush summer months are

not the lime to initiate such a plan. "But in the fall readjustment

period Stations should take steps to slop the multiple spotting."
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3 Summer Stock

*

NATURE is hard at work in Iowa these

hot August days. Seeds have finished

dancing in the fat dirt; their progeny shoot

towards the hard sky, bearing corn ears listen-

ing to inch-a-day growth, wheat kernels ma-

turing to the martial music of the wind. Pigs

dine on meals planned as carefully as a baby's,

become obese hogs with slabs of bacon glinting

in the X-ray eyes of their owners. Guernseys

turn vegetation into butter-fat; Black Angus

build beef as the} ruminate, perhaps about im-

minent fulfillment of their destiny. Chickens

cluck stupidly, bragging about their egg pro-

duction; geese gaggle and turkeys start their in-

exorable road to momentary glory.

CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa

Mail Address: Cedar Rapids

National Representatives: The Katz Agency

Each year Iowa's black soil produces more

wealth (we've said this before, but maybe you

weren't listening) than all the gold mines in

the world. Yet agricultural Iowa is only half

the story. Industrial Iowa contributes an an-

nual value of manufactured products which ex-

ceeds the $2.5 plus billion farming provides

annually.

Midst all this husbandry and industry Eastern

Iowans find time to listen to WMT. WMT
averages— 5 a.m. to midnight—more audience

than the combined total of all other radio sta-

tions located in our Pulse area.

£*5
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No. 27 in the Nation

in Size... 0|
and Growing at Z"S Times

the National Rate

Tidewater, Va., a city de facto, is rapidly headed for the top 20! It is the continuous urban

area comprising Norfolk and Newport News, which are inseparable for radio and tele-

vision purposes.

Follow instructions in Sales Management's Survey of Buying Power by adding Norfolk

to Newport News, and you'll get a big surprise. You'll get a metropolitan county area of

776,000 people . . . larger than Louisville . . . and richer than Richmond, plus Roanoke,

plus Lynchburg, in retail sales!

TIDEWTAR is the best way to spell it . . . and sell it. For WTAR-TV is the greatest

marketing force in this great and growing market!

© WTAi»TV CHANNEL 3

NORFOLK

Greatest Marketing Force in Virginia's Greatest Market
President and Genera! Manager—Campbell Arnoux • Vice President for Sales—Robert M. Lambe • Vice President for Operations—John Peffer. Represented by Edward Petry & Company, Inc.

SPONSOR • 30 AUGUST 1958



"They can't spend it

it they ain't got it!"

YOU might not agree with the

grammar, but the homespun logic

of that saying cannot be dis-

puted.

You can create a desire for

whatever it is that you have to

sell, but if the means of pur-

BUT...

has it!

This 3-Country Metro Area

RANKS Qtll
IN THE NATION
IN PER FAMILY
INCOME—$7,562.00

... and WeeReBeL sits right on top
of this rich market. Survey after survey
proves that audiences prefer WRBL and
WRBL-TV, and that these stations com-
pletely dominate the gold-mine market
of Columbus, Georgia.

They buy it when it

is seen or heard on

WRBL
AM — FM — TV

COLUMBUS, GEORGIA

CALL HOLLINGBERY CO.

: time recently

, Crisco, Jif, Joy.

by John E. McMillin

Commercial
commentary

P & G and creativeness

\\ bal do \ on think of P&G commercials? If

you're like most admen I know you never think

of them at all.

This in itself is sort of odd. One might expect

that the copj and creative techniques of Amer-

ica's largest, smartest air advertiser would in-

spire as much envy, admiration. stud\. and imi-

tation as do its research, marketing, planning,

and media buying methods.

But this is just not the case. And having spent so

in reviewing radio and tv announcements for Tide.

Pace, Lilt, Gleem, Ivory, Oxydol, Crest, and other P&G brands, I

think I know win

.

At the risk of offending some pretty hotshot agencies (B&B,

Compton, Y&R. Burnett, Grey, DF&S) and causing stern, sub-

teranean rumbles in the Queen City of the Ohio, I offer these naked,

impertinent judgments.

Most P&G commercials are surprisingly mediocre, considering

their source. Many are as dull as the dishwater they glorify, as

synthetic as a soapless detergent. Few deserve your thoughtful con-

sideration as outstanding examples of sound radio/tv selling.

These, of course, are serious charges. And I imagine that many

embattled brandmen will be ready to smite me hip and thigh for

daring to speak so disrespectfully of any corporation with a billion

dollar annual sales volume. So let me hastily toss in some creden-

tials and qualifications.

P&G's perpetual critics

In the first place, having spent 15 years working closely with

P&G on a variety of advertising problems. I yield to no man in my

admiration for the Cincinnati giant.

P&G taught me more than any other client I've every known.

more than all the rest of them together in fact. P&G's shrewdness,

soundness, and clear logical strategies make most other national ad-

vertisers seem like hewildered children, still struggling with their

Dr. Dentons. And in the field of management, it seems to me that

the dynasty developed by Neil McElroy and carried on so brilliantly

by men like Howard Morgens, Jake Lingle. Raoul Chase, and Don

Robinson (all of whom came n j » through the advertising depart-

ment i is one of the finest in American business. I respect all of

them very much.

In the second place, I know that it's fashionable in many parts of

show business and the advertising world to gripe and crab about

P&G's dollars-and-cents approach to advertising. \nd 1 have no

sympath) with most of the gripers and crabbers.

Out in Hollywood, for instance, you'll hear sneers about P&G from

beetle-browed writers in turtle-necked sweaters whose murky,

Freudian dramas arc yet unsponsored and unsung. You'll hear

SPONSOR • 30 AUGUST 1958



TV
.GUIDE

Best- selling weekly magazine in America

Take this easy way to

insure yourself high ratings

All over America, eyes turn to TV Guide
magazine before they turn to the TV set.

Here is the natural, No. 1 medium for

your program promotions. It's multi-

million audience is the equivalent of

a 16 rating for, across the nation, one

family in six reads it (6 ) > million circu-

lation base as of October 4). Your cam-

paign wins viewers for your show, builds

the popularity of your stars, pins down
your identification as sponsor.

There's no waste readership with
TV Guide magazine, for its circulation

follows the pattern of television owner-

ship.You can choose full national coverage

or any combination of the 50 regular

editions which fits your station lineup.

Here is the best single rating insurance

policy you can buy. And— note this well

—

TV Guide magazine is as valuable a

medium for advertising your products as

your programs.

A WEEKLY MAGAZINE... A DAILY HABIT
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Commercial commentary continued .

ft YOUR PRODUCTS

AT
tP1me

WORL
BOSTON
offers

1. Surveys

2. Dealer Contacts

3. Dealer Letters, Cards, etc.

4. Grocery Store Displays

5. Drug Store Displays

6. Participation in WORL'S
Housewives' Luncheons

7. Window Displays

8. Interviews

9. Editorials, 14 Newspapers

10. Ads In Leading New England

Magazines

11. Full-Color Subway Posters

Tell us your problem. We will help

you devise a promotion tailored to

suit your product's needs.

All this, plus the powerful super sales-

manship of our top-talent air person-

alities, and you will, at low cost,

realize

SALES RESULTS
ON

BOSTON'S "950 CLUB" STATION
(Adult Music & News Programming)

WORL

bleats aboul P&G's "lack of artistic sensitivity" from bosomv night-

<
lull entertainers whose artistic and cultural horizons are bounded on

the east by Las Vegas.

\n<l here in New York I've known fancy, high-priced copywriters

who stalked awa\ into the literary night, muttering darkly that a

"P&G account is a creative man's graveyard." But I don't hold with

such loft) and aesthetic idealists. Nor is this criticism intended on

their plane.

The third point I want to make land quickly, before the wolves

catch up with the sleigh I is that the only possible excuse for taking

a poke at one company's commercials in a column such as this, is

to poinl a moral or illustrate a lesson. And to me there's a clear

lesson to be learned from studying P&G commercials.

Advertisers like P&G have made tremendous gains in recent years,

in research, media-buying and marketing. But I don't think these

gains have been matched by corresponding gains in advertising crea-

tiveness. The creative side of advertising is lagging far behind the

parade.

Make your own critical test

II you want to check this unorthodox, heretical theory, tr\ making

your own small critical test of a few P&G announcements. You can

easily get a fair smattering sample of them by watching such P&G-

sponsored evening tv shows as, It Could Be You, Suspicion, and

Phil Silvers.

See if you don't notice, as I have, that many P&G commercials

have a curious kind of synthetic, artificial quality. They look and

sound as if highly experienced writers and producers were going

through the motions without quite believing in what they are doing.

The elements are all there—the slick camera work, the jingles,

the theme songs, musical scores, close-ups and cute "ideas." But

somehow they don't add up. They're not put together with the love

and warmth that characterize the Kraft commercials, for instance.

They seem forced, spurious, mechanical, contrived. As if, in the

P&G scheme of things, commercials were a necessary but regrettable

part of advertising.

Another point that bothers me: P&G brands seem to have devel-

oped no clear-cut competitive story or identity. Commercials for

Zest, for example, seem to want to overwhelm me with shrill soprano

assurances that "for the first time in my life I'll be realh clean."

Yet I don't gather what kind of a soap Zest is, or why it is different

or better.

Finally, and notice this carefully, many P&G announcements seem

awkward, embarrassed, sub-human, when it comes to portraying

people. For every Crest commercial with its gleeful "Look Mom.

no cavities" reproduction of the Norman Rockwell scene, you get

dozens of ponderous heavy-footed portrayals -f improbable house-

wives and frantic husbands who lack recognizable human traits.

These things (if true) are very real weaknesses. So real, in fact,

that I'm beginning to wonder if copy and creative work on man]

other national accounts hasn't become alarmingly perfunctory in

recent years. Is today's best advertising being done by the biggest

advertisers? Frankly. I don't think it is, and I want to discuss this

subject in my next column. Meanwhile, though I'll welcome com-

ments, arguments, brickbats, and even sharp knives from interested,

or apoplectic readers. ^
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LOOK WHO GETS THE BIGGEST
SLICE IN SACRAMENTO!

SHARE OF AUDIENCE*
Sign-On to Sign-Off

KCRA TV...52.5%
STATION "B" 38.1%

STATION "C" 12.7%

If you want to sell merchandise, you

have to have an audience. KCRA-TV gets a

52.5% share of the Sacramento, California

audience, bigger share than two other com-

peting stations combined.

Join the man who came to dinner. Call

your Petry man now and check KCRA-TV's

lush menu of availabilities.

Represented by
EDWARD PETRY & -CO.

KCRA-tv
Serving 468,370 TV Homes*

•N.C. S3 Spring 1958

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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sales grow
LARGER

Your profits increase! This pioneer station ranks first

in Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as in numerous

other cities: Gettysburg, Hanover. Lebanon, Cham-

bersburg, Carlisle, Lewistown. etc. Your advertising

budget goes farther! The multi-city coverage which

WGAL-TV delivers costs you far less than buying

single-city coverage. The list of advertisers using the

selling force of this pioneer station grows larger all the

time. WGAL-TV is important in your selling plans.

• 1,040,465 households • 942,661 TV households

• 3,691,785 people • $3
3
/4 billion annual retail sales

• $6
2
/3 billion annual income

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PA.

NBC and CBS
STEINMAN STATION Clair McCollough, Pres.

AMERICA'S lOth TV MARKET
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

** SPONSOR-SCOPE
ONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

30 AUGUST 1958 The marketing man might as well start moving over to make room for the

c«pyright 1958 rising white-haired boy of the agency business: the new breed of media expert.

He's the emergent coordination who knows:

1) All the latest mechanical developments in all the media.

2) The marketing patterns of each account. He's the problem-solver who isn't

inhibited by a lot of frozen concepts of media usage and combinations.

3) What has happened to tv in all its nuances since the rise of ABC TV as a third

contending force.

4) Shifts in population, the growth of interurbia, and changes in industrial, distribu-

tion, and sales patterns.

5) Day-to-day trends in marketing, media, and applications of sales strategy, and has

the ability to translate them practically to the client.

In the last analysis, the trend gives signs of pushing the account man farther back
in the line of personal power.

Historical note: It wasn't so many years ago when a media man with the title of

v.p. or membership on the plans board was a rarity in the trade.

It now looks as though ABC TV won't raise the curtain on its new daytime

program line-up until 13 October—- a week later than originally scheduled.

The main reason for the postponement; the proximity of the World Series. This

could create clearance problems and overshadow the inaugural ballyhoo.

New national spot business continued to pick up momentum this week.

Spot tv activity included Lever's Handy Andy detergent (K&E), Chase & Sanborn In-

stant Coffee (Compton), Welch's Grapejuice (Manhoff), Trinut Margarine (Donahue &

Coe), Standard Brands' Blue Bonnet Margarine (Bates), Cowbrand Soda and Blue Rinso

(JWT), Toni's Bobbi Pincurl (Clinton E. Frank), Wander Co.'s Ovaltine (Tatham-Laird).

Among the new spot radio signers are: General Mills' Gold Medal Flour (DFS),

four flights adding up to 18 weeks; National Biscuit (McCann-Erickson), eight weeks of

minutes and 20's; Sterling Silversmiths' Guild (F&S&R), 10 weeks of 10 I'd and five one-

minutes per week; and Rival Dog Food (GB&B).

If you've speculated where a rep's commission actually goes, compared— say— to

an advertising agency, here's an answer as relayed by Adam Young, Inc.

Young took the standard costs for operating an ad agency and stacked them up

with his own. The breakdown came out as follows:

STATION REPEXPENSE ITEM AGENCY

Salaries 63.3%

Travel & entertaining 3.1

Rent 4.7

Telephone & telegraph 1.82

Legal & auditing 0.95

Stationery & office supplies 2.08

Miscellaneous 11.8

TOTAL 87.75%

SPONSOR > 30 august 1958
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#» SPONSOR-SCOPE contiAued

IZ.

You can take this as a sign of the times (or a keen eye for publicity) : WBBM-
TV, Chicago, has appointed a full-time scientist to its staff as a consultant.

The station apparently figures the space age needs more interpretation than the

regular newsroom operation can supply.

CBS TV this week introduced a new wrinkle for commercial allocation in its

nighttime schedule for the fall.

Advertisers on Perry Mason, now sold at 20-minute segments ($63,000 time and tal-

ent), may, if they so elect, use one of the two commercial minutes coming to them
on one week and cross-plug the other minute the following week.

Meanwhile Pursuit, a live newcomer set for Wednesday night, may be put on the mar-

ket by CBS TV with a similar arrangement. Cost of a 20-minute segment of Pursuit for

time and talent is $52,000, with about $27,000 allotted for facilities.

Buick this week became NBC Radio's first buyer of the concept to precede a

new copy platform in tv with a radio campaign.

The buy: 10 five-minute Bob Hope tapes weekends for 13 weeks, starting early

September, at around $13,000 weekly. Of course, the fact that Hope will be doing a series

of specials on NBC TV this season for Buick had much pertinence.

Another NBC sale this week: Mogen David Wine, 42 announcements weekly.

CBS Radio's sales included a big schedule of news periods to R. J. Reynolds; 11

segments a week for 14 weeks to Pepsi-Cola; and three segments a week for eight weeks to

Sterling Silversmiths Guild (which also will use NBC).

Postscript to the wrangle over local vs. national rates: A preliminary look at the

answers it got from stations shows B&B that its client, Maxwell House Coffee, isn't

paying higher rates, generally speaking, than regional coffee brands.

The agency recently asked tv stations what coffee brands they were carrying and at what

rate. The returns haven't been completely analyzed.

Compton, which also quizzed stations on how advertisers qualify for the local

rate, reported this week that the answers were on the whole quite "satisfactory."

General impression gained from the returns: The Compton letter served to spark the

recipients into making a reevaluation of their local vs. national rates. Some wrote that

starting with a certain date there would be a sharper demarcation of what type of client

qualifies for the retail rate.

(For background, see 16 August sponsor, page 27).

The merger this week of C. L. Miller with Lennen & Newell underscores an opin-

ion often expressed by agency management experts: You have to have $20 million in bill-

ings in one agency office to afford real marketing and research services.

In announcing the merger L&N's Adolph J. Toigo included this statement: His agen-

cy's "extensive creative marketing research operation was a most important factor in

the Miller Company's decision to merge with Lennen & Newell."

Miller's billings run between $8-9 million. The merger lifts L&N's billings to around

$77 million. (For more details, see NEWS & IDEA WRAP-UP, page 77.) If Buchanan
joins L&N, the estimated billings would be around the $85-million mark.

Added commentary: The number of agency mergers so far this year isn't so extensive

as in the previous year or two, but the roster nevertheless is lengthy. The 1958 marriages

include:

MERGING AGENCIES ESTIMATED JOINT BILLINGS

Roche, Williams & Cleary; U.S. Advertising Corp. $11,000,000

Grant Advertising; Abbott Kimball; Burke Co. 88,000,000

Honig-Cooper; Dan B. Minor 15,000,000

Humphrey, Williamson & Gibson; Erwin Wasey of South 8,000,000

Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford; Hilton & Riggio 18,000,000

Compton; Goldwaite-Smith; Carvell, Nelson & Powell 75,000,000
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- SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

By now it's pretty obvious why the closed-circuit entrepreneurs have such burn-
ing designs on the sports telecasting field:

It's on the way to becoming a $50-million network tv business.
In exploring the sports sector of network tv for the coming season, SPONSOR-SCOPE

this week worked out come compilations which for the first time show—in hard figures—that:
1) The air media have never had it so good or faced such rising prospects in the

realm of sports.

2) Sports are the one source of programing money that's tripled within the past two
or three years.

3) Advertisers regard sports as "the" selective audience target if it's a man's
product they've got to sell.

Herewith is a network-by-network breakdown of sports revenue (time, rights, produc-
tion, and cable costs included) :

NBC TV
EVENT COST

Cavalcade of Sports $6,750,000

Fri. Post Fights 2,500,000

Major League Baseball 900,000

All-Star Game 300,000

World Series 1,600,000

National Open Golf 160,000

Tournament of Champs 160,000

National Singles 350,000

NCAA Football (nat'l) 3,500,000

NCAA Footfall (region'l) 1,360,000

Football Scoreboard 125,000

Pre-game Sports Shows 650,000

East-West Game 150,000

Sugar Bowl 240,000

Rose Bowl 450,000

Senior Bowl 150,000

Pro Football 240,000

Pro Basketball 3,450,000

College Basketball 1,860,000

NBC TV (Cont'd)

EVENT COST

Blue-Gray Game $ 250,000

Pro Football Exhibitions 300,000

TOTAL NBC TV $24,445,000

CBS TV
Baseball Game of Week 7,500,000

Professional Football 4,800,000

Bowl Games 850,000

Triple Racing Crown 500,000

Hockey 200,000

NIT Basketball 160,000

Masters Tournament 225,000

Miscellaneous Events 300,000

TOTAL CBS TV $14,535,000

ABC TV
Wednesday Fights 5,300,000

All-Star Golf 1,500,000

Miscellaneous 300,000

TOTAL ABC TV $7,100,000

GRAND TOTAL $47,080,000

Though it hasn't disclosed what its other plans are i

with the Ed Sullivan show for another year.

The current contract expires 28 December.

air media, Mercury will continue

NBC TV is reaching a sold-out position with its specials for the coming season.

(It's just sold three Jerry Lewis shows to U.S. Time.)

CBS TV's only big problem on the specials side is finding a customer for the other

half of the $500,000 Wonderful Town obligation.

NBC TV is relieved of one big sales concern—the Steve Allen Show—at least

until the end of the year: All but two alternate half-hours are sold out.

The advertisers and the number of alternate half-hours they're each committed for: Grey-

hound, 13; DuPont, 6; Norelco, 3; Timex, 2. Open spots, 21 September and 28 December.

Cost per half-hour of time and talent: $134,000 gross.

Add to the list of advertisers who have bought into network tv to reach their

customers' customers: Eastman's chemical division.

The buy: Next June's National Open Golf Tournament on NBC TV.

The purpose: Ballyhooing the division's fabrics.

Meantime DuPont's synthetic fabrics section will have a massive campaign go-

ing for it via several shows on the same network the coming season.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued.

If you've any doubts about tv's status as the No. 1 medium, note this:

National Advertising Investments (a collaboration of LNA and PIB) has just re-

leased a compilation of the first 100 advertisers for the first six months of 1958 in

fast-measured media (general and farm magazines, Sunday supplements, and network tv).

The 100 leaders spent $435,597,105 in these media for that period. Here's the stopper:

Their total tv network expenditure came to $345,841,329—or about 80% of the total.

(See page 93 for a detailed rundown.)

St. Louis—on the increase as a spot source—suddenly has become the mecca
for reps with their special presentations.

Media buyers there report that they've been on the receiving end of all types of

pitches lately—from slide or film projectors to transcriptions with sound tracks.

One was treated to the usual flip-over card in miniature, but with this twist: He
could sit at his desk, turn the cards himself and read the copy, while the visiting rep keeps

mum throughout. (All the rep does is wait for questions.)

A line in P&G's annual report that caused many a Madison Avenue eye to widen

was this: Two-thirds of the company's business in household products was in items

that weren't in existence 12 years ago.

The report for the year ending 30 June gave the consolidated sales as $1,156,389,726

—the third consecutive year it's been over the billion-mark—and the earnings as $73,196,618.

Ask a media analyst what he'd like to know most about radio and his answer

is: more information, both quantitatively and qualitatively, about the auto listener and
other outdoor sets.

He'll also likely tell you that he knows that the average autoist listener devotes about

45 minutes a day to it. But there's not much else known about this audience with a unique

built-in factor: It's a captive aud*»mce that can't simultaneously participate in much
else.

Like old generals, client-agency relationships generated by air media never die.

Remember how Blackett-Sample-Hummert and Young & Rubicam started on
their ride by inducing advertisers to assign them the radio portion of their ac-

counts ?

Now the Clinton E. Frank agency, of Chicago, has resurrected that device of the

early '30s: it's got the radio-tv section of the Formfit account, while McFarland, Ave-

yard & Co. retains the print.

Frank's plan for Formfit: spot campaigns on 13-week schedules.

Not all admen are in sympathy with the AFA's drive to keep the Internal Reve-

nue Department from forcing manufacturers to apply the excise tax to co-op funds

as well as the price of the merchandise.

The opposite camp thinks that the IRS move could serve as a healthy check and

balance in the use of co-op money.

Manufacturers would still make their co-op funds exempt from the tax if they proved

that it was used in the best interests of marketing and not advertising and not converted into

a concealed price concession or discount.

Co-op is estimated to account for a fifth of advertising expenditures annual-

ly, or about $2 billion.

For other news coverage In this Issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 4;

Spot Buys, page 75; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 76; Washington Week, page 87; sponsor

Hears, page 88; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 94; and Film-Scope, page 85.
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Kansas
Or should we say pitches! For Kansas City's a

big-league town in lots of ways. The A's fill up

the ball park week after week. The Downtown

Committee has given the retail district a shot

in its wallet. Redevelopment of the North End is

making national news.

And it won't be long before there's an area

authority to preside over the booming, bustling

4-county, 2-state community that is Greater

Kansas City. More than a million persons live

here. They pack a walloping buying power of

nearly $2 billion.

So stakes (and steaks, as you well know) are

big in big-league Kansas City. And KCMO-Radio
—50,000 watts and basic CBS—has the leader-

ship that can make your claim stick.

/
810 kilocycles -50,000 watts

Kansas City, Missouri

KANSAS CITY KCMO KCMO-TV The Katz Agency
SYRACUSE WHEN WHEN-TV The Katz Agency
PHOENIX KPHO KPHO-TV The Katz Agency
OMAHA WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co.—Blair-TV

TULSA KRMG John Blair & Co.

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency

Meredith stations are affiliated with

BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS and SUC-

CESSFUL FARMING Magazines.



JULY ARB SHOWS
WTVJ HAS TOP

SOUTH FLORIDA AUDIENCE

!

WTVJ

captures

48.4% share

of audience

sign-on to sign-off

Monday thru Sunday

• In addition, ARB reports that WTVJ is the most dominant

station in the nation in share of audience among all the 3 -V cities

surveyed by ARB in July! Measure WTVJ's audience in South

Florida. Compare WTVJ's standing with stations in other major

markets. More than ever,WTVJ is a key buy in your TV planning!

WTVJ • MIAMI
© CHANNEL4

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Wood'ward
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NCS*3 SHOWS
WTYJ IS FLORIDA'S 1 STATION!

WTYJ's TOTAL*

COVERAGE

PROVED AGAIN!

Daytime, nighttime,

anytime, WTVJ
delivers more coverage,

more circulation

than any other Florida

TV station!

STARTLING RESULTS OF NCS ^3: Among all Florida TV Stations WTVJ is

• first in monthly coverage • first in daytime circulation, daily

• first in weekly coverage • first in nighttime circulation, weekly

• first in daytime circulation, weekly • first in nighttime circulation, daily

See your PGW colonel for all the facts that prove Total Coverage makes WTVJ your first Florida TV buy!

WTVJ • MIAMI
CHANNEL 4-

* Dictionary defines TOTAL
as "whole, amount,

complete, entire."

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward
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Bonus Bigger than ever now
on Mobile's "one BIG one"!

Nielsen No. 3 Piles Up Still More Points

for WKRG-TV in BILLION-PLUS Market

Even though WKRG-TV's new, taller tower had been in

use only six weeks when the survey was made, it

paid big dividends in the Nielsen Coverage

Report (#3) just out.

WKRG-TV increased its lead in every major department.

Whether you're buying spots or program time,

now you can depend more than ever on WKRG-TV to do

ONE BIG JOB for you in the Mid-Gulf Area.

Check these bonuses, and you'll see what we mean

:

WKRG-TV CIRCULATION BONUSES

STATION Weekly Daytime

Circulation

Weekly Nighttime

Circulation

TOTAL BONUS
for WKRG-TV

WKRG-TV
Station "A'
Station "B"

157,730
130,390
84,010

176,950
146,500
104,050

57,790
146,020

Daily Daytime

Circulation

Daily Nighttime

Circulation

TOTAL BONUS
for WKRG-TV

WKRG-TV
Station "A*
Station "B"

109,000
93,060
48,670

139,860
113,230
61,220

43,170
139,570

For availabilities, or a further breakdown on the new
Nielsen, call your Avery-Knodel man, or

, V-P & Gen'l Mgr. of WKRG-TV.

WKRG-TV
MOBILE, ALABAMA J^S
Reps. Avery-Knodel ^Jj^

49th and
I Madison

Your article on "How Radio Can Im-

prove Your Communit) Relations" in

the Julj 26th issue is exactly what we
have been looking for to sell the larg-

t^l industr) in New Hampshire. Please

rush us 20 copies so that we may put

one on the desk of every executive.

For the first time, at least in my ex-

perience, a helpful tool has been given

to the local radio station to help over-

come the apathy and inertia of major

industries whose stock in trade reply

is "You can't sell me radio because I

don't have any products for local re-

tail sales. Thank you for a great

article.

Richard P. McKee
pres., McKee Bdcstg. Co.

Berlin, N. H.

Farm programing

Being one of your subscribers, I came

across an item pertaining to the pro-

posed change in programing for Sta-

tion WLS in Chicago. This item was

on page 10 of your August 9th issue.

The paragraph which struck me as

being rather unusual says, "The farm-

er is no longer a specialized audience.

... If the theory should take hold, the

broad effect in air media would be as

revolutionary as the introduction of

the tractor. . .
."

I am rather surprised that a pro-

gressive magazine such as yours would

make such a statement.

It so happens that WLS, the same as

a few others of the once big and

mighty farm stations, has been lost

completely and has not known how to

adjust itself to changing conditions.

This is not at all true as far as many
other farm stations are concerned. As

an example, I would like to cite

KXEL in Waterloo, Iowa, 50,000

Watts—a station which we acquired

three and a half years ago. The ob-

servations which you make in your is-

sue of August 9th we found to be true

three and a half years ago, and we
programmed our station accordingly

—

with the result that we are the Number

One Station in our home urban market

{Please turn to page 26)
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From Caesars Head Mountain, S.C.

WFBC-TV..
AMONG THE

Population

Incomes $3,163,844

Retail Sale-, $2,337,51

Television Homes 523

New Orleans, La.

Population 1,285,800

Incomes $1,582,024,000.

Retail Sales $1,1 34,440,000.

Birmingham, All

Population 2,21

Incomes $2,681,335,000
Retail Sales $1,766,249,000.

A GIANT
SOUTH'S GREAT

MARKETS

The^Giant of Southern Skies

lanra,

Population 2,275.900

Incomes $3,419,821,000.

Retail Sales $2,466,048,000.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Population 1,053,800

Incomes $1,436,034,000.
Retail Sales $1,229,777 ,000.

1,305,100
Incomes $2,441,693,000.
Retail Sales $2,243,761 ,000.

DOMINANT IN GREENVILLE, SPARTANBURG & ASHEVILLE

Here's the new WFBC-TV market . . . with an increase of 48% in coverage area. Figures shown for Population,

Incomes and Retail Sales for WFBC-TV are within its 100 UV M contour (average radius approximately 100 miles).

All other markets are measured within a 100-mile radius. WFBC-TV now dominates 3 metropolitan areas, Green-
ville and Spartanburg, S. C, and Asheville, N. C, and is truly "The Giant of Southern Skies."

Ask For Facts About The New WFBC-TV MARKET. Call or write the station or WEED tor

additional information about WFBC-TV's great 4-state market in the Southeast.

TENNESSEE^
KNOXVILLE

NORTH
CAROLINA
charlotte!

CAESARS HEADW .SPARTANBURG

100 UV\ ( . *GREENVILLE

Contour \ \ # anderson /
\ \GREENWOOa<4

GEORGIA \A__^^lolumbia
augusta*\SOUTH

\ CAROLINA

Ch anni

WFBC-T
GREENVILLE, S. C.

NBC NETWOR*

MAXIMUM POWER— 100 kilc

Population, Incomes and Sales

from SALES MANAGE-
MENT, 1 958. WFBC-TVs T. V.

es from Nielsen No. 3.
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P3 F^ P" F*

Kick-Off Your Fall Campaign

with the

in the Detroit

Selling Game...

If you'd like to play ball with the champs this Fall join up with Detroit's

Most Powerful team. You get greater coverage for the most reasonable

investment — a story we're delighted to tell anyone . . . anytime.

Clf I III
Adam voung

'

'"'•

49TH & MADISON
i Cont'd from page 24)

and lia\e increased our area audience

l>\ approximately .'500'
< while still re-

taining a farm character and employ-

ing one of the best known farm direc-

tors in the business.

Egmont Sonderling

president, WOPA, Inc.

Oak Park, III.

Station rate problem

It is seldom that we find occasion to

disagree with a SPONSOR editorial.

However, your proposal that all sta-

tions establish one rate for both na-

tional and local business appears to

result from a lack of research.

When you say "all stations" it seems

to me you're basing your evaluation on

the very largest markets only. New
York, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

Chicago, Miami, St. Louis, and other

giant-size markets spread out so far

and encompass so many people that it's

difficult, if not impossible, to draw a

line between local and national adver-

tising prospects.

However, in smaller important mar-

kets such as Little Rock and Wichita

Falls, for a fast example, top stations

with network protection actually do a

real job fifty miles and more from the

local trading area. Here in Bennetts-

ville, population 10,000, our 10,000

watts throws a primary signal over

nine counties—all of them wealthier

and more populous than our home
county.

And that brings up this question:

Would you have us offer our $2.50

local rate, making it subject to two

commissions, to national advertisers

who want all nine counties; or would

you suggest that we commit profes-

sional suicide by slapping our $8.00

national rate on main street merchants

who're currently paying an average of

$1.85 and screaming about 60 cent

spots some of their colleagues are buy-

ing in North Carolina.

As to your comments on the sad

state of the national rate in the South-

east, I'm afraid you're correct. I know

of only one account in Atlanta that's

paying national rate. And to the best

of im knowledge, there's not an agency

in Memphis that will consider it.

Neil Terrell

gen mg
WBSC, BennettsviUe, S.C.

about a $4.00
wever, we dldn
,. ar. ready for

,l„gl. rate, read

a Tingle rata.

er T.T-
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from the heart of Pittsburgh

to the entire tri-state area!

WllC

REPRESENTED BY

BLAIR-TV

BASIC

NBC
AFFILIATE

WllC PITTSBURGH 14, PA.

Telephone: FAirfax 1-8700 twx : pgi6
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Ill

The Average

Is A Honey-

BUT

It's ADULTS
That Have The

MONEY !

##

Somebody's got to be different! That's why we tailor

our program schedule to the adult audience for the

most part. We love the teenagers— every hair on their

soft little heads— but we know and you know that the

folks that have the money to buy your products are the

ADULTS!

Our Listeners

Are 91*
*

ADULTS!
Not only does WHEC deliver more adult listeners than any of

the other five radio stations in Rochester— but it is rated an

outstanding No. 1 in all Rochester Metropolitan Area surveys!

—A good thing to keep in mind when you seek the ears of

BUYERS in the rich Rochester area.

:: PULSE REPORT—Rochester Metropolitan Area Audience Composition Data— March, 1958

W BASIC CBS

AM-TV
ROCHESTER

REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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^SPONSOR

"Private Brand" wars spur spot

^ Big food advertisers are using flexible media plans

in old, ever-boiling national versus private brand fight

^ The importance of district offices and local strategies

are rising in the purchase of radio and television spot

I he giant food industry, which alone

accounts for more than one out of

every five dollars spent for air media

advertising, is boiling with new varia-

tions of the old national vs. private

brand struggle.

What this outburst means in terms

of the air media is:

1) The growing importance of spot

radio/tv as weapons in the fast-moving

economic warfare.

2) The desirability of cultivating

local-regional sponsor and agency gen-

erals in charge of the battle. More
and more decisions hinge on their rec-

ommendations.

Reports reaching sponsor in recent

weeks from stations, reps, and Madison

Ave. sources indicate unusual activity

by large food advertisers to combat

promotional pressure behind chain-

store and jobber brands.

Consequently sponsor has checked

into the situation with advertisers and

other authorities in the grocery field,

as well as to timebuyers, marketing

men, and account executives in such

agencies as J. Walter Thompson, Mc-

Cann-Erickson, Young & Rubicam,

Benton & Bowles, Compton, Bryan

Houston, Kenyon & Eckhardt.

This is the picture that emerges:

• Though the national vs. private

brand fracas is at least 30 years old,

the increasing power of the big food

chains is creating new headaches.

• At least 20 types of nationally

advertised food products face substan-

tial private brand competition.

• The degree of competition varies

considerably by products. But the

major arenas are in regular coffee,

frozen foods, and instant coffee.

• Competition also varies widely by

markets, because chain-store policies

are constantly shifting.

• Advertisers for many national

foods are setting up a "two-pronged"

media strategy: 1) Glamorize their

wares on a national basis, and 2 ) keep

budgets sufficiently flexible to allow

special support in local markets, with

spot tv and spot radio.

• Private brand pressure is forcing

many national advertisers to bring out

new and improved products. (See

lO guide rules from A. C. Nielsen for grocery advertisers

\. C. Nielsen's \FI i National Food Index) is one of the most highly regard-

ed marketing studies in the grocery field. From its findings, here's what Niel-

sen \.|i. J. (). Peckham tells food advertisers with "private brand" problems

1) Build added values into your product—and sell them

2) Make it more convenient for consumers to use your product

3) Make it easier for consumers to buy your product

4) Consider marketing a premium brand at a premium price

5) Don't let price differentials vs. competition get too wide

6) Continue directing store efforts where the potential exists

7) Work more closely with retailers for effective ads, displays

8) Constantly reappraise your use of consumer promotion

9) Intensify your search for more effective ad appeals

10) Maintain regular local and sectional marketing tests
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These types of national products face tough private brand competition

COFFEE (REG.) FROZEN FOODS COFFEE (INST.) MARGARINE

KETCHUP DESSERTS SHORTENING DETERGENTS

In addition to these, products in many other food classifications Among the products shown above, the biggest headaches come in ci

Midi as cheese, breakfast foods, butter, toilet paper, dog foods, fee (both regular and instant) frozen foods, (especially juice

Bait, Frozen fi<l>. have big "private brand" problems in many areas with meat and fruit pies also gaining) margarine, bakery produc

Nielsen's Vdvice to Grocer) Manu-

facturer- mi page 29). Many of these

are being tested in limited areas and

introduced <>n a market-by-market

basis.

• Private brand competition is

tending to localize "man) national

brand operations, requiring ad man-

agers and agenc) account men to

spend mure time in the field.

• Aleit station owners, by keeping

a sharp eye of private brand develop-

ment- in tlieir own territories, often

can pick no additional national busi-

ness b) adroitl) reporting what's going

on.

Hen are in-depth reasons behind

these new developments.

I. Size and power of private labels

Based on it- continuing studies of

\. C. Nielsen

Co. estimates thai in 39 majoi food

i ategories nationall) advertised brands

gel approximatel) 7V.
i the busi-

ness. \nd. Bays Nielsen. this ' jure lias

mil varied much in tl

I lii- 75'
I average figuri

less causes loud moans among certain

national advertisers. The trouble is,

they maintain, that an average figure

doesn't mean much, since it doesn't

indicate 1 ) the wide variations be-

tween product types, 2) the wide vari-

ations in markets, and 3) increased

chain power.

In regular coffee, for instance, it's

estimated that in some markets private

brands have more than 50% of the

business, with A&P getting over 80%
of its volume in its own brands. In

certain areas, A&P sells no brands of

bread except its own.

II. Supermarket chains get stronger

One generally accepted maxim in

the grocery field is that "the stronger

ihe chain, the stronger its own private

brands." And the figures show that

both supermarkets and supermarket

chains have been gaining in power.

Today 60-65% of the food business

done in grocery stores is sold through

supermarkets. And the big supermar-

ket chains like A&P, Safeway, Kroger,

American, and National Tea have been

making spectacular gains. A&P with

sales of $4.7 billion in 1957 was up

13%, Safeway with $2.1 billion was

up 21 /y. and Kroger with $1.6 billion

was up 67% over comparable figures

for 1953.

While increasing chain power

"doesn't necessarily" mean that the

chains are out to fight national brands,

say grocery authorities, it does mean

the chains are in a stronger position

to decide how much of the market

they want for private labels, and it

has also a decided bearing on the

amount of shelf space available for

nationally advertised products. In

other words, the private brand is both

a profit maker and a lever to nudge

the big manufacturers.

III. Follow the leader

One general characteristic of the na-

tional vs. private brand fracas is that

most new products and improvements

come from the nationally advertised

varieties.

Instant coffee is a good example.

Now that national advertisers have

opened up the market, private, region-

al, and jobber brands are cashing in on
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the growing popularity of this product.

Another good example is the frozen

food field. Originally promoted by

large manufacturers I there is no com-

pletely national brand in the frozen

food field), frozen foods now are

marketed in a wide number of private

brands (estimates credit them with

15-35% of the market. So far, private

brands have made most headway with

frozen juices, fruits, and vegetables;

and now such items as meat pies and

fish are building sizable volume.

Margarine and ketchup are two other

categories, mentioned by Nielsen, in

which private brands have made sig-

nificant gains.

IV. Media strategy for national brands

Most agency media men contacted

by sponsor say they follow a two-

pronged strategy in advertising na-

tional-brand foods.

The first (and oldest I part of the

media planning is to "do what the

private brands can't do." This means

building a strong product image in

the "quality" media such as network

tv (daytime tv is increasingly popular

for this), plus color advertising in na-

tional and women's magazines and

newspaper supplements. Spot tv is used

as the "quality medium" for introduc-

ing new products with limited cover-

age.

On top of this, a sizable proportion

of the budget usually reserved is for

specifically local or pinpoint operations

in those marketing areas where pri-

vate brand problems are toughest.

Agency men have two theories

about this type of operation. One

maintains that localized pressure, par-

ticularly when applied in cooperation

with "friendly" chains, can strengthen

national brand sales in any given area.

On the other hand, some more

cynical timebuyers believe that "you

have to take what the big chains deal

out"—and that in the face of such

limitations, local advertising for na-

tional brands (except for deals, offers,

and prices) does very little good.

Of the two viewpoints, however, the

first seems most popular, and there's

no doubt that substantial amounts of

radio and tv spot money are being

spent by national food advertisers in

selected "trouble spot" markets.

One fact of significant importance

to radio/tv: Many smart agency media

men doubt the effectiveness of "na-

tional copy" in local newspapers. They

saj more "retail" effect is needed, and

that both radio and tv are ideally

suited to conveying this feeling of

urgency.

V. New product rush

As chain and jobber brands con-

tinue to nibble large hunks of business

from established national brands, the

pressure on big grocery manufacturers

to create new products and find new
uses for old ones has been growing

steadily.

Most significant part of P&G"s recent

annual statement (which showed over

$1 billion annual sales for the third

straight year) was the note that two-

thirds of P&G's income from house-

hold products now is coming from
items which weren't even in existence

12 years ago.

A comparable flood of new products

is being generated by such grocery

giants as General Foods, Standard

Brands, American Home. Colgate.

Lever, etc. And for testing as well as

VITAL FACTS
ABOUT FOOD

1 he average

spends 25% of its income eaeh

In 20 rears the food industry

has grown from 16 to 81 bil-

lion dollars.

60-65% of all food sold in

grocery stores, is sold by su-

permarkets.

One dollar out of

spent in air media cc

food products.

ry five

s from

Food tops all air media classes

—biggest difference is in spot

radio/tv.

Spot radio has three times as

many food customers as any

other hind.

Both radio and tv spot get

300% more income from food

than from any other field.

market-by market introduction, both

spot tv and spot radio are getting a

growing play. (Stud) all the Nielsen

recommendations on page 29 to see

the relationships between private

brands, new products, and local pres-

sure )

.

VI. Local attention

Leading agencies tell sponsor that

account executives and their adver-

tiser counterparts—the product man-

agers or brand men—are spending

much more time in the field working

with manufacturers' district offices.

Nor is this activity limited to the

account level. A recent week saw al-

most all the top management of Mc-

Cann-Erickson scouring the country on

various national-local problems.

"You've got to remember that in

the food business every problem be-

comes a local one," says the media

group supervisor as one of the four

biggest agencies. In the old days, when
you could dazzle chain-store buying

committees or chain district managers

with boasts about zillions of impres-

sions, are over. They're interested, of

course. But sooner or later they want

to know what you're doing at the local

level—in the areas they're interested

in."

"Fluidity is the thing," says a vet-

eran media buyer whose specialty over

many years has been the coffee busi-

ness. "Conditions change so rapidly

these days that you've got to be able

to step into markets where the need

and potential is greatest."

VII. Importance to station owners

One unusual sidelight uncovered by

SPONSOR in talking to agency media

men is the importance to radio and tv

station owners of keeping abreast of

private brand activities in their own

markets.

Many stations, say media executives,

by being alert to new private-brand

developments and reporting these to

their representatives, or to manufac-

turers' district offices, can put them-

selves in a favorable position for

getting spot business.

Check the types of nationally-ad-

vertised products which face sub-

stantial private brand competition on

opposite page. Then try to figure out

what you have to offer these and simi-

lar advertisers in the light of your own
local conditions. ^
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Spot tv spending: a soap story

^ The soap giants—P&G, Colgate and Lever—have be-

come the top tv spot spenders. A new contender: Lestoil

^ A comparison of these leaders with biggest spenders

in other media reflects differences in advertisers' thinking

If you compare the list of leading

spot t\ spenders just released by TvB
with the leaders of network tv and

spot radio, you'll note this:

1. The soap giants, excepting P&G,

spend ill all three areas.

2. General Foods runs with the

leader- of the pack in both branches

anks as an also-ran in spotof tv, but i

radio.

3. The cigarettes, e.g., the big three,

are to be found near the top of the

roost in all branches of air media.

1. Adell Chemical (Lestoil) con-

tinues to nudge closer and closer to

the three soap monarchs in spot tv.

The reasons for spot tv's new record

expenditures this quarter (to $130,-

353,000) lie with four specific product

groups whose spending is up substan-

tially. The four:

• Ale, beer and wine spending is up

15%, to $11,603,000.

• The dentifrice fight has pushed

dental product expenditures up 173%,
to a $4,923,000 total.

• Household cleanser products are

up 50%, to $4,566,000.

• Household laundry products, up

78%, to a new high of $10,009,000.

A significant note: car manufactur-

ers are off in their spending, but auto-

motive suppliers are expanding their

budgets. ^

The top twenty

SPOT TV*

advertisers in spot tv,

NETWORK TV*

network tv, radio spot

SPOT RADIO*

1. Procter & Gamble 1. Procter & Gamble 1. R. J. Reynolds

2. Lever Brothers 2. General Motors 2. Ford

3. ( iolgate-Palmolive 3. General Foods 3. American Tobacco

4. Brow a & \\ illiamson 4. Colgate-Palmolive 4. Lever Brothers

5. General Foods 5. Lever Brothers 5. Best Foods

6. Adell Chemical (Lestoil) 6. Chrysler Corp. 6. General Motors

7. Continental Baking 7. R. J. Reynolds 7. Sterling Drug

8. Miles Laboratories 8. American Home Products 8. Colgate-Palmolive

9. American Home Products 9. Gillette Co. 9. Texas Co.

10. P. Lorillard 10. Bristol-Myers 10. Liggett & Myers

11. Philip Morris 11. Kellogg Co. 11. Sinclair Refining

12. National Biscuit Co. 12. American Tobacco 12. Anheuser-Busch

13. Carter Products 13. Ford 13. Penick & Ford

14. International Latex 14. Liggett & Myers 14. American Home Products

15. Coca-Cola Bottlers 15. Pharmaceuticals Inc. 15. Foster-Milburn

16. Sterling Drug 16. General Mills 16. Bristol-Myers

17. Charles Antell 17. Sterling Drug 17. Shell Oil

18. W ai 1 1

*

i -Lambert 18. Brown & Williamson 18. Continental Baking

19. Standard Brands 19. P. Lorillard 19. General Foods

20. Pepsi-Cola Bottlers 20. Kastman Kodak 20. Beech-Nut Life Savers
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Top 1O0 spot tv spenders
second quarter of 1958
l. f&C $8,454,700
2. .636,800
3. Colgate .180.400

B&W ... 3.237.7C
5. General Foods .110,300

6. Adell Chemical . 2.961.800
7 Continental Baking -.390.500
8. Miles Labs. .917.200
9. American Home Prods .880,500

10. Lorillard ,653,200

Philip Morris ,339,400
12. National Biscuit .286,300
13. Carter Products ,253,600
14. International Latex .188.400
15. Coca-Cola Bottlers ,118,500
16. Sterling Drug .109,200
17. Charles Antell .095.400
18. Warner-Lambert .073,600
19. Standard Brands 967.600
20. Pepsi-Cola Bottlers 967,000
21. Andrew Jergens 965.200
22. Texize Chemical 900,500
23. Food Mfgrs 871.900
24. S. C. (ohnson 871.000
25. Cillette 857,500
26. Robert Hall 843,000
27. 820,100
28. Esso Standard 817,900
29. Bulova 812,600
30. Shell Oil 807,700

31. Nehi Bottlers 768.800
32. Bristol-Myers 732.500
33. Culf Oil 727.000
34. Drug Research 717,200
35. General Mills 713,800

36. 713,400
37. R. I Reynolds 676,500
38. Pabst 649,200
39. Falstaff Brewing 640,500
40. Liggett & Myers 582,600

41. Marathon 555,500
42. Alberto-Culver 519,500
43. Frenchette Co. 515.000

Piel Bros. 513,600
45. 506,700

46. Schlitz 506,700
47. WMIiam Wrigley )r. 506,500
48. Salada-Shirriff-Horsey 495,000
49. Ward Baking 484,600
50. Swift 484,100

51. American Tobacco 483,800
52. Ballantine 480,800
53. J. A. Folger 461,300
54. Burgermeister . . 460,000 =

55. Harold F. Ritchie 456,900 1

56. 455,800 !

57. U. S. Borax 446,300
58. Theo. Hamm Brewing Co. 432,300
59. Standard Oil of Ind 428,700
60. Norwich Pharmacal 416,200 |

61. Phillips Petroleum 406,600
E

62. General Cigar _ 405,600
63. Parker Pen 404,500

r

64. Block Drug 399.400
65. Kellogg 395,100 1

66. Canada Dry Bottlers _... 383,500
L

67. Sun Oil 380,600
68. Dr. Pepper Bottlers 377,900 i

Corn Products 374,700
70. Babbitt _____ 374,600

71. Hills Bros. Coffee 371,300
72. A&P 368,200
73. M. |. B. 366,600
74. American Bakeries 365,100 I

75. Pacific Tel. & Tel. _ 359,800 |

76. Nestle _ _ 350,400
77. F. & M. Schaefer 349,800
78. Exquisite Form 348,100
79. American Sugar Refining 347,200
80. U. S. Rubber 345,900 1

81. Safeway Stores 336,000 -

82. Ruppert 331,300
83. Quaker Oats 323.200
84. Tidy House 321,000
85. 316,000 1

86. Hoffman Beverage Bott. 315,300 1

87. Maybelline 314,900
88. Carling Brewing 309,500
89. Ford 301.800 =

90. Kroger _ 301,600 |

Max Factor 300,100
92! 294,200
93. 292,700
94. Best Foods . 292.600
95. Sardeau 290,100 1

96. George Weidemann Brew. 286.600
97. Blatz 280,700
98. 278.800 -

99. American Health Studios"".""" 277,500 =

100. Callo Wine ..._ 273,600 i
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etailer merchandising

in the spot radio test

Can spot radio "demonstrate" your product?

I here is at least one advertiser to-

day who's willing to swear, under oath,

that radio is a great medium to sell a

product which must be demonstrated.

Cameo Curtains, Inc., New York,

knows radio works because it ran a

test to find out. The results were so

overwhelming that it is now lining up
stations in 70-odd markets for a full-

scale campaign this fall.

"We were both surprised and

pleased with the results of our test

shot last spring," says Cameo sales

promotion manager James Stuart.

"Our objectives were quite modest; we
conceived the radio spots as a basis for

building a merchandising campaign to

stores in the metropolitan New York
market. We expected a small bonus

in an institutional way.

"What we got, instead, was a mighty

movement on two fronts," he adds.

"We created scores of customers; and

when they were through expressing

themselves at store counters, we be-

gan to get unprecedented favorable re-

sponse from store buyers.

This test campaign ran from 5 April

to 15 May this year, on two stations

in New York

—

The Tex Antoine Show
and the Tex and Jinx Show on WRCA
and the Ted Brown Show on WMGM.
During the six-week period about 100

spots were used. The cost, including

merchandising, was about $15,000.

It was decided to limit the cam-

paign to one of Cameo's products

—

"Shir-Back" curtains. These have a

built-in tie that draw the center part

back to form a perfect framing when

a cord is pulled. This feature is ex-

clusive and ideal for demonstration.

Since the use of radio precluded any

demonstration, Edward Ratner, v.p.

and radio/tv director at Friend-Reiss,

Cameo's agency, spurned a regular

product announcement, instead wrote

and had recorded three 45-second

spots which he describes as "off-beat."

Fifteen seconds were left at the end to

tie-in store names. The series has just

won an award as the best radio com-
mercials of the year in a competition

among members of the Trans Ameri-

can Advertising Agency Network.

"One of the interesting things we
learned in this test," Ratner says, "is

that even though a product is visual, it

can be sold on radio by painting a

word picture. More than that, it has

tremendous impact on buying and an

ability to get retailers excited."

The idea of using a spot radio test

came about this way. "As an over-all

strategy we decided earlier this year

that we wanted to build our brand

name," explains Stuart. "We have na-

tional distribution, and are well known
on the east and west coasts and in

larger cities in between. We wanted to

plug the gaps.

"We have used about every medium,

including an electric sign on Times

Square. In recent years we've used,

besides print, network tv, spot tv, and

network radio. Tv spots would have

been obvious this year except that our

distribution is wide, our budget com-

paratively narrow. The test campaign

proves to us that radio has filled that

vacuum," he continues.

"We were attracted initially to ra-

dio because its flexibility allows us to

adjust our distribution, hit harder

where we think it's necessary," Stuart

explains. "What we proved is that

radio today gives us the best reach of

the housewives we want to reach." ^



A day in the life of a station rep

^ The station rep today does more than sell time. He

is a key link in the ehain of air media huying and selling

^ In the eonrse of his day, a rep serves his station, the

ad agencies and the advertiser. Here's how he does it

In the complicated lm>in*-ss of buy-

ing and selling time, the station rep

I. i- become much more than a mere

|iur\f\(ir of availabilities. He serves

.- a good-will ambassador for his sta-

tion-, and often advises them on such

matters a- station policy, programing,

promotion, ami merchandising.

But the rep has another vital job:

that of advising agency media people

on rating data, audience patterns, and

similar information which helps the

agenc) make buying decisions best

suited to clients' needs.

To show the wide scope of all these

activities, -iminsor followed a tvpical

rep account executive—Richard B.

Colburn of Blair-TV—for one com-

plete day. I Colburn, who started his

career at station WTMA, Charleston.

S. C worked for three rep firms be-

fore joining Blair-TV.)

Colburn begins his day by driving

in his new MG sports car from his sub-

urban Evanston home to his office at

520 North Michigan Avenue. Then

he goes through a series of meetings,

both in and out of his office, which

dramatize the important role that a rep

plays today in the buying and selling

of air media. ^

1 While Murphj talks to

Colburn reviews momii

Z£Kt0 In- Girl Friday, Marlene Margollis

2 First stop is visit with Shaun to Tatham-

Laird agency where KTVI ratings and fu-

ture clearance- air discus-ed with media su-

pervisor Jack Ragel. timehuyer Mary Rodger

By now it's 10:15 a.m., and Colhurn has

arrived at North Advertising for meeting

l media planning group on P.O.C. beer

milt. Receptionist Gini Lynn greets him

H 1 ime for lunch, and '

week rate protection »itli Ed 1'" n< di

52-

t oi

'1 riangle Stations (1), \n<\\ Vnderson

Geoffrcj \\., r , timebuyei on three acco

8 Rack in hi- office hy 1:30 p.m.. Colburn

returns morning phone call-. pr< pares re-

quested E I communication-.

vital part of i

By 2:30, Colhurn is at the Clinton

Frank agency talking to a.e. Perry Brand

d asst. media dir. Helen Davis about south-

l markets—and upcoming Florida vacation
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8:30 a.m.—Colburn (r) arrives in his office, discusses rate and package changes with Shaun Murphy, head of national sales for KTVI, St. Louis

Discussing the economies of a tv program r While at North, Colburn visits some time-

in Cleveland market are North v.p. Les w buyers to updale them in stations in

lano, media supervisor John Harper, me- their markets. Here he chats with Al Os-

director Tom Garrabrant and Colburn trin, timebuyer primarily on Adorn account

6 Talking to Elaine Pappas, Colburn dis-

cusses some of the more involved aspects

of timebuying, takes time out to explain a

Blair service, a cumulative cost calculator

WAt 4:30, Colburn and four Blair men 11 Fast communications again, this time a 10 6 p.m.: Blair men I

view film with station men (4th from 11 5:30 message via TWX machine. Col- 1£ Harry Smart. Tom Malone, Jack Davis,

11 Jim Nidigh of KING-TV, Seattle, and (5th burn gets availability confirmation from New Skip Hinman review plans for newest Blair

from 1) John Pindell of KGW-TV, Portland Orleans with help of Blair-TV's Carol Sinise station, WTEN. Albany, before heading home
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Oklahoma Oil station in Indiana are (1 to r) Walter Kadi, company ad manager, Herb Shriner and Paul Belknap, NL&B i

Oklahoma Oil builds an air network
^ To launch its entry into the Indiana market, Oklahoma

Oil Co. Deeded a dramatic state-wide promotion vehicle

^ The solution came in an hour-long spectacular via

an all-Indiana network of 11 tv and 18 radio stations

X Jul) L958 was a da) that brought

mixed blessings to Needham, Louis

and Broi bj . Chicago agenc)

.

I lie da) be^an ;iii»|iiciou>l\ when

agenc) Btaffers learned the) bad been

awarded the Oklahoma Oil Co. ac-

count, v\ i t h a relativel) high-octane

billing approaching $2 million annu-

ally.

\ few minutes later, like a < aboose

following an engine, came the prob-

lems. I be fn-t one was a dand)

.

I be compan) informed its new

< \ thai it had. a -hurt lime before,

bought a chain of 81 gas stations in

Indiana, called the Gaseteria Chain.

The stations were located in major

marketing areas throughout the state.

The acquisition of the stations rep-

resented a major step forward in Okla-

homa ()il"> drive to bolster its regional

business I including besides the Chi-

' ii'j.D marketing area, the states of Illi-

nois and Iowa), Edwin R. Smith.

Oklahoma Oil executive vice president,

explained to the new agency.

\nd then he dropped the bomb. The

company's take-over date for the new

stations would be. he said, on 1 Au-

gust, just a month away. The agen-

cy's assignment: a full-scale promotion

and advertising campaign, to make the

Hoosiers aware of the expansion.

A tough undertaking, certainly, but

not impossible. The high point came
on 1 August with a special hour-long

Herb Shriner Open House, simulcast

over a specially-arranged network of

11 tv and 18 radio stations within the

Indiana boundaries.*

Creation of the "network" is a spec-

tacular example of the flexibilih of air

media, notes Paul Belknap, NL&B vice
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president. "These stations had never

been used, collectively, as a network

before, and perhaps never will be

again, but when it suited our purpose

to arrange them that way, we were

able to do it," he adds.

Despite the speed with which it was
conceived and implemented, the cam-

paign "represents one of the major ac-

complishments in our company's his-

tory," reports Oklahoma's ad manager
Walter Kadi. Its success, he believes,

represents fast coordination between

agency people, Indiana broadcasters,

talent, and the 81 new Oklahoma serv-

ice stations in the state.

The agency's first meeting to map
out plans set the strategy for the cam-

paign. Noting that the market was ex-

tremely competitive (there are some
800 service stations in the Indianapolis

area alone), both the agency and the

company decided that the best way to

capture the Indiana audience (and

thereby gain immediate recognition

and exposure for the company name)

was extensive use of radio and tv in

some spectacular way.

Furthermore, they believed that air

media offered two extras: a better

"reach" of the marketing area and a

nominal cost. Accordingly, NL&B's
media department went ahead with

plans for a solid eight-week air promo-

tion, broken down this way: a two-day

saturation spot campaign preceding the

main event; the one-hour simulcast

"spectacular," and an eight-week fol-

low-up spot campaign.

During the two days prior to the 1

August "opening," a saturation cam-

paign of 1,200 radio announcements

and about 40 tv spots were used on the

"network" stations. All of these an-

nounced the gala two-day celebration to

be held in Indianapolis, and promoted

the Shriner show that was coming.

The Shriner special was the high

point of the state-wide promotion. The

razzle-dazzle began at noon on 1 Au-

gust when the star arrived by plane in

Indianapolis, and continued through

midnight of the next day. The show,

presented from an auditorium in In-

dianapolis before a live audience,

starred Shriner, but included other

home-state acts, including the 16-voice

male glee club of Purdue University.

Proving the original belief that air

media could provide a large audience

at low cost, the cost for the entire

Shriner special, covering 90% of the

3.5 million tv homes in the state, plus

the pre-promotion spots, came to an
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estimated $9,000. This figure repre-

sents about 65% of the total budget

expended by the company for the cam-

paign.

An intensive follow-up on the pro-

motion is being continued, to get maxi-

mum effect from the special. It began
on 3 August, the day after the main
promotion ended. During August the

company ran 288 radio spots per week
in the state for four weeks on 12 radio

stations.

In September the number of radio

spots will be reduced to 138 a week
on six stations. But tv has been added:

10 spots a week for four weeks. This

eight-week follow-up campaign on air

media represents 100% of the com-

pany's expenditure in the state.

"We knew from the very beginning

that to introduce a gasoline in a ma-

jor marketing area would require ad-

vertising of tremendous impact and

momentum-gathering power," reflects

Kadi. "For this reason we selected

radio and tv as the backbone of the

campaign. Of course we didn't over-

look any medium, but the whole pro-

motion revolved around the focal point

of the Indiana radio and tv 'network'."

Was it difficult to arrange the pro-

motion around air media in such a

short time? "We encountered no spe-

cial difficulty in getting the 29 stations

to cooperate in the giant production,"

says Jim Charlesworth, account execu-

tive for Oklahoma Oil at NL&B. "All

the stations were willing to pre-empt

time for the special.

"Perhaps the biggest problem we

faced," he continues, "was selecting

the right talent. We think we hit a

winner with native Hoosier son Herb

Shriner. He also cooperated beauti-

fully on the merchandising end of the

event by touring the new gas stations

and even visiting the governor."

Selection of Shriner was a wise

move, too, from a dealer-relation stand-

point. Service station operators, who
represent the retail face of major oil

companies, are generally mechanics at

heart, and are traditionally unrespon-

sive to company promotion and mer-

chandising help. Shriner represents

an almost ideal choice among well-

known talent, since the station opera-

tors can understand and identify with

him. As a rough guess, it's probably

safe to say that a visit to a station and

its operator by Shriner is worth 10,000

pieces of direct mail.

The four-week job was monumental:
it included selecting and clearing time

slots on 29 stations for pre-promotion

announcements plus an eight week fol-

low-up series: producing a one-hour

spectacular; painting 81 service sta-

tions in Oklahoma's red-white-blue and

constructing new signs; and choosing

items for in-station prizes and give-

aways.

Was it effective? "Business is very

good," Kadi tells sponsor. Gallonage

in all of the 81 new Indiana stations

is up substantially over the previous

Gaseteria pumpings.

Oklahoma is currently devoting

100% of its regional ad budget to air

media, by co-sponsoring daily tele-

casts and radio broadcasts of Chica-

go's two major league baseball teams.

Newscasts and all-night shows are also

used. Outside baseball season, the

company sponsors first-run late night

movies.

"Our basic philosophy is to give

complete coverage in our marketing

areas," says Kadi. "Radio and tv give

us the kind of complete coverage we

need, and we feel that by using it. we

have no waste circulation." ^

Heading the production team from Needham, Louis & Brorby that produced the hour-long

Herb Shriner Show, was James G. Cominos, left, the agency's radio/tv director. Shriner

Ir) provided merchandising assistance by visiting new stations and talking with operators



How six industries will use spot radio

Food Drugs Toiletries

I- I- and groceries use one <>ul of

four of all radio spots—more than the

next two leading industry categories.

Best Foods' Hellmann's Mayonnaise,

American Home's Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee

products, Quaker Oats* Flako and La

111'-, i
- macaroni arc now in daytime

minute campaigns.

Muellei begins a 17-v\eek move for

it- spaghetti and macaroni 9 Septem-

ber, using minutes in da\time slots.

Campbell Soup, with an increased

schedule over last year, will utilize

minutes, chainhreaks and I.D."s dur-

ing tin da) for 26 weeks starting 1

September. Tetley Tea dips into spot

radio 22 September with daxtime min-

ute- from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. in major

markets.

Duffy-Mott -tail- a 10-week satura-

tion I.. i ( lapp's Baby Food on 29

September with daytime minutes.

Beech-Nul babj foods will also use 60-

second announcements during the day
for _><> week-. Nabisco's cij:lit-week

push -tart- 2') Septembei and I nited

Fruit's banana promotion begins 15

Septembei for nine week-.

(•tin r i in icnt radio apol -< bedules

includi Blue Bonnet, Bartel] Pears, In-

Btant < Ii.i-i S Sanborn ami lie

Food

A big upsurge in spot radio for

drugs, probably the biggest of any-

major industry, is forecast for October

and November. The tactical flexibility

of spot radio will be called up by

cough and cold remedy makers in cold

weather-coordinated salvos.

Vick's schedule of prime weekday

minutes starts 13 October in major

markets to promote its cough drops.

4-Way Cold Tablets will go into

most large cities in October and No-

vember with daytime minutes on Ne-

gro radio and Spanish-language sta-

tions.

B-C Powder's fall push kicks off 1

October for 13 weeks with 60 second

announcements day and night.

Two Pharmaco brands. Feen-a-Mint

and Chooz, will resume spot radio

schedules shortly, using daytime min-

ute announcements.

Murine will go in for daytime min-

utes for six weeks in major markets,

and Chattanooga Medicine will come

in with a campaign scheduled for 32

weeks.

In addition to the usual increase of

drug spot radio business in the fall

and winter, this year unusually heavy

lui-incss is expected in this industry,

reaching around $5 million in the

fourth quarter.

The new marketing gambit of toi-

letries for teen-agers poses some spe-

cial problems being solved by spot

radio. The high school audience listens

only at certain hours, and new prod-

ucts need testing.

Pharma-Craft's Ting products are

entering markets with radio spot sched-

ules for eight weeks starting 15 Sep-

tember. The teen age toiletries will be

pushed weekdays after 3 p.m. and on

weekends.

PM Laboratories, with tests for Teen

Clear in progress in Minnesota and

Iowa, will expand on a market-bv-mar-

ket basis in coming weeks.

Helene Curtis is going into spot ra-

dio and other media for Tempo, a new
hair spray, following the completion

of testing in several cities.

Q-Tips cotton swabs kick off its 13

week campaign of daytime minutes on

15 September in major markets.

Coppertone will go after late sum-

mer weekend radio audiences, and

Shulton is planning a fall promotion

using daytime minutes.

Dr. Lyon's, a large factor in Ster-

ling drug's place among the top 10

spot radio users, continues its current

schedule into the fall.

Block Drug's Minapoo Shampoo gets

into 30 markets with spots for 13 weeks.
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this fall

^&ix important advertiser classifications, ivhich ac-

count for two-thirds of all spot radio business, are

readying significant campaigns for fall. Here spon-

sor surveys spot radio buys by leading advertisers

in the food, drug, toiletries, gasoline, tobacco, and

automotive fields, points out reasons why these ac-

counts find spot radio a valuable advertising medium.

and highlights various spot radio strategies they

will be using in the coming fall and winter seasons.

Gasoline Tobacco Automotive

California Oil Co. is coming up with

a spot radio campaign to establish its

new trade name, Chevron. Its prod-

ducts were formerly sold under the

Calso label.

Sinclair, going into its third year

with its "quickie" six second spots, is

achieving tremendous year-round fre-

quency at very low cost. This Sin-

clair spot invention puts the brand

among the top spot radio advertisers

in terms of quantity, although Sinclair

is not even in the top 10 in spending.

Texaco is using another interesting

spot radio technique—the all or noth-

ing approach. The gimmick is to sat-

urate 100 or so markets for four or

five weeks on week nights and week-

ends, and then use no radio at all for

several weeks. This "stop and go"

method has several advantages: it has

both concentration and economy. Fur-

thermore, nighttime and weekend rates

are lower, and are exactly those time

periods in which most pleasure driv-

ing takes place.

Some summer promotions spilling

over into September are Amoco's

prime time schedule of minutes and

Crown Central Petroleum's 10-second

campaign during peak traffic hours.

Esso Standard is also now pushing its

Flit in early morning and late after-

noon schedules.

Spot radio figures to be important

in this big three-way fight: the estab-

lished brands are in a share-of-market

scrap with both the new filters and

brands just coming on the market.

R. J. Reynolds, which RAB recently

named the most active company in spot

radio in the second quarter of 1958,

is continuing its year round saturation

campaigns for Camel and Winston.

American Tobacco, in addition to

its major market buys of prime min-

utes for Lucky Strike, is taking week-

end schedules for its new Tareyton

dual-filters.

Philip Morris is using spot radio

and other media to test a new brand

—

Mayfield, a mint-menthol cigarette,

now being tried out in Seattle and

other northwest markets.

L&M and Chesterfield schedules are

continuing heavily on a year-round

basis in most markets.

P. Lorillard's upcoming push for

Newport will be in major markets, and

the summer promotion for Kent is ex-

pected to continue into fall.

General Cigar is also planning a

schedule of minutes for White Owls in

the heavy traffic hours in 60 markets.

Hit Parade is about to expand its

markets substantially and also build

up schedules.

Here are some of the signs of new
firmness as Detroit gets ready to unveil

its new models:

Plymouth will press the starter but-

ton with a four week campaign of day-

time minute announcements on 14 Oc-

tober. The schedule covers most ma-
jor markets and focuses in traffic hours.

Studebaker has in progress a cam-
paign of daytime minutes in 50 top

metropolitan areas. The 13 week push

uses a leading radio personality in

each market.

Ford is waiting for the announce-

ment of its '59 models before resum-

ing heavy spot radio campaigns. The
appearance of the new cars in show-

rooms in early October is expected to

be preceded by radio spots in late

September.

Eveready Batteries and Prestone

will use daytime minutes in many mar-

kets for six to eight weeks. The flexi-

bility of spot will be utilized fully

with starts varying from September to

October in different parts of the coun-

try, depending on weather.

Chevrolet is expected back strong in

spot radio prior to the introduction of

new models. In fact. 1959 cars and

trucks of most makes will provide a

healthy contribution to ad spending

with the introduction of new models in

coming months. ^
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die QUALITY stations

in Canada are represented by

YOUNG CANADIAN LTD.

These outstanding stations orrer

dominant coverage or Canada's

major markets.When you plan your

next campaign, we can assist in

showing how to get maximum value

for vour hroadcast dollar. Call:

YOUNG CANADIAN LTD.
New York * Chicago St. Louis Atlanta • Los Angeles San Francisco • Detroit
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Canadian ^} market

Canada's consumer dollar helps offset

^ Despite di|). expenditures for jjoods and services are

running at higher rate than during last months of hoom

^ On the other side of the economic picture, however,

there is unemployment, big drop in durables production

I he faithful consumer bless him—
has turned into a strong bulwark of

the Canadian economj while the Do-

minion undergoes it- r» ession.

Like the I .S., Canada is suffering

from the pains of unemploymenl and

a decline in the hard goods segmenl

of the economy. Despite this, personal

i xpenditures have been rising.

For the first quarter of L958, con-

Bumei spending amounted to a sea-

Bonall] adjusted $20.4 billion at the

annua] rate. During (he first quarter of

1957, the figure was $19.6 billion,

line, price increases accounted for

Some of this rise but even in terms

of constant dollars. Canadian shoppers

Bpenl more for goods and services.

There's no blinking at the fact, how-

ever, that the economy has been

hobbled somewhat. As of May. 6.69?

of the labor force was looking for

work, more than twice the 1956 aver-

age. The percentage of unemployed in

May was smaller than during most

previous months of 1958 but higher

than any month during 1957 except

December.

The latest complete information

available showed some dark spots:

deepening of inventory liquidation

during the first quarter and a drop

in capital investment by business.

Both exports and imports moved
downward, a continuation of a trend

that began last year.

A glance backward shows that

Canada's industrial production I in-

cluding manufacturing, mining and

electricity) was not as hard hit as in

the States. Between February 1957

—

the industrial production peak—and

March 1958 the decline amounted to

no more than 5.5 c/i . The manufactur-

ing component of this figure was 8%
and breaking it down further shows

that durables were off 139< while non-

durables were off only l'<.

In the United States, the last height

of industrial production was reached

earlier—in December of 1956. The
downward turn was not apparent until

well into 1957, however, and by March
of 1958 the decline in industrial pro-

duction amounted to 13%. Manu-
facturing went down by the same

amount and durables were off 1')',.

Like Canada, there was one upbeat

note in this picture—gas and electric-

ity production went up.

Retailing took it on the chin during

the latter part of 1957 but by early

1958, most of the losses seemed to

have been regained. During the first

four months of 1958 grocery and

combination stores were running well

ahead of the same period a year be-

fore. Drug stores were also ahead of

Here are some key economic indicators of ivhaVs been happening to Canadian economi

1057

I -i qtr. '58

Jan. '58

Feb.

Mar.

Manufacturing production (2) labor force
seeking work (3)

$30,182 348.9 215.6 212.7 325.5 156.0 3.1 $1,191.5

31,443 332.9 247.0 250,1 359.1 152.7 4.3 1,221.2

31,676 253.7 381.9

316.7 233.0 1 19.3 6.1 1.290.3

314.8 236.

1

1 1(). 1 6.6 1,290.4

307.3 237.8 1 15.0 7.1 1,282.3

314.3 212.0 150.2 6.9 1,235.5

(..(.

.
, ,.,..;,, l ,. hi, l'i.: , .::, ,,,',,,

I ,
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the recession

ihe sales level they hit in 1957.

Even retailers of hard goods did

pretty well. The January-through-

April sales of new cars compared
favorably with last year. In April

dealers took in $87.5 million while

12 months before the total was $89.3
million. Taking appliance, radio-tv and
furniture dealers as a group, sales in

1958 topped 1957 during three out

of the first four months.

One of the strongest props under
the Canadian economy has been new
home construction. After a dip that

reached a low point during the sec-

ond quarter of 1957, a sustained rise

began. The first quarter of this year
showed new housing starts at the an-

nual seasonally adjusted rate of 171,-

300 units, an estimate that may turn

out to be low. During 1957's first

quarter the annual rate of new home
starts was 86,000.

Also bolstering the economy is

Canada's steadily rising population,

now 17 million, a jump of 1 million

in two years. ^

Profile of Canadian household equipment shows
varied new sales, replacement sales potential

No. of

Equipmenl- households
with equipment

Canadian households 4,055,000

Owned dwellings 2,719,000

Rented dwellings 1,336,000

Dwellings with electrification 3,867.000

Steam cr hot water heat 707,000

Hot air heat 1,653,000

Hot and cold water piped inside 2,865,000

Private bath facilities 2,773,000

Private flush toilets 3.n24..nnn

Electric stoves l qzr nnn

Gas stoves . 7Q2 t\(\n

Electric refrigerators 3,308,000

Home freezers 2QS nnn

Washing machines [electric) 3.35J. nnn

Vacuum cleaners 9 22Q nan

Saving machines (electric) ... l HS7 nnn

Sewing machines {foot treadle) 1,294,000

Telephones 3 1 1: : i nnn

Autos 9 dJts nnn

Radios XRQ4.nnn

Television 2.S3A nnn

I,,,,,,, mmmm u mmm ,,, u „„„„„„„„„,„„„„ ,„„„,„„

during first few months of this

Grocery store New car Drug store
trade (3) sales (3) sales (3)
(millions) 'millions) (millions)

year compared to previous years

Housing Personal dispos- Consumer Average
starts (4) able income (1 ) price hourly wages

(000) (millions) index (5) (manufacturing)

$219.9 $94.1 $27.4 127.3 $20,238 118.1 $1.52

239.4 90.5 29.2 122.3 21,235 121.9 1.60

171.3 22,032

254.4 104.3 29.3 123.4 1.658

261.9 105.3 29.6 123.7 1.643

250.1 92.5 30.0 124.3 1.653

252.6 87.5 30.0 125.2 1.659

!l '• ly adiusted
-

,5
>
19M -uals 10°-

Survey of household equipment by

Dominion Bureau of Statistics in May
1957 is source of figures above. While
changes have taken place in the year

since the survey was taken they are

probably slight, except for television

ownership, which has gone up to 3

million households, or 75% saturation

Taken from government sources, the

figures at left show the strengths as

well as weaknesses of Canadian econ-

omy during the first quarter of the year.

Note that even with retail dip in April,

sales are still above averages of 1956

and 1957. Manufacturing wages have

been offset slightly by price index rise
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Canadiaian^ radio

Radio buying's competitive but there's

^ Business was up in 1957 over the preceding year and

remains brisk. Network, however, continues its decline

^ Grocery and drug products pace spot buying. The top

buvers: Colgate, General Motors, Coca-Cola, Lever, GF

^•'..pli- never seem i«> gel over being

surprised that radio continues to at-

tract business at a brisk pace.

I his is just as true in Canada as in

the I S. Yet, las! year, despite the re-

cession and continued t\ growth, there

was clear evidence that Canadian ra-

dio was doing more business than the

year before,

\ government stud) 1>\ the Domin-

ion Bureau of Statistics of commis-

sionable radio billings for 1957 esti-

mated the total at $22.2 million, com-

pared with $20.8 million the year be-

fore. Agency billings in previous

years came to $20.8 million in 1955

and $23.8 million in 1954.

The last mentioned billings figure

was reached at a time when tv satura-

tion averaged somewhere between 20

and 25 r
( of Canadian homes. In 1957,

t\ ownership averaged somewhere be-

tween 65 and 70' I

.

Because a considerable amount of

CANADIAN RADIUS 4UDIENCE COMPOSITION
Percent and number of listeners per 100 homes tuned

Chi

w.,

I

250/c

I

Six metropolitan and cirj areas neasured bj l!l!\l in March 19.">8 for these

figures covering Mondaj through l
' Vudience pattern is like that in U.S.

radio business is placed directly by re-

tailers, the DBS figures are an under-

statement of the actual money spent by

advertisers in the medium.

A DBS study of broadcast income
in 1956 (the first of its kind made by
the bureau) showed that CBC and pri-

vate stations took in $40.7 million,

more than half from local advertisers.

Income from local radio advertisers

came to $21.3 million, selective (spot)

advertisers turned over $16.2 million

to stations and network advertisers ac-

counted for $2.2 million.

The network figure is even lower

now. CBC, which operates the two

English networks and the French net-

work, reported a drop of 17' i in radio

income during the fiscal year ending

31 March this year. During the past

season only 1
' c of the Trans-Canada

web schedule was sponsored, 7% of

the Dominion network and 15 r
r of

the French network.

Since radio business in general has

been healthy, the decline in network

radio business is obviously no reflec-

tion on the advertising effectiveness of

the medium. Being publicly-supported,

Canadian network radio is under less

pressure to show a profit. Being pub-

licly-owned, its programing leans more
to public service and, hence, has less

mass audience appeal. To these rea-

sons, broadcasters (though they wel-

come the lack of competition) would

add that CBC authorities are permeated

by bureaucratic eggheadism and an

anti-commercial attitude. Whether this

is true or not, the fact remains that a

government body, by its very nature,

cannot sell an advertising medium
under competitive fire with the effec-

tiveness of a privately-owned firm.

Radio dimensions: As in the I . >..

radio saturation in Canada is to all

intents and purposes complete. The

actual figure is 96%, and the per-

centage has been keeping pace with

the increasing population, which is

now more than 4 million households

and more than 17 million persons.
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plenty of it

There are now 178 privately-owned

commercial radio stations in Canada
plus 22 owned and operated by the

CBC. About a dozen new stations

came on the air during the past 12
months. A list supplied by CBC shows
11 new stations since last August.
They include an fm outlet in Oshawa,
Ont.. a French station in Sudbury,
Ont.. and English am stations in

Huntsville, Welland, Blind River, Port

Hope, all Ontario; Schefferville; Que.;

Amhurst, N. S.; Weyburn, Sask.;

Quesnel and Cranbrook, B. C.

Buying trends: Advertisers seem to

have settled down to a standard tv-

era pattern of buying radio, that is,

announcements rather than programs,

with early morning and late afternoon

preferred and short flights (a month
to three months) rather than 26- or

52-week campaigns. In smaller mar-
kets, where rural influences push up
lunchtime audiences, there is also a

demand for noontime slots.

This buying pattern is standard

only in the broadest sense. Actually,

advertisers are now looking harder for

varied merchandising approaches. For

one thing, the recession has made
them more competitive minded. For
another, a growing consciousness of

marketing problems has led to more
emphasis on solving localized mar-

keting situations.

Here's one agencyman's way of

putting it. He is Don MacMillan, man-
ager of the radio/tv department, Mc-
Cann-Erickson (Canada), Ltd., Toron-

to, which handles Coca-Cola, Bulova,

Chesebrough-Pond's and others. He
says:

"Present economic conditions are

having some effect on both tv and

radio planning as far as our clients

are concerned. We find that clients are

unwilling to commit themselves on

long-term network tv programs, for

example. In addition, they are seeking

advertising which will permit mer-

chandising and promotion approaches

as well as straight consumer adver-

sponsor • 30 august 1958

Strong demand for ad slights

among Canadian radio trends

The ke) Canadian radio developments below are

as seen by Charles W. Fenton, right, who has been,

for four years, sales director of the Broadcast

Advertising Bureau of the CARTB. He previously

had experience in both sales and ad agency fields

Buying trends: These are characterized by flights running from four weeks to three

months. Spots (minutes) and flashes (15-second announcements) are running neck-an<
neck for favor. In the metropolitan markets, morning and early evening are popula

Rate "trends : Daytime rates have gone up during the past year though not as much a:

the year before. Some reshuffling of time categories were tantamount to rate in

creases. A large number of power increases have resulted also in higher station rate

Programing trends: Music-and-news format holding firm. Stations are improvin;
news coverage by increasing remote broadcasts. Several stations have started live program
ing with teen-age dancing parties. CBC has deferred decision on standards for contest:

Other trends : There is a marked increase in the use of weekend radio. While then
is no big demand for nighttime, there is evidence of more interest with a number o

|

advertisers, such as Colgate, starting to run schedules past the 7:00 p.m. barrie

tising. Although most advertisers are

exercising caution in their expendi-

tures, they are still willing to look at

various approaches which might result

in increased sales. It seems to be a

matter of selecting the proper ap-

proach for the particular result

desired.

"One example of the type of

thinking which currently prevails is

the case of Swift Canadian Co. Swift

in Canada is relinquishing its long-

term participation in Disneyland on

the national tv network and con-

centrating its housewife approach in

daytime radio, which is more flexible

and allows much more merchandising

effort within the company's own sales

staff and in the retail trade."

Another broadcasting man, Henry

Karpus, radio/tv vice president for E.

W. Reynolds, Ltd., Toronto, said:

"Canadian advertisers are consistently

looking to tv and radio as the one-two

punch in moving goods (particularly

in the package goods field) with a

maximum impact of television, a maxi-

mum flexibility with radio."

Karpus described package radio spot

buys in the major metropolitan mar-

kets as a trend. He also reported that

stations are offering early evening

radio spot packages combined with

weekend exposure, "which makes a

lot of sense to many clients—particu-

larly oil companies and the like,

during the summer months with the

heavy out-of-home listening."

Nighttime is not particularly in

demand but some broadcasters see an

omen in the fact that some advertisers,

among them Colgate-Palmolive, are

starting to run their schedules past the

7:00 p.m. barrier. Most nighttime

radio buyers are local firms.

Colgate is one of the top spot radio

buyers in Canada. Other leaders are

Lever, General Motors, Coca-Cola and

General Foods. The grocery and drug

categories are pacing the vigorous

spot business now going on.

Radio programing: "Radio," says

McCann's MacMillan. "is travelling a

two-line highway, with the music-and-

news format racing with the pro-

grained-station t\pe. Daytime radio is

healthy and should look forward to

another good year on both lanes."

(Please turn to page 56)
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Canadian ~^n television

Canadian tv: the spotlight's on daytime

^ Daytime program schedules are inching toward noon

as admen indicate increasing interest in before-dark tv

^ (1B(] completes microwave web connecting Sydney and

Vancouver, making it the longest network in the world

^ An end to the single-station-per-market policy seems

definite but first competitive outlets may be 18 months off

I hough three out of four Canadian

homes have t\. the medium still has

the blush of youth about it.

Item: \ coast-to-coast intercon-

nected network did not become a real-

ity until this past 1 July.

Item: Daytime l\ is still partly an

unexplored frontier. The Canadian

Broadcasting Corp. will start program-

ing I

|
|
hour- earlier this fall but the

schedule will -till not begin until 2:45

in the afternoon.

Item: Ever) market but three has

onl\ one t\ station. Exceptions to the

monopoly rule exist because of the

need to provide both English and
I- rench program sen ice.

To advertisers the mosl immediately

importanl of these three facets is the

daytime picture. Daytime video pro-

graming i- inching toward morning
lime and while advertisers -till have
mixed Feelings about advertising be-

fore dark, there are clear indications

From agencies thai more money will

be coming into daytime t\.

CBC T\ i- now interconnected b)

microwave from Sydney, Nova Scotia,

to Victoria, B.C., on \ ancouvei Island,

a distance of more than 3,000 miles.

This make- it the longest h
in the world. 'I he onl) majot
the work- i- an eastward exl

to St John-. Newfoundland, wh

would add a sixth time zone, com-

pared to four in the U. S.

While the new Canadian govern-

ment has indicated it favors an early

end to the one-station-per-market

policy, nothing specific has been done

at this writing to implement a policy

of competitive tv. Those familiar with

the situation feel it will take at least

18 months before the first competitive

station is licensed.

Meanwhile. Canadian tv is growing

at a handsome pace and advertisers

are gaining the kind of familiarity

with a medium necessary before it

becomes adult. Here is a rundown on

what's happening in Canadian tv.

who's using it, how they're using it

and where it's going:

Tv dimensions: As of March 1958,

more than 3 million households

had tv, a saturation figure of 75%.
These are estimates of the Bureau of

Broadcast Measurement, an advertiser-

agencj -broadcaster-supported group

which is more or less the official or-

ganization for measuring station cir-

( ulation.

With this 75% figure reached in a

-pan of ahout six years, Canada is

about the fastest growing tv area in

the world. In many of the major

metropolitan areas, tv saturation is

Final link in CBC's Sydney-to-Vancouver

above 90 '/'<
. The two biggest markets,

Toronto and Montreal, have 92' < and

94*/( , respectively.

At the beginning of August, there

were 49 stations on the air, eight

more than last August. One station

—

Matane, Que..—was scheduled at

sponsor's presstime to begin broad-

casting on 18 August. Another sta-

tion, approved for New Carlisle, Que,

has not yet set a target date.

So far as is known, no other outlets

are currently scheduled. The Canadian

Department of Transport, which rec-

ommends license approval to the

CBC (a department okay is tantamount

to a tv license ) . regards applications

for tv stations as confidential.

Including the Matane station, Can-

ada has nine stations broadcasting in

French (the French station in Rouyn,

Que., also programs in English) and

41 in English. In all. 47 tv markets

will be available to advertisers in the

fall, with Montreal, Quebec and Ot-

tawa offering one English and one

French outlet each. The four stations

in Montreal and Ottawa as well as

stations in Halifax, Toronto, Winnipeg

and Vancouver (the top markets in

Canada with the exception of Halifax)

are CBC-owned.

Canadian tv is pretty well intercon-

nected by now, with 33 of the English
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and new coast-to-coast link

network opened 1 July. Extension eastward

stations and 7 of the French stations

linked by microwave. Another eight

are scheduled for interconnection by-

spring. The overwater link to St.

John's is due by December, though

there is a possibility this may be de-

layed until June. Swift Current, Sask.,

and Matane. Que, will be tied to the

English and French networks, respec-

tively, by November. Prince Albert,

Sask., is due for connection by Janu-

ary and Rouyn will be linked to both

networks by March.

Since the latter will be connected

to the French lines eastward and the

English lines westward, a loop will

be formed in central Ontario and

Quebec, offering certain flexibility to

network operation.

Tv spending: With no central source

gathering air spending figures, such

as TvB and RAB in the U. S., detailed

data on client spending in tv is hard

to come by.

However, last year the Dominion

Bureau of Statistics undertook a spe-

cial pilot study of broadcasting rev-

enue in 1956. It was the first attempt

by the Bureau to present industry-

wide figures of this kind. Because the

CBC is publicly-owned, data on the

network and CBC-owned stations have

been published all along but figures

opened by December

on private stations have been sparse.

The study showed that during 1956,

tv broadcasters, including the CBC,
took in $31.2 million. This compared
with $40.7 million for radio. The tv

figures broke down as follows: About
half, $16.6 million, went for network

advertising; $9.7 million went for

selective (spot) advertising; $4.5 mil-

lion went for local; $374,000 went for

"other" broadcast revenue.

The share for network spending is

similar to that in the U.S. However,

spot gets a bigger share (and local

a proportionately smaller share) than

in the States because of the one-sta-

tion-per-market situation. That is, with

limited time for sale, spot clients are

more likely candidates for availabili-

ties since they are more willing than

retail clients to pay for the broad

coverage provided by tv.

The above figures do not include

agency commissions or some program-

ing costs the client must pay for.

Using the DBS figures and other

sources, the Broadcast Advertising

Bureau of the Canadian Association

of Radio and Television Broadcasters

has estimated total advertising spend-

ing in tv during 1956 at $51.5 million,

with national (network and spot) ad-

vertising accounting for $33.5 million

(Please turn to page 62)

1 NINE NEW TV STATIONS
BRING TOTAL TO 50

Since last August, eight private tv

g stations hair come 01 the air and

a ninth {in Matane) was sched-

uled to be in operatii n by 18 Au-

I gust. The last six stt tions on the

English list and th • last three

stations on the French list are

I the new ones. Anoth r outlet, ap-

I proved for New Carlisle, Quebec,

1 has not yet set its target date

English stat on*

1 Toronto, Ontario CELT
H Ottawa, Ontario CBOT

Sudbury, Ontario CKSO-TV
London, Ontario CFPL-TV
Vancouver, B. C. CBUT
Montreal, Quebec CBMT
Kitchener, Ontario CKCO-TV
Saint John, N. B. CHSJ-TV
Winnipeg, Manitoba CBWT
Hamilton, Ontario CHCH-TV
Regina, Saskatchewan CKCK-TV
Windsor, Ontario CKLW-TV
Port Arthur, Ontario CFCJ-TV
Calgary, Alberta CHCT-TV
Sydney, Nova Scotia CJCB-TV
Edmonton, Alberta CFR1S-TV
Sault Ste. Marie. Ont CJIC-TV
Moneton, N. B. CKCW-TV
Saskatoon, Sask. CFQC-TV
Kingston, Ontario CKWS-TV
Halifax, Nova Soctia CBHT
Brandon, Manitoba CKX-TV
Peterborough, Ontario CHEX-TV
Barrie, Ontario CKVR-TV
Wingham, Ontario CKNX-TV
North Bay, Ontario CKGN-TV
Leth bridge, Alberta CJLH-TV
St. Johns, Nfd. CJOISTV
Charlottetown, P.E.I. CFCY-TV
Timmins, Ontario CFCL-TV
Goose Bay, Labrador CFLA-TV
Victoria, B. C. CHEK-TV
Harmon Field, Nfd. CFSN-TV
Quebec City, Quebec CKMI-TV
Kamloops, B. C. CFCR-TV
Medicine Hat, Alia. CHAT-TV
Kelowna, B. C. CHBC-TV
Red Deer, Alberta CHCA-TV
Swift Current, Sask. CJFB-TV
Prince Albert, Sask. CKBl-TV
Yorkton, Sask. CKOS-TV

French stations

Montreal, Quebec CBFT
Quebec City, Quebec CFCM-TV
Rimouski, Quebec CJBR-Tl
Ottawa, Ontario CBOFT
Jonquiere, Quebec CKRS-TV
Sherbrooke, Quebec CHLT-TV
Rouyn, Quebec CKRIS-TV

Three Rivers, Quebec CKTM-TV
Matane, Quebec CKBL-TV
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Canadian
%a2s3sgftw radio basics

Total

Canadian
households

Mil III!

1,055

v\ :iv.illlll!;i!iiiii!lll!lliiilll!lll ...Illlllili

3.894

INumber of households with

three

radios

(000)

over

three

radios

(000)

auto

radios

(000)

2,894 739 188 1,138

How many multiset

ami auto radio homes

are there in Canada?

Just ;ihout one million Canadian homes

have more than one radio, according to Do-

minion Bureau of Statistics figures as of

Ma\ 1957. In addition, more than a million

hom.- have auto radios. Portable sales are

up in 1
(>.">8 bul other l\pe- of radio- are down

How many homes are

reached by radio in a

week by day parts?

These Bureau of Broadcast Measurement

figures coyer listening during March 1958,

applj to three metro areas- Halifax, Ham-
ilton and Vancouver—as well as three city

areas which are representative of various re-

gions and language groups in the Dominion

How many hours a day

do Canadians spend with

radio by day parts?

Non-metropolitan art is, having less t\

saturation, spend more time with radio than

metropolitan art a no BBM's
Spring 1958 survey. Radio listening in Can-

ada i- considerablj high t than thi l -

.

despite almost equal pi r< i

Households reached by radio weekly

% of tc

by
tal homes reached Average number of

different days
reached

In the morning 87% 6

In the afternoon 83% 5

In the evening 57% 4

In the entire clay 92%

Average daily time spent with radio

Metro areas

Non-Metro areas

All Canada

6 A.M. to Noon

^^
Metro areas

12 to 6 P.M.

1 hour. 19 minutes

Metro areasH 6 P.M. to Midnight

All Canada mtammm n inutes

Metro areas

Non-Metro areas

All Canada

6 A.M. to 12 Midnight

:45 hours

14 minutes^^^^^^^^

(Radio basics cont'd on page 50)
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CKCO-TV KITCHENER-WATERLOO

9 Personalities to Sell for You

CKCO-TV gets viewing response

DAY TIME and NIGHT TIME from

all of mid-western Ontario.

CKCO-TV KITCHENER-WATERLOO

USE ONE MEDIUM INSTEAD OF 25
CKCO-TV completely covers mid-western Ontario—an area

that has 9 daily newspapers and 16 radio stations in the

A & B contours of Channel 13.

THE BIG BUY /x^/^V-^^

IN ONTARIO / f dtKt<SA
7 MAJOR CITIES IN

THE "A" CONTOUR J/J

1 m / \

POPULATION IN THE ,- Q, n \A&B CONTOURS . . 1,004,702 \|J 'V^^l WKZ^$J-
Represented in the United States by Weed Television Corporation and in

J

Canada by Joseph A. Hardy & Co. Ltd., and John N. Hunt & Associates.

W^^il ^**-*d^

Population figures by Dominion Bureau of Statistics.

CKCO-TV KITCHENER-WATERLOO
30 august 1958
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Canadian radio basics continued

Hon many homes tunc to radio by hours of the day?

50

5

40 Percent homes tuned, 131 rion-metro areas

35

10 III
25 III 1
20 Hill | ||
15 ilEIB | Hi
10

51 1 III.6789 10 11 12 1 23456
MORNINC AFTERNOON

7 8 9 10 11 12
EVENINC

< li.ii I above, from BRM Spring 1958 survey, rovers listening Mon-

daj through Friday in 2.079,800 households. Height of bar denotes

percent "I homes tuned during each hour. Saturday listening follows Listening in 1,691,700 metro area homes Monday through Friday

is shown in chart below taken from BBM Spring 1958 survey.

Saturday listening is low in the morning, but is close to weekday

levels rest of day. Sunday level is lowest, except in late evening
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LANGUAGES

BILINGUAL

CFCM * TV/
CHANNEL 4 FRENCH I V

CKMI *TVCHANNEL 5 ENGLISH V
OFFERING ADVERTISERS COMBINED SELLING

POWER IN CANADA'S 5 th LARGEST MARKET

QUEBEC CITY
REACH ALL OF THE GREATER QUEBEC MARKET AT
LOWER COST ON ONE COMBINED RATE CARD!

YOUR WEED TV MAN HAS ALL THE FACTS AND FIGURES!

(In Canada: Jos. A. Hardy & Co. Ltd.)
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OFF THE TOP O/r Uk Htk*

* Check B.B.M. Time period leadership

figures.

CFC
CALGARY, ALBERTA

CANADA
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1%Canadian television basics

Date

Growth of television

Tv households

ownership

% of total households

1/1/52 75,300 2

1/1/53 216,000 6

1/1/54 569,000 15

1/1/55 1,167,500 30

1/1/56 1,917,600 48

1/1/57 2,509,700 62

1/11/57 2,866,600 70

3/31/58 3,074,100 75

How fast has Canadian

tv ownership grown in

the past six years?

Growth of Canadian tv ownership to three

out of four homes in six years represents

faster rate of growth than U.S. and, prob-

ably, any other country. It took U.S. more

than eight years to reach 75% level. Esti-

mates at left come from BBM and BAB

How does tv saturation

break down in the 10

provinces of Canada?

Television household figures at right are

from the BBM Spring 1958 survey. House-

hold figures are projection from 1956 census.

Data does not include Yukon and Northwest

Territories. Note that about two-thirds of

the tv homes are in Ontario and Quebec

Tv saturation by

Total
households

provinces

television

Television
households

Newfoundland 82,100 28 22,700

Prince Edward Island 23,000 49 11,300

Nova Scotia 167,000 72 119,900

New Brunswick 124,500 60 74,700

Quebec 1,044,600 84 874,400

Ontario 1,469,300 85 1,247,000

Manitoba 223,700 63 141,600

Saskatchewan 236,700 47 111,900

Alberta 308,000 60 185,300

British Columbia 423,200 67 285,300

Canada 4,102,100 75 3,074,100

Tv saturation by metro areas

Percent tv Tv households

St. John's 93 14,300

Halifax 91 34,700

Saint John 87 19,000

Quebec 94 63,500

Montreal 94 400,100

Ottawa-Hull 95 83,800

Toronto 92 331,100

Hamilton 92 84,500

London 89 39,800

Windsor 96 50,500

Winnipeg 90 99,600

Calgary 86 51,700

Edmonton 89 59,300

Vancouver 87 180,300

Victoria 85 35,200

How does tv saturation

compare in the 15

metropolitan areas?

BBM Spring 1958 survey is the source of

figures at left. Note that nine of the 15

areas shown have more than 90% saturation
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Canadian television basics continued

What percent of tv homes watch by hours of the day?

Percenl viewing

Time Mon-Fri

i P.M. 12

in 15 metro

Saturday

7

areas

U

13
ay

1-2 9 7 17
2-3 11 12 26
3-4 18 30 32
4-5 29 33 46
5-6 41 43 50
6-7 42 42 58
7-8 65 (.(. 73
8-9 75 78 79

9-10 72 75 73

1 10-11 57 70 61

1 11-12 30 50 30
SOI K. i: BBM Match 1958.

Percent viewing in

Mon-Fri

146 non-metro

Saturday

areas

12 - 1 P.M. 10 9 12
1-2 10 13 19
2-3 17 21 32
3-4 22 30 44
4-5 33 37 52
5-6 43 50 53
6-7 57 57 57
7-8 76 77 73

8-9 82 84 81

9-10 79 82 79
10-11 59 71 67
11-12 29 49 43

SOURCE: BBM \i.i h 1958.

How does audience composition vary by hours of the day?

2-3 P.M. 1.54

Monday

%
M.

20

Television

% %
w. c.

53 27

audience

2.21

composition

Saturday

% %
M. W.

37 24

C.

39 2.28

M.

34

%

29

%
c.

37

3-4 1.86 30 45 25 2.36 43 30 27 2.41 40 32 28

4-5 1.81 26 28 46 2.56 38 24 38 2.71 40 27 33

5-6 2.13 14 16 70 2.63 24 23 53 2.74 31 24 45

6-7 2.78 28 30 42 2.79 38 32 30 2.95 35 29 36

7-8 2.53 29 34 37 2.73 37 43 20 2.89 36 37 27

8-9 2.44 32 38 30 2.66 41 41 18 2.74 42 43 15

y- hi 2.30 36 43 21 2.49 40 42 18 2.58 42 45 13

10-11 2.22 43 45 12 2.44 43 44 13 2.45 44 48 8

11-12 2.05 44 47 9 2.16 47 44 9 2.18 48 44 8

HMM October 1957 study in six markets—Saint John, N. B.; Montreal, Hamilton, Kitchei

figures above. Data shows a breakdown among men, women and children (under 16
1
plus vie

,
Edmonton and Victoria—is the source of

rs per set by hours, weekdays and weekends

How many hours daily do Canadian homes watch tv?

Hours spent daily with tv

Weekdays Saturdays Sundays 7-day average

Metro \r. - 4:52 5:32 5:46 5:06

Non-Metro 5:28 6:09 6:22 5:42

Ml treat 5:13 5:53 6:07 5:26

Hours

Length of

tv ownership

spent

Weekday

daily with

s Saturdays

tv

Less than 1 year 4:18 5:00 5:48

1.0-2.9 years 4:54 5:54 6:18

3.0 years & over 5:24 6:18 6:12

Non-metro viewers spend i little

'- do. Source oi figures BBM survey during March 1958

time with tv than metro The longer a Canadian home owns tv, the more it watches (except

i Sunday) according to these BBM figures from 3 markets in 1957
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THE FINEST

OF TELEVISION

AT REASONABLE

COST
Produced by CBC-TV, using the finest of talent, writers

and the most modern production techniques,

Canadian television programs are now available to sponsors

in the United States.

These prestige properties offer exciting sales possibilities

for sponsors— in fact, a unique opportunity to obtain a

very fine commercial vehicle—at surprisingly low cost.

Whether you're in the market for a special program or

a series, sixty minutes or half-hour, live or recorded,

contact the CBC.

CBC TELEVISION
COMMERCIAL DIVISION

Halifax Montreal Ottawa Toronto Winnipeg Vancouver



CANADIAN RADIO
{Cont'd i - 15)

been any signficant

progra • hanges during the past

. rding to m.>-t reports from

\» nritfa buying trends, broad

patterns se< m have firmed.

Quiz and contest-type shows, for

years a Staple on Canadian radio and

exceeding!) popular with national ad-

vertisers, appear to be on a decline

and onl\ a fe\> remain.

I. .1-1 year, as it had done three years

earlier, the CBC expressed concern

about a llun\ of give-away shows, a

form of programing it does not like on

the mounds that it tends to attract

listeners solely because of the chance

of winning prizes.

Mi.-, meeting with the CARTB on

the matter, the CBC spoke out against

contests and give-aways based on

proof-of-purchase entries. The Board

of Governors said that, "in its opinion

broadcasters should refrain from

broadcasting any program or message

in the nature of, or incidental to, a

contest or broadcast offering of prizes,

jiifts or bonuses unless the partici-

pants are present in the broadcasting

studio and take part in the broadcast

concerned, or entries are made in writ-

ing with arrangements for considera-

tion on merit of all such entries, pro-

vided always that participants are not

required to pay any sum or money or

other valuable consideration, or to

furnish any indication of the purchase

or possession of any product, thing,

service or information, sold, manufac-

tured, distributed, broadcast or other-

wise published by or on behalf of a

sponsor or station."

Partly as a result of this "opinion,"

Heinz cancelled its Heinz 57 Time

shows, to which listeners could write

and send labels to qualify. Some big

advertisers have rewritten the rules of

their contests.

The CBC hoard said it hoped to

avoid a formal regulation but repre-

sentations by the CARTB and other

interested parties led to a public CBC
hearing early this year. After the

hearing the board announced it would

defer making a formal regulation in

order to hear further comments on the

matter. That was 14 February and

that is where the matter now stands.

Foreign language radio : A substan-

tial number of Canadians—about 30%
—speak French. This group lives

principally in Quebec province and is

serviced by a number of stations and

both a tv and radio network.

The French-speaking Canadian can-

not be considered a foreign-language

group. Canada is treated as a bi-

lingual country by advertisers. There

are, however, a large number of immi-

grants in Canada, and, in the wake of

the post-war influx, an increase in the

number of hours of foreign-language

broadcasting and number of stations

carrying foreign-language programing.

Since World War II, about 1,700,-

000 immigrants have come to Canada.

About 30% were from the United

Kingdom, but another 17% were Ger-

man, 15% were Italian, and 10%
Dutch. W. A. Hoellige, an authority

in this field, estimates that more than

80' ( of the immigrants have settled in

urban areas. While there are no exact

statistics on the geographical distribu-

tion of these immigrants. Hoellige

said that about half settled in Ontario

with high concentrations in metropoli-

tan Toronto and Hamilton.

The CARTB has made two surveys

of foreign-language radio, one in 1955

(Please turn to page 58)
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NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
ARE TAKING A SECOND LOOK

AT

CHUB *no CKLG
NANAIMO N. VANCOUVER

10,000 watts 10,000 watts

AND—

They are booking solid on the

"TWIN PEAKS OF POWER" stations

at the very attractive

COMBINATION RATE

To SELL and SAVE advertising dollars

in Canada's THIRD LARGEST MARKET

see . .

.

STEPHENS & TOWNDROW LTD.—TORONTO & MONTREAL

JOHN N. HUNT & ASSOC—VANCOUVER

DONALD COOKE INC.—UNITED STATES
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B.C.'s 3RD MARKET
BIG! BUSY! BOOMING!

Larger

in retail sales

than

ELEVEN
other

Metropolitan

areas

in Canada

—Sales Management

11

Larger in

population

than

EIGHT

other

Metropolitan

areas

in Canada

—Sales Management

8
TRIPLE-ACTION RADIO * * *

$100,000,000.00 MARKET

Reps. U.S.A.—WEED & CO.

CANADA—ALL-CANADA

(Cont'd from page 56)

and one this year. The 1958 question-

naire was sent to 147 CARTB mem-
bers, of whom 101 replied with 54 re-

porting they carried foreign-language

programing. In the 1955 survey 27

stations so reported.

On the basis of this survey, the

CARTB found a total of 44 hours

weekly of Italian programing, almost

double the amount in 1955; 36 hours

of German programing, almost triple

the amount in 1955; 15 hours of

Ukranian programing, compared to 11

in 1955; 10 hours of Polish program-

ing, a slight increase over three years

ago; eight hours of Hungarian shows,

compared to only one hour in 1955;

seven hours of Dutch shows, an in-

crease of four hours over 1955.

Thus, in these six language groups,

there is now a total of 120 hours of

programing weekly, an increase of

more than 61 hours in three years.

The increase in all foreign-language

programing came to 82 hours.

Most of the increase took place in

central Canada (Ontario and Que-

bec), where stations now beam 57

hours more of foreign-language pro-

graming than in 1955. In the prairie

provinces, the increase was 20 hours.

Besides English and French, there

are at least 22 tongues broadcast in

Canada. In the important languages

25 stations report they broadcast in

German, 19 in Ukranian, 17 in Dutch,

16 in Italian, 10 in Polish.

Buying time on these stations pre-

sents specific problems. In the first

place, there are no accurate ratings.

Secondly, most stations do not handle

the sale of time, which is turned over

to the individual program producers.

Thirdly, these producers usually han-

dle commercial translation, which

could be a problem to national adver-

tisers who seek uniform copy.

Until recently it had been the gen-

eral practice to deliver commercials

only in the foreign language but it is

now customary to air them bilingually.

Radio's reach: Though the percent-

age of Canadian tv ownership is al-

most as high as in the U. S., the aver-

age Canadian does considerably more

radio listening than his counterpart

in the U. S. The Canadian's "con-

sumption" of radio time averages more

than three hours daily compared with

less than two hours in the U. S. (This

excludes out-of-home and portable lis-
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tening.) The French-speaking Cana-

dian, in particular, is an avid listener.

Between 8:00 a.m. and Noon, for

example, between 40 and 50% of Ca-

nadians have their radios tuned dur-

ing the average hour. This is radio's

peak, naturally. After 1:00 p.m., the

audience slides considerably, jumps up
between 4:00 and 7:00 p.m. and then

dips again. As might be expected,

radio audience levels are higher in

non-metro than metro areas.

Afternoon, nighttime and weekend

audiences, however, can add up when
radio's cumulative reach is considered.

This is shown in BBM breakdowns
taken from its March 1958 survey.

• In three markets, 10 afternoon

announcements during the week will

reach 35% of the total homes in these

markets an average of 1.8 times.

• Twelve evening announcements

can reach 26% of the homes an aver-

age of 1.8 times.

• Fifteen weekend announcements

can reach 59% of the homes an aver-

age of 2.3 times.

Rate trends: As in the U. S., radio

rates are exceedingly competitive.

POWER
COYiRAGfc

USTB€RS

NOW

5000
watts

The station that means

more business for you

IDIKIM

W hile there is plent) of activity going

on, buying and selling is sharp. As
one rep pointed out, "You almost have

to have a buying program to know
what the rate is going to be."

Cost, of course, depends heavih on

volume. Stuart MacKax. general man-

ager of All-Canada Radio Facilities.

the Dominion's largest rep, describes

the situation as follows: "The rate

trend is for multi-discounts, weekend
saturations.

BAB's sales director, Charles Fen-

ton, reports that the general trend for

daytime rates has been upward during

the past year. He added, however,

that this move has slowed down.

"Along with the upward trend in

rates," said Fenton, "there has been

some reshuffling of lime categories

which is tantamount to rate increases

in main cases. A number of the rate

increases I have noticed arc because

of a power increase and, therefore,

more coverage. I can definitely say

there has been no softening in rates

and with power increases that are

being put through, I can see that rate

trends will continue to be upward."

(Article continues next page)

when the
blinds go
UP
out West

.

§P

CKRC
CLIFF GARDNER

has more listeners than any other Manitoba station

just look at the figures

BBM Spring '58

—

total station coverage.
In 12 half-hours 7 a.m. to 9 a.m., Wednesday, Thursday
Friday.

CKRC leads in 8 Station B leads in 2

Station C leads in 1 Tied—1 (CKRC and Station C)

Station B—an averag ' 25.350 radio homes per half-hour.
Cost per thousand hous. -holds only 85c
for more information, give our reps, a call.

reps: All—Canada Radio and Television Ltd.
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Set production: Last year Canadian

il..n!c~, ties totaled 721.-

u7 1. as •-' o\ er 1956. The

increase was smaller than 1956's over

1955 bul ii represented the third

straight yeai ol i ising set sales.

During the first five months of 1958

sales went down 10'
, . Most of the

• in rease was in auto radios. \ heart-

ening sign to broadcasters, however,

was a 19' - increase in sales of port-

ables. The five-month L958 figure was

25, f2 I,

Resea •Ii : The |>ast year was marked

l>\ an increasing amount of data and

services flowing out of BBM, the sta-

tion circulation organization supported

l'\ advertisers, agencies and stations.

BBM differs from Nielsen Coverage

Service in three important respects:

1. Reports come out twice annual-

ly. This compares to the four- and

two-year hiatuses of NCS.
2. Data is based 100% upon the

ballot method. The last NCS report

(No. 3) used the ballot for areas cov-

ing half the U. S., conducted personal

interviews for the other half.

3. BBM supplies data on station

A sound knowledge of markets in the Quebec Region

enables us to help increase your sales.

RETAIL SALES OF ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
based o n 1957 figure compiled by the Que ec Power Company

Quebec city

and suburbs
Montmorency,
Montmagny

Kamouraska,
Loretteville,

la Malbaie,
Baie St-Paul

Retail

Value

Electric stoves 5,472 1,118 497 $2,600,000.

Refrigerators 6,107 1,522 885 2,900,000.

Television sets 9,110 2,330 1,757 3,600,000

Washing machine
(Automatic &
Conventional) 6,329 1,571 794 1,957,000

Dryers 1,355 304 93 481,800.

Radio sets 7,581 1,499 1,100 356,300.

Freezers 286 95 91 2 1 2,400.

Dishwashers 303 29 8 112,200.

Total retail sales n CHRC coverage a were $550,50 ,000. in 1957.

Next time you w'sh to V now more a bout markets in the Quebec Region, aslc CHRC first

CHRC
RADIO - QUEBEC

31 years of sound broadcasting.

audiences by time period, which makes
it, in effect, a rating service in addition

to a coverage study. NCS cannot sup-

ply audiences by time period.

Biggest research hassle now going

on is over station promotion during

rating weeks. One adman said these

promotions go to the point of "making
a mockery of the entire rating struc-

ture." In one western market the

situation was so bad that a top execu-

tive of a soap company asked that the

ratings of that particular market be
excluded from his copy of the report

Broadcasters tend to be more san
guine about rating week hoopla. All-

Canada's MacKay concedes that pro-

motion "can certainly upset the statis-

tician's applecart." But if this is so, he

adds, "the real danger lies in the re-

search formula being employed. Good
promotion by even a small station can

change the picture and when this can

happen, then it's high time another ap-

proach be made in the field of audi-

ence research."

Program sponsors: While spot an-

nouncements have become a way of

life so far as Canadian radio is con-

cerned, there was still a small group of

sponsors who bought (or bought into)

radio programing during the past sea-

son. This was particularly true among
clients advertising to French-speaking

audiences. A rating of between 15

and 20 on the French radio network,

while not the rule, is not uncommon,
either.

There were only two shows and
three sponsors remaining in English

network radio during the past season.

Happy Gang, a long-running strip dur-

ing the early afternoon was sponsored

by Carnation and Robin Hood Flour

Mills. The Metropolitan Opera, broad-

cast on Saturday afternoon, was

bought by McColl-Frontenac Oil Co.

Four selectively placed shows were

sponsored by half a dozen advertisers,

including Swift, Colgate, Standard

Brands, Kraft, Ogilvie Flour Mills and

Boyle-Midway.

There were a dozen sponsored day-

time shows on the French network, in-

cluding the McColl-Frontenac sponsor-

ship of the opera. Sponsors included

Wrigley, Clark, Ltd., National Fruit,

P&G, Lever, Success Wax, Colgate,

Canada Packers. Kraft, Ogilvie, Stand-

ard Chemical, Robin Hood and S. C.

Johnson. Lever and Campbell Soup

were nighttime sponsors. ^
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cm
Manitoba's

most powerful

independent

radio station!

IN WINNIPEG . . .

Elliott-Haynes Surveys for the first

seven months of 1958 show that CJOB

consistently has more listeners in

Greater Winnipeg—Manitoba's Basic

Market—than any other station. 54%
of all retail sales in Manitoba are made

in Greater Winnipeg.

PERCENT OF LISTENERS
Elliolt-Haynes Daytime Jan. 58 - July 58

4. FEB MAR APR MAY JUNE JUIY

CJOI\^

CKY

^-
\

CKR f N^ %

K /

cm RADIO WINNIPEG

10,000 WATTS
Representoi

IN U.S. — ADAM YO'JNG INC.

IN CANADA — RAD, 3 REPS.

CANADIAN TV
(Cont'd from page 47 i

of this. BAB also estimated total 1955

t\ figures al $31.5 million I with $23.5

million being spent [or national

brands) and SI 1.1 million in 195-1

I $8.5 for national tv advertising) . As-

suming growth continued at the same

rate last year, the 1957 total would

be over $70 million. As for 1958, a

noticeable slowdown in tv buying

makes it unlikely that another $20
million jump in ad spending will take

place.

Daytime tv: There is clearly increas-

ing interest by advertisers in day-

time. One authoritative opinion on the

subject comes from Henry E. Karpus,

vice president for tv and radio, E. W.
Reynolds, Ltd., Toronto. Karpus, whose

clients include P&G, Nestle, General

Mills, Best Foods, Cities Service and

Mutual of Omaha reports:

"We feel that daytime tv is getting

very close scrutiny by many Canadian

tv advertisers. So far, daytime has been

an in-and-out sort of thing, dependent

on the markets involved. Stations who
have done a good programing job

during the afternoon hours have at-

tracted some advertisers and are de-

livering a cost-per-1,000 that is pretty

attractive. In other markets stations

with less programing savvy (and, per-

haps, less money to spend on after-

noon programing) have fallen back

in their efforts to draw afternoon

viewership.

"However, on the whole, more and

more Canadian advertisers are looking

to daytime as the answer to some of

their marketing problems. As a matter

of fact, some clients are investigating

very substantial daytime tv buys in

the not-too-distant future."

The closer scrutiny of daytime by

advertisers could not have been put

off for long since programing and

audiences are advancing steadily. Karl

Steeves, tv sales director of BAB, re-

ports that there is about 20% more

daytime tv programing being done in

1958 than last year.

The average viewer, Steeves said,

quoting BBM figures, spent 25% more
time with pre-6 p.m. tv during this

spring than a year before. And this

figure covers only areas where there

has been no extension of program time.

Steeves pointed to other indicators

measuring daytime tv's advance:

1. For the first time in the history

of Canadian tv, the half-hour daytime

audience topped the million homes
mark this spring. That means about

one-third of Canadian tv homes were
tuned in. The peak occurred between

4:30 and 5:00.

3. About five stations are already

on the air by noon, nearly half by

2:00 p.m. and virtually all stations by

4:00 p.m. Steeves predicts that virtual-

ly every station will be on the air at

2:00 p.m. by this fall.

As might be expected, more econo-

mical buys are a major reason for the

growing attractiveness of daytime tv.

Stuart MacKay, general manager of

All Canada Radio Facilities, Canada's

largest tv and radio rep, points out

that rates have remained the same
and have even been lowered while

audiences have been rising during the

day. This trend, he said, has resulted

in lowering the daytime standard to

40% of "A" time instead of the 45-

()Q' < range that prevailed previously.

On top of this stations have been

introducing announcement packages in

"B" and "C" time.

Network tv: Though there's some

iPlea.se turn to page 64)

in

BRITISH
COLUMBIA
people who
buy things

listen to

C-FUN
because there is

more FUN

on CFUN
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Meet the McBrides of Scarborough
(but don't offer to pay their weekly grocery bill!)

A meal with the McBrides indicates why much of Jack's

salary goes for food . . . explains why the total food bill

for the 1,194,800 families* in cfrb's coverage area reaches

the whopping sum of almost SI billion.*

But the area's huge annual family income—almost

$6Vi billion*— is well able to sustain large purchases. This

is Canada's richest market.

CFRB

* compiled from Sales Management's Surve.

TORONTO
1010 ON YOUR DIAL
50,000 WATTS

Only cfrb combines these essentials: listening audience,

price, ratings, experience, and programming capable of

effective selling. The advantages cfrb offers advertisers

are unique.

Ask a cfrb representative to tell you how to get

your share of this rich market— and at a surprisingly

low cost.

ONTARIO'S FAMILY STATION

REPRESENTATIVES—Canada: All-Canada Radio Facilities Limited United States: Young Canadian Ltd.
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in demand for network

tv. there are Mill enough clients

who wan! to buj the medium to fill

ible Blots. Because of CBCs
public nature and its feeling thai it

must satisfy a wide audience rather

than |ii>t seek -how- of unquestioned

commercial appeal all the way down

the line, the amount of commercial

time on CBC TV is limited. During

this past season, 54% of CBC TV
programing on the English network

was sponsored. On the French network,

the percentage was half that.

The client list on CBC TV next sea-

son sounds, with few exceptions, like

a rundown of the blue chippers in the

V y

yes,

Comparison to other Ontario Cities*

7th Number of Industrial Establishment!

Number of Employees.

Amount of salaries and wages paid.

Selling value of factory shipment.

D.B.S. 1955 Statistical review.

8th

BONUS!

National Representative:

Lome Potts & Co.
Toronto—Wa 1-8951 & Montreal V

DIRECT STATION CONTACT:

U. S. American-owned firms already

set with shows on the English web
include P&G, General Motors, General

Mills, Kodak, Ford, Whitehall, S. C.

Johnson, Colgate, Sunbeam, Gillette,

Carnation, Westinghouse, General

Foods, Campbell and others. Canadian

or foreign-owned firms slotted include

Lever, Nestle, Robin Hood (flour),

Tuckett (tobacco), Imperial (tobacco),

Ritchie, Lowney. Last season's roster

had pretty much the same names—

a

long list of U. S. firms with Canadian
or foreign-owned firms scattered

among them.

The trend toward show-sharing has

stopped being a trend and is now an

accepted way of doing business. Of

the 43 shows set, 16 are shared bv

two or more sponsors. However, the

story doesn't end there. Many of the

shows sponsored by single advertisers

are carried solo only because the

client has enough brands to make it

worthwhile.

A substantial portion of the CBC
TV lineup is U. S.-originated. On the

English network it amounts to 39%
of all programing but a much higher

percentage of sponsored programing.

While the CBC supplies 57% of the

programing, the U. S. shows run away
with the rating honors. The top five

shows in terms of homes reached ac-

cording to the Spring BBM report,

were : NHL Hockey, / Love Lucy, Perry

Como, Disneyland, December Bride.

Of the top 15 shows listed by Inter-

national Surveys for May 1958, only

four were Canadian-produced.

Partly because there is only one net-

work in Canada, there is not as much

fuss about ratings as in the U.S. Only

two sponsored shows were replaced on

the English tv network last season.

Spot tv: The recession has had its

effect on tv in Canada but, so far as

spot is concerned, that effect seems to

be past. The All Canada rep firm re-

ported a slowing down in its tv busi-

ness from September 1957 to Febru-

ary 1958 but added that, during the

spring and early summer, sales picked

up and are now at an all-time peak.

The most active selective (spot)

buyers in Canadian tv are P&G, Salada-

Shirriff-Horsey, Shell Oil and the Tea

Council. Rothman's (tobacco) selec-

tive tv plans for the fall will put the

firm in the magic circle.

One interesting story in buying spot
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tv comes out of the E. W. Reynolds

shop. One of the agency's clients is

cutting network tv by 50% to go into

spot tv. This in itself is not so unusual.

However, Karpus pointed out that some
of the network money will go into se-

lective fringe buys. He said, "The
thought here is that even in fringe

times on a selective basis some of the

film shows available to us from the

United States are as good if not better

than much of the network stuff being

telecast nightly by the CBC."

Karpus did not mention the client's

name. However, it may be P&G since

it has already been revealed that P&G,
which had sponsored 179 weeks of /

Love Lucy on CBC will rerun 52 of

these films in 25 spot markets with op-

tions on another 52 films. P&G will

also co-sponsor Gunsmoke with Rem-
ington Rand in about the same num-
ber of markets.

Lestoil, the top spending brand in

U.S. spot tv, has begun an invasion of

Canada. It has had its usual success in

London, Ont., where, among other

things, an awareness test testified both

to the power of tv and the effective-

ness of Lestoil's straightforward adver-

tising. Using 27 spots per week, Les-

toil was able to raise the awareness

level from 12 to 83% of the homes in

a little over a month.

Announcement campaigns can reach

a surprisingly high percent of tv homes
in Canada's one-station-per-market sit-

uation. Typical examples of cumula-

tive audience reach have been calcu-

lated by BBM in various market groups

during various times of the day. Here
are four of them:

• Three spots each in four markets

at 4:15, 7:30 and 11:30 p.m. reached

68% of all the homes in the markets

and 77% of all tv homes an average

of 1.6 times each.

• Five spots each in three markets

at 11:45 p.m. on weekdays reached

45% of all homes, 50% of tv homes
an average of 2.2 times each.

• Five Class "C" spots each in five

markets reached 44% of all homes,

49% of tv homes an average of 2.2

times each.

• Six spots each in "A," "B" and
"C" time in five markets reached 64%
of all homes, 72% of tv homes an

average of 2.4 times each.

Tv film: With one station per mar-

ket and CBC option time a fly in the

ointment, opportunities for spot film

sales are not exactly widespread. Yet

distributors report substantial increases

in business over last year, and, even

granting the perennial optimism of

film sales people, the lack of complaints

about limited film opportunities are re-

markably scarce. The P&G example

cited earlier shows what avenues are

available for aggressive merchandis-

ers. With the CBC opening its sched-

ule before 3:00 p.m. film distributors

look forward to more daytime sales.

A hint that distributors are shaving

prices closely was contained in one ad-

man's statement that "the eagerness of

the film syndicators to co-operate with

national advertisers on selective pro-

graming has developed to the point

where some top syndicated film prop-

erties represent extremely efficient pro-

gram buying."

The monopoly market setup com-

monly leads to a high proportion of

film sales directly to agencies and ad-

vertisers (rather than participations to

retailers). S. W. Caldwell, Ltd., a film

I Please turn to page 66)

POWER
on the air

10,000 watts

on

1220 kilocycles

CKDA
RADIO VICTORIA

MOST LISTENED TO RADIO

STATION IN VICTORIA ACCORDING

TO BBM AND ELLIOTT-HAYNES.

REPS: RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, TORONTO & MONTREAL

JOHN N. HUNT & ASSOC, VANCOUVER

FORJOE & COMPANY, U.S.A.

CHEK-TV
CHANNEL 6

SERVING

41,000 TV HOMES
(*BBM)

VICTORIA

B. C's SECOND

BIG MARKET

REPS:

TELEVISION REPRESENTATIVES, TORONTO
& MONTREAL
JOHN N. HUNT & ASSOC, VANCOUVER
FORJOE & COMPANY, U.S.A.
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id distributing house, re-

ports thai ( v , ,| its syndication busi-

ed u iili the buyers rather

than the sellers of tune.

Little film programing is produced

in Canada. The economics are too un-

favorable. CBC i> committed to mostly

live programing on its network but it

has financed two half-hour series pro-

duce.! I.\ IT\ Hawkeye, Last of the

Mohicans and Tugboat Annie. TPA is

now producing a third tv film in

Canada — Cannonball— but without

CBC aid. Cannonball will use the

Fai ilities of Canadian Film Industries'

new soiimlstaiM'. which will be finished

on 1 November and will supplement

CFI's two smaller stages. This is an

important addition to Canada's film

facilities.

Commercials present a more profit-

able outlook than programing. Cana-

MM
The tremendous growth of industrial Canada,

so well measured by economists, sociologists

and historians, is matched by the music

coming from the minds and hearts of the people of Canada.

YES, THERE IS CANADIAN MUSIC!
. . . and it is the music that Canadians want to hear

on Canadian radio and television programs.

MUSIC IS TALENT!
By encouraging and stimulating the efforts of

Canadian composers of both popular and concert music,

BMI CANADA LIMITED and
BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.

are making it possible for Canadian music to be published,

recorded and performed, not only in Canada

hut throughout the world.

Written and composed by Canadians, published

in Canada by Canadian publishers, this music

should become the first choice of those advertisers and

program producers who want their programs to find

the widest possible favor with Canadians.

Toronto with added facilities,Now located in nt

better to serve thi

w and enlarged offices in

• music needs of Canada

or further information on the <

of Canadian Music call or w

BMI CANADA LIMITED
16 Gould Street

Toronto 2. Ont.

1500 St. Catherine Street, W.
Montreal, Que.

dian producers are getting an in-

creasing share of the business. Caldwell

reports an instance of a U. S. agency

coming north to have a commercial

made. \\ ith more animation and opti-

cal effects being used, more money is

going into commercials. But another,

and more important, reason for in-

creasing client investments in commer-

cials i- given by Reynolds' Karpus.

With radio becoming a "back-

ground" medium (says Karpus) and

with the earl\ magic of tv gone, "we

believe our radio and tv commercials

must be the epitome of creativity to

interest, create a desire in the product

and motivate the consumer into

buying. It is with this in mind that we

say that, in our opinion, the most

significant trend in tv today is the

greater number of dollars being placed

at the disposal of commercial creators

and producers."

Monopoly markets: The end of the

one-station-per-market policy

—

a pol-

icy the government said was set up to

make sure broadcasters didn't rush to

get applications in the big markets and

forget the little ones—may be over the

horizon. No one is quite sure just

when it will come about, though there

is no doubt that an end is in the wind.

The only definite move is that the

new Government, in line with its prom-

ise to set up a separate regulatory body

for broadcasting, placed the following

in the Speech from the Throne, a doc-

ument which, at the opening of Parlia-

ment, announces the government's in-

tention for the coming session:

"There will be placed before you a

proposal to establish a new agency to

regulate broadcasting in Canada and

to insure that the Canadian Broadcast-

ing Corporation and the privately

owned broadcasting stations work ef-

fectively together to constitute a na-

tional system to provide satisfactory

television and radio services to all

Canadians within reach."

This, in itself, will not assure the

end of the monopoly market situation.

One Canadian familiar with the situa-

tion said that after the new body is

constituted, it will probably have to

divide up policing duties with the CBC.

Also, new legislation will have to be

passed giving the new body authority

to consider station applications. Thus

it might be P/2 years before new sta-

tions hit the air. ^
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New York

Chicago

petroit

Los
Angeles

San
Francisco

Now— SPONSOR brings you the first pocket

sized 5-city TV/Radio Directory. Easy to use.

Easy to take with you when you're traveling.

Every important name and address in air

media is listed in it. By categories you

will find networks and groups, represen-

tatives, agencies, advertisers, commercial

film producers, tv film program sources,

miscellaneous film services, music and

radio services, research, surveys, and

promotion companies, trade associations,

hotels, admen's eating directory, airlines

and railroads, news services and trade

magazines.

It's the most comprehensive little book

of its kind in the field. We'll be happy

to send you your personal copy on re-

quest with our compliments. Additional

copies are 25c each.

SPONSOR
THE MACAZINE RADIO AND TV ADVERTISERS USE

NEW YORK 17— 40 E. 49th • MUrray Hill 8-2772

CHICAGO— 612 N. Michigan • SUperior 7-9863

LOS ANGELES— 6087 Sunset • HOllywood 4-8089

BIRMINGHAM— Town House • FAirfax 4-6529

P.S. Don't forget to call on us

next time you're in town.



With the focus on daytime formats, SPONSOR ASKS:

What are the essential

ingredients of daytime television

For the answer, SPONSOR polled

a cross-section of programming

experts to learn why some daytime

formats are hardy perennials,

others do not hold the housewife's

loyalty

Jules J. BundgUS, manager, radio

Bryan Houston, Inc.. New York

The only way to answer the above

question is to take a look at a success

story and pose another pertinent ques-

tion: What ingredients are responsible

fur the success of a six-year-old day-

time program that currently rates in

the top five in the adult vehicle cate-

gory—The Big Pay Off—a CBS mid-

afternoon show that has withstood the

passage of time and powerful compe-

tition.

\ \ ear ago, seven months after Bry-

an Houston assumed supervision of

ihi- program, it was a sick show and

re;id\ to go down the cancellation drain

along \\ith a number of its contempo-

raries. Foi months it had been locked

in ;i titanic rating battle with NBC's
multi-million dollar Matinee—a com-

petition which was the daytime equiv-

alent of the Sullivan-Allen or Gleason-

Como rating rivalries of nighttime

television. Then Ifatinee forged ahead

with a decided edge.

The Big Pay Off is a format show.

therefore, we embarked, with the

help of our client's George Laboda,

broadcast coordinator of the Colgate-

Pahnolive Company, on a philosophy

of constant change even within the

Bcope of a format show. Such new de-

vices as a "decision question," a novel

competition-on-the-air to decide which

contenders would become the final con-

testants; a change in some of the lead-

ing personalities, a home viewer par-

ticipation appeal, were all effected in

the course of several months. Result—

-

in January, The Big Pay Off became a

top-rated daytime show again and since

has always been in the top five of adult

appeal programs.

In the last year it has had an 11%
increase in Nielsen rating and a 23%
increase in homes reached. Our very

able producer, Walt Framer, became

the biggest enthusiast of the concept of

change even with the show consistently

riding the top of the Nielsen list.

A salesman loses sales when he loses

the initiative of his selling pitch. Even

a format show, successful in its first

quarter, should be given the prescrip-

tion of a limited run if it exposes the

housewife to the same formula day

after day. The housewife must be kept

off balance; she must be the recipient

of the unexpected in terms of enter-

tainment or the best format in the

world will become old hat.

We feel this way about our contest-

ants. A daytime participation show
must not present contestants as so

many bowling pins—without character

or identities of their own. They must

be people whom the viewing audience

gets to know as real people.

It is our aim on each show to throw

the contestant off guard. Pointed ques-

tions usually stimulate novel answers,

sometimes a humorous answer, but in

all cases they make real people out of

contestants. Contestants on a quiz show

should—for want of a better term

—

have an "experience" wherein they

register surprise, dismay, jubilance,

etc. Only then can the audience identi-

fy with the participants.

When imagination, ingenuity and

change are the main ingredients of

your daytime showmanship, you can

keep a successful program going for

years instead of quarters.

Mary Dodd, associate producer, Don

Fedderson Productions, New York

Formats that

appeal to

women, can be

produced on

limited budget

Daytime television is definitely aimed

at the woman's market, but producers

have learned that they cannot dismiss

the daytime audience as the "pressure

cooker crowd" and feed them corn

and misery. The daytime audience is

every bit as discerning and demanding

as its nighttime counterpart.

Daytime television will always have

its share of news and public service

programs, kiddie shows, and a sprin-

kling of films and soaps, but good dra-

matic programing is out for daytime.

The high cost of production makes it

economically inadvisable for an ad-

vertiser.

That leaves the audience participa-

tion shows . . . the quiz shows, which

are at their peak this season. On a

typical weekday, between the hours of

10 a.m. and 4 p.m., the three major

networks carry no less than 15 half

hours of audience participation.

The viewers themselves offer an end-

less source of "talent" as contestants

on quiz shows. On Who Do You
Trust? and previously on Do You Trust

Your Wife?, by the imaginative use of

people and by placing the emphasis on

comedy, we've tried to carry the quiz

show a step beyond the asking and

answering of questions. We've found

that the non-professional, the contest-

ant, can deliver a pretty good comedy

routine with a bit of guidance by em-

cee Johnny Carson. That the daytime

audience digs Johnny Carson's comedy

is evidenced in the fact that Trust has

steadily built up in rating and audi-

ence size since it went on the network

last fall.
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programing

,

Ciraud Chester, wee president in charge

of daytime programing, ABC Television

Network, New York

In daytime, as in nighttime televi-

sion, the aim of a good network sched-

ule is to have a balanced lineup of pro-

grams representing the best of all pro-

gram categories with audience appeal

sufficient to meet advertisers' needs for

circulation.

There are some important differ-

ences between daytime and nighttime

audiences, and consequently certain

differences in programing. The poten-

tial daytime audience, while very sub-

stantial in size (peaking at about half

the audience for the top evening time

periods) is considerably more homo-

geneous, with housewives comprising

by far the largest single group of view-

ers in many time periods.

By and large, the main program cate-

gories that have been successful in day-

time television have been the follow-

ing: 1) Personality-entertainment

shows, such as the Arthur Godfrey

Show or the Peter hind Hayes Show,

2) Audience participation shows, rang-

ing from game shows like The Price is

Right and Beat the Clock to emotional

jags like Queen for a Day and It Could

Be You; 3) Service programs, telecast

mainly on a local basis; 4) Dramatic

series, including the unending serial

dramas like Search for Tomorrow, ex-

tended courtroom reenactments like

Verdict is Yours, unit dramas like the

old Matinee Theatre series, and filmed

situation comedy series like Our Miss

Brooks; and 5) Children's shows like

Mickey Mouse Club and the local kid

shows.

With the introduction of three-net-

work competition throughout the day-

( Please turn to page 70)

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI...
the South's fastest growing TV Market

Eleven senior colleges and thirteen junior colleges are

located in the wealthy, diversified Jackson TV market.

This heavy concentration of students represents a val-

uable market today as well as tomorrow. Only two TV
stations reach this large potential—WJTV and WLBT.

260,778 TV HOMES
SERVED BY TWO GREAT STATIONS

WJTV
CHANNEL

WLBT
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Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when

you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

WGN-RADIO

SPONSOR ASKS
[Cont'd from page 69)

time schedule, there will probably be

an acceleration in the trend on the part

of tcle\ ision audiences toward program

loyalt) rather than station or network

loyalty. Good shows will get the audi-

ences on each of the three network-.

Edwin S. Friendly, Jr., daytime pro-

gram director, CBS Television Xetwork,

Veto York

HOUSTON'S

FAMILY

STATION!

KTRK TV, channel 13

i*
Same as

nighttime

format—gc

talent

People and entertainment. The essen-

tial ingredients for daytime television

are no different than for nighttime

television, movies, theater, or for that

matter, a good book. Television is

basically an entertainment medium
and, as such, is an escape. We have

heard it theorized that women require

different programing during the day-

time because they are mostly viewing

alone and use television as an escape

from their household chores. I question

this theory and am of the opinion that

women (who make up roughly 50%
of the evening viewing audience) have

the same tastes day or night.

Execution of the essential ingredi-

ents of good entertainment for daytime

is. however, a problem unto itself. One
must bear in mind 1) the economic

limitations, 2) the five-to-one frequen-

cy differential, and 3) the format dif-

ferential.

Successful daytime shows may fail

at night because their competition

may be more severe, but I doubt that

a successful nighttime show would fail

in the daytime if properly executed.

There is a major difference in execu-

tion occasioned by format, whether

game, drama or personality show. A
nighttime half hour show is produced

as a half hour with three minutes of

commercial. The daytime half hour
-how must be telecast in two 15-

minute segments, with twice as many
commercial interruptions and a station-

break al the half-way point.

In summary, the essential ingredi-

ents "I good entertainment are more

difficult to obtain in davtime because

of format complications, small budgets

and the sheer logistics of doing five

-how- a week, but the opportunity to

make loyal friends is intensified.

Carl Lindemann, Jr., director, day-

time programing, NBC Television Network,

New York

Cin

housewife a

pleasing respite

from her

daily chores

An understanding of the ingredients es-

sential to daytime tv programing is

best derived from an understanding of

the housewife audience available dur-

ing these hours.

First (and foremost in the NBC TV
daytime schedule) are the quiz, game

and audience participation programs.

In each of these the essential ingredi-

ents are first, a personable host whom
the housewife can daily accept in her

home; second, interesting participants

or contestants with whom our house-

wife viewer readily identifies herself to

maximize her own vicarious participa-

tion; and finally, an interesting hour of

entertainment format.

The next important program type is

the daytime dramatic serial, presently

filling four hours a day in the major

networks of daytime scheduling. Here

the primary requirement is identifica-

tion for our housewife viewer.

Another popular daytime program

type is the personality variety show

consisting of a strong personality sur-

rounded by a group of supporting per-

formers. Most essential here is obvi-

ously a strong personality capable of

five half hours a week in an entertain-

ing manner.

In conclusion a word must be said

about the woman's service program

which has been attempted various

times on a network basis with only

moderate success. It has been reasoned

that since service is an important part

of the various woman's magazines, it

could provide the basis for a network

program. The fallacy here is that day-

time programing to have mass appeal

must entertain or provide escape op-

portunity rather than try to inform

and educate the housewife. ^
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SURE

EVERY

TIMEBUYER

READS

SPONSOR . .

.
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BUT FOR EVERY TIMEBUYER

THERE ARE TEN OTHER DECISION

MAKERS BEHIND THE SCENES

WHO READ SPONSOR AS WELL

Rarely indeed does one man alone determine when and

where to place radio or TV business. That's why

it makes sense to reach every decision maker possible

with your message because every voice that helps

to finalize a sale should know your story.

It's the chief reason your advertising will do so

well in SPONSOR. SPONSOR reaches almost everybody

who is anybody in air. All the timebuyers, of course,

but more decision makers, too, at every level (in

both the agency/advertiser category) than any

other broadcast publication.

Proof?

Fair enough!

SPONSOR is the only broadcast publication that

offers a complete circulation breakdown BY JOB

CLASSIFICATIONS—listing the exact number of

subscribers (with their names and titles) at every

management level. We'll be happy to show it to you

at your convenience and prove beyond doubt that

SPONSOR reaches more teams that buy time than any other

book in the field.

SPONSOR
sells the EAM that buys the



It's this easy
to get programs and sponsors together, anytime

When television programs and commercials are recorded on Videotape*, they can be scheduled to run in

almost any combination and at any time. Stations can dovetail schedules for local, network and special

events quickly and easily. "Live" spots can be run at any availability. And both can be timed to reach

preselected audiences.

And with Videotape, stations can plan more "local live" programs ... increase the number of "local live"

commercials. . . build up station income.

But this is just part of the story. Let us tell you how completely the Ampex VR-1000 Videotape Recorder is

changing the face of television. Write today.

CONVERTS TO COLOR ANYTIME • LIVE DUALITY • IMMEDIATE PLAYBACK • PRACTICAL EDITING • TAPES INTERCHANGEABLE • TAPES ERASABLE. REUSABLE • LOWEST OVERALL COST

350 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNI>
Offices in Principal Citie
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-
National and regional spot buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceuticals Co., Family Products Divi-

sion, Morris Plains, N. H., is going into major markets for its

Anahist. The schedule will run for 26 weeks., with nighttime minutes

being slotted. Frequency depends upon the market. The buyer is

Chet Slayhaugh; the agency is Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Duffy-Mott Co., New York, is planning a fall campaign for its

food products. The schedules start 29 September for eight to 10

weeks. Minutes during both daytime and nighttime segments will

be placed; frequency will vary from market to market. The buyer

is Steve Suren; the agency is Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,

Inc., New York.

RADIO BUYS
General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis, is purchasing announcements

throughout the country for the fall campaign for its Gold Medal

Flour. The 30-week campaign starts 15 September. Minute an-

nouncements during daytime slots will be used; frequency will

depend upon the market. The buyer is Dick Boege; the agency is

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York.

American Home Foods, New York, is planning a campaign in

top markets for its Burnett's vanilla extract. Schedules run from

22 September through 15 December. I.D.'s during daytime seg-

ments will be scheduled, with frequencies varying. The buyer is Ed
Richardson; the agency is Geyer Advertising, Inc., New York.

Sterling Drug Inc., New York, is buying schedules for its Dr.

Lyons Tooth Powder, Energine and Bayer Aspirin. Schedules start

in September, run for 13 weeks. Minutes during daytime segments

will be scheduled; frequencies will depend upon the market. The

buyers are Bob Lazetera and Bob Bruno; the agency is Dancer-

Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York.

Peter Paul, Inc., Naugatuck, Conn., is planning a campaign for its

Peter Paul Mounds. The schedules start 9 September, run until the

end of the year. I.D.'s will be used throughout the day, saturation

frequency. The buyer is Jim Kearns; the agency is Dancer-Fitz-

gerald-Sample, Inc., New York.

RADIO and TV BUYS
National Biscuit Co., New York, is planning a campaign in top

radio and tv markets for its cracker and cookie products. The

schedule starts 29 September. In radio, minutes during both day-

time and nighttime segments are being purchased for an eight-week

run. In tv, the advertiser is looking for 30-minute slots for 39 weeks

to sponsor the film show Sky King. The buyer is Sal Agovino; the

agency is McCann-Erickson, Inc.. New York.

Videotaped'

Vehicles

Doug Elfeson, Program Manager

KRON-TV, San Francisco

"We taped a whole series of

Rambler spots at one time for

local Nash dealers. Accurately
timed, error-free, easily scheduled

commercials, with a 'live' look at

less than live cost, impressed
both client and agency."

CORPORATION
850 CHARTER STREET, REDWOOD C
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

ADVERTISERS
I lie Playtes division of Interna-

tional Latex has extended its tv

advertising into Canada.

In what it describes a> the "largest

i\ d.al in Canada in the soft goods

industry," Playtex Limited <>f Vrn-

prior, Ont., will sponsor a substantial

number of one-minute spots, flashes

and idents each week for an extended

period via CHCH-TV, Hamilton.

I S. Playtex commercials will be

adapted to Canadian needs by Walsh

Advertising Co. Limited, Toronto.

Campaign starts 1.1 September. (For

more news about Canada, see special

Canadian section, page 11. i

Wilson & Co. listened last week,

to a formal pitch from KM, on
a recommendation for a thrice

weekly spot tv schedule using a

five-minute "personality in the

news" format.

The indications are that the proposal

will be approved by the client.

Buying will probably be out of

K&E's Chicago office.

Advertisers' Ideas at work:
• Domino Sugar plans its biggest

campaign this fall based on the theme:

"Used together . . . they sell together."

This is the third in a series of retail

grocery planning guides, aimed at tie-

in planning— i.e.. moving Domino

with related items. The sugar com-

pany will use tv, radio and print to

promote this theme.

• Another tie-in promotion: Camp-
bell Soup Co.'s "Souper-Duper

Chicken"' campaign in September will

feature budget dinners made with

Swanson Boned Chicken and Turkey

combined with Campbell's cooking

soups.

• Western guns manufactured by

Mattel, Inc., Los Angeles toy manu-

facturer, will be promoted on tv this

September and October by General

Mills. This saturation promotion, will

back G.M.'s "Great Guns Sweepstakes"

contest for its Kix, Trix and Sugar

Jets cereals.

General Mills plans to use one-

minute spots on its Captain Kangeroo,

Lone Ranger and Mickey Mouse Club

programs.

Strictly personnel: Arthur Altree,

formerly marketing director of Kim-

berly-Clark Limited of Great Britain,

appointed to the Foreign Operations

PICTURE

^ WRAP-UP

This fall, Libby, McNeill & Libby will again sponsor heavy day-

time tv schedule, headed by Arthur Godfrey (2nd from r). Talking

over commercial plans are (1 to r) Ted Jardine of JWT, Libby

marketing v.p. J. W. Rose, and Libby ad manager Al Maleske (r)

IV. 'Id Lee Berkow, ch

liinulon in \Ii--

il Mogul

B ! twyer, John

merica pageant, chats with judges

... and J.,!,,, Canning, SSC&B; look-

. Doschex, both of John Blaii & Co.

At recent VFW convention in New York City, Robert W.

(1), NBC board chairman, received VFW Gold Medal Award from

VFW head Richard L. Roudebush (c), highest award VFW can con-

fer. Also shown at presentation, Secretary of State John Foster Dulles
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Division of Kimberly-Clark, Wisconsin

. . . Nathan W. Aram, elected as-

sistant v.p. and chief engineer of

Zenith Radio Corp . . . A. B. Peter-

son, appointed executive v.p. of In-

ternational Latex.

AGENCIES
The merger of the C. L. Miller

Co. with Lennen & Newell swells

the latters annual billing to ap-

proximately $77 million.

The Miller Co. brings to L&N the

Corn Products Refining account,

which it has handled since the agency's

inception 35 years ago.

C. L. Miller, president, will develop

and direct a new division of L&N;
Phillip Hoffman, treasurer and William

,

Mueller, v.p., will become senior v.p.'s

at L&N.

Miller's choice was based upon

L&N's extensive creative marketing

research operation.

The merger becomes official 1 Janu-

ary 1959.

(See sponsor-scope, page 9, for com-
ment)

Another merger : Clark & Bohertz,
Inc. of Detroit, takes in its third

agency within three months with the

addition of Betteridge & Co.

Agencies preceding this; Castle-

Werner and Fred Bingbam.

Chicago: In a further realignment of

its staff servicing the Edsel account,

Foote, Cone & Belding this fall

will shift additional personnel from

its Detroit office to Chicago.

Collateral and dealer ads will be

turned out in the Chicago office in

addition to Edsel national advertising.

Agency expansion: Lambert &
Feasley, Inc., has nearly doubled its

floor space by moving part of its group

from the 14th to the 19th floor at

430 Park Avenue, New York.

Agency appointment? : Keyes,

Madden & Jones, Inc., for the $2.5

million Florists' Telegraph Delivery

Association account . . . Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather, for the institu-

tional advertising for the Standard Oil

of New Jersey . . . Doherty, Clifford,

Steers & Shenfield appointed, along

with William Douglas McAdams,
Inc., to handle the Roche Labs divi-

sion of Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc. . . .

Gordon Best Co., Chicago, for W. F.

Straub & Co., producers of Lake Shore
brand honey and Churned honey . . .

Noble-Dury & Associates, of Nash-

ville and Memphis, for the Golden
Dipt Manufacturing Co.. St. Louis . . .

Clinton E. Frank, Inc., Chicago,

snagged two last week: The Hamilton
Beach Co., division of the Scovill

Manufacturing Co. and the Allied

Florists Association.

Ted Bates & Co. has made several

new appointments in its tv/radio de-

partment: Herbert Gunter becomes
v.p. in charge of production: Richard
Jackson, director of operations; and

KDAY, Hollywood, decided to help cause

of Hawaiian statehood—had d.j. Jim Haw-

thorne ring Liberty Bell replica at KDAY
studios, also broadcast ringing throughout day

WVNA's Bill Mays (in cell) had too short

a beard to satisfy vigilante (1) during "Prog-

ress" celebration, was locked up in movable

jail—where he broadcast news, commercials

Chicago timebuyers were entertained by new owners of WTVP, Decatur, 111., at Chic;

Yacht Club party. Shown enjoying the festivities are (1 to r) Evelyn Vanderploeg of Art!

Meyerhoff; Bobbie Landers of John W. Shaw; Bill Harmon of Leo Burnett; Helen Davis

Clinton E. Frank; Ruth Babick of Earle Ludgin; and Hall Tillson of Leo Burr

Miss Tall America, Shirley Thaxton I Miss Cincin-

nati), watches runners-ups Miss Kansas City (1) and

Miss California, support Don Bean, newsman,

WERE, Cleveland, as he interviews these long-

legged lovelies at Tall People Convention, Cleveland



Take it from Joe Floyd .

AMERICA'S

LARGEST
MARKET AREA

is the easiest market to sell

!

KKI -O-LAND is not an

advertising gimmick-word.

It is 73,496 square miles

of people - America's

largest market area —
covered exclusively by
Joe Floyd's 4-state* tv

hookup. The national

advertiser has never had
an opportunity like this

—

to blanket such a huge
part of the nation, with a

single-station buy!
*Sou+h Dakota, Iowa

Minnesota, Nebraska

KEL-0-LAND
CBS • ABC • NBC

KELO-TV
SIOl \ FALLS: and boosters

KDLO-TV
leen-Huron-Watertown

KPLO-TV
Pierre-Valentine-Chamberlain

General Offices: Sioux Falls, S.D.

JOE FLOYD, President

Evan: Nord, Cen. Mgr., Larry Benfson, V.P.

REPRESENTED BY H-R
In Minneapolis: Wayne Evans & Assoc.

\\ illiam \\ alts continues as director

of commercial film production.

REPS
Spreading out: As part of a general

expansion plan. Edward Petry & Co.

jusl opened its Dallas office—bringing

its total tn nine offices,

Hugh Kerwin, head of Petrj TV
in St. Louis, will manage the Dallas

office; David Milam will be in charge

of radio

—

Fred Johnson in charge

of t\.

Recent rep appointments: William

J. Reilly of Chicago just announced

the following mid-west stations as part

of its line-up: KLFY-TV. Lafayette.

La.: KLYN, Amarillo; WHYE, Roa-

noke: WW Ok. Charlotte, N. C. Rich-

ard O'Connell, Inc.. will represent

these stations in New York . . .

Forjoe & Co., for KPAL. Palm

Springs.

CBS Tv Spot Sales reassigned these

executive sales personnel: Arthur El-

liot, Midwestern sales manager, be-

comes Eastern sales manager: Jack
White, San Francisco sales manager,

to Cbicago as Midwestern sales man-

ager: Richard Loftus becomes sales

manager of the San Francisco office,

moving from Detroit; Howard
Marsh, to Detroit as sales manager,

transferring from the Chicago office

where he was an account executive.

NETWORKS
ABC TV this week picked up a

substantial order from Fleets

Company of America.

It's for two weekly quarter-hours of

Mickey Mouse and the half-hour of

Tales of the Texas Rangers. Agency:

Eisen.

Daytime network audience, ac-

cording; to TvB's January-July re-

port has jumped 14%.
The trend of network tv program au-

diences in the evening for the first

seven months of 1958 continues up-

ward also showing a ')' '< increase.

Average week day daytime programs

reached 428,000 more homes per

broadcast than in 1957; and, the aver-

age increase for evening programs was

716,000 homes.

Network sales:

• NBC-TV reports more than $3.2

million in new business and renewals

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WGN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

n:i. 1 AU A lT-1 S ^B
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THE JOHN
BLA\B

EPORT

Eye-opener for advertisers
To get full results from radio advertising, sales and advertising

executives need to understand the complex program elements

which, when properly combined, give Spot Radio its tremendous

selling-power. These elements are clearly defined in the John
Blair Report, LOCAL RADIO PROGRAMMING, recently

published. It is termed an "eye-opener for advertisers" because

it brings into sharp focus the exacting skill demanded of station-

management in creating an overall program-structure that con-

sistently builds maximum audience for the station, and sales

for its advertisers. Hence the book contains a wealth of informa-

tion vital to any executive charged with the responsibility of

moving mass-market goods at a profit. For the complete report,

write John Blair & Company, 415 Madison Avenue, New York

17, N. Y. Price, one dollar.

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
Exclusive National Representative for:

New York WABC
Chicago WLS
Los Angeles KFWB
Philadelphia WFIL
Detroit WXYZ
Boston WHDH
San Francisco KGO
Pittsburgh WWSW
St. Louis... KXOK

Washington...

Baltimore WFBR
Dallas-Ft. Worth KLIF-

KFJZ
Minneapolis-St.PauLWDGY

Houston KILT
Seattle-Tacoma KING
Providence -Fall River-

New Bedford WPRO

...WWDC Miami WQAM San Antonio KTSA
Kansas City WHB
New Orleans WDSU
Portland, Ore KGW
Denver KTLN
Norfolk-Portsmouth-

Newport News WGH
Louisville WAKY
Indianapolis WIBC

Tampa -St. Petersburg WFLA
Albany-Schenectady-Troy..WTRY
Memphis WMC
Phoenix KOY
Omaha WOW
Jacksonville WJAX
Nashville WSM

Wheeling-Steubenville WWVA
Tulsa KRMG
Fresno KFRE
Wichita KFH
Shreveport KEEL
Orlando WBDO
Binghamton WNBF
Boise KIDO

Cincinnati WCPO Columbus WBNS Knoxville WNOX Bismarck KFYR



i advertisers for the Today and

Jack Poor Shows since the beginning

..I August. Highlighting the nev buys:

E. I. duPont de Nemours, calling for

160 participations on Today, and 21

on I'aar; National Presto Industries

Corp.; Bulova Watch and Sandura.

• On Mutual, Seeman Brothers,

manufacturers and distributors of

Savo) Car Shampoo ordered an im-

mediate saturation campaign to sup-

port its supermarket sales distribution

of the product. Participations will he

heard on newcasts and The World To-

day. This represents Savoy's first radio

network buy. Vgencj : NC&K.
• iBC-TV's summer replacement,

tnybody Can Play, will continue on
the network this season, Monday, 9:30-

10 p.m. Sponsor: R. J. Reynolds, for

Salem.

Renewal: Sterling Drug, for Saber
o) London on NBC-TV starting 19
October.

Re specials: Mar\ Martin will star

in two live musical shows next spring

(Easter). The unusual twist is that

both these specials will be on NBC-TV
the same day—with one performance
designed primarily for children and
one l"i adults.

Nen affiliations: WTOL-TV Toledo,

will become a primary affiliate of

CBS-TV when the station airs, in

November. ABC-TV the week before,

io..k on the onl) Toledo outlet,

WSPD-TV . . . KXLF-TV, Butte,

Mont., joins CBS-TV as a secondary
affiliate.

What a give-away can give away:
Zig-Zag, the audience participation

game which ABC-TV has optioned
for a possible 6 October starting date,

promises that any contestant invited

back to try her luck on the following
'i.i\ - -how. will l.<- provided with a
baby-sitter, il she is faced with that

problem.

Network personnel: Sidney Pier-
mont joins CBS-TV network program
department as a talent coordinator.
'!<• has been manager, program talent

foi NBC.

ASSOCIATIONS
'I he nation's courtrooms have
been in the news this week—not
just for reopening of school deci-

sions—hut for the coverage of its

proceedings.
Ih' \ \B issued a call for top-level

meetings of representatives of the legal

profession, broadcasting industry, the

press and other media to discuss open-
ing the courtrooms to news cameras
and microphones.

On the con side, the American Civil

Liberties Union repeated its opposi-

tion to radio, tv and newspaper photo-

graphic coverage of court proceedings.

ACLU's reasons: Their presence

would introduce extraneous influences

"which tend to have a detrimental psy-

chological effect on the participants

and divert them from the proper ob-

jective of the trial."

John Hayes, president of the
Washington Post stations (WTOP,
WTOP-TV, Washington and WJXT-
TV, Jacksonville, Fla.) in a talk before

the South Carolina Radio and Tv
Broadcasters Association, spelled out
the responsibilities of the local

broadcaster to his community.
Said Hayes:

"We must squarely face the fact that

today we are publishers, news editors,

educators, explorers, merchandisers,

sociologists—and purveyors of enter-

tainment—all rolled into one."

Meeting: The fall convention of the

Kentucky Broadcasters' Associa-
tion will be held 13-15 October at the

Chesmotel Lodge in Hopkinsville.

The AFA board chairman, Bobert
Feemster, announces these appoint-

ments to the AFA's executive commit-
tee:

Mary Busch, executive v. p., Emery
Advertising Corp.; John Cunningham,
pres., Cunningham & Walsh; Ben Don-
aldson, advertising consultant, Ford
Motor Co.; James Fish, v.p. and direc-

tor of advertising, General Mills; Mel-

vin Hattwick, dir. of advertising, Con-
tinental Oil; George Head, advertising

and sales promotion manager, National

Cash Register Co.; David Kutner, mer-

chandising manager, Motorola; and
James Proud, president of the AFA.

They were elected:

Frank Pelligrin, v.p. and partner

of H-R Tv, Inc. and of H-R Reps, na-

tional president, and Merle S. Jones,
president of CBS TV stations, 1st v.p.

of the Broadcast Pioneers.
Cliff Gill, v.p. of KBIG, Catalina,

llH

too many
villains!

roor fellow. Poor fellow, indeed!

He's only embarrassed

climax may have bee.. .,

stop a moment. The scene can be
saved. All it takes is a snip . . . if it's

on film.

This is only one of the ways filr

helps. Because you see the si

before you show it, you're alv

in control of what's said, what's

done! In control, too, of time and
station throughout the country.

Use black-and-white—or color

.

there's an Eastman Film for every

For complete informal" «*"* **»•

Motion Picture Film [

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

W. J. German, Inc.

Be sure to shoot

in COLOR . .

.

You'll be glad you did.





K"NUZ and only K-NUZ

delivers the Largest Purchasing r UfftK

or Adult Spendable Income

Audience in the Houston Market!
* Special PULSE SURVEY (Apr-May 1958) proves K-NUZ delivers

the largest audience with spendable income or purchasing power in

Houston.

NIELSEN (June, 1958) proves K-NUZ has the largest adult audi-

enee from 6 A.M. to 6 P.M. Monday thru Friday.

Power Delivered
958)

TO REACH THE PEOPLE WHO BUY IN HOUSTON

IT'S K-NUZ—
STILL THE LOWEST COST

PER THOUSAND BUY!

K-NUZ
-Music anriilews-.

National Reps.:

Forjoe Cr Co.

—

New York • Chicago

Los Angeles • San Francisco

Philadelphia • Seattle

Southern Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO.
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanfa

In Houston:

Call Dave Morris

JA 3-2581

and a member of the Standards of

Good Practice committee of the

NAB for the past three years, named
chairman of that committee.

Davenport Smith, news director,

WBRC, Birmingham, one of the four

directors elected to the 16-member na-

tional board of the Associated Press
Radio and Tv Association. Other di-

rectors: Daniel Kops, president,

WAVZ, New Haven; Richard Lewis,

president and general manager, KTAR,
Phoenix, and Richard Cheverton,
news director of WOOD, Grand
Rapids.

The Broadcast Advertising Glub of

Chicago has elected James W. Beach,
ABC v.p. in charge of central division,

as president for the club's 1958-59

FILM
Independent TV Corp., Jack
Wrather's new distribution com-
pany, has already amassed $10-

million in production commit-
ments.

The investment is split by Jack

Wrather Productions and Britain's

ATV. Each will have at least two syn-

dication series ready for January air-

ing.

Among 40 sales personnel joining

the new company, announced this week

by President Walt Kingsley, are:

William P. Dubois, formerly with

Ziv, as general sales manager of ITC's

syndicated division; William An-
drews, also a former Ziv man, as

western division sales manager; John
Serrao, formerly Peters, Griffin &

Woodward, to the western division.

Also, Kirk Torney, an MCA and

AAP veteran, as station group division

sales manager; and former CNP man
Len Warager, to the New York City

sales division; John Ettelson, Mid-

dle Atlantic states; and Prem Kapur,

to St. Louis.

Sales :

• Jim Moran's Courtesy Motor
Sales, Chicago, will be sponsoring

full features over WBKB twice

weekly this fall.

The car sales company, which spon-

sored Courtesy Theater one evening a

week last year, has added another hour

of features to its schedule.

• WTOP-TV, Washington, has

(Please turn to page 90)
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Reprinted from World Telegram and Sun

Depression or Buyers' Strike?

ONLY
YOU

CAN DETERMINE
WHICH

Yes it's true— only the retail merchant is really in a

position to find out his customers' frame of mind. Many
experts regard the present period as due to the consum-

ers' desire to be wooed and won and many retailers have

already had truly surprising results when they went out

and "asked for the order."

"Do people have the money to spend?"

You bet they do ! The facts show another big upswing

in the works. U. S. population will soar between now

and 1975. That means more jobs, more income, more pro-

duction, more savings, more research ... more needs of

all sorts than eeee Ik fore in one histury!

How about it? Depression or buyers strike? It's up

to you!

FREE! Get going today! Write at once for illus-

trated "How To Turn the Tide" booklet offering

valuable and vital selling ideas. The Advertising

Council, 25 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. V.

YOUR FUTURE IS GREAT IN A GROWING AMERICA

SPONSOR • 30 AUGUST 1958



the

conscience

of the

community

. something

more
from

WDAU-TV!

The routine and the extraordinary ... no matter what the event, or where it happens ... if it's of local signi-

ficance in the Scranton-Wilkes Barre market . . . WDAU-TV cameras are on the scene!

When the big story in the area concerned local labor leaders who were testifying before the Senate Labor

Rackets Committee in Washington . . . WDAU-TV cameras were at the scene shooting over 17,000 feet of sound

film which were shown to its viewers on a same day basis.

This pulse of the community programming caused an Associated Press columnist to comment . . . "The most

complete coverage of a national news story ever achieved by a local station."

The result to advertisers . . . community acceptance which means larger and more attentive audiences in the

Scranton-Wilkes Barre market plus 52 additional communities each with a population of 5000 or more.

WDAU-TV . towering over Northeastern Pennsylvania

CBS-TV in Scranton-Wilkes Barre • Call H-R Television k
SPONSOR • 30 AUGUST 1958
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Marketing tools, trends,

research data and trade tips

m l FILM-SCOPE
Wilson Meats (via K&E) has revamped its syndication strategy with an ex-

panded budget for fall.

Plans call for a series of five-minute programs (by Mark Stevens) in around 50 markets.

Time clearances are currently being investigated.

Wilson had sponsored Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal (MCA) in most of its 30-odd markets.

Feature distributors who have made long-term deals with stations on a partici-

pation basis will feel the far-reaching effects of NCS #3.

Reason is this: where films were sold on a dollar-down basis with residuals from spon-

sor participations, rate hikes of declines will sift back to the packagers.

On long-term buys made strictly with cash, there won't be any change. But, say distribu-

tors, these possibilities of set count changes are taken into consideration in a cash transaction.

NTA took preliminary steps this week in a new direction: videotaping.

The action started was merger plans with Telestudios.

NTA hopes to acquire all preferred stock and three-quarters of Telestudios' common issue.

The upsurge of alternate-week sponsorships on a broad regional basis is put-

ting on the line a built-in problem for both film distributors and stations.

The problem : who takes responsibility for finding a second week buyer?

On one hand, stations are loath to buy a series without a total sponsor commitment.

Contrarily, distributors, once a market is partially sold, say it's easier for a station to find a

local sponsor, and costly for the syndicator to do so.

The ideal solution: a marriage of regional advertisers with similar needs in similar

markets, (ex.: The Ronzoni (Emil Mogul) and Savarin (Foote, Cone & Belding) co-buy of

MCA's If You Had a Million in several eastern markets.

A similar marriage of five agency clients was neatly executed by Grey Advertising this

week.

Grey bought total sponsorship of the six Shirlev Temple features for these clients: Ideal

Toy (a renewal), Phillips-Van Heusen, Samsonite, Necchi and Westinghouse. Sponsorship will

be on a participation basis.

Ziv this week became the first syndicator to minutely specialize its sales force.

The age of specialization is rapidlv overtaking syndicators sales organizations and you

can expect more of this with the growing diversities of buyers and their specific needs.

Ziv's newest addition is a sales force to concentrate solelv on regional and national ad-

vertisers making regional buys. The organization now shapes up thusly:

1) A svndication division, which pitches local advertisers and stations. A subdivision:

the New York Citv sales staff, to non-national advertisers in New York.

2) A national division, subdivided into (a) a force selling networks and (b) the new

force concentrating on regional sales and national spot.

3) Another selling arm is Economee which aims solely at re-run sales. (The first area

of specialization among most film distributors.)

SPONSOR • 30 AUGUST 1958



Key trends and developments

in marketing and research

^ MARKETING WEEK
30 AUGUST 1958 Specialists in new product development may appear in increasing numbers on

the agency scene.

Primary job of the newest member of Benton & Bowles' Development Unit is to dream
up new products and marketing plans for them. He is Francis Lanigan, who was man-

ager of new product marketing at Nestle.

A full 60% of B&B's billings are spent on products introduced since 1947.

Lanigan's function is a by-product of the unit, which has been officially in existence for

two months. Main task of the unit is in the area of high agency policy—new busi-

ness, new offices and other aspects of agency growth.

B&B, not so incidentally, put 60% of its billings into air media last year.

Coming increase in social security payments again puts the spotlight on the

old age market.

Payments will average an increase of 7% starting next year. Most of it is money put

back in circulation right away. This liquidity is important to the economy, has been

a prop during the recession.

Men over 65 constitute about 8% of the male population. This figure will de-

cline slightly to 7.7% by 1975. There will be 7.1 million in this age group in 1960, 7.6 mil-

lion in 1965, 8.1 million in 1970, 8.7 million in 1975.

The number of women over 65 is larger since they live longer. This group now
constitutes about 9.3% of the female population, by 1975 will be 10.3% of the female popu-

lation. Women over 65 will total 8.7 million in 1960, 9.7 million in 1965, 10.8

million in 1970, 12.0 million in 1975.

Do supermarkets own their customers?

Some supermarket people seem to think so, maintain that if the customer doesn't

find what she wants on the shelf, she'll pick a substitute. The theory, a slap at na-

tional advertising, also holds that it's basically the meat, produce and specialty food depart-

ments that pull the shopper.

Admen answer that surveys of supermarket buying habits disprove this theory.

One study revealed that only 30% of the families shop at the same supermarket regularly,

the others pick and choose, over the course of a week, in two or more supers. It's not un-

common for a family to patronize three different markets.

A spate of network shows will be behind the September is Canned Food Month
promotion.

They include at least four NBC TV daytime programs—Today, The Price Is

Right, Queen for a Day, Treasure Chest. The promotion will also be sparked 31 August

on ABC TV's Maverick (Kaiser). In addition, NBC Radio's Farm and Home Hour (Allis-

Chalmers) will devote six minutes to it. (The NBC Radio show, incidentally, will celebrate

its 30th anniversary on the air 4 October and also the start of Allis-Chalmers' 14th year of

sponsorship.)

The National Canners Association has gotten after the stations via a kit to wom-
en tv personalities in 75 markets and promotional material to 1,000 people in the radio field.
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What's happening in U. S. Government
that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
30 AUGUST 1958 Hard on the heels of the Dotto scandal about alleged contest rigging, Secret

Service chief U. E. Baughman this week revealed he had been called in to protect
the CBS TV Top Dollar.

Seems that overeager viewers were tampering with dollar bills by doing serial paste

jobs: like pasting numbers mentioned on the show over the original serial digits, or even

making pen and ink corrections.

It seems also there's a law against altering U. S. currency with intent to fraud that

provides for up to 15 years in prison and/or $5,000 fines.

The Federal Trade Commission and the FCC got their appropriations after

all. They were running in August on a Congressional resolution permitting them to spend at

the same rate as last year.

It all came about with Eisenhower dissatisfaction with an item of $589 million in a

bill voting funds for 17 Federal agencies. The president took the unusual route of a veto of

a money bill. Congress threatened not to appropriate for the agencies. Eisenhower wouldn't

budge. Congress did.

Rep. Emanuel Celler said baseball works for the sports antitrust bill be-

cause of a conspiracy between it and pay-tv promoters to black out free-tv in

favor of the coinbox variety.

He said International Telemeter vice president Paul MacNamara "let the cat out of the

bag" in a letter saying free tv is killing baseball but that pay-tv could make it a mint of

money.

Celler's version of a sports antitrust exemption bill would have required sports en-

terprises to prove practices "reasonably necessary." He lost out to a blanket exemption, but

then the Senate Judiciary subcommittee killed the whole thing for this year.

(For dollar dimensions of sports to tv networks see SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 19.)

The FCC held the last prehearing conference prior to starting a probe which

could result in cancellation of the National Airlines license for Miami channel 10.

The actual FCC hearings start on Sept. 8.

House Legislative Oversight subcommittee chairman Oren Harris indicated his group

would look into Miami channel 10, Boston channel 5—both cases remanded to the FCC by

the Appeals Court for probes of whether improper influences had been brought to bear

—

and others.

It would seem that the "others" will get most attention, since the first two are back in

the hands of the Commission. Miami channel 7 and Pittsburgh channel 4 look like very good

bets. The Pittsburgh case, according to staffers, might develop into another Miami channel 10.

This time with ex-chairman George McConnaughey on the hot seat.

A serious move to force the FCC to take stronger jurisdiction over radio pro-

graming will be made next year by Rep. James Roosevelt (D., Cal.).

Roosevelt noted that he was unsatisfied with a letter from FCC chairman John C. Doerfer

telling him the FCC has no legal power to censor. Doerfer reminded Roosevelt that any cen-

soring affecting radio would also have to be applied to TV.
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A round-up of trade talks,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
30 AUGUST 1958 The powers-that-be at AB-PT deny the report that WABC Radio, ABC's New

c flagship, has been found available for sale b

Rumor had the price at around $2-million.

c»pyri fht 1958 York flagship, has been found available for sale by a go-between.
SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC.

Observation on divergent network strategy:

• Agencies say that the network that's most cooperative in getting a client off the

hook via a substitute sponsor for a few weeks is NBC TV.

• CBS TV, on the other hand, doesn't like the idea because this brief tenancy might
kill the show for an advertiser with a competitive product.

If you find a rep reluctant to give you the name of the hotel a stationman of

his i9 stopping at, he's got a very good reason.

Take this week's incident: A rep who accompanied one of his station managers back

to the hotel was shown three messages just pulled out of the box by the desk clerk.

They were from three competing reps.

The switch of the Studebaker account to Keyes, Madden & Jones this week re-

called the reason that James Nance (while he was Studebaker chief) gave for placing the

account with Benton & Bowles.

Said Nance: "Benton & Bowles was the only candidate that talked about us;

all the others talked about themselves."

Check the track records of the glamour personality-pitchmen in air media, and

you'll find they haven't fared very well with proprietary drugs.

As knowledgeable admen will tell you, the one product an advocate can't be flippant or

offhand about is drugs. The sober approach, not light banter, still is the best way
to reach the victim of bodily discomfort.

Don't be surprised if McCann-Erickson spins off Marschalk & Pratt from its

divisional setup one of these days.

The new status would be that of a separate entity.

Prophets say they see a step in that direction in the expansion of M&P regional offices.

Marschalk & Pratt now has branches in Miami, Dallas, and Louisville.

Timebuyers advise that station people would do well to brief themselves in ad-

vance on a brand's distribution status in their own markets before making a pitch for

business in an agency call.

Say timebuyers: It's quite common for a stationman to ask for a schedule on a brand

without briefing himself on whether or when the brand is headed for his market.

Another bit of counsel passed along by timebuyers:

• Talk in terms of brand and not company business.

• Be sure the agency you're talking to handles the brand in question.
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Nothing else like it in Greater New York
NOTHING APPROACHES THE SOUND:
WVNJ originated the programming concept of Great
Albums of Music. It is the only radio station in the metro-
politan area that plays just Great Albums of Music from
sign on to sign off every single day of the year.

NOTHING APPROACHES THE AUDIENCE:
The very nature of the music makes the audience pre-

ponderantly adult. It's a rich audience, too. In one of the

wealthiest counties of America (Essex—with its million

radio station of 'Gllie &rtuark ^ctus

plus population) WVNJ is first in 27 out of 34 rated periods
from 7 AM till midnight. It is tied for first in three more.
According to Pulse it has more listeners here than any
station in New Jersey and New York as well.

NOTHING APPROACHES ITS VALUE:

WVNJ delivers its adult, able-to-buy greater New York
audience for less cost per thousand homes than any other
station in the market. By every reasoning it's your very
best buy.

. national rep: Broadcast Time Sales • New York, N. Y. • MU 4-6740

irk, N. J.— covering New York and New Jersey

xtil



Serving More
Advertisers

than any other

Indiana*

TV STATION

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in lt< >< ><1 company when
you join Bmart time-buyers who
Beled WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer client-. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
W( rN's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

WGN-RADIO

WRAP-UP
(Cont'd from page 82)

purchased 350 of the Paramount
features from MCA.

• Screen Gems' Shock group has

been sold in a total of 147 markets,

and its offspring, Son of Shock in 68.

Most recent sales of both groups

are to KMID-TV, Midland; WESH-
TV, Daytona Beach; and KMJTV,
Omaha.

• WPIX, New York, has lined up

its fall program of syndicated film. In-

cluded are: Colonel Flack, You Are

There, The Honeymooners, Mr. Adams
& Eve (CBS TV Film); Divorce

Court, The Goldbergs (Guild) ; Decoy

(Official) ; Casey Jones, Three Stooges

(Screen Gems) ; It's A Great Life,

Panic (CNP) ; Navy Log (ABC Film) ;

Jeff's Collie (TPA) ; and Wonders of

the World (Caples).

• National Brewing Co. has signed

up for Strikes 'N Spares in nine east-

ern stations.

Re new series: Screen Gem is prep-

ping another law enforcement series,

this one about the law in Maricopa

County, Arizona. Tentative title is

Arizona Posse.

Merchandising: AAP's merchandis-

ing head Paul Kwartin is off on a

six-week trip to Australia and the

British Isles.

Reason: To investigate the com-

pany's future Popeye-licensing activi-

ties in both countries.

Strictly personnel: Andrew L.

Gold, to Transfilm, as producer-direc-

tor . . . Mike Miller, named chief

writer and board member, Jacques

Traubee Productions.

TV STATIONS
WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, valued en-

tertainment first, this week, when
it reduced the number of com-
mercials on its 11:15 p.m. Home
Theater movie.

Reason: Station president, Hulbert

Taft Jr., ordered the cutback after he

watched High Noon on the show.

"These pictures," said Taft, "are so

fine that we cannot impair their en-

tertainment value by interrupting them

too often."

Covering the fair: For the second

consecutive year, KOLN-TV, Lincoln,

will take its tv cameras, equipment and

crew to the Nebraska State Fair for a

"&/•>. hour "live" remote tv entertain-

ment for fair-goers every day during

Fair week.

Ideas at work; Promotions:
• To keep its sales blossoming,

KGW-TV, Portland, sent a rose to ad-

vertisers and agencies, promoting its

event of the year—the Rose Festival.

• More on the flag problem:
KETV, Omaha, held a flag designing

contest in an effort to have a Mid-

westerner named as the designer of the

new U.S. flag.

• To reveal to Clevelanders its new
Early Show schedule, KYW-TV will

use heavy on-the-air saturation on both

its tv and radio stations, a mammoth
parade in the city featuring a KYW
float, advertisements in the Public Li-

brary, contests offering color tv sets as

prizes, table tents setup on the coun-

ters and tables in restaurants, busses

covered with posters and models on

scooters touring the city.

The Early Show will run top-rated

films during twilight hours designed

to appeal to the entire family.

• Top Ten Dance Party, a live, syn-

THE BIG "T" IN

WES"
MON

'ERN

ANA

KMSO-Ch. 13

Television

Tremendous coverage

Terrijfic results

ASK CILL-PERNA

KMSO- MISSOULA
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dicated teen-age show, just completed

a Wardrobe contest in which teen-agers

were asked to specify the most impor-
tant item in a summer wardrobe. First

prize winners received complete ward-
robes. Contest polled about 22,000 en-

tries over a six-week period.

Awarded: For its Science In Action

telecast, KRON-TV, San Francisco,
has been cited by the Ohio State

Awards for 1958.

On the personnel front: Robert
Leder, v.p. and general manager of

the WOR (New York) division of RKO
Teleradio Pictures, has the radio and
tv operations under his direct manage-
ment . . . Burt Lambert has been
named sales manager for WOR-TV,
New York . . . William Colvin, ap-

pointed advertising and sales promo-
tion manager, WBZ-TV, Boston . . .

Alex Kolensky, named local sales

manager, KOCO-TV, Oklahoma City

. . . Del Gore, sales representative,

KGO-TV, San Francisco . . . William
Early, account executive, WDAU-TV,
Scranton, Pa. . . . David Harris, sales

account executive, WABC-TV, New
York . . . Arden Aplanalp, account

executive, KTVT, Salt Lake City . . .

Bill Faulkner joins WLW-I, Indian-

apolis, as account executive.

RADIO STATIONS
KPRC, Houston, this week took
the New York timebuyers on a

color-film tour of the station's

market in several showings at the

Ambassador Hotel.

In addition to shots of local indus-

tries, home and commercial construc-

tion, etc., the film offered excerpts

from the routine of KPRC tv person-

alities.

Next showing, Chicago timebuyers.

The damage suit filed against Niel-

sen by WLEA, Hornell, N. Y. has
reached the N. Y. Appellate Divi-

sion on a technicality.

Nielsen is appealing a lower court's

refusal to dismiss the action.

WLEA, in the complaint it filed last

October, contended that the data Niel-

sen circulated on the Hornell market

hurt that station's business potential.

In a promotion piece, dubbed
"Warning," WEJL, Scranton, tells

advertisers what to expect when
they buy time on the station.

The first two items read:

1) There will be no competitor
within 30 minutes of your commercial.

2) You will not be multiple-spotted.

The Rahall Stations have just
completed their first of four an-
nual meetings held for the purpose
of: 1) exchanging ideas on news cov-

erage, 2) public service, 3) program-
ing policies and 4) sales opportuni-

ties.

Another principal function is to

provide, through these meetings, the

training necessary for station manage-
ment.

Those attending the recent meeting:

Oggie Davies, WKAP, Allentown;

Marshall Cleaver, WTSP, St. Peters-

burg; Gene Morehouse, WFEA,
Manchester; Johnny Banzhoff

,

WNAR, Norristown, Pa.; and Dick
Booth, WWNR, Beckley, W. Va.

The meeting was followed by a ses-

sion in New York at the Weed Co.,

Rahall's national reps. Ed Fitzsim-

sons and Jerry Lyons were among
the Weed people participating.

FM business: WBBM-FM, Chica-

go, which began independent opera-

tion on 20 Jul), announced five "pio-

neer*" clients: Association of German
Broadcasters, Sinclair Refining Co.,

Hudson Vitamin Corp., Bercraft Corp..

and Electro-Sonic Service. The two
latter are local firms.

At the scene of the news: Five
newsmen from Peoples Broadcast-
ing Corp., will fly to Geneva to cov-

er the U.N. meeting on the Peaceful

Uses of Atomic Energy, to be held 1-13

September . . . Within five minutes of

the fire alarm in Pontiac, Mich., last

week, WPON had its reporters on the

scene, describing the movement of the

fire and the fire fighters to the com-
munity.

Station sales: The WKBN Broad-
casting Corp., of Youngstown, Ohio,

has become an entirely locally-owned

company with purchase of stock previ-

ously held by the Forest City Publish-

ing Co. of Cleveland. Warren Wil-

liamson, Jr., president of WKBN, is

now the sole stockholder.

Re public service: WCCO radio

and tv in Minneapolis-St. Paul, will in-

One measiireJL. of a TV station:

power
WNCT is full of power—316 kw visual,

138 kw aural, and a bunch of 110 and
220-volt AC-DC. But in Eastern North
Carolina, folks are not interested in

power unless it fails and they can't see

their favorite programs on Channel 9.

Message: The latest 19-county Tele-

pulse and ARB point to WNCT as a

WHALE of a buy. You'll see when you
try WNCT for your next buy in the

Eastern N. C. market. Hollingbery has

avails and free copies of our new brochure.
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stall weather radar equipment atop the

Fosha) tower tn (>in point storms in an

area 300 miles wide around the Twin

Cities.

The radar information will be car-

ried to listeners and viewers of the sta-

tion and special bulletins will flash se-

vere storm warnings from the new

weather center.

Promotion ideas at work:
• Flying saucers in Austin. Tex. are

no longer a mystery. The promotion

i- an idea of K.TBC— where paper

plates are flown over the city, cadi in-

scribed with tlie number of dollars it is

worth. Listeners returning the "sau-

cers" to the station within a set time

limit can claim the cash.

• In connection with the city-wide

White Elephant Da\s promotion,
klOV. Des Moines, circulated more

than 75,000 Mad Money disks, which

can he traded in for merchandise at

anj retail store in the city.

• \\ ith Alaska becoming the 49th

state, Arizona i- no longer the baby

state. In order to relinquish its dis-

tinction gracefully, K-HAT, Phoenix,

i- raising monej from listeners to pre-

sent the Governor of the new baby

state with a solid gold diaper pin.

• l)eeja\ . Dick Alexander of WICC,
Bridgeport, has dreamed up this pub-

lic service for his station: Transport-

ing mothers with their children to the

Englewood Hospital for polio shots

\ ia a \ olkswagen bus.

kudo: Bill Hall, farm editor on

KPHO Phoenix, awarded the Honorary

State Farmer Degree by the Arizona

membership of the Future Farmers

of America.

Charles Baskerville has resigned as

manager of WWTB, Tampa. W.
Walter Tison, owner, has taken over

general management and has named
Ruben Fabelo, assistant manager.

More on station staffers: Robert
Mitchell, general manager of WINZ,
Miami and Bernard Petzoldt, ap-

pointed v.p.'s of the Rand Broadcast-

ing Co. . . . Murray Secher, sales and

advertising manager for World Wide
Broadcasting . . . R. D. Bailey, to the

regional sales stall. WVW. \ ankton-

Sioux City . . . Max Rauer, sports di-

rector, KSO, Des Moines . . . Bob
Hicks, promoted to program man-

ager, KTHS, Little Rock.

Louise Morris, selected to head the

national sales department, WDAK,
Columbus, Ga. . . . Ken Manley, di-

rector of programing for the southern

division of the Tarlow Associate sta-

tions; Art Lawrence, program di-

rector, WHYE, Roanoke . . . Ray
Turner, station manager, WTAR,
Norfolk . . . Mel Quinn, program
director, WISN, Milwaukee . . . Thom
Robertson, account executive, WORL,
Boston . . . Kirk Zumwalt, account

executive, KHSL, Chico . . . Wayne
Mack, appointed program director,

WDOK-FM, Cleveland . . . Don Evers
joins KFMB, San Diego, as account

executive.

Jack Feldman, general manager of

KRKD, Los Angeles Independent, an-

nounces the appointment of Newt Dei-

ter to head up the combined merchan-

dising, promotion and publicity de-

partments.

16 1 141/
SJUX/Aa Ul WJU04 - coordinates with

McClatchy newspapers for complete, up-to-the-minute

coverage. Sound and silent film cameras give 24-hour

coverage of local events. Has No. 1 rated news program.*

KMJ-TV • FRESNO, CALIFORNIA • McCLATCHY BROADCASTING COMPANY
The Katz Agency,

National Representativ
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Top lOO national advertisers for first half of 1958

. Procter & Gamble Co. $30,002,020

. General Motors Corp. ..... 27,111,208

. General Foods Corp 16,682,633

. Colgate-Palmolive Co.— 16,148,986

. Ford Motor Co 13,753,561

. Chrysler Corp 13,504,765

. Lever Brothers Co 12,797,639

. Bristol-Myers Co 12,410,247

. American Home Products

Corp 11,504,882

. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco

Co 10,599,578

. American Tobacco Co. .... 10,408,790

. General Mills, Inc. 9,377,959

. Gillette Co 8,385,697

, General Electric Co 8,142,999

. Kellogg Co - 7,633,976

. National Dairy Products

Corp. 7,418,142

. Campbell Soup Co __ 7,026,899

. Liggett & Myers Tobacco

Co 6,804,878

. Hunt Foods & Industries

Inc 6,282,009

. Sterling Drug, Inc 6,238,963

. P. Lorillard Co 5,652,332

, Pharmaceuticals, Inc 5,579,156

, Eastman Kodak Co 5,257,582

. Brown & Williamson To-

bacco Corp _ 5,046,344

, American Telephone &
Telegraph Co 4,959,373

. Warner-Lambert Pharma-

ceutical Corp 4,863,997

. Distillers Corp.-Seagrams,

Ltd. 4,609,987

. Revlon, Inc 4,607,299

, Westinghouse Electric

Corp 4,412,073

. E. I. Du Pont de Ne-

mours & Co., Inc 4,318,442

. Radio Corp. of America . 4,106,926

. Pillsbury Mills, Inc 4,074,304

, Standard Brands, Inc.... 4,019,828

. Quaker Oats Co.... _ 4,011,325

, Johnson & Johnson 3,836,729

. Armour & Co 3,692,237

, Goodyear Tire & Rub-
ber Co.

.

3,657,240

, Philip Morris, Inc 3,634,988

. S. C. Johnson & Son,

Inc. 3,199,840

, Chesebrough-Pond's, Inc. 2,905,823

, Kimberly-Clark Corp. ..... 2,817,741

, Carnation Co. _ _ 2,811,480

. Corn Products Refining
Co 2,779,160

, Miles Labs., Inc 2,712,109

, Prudential Insurance Co.

of America 2,711,399

, Outboard Marine Corp.. 2,623,596

, Nestle Co., Inc 2,499,896

, Helene Curtis Industries,

Inc. _ 2,461,667

, Scott Paper Co 2,431,559

, Sperry Rand Corp 2,202,347

. U. S. Steel Corp. 2,199,771

Swift & Co 2,149,483

. Armstrong Cork Co. 2,144,879

. National Biscuit Co 2,141,923

. National Distillers &
Chemical Corp. 2,080,255

. Joseph Schlitz Breiving
Co 2,018,041

. Ralston Purina Co 2,003,992

. Hiram-Walker Gooder-
ham & Worts, Ltd 1,982,540

. Simoniz Co. . 1,971,719

. Borden Co 1,960,520

. Atlantis Sales Corp 1,941,720

. Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co 1,926,492

. Coca-Cola Co 1,865,919

. IK S. Rubber Co 1,810,331

. Kaiser Industries Corp. 1,807,932

. Svlvania Electric Prod-
ucts, lnc_ 1,803,862

. Sears, Roebuck & Co... 1,802,450

. Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Co 1,753,150

, Singer Manufacturing
Co 1,741,175

. American Chicle Co.... 1,737,388

. Pepsi-Cola Co.... ... 1,689,722

. Aluminum Co. of America 1,689,576

. Hazel Bishop, Inc __ 1,667,429

. California Packing Corp. 1,661,156

. Best Foods, Inc ... 1,648,438

. Max Factor & Co 1,642,792

Seven-Up Co 1,591,116

, Mennen Co ... 1,590,770

. Pan American World Air-

ways, Inc 1,548,994

. Libby McNeill & Libby 1,538,738

. New York Life Insurance

Co 1,423,944

, Socony Mobil Oil Co.,

Inc. 1,418,511

. Rexall Drug Co 1,404,029

, American Motors Corp.. 1,378,959

. Simmons Co 1,363,273

, Pet Milk Co 1,359,694

, Cluett, Peabody & Co.,

Inc. 1,355,394

, Schenley Industries, Inc. 1,345,300

. American Can Co 1,317,084

, Texas Co 1,284,092

, Gerber Products Co 1,270,436

, B. F. Goodrich Co 1,262,931

, Beech-Nut Life Savers,

Inc. 1,252,839

, John H. Breck, Inc 1,243,316

, Doubleday & Co., Inc. 1,236,915

, American Gas Assn 1,233,997

, International Harvester

Co 1,166,787

, Columbia Broadcasting

System, Inc 1,162,430

, Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing Co. _ 1,144,530

Chemstrand Corp 1,127,751

Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when
you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes
WIlX's policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

tive to you.

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SCRANTON'S TOP MORNING SHOW

BY NEARLY TWO TO 0NEU

^STATION D/ WaTIONBV

I PUL$E-NOV.1957^RT8«ED0NAVEWGIEi

•QAlcfAeek&v
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Top-drawer advertisers

are buying WGN
You're in good company when

you join smart time-buyers who
select WGN to sell millions of

dollars worth of goods for top-

drawer clients. Exciting new
programming in 1958 makes

WGN'a policy of high quality

at low cost even more attrac-

WGN-RADIO
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The SELLibrated (and only full

powered) station in the

GOLDEN VALLEY
(Central Ohio)

WHTN
TV

A COWLES OPERATION

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

wFM.

George W. "Bud" Armstrong has been

appointed executive vice president of the

Storz Broadcasting Co. Armstrong, 30

years old, joined Storz in 1949 as a disc

jockey at KOWH, Omaha. He later moved

into sales at that station. In 1953 he be-

came gen. mgr. of Storz Station WTIX,

New Orleans. Armstrong is vice-chairman

of the All Industry Music Licensing Com-

mittee and chairman of that group's Membership Committee; and

past director of Missouri Broadcasters Assn. and the Kansas City

Radio and Television Council. He is also past vice-chairman of the

Association of Independent Metropolitan Stations. In addition to his

new post, he will continue in his present position as gen. manager

of WHB, Kansas City.

Joseph T. Connolly has been named

general manager of WCAU, Philadelphia,

effective this week, when CBS, Inc. is ex-

pected to complete its purchase of the

station from the Philadelphia Bulletin.

Connolly has been vice president in charge

of WCAU Radio since 1956. He has been

associated with the station since 1940,

serving as director of news, advertising,

special events, promotion and publicity. In November, 1946, he was

named WCAU program director, and a year later elected v. p. in

charge of radio programs. Since 1953, in addition to his program

duties, Connolly has supervised national sales for WCAU. In the

broadcast industry, he has served as president of the Pennsylvania

Assn. of Broadcasters, and is a member of Radio Pioneers of America.

Roy V. Whisnand, general manager of

WCOP, Boston and v.p. of the Broad-

casting Subsidiary of Plough Inc., will

officially head the Broadcasting Execu-

tives Club of New England at the club's

get-together party 11 September in Boston.

Whisnand has been general manager of

WCOP since 1951, and v.p. of Plough

since 1956. He is also president of the

Massachusetts Broadcasters' Assn. and is a member of the Boston

Chamber of Commerce and the Boston Advertising Club. After

serving in the Navy, Whisnand joined KSWM, Joplin, Mo., as a

salesman. In 1949 he came to WKDA, Nashville, and in 1951 joined

in partnership with fellow employees at WKDA to purchase WCOP.
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MEMO
TO: All Katz Associates

\£7C2\7' n

from: Jim Terrell ^-1958
""»°* h

subject: Nielsen Coverage Survey #3 1958

ASK YOUR KATZ MAN to show you the a.r.b.

figures, too. The combination of # 1 coverage plus # 1

viewer preference is the reason why more people

make up their minds to buy while watching

WKY-TV than any other station

NBC—Channel 4
OKLAHOMA CITYWKY-TV

WKY Television System, Inc.

WKY-TV, Oklahoma City; WKY RADIO, Oklahoma City
WTVT, Tampa; St. Petersburg; WSFA-TV, Montgomery
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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SPONSOR
SPEAKS

Radio programs challengeTtv

John Crosby, one ol our favorite syndicated t\ critics

(even it we sometimes violentl) disagree with him), took

time off the other da\ to do some radio Listening.

His conclusion: "Flipping around in radioland ... is

more interesting and certainly more unexpected than

watching telex ision."

Vmong the old standbys that Crosby found it pleasant to

return to were Breakfast Club, Art Linkletter, Gabriel

Heatter, and such daytime serials as Pepper Young's Family

and Backstage H ife.

According to Crosby, "Latch television has become so

unmitigatedly awful that it has driven me, and probably

countless millions of others, to radio."

•m'onsou can't agree with such a sweeping condemnation

of current t\ programing. Nor do we think that the icy

research statistics will show millions of viewers being

"driven" from tv.

Bui there's an important point in what Crosby says

—

one that has real significance for timebuyers and station

owners.

I nquestionably, some of the novelty and glamour has dis-

appeared from tv program schedules. Program patterns

have, in man) cases, shaken down to too few standard for-

mulas. \nd these formula- l>\ no means exhaust the poten-

tialities of the air media.

SPONSOR believes that the present situation in tv provides

a tremendous opportunity and challenge to radio program

specialists. There are today many areas of news, entertain-

ment, information, and public service which are not being

adequately served by the tv medium.

The imaginative radio man who recognizes this situation,

and has the skill and confidence and creativeness to capital-

ize on it. can carve out for himself vast new audiences, and

millions of loyal listeners.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Sponsors and agen-

cies appreciate more than ever the importance

oj "grass roots" understanding of markets and

stations. More and more companies are send-

ing their men to see for themselves. Is your

Company one of them'.''

lO-SECOND SPOTS
To Tell the Truth: Scribbled sign

left under windshield wiper of an il-

legally parked Cadillac <>n Madison

Avenue: "Went to bathroom—have

dysentery."

Round 'n Round: 1). J. Tod O'Hara

of WILD, Boston, recently locked him-

self in the control room and, for forty-

two hours, played over and over again

the Peggy Lee recording of "Fever."

The station got more than 5,000 phone

calls about it. That's right, drive 'em

WILD.

Build-up: An adman commuter from

Long Island who owns a Volkswagen

returned home several nights to find

that neighborhood pranksters had

lifted its front end and turned it

around so that part of it set in his

neighbor's drivewa\ . After the police

were called in, a news item on the

prank made the hometown paper.

Then New York metro papers carried

the story only they reported the car

had been carried entirely over into

the neighbor's drive. By the time the

item hit the AP wires, the Volkes-

wagen was reported to have been

picked up and carried several doors

Tie-in: Sign in a small garment shop

in Queens, New York : "Madison Ave-

nue Quality at Jackson Heights Prices."

Thoughtful: An advertising agency tv

commercial supervisor Avho was on a

set during filming of a commercial

offered this solution to a shadow in

the shot from a mike boom: "Why
don't you paint the boom white so

there won't be any shadows?"

Red-Faced? Producer of a forth-

coming CBS TV soap opera called

The Sheriffs Wife was in the CBS
cafeteria at New York Production

Center having lunch and complaining

about the death of virile type Western

heros when he suddenly spotted the

perfect type at a table some distance

away. The producer introduced him-

self, found the fellow was doing a

dance act on the Ed Sullivan Show.

He then explained he was looking for

a lead for Sheriffs Wife, asked if the

stranger could act and would like to

read for the part. The stranger de-

clined, then introduced himself as

Hugh O'Brian, star of Wyatt Earp.
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The

$2% Billion

WSMpire
KJBJVTUCKY

DOMINANT
FOR 33 YEARS

WSM

f/^

.FIRST IN EVERY RATED QUARTER HOUR
.SHOWS A 6% INCREASE SINCE 1956

Here's what has happened in 103 County WSMpire in the 17
months since the last Pulse Study was made:

MONDAY - FRIDAY
STATIONS 6 AM-12 N 12 N - 6 PM
WSM 42 44
Station B 23 22
Station C 13 12
Station D 9 11
Station E 7 7
Station F 6 5

SATURDAY
WSM 52 50
Station B 17 14
Station C 13 13
Station D 7 9
Station E 6 7
Station F 4 7

SUNDAY
WSM 61 52
Station B 13 18
Station C 10 13
Station D 4 7
Station E 9 6
Station F 2 5

6 PM-12Mid

In the largest single survey ever undertaken Pulse finds that WSM
has increased its hold on the 103 County WSMpire by 6% . . . leads in

every rated quarter hour with an average of well over twice the

audience of the next Nashville station.

There is a difference . . . it's WSM radio
50,000 watts, Clear Channel, Nashville - Blair Represented, Bob Cooper, General Manager.



HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX

City Zone MONTHS: JUNE-JULY, 1958

SHA OF RADIO AUDIENCE
TIME

RADIO

IN-USE

sta

A

sta

B

sta

C

sta

D

sta

E

sta

F

sta

6

sta

H ssz
SAMPIE

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

7:00 A.M. -12:00 NOON
13.4 21.5 u 14 8 6.2 6.6 5.2 4.3 3.0 0.8 3,057

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
12:00 NOON-6:P0 P.M.

1 1.5 21.-1 16.8 14.2 6.8 6.1 3.6 4.1 2.1 0.6 3,652

SUNDAY DAYTIME
10:00 A.M. -6:00 P.M.

12.8 23.7 10.5 15.3 8.9 6.8 2.6 4.2 1 1.6 0.0 1,921

SATURDAY DAYTIME
10:00 A.M. -6:00 P.M.

11.2 29.2 8.4 12.9 12.9 3.4 1.1 3.9 1.7 1.1 2,050

SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY
6:00 P.M.- 11:00 P.M.

9.2 '

i 15.6 19.9 15.3 5.0t 7.4 4.0 1.4t 3.6t 2.1 4,523

PULSE NOW
AGREES WITH

HOOPER
PULSE JULY 1958 SAYS

KALL is

No. 1
(Salt Lake County Survey average

station share for ail time periods)

KALL-Salt Lake City-910
ON

D ,A
°
L

UR 146 So. Main^^n
KEY STATION OF THE INTERMOUNTAIN NETWORK
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